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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 2 .

5/ 7/97

[] Page 1 ( Sorted by Current TS ) ;

V
'

Current TS Improved TS
,

Item Code Para Item Code Para ,

_2 1J 2.1.12

_2. L1 ACTION 2.2.1
.f gure 2.1 la Figure 2.1.1 la,

_f.igure2.1lb Figure 2.1.1 lb

_2,L 2 _2.1.2
_2J . 2 ACTION H0 DES 1&2 2.2.2.1

j ._211.2 ACTION H00ES_3 5 _2. _. 2. 2. 21

_2.2.1 3?0 _3.3.1 LC0
.

_2 2,1_ 'AQTION _H0VED BASES1

Table 2.21 Table 3.3.1 1 !

Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 1 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 1

Table 2 2 1- FUNCT UNIT 2.a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.a1

Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.b
Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 3 Jable 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 3

Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 4 Not Used
Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 5 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 4 '-

Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 6 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 5

! Table 2.2 1 FUNCI UNIT 7 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT. 6

Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 8 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 7

Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 9.a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.a i

Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 9b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.a
Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 10.a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.b
Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 10.b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.b
Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 11 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 9

._Tabl e_2,2;l FUNGT_ UNIT 1.2. a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 10

Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 12.b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 10

Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 13.a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 14

_ Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNII 13.b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 14

Table A 2;l FUNCT_ UNIT 14 lable 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 12
_ Table _2,2 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 15 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 13

_ Table 2 2 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 16.a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 16 a1

_Tal11e_2,2 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 16,b Jable 3 3.11 FUNCT UNIT 16.b_2

Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 17 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 17

Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18 a
Table 2 21_ FUNCT UNIT 18.b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.b1

_Tablge A 2 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 18A._1) Table 3.3,1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.e1
_ Table 1 2 1 FUNGT_ UNIT 18. b_. 2) lable 3.3,1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18 f

.

'
_ Table _2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.c lable_3.3.11 FUNCT UNIT 18.c1
_Iable_221 FUNGT_ UNIT 18J Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT_ UNIT 18.d11

_ Table 2J11 FUNCT_ UNIT 1_8 e lable 3 3.11 FUNCT_ UNIT 18.e2 1

_Tabl e_2,,2 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 1.9 Jab _1_e_3.3.1 1 FUNGT UNIT 19

__. Table _2J- 1
FUNCT UNIT 19 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 20 ;

9 Table 1 2. 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 20_ Table _3.3,11 FUNCT UNIT 21

Table _22 1 Nott,1 _ Table 3.3.1 1 Note 1

i

_ _ - _ _ - - - - . ____ - _ __ _ _ _ _-_.
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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 2
5/ 7/97

-[ Page 2 ( Sorted by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS
i

Item Code Para item ' Code Para

Table 2.21 Note 2 Table 3.3.11 Note 1
.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 2
; 5/ 7/97

Page J /, $0rted by ITS )

Current TS Improved TS
;

I Item Code Para Item Code Para

.
'

A1L__ 2.1.11

A112 ._2.1.2-

11gure_2J Ja Figure 2,1,1 la
Fjgure 2.1 1b Figure 2.1.1 lba

21.11 _ ACTION _ 2.2.1 :1

_2 1.2 _ ACTION MODES _It.2 _2 2.2.1 .

1 1

1.1 t2 ACTION H0 DES _3 5 _2 2.2.21

NA _2J . 3 Not Used
NA 2.2.4 Not Used
NA 2.2.5 Not Used
NA 2.2.6 Not Used

_ _ , -
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y'N Hethodology For C'ross-Reference Tables i

V
:The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs,

.

i

6

Actions, Surveillances, Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the~
locati.on of items that have been located out of the improved TS. ;

'

The cross reference' table contains the following columns: ;

|CurrentTS: h
!

LC0/SR number (itse).-

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification.

:

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the L

following code:

LC0 The LC0 operability requirement :

APP - The APPLICABILITY requirement ;

CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements *

SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENFNTS i

'

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is ,

only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross- ;
'

reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in i

the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Eata) -
,
.

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be >

appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1. [
,

the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those :

that apply in Modes S. 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. 7

Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be
'

" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5, 6. etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the !
same row (e.g., "a and b"). .

,

- h. '

~
Methodology 1 of.1 S/15/97
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables

(n] (Continued)

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in
NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the r.urrent TS

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
apply.

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross
reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS.

Imoroved TS:

LC0/SR number (Item) -

t )v This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated specification or uses the following code:

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference
location).

Requirement code (Code) -
-

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO The LC0 operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g. , FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures)

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. Thep)L

Methodology 2 of3 $/1537



Hethodology for Cross Reference Tables
/9 (Continued)
C/

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1431.

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS. nor
relocated to another document (e.g.. requirements already
adequately addressed by regulations)

(
NA This item from NUREG-1431 is not included in the improved

TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to
adequately describe the cross reference. For example, if the
cross refe ence applies to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.I."

Note: When a single paraaraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the 1%. roved TS, a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS,
separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs
such as A.1.1. A.1.2, etc.).n

kh
Methodology 30/3 5/15/97
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ENCLOSURE 2

MARK-UP OF CURRE.NT TS
i

Mark-up (11 Pages)

Methodology (2 Pages)
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2.0 SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

,n 2.1 SAFETY LIMIT 3

REACTOR CORE
'

2.1.1 The combination of THERHAL POWER, pressurizer pressure, and the highest operating
loop coolant temperature (Tavg) shall not exceed the limits shown in Figure 2.11.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

Whenever the point defined by the combination of the highest operating loop
average temperature and THERMAL POWER has exceeded the appropriate pressurizer
pressure line, be in HOT STANDBY within I hour., and comply with the 1-02-A
requircmcats of Specifleetion 5.7.1.

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE

2.1.2 The Reactor Coolant System pressure shall not exceed 2735 psig.

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

ACTION:

[
V H0 DES 1 and 2:

Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded 2735 psig, be
in HOT STAN78Y with the Reactor Coolant System pressure within its limit 1-02-A
within I hobr, end comply with the requirements of Specification 5.7.1.

H00ES 3, 4 and 5:

Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded 2735 psig,
reduce the Reactor Coolant System pressure to within its limit within 5 1-02-A
minutes, and comply with the regerements of Specification 5.7.1.

l

|

|

l
1

l
I

(] i

!V

1

)

CPSES Markup ofCurrent TS 2.0 2-1 5/15197
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FIGURE 2.1 la
UNIT 1 REACTOR CORE SAFETY LIMITS
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FIGURE 2.1-1b
>

UNIT 2 REACTOR CORE SAFETY LIMITS
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SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

2.2 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGSp
.

> r
N REACTOR TRIP S1 STEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

.

2.2.1 The Reactor Trip System Instrumentation and Interlock ( Setpoint shall
-2-01-A'

'

be set consistent 'ith the T.-ip "etpcint]Mfetithe2A11 M able] values shown in,

Table 2.2-1. 2 2-02-LG '
1

APPLICABILITY: As shown for each channel in Table 3.31. !
,

,

ACTION:
!
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2E 2.2-1 ''

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRLMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

fLNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SU POINT ALLORABLE VALUE
-- 2-02-LG

1. Manual Reactor Trip % N.A. 2-01-A -

2. Dower Range, Neutron Flux
a. High Setpoint 5100% of RTP' 5111.7% of RTP*
b. Low Setpoint 525 cf RTP' 527.7% of RTP*

3. Power Range. Neutron Flux, 25! cf RT"' with 56.3% of RTP* with
High Positive Rate a ti c constant a time constant

12 sccands 22 seconds

4. Not Used

5. Intermediate Range, 325! cf RTP' 531.5% of RTP*
Neutron Flux

6. Source Range, Neutron Flux 519-eps 51.4 x 105 cps

7. Overtemperature N-16 See-4bte-1 See Note 2 ,13 . 2-02-LG

*RTP = RATED THERMAL POWER

CPSES Markup ofCTS 2.0 2-5 S/158 7
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TAB -1 (Continuedi
.

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTR'JMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS-
-

-

FUNCTIONAL UNIT TMP-SERENF ALLOWABLE VALUE'
t 2-02-LG-

8. 0verpower N-16 2112 of "" $114.5% of RTP* t 24)1-AD

9. Pressurizer Pressure-Low
a. Unit 1 11000 psig _21863.6 psig
b. Unit 2 ~ E1000 psig 21865.2 psig

10. Pressurizer Pressure-High
a. Unit 1 22305 psig 52400.8 psig

~

b. Unit 2 22385-psts $2401.4 psig

11. Pressurizer Water Level-High $2 cf - 593.9% of
instr ;~c/. span instruent span

12. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low
a. Unit 1 ' ET: of instr-.~,,t - 288.6% of instrument-

span
-

span
b. . Unit 2 r^0: cf instrument 288.6% of instrument

span span

* RTP = RATED THERMAL POWER

CPSESMarkup ofCTS 2.0 '2-6 5/IS M
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kN .TABL -1 (Continued)' - (b

,

L : e
.

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS-

FUNCTIONAL UNIT' TRIP-SETPOINF ALLOWABLE VALUE f2-02-LG -

13. Steam Generator Water
G 2-01-A 3Level - Low Low '

a. Unit 1 125.0% of 223.1% of
necrew rer.g . narrow range
instra..t span instrument span

b. Unit 2 135.47 of 233.4% of
noi.w rer,sc narrow range
instrac.t span instrument span

14. Undervoltage - Reactor
Coolant Pumps t4830 voit3- '24753 volts

each bus each bus

15. Underfrequency - Reactor .

Coolant Pumps 157.2 "I 257.06 Hz

16. Turbine Trip '

a. Low Trip System Pressure 150 psig 246.6 psig.
b. Turbine Stop Valve tH-open 21% open

Closure
'

17. ' Safety Injection Input N-A N.A.;

from ESF i,

!
1

!

| !

.

:

,

t

CPSESMarAup ofCTS 2.0 . 2-7 S/ ISM 7
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TABL -1 (Continued)

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP-SETPGINF ALLOWABLE VALUE 1242-LG.

18. Reactor Trip System i 2-01MInterlocks '

a. Intermediate Range 4-*-10'"--emps- 26 x 10'" amps
' Neutron Flux, P-6

b. Low Power Reactor Trips
Block, P-7-

1) P-10 Input 10% of RT"' 512.7% of RTP*

2) P-13 Input 40% RT"' Turhir.c 512.7% RTP*
|irst Ste;;c "rc;- Turbine First Stage
sura Equivali.i Pressure Equivalent

c. Power Range Neutron 4"! cf "T"' 550.7% of RTP*.
Flux. P-8 -

d. Power Range Neutron 550! sf RT"' 552.7% RTP*-
Flux, P-9

:

e. Power Range Neutron 10% of "TP* 27.3% of RTP*
Flux, P-10

- 19. Reactor Trip Breakers N-A- N.A.

20. Automatic Trip and N-A- N.A.
* iterlock Logic.

*RTP = RATED THERMAL POWER

t

CPSESMarkup ofCTS 2.0 2-8 . S/15/97
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''
' A-1(Continued) OTABL -

TABLE NOTATIONS-
~

1

NOTE.1: Overtemperature N-16
. ! 2-02-LG f

!

N=K - K, f1+ 15 T, - T,'] + K (P-P2) - f (aq)
.~

1 3 t

1+ ,S

Where:
,t

N = Measured N 16 Power by ion chambers.
'

T, = Cold . leg temperature. F, ,. ,

T,' = 560.5'F for Unit 1, 560.8'F for Unit 2 - Reference T at RATED THERMAL POWER,e
4

K .= 1.150,
t

4
..K, = 0.0173/*F for Unit 1

= 0.0138/*F for Unit 2

)

i

b

4

i

!

t

;

I

I I
.

CPSEShfarkup ofCTS2.0 2-9 5/lS/97 ~
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\ ,) TABL -1 (Continued)- " \l
.

TABLE NOTATIONS (Continued)
,

NOTE 1: (Continued)

11 115 The function generated by the lead lag controller for T,= '

- 1+ r,S dynamic compensation,

1 tr Time constants utilized in tM lead-lag controller for=
1

T, rt 210s, and tr s 3s,

K3 0.000890/psig for Unit 1-

0.000720/psig for Unit 2=

P Pressurizer pressure, psig.=

P1 E 2235 psig (Nominal RCS operating pressure),

S~ = Laplace transform operator, s-1,

and f (a q) is a function of the indicated difference between top crd bottom halves of detectors of the power-ranget

neutron ion chambers: with gains to be selected based on measured instrument response during plant STARTUP tests'.
such that:

i

.

I

1

:

*

CPSESMarkup of CTS 2.0 2-10 5/158 7
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J, TAB -1 (Continued) *

- .
,

'

TABLE NOTATIONS (Continued)

NOTE 1: (Continued),

p ,

For6 nit 1*

(i) for q,. - q, between -65% and +4.6%. f (a q) = 0, where q, and g are percent RATED THERMAL POWER in the;1

top and bottom halves of the core respectively, and q, + q, is total- THERMAL' POWER in percent of RATEDt

THERMAL POWER. >

-(ii). for each percent that the magnitude of q, - q, exceeds -65%. the N-16 Trip Setpoint 'shall' be. :

automatically reduced by 0.0t* of its value at RATED THERMAL POWER, and
.,

(iii) for each percent that the magnitude of q, - q, exceeds +4.6%. the N-16 Trip Setpoint shall bet

'

automatically reduced by 3.04% of its value at RATED THERMAL POWER.

* No setpoint reduction is required for the span of the al indication.

| For Unit 2 '

(1) for q, - q, between -65% and +2.5%. f (a q) = 0, where q, and g are percent RATED THERMAL POWER in the2

top and bottom halves of the core respectively, and q, + q, is total-THERMAL POWER in percent of RATED
THERMAL POWER.

'

(ii) for each percent that the magnitude of q, - q, exceeds -65%. the N-16 Trip Setpoint'shall be-
automatically reduced by 1.86% of its value at RATED THERMAL POWER. and .

.

(iii) for each percent that the magnitude of q, - q, exceeds +2.5% the N-16 Trip Setpoint shall be-
automatically reduced by 1.65% of its value at RATED THERMAL POWER.

i

NOTE 2. The channel's maximum Trip Setpoint shall not exceed its computed Trip Setpoint by more than 3.64% of
span for Unit 1 or 1.88% of span for Unit 2. L2-01-AV'

'
.

f- i

h

v

!
1

CPSESMarkup ofCTS2.0 2-11 S/153 7 '
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|

Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS |
n |

U This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark up of the current j
Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark-up is
performed in accordance with the following guidelines:

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non-.

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be
determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required
to demonstrate that the change is non-technical.

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A-

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Haterial is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
material which is moved to the Bases of the TS).

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions,
etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS.

3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the improved TS. j

i

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material I
within the specifications, etc.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed

lout by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The
addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right
margin, j

Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by
hand) and the revised information is inserted into the

[V]
specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using

Methodology 1 of 2 S/1S/97
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k

Methodology For Mark-up of Current.TS
(continued)

the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert
pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the
adjacent right margin.

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect
adninistrative changes. Where the administrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not
correspond with the specification in which that requirement is
located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the
markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in
enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been
located in the improved TS.

CHANGE NUMBERS: ,

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates ,

the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LC0 (cr group of similar
LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the

( Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their
'

individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus*

each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of
numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within
a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of

'

changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear'

sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A. H. LG, TR, LS, R).

In sumary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark-up. For
electronic mark up " red line" is used to annotate new information. " strike out" is
used to annotate deleted material (which includes material thv r.9ved out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right mart v to identify
technical changes. All technical changes (i.e., " red line" or str P- out" items)
require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,

'

requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to
provide additional clarification.

.

.,

Methodology 2 of2 S/1587
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ENCLOSURE 3A
,

.

4

DESCRIPTION OF
CHANGES TO CURRENT TS

Description of Changes (1 Page)

O.

.
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:

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 2.0

b\ This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change
U M the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change4

numbers contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications).
In addition, the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are .

~

contained in enclosure 4. Only technical changes are discussed; administrative |
changes (i.e., format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to
NUREG 1431 Revision 1 are not discussed. For Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 6B, text
in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to

,

all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that
other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE

NUMBER HS.11C DESCRIPTION

1 01 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

t,

1 02 A The requirements embodied in separate administrative I

controls dealing with SL violations are deleted.
Specification 6.7 is deleted per CN 2 02 LS in
Enclosure 3A of the AFministrative Controls package.

'

2 01 A The requirements of this LC0 are moved to ITS LC0 3.3.1.

2 02 LG The Reactor Trip System Instrumentation Trip Setpoints,

are moved to a licensee controlled document. This
information is more appropriately controlled outside of
the TS. The parameter used to asses operability, the
Allowable Value, is retained in the ITS.

2 03 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).t

,
,

2 04 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

20S A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
'

(Enclosure 38).

2 06 LG The requirements stipulated in ACTIONS [a and b] are moved
,

to ITS Table 3.3.1 1. with direction contained in [the ITS'

Bases]. This change removes details more appropriately
controlled outside of the TS while retaining those aspects
necessary to assure the protection functions are performed
if necessary.

2 07 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

O (Enclosure 38).

.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 2.0 1 S/158 7
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ENCLOSURE 3B:
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j

j CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS !
i !
'

;
i

f

; - . Conversion Comparison Table (1 Page) ,

>
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O O O
.

t

CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE - CURRENT TS 2.0 - Page 1 of 1 ,

:

!
TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NLM ER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

1 01 The specific restrictions on nuncer of loops and licensed No - not in current No - not in current Yes Yes
A, reactor power for power operation would be removed from TS. TS.

,

the SLs. These restrictions are stated in other
requirements of the license.

1 02 The requirements embodied in separate achtinistrative Yes Yes Yes Yes
A controls dealing with SL violations are deleted.

2-01 The requirements of this LCO are moved to ITS LCO 3.3.1. Yes Yes Yes Yes
A

2-02 The Reactor Trip System Instrumentation Trip Setpoints are No - retained Yes - moved to ITS Yes - moved to Yes - moved to
.

LG moved to a licensee controlled document. current TS. 3.3.1 Bases USAR. ITS 3.3.1 Bases.

2 03 CTS ACTION b.1. Equation 2.2 1 and the values for Total No - not in current No - not in current Yes Yes
| A Allowance (TA). Z. and Sensor Error (S) are deleted. TS. TS.

consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev.1. as they are no longer
required. '

2-04 Addition of the inequality signs to K . K.. K . and K., Yes No, retain current Yes Yesr s
H consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev.1. indicates the TS.

conservative direction for these K values.

2 05 This change corrects the OTaT and OPAT equation in the Yes No No No
A DCPP CTS by relocating the bracket to the correct

position, as described in CN 3.4-10 of the 3.3 package.

2-06 The requirements stipulated in ACTIONS [a and b] are moved Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG to ITS Table 3.3.1-1 with explicit direction contained in

the ITS Bases.

2-07 This change incorpoarates the values for T" (Nominal T , Yes No No No
A at RATED THERMAL POWER). that were inadvertantly deleted

during a previous License Amendment for DCPP.

i

F

,

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 2.0 5/1587
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;
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d V. Recurririg No Significant Hazards Considerations."TR"
.
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i
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)

I
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i
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;
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I. N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION

O
In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision
includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are
provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. Hewever, due to the volume
of changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no
significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may
contain chapter-specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped
into a category have also been developed. Typically less restrictive technical
changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain
" change specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or
administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of

h) the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which
provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC.v

For enclosures 3A. 3B. 4, 6A and 6B. text in brackets ''[ ]" indicates the
information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing
Subcomittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have
plant specific information in that location.

9

1

I

|

b(%
'

CPSES No Sigmficant Ha:ards Gmsideration - TS 2.0 2 S/15/97 |
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k

II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

fM .

%) GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
-

i

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
chapter, The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the ,

applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers. '

Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a :
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1. LG2, Al, A2, etc). !

Administrative |

. ~|

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative);

; This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the |
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content,
simply reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no <

longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes
nontechnical changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard
Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been
marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a

Idiscussion of change or NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for
a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies.
This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative ;

change that is not obvious and requires an explanation.

O,

'

-Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in,

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria ,

are annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC

' for a description and evaluation of the change.

Movina information out of Technical Soecifications ,

i

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some_ cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying
. :

.

;

. t

O !
|

CPSES No Significant fla:ards Consideration - TS 2.0 3 SMSm
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS
g
U GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(continued)

requirement remains (e.g. the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LC0 but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG-1431 format and
content.

Iachnical chance. more restrictive
'

Reference symbol "H" (More restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to
conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

n Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less
( ) restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in

this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less'~'

restrictive change will be referenced i- the Description of Change (enclosure 3A)
for this chapter. The Description of Cnuge contains the basis for the change.

Technical chance. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or
less restrictive surveillance requirerents are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

Iechnical chance. recurrina less restrictive

Refercence symbol "TR 1, 2, 3. . . ." (technical recurring)

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications.

p
G

CPSES No Significant flazar< s Consideration - TS 2.0 4 5/15/971
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIF:C/ N 4AZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

N t,(g .A.

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REF0PJiATTING AND REWORDING

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide
and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG-1431. This is intended
to make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.
Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between4

specifications. During this reformatting and rewording process, no technical
changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were
identified and justified.

,

' This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it -

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

,

below:

"The Comission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

{ licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
% significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance ,

with the proposed amendnent would not:'

1 Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

!1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no
technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this

1

1

-h6 .

b
CPSES No Signijkant Hazards Consideration - TS 2.0 S S/15/97
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JII. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

[ =A-

(continued)

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the prctability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. ,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of ,

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no.'

new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different -
requirements. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or ;

'different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? -

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no :

impact on the design basis or safety analysis. This change is administrative
in nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

]

O !

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION i
'

i
iBased on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with

NSHC ''A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a l

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. ;
i
|

'

l
!

4

,
-

./
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
f%
V "R" |

.i
i

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS-

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these
requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and
safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii)
have been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation
addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of
objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating
restrictions should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows: ,

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in

pd the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the -

reactor coolant pressure boundary:

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier:

' Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or !

probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to |
public health and safety. 1

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not-

meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements.

I

l

.-
. 1''

a
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
.

) "R"
(continued) -

,

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to ,

documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that ,

changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve
an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other
licensee documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality
. Assurance Plan, as described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The
remainder of the requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to
programs that are controlled via the Administrative C%rols section of the improved ,

TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over chtnges to these
. requirements. The TS change to relocate requirements has bem reviewed by a multi-
. disciplinary group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel, including onsite
operations personnel.

.

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed
change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances;

will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained.
Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact cn system
operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits. '

.

'

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed
in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50,91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

_

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

|

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |
accident previously evaluated; or :

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident prevlously evaluated; or

3. . Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

|

( I

u |
!
i

CPSES N2 Signljicant IIazards Consideration - TS 2.0 8 5/1587
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
n() "R"

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures, -

systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria Mr inclusion
in the improved TS. The affected structura, systems, components or eriables
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to
mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls
section of the improved TS. Therefore, this charge does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in

(m) controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
requirements and adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus,"

this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component
or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillanca
procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, othei
regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to which the
requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section of the
improved TS, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of
safety. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a

,

margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with '

NSHC "R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
O significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
V no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

CPSES Na SignijIcant Ha:ards Consideration - TS 2.0 9 S/1S/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O ,

V "LG" i

I
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR I

HOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

,

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),
actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee
controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the
improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the
public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be
maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently !

exist on the documents where the information is being moved. |
,

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below: j

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility j

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideratlon 1f operation af the facility in accordance
with the proposed amend'nent would not:

\-

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an i

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
, hazards consideration standards:

l

l

|

0
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III, GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
fs() "LG"

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The voposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, other
licensee controlled documents. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls.

Since any changes to the Bases, FSAR. or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes inf-

( controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
requirements and adequate control of the information will be maintained.'

Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the requirements
to be transposed from the TS to the Bases FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will
he evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,7

\
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
p
G "H"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE HORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications
are being imposed to be consistent with the improved Standard Technical
Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the !
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies. and
remove ambiguities from the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

,o performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

b) below:

"The Cmmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no '

significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frcm any
accident previously evaluated; or

1
'

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standarde

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or ,

'consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

7

)
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n III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

U
"M"

(continued)

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS. ,

The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to
ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained
consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?.

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling paran.cters . The proposed change does impose different
requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in :

the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident ,

'
previously evaluated.

O
V 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

d) Providing additional actions,
'

e) Decreasing restoration times,
,

f) Imposing new surveillances, or.

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore,
-

this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety. ;

v
.

;

CPSES No Significant Hazards Consideration - TS 2.0 13 S33/97
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III.- GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
'

.g.-
_ (continued) |
r !

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION !
t
!

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with'
NSHC "M" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no j

'

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a ;

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. !

;
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS
,

'

| Applicable Industry Traveler Information (1 Page)

4

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page) ;
4

Mark-up:

* - SEECIFICATION PAGE
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! 2.1......................................................2.01

2.2....................................................... 2.0 1
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SLs

2.0 ;

i

- ?

- (
'

,

N
-2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) !, .

,

2.1 SLs

2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs !

t

'

In MODES 1 and 2, the combination of THERMAL POWER, Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) highest loop average temperature, and pressurizer-pressure
shall not exceed the SLs specified in Figure 2.1.1-1. ,

.
i
b

2.1.2 RCS Pressure SL ,

In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, the RCS pressure shall be maintained ,

E |s U35 psig.
'

:

#

2.2 SL' Violations r
1

2.2.1 If SL 2.1.1 is violated, restore compliance and be in H0DE 3 within
I hour. ;

!

s
I2.2.2 If SL 2.1.2 is violated:
s

2.2.2.1 In H0DE 1 or 2. restore compliance and be in H0DE 3 within '

1 hour. .

2.2.2.2 In H00E 3, 4, or 5, restore compliance within 5 minutes. )
l

2.2.3 Within i hour, r,ctify the NRC Operatiens Center, ir, eccordence with 2.0 01-
.. ren e,n ,,,o

,, n . . . , .

!2.2.4 Within 24 hours, actify the "lant Superinterdent end Vice J2.0 02-
"residont-Nuciser Operetiens.

2.2.5 Within 30 deys e Licen;;; Event Repert (LE"J shell be propered -2.0 01-
pursuent to 10 Cin 50.73. The LE" shell be suta,itted to the N"C, the-

2'0 02
offsit; revicu fur.ction, end the ,"ler,t Superinterdent, end Vice
" resident-Nucleer Operations.

1

2.2.f, Operetion of the unit shell ret be resu .;d until euthorized by the 2.0 01
NRC-.

0 |.(j i

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 2.0 2.0-1 S/15/97
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Hethodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications

p Enclosure SA contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of NUREG 1431 Revision
V 1. The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a

plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed
areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross reference to a justification
or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are
contained in Enclosure 6A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

2. Additions - Thir. includes material which is added to NUREG-1431
Rev. 1.

3. Hodifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431,
Rev.1 but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
n) bracketed areas of NUREG-1431. Rev.1 is annotated using the'

strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The
,

deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in ;

the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is I
identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent |right margin. '

|
Hodifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of

NUREG 1431 Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of
Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information
is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location
and is annotated using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or

,

hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a
change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components.

(])( Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated
,

using the redline / strike-out feature of Wordperfect and 1

|

unhadotoxy 1012 siisn1
,



Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG 1431 Specifications
(continued)

(O) identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All
such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct for this
plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct
informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets
provided in NUREG 1431 Rev.1 are deleted. " Red line". " strike-,

out" and margin codes are as follows:

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged,
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'B' (for bracketed
information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the
plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the
old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is
" red-lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code.

. 3. If the entire Condition, Action, or Surveillance is bracketed and

(] is apolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is
\ redlined. The text included within the brackets is not redlined

unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS' margin
code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were
made.

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not
applicable. the entire contents are struck out, redlined words
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used.

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e.. B,
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A.

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark-up process. Reviewer
notes may be " struck out" or deleted as preferred.

In summary, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 " red line" is used
'

to annotate new material, " strike out" is used to annotate deleted material, and
change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number
or a change code.

Note. NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are
3 incorporated are indicated using the " redlines". " strike-outs" and margin codes

(V discussed above.

Methodolog 2 of 2 S/15/97
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES CONTENTS
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I
Reactor Core SLs

B 2.1.1 ,

I

j'] B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) ,

V |
B 2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs

a

BASES
. _ _ _ _ |_

. . . . _. . , _ _ _ _ _ . . ___ _ _ _ _ _

BACKGROUND GDC 10 (Ref.1) requires that specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded during steady state operation, normal

,

operational transients, and anticipated operational occurrences
(A00s). This is accomplished by having a departure from nucleate ,

boiling (DNB) design basis, which corresponds to a 95%
probability at a 95% confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion)
that DNB will not occur and by requiring that fuel centerline
temperature stays below the melting temperature.

;
The restrictions of this SL prevent overheating of the fuel and.

cladding, as well as possible cladding perforation, that would
result in the release of fission products to the reactor coolant.
Overheating of the fuel is prevented by maintaining the steady
state peak iinear heat rate (LHR) below the level at which fuel
centerline melting occurs. Overheating of the fuel cladding is
prevented by restricting fuel operation to within the nucleate
boiling regime, where the heat transfer coefficient is large and

n the cladding surface temperature is slightly above the coolant

h saturation temperature.

Fuel centerline melting occurs when the local LHR, or power
peaking, in a region of the fuel is high enough to cause the fuel

'

centerline temperature to reach the melting point of the fuel.
Expansion of the pellet upon centerline melting may cause the
pellet to stress the cladding to the point of failure, allowing
an uncontrolled release of activity to the reactor coolant.'

Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime could
result in excessive cladding temperature because of the onset of
DNB and the resultant sharp reduction in heat transfer
coefficient. Inside the steam film, high cladding temperatures
are reached, and a cladding water (zirconium water) reaction may
.take place. This chemical reaction results in oxidation of the
fuel cladding to a structurally weaker form. This weaker form
may lose its integrity, resulting in an uncontrolled release of.

activity to the reactor coolant.

The proper functioning of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) and
steam generator safety valves prevents violation of the reactor
core SLs.

,m,-

D (continued)
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Reactor Cors SLs :

B 2.1.1 :
>

.

o- |
'

APPLICABLE- .The fuel cladding must not sustain' damage as a result of normal
SAFETY ANALYSES operation and A00s. 'The reactor core SLs are established to ,

preclude violation of the_ following fuel design criterie: '

a. There must be at least 95% probability at a 95% confidence
level (the 95/95 DNB criterion).that the hot fuel rod in
the core does not experience DNB: and r

b. The hot fuel pellet in the core must not experience
,

centerline fuel melting. -
;

,

The Reactor Trip System 6110wablelalues setpcints (Ref. 2) in
lable!,3;3;1117 in combination with all the LCOs, are designed to a

prevent any anticipated combination of transient conditions for
'

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature, pressure RCSif]ow2 31]1

and THERMAL POWER level that would result in a departure from i

nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) of less than the DNBR limit and ,

preclude the existence of flow instabilities.
,

Autoretic enforcsent of Erotectionifor these reactor core SLs is |

provided by the following functions. steam;generato gsafety
.

YAlV8DDdithelfollowLng; automat 1CtsactorittipJfunct, ton.if s,3
,

a. High pressurizer pressure trip; i

b. Low pressurizer pressure trip:
;

c. ,0vertemperature d N 16 trip: |

d. Overpower M Ni16 trip: and ,

e. Power Range Neutron Flux 5 8.191) trip. end

f. Stc;;. gereratcr safety valves. '

The limitation that the average enthalpy in the hot leg be less ;

than or equal to the enthalpy of saturated liquid isIgotla"corj
protectjo[11!!1tEb0tIdse ensures that;theterareinoIyoids11 nit _he,

MtI]eg!$haticould;affectithe:N116' signa]Idensjty; the-d
;c;sured by instrwentation, used in the RPS design as a ac;sure
of cer; powcr, is picpcitional tc ccre powcr.

i

- (7 |

-1.) (continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

n

BASES

The SLs represent a design requirement for establishing the RPS
trip setpefftts 611oWAb_le;Valties identified previously.
LCO 3.4.1, *RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow Departure from
Nucleate Boiling (DNB) Limits," or and the assumed initial
conditions of the safety analyses (as indicated in the FSAR,
Ref. 2) provide more restrictive limits to ensure that the SLs
are not exceeded.

SAFETY LIMITS The curves provided in Figure B-2.1.1-1 show the loci of points
of THERMAL POWER, RCS pressure, and average temperature for beloW
which the mittimum calcul_at.ed DNBR is not less than the design
DNBRivalue; sefety enclyscs limit. that fuel centerline
temperature remains below melting, that the average enthalpy in
the hot leg is less than or equal to the enthalpy of saturated
liquid, or that the exit quality is within the limits defined by
the DNBR correlation.

The curves are based on enthalpy tise hot channel factor limits
provided in the COLR andXcyclelspecifjc;1representativeiaxial
powetshapeCen;allowancEts;10clyded for; an' increase:infdat

(no) reduced ^poWet; based;oD;thelegtfatioJ[gi yen,j n ~ the,;COLR ;

The dcshed linc of Figurc 0 2.1.1-1 shows an cxampic of a limit
ettrvc at 2235 psig. In additica, it illustretcs the vericus I'J'S
functions that are designed to prcycat-the unit from reaching-the ;

H eft- |

The SL is higher than the limit calculated when the AFD is within
the limits of the F (AI) function of the overtemperature

3

trT-reactor trip. When the AFD is not within the tolerance, the |

AFD effect on the overtemperature trT reactor trips will reduce
the setpoints to provide protection consistent with the reactor
core SLs (Ref. 3 end-4).

|

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.1 only applies in MODES 1 and 2 because these are the only
MODES in which tha reactor is critical. Automatic protection i

'functions are re J to be OPERABLE during MODES 1 and 2 to
ensure operatio; .nin the reactor core SLs. The steam
generator safety valves or automatic protection actions serve to |

prevent RCS heatup to the reactor core SL conditions or to l
initiate a reactor trip function, which forces the unit into j

Q j
'

(./ (continued)
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Reactor Core SLs i

B 2.1.1
,

1
'

BASES

MODE 3. Setpefnts RioWabje1 Val _ues for the reactor trip i

functions are specified in LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor Trip System (RTS)
Instrumentation." In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not
required since the reactor is not generating significant THERMAL
POWER.

,

SAFETY LIMIT The icilowing SL viciatica respcases are applicable to the
VIOLATIONS reactor core SLs. ,

<

2-ih4

Thelfollowing;SlivjolationJ tesponsesiareIappl icabl e;tolthe
reactoricorejSLs] If SL 2.1.1 is violated, the requirement to go ;

to MODE 3 places the unit in a MODE in which this SL is not
applicable. :

The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour recognizes the importance
of bringing the unit to a MODE of operation where this SL is not

- applicable, and reduces the probability of fuel damage.

'\
Eer210CF_R50 {36sifialSafet#;Limitli sly.ijlatedZoperAtiogIsost'

imtbeltesumedM11184thotjzepy3hGoemission?

: Eha
.

If SL 2.1.1 is violated, the NRC Operations Center must be
notified within i hour, in ecccider.cc with 10 CIR 50.72 (Ref. 5).

2-2-4

ff SL 2.1.1 is viciated, the Plant Superintendcat ard the " ice
President-Nuclear Operaticas shall be actified within 24 hours.
This 24 hour period provides time for the plant cperators and
steff to take the oppicpriate i;;;diate action and essess the

4

corditica of the unit before reporting tc senior manc;;; cat.
.

E-0-5
:

If SL 2.1.1 is violated. Licensee Event Report shall be'

prepered end submitted within 30 days to the NRC in ecccidence

'] with 10 CTR 50.73 (Ref. 4). A copy of the report sh:11 also be
%.J
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-Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

:
',

i

G '

/
t. BASES
'

t

provided to the " lent Superintendent and the '.' ice r

. resider,t-Nuclear Operations."

;

,

G-2-6
s

TX Pf n 1 1 J- ..< 1 & J ---L L ,# LL- ..JA L 11 -A - - - - - - - - *

" 4e sh 5-.A.A 3J viVIWbwu, a EJ kus b we hasw wIa b difu I 4 s su b hv-ows sww a

, AJ1 ...LL- 2 J L.. LL, Line TL2 ---.J ----b ---.--- LL- Unr ,

Wil b 3 I Wu blIVI R&Lu WJ bits fis sw e iIll J 6 UgW5I wisswalk LI 4JM A E J hsis sis tu |

that all necessary reviews, enclyscs and actions are cenpleted
before the unit be-ins its restart tc acrir.al operation.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 10.

2. FSAR, Sectica 7.2. ChaptetJJ

3. "CA, "740-A .icrch 1^77."PoweLDJsttjbuti.gn,Contrpl" '

Ana.lysj s;and Ave.ttemperature:Ji16" and ;0verpower;N!16] Tri p,

Setpo10EHetiKL ologE".;BXEi90iO_0.6.iP3" June:19942 |d

],',

|v 4. -.n ,,- , , ,u, n .s.,.. ,nn ,ea ,orin
, n, ., ..~ .m,n.

en ,,.. ren,ne
ei n ...,m.s.

J

.e n
,,e ,n ren

v. .. o. n .., .

, , - - .. . _ - - - - - . - . - _ .. _ .--._ _ _ - -

!
,

1
1

.i

1

1

)

.

I
i

:
|
J

f

V
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

r)! B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)
v

B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SL

BASES

BACKGROUND The SL on RCS pressure protects the integrity of the RCS against
overpressurization. In the event of fuel cladding failure,'

fission products are released into the reactor coolant. The RCS
then serves as the primary barrier in preventing the release of
fission products into the atmosphere. By establishing an upper
limit on RCS pressure, the continued integrity of the RCS is
ensured. According to 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 14. " Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary," and GDC 15, " Reactor Coolant System
Design" (Ref.1), the reactor pressure coolant boundary (RCPB)
design conditions are not to be exceeded during normal operation
and anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). Also, in
accordance with GDC 28, " Reactivity Limits" (Ref. 1), reactivity
a:cidents. including rod ejection, do not result in damage to the
RCPB greater than limited local yielding.

The design pressure of the RCS is 2500 psia. 2485;p.sig:.? During
normal operation and A00s, RCS pressure is limited from exceeding

(m) the design pressure by more than 10%, in accordance with
,

' Section III of the ASME Code (Ref. 2). To ensure system
integrity, all RCS components are hydrostatically tested at 125%
J3110p$1g).ofdesignpressure,accordingtotheASMECode
requirements prior to initial operation when there is no fuel in
the core. Following inception of unit operation RCS components
shall be pressure tested, in accordance with the requirements of
ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 3).

Overpressurization of the RCS could result in a breach of the
RCPB. If such a breach occurs in conjunction with a fuel
cladding failure, fission products could enter the containment
atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits on radioactive
releases specified in 10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site Criteria"
(Ref. 4).

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, the main steam safety valves
SAFETY ANALYSES (MSSVs), and the reactor high pressure trip have settings

established to ensure that the RCS pressure SL will not be
exceeded.

,Q .

(,/ (continued)
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

h BASES-

V
APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent system
SAFETY ANALYSES pressure from exceeding the design pressure by more than 10%, as

(continued) specified in Section III of the ASME Code for Nuclear Power Plant
Components (Ref. 2). The transient that establishes the required
relief capacity, and hence valve size requirements and lift
settings, is a capiste icss of external lood turbineltrjp
without a direct reactor trip. During the tr;nsient, no control
actions arc assu ed. except---thet-the Safety valves on the
secondary plent si_dt are assumed to open when the steam pressuree

reaches the seceriery plant safety valve settings, cnd r,eminal
Ma10 feedwater supply is maintained lost:atitheltjme]of2turbjfe

_ttip]
;

The Reactor Trip System Allowable; Values setpcints (Ref. S), in
TableJ23;111] together with the settings of the MSRVs, provide -

pressure protection for normal operation and A0nr The reactor
high pressure trip setpoint is specificaQ set to provide
protection against overpressurization. (Ref. 5). The safety
analyses for both the high pressure trip and the RCS pressurizer
safety valves are performed using conservative assumptions

,

relative to pressure control devices.

More specifically, no credit is taken for operation of the
following:

a. Pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs);

b. Steam fire relief velve, GeneratofAtmosphetic3elief
Yalgesi

l

c. Steam Dump System: )
|

d. Reactor Control System:
|

e. Pressurizer Level Control System: or j

f. Pressurizer spray valves.

.

SAFETY LIMITS The maximu'm transient pressure allowed in the RCS pressure vessel
under the ASME Code, Section III, is 110% of design pressure.

O. g' (continued)
1
1
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2 -

.

O BASES

,Q
SAFETY LIMITS The ;;;exi;;ra transient pressure elicw;d in the RCS pfping, valves,

(continued) and fittings urder [USAS, Section 331.1 (Ref. 0] is 120% cf
design pressure. The rast li;;;iting of these two elicwences is
the 110% of design pressure, therefore, Ihe SL on maximum ,

allowable RCS pressure is 2735 psig.

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.2 applies in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 because this SL could
be approached or exceeded in these MODES due to

,

overpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in H0DE 6
because the reactor vessel head closure bolts are not fully

itightened, making it unlikely that the RCS can be pressurized.

~

SAFETY LIMIT The felicwing SL violations are applicable to the RCS pressure
VIOLATIONS SL-

2.2.2.1 '

If the RCS pressure SL is violated when the reactor is in H0DE 1
or 2, the requirement is to restore compliance and be in H0DE 3
within 1 hour. tg

Exceeding the RCS pressure SL may cause immediate RCS failure and
create a potential for radioactive releases in excess of
10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site Criteria," limits (Ref 4).

The allowable Completion Time of 1 hour recognizes the importance
of reducing power level to a H0DE of operation where the
potential for challenges to safety systems is minimized.

2.2.2.2

If the RCS pressure SL is exceeded in H0DE 3, 4, or 5, RCS<

pressure must be restored to within the SL value within
,

5 minutes. Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5 is
more severe than exceeding this SL in HODE 1 or 2, since the
reactor vessel temperature may be lower and the vessel material,
consequently, less ductile, As such, pressure must be reduced to
less than the SL within 5 minutes. The action does not require
reducing MODES, since this would require reducing temperature,

f-( (continued)
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

. (Av).
SAFETY LIMIT 2 + 2-2 (continued)

BASES ,

t
'

VIOLATIONS
which would compound the problem by adding thermal gradient I

stresses to the existing pressure stress.

Pet @l0CF1350;367dflalSafety: Limit].i sly 1olated KoperationsLaus.t
n..ot_Tb~ 'r.esu. med runtil_'_eu.thoriz. e.d.'by~t.h.e."Commissio.a'- -_ - - -- - -. ne

2-2-3

,,.L. nre _ _ _ _ . . _ _ r, ,_ .2_,.._J .u_ un r n_ _ _ _ o _ _ r__m__
4I b3 fL IWJ yi U JJul 5 wb IJ vBVIWbLu, blis s is w VyL a W I. 4 b'I EJ V5 libel

en -s W . ,r n_._A L_ _ _ t a r2_ J . .a t L J _ 1 L_.._ a_ _____J.___ . .J A L gn een

IIgua b UL i rv b i eiUV yv s 61 g i i s a s pVul , iga wwbVi uws ws sv i 611 AV hs n s.
an - ,,
wu , . s.

2-2:4

If the I,CS pressure SL is viciated, the . lant Superintendent and"

the " ice President-Noelear Operations shall bc notified witMn
_184 A L-.._ TL_ 81 A L.._ __J_J ___.4J_ &J__ #_._ &L_ g iMtVIUNTwwJ b s essu ( Vi blivE7 s iVW 6 J . IIN 6.7 f lV W I yLi IVM

operaters and staff to take the appropriate ifacdtete action and-

assess the condition of the unit before reporting to scnice
.oo , ,o r..~i ..b .-
_________

. , ,
/

(
N 2-2-5

|
ci 2. . 2 , _i _ a . . 2______ r..__i n____m _L.,, 1, , m L_

nec _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ V4 4J v3ViubUu, u h. I bwi iww w 6yvssb nb yVi b di IW i I IA5 b 4 35 IWW y1 EJJunE

bc prepared and submitted within 30 days to the NnC in accordance
_ , _ _ L

i.
L. . , , ue., ne..,,,, ,., evy,. . _ , L,s_ , myV.

,n , ns ___ _____.
. .ub k

,n ren _

.I -5JVms . . V,. V. bi. i .. o, n

___..J;_; A. it. n1__s c...__2_s__;_ t ._J AL. ua__
yiVWiWUM kV bsIV i I WIIb WWyEI I E 5 bElIVL4 I b uauw bsIL y iVU

.n _ _ _ J a _ _ t, s J i os . . b,u, . 1 _ _ n_ _ _ _ A 2. V. , J .
__

m moi Vys, o b
|
1

E-2-6 |
4

If the IsCS pressurc SL is violated, restart of the unit shel+-not )
_-- __ J AL_ u _ _ _ . |
sm..-.... . m m . _L J.1 . . A L,V ._ _ J. ._.s_ o L ,. . I,n t* T,LJ_ ___..J._w_._.~__.& s.,J ___.ma ,.1, I ob, V mm m. ill d , y. . b

AL_m _ss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _.2m ._ _.1..___ .. J . t a ._ _ ___ 1

A. L . u,neT Iis I w bliu b uea i rwww JJus y 4wy I syv a , us f u u J Jwa , wetu uwbiVIEd Wa w
_-_-1 s_; L_r___ AL. ..aA L _4 _ aa_ .__.A__s s_ _____1 _____a

- .bV3Hy I L bbM UU 5 V 3 U Tri ib WI 4 4 b UU yTI6J 4bJ i EJ but b bV iIVI IllW 8 vfl 8 u b IVII

|.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 14, GDC 15, and GDC 28.
'

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, !

Article NB 7000. |

i
1

i

.[K. ]

V) (continued) {
!

;

I
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RCS' Pressure SL !; <

1

N B 2.1.2 - 2
'
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|

l
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'
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REFERENCES 3. .ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI,!
. . ^!,

,

(continued) ' Article IWX 5000. - .;

i

4 .- 10 CFR.100-
,

<

,

5. FSAR, i tic, 7.2;g gpter2Z.. ,

?

, ae g __;__; e_a_ i___ a .
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG-1431 Basesg
V

Enclosure 58 contains an electronic (or hand written) mark-up of the Bases portion
of NUREG 1431. REV. 1. The Bases is descriptive in nature but provides significant
clarification and, in some cases, technical information which supports the
specifications. The version in the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version i

has been made plant specific, l

To the extent possible, the words of NUREG 1431, Rev. 1 are retained to maximize i

standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading,
they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant
specific portions of the spec 1fications.

The changes are processed as follows:

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG 1431 Rev.1 Bases.

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431. Rev.
1 Bases.

3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431 Rev.1
O Bases but is being revised for the improved TS,
V

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS
or other design basis document into a bracketed portion
of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using
the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand).
The deletions are not identified by a change number or a change
code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431 Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Bases in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
not identified by a change number or a change code in the
adjacent right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using the strike-out

(n) feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised

Methodology l of2 S/1S/97
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Bases |
'

(continued)

information is inserted into the Bases in the appropriate |

1 location and is annotated using the red-line feature of j

Wordperfect (or hand written / insert'pages). The modification is !
'

mt identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed ;
<

area. If " generic" information had been provided in the :

bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic" !

information is " struck out" and the correct material is inserted i

using the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the 1
'

information is " redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An
identification number to cross reference to an explanation or
justification is at provided.

Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark up of NUREG 1431. Rev.1
Bases as part of the markup process. Reviewer notes may be !

" struck out" or deleted as preferred. .,
;

't

In summary, "re+11ne" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new
material, " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted i

material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify
|;

changes in the Bases.

|

!

i

I

-)

I

|

.

!

I

,
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t

'

JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1431

NUREG 1431 Section 2.0 ;

This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked up ;

technical change to NUREG 1431. Revision 1, to make them plant specific or to
incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process.

.

!ForThe change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups.
Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A. and 6B, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information :

!

- is plant specific and is not comon to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
| plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific ,

information in that location.'
!

.i
,

CHANGE

|MffE JUSTIFICATION

2.0 1 SL Violation requirements that duplicate regutations would be
,

eliminated. The applicable regulations are 50.36, 50.72, and 50.73 for
reporting an SL violation and 50.36 for obtaining NRC authorization to
operate the reactor following ai, SL violation. These changes are in ,

accordance with TSTF 5 Revision 1, which has been approved by the NRC. ,

,

2.0 2 The requirements regarding notification of licensee management'

following SL violations and obtaining reviews of LERs by management and !
!

the offsite review comittee would be deleted. These changes are also
in accordance with TSTF-5 Revision 1.

,

1

4

f

.

k

O
,
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431. SECTION 2.0 Page l'of'l-
.

. .i

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY '

-

', NUl6ER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

2.0-1 SL Violatien requirements that duplicate regulations would Yes Yes Yes Yes.be eliminated.

2.0-2 The requirements regarding notification of licensee Yes Yes Yes Yes
management following SL violations and obtaining reviews ,'
of LERs by management and the offsite review committee

I
would be deleted.
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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.0
5/ 8/97
page 1 ( Sorted by Current TS ) i

.

Current TS Improved TS
,

Ites Code Para Item Code Para
.

.

3.0.1 _ LCO 3J.1 LCO I

i _3.0,2 LCO 3.0.2 LCO

3.0.3 LC0 3.0.3 LCO

3.0.3 LC0 3.6.6 CONDITION C

_3.0.3 LCO 3.8.1 C0tlDITION H

i3,_0.4 L.C0 _3.0,4 LCO"

_3 0,4 _LCO New 3.0.4 LCO
1

_3 0A _ LCO. 3.3.1 CONDITION C Note
1

J.0.5 LCO Not Used

New 3.0.5 LC0'

New 3.0.6 LC0 .

New 3.0.7 LCO

O
;

4.0.1 SR 3.0.1 SR i'

4.0.2 SR _3_0.2 SR ;

;

_4,0.3 SR 3.0.1 SR i

4.0.3 SR _3.0.3 SR

4,0.3 SR New 3.0.3 SR |
!

4.0.4 SR 3.0.4 SR

4.0.4 SR New 3.0.4 SR

4 0J SR _5.5,8 ,

1

_4 0.5 SR c 5.5.8 a ;
t '

( ,_4J . 5 SR d 5.5.8 b

10J SR New ___
5.5.8 c

,

Not Used j4.0.5 _ SR e ___

5.5.8 d- i4.0,5 SR f ,

106 SR 3.4.13_2 SR '
.

2

10._6 SR 5.5.9 7

1 0 6_.1 SR 5.5.9 a |
2

4.0.6 2 SR 5.5.9 b !

2
'

4_,_0 6 3 SR 5.5.9 c
12 '

1044 SR 5.5.9 c.4 ,

'

4J 6.5 SR 5.6.10

!lable ._4,0 1_ Table _5.5 1

:

i
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i CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.0
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Page 2 ( Sorted by Current TS )
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i Current TS Improved TS
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Item- Code Para Item Code Para
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.0 <

!5/ 8/97
!

Fage- 1 ( Sorted by ITS )'

;
.

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

.

101 L?O 3.0.1 LCO
1

3.0.2 L?O 3.0.2 LCO4

3 0,.3 L?_0 3.0.3 LC0
,

2

'

3.0.4 LC0 3.0.4 LCO

A0.4 LCO New 3.0.4 LCO

New 3.0.5 LCO

New 3.0.6 LC0 {

New 3.0.7 LCO e

10.1 SR 3.0.1 SR i

.4.0.3 SR 3.0.1 SR
+

4.0.2 SR 3.0.2 SR .

O 4.0.3 SR 3.0.3 SR ,

4,0.3 SR New 3.0.3 SR

~4.0.4 SR 3.0.4 SR

4.0.4 SR New .3.0,4 SR |
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C') Methodology For Cross-Reference Tables
Lj

The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs,
Actions Surve111ances. Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the
location of items that have been located out of the improved TS.

The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS:

LC0/SR number (1125) -

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification. 4

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO The LC0 operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement

CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirementsp
y/ SR - The SURVEILL.ANCE REQUIREMENTS

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different apolicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (IMta) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,

,

the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.
Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be -

" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5, 6, etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b").

p)(' 1

'

Methodology 1 of3 S/15/97 |
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables !

( (Continued) ;

A :
1

i

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in
NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
apply.

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is r.sae for each cross
reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS.

Imoroved TS:

LCO/SR number (Item) - i

This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated specification or uses the following code:

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference
location).

Requirement code (Code) - !

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LC0 The LC0 operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS i

*
.

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee ,

controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g. FSAR. TRM, or ,

plant procedures)

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

O
1.fethodology - 2 of3 5/15/97

'~
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables
,.

(Continued) !

(v)

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross- i
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with I

different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

IParagraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be i

'

appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not i

addressed in the NUREG 1431.
1

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor
relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already
adequately addressed by regulations)p]G

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved
TS because it does not apply (e.g.. specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to
adequately descri b the cross reference. For example, if the
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the i

" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
'

the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple |
'locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross

reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS, i

separate entries, each referencing the same location in the j

improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2") ;

although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub- |

paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs
such as A.1.1, A.1.2, etc.).

. ,7

()
Methodology 3 of3 $/1587 }
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3/4 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SlEVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS |

3/4.0 APPLICABILITY

(g) LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
iv

3.0.1 Compliance with the Limiting Conditions for Operation contained in the
succeeding specifications is required during the OPERATIONAL H0 DES or other
conditions specified therein; except that upon failure to meet the Limiting

141-AConditions for Operation, the associated ACTION requirements shall be metEexcepj;
as:providedlinil.0013.012fand:LC0:3[02 j

.

3.0.2 Noncompliance with a specification shall exist when the requirements of the
Limiting Condition for Operation and associated ACTION requirements are not met
within the specified time intervalsEexcepit~a'sZprovjdedlin'LC0%0:5?and:LCO

141-A3;0;6. If the Limiting Condition for Operation is restored or21sino3onger,
ppp]1?able prior to expiration of the specified time intervals, completion of the
ACTION requirements is not required unle453therwis~e7 stated.

3.0.3 When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except as provided in the
associated ACTION requirements, within 1 hour action shall be initiated to place the
unit in a MODE in which the specification does not apply by placing it, as
applicable, in:

a. At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,
b. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and
c. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.

O Where corrective measures are completed that permit operation under the ACTION
d requirements, the action may be taken in accordance with the specified time limits I

as measured from the time of failure to meet the Limiting Condition for Operation.
Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual specifications.

This specification is not applicable in H0DE 5 or 6. l

3.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL N00E or other specified condition shall not be made
when the conditions for the Limiting Conditions for Operation are not met and the |

associated ACTION requires a shutdown if they are not met within a specified time
Iinterval. Entry into an OPERATIONAL H0DE or specified condition may be made in

accordance with ACTION requirements when conformance to them permits continued ,

'

operation of the facility for an unlimited period of time. This provision shall
not prevent passage through or to OPERATIONAL N0 DES as required to comply witn
ACTION requirements or;thatlare; par,tI6ffalshotdoWoEthelunit. Exceptions to 142-ts

these requirements are stated in the individual specifications.

INEWELC0;310 Mi sTonlyIappl i cabl eIfocentryLi nt'ola'J00E"oCotherlspe.ci fied 142-ts ,

conditionMthe .ApplicabilitE1pItl0 DES 21E2r'3Randi4] i
.

O
LJ

l

CPSESMarkup of CTS -3M.0 3 M 0-1 S/1S/97
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i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION g
,

r

: 3.0.5 Li;;;iting Cenditiens for Ogretion including tra esseciated AC'!ON .

jigir; ants sh:11 epply to exh unit irdividually unless otheraise indicated es'

1
-. . . - .

: |e. "taraver the Li;;;iting Conditiens for 0peration refers t; systee; cr' i

; ev.yerants which era shared by both units, the ACTI0irequir;;;nts will i

opply t; both units si;ulteraeusly, unless sgcifically noted :

etteraise, end will be doneted in the AC' 0N sation of the
sgcificatien. ;

,

b. "taraver the Li;;;iting Cenditions for Opcrdtion epplies to enly ene ;

unit, this will be identified in the A""LICASILI"! sction of the i|-

6;dkot% d
f

c. ''hcraver certain p;rtiens of a specification centein operating~

,

pere aters. setp;ints, etc., which arc different for cxh unit, this -

will be identified in greatteses, feetnetes or body of the :
_ _. m
% n ...~.m.

| (NEW)7 Equipment 1 removed;from;serviceior; declared; inoperable;to' comply with tats.. !

ACTIONS .may_ beireturned ;to ; service"undersadmi nistrative;controlisolely;to; perform i

testing:requiredito;demonstrateLits;0PERABILITy;orithe 0PERABILITY,of othet i

equipment &Thisiislaniexception;to LCO,.310.2;forithe|isystem; returned toiservice i

under{adminis.ttative:contro]itorpetformithei esting; required;toidemonstrate !t
'

OPERABI.LITV)

QlEW)IWhen|:a:supportedIsystem;LC0!1sinotimet: solely;duelto;a' support;syst.emiLCO Li.osy

not;being:metathe1 Conditions!and; Required!ActionsLassociated;with this: supported
; system ate:notjrequired;to beientered;R0nly;thelsupportisystem_LC0;ACTIONSjare i

requiredito;be:enteredCThisfisf anlexceptionito;LC0;3.0.2ifot;the ~ supported;syst.em3 ;

Inithi s!eventr an; eval uation'shal1Ibe: petformed ;i n :accordance:wi th_Speci fi cation !

5;5|152SafetyfunctioniDetermination1 Program;(SFDR).'MIf alloss;offsafety i

functjon1 s; determined tolexistiby;th1_s; program 7;the: appropriate:Conditionsland i
,

1 2
iBequi ted ! Actions ;ofj the;LC011nMich;theJoss;of;sa fety; function 1exi s_tslareitequited

.tolbe; entered! |-
1

.

1 .
.

When;aisupportZsystem'.s| Required: Action;directsla: supported |.systenitolbe decla. red |

.inepttablefotidirectsientrylinto: Conditions,and Required Actionsifot[a: supported |
systeQ1the applicable: Conditions;and, Required: Actions shallibe:enteced;1p j
*eccordance:with;LC0;;3.0;2| i

i

|(NEWRITSiTest Exception LC0!3s118; allows:specjfiediTechr.icallSpecificationi(TS), y'"^^1

requirementsito;be; changed to permit; performance ~ofispecialitestsland !L

operationsMUnlessiotherwise specifjedCa111other|2TSirequirements remain 1-

unchanged;C Complianceiwith Test!ExceptioniLCOsiis;optionalF;When aJest:Exceptton j

LC011s desireditoibe met;but;1s:not: met,1the' ACTIONSlof;theLTest; Exception LCO:shan j

; be met.EWhen;aiTest; Exception |LC0;is;notidesiredfto;be; met;; entry _into a; MODE;ot,

othet/speci fied ; condition;1n tthe: Applicability;sha1Ebe;madelin accordance:withithe i
'

othetlapp11 cable Specifications;,

i

'\ !

i
i

!

CPSESMarkup of CTS -3N.0 3 M 0-2 3/]$/97 "
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,

-
1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

i

r ;4.0.1 Surveillance Requirement's shall be met during the OPERATIONAL H0 DES or other*

( conditions specified for individual Limiting Conditions.for Operation unless )'

otherwise stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement.
"

4.0.2 Each Surve111ance' Requirement shall be performed within the specified
surveillance interval.with a maximum allowable extension not' to exceed 25% of the

h specified surveillance interval.
.

t

(NEW); ForiFrequenciesZspeci fjediasZonce 7EtheIaboye;1nterva]Eextension;does"not:
.

apply / ;iets,

;.. (NEW)il fia:Compl etj onf, Time fequi res.!periodi c ' performancelon.lagonce? peris 'i
; basisEthelaboyelrequency; extension; applies;to;each performance:afteritheIinitial i

'

performance] -

; Exceptions to this requirement are stated in the individual specifications.
,

4.0.3' Failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within the allowed surveillance: *

interval, defined by Specification 4.0.2. shall constitute noncompliance with the'

.0PERABILITY requirements for a Limiting. Condition for Operation. Tha tire limits of
.. ..~ ira it is identified thet et, ~ m . - , m . . ... . , ~ m e .ry . wm

Surveillerce Require;;at tes net t.;en nrformed. .TP4 ACTIO4 require;;ats may be ;

delayed for up to 24 hours te per;it tv ees.yletica of the surveillerie utan the
'

i

: 811;ueble catege time limits of the ACTIOi require;;ats are less then 24 heurs.
. lats -

4 (NEW)"Iflitli s"di scovered;that"aiSurve111 anc( wasinoti performed)ithiniits
ppecifjedftequency;ithenicoupljanceyithithelrequirementito declareitheiLC0inot

'O metipay be: delayed 4from the; time:otdiscovery3upitoL24; hours;ot;upi.olthed1jaitiott

the:speci fjed RequencyEwhicheverit s;)essTilhi sidelay;petiodi1 sipeEmitted2toZalloW
peCformancelofithelSurye111ance 2 Surveillance Requirements do not have to be#

; performed on inoperable equipment or;varjab1_es outsidelspeci.f.1ed21jaits. . .

120-A :

4.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL H00E or other specified condition shall not be
; . made unless the Surveillance Requirement (s) associated with the Limiting Condition '

for Operation has been perfonned within the stated surveillance interval or as
otherwise specified. This provision shall not prevent passage through or to
OPERATIONAL MODES as required to comply with ACTION requirements otithatfare

< 1eu '

patt;AffalshutdowpIpf6thelunjt. Exceptions to these requirements are stated in
- the individual specifications.

, >

JNEW)ISR14iO;4 'ii.slonl y;applicablelfoCentryi1Dto;alMODE:orlotherjspecjfied 3,t3 ,

pondj tioniinithetApplicabili ty11 n3 MODES M 2H3 Eand $
'

;

;

5

.

1

'
,

4

0 .

-

. .
.

CPSESMarkup of CTS -3M.0 3 M 0-3 5/15/97
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APPLICABILITY
\

1.

SLHVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

<
\

'4.0.5 Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection erd testing of ASME Code 33 o
Class 1, 2. and 3 components shall be applicable as follows:

'" '

e. Inservice inspection of AS"E Code Cless 1, 2 erd 3 cavencats shell
M grfora.ed in accordence with Section XI of the AS": 0;iler end
Pressure "essel Code ord epplicable Addcrde es required by 10CIR50.55e.

b. Inservice testing of A5": Code Cless 1, 2, erd 3 pu;;ps ord velves shell
be grfora.ed in accordance with Section XI of the A5": Sciler end .

.

Pressurc "essel Code end applicebic Addcde es required by 100fR50.55e.
,

c. Surveillance intervals specified in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda for the inservice ,

4nspection and testing activities required by the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda shall be applicable as
follows in these Technical Specifications:

.

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Required frequencies for
'

Code and applicable Addenda performing inservice
terminology for inservice in;getion and testing
inseectica and testina activities activities

Weekly At least once per 7 days
Honthly At least once per 31 days} Quarterly or every 3 months At least once per 92 days :
Sem1 annually or every 6 months At least once per 184 days
Every 9 months At least once per 276 days
Yearly or annually At least once per 366 days

E2TZF~"fMIBlen01al.j yIotgiety12]yeatsM37jiXZ6tIleastIonce~ peCZ31rdays ?1-12-A'<

d. The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are applicable to the above 1 10-A '. !
required frequencies for performing inservice inspection and testing
activities:

INEyl7EEZLhelptpijs100sinf14LOJId.tOpp]1RablGo1SI [113A-

c. Perfor;sence of the ebeve inservice inspection erd testing ectivities ;3174..
'

shell be in additica to other specified Surveillence Requir;.;nts;,

eful

f. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be construed
to supersede the requirements of any Technical Specification.'

.

P

O
I(J

'

I
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APPLICABILITY

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS
,

'

4.0.6 Each steam generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the
following augmented inservice inspection program and the requirements of
Specification 4.0.5.

4.0.6.1 Steam Generator Samole Selection and Insoection Each steam generator
shall be determined OPERABLE during shutdown by selecting and inspecting at least
the minimum number of steam generators specified in Table 4.01.

4.0.6.2 Steam Generator Tube Samole Selection and Insoection The steam
generator tube minimum sample size, inspection result classification, and the
corresponding action required shall be as specified in Table 4.0 2. The inservice
inspection of steam generator tubes shall be performed at the frequencies specified
in Specification 4.0.6.3 and the inspected tubes shall be verified acceptable per
the acceptance criteria of Specification 4.0.6.4. The tubes selected for each
inservice inspection shall include at least 3% of all the expanded tubes and at
least 3% of the remaining number of tubes in all steam generators: the tubes
selected for these inspections shall be selected on a random basis except:

Where experience in similar plants with similar water chemistrya.
indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at least 50% of the
tubes inspected shall be from these critical areas:

b. The first sample of tubes selected for each inservice inspection
(subsequent to the preservice inspection) of each steam generator shall

7
include:Q

1) All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable wall penetrations
(greater than 20%).

2) Tubes in those areas where experience has indicated potential problems,
and

3) A tube inspection (pursuant to Specification 4.0.6.4a.8) shall be
performed on each selected tube. If any selected tube does not permit
the passage of the eddy current probe for a tube inspection, this shall
be recorded and an adjacent tube shall be selected and subjected to a
tube inspection.

O
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APPLICABILITY

SURVEILIANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
A
d The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if required byc.

Table 4.0 2) during each inservice inspection may be subjected to a i

partial tube inspection provided.

1) The tubes selected for these samples include the tubes from those areas |
of the tube sheet array where tubes with imperfactions were previously
found, and

2) The inspections include those portions of the tubes where imperfections
were previously found.

The results of each sample inspection shall be classified into one of the following
three categories:

Cateaory Insgection Results

C1 Less than 5% of the total tubes inspected are degraded
tubes and none of the inspected tubes are defective.

,

C2 One or more tubes, but not more than it of the total tubes
inspected are defective, or between 5% and 10% of the
total tubes inspected are degraded tubes.

,

C3 More than 10% of the total tubes inspected are degraded

(q tubes or more than it of the inspected tubes are
j defective.

Note: In all inspections, previously degraded tubes must exhibit
significant (greater than 10%) further wall penetrations to be
included in the above percentage calculations.

4.0.6.3 Insoection Freauencies - The above required inservice inspections of steam
generator tubes shall be performed at the following frequencies:

a. The first inservice inspection shall be performed after 6 Effective
Full Power Months (EFPM) and before 12 EFPH and shall include a special
inspection of all expanded tubes in all steam generators. Subsequent
inservice inspections r, hall be performed at intervals of not less than
12 nor more than 24 calendar months after the previous inspection. If
two consecutive inspections, not including the preservice inspection,
result in all inspection results falling into the C 1 category or if
two consecutive inspections demonstrate that previously observed
degradation has not continued and no additional degradation has.

occurred, the inspection interval may be extended to a maximum of once
per 40 months:

,

/''N

h,
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APPLICABILITY

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHERTS (Continued)

(mv)
,,

b. If the results of the inservice inspection of a steam generator
conducted in accordance with Table 4.0 2 at 40 month intervals fall in
Category C 3, the inspection frequency shall be increased to at least
once per 20 months. The increase in inspection frequency shall apply
until the subsequent inspections satisfy the criteria of Specification
4.0.6.3a.: the interval may then be extended to a maximum of once per
40 months; and

c. Additional, unscheduled inservice inspections shall be performed on
each steam generator in accordance with the first sample inspection
specified in Table 4.0 2 during the shutdown subsequent to any of the
following conditions:

1) Primary to secondary tube leaks (not including leaks originating
from tube to tube sheet welds) in excess of the limits of
Specification 3.4.5.2 or

2) A seismic occurrence greater than the Operating Basis Earthquake,
or

3) A loss of-coolant accident requiring actuation of the Engineered
Safety Features, or

4) A main steam line or feedwater line break.,q,

4.0.6.4 Acceotance Criteria

a. As used in this specification:

1) Imoerfection means an exception to the dimensions, finish, or
contour of a tube from that required by fabrication drawings or
specifications. Eddy current testing indications below 20% of
the nominal tube wall thickness, if detectable, may be considered
as imperfections:

2) Dearadation means a service induced cracking, wastage, wear, or
general corrosion occurring on either inside or outside of a
tube:

3) Dearaded Tube means a tube containing imperfections greater than
or equal to 20% of the nominal wall thickness caused by
degradation:

/ )
v
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APPLICABILITY-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

O
4) * Dearadation means the percentage of the tube wall thickness 3

affected or removed by degradation; j

5) Defect means an imperfection of such severity that it exceeds the
; plugging limit. A tube containing a defect is defective:

6) Pluaaina limit means the imperfection depth at or beyond which |

the tube shall be removed from service and is equal to 40% of the
nominal tube wall thickness:

7) linserviceable describes the condition of a tube if it leaks or
contains a defect large enough to affect its structural integrity
in the event of an Operating Basis Earthquake, a loss of coolant
accident, or a steam line or feedwater line break as specified in
Specification 4.0.6.3c. , above: >

8) Tube Insoection means an inspection of the steam generator
tube from the tubelend point of entry (hot leg side) 1-15-A ' .

completely around the U bend to the top support of the cold -

leg: and

9) Preservice Insnection means an inspection of the full length of
each tube in each steam generator performed by eddy current
techniques prior to service to establish a baseline condition of

! the tubing. This inspection shall be performed prior to initial
POWER OPERATION using the equipment and techniques expected to be
used during subsequent inservice inspections.

b. The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after completing the
corresponding actions (plug all tubes exceeding the plugging limit and
all tubes containing through wall cracks) required by Table 4.0 2.

:

h

,

.

*

I

s y

|( :
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APPLICABILITY

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

-

4.0.6.5 Reoorts 1.is.A

a. Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice inspection of
steam generator tubes, the number of tubes plugged in each steam generator
shall be reported to the Commission in a Special Report pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2:

b. The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice inspection shall be
submitted to the Commission in a Special Report pursuant to Specification
6.9.2 within 12 months following the completion of the inspection. This
Special Report shall include:

1) Number and extent of tubes inspected,

2) Location and percent of wall thickness penetration for each indication
of an imperfection, and

3) Identification of tubes plugged.

c. Results of steam generator tube inspections which fall into Category C-3 shall
be reported to the Commission pursuant to
10CFR50.72(b)(2) within four hours of initial discovery, and in a Special
Report pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 30 days and prior to resumption
of plant operation. This Special Report shall provide a description of

D(d investigations conducted to determine cause of the tube degradation and
corrective measures taken to prevent recurrence,

b)l%
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TABLE 4.0-1 , , ,

HINIMUM NUMBER OF SH AM GENERATORS TO BE

INSPECTED DURING INSERVICE INSPECTION

Preservice Insoection Four
No. of Steam Generators Der Unit Four
First Inservice Insoection Two
Second & Subsecuent Inservice Insoections One'

TABLE NOTATIONS

1. The two steam generators that were not inspected during the first inservice inspection shall be inspected
during the second and third inspections, one in each inspection period. For the fourth and subsequent
inspections, the inservice inspection may be limited to one steam generator on a rotating schedule
encompassing 12% of the tubes if the results of the previous inspections of the four steam generators indicate
that all steam generators are performing in a like manner. Note that under some circumstances, the operating
conditions in one or more steam generators may be found to be more severe than those in other steam
generators. Under such circumstances the sample sequence shall be modified to inspect the most severe
conditions.

,

|

|
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- TABLE 4.

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION

IST SAMPLE INSPECTION 2ND SAMPLE INSPECTION 3RD SAMPLE INSPECTION
Samole Size Result Action Recuired Result Action Reouired Result Action Reauired
A minimum of C-1 None N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
S Tubes per
S.G. C-2 Plug defective tubes C-1 None N.A. N.A.

and inspect additional
,

25 tubes in this S.G. Plug defective C-1 None
C-2 tubes and inspect

additional 45 tubes C-2. Plug defective
in this S.G. tubes ,

C-3 Perferm action
for C-3 result
of first
sample

Perform action for,

C-3 C-3 result of- N.A. N.A.
first sample

,

C-3 Inspect all tubes All other
in this S.G., plug S.G.s are None N.A. N.A.
defective tubes C-1
and inspect 25 tubes-
in each other S.G. Some S.G.s Perform action for N.A. N.A.

C-2 but no C-2 result of
additional second sample [

Notification to NRC S.G. are
pursuant to C-3 !

10CFR50.72(b)(2)
Additional Inspect all tubes r

S.G. is in each S.G. and
C-3 plug defective

tubes. Notifica-
tion to NRC N.A. N.A.
pursuant to
10CFR50.72(b)(2)

S = tt % Where n is the number of steam generators inspected during an inspection
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Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS

O This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark up of the current
Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is
performed in accordance with the following guidelines:

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non-.

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be
determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required
to demonstrate that the change is non technical. t

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A.

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
material which is moved to the Bases of the TS).

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions,
etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS.

O
V 3. Modifications - This includes requirements which exist in the current TS

but are being revised in the improved TS.

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS. moving the location of material
within the specifications, etc. ,

The methodology of identifying the changes is : ,

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in ,

.

the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
- feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The :

taddition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right
margin.

Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS ,

using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by ,

'

hand) and the revised information is inserted into theq
Q specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using

,

Methodology 1 of2 S/1587
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Methodology For Mark-up of Current TS
(continued) ;

the red line feature'of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert
pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the
adjacentrightmargin. ;

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not
correspond with the specification in which that requirement is i

located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the
markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in<

enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been
located in the improved TS.

;,

.

CHANGE NUMBERS:
f

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number |
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LC0 (or group of similar

~

LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the 1

[_ Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their
individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versuss

,

each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of"

numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within i4

a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear ,

sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this eumple)4

indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A. H. LG, TR, LS, R). ;

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark up. For |
electronic mark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike out" is

'

'
,

used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify
technical changes. All technical changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items)
require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g., i

requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to'

provide additional clarification.

: O
Methociology 2 of2 y15,97
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.0

This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change ,

~ to the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change
'

numbers contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications).'

In addition, the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations _ (NSHCs) are
contained in enclosure 4. Only technical changes are discussed; administrative
changes (i.e., format, presentatien, and editorial changes) made to conform to
NUREG 1431 Revision 1 are not discussed. For enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 68, text ;

in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to
all the Joint Licensing Subcomittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that

: other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.
i

CHANGE

NUMBER MSRC DESCRIPTION

i 1 01 A Adds exceptions to CTS LCO 3.0.1 and LCO 3.0.2 as provided

i
in ITS LCOs 3.0.5, 3.0.6, and 3.0.7. The effects of this
change will be discussed later under the discussion of the
addition of these LCOs. The exception to CTS LC0 3.0.1
regarding ITS LC0 3.0.7 is in accordance with approved

,

traveler TSTF 06. Clarification that completion of an *

ACTION is not required when the LC0 is no longer'

applicable is included. [ ]

O 1 02 LS 1 CTS LCO 3.0.4 was previously applicable for entry into all ;

d H00ES. The specification has been revised to not prevent :

unit shutdowns and will apply only to entry into MODES 1,
2, 3, and 4. This change is less restrictive in that.it ;

will allow N00E changes from either direction into H00ES 5
and 6 while operating within an ACTION with a limited time
window and in H0 DES 1, 2, 3 and 4 from lower H0 DES. This I

change is also less restrictive in that H00E changes which
,

are part of a unit shutdown are not prevented. As

required in the " Reviewer's Note" of NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, an

|
LC0 3.0.4 matrix is provided (see LS 1) which documents
the plant specific review of all specifications for'

determination of where specific restrictions on H0DE
changes or Required Actions should be included in
individual LCOs. The change is acceptable for those
specifications for which specific restrictions were not ,

deemed warranted. |
I.

1 03 A CTS LC0 3.0.5 [is] being deleted. The conventions
established by this LCO [ ] are not needed and are no
longer used. Through experience gained at two unit
operation and the improved guidance of specification 1.3
Completion Times, and the BASES discussion of section 3.0,
further clarification in the form of an additional LC0 [ ]
is not warranted. This deletion is consistent with NUREG- ,

,.

1431 Rev. 1. i
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CHANGE
,

IMfiEE H5 tic DESCRIPTION
-

1-04 LS 2 ITS LCO 3.0.5 would be added to the current Technical
Specifications in conformance with NUREG 1431. LCO 3.0.5
provides for returning to service under administrative
control, equipment previously declared inoperable or
removed from service, for the purpose of demonstrating its
operability or the operability of other equipment. This is

,

acceptable since the equipment remains under appropriate
administrative control while it is in service prior to its
operability being formally established. The
administrative controls will limit the time the equipment
is in service to that which is necessary for performing
the required testing. Furthermore, after corrective
maintenance has been performed on the affected equipment
there is reasonable assurance that the required
operability testing will indeed demonstrate the equipment -

is capable of performing its safety function. ;

1 05 M ITS LC0 3.0.6 as modified by TSTF 166 would be added to ;

the current Technical Specifications in conformance with
NUREG 1431. ITS LC0 3.0.6 provides for an exception to-

LC0 3.0.2 for the case of an inoperable support system
that has its own LCO specified in the Technical
Specifications. When a support system is inoperable and
there is an LC0 specified for it in the Technicalp- Specifications, the supported system (s) are required to bev declared inoperable if they are determined to be
inoperable as a result of the support system ,

inoperability. However, it is not necessary to enter into
the supported systems' ACTIONS unless directed to do so by
the support system's Required Actions. This exception is
justified because the actions that are required to ensure
the unit is maintained in a safe condition are specified
in the support system's LC0 Required Actions.
Furthermore, the Safety Function Determination Program
(SFDP) will ensure that there is no resulting loss of
safety function. Finally, the potential confusion and
inconsistency of requircments related to the entry into
multiple support and supported systems' LCOs' ACTIONS are
eliminated by providing all the actions that are necessary
to ensure the unit is operated in an acceptably safe
manner in the support system's Required Actions. While.

the proposed change clarifies current Technical
Specification requirements regarding support system
operability, it also imposes the SFDP where no such
program previously existed. Therefore, tie proposed
change is considered more restrictive.

O
CPSESDescription ofChanges - CTS 3N.0 2 S/15/97
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CHANGE

NUPEER HSHC DESCRIPTION ;
,

( :

- 1 06' A ITS LC0 3.0.7. as modified by TSTF 12 Rev 1 and TSTF 136. ''

would be added to the current Technical Specifications in
conformance with NUREG 1431. This LC0 provides for the
optional application of test exception LCO for the purpose
of performing physics testing. The proposed change does
not change the technical manner in which special test ,

exceptions are administered, however, the addition of the
LC0 for this purpose is considered a change.

1 07 LS 3 Surveillance Requirement 4.0.2 is being changed in ;

conformance with NUREG 1431 to apply the 25% extension to
the Completion Times of repetitive Required Actions. This ;

is a relaxation because it has been previously interpreted
that the extension of 4.0.2 did not apply within Action
Statements. This change is considered acceptable as the
current practice of performing the ir.itial Required Action
does not allow extension. Therefore, no loss of safety
function is demonstrated within the required Completion
Time. Following the initial performance, repetitive
Required Actions are specifically delineated as
surveillance requirements and as such it is appropriate
for reasons of scheduling and plant conditions that the
25% extension be allowable. As is the case with

d Surveillance Requirements the extension is not intended to
be used repeatedly merely as an operational ccavenience to
extend periodic Completion Times beyond those specified.

1 08 LS 4 Surveillance Requirement 4.0.3 is being changed with
respect to the allowance for performing a missed
surveillance upon discovery. This change is in j

conformance to NUREG 1431 Rev. 1. The current Technical
'

Specifications allow the ACTION requirements to be delayed
for up to 24 hours for completion of the surveillance when
the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION
requirements are less than 24 hours, after declaring the -

equipment inoperable, from the point of discovery. The
proposed NUREG 1431 specificatica does not require the
equipment to be declared inoperable and allows the lesser
of 24 hours or the specified Frequency for performance of
the surveillance. The allowance to not declare the i

equipment inoperable upon discovery of a missed i

lsurveillance is a relaxation in that ACTIONS for
inoperable equipment are not entered solely due to a
missed surveillance. The change in time to perform the
surveillance, could either be a relaxation or restriction |
based on whether the surveillance Frequency or the Allowed

.Q Outage Time was more restrictive. The new requirement is
based or, time to perform a surveillance and is therefore i

|
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i \ !
CHANGE 'l
NLDBER - MiHC ESCRIPTION

C more consistent. The change still restricts performance.'
*

~ of the surveillence to within 24 hours of discovery and is
.

seen as acceptabh, from the' perspective of safety, as t

4'
equipment is normally demonstrated.0PERABLE, not. ,

inoperable via surveillance performance. j
i

1 09 LS 1 Surveillance Requirement 4.0.4 was previously applicable i

for entry into all MODES. The ::pecification has been |

revised to not prevent unit shutdowns and will apply only |

; to eatry into MODES 1, 2. 3 and 4 from lower MODES. This !
,

chang is less restrictive in that it will allow MODE |
'

changea from either direction into MODES 5 and 6 prior to
the performance of Surveillance Requirements. As required ;

in the " Reviewer's Note" of NUREG 1431 Rev. 1. SR 3.0.4 a |
,

matrix is provided (see LS 1) which documents the plant- !'

specific review of all specifications for determination of ic
where specific restrictions on MODE changes or Required -|
Actions should be ir.cluded in individual LCOs. The change t

'is acceptable for those specifications for which specific i
'

restrictions W.*e not deemed warranted. |
'

.

.
,

.

1 10 A Specification 4.0.5. the. surveillance requirements for ,

inservice testing, are moved to the Administrative i

Controls Section 5.5.8 consistent with NUREG 1431. The -!'
'

- reference to 10CFR50.55a is unnecessary and has been
deleted. >

,

1 11 LG The portions of Specification 4.0.5 concerning Inservice
Inspectio'n are moved to the Inservice Inspection Program! ,

'

Plan. The requirements of 10CFR50.55a are adequate and
'technical specifications are not necesshey.

;

1 12 A Consistent with NUREG 1431 Programs and Manuals section, i

ITS 5.5.8. the ClS'is clarified to address the frequency ;

(in days) for biennial requirements which was previously !

inferred but not explicitly stated in the CTS. :
,

1 13 A Adds applicability of 4.0.3 (SR 3.0.3 in improved TS) for'
,

Inservice Testing for consistency with the wording in .''

!NUREG 1431. In NUREG 1431. Inservice Testing is moved to
the Programs and Manuals section (ITS 5.5.8) and is no

.

longer a surve111anco requirement. Thus an explicit!

statement that ITS SR 3.0.3 (CTS 4.0.3) was applicable was
necessary to provide for the performance of missed IST

'

requirements. CTS 4.0.5 (Inservice Testing) is currently
a Surveillance Requirement and thus by definition. 4.0.3 *

<

applies.- !

.

CPSES Descr&tioor ofCherges - CTS 3/4.0 4 . MM7
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CHANGE

tim 3 }L2]C DESCRIPTION

1-14 A The surveillance requirements for the Steam Generators aren) reformatted and moved to SR 3.4.13.2 and the'

Administrative Controls Section 5.5.9 consistent with
NUREG 1431.

1 15 A CTS 4.0.6.4a.8) is clarified to remove potential
interpretation problems related to probe orientation
versus entry point. The TS specifies that a SG " tube
inspection means an inspection of the steam generator tube
from the point of entry (hot leg side) completely around
the U bend to the top support of the cold leg". This
statement is interpreted as defining the minimum portion
of the tube requiring eddy current testing to meet
surveillance requirements, not a particular eddy current
probe orientation or entry point. This specification is
based on Regulatory Guide 1.83 position C.2f which
requires that "The equipment should be capable of
examining the entire length of the tubes". Footnote 3
specifies for U bend designed steam generators that an
examinat' A from the hot leg side completely around the U-
bend to the top support of the cold leg is sufficient for
this inspection but contains an inference to probe entry
on the hot leg side. Subsequent to Regulatory Guide 1.83
and development of the Standard Technical Specification

/7 Provisions, Generic Letter 85-02 recommended that " tube i

'd inspections should include an inspection of the entire
length of the tube (tube end to tube end) including the
hot-leg side U bend , and cold leg side." This
recommendation, is consistent with the phrasing of
Specification 4.0.6.4a.9) for Preservice Inspection, and
the Technical Specifications for non-U Tube Steam
Generators (B&W). These requirements do not infer any
particular probe orientation during full length (tube end
to tube end) inspections, and as stated in Generic Letter
85 02, it does not preclude separate hot leg and cold leg
sides of the same tube be inspected to meet the minimum*

sampling requirements.

1 16 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, the reporting requirement for
steam generator tube inspections is moved to improved TS
5.6.10.

.

1 17 A Consistent with the wording used in NUREG 1431 Section
5.5.8, the statement concerning performance of inservice
testing being in addition to other specified surveillance
requirements, is deleted. The statement is redundant to
the usage rules and is not necessary.

g
() 1 18 LS 5 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

(Enclosure 3B),

CPSES Description of Changes - CTS 3N.0 S S/15/97
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'

''
CHANGE

Nl#EER H2]C DESCRIPTION
,.

.

,

Q 1 19 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table ;

k) (Enclosure 38). j
.

1 20 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, the phrase "or variables I'

'

outside specified limits" is added to the statement that
surveillances do not have to be performed on inoperable
equipment. This is not a technical change in that

-,

" variables outside specified limits" is now explicitly .

stated in the ITS whereas, in the CTS, it was implicit in ,
.

the definition of inoperable equipment.
'

1

I

,

!

11 -

:
?
|
,

O,v.

I
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[
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I

:
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.0 Page 1 of 3

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICMILITY

NutEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAlRY.

1-01 Adds exceptions to current LCO 3.0.1 and LCD 3.0.2 as Yes Yes Yes Yes
A provided in ITS LCOs 3.0.5. 3.0.6. and 3.0.7 [ J.

.

1-02- LCO 3.0.4 was previously applicable for entry into all Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-1 MODES. The specification has been revised to not prevent

unit shutdowns and will apply only to entry into MODES 1.
2. 3 and 4 from lower MODE 5.

_ _

1 03 LCO 3.0.5 [is] being deleted. Yes Yes No - Not in current No - Not in current
,

A- TS T5

1-04 ITS LCO 3.0.5 is added which provides for returning to Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-2 service under administrative control, equipment previously
declared inoperable or removed from service, for the
purpose of demonstrating its operability or the
operability of other equipment.

1-05 LCO 3.0.6 is added which provides for an exception to LCO Yes Yes Yes Yes

M 3.0.2 for the case of an inoperable support system that
has its own LCO specified in the Technical Specifications.

c

1-06 LCO 3.0.7 is added which provides for the optional Yes Yes Yes Yes
"

A application of test exception LCO for the purpose of
performing physics testing.

1-07 Surveillance Requirement 4.0.2 is changed to apply the 25% Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS 3 extension to the Completion Times of repetitive Required '

Actions.

CPSES Conrersion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.0 S/1S/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.0 Page 2 of 3

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK M)LF CREEK CALLAWAY

1-08 Surveillance Requirement 4.0.3 is changed with respect to Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-4 the allowance for performing a missed surveillance upon

discovery.

1-09 Surveillance Requirement 4.0.4 was previously applicable Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS.1 for entry into all MODES. The specification has been

revised to not prevent unit shutdowns and will apply only
to entry into MODES 1. 2, 3. a.,d 4 from lower MODES.

1-10 Specification 4.0.5. the surveillance requirements for Yes Yes Yes Yes
A inservice testing, are moved to the Administrative

Controls Section 5.5.8.

1-11 The portions of Specification 4.0.5 concerning Inservice Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG Inspection are moved to the Inservice Inspection Program

Plan.

1 12 This change adds clarification to address biennial Yes Yes Yes Yes
A requirements.

1-13 This change adds applicability of 4.0.3 (SR 3.0.3 in Yes Yes Yes Yes
A improved TS) for Inservice Testing.

1 14 The surveillance requirements for the Steam Generators are No - SG Yes No - SG No - SG
A reformatted and moved to improved TS SR 3.4.13.2 and the surveillance is in surveillance is in surveillance is in

Administrative Controls Section 5.5.9. current TS 3/4.4.5. current TS 3/4.4.5. current TS 3/4.4.5.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.0 S/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.0 Page 3 of 3

TECH SPEC CHAN5E APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON CONANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

1 15 Clarification to remove potential interpretation problems No - SG Yes No - SG No - SG
A related to probe orientation versus entry point. surveillance is in surveillance is in surveillence is in

current TS 3/4.4.5. current TS 3/4.4.5. current TS 3/4.4.5.

1 16 The reporting requirement for steam generator tube No - SG Yes No - SG No - SG
A inspections is moved to improved TS 5.6.10. surveillance is in surveillance is in surveillance is in

current TS 3/4.4.5. current TS 3/4.4.5. current TS 3/4.4.5.

1-17 Current TS Surveillance Requirement [4.0.5.e] is deleted. Yes Yes Yes Yes
A Performance of other specified Surveillance Requirements

is mandated in the individual TS and does not require a
separate section to ensure coupliance.

1 18 Revises LCO 3.0.4 to allow NODE entry if associated ACTION No Already in No Already in Yes Yes
LS-5 has no time limit. consistent with NRC GL 87-09. CTS. CTS.

1-19 The phrase " Exceptions to this Specification are stated in Yes No - Already in Yes Yes
A the individual specifications" was added to CTS SR 4.0.2 CTS.

to provide exceptions in individual frequencies where the
,

allowances provided in SR 4.0.2 are not allowed. A

1 20 The phrase "or variables outside specified limits" is Yes Yes Yes Yes
A added to the statement that surveillances do not have to

be performed on inoperable equipment.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3H.0 S/15M7
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I. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION
1

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision
includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard !

!Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are
provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume ,

of changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no
significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been ' evaluated individually, chapters may
contain chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped
into a category have also been developed. Typically, less restrictive technical
changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain
" change specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
('N page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or
\ administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of

the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which
provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC.
For enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the
information is plant specific and is not comon to all the Joint Licensing

-Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have
plant specific information in that location.

O '

.V

CPSESN2 Sign (ficantHazards Consideration - CTS 3M.0 2 S/15/97
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
chapter. The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the
applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers.
Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a ;

numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2, A1, A2, etc).
e

'

Administrative

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative) .

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content,
simply reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no
longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes
nontechnical changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard
Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been
marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a
discussion of char.ge or NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for
a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies.
This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative

Os change that is not obvious and requires an explanation.

Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria
are annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC
for a description and evaluation of the change.

Movino information out of Technical Soecifications >

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying-

P

5

|

CPSESNo Significant Hazards Constderation - CTS 3N.0 3 S/15/97 i
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V II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
(continued)

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LC0 but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and
content.

Technical chance. more restrictive

Reference symbol "H" (Hore restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to
conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS{
Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less
restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in
this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less
restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A)
for this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Technical chanae. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or
less restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

Technical chance. recurrina less restrictive

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2. 3...." (technical recurring)

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are

p) generic to several specifications.

V

CPSESNoSignificantHa:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.0 4 5/15/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONSg ,

u
"A" j

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
'

FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING
'

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
. requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide .

'

and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended
to make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users. ;

:Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between
specifications. During this reformatting and rewording process. 'no technical

' changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were
;

identified and justified.
> ,

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it'

involves no significant hazards considuation. This determination has been ,

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

1
"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures inp.

Q 50.91 that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.2Hb) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

,

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

.

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant'

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
Technical- Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process invol.ves no
. technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this

_ Jp .
,

[ CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.0 S S/1587 ;
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.III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS :

V(^3 ,

.A"
(continued)

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore.

~ '

this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

1

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or'different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? <

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different

;
requirements. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

i"

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

4

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. This change is administrative

.
in nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no ,

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

:

..

,

;
'

CPSES No Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.0 6 S/158 7
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A III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
O .

.

. g .,

i

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION I
FOR

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS :

TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these
requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal

'

situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and
safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii) !
have been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation i
addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of
objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating
restrictions should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows: i

O ' Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in I

l the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary: |

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that |
1s an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a I

challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier:

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to ,

public health and safety. j
:.

:This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not
meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements.

|
:

!

|
C

' CPSESNo Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.0 7 S/158 7
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS> p/
N.,

- "R"
i

(continued)
!

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to
documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that

,

changes to these relocated requirements will be limited _to those that do not involve
an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other
licensee documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality

'

Assurance Plan, as described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The
remainder of the requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to
programs that are controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved>

TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these
requirements. The TS change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi-
disciplinary group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel, including onsite
operations personnel,

t

'

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed
change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances
will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained.

1,A Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system .

'() operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed
-in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Cwmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
'

50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50,21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not: j

I. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or.

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:<

:;0
v

ICPSESNs Signylcant Hazards Consideration - CTS 34.0 8 S/15/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS]
g.

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or ,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,
systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion
in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components o variables
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are n:t assumed to
mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated cperability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls
section of the improved TS. Therefore. this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
V) new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in

controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
requirements and adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus,
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component
or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance
procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59. other
regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to which the
requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section of the
improved TS proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of
safety. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMDIATION

n Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
( ) NSHC 'R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS fermat satisfy the no

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

~ CPSESNoSignificantHa:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.0 9 S/15/97
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' I II '. GENERIC'NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

'
-

"LG"
>

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR ;

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS j

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),
actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee
controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in

'accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its' inclusion in the
improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the
public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be
maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently
exist on the documents where the information is being moved.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

n performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

C/ below: ,

,

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50,91, that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
signifIcant hazards consideratlon, if operation of the fac1lity in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not: 1

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an ,

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

|

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." i

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant,

hazards consideration standards: 1

1

i

.p
V
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| G III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
V'

,

'
"LG"

(continued)'

i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or !
'

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, other i

'
licensee controlled documents. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls.

Since any changes to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the

!

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore, '

this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. ,

1

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
iaccident from any accident previously evaluated?

O The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
V new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in ;

controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
,

requirements and adequate control of the information will be maintained. ,

'

Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis, In addition, the requirements'

to be transposed from the TS to the Bases. FSAR, or other licensee controlled4

documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will
be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant 1

reduction in a margin of safety. >-

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, ag

.

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.:

CPSESNo SignificantHazards Consideration - CTS 3N.0 11 $/1537



O III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
O

"M"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications
are being imposed to be consistent with the improved Standard Technical
Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and
remove ambiguities from the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
/~N involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

!w) performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." |
1

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

I

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

l'3 |

U
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,f] III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
v

|
"M"

(continued)

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS.
The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to
ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained
consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. ,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters . The proposed change does impose different
requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in
the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3(V Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?3.

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

d) Providing additional actions,

e) Decreasing restoration times,

f) Imposing new surveillances, or

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore,
this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

G(~
'\
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"M" i

(continued)
,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
|

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "M"-resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a .

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
.
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS :

'Q NSHC LS 1 ,

,

- V 10 CFR 50.92. EVALUATION i

FOR
;

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT-IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE i

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
.

LCO 3.0.4 and SR 4.0.4 in the current TS are applicable for entry into all H0 DES.
The proposed change revises the applicability of these specifications to not prevent
unit shutdowns and will apply to entry into H00ES 1, 2, 3 and 4 only. This change
is less restrictive in that it will allow H0DE changes from either direction into _

'

H0 DES 5 and 6 while operating within an Action with a finite time period or prior to
performance of a SR. This change is also less restrictive in that H00E changes that ;

;

are a part of a unit shutdown are not prevented. All specifications were evaluated
for individual acceptability of this application. Based on this evaluation (see ,

attached LCO 3.0.4 evaluation and matrix), where MODE change restrictions were
determined to be required in H0 DES 5 and 6, or in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 during unit

- shutdown, notes containing the appropriate MODE change restrictions were added to
|the individual specifications.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been-

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:4

t

"The Connission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
^

50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility ,

rlicensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 ar for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or .

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards' consideration standards:

.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
i

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change has impact on what equipment is required to be OPERABLE or
demonstrated OPERABLE via surveillance prior to unit shutdowns or entry into

n_ H00ES 5 and 6. This change could increase the probability or consequences of

() an accident previously evaluated if applied without consideration to ali
applicable transitions. However, as part of the change, an evaluation is
attached in the form of a matrix, that |

CPSESNo SignifIcant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.0 15 5/15M
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

A NSHC LS-1

b (continued)

identifies those specifications which must continue to apply LC0 3.0.4 and SR
3.0.4. Therefore, only those specifications that do not impact safety for
these plant conditions, are afforded this relaxation. As such, there is no
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated as this assessment has been performed and documented with the
submittal.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change administratively changes when equipment is required to be
OPERABLE or demonstrated OPERABLE via surveillance prior to unit shutdown or.
entry into MODES 5 and 6. However, as no changes in equipinent function or
operation are included, there is no increase in the probability of a new or
different kind of accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change has impact on what equipment is required to be OPERABLE or
demonstrated OPERABLE via surveillance prior to unit shutdown or entry into
H0 DES 5 and 6. This change could impact the margin of safety of some(p''') accidents if applied without consideration to all applicable trar,sitions.
However, as part of the change, an evaluation is attachad in the form of a
matrix, that identifies those specifications which must continue to apply LC0
3.0.4 and SR 3.0.4. Therefore, only those specifications that do not impact
safety for these plant conditions, which includes any impact on margin of
safety, are afforded this relaxation. As such, there is no reduction in the
margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no |

I
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly. a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|

|

(
'w)
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Attachment to LS-1

PLANT SPECIFIC REVIEW 0F LC0 3.0.4p
C/

BACKGROUND

The Westinghouse Improved Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS) in NUREG 1431.
Revision 1, contain a Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.0.4 that has been
revised to eliminate ambiguity with respect to transitioning between MODES of
operation or other specified conditions in the Applicability of Technical
Specifications. Use of the new LC0 3.0.4 will result in removing some restrictions
on MODE changes that are imposed by the LC0 3.0.4 contained in current Technical
Specifications (CTS). Because removal of MODE change restrictions is a relaxation
of CTS requirements, these changes should be evaluated to determine if restrictions
should be placed on specific transitions. The need for this review is summarized in
a Reviewer's Note appended to LC0 3.0.4 in the ISTS:

" Reviewer's Note: LC0 3.0.4 has been revised so that changes in MODES
or other specified conditions in the Applicability that are part of a
shutdown of the unit shall not be prevented. In addition. LCO 3.0.4
has been revised so that it is only applicable for entry into a MODE or
other specified conditions in the Applicability in MODES 1. 2, 3. and
4. The MODE change restrictions in LCO 3.0.4 were previously
applicable in all MODES. Before this version of LC0 3.0.4 can be
implemented on a plant specific basis, the licensee must review the
existing technical specifications to determine where specific

(n) restrictions on MODE changes or Required Actions should be included in
individual LCOs to justify this change: such an evaluation should be"

summarized in a matrix of all existing LCOs to facilitate NRC staff
review of a conversion to the STS."

The Bases for LC0 3.0.4 in the ISTS provide further information:

"The provisions of LC0 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES or
other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to 1

!

comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the provisions of LC0 3.0.4 shall
not prevent changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability that result from any unit shutdown..." ;

l

"LC0 3.0.4 is only applicable when entering MODE 4 from MODE 5. MODE 3 )

from MODE 4 MODE 2 from MODE 3, or MODE 1 from MODE 2. Furthermore. |

LC0 3.0.4 is applicable when entering any other specified condition in |
the Applicability only while operating in MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4..."

'

A methodology for preparing an LC0 3.0.4 matrix has been described in Industry J
Traveler BWR 26. The approach examines the various transitions in MODE or other
specified conditions of Applicability (MOSCA) that could result in increased MODE
change flexibility under the new LC0 3.0.4. LC0 3.0.4 in CTS applies to all changes
in MOSCA: whereas, the new LC0 3.0.4 is applicable only to "startup" activities,

(] i.e., increases in MODE, in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. Therefore, the review identifies {
U the plant specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) that provide an increase j

in MODE change flexibility when shutting down or increases in flexibility for MODE j

CPSES No SignifIcant Ha: ants Consideration - CTS 3N.0 17 S/1S/97
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Attachment to LS-1

p changes or other specified conditions of Applicability below H0DE 4.

V
The methodology evaluates the types of transitions in H0DE or other specified
condition of Applicability that would or would not represent an increase in MODE
change flexibility. Transitions that represent an increased allowance in ;

flexibility are evaluated to determine if a Note should be incorporated into the ITS
to prevent the transition.

METHODOLOGY

The methodology of BWR-26 involves a review of all LCOs in the plant specific ITS to
determine which MODE or other specified conditions of Applicability would represent
a new allowance in flexibility over that provided in CTS. Where an increase in
flexibility has been identified, it is evaluated to determine if a Note should be
added to the LC0 or Required Action to prevent the transition. In BWR 26,
categories of N0SCA transitions were identified as not representing an increase in
H0DE change flexibility. The attributes of these categories are discussed below.
Reference is made to these categories in the evaluation /coment column of the review
matrix as NOTE 1, NOTE 2, NOTE 3a, and NOTE 3b. NOTE 4 was not used.

1. The ACTIONS in the LC0 to be entered ultimately require a shutdown through
some MODES in the Applicability. A typical LC0 in this category would have a
Condition that provided a Completion Time to restore required equipment to en
OPERABLE status and another Condition that required a shutdown to a MODE forg() which the LC0 did not apply if the equipment could not be restored within the

' allowed time period. Entering the lower MODES intentionally would not provide
increased HOSCA flexibility because the LCO ultimately would require these
transitions anyway. An important assumption applied to this category is that
any early shutdown (prior to the expiration of the Completion Time of a
required shutdown, e.g., day two of an allowed seven day Completion Time) is
not precluded by LC0 3.0.4 in CTS.

2. The ACTIONS to be entered require "imediate" exit from the Applicability |

(e.g., suspend handling of irradiated fuel imediately) or "imediate" '

restoration of the LC0 (e.g., Initiate action to restore subsystem to OPERABLE
status imediately). In applying this category, it is necessary that the
"imediate" ACTION be newly applicable, i.e.. the Required Action to be
entered was not operative prior to the transition. The BWR 26 methodology
considered that such a transition was precluded because it would not be
permissible to intentionally enter a HOSCA when the Required Actions would
require imediately exiting the MOSCA or imediately initiating action to
restore a system or component to OPEPABILITY. However, in this plant specific
review, this category was not used as a screen to identify transitions that )
would not involve increased MOSCA transition flexibility. With some (

exceptions, these, "imediate action" transitions were not considered as
precluded: therefore, this type of transition was considered a relaxation in
HODE change restrictions and was evaluated to determine if a Note precluding

O the transition should be added. The exceptions to this approach were
V transitions involving movement of fuel or CORE ALTERATIONS. Transitions !

into a HOSCA involving movement of fuel or initiating CORE ALTERATIONS were

CPSESNo SignifIcantiIa:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.0 18 $/1587 ;
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,

"T considered as precluded by NOTE 2 if the imediate action was to suspend these/ '

O activities. ,

3.a- The Required Actions to be entered permit continued operation in the MOSCA.
-

This category of transition is specifically recognized in the text of LC0
3.0.4 in the ISTS which states:

"When an LC0 is not met , entry into a H00E or other specified
condition in the Applicability shall not be made except when the
associated ACTIONS to be entered permit continued operation in
the MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability for an
unlimited period of time." ,

Therefore, by the definition of LCO 3.0.4. no restrictions are imposed.

3.b Entry into the MOSCA is required by the Required Actions of another LCO. If
the transition would be imposed by another LCO, the intentional entry into the ,

- H0SCA would not represent an increase in H0DE change flexibility. This is '

consistent with ISTS LC0 3.0.4 which states. in part:

"This Specification shall not prevent changes in H00ES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to
comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown of the unit."

4. The desire to shutdown into this H00E results in Required Action that require
continuation of this shutdown. Therefore, intentional entry into this H0DE as
part of a shutdown sequence is not safety significant since the Required
Actions entered are consistent with the continuing operation of the plant
shutdown. The CUR-26 methodology employs this category of transitions (NOTE
4) to evaluate the significance of increased H0SCA flexibility. In the
enclosed plant < specific matrix, this justification has not been used.

PLANT SPECIFIC REVIEW

A review of the current plant specific ITS has been performed and summarized on the
enclosed LCO 3.0.4 Evaluation matrix. The matrix columns identify the ITS LCO.
H0SCA transition, whether a new allowance (increased flexibility) is provided, and
whether addition of a Note restricting the transition is recommended.

.

|
:

.
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Att chment is LS-1 CPSES LC0 3.0.4 EVALUATION MATRIX

LCO Applicability | New Add Sunnary of Evaluation / Comments
From -+ Entered Allow Note

3.1.1 Shutdown Margin Mode 2 (bn 2 1) No No When (n 2 1. SDM is maintained by LCO 3.1.5 and 3.1.6
-+ Hode 2 ((y < 1) which require entry into Mode 3 if rod insertion limits

not met. This requires transition through Mode 2 with
An < 1 (see NOTE 3b'").

Mode 1 -+ Mode 3 No No When (n 2 1. SDM is maintained by LCO 3.1.5 and 3.1.6
Mode 2 - Mode 3 which require entry into Mode 3 if rod insertion limits

not met (see NOTE 3b).

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 Yes No These Mode changes involve temperature reductions which
Mode 4 -+ Mode 5 may increase reactivity: however, these reactivity

changes are slow in comparison to the addition of
negative r w tivity resulting from the Required Action
to initia v ooration to restore SDM. Therefore, the

Required Action to initiate boration within 15 minutes
provides adequate protection and no Note is necessary.

Mode 6 -+ Mode 5 Yes Yes Entering Mode 5 without SDM limits met implies that
boron concentration in Mode 6 is not met. Under these
conditions, a transition to Mode 5 should not be

attempted until Mode 5 SDM limits are met.

3.1.2 Core Reactivity Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Actions would require transition to Mode 3 if LCO not
met (see NOTE 1). If re-evaluation of core design is
acceptable, continued operation is allowed (see NOTE
3a).

3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Condition A and B: If upper limit MTC not met shutdown
Coefficient ((y z 1) to Mode 2 (( n < 1) is required (see NOTE 1). If

administrative withdrawal limits establisheo, continued

operation is allowed (see NOTE 3a).

Note: (1) A description of the evaluation NOTES is provided in the LCO 3.0.4 Review Methodology section.

3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Condition C: If lower limit MTC not met shutdown to
Coefficient (cont.) Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 Mode 4 is required (see NOTE 1).

CPSESNo Significant Hazards Cmsideration - CTS 3M.0 20 S!!SB7
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| Attachment ta LS-1 - CPSES LCO 3.0.4 EVALUATION MATRIX

|

LCO Applicability New Add Summary of Evaluation / Comments
| From -* Entered Allow Note

3.1.4 Rod Group Alignment !bde 1 ' Ne 2 No No Condition A. C. and D: If these conditions exist.!
'

Limits shutdown to Mode 3 is required (see NOTE 1). '

Condition B: This condition would allow continued
operation with restrictions (see NOTE 3a).

3.1.5 Snutdown Bank Insertion Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No If LCO not met, a shutdown to Mode 3 is required (see
Limits NOTE 1). j

3.1.6 Control Bank Insertion Mode I * Mode 2 No No If LCO not met, a shutdown to Mode 3 is required (see
Limits NOTE 1).

3.1.7 Rod Position Indication Mode 1 * Mode 2 No No Condition A. B. C. and D: These conditions would allow
continued operation with restrictions (see NOTE 3a).
Condition E: If Required Actions / Completion Times not |
met, this condition requires shutdown to Mode 3 (see
NOTE 1).

3.1.8 Physics Tests * During Physics No No The LCO requires that specified conditions be met prior
Exceptions - Mode 2 Tests to entry into Physics Tests. This is a current 3.0.4

requirement.

| 3.2.1 Heat Flux Hot Channel Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
' Factor (F (Z)) not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4.o

3.2.2 Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
HotChannelFactor(FL) not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4.

3.2.3 Axial Flux Difference Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4.

3.2.4 Quadrant Power Tilt Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
Ratio not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4.

CPSESNoSignificantHazards Consideration - CTS 3M.0 21 5/IS/97
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Attachment is LS-1 - CPSES LCO 3.0.4 EVALUATION MATRIX

I
LCO Applicability New Add Summary of Evaluation / Coments

From -+ Entered Allow Note

3.3.1 Reactor Trip Sy'.es
(RTS) Instrumentation

Function 1 Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Condition B: This requires shutdown to Mode 3 and
opening RTBs (see NOTE 1).

Mode 2 -+ Mode 3*' No No Condition C: The Actions require restoration of
channels / trains within 48 hr*;rs or Mserting control
rods and rendering the Rod Control System incapable of
rod withdrawal. This would force the transition into
the new MOSCA (see NOTE 1).

Mode 3*) -+ Hode 4** Yes No Condition C: The Actions require restoration of
Mode 4*' -+ Mode 5** channels / trains within 48 hours or inserting control '

rods and rendering the Rod Control System incapable of
rod withdrawal. The Mode changes involve only
temperature reduction. SOM in these Modes is *

maintained by LCO 3.1.1. There is no safety
significance in restricting Mode changes with one
manual trip function inoperable; therefore, an LCO Note
is not needed.

Mode 5 -+ Mode 5*' Yes No Condition C: Operation with all rods not fully inserted
or with the rod control system capable of rod,

'

withdrawal with one manual trip function inoperable is
not safety significant because manual reactor trip is
not relied on for mitigating a rod withdrawal event.
Thus, no Note need be added to the LCO.

,

|

.
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("!At, nmet.t (2 LS-1 CPSES LCO 3.0.4 E ATION MATRIX

LCO Applicability New Add Sumary of Evaluation / Coments
From -+ Entered Allow Note

-.

3.3.1 Function 1 (cont.) Mode 6''' -+ Mode 5(*) Yes No Condition C: This transition involves tensioning the
RV head with all rods not fully inserted or with the
rod control system capable of rod withdrawal. The SDM
requirements of LCO 3.9.1 apply in Mode 6 and would
preclude the need for the RTS function. Therefore,
there is no safety significance in restricting this

Mode change, and no Note need be added.

3.3.1 Function 2.a Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Action D.1.2 and D.2.2: Continued operation
is allowed (see NOTE 3a).
Required Action D.3: The alternative would require
shutdown to Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

3.3.1 Function 2.b Mode 1 -+ Mode l' No No Required Action E.1: Continued operation is allowed
Mode l' -+ Mode 2 (see NOTE 3a).

Required Action E.2: The alternative would require
shutdown to Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

3.3.1 Function 3 Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Action E.1: Continued operation is allowed
(see NOTE 3a).
Required Action E.2: The alternative would require
shutdown to Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

t 3.3.1 Function 4 Mode 1 -+ Mode 1* No No Required Actions F.1 and G.2 require transition through
Mode 1* -+ Mode 2") the specified conditions (see NOTE 1). Required Action

i F.2 involves entry into a higher Mode (Mode 1 with
| power above P-10) and is not applicable to this review.

! Mode 2") -+ Mode 2"' No No Condition H: This Action would allow continued
| operation with one or two IR neutron flux channels

inoperable (see NOTE 3a). Also. Conditions F and G
require this transition (see NOTE 3b).
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3.3.1 Function 5- Mode 2'" -+ Mode 2"' No No Condition I: With one SRM inoperable continued
operation is allowed (see NOTE 3a).
Condition J: With two SRMs inoperable, immediate
action must be taken to open the R1Bs. This forces the
transition (see NOTE 1).

Mode 2** -+ Mode 3*' No No Condition J: With two SRMs inoperable, immediate
action must be taken to open the RTBs. This forces the
transition (see NOTE 1).

No No Condition K: With one SRM channel inoperable, a
Completion Time of 49 hours is applied for inserting
control rods and rendering the Rod Control System
incapable of rod withdrawal. This would force the
transition into/through the new MOSCA (see NOTE 1).

Mode 3*) -+ Mode 4*) Yes No Condition J: With two SRMs inoperable immediate ,

Mode 4*) Mode 5*' action must be taken to open the RTBs; this would-+

result in immediate exit of the MOSCA. No Note is
necessary.

Yes No Condition K: With one SRM channel inoperable, a
Completion Time of 49 hours is applied for inserting
control rods and rendering the Rod Control System !

incapable of rod withdrawal. The transitions into
these Modes involve only reductions in temperature.
SDM is maintained by LCO 3.1.1. There is no safety
significance in maintaining the plant at the higher '

temperature conditions with an inoperable SRM channel.

3.3.1 Function 5 (cont.) Mode 5 -+ Mode SS' Yes No Condition J: With two SRMs inoperable, immediate
action must be taken to open the RTBs: this would
result in immediate exit of the MOSCA. No Note is
necessary,

i
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Yes No Condition K: With one SRM channel inoperable, a
Completion Time of 49 hours is applied for inserting
control rods and rendering the Rod Control System
incapable of rod withdrawal. This transition would
occur with all rods not fully inserted or with the rod
control system capable of rod withdrawal. SDN is
maintained by other specifications. This is not a
significant relaxation because the ITS impose the same -
Required Actions for Condition K while in Modes 3 and
4. Further transition into higher Modes is precluded
by LCO 3.0.4.

Mode 6* -+ Mode SS Yes No Condition J: With two SRMs inoperable, ilmnediate
action must be taken to cpen the RTBs; this would
result in immediate exit of the MOSCA. No Note is
necessary.

Yes No Condition K: This transition involves tensioning the
RV head while all rods not fully inserted or with the
rod control system capable of rod withdrawal. The SDM
requirements of LCO 3.9.1 apply in Mode 6 and would
preclude the need for the RTS function. Therefore.
there is no safety significance in restricting this'

Mode change, and no Note need be added. I

I3.3.1
Function 6 Mode 1 -+ Node 2 No No Required Action E.1: Continued operation is allowed

(see NOTE 3a).
Required Action E.2: The alternative would require
shutdown to Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

3.3.1 Function 7 Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Action E.1: Continued operation is allowed
(see NOTE 3a).
Required Action E.2: The alternative would require
shutdown to Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

;,
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3.3.1 Function 8.a Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4.

3.3.1 Function 8.b Mode 1 -+ Hode 2 No No Required Action E.1: Continued operation is allowed
(see NOTE 3a). j

Required Action E.2: The alternative would require
shutdown to Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

3.3.1 Function 9 Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4.

3.3.1 Function 10 Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4.

3.3.1 Function 12 Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4.

3.3.1 Function 13 Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4.

3.3.1 Function 14 Mode 1 -* Mode 2 No No Required Action E.1: Continued operation is allowed
(see NOTE 3a). I

Required Action E.2: The alternative would require ;

shutdown to Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

3.3.1 Function 16 Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be ,

,

not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4. !

i

3.3.1 Function 17 Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Condition Q: With one train inoperable, this condition
requires shutdown to Mode 3 (see NOTE 1). ;

i
>

i 3.3.1 Function 18.a Mode 2* -+ Mode 2* No No Required Action S.1 would allow continued operation
j (see NOTE 3a).

Required Action S.2 would require achieving Mode 3 as
an alternative to S.1 (see N01E 1).
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3.3.1 Function 18.b. c. d, f Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4.

3.3.1 Function 18.e Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Action S.1 would allow continued operation
(see NOTE 3a).
Required Action S.2 would require achieving Mode 3 as
an alternative to S.1 (see NOTE 1).

3.3.1 Functions 19, 20. 21 Mode 1 -+ Hode 2 No No Conditions R. U. and Q require shutdown to Hode 3 (see
NOTE 1).

Hode 3(" No No Condition C: The Actions require restoration ofMode 2 -+

channels / trains within 48 hours or inserting control
rods and rendering the Rod Control System incapable of
rod withdrawal. This would force the transition into
the new H0SCA (see NOTE 1).

3.3.1 Functions 19. 20, 21 Mode 3(" -+ Mode 4(" Yes No Condition C: The Actions require restoration of
Mode 5(" channels / trains within 48 hours or inserting control(cont.) Hode 4(" -

rods and rendering the Rod Control System incapable of
rod withdrawal. The Mode changes involve only
temperature reduction. SDH in these Modes is
maintained by LC0 3.1.1. There is no safety
significance in restricting Mode changes with these RTS
functions inoperable: therefore, an LCO Note is not
needed.

Mode 5 -+ Hode 5(" Yes Yes Condition C: The transition would occur with all rods
not fully inserted or with the rod control system
capable of rod withdrawal while the RTS function is
degraded. A note restricting the transition should be
added.
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Mode 6* -* Mode 5* Yes No Condition C: This transition involves tensioning the
RV head with all rods not fully inserted or with the
rod control system capable of rod withdrawal. The SDH
requirements of LCO 3.9.1 apply in Mode 6 and would
preclude the need for the RTS function. Therefore,
there is no safety significance in restricting this
Mode change. and no Note need be added.

'
3.3.2 Engineered Safety Mode 1 -* Mode 2 No No All Conditions recuire restoration of function or

Feature Actuation Mode 2 - Mode 3 verifying channel in appropriate condition (e.g., trip
System (ESFAS) Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 or bypass) with continued operation allowed (see NOTE
Instrumentation 3a): otherwise, shutdown is required until the

~

applicable Mode is exited (see NOTE 1).

3.3.3 Post Accident Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions have a note that LCO 3.0.4 is not
Monitoring (PAM) Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 applicable. This note is in CTS. also.
Instrumentation

3.3.4 Remote Shutdown System Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions have a note that LCO 3.0.4 is not
Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 applicable. This note is in CTS, also.. ,

3.3.5 Loss of Power (LOP) Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No The Required Actions either allow continued operation
Diesel Generator (DG) Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 by placing a channel in trip (see NOTE 3a) or apply the
Start Instrumentation Mode 3 -4 Mode 4 applicable Condition (s) and Required Action (s) for the

Mode 4 -+ Mode 5 DG made inoperable by the LOP DG start instrumentation. I

Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 Mode change allowances are evaluated in the DG
Mode 6 -+ Mode 5 specifications. l

Defueled -+ Mode 6 i

3.3.6 Containment Purge and Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No In Modes 1 through 4. the Required Actions of either
Exhaust Isolation Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 LCO 3.3.2 or 3.6.3 are applied. Mode change allowances
Instrumentation Mode 3 -+ Hode 4 are evabated in those specification. For beginning -

-+ Begin CORE ALTS CORE ALIERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel in
-+ Begin fuel move containment, the Required Action require either closing

the valves (see NOTE 3a) or applying LCO 3.9.4. Mode
change allowances are evaluated in that specification.
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,

3.3.7 Control Room Emergency Mode 1 -4 Mode 2 No No Condition A and B allow continued operation by placing
Filtration Systes Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 the CREFS in operation (see NOTE 3a). For failure to t

(CREFS) Actuation Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 meet A or B while in Modes 1 through 4. Condition C
Instrumentation Mode 4 -+ Mode 5 requires shutdown to Mode 5 (see NOTE 1). For failure

-+ Begin fuel move to meet A or B during fuel movement. Condition D I

prevents the transition by requiring imediate action
to exit the condition of applicability (see NOTE 2).

Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 No No Condition A and B allow continued operation by placing
Mode 6 -+ Mode 5 the CREFS in operation (see NOTE 3a). For failure to

meet Conditions A or B in Modes 5 or 6. Condition D :
allows continued operation with restrictions on CORE
ALTERATIONS and moving irradiated fuel (see NOTE 3a).

3.4.1 RCS Pressure. Transition This LCO is applicable only in Mode 1. Entry would be
Temperature, and Flow not applicable from Mode 2 which is covered by new LCO 3.0.4. .

Departure from Nucleate
Boiling (DNB) Limits

,

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Action is a shutdown to Mode 2 (k,rr < 1) (see .

for Criticality (k,,,a 1) NOTE 1).

3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Not applicable The Applicability is essentially a single "Other
Temperature (P/T) (Applicability is specified condition.' There are no other conditions or r

Limits "At all times") Modes into which a transition may be made. The CTS
Applicability is also "At all times." ;

;

3.4.4 RCS Loops - Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Action is a shutdown to Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).
Modes 1 and 2

3.4.5 RCS Loops - Mode 3 Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 No No These Mode changes would be required by Required Action
Hode 1 -+ Mode 3 of LCO 3.4.4 (see NOTE 3b). <

3.4.6 RCS Loops - Mode 4 Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 No No Condition A: Required Action B.1 of LCO 3.4.5 requires
,

this transition (see NOTE 3b). *
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No No Condition A: If one RHR loop operable, the Required
Action is to continue shutdown to Mode 5 (see NOTE 1).

Yes No Condition B: The Required Actions to be entered include
taking immediate action to suspend operations involving
boron reduction in the RCS. Based on this and on SDN
limits being maintained (by LCO 3.1.1), this transition
which involves only temperature reduction need not be
prevented. Therefore no Note is necessary.

3.4.7 RCS Loops - Mode 5. Mode 4 - Mode 5 No No Condition B of LCO 3.4.6 would require shutdown to Mode
Loops Filled Loops Filled 5 (see NOTE 3b).

TransitiontoMode5withnoRhloopsYes No Condition B:
OPERABLE or in operation would be difficult. However,
if accomplished, the availability of a heat sink is
required. Therefore, the safety impact is
insignificant and no Note is required.

3.4.7 RCS Loops - Mode 5. Mode 5 Loops Not No No Condition A: This transition involves filling RCS with
Loops Filled (cont.) Filled * Mode 5 ene RiR loop inoperable. The Required Actions include

Loops Filled taking immediate action to restore SG water level (see
NOTE 1).

Yes No Condition B: This transition involves filling RCS with
RHR loops inoperable or not operating. This transition
may be beneficial because the SGs would become
available for decay heat removal.

3.4.8 RCS Loops - Mode 5. Mode 5 Loops Filled Yes No This transition would involve draining the refueling
Loops Not Filled * Mode 5 Loops Not cavity / pool for setting the RV head with degraded RHR

Filled capability and neither SGs nor refueling pool available
as heat sink. A Note is not required because a Note.
prohibiting a reduction in cavity / pool level will be
added to LCO 3.9.6.
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| Mode 6 - Mode 5 Yes Yes This transition would involve setting the RV head with'
;^ Loops Not Filled degraded RHR capability and neither SGs or refuelir]
E pool available as heat sink. A Note should be added.

3.4.9 Pressurizer. Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions involve placing the plant in Mode 4
'

Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

3.4.10- Pressurizer Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions involve placing the plant in Mode 4
Safety Valves Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 with any Tc s 320*F (see NOTE 1).

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4
with all Te > 320*F

3.4.11 Pressurizer Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions have a note that LCO 3.0.4 is not
Power Operated Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 applicable. This note is in CTS. also.
Relief Valves
(PORVs)

3.4.12 Low Temperature Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 No No Required Actions have a note that LCO 3.0.4 is not
Overpressure Mode 4 -+ Mode 5 applicable. This note is in CTS. also.
Protection Mode 5 -+ Mode 6
(LTOP) Systes (with RV head on)

Mode 6 -+ Mode 6
(with RV head on)
Mode 6 (with RV
head on) -+ Mode 5

3.4.13 RCS Operational Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would require achieving Mode 5 (see
Leakage Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 NOTE 1).

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4
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3.4.14 RCS Pressure Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Condition A: If leaking valve can be isolated.*

Isolation Valve Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 continued operation is allowed (see NOTE 3a).
(PIV) Leakage Mode 3 -4 Mode 4 Condition B: If Condition A cannot be met, shutdown to

(except valves in Mode 5 is required (see NOTE 1).
RHR flow path in or Condition C: This Condition has nothing to do with the
during transition LCO.

to/from RHR)

3.4.15 RCS Leakage Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Actions have a note that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
. Detection Mode 2 -+ Mode 3
Instrumentation Mode 3 * Mode 4

3.4.16 RCS Specific Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Shutdown to Mode 3 (with RCS T., < 500 *F) is required
Activity Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1). Also. Condition A (I-131 in acceptable

(with RCS T,, region) has a Note that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
> 500 *F)

3.5.1 Accumulators Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would place plant in Mode 3 and RCS
Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 pressure less than 1000 psig (see NOTE 1). If two or
(with RCS pressure more accumulators inoperable. LCO 3.0.3 would require
> 1000 psig) shutdown to a condition outside the LCO applicability

(see NOTE 3b).
t

3.5.2 ECCS - Operating Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would require shutdown to Mode 4 (see
Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 NOTE 1).

3.5.3 ECCS - Shutdown Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 No No This transition would be required by the Actions of LCO
3.5.2 (see NOTE 3b). !

3.5.4 Refueling Water Storage Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would result in transition to Mode 5
Tank (RWST) Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4

3.5.5 Seal Injection Flow Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would require shutdown to Mode 4 (see
Mode 2 ~+ Mode 3 NOTE 1).
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3.6.1 Containment Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would result in transition to Mode 5
Mode 2 -+ Hode 3 where the containment function is no longer required
Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 (see NOTE 1).

3.6.2 Containment Air Locks Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Condition A and B: With one or more air locks or
Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 interlock mechanisms inoperable. Required Actions would
Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 allow continued operation (see NOTE 3a).

Conditions C and D: Actions require shutdown to Mode 5
if Conditions A or B not met or airlock, inoperable for
reasons other than Conditions A or B. cannot be-

restored within 24 hours (see NOTE 1).

3.6.3 Containment Isolation Mode 1 -+ Mo e 2 No No Condition A. B. C. E: These conditions allow continued
Valves Mode 2 -+ Hode 3 operation for unlimited time (see NOTE 36).

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 Condition F: If Required Actions and Completion Times
are not met, this condition requires shutdown to Mode 5
(see NOTE 1). Condition D is not used.
ACTION Notes require entering the Conditions and
Required Actions of systems made inoperable by closing
isolation valves and of LCO 3.6.1 if valve leakage
exceeds overall containment leakage criterion. Mode
and other transitions for the applicable systems are
evaluated in the system specifications.

3.6.4 Containment Pressure Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would result in transition to Mode 5
Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).
Mode 3 -+ Mode 4

3.6.5 Containment Air Mode 1 -+ Hode 2 No No Required Actions would result in transition to Mode 5
Temperature Mode 2 -+ Mode 'l (see NOTE 1).

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4

3.6.6 Containment Spray Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would result in transition to Mode 5
System Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4
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3.6.7 Spray Additive System Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would result in transition to Hode 5
Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).
Mode 3 -+ Mode 4

3.6.8 Hydrogen Recombiners Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No' No Required Actions would result in transition to Mode 3
(see NOTE 1). Also. Condition A (for one recombiner
inoperable) has a Note that LCO 3.0.4 is not
applicable. (Ref: Change Description 13-05-LS23)

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Condition A: This condition allows continued operation
Valves (MSSVs) Mode 2 - Mode 3 at a lower power level (see NOTE 3a).

Condition B: Upon failure to meet Condition A within
the Completion Time, a shutdown to Mode 4 is required
(see NOTE 1). CTS note that LCO 3.0.4 is not
applicable to operation in the Action Statement.

3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Condition A and B: With one MSIV inoperable in Mode 1
Valves (MSIVs) the Required Actions would place the plant in Mode 2

(see NOTE 1).

Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 No No Conditions C. D: With one or more MSIVs inoperable in
Mode 1 -+ Mode 3 Modes 2 or 3. continued operation is allowed by

Conditions C (see NOTE 3a): else a shutdown to Mode 4
is required by Condition D (see NOTE 1).

3.7.3 Main Feedwater Mode 1 -+ Hode 2 No No This transition is forced by the requirement of
Isolation Valves Condition A to shut an inoperable FIV within a
(MFIVs) specified time in Mode 1 (see NOTE 1). Condition C

would pennit continued operation with a FIV Bypass
valve closed (see NOTE 3a). (Conditions B and D are
not used.) If Conditions A and C not met within the
Completion Times. Condition E requires a shutdown to
Mode 4 (see NOTE 1).
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3.7.3 Main Feedwater Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 No No Condition A would allow continued operation if one or
Isolation Valves Mode 1 -+ Mode 3 more inoperable FIVs were closed in Mode 2 or Mode 3:
(MFIVs) (cont.) however, per the Applicability statement, the LCO would

not be applicable after the valve (s) were closed. The
same situation is applicable under Condition C with
regard to the FIV Bypass valves.
Condition E would require shutdown to Mode 4 if
Required Actions of Condition A and C were not met
within the Completion Time (see NOTE 1).

3.7.4 Steam Generator Mode 1 -+ Hode 2 No No Required Actions would result in a shutdown to Mode 4
Atmospheric Relief Mode 2 -+ Hode 3 (see NOTE 1). A Note states that LCO 3.0.4 is not
Valves'(ARVs) applicable during the seven-day Completion Time of

Condition A while one required valve is inoperable.

3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Conditions A. B. and C require shutdown to Mode 4 if
(AFW) System Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 one or two trains inoperable (see NOTE 1).

Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Condition D. for three trains inoperable, has a Note -

Mode 2 -+ Hode 3 that suspends LCO 3.0.3 and all other LCO Required
Actions requiring Mode changes. This is more
restrictive than CTS.

3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Acti,ans would result in a shutdown to Mode 4
(CST) Mode 2 -* Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

3.7.7 Component Cooling Water Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would result in a shutdown to Mode 5
(CCW) System Mode 2 -+ Hode 3 (see NOTE 1).

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4
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3.7.8 Station Service Water Mode 1 -+ Hode 2 No No Required Actions would result in a shutdown to Mode 5
System (SSWS) Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1). Condition A has Notes that require

Mode 3 - Mode 4 entering the Conditions and Required Actions of LC0
3.8.1. 'AC Sources - Operating." and LC0 3.4.6. RCS
Loops - Mode 4.~ for equipment made inoperable by loss
of SSWS support. Tnese other LCOs could require a
shutdown to Mode 5. e.g.. LCO 3.8.1. Condition G (see
NOTE 3b).

3.7.9 Ultimate Heat Sink Mode 1 -+ Hode 2 No No Required Actions would result in a shutdown to Mode 5
(UHS) Mode 2 - Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4

3.7.10 Control Room Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Conditions A. B: In Modes 1 through 4. Required Actions
Emergency Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 would require shutdown to Mode 5 if one train of CREFS
Filtration / Mode 3 - Mode 4 inoperable (see NOTE 1).
Pressurization Mode 4 -+ Mode 5 Condition E: In Modes 1 through 4. LCO 3.0.3 would
System (CREFS) require shutdown to Mode 5 if both trains of CREFS

inoperable (see NOTE 3b).

Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 No ho Condition C: In Modes 5. 6. or during fuel movement.
Mode 6 - Mode 5 with one train inoperable. Required Actions allow
Defueled -+ Mode 6 continued operation by operating one train (see NOTE
-+ Begin fuel move 3a).

Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 No No Condition D: In Modes 5. 6, with both trains

Mode 6 -+ Mode 5 inoperable. Required Actions result in indefinite
continued operation in these Modes (see NOTE 3a).

3.7.10 Control Room Defueled -+ Mode 6 No No Condition D: In Modes 5. 6. or during fuel movement.
Emergency -* Begin fuel move with both trains inoperable. Required Actions are
Filtration / taking imediate action to suspend fuel movement:
Pressurization therefore, the Required Actions would prevent this
System (CREFS) transition (see NOTE 2).
(cont.)
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Att:chment b LS-1 CPSES LC0 3.0.4 EV UATION MATRIX

LCO Applicability New Add Suuntary of Evaluation / Comments
From -+ Entered Allow Note

3.7.11 Control Room Air Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Conditions A. B: In Modes 1 through 4. Required Actions
Conditioning Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 would require shutdown to Mode 5 if one train of CRACS
System (CRACS) Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 inoperable (see NOTE 1).

Mode 4 -+ Mode 5 Condition E: In Modes 1 through 4. LCO 3.0.3 would
require shutdown to Mode 5 if both trains of CRACS
inoperable (see NOTE 3b).

Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 No No Condition C: In Modes 5. 6. or during fuel movement.
Mode 6 -+ Mode 5 with one train inoperable. Required Actions allow
Defueled -+ Hode 6 contirr _d operation by operating one train (see NOTE
-+ Begin fuel move 3a). CTS state that Specification 3.0.4 is not

applicable while one train is inoperable in Modes 5 and
6 when the other train in operation.

Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 No No Condition D: In Modes 5. 6, with both trains

Mode 6 -+ Mode 5 inoperable. Required Actions (suspend CORE ALTERATIONS
and fuel movement) result in indefinite continued
operation in these Modes (see NOTE 3a).

,

Defueled -+ Mode 6 No No Condition D: In Modes 5. 6. or during fuel movement.
-+ Begin fuel move with both trains inoperable. Required Actions include

taking immediate actica to suspend fuel movement (see
NOTE 2).

j 3.7.12 Primary Plant Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would require shutdown to Mode 5 (see
Ventilation Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 NOTE 1).
System (PPVS) - Mode 3 -+ Mode 4
ESF Filtration
Trains,

|
' 3.7.15 Fuel Storage -+ Begin fuel move No No Required Action is to exit the Applicability by

Area Water Level suspending fuel movement immediately (see NOTE 2).

| 3.7.17 Spent Fuel -+ Fuel stored in No No Required Action is to exit the Applicability by moving
Assembly Storage High Density noncomplying fuel immediately (see NOTE 2).

Racks
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Att:chment ts LS-1 - CPSES LCO 3.0.4 EVALUATION MATRIX

LCO Applicability New Add Sumary of Evaluation / Comments
From -+ Entered Allow Note

3.7.18 Secondary Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would result in a shutdown to Mode 5
Specific Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).
Activity Mode 3 -* Mode 4

3.7.19 Safety Chilled Mode 1 - Mode 2 No No Required Actions would result in a shutdown to Mode t
Water Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4

3.7.20 UPS HVAC System Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions ultimately would result in a shutdown
Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 to Mode 5 (see NOTE 1).
Mode 3 -+ Mode 4

3.8.1 AC Sources - Operating Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would ultimately result in shutdown of
Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 the plant to Mode 5 if Conditions A, B. C, D, E, or F
Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 could not be met (see NOTE 1).

If three AC sources inoperable (Condition H), LCO 3.0.3
would require shutdown to Mode 5 (see NOTE 3b). If cne
Blackout Sequencer inoperable (Condition I). the
associated DG is declared inoperable and Condition B
would be entered.

3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdown Mode 4 -+ Mode 5 No No The Required Actions of LCO 3.8.1 *AC Sources -
Operating" would require this transition (see NOTE 3b).

Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 Yes No These transitions involve activities affecting core
Mode 6 -+ Mode 5 cooling and should not be undertaken with degraded

electrical sources. No Note is required because these
transitions are adequately addressed by the Notes to be
added to LC0 3.4.8 and 3.9.6.'

Defueled -+ Mode 6 No No Required Actions would prevent this transition by
suspending fuel movement immediately (see NOTE 2).
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Attcchment to LS-1 CPSES LC0 3.0.4 EVALUATION MATRIX

LCO Applicability New Add Sumary of Evaluation / Comments
From -+ Entered Allow Note

3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil. Lube DG not req -+ DG : m Condition F would declare the associated DG inoperable.
011. and Starting Air OPERABLE This would allow the actions for inoperable DGs to

dictate. Mode or other condition transitions would be
evaluated in those LCOs.

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating Mode 1 -+ Hode 2 No No Required Actions would result in a shutdwn to Mode 5
Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).
Mode 3 -+ Mode 4

3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown Mode 4 -+ Mode 5 No No The Required Actions of LCO 3.8.4. "DC Sources -
Operating" would require this transition (see NOTE 3b).

Mode 5 --* Mode 6 Yes No These transitions involve activities affecting core
Mode 6 -+ Mode 5 cooling and should not be undertaken with degraded

electrical sources. No Note is required because these
transitions are adequately addressed by the Notes to be
added to LCO 3.4.8 and 3.9.6.

Defueled -+ Mode 6 No No Required Actions would prevent this transition by
suspending fuel movement immediately (see NOTE 2).

3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters DC not req -+DC reg Condition B would declare the associated battery
OPERABLE inoperable. This would allow the actions for

inoperable DC subsystems to dictate. Mode or other
condition transitions would be evaluated in those LCOs.

3.8.7 Inverters - Operating Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Required Actions would result in a shutdown to Mode 5
Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 (see NOTE 1).
Mode 3 -+ Mode 4

3.8.8 Inverters - Shutdown Mode 4 -+ Mode 5 No No The Required Actions of LCO 3.8.7. " Inverters -
Operating" would require this transition (see NOTE 3b).
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Attichment to LS-1 - CPSES LC0 3.0.4 EV UATION MATRIX-

LCO Applicability New Add Sumary of Evaluation / Coments
Fros -+ Entered Allow Note

Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 Yes No These transitions involve activities affecting core
Mode 6 -+ Mode 5 cooling and should not be undertaken with degraded

electrical sources. No Note is required because these
transitions are adequately addressed by the Notes to be
added to LCO 3.4.8 and 3.9.6.

Defueled -+ Mode 6 No No Required Actions would prevent this transition by
suspending fuel movement imediately (see NOTE 2).

3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Mode 1 -+ Mode 2 No No Condition D: Required Actions for one subsystem
Operating Mode 2 -+ Mode 3 inoperable would result in a shutdown to Mode 5 (see

Mode 3 -+ Mode 4 NOTE 1).
Condition E: Required Actions for two trains inoperable
would result in a shutdown to Mode 5 per LCO 3.0.3 (see
NOTE 3b).

3.8.10 Distribution Mode 4 -+ Mode 5 No No The Required Actions of LCO 3.8.9. " Distribution
Systems - Systems - Operating" would require this transition (see
Shutdown NOTE 3b).

Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 Yes No These transitions involve activities affecting core
Mode 6 -+ Mode 5 cooling and should not be undertaken with degraded

.
electrical subsystems. No Note is required because

j these transitions are adequately addressed by the Notes
i to be added to LCO 3.4.8 and 3.9.6.
I

j Defueled -+ Hode 6 No No Required Actions would prevent this transition by
; suspending fuel movement immediately (see NOTE 2).
.

3.9.1 Boron Concentration Mode 5 -+ Hode 6 Yes Yes Required Actions would prevent the Defueled -+ Mode 6
Defueled -+ Mode 6 transition by suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and positive

reactivity additions (see NOTE 2). The transition from

Mode 5 to Mode 6 could occur without adequate boration
for MODE 6 requirements. A Note should be added.
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Attachment ta LS-1 CPSES LCO 3.0.4 EVALUATION MATRIX-

LCO Applicability New Add Sumary of Evaluation / Comments
From -+ Entered Allow Note

3.9.2 Unborated Water Source Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 Yes No Required Actions would suspend CORE ALTERATIONS which
Isolation Valves Defueled -+ Mode 6 would prevent the Defueled -+ Mode 6 transition (see

NOTE 2). A Note preventing the Mode 5 to Mode 6
transition is not necessary because SR 3.0.1 would
provide assurance that the isolation valves would be
closed prior to the operators initiating this
transition and the Required Actions include immediately
securing the valves in the closed position.

3.9.3 Nuclear Instrumentation Mode 5 -+ Mode 6 Yes No Condition A: Completion of Required Actions would
permit continued operation with one required monitor
inoperable in Mode 6 for an indefinite time (see NOTE
3a).,

'

Condition B: A Note preventing the transition is not
'

necessary because flux monitors are not relied on for
boron dilution events in H00E 6. the boron
concentration is being maintained by LCO 3.9.1.
unborated water sources would be isolated by LCO 3.9.2
and the imediate action is to restore one flux
monitoring channel to OPERABLE status.

Defueled -+ Mode 6 No No Condition A precludes CORE ALTERATIONS. so this
transition is not possible (see NOTE 2).

3.9.3 Nuclear Instrumentation Defueled -+ Mode 6 No No Condition B: With two monitors inoperable, the Required
(cont.) (cont.) Actions would result in imediate action to restore one

monitor to operable status: however the Required
Actions of Condition A would be applicable as well and
would require suspending CORE ALTERATIONS immediately
preventing the transition (see NOTE 2).

3.9.4 Containment -+ Begin CORE ALTS No No Required Actions would prevent these transitions by
Penetrations -+ Begin fuel move requiring immediate action to exit the condition of

applicability, i.e.. suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and
suspend fuel movement (see NOTE 2).
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Att chment ts LS-1 - CPSES LC0 3.0.4 EVAIUATION MATRIX

- LC0 Applicability New Add Summary of Evaluation / Cossnents
From -+ Entered Allow Note

-+ No No This transition would be required by Condition A of LCO3.9.5 Residual Heat Removal Mode 6. < 23 ft
(RHR) and Coolant Mode 6. 2 23 ft 3.9.6. " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation - High Circulation - Low Water Level." (see NOTE 3b).
Water Level

Defueled -+ Mode 6 No No Required Actions would prevent this transition by
requiring immediate action to suspend loading fuel
assemblies in the core (see NOTE 2).

3.9.6 Residual Heat Removal Mode 6. 2 23 ft -+ Yes Yes Condition A: With degraded RHR. these transitions
(RHR) and Coolant Mode 6. < 23 ft should not be undertaken. A Note should be added.
Circulation - Low Water Mode 5 -*
Level Mode 6 < 23 ft Yes Yes Condition B. with no RHR loop in operation: The

transition into Mode 6 with low water level should not
be made unless RHR OPERABILITY requirements are met
prior to the transition. The transition would involve
leaving a Mode or cnndition where the RHR requirements
were not met and the Required Action was to innediately
initiate action to restore RHR loop OPERABILITY. While
this Required Action is underway and with an undefined
completion time, the transition should be deferred.

3.9.7 Refueling Cavity Water -+ Begin CORE ALTS No No Required Actions would result in immediate action to
Level -+ Begin fuel move exit the Applicability by suspending CORE ALTERATIONS

(see NOTE 2).

3.9.8 Reactor Vessel Water -+ Begin CORE ALTS No No Required Actions would prevent this transition by
Level requiring innediate action to exit the Applicability by

suspending CORE ALTERATIONS (see NOTE 2).
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

f'~N NSHC LS 2

( 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ITS LC0 3.0.5 provides for an allowance to return equipment which had previously
been declared inoperable back to service to either demonstrate the equipment's
operability or the operability of other equipment.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
perfonged in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Conmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the fac11ity in accordance
with the proposed amendrnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

OL ,I 2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Restoration of inoperable to equipment to service has the potential to either
increase the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
Usually returning the equipment to service will be for demonstrating the
equipment's operability following maintenance. In these cases the expected
result will be that the equipment has been restored to OPERABLE and in these '

cases no increase in the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated-

ncident will have occurred.

However, this allowance will also be used for cases in which the subsequent
testing does not demonstrate that the equipment has been satisfactorily
returned to an OPERABLE status and instances that inoperable equipment is

p returned to service for demonstrating the operability of other equipment. In
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 2
,

' (continued)

these cases there is the potential for an increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated. However, the increase in consequences is not
viewed as significant as the time under which the component would be in a
status contrary to the status required if inoperable, is commensurate with the '

time nominally given in Technical Specifications to isolate or remove
inoperable equipment from service upon discovery. During these short
durations the additional risk associated with these configurations is
considered quite small with respect to an accident occurring simultaneously
with the return to service. Additionally, often the equipment would not
contribute to consequences in any significant manner if an accident were to
occur.

Based on this it is concluded that the change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
'

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change administrative 1y changes the' allowance to return equipment
to service when inoperable for demonstrating that the equipment is OPERABLE orp

( other equipment is OPERABLE. No changes in equipment function or operation
are included; there is no increase in the probability of a new or different '
kind of accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
P

The proposed change has impact on what equipment could be in service yet
inoperable. As stated earlier these instances would be of minimal duration
and would be commensurate with the times already allowed to remove equipment
from service upon discovery of an inoperability. As such, these allowances
are already considered with the overall risk and subsequent margin of safety
of operation. As such, this change should not result in any reduction in the
margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION ,

- e

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
'

NSHC "LS 2" resulting from the conversion te the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a >

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

I

s

.O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

- NSHC LS 3
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
'

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Surveillance Requirement 4.0.2 is being revised to allow application of the 25% .

extension for surveillance performance to the Completion Times of repetitive
Required Actions, following the initial performance. The extension is not allowed ,

on initial performance as the first performance is demonstrating a necessary
operability. The subsequent performances are confirming that operability is being
maintained.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

,

t

: below: .

"The Corrinission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance

*

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident prevfously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." {

The.following evaluation is provided' for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

f

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The extension is not applied to the initial performance which is required to !

demonstrate a component or system is OPERABLE and therefore continued '

operation within the confines of the Condition are acceptable. The subsequent-
'

performances of the requirement are not time critical as the expectation is
that the performance will confirm operability. Therefore there is no i"

reduction in requirements for the initial performance and only up to a maximum
of 25% extension (the same as for routine surveillances) on subsequent |

performance. As such there is no increase in the probability or consequences
'

; g- of an accident previously evaluated. |

( .

,
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS r

.(] NSHC LS 3
V (continued) -

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change relaxes the Completion Times for performing repetitive
actions designed to confirm operability within a Required Action. This change
is consistent with the allowances for performing routine surveillances which
are anticipated to confirm operability. This change is administrative in
nature and does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident, as only the frequency of performance is affected.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change has the potential to delay identifying that a component or
system required for compensatory measures within a Required Action has become
inoperable by up to 25% of the established frequency. For worst case
scenarios this could delay taking further action for an additional period
beyond that which would have previously been established. This additional
time is considered small when factored into the overall risk and margin of
safety associated with the necessary Required Actions. Some minor reduction |

tin margin of safety could occur under this scenario, but at no time is a
significant reduction in a margin of safety possible. ,

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION .

'

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no >

'
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|

,

4

!

;

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATIONS ,

NSHC LS 4
'

L 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This change is administrative in nature as the time allowed to perform a missed
surveillance upon discovery is changed from up to 24 hours when the allowable outage
time limits of the ACTION requirements are less than 24 hours, to the lesser of 24
hours or the surveillance frequency interval. Additionally the equipment is not
required to be declared inoperable at the time of discovery of a missed

_

surveillance. This prevents unnecessary entry into Conditions based solely on
cequipment inoperabilities when the equipment is anticipated to be demonstrated
OPERABLE by surveilluce perTc.~.vce . The change is acceptable because it still
restricts performance of the s.:rveillance to within 24 hours of discovery and the
equipment is normally demonstrated to be OPERABLE, not inoperable by performance of;

the surveillance.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

) "The Corrinisston may make a final determinatfon pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any'

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or'

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
'

Surveillance performance is nominally considered to demonstrate equipment
operability. Therefore identifying that a surveillance nas been missed
usually does not result in any true inoperabilities existirg as the equipment

/ is demonstrated OPERABLE upon performance of the missed surveillance. This
( change potentially allows a longer time in some instances for performance of

the surveillance from time of discovery that the surveillance was missed. In
;

;
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

C') NSHC LS 4
'v' (continued)

these cases, if the equipment were truly inoperable, there would be an
extended duration in which the appropriate Required Actions were not taken.
Not taking the Required Actions could have a negative effect on the
probability or consequences of an accident. However, at no time will this
period exceed 24 hours. Based on the short duration, a minimal impact if any
would be expected to overall plant safety and therefore a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated does
not exist.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change potentially relaxes the allowed times for performing a
surveillance once identified as missed. This change is administrative in
nature and does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident, as only the frequency for required performance is affected.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change has the potential to delay identifying that a component or
rm system required to be OPERABLE has become inoperable by a relatively small

Q amount of time. For worst case scenarios this could delay taking further
action for an additional period beyond that which would have previously been
established. This additional time is considered small when factored into the
overall risk and margin of safety associated with the necessary Required
Actions. Some minor reduction in margin of safety could occur under this
scenario, but at no time is a significant reduction in a margin of safety )
possible.

I

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CChSIDERATION DETERMINATION l

l

I
Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with ;

INSHC "LS 4" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

9

,
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS-
,

Applicable Industry Traveler Information (1 Page) :
r
i

NUREG 1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page) -

Mark-up:
!

SPECIFICATION / SURVEILLANCE PAGE
,

LCO 3.0.1.. .. ... . .. .... .. .... .... ... ... 3.0- 1

LCO 3.0.2 . . ... ... . ...... .... .. .. ...... ....... 3.0- 1'

LCO 3.03 .. .... . . . . ... ... . . . ........ . 3.0-1
f

LCO 3.0.4... . ... ... ... .... . . .. . ... 3.0-2

LCO 3.0.5.. . ....... .. ...... .. . . . ... . . . .. J.0-2 j
LCO 3.0.6 .. .. .. .. . . ... . . . . . . 3.0-3s
LCO 3.0.7 . . ... .... . ..... . 3.0-3 (
S R 3.0.1 . .. ... . -. ..... .. . .... . 3.0-4

'

SR 3.0.2. . ..... .. ...... .. .... ... . . . . ..... . . 3.0-4 ,

S R 3.03.... ... ... ...... . .. .... . .. . ... . 3.0-4

S.R 3.0.4. .. ... ... . . ....... . .... . . .. . ..... 3.0-5
i

! Methodology (2 Pages)
,
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4

.
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Q INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.0
k/

TRAVEL 13L# STATUS DIFFERENCE # COMMENTS

TSTF 06, Re!i. 1 Incorporated 3.0 01 NRC approved. ,

:
-

TSTF 08, Rev. || Incorporated NA

TSTF12.RevIl Incorporated 3.0 02 NRC approved.

TSTF 52 Incorporated

TSTF-71 Not incorporated NA Will be addressed in SFDP
1

TSTF 103 Not incorporated NA Performed 3.0.4 Matrix

!
"STF 104 Incorporated 3.0 03 NRC approved.

,( l ;

TSTF 322 Not incorporated NA Not NRC approved as of traveler
cut off date.

TSTF 136 Incorporated 3.0 02 |
|

TSTF 165 Incorporated NA j

TSTF 166 2ncorporated 3.0 04

l

|
|

l )u i
;

|

I
:
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LC0 Applicability
3.0

0 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY
,

4

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the MODES or other specified |

conditions in the Applicability, excq.; as provided in
'3.0-01.

LC0 3.0.2 and LCO'3:0:2 ;t

LC0 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required Actions
>

of the associated Conditions shall be met, except as provided in
LC0 3.0.5 and LCO 3.0.6.

.

If the LC0 is met or is no longer applicable prior to expiration -

|
of the specified Completion Time (s), completion of the Required
Action (s) is not required unless otherwise stated. |

LC0 3.0.3 When an LCO is not met and the associated ACTIONS are not met, an
associated ACTION is not provided, or if directed by the
associated ACTIONS. the unit shall be placed in a H0DE or other
specified condition in which the LC0 is not applicable. Action :

n(,/ shall be initiated within 1 hour to place the unit, as |
: '

applicable, in:

a. MODE 3 within 7 hours:' .

i o. MODE 4 within 13 hours; and
!

c. MODE 5 within 37 hours. ,

;

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the individual4

Specifications.
'

Where corrective measures are completed that permit operation in
accordance with the LCO or ACTIONS, completion of the actions ;

required by LC0 3.0.3 is not required.
'

LC0 3.0.3 is only applicable in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
.

-
,

4

!
.

(continued)
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LC0 Applicability
3.0

.

)

(] 3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY
V

LC0 3.0.4 When an LC0 is not met, entry into a MODE or other specified
'

condition in the Applicability shall not be made except when the
associated ACTIONS to be entered permit continued operation in
the MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability for an
unlimited period of time. This Specification shall not prevent ,

changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the ;

Applicability that are required to comply with ACTIONS or that
are part of a shutdown of the unit.

,

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in che individual
Specifications. These excepticas cllow en'ry into tiODES cr

3.0-03cther spccified ;cnditions in the App';cability when the
esscciated ACTIONS to be catered clica unit operation in the
M00 cr other specified condition in the Applicability only
for a limited pcriod of tiac.

LCO 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability in MODES 1. 2. 3, and 4.

_

-

LCO 3.0.4 has bcca revised so that changes inRcvicucrs's Netc.
M00:0 cr other specified conditions in the Applicability that are

b part of a shutdown cf the unit shall not be picvcated. In
\ addition. LCO 3.0.4 h;s bcca revised so that it is only

applicabic for entry into a 1100E cr other specified ccaditica in
the Applicability in tiO0ES 1. NO. and 4. The |i00: chang;
restricticas in LCO 3.0.4 wer :,reviously applicabic in all
MODES. Before this versica v. LCO 3.0.4 can be impl a nted on a .

plant-spccific basis, thc licenscc must review the cxisting
technical specifications tc detcrainc where spccific restrictions
on tiOOC changes or Rcquired Actions should be included in
individu;1 LCOs to justify this change, such an evaluation should
be e r ;riccd in a matrix of cil cxisting LCOs to facilitate NRC
staff review of a conversion to the STS. _

LC0 3.0.5 Equipment removed from . service or declared inoperable to comply
with ACTIONS may be returned to service under administrative
control solely to perform testing required to demonstrate its
OPERABILITY or the OPERABILITY of other equipment. This is an
exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the system returned to service under
administrative control to perform the testing required to
demonstrate OPERABILITY,

(continued)
O)'v
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LCO Applicability i

3.0
.

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY
-

.

!

LC0 3.0.6 When a supported system LCO is not met solely due to a
support system LCO not being met, the Conditions and Required
Actions associated with this supported system are not required to
be entered. Only the support system LCO ACTIONS are required ;

to be entered. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the
3.0-04supported system. In this event, at} edditicac1 cvaluation end

limitationsacyberequired'halfbeperformedjinaccordance |s
with Specification 5.5.15. " Safety Function Determination Program

'

(SFDP)." If a loss of safety function is determined to exist by
this program, the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of
the LC0 in which the loss of safety function exists are required
to be entered.

When a support system's Required Action directs a supported
system to be declared inoperable or directs entry into Conditions
and Required Actions for a supported system, the applicable s

Conditions and Required Actions shall be entered in accordance !
with LCO 3.0.2.

!

'

LCO 3.0.7 Test Exception LCOs E1J8113.1.0. 3.1.10, 0.1.11 and 0.4.10 3'0 02allows specified Technical Specification (TS) requirements to
be changed to permit performance of special tests and ,

operations. Unless otherwise specified, all other TS
'

requirements remain unchanged. Compliance with Test Exception
LCOs is optional. When a Test Exception LC0 is desired to be met
but is not met, the ACTIONS of the Test Exception LC0 shall be
met. When a Test Exception LC0 is not desired to be met, entry

; into a H0DE or other specified condition in the Applicability
shall be made in accordance with the other applicable
Specifications.

.

. ,

(g (continued) g

i
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SR Applicability
3.0

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.1 SRs shall be met during the MODES or other specified conditions
in the Applicability for individual LCOs unless otherwise stated
in the SR. Failure to meet a Surveillance, whether such failure
is experienced during the performance of the Surveillance or ;

between performances of the Surveillance, shall be failure to
meet the LCO. Failure to perform a Surveillance within the
specified Frequency shall be failure to meet the LC0 except as
provided in SR 3.0.3. Surve111ances do not have to be performed
on inoperable equipment or variables outside specified limits. ,

SR 3.0.2 The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the Surveillance is
performed within 1.25 times the interval specified in the
Frequency, as measured from the previous performance or as
measured from the time a specified condition of the Frequency is
met. i

For Frequencies specified as "once," the above interval extension
does not apply.

O If a Completion Time requires periodic performance on a "once
per . . ." basis, the above Frequency extension applies to each
performance after the initial performance.

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the individual '

Specifications.

;

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed within
its specified Frequency, then compliance with the requirement to
declare the LC0 not met may be delayed, from the time of
discovery, up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specifiedi

Frequency whichever is less. This delay period is permitted to
allow performance of the Surveillance.

'
,

t

!

(continued)
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SR Applicability )
3.0 |

3.0 SR APPLICABILITY
:
i

I
SR .3.0.3 If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay period, the"

(continued) LCO must imediately be declared not met, and the applicable
'

. Condition (s) must be entered.

'

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period and
the Surveillance is not met, the LC0 must imediately be declared ;

not met, and the applicable Condition (s) must be entered.

SR 3.0.4 Entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the _;

Applicability of an LCO shall not be made unless the LCO's
,

Surve111ances have been met within their specified Frequency.'

iThis provision shall not prevent entry into MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to
comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown of the unit. ;,

;

SR 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a H0DE or other
specified condition in the Applicability in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. ,

'

O
,

i

.

.

t

4

-

.

.

J

.
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG-1431 Specifications

O Enclosure 5A' contains an electronic (or hand written)' mark up of NUREG-1431 Revision
1. .The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a
plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values ' 1 racketed

areas) and to identify any'other changes with a cross reference to e justification
or explanation e r the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are
contained in Enclosure 6A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

2. Additions This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431
Rev. 1.

3 .- Modifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431,
Rev.1 but is being revised for tne improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

A Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
b bracketed areas of NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is annotated using the

strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The
deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Hodifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is annotated using the strike-out feature of,

Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information
is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location
and is annotated using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or
hand wricten/ insert pages). The modification is identified by a
change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components.

Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated
using the redline / strike out feature of Wordperfect and'

Methodology - 1 of 2 S/1S87
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications
(continued)

n
() identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All

such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct for this
plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct
informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets
provided in NUREG 1431. Rev.1 are deleted. " Red-line", " strike-
out" and margin codes are as follows:

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged,
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'B' (for bracketed
information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the
plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the
old bracketed information is " struck-out", the new information is
" red lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code.

3. If the entire Condition, Action, or Surveillance is bracketed and
,

[Vi is apolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is
redlined. The text included within the brackets is Do.t redlined
unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS' margin
code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were
made.

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not
applicable, the entire contents are struck-out, redlined words
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used.

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B.
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A. )

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark up process. Reviewer
notes may be " struck out" or deleted as preferred.

In summarf, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG-1431 Rev.1 " red line" is used
to annotate new material, " strike-cut" is used to annotate deleted material, and
change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number
or a change code.

Note, NUREG 1431, Rev. 1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are
(~ incorporated are indicated using the " redlines", " strike outs" and margin codes
V} discussed above. ]

Metlwdology 2 0f 2 S/15/97
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MARK UP 0F NUREG-1431 BASES ;
4

CONTENTS |.
.
- >
,b ,
. ,

.
#
t
i s

Mark-up:
;

,
*

BASES PAGE
'

LCO 3.0.1 ._ .... . .. . .. . ....... ..B 3.0-1'

LC O 3.0.2. ..... . ... . ... ..... .. .... .. .... .B 3.0- 1

LC O 3.0.3 . ... ..... . .... ....... .. ....... . B 3.0-3
.

LCO 3.0.4. .. .... .. .. . . . ..... ... B 3.0-5
: LC O 3.0.5............ .. ... .. .. . .. . ..B 3.0-6

LCO 3.0.6.... .... ... . . .. .. ... .. ... . . B 3.0-7
LC O 3.0.7.... .. ........... . . ..... ...B 3.0-9 .

S R 3.0.1. .. ... .... ... .. . .............. .. . ..B 3.0- 10 :

S R 3.0.2. .. ..... ..... ... .... ....... .,.B 3.0-1 1
,

SR 3.0.3 .. .. . ... . ... . . .. B 3.0-12 i; .

SR 3.0.4. ........... .. ..... . . . B 3.0-13
'

'
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

g
y) B 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

BASES

LCOs LCO 3.0.1 through LC0 3.0.6 establish the general requirements
applicable to all Specifications and apply at all times, unless
otherwise stated.

LC0 3.0.1 LC0 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within each
individual Specification as the requirement for when the LCO is
required to be met (i.e., when the unit is in the H0 DES or other
specified conditions of the Applicability statement of each
Specification).

LCO 3.0.2 LC0 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to meet an
LCO, the associated ACTIONS shall be met. The Completion Time of
each Required Action for an ACTIONS Condition is applicable from
the point in time that an ACTIONS Condition is entered. The
Required Actions establish those remedial measures that must be

( ) taken within specified Completion Times when the requirements of
,,

V an LC0 are not met. This Specification establishes that:

Completion of the Required Actions within the specifieda.
Completion Times constitutes compliance with a
Specification; and

b. Completion of the Required Actions is not required whea an
LCO is met within the specified Completion Time, unless
otherwise specified.

There are two basic types of Required Actions. The first type of
Required Action specifies a time limit in which the LC0 must be
met. This time limit is the Completion Time to restore an
inoperable system or component to OPERABLE status or to restore
variables to within specified limits. If this type of Required
Action is not completed within the specified Completion Time, a
shutdown may be required to place the unit in a MODE or condition
in which the Specification is not applicable. (Whether stated as
a Required Action or not, correction of the entered Condition is
an action that may always be considered upon entering

(continued)
'n

i

'%|
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LCO Applicability ;
B 3.0 '

10
't) BASES

i

LC0 3.0.2- ACTIONS.) The second type of Required Action specifies
(continued) the remedial measures that permit continued operation of the unit

that is not further restricted by the Completion Time. In this
case, compliance with the Required Actions provides an acceptable
level of safety for continued operation.

Completing the Required Actions is not required when an LC0 is
met or is no longer applicable, unless otherwise stated in the
individual Specifications.

The nature of some Required Actions of some Conditions
necessitates that, once the Condition is entered, the Required
Actions must be completed even though the associated Conditions
no longer exist. The individual LCO's ACTIONS specify the
Required Actions where this is the case. An example of this is
in LC0 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits." ,

The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also applicable
when a system or component is removed from service intentionally.
The reasons for intentionally relying on the ACTIONS include, but
are not limited to, performance of Surve111ances, preventive

/ \ maintenance, corrective maintenance, or investigation of
( operational problems. Entering ACTIONS for these reasons must be

done in a manner that does not compromise safety. Intentional
entry into ACTIONS should not be made for operational
convenience. Alternatives that would not result in redundant
equipment being inoperable should be used instead. Doing so
limits the time both subsystems / trains of a safety function are
inoperable and limits the time other conditions exist which
result in LC0 3.0.3 being entered. Individual Specifications may
specify a time limit for performing an SR when equipment is
removed from service or bypassed for testing. In this case, the
Completion Times of the Required Actions are applicable when this
time limit expires, if the equipment remains removed from service
or bypassed.

When a change in H00E or other specified condition is required to
comply with Required Actions, the unit may enter a MODE or other
specified condition in which another Specification becomes
applicable. In this case, the Completion Times of the associated
Required Actions would apply from the point in time that the new

,

Specification becomes applicable, and the ACTIONS Condition (s)
are entered.

i

e.O
(continued)
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LC0 Applicability-
_

B 3.0 .;
-

,

BASES;(continued)
;-

LC0 3.0.3- LC0 3.0.3 establishes the actions that must be implemented when ,

an LC0 is not met and: j

a. An associated Required Action and Completion Time is not ,
;

,

met and no other Condition applies: or
J

I' b. The condition of the unit is not specifically addressed by !

the associated ACTIONS. This means that no combination of ;

Conditions stated in the ACTIONS can be made that exactly '

corresponds to the actual condition of the unit. |

Sometimes, possible combinations of. Conditions are such,

that entering LC0 3.0.3 is warranted:= in such cases, the
! ACTIONS specifically state a Condition corresponding to- .

i- such combinations and also that LCO 3.0.3 be entered j
-immediately.

|
.

This Specification delineates the time limits for placing the
' unit in a safe MODE or other specified condition when operation ;

cannot be maintained within the limits for safe operation as
defined by the LCO and its ACTIONS. It is not intended to be-'

'
used as an operational convenience that permits routine voluntary*

removal of redundant systems or components from service in lieu j
of other alternatives that would not result in redundant systems :.

or components being inoperable. i

i

Upon entering LCO 3.0.3, I hour is allowed to prepare for an0 ,

orderly shutdown ~before initiating a change in unit operation. *

p
This includes time to permit the operator to coordinate the

ireduction in electrical generation with the load dispatcher to
ensure the stability and availability of the electrical grid.,

!'

The time limits specified to reach lower MODES of operation

: permit the shutdown to proceed in a controlled and orderly manner
that is well within the specified maximum cooldown rate and"

'

within the capabilities of the unit, assuming that only the,

minimum required equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal'

stresses on components of the Reactor Coolant System and the
potential for a plant upset that could challenge safety systems
under conditions to which this Specification applies. The use i"

and interpretation of specified times to complete the actions of. :
'

LCO 3.0.3-are consistent with~ the discussion of.Section 1.3-

Completion Times. ;-

- .!
i '

|: ;

;

(continued) !

~O !

!
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0 !

BASES

O LCO 3.0.3 A unit shutdown required in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 may be
(continued) terminated and LC0 3.0.3 exited if any of the following occurs:

a. The LLO is now met.

b. A Condition exists for which the Required Actions have now
been performed.

c. ACTIONS exist that do not have expired Completion Times.
These Completion Times are applicable from the point in
time that the Condition is initially entered and not from
the time LC0 3.0.3 is exited. ;

The time limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for the
unit to be in H00E 5 when a shutdown is required during H00E 1 [

'

operation. If the unit is in a lower H0DE of operation when a
shutdown is required, the time limit for reaching the next lower ;

H0DE applies. If a lower H00E is reached in less time than
allowed, however, the total allowable time to reach H0DE 5, or

'

other applicable MODE, is not reduced. For example, if MODE 3 is
reached in 2 hours, then the time allowed for reaching MODE 4 is
the next 11 hours, because the total time for reaching H0DE 4 is >

not reduced from the allowable limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if ,

remedial measures are completed that would permit a return to
MODE 1, a penalty is not incurred by having to reach a lower MODE

L of operation in less than the total time allowed. ;

In H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4. LC0 3.0.3 provides actions for
Conditions not covered in other . Specifications. The requirements
of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in H00ES 5 and 6 because the unit is
already in the most restrictive Condition required by LCO 3.0.3.
The requirements of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in other specified
conditions of the Applicability (unless in H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4)
because the ACTIONS of individual Specifications sufficiently
define the remedial measures to be taken.

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.3 are provided in instances where requiring
a unit shutdown, in accordance with LCO 3.0.3, would not provide
appropriate remedial measures for the associated condition of the
unit. An example of this is in LCO 3.7.15. " Fuel Storage Area ,

Peel-Water Level." LCO 3.7.15 has an Applicability of "During
movement of irradiated fuel

.

(continued)
.m
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

Lo)
LC0 3.0.3 assemblies in the fuel storage peelarea." Therefore this LC0'~'

(continued) can be applicable in any or all MODES. If the LC0 and the
Required Actions of LC0 3.7.15 are not met while in MODE 1. 2,
er 3 orl4, there is no safety benefit to be gained by placing the
unit in a shutdown condition. The Required Action of LC0 3.7.15
of " Suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel
storage peela9a." is the appropriate Required Action to complete
in lieu of the actions of LC0 3.0.3. These exceptions are
addressed in the individual Specifications.

LCO 3.0.4 LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in H0 DES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability when an LC0 is not met.
It precludes placing the unit in a MODE or other specified
condition stated in that Applicability (e.g., Applicability
desired to be entered) when the following exist:

a. Unit conditions are such that the requirements of the LC0
would not be met in the Applicability desired to be
entered; and

b. Continued noncompliance with the LC0 requirements if the
Applicability were entered, would result in the unit being

( )
required to exit the Applicability desired to be entered to
comply with the Required Actions.v'

Compliance with Required Actions that permit continued operation
of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a MODE or other
specified condition provides an acceptable level of safety for
continued operation. This is without regard to the status of the
unit before or after the MODE change. Therefore, in such cases,
entry into a H0DE or other specified condition in the
Applicability may be made in accordance with the provisions of
the Required Actions. The provisions of this Specification
should not be interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise
the good practice of restoring systems or components to OPERABLE
status before entering an associated MODE or other specified
condition in the Applicability.

The provisions of LC0 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES or
other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required
to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the provisions of LC0 3.0.4

(continued)
7m
! .

J
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0 I

)
BASESs
*-

LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES or other specified conditions
(continued) in the Applicability that result from any unit shutdown.

Exceptions to LC0 3.0.4 are stated in the individual
Specifications. The:se exceptjo6sia11o(entry 11ntoJ0 DES ~orlot_het
speci fied3ondi tions11 nit _heIApplichbtl ity;whenithe2 associated
ACTIONS tolbejenteredfdo'not;providelforicontinuedfoperationifot
.an'un1imitediperlodiofit.ime? Exceptions may apply to all the
ACTIONS or to a specific Required Action of a Specification.

LC0 3.0.4 is only applicable when entering MODE 4 from MODE 5,
MODE 3 from MODE 4, MODE 2 from MODE 3, or MODE 1 from MODE 2.
Furthermore, LCO 3.0.4 is applicable when entering any other
specified condition in the Applicability only while operating in
MODES 1, 2, 3. or 4. The requirements of LC0 3.0.4 do not apply
in MODES 5 and 6, or in other specified conditions of the
Applicability (unless in MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4) because the ACTIONS
of individual Specifications sufficiently define the remedial
measures to be taken. In some cases (e.g., whereTaiplanti
specific 2eView:hasiconcludedithatIspecific2estriction'oniMODE
changes'should:belincluded) these ACTIONS provide a Note that
states "While this LC0 is not met, entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability is not permitted, unless

O required to comply with ACTIONS " This Note is a requirement
d explicitly precluding entry into a MODE or other specified

condition of the Applicability.

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated
inoperable equipment (or on variables outside the specified
limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, changing MODES or
other specified conditions while in an ACTIONS Condition, in
compliance with LC0 3.0.4 or where an exception to LC0 3.0.4 is
stated, is not a violation of SR 3.0.1 or SR 3.0.4 for those
Surve111ances that do not have to be performed due to the
associated inoperable equipment. However, SRs must be met to
ensure OPERABILITY prior to declaring the associated equipment
OPERABLE (or variable within limits) and restoring compliance
with the affected LCO.

LC0 3.0.5 LC0 3.0.5 establishes the allowance for restoring equipment to
service under administrative controls when it has been removed'

from service or declared inoperable to comply with ACTIONS. The
sole purpose of this Specification is to provide an exception to
LCO 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply with the applicable Required

(continued)
,
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[

LC0 3.0.5 Action (s)) to allow the performance of SRs tequir.editesting to
(continued) demonstrate:

a. The OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned to service:
or

b. The OPERABILITY of other equipment.

The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is
returned to service in conflict with the requirements of the
ACTIONS is limited to the time absolutely necessary to perform
the allcad SRs tequired3esting toldemonstrate'0PE_RABILITY.
This Specification does not provide time to perform any other
preventive or corrective maintenance.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment
being returned to service is reopening a containment
isolation valve that has been closed to comply with
Required Actions and must be reopened to perform the-SRs req 0ir.e.d
testing.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other equipment is
taking an inoperable channel or trip system out of the tripped
condition to prevent the tr 4 function from occurring during the, ,)

(O performance of en-SR tequired3estjng on another channel in the
other trip system. A similar example of demonstrating the
OPERABILITY of other equipment is taking an inoperable channel or
trip system out of the tripped condition to permit the logic to
function and indicate the appropriate response during the
performance of en-SR tequitedit_esting on another channel in the
same trip system.

i
LCO 3.0,6 LCO 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LC0 3.0.2 for support !

systems that have an LC0 specified in the Technical |
Specifications (TS). This exception is provided because i

LC0 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required Actions !
of the associated inoperable supported system LC0 be entered
solely due to the inoperability of the support system. This
exception is justified because the actions that are required to ,

ensure the unit is maintained in a safe condition are specified I
in the support system LC0's Required Actions. These Required |
Actions may include entering the supported system's Conditions ;

and Required Actions or may specify other Required Actions. 1

(continued)
g

b
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p
LC0 3.0.6 When a support system is inoperable and there is an LC0 specified

(continued) for it in the TS, the supported system (s) are required to be
declared inoperable if determined to be inoperable as a result of
the support system inoperability. However, it is not necessary to
enter into the supported systems' Conditions and Required Actions
unless directed to do so by the support system's Required
Actions. The potential confusion and inconsistency of
requirements related to the entry into multiple support and
supported systems' LCOs' Conditions and Required Actions are
eliminated by providing all the actions that are necessary to
ensure the unit is maintained in a safe condition in the support
system's Required Actions.

However, there are instances where a support system's
Required Action may either direct a supported system to be
declared inoperable or direct entry into Conditions and
Required Actions for the supported system. This may occur
immediately or after some specified delay to perform some other
Required Action. Regardless of whether it is immediate or after
some delay, when a support system's Required Action directs a
supported system to be declared inoperable or directs entry into
Conditions and Required Actions for a supported system, the

(_\ applicable Conditions and Required Actions shall be entered in
d accordance with LC0 3.0.2.

Specification 5.5.15. " Safety Function Determination Program
(SFDP)." ensures loss of safety function is detected and
appropriate actions are taken. Upon entry into LC0 3.0.6, an
evaluation shall be made to determine if loss of safety function
exists. Additionally, other limitations, remedial actions, or
compensatory actions may be identified as a result of the support
system inoperability and corresponding exception to entering
supported system Conditions and Required Actions, The SFDP
implements the requirements of LC0 3.0.6.

Cross train checks to identify a loss of safety function for
those support systems that support multiple and redundant safety
systems are required. The cross train check verifies that the
supported systems of the redundant OPERABLE support system are
OPERABLE, thereby ensuring safety function is retained. If this
evaluation determines that a loss of safety

,

function exists, the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions '

of the LCO in which the loss of safety function exists are
required to be entered. ,

(continued) )

~T ;

(O ;
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O
LCO 3.0.7 There are certain special tests and operations required to be

performed at various times over the life of the unit. These )
special tests and operations are necessary to demonstrate select ;

unit performance characteristics, to perform special maintenance
'

activities, and to perform special evolutions, Test Exceptioni '

LCOs;lgig, 3.1.0, 3.1.10, 3.1.11 and 3.4.10 allows specified
Technical Specification (TS) requirements to be changed to permit
performances of these special tests and operations, which
otherwise could not be performed if required to comply with the
requirements of these TS. Unless otherwise specified, all the

;
other TS requirements remain unchanged. This will ensure all -

appropriate requirements of the MODE or other specified condition>

not directly associated with or required to be changed to perform
the special test or operation will remain in effect. I

The Applicability of a Test Exception LC0 represents a condition
1

inot necessarily in compliance with the normal requirements of the
TS. Compliance with Test Exception LCOs is optional. A special
operation may be performed either under the provisions of the-

appropriate Test Exception LCO or under the other applicable TS
'

'

!requirements. If it is desired to perform the special operation
under the provisions of the Test Exception LCO. the requirements
of the Test Exception LCO shall be followed.

-

'
.

!.

,

*

,

W

&

i
>

>

. .

,
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

[] B 3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY
v

BASES

SRs SR 3.0.1 through SR 3.0.4 establish the general requirements
applicable to all Specifications and apply at all times, unless
otherwise stated.

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met during
the MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability for
which the requirements of the LC0 apply, unless otherwise
specified in the individual SRs. This Specification is to ensure
that Surveillances are performed to verify the OPERABILIT( of
systems and components, and that variables are within specified
limits. Failure to meet a Surveillance within the specified
Frequency, in accordance with SR 3.0.2, constitutes a failure to
meet an LCO,

Systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when the
associated SRs have been met. Nothing in this Specification,
however, is to be construed as implying that systems or

r] components are OPERABLE when:

'

a. The systems or components are known to be inoperable,
although still meeting the SRs: or

b. Thf requirements of the Surveillance (s) are known not to be
met between required Surveillance performances.

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the unit is in a
MODE or other specified condition for which the requirements of
the associated LC0 are not applicable, unless otherwise
specified. The SRs associated with a test exception are only
applicable when the test exception is used as an allowable
exception to the requirements of a Specification.

UpplannedleVents may;satisfyithelrequirementsI(including
applicable; acceptance:Stiteria)forlaIgiven:SR,5In;this: case 2the
Dnpl800edieVent may|beIcredi.tedlasifu]f1111pg;the perfprmange~of
.theiSRE$hisiallowancelinc]udesithose;SRs whose,performangelis
normal]y;ptecl uded :j rta;91 ven' HODE3rilothet ~speci fj _edigondition ?'

Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by Required
Actior.c do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment
because the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply,

p (continued)

O
CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1Bi Bases - ITS 3.0 B 3.0-10 5/15/97
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U
SR 3.0.1 Surveillances have to be met and performed in accordance with
(continued) SR 3.0.2, prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE status. Upon 1

completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintenance
testing is required to declare equipment OPERABLE. This includes
ensuring applicable Surveillances are not failed and their most
recent performance is in accordance with SR 3.0.2. Post
maintenance testing may not be possible in the current MODE or
other specified conditions in the Applicability due to the
necessary unit parameters not having been established. In these
situations, the equipment may be considered OPERABLE provided
testing has been satisfactorily completed to the extent possible
and the equipment is not otherwise believed to be incapable of
performing its function. This will allow operation to proceed to
a H0DE or other specified condition where other necessary post
maintenance tests can be completed.

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting the specified
Frequency for Surveillances and any Required Action with a
Completion Time that requires the periodic performance of thep

() Required Action on a "once per . . ." interval.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified in the
Frequency. This extension facilitates Surveillance scheduling
and considers plant operating conditions that may not be suitable
for conducting the Surveillance (e.g., transient conditions or
other ongoing Surveillance or maintenance activities).

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the reliability
that results from performing the Surveillance at its specified
Frequency. This is based on the recognition that the most
probable result of any particular Surveillance being performed is
the verification of conformance with the SRs. The exceptions to
SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillances for which the 25% extension of
the interval specified in the Frequency does not apply. These
exceptions are stated in the individual Specifications. An
example of where SR 3.0.2 does not apply is the; Containment
LeakageJate2TestingIProgcamZa Surveillance with a Frcqucacy of
He sccordanceMth 10 CFR 50 Appcndix J, as-eedified-by
cpproved exemptions." Thc requirc;, cats of regulations take
piccedence cycr the TS. Thc TS cannot in and cf th sscivcs
extend a test interval specified in thc reguictions-

#\ (continued)tb
CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 Bases - ITS 3.0 B 3.0-11 5/15/97
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,

!
SR 3.0.2 Thereferc there is a Note in the frequency stating.

(continued) *2 3.0.2 is not epplicable."

As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25% extension also does not apply to
the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time that requires
performance on a "once per ..." basis. The 25% extension applies
to each performance after the initial performance. The initial
performance of the Required Action, whether it is a particular
Surveillance or some other remedial action. is considered a i

single action with a single Completion Time. One reason for not :

allowing the 25% extension to this Completion Time is that such
an action usually verifies that no loss of function has occurred
by checking the status of redundant or diverse components or'

iaccouplishes the function of the inoperable equipment in an
alternative manner.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used repeatedly
merely as an operational convenience to extend Surveillance
intervals (other than those consistent with refueling intervals) '

.

or periodic Completion Time intervals beyond those specified. |

-

q)'

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring affected
equipment inoperable or an affected variable outside the
specified limits when a Surveillance has not been completed
within the specified Frequency. A delay period of up to 24 hours
or up to the limit of the specified Frequency, whichever is less,
applies from the point in timo that it is discovered that the
Surveillance has not been performed in accordance with SR 3.0.2,
and not at the time that the specified Frequency was not met.

This delay period provides adequate time to complete
Surve111ances that have been missed. This delay period permits
the completion of a Surveillance before complying with Required

4

Actions or other remedial measures that might preclude completion
of the Surveillance.

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of unit
conditions, adequate planning, availability of personnel, the*

time required to perform the Surveillance, the safety

!

(continued)
w

!
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SR 3.0.3 significance of the delay in completing the required
(continued) Surveillance, and the recognition that the most probable result

of any particular Surveillance being performed is the
verification of conformance with the requirements. When a
Surveillance with a Frequency based not on time intervals, but
upon specified unit conditions or operational situations, is
discovered not to have been performed when specified, SR 3.0.3
allows the full delay period of 24 hours to perform the
Surveillance.

SR 3.0.3 also provides a time limit for completion of
Surve111ances that become applicable as a consequence of H0DE
changes imposed by Required Actions.

Failure to comply with specified frequencies for SRs is expected
to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay period
established by SR 3.0.3 is a flexibility which is not intended to
be used as an operational convenience to extend Surveillance
intervals.

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
period, then the equipment is considered inoperable or the
variable is considered outside the specified limits and the

t
Completion Times of the Required Actions for the applicable LC0
Conditions begin imediately upon expiration of the delay period.
If a Surveillance is failed within the delay period, then the
equipment is inoperable, or the variable is outside the specified
limits and the Completion Times of the Required Actions for the
applicable LCO Conditions begin imediately upon the failure of
the Surveillance.

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period allowed by
this Specification, or within the Completion Time of the ACTIONS,
restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs must
be met before entry into a H0DE or other specified condition in
the Applicability.

(continued)
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SR 3.0.4 This Specificat10n ensures that system and cemponent OPERABILITY
(continued) requirements and variable limits are met before entry into H0 DES

or other specified conditions in the Applicability for which
these systems and components ensure safe operation of the unit.

The provisions of this Specification should not be ,

interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise the good
,

practice of restoring systems or component to OPERABLE '
status before entering an associated H0DE or other specified
condition in the Applicability.

4

However, in certain circumstances, failing to meet an SR will not
result in SR 3.0.4 restricting a H0DE change or other specified
condition change. When a system, subsystem, division, component,

,

device, or variable is inoperable or outside its specified
limits, the associated SR(s) are not required to be performed,
per SR 3.0.1, which states that surveillances do not nave to be
performed on inoperable equipment. When equipment is inoperable.

'

SR 3.0.4 does not apply to the associated SR(s) since the*

requirement for the SR(s) to be performed is removed. Therefore,'

failing to perform the Surveillance (s) within the specified
Frequency does not result in an SR 3.0.4 restriction to changing

O H0 DES or other specified conditions of the Applicability.
<

However, since the LC0 is not met in this instance, LC0 3.0.4
will govern any restrictions that may (or may not) apply to MODE
or other specified condition changes.'

The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in H0 DES or
other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required
to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the provisions of ECB-[SR
3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in H00ES or other specified
conditions in the Applicability that result from any unit
shutdown.

The precise requirements for performance of SRs are specified
such that exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are not necessary. The specific
time frames and conditions necessary for meeting the SRs are
specified in the Frequency, in the Surveillance, or both. This
allows performance of Surveillances when the prerequisite

'condition (s) specified in a Surveillance procedure require entry
into the MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability
of the associated LC0 prior to the performance or completion of a
Surveillance. A Surveillance that could not be performed until

,

(continued)'

q
V
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. BASES

-SR 3.0.4 after entering the LCO Applicability, would have its Frequency
(continued) specified such that it is not "due" until the specific conditions

.

needed are met. Alternately, the Surveillance may be stated in
the form of a Note as not required (to be met or performed) until'n
a particular event, condition, or time has been reached. Further
discussion of the specific formats of SRs' annotation is found in,

,

Section 1.4, Frequency.

!SR 3.0.4 is only applicable when entering MODE 4 from MODE 5,
MODE 3 from NODE 4, Mode 2 from MODE 3, or MODE 1 from MODE 2. .

Furthermore, SR 3.0.4 is applicable when entering any other
specified condition in the Applicability only while operating in
MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The requirements of SR 3.0.4 do not apply'

in MODES 5 ar' ' or in other specified conditions of the> ,

Applicability : .iless in MODES 1. 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS ,

of individual Specifications sufficiently define the remedial i

measures to be taken. |
+

;
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p Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Bases
#d'

i

Enclosure 5B contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of the Bases portion
of NUREG 1431 REV.1. The Bases is descriptive in nature but provides significant
clarification and, in some cases, technical information which supports the
specifications. The version in the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version
has been made plant specific.

To the extent possible, the words c f NUREG 1431 Rev. 1 are retained to maximize
,

( standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading,
they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant
specific portions of the specifications.

The changes are processed as follows:

There are four types of changes:

. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases.'

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431. Rev.
1 Bases.

3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431, Rev.1-

( Bases but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS

! or other design basis document into a bracketed portion
of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases.

|

The methodology of identifying the chaages is :
i

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG 1431 Rev.1 Bases is annotated using
the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand).
The deletions are Dot identified by a change number or a change

( code in the adjacent right margin.
l

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431 Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Bases in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
cat identified by a change number or a change code in the
adjacent right margin.

Hodifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of

(~} NUREG 1431 Rev.1 Bases is annotated using the strike out
'v feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised

Methodology 1 of2 5/158 7
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG 1431 Bases
(continued)

,

O information is inserted into the Bases in the appropriate(d location and is annotated using the red line feature of
Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The modification is -

'

Et identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic"
information is " struck out" and the correct material is inserted

_
using the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the
information is " redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An
identification number to cross reference to an explanation or
justification is mt provided.

Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark-up of NUREG 1431. Rev.1'

Bases as part of the markup process. Reviewer notes may be i'

" struck out" or deleted as preferred.

In sumary, " red line" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new
material, " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted
material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify

,

changes in the Bases.

O

,

'l

|
|

|
|

i

.

C
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431
i

Section 3.0 l

This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked-up;

technical change to NUREG 1431. Revision 1 to make them plant specific or to ;

incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process. l

The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups. For
Enclosures 3A. 3B, 4, 6A. and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information
is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific
information in that location.

|

CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.0-01 Industry /TSTF Standard Technical Specification Change
Tr m ier number TSTF 06, requests a PWR Generic (except !

CE0G) change to include LC0 3.0.7 as a specified exclusion
to the applicability of LC0 3.0.1. This exclusion is
inherent in the discussion of LC0 3.0.7 and is added for ;

consistency in Technical Specification interpretation.
,

This change does not result in a technical change to
application of the specifications. ;

;

3.0 02 Consistent with TSTF-12. Rev 1 and TSTF 136 LCOs 3.1.9 |

and 3.1.11 are deleted and LC0 3.1.10 is re labeled to be i

LC0 3.1.8. The physics tests contained in LC0 3.1.9 were |
' 'f only contained in some initial plant startup testing |

programs. The physics tests can be deleted since these |

physics tests are never performed during pcst refueling
'

i outages. The physics test that LC0 3.1.11 required was j

the Rod Worth Heasurement in the N 1 condition. The use 1

Iof other rod worth measurement techniques will maintain'

the shutdown margin during the entire measurement process
and still provide the necessary physics data verification.-

Since the N 1 measurement technique is no longer used, the
SDH test exception can be deleted. LCO 3.4.19 is not
applicable because this test exception, which exists in-

'

the CTS is not being brought forward to the ITS. See
Section 3/4.10. CN 4 01 H.

3.0 03 This change provides consistency between LC0 3.0.4 and LC0
3.0.3 by moving the discussion of exceptions to LC0 3.0.4
to the BASES. This change is consistant with traveler'

TSTF 104.

3.0 04 This change provides consistency between LC0 3.0.6 and
specification 5.5.15 and the Bases for LC0 3.0.6 to
explicitly require SFDP evaluations. This change is
consistent with traveler TSTF 166.

CPSES differencesfrom NUREG-1431 -1TS3.0 1 S/1S'97'
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR NUREG-1431 DIFFERENCES - SECTION 3.0 Page1of1

. DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
_

3.0 01 Includes LCO 3.0.7 as a specified exclusion to the Yes Yes Yes Yes

applicability of LCO 3.0.1.

3.0-02 Revises the bracketed Test Exception LCOs by Yes Yes Yes Yes
deleting LCOs 3.1.9 and 3.1.11 and relabeling LCO
3.1.10 to be LCO 3.1.8. Also deletes LCO 3.4.19.

3.0-03 This change provides consistency between LCO 3.0.4 Yes Yes Yes Yes,

and LCO 3.0.3 by moving the discussion of exceptions
to LCO 3.0.4 to the BASES. This change is
consistent with traveler TSTF 104.

3.0-04 This change provides consistency between LCO 3.0.6 Yes Yes Yes Yes

and specification 5.5.15 e-d the Bases for LCO 3.0.6
to explicitly require SFDP evaluations. This change
is consistent with traveler TSTF-166.

CPSES Convenion Comparison Table -ITS 3.0 S/1S/97
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IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CONVERSION

.

| CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.1

CONTENTS '

.

ENCLOSURE 1 - CROSS-REFERENCE TABLES*

ENCLOSURE 2 - MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS*
,

EhCLOSURE 3A - DESCRIPTION OF CIIANGES TO CURRENT TS*
.

ENCLOSURE 3B - CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS*

ENCLOSURE 4 - NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS*
,

1

ENCLOSURE 5A - MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS*

ENCLOSURE 5B - MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES*
,

ENCLOSURE 6A - DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431*

4

ENCLOSURE 6B - CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - NUREG-1431.*

|

|

|
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.1
'

5/10/97
Page 1 ( Sorted by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

_3d211 LCO 3.1.1 LCO1

_3J11.1 ACTI_0N 3.1.1 CONDITION A
4.1.1.1.1 SR a Not Used
4.1.1 1 SR a 1.1
4.1.1.1.1 SR b 3.1.6.2 SR
4.1.1.1.1 SR c 3.1.6.1 SR
4.1.1.1.1 SR d 3.1.6.1 SR
4.1.1.1.1 SR d 3.1.2.1 SR
4.1 1.1.1 _ SR e 3.1.1.1 SR.

4.1.1.1.2 SR 3.1.2 LCO

4.1.1_.1. 2 SR 3.1.2 CONDITION A
4.1.1.1.2 SR 3.1.2 CONDITION B
4.1.1.1.2 SR 3.1.2.1 SR

3.1,1.2 LC0__ 3.1.1 LCO
3.1.1.2 ACTION 3.1.1 CONDITION A
4.1.1 2 SR a Not Used1 '

._4 JJ . 2 SR 3.1.1.1 SR

3.1.1.3 LCO 3.1.3 LC0
*

3.1.1.3 LCO Figure 3.1.3 1 New
3.1.1.3 ACTION a.1 3.1.3 CONDITION A
3.1.1.3 ACTIO_N a.1 3.1.3 CONDITION B

_3.1.1.3 ACTION a.2 Not Used
3.1.1.3 ACTION a.3 Not Used

_3 1.1.3 ACTION b 3.1.3 CONDITION C2

4.1.1.3 SR a 3.1.3.1 SR
_4dd,3 SR b 3.1.3.2 SR
__4.1.1.3 SR New 3.1.3.2 SR Note 3

3.1.1.4 LCO 3.4.2 LC0 '

3.1.1.4 ACTION 3.4.2 CONDITION A
4.1 1.4 SR 3.4.2.1 SR1

3.1.2.1 LC0 Relocated TRH NA
3J .2 _1 ACTION Relocated TRH NA

!
T ,

1

_4 1 2.1 SR Relcoated TRH NA12

3l42 LCO Relocated TRH NA: . z

AL22 ACTION Relocated TRM NA
.'1

j 3.1.2.2 APP Note- 3.4.12 LC0
4.1.2.2 SR Relocated TRH NA

3.1.2.3 LCO Relocated TRH NA
31.32J . ACTION Relocated TRN1

,_4 J123,1_ SR Relocated TRH
_

NA
1

i.i

;

,
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.1
5/10/97
Page 2 ( Sorted by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para
.

'

4 A 2.3.2 SR Relocated TRH NA

4,1.2.3,3 SR 3.4.12.2 SR

3.1.2.4 LCO Relocated TRH NA

_3 1.2.4 ACTION Relocated TRM NA2

J 1 2.4.1 SR Relocated TRH NA

_4j ?.4.2 SR Relocated TRH
_

NA

_4_,.1_. 2 . 4 . 3 SR 3.4.12.2 SPs !
_

'

_311.2.5 LCO Relocated TRH NA

1 1.2.5 ACTION Relocated TRH NA

4.1.2.5 SR Relocated TRH NA

3.1.2.6 LC_0 Relocated TRH NA.

3.1.2.6 _ ACTION Relocated _ TRH NA_

4.1.2.6 SR Relocated TRH NA
,

3.1.3.1 LC0 3.1.4 LCO

- s 3.1.3.1 ACTION a 3.1.4 CONDITION A

( 113.1 ACTION b 3.1.4 CONDITION B2

_3 A 3.1 ACTION b(New) 3.1.4 CONDITION C

3.1.3.1 ACTION c Not Used

1 1_.3 1 ACTION d 3.1.4 CONDITION D2

4 .1. 3 .1_._1 SR 3.1.4.1 SR

4.1.3.1.2 SR 3.1.4.2 SR
7

g Table 3.11 Not Used
' r

3.1.3.2 LCO 3.1.7 LCO

3.1.3.2 ACTION a 3.1.7 CONDITION A

_3.1.3.2 ACTION a 3.1.7 .C_0NDITION C ,

3.1.3.2 ACTION alNew) 3.1.7 CONDITION E :

1132 ACT_ ION b 3.1.7 CONDITION D12

1 1.3.2 ACTION b_LNew) 3.1.7 CONDITION E
,

_3 A 3.2 ACTION New 3.1.7 CONDITION 8 !
_

; 3.1.3.2 ACTION Note _(New) 3.1.7 ACTION Notee
~ 4.1.3.2 SR 3.1.7.1 SR

3.1.3.3 _.LC0

~

_ Relocated TRH | NA
4.1.3.3 SR 3.1.7.1 SR

,

3.1.3,4 LCO _ 3.1.4.3 SR

3.1.3.4 ACTION 3.1.4.3 SR

4.1,3,4 SR c 3.1.4.3 SR

4.1.3.4 SR b Not UsedO 4.1.3.4 SR c Not Used
I-

. . -. -
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.1 1
i

5/10/97 i.

Page 3 ( Sorted by Current TS ) |

4
Current TS Improved TS '

Item Code Para Item Code Para
'

.11.3.5 'LC0 3.1.5 LCO
: 11.3.5' ACTION amb (New)
4- 3.1.3.5 ACTION New

.
3.1.5 CONDITION A

3.1.5 CONDITION 8
4.1 3.5 SR a PLANT PROC NAt

4.1.3.5 SR b 3.1.5.1 SR

3.1.3.6 LC0 3.1.6 LC0

1 1 3_.6 ACTION a 3.1.6 CONDITION A. 2

A L3J, ' ACTION a 3.1.6 __ CONDITION B

,

1 1_.3.6 ACTION b .3.1,6 CONDITION A '

: _3 1 .3.6 ACTION b 3.1,6 CONDITION B22

_3 l.J . 6 ACTION c .' 1.6 CONDITION Ct .

1 1.3.6 SR 3.1.6.2 SR1

4.1.3.6 SR (New) 3.1.8.3 SR
!

._4 1J . 6 SR New 3.1.6.3 SR2
,

4

; O .

.,

*

'
;

i

!

2

'

.

1

O
.

.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.1 3

5/10/97 |
A Page 1- ( Sorted by ITS ) |

Current TS Improved TS
*

_

Item Code Para Item Code Para ,

~

3.1.1.1 LCO 3.1.1 LCO

_3.1.1 2 LC0 3.1.1 LCO1

_3 1.1.1 ACTION 3.1.1 CONDITION A2

3.1.1.2 ACTION 3.1.1 CONDITION A
4.1 1J .1 SR e 3.1.1.1 SR1

$ 5.1.2 SR 3.1.1.1 SR

_4 LLL2 __ _ SR 3.1.2 LC0a
4.1.1.1.2 SR

_,_

3.1.2 CONDITION B

3.1.2 CONDITION A
4.1.1.1.2 SR

4.1 ~.1.1.1 SR d 3.1.2.1 SR
l 4.1.1'.1.2 SR 3.1.2.1 SR

,3 1.1.3 LC0 3.1.3 LCO2

3.1.1.3 ACTION a.1 3.1.3 CONDITION A
3.1.1.3 ACTION a.1 3.1.3 CONDITION B

.

3.1A3 _ ACTION b 11.3 CONDITION C
4.1.1.3 SR a 3.1.3.1 SR

.,4 1,1.3 SR New 3.1.3.2 SR Note 3

.O
2

4.1.1.3 SR b 3.1.3.2 SR

3.1.1.3 LCO Figure 3.1.3 1 New

3.1Jti LC0 3.1.4 LC0
-

AL31 ACTION a 3.1.4 CONDITION A1

3.1.3.1 AQTION b 3.1.4 CONDITION B
.

1 1 3.1 ACTION bjNew) 3.1.4 CONDITION C1

3.1.3.1 ACTION d 3.1.4 CONDITION D
4.1.3.1.1 SR 3.1.4.1 SR

4J11 2 SR 3.1.4.2 SR31!

3.1.3.4 LCO 3.1.4.3 SR
'

3.1.3.4 ACTION 3.1.4.3 SR
.

4.1.3.4 SR a 3.1.4.3 SR

3.1.3.5 LC0 3.1.5 L?.0
11JJ ACTION a b (New) _3.1.5 CONDITION Au
3.1.3.5 ACTION New 3.1.5 CONDITION B
113.5 SR b 3.1.5.1 SR2

K3$6 LCO 3.1.6 LCO
3.1.3.6 ACTION a 3.1.6 CONDITION A
3.1.3.6 LACTION b 3.1.6 CONDITION A
3.1.3.6 ACTION a _3.1.6 CONDITION 8
3.A3 .6 ACTION b 3.1.6 CONDITION B

.*

1

3 1_.3.6 ACTION c 3.1.6 CONDITION C

f' 4.1.1.1 1 SR c _3.1.6.1 SR1

y/ 4 1 A 1.1 SR d _3.1.6.1 SR_2

!

_ _
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| _ CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.1 I

5/10/97 I

'[ :Page 2 ( Sorted by ITS )

: Current TS Improved TS 4

Item Code Para Item Code Para1

~

A1J,1,1 SR b _3.1.6.2 SR

4.1.3.6 SR 3.1.6.2 SR.

4.1.3.6 SR New 3.1.6.3 SR

'

3.1.3,2 LCO 3.1.7 LCO

_3,1,3.2 ACTION a 3.1.7 CONDITION A

3132 ACTION New 3.1.7 CONDITION B1 2

3.1.3.2 ACTION a __3.1.7 CONDITION C

3.1.3.2 ACTION b __3.1.7 CONDITION D

A1.32 ACTION ajNew) _3.1.7 CONDITION E2
,

3,1.3.2 ACTION b (New) _3.1.7 CONDITION E>

_3JJ.2 ACTION Note (New) _3.1.7 ACTION Note
_

4.1.3.2 SR 3.1.7.1 SR

4.1.3.3 SR 3.1.7.1 SR
f

3.10.3 LCO c 3.1.8 LCO a

110.3 LCO (NewL 3.1.8 LC0 b (New)
3.10.3 LCO a 3.1.8 LCO c

gN 3.10.3 ACTION (New) _3.1.8 CONDITION A

;Q 110_J ACTION a 3.1.8 CONDITION B'

110.3 ACTION b 3.1.8 CONDITION C
3.10,3 ACTION b 3.1.8 CONDITION D

4.10.3.2 SR 3.1.8.1 SR

_4 10.3.3 SR 3.1.8.2 SR1

_4 1.3.6 _ SR (New) _3.1.8.3 SR

A1.0.3.1 SR 3.1.8.3 SR

110.3 SR (New) 3.1.8.4 SR

O
.

_
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q Methodology For Cross-Reference Tables
v '

The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs,
Actions Surveillances Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the
location of items that have been located out of the improved TS.

1The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS:

LC0/SR number (Rem) -

This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification.

Requirement code (Cade) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO - The LC0 operability requirement
APP - The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION - The ACTION requirements

( SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is mesed to a different portion of the spacification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Eata) -

1
This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,,

the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.
Approprsate entries in this column for these respective actions might be
" Modes 1 4' and " Modes 5, 6. etc." Multiple paragraphs are not listed in the

!same row (e.g., "a and b").
!

.

h

h

-__ -- - -
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:

Methodology for Cross Reference Tables
(Continued)

,

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in,

NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
apply.

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross
reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS. separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS. are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS.

Imoroved TS-
,

LC0/SR number (Item) -

This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated specification or uses the following code:a

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference,

t

location).
;

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:,

-

LCO The LC0 operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements

i
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

..

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee'

controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g.. FSAR. TRM, or r

plant precedures)
.
~

Note': The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

I

hiethodology 2 0f3 S/158 7
>
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables I
(l (Continued)U

cross referen-e for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in

Ithe improved TS or a footnote in the applicability of the '

current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1431.

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor
relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already

p adequately addressed by regulations)
V

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved I

TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to
adequately describe the cross-reference. For example if the
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross-reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS. a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS.
separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs
such as A.1.1. A.1.2, etc.).

i /

Methodology 30/3 S/15/97
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. ENCLOSURE 2

' MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS

i

Mark-up:

,

SPECIFICATION PA GE
,

3.1.1.1... ....... ... . .. .. ..... ...................... 3/4.1 - 1 .

3.1.1.2......... ............ ....... ..... ..... ..... ..... 3/4.1 -3
3.1.1 J ................ . .. . ............... .. . ..... . 3/4.1 -4
3.1.1.4.......... ....... .... ...... .. ...... ...... .... 3/4.1 -6

s 3.1.2.1... . . ...... . ........ ........ ......... 3/4.1 -7
3.1.2.2. . . .. ... .... ... ..... .......... . 3/4.1 -8
3.1.2.3........... .. . ............... ... ........... 3 /4.1 -9
3.1.2.4. ... ..... . ......... ... ................... 3/4.1 - 10
3.1.2.5... .... . .. ......... .. ... ........ .. .... 3/4.1 - 1 1
3.1.2.6 ..... .. . .. .... .... ................ . ... 3/4.1 - 12
3.1.3.1.. ..... .... ....... . .. . . . . .... 3/4.1 -14
3.1.3.2. .......... ..... .... .......... . . ....... 3/4.1 - 17
3.1.3.3 ... ........ .......... ... ........... ........... 3/4.1 - 194

3.1.3.4..... ................. .. . ............ ......... ..... 3/4.1 -2 0
3.1.3.5... ............. .......... . ............... ..... 3/4.1 -21
3.1.3.6. ...... ..... ............... ..... . . 3/4.1 -2 2

Methodology (2 Pages)

.
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f 3.4.1 REACTIVITY' CONTROL SYSTEMS
,

3/4.1.1 BORATION CONTROL

SHlfrDOWN NARGIN ---L_-GRE^TO '"''J: 200Ti .

< 92-01-A I

! LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION i
:
.

!. 3.1.1.1 - The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal to the value
specified in the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR).

i

1

02-01-A ~ !

, ,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1- 2*', 3 and 4. 01*A '-

j1OMIA:

' ACTION:

!

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than the value specified in the COLR. Withif15 eieu ,

minute $ i.- .;dietely initiate end centinue boration et-geester then er aque~i-to-30 ;
-

m, of a solution centeining grc;tcr then er cquel to 7,000 pF, berer, or equivalent stou
tn*H to2estotejthe required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored. j

SIEyfILLANCE REQUIREMENTS I

-\
,

4.1.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN HARGIN shall be dctermined to be greater than or equal to
the value specified in the COLR: i

.

'

a. Within I hour efter detection cf en ireperable centrol red (s)-and at
!;icest sace per 12 hours thereefter sile the red (s) is ire,creble. If I ot*u .

the inoperable control rod is immovable or untrippable, the above.
:

required SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be verified acceptable with an :,,
increased allowance for the withdrawn worth of the immovable or .

untrippable control rod (s): !

b. When in MODE 1 or MODE 2 with K.r, greater than or equal to 1 at least 01 4 A
once per 12 hours by verifying that control bank withdrawal is within !

the limits of Specification 3.1.3.6: -i

:

: o. Hith3,nT&1iol :.

' * Scc Special Test Excepticas Specificaticc 3.10.1.
i

<

.

'
-

i

.. <

0 '

, \._f I

' CPSESMarA-up ofCTS - 3N.] 3M 1-1 S/) Sip 7

r

4

3

r < - . . < - s1
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REACTIVITY CONTROLS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

c. When in H0DE 2 with K,,, less than 1, within 4 hours prior to achieving on ,.A

reactor criticality by verifying that the predicted critical control
rod position is within the limits of Specification 3.1.3.6:

d. Prior to initial operation above 5% RATED THERHAL POWER after each
fuel loading, by consideration of the factors of Specification 05 04-A -

' 4.1.1.1.le. below, with the control banks at the maximum insertion
limit of Specification 3.1.3.6: and

e. When in H0DE 2;,With'k,,r;<3110_, 3 or 4, at least once per 24 hours by ' 01-1W
,

consideration of the feliceng factors.

1) Reactor Coolant System boron concentration. 0145-LG

2) Control red position,
t

3) Reactor Coolant Sysica average temprature,

4) fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation,

( 5-) Xenon concentration, and

5) Samarium concentration.
4

4.1.1.1.2 For Modes 1 and 2 only, the overall core reactivity balance shall be 05-#W

compared to predicted values to demonstrate agreement within 1 It a k/k once:ption
toTenteting1HodeIIIafteCeach" refueling a.ndIat least once per 31 Effective Full - 05-02-1s

Power Days (EFPD)Ltheteafter; This ca.T,parison shall consider at icast those factors
steted in Specification 4.1.1.1.12., above. Tthe predicted reactivity values shall

: be adjusted (normalized) to correspond to the actual core conditions. Thie - os.ori c
ndjust!nent3Do[LBel12atfo0Eshallbe:petfpormed; prior to exceeding a fuel burnup of

'

60 EFPD after each fuel loading.ELCteactivityibala_nceitslnotlWithinflimits,!
_

R1thirBZ2ihoyrEeyalpateitheISafetE8najysesla0diestabli . hlapproptiatelopetating |s
os-os-ts

testtictio' Cand/,0Csutve1]lancelryx|uttementsEorIble rCatileast'Hode 3;within;the |0
nextI6;houts2 '

|
i

l
|
|

1

i

|

O.,m
'
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77 3.4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

U
SHUTDOWN MARGIN --( LESS "iAN OR E00AL TO 200 F

02-ol-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal to the value specified
in the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR).

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.

ACTION:

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than the value specified in the COLR. immcdiate+y 01-07-ts

91thjn115;minuteg initiate and continue boration at greater than or equal to 30
spa cf a solution containing greeter than or equal to 7.000 ppm boron or cquivalcat 0103-ts
ttnt41 to.irestote the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

_

4.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall bo determined to be greater than or equal to the
value specified in the COLR at;leastlo.nce pet 24, hours.n

( i
c. 'dithin I hcur after detGCtion of an inoperabic control, rod (s) and at 0144-LS

least-cnce per 12 hours thc.eafter while the rod (s) is inoperabic. If
the inoperable control rod is immovable or untrippable, the S!!U",0WN
tiARCIN shall bc veriffed acceptable with an increased clicWance for

12-03-A
the withdrawn worth of the immovabic cr Untrippebic control red (s).
end

b. At leest once per 24 hour.3. by-consuleretica of th: fclicwing factors.

4) Reeetoe-Goolent Systcm bcrca concentret4ent. 01-05-LG i

2) Contrci rod posit 4en
;

3) Mcactcr Cociant Systc; averagu temperature. I

,

4) fuci burnup based on gross thcrmal cnergy generation |
i

i

5) Xencn ccacentraticn. and !
l

5) Samarium concentratice-
!
1

1

{N
t. )
v
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D REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS&i '

HODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1,3 The moderator temperature coefficient (HTC) shall be within the limits -

specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR). The maximum upper limit shall
be less than or equal to +0.5 X10' a k/k/*F for power levels up to 70% RATED THERMAL
POWER with a linear ramp to 0 a k/k/*F at 100% RATED THERMAL POWER.

i APPLICABILITY: Beginning of Cycle Life (BOL) limit - MODES 1 and 2*
only"
End of Cycle Life (E0L) limit - H0 DES 1, 2, and 3 103-01 A

only".

ACTION:
,

a. With the HTC more positive than the BOL limit specified in the COLR,
operation in H0 DES 1 and 2 may proceed provided:

1. Control rod withdrawal limits are established and maintained

(n\") sufficient to restore the HTC to less positive than the BOL
limit specified in the COLR within 24 hours or be in HOT

~ 0342-LSSTANDBY N00EI2Mth3,g31:.10;within the next 6 hours. These '
' --

w+thdrawal limits shall be in addition to the inscrtion limits * *'of Specification 3.1.3.5.
,

2. The control rods arc maintained within the withdrawal limits - 0344-LG)
established abcvc until a subsequcnt calculation verifics that i

the "TC has bcca restored to within its limit for the all rods
withdr:r.;n cerdition, ard

3. A SpeciaMeport is prepared and submitted to the Ceaa.ission,
_. OMS-npursuant to Specification 0.0.2, within 10 days, describing the

value of the acasured "TC, the interim control red withdrawal :
limits, ard the predicted average corc burnup recessary for
restorN the positivc "TC to within its limit for the all rodsJ -

withdrawn cordition.,

b. With the HTC more negative than the E0L limit specified in the COLR, be
in H0T SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.

* With K,,, greater than or equal to 1.
[] - Cec Special Test Exceptions Soccification 3.10.3. 03-81-A

"

%)
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r' REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
|o

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.1.3 The MTC shall be determined to be within its limits during each fuel cycle
as follows:

a. The HTC shall be measured and compared to the BOL limit specified in
! the COLR prior to initial operation above 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER,
| after each fuel loading; and

| b. The MTC shall be measured at any THERMAL POWER and compared to the 300
| ' ppm surveillance limit specified in the COLR (all rods withdrawn. RATED
| THERMAL POWER condition) within 7 EFPD after reaching an equilibrium

boron concentration of 300 ppm. In the event this comparison
indicates the MTC is more negative than the 300 ppm surveillance limit|

| specified in the COLR, the MTC shall be remeasured. and compared tc the
| E0L HTC limit specified in the COLR, at least once per 14 EFPD during

the remainder of the fuel cycle.

Nen! SUCyej U ence@quj rement3121I3bineedicotibelrepeatsd;1 fi theyC uts -

measutediat * thOquivalent;ofIequ111 bti umfTP;allirodsf out3ARORboton
.concentCatloglofM160lppe;j silesfnegatilelthanithe;60; ppm 1Surveill ance

O lisiopecifjedMn:the;,COLR;
,

i

.

-

(
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g REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

04-03-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.4 The Reactor Coolant System lowest opereting loop temperature (T,,,) shall be
greater than or equal to 551*F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2' '. *1 A ' -

ACTION:

With a Reactor Coolant System operating loop temperature (T,,,) less than 551*F. . mi-Ls

restere-T,,, tc within its limit within 15 minutcs or be in "0T STANOSY within the
next 15 minutes beXMode;2_ Nit!);k,gf1:0*1 thin?3.0lminutes.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

;

4.1.1.4 The Reactor Coolant System temperature (T,,,) shall be determined to be
greater than or equal to 551*F:[eyery32Lhourg 0+8'-ts

e- 'dithin 15 minutcs prior to ;;hieving reactor criticality. and

b. At least cace per 30 minutes when the recetcr is criticci and the
Rc:cter C0clant Syste- T,,, i: 1000 than 551"F with the T,,,-L, Deviatica
Alan;; act reset.-

!
|

|

* Sec Special Test Excepticas Specification 3.10.3. mi A -

' With K.,, greater than or equal to 1.

l
(
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES
1:.

/~ ,

i
g 1

4

s GROUP HEIGHT

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION !,

3.1.3.1 All shutdown and control rods shall be OPERABLE and positioned within 12

steps (indicated position) of their group step counter demand position. ..
4

4 ;

" APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1* and 2*

t ACTION: !

i

a. With one or more rods inopetable iregrabic due to being isevable as 12-14-M :
a result of excessive friction or machenical interference or known to :

be untrippable, determine;eithet that the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement i

of Specification 3.1.1.1 is satisfied;orlipjtiate;borationtoirestore . 12 4 A '- |,

thelreg0ited; SHUTDOWN;Margig;within I hour and be in HOT STANDBY '

within 6 hours.. ,
,

b. With one rod trippeble but inoperable due to causes other than 12 17-A -

eddressed by ACTION s.. ebeve. Or misa11gned from its group step I
'

counter demand height by more.than 12 steps (indicated position),
, '

POWER OPERATION may continue provided that within 1 hour:

n .

Ij 1. The rod is restored to within the above - 12*A -
alignment requirements, or t

!2. The rad is deciered ireperable end the rc=inder of the rods in
12 t wthe group with the ireparable red are aligned to within ;.12 1

stcps of the irepreble red while ;;inteining the red sequerce
'

end insertica limits of Specificatica 3.1-3.5. The "|E"#/.L
.0"E" level shell be restricted pursa;nt to Specificatica ;
"

3.1.3.5 during ;ubsequcat operation. or

12 4 A
3. The red is declared ineperable end the SHUTDOWN MARGIN

requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 is]yeriffe'ditolbe
12 4 Asati s fi edIori1Ktiate3ctatf o[to.ittstoreithelequi tediSHUIDOWN ,

MARGIN. POWER OPERATION may then continue provided that:

a) A reevaluation of each accident analysis cf Tabic 3.1-1 12m.A L
is performed within 5 days; this reevaluation shall i

confirm that the previously analyzed results of these .

accidents remain valid for the duration of operation under |
these conditions: !

b) The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1
is determined at least once per 12 hoursp

Sce Special Test Excepticas Specifications 3.10.2 end 3.10.3. : 03.ol.A
'
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

O
V ACTION (Continued)

c) A power distribution map is obtained from the movable incore
detectors and Fa(Z) and FL are verified to be within their limits
within 72 hours: and

d) The THERMAL POWER level is reduced to less than or equal to 75%
of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next hour and within the

: 124-ufollouing 4 hours the "igh Neutron flux Trip Satpoint is
reduced to less then or equel to 05t of RATED 'l|ER"AL P0"E".
of2 -

12-22-u - |INeW)20thetWiseZbeIjnH0TISTANDBDO the:next 6: hours;

c. liith ;rere then cre rcetrippeble but ireperable due to e rod control
1212-uurgent failure ele a er obvious alcctricil proble;; in the red control ,

system. P'J.!ER OPERATION ;;;ey continue provided thet; i

1. Within i hour, the rcceinder of tre reds in the benk(s) with the i

ireproble rods are eligrad to within .L 12 steps of the
ireperebic rods while ;;;ciateining the red sequencc and inscrtion ,

li;;;its of Spcificativa 3.1.3.5. The ' lier"AL P0"En icvci shall
be restricted pursuent to Spoification 3.1.3.5 during
subsequcat op rati Ws ,

2. The inopereble rods arc restored to 0"EP40LE status within 40
heues- i

d. With more than one rod misaligned from its group step counter demand
height by more than 12 steps (indicated position).Lwithinioghout? 12-o2-u

MrlffSHUIDOWNMRGIN ic'withirGhe31mitinflinitjatelbotatjorLt_q
restordithe:~r..equired SHU.TDOWN BARGIN,Xand be in HOT STANDBY within 6

-- - -
i

|hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS j

1
1

'

4.1.3.1.1 The position of each rod shall be determined to be within the group
demand limit by verifying the individual rod positions at least once per 12 hours 12-1 R G

l

except during ti;;;c intervals when the red positica deviation ;renitor is '

ireperabic, then verify-the group positicas et icest cace gr 4 hours. j
|.

4.1.3.1.2 Each rod not fully inserted in the core shall be determined to be
OPERABLE by movement of at least 10 steps in any one direction at least once per

. ,

M 92 days. 12-ins '

I

M-U ,
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RfACTIVITY COMTROL SYSTEMS

EDSITION INDICATION SYSTEMS OPERATING
A

Q LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.2 The Digital Rod Position Indication System and the Demand Position
Indication System shall be OPERABLE and capabic cf determining the control red 1M1-LG

peM ticas within 1 12 step 3.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1 and 2.

ACIIDS:'

13**a. With a maximum of one digital rod position indicator per beak group
inoperable for'one or more; groups |eithar:
1. Determine the position of the nonindicating rod (s) indirectly

by the movable incore detectors at least once per 8 hours and
4mmedtett4y within:4 hours after any motion of the 1"*

nonindicating rod which exceeds 24 steps in one direction since
the last determination of the rod's position, or

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER
within 8 hours;or;

(New). Belin Mode 3 within;the next 6 hours. INM,

('u .(Newl W.ith more;than.one..DigitalJod_ Position' Systemiindica_ tor perlgroup.

1!ioPetableicomply With"ACTIONZa"f;above and:ejtheri I N LS

1 Res_torttheidigitalirod po_siti_onlindicatorsi.toiOPERABLEista.tus
wi. thin.24. hours suchJhatta: maximum 1ofione:digitallroCpositjon
j ndi cator:per,' group ?ls?|i noperabl e,5 cr '

21 Be in Hode:3 within;theinext_6,. hours;:

' *

Sepatate2cti00'erttrylis: allowed forEeacKinoperablefod; position;1ndicator
And.Tachldemaryd|posi tionf|i ndicatoG 13 4 *

13
N.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS ;

ACTIONS (continued)

b. With a maximum of one demand position indicator per bank inoperable
either:<

1. Verify that all digital' rod position indicators for tne affected
bank are 0PERABLE and that the most withdrawn rod and the least
withdrawn rod of the bank are within a maximum of 12 steps of
each other at least once per 8 hours, or

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER'

wi+51n 8 hours Kod
'

LNeM MM!EMeNM1,t_l)1nTthe3%f;pXQd. .I m t

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.2 Each digital rod position indicator shall be determined to be OPERABLE by
verifying that the Demand Position Indication System and the Digital Rod Position
Indication System agree within 12 steps-et-leest once per 12 hours except during
time-ffttervais-when the red positica dcVietion senitor is inepcrobic, then ca4ere % 12-161,G L

the 0;: nd Position Indication System and the Digital | led I;3ition Indication
"1 N f'System et leest once per 4 hours.;)lior30,Igjtitjg].ityyfdrIsaiich3smoValibfEtj

EN?1930i?HiHRW1

,

*
i

(
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'
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:

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

EQSITION INDICATION SYSTEM SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
14-01 R -

1

3.1.3.3 One digital red pcsitica indicator (excluding dca rd position indication) ,

shell bc 0"EPXLC erd capable of deterri,ining the cor, trol red position within i 12
steps for cach shutdcan cr centrol red not fully inserted. <

APPLICABILITY: "00CS 3' ". 4' ". and S' ".

ACTIDS:

With less than the ebcvc regttired position indicatcr(s) OPEPXLE. iscdi:2tely cpan
the reactor trip breakers.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.3 Each of the above required digital rod position indicator (s) shall be
determined to be OPERABLE by verifying that the digital rod position indicators 'I W-M. :
agree with the demand position indicators within 12 steps when exercised over the
full range of rod travel at least once per 10 ;r.caths. [pr_ ion;to;crjticality3ftet

/~3 gachIremoya13fltheZte.actorivessellheadj
V

:

I
i

With the reactor trip breakers in the closed position. ;
*

:
.I

** Scc Special Test Exceptions Specification 3.10.S. i
i

l'
5

(
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

R00 DROP TIME
' /7

415-02-A |'
- LIMITING CONDITIOh n OPERATION

3,1.3.4 The individual (shutdown and control) rod drop time from the physical fully
withdrawn position shall be less than or equal to 2.4 seconds from beginning of
decay of stationary gripper coil voltage to dashpot entry with:

a. T , greater than or equal to 551:500TF,and 12-to-ts

b. All reactor coolut pumps operating.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2

ACTION:

With the drop time of any rod determined to exceed the above limit, restore
the rod drop time to within the abave limit prior to proceeding to MODE 1 or . 12-20-A :

2.

O SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.1.3.4 The rod drop time of rods shall be demonstrated through measurement prior
to reactor criticality:

a. For all rods following each removal of the reactor vessel head,

b. For specifically affected |ndividual rods felicwing cny mainten;nce
ca or modificatica to the Ocatrol Rod Drive System which could offect
the drop tima of thc;c specific rods. and 12-ti Tr,

_

c. At least once per 10-months.

.

CPSES Mark-up of CTS - 3N.I 3M 1-20 5/j$jy7
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|

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

, .:
SHUTDOWN ROD INSERTION LIMIT

:
' -

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

i

i 3.1.3.5 AWJrj shutdown rods bank shall be limited in physical insertion as |
! specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REFORT (COLR) I N LS' |

I'
| APPLICABILITY: MODES 1* and 2**.

!

ACTION:
e

!With sexiic.ua M onelor;nore shutdown red banks inserted beyond the insertion
limit specified in the COLR. except for surveillance testing pursuant to i

Specification 4.1.3.1.2. within I hour either: c 16 01.Ls ;

a. With_jnigihouts; restore the rod banks to within the insertion limit l i6-02.M - |
specified in the COLR. er and j

b. Declere the red to be inepareble end epply Specificatica 3.1.3.1 INA

BEi2 Mjthin[1thourRverjfy!SHUTUOWN MARGIN'js;withjn3jts:]jmjtslot
initiate'borationitoZtestoreithe~ requited . SHUTDOWN]IARGINEot? ?

1

'{Neyl Sei1EMode13;Withjn'thelnext:6jhouts2 . 3g,y . ]
J

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.5 Each shutdown red bankjshall be determined to be within the insertion
.

limit specified in the COLR: -I N LSL {

fa. Within 15 minutes prior to withdrawal of any reds in Ocatrol Senk A. INL8 -
*S. C. er 0 during en eppreech to reacter criticelity. sad

b. At least once per 12 hours thereefter.

i

See Speciel Test Oceptione Specifications 3.10.2 and 3.10-3- eMI-A* >

W4% greater then or aquel to 1. With anyIcontro]! bank:not fully 3mu -
!'

.

jaserted2 i

!
:

:

-G. ,

V !
;

i
i
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CONTROL ROD INSERTION LIMITS
bV LIMITING CONDITI0f1 FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.6 The control banks shall be limited 4n withfn3the! physical insertion, : 17.ci-u -
sequencelandloygtlapilfaitslas specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT
(COLR).

APPLICABILIH: MODES 1* and 2* **.

ACTION:

With the control banks inserted beycnd the insertion 11mits3rinot31 thin,; sequence
__

17-01 u

' ndioteclap21Rits, except for surveillance testing pursuant to Specificationa

4.1.3.1.2:

. NeW), Within;one;houqeitherlyerifylthe SHULDOWN; MARGIN;isiWithin]imits 17.o2-u(
orlinitiate;boration:toirestote;thefrequirediSHUTDOWNiMARGIN'to
Within1]imit!

a. Restore the control banks to within the limits within 2 hours, or

b. Reduce THERMAL POWER within 2 hours to less than or equal to that
p fraction of RATED THEP.HAL POWER which is allowed by the bank positiond using the insertion limits specified in the COLR, or

l

c. Be in at leact HOT STANDBY within;,thelnex_t;6 hours. 17ets

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.1.3.6 The position of each control bank shall be determined to be within the !
4mertion limits at least once per 12 hours except during tix intervals when the 1

[$..!7..ff.'3. .!!,",!!N,Y.. r[ ,! . ![.gperabic, then verify the individual rod - u-mo -f,
r.. .. ,_ . , . .-

i

1

INEW) yerjfyIsequenceland ovetlap:11mitsispecifjedijnithelC0_ LR~atelmetifog 37.oi.u l

coDLrgl;banksfot; fully;withdrawnIfrom;the;, core;at JeastJonce;per;12: hours: Ie

|
.

!

|

|

* Scc Special Test Exceptions Sp3cifications 3.10.2 and 0.10.3.
0101 A

p With K,,, greater than or equal to 1.**
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Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS
. 'O
'Q This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark-up of the current1

Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is
,

performed in accordance with the following guidelines: '

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like [
.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non-.

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be,

determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required
to demonstrate that the change is non technical.a

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A.

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.,

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
material which is moved to the Bases of the TS).

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions,
etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS.

O 3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the improved TS.

4 Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. TMse include
'

adopting the new farmat of the improved STS, moving the location er material
within the :pecifications, etc.,

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portton of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The

'

addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right
margin.

Hodifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by
hand) and the revised information is inserted into thep specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using

'J
Methodology 1 of2 5/1S/97
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Methodology For Mark-up of Current TS I

(m (continued)
()

the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert
|

pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the
adjacent right margin. :

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not
correspond with the specification in which that requirement is '

located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the
markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in
enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been
located in the improved TS.

CHANGE NUMBERS:

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description /jastification and indicates
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LC0 (or group of similar
LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the

("3) Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their
,

individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus
each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of
numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within
a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear
sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffi" (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A, H. LG, TR, LS, R).

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark up. For
electronic mark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike-out" is
used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is movc'J out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify
technical changes. All technical changes (i.e. , " red line" or " strike-out" items)
require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,
requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to

|
provide additional clarification.

|

I

N"%

;
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ENCLOSURE 3A !
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1
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DESCRIPTION OF |
2

; CHANGES TO CURRENT TS i

! l

| Technical Specification Conversion Change Numbers (2 Pages) i

Description of Changes (14 Pages) 1
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NUMBERS

U SECTION 3/4.1

STS Rev. Technical CHG. CAL WC SPEC. CPSES DIABLO
5 Specification NO. SPEC. SPEC. SPEC.
Number Title

,

None Shutdown Margin 01- None 3.1.1.1 None None

Modes 3. 4. & 5
,

None Shutdown Margin 01- 3.1.1.1 None None None
Modes 3 & 4 '

3.1.1.1 Shutdown Margin 01- None None 3.1.1.1 3.1.1.1 '

(G.T. 200 F)
Mode 1, 2, 3 & 4

t

3.1.1.2 Shutdown Hargin 02- 3.1.1.2 None 3.1.1.2 3.1.1.2
(L.T.E. 200 F)
Mode 5

3.1.1.3 Moderator Temp. 03- 3.1.1.3 3.1.1.3 3.1.1.3 3.1.1.3
Coefficient

.

F1gure 3.1 1. HTC 03- None Figure None None-

vs RTP 3.1 1

.t 3.1.1.4 Min. Temperature 04- 3.1.1.4 3.1.1.4 3.1.1.4 3.1.1.4
for Criticality

None Core Reactivity 05- 3.1.3.5 3.1.1.5 None None

3.1.2.1 Boration Path 06- None None 3.1.2.1 3.1.2.1
Shutdown

3.1.2.2 Boration Path 07- None Ncne 3.1.2.2 3.1.2.2
Operating

3.1.2.3 Charging Pumps 08- None None 3.1.2.3 3.1.2.3
Shutdown

_

3.1.2.4 Charging Pumps 09- None None 3.1.2.4 3.1.2.4
Operating

3.1.2.5 Borated Water 10- None None 3.1.2.5 3.1.2.5
Sources' Shutdown'

3.1.2.6 Borated Water 11- None None 3.1.2.6 3.1.2.6
Sources Operating

p/-
\

1

I

l

>
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NUMBERS
(3'v SECTION 3/4.1

STS Rev. Technical- CHG. CAL WC SPEC. CPSES DIABLO I
5 Specification N0. SPEC. SPEC. SPEC.

,

Number Title '

3.1.3.1 Movable Control 12- 3.1.3.1 3.1.3.1 3.1.3.1 3.1.3.1
Assemblies Group
Height

,

Table 3.1 1 12- Tbl. Tbl. Tbl. Tbl.-

3.1 1 3.1 1 3.1 1 3.1 1

3.1.3.2 Position 13- 3.1.3.2 3.1.3.2 3.1.3.2 3.1.3.2 .

Indication -
Operating-

3.1.3.3 Position 14- None None 3.1.3.3 3.1.3.3
Indication -
Shutdown

3.1.3.4 Rod Drop Time 15- None None 3.1.3.4 3.1.3.4 -

3.1.3.5 Shutdown Rod. 16- 3.1.3.5 3.1.3.5 3.1.3.5 3.1.3.5
. O. Insertion Limits
,

3.1.3.6 Control Rod 17- 3.1.3.6 3.1.3.6 3.1.3.6 3.1.3.6
Insertion Limits ,

,

,

.

)
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.1

This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change
C) to the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change i
U numbers contained in Enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications).

The referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are contained in
Enclosure 4. Only technical changes are discussed; administrative changes (i.e.,
format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to NUREG 1431
Revision 1 are not discussed. For enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets
"[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint
Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants
may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE

NUMBER IL2iG DESCRIPTIOf1

01 01 LG Not applicable at CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

01 02 H Not applicable at CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

01 03 LS 1 The Action Statement would be modified to reflect that the
requirement to initiate boration at a specified rate with
fluid at a specified boron concentration is generalized to
simply require boration, As described in the ITS Bases,

A the required flow rate and boron concentration should be
() selected depending on plant conditions and available

equipment. The ITS Bases allow the operator to use the
"best source available for the plant conditions." This is |

an example of maintaining the overall safety requirement |
in TS but removing procedural details from the TS allowing
the plant operator the sbility to select the appropriate
procedure and equipment for the existing plant condition.

01 04 LS 2 The existing SR(s) requirc Shutdown Margin to be verified
within one hour in the event of detecting an inoperable
rod (s). Since the SR(s) apply to inoperable
(untrippable) rods, they should only be applicable in
Modes 1 and 2[ ]. The control and shutdown rods are used
to maintain Shutdown Margin in Modes 1 and 2 by
maintaining the rods within insertion limits. The
requirements for rod alignment limits in the current TS
specify actions to be taken upon detecting an inoperdble
rod (s). The Lctions include verifying Shutdown Margin
within one hour. Deletion of the current TS
surveillance (s) to verify SDM when a rod (s) is inoperable
in the shutdown Modes [3-5] accomplishes the following:

A

CPSES Description of Changes - CTS 3M.] 1 S/15/97
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CHANGE

NUMBER ESHC DESCRIPTION

3 (1) Deletes an inappropriate Applicability (i.e., the
(V surveillance (s) should not apply in those modes when

the rods are not required to be Operable); and

(2) Deletes redundant requirements (i.e., the
requirements are properly and fully addressed in the |

specification?., related to rod alignment / operability )
and insertion limits). '

|
[The Mode 1 and 2 requirements in the CTS specification !
for SDH is acceptable because they are redundant to the
requirements in the rod control specifications.]

01 05 LG The list of specific items to be considered in the
performance of a Shutdown Margin verification is removed |

to the ITS 3.1.1 Bases. This change is of the type that
moves unnecessary details from the specifications while
leaving the overall safety requirement intact.

01 06 A This change revises the SDH LC0 Applicability to H0DE 2
with k,rr < 1.0, MODE 3. and H0DE 4. This change also
creates a new Core Reactivity LCO based on ITS 3.1.2. I

This is consistent with NUREG 1431.

") 01 07 LS-16 The term "immediately" is changed to "15 minutes" which is It

, ore specific. The term "immediately" simply specifies
prompt action. The completion time of 15 minutes is meant i

to clearly state a completed action. The requirements of
this action are met only if boron is already being ,

injected at 15 minutes. Tilis time period provides I
adequate time for the operator to align and start the i
required systems. This is consistent with NUREG 1431. !

01 08 A The technical contents of this surveillance requirement
(verification of shutdown margin through compliance with ,

'

rod insertion limits) in Mode 1 and Mode 2 with k,rr 2 1.0
have been incorporated into LC0 3.1.6 of the improved TS.

01 09 A The SR for verification of the estimated critical
condition during the approach to criticality is moved to
ITS SR 3.1.6.1..

1

01 10 H CTS SR 4.1.1.1.le is modified by this change to be
applicable to MODE 2 with k,rr < 1.0 as well as the current
H0 DES 3 and 4. This is consistent with NUREG 1431.

02 01 A In the conversion process this LC0 will be combined with
|

[)3 the SDH LC0 applicable for T,, > 200*F, in accordance with I

%

CPSES Description ofChanges - CTS 3N.] 2 S/]S/97
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CHANGE

NUMBER HC DESCRIPTION

O traveler TSTF 136. Traveler TSTF 9, Rev. 1, relocated
b values for SDH to the COLR which removed the only

difference between ISTS LC0 3.1.1 and ISTS LC0 3.1.2.
Differences above and below 200*F will be addressed in the
COLR.

03 01 A The footnote referring to Special Test Exceptions would be
deleted. This is acceptable because the requirements for
Special Test Exceptions are provided in separate LCOs.
Therefore, a separate reference in the footnote is
redundant.

03 02 LS-3 Action Statement A.1 would be revised to require achieving
Mode 2 with k,,, < 1.0 instead of achieving HOT STANDBY if
the BOL HTC limit is exceeded and revised rod withdrawal
limits cannot be established. This change corrects the
discrepancy between the BOL Applicability and the ACTION,
while ensuring that the plant is taken to a condition in
which the LCO is not applicable. Revising the current TS,
albeit to correct an inconsistency, represents a
relaxation in ACTION Statement a.1.

03 03 A The statement that administrative withdrawal limits
required to meet Action Statement a.1 are in addition toq

g insertion limits of another specification would be
removed. This change is an administrative change beca:.ase
the statement is redundant to the requirements of
Specification 3.1.3.6 and therefore can be deleted.

03 04 LG The requireemnt of current TS Action Statement a.2, which
provides the detailes of how to verify theat MTC has been
restored to within limits (i.e., calculation) for the all

rods withdrawn condition prior to exiting Action Statement
a.1, is adressed in the ITS 3.1.3 Bases.

03 05 TR 2 The requirement to submit a Special Report to the NRC
would be deleted. This is in conformance with the ISTS.

03 06 LS 4 This change would incorporate a Note from ITS 3.1.3
,

; allowing suspension of MTC testing near the end of the
cycle when further significant changes to the HTC would

'

not occur and result in exceeding the E0L limit. This
represents a relaxation in performing the surveillance
requirement.

03 07 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

/%e

;

CPSESDescription ofChanges - CTS 3M.1 3 S/15/97
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CHANGE

WWE MHC DESCRIPTION

( ) 04 01 LS 5 This proposed change would make two changes to the Action
v Statement, First, it would alter the Action Statement

shutdown requirement time limit from a combination of
15 minutes to restore T., to within limits followed by
15 minutes to be in Mode 3, if T.,, could not be restored,
to a single 30 minute limit to exit the Applicability if
T., was not within its limit. Second, the Action
Statement would be revised to require achieving Mode 2
with k,rr < 1.0 instead of achieving HOT STANDBY if the LCO
were not met (refer to TSTF 26). Regarding the first
change, both the current requirement and the ITS
requirement are essentially equivalent in that the plant
is now required to shutdown and exit the yplicability of
the specification within 30 minutes after discovering that
a parameter is not within its limits, if the parameter is
not restored to within its limits in that 30-minute time
period. If the LC0 can be satisfied at any time during
the 30 minute time frame, the plant shutdown can be
terminated. Regarding the second change, it represents a
relaxation in current Action Statement requirements for .

plant shutdown, consistent with exiting the LC0's
Applicability.

7 04 02 LS 6 The proposed change would revise the Surveillance
(V Requirement for verifying that Reactor Coolant System

(RCS) temperature (T,,) is within limits by changing the
Frequency to once per 12 hours in accordance with industry
traveler TSTF 27, Rev. 2. The current frequency
requirements were within 15 minutes prior to achieving
reactor criticality which is redundant and unnecessary
since Tavg must be within limits prior to entering the LC0
applicability, and at least once per 30 minutes when the
reactor is critical and the (T., T,,r) Deviation Alarm is
not reset. The RCS temperature is maintained within !

limit: (1) to assure that the Moderator Temperature
Coefficient is within the limits assumed in the accident ;

analyses (2) to assure that the neutron detectors are not !
adversely affected by neutron attenuation caused by low
coolant temperature, (3) to assure that the RCS and
pressurizer response to thermal hydraulic transients is as
predicted, and (4) to assure that the reactor vessel
temperature is above the nil ductility transition
reference temperature.

The plant design incorporates monitoring of T,,, and

provides an alarm, the (T,, T,,r) Deviation Alarm, as T.,
p. approaches its limit. This alarm condition requires a

) response by the operating staff. Therefore, at any time

CPSES' Description of Changes - CTS 3M.] 4 S/158 7
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NUMBER H2iG DESCRIPTION

A that T is approaching its limiting value, the plantmV operators would receive an alarm and initiate corrective
action by procedure.

04-03 A The LCO for Minimum Temperature for Criticality,
CTS 3/4.1.1.4, is moved to ITS 3.4.2 in the Reactor
Coolant System section. This is consistent with
NUREG 1431 Rev. 1.

05 01 H The SR that requires a comparison of measured reactivity
with predicted would be modified to add the requirement to
compare core reactivity against the predicted prior to
entry into Mode 1 after refueling outages. This is a new
requirement from the ITS that is not in current SRs. The
current Bases indicate that the comparison should be made
at RATED THERHAL POWER after startup from a refueling
outage.

05 02 LS 7 This proposed change would specify that the overall core
reactivity balance comparison shall be done every 31 EFPD
after burnup exceeds 60 EFPD. This is in accordance with
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 and clarifies when the 31 EFPD
surveillance should start. The current SR specifies a
frequency of 31 EFPD. The delay in initiating the monthly(q surveillance is acceptable because of the slow rate of<

changes in the core due to fuel depletion and the presence
of other indicators for prompt determination of an
anomaly. As noted in the Bases for ITS 3.1.3, the
reactivity balance comparison must be done within the
first 60 EFPDs after each fuel loading. This allows
sufficient time for core conditions to reach steady state,
but prevents operation for a large fraction of the fuel
cycle without establishing a benchmark for the design
calculations.

05 03 LG The list of specific items to be considered in the
performance of a reactivity balance verification is moved
to the Bases for ITS 3.1.2. This change is of the type
that moves unnecessary details from the specifications
while leaving the overall safety requirement intact. See
also CN 01 05 LG.

05 04 A This SR requires a SDM verification prior to operation
above 5% power after each refueling with the control rod
banks at maximum insertion limits. SDM in Modes 1 and 2
is determined by shutdown and control rods maintained at
their insertion limits. The relevant requirements ;7

(v; regarding the adequacy of the SDM with rods at their |
|

CPSES Descriptien of Changes - CTS 3M.] 5 5/15/97
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CHANGE

NUPEER HSHC DESCRIPTION

f'S . insertion limits is determined through compliance with
b' ITS 3.1.2, which requires a reactivity balance prior to

entering Mode 1 after each refueling, and ITS SR 3.1.6.1,
which requires a verification of control bank position
within insertion limits within 4 hours prior to
criticality. Therefore, the requirements of this SR would !

Ibe performed by other specifications in the ITS. [ ]
|

05 05 LS 17 Actions to be taken should the reactivity balance not be l

within the required limits are also provided, in lieu of I
immediately performing a plant shutdown in accordance with |
TS 3.0.3. !

i

5 06 A Not applicable at CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

06 01 R The CTS 3.1.2.1, Shutdown Boration Flow Path and
associated SR 4.1.2.1 are relocated to a licensee
controlled document. This is consistent with NUREG 1431.

07 01 R The CTS 3.1.2.2, Operating Boration Flow Path and
associated SR 4.1.2.2 are relocated to a licensee
controlled document. This is consistent with NUREG 1431.

( 07 02 A In accordance 6th NUREG 1431, the limitation on charging
pumps in Mode 4 has be moved to improved TS LC0 3.4.12.

l
'

08 01 R The CT3 3.1.2.3, Shutdown Charging Pump and associated SRs
4.1.2.3.1 and 4.1.2.3.2 are relocated to a licensee
controlled document. This is consistent with NUREG 1431.

08 02 H Consistent with NUREG 1431, the surveillance requirements
for charging pumps when below 350*F have been moved to SR
3.4.12.2 of the improved TS and the frequency has been
increased from once per 31 days to once per 12 hours.

08 03 LS 19 Consistent with NUREG 1431, the method of verifying that
charging pumps are incapable of injecting into the RCS has
been deleted.

09 01 R The CTS 3.1.2.4, Operating Charging Pump and asse ! n d i
.

SRs 4.1.2.4.1 and 4.1.2.4.2 are relocated to a licensee i

controlled focument. This is consistent with NUREG 1431. j

10 01 R The CTS 3.1.2.5, Shutdown Borated Water Source and
associated SR 4.1.2.5 are relocated to a licensee
controlled document. This is consistent with NUREG 1431.

U ;
CPSESDucripden ofChanges - CTS.W.1 6 SMSM
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NI#BER HSHC DESCRIPTION j

[]'
11 01 R The CTS 3.1.2.6, Operating Borated Water Source and

G associated SR 4.1.2.6 are relocated to a licensee
controlled document. This is consistent with NUREG 1431.

,

12 01 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table .

(Enclosure 3B). !

12 02 M Consistent with NUREG-1431, Rev. 1, the actions required
for more than one misaligned, but operable, rod would be
changed to be identical to those for untrippable rod (s).
The current Action b requires achieving HOT STANDBY within
6 hours. The ITS actions would require SDM verification
and restoration as well as achieving HOT STANDBY within
6 hours. Therefore, adopting the ITS requirement would ;

add additional restrictions to assure safe plant
operation.

12 03 A The requirement to include an increased allowance in the
SDH calculation for the untrippable rod is addressed by
the definition of SDH. The ITS 3.1.4 Bases for the Action
Statement note that the effect of this rod must be
considered as well as the worth of the most reactive rod
that is neglected as a safety analysis assumption.

(g) 12 04 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev. 1, rods must be OPERABLE
and properly positioned. A misaligned rod is not
necessarily inoperable. Modifying the action for a
misaligned rod to remove the notion that it is also, by
definition, inoperable is consistent with the ITS
approach.

12 05 Not Used.

12 06 A The proposed deletion of the requirement to declare the
misaligned rod " inoperable" and the addition of
requirements to either verify SDH or initiate boration for
a misaligned [or inoperable) rod are consistent with
NUREG 1431. Rev. 1. In practice, if compliance with the
SDM were not verified, boration wculd be immediately
initiated. Because the time t,pically required to recover
the SDH is short, the SDM would typically be determined to.

be within its limit within the required time frame.
Therefore, the additional note to either verify SDM or
initiate boration is an administrative change. '

12 07 A Table 3.11, " Accident Analyses Requiring Reevaluation in
the Event of an Inoperable [ ] Rod," would be deleted and

(p)- replaced with a more general requirement to evaluate

CPSES Description of Changes - CTS 3M 1 7 S/15/97
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NUMBER MSHC DESCRIPTION

O accidents to assure the results remain valid. This is
) acceptable because the general requirement is sufficient

to assure that the affected accident analyses will be
considered and the ITS Bases discuss the accident analyses
affected by rod misalignment.

12 08 LS 9 Consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev.1. the requirement to
reduce the high neutron flux setpoint to s 85% of RATED
THERMAL POWER (RTP) would be deleted. This is acceptable >

because the underlying safety limits are not of a nature
that requires immediate shutdown of the plant if they are
exceeded. This is evidenced by the allowance of 72 hours
to verify peaking factors. It is assumed that during this
72-hour period an event will not occur which will raise
the power level and cause a high neutron flux trip at 100%
RTP. If a power excursion would occur from the 75% RTP
Action Statement limit, the initial peaking factors would
not be critical to the analysis since the analysis is
based on the peaking factors at 100% RTP. Therefore, the .

risk of a reactor trip caused by adjusting the power range
trip setpoints is not justified by the potential
consequences of failing to reduce the trip setpoints.

n 12 09 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

h (Enclosure 3B).

12 10 LS 10 The requirement to maintain RCS T .,2551*F during rod drop
testing would be revised to maintain T,,,2500*F. NUREG-

1431. Rev. I allows the tests to be performed at i

temperatures as low as 500*F. Because the RCS coolant is
more dense at lower temperatures, the rod drop time would ;

be greater at the lower temperatures than at the higher 1

temperatures. In addition, the RCS is borated such that
the SDH remains within its limits at the conditions
existing during these tests. Nevertheless, this change,
which allows more flexibility on plant conditions for
conducting rod drop testing, is a relaxation in plant f
operations under the TS.

12 11 TR 3 It is proposed to remove from the current TS the
requirement to perform rod drop testing on individual rods ;

.

following maintenance that could affect the drop time to
licensee controlled documents [and to delete the 18 month
requirement]. The requirement to perform drop time i
testing following each removal of the reactor vessel head j
would not be modified. The proposed change is justified i

'

because, in addition to being consistent with NUREG 1431.
Rev. 1. good maintenance practices would require a retest

,

CPSES Description of Changes - CTS 3N.] 8 S/1S/97
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NUMBER HSRC DESCRIPTION

O following any maintenance on a rod or its drive system
b' that could affect drop time. However, those post

maintenance test requirements are not appropriate for
inclusion in Technical Specifications. Furthermore, it is
difficult to postulate any maintenance on a rod that could
affect its drop time without requiring the reactor vessel
head to be removed in the process. The components of the
rod and rod drive system that affect drop time (as defined
in TS) are all inside the reactor coc. ant pressure
boundary. Therefore, removing this requirement from the
TS would have essentially no impact on rod OPERABILITY.
[ Measuring rod drop time following each remcval of the
reactor vessel head is considered equivalent if not more
restrictive than an 18 month frequency requirement;
therefore, deleting the 18 month requirement is not
considered a less restricive change.]

12 12 LS 13 The change would eliminate an action from existing TS that
would permit continued operation for a limited time with
control rods inoperable, by the CTS definition, dte to
electrical problems. In the ITS, rod operability is based
on trippability and rod drop time, and not the capability
to manut.11y reposition the rods.

,Q
C/ 12 13 Not Used.

12 14 H This wording is broadened from "untrippable" to
" inoperable" to ensure all causes of inoperability are
covered. The previous wording covered inoperable rods if )
they were untrippable, e.g., immovable as a result of

1
excessive friction or mechanical interference, but did not i

cover trippable rods with drop times that exceed the i
surveillance limit. These slow rods are inoperable rods. |
This more restrictive change clarifies the appropriate |
ACTIONS to be taken for all causes of inoperability. |

consistent with traveler TSTF 107. |

12 15 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

12 16 LG Several surveillances (e.g., rod position deviation
monitor and rod insertion limit monitor in this section)
contain actions in the form of increased surveillance
frequency to be performed in the event of inoperable
alarms. These actions are moved from the TS to licensee
controlled documents since the alarms do not themselves

,m directly relate to the limits. This detail is not

(] required to be in the TS to provide adequate protection of

CPSES Description of Changes - CTS 3N.1 9 S/15/97
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NUPEER H5t|C DESCRIPTION'

(7 the public health and safety. Therefore, moving this
V detail is acceptable and is consistent with traveler

TSTF 110 Rev. 1. !

12 17 A Editorial changes made for clarity. Untrippable rods are
' addressed through Action a: hence, there is not additional

need to exclude those rods from these required actions, j
'

12 18- LG The technical contents of the Action Statement which
,

i allows continued power operation with a misa11gned rod are ;

moved to the Bases for ITS LCO 3.1.4 Action B.1. i

: 12 19 LS 18 Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1. the frequency at which
the rod motion surveillance is performed is extended from !

31 to 92 days. {
.

12 20 A The Action Statement in the current TS to restore the rod
drop time to within limits as a condition for MODE 2 is ;

captured in frequency for the performance of ITS SR !

3.1.5.3. i
,

i

12 21 Not used.
*;

.p 12 22 H This change, in accordance with NUREG 1431. Rev. 1 !

, () provides a new ACTION in the event the allowed outage
' times are not met for the rod misalignment actions. Prior

to this change. LC0 3.0.3 would have been entered allowing
for 1 hour prior to placing the plant in HOT STANDBY |

within the next 6 hours. This change is more restrictive
;

in that the 1 hour time frame is eliminated. |

13 01 LG Consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev. 1, the operability I'

attributes of equipment and components are described in )
the Bases. The proposed elimination of the accuracy )
attributes of the Digital Rod Position Indication System i
and Demand Position Indication System from the-

Specification on position indicating systems would have no
impact on OPERABILITY of these systems because the design j

of these systems is fixed. Furthermore. ITS LC0 3.1.4 j
requires that all individual indicated rod positions be ,

within 12 steps of their group step counter demand,

position. Therefore, the LC0 effectively establishes the
accuracy requirements for the rod position indicating
system, and eliminating it from the specification for j
indicating systems would have no effect on the OPERABILITY '

of the indicating systems.

A >

d )
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(] 13 02 LS 15 The requirement for inoperable digital rod position
V indication is changed from "with a maximum of one per

bank" to "one per group for one or more groups". This
change is consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1. However,

the change from " bank" to " group" could potentially result
in additional rods with inoperable DRPI because the plant
has more groups of rods than banks. Entry into this
condition for more than one rod per bank is acceptable
because the required actions, if applied to each non-
indicating rod, provide appropriate compensatory actions.
Position verification of the nonindicating rod within each
group within 8 hours is adequate to allow continued full
power operation since this frequent monitoring ensures
that the probability of having a rod significantly out of
position and the simultaneous occurrence of an event
sensitive to rod position is small.

13 03 LS 12 Consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev.1, a 4-hour Completion
Time is specified to verify rod position after movement of
a rod with inoperable indicators more than 24 steps in one

' direction. This is justified in the ITS Bases as an
acceptable Completion Time to perform the verification of
rod position using the movable incore detectors. The

o current requirement to perform the verification() "immediately" is intended to reflect a quick starting
time. A completion time of 4 hours also would assure a
prompt start time as stated in the ITS Bases; however,
since a flux map can be obtained in less than 4 hours, the
change could represent a relaxation in start time.

13 04 H The ITS specify that the plant be brought to Mode 3 within
6 hours if the Required Action and Completion Times are
not met. The current specifications do not specify an
action if the actions are not met within the required
completion time. The ITS Bases state that 6 hours is a
reasonable time, based on operating experience, for
reaching Mode 3 from full power conditions without
challenging plant systems. The current specification
would require entry into Specification 3.0.3 which would
require act wing Mode 3 within 7 hours. Therefore, the
plant shutdown to Mode 3 requirement would be required in
one less hour.

13 05 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(E:tclosure 3B).

13 06 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).
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(]/f 13 07 H The proposed modifications to the SR would require a
verification of agreement between digital and demand
indicator systems prior to criticality after each removal
of the reactor vessel head, instead of every 12 hours.
This reflects a reorganization of surveillance
requirements in the ITS. The requirement for a 12 hour
comparison would be moved to SR 3.1.4.1 in the ITS. The
post vessel head removal requirement would be a new
specification that demonstrates rod position system
OPERABILITY based on a comparison of indicating systems.
The Frequency requirement of prior to criticality after
each removal of the reactor vessel head would permit this
comparison to be performed only during plant outages that
involve plant evolutions (vessel head removal) that could
affect the OPERABILITY of the rod position indication
systems. The Frequency change is based on traveler TSTF-
89.

13 08 LS 20 Adds a provision, from Callaway's current TS. which would,
under certain conditions, allow continued operation with
more than one inoperable DRPI per group. A separate
condition entry allowance is permitted for each inoperable
rod position indicator and each demand position indicator.

[ 13 09 LS 23 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38) !

14 01 R Shutdown Position Indication System specification 3.1.3.3
is relocated to a licensee controlled document. This is
consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1.

15 01 R Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

|

15 02 A The Rod Drop Time SR 4.1.3.4.a is moved to the Control Rod |

ITS LC0 3.1.4, as SR 3.1.4.3. This is consistent with |
'NUREG 1431.

16 01 LS-14 This TS would be revised to apply to shutdown " banks"
instead of shutdown " rods": this is consistent with NUREG-
1431. Rev. 1. The current Action Statement permits one !
rod to be inserted beyond the limits; the proposed ITS |
CONDITION A would allow one or more banks to be inserted |

beyond the limit.

16 02 H The proposed changes to the Action Statement would require
that the shutdown banks be aligned within limits and that

O SDM be verified or restored. The new Action Statementb l
l

CPSESDescription ofChanges - CIS3N.] 12 S/ ISM 7
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( would extend the time to achieve alignment from 1 to 2
'v' hours as ju:;tified in the Bases for ITS 3.1.5. The new

Action Statement would establish a Completion Time of
1 hour for ver)fying and restoring SDM. In the proposed
Action Statement, both the realignment and the SDM
verification would be required. The current Action
Statement provides a 1-hour limit to achieve realignment
and effectively applies a 2 hour Completion Time to SDH
verification and restoration (which would be performed
under the TS for rod group alignment limits). In the
current Action Statement, either the realignment or the
SDM verification are required, The current Action
Statement could, in some circumstances, allow continued
POWER OPERATION with a shutdown rod out of alignment
because it was written to apply to individual rods and
refers to the rod group alignment specification. The new
action statement, which applies to shutdown banks, would
not permit operation with a shutdown bank outside its
insertion limits. Overall, the proposed requirements are
more restrictive.

16 03 LS 22 The current SR requiring shutdown rod insertion limits to
be verified within 15 minutes prior to withdrawing control

( rods during approaches to critica11t! m uld be deleted.
(]) This requirement essentially has been incorporated into

the ITS LCO 3.1.5 Applicability which would require that
the shutdown banks meet the LC0 when in Mode 2 with any
control bank not fully inserted. The requirement to
perform this check prfor to entering the LC0 Applicability
is covered in plant procedures for startups which require
the operator to closely monitor rod position.

16 04 M Consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev.1, the Applicability
would be modified to include Mode 2 with any control bank
not fully inserted rather than Mode 2 with k,rr :t 1. This
is more restrictive than the current Applicability.

16 05 H This change. in accordance with NUREG-1431 Rev.1, ;

provides a new ACTION in the event the allowed outage
times are not met for the restoration of the shutdown
banks to their insertion limit. Prior to this change,
LCO 3.0.3 would have been entered allowing for 1 hour !
prior to placing the plant in HOT STANDBY within the next I

6 hours. This change is more restrictive in that the
1 hour time frame is eliminated.

16 06 A Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1. this change eliminates
(,-~)s an unnecessary reference to a separate LC0 (see also

CPSESDescription ofChanges - CTS 3M.1 13 S/15/97
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NUMBER H2iG DESCRIPTION

(O
CN 16 02 M). This change adds the actions contained in

,,/ another specification. Rather than reference the othe
specification, the relevant requirements are simply
inserted into this specification. Therefore, there are no
technical differences introduced by this change.

17 01 M The proposed modification would add " sequence and overlap"
as well as insertion limits to the LCO. These changes do
not add any new requf rements as sequence, overlap, and
insertion limits are currently specified in the COLR
figure defining rod insertion limits vs rated thermal
power for that portion of the LC0 Aoplicability where
these limits provide safety analysis inputs (at or above
hot zero power; i.e., > Ot RTP).[ The COLR will be revised
as necessary to address the entire CTS LC0 3.1.3.6
Applicability.) The proposed modification would include
addition of an SR to periodically verify the overlap and
sequence limits that were specifically added per ITS.

17 02 M The proposed change adds a requirement that, if the bank
insertion limits are exceeded, verify that the SDM is
within limits, or initiate boration to restore the SDM to

within limits,

f3 ,

'J 17-03 LS 21 Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, this change adds ant '

additional 2 hones to the allowed outage time to be in
MODE 3.

17 04 LS 8 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

1

!

(VD |
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.1 Page 1 of 9

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
NUMBER DESCRIPTION

DIABLO CANYON C0HANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

01-01 in accordance with TSTF-9. Revision 1. this change would move tre Yes No. In current Yes YesLG sxcified limit for Shutdown Margin (SDM) from the current TS to the TS.
COLT..

01 02 MODE 2 with keff < I.0 would be added to Applicability of the SDM No. Different No. Different Yes YesM Specification.
crrrent TS. current TS.

01-03 The Action Statement would be modified to reflect that the requirement Yes Yes Yes YesLS-1 to initiate boration at a specified rate with fluid at a specified boron
concentration is generalized to simply require boration.

01-04 The requirement to verify SDM within I hour of detecting an inoperable Yes Yes Yes YesLS-2 rod and once per 12 hours thereafter would be deleted from the SDM LCO.

01-05 The list of specific items to be considered in the performance of a Yes Yes Yes YesLG Shutdcwn Margin verification is moved to the ITS 3.1.1 Bases.

01-06 This change revises the SDM LCO Applicability to IODE 2 with k,n < 1.0, Yes Yes No. See CN No. See CNA MODE 3. and MODE 4 This change also creates a new Core Reactivity LCO 1 02-M and 1-02-M andbased on ITS 3.1.2.
current TS. current TS.

01-07 Changes the time requirement for the initiation of boration from Yes Yes No. Already in No. AlreadyLS-16 "immediately" to "within 15 minutes."
current TS. in current |

TS.
01-08 The technical contents of this surveillance requirement (verification of Yes Yes No. See OL No. See OLA SDM through compliance with rod insertion limits) in MODE I and MODE 2

Amendment Amendmentwith 4 ,2 1.0 have been incorporated into LCO 3.1.6 of the improved TS. j

No. 89. No. 103.
01-09 Moves requirement to verify estimated critical rod position prior to Yes Yes No. See OL No. See OLA criticality to ITS SR 3.1.6.1.

Amendment Amendment
No. 89. No. 103.

01 10 CTS SR 4.1.1.1.1.e is modified by this change to be applicable to MODE 2 Yes Yes No. See OL No. See OLM with 4, < 1.0 as well as the current MODES 3 and 4. See also Amendment Amendment !

-

! CN 01-06-!\.
I No. 89. No. 103. ;>

'

02 01 This LCO will be combined with the SDM - T,,, > 200*F LCO. in accordance Yes Yes Yes YesA with traveler TSTF-136.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.1 S/l5/97
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.1 Page 2 of 9 .

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY i

NUPBER DESCRIPTION ,

DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALIAdAY

03-01 The footnote referring to Special Test Exceptions would be deleted. Yes Yes Yes YesA

03-02 Action Statement A.1 of TS for MTC would be revised to require achieving Yes Yes Yes YesLS-3 MODE 2 with k,,, < 1.0 instead of achieving HOT STANDBY if the BOL MTC
limit is exceeded and revised rod withdrawal limits cannot be !

established. !

03-03 The statement that administrative withdrawal limits required to meet Yes Yes Yes YesA Action Statement a.1 are in addition to insertion limits of another
specif' cation would be removed. This is an exanple of a redundant
requirement to meet another TS. ;

03-04 Action Statement a.2 is addressed prior to exiting Action Yes Yes Yes Yes
i

LG Statement a.1. as discussed in the ITS 3.1.3 Bases.
n

03-05 The requirement to submit a special report to the NRC would be deleted. Yes Yes Yes Yes iTR-2
L

03 06 This change would incorporate the provision from ISTS 3.1.4 for Yes Yes Yes YesLS-4 suspension of MTC testing near the end of the cycle when further |

significant changes to the MTC would not occur and result in exceeding !
the EOL limit. !

!

03 07 The negative EOL moderator temperature coefficient limit is moved to the Yes No. Already . No. Already No. Already 5,LG COLR.
moved to COLR. moved to COLR moved to 1;

COLR. i

04-01 This change would alter the Action Statement shutdown requirement time Yes Yes Yes Yes i

i

LS-5 limit from a combination of 15 minutes to restore T, to within limits
!followed by 15 minutes to be in MODE 3, if T, could not be restored. to
I

a single 30-minute limit to exit the Applicability if T, were not;

within its limit. In addition, the Action Statement would be changed to
require achieving MODE 2 with k,,, < 1.0 instead of achieving HOT STANDBY
if the LCO were not met (refer to industry traveler TSTF-26).

?

|t 04-02 The SR interval to measure RCS loop average temperature is revised to Yes Yes Yes YesLS-6 12 hours in accordance with industry traveler TSTF-27. Revision 2. ,

i

:
.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - C153H.I 5/15/97 ;
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.1 Page 3 of 9

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

, NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

04 03 The LCD for Minimum Terperature for Criticality. CTS 3/4.1.1.4. is moved Yes Yes Yes Yes
A to ITS 3.4.2 tr. the Reactor Coolant System section.

05-01 The SR that requires a comparison of measured rea:tivity to predicted Yes Yes Yes YesM would be modified to add the requirement to compare core reactivity
against the predicted prior to entry into MODE 1 after refueling
outages.

05 02 This proposed change would specify that the overall core reactivity Yes Yes Yes YesLS-7 balance comparison shall be done every 31 EFPD after burnup exceeds
60 EFPD.

05-03 The list of specific items to be considered in the performance of a Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG reactivity balance verification is moved to the ITS 3.1.2 Bases.

05-04 The SR requiring SDM to be verified prior to initial operation in H0DE 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes
A after each refueling is effectively performed under other

specifications. This SR required a SDM verification prior to operation
above St power after each refueling with the control rod banks at
maximum insertion limits and is being deleted since it is redundant.

05-05 Actions to be taken should the reactivity balance not be within limits Yes Yes No. Already in No. Already
LS-17 are provided in lieu of a TS 3.0.3 shutdown. current TS. in current

TS.

05-06 CTS SR 4.1.1.5.1 requires that the predicted reactivity values "shall" No - Maintaining No - Maintaining Yes Yes
A be adjusted (normalized) at 60 EFPD after refueling. ITS SR 3.1.2.1 CTS wording. CTS wording.

states the normalization as "may" be adjusted. This recognizes that
normalization is not necessary if predicted and measured core reactivity
are within tolerance. The scheduling of the normalization of predicted
and measured core reactivity continues to be required at 60 EFPD.
Therefore. this change reflects clarification of existing intent and is
considered administrative.

06 01 Relocates Boration Flow Path - Shutdown TS to licensee controlled Yes - See Yes - Relocated No. See OL No. See OL
R docurent. Attachment 21 to TRM. Amendment Amendment

page 1. No. 89. No. 103.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.] S/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.1 Page 4 of 9

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITi

N'JHBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

07-01 Relocates Boration Flow Paths - Operating TS to licensee controlled Yes (see LNt Yes Relocated No. See OL No. See OL
R document. 95-07 dated to TRM. Amendment Amendment

10/4/95. OCL No. 89. No. 103.
95-222).

07-02 Maves limitation on charging pupps in MODE 4 to ITS SR 3.4.12.2. No. Not in Yes No. See OL No. See OL
A current TS. Amendment Amendment

No. 89. No. 103.

08-01 Relocates Charging Pump - Shutdown TS to licensee controlled document. Yes - See Yes - Relocated No. See OL No. See OL
R Attachment 21. to TRM. Amendment Amendment

page 3. No. 89. No. 103.

08 02 Moves charging pump SR when below 350*F to ITS SR 3.4.12.2 and decreases No. Already in Yes No. See OL No. See OL
M surveillance frequency to 12 hours from 31 days. current TS. Amendment Amendment

No. 89. No. 103.

08 03 Deletes the method of verifying that charging pumps are incapable of No. Not in Yes No. See OL No. See OL
LS-19 injecting to the RCS. current TS. Amendment Amendment

No. 89. No. 103.

09 01 Relocates Charging Pumps - Operating TS to licensee controlled document. Yes - See Yes - Relocated No. See OL No. See OL
R Attachment 21 to TRM. Amendment Amendment

page 5. No. 89. No. 103.
~

10 01 Relocates Borated Water Source - Shutdown TS to licensee contrelled Yes - See Yes - Relocated No. See OL :::. See CL ;

R document. Attachment 21 to TRM, Amendment Amendment
page 7. No. 89. No. 103.

11-01 Relocates Borated Water Sources - Operating TS to licensee controlled Yes - See Yes Relocated No. See OL No. See OL,

'

R document. Attachment 21. to TRM. Amendment Amendment
page 9. No. 89. No. 103.,

|

| 12-01 The reference to " full-length" rods would be deleted. Yes No. Not in Yes Yes
| A current TS.
1

12-02 The actions required for more than one misaligned, but operable, rod Yes Yes Yes Yes
M would be changed to be identical to those for inoperable rod (s).

|
CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.] S/ISB 7 '
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.1 Page 5 of 9

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMAfDE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

12-03 The requirement to include an increased allowance in the SDN calculation Yes Yes Yes Yes
A for the untrippable rod is inherent in the SDM Definition.

12-04 Action for a misaligned rod would be modified to eliminate the notion Yes Yes Yes Yes
A that a misaligned rod is, by definition inoperable.

12 05 Not Used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

12-06 Action for a misaligned or w@erable rod would be modified to require Yes Yes Yes Yes: Action
A boration to restore SDM if not within limits. for

inoperable
rod already
cor.tained in
current T5

12 07 Table 3.1-1. " Accident Analyses Requiring Reevaluation in the Event of Yes Yes Yes Yes
A an Inoperable [] Rod." would be eliminated.

12-08 The requirement to reduce the high neutrr.,n flux setpoint to s 85% of Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-9 RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) would be deleted.

12-09 This proposed change would reinstate an SDH verification requirement No. Already in No. Already in Yes Yes
M that had been eliminated in a previous license amendment. current TS. current TS.

_

12-10 The requirement to maintain RCS T, a 551*F during rod drop testing Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-10 would be revised to maintain T , a 500'F.

|

12-11 The requirement to perform drop testing on rods following maintenance Yes (also delete Yes (also delete Yes Yes !
TR-3 would be removed from the current TS. redundant 18 redundant 18

month interval) month interval)

12 12 CTS [3.1.3.1) Actions are revised to delete reference causes of control Yes Yes Yes No: current
L5-13 rod inoperability due to rod control urgent failure or other electrical T5 have

problems in the Rod Control System. already been
revised to
address this
change

12-13 Not Used. N/A N/A N/A N/A
.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3/4.1 S/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.1 Page 6 of 9

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON- COMANCHE PEAK W)LF CREEK CALLAbiAY ;

i

12-14 This wording is broadened from "untrippable". to " inoperable" to ensure Yes Yes Yes Yes
M all causes of inoperability are covered. This more restrictive change

clarifies the appropriate ACTIONS to be taken for all causes of
inoperability, consistent with traveler TSTF-107.

12-15 Rod misalignment is determined based on a comparison between the rod's No. Already in No. Already in Yes Yes- '

A DRPI and its group step counter demand position, not by a rod to rod current TS. current TS. iposition verification. This change is administrative in nature in that '

there is no effect on the manner in which the operating staff would
determine whether a misalignment event had occurred.

12-16 Several surveillances (e.g., rod position deviation monitor and rod Yes - Moved to les. Moved to Yes - Moved to Yes - Moved
LG insertion limit monitor in this section) contain actions in the form of FSAR. TRM. USAR. to FSAR ,

increased surveillance frequency to be performed in the event of Section 16.1.
inoperable alarms. These actions are moved from the TS to licensee
controlled documents. This is consistent with traveler TSTF-110 Rev. 1.

.i

12-17 Editorial changes made for clarity. Untrippable rods are addressed Yes Yes No. Not in No. Not in fA through Action a: hence, there is no additional need to exclude those current TS. current TS. '

rods from these required actions. i

!

12-18 . The technical contents of the Action Statement which allow continued Yes Yes Yes Yes !
LG power operation with a misaligned rod are moved to the Bases for ITS :

LCO 3.1.4. Action B.1.
|

12-19 The frequency at which the rod motion surveillance is performed is No. Already in Yes Yes No. Already fLS-18 extended from 31 to 92 days. current TS. in current !
TS. *

12-20 The Action Statement in the current TS to restore the rod drop time to Yes Yes Nos See O! No. See OL
A within limits as a condition for MODE 2 is captured in the frequency for Amendment Amendment !

the performance of improved TS SR 3.1.4.3. No. 89. No. 103.

12-21 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A i

|

i
,

i

CPSES Conversion Comparison Tame - CTS 3M.1 S/1587
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.1 Page 7 of 9

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

N'JMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

12-22 This change provides a new ACTION in the event it.a allowed outage times Yes Yes Yes Yes

M are not met for the rod misalignment actions. Prior to this char.ge.
LCO 3.0.3 would have been entered allowing for 1 hour prior to placing
the plant in HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours. This change is more
restrictive in that the 1 hour time frame is eliminated.

13 01 The specific operability attributes of the DRPI system would be noved to Yes Yes Yes Yes

LG the Bases.

13-02 The requirement for inoperable digital rod position indication is Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-15 changed from "with a maximum of one per bank" to "one per group for one |

cr more groups".

13 03 A 4-hour Completion Time is specified to verify rod position after Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-12 movement of a rod with inoperable indicators more than 24 steps in one
direction.

13-04 A requirement would be added to bring the plant to MODE 3 within 6 hours Yes Yes Yes Yes

M if the required actions and completion times were not met.

13 05 The proposed change would retain an action statement, currently in the No. See CN No. See CN Yes Yes

A plant TS. that permits continued POWER OPERATION with more than one 13-08-LS-20. 13-08 LS-20.
digital rod position indicater per group inoperable.

13-06 The change would allow separate condition entry for each inoperable DRPI No. See CN No. See CN Yes Yes

A or each demand indicator. 13 08-LS-20. 13-08-LS-20.

13-07 The proposed modifications to the SR would verify agreement between Ye:, Yes Yes Yes

M digital and demand indicator systems prior to criticality after each
removal of the reactor vessel head instead of every 12 hours. The
Frequency chance is based on traveler TSTF-89.

.

13-08 Adds provision, from Callaway's current specifications as revised which. Yes Yes No. Already in No. Already

LS 20 under certain conditions, would allow continued operation with more than current TS. in current

one inoperable DRPI per group. This is consistent with WOG traveler 73. TS.

CPSES Conversion Contparison Table - CTS 3M.I S/IS/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.1 Page 8 cf 9

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CROT]N C01%NCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY.

13-09 Current TS ACTIONS b.1.b) and b.1.c) of LCO 3.1.3.2 are deleted. SDM is No. Not in No. Not in ' Yes Yes

LS 23 ensured in MODES 1 and 2 by rod position. Multiple inoperable DRPIs current TS. cyrent TS.

will have no irpact on SDM in MODES 1 and 2 if the control rod positions
are verified by alternate means and rod motion is limited consistent
with the accident analyses. Deletion of these requirements is consistent
with traveler WOG 73.

14 01 Relocates current Specification 3.1.3.3 to licensee controlled documtmt. Yes (see LAR Yes. Relocated No. See OL No. See OL
R 95-07 dated to TRM. Amendnent Amerdnent

10/4/95. No. 89. No. 103.
DCL 95-222).

15-01 The Rod Drop Time Specification 3.1.3.4 is relocated outside of the Yes (see LAR No. Not in No. See OL No. See OL
R Technical Specifications. The RCS Tenperature limit and RCPs operating 95-07 dated current TS. See Anw.Jmc4 Amendnent

requirement for rod drop testing are contined with CTS Surveillance 10/4/95 CN 15 02-A. No. 89. No. 103.
4.1.3.4 then incorporated into ITS SR 3.1.4.3. This change is DCL 95-222).
consistent with License Amendment Request 95-07 dated October 4. 1995
(DCL 95-222).

15 02 The Rod Drop Time Surveillance Requirement 4.1.3.4.a is moved to the Yes Yes No. Already No. Already
A Control Rod ITS LCO 3.1.4 as SR 3.1.4.3. moved in moved in

current TS. current TS.

16 01 The "quirement for shutdown insertion limits would be applied to Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS.14 shutdown banks rather than shutdown rods.

16 02 Action statements would be changed to specify 2 hours to achieve rod Yes Yes Yes Yes

M alignment and to prohibit power operation with a shutdown bank outside
insertion limits.

16-03 The requirement to verify shutdown bank insertion within 15 minutes Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-22 prior to withdrawing any control bank rods during startup would be
deleted.

16 04 The Applicability would be modified to include Mode 2 with any control Yes Yes Yes Yes

M bank not fully inserted.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.! 5/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.1 Page 9 of 9

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

N'JHBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCIE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

16-05 This change provides a new ACTION in the event the allowed outage times Yes Yes Yes Yes
M are not met for the restoration of the shutdown banks to their insertion

limit. Prior to this change. LCO 3.0.3 would have been entered allowing
for 1 hour prior to placing the plant in HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours. This change is more restrictive in that the 1 hour time frame

is eliitinated.

16-06 This change eliminates an unnecessary reference to a separate LCO. Yes Yes Yes Yes
A

17 01 Requirements for sequence and overlap, as well as insertion limits. Yes Yes Yes Yes
H would be included in the control rod insertion TS. A SR to check the

sequence and overlap, as well as insertion limits, would also be
included in the TS.

17-02 Adds a requirement to verify that the SDM is within limits, or initiate Yes Yes No. Already in No. Already
M boration to restore the 50M. current TS. in current

TS.

17-03 This change adds an additional 2 hours to the allowed outage time to be Yes Yes No - See CN-04- Yes
LS-21 in MODE 3. LS-8.

17-04 Wolf Creek CTS ACTION 3.1.3.6.d is revised to *Be in H00E 2 with k, < No No Yes No
LS 8 1.0.* consistent with ITS 3.1.6 to place the unit in a HODE in which the

LCO does not apply, and adds an additional 2 hours to the allowed outage
time.

,

i
,

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.I S/158 7
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I. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGA!JIZATION
;

:[ .

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
,

proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision '

includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has

,

generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR SO.92 showing '

that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are
provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume of :

changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no '

significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.
,

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In '

addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may contain -

chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped into a
category have also been developed. Typically less restrictive technical changes must
be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain " change specific"
NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic NSHCs.

!

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or

_ !
administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of
the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which provides
a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC. For
enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 6B, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information isO plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. '

Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific information in ;
that location.

i

;

,

O
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS j

GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
chapter. The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the !

applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers. !
;.

Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a'

numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e.. LG1, LG2. A1. A2. etc).
l

Administrative

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative) i

- This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature involve the movr. ment
of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content, simply

'

reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no longer
'

applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes nontechnical
changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard Technical :

Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not bean marked up on i
the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a discussion of change or 4

NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for a change it is considered |
administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies. This NSHC may also be
referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative change that is not obvious |,

and requires an explanation.

| Relocation of Technical Soecification Recuirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocal. ion)
<

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in,

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria are.

annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC for
a description and evaluation of the change.

tiavina information out of Technical SoecificatiDn1

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying

)

|

;

1
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

m GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
(j (continued)

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LC0 but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and
content.

Igchnical chanae. more restrictive

Reference symbol "H" (More restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to
conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less
restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical ch3nges in

O(d this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each le:s
restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) ter
this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Icchnical chanae. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or lets
restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include !
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other !

documents).

Technical chance. recurrino less restrictivg

Reference symbol "TR-1, 2, 3...." (technical recurring)

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are I
generic to several specifications.

C\
U

,

!
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III.' GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT_ HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
"A"

,

:

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |
FOR -

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING '

!

- This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide and !

the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended to f

i make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.
|

Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between specifications. '

- During this reformatting and rewording process, no technical changes (either actual or
interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were identified and justified,

t

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves !

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in j
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility.

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no ,
'

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:O !

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an ;

accident previously evaluated; or '-

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any ,

accident previously evaluated; or
,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards

:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or [
*

consequences of an accident previously evaluated? j
The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current i

;
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no !,

technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this !

l

i

,
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICNfT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"A"

( (continued)

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

l

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of I

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in controlling
parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different requirements.
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact
on the design basis or safety analysis. This change is administrative in )
nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

I

( NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with !
NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|

1

|

|
|

[
U
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

q R"
C/

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these
requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety
thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii) have
been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation addresses the
scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of objective
criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating restrictions
should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in
the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary:

"
Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that

is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier:

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.

.

|

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not i

meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 38) |
.

specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements.

/~~'s
kj
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O ,, R "

(continued)

,

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to

' documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that'

changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve.

an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other licensee
documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality Assurance Plan, as
described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The remainder of the
requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to programs that are
controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved TS. This will
ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these requirements. The TS
change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi disciplinary group of

,

responsible -technical supervisory personnel, including onsite operations personnel.,

1

.! Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed ;
'change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances

will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained.
; Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system operability

or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

O This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Cortmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance |

with the proposed amendnent would not:

I. Involve a significant increase in tne probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; c:

2. Create the possibility of a rew or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluatv1; or,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards

Ov
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"R"(} ,

V (contirded)

1. Does tha change involve a significant increase in the probability or
conseque' u of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,
systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion
in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to
mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section
of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consquences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident froa any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in controlling
parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different requirements

. [O.D and adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus, this change does i

not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significar.t reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact
on the design basis or safety analysis. In addiidon, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component or
variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements and toe associated surveillance procedures
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other regulatory
requirements (as applicable for tha document to which the requirement is
relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls sectwn of the improved TS,
proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of safety.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no

(] significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
% J'
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
.

p "LG"
LJ

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
'SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS
,

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),
actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases. FSAR, other licensee
controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed

,

information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the

.

'

improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the
public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be
maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently
exist on the documents where the information is being moved. '

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amenoment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not: !

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an }
accident previously evaluated; or |

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

.

.

.
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

n "LG" ,

C) (continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases FSAR, other
licensee controlled dua: Mats. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 cr other appropriate controls.

Since any changes to the Bases FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in controlling
parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different requirementses

( ) and adequate control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this change
V does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact
on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the requirements to be
transposed from the TS to the Bases FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will be
evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate regulatory i
controls, proper controls are in piece to maintain an appropriate margin of ,

'safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
,

NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no i

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no i

significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |

/3

)
!
1
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

n "M"

V
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the improved Standard
Technical Specifications (NUREG-1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modifieti in some areas to impose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications
are being imposed to be consistent with the improved Standard Technical Specifications
(NUREG 4431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the previously evaluated
safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive technical changes have
been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and remove ambiguities from
the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determinatior has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

(m') "The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a propnsed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50 21 (b) or 50 22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an \
accident previously evaluated; or \

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluatcd; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: '

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

|

I,

(O
L)
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III, GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

.g.
(continued)

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS.
The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to ensure ,

process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent
with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or' consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
'

new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in controlling
parameters . The proposed change does impose different requirements. However,
these changes are consistent with assumptions made in the safety analysis and :

licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safet>?
J

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or |
increases the margin of plant safety by: |

l

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

d) Providing additional actions,

e) Decreasing restoration times.

f) Imposing new surveillances, or
.

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore,
this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

O 1

.V ;

1
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

"M" '

(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "M" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no '

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no ;
4

significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
I
<

!

!
1

i
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i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I
!

NSHC LS 1,m s

( ) 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION"

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE I

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
;

The Action Statement would be modified to reflect that the requirement to initiate
boration at a specified rate with fluid at a specified boron concentration is
generalized to simply require boration. As described in the ITS Bases, the required
flow rate and boron concentration should be selected depending on plant conditions.
available equipment, and the magnitude of the deviation between the actual and
required SDN. The ITS Bases allow the operator to use the "best source available for
the plant conditions." This is an example of maintaining the overall safety
requirement in TS but removing procedural details from the TS allowing the plant
operator the ability to select the appropriate procedure and equipment for the
existing plant condition.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Corimission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

(O) licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the fac11ity in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

(}
LJ
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

p .NSHC LS 1 i

V (continued) |

The action statement that would be modified requires that shutdown margin (SDH)
be restored if not within limits by borating at a specific flow rate with a
specific concentration of boron. The proposed change would eliminate details
regarding flow rates and concentrations from the Technical Specifications; j
however, the overall requirement to restore SDH would remain. Removal of the ;

details of system operation would not affect the probability of an accident ;

occurring. The Technical Specifications do not provide a limit on the time to
restore SDN. For consequences of an accident to be affected, an accident that
is impacted by SDH would have to occur during the short time period that SDH is
not within limit. The probability of that occurrence is negligible because of
the short duration expected to return SDH to within limit. Therefore, there
would be no significant increase in the probability or consequences of a
previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident ;
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes may affect the timing of SDH restoration depending on the ;

equipment selected by the operator to perform the boration. The change
!

involves no hardware modifications or changes in the manner in which plant !
systems perform their functions. Therefore, the proposed change would not !

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident. !

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

There will be no reduction in any margin of safety. The SDN limits are not ;
changed nor are there any changes to accident analysis assumptions. |
methodologies, credited protection / mitigation equipment, or event acceptance '

criteria. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
3limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on '

those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
;

functions. There will be no impact on the overpower limits. DNBR-limits Fa. |F.H. LOCA PCT, peak local power density, or any other margin of safety. :
i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION |

|

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed changes 1

associated with NSHC "LS 1" do not involve a significant increase in the probability
'

or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a

Isignificant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the
|proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
1significant hazards consideration.

O i
:
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 1

NSHC LS 2 !
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ]

FOR
,

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE |
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A surveillance in the Shutdown Margin (SDM) specification (s) requires SDM to be
verified in the event of detecting an inoperable rod (s). Since it applies to
inoperable (untrippable) rods, it should only be applicable in Modes 1 and 2[ ].

_

-The control and shutdown rods are used to maintain Shutdown Margin in Modes 1 and 2 by
maintaining the rods within insertion limits. The requirements for rod alignment
limits in the current TS specify actions to be taken upon detecting an inoperable
rod (s). The actions include verifying Shutdown Margin within one hour. Deletion of
the current TS surveillance (s) to verify SDM when a rod (s) is inoperable in the
shutdown modes [3 5) accomplishes the following:

1

(1) Deletes an inappropriate Applicability (i.e. the surveillance (s) should
not apply in those modes when the rods are not required to be Op. -ble):
and

(2) Deletes redundant requirements (i.e., the requirements are properly and !

fully addressed in the specifications related to rod alignment /
operability and insertion limits).

l

,

If a rod is declared inoperable after shutting down to Mode 3 (or other shutdown
modes), the Technical Specification definition of SDM requires the inoperable rod to
be accounted for in the SDM calculation per ITS SR 3.1.1.1. Also if a rod were to
become inoperable during rod testing in the shutdown modes, there would be no adverse
effects on SOM because the SDM accounts for moving rods prior to performing the
tests. Implicit in ITS LC0 3.1.1 and SR 3.1.1.1 is the need to re perform the SDN
calculation if any of these effects have changed since the last 24 hour calculation.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

*The Connission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in,

50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn anyp accident previously evaluated; or
b

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

!
(PSESN3 Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.1 16 S/158 7 j
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 273

(v) (continued)

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Elimination of the SR(s) would have no effect on the probability of an accident
and the requirements on maintaining SDM with an untrippable rod and during rod
testing assure that there would be no effect on the consequences of any
accidents for which SDH is a factor. Therefore, there would be no increase in
the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident as a result
of eliminating the SR(s).

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The SR(s) that are proposed for elimination would require periodic checks of
SDM. Eliminating these checks would not affect the manner of operation of the
plant or any plant systems so that the occurrence of a new kind of accident
could result. This proposed change would not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident.

C/ 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

As noted in the introductory paragraphs above, the TS definition of SDM
requires the inoperable rod to be accounted for in SDM calculations. Further,
SDM accounts for rod movement during testing, so an untrippable rod during
testing would not have an adverse impact on SDM. As long as the SDM limits
continue to be met, as required, no reduction in a margin of safety could
result. Based on the previous discussion, the plant conditions required for
rod testing and by other specifications assure the SDM requirements would be
met. The SDM limits are not changed nor are there any changes to accident
analysis assumptions, methodologies, credited protection / mitigation equipment,
or event acceptance criteria. There will be no effect on the manner in which
safety limits or limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there
be any effect on those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of
protection functions. There will be no impact on the overpower limits, DNBR
limits F , F,H, LOCA PCT, peak local power density, or any other margin of
safety.-

,

V
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

ym NSHC LS 2

' 't) (continued)
:

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed changes |

associated with NSHC "LS 2" do not involve a significant increase in the probability I

or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new i

or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a '

significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

i

,

!

O !

,

|

.

O I,
l

- . |
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

p NSHC LS 3

d 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ,

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

!

Action Statement a.1 would be revised to require achieving Mode 2 with k,,, < 1.0
instead of achieving HOT STANOBY if the BOL MTC limit is exceeded and revised rod
withdrawal limits cannot be established within 24 hours. This change corrects the
discrepancy between the BOL Applicability and the ACTION, while ensuring that the
plant is taken to a condition in which the LC0 is not applicable. Revising the
current TS, albeit to correct an inconsistency, represents a relaxation in ACTION
Statement a.1.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves.
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

,

"The Cwmission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50 21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no .

significant hazards consideratlon, if operatton of the fac111ty in accordance '

with the proposed amendrnent would not:
'

,

(
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

1 ,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: .

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or ;
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The action of taking the reactor to Mode 2 with k,rr < 1.0 instead of Mode 3
would have no effect on the probability of any accident occurring. MTC is an ;

'

initial condition assumed in accident analyses, and therefore, if an accident I

were to occur while the HTC was outside the limits, the consequences of an '

accident could be exacerbated. However, placing the reactor in Mode 2 with k,rr
< 1.0 assures that the consequences would be bounded by safety analyses should
an accident occur. Therefore, there would be no increase in the probability or
consequences of a previously evaluated accident as a result of making the

/] proposed change.
\J'

!.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 3

("') (continued)
La

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different
accident, because the plant or its systems would not be operated differently.
The original requirement was to achieve Mode 3. Hot Standby. To achieve Mode
3. it is necessary to pass through Mode 2 with k,,, < 1.0. Therefore, there
would be no operational changes to contribute to the possibility of a new
accident resulting from the proposed change. Therefore, this change would not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The margins of safety in question are those in the design basis accident
analyses that rely on MTC as an initial condition. As noted in the evaluation
of Criterion 1 above, placing the plant in Mode 2 with k,,, < 1.0 assures that
the accidents will not violate the assumptions of the analyses. The MTC limits
are not changed nor are there any changes to accident analysis assumptions,
methodologies, credited protection / mitigation equipment, or event acceptance
criteria. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on i

those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection(oi functions. There will be no impact on the overpower limits. DNBR limits. Fa.
F,H. LOCA PCT, peak local power density, or any other margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based upon the preceding information it has been determined that the proposed changes :

associated with NSHC "LS-3" do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

,.

i N

LJ
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 4O 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ,

FOR :

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This change would incorporate a Note from ITS allowing suspension of HTC testing near
the end of the cycle when further significant changes to the HTC would not occur and
result in exceeding the E0L limit. This represents a relaxation in performing the
surveillance requirement.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves !

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in ,

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

)
"The Corrmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in

i
50.91. that a proposed amend 7ent to an operating license for a facility i

licensed under 50,21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no ;

significant hazards consideratfon. if operation of the faci 11ty in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the passibi1ity of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

|
i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The change would allow the suspension of surveillance testing for the lower
i

bound HTC limit near the end of reactor core life. In order to implement this !
change, additional analysis must be performed to define a surveillance HTC !

value below which the actual HTC would not fall as the core neared its end of-'

cycle (E0C) condition. The HTC value, which becomes a limit established in the
C0!.R. is conservatively selected to assure that, if met, the HTC would not |
ex ced the EOC limiting value. .It is possible to establish a surveillance
limit because of the gradual manner in which HTC changes near the end of core
li fe. HTC is an initial condition assumed in accident analyses. Changes in !
the manner in which HTC is monitored would not affect the probability of an i

accident. Also, the consequences of accidents that depend on HTC as an initial |-

condition would not be increased if HTC were maintained within limit. The'

suspension of surveillance for HTC near the end of core life would be based on
a conservative analysis of HTC behavior and operating experience regarding the

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.1 21 S/158 7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-4

)s (continued)

slow manner in which MTC varies over time near the end of core life. The
suspension of surveillance would occur at a time when there is negligible

. chance that the lower MTC limit value would be exceeded. Therefore, the
proposed change in MTC surveillance would involve no increase in either the
probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes deal with the frequency of monitoring a parameter (MTC)
that is an initial condition of accident analyses. The limits on MTC would not
be changed. Changes in surveillance requirement frequer,cy would not lead to
changes in plant or plant system operations or other cc9ditions that could
cause an accident of a new or different type. Thus, the proposed change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

As noted in the evaluation of Criterion 1 above, the proposed changes would not
include any changes in the limits for HTC: therefore, the margins of safety

,

afforded by MTC limits would not be affected. The surveillance limit used to i

(] define the suspension of MTC monitoring would be selected using conservative |V analyses and knowledge of the manner in which MTC varies over core life. j
Therefore, there is little chance that core MTC values could exceed the E0C
limit. The MTC limits are not changed nor are there any changes to accident
analysis assumptions, methodologies, credited protection / mitigation equipment,
or event acceptance criteria. There will be no effect on the manner in which
safety limits or limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there
be any effect on those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of
protection functions. There will be no impact on the overpower limits, DNBR
limits F . F,H, LOCA PCT, peak local power density, or any other margin ofa
safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed changes
associated with NSHC "LS 4" do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

|

[ \
%)

>
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 5g
t 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
\

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed change would make two changes to the Action Statement. First, it would
alter the Action Statement shutdswn requirement time limit from a combination of 15
minutes to restore T,,, to within limits followed by 15 minutes to be in Mode 3, if T.,
could not be restored, to a single 30 minute limit to be in Mode 3 if T,,, were not
within its limit. Second the Action Statement would be revised to require achieving
Mode 2 with k,,, < 1.0 instead of achieving HOT STANDBY if the LCO is not met (refer to
TSTF-26). Regarding the first change, both the current requirement and the ITS
requirement are essentially equivalent in that the plant is now required to shutdown .

and exit the applicability of the specification within 30 minutes after discovering
that a parameter is not within its limits if the parameter is not restored to within
its limits in that 30 minute time period. If the LC0 can be satisfied at any time
during the 30 minute time frame, the plant shutdown can be terminated prior to entry
into Mode 3. Regarding the second change it represents a relaxation in current
Action Statement requirements for plant shutdown and is the subject of this
evaluation.

'

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves

f no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
N accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Cmmission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in -

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

,

significant hazards consideration if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an i
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

1

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
|
\

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant-

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? I

)

O The action of taking the reactor to Mode 2 with k,,, < 1.0 instead of Mode 34

'Q would have no offect on the probability of any accident occurring. T., is an
initial condition assumed in accident analyses, and therefore, if an accident
were to occur while the T., was outside the limits, the consequences of an

CPSESN2 Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.1 23 S/158 7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 5_

( ) (continued)v
accident could be exacerbated. However, placing the reactor in Mode 2 with k,rr
< 1.0 assures that the consequences would be bounded by safety analyses should
an accident occur. Therefore, there would be no increase in the probability or
consequences of a previously evaluated accident as a result of making the
proposed change.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different
accident, because the plant or its systems would not be operated any
differently. The original requirement was to achieve Mode 3 Hot Standby. To
achieve Mode 3, it is necessary to pass through Mode 2 with k,,, < 1.0.
Therefore, there would be no operational changes to contribute to the
possibility of a new accident resulting from the proposed change. Therefore,
this change would not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The margins of safety in question are those in the design basis accident
p analyses that rely on T., as an initial condition. As noted in the evaluation ;

C/ of Criterion 1 above, placing the plant in Mode 2 with k,,, < 1.0 assures that ,

the accidents will not violate the assumptions of the analyses. The minimum )
T., for criticality is not changed nor are there any changes to accident
analysis assumptions, methodologies, credited protection / mitigation equipment,
or event acceptance criteria. There will be no effect on the manner in which
safety limits or limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there
be any effect on those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of
protection functions. There will be no impact on the overpower limits, DNBR
limits Fa. F,H. LOCA PCT, peak local power density, or any other margin of
safety.

I

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
,

1

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed changes
'

associated with NSHC "LS 5" do not involve a significant increase in the probability
', or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new

or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

O
b
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 6~

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
\

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
:4

The proposed change would revise the Surveillance Requirement for verifying that
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature (T,,,) is within limits by changing the
Frequency to once per 12 hours in accordance with industry traveler TSTF 27, Rev. 2.
The current frequency requirements are within 15 minutes prior to achieving reactor
criticality, which is redundant and unnecessary since T,,, must be within its limit
prior to entering the LC0 Applicability, and at least once per 30 minutes when the
reactor is critical and the (T,,, T,,r) Deviation Alarm is not reset. The RCS
temperature is maintained within limit: (1) to assure that the Moderator Temperature
Coefficient is within the limits assumed in the acident analyses. (2) to assure that
the neutron detectors are not adversely affected by neutron attenuation caused by low
coolant temperature, (3) to assure that the reactor coolant system and pressurizer
response to thermal hydraulic transients is as predicted, and (4) to assure that the
reactor vessel temperature is above the nil ductility transition reference
temperature.

The plant design incorporates monitoring of T.,, and provides an alarm, the (T,,,-T,,,)
Deviation Alarm, as T,,, approaches its limit. This alarm condition requires a

O response by the operating staff. Therefore, at any time that T.,, is approaching its
limiting value, the plant operators would receive an alarm and initiate corrective
action.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Cacmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in,

50.91. that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent kould not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an-

accident previously evaluated; or

'

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a sognificant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
a hazards consideration standards:

b '

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the proo' ability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

|
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(O NSHC LS 6
) (continued)

Undel the current TS, the RCS average temperature is required to be
verified within 15 minutes prior to reactor criticality. No additional

!
verification is required during reactor criticality unless the (T,, T,,,)
Deviation Alarm actuated. Therefore, the current specification relies on
the (T,,, T,,,) Deviation Alarm to assure T., is within limits during
reactor operation. The proposed change would introduce a 12 hour
requirement to verify T,,, independent of the (T.,, T,,,) Deviation Alarm.
Therefore, the proposed change would provide additional assurance beyond
the current surveillance requirement that T.,, was within the limits
assumed in accident and transient analyses.

With regard to the requirement to verify temperature within 15 minutes of
achieving reactor criticality, the (T, T,,,) Deviation Alarm will still
provide warning that RCS temperature is not within limit. In addition,
during an approach to criticality, the plant is operated such that rapid
or significant temperature changes in the RCS are avoided. Since the
specification has no CTS 4.0.4 exception. T., must still be within limit
prior to entering the LC0 Applicability, i.e. prior to criticality.

Based on the foregoing discussion, the proposed change would provide
additional assurance that RCS T, would remain within limits assumed in

,

accident analyses during reactor operation. Therefore, the proposed
change would not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deals with the frequency of monitoring a parameter
(RCS temperature) that is an initial condition of accident and transient

,

analyses. Changes in surveillance requirement frequency would not lead
to changes in plant system operations or other conditions that could
cause an accident of a new or different type. Therefore, the proposed
change would not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident.

1

.

,

!

!
l

|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 6

( (continued)

3. Does this chen?:t involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? j

As noted in the evaluation of Criterion 1 above, the main method of
monitoring RCS temperature, during normal plant operation and during
approach to criticality, is via the (T,y-T,,,) Deviation Alarm. This

|situation would not be altered by the proposed changes. However, the :
proposed change would add an additional requirement to verify RCS I

temperature every 12 hours. The minimum T., for criticality is not
changed nor are there any changes to accident analysis assumptions,
methodologies, credited protection / mitigation equipment, or event
acceptance criteria. There will be no effect on the manner in which
safety limits or limiting safety system settings are determined nor will
there be any effect on those plant systems necessary to assure the

,

accomplishment of protection functions. There will be no impact on the
|

overpower limits. DNBR limits, Fo, F H. LOCA PCT, peak local power !
density, or any other margin of safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 6" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

/~N significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c), and accordingly, a noV significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i
.

,

r

O :

i
,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

73 NSHC LS-7

(") 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IHPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed change would specify that the overall core reactivity balance comparison
shall be done every 31 EFPD after burnup exceeds 60 EFPD. This is in accordance with
HUREG 1431, Rev. I and clarifies when the 31 EFPD surveillance should start. The
current SR specifies a frequency of 31 EFPD. The delay in initiating the monthly
surveillance is acceptable because of the slow rate of changes in the core due to fuel
depletion and the presence of other indicators for prompt determination of an anomaly.
As noted in the Bases for ITS 3.1.3, the reactivity balance normalization must be
done within the first 60 EFPDs after each fuel loading. This allows sufficient time
for core conditions to reach steady state, but prevent:; operation for a large fraction
of the fuel cycle without establishing a benchmark for the design calculations.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Cortmission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
;

50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
\

(V) licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no l

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

;

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

!
2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frcm any

accident previously evaluated; or
1

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would represent a change in the frequency of performing a
core reactivity balance during the initial power operation following a startup
following reactor refueling. The current specification requires the SR to be
performed every 31 effective full power days (EFPD). The proposed change would
delay implementing the periodic surveillance until after the initial 60 EFPD

(q)
sufficient time for core parameters to reach steady state, but prevents
after startup. The Bases to ITS 3.1.3 state that the 60 EFPD would allow

operation for a large fraction of the fuel cycle without establishing a
benchmark for the design calculations. A requirement to perform a reactivity

CPSES N Significant flazarJs Consideration - CTS 3N.1 28 5/1587
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

NSHC LS 7 |v (continued) -!
l

balance prior to entering Mode 1 after each refueling would remain in the TS. !
Adopting the proposed change to the surveillance requirements would have a |

negligible effect on the probability or consequences of accidents. The initial '

reactivity balance that is performed prior to Mode 1 operation provides
assurance that the core design is acceptable and initial safe operation would
be assured. During the initial 60 EFPD of operation, other parameters provide

. indication that the core is operating according to design. These indications'

include the Technical Specification requirements for axial flux difference,
quadrant' power tilt ratio, and hot channel factors. This provides a check of j
the core conditions and design calculations and assures that safe operation may !

proceed until the core conditions reach steady state. Core conditions are used
as input assumptions in accident analyses: they do not affect the probability
of occurrence of an accident. While they would affect the consequences of
postulated accidents, the initial reactivity balance and the availability of
other indicators of core performance assure that the impact on accident
consequences would be aegligible. Therefore, the proposed change to core
reactivity surveillance would have an insignificant effect on the probability
or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?<

'OO Core reactivity is used as an initial assumption of accident analyses. The
proposed change to the surveillance of core reactivity would not involve
changes in the operation of plant systems and equipment such that a new
accident could result. The proposed change, therefore, would not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

During the initial 60 EFPD, the margins of safety that depend on core
reactivity would be assured by the initial reactivity balance performed prior
to Mode 1 operation and by the availability of other indicators of core
performance that would alert the operators to an anomaly. There are no changes j
to accident analysis assumptions, methodologies, credited protection / mitigation i

equipment, or event acceptance criteria. There will be no effect on the manner
!

in which safety limits or limiting safety system settings are determined nor
will there be any effect on those plant systems necessary to assure the

'

accomplishment of protection functions. There will be no impact on the
overpower limits DNBR limits. F , F H. LOCA PCT, peak local power density, ora
any other margin of safety.

|
|

1

|&) i
U :

i
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 7- x
) (continued)v

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based upon the preceding information. it has been determined that the proposed changes
associated with NSHC "LS-7" do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore. it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

:

, - . .,

) |
'

s'

|

I

i

-/
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

r NSHC LS 9
k 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION i

FOR .
2

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev.1, the requirement to reduce the high neutron flux
setpoint to s 85% of RATED THERHAL POWER (RTP) would be deleted. This requirnent is
one of the provisions for continued plant operation, at reduced power, with
misaligned rod. Removing this requirement is acceptable because the underlying
safety limits are not of a nature that require immediate shutdown of the plant if they
are exceeded. This is evidenced by the allowance of 72 hours to verify peaking
factors. It is assumed that during this 72 hour period an event will not occur which
will raise the power level and cause a high neutron flux trip at 100% RTP. If a power !

excursion would occur from the 75% RTP Action Statement limit, the initial peaking
factors would not be critical to the analysis; since the analysis is based on the ;

peaking factors at 100% RTP, Therefore, the risk of a reactor trip caused by
adjusting the power range trip setpoints is not justified by the potential i

consequences of failing to reduce the trip setpoints,

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in

O
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Ca7misston may make a final determinatfon. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance

t

with the proposed amendnent would not:
|
,

i
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

{accident previously evaluated; or
1

l

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident previously evaluated; or,

i

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The concern with operation while a rod is misaligned involves potential
reduction in SDH and potential core power distributions that are not consistent
with accident analysis assumptions. While the probability of an accident would

V not be affected by the proposed change, the consequences could potentially be
affected if the accident analysis assumptions were violated. However, the,

remaining actions required for operation in this' condition provide compensatory

' CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.] 31 SMS/97
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

A NSHC LS 9

V (continued)

measures that would assure that, should an accident occur, the consequences
would be acceptable. These additional cctions are verification of SDM,
reduction in reactor power to 75% RTP, development of a power distribution
map, and a reevaluation of affected safety analyses. The verification of SDM
within one hour assures that reactor shutdown can be performed in accordance
with the accident analyses. The power distribution map, required within 72
hours, assures that longer term operation would not violate analysis
assumptions. The reduction in power, required within two hours, assures that
local heat generation rates would not cause core design criteria to be
exceeded. Based on these additional actions, the consequences of an accident
would not be significantly changed as a result of the proposed change.
Therefore, the proposed TS change would not involve any significant increase in
the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would eliminate a requirement to reset the high
neutron flux reactor trip setpoint to a 1cwer value. This would not bve
any affect on the potential accidents that may occur. The setpoint
reduction requirement was commensurate with the requirement to reduce {,,)(V reactor power to 75% RTP. Operating the plant under these conditions |
without a reduced trip setpoint would not result in conditions that could j
cause a new or different type of accident to occur. Therefore. the

|proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different i

kind of accident. |

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The required reduction in reactor power is intended to assure that the
margins of safety in the accident analyses are maintained while

!
operating with a misaligned rod. Also, the other required actions are
intended to assure the assumptions of the safety analyses remain valid.
Eliminating the requirement to reset reactor high power trips would have
negligible adverse affect on the margins of safety, because the reduction

4

in power tends to increase the available margins and because of the low
probability of occurrence of an event that would be terminated by high
neutron flux. The rod operability and alignment limits are not changed j'

nor are there any changes to r:cident analysis assumptions,
methodologies, credited protection / mitigation equipment, or event
acceptance criteria. There will be no effect on the manner in which
safety limits or limiting safety system settings are determined nor will
there be any effect on those plant systems necessary to assure the
accomplishment of protection functions. There will be no impact on the

,

i

()N
overpower limits, DNBR limits. Fa, F H. LOCA PCT, peak local power( density, or any other margin of safety.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ;

i

NSHC LS 9 '

(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
'

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed changes
associated with NSHC "LS-9" do not involve a significant increase in the probability :

or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a ;

significant hazards consideration.

I

!

,

O !

|
|

|
4

I

,

:.

1
.

i
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t
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-10
' ' 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The requirement to maintain RCS T.,2551*F during rod drop testing would be revised to
maintain T.,2500*F. NUREG 1431, Rev.1 allows the tests to be performed at

. temperatures as low as 500*F. Because the RCS coolant is more dense at lower
temperatures, the rod drop time would be greater at the lower temperatures than at the
higher temperatures. In addition, the RCS is borated such that the SDM remains within
its limits at the conditions existing during these tests. Nevertheless, this change,
which allows more flexibility on plant conditions for conducting rod drop testing, is
a relaxation in plant operations under the TS.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

'The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility'

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance

a,\ with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

"

The proposed change involves the temperature at which rod drop testing is
performed. Rod drop time is assumed as an initial condition of accident
analyses that depend on reactor scram to mitigate the event. Performance
of rod drop time tests NDuld haVe no effect on the probability of an
accident: therefore, altering the temperature for testing has no effect
on the probability of an accident. Also, the performance of the test at
lower RCS temperature is more conservative from the standpoint of drop

O time, thus if the rods pass the test at lower temperature, they will be
assured of performing as required at the operating reactor temperatures.
Therefore, the rods will remain operable as assumed in accident analyses.

CPSES No Signijkant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.I 34 5H5/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

|NSHC LS 10fm '

( (continued)-

Therefore, the proposed change would not result in a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of i

accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change involves a change to the temperature at which rod
drop times are measured. This surveillance does not alter system
operations and, therefore, would not create the possibility of a new or
different accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? ;

Operability of the rods would continue to be demonstrated after the
proposed change is implemented. Therefore, the rods would continue to
perform the mitigating functions assumed in the safety analyses. The rod
operability and alignment limits are not changed nor are there any
changes to accident analysis assumptions, methodologies, credited
protection / mitigation equipment, or event acceptance criteria. There
will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or limiting safety
system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on those

0' plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection t

/
functions. There will be no impact on the overpower limits, DNBR limits.

'

F , F H. LOCA PCT peak local power density, or any other margin of
a

safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION ,

!

Based upon the preceding information. it has been determined that the proposed changes
associated with NSHC "LS 10" do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a .

significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration. -

.

A
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 12p
10 CFR S0.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

i

iConsistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1 a 4 hour completion time is specified to verify
rod position after movement of a rod with inoperable indicators more than 24 steps in
one direction. This is justified in the ITS Bases as an acceptable completion time to ;

perform the verification of rod position using the movable incore detectors. The ;

current requirement to perform the verification "immediately" is intended to reflect a
quick starting time. A completion time of 4 hours also would assure a prompt start
time as stated in the ITS Bases; however, since a flux map can be obtained in less i

than 4 hours, the change could represent a relaxation in start time.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves -

!no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

I"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility |
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no :

'

significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
'

with the proposed amendment would not:
,

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or ;

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. " |

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? ]

The proposed change involves performing flux mapping to indirectly
determine the position of rods with inoperable digital position'

indication. The '' tent of the Action Statement that requires a flux map
to be obtained is to assure that the rod positions are known after
significant rod motion has occurred. The difference between an
"immediate" start of a flux map, specified in the current Action, and a
4 hour completion, which is proposed, would mean that the rod position

/7 in the latter case may not be known for a longer period of time. The
U period may even approach two or three hours. However, as noted in the

Bases to ITS 3.1.8, the four hour period for verifying rod position has
been determined to be acceptable on the basis that operation for this

CPSES No Signifkant 11a:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.] 36 5/1S/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 12

[_] (continued)
LJ

time period would not result in undesirable power distributions in the
core that could occur from long term operation with a misaligned rod. It
should be noted that the TS require that the rods also have demand
position indication available. Demand position indication would provide
additional indication of the position of rods, however, at reduced
reliability because demand position is based on signals sent to the rods
not on feedback from the rod. However, demand position will provide
accurate indication unless a rod is stuck in place. The combination of
loss of digital position and one or more sticking rods, and an event that
depends on rod position occurring during the period of time (4 hour
completion) involved is very unlikely. Therefore, based on the
foregoing, the proposed change would not result in a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves the timing of alternative rod position
measurements. No changes to the plant design or operation of plant
systems is proposed. Therefore, this proposed change would not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

,y
() 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The margins of safety for accident analyses that depend on rod position
may be affected by misalignment of rods and by power distributions that
have not been assumed in accident analyses. However, in the case of the
proposed change, the likelihood of the combination of events required to
obtain an actual undetected misalignment is extremely unlikely and the
completion time proposed has been determined to be acceptable from the
standpoint of power distribution. There are no changes to accident
analysis assumptions, methodologies, credited protection / mitigation
equipment, or event acceptance criteria. There will be no effect on the
manner in which safety limits or limiting safety system settings are
determined nor will there be any effect on those plant systems necessary
to assure the accomplishment of protection functions. There will be no
impact on the overpower limits, DNBR limits, Fa. F H. LOCA PCT, peak
local power density, or any other margin of safety.

,

ir

)
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

!

NSHC LS 12 !

O- (continued) -

NO SIGlIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION |

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed changes !
associated with NSHC "LS 12' do not involve a significant increase in the probability [
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new |
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a :
significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the i
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration. :|

:

!

!
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATI01 r

'

NSHC LS 13
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR :
TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE !

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ;

!
!

CTS [3.1.3.1] Actions are revised to delete reference causes of control rod inoperibility ;

due to rod control urgent failure or other electrical problems in the Rod Control System. {
The corresponding improved TS 3.1.4 CONDITION B only address a misaligned rod. NUREG- 1
1431, Rev.1, is based on the position that the OPERABILITY of both shutdown rods and .

control rods is solely contingent upon the rod being able to perform its safety function. .

NUREG 1431 defines the rod safety function as trippability: 1.e., capable of .being |
tripped and tripping within the require time interval (rod drop time). Routine movement i

of control rods is not part of the control rod safety function. This change is !

acceptable since improved TS 3.1.4 clarifies rod CSER*F.'LITY, and focuses the ACTIONS on !

c rod untrippability and rod misalignment. consistent with the intended safety functions
of the control and shutdown rods.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteri set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below- '

\
\ "The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in

50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment wuld not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previrusly evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.''

The proposed change to the Technical Specifications does not anvolve a significant
hazards consideration based on the evaluation of the proposed operation of the plant in
accordance with the following criteria:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

O
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

C]'
/ NSHC LS 13

(Continued)

The proposed change does not involve any hardware changes or impact the ability of the
control rods to perform their safety function. In the event of a rod control urgent
failure alarm or other electrical problem in the Rod Control System, routine contcol
rod movement is impacted. However, routine movement is not part of the safety
function of the control rod. Routine movement may be necessary to assure compliance
with other Reactivity Control and Power Distribution Limit Specifications. In the
event of failure to satisfy one of these other specifications, appropriate
compensatory measures are provided in those specifications. The proposed change also
does not affect the compensatory measures required for a misaligned control rod.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in controlling parameters.
The proposed change will still ensure the control rod safety function is capable of
being performed and the proposed change does not affect the actions provided for a
misaligned control rod. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new orp) different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.(
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The deletion of the condition for control rod inoperability due to rod control urgent
failure or other electrical problems in the Rod Control System is considered
acceptable since in this condition the rods are still capable of performing their
safety function. Additionally, all aspects associated with the inability to move the
control rods are adequately addressed in the actions of the affected Reactivity
Control or Power Distribution Limits TS and the appropriate actions provided for a
misaligned rod. Since the ability of the control rods to perform their safety
function remains unchanged, there is no change in the margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 13" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no'

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c). and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

V]
g
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

p NSHC LS 14

(/ 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The specification Action Statement would be revised to apply to shutdown " banks"
instead of shutdown " rods": this is consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev. 1. The current
Action Statement permits one rod to be inserted beyond the limits; the proposed ITS
CONDITION A would allow one or more banks to be inserted beyond the limit. Permitting
a bank to be inserted beyond the limits would likely involve more than one rod:
therefore, the proposed specification would be less restrictive than the current one.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Connission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendmnt to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideratlon if operation of the fac111ty in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

( 1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
" accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The shutdown rods positioned within insertion limits are a major accident
mitigation system for accidents that require a reactor trip. However,
the shutdown rod position would have no effect on initiating an accident
requiring reactor trip. Thus the proposed changes would have no effect
on the probability of accidents previously evaluated. The consequences
of accidents requiring reactor trip or a rod ejection accident may be
made worse by having a bank of rods inserted beyond the insertion
limits. However, the consequences are not significant because the
proposed TS changes would incorporate a provision to verify SDM or

7(b initiate boration within one hour of detecting the misaligned bank of
rods. Thus, for those events which rely on the shutdown rods providing
SDN. the required SDH would, within a short time, be restored. The
probability that an accident requiring reactor trip would occur during
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

q NSHC :S 14
(j (continued)

the time that it would take to either restore the bank to within limits
or to borate to restore SDH would be extremely small. Therefore, the
proposed change would not result in a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would not involve operating the plant or its systems
in a new or different manner. Therefore, this proposed change would not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

As discussed in the evaluation of Criterion 1 above, the proposed changes
include compensatory measures to be taken if a shutdown bank is i

discovered to be inserted beyond the limits. The purpose of these
measures is to regain the margin in safety analyses that may be lost
because of the reduced worth of the shutdown rods. These measures

,

include a time period for their accomplishment, and, should the time i

requirement not be met, the plant must be shutdown. Therefore, the total l

( ) scope of the proposed change includes mitigating factors to assure safety
'v' margins are met if continued plant operation is planned. The shutdown

rod insertion limits are not changed nor are there any changes to
accident analysis assumptions, methodologies, credited
protection / mitigation equipment, or event acceptance criteria. There
will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or limiting safety
system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on those

l
plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection i

functions. There will be no impact on the overpower limits DNBR limits, !

Fa. f.H. LOCA PCT, peak local power density, or any other margin of
|safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed changes
associated with NSHC "LS 14" do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new

i
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a

|

'

significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the
!

proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

'( \
L.)
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

n NSHC LS 15V 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The requirement for inoperable digital rod position indication is changed from "with a
maximum of one per bank" to "one per group for one or more groups". This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431 Revision 1. However, the change from " bank" to " group"
could potentially result in additional rods with inoperable DRPI because the plant has
15 groups of rods and only nine banks. Entry into this condition for one rod per
group is acceptable because the required actions, if spplied to each nonindicating
rod, provide appropriate compensatory actions. Position verification of the
nonindicating rod within each group within 8 hours is adequate to allow continued full
power operation since this frequent monitoring ensures that the probability of having
a rod significantly out of position and the simultaneous occurrence of an event
sensitive to rod position is small.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Connission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in0 50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendbent wu1d not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

'
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed modification involves actions to be taken if DRPIs are
inoperable. It does not involve changes in operating conditions or
hardware changes that would affect the probability of an accident
occurring. Monitoring rod positions and taking corrective actions are

/] not a precursor to or assumed to be an initiator of any analyzedC accidents.
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 15

(] (continued)
v

The required actions to be taken if DRPIs are inoperable would ensure
that the position of rods are within assumed limits or the reactor would
be shutdown. Therefore, the proposed changes would not result in a
significant increase in the consequences of accidents that rely on rods
being within assumed limits.

'

Therefore, the proposed changes would not result in a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated
accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed modification involves actions to be taken if DRPIs are
inoperable. It does not involve charges in operating cond". ions or
hardware changes that would result in plant transients or ottier
perturbations that may result in an accident occurring. The changes do
not involve a physical alteration or installation of new equipment or
changes to parameters used to operate the plant. Therefore, this
proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident.

) 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change would allow a greater number of rods to have ;

inoperable position indication. However, each of the rods with |

inoperable indication would be subject to alternative monitoring methods )
to assure that its position was within limits. In addition, normal plant
operations do not involve excessive rod movement, and the frequency that
nonindicating rod position is verified ensures that rod position would be
maintained within limits. There are no changes to accident analysis
assumptions, methodologies, credited protection / mitigation equipment, or
event acceptance criteria. There will be no effect on the manner in
which safety limits or limiting safety system settings are determined nor
will there be any effect on those plant systems necessary to assure the
accomplishment of protection functions. There will be no impact on the
overpower limits, DNBR limits, Fo, F H. LOCA PCT, peak local power |

density, or any other margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the foregoing information, it has been determined that the proposed changes
associated with NSHC "LS 15" do not involve a significant increase in the probability

i

or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibilny of a new |
. or different ' kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated or involve a

V) significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the(

proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50,92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.
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{

['') NSHC LS 16
t/ 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Action Statement would be modified to reflect that the requirement to initiate
boration would be within "15 minutes". This change is consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev
1. The specific time replaces the term "imediately". This is meant to clearly
specify a completed action of " initiate". The requirement can be met only if boration
is already taking place at 15 minutes. The time period provides adequate time for the
operator to evaluate, align and start the required systems.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determinatfon, pursuant to the procedures in i

50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

A
Q 1. Involve a significant increase in the probability cr consequences of an

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Jreate the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The followinj evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The accident analysis assumes adequate minimum shutdown margin (SDH) as
an initial assumption. The immediate initiation of boration is an action
used to provide early restoration of minimum SDH. This action can not

,

effect the probability of an accident. The consequences of an accident
could be made worse if the SDH is not assured for a somewhat greater time
period. The time increase provided by this change is however
insignificant due to the low probability of an accident occurring during
this brief time period. Therefore, the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated is not significantly increased.

.

V
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O NSHC LS 16 l

(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluattd?

.

j The purpose of immediate initiation of boration is to assure early
restoration of minimum SDN.. The slight delay in the initiation of -
boration does not alter the manr.er in which any system or process !
functions. The slight increase in the time provided by this revision ;

cannot cause a new or different kind of accident.
i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? I

!
The margin of safety is based upon the initial assumption that the :
minimum SDM is met. This assumption is not affected by the insignificant !

.

-increase in the time to restore minimum SDM. Therefore there is no i

reduction in margin of safety. "

!:

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
!

Based on the foregoing information it has been determined that the proposed changesO associated with NSHC ''LS 16" do not involve a significant increase in the probability
:
-

or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a

'

significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the<
,

proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CTR 50.92(c) and does not involve a L

significant hazards consideration. |

|
:

i

,

b

,

I

!

!
:
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

;

h NSHC LS-17

Q 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

!TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

,

The proposed activity would add required actions if the overall core reactivity
balance was not within ilt ak/k of the predicted values. In the current Technical
Specifications, there are no required actions: thus, LC0 3.0.3 would be entered. LC0
3.0.3 requires that, within 1 hour, actions be initiated te a ice the plant in a
condition in which the LC0 did not apply. Because this pai..eular Surveillance *

+ Requirement is only required in Modes 1 and 2. LC0 3.0.3 would further require that
the plant be placed in HOT STANDBY (Mode 3) within the following 6 hours. The

,

L proposed change, consistent with NUREG 1431. Revision 1, would allow 72 hours to
,

evaluate the Safety Analyses and establish appropriate operating restrictions and/or !

surveillance requirements. If these activities were not completed within the 72 hour
period, then the plant would be placed in Mode 3 within the following 6 hours.

|

The requirement to periodically compare the measured and predicted overall core
'

reactivity balances provides assurance that the analytical predictions upon which the r,

safety analyses are based accurate represent the actual core response. Should an'

anomaly develop between measured and predicted core reactivity, an evaluation of the
core design and safety analysis must be performed. Core corditions are evaluated to

O- determine their consistency with input to design calculations. Measured core and
process parameters are evaluated to determine that they are within the bounds of the
safety analysis, and safety analysis calculational models are reviewed to verify that |
they are adequate for representation of the core conditions. The required Completion '

Time of 72 hours is based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this
period, and allows sufficient time to assess the physical condition of the reactor and
complete any required evaluations of the core design and safety analyses, i

Following evaluations of the measurement, the core design and the safety analysis, the
cause of the reactivity anomaly may be resolved. If it is concluded that the reactor
core is acceptable for continued operation, then the predicted core reactivity balance
may be renormalized and power operation may continue. If operational restriction or
additional SRs are necessary to ensure the reactor core is acceptable for continued
operation, then they must be defined.

The required Completion Time of 72 hours is adequate for preparing whatever operating
restrictions or Surve111ances that may be required to allow continued reactor
operation.

| This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
0ccordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

f 'The Corrmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in'& 50,91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ;

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

CPSESN2 Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.1 47 S/1S/97
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-IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I

NSHC LS 17
(continued),

i

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance :
with the proposed amendnent would not:

,

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequenrn of an
,

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any I
'

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." |

The following evaluation'is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: |

|

1. Does the change iny'olve a significant increase in the probability or !

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
3

.

The proposed change does not involve any new operating activities or hardware
changes; thus, the proposed changes has no effect on the probability of an ,.

'

accident. Although a small effect, the proposed change may slightly reduce the
prubability of an accident by allowing additional time to resolve
discrepancies, and thus avoid an unnecessary plant transient (shutdown).'

Satisfaction of the Surveillance Requirement acceptance criterion provides
assurance that the core related reactivity parameters used in the safety
analyses adequately represent the actual core conditions. During the 72 hour
window following an initial failure of the Surveillance Requirement acceptance
criterion, actions are established which would ensure continued agreement
between the safety analyses and the actual core conditions. tnereby maintaining
the validity of the safety analyses. Therefore, there is no effect on the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

Because the available time is increased from 1 to 72 hours, the probability of
an accident occurring during the timo period when the plant condition is under
review is slightly increased; howevcr, the increase is small and has been
pre"iously found to be acceptable by the NRC staff through the approval of i

NURLG 1431 Revision 1. !

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

Operation for a period of tice with a discrepancy between the measured and |
'predicted core reactivity I'alances is allowed by the current Technical

Specifications: therefore, there is no possibility of a new or different kind
of accident.O

|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-17
(continued)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are
consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for Operation.
Thus, for the purposes of the accident analyses, it assumed that the agreement
between the predicted and measured core reactivity balances is within an
acceptable range. Therefore, there is no change in the accident analyses and
all- relevant event acceptance criteria remain valid. Further, the proposed
change has no affect on any actual or regulated failure point which is
protected by an event acceptance criterion. Because there is no change in any
failure point nor in any event acceptance criteria, there is no reduction in a
margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the foregoing information, it has been determined that the proposed changes
associated with NSHC "LS 17" do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.
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1

O NSHC LS 18

Q) 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
i

FOR l

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The proposed change would decrease the testing frequency at which each rod cluster
control assembly is exercised to demonstrate the ability of the rods to be tripped. ;

Current Technical Specification Surveillance Requirement [4.1.3.1.2] exercises each
rod cluster control assembly at least ten steps to demonstrate the ability of the rods
to be tripped. This surveillance requirement is performed at least once per 31 days.
The decrease in the testing frequency to at least once per 92 days is recommended by ,

Generic Letter 93 05. Item 4.2 " Control Rod Hovement Test." and is consistent with
NUREG 1431. Revision 1.

This change is consistent with [] operating experience since there have been no
occurrences of mechanical binding of rods during this testing. [] The reduction in
frequency will reduce pertabations in the reactor systems and reduce the burden of
testing on Reactor Operators without any adverse effects.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consi6ation. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
J 50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment wu1d not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2, Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." ^

The follNing evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazard", consideration standards:

!.

|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or '

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve any new operating activities or hardware I
changes; thus, the proposed change has no effect on the probability of an !

(] accident.
V

Because the accident analyses are initiated from within the conditions defined
by the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation and these LCOs

CPSESNp Signfficant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.] SO S/2SS 7
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NSHC LS-18

(continued)

are unchanged, the accident analyses are unaffected. This change only
decreases the required frequency of a test for which there have been no
failures.. "e proposed testing frequency is sufficient, based on the ,

|operating L.aory, to ensure that the control rods remain trippable.1

Therefore, the consequences of the accident analyses are unaffected by this
change. ,

|
,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
'

from any accident previously evaluated?

The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed change. |
No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the proposed decrease :

in the surveillance testing frequency.
.:

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are
consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for Operation.
The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is no change in ;

the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria remain valid.
Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or regulated failure

O . point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion. Because there is no
-

\ -change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance criteria, there is no :
'

reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION !
,.

Based on the foregoing information, it has been determined that the proposed changes I
f

associated with NSHC ''LS 18" do not involve a significant increase in the probability !
,

ior consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

|

|
:

.J

,

O
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n NSHC LS 19(,'') 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1 the requirement for having the charging pumps
' inoperable' has been revised to preclude injection into the RCS. This change is
consistent with the cold overpressure analysis requirements. This change results in
the operability statements being revised and allows deletion of the notes which were
in place to specify how the pumps were to be verified ' inoperable'. This change
places no restriction on energization of the pumps as long as injection to the RCS is
precluded. This change is less restrictive on the configuration of the centrifugal
charging pumps but does not result in a less conservative operational position as flow
to the RCS is still precluded.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determinatior, has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Corrmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendenent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

i
p significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance

j

Q with the proposed amendnent kould not:
i

1. Involvca significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or |

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. " |

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: |

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The intent of specifying that the required number of centrifugal charging pumps
be inoperable is to preclude the possibility of injecting flow into the RCS in
excess of that analyzed for the low temperature overpressure protection system.
The method of precluding flow is inconsequential to the probability or
consequences of any previously evaluated accident.

,
,

/
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

q NSHC LS 19Q (continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

|

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not create the

i
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously '

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

i

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed ;

event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged.
Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERHINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with !NSHC "LS 4" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the nof,N significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i

.

O
%.)
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
t

NSHC LS 20 '

/ 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT INPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
'

s

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS<

|

The proposed activity would add additional Required Actions which would be applicable
!to situations where more than one digital rod position indicator (DRPI) per bank is

inoperable, The new Required Actions would avoid unnecessary plant shutdowns per
'Technical Specification 3.0.3 yet maintain consistency with the overall protection

afforded by related specifications. For example, related specifications associated ;

with known control rod misalignments do not invoke compensatory measures as
restrictive as TS 3.0.3. The situat1on addressed by this proposed change is one in !
which some indication is lost: however, contingent upon the absence of known rod
misalignments or other operability concerns, sufficient compensatory actions may be '

taken during the proposed 24 hour allowed outage time (A0T) in order to maintain an,

adequate level of plant safety.
,

4

The plants at Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) and Diablo Canyon each have ;

53 full length rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) arranged in four control banks
and five shutdown banks. With the exception of shutdown banks SC, SD, and SE, each ;

'

bank is divided into two groups. Each group, in turn consists of several RCCAs which
move together. Each RCCA has a position indicator channel which displays the position'

:
'n of the assembly. The indication of RCCA position, in accordance with Regulatory Guide

v 1.97, is a Category 3 variable (i.e., non Class 1E, performance grade). Fully 1

inserted RCCAs are rurther indicated by a rod at bottom signal which actuates a local
alarm and a control room annunciator. Group demand position is also indicated.

RCCAs move in preselected banks, and the banks ar moved in the same preselected
| sequence. In the banks with tow groups, the rods comprising a group operate in

parallel through multiplexing thyristors. The two groups in these banks move'

sequentially such that the first group is within one step of the second group in the
bank. A defined schedule of actuation (and de actuation) of the stationary gripper,

'

movable gripper, and lift coil: of a mechanism is required to withdraw the RCCA
attached to the mechanism. |

Two separate systems are provided to sense and display control rod positions as
described below: j

a: Digital rod position indication system
.

The digital rod position indication (DRPI) system measures the t.ctual position
of each control rod, using a detector which consists of discrete coils mounted
concentrically with the rod drive pressure housing. The coils are located-

,

axially along the pressure housing and magnetically sense the entry and |;

presence of the rod drive shaft through its centerline. For each detector,
the coils are interlaced into tow data channels, and are connected to thee

( containment electronics (Data A 'and B) by separate multiconductor cables. By
employing two separate channels of information, the DRPI system can continue to ;

function (at reduced accuracy) when one channel fails. Multiplexing is used to

$PSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3H.1 $4 S/lS/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

k' NSHC LS 20

(continued)
,

transmit the digital position signals from the containment electronics to the
control board display unit.

,

The control board display unit contains a column of light emitting diodes
(LEDs) for each rod. At any given time, the one LED illuminated in each column
show the position for that particular rod. Each rod the control banks has its
position displayed to i 4 steps throughout its range of travel from rod bottom
to 228 steps. Since shutdown rods are always fully withdrawn with the plant at >

power, their position is displayed to 4 steps only from rod bottom to 18
steps and from 210 steps to 228 steps. All intermediate positions fro the '

shutdown rods are represented by a single " transition" LED.

Included in the system is a rod at bottom signal for each rod that operates a
local alarm. Also, a control room annunciator is actuated when any shutdown
rod or control bank A rod is at bottom.

"

b. Demand Position System

The demand position system counts pulses generated in the rod drive control
system to provide a digital readout of the demanded bank position.

The demand position and DRPI systems are separate systems as a result of operations
]

requirements (i.e., no safety criteria were involved in the separation), operating '

'

procedures required the reactor operator to compare the demand and indicated (actual)
readings from the DRPI system so as to verify operation af the Rod Control System.

The proposed Required Action has an allowed outage time of 24 hours as well as !
compensatory actions to use the movable incore detectors to ascertain rod position, to
monitor and record Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature, to place rod control in
the manual mode, and to limit rod motion to the extent possible via the use of other
reactivity control mechanisms such as boration and dilution. The 24 hour A0T provides |sufficient time to troubleshoot and restore the DRPI system to operation while !

avoiding the plant challenges associated with an unnecessary shutdown. Monitoring and |
recording RCS temperature would allow early detection of mispositioned dropped rods. |
Overall plant safety would be enhanced by m?lntaining steady state operation, as
compared with the large rod movements, and potential challenges, required during an
unnecessary shutdown in conjunction with the loss of DRPI. The proposed Required
Action is consistent with the overall protection afforded by the related

'

Specifications. in that acceptable power distribution limits are maintained, the
minimum SHLlTDOWN MARGIN is maintained, and the potential effects of rod misalignment
on associated accident analyses are limited. A separate condition entry allowance is
permitted for each inoperable rod position indicator per group and each demand
position indicator per bank,

'nv
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
>

:
A NSHC LS 20 :

(continued) |
i

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
. no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in

;: accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: '

"The Cocmisston may make a final determinatfon. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

,
i significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance ~

with the proposed amendment would not.

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reductton in a margin af safety. " I

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant '

hazards consideration standards:

A
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or

i
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? ;

Because no design changes are involved with this proposed change, the impact on
the plant safety analysis design basis would involve a reactivity transient 1

,

induced by operator error associated with the loss of position indications, i

The analysis results for the events in FSAR Sections 15.4.1 15.4.3 are not )dependent upon operations acts of omission or commission. The assumed
reactivity insertion rates are based on conservative, worst case scenarios
independent of whether they are due to equipment malfunction or human error.
Loss of RCCA position indication would not affect the assumed reactivity
insertion rates. Further, the protection systems assumed in the analyses of
these events are unaffected by the proposed change.

The worst case reactivity transient of this nature, the withdrawal of a single
3

RCCA, has been analyzed in FSAR Section 15.4.3 assuming that the operators '

ignore RCCA position indication. Whether indication is lost, as is the case
covered by the proposed Action Statement, or disregarded, does not change the
method of analysis or the results of the analysis.

Furthermore, because the accident analyses are initiated from within the
conditions defined by the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for

D Operation and these LCOs are unchanged, the accident analyses are unaffected.O Therefore, the consequences of the accident analyses are unaffected by this
change.

CPSES N2 Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3H.1 56 215M7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O NSHC LS-20h (continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed change.
No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the proposed change.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are
consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for Operation.
The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is no change in '

the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria remain valid. !

Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or regulated failure
point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion. Because there is no
change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance criteria, there is no
reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

l

Based on the foregoing information, it has been determined that the proposed changes ;

_ associated with NSHC "LS 20" do not involve a significant increase in the probability )
( )' or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new !

or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve av

significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

,

LJ
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

m NSHC LS 21

d ,

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
'

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE !

REQUIREMEWS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS '
I

i

The proposed change would revise the shutdown requirement for control rod banks not
,

within limits from "Be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours" to "Be in at least HOT l
STANDBY within the next 6 hours". This change would provide additional time to place

,

the plant in MODE 3 because the 6 hour limit would not commence until after the time
periods allowed for completing other actions, such as restoring the control bank I

position within 2 hours. The current TS require the 6 hour period to commence at the :

time the LCO is not met. The proposed change is in accordance with NUREG 1431,
;

Revision 1. '

:

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves I
no significant hazards consider 6 tion. This determination has been performed in !

.accordance with the criteria set fo-th in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: i

"The Cortrnission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that s proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility I

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance

0 with the proposed amendnent would not: -

,

V '

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

accident previously evaluated; or
|

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn arty ;

accident previously evaluated; or ;

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant I
hazards consideration standards:

;

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or I
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? |

The control rod insertion LCO is intended to assure that the control rods |
'

are in position to mitigate accidents or transients that depend on a '

reactor trip and that reactor power distribution is in accordance with
the assumptions used in accident analyses. If control rods are outside
of specified limits, the plant should be placed in a MODE for which the '

LC0 is not applicable, i.e. MODE 3. As noted in the Bases of i

NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, eight hours is a reasonable time, based on operating ,'
experience, for reaching the required MODE from full power conditions, in ;

an orderly manner without challenging plant Jystems.s
*

!

!,

lTPSES No Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.1 $8 $/1587
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

,o NSHC LS 21 1

() (continued)

The proposed shutdown requirement completion time change would result in
an extension of time to achieve MODE 3 from 6 hours (per current TS) to a
mcximum of 8 hours (2 hours to attempt to complete other mitigating
actions followed by 6 hours to achieve MODE 3). The proposed change
would not change the plant design or operations such that an accident or
transient could be initiated. By allowing a shutdown time based on
operating experience, the change would reduce the chances of an operator
error or challenge to plant systems that could result from the more
restrictive requirements in the current TS. Thus, the change would have
no adverse effect on the probability of occurrence of an accident.

The proposed change would not affect the method of operation of plant
systems and involves only the time .equirement to achieve a reactor
shutdown when the control rods are not within limits. The probability
that an accident would occur during the 2 hour time extension allowed by
the proposed change would be extremely small. Also, during the 2 hour
period, the other required actions are being performed. These include
returning control rods to within limits, restoration or SHUTDOWN MARGIN
as necessary, and reduction in reactor power. Therefore, as time in the
action statement passes, the plant is being brought closer to conditions i

for which the accident assumptions are valid. Thus, the proposed change 1

() would have a negligible effect on the consequences of accidents
V previously analyzed.

Therefore, the proposed change would not result in a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

l

Operation in accordance with the proposed change would not introduce any i

new failure modes for plant systems and componenets. Only the duration
of operation in the action statement is affected. The procedures for
operating plant equipment and the configuration of plant equipment are
not affected. Therefore, this proposed change would not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The margins of safety involved with this proposed change are those
associated with accidents that rely on control rod position to assure
reactor trip effectiveness and to assure power distribution limits are
maintained. When the rod position is not within limits, the LC0
initiates the corrective action to restore the margins by specifying |

mitigating actions. While the margins of safety may be affected byp) failure to meet the LCO, the additional two hours to achieve MODE 3(
' ' ' '

allowed by the proposed change has no effect cn them. The control rod i
insertion limits are not changed nor are there any chc.nges to accident I

?PSES No Significant fla:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.] $9 S/1S/97
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICNfT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

, NSHC LS 21 ij (continued) |

,

analysis assumptions, methodologies, credited protection / mitigation
equipment, or event acceptance criteria. There will be no effect on the
manner in which safety limits or limiting safety system settings are
determined nor will there be any effect on those plant systems necessary
to assure the accomplishment of protection functions. There will be no
impact on the overpower limits, DNBR limits. F , F,H, LOCA PCT, peako :
local power density, or any other margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 21" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c), and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,--

x_.

,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

/' NSHC LS 22( 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The current SR requiring shutdown rod insertion to be verified within 15 minutes prior
to withdrawing control rods during approaches to criticality would be deleted. This
requirement has essentially been incorporated into the ITS LC0 3.1.5 Applicability
which would require that the shudown banks meet the LC0 when in MODE 2 with any
control bank not fully inserted. The requirement to perform this check prior to
entering the LCO Applicability is covered in plant startup procedures which require
the operator to closely monitor rod position.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Corrmission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

O
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated; or

2, Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. . Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant incrcase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Under the current TS, shutdown rod insertion is required to be verified within
limit (withdrawn to at least [222] steps) within 15 minutes prior to control
rod withdrawal. Since the specification has no CTS 4.0.4 exception, shutdown
rod insertion must be within limit prior to entering the LCO Applicability.
The current SR requires an arbitrary estimate of when the plant is 15 minutes
away from control rod withdrawal. This has no basis from the accident
analyses, which are satisfied as long as the shutdown rods satisfy their
insertion limit prior to control rod withdrawal.

V Based on the foregoing discussion, the proposed change would not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of a previously
evaluated accident.

ZPSESN2 Significant flazards Consideration - CTS 3M.1 61 5/ISn7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

-

NSHC LS 22

..
(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change will not impact plant system operations or other conditions that
could cause an accident of a new or different type. . Therefore, the proposed
change would not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?.

The shutdown rod insertion limit is not changed nor are there are changes to
accident analysis assumptions, methodologies, credited protection / mitigation
equipment, or event acceptance criteria. There will be no effect on the manner
in which safety limits or limiting safety system settings are determined nor
will there be any effect on those plant systems necessary to assure the
accomplishment of protection functions. There will be no impact on the
overpower limits, DNBR limits, F , FaH. LOCA PCT, peak local power density, oro
any other margin of safety.

,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with

O> NSHC "LS 22" resulting from the conversion. to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c), and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

O)
(~
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V. RECURRING TECHNICAL NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS j
J

TR 2
D 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION~d FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE |

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS,

lThis change in accordance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, removes the requirement for a
JJ special report to be generated and submitted to the NRC. Reporting to the NRC will

'
done comensurate with the reporting requirements of 10CFR 50.72 and 50.73.;

i
'This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves

no significant hatards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Co7 mission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in |
50.91. - that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility i
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no '

significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

,

4

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an.

*

accident preyiously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any |
,

n accident previously evaluated; or i
,

t
i

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
1

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant I

hazards consideration standards:
.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

1

This change is purely an administrative reporting change and cannot affect any
accident probability or consequences.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident !
from an'/ accident previously evaluated? |

This c',1ange is purely an administrative reporting change and cannot create any
new r,ccident or affect any accident previously evaluated..

2 3. Coes this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

This change is purely an administrative reporting change and does not affect
any margin of safety.

r3

U
!:

l
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V. RECURRING TECHNICAL NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

.

'TR-2"
(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the foregoing information it has been determined that the proposed changes
associated with NSHC "TP,2" do not involve a significant 1ncrease in the probability

, .

or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore it is concluded that the
proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

!
,

,

9

1

;

.

I

i
i

!
i

!
t

i

i
)

i
|

l

1

O !
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V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
,

NSHC TR 3 !
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION i

FOR

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
.

,

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision is to remove reference to specific post maintenance tests {
from the current TS . Post maintenance testing programs are controlled via plant
administrative procedures in accordance with Licensee Controlled Document (ITS |Section 5.4.1, Final Safety Analysis . Report and Operating Quality Assurance Program)
commitments to NRC Regulatory Guide 1,33, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Operation)" and ANS 3,2 ANSI NIB.7. " Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance

;

for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants". Specific post maintenance testing ;
requirements are contingent on the type and scope of maintenance actually performed as

|
well as the availability and viability of test equipment, techniques, etc. Removal of

|specific testing requirements from the current TS and reliance on normal post- j
maintenance testing programs addressed by Licensee Controlled Documents allow

,

flexibility to modify testing to address the circumstances of the maintenance
|

performed while still assuring Operability of equipment returned to service, '

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves,
,

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
*

'

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:
|

"The Commission may make a final determipation, pursuant to 7ine procedures in 50.91,:
d that a proposed amendment to an operatinklicense for a facility licensed under 50.21.

(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant hazards consideration,
if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
{.

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?-

!

This is an administrative change which removes specific post maintenance test
requirements from the current TS. The testing, or equivalent testing, to

|

O
1

..
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i

IV. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS :
4 t

i

NSHC 1R 3

(continued)
'

;

assure equipment operability prior to return to service would still be done as j
required by normal plant maintenance retest programs. Therefore, this change i

would not result in any Increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

>

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of '

accident from any accident previously evaluated?:
!

This Is an administrative change and does not create a new or different
kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? :

This change is an administrative change and does not affect any margin of
,

safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with i

NSHC "TR 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no !O significant hazards consideration finding is justified.significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no!

|

t

!

.

i
!
;

I
.

!

i
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS

Applicable Ind ustry Traveler Information (1 Page)
sr

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page)

Mark-up:

SPECIFICATION PAGE

3.1.1..........................................................................3.1-1
3.1.2............................................................................3.1-2
3.1.3..............................................................................3.1-4
3.1.4..............................................................................3.1-8

( 3.1.5..............................................................................3.1-13
'

3.1.6............................................................................3.1-15
3.1.7..........-...............................................................3.1-18
3.1.8..........................................................................3.1-21

Methodology (2 Pages)

>
<

|
!
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4

l
4
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|
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Ir.dustry Travelcrs Applicable to Section 3.1

|

TRAVELER # STATUS DIFFERENCE # COMMENTS

TSTF-9, Incorporated 3.1 1 NRC approved. ,

:4 Revision 1

TSTF 10. Not incorporated NA NRC rejected. ,

Revision 1

TSTF 11, Not incorporated .NA NRC rejected.
,

Revision 1 .

,

TSTF 12 Incorporated 3.1 15 NRC approved. ITS .

Revision 1 Special Test Exception' !

3.1.10 is retained and ;

re numbered as 3.1.8, _:

consistent with this !

traveler and TSTF 136.
,
,

TSTF 13 Incorporated 3.1-4 NRC approved. ;

. Revision 1
.

TSTF 14 Incorporated 3.1 13 NRC approved with H0DE 2

Revision 3 retained in ITS 3.1.8
IApplicability.

TSTF 15, Incorporated NA Not yet approved
Revision 1 generically.

TSTF 89 Incorporated 3.1 8 NRC approved.

TSTF 107 Incorporated 3.1 6 NRC requested changes. [

TSTF 108 Not incorporated NA NRC has initially :

rejected.

TSTF 110. Incorporated 3.1 10 TSTF to enhance 1

Revision 1 traveler justification'

per NRC comments. '

|TSTF 136 Incorporated 3.1 9

TSTF 141 Not incorporated NA Disagree with change;
traveler issued after i

cut off date. |,

TSTF 142 Not incorporated NA Traveler issued after
cut-off date. ;

i-

WOG 73 Incorporated 3.1 7 |

WOG 105 Incorporated 3.1 16

i

'

O
:
,

!
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|

(

NUREG 1431 SPECIFICATIONS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE

fSoecification # Soecification Title Coments
'

3.1.2 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) - Incorporated into ITS 3.1.1 per
T , s 200*F TSTF-136. |

,

3.1.9 PHYSICS TESTS This specification was deleted and
j-

| Exceptions MODE 1 ITS 3.1.10 was relabeled to be t

3.1.8 per TSTF-12 Revision 1 and
'

2

TSTF 136.

3.1.11 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDH) - This specif1 ation was deleted per
'

;

Test Exceptions TSTF 12 Revision 1.
. !

'
..

1

O :

|
>

;

e

|

\

t

.1,

.1
1

I

I

O
-

;

I
!

. . .
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i

SDM - T* : 200*r i
3.1-9 |3.1.1

>

,~ .
,

t''
-

!3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS _

93.1-9-
~3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-T, : 200 7

!

'3 1-1-
LCO.3.1.1 SDM shall be 2 [1.0:ek/k.

M$lil!EthE11R1_tsIpDMded;1pitMTelg ;

;

P

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 2 with k,,, < 1.0,
MODES 3, 4. g 8 3.1-9'

. . .v_.=.wa_n nu_r=.r.=wer-N.O_TE:.=._= h- - .r.__=- - . . ==_=_T7- - -

_m .
--

'

' Wh1]EtMEl&lElpotwtm$tD1LtEt90E52rKK6Mingperg1Ltedl 3.1-18
gLp 4D"FinDXGiFBkTGD8ER**R~E1M=,,, :'?~===TTrsit-4; -97Kw|5

ACTIONS
,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
:

1

/T A. SDH not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to 15 minutes :

.Q restore SDM to within |
limit.

,

i

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

fSURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR' 3.1.1.1 Verify SDM 43 2 [1.03%ok/k.tq"beMth_id 24 hours 3.1-l ' ;

UlE13U

e
.

t

I
i

i

;, m :
/ )%_/

'
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Core R: activity 3.1-9
3-1-3 E li2

/_, )
\s/ 3.1 PIACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B-1-3 3D.3 Core Reactivity

,' LCO S-1-3 3J12 The measured core reactivity shall be within i 1% ak/k of
predicted values.

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Heasured core reactivity A.1 Re evaluate core design and 72 hours

not within limit. safety analysis, and
determine that the reactor
core is acceptable for

,. ~S continued operation.'

L. .)
,

A.2 Establish appropriate 72 hours
operating restrictions and
SRs.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours <

associated Completion
Time not met.

,

l

1

|

|
,

|

(~
t's)

i
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Core Reactivity 3.1-9
3:4:3 3J.U 2

g)'K SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.3.1 - --- --NOTE --- -- - -- -- -

3.1-2-
33"2,3 The predicted reactivity values mey ghall, be

adjusted (normalized) to correspond to the
measured core reactivity prior to exceeding a
fuel burnup of 60 effective full power days
(EFPD) after each fuel loading.
...........................................

Verify measured core reactivity is within Once prior to
i 1% ak/k of predicted values. entering H0DE 1

after each
refueling

'

MQ

..... NOTE - -

Only required
after 60 EFPD(x

t] ...............

I

31 EFPD I

thereafter

!

O
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MTC :'

0-1-4 3113 3.1-9

,

,,r.

i 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3-h4 $113 Hoderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)
f

.
.

!

LCO B-h4 333 - The MTC shall be maintained within the limits specified in the
COLR. The maximum upper limit shall be s ok/k'I et het Icr; ,

wthatllgjffedifEEigute] 3.1.413M31. .B-PS- 4

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 1 and H00E 2 with k,,, 21.0 for the upper MTC limit.
MODES 1. 2 and 3 for the lower MTC limit.

ACTIONS
,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME :

3

A. HTC not within upper A.1 Establish administrative 24 hours

limit. withdrawal limits for ,

control banks to maintain |'

MTC within limit.
O,, ) ,

!

!
'

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 2 with k,,, < 1.0. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not i

met.

C. MTC not within lower C.1 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours j
limit.

:

|

I.

1

I

i

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-4 5/15/97
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-- _ - . . . -

1

|
.

HTC .

6-h41:1!3 -3.1-9

O
( SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE0'JENCY |

SR 3.1.4.1 Verify MTC is within upper limit. Once prior to
3]M33 entering MODE 1

,

after each '

refueling .

r
.

:
,

en , ,,, u _ _ , , . . mr , _ . .u u _ enn ___ r.._.._2,,___ ,,_u um, r
dvT &.AeY.& vel iTJ IIIu 5J sv5 b4IIII vvv yytti sua v 5 g 3 s WIIwh i IIII i b swI6

specified ir, the COLR. "ct requited-te '

be perfor.Ted
tmtti

-, _ ,,_ _ m .._ , . . , ,
t LaIUwb4WE sul I

'

p;W;r days
/eren, ., __

\ 63 5 W/ WE LE3 6

reaching the
3.1-4equivaler,t of

en equilibriu;;;
RT" eli rods cut'

/AnAg L_____
gruw / WVA Vis

cor,cer.tration of
,nn ___

WVW yyIII

,

;

Once c;ch cycle
i

.I

l

I

1

i

)

.

i
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HTC

S-4-4313 3.1-9

O suavetu^"ce acouiae"e"Ts <c "t4""ed)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !

.!

SR 3.1.4.3 - - - - - - - - NOTES - - - - NOT |
MM3jg %;t required to*

M ll!!$3rSitlEB!ItCl10Reff9DBediDDt11 h peiforad
ZLetladitelfullig owefday_s11ELPDEa[teg =til 7 En"0
teacMM3he eg1plentioD!cew111brita efter reechirs '

BTPlallLtods~outHAR.0Xboron the equi alent
goncenJt4tionM1100Zppe of-en 3'1-4 '

equilibri=

4-2] If the MTC is more negative than the "T" !"0 borcr.
300 ppm Surveillance limit (not LC0 cereentration of
limit) specified in the COLR, SR 3-1-4-3 300 pp '

M E3 3 shall be repeated once per - - - - -

14 EFPD during the remainder of the fuel ;
,

cycle,
i

E-M SR 3.1.4.313)_113J2 need not be repeated 3.1-9-
if the HTC measured at the equivalent of
equilibrium RTP ARO boron concentration, .

p of s 60 ppm is less negative than the '

\ 60 ppm Surveillance limit specified in ,

the COLR.
...........................................

Verify MTC is within lower limit. Once each cycle |

t

|

F

,

|

,

i

I.

i

P

r

;

%) ,

'CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-6 $/15M7
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.

4

'

MTC

&+43Ji@ 3.1-9-'
'

'
: ,-
i
i '

'

;

,

1

9

10.9

C<

'

) .0.8 ,

2 I L
j UN4CCEPTjBLE

E2 0.7 BPERATfo r
-
'w

a
C 0.6- ,

u
:
y 0.5

. ,n o
as
s 0.4
5
: I

n P ABM \E 0.3
s 3PERAT1 0N ,

0
50.2

T-

:
<>

3 0.1 --
E i

i

!

* |
0 10 20 3') 40 80 60 70 80 90 100

Percent RTP
.

Figure 3.1.3 1 (page 1 of 1)
Moderator Temperature Coefficient vs. Power Level

h
, U

i
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i
)

Rod Group Alignment.Li.its
' i

;

3.1.5 3 ]].3 3.1-9
'

J

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS |

hh5-ETP[ Rod Group Alignment Limits :

LC0 hh5-1314 All shutdown and control rods shall be OPERABLE. with ell 3.1-5 d
:

3.1-6' '

g

14ndividual indicated rod positions 'fialllts within 12 steps of ts
their group step counter demand position.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.
I

ACTIONS'
i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i

A. One or more rod (s) A.1.1 Verify SDH is I hour 3.141; ,

ur,trippeble.lgopelrble) 2 [1.5]t d/k&be -3.1-6
O li!itMpitjlelUnitj

proyldedlinit_he;COLBJ'

#

A.1.2 Initiate boration to I hour i

restore SDH to within ;

limit. j

AND
;

A.2 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours i

!
,

.

l

i

>

e

i

i

f%j
v

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG 1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-8 5/]St97
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
3.1.53112 3.1-9

(J"
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One rod not within B.1 Restore rod to within 1 hour

alignment limits. alignment limits.

E

B.2.1.1 Verify SDM +s I hour
3.1-1 ;

2 [1.C]% ok/k.tdibe
uth1Et_hejlisit5
pt9yltled"1Xthelq0LR1

@ (continued) -,

O

.

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.1 3.1-9 37]$,97
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
0.1.5 3213 3.1-9

CONDITIDH REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) 8.2.1.2 Initiate boration to I hour ,

restore SDM to within
limit.

M^

t

B.2.2 Reduce THERHAL POWER to 2 hours

s 75% RTP.

M

B.P.3 Verify SDM-ts Once per

[1.5]t ok/k.tolbe 12 hours -3.1-1
c

withinthe31mits.:
proy.idedljg_thelCOLBJ

,

M

B.2.4 PerformSR3.2.1.11 add 72 hours 3.1-16 |

SRlE2ElIE. !
,

M
72 hours

B.2.5 Perform SR 3.2.2.1.

iS '

5 days

B.2.6 Re evaluate safety
analyses and confirm

2

results remain valid
for duration of'

operation under these
conditions.

.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in H0DE 3, 6 hours

associated Completion
Time of Condition B not
met.

O
CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-10 StJS$7 |
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|
Rod Grota 'ignment Limits

3.1.531713 3.1-9 .

f CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. More than one rod not 0.1.1 Verify SDfHe 1 hour
3.1-1[1.0]t ek/k.j;o'.)gwithin alignment limit. 2

!!1thinW'31mitti
prcyldedW3MLCOLB2

;

IE

D.1.2 Initiate boration to I hour
restore required SDM to
within limit.

AND

D.2 8e in MODE 3. 6 hours i

:

!
J

|
<

:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.5.1 Verify individual rod positions within 12 hours

agi!3 alignment limit.
AND 3.1-10- 1

J

Once witMfi
4 hour; and
every 4 hours
there:fter when
the red position
m. a . u __

2,,~1, . . r m! *1. ._.!
'

,

inopcrable
.

SR 3.1.5.2 Verify rod freedom of movement (trippability) 92 days !

3]I~,3]g by moving each rod not fully inserted in the |

core 210 steps in either direction.

.t3
\.j

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.1 3.1-11 S/158 7
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i

Rod Group Alignment Limits |

0.1.53_43 - 3.1-9 ;

I
:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
FREQUENCY !

SURVEILLANCE
;

Prior to |

SR 3.1.5.3 Verify rod drop time of each rod, from the
reactor B-PS

E1I(3 fully withdrawn position, is s 33 criticality !
fe:03 seconds from the beginning of decay of !after eachstationary gripper coil voltage to dashpot

removal of the :
entry, with: reactor head

|
a. T.,,a 500*F: and

:

b. All reactor coolant pumps operating.
!

T

4

>.

J

O j
'

,

i

i

;
'

s=

i

!
b

i

;

!-

,

i

;f
O :

i

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 2.1-12 S/15197 j
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' Shutdown Bank Ins *_rtion Linits
3.1.53j.11@ 3.1-9'

&

/^\
3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

,
,

V
3-h6-73.Y) Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits i

Each shutdown bank shall be within insertion limits specified/~ LCO Srh6-311;j
in the COLR.

.

APPLICABILITY: 'H0DE 1.MODE 2 with any control bank not fully inserted.

............................N0TE- -- -- --- -

-3.1-9
This LCO is not applicable while performing SR 3.1.5.23Ed;2.
............................................................

:

ACTIONS |

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i

,

:

A. One or more shutdown A.1.1 Verify SDH-ts 1 hour
_ 3.1-1

,

O- banks not within limits.
[1.5] ok/k-t'olgc

fd.thlnithelimiM
pr911ded2ingt_he;COLRJ

DB
i

A.1.2 Initiate boration to I hour
restore SDH to within
limit.

AND
!
J

A.2 Restore shutdown banks to 2 hours

within limits.

.

6 hours
B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3.

associated Completion ;

Time not met.

i

m
'.

S/15n73.1-13CPSESMark.up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1
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E

!

Shutdown Bank Ins:rtion Lisits
2 .;

O.1.5 3_F).*ih 3.1-F f.
'

'

!

:

!
!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY.

..

'

' SURVEILLANCE
,.

:

'SR Srh4b4 Verify each shutdown bank is within'the limits ~ 12 hours !. ''
'

l

- ;Q"g . specified in the COLR..,

'!
. ,

i !
t
!.

;

i 8

.,
i

t

*
,

I
J

>

b

:.

'|
| 1

;

)- 5

i

f
,

e

\
,

@

t
,

e

:

;,

i*

: . !,
4-

!
*

- :

*
e

i

!
1 :

,

!
,

I

i
'

,. ,
f

.

i'

:

3.1-14 $/1587 j
' j;-;; CPSESMark-sqr ofNUREG-14.11 - ITS3.1
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!

'

Control Bank Insertion Linits
3.1.7 JJXQ 3.1-9

,- :iy
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS ;sy 3.1

t
,

3.1.7 3JJi Control Bank Insertion Limits t

LCO 3.1.7.3X6 Control banks shall be within the insertion, sequence, and overlap ;
;

limits specified in the COLR.
t

APPLICABILITY: N0DE 1.
H00E 2 with k,,,2 1.0.

|

............................N0TE - - -- -- - -- - ,

This LC0 is not applicable while performing SR 3.1.5.23112;2 'l3.1-9
............................................................ 5

'

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

r

- [ A. Control bank insertion A.1.1 Verify SCri is [1.5] 1 hour
3:1-1-

limits not met. 1.0t ek/k.tolbe)1thig
the21mitsTptoJL1_de.pjj
tKCOLBZ

,

DB

A.1.2 Initiate boration to I hour
restore SOM to within
limit.

|

AND
;

A.2 Restore control bank (s) to 2 hours

within limits.
;

(continued)., ,

1
:

|
!

|>

.
.

4 A._)

CPSES Mark.up ofNUREG-1431 ~ - ITS 3.1 3.1-15 5/]S/97
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!

| Control Bank Instrtion Linits
!

3.1.73J119 -3.1-9 |
| :

'

', CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

:

B. Control bank sequence or B.1.1 Verify SDH 4s I hour
-

,

overlap limits not met. 2 [1.C]%ok/k.yOj! _3.1-1
'

littlL1Bithe31811tJ
prolidM1GhelCULU

,

DE
.

I
etr t th n

flimit.
!

AND r

i
B.2 Restore control bank 2 hours

sequence and overlap to <

within limits. ;

!

:

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours

O associated Completion

(_) Time not met.
,

,

Y

i
\

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.7.1 Verify estimated critical control bank position Within 4 hours ,

!

N1763 is within the limits specified in the COLR. prior to
achieving
criticality

(continued) !

-,O i

..

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-16 HIS,87 |

!

!
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
3.1.7 31116 3.1-9-

Il t

v
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.7.2 Verify each control bank insertion is within 12 hours -

3;11612 the limits specified in the COLR.
8 Hit 3.1-10

'

Once within t

4 Pears ord !

every 4 teurs |
thereafter when .

Ithe red
insertion limit '

senitor is
ireproble

,

;

SR 3.1.7.3 Verify sequence and overlap limits specified in 12 hours |
$Z1;;f;] the COLR are met for control banks not fully -|

'

withdrawn from the core.

O i
V i

,

.

!

!

:
.

r

,

'

l

4

4

,

I

(
i
,

!

,

6

4

,

CPSESMark-p ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-17 5/1537
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Rod Position Indication
3.1.0 E12 ~3.1-9

>,

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

Grhe-337Z Rod Position Indication

LCO Srh8-E)]2 The fDigigl1 Rod Position Indication (EQ}RPI) System and the 'B-PS
Demand Position Indication System shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICA8ILITY: -MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

..................................... NOTE - - - -- -- - ---- ---- -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable rod position indicator per 3.1-7-
group and each demand position indicator per bank.
..............................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

O
A. One ED}RPI per group A.1 Verify the position of the Once per 8 hours B-PS-

inoperable for one or rods with inoperable 3.1-12
more groups, position indicators

indirectly by using movable
incore detectors.

2

A.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 8 hours
s 50% RTP.

.

..
,

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-18 S/lSA7
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!

)

Rod Position Indication
0.1.0 KilZ '3.1-9- |

. Q i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME-

'

82 ttorle thaQg|t1DRPJ1pej BJ1 Vg.tifftMpstition!otthe - OgeM8Jinjgj
otouplimpetale; tgtontt!Cinoperatt1J .

Roa111eltMicators 3.1-7-
'

iWitect1rbasis3ov.able >3.1-12
incateIdetectors2 ,

' E
'

B2 Res_toryli.noperable:ppsition 24.,Murs
'

Lndicatotsito102ERABLE-

rat #D#cEthaEa3ND(1em i

(Coge20RPIlpet[gtoup]15
inopetab_le]

!

>

ED |
BC. One or more rods with Bg.1 Verify the position of 4 hours

inoperable positten the rods with B-

"O ffdeatersDRRIs;have inoperable position 3.1-17:
! been moved in excess of indicators indjrectly ,. 3.1 - 12 -

24 steps in one by using movable incore ,

direction since the last detectors. ;
determination of the |'

'

rod's position. QB
8 hours !

'

BC.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to !

s 50% RTP.

:

',

.

f

a |
CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-19 5/1537 ,
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Rod Position Indication
3.1.03111Z 3.1-9

,. m

( )
V

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

GO. One demand position 60.1.1 Verify by Once per 8 hours
EDindicator per bank administrative means

inoperable for one or all ED}RPIs for the B-PS
more banks, affected banks are

OPERABLE.

BED

G0.1.2 Verify the most Once per 8 hours
withdrawn rod and the
least withdrawn rod of
the affected banks are
s 12 steps apart.

2

60.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 8 hours
s 50% RTP.

,,

'w]
Bg. Required Action and BE.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

EDassociated Completion
Time not met.

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

|

SR 3.1.0.1 Verify each QRPI agrees within la steps of 10 mr.ths Once
3; M il the group demand position for the fujj, prj_oEto B |Jpfifcatedirangeofrodtravel, pritlpality

af,terzeach
temoyaEofithe 3.1-8
teacJo_riVessej
_headj

,,\
L., Y

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-20 $/]Sg7 |



!3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.1032118 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-H0DE 2
,,

I\s)
LC0 3-1-14-3ZQ During the performance of PHYSICS TESTS, the requirements of

i

LC0 3.1.43, " Moderator Temperature Coefficient (HTC)"; 3.1-9
~

LC0 3.1.54, " Rod Group Alignment Limits";
LCO3.1.65,"ShutdownBankInsertionLimits":
LCO 3.1.7%, " Control Bank Insertion Limits"; and

,

|
LC0 3.4.2 "RCS Hinimum Temperature for Criticality"

may be suspended, provided:

a. RCS lowest loop average temperature is 2--f53E 541*F: and B-PS

b. SDM is 2 [1.0]t ok/k. Eith_in3 hell.imits[proyldedlin.the 3.1-1
COLREaDd

c.2 ]}iERMALIPOWERDs:15ERE2 3.1-13

APPLICABILITY: H00E 2 during PHYSICS TESTS.

ACTIONS

( CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SDM not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to 15 minutes !
restore SDM to within ]
limit. 1

I

ma !
l

A.2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 1 hour i

exceptions.

1

I

B. THERHAL POWER not within B.1 Open reactor trip breakers. Immediately
limit.

.

(continued)

/-
'~ ,I

,

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-21 S/lS/97



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2 -3.1-9
3.1.1071116 3.1-15

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. RCS lowest loop average C.1 Restore RCS lowest loop 15 minutes
temperature not within average temperature to
limit. within limit.

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in H00E 3. 15 minutes
associated Completion
Time of Condition C not
met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.10.1 Within 12 hours
311;.811 Perform a CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST on power prior to '

range and intermediate range channels per initiation of
pjR13I311171sSB3I3]Ii8;EendHab1eI3I3113 PHYSICS TESTS B_

:
I

SR 3.1.10.2 Verify the RCS lowest loop average temperature 30 minutes B-PS
3;1181a is 2-f913 Sil."F.

i

l
3.1-13SR,3sil813 yerjfy"fTHERMAL*;POWE811sf650R1 };]p0C

*

SR 3.1.10.3 Verify SDM is - 1.0% ek/k.- 81tft1[thGjalts 24 hours 3.1-1c

EI3318;i] proyfded,7jfthelCOLR2 |

|

O
|
|

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.1 3.1-22 5/13197 \
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG-1431 Specifications

Enclosure SA contains an electronic (or hand written) mark-up of NUREG-1431 Revision
'( 1. The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a
\ plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed

areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross-reference to a justification
or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are
contained in Enclosure 6A. :

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

2. Additions This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431.
Rev. 1.,

!
3. Modifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431,

Rev.1 but is being revised for the improved TS. ;

4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a,

bracketed portion of NUREG 1431, Rev. 1.
.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
3 bracketed areas of NUREG 1431. Rev. 1 is annotated using the |

(V strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The |
deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin.

1
iAdditions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of

NUREG 1431 Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
.

appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature !'

of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of
Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information
is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location
and is annotated using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or
hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a-

change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components.

Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated

v using the redline / strike out feature of Wordperfect and

Methodolog i of2 S/1SM7



Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications
(continued)

() identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All
such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct for this
plant, the " generic" information is " struck out'' and the correct
informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets
provided in NUREG 1431. Rev.1 are deleted. " Red line", " strike-
out" and margin codes are as follows:

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged,
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'f,' (for bracketed
information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the
plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the
old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is
" red lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code,

3. If the entire Condition. Action, or Surveillance is bracketed and
(n) is aoolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is
'V redlined. The text included within the brackets is Dat redlined

unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS' margin
code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were
made,

j

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not ;
applicable, the entire contents are struck out, redlined words |

"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used. )
|

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B. |
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A.

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark up process. Reviewer
notes may be " struck out" or deleted as preferred.

;

;

In summary, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG-1431, Rev.1. " red line" is used |
to annotate new material " strike out" is used to annotate deleted material, and
change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number

i

or a change code.

i

Note NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are !O incorporated are indicated using the " redlines", " strike outs" and margin codes '

C/ discussed above.
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SDH - T,,, : 200*f

B 3.1.1

,O B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS :D
B 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDH)-T,,, t 200 F j

;

BASES

i

BACKGROUND According to GDC 26 (Ref.1), the reactivity control systems must ;

'be redundant and capable of holding the reactor core subcritical
when shut down under cold conditions. Maintenance of the SDH
ensures that postulated reactivity events will not damage the
fuel.

.

SDH requirements provide sufficient reactivity margin to ensure
' that acceptable fuel design limits will not be exceeded for ;

normal shutdown and anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). '

As such, the SDH defines the degree of subcriticality that would ;

be obtained immediately following the insertion or scram of all i

shutdown and control rods, assuming that the single rod cluster i

assembly of highest reactivity worth is fully withdrawn.
1

The system design requires that two independent reactivity
- control systems be provided, and that one of these systems be '

( capable of maintaining the core suberitical under cold
conditions. These requirements are provided satisfjed by the use i
of movable control assemblies and soluble boric acid in the i

'

Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The Bod; Control Red-System can
compensate for the reactivity effects of the fuel and water
temperature changes accompanying power level changes over the
range from full load to no load. Inaddition,theRod: Control
Red System, together with the boratica Chem 19alandJolume
pon.ttoESystgmHCYCS), provides the SDH during power operation
and is capable of making the core subcritical rapidly enc-ugh to
prescat aneeding ecceptable fuci d;nge limits, assuming that
the rod of highest reactivity worth remains fully withdrawn. The
solubleberensystemGypSIcanIceDttolithe:: soluble'bor.og

,

ROD 990ttationitq compensate for fuel depletion during operation !
and all xenon burnout reactivity changes and;can maintain the
reactor subcritical under cold conditions. ;.

- i
During power operation, SDH control is ensured by operating with !

the shutdown banks fully withdrawn and the control banks within I
the limits of LC0 3.1.7#, " Control Bank _ Insertion Limits." When j
the unit is in the shutdown and refueling modes, the SDH
requirements are met by means of adjustments to the RCS boron
concentration,p

k

(continued)
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SDN - T,,, 200 f i

B 3.1.1

APPLICABLE The minimum required SDH is assumed as an initial condition i

SAFETY ANALYSES in safety analyses. The safety analysis Gef. 2) establishes an |
SDH that ensures specified acceptable fuel design limits are not ;

exceeded for normal operation and A00s, with the assumption of
'

the highest worth rod stuck out on scram.

The acceptance criteria for the SDM requirements are that
specified acceptable fuel design limits are maintained. This is |
done by ensuring that:

a. The reactor can be made subcritical from all operating ;

conditions, transients, and Design Basis Events: '

b. The reactivity transients associated with postulated *

; accident conditions are controllable within acceptable
limits (departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR). fuel

'

centerline temperature limits for A00s, and s 280 cal /gm
trargy depsiticr.)veragelfue1Ipelletienthalpy"aththe; hot.
spotjfor the rod ejection accident); and ;

c. The reactor will be maintained sufficiently subcritical to
,

( preclude inadvertent criticality in the shutdown condition.
,

,

The most limiting accidents for the SDM requirements atets based |
oft-a main steam line break (HSLB) andiboton~djlutjog accidents, j

as described in the accident analysis (Ref. 2).EThelSDN |
teuttementii stalsolusadijnitheagalyseslofdhelfollowing Mentsi

|

a2 60~uncontto11edfodytthdrawlaEftom:suberjticallotslow I

Peter;conditioM
:
;

b] Boditjectioq2 |

The increased steam flow resulting from a pipe break in the main f
steam system causes an increased energy removal from the affected '

steam generator (SG). and consequently the RCS. This results in
a reduction of the reactor coolant temperature. The resultant

!

0
(continued) <
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SDH-L, > 200'T
B 3.1.1

(^) BASES

V

APPLICABLE coolant shrinkage causes a reduction in pressure. In the
SAFETY ANALYSES presence of a negative moderator temperature coefficient, this

(continued) cooldown causes an increase in core reactivity. As thelinitial,
RCS temperature decreases, the severity of an MSLB decreases
until the-MODE 5 vekse-is reached. The most limiting MSLB, with
respect to potential fuel damage before a reactor trip occurs, is
a guillotine break of a main steam line inside containment
initiated at the end of core lifelat;J)otizeto;pper; conditions.
The positive reactivity addition from the moderator temperature
decrease will terminate when the affected SG boils dry, thus
terminating RCS heat removal and cooldown. Following the HSLB, a
post trip return to power may occur; however, no fuel damage
occurs as a result of the post trip return to power, and THERMAL
POWER does not violate the Safety Limit (SL) requirement of
SL 2.1.1.

in-eddR4en-to-the limiting MSLS transicat, the SDri rcquircm:nt
mttst- sisc protcct against--

c. Inadvertent bcron dilution,

k b. An aneontrclied rod withdrewel-fica subcritical cr low
pcwcr condM4ent

c. Startup of an inactivc rccctor cociant pump (RCi'), and

d. Rod ejection.

Each of thcsc cvcat; is disetttsed below.
!

In the boron dilution analysis, the required SDM defines the
reactivity difference between an initial subcritical boron
concentration and the corresponding critical boron concentration.
These values, in conjunction with the configuration of the RCS
and the assumed dilution flow rate, directly affect the results
of the analysis. This event is most limiting at the beginning of
core life, when critical boron concentrations are highest.EThe
Rutdown:matgi nimust;be;adequateltcCal] owlsuf fi ci entitime:for;the
teactorlopera torsito~ detect ~an"inalvertst;boronidil u. tion;and
inttiate.;appr.opti atela ctj onlo: pteyent;alcomp] ete;1 oss:of |

shutdQwn' margin; i
|
4

Depending on the system initial conditions and reactivity i

insertion rate, the uncontrolled rod withdrawal transient is

(continued) !
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SOM-T,,g 200'T 1

B 3.1.1

S

(V)
;

terminated by either a high power level trip or a high
pressurizer pressure trip. In all cases, power level, RCS |
pressure, linear heat rate, and the DNBR do not exceed allowable
limits.

.

The startup of an inactive RCP inJ!odef1Iand11s_7ptecludedlby
RiministtAtive~procedEd$HJEt|odel3]Ith' lstatt|%~oEaMtMiyje
BCPicagnot result in a " cold water" criticality, even if the
maximum difference in temperature exists between the SG and the

,

core. The maximum positive reactivity addition that can occur -

due to an inadvertent RCP start is less than half the minimum
required SDM. Startup of an idle RCP cannot, therefore, produce '

4

a return to power from the hot standby condition. '

The ejection of a control rod rapidly adds reactivity to the
,

reactor core, causing both the core power level and heat flux to '

increase with corresponding increases in reactor
'coolant temperatures and pressure. The ejection of a rod

also produces a time dependent redistribution of core power.
,

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statant
10CFR50136(cM2H111. Even though it is not directly observed '

from the control room, SDM is considered an initial condition :

process variable because it is periodically monitored to ensure
that the unit is operating within the bounds of accident analysis !
assumptions.

t

LC0 SDM is a core design condition that can be ensured during
operation through control rod positioning (control and shutdown

i

banks) and through the soluble boron concentration, i

The MSLB (Ref. 2) and the boron dilution (Ref. 3) accidents :

;(Ref23)Jare the most limiting analyses that establish the SDN
;

value of the LCO. For MSLB accidents, if the LCO is violated. 1

there is a potential to exceed the DNBR limit and to exceed
,

10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site Criteria," limits (Ref. 4). For the j,

boron dilution accident, if the LC0 is violated, the minimum
required time assumed for operator action to terminate dilution-

may no longer be oppliceble ayajlab]e.EIhe:tequited;SDM;14
specified;10;the;COLRI

1

O
.

1

(continued)
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U -

APPLICABILITY In H0DE 2 with k,,, < 1.0 and in H0 DES 3, and 4Iar#ES, the SDH
requirements are applicable to provide sufficient negative
reactivity to meet the assumptions of the safety analyses
discussed above. [In |100 S, 50ti is addressed by LCO 3.1.2,
: SHUT 90WN "."'0 " (SDH)-T,,,-s 200'i. "] In H0DE 6, the shutdown
reactivity requirements are given in LCO 3.9.1, " Boron
Concentration." In H0 DES 1 and 2 SDH is ensured by complying
withLCO3.1.65,"ShutdownBankInsertionLimits,"and
LCO 3.1.VQ, EcoDtgl"SahlgInsettjog31mitsM

ThelAppl.jcabjljty.61simodif.jedIbyZalNote: stating!thatithe
transition;from #0Elto:tt0 DEL 511sinot'permittedLwhile3C013 M1
1Enot;mety;This31otelspecitieslan exception 1to:LCoJ;o14;pg
Ptohibitche;ttansitionMertsoMitteitstareIm_t;metriThis3ote
pssures;thatithelinitia17as~staptionsIoffa postulat.ediborog
dilution:eventtin!M00E15jatelnet?

ACTIONS /L1

If the SDH requirements are not met, boration must be initiated
promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is adequate for an
operator to correctly align and start the required systems and
components. It is assumed that boration will be continued until ,

the SDH requirements are met. ,

In the determination of the required combination of boration flow
rate and boron concentration, there is no unique requirement that !

must be satisfied. Since it is imperative to raise the boron
concentration of the RCS as soon as possible, the beren
eeneentration botated3aters_oktce]should be a highly 1

concentrated solution, such as that normally found in the boric :

acid storage tank, or the berated refueling 1 water storage tank.
The operator should borate with the best source available for the
plant conditions.

In detersinkg the beratica ficw ratc, the tiac in core lifc must |
bc considered. For instance, the most difficult timc in core
Mfe-to-increase the RCS boren concentrat4on is at the beginning j
of cycic when the barca concentration may approach or exceed
2000 pga. Assuming that a vela of li ok/k ;uet be recovered and
a beration ficw ratc of [3^] sp, it is possible to increase the :

boren conccatration of the RCS by 100 ppa in approximately
35 minutes. If a beren worth of 10 pca/pp; is assumed, thh ;

'

(continued)
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SDH - T,,, : 200 * T
B 3.1.1

m
BASES(vs)

combinstica cf perameters will increase the SOM by 1% ok/k.
These boration parameters of [;Q] gpm and [ZO1Q) ppm repicsent
typfeel values and are provided for the purpcsc of offering e
specific example:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

ffHiODES 1 and 2. SOM i; vcrified by observing that-the
,

requircm:nts of LOO 3.1.0 and LCO 3.1.7 crc act. In the escat I

that a red is known to bc untefppable, howcycr. SOM verification
must ;ccount for the Worth of th; untrippable rcd as Wcil as
cacther rod cf maximum wth

IrHiODES 3. 4. and SiH0 DES 121(with'k,Jil;0T,5324 and 5, the
SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation,
considering the listed reactivity effects:

a. RCS boron concentration:

(n)(j b. Shutdown ~and; Control bank position:

c. RCS average temperature:

1

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation: 1
1

e. Xenon concentration;

f. Samarium concentration; and

g. Isothermal temperature coefficient (ITC).

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this calculation
because the reactor is subcritical, and the fuel temperature will
be changing at the same rate as the RCS.

I[theleyentithatla rod;is:knownito|,beluntr.jppable30Weyer,lS_Dij '

yerif_icatio0;mustlagc.o.unt"foritheNorttCofitheruntrippable rod'asr

welEasianonerDtoelQnaximumyottN
|
|

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow change |
in required boron concentration and the low probability of an |

,- m accident occurring without the required SDM. This allows time !

(d) for the operator to collect the required data, which includes I
'

perfoming a boron concentration analysis, and complete the
calculation.

,

l
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BASES

.,
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'

REFERENCES ~ l'. - ;10 CFR 50. Appendix A,~ GDC 26.

2. FSAR,ChapterE33
.

. 3. . F%. Chepter [15] ||gliUsed.

4. 10 CFR 100.

.
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Core R: activity
B 3-1-3X112

r^T B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

N)
B 3-1911Jg Core Reactivity

BASES

BACKGROUND According to GDC 26. GDC 28. and GDC 29 (Ref. 1), reactivity
shall be controllable such that subcriticality is maintained
under cold conditions and acceptable fuel design limits are not
exceeded during normal operation and anticipated operational
occurrences. Therefore, reactivity balance is used as a measure
of the predicted versus measured core reactivity during power
operation. The periodic confirmation of core reactivity is
necessary to ensure that Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
transient safety analyses remain valid. A large reactivity
difference could be the result of unanticipated changes in fuel,
control rod worth, or operation at conditions not consistent with
those assumed in the predictions of core reactivity, and could
potentially result in a loss of SDM or violation of acceptable
fuel design limits. Comparing predicted versus measured core
reactivity validates the nuclear methods used in the safety
analysis and supports the SDM demonstrations (LCO 3.1.1,
" SHUTDOWN MARGIN EDM)-( : 200T) in ensuring the reactor can73

( ) be brought safely to cold, subcritical conditions.

When the reactor core is critical or in normal power operation, a
reactivity balance exists and the net reactivity is zero. A
comparison of predicted and measured reactivity is convenient
under such a balance, since parameters are being maintained
relatively stable under steady state power conditions. The
positive reactivity inherent in the core design is balanced by
the negative reactivity of the control components, thermal
feedback, neutron leakage, and materials in the core that absorb
neutrons, such as burnable absorbers producing zero net
reactivity. Excess reactivity can be inferred from the boron
letdown curve (or critical boron curve), which provides an
indication of the soluble boron concentration in the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) versus cycle burnup. Periodic measurement
of the RCS boron concentration for comparison with the predicted
value with other variables fixed (such as rod height,

,

temperature, pressure, and power), provides a convenient method
of ensuring that core reactivity is within design expectations
and that the calculational models used to generate the safety
analysis are adequate.

!

,m

/ \ |C1 (continued)
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\ )

BACKGROUND

(continued) In order to achieve the required fuel cycle energy output, the
uranium enrichment in the new fuel loading and in the fuel
remaining from the previous cycle provides excess positive
reactivity beyond that required to sustain steady state operation
throughout the cycle. When the reactor is critical at RTP and
moderator temperature, the excess positive reactivity is
compensated by burnable absorbers (if any), control rods,
whatever neutron poisons (mainly xenon and samarium) are present .

'

in the fuel, and the RCS boron concentration.

When the core is producing THERMAL POWER, the fuel is being
depleted and excess reactivity is decreasing. As the fuel
depletes, the RCS boron concentration is reduced to decrease
negative reactivity and maintain constant THERMAL POWER. The
boron letdown curve is based on steady state operation at RTP.
Therefore, deviations from the predicted boron letdown curve may
indicate deficiencies in the design analysis, deficiencies in the
calculational models, or abnormal core conditions, and must be
evaluated.

Oi I

V
APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for core reactivity are that the |
SAFETY ANALYSES reactivity balance limit ensures plant operation is maintained )

within the assumptions of the safety analyses.

Accurate prediction of core reactivity is either an explicit or j
implicit assumption in the accident analysis evaluations. Every ;
accident evaluation (Ref. 2) is, therefore, dependent upon )
accurate evaluation of core reactivity. In particular, SDH and
reactivity transients, such as control rod withdrawal accidents i

or rod ejection accidents, are very sensitive to accurate
prediction of core reactivity. These accident analysis
evaluations rely on computer codes that have been qualified i
against available test data, operating plant data, and analytical l

benchmarks. Monitoring reactivity balance additionally ensures
,

that the nuclear methods provide an accurate representation of
the core reactivity.

I
:

g
) (continued) .
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APPLICABLE Design calculations and safety analyses are performed for each
SAFETY ANALYSES fuel cycle for the purpose of predetermining reactivity behavior
(continued) and the RCS boron concentration requirements for reactivity

control during fuel depletion.

The comparison between measured and predicted initial core
reactivity provides a normalization for the calculational models
used to predict core reactivity. If the measured and predicted
RCS boron concentrations for identical core conditions at
beginning of cycle (B0C) do not agree, then the assumptions used
in the reload cycle design analysis or the calculational models
used to predict soluble boron requirements may not be accurate.
If reasonable agreement between measured and predicted core
reactivity exists at B0C, then the prediction may be normalized
to the measured boron concentration. Thereafter, any significant
deviations in the measured boron concentration from the predicted
boron letdown curve that develop during fuel depletion may be an
indication that the calculational model is not adequate for core
burnups beyond 800, or that an unexpected change in core
conditions has occurred.

m
) The normalization of predicted RCS boron concentration to thes

measured value is typically shaEbCperformed after reaching RTP
following startup from a refueling outage, with the control rods
in their normal positions for power operation. The normalization
is performed at B0C conditions, so that core reactivity relative
to predicted values can be continually monitored and evaluated as
core conditions change during the cycle.

Core reactivity satisfies Criterion 2 of the 20 |'clicy Stetc=nt
10CFR50;36(c)(2)(ii).

.

LC0 Long term core reactivity behavior is a result of the core
physics design and cannot be easily controlicd altered:once the
core design is fixed. During operation, therefore, the LC0 can
only be ensured through measurement and tracking, and appropriate
actions taken as necessary. Large differences between actual and
predicted core reactivity may indicate that the assumptions of
the DBA and transient analyses are no longer valid, or that the
uncertainties in the Nuclear Design Methodology are larger than
expected. A limit on the reactivity balance of i it ak/k has

V}
/

(continued)
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b
LCO been established based on engineering judgment. A 1% deviation
(continued) in reactivity from that predicted is larger than expected for

normal operation and should therefore be evaluated.

When measured core reactivity is within it Ak/k of the predicted
value at steady state thermal conditions, the core is considered
to be operating within acceptable design limits. Since
deviations from the limit are normally detected by comparing
predicted and measured steady state RCS critical boron
concentrations, the difference between measured and predicted
values would be approximately 100 ppm (depending on the boron
worth) before the limit is reached. These values are well within
the uncertainty limits for analysis of boron concentration
samples, so that spurious violations of the limit due to
uncertainty in measuring the RCS boron concentration are
unlikely.

APPLICABILITY The limits on core reactivity must be maintained during H0 DES 1
and 2 because a reactivity balance must exist when the reactor is

|(g critical or producing THERMAL POWER. As the fuel depletes, core
''] conditions are changing, and confirmation of the reactivity
' balance ensures the core is operating as designed. This

Specification does not apply in MODES 3, 4. and 5 because the
reactor is shut down and the reactivity balance is not changing.

In H0DE 6, fuel loading results in a continually changing core
reactivity. Boron concentration requirements (LCO 3.9.1, " Boron
Concentration") ensure that fuel movements are performed within
the bounds of the safety analysis. An SDM demonstration is
required during the first startup following operations that could
have altered core reactivity (e.g., fuel movement, control rod 4

replacement, control rod shuffling).

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Should an anomaly develop between measured and predicted core
reactivity, an evaluation of the core design and safety analysis
must be performed. Core conditions are evaluated to determine
their consistency with input to design calculations. Measured

hJ (continued)
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-

ACTIONS- A.1 and A.2 ;

(continued) ,

core and process parameters are evaluated to determine that they 1
- are within the bounds of the safety analysis, and safety analysis ;

'
- calculational models are reviewed to verify that they are

adequate for representation of the core conditions. The required-

,

~ Completion Time of 72 hours is based on the low probability of a '

DBA occurring during this period, and allows sufficient time to ,

'assess the physical condition of the reactor and complete the
evaluation of the core design and safety analysis.*

,

;

Following evaluations of the core design and safety analysis,' the ,

cause of the reactivity anomaly may be resolved. If the cause of ,

the reactivity . anomaly is a mismatch in core conditions at the ,

time of RCS boron concentration sampling, then a recalculation of :

the RCS boron concentration requirements may be performed to
demonstrate that core reactivity is behaving as expected. If an
unexpected physical change in the condition of the core has ;

occurred, it must be evaluated and corrected, if possible. If '

the cause of the reactivity anomaly is in the calculation :
O technique, then the calculational models must be revised to !

provide more accurate predictions. If any of these results are |

demonstrated, and it is concluded that the reactor core is ;
'

acceptable for continued operation, then the boron letdown curve
may be renormalized and power operation may continue. If
operational restriction or additional SRs are necessary to ensure
the reactor core is acceptable for continued operation, then they
must be defined.

The required Completion Time of 72 hours is adequate for
preparing whatever operating restrictions or Surve111ances that
may be required to allow continued reactor operation,

B2

If the core reactivity cannot be restored to within the 1% ak/k
limit, the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the LCO does
not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to. ,

at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours, If the SDH for H0DE 3 is not |

met, then the boration required by SR 3.1.1.1 LC0:3]I K Required
&ction AIRwould occur. The allowed Completion Time is
reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching H00E 3
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without

g challenging plant systems.

(
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SURVEILLANCE SR &:4-T371?2.1
REQUIREHENTS

Core reactivity is verified by periodic comparisons of measured
and predicted RCS boron concentrations. The comparison is made,
considering that other core conditions are fixed or stable,
including control rod position, moderator temperature, fu)1
temperature, fuel depletion, xenon concentration, and samarium
concentration. The Surveillance is performed prior to entering
MODE 1 as an initial check on core conditions and design
calculations at BOC. The SR is modified by a Note. The Note
indicates that the normalization;(adjustmentEonly.iifinec.essaryl
of predicted core reactivity to the measured value must take
place within the first 60 effective full power days (EFPD) after
each fuel b ading. This allows sufficient time for core
conditions to reach steady state, but prevents operation for a
large fraction of the fuel cycle without establishing a benchmark
for the design calculations. The required subsequent Frequency
of 31 EFPD, following the initial 60 EFPD after entering H0DE 1,
is acceptable, based on the slow rate of core changes due to fuel
depletion and the presence of other indicators (0PTR, AFD, etc.)
for prompt indication of an anomaly.

c)s,\.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 26, GDC 28, and GDC 29.'

2. FSAR, Chapter f153

._

.

f
V
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
!.
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B-3-h4 2H3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)

BASES

BACKGROUND According to GDC 11 (Ref.1), the reactor core and its
interaction with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) must be
designed for inherently stable power operation, even in the
possible event of an accident. In particular, the net reactivity
feedback in the system must compensate for any unintended
reactivity increases.

The MTC relates a change in core reactivity to a change in
reactor coolant temperature (a positive MTC means that reactivity
increases with increasing moderator temperature; conversely, a
negative MTC means that reactivity decreases with increasing
moderator temperature). The reactor is designed to operate with
a negative MTC over the largest-pcssibic range-efimostlofithe
fuel cycle cpcration. Therefore, a coolant temperature increase
will cause a reactivity decrease, so that the coolant temperature
tends to return toward its initial value. Reactivity increases,m

( ) that cause a coolant temperature increase will thus be self
limiting, and stable power operation will result.'~'

MTC values are predicted at selected burnups during the safety
evaluation analysis and are confirmed to be acceptable by
measurements. Both initici ard r8eload cores are designed so
that the beginning of cycle (B0C) HTC is less than zero when
THERMAL POWER is at RTP. The actual value of the MTC is

,

|
dependent on core characteristics, such as fuel loading and !

reactor coolant soluble boron concentration. The core design may
require additional fixed distributed poisons to yield an MTC at
B0C within the range analyzed in the plant accident analysis.
The end of cycle (E0C) MTC is also limited by the requirements of

,

the accident analysis. Fuel cycles that are designed to achieve
high burnups or that have changes to other characteristics are
evaluated to ensure that the MTC does not exceed the E0C limit. !

1

The limitations on MTC are provided to ensure that the value of
;

this coefficient remains within the limiting conditions assumed '

in the FSAR accident and transient analyses.

(] (continued)
'J
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HTC

B-3-h41;1;3
BASES

BACKGROUND If the LC0 limits are not met, the unit response during -"

(continued) transients may not be as predicted. The core could violate
criteria that prohibit a return to criticality, or the departure
from nucleate boiling ratio criteria of the approved correlation

.

may be violated, which could lead to a loss of the fuel cladding
integrity. :

The SRs for measurement of the MTC at the beginning and near the
end of the fuel cycle are adequate to confirm that the MTC ' |'
remains within its limits, since this coefficient changes slowly,
due principally to the reduction in RCS boron concentration |

Iassociated with fuel burnup.

2

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for the specified MTC are: t

! SAFETY ANALYSES

a. The MTC values must remain within the bounds of those used
in the accident analysis (Ref. 2); and

b. The MTC must be such that inherently stable power
operations result during normal operation and accidents, ,

!y such as overheating and overcooling events.

The FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), contains analyses of accidents
that result in both overheating and overcooling of the reactor
core. HTC is one of the controlling parameters for core

'

reactivity in these accidents. Both the most positive value and
most negative value of the MTC are important to safety, and both
values must be bounded. Values used in the analyses consider
worst case conditions to ensure that the accident results are
bounding (Ref.-3R).

The consequences of accidents that cause core overheating must be
evaluated when the MTC is positive. Such accidents include the
rod withdrawal transient from either zero (Ref. g-4) or RTP, loss ,

of main feedwater flow, and loss of forced reactor coolant flow.
The consequences of accidents that cause core overcooling must be
evaluated when the MTC is negative. Such accidents include

.

sudden feedwater flow increase, and sudden decrease in feedwater
temperaturer.and|,steamfjfpelbrealg

,

(continued)

t
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MTC ,

S 3.1.4 31113
BASES-

APPLICABLE In order to ensure a bounding accident analysis, the MTC is i
'

SAFETY ANALYSES assumed to be its most limiting value for the analysis conditions _
(continued) appropriate to each accident. The bounding value is determined

by considering rodded and unrodded conditions, whether the'

;

reactor is at Rated;IhermallPoweg ftM or zero power, and whether ;

!it is the BOC or E0C-Mfe. The most conservative combination'
appropriate to the accident is then used for the analysis
(Ref. 2).

MTC values are bounded in reload safety evaluations assuming
steady state conditions at BOC and E0C. An E0C measurement is
conducted at conditions when the RCS bercri cercentretior, reaches

~

epproxis.etely 300 pF. alboroniconcentratloglequiva]ent3tG00
ppejitrarliequilibtitmZa]lirods;out7iEconditforg The measured
value may be extrapolated to project the EOC value, in order to j

confirm reload design predictions. )i

i

HTC satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC |'clicy Statant l
10CB5036(c)f2)(jj). Even though it is not directly observed
and controlled from the control room, HTC is considered an
initial condition process variable because of its dependence on

O boron concentration.

LCO LC0 -3-h4 31113 requires the HTC to be within specified limits
of the COLR to ensure that the core operates within the
assumptions of the accident analysis. During the reload core

,

safety evaluation, the MTC is analyzed to determine that its '

values remain within the bounds of the original accident analysis
during operation.

Assumptiens made in safety analyses require that the HTC be less
positivethanagivenupperboundandrerepositive1esO}qgatikg
than a given lower bound. The MTC is most positive et-peak BOC:
this upper bound must not be exceeded. This maximum upper limit
occurs et-peariBOC, all rods out (AR0), hot zero power
conditions. At E0C the MTC takes on its most negative value,
when the lower bound becomes important. This LCO exists to.

ensure that both the upper and lower bounds are not exceeded. j

During operation, therefore, the conditions of the LC0 can only
be ensured through measurement. The Surveillance checks at BOC l
and E0C on MTC provide confirmation that the MTC is behaving as j
anticipated so that the acceptance criteria are met.

(continued) ]
!
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B-3-1-43;1;]
BASES

]
LCO (continued) The LC0 establishes a maximum positive value that cannot be

exceeded." t11Gmit;jEdefineditEM25pcm/lF'foripoWenlevelfd
WitoHOLMElandiallineat;tampfto%thatipointitol0 pcm/lfMt
100t;RTPiforithe a]llrods31.thdrawnTheginningloficycleilife
;(BOLXcondition? The B0C positive limit and the E0C negative
limit are established in the COLR to allow specifying limits for
each particular cycle. This permits the unit to take advantage
of improved fuel management and changes in unit operating
schedule.

APPLICABILITY Technical Specifications place both LC0 and SR values on HTC,
based on the safety analysis assumptions described above.

1

In MODE 1, the limits on HTC must be maintained to ensure that
any accident initiated from THERHAL POWER operation will not
violate the design assumptions of the accident analysis. In
fiODE 2 with the reactor critical, the upper limit must also be
maintained to ensure that startup and suberitial accidents (such
as the uncontrolled CONTROL R00 assenhiy or group withdrawal)
will not violate the assumptions of the accident analysis. The

O)! lower HTC limit must be maintained in MODES 2 and 3, in addition
to MODE 1, to ensure that cooldown accidents will not violate the
assumptions of the accident analysis. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, this
LC0 is not applicable, since no Design Basis Accidents using the
HTC as an analysis assumption are initiated from these MODES.

ACTIONS /L1

If the BOC HTC limit is violated, administrative withdrawal
limits for control banks must be established to maintain the HTC
within its limits. The KTC becomes more negative with control
bank insertion and decreased boron concentration. A Completion
Time of 24 hours provides enough time for evaluating the MTC
measurement and computing the required bank withdrawal limits.

In; genera);Tas cycle burnup is increased, the RCS boron
concentration will;initiallyLbelincreaseditolac_commodatelaMC
(between~ roughly *150 {30.0.0; mwd /MTU Edependi ng Lon icycl e ; energy
Ce WitementsZ burpab]e: absorbers',Ietc;.% and_then will be reduced.
The reduced boron concentration causes the HTC to become more
negative. Using physics calculations, the time in cycle life at,s

| '\

(continued) '

._
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HTC

BASES
(

(D '

ACTION- L.1
(continued) !

'

which the calculated MTC will meet the LCO requirement can be'

'determined. At this point in core life Condition A no longer
exists. The unit is no longer in the Required Action, so the ,

administrative withdrawal limits are no longer in effect.
|

EL1

'

If the required administrative withdrawal limits at BOC are not
established within 24 hours, the unit must be brought to MODE 2 i
with k,,, < 1.0 to prevent operation with an HTC that is more ;

'positive than that assumed in safety analyses.

The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, for reaching the required H0DE from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

,

(

Exceeding the E0C HTC limit means that the safety analysis |

O- assumptions for the E0C accidents that use a bounding negative
HTC value may be invalid. If the E0C HTC limit is exceeded, the

,

plant must be brought to a H00E or condition in which the LC0 '

requirements are not applicable. To achieve this status, the
unit must be brought to at least H00E 4 within 12 hours.

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating |

experience, for reaching the required H0DE from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR -4-4-43:1:3.1 l

REQUIREHENTS

This SR requires measurement of the KTC at B0C prior to entering
H0DE 1 in order to demonstrate compliance with the most positive
HTC LCO. Meeting the limit prior to entering MODE 1 ensures that
the limit will also be met at higher power levels.

The 80C HTC value for ARO will be inferred from isothermal
temperature coefficient measurements obtained during the physics

SURVEILLANCE SR -4 4-4 3?l:3.1

OV (continued)
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HTC

Bc-3d-4 E113
BASES

[e
^

,REQUIREMENTS
j (continued) ' tests after refueling. The AR0 value can be directly compared to ]

the B0C HTC limit of the LCO. If required, measurement results
i and predicted design values can be used to establish

administrative withdrawal limits for control banks.
i

SR -34-4 3.1?3.2 =d T 3.1.4.3

In sioilar fashion, the LCO demands require.s that the HTC be less
negative than the specified value for E0C full power conditions.
This measurement may be perfonad at any THERHAL POWER, but its
results must be extrapolated to the conditions of RTP and all

,

banks withdrawn in order to make a proper comparison with the LC0 ;

value. Because the RTP HTC value will gradually become more
negative with further core depletion and boron concentration
reduction, a 300 ppm SR value of HTC should necessarily be less ,

negative than the E0C LCO limit. The 300 ppm SR value is '

sufficiently less negative than the E0C LC0 limit value to ensure
that tLe LCO limit will be met when the 300 ppm Surveillance
critericn is met.

,

SR -3d-+.-3 3;I3.2 is modified by e-NetethrKNotes that
includes the following requirements:

12 IMSKis3iotIrequtred3oXpecf'rmedluntil;ZLeffeetive '

fuirpMCdaysl(EE.PDs)lafte[rtachimithe:equiyalentIoflag ;
equilihrfumflE!alllrodsfoutl(ARO)1borogconcentration;of
300;ppn[1

' e.2! If the 300 ppm Surveillance limit is exceeded, it is
possible that the E0C limit on HTC could be reached before
the planned E0C, Because the HTC changes slowly with core
depletion, the Frequency of 14 effective full power days
(EFEDs) is sufficient to avoid exceeding the E0C limit.

b-3t The Surveillance limit for RTP boron concentration of
60 ppm is conservative. If the measured HTC at 60 ppm is
more positive than the 60 ppm Surveillance limit, the E0C
limit will not be exceeded because of the gradual manner in
which HTC changes with core burnup.

,

,

HTC

B-3+4 3;1:3

*
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G REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50,-Appendix A, GDC 11.
)

2. FSAR,ChapterELt}.
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k (continued)
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Rod Group Alignment LiLits
'

83-1-53I13
:

a

f3 .-B 3,1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
!V -

B 3-1-5 D3 Rod Group Alignment Limits ,

.i
!

BASES
,

:;

BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY (e-9-geD trippability) of the shutdown and :

control rods is an initial assumption in all safety analyses that ,

|
assume rod insertion upon reactor trip. Maximum rod misalignment-
1s an initial assumption in the safety analysis that directly |

affects core power distributions and assumptions of available
SDH.

The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power ,

distribution design requirements are 10 CFR 50 Appendix A,
GDC 10. " Reactor Design," GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System
RedundancyandProtectionCapabili.ty"(Ref.1),and10CFR50.46, ;

" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light j

Water Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 2).
|

Hechanical or electrical failures may cause a control rod to
|become inoperable or to become misaligned from its group.

,

Control rod inoperability or misalignment may cause increased ,

( power peaking, due to the asymetric reactivity distribution and ;v

a reduction in the total available rod worth for reactor i

shutdown. Therefore, control rod alignment and OPERABILITY are |
related to core operation in design power peaking limits and the

'

core design requirement of a minimum SDN. .

Limits on control rod alignment have been established, and all !
;

rod positions are monitored and controlled during power operation
to ensure that the power distribution and reactivity limits ;

defined by the design power peaking and SDH limits are preserved. |

Rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are moved by I
'

their control rod drive mechanisms (CRDHs). Each CRDH moves its
RCCA one step (approximately % inch) at a time, but at varying
rates (steps per minute) depending on the signal output from the ;

Rod Control System. ;

The RCCAs are divided among;fouC control banks and fjvejshutdown i

banks. Each bank may be further subdivided into two groups to }

provide for precise reactivity control. A group consists
of two or more RCCAs that are electrically paralleled to j

:

(,n) (continued)' ~ l
:
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
83-1-53;1'.3

',

BASES

O i

V
BACKGROUND step simultaneously. A bank of RCCAs typicLa]1ylconsists of two

(continued) groups that are moved in a staggered fashion,- but always within
one step of each other. 4,11 units hev four ccatrol banks erd
et icest two ;hatdown banks.

The shutdown banks are maintained either in the fully inserted or
fully withdrawn position. The control banks are moved in an '

Whenoverlap pattern, using the following withdrawal sequence:
control bank A reaches a predetermined height in the core, ,

control bank B begins to move out with control bank A. Control

bank A stops at the position of maximum withdrawal, and control
bank B continues to move out. When control bank B reaches a
predetermined height, control bank C begins to move out with
control bank B. This sequence continues until control banks A,
B, and C are at the fully withdrawn position, and control bank D
is approximately halfway withdrawn. The insertion sequence is
the opposite of the withdrawal sequence. The control rods are
arranged in a radially symmetric pattern, so that control bank
motion does not introduce radial asymetries in the core power

4

distributions.

The axial position of shutdown rods and control rods is indicated
by two separate and independent systems, which are the Bank
Demand Position Indication System (comonly called group step ,

'

counters) and the Digital Rod Position Indication (DRPI) System.

The Bank Demand Position Indication System counts the pulses from ,

the rod control system that moves the rods. There is one step
counter for each group of rods. Individual rods in a group all
receive the same signal to move and should, therefore, all be at
the same position indicated by the group step counter for that

The Bank Demand Position Indication System is consideredgroup.
highly precise (* 1 step or i % inch). If a rod does not move |

|one step for each demand pulse, the step counter will still count
the pulse and incorrectly reflect the position of the rod.

The DRPI System provides a highly accurate indication of actual
ccatrci rod position, but at a lower precision than the step
counters. This system is based on inductive analog
signals from a series of coils spaced along a hollow tube with e

.

center to center distence of 3.5 inches, which is six steps. To
increase the reliability of the system, the inductive coils are
connected alternately to data system A or B. Thus, if one data
system fails, the: accuracy 1fithelDRESystemJti]Ebe~feducediby
ba]fEthe Dil|'I will ;ic ca eccurecy. with en ;ffectiv; coil |

j

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
83-1-53;13

BASES

( ,\
,

V Background specing of 7.5 inches. which is 12 steps. Thcrcfore.
(continued) the noracl- indication accuracy cf thc ORPI System is 15 steps

(13.75 inches), and the maximae uncertainty is 112 steps
(1 7.5 inches). '!ith n indicated deviatica cf 12-steps betw;ca,

the-gecup step-counter crd-ORPI, the maximum deviation betwcca
actual rod pcsitica and-the dcmend positica could bc 24 steps, or
15 inches.ZTMDRflIt |s_tLem21_sXapaMe~of2 monitor _ing' rod'positiorj
Within at;]6astE12IstepsIWithleitheGful.11 accuracy;or; hah
a.ccytacy.:

Control rod misalignment accidents are analyzed in the
APPLICABLE

SAFETY ANALYSES safety analysis (Ref. 3). The acceptance criteria for addressing
control rod inoperability or misalignment are that:

a. There be no violations of:

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary

integrity: and

O b. The core remains subcritical after accident transients.

O Two types of misalignment are distinguished. During movement of
a control rod group, one rod may stop moving, while the other
rods in the group continue. This condition may cause excessive
power peaking. The second type of misalignment occurs if one rod
fails to insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully
withdrawn. This condition requires an evaluation to determine
that sufficient reactivity worth is held in the control rods to
meet the SDM requirement, with the maximum worth rod stuck fully
withdrawn.

Two types of analysis are performed in regard to static rod
misalignment (Ref. 34). With control banks at their insertion
limits, one type of analysis considers the case when any one rod
is completely inserted into the core. The second type of
analysis considers the case of a completely withdrawn single rod
from a bank inserted to its insertion limit.EEAn" additional. ,

|

Brialysis3sIperformedI1n:whichIaU r.ods'but;one;are! assumed 30ibe
|fully;Wj,thdrawni;3heiremai ningitodii sla ssumedito ' beI[ully

insetted! Satisfying limits on departure from nucleate boiling
ratio in both-of-these cases bounds the situation when a rod is
misaligned from its group by 12 steps. |

i

r''N
/ A

L) (continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits 1

8 3- h5 3.1[4 |

BASES

Another type of misalignment occurs if one RCCA fails to
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully
withdrawn. This condition is assumed in the evaluation to(continued) determine that the required SDH is met with the maximum worth
RCCA also fully withdrawn (Ref. 35).

The Required Actions in this LC0 ensure that either deviations
from the alignment limits will be corrected or that THERMAL POWER
will be adjusted so that excessive local linear heat rates (LHRs)
will not occur, and that the requirements on SDH and ejected rod
worth are preserved.

Continued operation of the reactor with a misaligned control rod
is allowed if the heat flux hot channel factor (Fa(Z))
and the nuclear enthalpy hot channel factor (FIs) are ,'

verified to be within their limits in the COLR and the safety
analysis is verified to remain valid. When a control rod is
misaligned, the assumptions that are used to determine the rod
insertion limits, AFD limits, and quadrant power tilt limits are
not preserved, Therefore, the limits may not preserve the design
peaking factors, and Fa(Z) and Fin must be verified directly by
incore mapping. Bases Section 3.2 (Power Distribution Limits)
contains more complete discussions of the relation of Fa(Z) and,_() F1, to the operating limits.w

Shutdown and control rod OPERABILITY and alignment are directly
related to power distributions and SDH, which are initial
conditions assumed in safety analyses. Therefore they satisfy
Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statiant 10CFR50.36(c)(2)Q1)..

The limits on shutdown or control rod alignments ensure that the
LC0 Theassumptions in the safety analysis will remain valid.

requirements on OPERABILITY ensure that upon reactor trip, the
assumed reactivity will be available and will be inserted. The
OPERABILITY requirements ebo (11e7,ltr,ippabiljty;tolmeetiSDM)
atGeparatCfrQmithe311gnmentirequir.ements;)hicf1: ensure that
the RCCAs and banks maintain the correct power distribution and
rod alignment. A20dits~ considered 10PERABLElbasod;orf thell as.t
satisfactorfperformanc.eloLSR;3.1.,4;2;and;has;metittKrodidrop
time ~criterialduring;thcIlast3etformancelof;SR 3;E4i3ERod
contto,1;. mal functions;that2esu] t:1.n;thelinabjlitGo' move:aRod

.o
I )
G (continued)

'
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3-1-5 3314

BASES
~

LC0 (continued) Le&TJLoglutgentifejlures)miehichTdoTnotilmac_titt1ppab111ty
With1_nJtheltfeeItequjrementgoifLSR137114]Xdolpot resultIircrod
inopetab111tn

The requirement to maintain the rod alignment to within plus
or minus 12 steps;offtheirigtoup! step;counterAnd; position is
conservative. The minimum misalignment assumed in safety
analysis is 24 steps (15 inches), and in some cases a total
misalignment from fully withdrawn to fully inserted is assumed.

Failure to meet the requirements of this LCO may produce
unacceptable power peaking factors and LHRs or unacceptable
SDMs, all of which may constitute initial conditions inconsistent
with the safety analysis.

APPLICABILITY The requirements on RCCA OPERABILITY and alignment are applicable
,

in MODES 1 and 2, because these are the only MODES in which
neutron (or fission) power is generated, and the OPERABILITY
(i.e., trippability) and alignment of rods have the potential to
affect the safety of the plant. In MODES 3, 4, 5. and 6, the js

alignment limits do not apply because the cer. trol rods are '

))pgally bettead fullyiinserted and the reactor is shut down
and not producing fission power. In the shutdown MODES, the
OPERABILITY of the shutdown and control rods has the potential to5

affect the required SDM, but this effect can be compensated for
by an increase in the boron concentration of the RCS. See
LCO 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-% > 200*I," for SDM in
MODES;2IWithik,gy40733,4,and5andLC03.9.1," Boron
Concentration," fr Bron concentration requirements during
refueling.

,

!

ACTIONS A.1.1 and A.1.2. I

When one or more rods are inopetable31;eguntrippable), there is
a possibility that the required SDM may be adversely affected. i.

Under these conditions, it is important to determine the SDM, and
if it is less than the required value, initiate boration until
the required SDM is recovered. The Completion Time of 1 hour is
adequate for determining SDM and. if necessary, for initiating
emergency boration er,d restorir,g toIrestore SDM. ItfisIassumedt

that:boratio!CWillicontinue:untinsDM:tequirements ar.e: met?
O
U

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
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BASES

-

ACTIONS A.1.1 and A.1.2 (continued)

In this situation. SDH verification must include the worth of the
untrippable rodi(atlitslptesentIposition), as well as the e-rod ;

of maximum worth. !

t

U \

If the tmttfppeMeinoperat1_e rod (s) cannot be restored to!
OPERABLE status, the plant must be brought to a HODE or condition :

in which the LC0 requirements are not applicable. To achieve
this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
6 hours.

;

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, for reaching MODE 3 from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

,

P

IL1

When a rod becomes misaligned, it can usually be moved and is |
U still trippableH11eZ0ffRABLE). If the rod can be realigned |

within the Completion Time of 1 hour, local xenon redistribution
during this short interval will not be significant, and operation
may proceed without further restriction. i

An alternative to realigning a single misaligned RCCA to the i

group everese demandlposition is to align the remainder of the
group to the position of the misa11gned RCCA. However, this must '

be done without violating the bank sequence, overlap, and
insertion limits specified in LC0 3-1-6 U115. " Shutdown Bank
Insertion Limits," and LCO 3.1.7 M116. " Control Bank Insertion
Limits," The Completion Time of I hour gives the operator
sufficient time to adjust the rod positions in an orderly manner.

B.2.1.1 and B.2.1.2
. .

With a misaligned rod, SDH must be verified to be within limit or
boration must be initiated to restore SDH to within limit.

,

QO
(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Lisits
B 3-1-5 311If

BASES

O
ACTIONS In many cases, realigning the remainder of the group to the

(continued) misaligned rod may not be desirable. For example, realigning
control bank B to a rod that is misaligned 15 steps from the top
of the core would require a significant power reduction, since
control bank D must be moved-fully ins,ettgl and control bank C
must be moved in to approximately 100 to 115 steps.

Power operation may continue with one RCCA trippable but
misaligned, provided that SDM is verified within 1 hour. The
Completion Time of 1 hour represents the time necessary for
determining the actual unit SDM and, if necessary, aligning and
starting the necessary systems and components to initiate
boration. Itfi siassumedithat'botatj onJ1112 continue;until LSDtl
requirementslare' met'.1

B.2.2. B.2.3. B.2.4. B.2.5. and B.2.6

For continued operation with a misaligned rod, RT-P-te. acto;tiposer
must be reduced. SDM must periodically be verified within limits,
hot channel factors (Fa(Z) and Fin) must be verified within
limits, and the safety analyses must be re evaluated to confirm
continued operation is permissible.

O Reduction of power to 75% RTP ensures tnat local LHR increases
due to a misaligned RCCA will not cause the core design criteria
to be exceeded (Ref. 3M. The Completion Time of 2 hours gives
the operator sufficient time to accanplish an orderly power
reduction without challenging the Reactor Protection System.

When a rod is known to be misa11gned, there is a potential to
impact the SDM. Since the core conditions can change with time,
periodic verification of SDM is required. A Frequency of
12 hours is sufficient to ensure this requirement continues to be
met.

Verifying that Fo(Z);"EasIapprgKisatedibfiF/(Z)Iand!F/(Z)||1 and
FI, are within the required limits ensures that current operation
at 75% RTP with a rod misaligned is not resulting in power

. distributions that may invalidate safety analysis assumptions at
full power. The Completion Time of 72 hours allows sufficient
time to obtain flux maps of the core power distribution using the
incore flux mapping system and to calculate Fa(Z) and FI,.

Once current conditions have been verified acceptable, time is
available to perform evaluations of theiaffected: accident
analysis to

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3.1.5 3]d

BASES :

ACTIONS determine that core limits will not be exceeded Aring a Design
.

(continued) Basis Event for the duration of operation under these conditions. |
A Completion Time of 5 days is sufficient time to obtain the |

required input data and to perform the analysis.

B-1-CT1
:

When Required Actions cannot be completed within their Completion
Time, the unit must be brought to a H0DE or Condition in which
the LC0 requirements are not applicable. To achieve this status,
the unit must be brought to at least HODE 3 within 6 hours, which
obviates concerns about the development of undesirable xenon or
power distributions. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching MODE 3 i

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging the plant systems. j

C.1.1 = d C.I.2 D:1:1~and D:1:2 |

Hore than one control rod becoming misaligned from its group |

cverage demandJposition is not expected, and has the potential to
. reduce SDH. Therefore. SOM must be evaluated. One hour allows

the operator adequate time to determine SDH. Restoration of the
required SDM, if necessary, requires increasing the RCS boronw

concentration to provide negative reactivity, as described in the I

Bases or LC0 3.1.1. The required Completion Time of I hour for
initiating boration is reasonable, based on the time required for
potential xenon redistribution, the low probability of an 1

accident occurring, and the steps required to complete the |
action. This allows the operator sufficient time to align the i

irequired valves and start the bcric acid tequired pumps.
Boration will continue until the required SDH is restored.

C-2-D:2

If more than one rod is found to be misaligned or becomes
misaligned because of bank movement, the unit conditions fall
outside of the accident analysis assumptions. Since automatic '

. bank sequencing would continue to cause misalignment, the unit
must be brought to a MODE or Condition in which the LC0
requirements are not applicable. To achieve this status. the
unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, for reaching H0DE 3 from full power conditions in an

(~N orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
B B-1-5 311.4

BASES

, ,)
,

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3-1-5 3.T 4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that individual rod positions are within alignment
limits at a Frequency of 12 hours provides a history that allows
the operator to detect a rod that is beginning to deviate from
its expected position. If the rod position deviation monitor is
inoperable, a Frequency of 4 hours accomplishes the same goal.
The specified Frequency takes into account other rod position
information that is continuously available to the operator in the
control room, so that during actual rod motion, deviations can
immediately be detected.

SR 3-1-53:1:4.2

Verifying each control rod is OPERABLE would require that each
rod be tripped. However, in MODES 1 and 2 tripping each control
rod would result in radial or axial power tilts, or oscillations.
Exercising each individual control rod every 92 days provides
increased confidence that all rods continue to be OPERABLE |

without exceeding the alignment limit, even if they are not )
regularly tripped. Moving each control rod by.10 steps will not i

cause radial or axial power tilts, or oscillations, to occur.
7
i) The 92 day Frequency takes into consideration other information !

available to the operator in the control room and SR G-1-5 i'
31114 1, which is performed more frequently and adds to the
determination of OPERABILITY of the rods. Betweenoriduring |
required performances of SR 3-1-5 3;1'4 2 (determination of j
control rod OPERABILITY by movement), if a control rod (s) is
discovered to be imovable, but remains trippable and aligncd,
the control rod (s) is considered to be OPERABLEluntfijthe
$Urieiljance;.fgtervaliexpires. At any time, if a control rod (s) l

is imovable, a determination of the trippability (OPERABILITY) |

of the control rod (s) must be made, and appropriate action taken.
1

SR 3-4-5 3.T:4.3 I

Verification of rod drop times allows the operator to determine
that the maximum rod drop time permitted is consistent with the
assumed rod drop time used in the safety analysis. Measuring rod
drop times prior to reactor criticality, after reactor vessel
head removal, ensures that the reactor internals and rod drive
mechanism will not interfere with rod motion or rod drop time,
and that no degradation in these systems has occurred that would
adversely affect control rod motion or drop time. This testing
is performed with all RCPs operating and the average moderator

Nj
(continued)
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iRod Group Alignment Limits
B 3-1-5 333

*

BASES
t

O '

temperature 2 500*F to simulate a reactor trip under actual '

conditions. |

This Surveillance is performed during a plant outage, due to the i

plant conditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for
an unplanned plant transient if the Surveillance were performed
with the reactor at power.

!

!

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 10 and GDC 26. !
:

2. 10 CFR 50.46. i

3. FSAR,ChapterfM}1Si

4. T Z , Crepter [15].

~

5. T Z Chapter [15].

S. T = . Ctepter [15]. i.

4 i

7. T Z , Ch;pter [15].

.
-

,

i

i
i

|

|4

|
|

:
J

.

I

s

|
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits -;
B 3-1-6 3gi!

D B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMSd '

B Brh61%$ Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits f
BASES

:

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the shutdown and control rods are initial '

assumptions in all safety analyses that assume rod insertion upon
reactor trip. The insertion limits directly affect core power

,

and fuel burnup distributions and assumptions of available
;ejected rod worth, SDM and initial reactivity insertion rate. *

The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power
distribution design requirements are 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, ;
GDC 10. " Reactor Design," GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System '

Redundancy and Protectiencapability," GDC 28. " Reactivity Limits"
(Ref 1), and 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency
Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors"
(Ref. 2). Limits on control rod insertion have been established,
and all rod positions are monitored and controlled during power
operation to ensure that the power distribution and reactivity

!limits defined by the design power peaking and SDM limits are
1O preserved. jb

The rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are divided amongifout
control banks andI[1yj shutdown banks. Each bank may be further

,

i

subdivided into two groups to provide for precise reactivity
control. A group consists of two or more RCCAs that are
electrically paralleled to step simultaneously. A hank of RCCAs
typically" consists of two groups that are moved in a staggered
fashion, but always within one step of each other. All plants
hav; four contrci banks ard at icest t w shut h banks. See

.

LCO 3-h5 U13. " Rod Group Alignment Limits," for control and
shutdown rod OPERABILITY and alignment requirements, and LCO
3-h6 3%Z, " Rod Position Indication," for position indication
requirements.,

The control banks are used for precise reactivity control of the
reactor. The positions of the control banks or; normelly!ca.rCb(
automatically controlled by the Rod Control System orEmanually

,

controUed,by;the2eactot'pperators. They are capable of adding
negative reactivity very quickly (compared to borating). The

*

control banks must be maintained above designed insertion limits
and are typically near the fully withdrawn position during normal
full power operations.

(continued)
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Shutdown Bank Ins:rtion Limits
B B-1-6 31115

BASESg)L
BACKGROUND Hence, they are not capable of adding a large amount of
(continued) positive reactivity. Boration or dilution of the Reactor

Coolant System (RCS) compensates for the reactivity changes
associated with large changes in RCS temperature. The design
calculations are performed with the asstaption that the shutdown
banks are withdrawn first. The shutdown banks can be fully
withdrawn without the core going critical. This provides
available negative reactivity in the event of boration errors. !

The shutdown banks are controlled manually by the control room
operator. During normal unit operation, the shutdown banks are
either fully withdrawn or fully inserted. The shutdown banks
must be completely withdrawn from the core. prior to withdrawing -

any control banks during an approach to criticality. The
shutdown banks are then left in this position until the reactor
is shut down. They affect core power and burnup distribution,.
and add negative reactivity to shut down the reactor upon receipt
of a reactor trip signal.

APPLICABLE On a reactor trip, all RCCAs (shutdown banks and control
SAFETY ANALYSES banks), except the most reactive RCCA, are assumed to insert into

the core. The shutdown banks shall be at or above their
'

insertion limits and available to insert the maximum amount of
negative reactivity on a reactor trip signal. The control banks
may be partially inserted in the core, as allowed by LCO 3-1-7
E Q , " Control Bank Insertion Limits." The shutdown bank and
control bank insertion limits are established to ensure that a
sufficient amount of negative reactivity is available to shut
down the reactor and maintain the required SDM (see LC0 3.1.1,
" SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-T,,, m.. .. . ~ ~ ... . -~,-
"".. CI" (L"O -T,,, s 200'r") following a reactor trip from full
power. The combination of control banks and shutdown banks (less
the most reactive RCCA, which is assumed to be fully withdrawn)
is sufficient to take the reactor from full power conditions at
rated temperature to zero power, and to maintain the required SDM
at rated no load temperature (Ref. 3). The shutdown bank
insertion limit also limits the reactivity worth of an ejected'

shutdown rod.

The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown and control rod
bank insertion limits and inoperability or misalignment is that:

/3 (continued)U -
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Shutdown Bank Ins:rtion Limits
B B-h6 3.:15

O BASES
! 4

LJ

APPLICABLE a. There be no violations of:
SAFETY ANALYSIS

(continued) 1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
2. RCS pressure boundary integrity: and

b. The core remains subcritical after accident transients.

As such, the shutdown bank insertion limits affect safety
analysis involving core reactivity and SDM (Ref. 3).

The shutdown bank insertion 1-imits preserve an initial condition
assumed in the safety analyses and, as such, satisfy Criterion 2
of the N"C ."clicy Statement 10CFR50;36(c)_(2)(11).

.

LC0 The shutdown banks must be within their insertion limits any time ;

the reactor is critical or approaching criticality. This ensures
that a sufficient amount of negative reactivity is available to
shut down the reactor and maintain the required SDM following a
reactor trip.

The shutdown bank insertion limits are defined in the COLR.
I

APPLICABILITY The shutdown banks must be within their insertion limits, with l
the reactor in MODE 1 and-EMD ModC2Mth;anylconttoEbankinot

~ '

fuUy3psetted. The applicability in MODE 2 begins prior to
initial control bank withdrawal, during an approach to
criticality, and continues throughout MODE 2, until all control
bank rods are again fully inserted by reactor trip or by
shutdown. This ensures that a sufficient amount of negative
reactivity is available to shut down the re- - and maintain the
required SDM following a reactor trip. The thatdom banks do not
have to be within their insertion limits in h0r unless an
approach to criticality is being made. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6
the shutdown banks are ,typifa]lyjfully inserted in the core and
contribute to the SDM. Refer to LC0 3.1.1 and LCO 3.1.2 for SDM
requirements in MODESE231thiKgE1103, 4, and 5. LC0 3.9.1,
" Boron Concentration " ensures adequate SDM in MODE 6.

The Applicability requirements have been modified by a Note

v' (continued)
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits i
'B 3-1-6 3;1!5

( - BASES

APPLICABILITY indicating the LCO requirement is suspended during SR 3-1-5 |

(continued) 33;4.2. This SR verifies the freedom of_ the rods to move, and
requires the shutdown bank to move below the LC0 limits, which
would normally violate the LCO.

,

ACTIONS A 1.1. A.1.2 and A.2
.

When one or more shutdown banks is not within insertion limits, ;

2 hours is allowed to restore the shutdown banks to within the ,

insertion limits. This is necessary be' .use the available SDM
may be significantly reduced, with one or more of the shutdown
banks not within their insertion limits. Also, verification of

SDM or initiation of boration within 1 hour is required, since ,

the SDM in MODES I and 2 is ensured by adhering to the control
and shutdown bank insertion limits (see LCO 3.1.1). If shutdown
banks are not within their insertion limits, then SDM will be
verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation,
considering the effects listed in the BASES for SR 3.1.1.1. When

boration:1siitittiatedito restorelSDH!to;wjthin111mitsEtt;js
( assumed;that boratioKWillicontinue;unt11250M"requir_ementEare j

met.! |

The allowed Completion Time of 2 hours provides an acceptable
time for evaluating and repairing minor problems without allowing |

the plant to remain in an unacceptable condition for an extended !

period of time.

U
l

|

If the shutdown banks cannot be restored to within their i

insertion limits within 2 hours, the unit must be brought to-e
MODE 3 where the LCO is not applicable. The allowed Completion
Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, for
reaching the required MODE from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

.

O
(continued)
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Ltits j

B 3-1-6 3jl15 1

BASES- |

O '

SURVEILt.ANCE SR 3 + 6 3:1tE.1 -

REQUIREMENTS

Verification that the shutdown banks are within their insertion .'

limits prior to an approach to criticality ensures that when the
reactor is critical, or being taken critical, the shutdown banks

. ill be available to shut down the reactor, and the required SDMw;

will be maintained following a reactor trip. This SR and
'

Frequency ensure that the shutdown banks are withdraw, before the
centrol b nks era withdrawn i?ithjjGlimitg during a unit startup

_

k!! dis!!b_MMet1@. -

Since the shutdown banks are positioned manually by the control
room operator, a verification of shutdown bank position at a
Frequency of 12 hours, efter the re;ctor is teken critical, is
adequate to ensure that they are within their insertion limits.
Also, the 12 hour Frequency takes into account other information
available in the control room for the purpose of monitoring the
status of shutdown rods.

G REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 10. GDC 26, and GDC 28./b
2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3. FSAR, Chapter E15315, i

i

i

i
i
|

|
1

|

l

l
i

I
!

\

f} |

v
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Centrol Bank Insirtion Lisits'

B 3-1-7 311J6
. . O

< r~ - B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3-1-7 )]Ilj control Bank Insertion L'mits {i:

:

' BASES t

:

.i
BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the shutdown and control rods are initial l

assumptions in all safety analyses that assume rod insertion upon i
reactor trip. The insertion limits directly affect core power. ;

and fuel burnup distributions and assumptions of available SDM,
'

and initial reactivity insertion rate.

The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power !

distribution design requirements are 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, _ ,

GDC 10. " Reactor Design," GDC 26 " Reactivity Control System. j~

,

.

Redundancy and ProtectionCapability," GDC 28, " Reactivity Limits" |
(Ref.1), and 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency - ;

'

Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors" i
(Ref. 2). Limits on control rod insertion have been established, i
and all rod positions are monitored and controlled during power !
operation to ensure that the power distribution and reactivity (

n limits defined by the design power peaking and SDM limits are ;

G. preserved. '

The rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are divided among fptg .

control banks and fiVq shutdown banks. Each bank may be further
subdivided into two groups to provide for precise reactivity
control, A group consists of two or more RCCAs that are
electrically paralleled.to step simultaneously. A bank of RCCAs
consists of two groups that are moved in a staggered fashion, but
always within one step of each other. All plents units have four
centrol banks end at least two shutdown beaks. See LC0 3-1-5
$I1J(, " Rod Group Alignment Limits," for control and shutdown rod
OPERABILITY and alignment requirements, and LC0 3-1-8 El'7,
" Rod Position Indication," for position indication requirements.

The control bank insertion limits are specified in the COLR. -An
cwle is previded for infor;.etica Lnly in figure S 3.1.71.

. .

The control banks are required to be at or above the insertion :-

limit lines. >

,

D (continued)
'

LJ
.

1
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Control Bank Insertion Limits I

B 3.1.7 E R6

BASES

i

BACKGROUND IhelCOLR1[igury; figure S 3.1.7-1 also indicates how the control
banks are moved in an overlap pattern. Overlap 13 the distance

|travelled together by two control banks. ,,m r , -, ,,, , , m m

position ;f centrol bar,k 0, et which centrol beak 0 will begin to I

move with beak C on a withdrew;1, will be et 113 step; for a '

fully withdrawn p;sitica of 231 step;. The
fully withdrawn position is defined in the COLR.

The control banks are used for precise reactivity control of the
reactor. The positions of the control banks arc normally caKbe

'

controlled automatically by the Rod Control System;[ormanually
bhtileleactorioperatots. They are capable of adding reactivity |

;
very quickly (compared to borating or diluting).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited, so
that the fuel design criteria are maintained. Together, LC0'

3-1-5 3;114, LC0 3-1-6 31115 " Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits,"
LC0 3-1-7 3;1;6, LC0 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) " and
LCO 3.2.4, "0VADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)," provide limits on
control component operation and on monitored process variables,
which ensure that the core operates within the fuel design
criteria.

,

'

The shutdown and control bank insertion and alignment limits,
! AFD, and QPTR are process variables that together characterize

and control the three dimensional power distribution of the ,

reactor core. Additionally, the control bank insertion limits |
'

control the reactivity that could be added in the event of a rod
.

ejection accident, and the shutdown and control bank insertion'

limits ensure the required SDM is maintained.

Operation within the subject LC0 limits will prevent fuel
cladding failures that would breach the primary fission product
barrier and release fission products to the reactor coolant in
the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), loss of flow,
ejected rod, or other accident requiring termination by a Reactor
Trip System (RTS) trip function. )

1
.

APPLICABLE The shutdown and control bank insertion limits AFD, and
SAFETY ANALYSES OPTR LCOs are required to prevent power distributions that could

result in fuel cladding failures in the event of a LOCA, loss of
,

(continued)9] _

(
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Control Bank Ins:rtion Lizits
B 3.1.7 3.116.

-q BASES
; \

NY
APPLICABLE flow, ejected rod, or other accident requiring termination by an
SAFETY ANALYSES RTS trip function.

(continued)
The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown and control
bank insertion limits and inoperability or misalignment are
that:

a. There be no violations of:

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
2. Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary integrity:

and

b. The core remains subcritical after accident transients.

As such, the shutdown and control bank insertion limits affect
safety analysis involving core reactivity and power distributions
(Ref. 3).

The SDH requirement is ensured by limiting the control and
shutdown bank insertion limits so that allowable inserted worth

/3 of the RCCAs is such that sufficient reactivity is available in
C the rods to shut down the reactor to hot zero power with a

reactivity margin that assumes the maximum worth RCCA remains 1

fully withdrawn upon trip (Ref.4 3).

Operation at the insertion limits or AFD limits may approach the
maximum allowable linear heat generation rate or peaking factor
with the allowed OPTR present. Operation at the insertion limit
may also indicate the maximum ejected RCCA worth could be equal
to the limiting value in fuel cycles that have sufficiently high
ejectedRCCAworths.

The control and shutdown bank insertion limits ensure that safety
analyses assumptions for SDM, ejected rod worth, and power
distribution peaking factors are preserved (Ref. 5).

IPp.lic1Rin!al]MalC018tjon' ~Ahich31rlyoJye:thelbank~finsyrtjbns
'

Um1tsIls theza:ssumptiofEthatInormalfcontroEbantseq0ence~and
ovetlap; ate: maintained!

The insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Stttemer* 10CER50361cM2)[11), in that they are initial
conditions assumed in the safety analysis.

7q
C/ (continued)
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Control Bank Ins rtion Lic:its !
'

B 3-1-7 M1;.)

BASES
,

LC0 The limits on control banks sequence, overlap, and physical
insertion, as defined in the COLR, must be maintained because they

,

serve the function of preserving power distribution, ensuring that '

the SDM is mintained, ensuring that ejected rod worth is
maintained, and ensuring adequate negative reactivity insertion is |
available on trip. The overlap between control banks provides ;

more uniform rates of reactivity insertion and withdrawal and is i

imposed to maintain acceptable power peaking during control bank ,

motion.

<

. APPLICABILITY. The control' bank sequence, overlap, and physical insertion limits
shall be maintained with the reactor in MODES 1 and 2 with
k,,, 2 1.0. These limits must be maintained, since they preserve
the assumed power distribution, ejected rod worth, SDM, and
reactivity rate insertion assumptions. Applicability in MODES 3,
4, and 5 is not required, since neither the power distribution nor
ejected rod worth assumptions would be exceeded in these MODES.'

The applicability requirements have been modified by a Note^

indicating the LC0 requirements are suspended during the4

performance of SR 3-h53;K4.2. This SR verifies the freedom of
the rods to move, and requires the control bank to move below the
LC0 limits, which would violate the LCO.

ACTIONS A.1.1. A.1.2. A.2. B.1.1. B.1.2. and B.2

When the control banks are outside the acceptable insertion
limits, they must be restored to within those limits. This
restoration can occur in two ways- 1

I
a. Reducing power to be consistent with rod position; or j

b. Moving rods to be consistent with power. i
.

Also, verification of SDM or initiation of boration to regain SDM
is required within 1 hour, since the SDM in MODES 1 and 2 normally
ensured by adhering to the control and shutdown bank insertion
limits (see LC0 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-(,-

4

D)(
(continued)
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Control Bank Insertion Limits -

B 3-1-7 3]]E6

p BASES
.q)

ACTIONS : 200*T") has been upset. Whejn botatitmisiihitiateditoIteltore
(continued)] SDif.tf.JtitMGisitsEttljD4sumeditJ)atLboratjog MllIcontinue

urttfl"LSDMirequirementslateiset] If control banks are not within
their insertion limits, then SDH will be verified by performing a i

reactivity balance calculation, considering the effects listed in
the BASES for SR 3.1.1.1.

Similarly, if the control banks are found to be out of sequence or
in the wrong overlap configuration, they must be restored to meet
the limits.

iOperation beyond the LC0 limits is allowed for a short time period
in order to take conservative action because the simultaneous
occurrence of either a LOCA, loss of flow accident, ejected rod
accident, or other accident during this short time period,
together with an inadequate power distribution or reactivity ,

capability, has an acceptably low probability. |

The allowed Completion Time of 2 hours for restoring the banks to
within the insertion, sequence, and overlaps limits provides an

1acceptable time for evaluating and repairing minor problems
- without allowing the plant to remain in an unacceptable condition j

for an extended period of time. j

!

If Required Actions A.1 and A.2, or B.1 and B.2 cannot be
completed within the associated Completion Times, the plant must
be brought to MODE 3, where the LC0 is not applicable. The i

'

allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, for reaching the required MODE from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3-1-73':1?6.1
. REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance is required to ensure that the reactor does not
achieve criticality with the control banks below their insertion
limits.

|

(continued)

!
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7 311;6

BASES-

SURVEILLANCE The estimated critical positica (ECP) ponditi_onZ(ECQ ; depends
REQUIREMENTS upon a number of factors, one of which is xenon concentration.

(continued) If the EGP ECC:was calculated long before criticality, xenon
concentration could change to make the EGP ECQ. substantially in
error. Conversely, determining the ECP imediately before
criticality could be an unnecessary burden. There are a number of
unit paran.aters requiring operator attention at that point.
Performing the EGP ECQIcalculation within 4 hours prior to
criticality avoids a large error from changes in xenon'

concentration, but allows the operator some flexibility to
schedule the EGP ECCjcalculation with other startup activities.

SR 3.1.7 3:1:6.2

With an OPEPEL: bank insertion limit monitor, Verification of the
control bank insertion limits at a Frequency of 12 hours is
sufficient to ensure OPERABILITY cf the bank inscrtion limit
mentter and to detect control banks that may be approaching the
insertion limits since, normally, very little rod motion occurs in
12 hours, If the insertica limit a,onitor becomes inoperable,
verificatica of the control bank position at a frequency of

/] 4 hours is sufficient tc detect contrci banks that may be
V approaching the insertica limity. en increased frequency, as

deseeRed in the appropriate abnormal conditions procedurc, is
required.

SR 3.1.7 3:116.3

There11 sia rpotentj allthat,Iktth;og)yIa!,11mition~ todjj nsertionZthe
8?CAs:could;be:pl ac.ed :jiniaisequence~ orlovecl ap: position;7 pethaps
dutingitroubl.eshooting activitjeslor otherlabnorma]] plantl
conditions tithat;would yiol atelcore;fl ux; peaki ng; factors;Whj le
stjllfsati sfyingithe;)1mj ts ~og'todlinsettionmThi s!scena.tio:is
mostdikelGtoloccutiatiteduc_ed ; powetifoll owi ng ;an~automatj e
runba:cKIotIdueltolan'administratjye~powet;reductioKin:responselto
someirod:controllabnorm31jty,2

This'surVe111ance: ensures ~thatitheirodiconfjguratjonlacro~ss'the
'

core]forlanylgiven operating condition:wil11notir,esult';.irj
unanalyzed;peakingifactotsEThe:surve111ancells;notzdesjgned;to
testoriverifylthe:functjonlofithelRod;Contro1rseguenceland
overJap circuitsg;In ptacticelthis;survej]1ance'wjjl;be
sati sfied;a sil ong la sitheltodiposj tlons;a tel.i rf;the]posj ti ons
Ap99111ed;1Ethe:COLg;;tegar.d1gssMt3heiope.tabflitylofJhe
[equence!andloye;rl ap;ci tc0its.I;":Thelintentri s;to;checkithe2 rod
pos_1tjonltoiVetify:thatithelods3rgin the: expected;posittonsJs
de_scrjbed;1n thg;COLR 2 IflalJitodslareloutiottheicore:when;the
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Control Bank Ins:rtion Lisits
B 3.1.7 3l116

BASESn
'( )v

theclGisM thenir6disstergAMIo,Ve11.aPHimitsIate2s)tisfied
fo_rilhetMtpo_se;qfithjgsgyelllance'. tat?allfper,HegglsJithe
09dimitiscies1(spafpre;tgtthaoiquitementEqfitEC2&fot
EM19@jflGE30d_3!Brlap;59JJpitelt;withtn;the LClo sit _hel
m!M6193hal@Jgmat10pt-'agetlap;ma[61Eme1RtainN
duljngLrodimoyemeDtj"] When control banks are maintained within
their insertion limits as checked by SR B-1-7 E116.2 above, it
is unlikely.that their sequence and overlap will not be in
accordance with requirements provided in the COLR. A Frequency of
12 hours is consistent with the insertion limit check above in SR
W 3;1;6.2.

~ REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 10, GDC 26, GDC 28.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3. FSAR, Chapter 35 Chapter [15].

4. FSA", Chapter [15]. |

5. FSA", Chapter [15].
|

l

l

|
|

.

)
"

(
' ))'%
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,. s: . 3 Rod Position! Indication ~i
'~ >

'4
B Brhe 333m.

, .j<

B2,1iREACTIVITY' CONTROL' SYSTEM _. .

,

*

'B 3 he IlliRE Rod Position Indication
i
:

i
- m

BACKGROUND. 'According to GDC 13 (Ref. 1), instrumentation to monitor; j
~

variables and systems over their operating ranges during normal
F operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and accident.- 1

conditions must be OPERABLE. LC0 3-he R1H .is required:to '

ensure OPERABILITY of the control rod position. indicators to ;

determine control rod positions and thereby. ensure compliance !
'

with the control rod alignment and insertion limits.
. .

:. ,

The OPERABILITY,-including position indication, 'of the shutdown !

and control rods is an initial, assumption in all safety analyses
~

that assume rod insertion upon reactor trip. - Maximum rod
'

misalignment is_.an initial assumption in the . safety, analysis that i

directly affects core power distributions and assumptions of
available SDN. - Rod position indication is required to assess'
OPERABILITY and misalignment.

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a control rod to ;

become inoperable or to become misa11gned from its group,
Control rod inoperability or misalignment may cause increased
power peaking, due to the asymmetric reactivity distribution and
a reduction in the total available rod worth for reactor

Ishutdown. Therefore, control rod alignment and OPERABILITY are
1

related to core operation in design power peaking limits and the ;

core design requirement of a minimum SDN. ;

Limits on control rod alignment and OPERABILITY have been 1

established, and all rod positions are monitored and controlled :'

during power operation to ensure that the power distribution and
'rectivity limits defined by the design power peaking and SDM

limits are preserved. {
I

Rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are moved out of j
the _ core-(up or withdrawn) or into the core (down or inserted) by !

'

~ their control rod drive mechanisms. The RCCAs are divided among !

control banks'and shutdown banks. Each bank may be further !

.I

-(continued) 'I'
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Rod Position Indication i

B 3-1-0 3J112
BASES

q/\

BACKGROUND subdivided into two groups to provide for precise reactivity"

(continued) control.

The axial position of shutdown rods and contol rods are
determined by two separate and independc2 systems: the Bank
Demand Position Indication System (commonly called group step
counters) and the {0igita)3 Rod Position Indication (DRPI)
System.

The Bank Demand Position Indication System tounts the pulses from
the Rod Control System that move the rods. There is one step
counter for each group of rods. Individual rods in a group all
receive the same signal to move and should, therefore, all be at
the same position indicated by the group step counter for that
group. The Bank Demand Position Indication System is considered
highly precise (i i step or i % inch). If a rod does not move
one step for each demand pulse, the step counter will still count
the pulse and incorrectly reflect the position of the rod.

The DRPI System provides a highly accurate indication of actual
control rod position, but at a lower precision than the step
counters. This system is based on inductive analog signals from

() a series of coils spaced along a hollow tube with a center to
V center d htence of 3.75 inches, which is 5 steps. To increase i

the reliability of the system, the inductive coils are connected |
alternately to data system A or B. Thus, if one system fails, i

the DRPI will go on half accuracy--with an effectivc ccil spacing I

of 7.5 inches, which is 12 steps. Therefore, the normal |
indicatica occuracy of-the DRPI System is 16 steps |

(1 0.75 inches), and the maximum uncertainty is i 12 steps
(1 7.5 inches). 'Ath cn indicated deviatica cf42-steps betwcca
the group step counter and DRPI, the maximum deviation betucca j
eettral rod positica and thc dcm:nd position cculd bc 24-steps, cr

'

15 inches. IhelDRPIjSystem3 sIcapab1_elof;moni tori ng[ rod; positiou
Mtb1[ataeastri32: steps >1th eitherifull:accuraicy;orjal.{

,

accuracy ( '

APPLICABLE Control and shutdown rod position accuracy is essential
'

SAFETY ANALYSES during power operation, Power peaking, ejected rod worth, or SDM
limits may be violated in the event of a Design Basis Accident |

(Ref. 2), with control or shutdown rods operating outside their
limits undetected. Therefore, the acceptance criteria for rod
position indication is that rod positions must be known with

(g) (continued)
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Rod Position Indication ;

8 B-1-8 3l12 ;

BASES
(.,

V
APPLICABLE sufficient accuracy in order to verify the core is operating
SAFETY ANALYSES within the group sequence, overlap, design peaking limits,
(continued) ejected rod worth, and with minimum SDH (LC0 3 + 6 3s115.

" Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits," and LC0 3-1-7 3,11.6, " Control
Bank Insertion Limits"). The rod positions must also be known in
order to verify the alignment limits are preserved (LCO 3+5
31114. " Rod Group Alignment Limits"). Control rod positions are
continuously monitored to provide operators with information that
ensures the plant is operating within the bounds of the accident
analysis assumptions.

The control rod position indicator channels satisfy Criterion 2
of th^ SC Pchey-5tetement 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ip. The control
rod position indicators monitor control rod position, which is an
initial condition of the accident.

LC0 LC0 3+6 3;12 specifies that-ene the;DRPI System and-ene Bank
Demand Position Indication System be OPERABLE for each control
rod. For the control rod position indicators to be OPERABLE
requires meeting the SR of the LCO and the following:-s

f )
a. The DRPI Systemson11tijer2fulllaccuracyforihalfiaccutacy; :

indicates within 12 steps of the group step counter demand
position as required by LC0 3-1-5 3:1j4. " Rod Group i

Alignment Limits":Eand
|

b. For the DRPI System there are no failed coils; and :

!

c. The Bank Demand Indication System has been calibrated i
either in the fully inserted position or to the DRPI '

System. ;

The 12 step agreement limit between the Bank Demand Position
Indication System and the DRPI System indicates that the Bank
Demand Position Indication System is adequately calibrated. and
can be used for indication of the measurement of control rod bank

'

position.

A deviation of less than the allowable limit, given in LCO 3-1-5 )
3::1]f, in position indication for a single control rod, ensures
high confidence that the position uncertainty of the
corresponding control rod group is within the assumed values used

,/

U (continued)

I
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Rod Position Indication |

B 3-1-6 M '{~f e

i
BASES

!

in the analysis (that specified control rod group insertion f
limits).

i

These requirements ensure that control rod position indication i

'

during power operation and PHYSICS TESTS is accurate, and that
design assumptions are not challenged. OPERABILITY of the
position indicator channels ensures that inoperable, misa11gned,
or mispositioned control rods can be detected. Therefore, power '

peaking, ejected rod worth, and SDM can be controlled within
acceptable limits.

APPLICABILITY The requirements on the DRPI and step counters are only
applicable in H0 DES 1 and 2 (consistent w'th LC0 3-1-5 371;4,
LCO 3-1-6 371[5, and LC0 3.1.7 3 % 6), because these are the
only MODES in which power is generated, and the OPERABILITY and

~

alignment of rods have the potential to atfect the safety of the
'

plant. In the shutdown H0 DES, the OPERABILITY of the shutdown
and control banks has the potential to affect the required SDM,
but this effect can be compensated for by an increase in the

'boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System.
(_'\ i

Q)

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that a
separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable rod ;

position indicator Fr greup and each demand position indicator I
pr bad. This is acceptable because the Required Actions for i

each Condition provide appropriate compensatory actions for each
inoperable position indicator.

L1

When one DRPI cher,rel per group fails, the position of the rod
eefmay still be jndfret:tlyldetermined by use of the incore
movable detectors. Ihe;8equited3ctjop'mayla]so belsatisfie_dibyl
ensurjpg;at"ileast~once7perXhoutsithatIFns~atisfies1LC0J3:2il?
EJsa_t.j sfi es2LC012. 2,~9ndlSHUTDOWN ~MARGINJj syi thiEtheli mitj I

P1NildedlKth0COLREFptogidedithelpoD1Ddj catj ng;todsihaVe:not
heg~aoyed! Based on experience, normal power operation does not
require excessive movement of banks. If a bank has been I

significantly moved, the Required Action of B.1 or B.2 below is |
required. Therefore, verification of RCCA position within the !
Completion Time of 8 hours is adequate for allowing continued 1

( (continued)
)
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Rod Position Indication !
B S-h6 3.12 i.

BASES |

O 1
* v

r full power operation, since the probability of simultaneously |

having a rod significantly out'of position and an event sensitive i

to that rod position is small.
' '

L2
1

Reduction of THERW1. PCWER to s 50% RTP puts the core into !

a condition where rod position is not significantly affecting ;

core peaking factors (Ref. 3J). |
;

The allowed Completion Time of 8 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, for. reducing power to s 50% RTP from full

i power conditions without challenging plant systems and allowing
for rod position determination by Required Action A.1 above.

,

B.1. B.2. and B.3 .

:
F

When nore;than onelDRPI!per; group; fail 2additjonal;. actions;are
necessaryito;ensureithatlacceptabl e|poweridistrj butionllinj_ts ' are i

mai ntai ned Zpinj aus;SDMli s;ma13 tai ned Zand Ethefpo.tentia12 effects |4

Ipfitod misalignmentlon:associatedLaccidentlana)yses; ate;1imited;]
Ibe11ndi rect lpositionideterminationlavai] able]vialmovable11gcor,e

|
detectors:Willisinjmize~thelpotential2fotirodimisalignmentf

Jhelposition:o fithe; rods;mayibeldetersj_nedlindj rectly;by.) ise;of
the; movable;tncore: detectors 71TheLRequired Actj onimay;alsolbe
satisijed by;ensuting;atileastIonceTper18; hours;that;Fgsatisfies
!. Col 3J2;1;2hHisatisfjeslLC0j3J2i2.;'tand;SHUTDOWNJMRGIN.;js withja

'

the;!]jmitsiprovidedii nitheiCOLR;iprpvideditheinonj ndigati ngitods
have:notibeen:moWdI2Yerjficatjon~oflRCCA:positjon:@e: pet
81houtsitsladequate:forla110wj pg . continued; full; powerloper61on.

forlanimitedz241 hour petiod2since;the:probabilitylot
simultaneously;bavj ng':airodisignificantly, out;of, position;and 3n
event ssensitive;tolthat;rodj positionli s;sma1UKThe:241hout

3

pomp]etj ornaine:ptovidecsufficientitimeItoltroubl eshootland
restotelthe:DRPIIsystem;to; operation 1While avoidjrg the?p] ant

. chal] enges;associ ated ;Wj th "a' shutdown; withouts full irodf posj tj on
indicationI(Ref1i4);

O (continued)
4
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Rod Position Indication
~

B3+8$11JZ |

BASES

O- ;

- ACTIONS BItTB 2 and'Bf3M3Qatinued), j

SR$e(Moperating;egerfenceZ!tontaEpojdtr2DperatiorEdoeQ!ot i

tequire encessiveloo!Laitvesen2t zlionelorimoteirodsiha.s;been .

$19Ditiseguylgoyg!C&hplitgqujttGhetforcef1C;11orici21belgLr;14 ,

r#Auiredl ;

fC.1 and C.2

These Required Actions clarify that when one or more rods with ;.

inoperable position indicators have been moved in excess of ;

; 24 steps in one direction, since the position was last i

determined, the Required Actions of A.1 and A.2;or;Bil are still ,
<

!appropriate but must be initiated promptly under Required
; Action C.1 to beginijndirect]f verifying that these rods are

still properly positioned, relative to their group positions -
usingithelsovab]elncoreldetec. tors .

.

If, within f4 M hours. the rod positions have not been
determined. THERMAL POWER must be reduced to s 50% RTP within '

8 hours to avoid undesirable power distributicas that could I

result from continued operation it > 50% RTP, if one or more rods
are misaligned by more than 24 steps. The allowed Completion
Time of f4M hours provides an acceptable period of time to
verify the rod positions.

4

D.1.1 and D.1.2

With one demand position indicator per bank inoperable, the rod,

positions can be determined by the DRPI System. Since normal.

power operation does not require excessive movement of rods,
verification by administrative means leIg;7;observatjorCpf )
ppproptjgtleIDRP.If,statosljndications)2thattherodposition
indicators are OPERABLE and the most withdrawn rod and the least
withdrawn rod are s 12 steps apart within the allowed Completion
Time of once every 8 hours is adequate.

Reduction of THERMAL POWER to s-50% RTP puts the core into a.

condition where rod position is not significantly affecting core
peaking factor. limits (Ref. 3). The allowed Completion Time of
8 hours provides an acceptable period of time to verify the rod

- positions per Required Actions C.1.1 and C.1.2 or reduce power to
s 50% RTP.

(continued)
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!

!
Rod Position Indication |

B 3-h6 3!112 |
' BASES

,

l
;

ACTIONS L1 -

(continued) . _ !

If the Required Actions cannot be completed within the associated :

Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the !

requirement does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant !
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. The allowed |
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating experience, for

ireaching the required N0DE from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. !

|

k

SURVEILLANCE SR 3-4-63:1?7.1
REQUIREMENTS !

Verification that the DRPI agrees with the demand position within i

.f4E}12 steps ensures that the DRPI is operating correctly.] !

yetj ficationistWE48]I120 Eand _ 2281 steps; for3he "controlJ banks !

#pd3tI182210ZaDd2281stepsiforit_he3hutdown;banksproy1 des i

assurancelthat3theMI!1ssoperating;correctjfoyerithe; full |
rargelofjndicationi Since the DRPI does not display the actual i

shutdown rod positions between 18 and 210 steps, only points |
within the indicated ranges are required in comparison. !

O The [10 aenth] Traq arey is based on the need t; g rfe m this !

Surveilleree under the corditions that spply during s plant !
eutege end the potentiel for unrecessory plant transients if the )
SR Were perfer ed with the reactor et power. Operating {
experience has sho.sn these c + rents usually pass the S" when ;

perfeiad ;t ; fregaray of eri; :xry [10 ;.; nth;]R ;n@. ;

Therefore, the freqarey was concluded to be ecceptebic fra, e
reliability atendpeint.ThisIsurveillanceli_s; performed;priorltd
rMetorCctiticaljtKafterIeach'removaliofithelteactor; vessel

i

head Esince;there11 sipotentialifor~ unnecessary 31 ant;transi ents
If;theSR;Wete'petformedMitEtheir,eactorlatIpower]

REFERENCES 1, 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 13.

.

2. . FSAR, Chapter E153

3. TSAR, Chepter [15].

O ,

i

1
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-H00E 2 li

;B3.1.ieg i

'B 3.1. REACTIVITY' CONTROL SYSTEMS
'

.B.3.1.448 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-N00E'2

.|
'

'

!,

BASES:
.,

i

'

BACKGROUM) The primary purpose of the M00E'2 PHYSICS TESTS exceptions.is to '

permit relaxations'of existing LCOs to allow certain PHYSICS TESTS to+

;

be performed'
.i

Section XI of 10 CFR 50,: Appendix B-(Ref.1) ' requires that a test! |:

' program be established to ensure'that structures, systems, and
components will perforsi satisfactorily in service. All functions
necessary to ensure that the specified, design conditions are not-

exceeded during normal operation and anticipated operational .

occurrences must be tested. . This testing is an integral part of the 1'

Ie

design, construction,~ and operation of the plant. Requirements for
notification of the NRC, for the purpose of-conducting tests and *

experiments, are specified in 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test program are to (Ref. 3): (

i

O Ensure that the facility has been adequately designed;a.

b.. Validate the analytical models used in the design and analysis:
#

c. Verify the assumptions used to predict unit response;

d. Ensure that installation of equipment in the facility has been
accomplished in accordance with the design; and

Verify that the operating and emergency procedures |are adequate.e.

To accomplish these objectives, testing is performed prior to initial-
criticality, during startup, during low power operations. during power
ascension, at high power, and after each refueling. The PHYSICS TESTS

' -requiree:rnts for reload fuel cycles ensure that the operating

{
. characteristics of the core are consistent with the design predictions,

,

'and that.the core can be operated as designed (Ref 4).*

PHYSICS TESTS. procedures are written and approved in accordance with
established formats. The procedures include
all information necessary to permit a detailed _ execution of

,

the testing required to ensure that the design intent is met. PHYSICS

_.f i TESTS are performed in accordance with these procedures and test ~

1 f results.are approved prior to continued power escalation and long
"

'

Ltermpoweroperation.

|CPSESMark-aqp ofN$ REG-1431 Bases ? ITS 3.1 B 3.1-5W $/15197
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2
B 3.1.408

BASES.

(V
The PHYSICS TESTS required for reload fuel cycles '"-f. O in MODE 2 ,

5 FEIVM.
,

pg.J L.,_... - gwGjj -___ ,2JbEuuB 5 _

a. Critical Boron Concentration-Ccatrol "ei ''it',&own:

L r _ J J . ., n__ _ r_____ _.AJ _ r__m__, n_J. , _ _ _ _ m _1

W. Vt abIbuI vvi vii V v. N Lsabs u bivis " h vasb; V5 nvua A s .Jsi bLu,

eb. Control Rod WorthQnd

dq. Isothermal Temperature Coefficient (ITC).-end
,

. ,u,- , v, , ,e,.... e ,. ... ~ b . s .
_... . . _ . _

,un an.

__s_-.a J_ unne n __J AL- 1._s L..s .. L.vu. sJ _ L s. . . _ s__L. ___ yEl s vi IIrsu til s ivu6 me us N bl N BWJb b5Jb buis WEg555 ' is Jb I vut bEJbJ uu 5
. ._ J .AL_ _..__1____ t..s.

v.t___ J ury . w..~ . .x . .,.ys. r, v, .mu J. n_ E hL _ ._ .unne 1 __ o
___ ___; _

, ~m. vi m. i m Js u,~ m.m bul. bsJbe

- _ _. . J ._ Eu bv bu.JL_
A_

J.
_& ,-._A AJ__ __ A__J A_ _.1 ' A L. _..1.._...L.

IEquI 5 UE U b5 b5 N .subiEus 5 IJ bl MusNs I b u b i vil v3 bv
inug .JL

disgres; egr; tion;l gebism. These tests may cause the operating
controls and process variables to deviate from their LCO requirements

4

during their performance.

, , u L J._ u. ._ v.EJbr_Ju_, n__ r_____m_.u_ r__i__, n_J. ...
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B 3.1.-108

,

BASES
O
V

s 30 RTP (flux Distributica ",cthod). The Ocatrol Rod Ucrth
S3=;try ",ethod inscrts e control bank. Which con then be
withdrawn to cva ensatt for the inscrtion of a single controlv

e,.:..m ric rods of cach set are.v. . . um . . . , . . . . ~ , . . . m. ..m

then tested to evaluate tre sarctry of the control red worth -
and reutren flux (powcr distribution). A reactivity computer is
used to :::sure tra centrol red worths. Performerac of this
test could viciate LC0 3.1.5, LC0 3.1.5, or LC0 0.1.7. The riux
Distribution "sthed uscs the incere flux detectors to re;sure
the acimuthal flux distribution at selected iscations with the
core at 30 RTP.

:

1

APPLICABLE The fuel is protected by LCOs that preserve the initial
SAFETY ANALYSES conditions of the core assumed during the safety analyses. The

methods for development of the LCOs that are excepted by this LCO are
described in the Westinghouse Reicad Safety Cvaluatica ",cthodology
Report (Ref. 5) Core;0perating LimitsIRepott. The above mentioned
PHYSICS TESTS, and other tests that may be required to calibrate
nuclear instrumentation or to diagnose operational
problems, may require the operating control or process

I variables to deviate from their LCO limitations.

The FSAR defines requirements for initial testing of the facility,
including PHYSICS TESTS. Tables [14.1-1 and 14.12] su=;rize the
zero, icw powcr. and pcwcr tests. Requirements for reload fuel cycle
PHYSICS TESTS are def+ned also; defined in ANSI /ANS-19.6.11985
(Ref. 4). Reloadifuel cycle 1HYSI.CSITESTS"arelpetformedlip~acco_rda_nce
WithlInchutca]ISpecJI1 cation;r_egattemerLtmueDendocguidelines',Tand
establishedligdustrfptactices] Although these PHYSICS TESTS are
generally accomplished within the limits for all LCOs, conditions may
occur when one or more LCOs must be suspended to make completion of
PHYSICS TESTS possible or practical. This is acceptable as long as
the fuel design criteria are not violated. When one or more of the i
requirements specified in LC0 3.1.34, " Moderator Temperature i

|Coefficient (HTC)," LC0 3.1.45, LC0 3.1.56, LCO 3.157, and LCO 3.4.2
are suspended for PHYSICS TESTS, the fuel design criteria are
preserved as long as the power level is limited to s 5% RTP, the'

reactor coolant temperature is kept 2-531 541*F, and SDH is |
. [1.C]t *A Withip~the:11mitsIspec1[ied3nithe;COLB.

The PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core nuclear parameters or
the exercise of control. components that affect process variables.
Among the process variables involved are AFD and QPTR, which represent

p] initial conditions of the unit safety analyses. Also involved are thet

movable control components (control and shutdown rods), which are
required to shut down the reactor. The limits for these variables are ;
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BASES

p]\
v

specified for each fuel cycle in the COLR. PHYSICS TESTS meet the
criteria for inclusion in the Technical Specifications, since the
components and process variable LCOs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS
meet Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the NRC Policy Stat;; cat 10;CF8
E01364)J21(11).

Reference 6 allows special test exceptions (STEs) to be included as
part of the LC0 that they affect. It was decided, however, to retain
this STE as a separate LC0 because it was less cumbersome and provided
additional clarity.

LC0 This LCO allows the reactor parameters of HTC and minimum temperature
for criticality to be outside their specified limits. In addition, it
allows selected control and shutdown rods to be positioned outside of
their specified alignment and insertion limits. Operation beyond
specified limits is permitted for the purpose of performing PHYSICS
TESTS and poses no threat to fuel integrity, provided the SRs are met.

The requirements of LCO 3.1.34, 3.1 45, LC0 3.1.56, LC0 3.1.67 and LC0
O 3.4.2 may be suspended during the performsnce of PHYSICS TESTS
|V provided:

a. RCS lowest loop average temperature is 2 E53H541 *F:-end

[1.0]! ok/k. wLtt 1n3hellimit[specjiiedlin"thelC,0_LRJb. SDH is 2 1

and

G THERHALTOWER;isMt; RTE!

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in H0DE 2 when performing low power PHYSICS
TESTS. The applicable PHYSICS TESTS are performed in H0DE 2 at HZP.
Other-PHYSICS TESTS are performed in "00: 1 and arc addrcased in
ECO 0.1.0, " PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-H00: 1."

.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If the SDH requirement is not met, boration must be initiated
promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is adequate for an operator

o to correctly align and start the required systems and components. The
() operator should begin boration with the best source available for the

plant conditions. Boration will be continued until SDH is within~

limit.
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LJ

Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoration of each of
'

the applicable LCOs to within specification. |

;

IL1
'

When THERMAL POWER is > 5% RTP, the only acceptable action is to open
the reactor trip breakers (RTBs) to prevent operation of the reactor .,

beyond its design limits. Immediately opening the RTBs will shut down
the reactor and prevent operation of the reactor outside of its design ,

!limits.

!

L.1
,

When the RCS lowest T.,, is < 91541*F, the appropriate action is to
restore T.,, to within its specified limit. The allowed Completion
Time of 15 minutes provides time for restoring T.,, to within limits
without allowing the plant to remain in an unacceptable condition for
an extended period of time. Operation with the reactor critical and
with temperature below El 531*F could violate the assumptions for -

accidents analyzed in the safety analyses. ;,

,

IL1
,

If the Required Actions cannot be completed within the associated ,

Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the
requirement does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least H0DE 3 within an additional 15 minutes. The

,

Completion Time of 15 additional minutes is reasonable, based on
operating experience, for reaching MODE 3 in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.810.1
REQUIREMENTS

The power range and intermediate range neutron detectors must be
verified to be OPERABLE in H0DE 2 by LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor Trip System

i(RTS) Instrumentation." A CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST is performed on
each power range and intermediate range channel ~within 12 hours prior
to initiation of the PHYSICS TESTS. This will ensure that the RTS is
properly aligned to provide the required degree of core protection i

p during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The 12 hour time limit

'V
(continued)

'
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\ ;

~1s sufficient to ensure that the instrumentation is OPERABLE shortly !
before initiating PHYSICS TESTS. '

SR 3.1.408.2
,

Verification that the RCS lowest loop T,, is a 531 541'F will ensure
that the unit is not operating in a condition that could invalidate !

the safety analyses. Verification of the RCS temperature at a
frequency of 30 minutes during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS

' will ensure that the initial conditions of the safety analyses are not
violated.

SR 3!118.3 !
i

yerificatjon;that~the1 THERMAL'POWERiisR5tATPjw111 ensure;that the
plant;j sino.t:operati ngli n calcondition 'thaticoul d . inval idate;the3afety
analyses 31Verifjcation of,the; THERMAL 1 POWER!atia; Frequency:ofillhout
duringithe performance ~of the;PHYSICSjTESTS~w1]]; ensure.;thatjthe2
initi al;condi tions;ofithelsa fetyianalysesiare: not ~ viol ated!

,

SR 3.1.408.43'

O
V yetifjcatjo[that1the';SDM;1s:wJthin;limitslspecifIed 1KtheLCOLB

ens'uresIthatZ forlthelspeci fj c1R_CCMandlBCSitemperatu_re~ magj pul atj o0(
performed:during : PHYSI.CS;.TESTSZ1he:pl_antit s:not!operati ng;1n'a
conditio01that;could1nvalidateithe3afety~analysislassumpttonsEIhj

# S0lCveri ficatioD:carCbelfacilitatedithroughltheluse70f;tabl es~ prepared
byitheIcore;designetszirlwhich;thelreactivity~ effects 3xpectediduting
theiPfiysics: Testing ha.ye:been: pre.yjous]y; considered;

I The SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation, '

considering the following reactivity effects:
,

a. RCS boron concentration:
,

s -

b. Shutdown ~and; Control bank position: j

c. RCS average temperature:
.

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation:
,

e. Xenon concentration: -

f. Samarium concentration: and
p i

, q,/ g. Isothermal temperature coefficient (ITC). ,

+

i

.

[ CPSES MarA-ays ofNUREG-1431 Bases - ) ITS 3.1 B 3.1-56 $/15/97
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,

PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-H0DE 2 :

B 3.1.M8 :

!

BASES
y
I

.

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this calculation >

because the reactor is subcritical, and the fuel temperature will be
,

changing at the same rate as the RCS. ,

.

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow change in
required boron concentration and on the low probability of an accident ,

occurring without the required SDM. ;

.

4

:

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix B. Section XI.
,

'

2. 10 CFR 50.59.
t

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68 Revision 2. August 1978. !

'

4. ANSI /ANS 19.6.1 1985. December 13, 1985.

5. WCAP-0273-NP-A, "Westinghcuse Rcicad Safety Evaluatica
. cthodology Report," July 1905."

's
5. WCAP-11510. including Addendum 1. April 1000.'

.

4

1

1

.

1

(a.
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i

Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Bases

Enclosure SB contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of the Bases portion ,

of( NUREG_1431, REV. 1. The Bases is descriptive in nature but provides significant
clarification and, in some casos, technical information which supports the
specifications. The version in the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version i

has been made plant specific.

To the extent possible, the words of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 are retained to maximize
'standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading,
'

they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant
specific portions of the specifications.

The changes are processed as follows:
:

There are four types of changes:'

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG-1431, Rev.1 Bases. .

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431. Rev.
1 Bases. -

3. Hodifications - This includes material whicn exist in NUREG 1431. Rev.1

O Bases but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific i

information which is presently located in the current TS .

or other design basis document into a bracketed portion
of NUREG 1431, Rev. 1 Bases,

The methodology of identifying the changes is :
,

.

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG 1431 Rev.1 Bases is annotated using '

the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand).
The deletions are Dat identified by a change number or a change
code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Bases in the.

appropriate location and is annotated using the red-line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
nat identified by a change number or a change code in the
adjacent right margin.

Hodifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of |
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using the strike out '

feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revisedN

!
Methodology l of2 S/1SM7 i

:
I
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Bases i

(continued) -

-

,e

C information is inserted into the Bases in the appropriate - i'
location and is annotated using the red line feature of

,_

Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The modification isd'

mt identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin. '

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed ,

area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
]

bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic" ;

information is " struck out" and the correct material is inserted
~

using the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the,

information is " redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An
'identification number to cross reference to an explanation or

justification is mt provided.
,

i

Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark up of NUREG 1431. Rev.1
Bases as part of the markup process. Reviewer notes may be '

" struck out" or deleted as preferred.

In summary, " red line" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new ;
material, " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted '

material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify
p changes in the Bases.

,

V

-1

I

i

I

i

!

,

d

f)
)

Methodology 2 of2 S/]S/97
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>

JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431
i

NUREG 1431 Section 3.1

This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked-up I

technical change to NUREG 1431, Revision 1 to make them plant specific or to
incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process.
The change ntabers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups. For
Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 6B. text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is
plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific |
information in that location. ,

,

a

CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.1 1 In accordance with TSTF 9 Rev 1, this change would relocate the :

specified limit for Shutdown Margin (SDM) from the ISTS to the
'

COLR. This change occurs in several specifications including the
Specifications for SDM and those specifications with ACTIONS that
require verifying SDM within limits.

|

3.1 2 The note for ITS SR 3.1.2.1 indicates that predicted reactivity
values may be adjusted (normalized) to correspond to the measured |

core reactivity prior to exceeding a fuel burnup of 60 EFPD after l

each refueling. However. both the Bases for ITS 3.1.2 and the
p current TS requirements in Specification 3.1.1.5 state that the
V normalization shall be done prior to exceeding a fuel burnup of ,

60 EFPD after each refueling. Therefore, the note has been l

revised to indicate that this is a requirement. )
|

3.1 3 Not Applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

3.1 4 SR 3.1.4.2 of NUREG 1431, Revision 1 would be deleted. In<

accordance with TSTF 13 Rev 1, the intent of this SR is only to
determ'ne the next frequency for SR 3.1.4.3. Performance of SR
3.1.4.2 is not necessary to assure that the LC0 is met: SR
3.1.4.3 fulfills that purpose. Therefore, SR 3.1.4.2 may be
deleted. In addition, the Note in the Frequency column of SR
3.1.4.2 would be moved to become Note 1 in the Surveillance
column of SR 3.1.4.3. This is for clarification purposes. As
discussed in CN 3.1-9, section re numbering results in SR 3.1.4.3

; of NUREG 1431. Revision 1 becoming SR 3.1.3.2..

3.1 5 Per current TS [3.1.3.1], the words "with all" have been removed
from ITS LCO 3.1.4. This is a clarification that ensures the
proper interpretation of the LCO. The change makes it clear that )
only one channel of DRPI is necessary to meet the alignment '

accuracy requirement of the LCO. With the word "all" in the
statement it may be possible for those unfamiliar with the DRPI
design to interpret the LC0 as applying to all channels of DRPI. |

CPSESDifferencesfromNUREG-1431 -ITS3.1 1 5/1587 |

|
|
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION'

(Q 3.1 6 ITS LC0 3.1.4 would be split into two separate statements to
v clarify that the alignment limit is separate from OPERABILITY of

the control rod. The CONDITION A wording is broadened from
"untrippable" to " inoperable" to ensure the CONDITION encompasses
all causes of inoperability. Previous wording was ambiguous for
rods that, for instance, had slow drop times but were still
trippable. These slow rods are inoperable rods, and the change
clarifies the appropriate ACTIONS. The Bases are changed to
reflect the changes to the LCO and CONDITION A. These changes
are based on traveler TSTF 107.

3.1 7 This change to the ISTS would incorporate, into ITS LC0 3.1.7, an
Action Statement that was previously approved as part of the
Callaway and Wolf Creek licensing basis as revised in
Enclosure 2. The Action Statement would permit continued POWER
OPERATION for up to 24 hours with more than one Digital Rod
Position Indicator per rod group inoperable. The Action
Statement specifies additional required actions beyond those
applicable to the condition of one DRPI per group inoperable.
The Bases for this change also would be incorporated into the
Bases for the plant ITS. These changes are consistent with
traveler WOG 73 Rev.1. The Note under the ACTIONS is changed
to be consistent with the new Required Actions.

3.1 8 The Frequency for ITS SR 3.1.7.1 for comparing DRPI and group
demand position would be changed from 18 Honths to "Once prior to '

criticality after each removal of the reactor vessel head." This
change makes it clear that the surveillance must be performed
each time the head is removed and that it is not tied to an
absolute time interval. This change is based on traveler
TSTF 89. ;

3.1 9 This change would eliminate ISTS 3.1.2 because the SDH
requirements for MODE 5 have been incorporated into Specification
3.1.1 in accordance with TSTF 136. Traveler TSTF 9, Rev. 1.
relocated values for SDH to the COLR which removed the only
difference between ISTS LCO 3.1.1 and ITST LC0 3.1.2.
Differences above and below 200'F will be addressed in the COLR.
Subsequent sections have been re numbered.

3.1 10 Several surveillances (e.g., rod position deviation monitor and.

rod insertion limit monitor in this section) contain actions in
the form of increased surveillance frequency to be performed in
the event of inoperable alarms. These actions are moved from the
TS to licensee controlled documents since the alarms do not
themselves directly relate to the limits. This detail is not

.q required to be in the TS to provide adequate protection of the
('', public health and safety. Therefore, moving this detail is

acceptable and is consistent with traveler TSTF 110, Rev.1.

' CPSES Digerencesfrom NUREG 1431 -ITS3.1 2 S/1S/97
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

/~N 3.1 11 Not Used. !

)
3.1 12 The Required Actions for inoperable DRPI in ITS 3.1.7 are revised

per the current licensing basis to note that the use of movable
incore detectors for rod position verification is an indirect
assessment at best. The position of some rods can not be
ascertained by this method.

3.1 13 This change adds an LCO requirement and SR to MODE 2 Physics
Tests Exceptions 3.1.8 to verify that thermal power is less than
or equal to 5 percent RTP. The LC0 requirement and SR were added
to verify that THERMAL POWER is within the defined power level
for MODE 2 during the performance of Physics Tests, since there
is an Action that addresses T11ERMAL POWER not within limit yet
there was no corresponding LCO or surveillance requirement. The
Surveillance Frequency of 1 hour is retained from the current TS.
This change is based on TSTF 14. Revision 3.

3.1 14 Not used.

3.1 15 Consistent with TSTF 12 Revision 1. I"S LCOs 3.1.9 and 3.1.11
are deleted. The physics tests ccatained in LC0 3.1.9 were only
contained in some initial plant ctariup testing programs. The

o physic test exception can be deleted s.'nce these physics tests

( ") are never performed during post refueling outages. The physics
test that LC0 3.1.11 required was the Rod Worth Measurement in
the N 1 condition. The use of other rod worth measurement
techniques will maintain the shutdown margin during the entire
measurement process and still provide the necessary physics data
verification. Since the N 1 measurement technique is no longer
used, the SDM test exception can be deleted. This change and
traveler TSTF 136 renumbers ISTS 3.1.10 to ITS 3.1.8.

3.1 16 This change adds the requirement to perform SR 3.2.1.2 in
addition to SR 3.2.1.1 during performance of ITS 3.1.4 Required
Action B.2.4. The intent of Required Action B.2.4 is to verify
that Fa(Z) is within its limit. Fa(Z) is approximated by Fj(Z)
(which is obtained via SR 3.2.1.1) and Fs(Z) (which is obtained
via SR 3.2.1.2). Thus, both Fj(Z) and Fg(Z) must be established
to verify Fa(Z). This change is consistent with traveler
WOG 105.

3.1 17 Consistent with current TS LC0 3.1.3.2. ITS 3.1.7 Condition C is
clarified to state that the inoperable position indicators are
inoperable DRPIs.

3.1 18 A MODE change restriction has been added to ITS 3.1.1. in the LCO

(d applicability, per the matrix discussed in CN 1-02 LS 1 of thei
'

3.0 package.

CPSESDifferencesfromNUREG-1431 -ITS3.1 3 S/15/97
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION i

-
. i

3.1 19 Not Used. !,

3.1 20 Consistent with current TS 3/4.10.3, " Physics Tests." ITS
,

LC0 3.1.8 and its Condition C and SR 3.1.8.2 are modified to i

refer to " operating" RCS loops. Adopting the current TS is
:

acceptable since valid Tavg measurements are not obtainable for a
- non operating loop. ;

.

1 ;
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!
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;
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C0fNERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431. SECTION 3.1 Page 1 cf 2

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.1-1 In accordance with industry traveler T5TF-9 Rev.1. this change would Yes Yes Yes Yes
relocate the specified limits for SDM from several T5 to the COLR.

3.1-2 Changes the Note to SR 3.1.2.1. which deals with verifying core Yes Yes No - No -
reactivity within limits, to state that the normalization of predicted Maintaining Maintaining
reactivity values to correspond to measured values shall be done prior to ISTS wording. ISTS wording.
exceeding a fuel burnup of 60 EFPD after each refueling.

3.1-3 Wolf Creek ITS LCO 3.1.6 Required Action C.1 is revised from "Be in MODE No No Yes No
3." to "Be in MODE 2 with K,y < 1.0."

3.1-4 In accordance with industry traveler TSTF-13 Rev. 1. ISTS SR 3.1.4.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes
which requires verf ; il MTC within the 300 ppm boron limit. is deleted
and the Note in i s is moved to the SR that requires the lower MTC
limit to be verit the deleted SR is not a requirement separate from
the lower MTC verifh-;1on SR. but is essentially a clarification of when
the SR for the lowe MTC limit should be performed.

3.1 5 Per current T5 [3.1.3.1]. the words "with all" are removed from the LCO Yes Yes Yes Yes
for control rod alignment limits. This ensures that the number of
channels of DRPI required to be OPERABLE will not be misconstrued.

3.1 6 In accordance with traveler T5TF-107. the change provides additional Yes Yes Yes Yes
clarification that the alignment limits in the LCO are separate from the
ODERABILITY of a control rod.

3.1-7 An Action Statement that was previously approved as part of the current Yes Yes Yes Yes
licensing basis of Callaway and Wolf Creek would be added to improved
T5 3.1.7. as revised in Enclosure 2. The Action Statement would permit
operation for up to 24 hours with more than one Digital Rod Position
Indicator per group inoperable.

3.1 8 In accordance with traveler T5TF-89, the requirement to compare DRPI Yes Yes Yes Yes
against group demand position would be required whenever the reactor
vessel head is removed, not every 18 months.

3.1-9 This change would eliminate ISTS 3.1.2 because the SDM requirements for Yes Yes Yes Yes
MODE 5 have been incorporated into Specification 3.1.1 in accordance with
traveler TSTF-136.

CPSES Conversion Compariwn Table - ITS3.1 5/15197
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. C0fWERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIF ENCES FROM NUREG-1431. SECTION 3.1 age 2 cf 2

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMtSER MSCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALU WY

_

3.1-10 Several surveillances (e.g., rod position deviation monitor and rod Yes Yes Yes Yes
insertion limit monitor in this section) contain actions in the form of
increased sueveillance frequency to be performed in the event of
inoperable alarms. These actions are moved from the TS to licensee
controlled docurrents. This is consistent with traveler TSTF-110 Rev.1.

3.1-11 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

3.1-12 The Required Actions for inoperable DRPI are revised per the current Yes Yes Yes Yes
licensing basis to note that the use of movable incore detectors for rod
position verification is an indirect assessment at best. The position of
some rods can not be ascertained by this method.

3.1-13 In accordance with traveler TSTF-14. Rev. 3. the LCO and Surveillance Yes Yes Yes Yes
Requirements are modified to verify that thermal power s 5% RTP. This
provides an LCO requirement to correspond to CONDITION B which requires
THERMAL POWER to be within limit.

3.1-14 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

3.1-15 In accordance with traveler TSTF-12. Rev. 1. this change would delete Yes Yes Yes Yes
ISTS LCOs 3.1.9 and 3.1.11. This change and TSTF-136 renumbers
ISTS 3.1.10 to ITS 3.1.8.

3.1-16 This change adds the requirement to perform SR 3.2.1.2 in addition to Yes Yes Yes Yes
SR 3.2.1.1 during performance of ITS 3.1.4 Required Action B.2.4
consistent with traveler WOG-105.

3.1-17 Consistent with current TS LCO 3.1.3.2. ITS 3.1.7 Condition C is Yes Yes Yes Yes
clarified to state that the inoperable position indicators are inoperable
DRPIs.

3.1-18 A MODE change restriction has been added to ITS 3.1.1. in the LCO Yes Yes Yes Yes
Applicability, per the matrix discussed in CN 1-02 LS-1 of the 3.0
package.

' 1 19 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A.

3.1-20 Consistent with current TS 3/4.10.3. " Physics Tests." ITS LCO 3.1.8 and Yes Yes Yes Yes
its Condition C and SR 3.1.8.2 are modified to refer to " operating * RCS
loops.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - ITS3.1 5/15/97
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.2
'5/ 5/97g

-(
.

Page 1 ( Sorted by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS
!

Item Code Para Item Code Para ,

,

3.2.1 LCO 3.2.3 LCO

3.2.1 ACTION a.1 3.2.3 CONDITION A

3.2,1 ACTION a.2 3.2.3 CONDITION B

3.2.1 ACTION b.1 3.2.3 CONDITION C

3.2.1 ACTION b.2 Not Used

3 2.1 ACTION b (New) 3.2.3 CONDITION D
~2

3.2.1 ACTION c 3.2.3 CONDIT0N C

4.2.1.1- SR 3.2.3.1 SR

4.2.1.1- SR a.2) Moved TRM

4.2.1.1 SR b Mo.ved TRM
1

1 2.52 SR 3.2.3 LCO

4.2[1.3 SR 3.2.3.3 SR

c

3.2.2 LC0 3.2.1 LCO
.

3.2.2 ACTION a 3.2.1 CONDITION A

3.2.2 ACTION b 3.2.1 CONDITION A.4

122 ACTION New 3.2.1 CONDITION C
2

4.2.2.1 SR 3.2.1 SR Note

12.2,2 SR a Moved BASES'

4.2.2.2 SR a Moved COLR

; 4.2.2J SR b Moved BASES

4.2.2.2 SR b Moved COLR

4.2.2.2 SR c 3.2.1.1 SR

4.2.2J SR d 3.2.1.2 SR

4.2 A 2 SR e 3.2.1.1 SR

4.2.2.2 SR e 3.2.1.2 SR

4.2.2.2 SR f 3.2.1.2 SR Note

4.2.2.2 SR a 3.2.1 CONDITION B

4.2,2.2 SR a 3.2.1 CONDITION C

4.2.2.2 SR h Moved BASES

12A2 SR h Moved JOLR

__ _4. 2. 2J SR 1 Moved BASES

4.2 2.2 SR i Moved COLR
2

4.2.2_.2 SR Moved BASES
'

: 4.2.2.3 SR Moved COLR

3.2,3 LCO 3.2.2 LC0

_3.2 3 ACTION a 3.2.2 CONDITION A.1
2

_3 2.J ACTION a (New) 3.2.2 _ CONDITION B
2

3.2J ACTION b 3.2.2 CONDITION A.2

3.2.3 ACTION b 3.2.2 CONDITION B

12.J ACT_ ION c 3.2.2 CONDITION A.3

1 2.3_ ACTION c (New) 3.2.2 CONDITION B

g __3 4 3 ACTION b&c Note 3.2.2 CONDITION A Note

( 1231 SR 12.2 SR Note
2

AL3.2 SR 3.2.2.1 SR

.. - . - - .
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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.2
5/ 5/97
Page 2 ( Sorted by Current TS )

O
Current TS Improved TS

.

'

Item Code Para Item Code Para

3.2.4 LCO 3.2.4 LCO

3.2.4 ACTION a 3.2.4 CONDITION A

3.2.4 - ACTION a 3.2.4 CONDITION B

4.2.4.1 SR a 3.2.4.1 SR

_.4241 SR . b Moved TRH4
'

4,2.4.1 SR c 3.2.4.2 SR

3.2.5 LCO 3.4.1 LCO

__3 2.5 ACTION 3.4.1 CONDITION A
2

i 12a.5 ACTION 3.4.1 CONDITION B

1 2.5 ACTION 3.4.1 CONDITION C

.l.25.1 SR 3.4.1.1 SR ;
2

4.2J.1 SR 3.4.1.3 SR 1

4.2 5J SR 3.4.1.2 SR |4
'

1 4.2.5.2 SR Not Used

4.2J.3 SR 3.3.1.10 __SR

4.2 5.3 SR 3.4.1.4 SR
1

4.2.5.4 SR Moved 3ASES .

|4.2.5.4 SR 3.4.1.4 3R '

O;

,

|

|

I

i

O I
!

i
!

- - - - . _ - - _ _ _-
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.2
- 5/ 5/97

; Page 1 ( Sorted by IIS )

Current TS Improved TS '

.

Ites Code Para Item Code Para
~

3.2.2 LCO 3.2.1 LCO

3,2,2 ACTION a 3.2.1 CONDITION A

1 212.2 SR

~~
b 3.2.1 CONDITION A.43.2.2 ACTION

o 3.2.1 CONDITION B

4,2.2 2 SR _
a -

3.2.1 CONDITION C
t

,3 4 2 ACTION New 3.2.1 CONDITION C

4.2.2.1 SR 3.2.1 SR Note

A22.2 _SR c 3.2.1.1 SR
1

122,2 SR e 3.2.1.1 SR

4.2.2.2 SR d 3.2.1.2 SR

4.2.2.2 SR e 3.2.1.2 SR

4.2.2,2 SR f 3.2.1.2 SR Note

A2.3 LCO 3.2.2 LCO
-

3.2.3 ACTION b&c Note 3.2.2 CONDITION A Note

3.2.3 ACTION a 3.2.2 CONDITION A.1

123 ACTION b 3.2.2 CONDITION A.2
2

3.2.3 ACTION c 3.2.2 CONDITION A.3

O' _3 2.3 ACIION a (New) 3.2.2 CONDITION B
2

AL) ACTION b 3.2.2 CONDITION B

12.3 ACTION c (New) 3.2.2 CONDITION 8

12.3.1 SR 3.2.2 SR Note

4.2.3.2 SR 3.2.2.1 SR

12.1 LCO _3.2.3 LCO

; 4,2,1,2 SR 3.2.3 LCO

Jm2J ACTION a.1 3.2.3 CONDITION A

321 ACTION a.2 3.2.3 CONDITION B
12.

12.1 ACTION b,1 3.2.3 CONDITION C

AL1 ACTION b (New) 3.2.3 CONDITION D
,

|
_

'

4.2.1.3 SR 3.2.3.3 SR ,

'

4.2.1.1 SR 3.2.3.1 SR

NA 3.2.3.2 SR Not Used

J22,4 __LCO
3,2.4 LCO ,

12,_4 ACTION a 3.2.4 CONDITION A |

A2.4 ACT!ON a 3.2.4 CONDITION B

4. ,4.1 SR a 3.2.4.1 SRJ
4.2.4.1 SR c 3.2.4.2 SR

'

I .

.
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O Methodology For Cross Reference Tables
V J

The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs, |
Actions, Surve111ances. Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the |

location of items that have been located out of the improved TS. |
,

The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS:

LC0/SR number (ltem) -

This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification.

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO The LCO operability requirement
APP - The APPLICABILITY requirement

Q CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements

Q SR - The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS. or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,
the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.
Appropriate entries in this column for thcse respective actions might be
" Modes 1 4* and " Modes 5, 6, etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b").

g
'

Methodology I of3 $/ ISM
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables !

lO " " " ' ' " "
|

'

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in ]'

NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS j

~

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not j
apply. j

| Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple f
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross !

reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple !

paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the |

current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the !
,'

improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS. ;

{

! innroved TS:
;.

!

LC0/SR number (Item) -

| This column lists the LCO or SR nimber which applies as listed in the
associated specification or uses the following code: J

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control i

ldocument outside the TS (See Code for specific reference
location). |

|
Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LC0 The LCO ' operability requirement
,

APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

,

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g., FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures)

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

O
- 2 of3 $/1587Methodology
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Hethodology for Cross-Reference Tables
(Continued)

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion o/ the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected psagraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1431.

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor .

relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already
adequately addressed by regulations)

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved
TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to
adequately describe 'tca cross reference. For example, if the
cross reference applie to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A" If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
Mequirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

Note: bnen a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
say cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS,
separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
parapphs (e.g., "'.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs
such as A.1.1. A.i.2, etc.).f

C
Methodclogy 3 of3 S/15M7
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< ENCLOSURE 2'

t

MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS

Mark-up:
.

s

~ SPECIFICATION PAGE
.

<

3.2.1 .... ..... . ... . ... .. ........ ........ .. 3/4 2-1-

3.2.2.... .. ..... ... ... .. ... ....... ... 3/4 2-4
3.23 .. .. . .. . .. .. ... ............. . . ... 3/4 2-8

:
3.2.4..... ........ ... .... . ........ ..... ....... 3/4 2- 10'

3.2.5. ..... ... ........ . ... . ....... .... ...... 3/4 2-12 |-

|
I

|

Methodology (2 Pages)
1

|
|

!

.

1

4

i-

,

1
i

k |
. .
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3/4.2''PnLKR DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.1 -AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE

LIMITING ColeITION FOR OPERATION

'

- 3.2.1' The' indicated AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) shall be maintained within the target'

band (flux difference units) about the target flux difference. The target band is
; specified in the CORE CPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR).
,

4

:The indicated AFD may deviate outside the required target band at greater than or equal
:

to 50% but less than 90% of RATED THERMAL POWER provided the indicated AFD is within the
Acceptable Operation Limits specified in the COLR and the cumulative penalty deviation:

time does not exceed 1 hour ** during the previous 24 hours.

The indicated AFD may deviate outside the required target band at greater than 15% but
; less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER provided the cumulative penalty deviation time does

not exceed I hour during the previous 24 hours.

}

[
j APPLICABILITY: MODE 1, above 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER * #01-01-A:

\ACTION:#

a. With the indicated AFD outside of the required target band and with THERMAL
POWER greater than or equal to 90% of RATED THERMAL POWER within 15

'

minutes e Mher:

1. Restore the indicated AFD to within the target band limits, or
2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 90% of RATED THERMAL

:
'4

POWE 9 W o J.+ e B A . 101-02-LS;j..

4

i

e

I
f 0101 A :

f. See SF;iel Tc;t Sception: Sg;iff;; tion 3.10.2.'

Surveillance ter, ting of the**
,01-04 N.-.

Power Range Neutron Flux Channels may be performed pursuant to ;

Sweification 4.3.1.1 provided the indicated AFD is maintained within
tw Acceptable Operation Limits specified in the COLR. A total of 16
hours operation may be accumulated with the AFD outside of the required target
band during testing without penalty deviation.

,

,

:

\

.

CPSESMark-q ofCTS 3M.2 3 M 2-1 5/15/97
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

LIMITING CO W ITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)
i

ACTION (Continued)
<

4

b. With the indicated AFD outside of the required target band for more than 1
hour of cumulative penalty deviation time during the previous 24 hours or
outside the Acceptable Operation Limits specified in the COLR and with !

THERMAL POWER less than 90% but equal to or greater than 50% of RATED l

THERMAL POWER:

1. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED BERMAL ,'
POWER within 30 minutes.ENfg33ferfgug!)eXpppyggj f01 05 M-

BenelleCM*1oNri3MR$1 enGJ

2. "aduce tFa I;ar "an;c "cutren fla;; |iigh Trip itpeints
01~-06-LS-"

to less then er equel to 450 cf "AKO "|C""/L "J" "
within tra next 4 tours.

1

1MDdthilSihlCDed; |h4836}ggggggggg;gN ,01 05 M-ggggggm i

It9ERREE3508p63RDIERR2aM&e8J |

With the indicated AFD outside of the required target band for more than 1c.
hour of cumulative penalty deviation time during the previous 24 hours and;
with THERMAL POWER less than 50% but greater than 15% of RATED THERMAL

\ POWER, the THERMAL POWER shall not be increased equal to or greater than
50% of RATED THERMAL POWER until the indicated AFD is within the required
target band.

4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.1.1 The indicated AFD shall be determir ' to be within its limits during POWER
OPERATION above 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER b,.

a. Monitoring the indicated AFD for each OPERABLE excore channel:
,

1) At least once per 7 days uten tra Y O "enitor Aler;;; is 0^E"# LC. end ;

2) At icest eree per h;ur for tra first 24 hours efter
restering the A D itaiter Aler;;; t; 0"E"# LC status. 01 07 LG

b. |tnitoring end 1;;;ing tra indi;eted VO for enh 0"C"XL
enere chenisi et -leest eree per teur fer tra first 24 h;urs end !01-07 LG~-
et leest erie per 0^ ;;;inutes, when the AO itaiter Ale ;;; is
ireperabic. Tra leggd velues of tre indic;ted A"O shell bc
esswed to exist during tra intervel pre;; ding each 1;;;ing.

i

!

|

CPSESMark 4 ofCTS 3M.2 3N 2-2 S/1S/97
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SlRVEILLANCE REQUIREENTS (Continued)

'

4.2.1.2 The indicated AFD shall be considered outside of its target band
' 01 09 Awhen two or more OPERABLE excore channels are indicating the AFD to be :

outside the target band. Penalty deviation outside of the above require
target band shall be accumulated on a time basis of:

One minute penalty deviation for each 1 minute of POWER OPERATION outside ;a.
of the target band at THERMAL POWER levels equal to or above 50% of RATED
THERMAL POWER, and

b. One-half minute penalty deviation for each 1 minute of POWER OPERATION
outside of the target band at THERMAL POWER levels between 15% and 50% of
RATED THERMAL POWER.

4.2.1.3 The target flux difference of each OPERABLE excore channel shall be 01 10 A-

determined in conjunction with the measurement of Fa (Z) as defined inc

. : Mr a.t s ? t 6 79BBSpecification 4.2.2.2 .' V t...., f E,e '

mamamannsensemenw menmue - v

Th, re;isien of Specific; tion 4.0.4 c.rr. ..;t ;ppliceb10. :01-11 A

O

,

1

i

e

O
.

CPSESMark-sq ofCTS 3M.2 3M 2-3 S/1SM7
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poler DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.2 HEAT FLUX HOT tiANNEL FACTOR F (Z)
e

LIMITING COM)ITION FOR OPERATION

,

3.2.2 F (7)haREMIER500BaladeMHedTIMettethergsgettrq
r

~ ;tell be li;;;ited by tre felic;.;ing rel;tien;hi;;. |02-01-LG. )

i- i. .-

j Fe(Z) $ [F "3[K(Z)] for ." r 0.5n
P

Fe(Z) ; [F,*][K(2); for. ; 0.5"

_

(h5

'"erc: F - tM F,1i;;;i t ;t ""Z" " E""."1. ^7 't"
. ("T") ;g;g"fied in the 00"C ^^E"'TI"O LI"ITS "C. 0",T (00'")." '

1 .

t

" " E "".'i ^ ~ C , and
RATEfHNERNAL-POWER

K(2) - th .;=1 bed-F,(Z) ;; a furetica -cf cer; teid.t ;p;ified in the'

GOLR-
,

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.,

/ ACTION:

With Fa(Z) exceeding its limit:

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER at least 1* for each Itiggi %fu that *02 01 LG'

|
exceeds the limit within 15 minutes and similarly reduce the
Power Range Neutron Flux High Trip Setpoints within 30the-et :02 02 LS-! ._

4 hours: POWER OPERATION may proceed for up to a total of 72'
hours subscquent POWER OPERATION may proceed provided the
Overpower N 16 Trip.Setpoints have been reduced at least it for each 1%

.

$(g] 6fB that exceeds the limit: and

b. Identify er.d correct the ;;u;; cf the out of-limit condition _

T02 01-LGiprior to increasing THERMAL POWER above the reduced limit ,

t required by ACTION a., above: THERMAL POWER may then be

to be within its lim $(t. increased provided F Z) is demonstrated through incore mapping
.

IlBQ JGhtC[8b6W["8Ct14nC4teMECW14Mit?2t#ffLMlgd
02 03 N- ;

<

XLILMlR$19.litjgef bel 11LJgEIgktggtgiflgggf

.

.

CPSESMark-ngp ofCTS .1H.2 3M 24 5/15M7 ;
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POWER DISTRIBLITION LIMITS

t

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

O
|02-07-AL

4.2.2.1 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable

4.2.2.2 Fe(Z) shall be evaluated to determine if it is within its limit by: f 02 01 LGi
,,_i__ AL_ _..L,_ ,_____ am_m___ A_ mA_,_ _ _ _ . . _ _

8. WJIIfy blrb r.WV WW.E 5 I thW. E whwSWbWE d kW WW b W B I . u .FVvyw s

_s navrn
_ _ . . v. a rnu a s

A
_543. ,r e,nna rn --__A__ _

V. .v t I h W iJ J . A _ J. L . .A s. VI . ___
_A..

1
UI if I mns y m . WTyn.n yuE,5 belU . J bI WWb Iv.wy ub

v. e nenu.a.ene_w rn. m. . n.

c,e r '. s __

s. V .1. W _ _
_1 _.

O.hm. ~_Amm,.s.t.aO..AM.b. ~Ah. M. .enu b. .A h.e.b, .s.m. al. 8. AO.n. .b. hM..m. nan.d. apa.d. am.m
n . u,. . ..

. _ .. . .
_ . . .,

- L j
L AL. --.__

.J J. ._ A J. L . . A J. m_ _. .r ,. , n ,e,m,A J..
J

s..--T. n. ~e n. i.ae.n e.k. ~a . m .ne.m.J r. e# 9 s .m. .m yV. . b. m ,
.. . a. ,

UbbVMI .A _ _ _ . . s _ A . . _ 2 ._Fy_ A.1.b
.____

s. . . _ A .t _ _a. _Ib t______ A .L _ ...t....__; L..
- __.._ s_ _ ut rhEd wasu .ss t b, ph . I EMJb b sb .u UE WJA_

b . VI pusu. ru . ub b us I q.vbW

r,,ar m.m
L s. m_ _ _ ..____ A . . - _ _ A ._ 2. A 2, E . .A_ _-__ ____ __

, bV . . . . . . . . ~ . . .ms ..b

C. Verify 109 that Fo(Z). mL,'._2. m,' 2. . e - - > s. i. .- A s. m- . ,.. .n. . .n.L .L,..-n
C . . mE.b . . ,ym .

satisfies the relationship in ". ,c-ificatier, 3.". '. n.i.; ;
702-01 LG:n n nL a_

d. The-f,e ,,, m A
, _ _ ; ,. . .._

,_
.... ..u. , W , b o . , m, ...

satisfy EgggM the follwir; relationship e t t ',e
t02-04 M.-_, AL. m , , . . . . ;m__,_ . , _ _

A2.__ A _ _ ,_m m. b E . . . m . m . . .--
b . V. b. m ...n .

ger9s , c w .. vins s_ n - n e
'O'-' 'O ^ "5'e ' w' ' ' "**

P*1Mftff

rM -. ve's s_- n - ri er errg .v.s - 'O ^ "\63 ' V' ' L v*d
-

i

t'i"1Mftft

..L,. e, ,e r 7 s, 4. ., m.k.+. ,. 4. , ~ A. c.., ,4. s. a. , 6 4. m,. . A . e . o. . ok . k.,m. .,m. . e. ,m 4. , +L.~- e. ,4.
.~ . . . , .. . . . . , . , . .

e ens __ _ s. . m a. m_ . ,, s. ____ L _ 2. L. A . e.d A .L ._ n _

1 4. n 4. +. , v. i, s ,s 4. ., +km
.... .14.

mA
. p a. , ., . .m w. .m . . b m

. . . . . ~ . .

nrw er-n __; . AL. _..1. ;____;__A s. ._ _ A J _

_ s n avers v.irnua s t_f, v s, J. ds___AJ__ Ibastw b IVI.vg g 4. b.rw g.J h . E wwys sws, s g,V. .v t I h.W I mn, r m s Wyv n , usruI E UV b I V I .
____.. a___; ____1J2.A

4.L..A2. biU..g.E
A_ 2. .

a.
_A____ _.

E. twVul l b E . EM WWI ty . fv t 3189 .A L. Iu b UhwVUI A . s. VI__
_ _ . . _ _.A __ __.._

I I. du . J by WW h f VIIb bd yWyvb .

2.._. i .L _ a , . re. ,rrnor noen a,., un , ,um -_; o,,s ___ ____,,,_;
..,.4.. rg .

v,,s
b m wns . ,m.ano a

V, .. ... n u. , m ,u a u. , mE ers,....Eu
2 2

h.t* f.%nt'11.*__ --- ,rE ,.. s.2. m- _A d. m. f, . n, . 4. . V .. ,n. Vn . . rs .

v ,

* i

|
!
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POWER DISTRIBtJTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) , , . _

e8

U Measuring F,@ [[gDgdjf/(Z)]according to the following ^02 01 LG.e.
schedule:

gg aimermonescammemann amawnueva,wmecur-enn
?O2 05 H-

1. Oporti.Ltgggfj!ggg3[D[g achieving equilibrium #02-06'A'~conditions after exceeding by 20% or more of RATED -

THERMAL POWER, the THERMAL POWER at which Fa(Z) was last
determined *,eeMg

2. At least once per 31 Effective Full Power Days tBRMCIS. Whickv;r
,

- . . . . . .

f. With measurements indicating

maximum Ff(Z)
"r K(Z)

has increased since the previous determination of F/(Z) either of the
following actions shall be taken: .

'

1) Increase F/(Z) by an allowance t-04-as specified in the -

02-01 LG_:COLR and verify that this value satisfies the
relationship in Specification 4.2.2.2d. or

2) Fa'"(Z) shall be measured at least once per 7 Effective Full Power
.

v' Days until two successive maps indicate that

maximum Ff(Z) is not increasing.
"z g(z)

g. "ith the reistianships specified in Specificatica 4.2.2.2d eb;;; not being
satisfied:

H Calcul:tc the perce-t that F O Jff,"{Dlexceeds its
_02 01-LGlimit by the fc11 swing cxpressica.

-

max 1 = F/(Z)x"(B
-1 x 100 for P r 0.5

cver Z F,"
x 118-

9

2r1 = F/(2) x L'(Z)
1 x 100 for I J 0.5.

Over Z F,"
x K(Z)

and

(3 Power level may be increased until the THERMAL POWER for extended*
02 07 A

V operation has been achieved.
.

CPSESMark-up ofCTS 3N.2 3N 2-6 SAS/97
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POWER D O IBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

(M

Q 2) The following action shall be taken:

Within 1", ;;;irrdesEtKgits, control the AFD to within new -

AFD limits which are determined by reducing the AFD limits 102 08-LS:
specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT by it AFD
for each percent Fa(Z) exceeds its limits as dcter;. ired.

ir. "+;;ificatier, 4.2.2.2;;.1 trJIMMitilRP2Ef,ttttW2M :02-03 M-
n _. ____. mu_ m, ___
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___ _rL
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PnurR DISTRIBLITION LIMITS

3/4:2.3 lart rAR ENTHALPY RISE HDT CHANNEL FACTOR P, j

LIMITING COEITION FOR OPERATION2 ,

3.2.3 FL shall be
r;l;ti; .;t.ip. !

l

F.,c-s-F-7 [1.P ."F ,(1.0 . )]"
;

c03-01 LG c..
,

Where-

F-7 - TM F, li;;;it et "'TE" "|C""f'. MWER
("T. ) .;p;;ified ir, tt.; 00"E 0"C"'T!"0"

,

LI"ITS "C"0"T (COL"), j

Pf , - tk p=:r f::t:r ='tip'icr fer P, !
_ _ _ m _2 2_ u_ mn _a

m .. . - ... . ~ . ..

;

_ raarnuaa nas u-nn -

v

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1. j
'

:

f ACIION:
i

With FL exceeding its limit: !
,

a. Within el hours either: (03 02-LS"
i

1. Restore FL to within the above limit, or
'f

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL
POWER and reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux High Trip ?02 02 LS '
Setpoint to less than or equal to 55% of RATED THERMAL

~

iPOWER within the next 4 E hours,
!ele ,

M SIC w gode m . :03 03-M- :
,
'

b.m Within 24 hours of initially being outside the above limit,
verify through incore flux mapping that P, has been restored to within the ,

'

above limit, or reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 5% of RATED
THERMAL POWER within the next E | hours. .:03 04 LS :

,

:
,

;

M in N M AI M MX! ORC f = M l M il 03-05 M. >,

O ;
.

,

,
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILIANCE REOLIIREMENTS

;p
V c.a R..tify er.d correct the ceu;; cf the out of-limit condition prior to 203 01'-LG'

increasing THERMAL POWER above the reduced THERMAL POWER limit required
by ACTION a.2. and/or b., above: subsequent POWER OPERATION may proceed '

i

provided that P, is demonstrated, through incore flux mapping, to be '

within its limit prior to exceeding the following THERMAL POWER
levels:3 103 06 A? ;

1. A nominal 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and j

!

2. A nominal 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

I
3. Within 24 hours of attaining greater than or equal to 95% of RATED

i
THERMAL POWER M

03:03 4 '
M e:G C # Sc 1 tf9'E V.i U A 'in

!

i

t 02-OFA ' - !
* '

|4.2.3.1 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable
?,
i

4.2.3.2 P, shall be determined to be within its limit by using the movable incore !

detectors to obtain a power distribution map: |
.

Prior to operation above 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER after each fuel ;

O a.

b loading, j
4

'

b. At least once per 31 Effective Full Power Days-end

:. W =rsed-9, shell be irar;; sed by 4% for ;;ssr;.a. 703 01;LGi
breertait*yr

Mt#MI 03 05 M 4

6hN,'*,dZIdoti M..J|ClGBh23!!3933W1M|$1GilffEMME ;:03 06 A

>

i

;

|

:

I
,

-

_
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PnlKR DISTRIBLTTION LIMITS
,

3/4.2.4 OUADRANT POWER TILT B&UD

LIMITING COMITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.4 The QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO shall not exceed 1.02.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1, above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER *.
,

'

ACTION:

i

With the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO determined to exceed 1.02:a.

1. a) Within 2 hours, reduce THERMAL POWER by at least 3% from RATED
THERMAL POWER for each it of QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO in excess of
1.

b) At least once per 12 hours, calculate the QUADRAKT POWER TILT RATIO
and reduce THERMAL POWER by at least 3% from RATED THERMAL POWER for ;

each it of QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO in excess of 1, and
'

c) Within 24 hours, and once per 7 days thereafter, confirm that the
Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor Fa(Z), is within its limit by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.2.2.2 and confirm that Nuclear
Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor, FL, is within its limit by"

performing Surveillance Requirement 4.2.3.2.:
[

2. Prior to incteasing THERNAL POWER above the limit of Action a.1:

a) Re evaluate the safety analyses and confirm that the results remain
valid for the duration of operation under this condition, and then |

.

t b) Calibrate excore detectors to show zero GPTR R W J M IMle M 104-01 A? !

iERS:

3. After Action a.2 is completed and within 24 hours of reaching RATED THERMAL |
POWER, or within.48 hours of increasing THERMAL POWER above the limit of
ACTION a.1, confirm that F,(Z) is within its limit by performing"

Surveillance Requirement 4.2.2.2 and that FL is within its limit by i
-

performing Surveillance Requirement 4.2.3.2: and

4. If the requirements of a.1, a.2 or a.3 above are not met, reduce THERMAL
POWER to 5 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours. ,

.

: 01-01 A 'See Sp;;iel Test D;;ptiens Sp;;ification 0.10.2. ;'
,

i

!

.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

O 4.2.4.1 The QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO shall be determined to be within the limit i
!

above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER by:

a. Calculating the ratio at least once per 7 days der, the elem is 0^C.J"LC"

b. Calculatir.;; tre retic at laest acce gr 12 t.sur; 2.or, tre cien. 101-07 LGL

is ir.egrebi;. eri

c. Calculating the ratio at least once per 12 hourst when above 75%
RATED THERMAL POWER with one M Power Rcnge Channelg 104-04 %-

inoperable.'

1

i

l

l
i
'

I

l

l

|

l

!
!

renamanitsamannazmerswtemootmonYwreastem x04 04.ts:
62

OV
.
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<

PnurR DISTRIBilTION LIMITS

3/4.2.5' IMI PARAETERS
,

LIMITING CnunITION FOR OPERATION |
1
.

:

3.2.5 The following DNB related parameters shall.be maintained within the stated ;:

limits: .

a. - !ad';eted ",eactor Coolant System T,5 592*F iOS 01 LG: |

.
b. Ir.di ated "ressurizer Pressure

t 2219 psig* E05 01 LG -[

c. ..disted Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Flow |

1
2 403,400 gpm** for Unit 1 f05-01-LG' '

3 408,000 gpm** for Unit 2- -

!

] APPLICABILITY: MODE 1. ,
<

.
.

ACTION:
.

With any of the above parameters exceeding its limit, restore the parameter to'

within its limit within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL NWER to less than 5% of ;

RATED THERNAL POWER within the next og hours. t05-N B j:

1 MuttedNF1.TMot"IntetMkMtimitMM .

|

) g
-

- .'c05 11 A: ,
-

i

StRVEILLANCE RFntlIREMENTS
;

!

i

4.2.5.1 Each of the above parameters EgganigSMSBN$NNI iOS 11 A; '

. .< - . shall be verified to be within its limits at least oncee e s-

! per 12 hours.
._ _, ,,_.. __ _ _<_,, m_ ..__,,2.._.2 ..m....,._.. u. . . ,,_m..._._ <_ ..

i05-02 LSm. . _or.,,, ,,,e
... ,, .. -,. v. . ,. =*

in:;t . ace p;r 31 ty; 'y pleat =-,-;ter 1.diati;n er nuure. ,.7,; ^' tM "00
'

,
.s . . , . . . . - . . . . .. . .,. ...

elk t;p di''er;itiel prenure tr;;;itter;' atput v;lte,;.
, _ _ _ , , _ . . __ ,_2,__ ___ _<_,, <_ . 205-03 LG-

m. . _o,,, . . _ ..... - .<>__i.._.2 i.._ _
,...m,

, , , ,
,,, . , , . . - .. , , ~ , . . . . , , . , . . . .... .

. , . . . . . ,

. C.'.LI""'T " et lent .r.;e p;r 1" ~atM. T M ;M a.;1; ; Mil k r.r, r;11;ed
M;-d en tM "0S 'l; rete itec 'ation e' Curveillexe "; ui ; 7,'. 4.2.5.4. |

.

-

4.2.5.4 The RCS total flow rate shall be 4.ter ind 'y preci;ien M;t i
-

hieme usurs c". ggggd after each fuel loading and prior to operation '05!04 LG-
-

above 85% of RATED THERMAL POWER. TM fai;ter prenure e,.d te ,,;reture.
~

i

,

tM, ein ;t;=,<_ pre;;ure, ;nd f;;d ;ter '';u di"_erentiel pre;;ure istrux .t;
',

i'
;m

I 1.b
2 ,,_..____.._-.i.eabe__ . .m , _ mm 2_.._ _, _ m _,_ .<_ __,__,_m_2_

_t_ , < _ _ _ ,
v. # bis B s #v ya .5 g,. s .. sI ry b1T. b. 5 1 a % b, 3b 5 s .v. s ,. . e.i ww J

d. I E a,. h.5

Limit not applicable during either a THERMAL POWER ramp in excess of 5% .*

of RATED THERMAL POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWER step in excess of |

|
10% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

!=1;i ; e 1." "1;u = n ur;x at uxerteinty. 105-01 LG :I

"

-

!4

|
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Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS

This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark up of the current' ;

Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is i

perfomed in accordance with the following guidelines:
,

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non-.

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be
determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required
to demonstrate that the change is non technical.

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A-

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes I
'

material which is moved to the Bases of the TS).

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions,
etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS.

3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the irproved TS. |

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material
within the specifications, etc.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The l
addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right
margin.

Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike-out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by
hand) and the revised information is inserted into the

(7 specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using
L)

Methodology 1 of2 S/15i97
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!

Methodology For Mark-up of Current TS
(continued). |

O'
.

!the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert
pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the ' |
adjacent right margin.

]

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect ,

administrative changes. Where the administrative change might |
,

cause confusion ~ to a reviewer, the change is identified by a ;

change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not :

correspond with the specification in which that requirement is
located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the<

markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in
enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been

)located in the improved TS.
!

CHANGE NUMBERS:

'

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates

|
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LCO (or group of similar
LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the

,

!,

Joint Licensing Subconsiittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their i'

individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus j
i

each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of
numbers (i.e.. 13 in this example) is an assigned ntaber to identify changes within -

I

a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of
!

differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear

'

| sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
'

indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A. H LG, TR, LS, R).4

|

In roncery, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark up. For ;

electronic mark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike out" is i

used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify ;

technical changes. ' All technical changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items)
; require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,

requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to
' ,

provide additional clarification.

|
;

:O
~

S/2Si97
'
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1

a

ENCLOSURE 3A
.

e

:

; i

DESCRIPTION OF
CHANGES TO CURRENT TS

:

1

Technical Specification Conversion Change Numbers (1 Page) 1

:

Description of Changes (10 Pages)

!

.

a

a

>
4

l

i i

s

'

O
.

~ ,- , . . ,
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'

,

,

O
TECHNICA.L SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NUMBERS

SECTION 3/4.2

Technical CHG CALLAWAY WOLF CREEK COMANCHE DIABLO
#b m ,,,,,,,,,,, . .. .

.

Axlal Flux Difference 1 3.2.1 3.2.1 3.2.1 3.2.1

(AFD)

Heat Flu Hot 2 N/A N/A 3.2.2 3.2.1.2

Channel Factor -

Fo(Z)

Nuclear Enthalpy Rise 3 3.2.3 N/A 3.2.3 N/A

Hot Channel Factor -
AM

Nuclear Enthalpy Rise 3 N/A 3.2.3 N/A N/A

Hot Channel Factor -
Fan (X,Y)

RCS Flow Rate and 3 N/A N/A N/A 3.2.3

Nuclear Enthalpy Rise
Hot Channel Factor

Quadrant Power Tilt 4 3.2.4 3.2.4 3.2.4 3.2.4

Ratio

DNB Parameters 5 3.2.5 3.2.5 3.2.5 3.2.5

>

l

4

O
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.2

This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change to
the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change numbers; n

Q contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications). In
addition, the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are contained in j

.

enclosure 4.- Only technical changes are discussed: administrative' changes (i.e., i

format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to NUREG 1431 Revision 1 !'

i
are not discussed. For enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" j

indicates the information is plant specific and is not comon to all the ' Joint.'

Licensing Subcomittee (JLS) plants, Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may
have plant specific information in that location.<

,
,

, CHANGE

|NUPBER MHC DESCRIPTION

1

2 01 01 A Removes reference to the Special Test Exception in accordance ,

with the format of NUREG 1431. This modification is |
4

acceptable because it is an adninistrative change which does
not change the requirement only the format.

,

.

01 02 LS 1 With the Axial Flux Difference (AFD) outside of the required'

target band with power greater than 90% RTP. the current
;

Technical Specifications allow 15 minutes to either restore
the AFD to within limits or reduce the power to less than 90% i

RTP. The proposed activity would allow an additional 15 i

; '

minutes to reduce the THERMAL POWER to less than 90% of RATED'

THERMAL POWER (RTP). The additional 15 minutes is consistent !
.

-

with allowances provided in NUREG 1431, Rev. 1, and provides* ,

an acceptable period of time to reduce power to less than 90% |

RTP without allowing the plant to remain for an extended ;r
2

period of time in a condition that could allow adverse j

xenon redistributions to develop. j

01 03 LG Not applicable. Sea conversion comparison table (enclosure
3.).

01 04 H The current TS allows the 16 hours of operation outside of
the target band for surveillance testing of the Power Range
Neutron Flux channels without penalty accumulation. From a
literal reading of the text, the testing could include
channel checks, calibrations, and ACOTs: however, in
practice, the AFD is required to be varied only for the-

incore/excore calibrations. In the ISTS, the practical
application is identified, and the defined surveillance
testing only includes the incore/excore calibration. Hence,
this change results in more restrictive requirements than
exist in the current TS.

J

O
.

CPSES Descr& tion of Changes to CTS 3N.2 1 3/1587*
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CHANGE
NL3BER EilE . DESCRIPTION

01 05- M Consistent with NUREG 1431, additional requirements are-

imposed in the event reactor power is required to be reduced
to less than or equal to 50% RTP due to accumulated AFD
penalty minutes. In the current TS, if the required power-

reduction is not completed in the required time, LCO 3.0.3
would be entered. However, once the power was reduced to
less than 50% RTP, the LCO 3.0.3 could be exited. Although;

not the intent, the required power reduction to 50% RTP could
be extended over an additional hour. In the ISTS, if the |

,

required power reduction is not completed.in the required |

time the thermal power must be reduced to less than or equal |

to 15% RTP over the next 9 hours. There is no opportunity to |

halt the power decrease prior to reaching 15 * RTP. This ;

ensures the applicability of the LCO is exited in a timely j

manner if the LCO or the required actions are not met. [In
.

addition, the requirement is added that action to. reduce
; power below 50% RTP must be completed whenever the action is
,

entered.]'

01 06 LS 2 With the Axial Flux Difference (AFD) outside of the required - :
'

target band for more than 1 hour of cumulative penalty
i

deviation time during the previous 24 hours, or outside the
Acceptable Operations Limits with THERMAL POWER between 90%

O RTP and 50% RTP, the current Technical Specifications
required that the thermal power be reduced to less than 50%
RTP and that the Power Range Neutron Flux High reactor trip
setpoints be reduced to less than or equal to 55% RTP within
the next 4 hours. The requirement to reduce the high neutron
flux reactor trip setpoints is proposed to be deleted. The
proposed change is considered to be acceptable because
reducing the power level to < 50% RTP maintains the plant in-

: a relatively benign condition where the axial flux
distribution is not a significant accident analysis input.
This change is consistent with NUREG 1431 and WOG 1etter OG-
90 54, 9/5/90.j

01 07 LG As described in industry traveler TSTF 110 which modifies
NUREG 1431 requirements, several surveillances contain
actions (in the form of increased surveillance frequency) to
be performed in the event of inoperable alarms. These
actions are moved from the TS to licensee controlled
documents. The alarms themselves do not directly relate to -
the LCO limits. This detail is not required to be in the TS
to provide adequate protection of the public health and
safety. Therefore, moving this detail is acceptable.

01 08 Not used.

. |
'

CPSES DescrQtion of Changes to CTS 3M.2 ~ 2 $/1587 - j
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P

jIt#GER HSBC DESCRIPTION
'

01 09 A To be consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev.1, the description of ,

, .

when the AFD is considered to _be outside its [ target band]. ,

will be located in the LCO in the ITS (vs. the Surveillance. :
;

Requirements in the current TS). The technical content is ,

equivalent. Therefore, this change is acceptable.
!

, - 01 10 A A note is added, consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, which
allow the use of a design target AFD after each refueling and '

-

'

prior to the initial determination of the target AFD.
.

Because this note explicitly states the current expectations
and current practices, the note is considered administrative'

rather than more restrictive. ,

4

01 11 A . Deletes the explicit exception to Specification 4.0.4. |
Adequate instructions are provided such that entry into Node j

:
1 will not be prevented by this specification.

01 12 A Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
, >

38).'

01 13- A Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
38). !

01 14 Not Used.

01 15 H Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
<

38).
I

.

01 16 LS 9 Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
38).

02 01 LG In accordance with NUREG 1431, the proposed change moves the
details of the entire specification of the allowable Fa(Z)'

values, including the K(Z) and W(Z) parameters, to the COLR
and/or Bases. Previously, only the full power value ''
Fa(Z), in addition to K(Z) and WCZ) had been in the CotR.
Now, the dependence of Fa(Z) on THERMAL POWER is also located'

,

in the COLR. Details of the F (Z) measurement, including the !
a

treatment of uncertainties, are moved to the BASES. The |'

' REQUIRED ACTIONS are re written for consistency with NUREG- <

I1431. The specific changes include the more appropriate use
,

of F/(Z) and F/(Z) versus Fe(Z).
h

02 02 LS 3 The required ACTIONS are re written for consistency with
NUREG 1431 and industry traveler TSTF 95. The specific
changes include the relaxation of the completion time
requirement to reduce the High Neutron Flux Reactor Trip

Os Setpoints [from 4 hours] to 72 hours. The reduction of the
setpoints is a conservative action for protection against the

i
; CPSES Descr& tion of Changes to CTS 3N.2 ' 3 5/15/97 i
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- CHANGE

~

DESCRIPTION
I

NUMBER EitE |
,

consequences of severe transients with unanalyzed power .
'

distributions. The completion time of 72 hours is sufficient .

considering the amount of work required to be done to reduce :
; !

the setpoints, the small likelihood of a severe transient in
this time period, and the prompt reduction in THERMAL POWER

^ required upon discovery of the out of limit condition. j

. .

02 03 H The required ACTIONS are re written for consistency with
:

NUREG 1431. The specific changes include the addition of a :'

requirement to be in at least MODE 2 within 6 hours should
1

any of the ACTIONS not be completed within the required time. !

period. This requirement is more restrictive than the 1

previous requirement to enter LCO 3.0.3, which allowed I houc ;

before the 6 hour shutdown requirement became effective. .

02 04 M Consistent with NUREG 1431, Fa"(Z) must be verified to be ,

within limits whenever Fa(Z) is measured, not just at the
time of target flux determination as required by the current
TS. Hence, this change imposes requirements which are more -!

restrictive than the current TS.
;

02 05 M Consistent with NUREG 1431, Fa*(Z) and Fa"(Z) 'must be verified
to be within limits prior to exceeding 75% RTP after each :

- '

C refueling. This requirement is not explicit in the current
TS. The TS are made more restrictive by stating this
requirement.

02 06 A Consistent with the bases of current TS 4.0.3, which allows !

24 hours for completing surveillance requirements that become |

1 applicable when an exception to Specification 4.0.4 is !
,

iallowed, the frequency for assessing Fa(Z) is clarified by
requiring that the measurement be performed within 24 hours
after reaching equilibrium conditions.

'

02 07 A The footnote allowing the power to be increased until the
liiERMAL POWER for extended operation has been achieved has !

|
been incorporated in the note preceding SR 3.2.1.1 and SR

'

,

3.2.2.1 in the ITS allowing power to be increased until an3

equilibrium power level has been achieved. This footnote
replaces the specification 4.0.4 exemption in the current TS.

'

Therefore, the change is administrative, and no technical
changes would result. ;

02 08 'LS 4 Consistent with industry traveler TSTF 99 and NUREG 1431
g

Rev.1., the time allowed to reduce the acceptable operation
limits on AFD is changed from [15 minutes) to 4 hours and the ;

requirement to reset the AFD alann setpoints is deleted. The
'

;
*

restriction of the AFD [ target bands] limits within 4 hours
is a reasondble time for completion of the activity, and is

,

CPSES Descr4wlon of Changes to CTS 3N.2 4 5/15/97
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CHANGE

NUMER HSHC DESCRIPTION ;

D(V acceptable because Fa is not necessarily outside of its
limits and the probability of an event during the 4 hour
period is low. The removal of the requirement to reset the
AFD alarm setpoints reflects the deletion of a requirement i

from the Technical Specifications. The means of monitoring |

icompliance with more restrictive AFD limits is reflected in
the appropriate operating procedures and is beyond the level
of detail required of Technical Specifications.

02 09 H Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
38). ,

02 10 Not Used.

02 11 LG Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure

38).

02-12 A Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
38).

02 13 LG Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure .

38).

02 14 H Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
- 38).

03 01 LG Hoves the details of the P, limits to the COLR. Previously,
the equation for the dependence of P, on THERMAL PC'.fER hM .

been located in the LCO and the COLR. The full power limit !

value of P, and the power factor multiplier had been located
only in the COLR. Now, the equation is also located only in i

the COLR. Definitions and details of the measurement, I

including the treatment of uncertainties, are moved to the
BASES. The REQUIRED ACTIONS are re written for consistency
with NUREG 1431. The changes are acceptable because they
remove details not required to be in TS to support
operationt.1 safety. |

03 02 LS 5 Revises the completion times to be consistent with
NUREG 1431. The adequacy of these completion times are
discussed in the applicable BASES section of NUREG 1431. In*

summary, 4 hours (vs. 2 hours in the current TS) is provided
to attempt to restore P, to within its limit or to reduce
power to below 50% RTP.

03 03 H The Requirement to reduce power to less than or equal to 5%
RTP (exit Mode 1) within the next 6 hours is added in lieu ofp

V the use of LCO 3.0.3. This requirement is more restrictive
than the. previous requirement to enter LC0 3.0.3, because LC0

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.2 S S/1SR7
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CHANGE ,

NUPEER tGiG DESCRIPTION l

j

(}.,| '

3.0.3 allowed 1 hour before the 6 hour shutdown requirement
became effective.

03 04 LS 6 With the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (P,)
having been outside its limits, the current TS require that |
within 24 hours after exceeding the P, limit, an incore |
flux map be performed to verify that the P, has been i

restored to within its limits. If this activity is not i

completed, the current TS require that the plant be taken to !
'Hode 2 within the next 2 hours. The proposed change, revises

the time allowed to reduce the reactor power to a condition
where the LCO does not apply (Hode 2, < 5% RTP) to be
consistent with NUREG 1431. The adequacy of these completion
times are discussed in the applicable BASES section of
NUREG 1431. In summary, 6 hours (vs. 2 hours in the current4

TS) is provided to perform an orderly shutdown of the plant.
The proposed change is acceptable based on operational
experience regarding performance of an orderly plant shutdown
together with the negligible probability of an accident
occurring during the extended shutdown interval.a

03 05 H If the enthalpy rise hot channel factor action statements
requiring flux mapping and correction of the cause or power

eO
reductions are entered they must be completed, even if
compliance with the LCO is restored. These requirements from
NUREG 1431 are more restrictive than the corresponding
requirements from current TS.

03 06 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, a note would be added to state
that THERHAL POWER does not need to be reduced below the
power required by Action a. in order to comply with the
series of flux maps required by Action c. This is a
clarification of the current TS in that if compliance with
the LC0 is restored prior to reducing power level below 50%,
flux maps need only be performed for those plateaus
traversed. If power level did not drop below 95% no flux
map would be required. No flux map would be required by
Action c, but would be required by Action [b].

03 07 A Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
38). |

03 08 A Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure f
38). ,

03 09 H Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure

7 38).(J
CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.2 6 5/1587
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CHANGE

BIER gig; DESCRIPTION

- 03 10- LG Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
-!.38).t

.F 04 01- A Clarifies that when the excore detectors are calibrated, the .

'

Quadrant Power Tilt is zeroed out. (The QPTR 1s normalized'

to unity.) This requirement from NUREG 1431 as modified by
TSTF 25, is consistent with the current TS ACTION 4

|requirements for verifying QPTR is within limit during power-

escalation subsequent to identifying anti correcting the cause i

;.
of QPTR out of limit.

,
,

..
-

,

04 02 : LS-10 Not applicabic. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
_

,

!
38).

,

04 03 LG Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure >

38). |
i

. . 04 04 LS-12 The current TS does not contain any provisions for_ |

j determining QPTR with more than one inoperable input: thus, j

LCO 3.0.3 would be entered and the plant would be shut down.-
'

. |

|'
The proposed change would allow for the use of the movable

:incore detector system to determine an equivalent QPTR with*

; one or more inoperable excore detector inputs to the QPTR
: calculation. In addition, the frequency is clarified by a ,

note which says that the SR is not required until 12 hours i

after input from one or more Power Range Channels is lost.,

f

If the movable incore detector system is used to determine an
i _ equivalent QPTR, the OPTR calculation is not based on ,

information gained from any operable excore indications and,'

therefore, is independent of the number of operable excore
detectors. The frequency specified in the current Technical

.

1

Specification for the determination of an equivalent QPTR,

with the movable incore detectors (every 12 hours) would be
retained. Further justification for this Frequency is based |
on the fact that under normal circumstances, QPTR would not |

L
.

be expected to change s1gnificantly within a 12 hour period.+

If a significant change in QPTR were to occur, it would i

likely be the result of control rod misalignment which would
.

be detectable immediately by means of the rod deviation'

monitor or rod bottom lights.
,

04 05 LS 11 Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
38).

:

04 06 LS 13 Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure'

. 38). }'O :

!
!
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CHANGE

NLDBER giHC DESCRIPTION

Ov 04 07 A Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
38).

.

i 04 08 Not used.

04 09 A Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
38). |

04 10 LS 14 Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
38).,

05 01 LG The designation of how instrument uncertainties are treated
(nominal, in the analysis, or in the development of the TS
limit) is moved to the Bases. The movement of this level of
detail out of the specification is consistent with NUREG 1431
and is an example of removing unnecessary details from the TS

;

in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36.

05 02 LS 7 The requirement to verify that the total RCS flow is within
limits using the plant computer or elbow tap output voltage
on a monthly basis is deleted. This action was included in
the TS based on the potential drift of the RCS flow
indication. The essence of this activity is performed on a

h quarterly basis through the Channel Operability Test
d performed in accordance with the Reactor Trip System

surveillances.

05 03 LG Consistent with NUREG 1431, the requirement to perform a
CHANNEL CALIBRATION on the RCS flow meters at least once per
18 months and the requirement to normalize the channels are
moved to the Bases for the RCS flow low reactor trip
function in ITS Section 3.3.1.

'

05 04 LG Consistent with industry traveler TSTF 105, the explicit
requirements that the RCS flow be measured through the use of
a precision heat balance measurement and that the;

instrumentation used in the performance of the calorimetric
flow measurement be calibrated within a specified time period
of performing the measurement is moved to a licensee
controlled document. The requirement to veify that the RCS
flow is within limits remains within the Technical

,

Specification. This is an example of removing unnecessary
details from the TS and is acceptable based on the guidance
provided in 10 CFR 50.36.

05 05 LG Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
38).

.

CPSESDescription ofChanges to CTS 3M.2 8 S/1SM7
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5

~

IMBER EiHC DESCRIPTION .;

05 06 LS 8 In accordance with NUREG 1431, if any of the Die related'

!parameters of pressure, temperature, or RCS flow are found to
be outside their limits, the time period required to perform j

a power reduction would be extended to 6 hours. The DNB- ;

related parameters of Reactor Coolant System (RCS) average > ;

temperature, pressurizer pressure, and RCS flow rate are |
maintained within specified limits in order to ensure

~

consistency with the assumed initial conditions of the'

faccident analyses. The limits placed on the RCS temperature,
pressure, and flow ensure that the minima departure from

' Nucleate Boiling ratio (DieR) will be met for each of the a
.

transients analyzed. Compliance with the above limits is'

Iverified every 12 hours. If a parameter is found to be
4

outside the required limit. 2 hours are allowed in order to j

restore the parameter to within the limit. If the parameter ;

; 'is not restored to compliance within the required time, the
plant must be shut down. The revised completion time of 6 ;'

hours is acceptable to allow transition to the required plant i

conditions in an orderly manner without unnecessarily (
i initiating any undue plant transients and on the small i

likelihood of a severe event occurring during the extended !

|
time period.

i

I 05 07 M Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure |
3.). :

t

i

05 08 Not Used. j

L

; 05 09 LG Not applicable. See conversion comparisen table (enclosure
.'

38).

05 10 A Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure {
; 38).
.

05 11 A The change is specific to Comanche Peak. An action is added ,

;
to clarify that the accident analyses support operation below

)85t RTP with a reduced flow rate, and this condition is not
affected by the failure of a precision RCS flow measurement-

to verify that the required flow exists. 1
'

i

These provisions were described in TXX 93244, dated Novenber
15, 1993, which contained the submittal of License Amendment
Requrest 93 005. The request was subsequently approved on (
October 7, 1994, as Amendments 30 and 15 to the Unit 1 and I4

,

: Unit 2 Technical Specifications, respectively. The
conditions for this approval, which are currently controlled
under administrative procedures and will be included in theO Bases of the Improved Technical Specifications are:'

CPSES Descr& tion of Changes to CTS 3/4.2 9 $/ ISM 7
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CHANGE

NIDGER jQC DESCRIPTION

1) measured RCS flow basei on eiNw tap differential
pressure measurement prior to t' ode 1 is within 20% of
the expected RCS flow; ;

2) the power dependent enthalpy rise peaking factor (F,)
has been verified to be within its limits: and

3) the trip setpont of the power range neutron flux -
high reactor trip function is maintained at a reduced
setpoint (90% RTP) until the RCS flow has been
verified to be within analyzed values.

In addition, the parameters to be verified per the LCO are
clarified. Failure of the precision flow measurement when
below 85% RTP following a refueling outage does not result in
the violation of the LCO: it only prohibits power ascension
above 85% RTP.

r

.

e

i
i

:

4
,

1

|

|

!

O
b

.
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.2 page i or a

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
--

'

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

01 01 Removes reference to the Special Test Exception in Yes Yes Yes Yes

A accordance with the format of NUREG 1431.

01 02 The CTS allow 15 minutes to either restore AFD or reduce No This is a CAOC Yes No - This is a CAOC N - This is a CAOC
LS-1 THERMAL POWER to less than 90% RTP. The improved TS requirement not in requirement not in r.quirement not in

allow 15 minutes to restore AFD and an additional 15 CTS. CTS. CTS.

minutes for the reduction in the TERMAL POWER if AFD can
not be restored within the original 15 minutes.

01-03 In accordance with Wolf Creek ITS for AFD. the details No No Yes No

LG . regarding how AFD is measured would be moved to the
Bases.

'
,

01-04 The CTS allows the 16 hours of operation outside of the No - This is a CAOC Yes No - This is a CAOC No This is a CAOC
M target band for surveillance testing of the Power Range requirement not in requirement not in requiremer't not in

Neutron Flux channels. In the ISTS. the practical CTS CTS. CTS.
'

application is identified, and the defined surveillance
testing only includes the incore/excore calibration.

01-05 Additional requirements are imposed in the event reactor No - These Yes No - These No These
N power is required to be reduced to less than or equal to requirements are requirements are requirements are

50% RTP due to accumulated AFD penalty minutes. not in CTS. not in CTS. not in CTS. *

01-06 Eliminates the requirement to reduce the Power Range No - Refer to 01- Yes No - Refer to 01- No - Refer to 01-
LS-2 Neutron Flux - High reactor trip setpoints. 16-LS 9. 16-LS 9. 16-LS-9.

01-07 Moves additional surveillance frequencies if an alare Yes Yes. To TRM Yes To USAR Yes - To FSAR

LG is not operable. to licensee controlled documents. This Chapter 16. Chapter 16.
change is consistent with TSTF-110.

01 08 Not Used. NA NA NA NA

01-09 The description of when the AFD is considered to be Yes Yes Yes Yes

A outside its [ target band] will be located in the LCO in
the ITS (vs. the Surveillance Requirements in the CTS).

>

CPSES Conversion Congparison Table - CTS 3N.2 5/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.2 rm 2 cr a

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

Nt#EER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

01-10 Explicitly. defines the surveillance frequency for No - Target band Yes No - Target band No - Target band

A determining the target AFD. In addition, a note is added requirement is not requirement is not requirement is not
which allows the use of a design target AFD after each applicable to CTS. applicable to CTS. applicable to CTS.
refueling and prior to the initial determination of the
target AFD.

01-11 For CPSES. deletes the explicit exception to CTS 4.0.4 No Yes No No

A for the axial flux difference specification.

01-12 Changes applicability from greater than 50t RTP to Yes No CPSES uses Yes Yes

A greater than or equal to 50t RTP and eliminates the CAOC methodology.

requirement to meet AFD limits prior to increasing power Change applies to
.

above 50% RTP. The applicability change is consistent RAOC methodology.

with the allowed AFD operational space in the COLR which
is defined for 505 RTP and above. The elimination of the
requirement to meet AFD requirements would have no impact
on plant operations because it is understood that it is
necessary to couply with TS requirements.

01-13 The action statement regarding restoration of AFD to Yes No - CPSES uses ies Yes

A within limits within 15 minutes would be deleted. This CAOC methodology.
has no effect on the time allowed for completion of Change applies to
required actions and restoring AFD to within limits is RAOC methodology.

inplicit in requirements for exiting o e action
statement. Therefore, this change is administrative.

01-14 Not Used N/A N/A N/A N/A

01-15 The LCO. Action and SR associated with Restricted AFD No No No Yes

M Operation (RAFDO) would be eliminated. RAFD0 is a
methodology specific to Callaway

01-16 Eliminates the requirement to reduce the Power Range Yes No - CPSES uses Yes Yes

LS-9 Neutron Flux - High reactor trip setpoints when AFD is CAOC methodology.

outside the RAOC limits. Change applies to
RAOC methodology.

CPSES Conversion Comparison TaNe - CIS 3M.2 S/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.2 Page 3 cf 8

7_
i TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

C2-01 Moves the details of the entire specification of the Yes Yes Yes Yes

LG allowable F.(Z) values, including the K(Z) and W(Z)
parameters, to the COLR and/or Bases.

02-02 Consistent with TSTF-95, the required ACTIONS are relaxed Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-3 to extend the time allowed to reduce the High Neutron
Flux Reactor Trip Setpoints [from 4 hours] to 72 hours.

02 03 The required ACTIONS are revised to include the addition Yes Yes Yes Yes

M of a requirement to be in at least Mode 2 within 6 hours
should any of the ACTIONS not be completed within the
required time period.

,

.

02-04 F/(Z) must be verified to be within limits whenever F (Z) No - Requirements Yes No - Requirements No - Requirements
M is measured, not just at the time of target flux not in CTS. not in CTS. not in CTS.

determination, as required by the CTS.

[.Yes Yes les02-05 F/(Z) and F/(Z) must be verified to be within limits Yes
M prior to exceeding 75% RTP after each refueling. |

02-06 Consistent with the bases of current TS 4.0.3. which Yes Yes No - CTS will M No - CTS will be
A allows 24 hours for completing surveillance requirements retained. retained.

that become applicable when an exception to Specification
4.0.4 is allowed. the frequency for assessing F (Z) is
clarified by requiring that the measurement be performed {
within 24 hours after reaching equilibrium conditions.

02-07 The footnote allowing the power to be increased until the Yes Yes Yes Yes

A TERMAL POWER for extended operation has been dieved
has been incorporated in the notes preceding SR 3.2.1.1
and SR 3.2.2.1 in the ISTS for achieving equilibrium
power level. This footnote replaces the specification
4.0.4 exemption in the current TS.

02-08 The time allowed to reduce the acceptable operation No Yes Yes Yes

LS-4 limits on AFD is increased to 4 hours, consistent with See CM 2-14-N
TSTF-99 .

CPSES Conversion Comparisoit Table - C15 3M.2 $/15A67
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUleER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

02-09 The optional action to comply with CTS 3.2.2 if Fy'(Z) Yes No - Identified Yes Yes

M exceeds its limit would be deleted. This eliminates an option not in CTS.
option and is more restrictive.

02-10 ~Not Used. E NA NA M.

02 11 The action requirement with FQ(Z) exceeding its limit Yes No - Requirement No - Requirement No - Requirement
LS-15 that the OPDT trip setpoint reduction be performed in at not in CTS. not in CTS. not in CTS.

least HOT STANDBY would be deleted.

02-12 P,(Z) must be verified to be within limits whenever Fe(Z) Yes No - Not required Yes Yes

A is measured, as required by the CTS. by CTS.

02-13 The Callaway definition of extended operation (expected No No . No Yes

LG operation at a power level for greater than 72 hours) is
moved to the Bases.

02-14 Similar to CN 02 08-LS-4. For DCPP, there is currently Yes No No No

M no time limit: therefore, the imposition of a time limit
is a more restrictive change.

03 01 Moves the details of the P, limits to the COLR and/or Yes Yes Yes Yes

LG Bases.

03 02 Revises the coupletion time to 4 hours (vs. 2 hours in Yes Yes No - 4 hours Yes

LS.5 the CTS) to attempt to restore F", to within its limit or already in CTS.
to reduce power to below SGI RTP.

03 03 The Requirement to reduce power to less than or equal to Yes Yes Yes Yes

M St RTP (exit Mode 1) within the next 6 hours is added in
lieu of the use of LCO 3.0.3.

03-04 Revises the time allowed to reduce the reactor power to a Yes Yes No - 6 hours Yes

LS-6 condition where the LCD does not apply (Mode 2 < St RTP) already in CTS.
to 6 hours (vs. 2 hours in the CTS).

!

CPSES Conversion Conparison Tame -CTS 3M.2 5/158 7
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- TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON CONANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

03-05 Requires F, Action Statements to be completed if entered. Yes Yes Yes Yes

M

03 06 A note would be added to state that TERMAL POWER does Yes Yes Yes Yes

A not need to be reduced in order to comply with the series
of flux maps that must be taken upon a return to power

03 07 The DCPP specific parameter. R. which is a derived value Yes No No No

A based on F,. would be deleted.

03-08 Revise DCPP specific CTS Figures 3.2-3a and 3.2-3b to Yes Ko No No

A display only parameters RCS flow and power level. The.

parameter. R would be delected since it is a constant
value.

03 09 The DCPP specific allowed actions for reduced RCS flow Yes No No No

M would be deleted and replaced with the more restrictive
ITS requirement to restore RCS flow within 2 hours.

03-10 The DCPP note on measurement uncertainty for flow is Yes No No No

LG moved to the Bases.

04-01 Clarifies that when the excore detectors are calibrated. Yes Yes Yes Yes

A the Quadrant Power Tilt is zeroed out. (The QPTR is
normalized to unity.)

04 02 The required action to calculate QPTR once per hour until Yes No - Requirement Yes Yes

LS-10 THERMAL POWER was reduced to less than 50% RTP would be not in CTS.
eliminated and replaced by new requirements from NUREG-

i 1431. This represents a reduction in requirements for
' monitoring and reducing power.

|, 04 03 The details regarding obtaining QPTR using the incore Yes No - Details not in Yes Yes

| LG detectors would be moved to the BASES. CTS.

|

04 04 The requirements and capabilities for measuring QPTR when Yes Yes - See also No - See CN 4 10- Yes'

LS-12 one or more excore detector channels are inoperable are change 01-29 LS in LS 14.
clarified. Section 1.0.

CPSESConversion Congparison Tame -CTS 3M.2 SMSM7
i
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CONVERSION CONPARISON TABLE - CLRRENT TS-3/4.2 p s er s
-

{,.

{ TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY |

IANGER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON CONANCE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAMAY :

:

04 05- Actions regi. Iring QPIR to be restored within 24 hours. Yes- Its - Requirement lleE- See Cil 4-10. Yes.
~

LS 11 QPTR to be verified during return to power, and to reset not in CTS. LS-14.
Power range neutron flux '- high trip setpoint to < 558
would be eliminated.

04-06 Actions involving QPTRs exceeding 1.09 would be Yes llo - Actions not in Yes Yes

LS-13 eliminated in conformance with II: tEG-1431. CTS.J
,

!

1

04 07 The statement that Specification 3.0.4 does not apply is Yes leo - Exception not Yes Yes !*

"!A- no longer needed as revised Actions permit continued in CTS. --

operation for unlimited period of time..

04-08 Ilot Used IIA IIA IIA IIA |
t

.

04-09 Consistent with IRNIEG-1431 Rev 1. a flote is added to Yes leo - Already in 110 - Maintaining Yes- +

A permit three OPERABLE excore channels to be used to CTS. CTS wording.
calculate QPTR when one channel is inoperable and power j

; is 5 752 ;
p
' 04-10 The allowed time for the requirement to reset the Power 10 0 Ito Yes 10 0

LS-14 Range lieutron Flux - High setpoint during power reduction
required by QPTR ACTIolls would be extended to 72 hours ;

{
for Wolf Creek. i

05-01 The designation of how instrument uncertainties are Yes Yes Yes Yes' -[
t LG treated (nominal. in the analysis, or in the development

of the CTS limit) is moved to the Bases. +

,

05-02 The CPSES specific requirement to verify that the total llo Yes llo Ito ;

LS 7 RCS flow is within limits using the plant computer or :

elbow tap output voltage on a monthly basis is deleted. :
!

(
s

I
'i

,

-!
CPSES Conversion C . Lz Tame - CT5' 3M.2 MM7 I

!
,

,

,
.
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABi_E - CURRENT TS 3/4.2 page 7 cr a

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

05-03 The requirement to perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least Yes Yes Yes Yes

LG once per 18 months and the requirement to normalize the
channels are moved to the Bases for the surveillance
requirements for the RCS flow - low reactor trip function
in ITS 3.3.1.

05-04 Consistent with industry traveler TSTF-105, the explicit No - Requirement Yes Yes Yes

LG reouirements that the RCS flow be measured through the not in CTS.
use of a precision heat t'alance measurement and that the
instrisumtation used in the pc'formance of the
calorimetric flow measurement L 14;brated within a

specified time period of performing the measurement is.

moved to the Bases.

The k81f Creek required actions would be modified to move No No Yes No05-05 0
LG details regarding identification of the cause for low ,

flowrate to the Bases.

05-06 The time to reduce power to less than St RTP would be Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-8 revised from within 4 hours to within the next 6 hours.

05-07 This surveillance is modified to require that it be No - See ITS No See CN 5 11-A Yes Yes

M performed within 7 days of achieving 95* RTP. Section 3.4, CN
3.4-51.

05 08 Not used NA NA NA NA

05 09 The requirements for inspecting and cleaning the No - Requirement No - Requirement Yes, to USAR Yes, to FSAR

LG feedwater flow venturi would be moved to licensee not in CTS. not in CTS. Chapter 16. Chapter 16.
controlled documents.

05-10 The requirement to verify RCS flow rate within limits Yes No - Requirement No - Requirement Yes

A prior to operation above 75% RTP after each fuel loading not in CTS. not in CTS.
and at least every 31 EPFDs would be eliminated from the
SRs for DNB parareters.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.2 $/ISAF7
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.2 - Page 8 cf 8

.

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUISER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

05 11 The change is specific to Comenche Peak. An action is No Yes No No

A added to clarify that the accident analyses support
operation below 852 RTP with a reduced flow rate, and
this condition is not affected by the failure of a

precision RCS flow measurement to verify that the
required flow exists.

In addition, the parameters to be verified per the LCO
are clarified. Failure of the precision flow measurement
when below 852 RTP following a refueling outage does not
result in the violation of the LC0; it only prohibits
power ascension above 85% RTP.*

.

i

6

,

t

a

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.2 5/15M7
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I. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION

O1

C/
In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request

!

proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision
includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved

t

Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are ;

provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume
of changes, similar changes heve been grouped in categories to facilitate the no
significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92. ,

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may

.contain chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped
into a category have also been developed. Typically, less restrictive technical

_ changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain
" change specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or
administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin ofp
the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which

.

provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC.
For enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 6B, text in brackets "[ 3" indicates the
information is plant specific and is not comon to all the Joint Licensing'

Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have
plant specific information in that location.

,

d /

a

O
.

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N.2 2 S/15/97
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
chapter. The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the
applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change ntabers.
Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2, A1, A2, etc).

Administrative'

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative)

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content,
simply reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no
longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes
nontechnical chs.ges made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard
Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been
marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a
discussion of change or NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for
a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies.
This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative
change that is not obvious and requires an explanation.

Relocation of Technical Soecification Recuiramants

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria'

are annotatcd with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R" i

i

designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC
for a description and evaluation of the change.

Movina information out of Technical Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive. generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying

O .
.

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3M.2 3 S/1S/97
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

iiO~ GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 1

"

(continued) |

|

| requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in i

i the LCO but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
'

information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled.-

documents, This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.

;
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and ].

content.

i Technical chanas. mere restrictive

i Reference symbol "N" (More restrictive, generic)
%

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise j
*

' existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to ;

n
conform to apo11 cable requirements of NUREG 1431. |'

4 i
i i

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

Those.TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less

O- restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in.

this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less
restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A)-

for this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Technical chanae. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)
'

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or
less restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include-
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other'

documents).i

Technical chanae. recurrina less restrictive

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2, 3...." (technical recurring)

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications.

e

O
.

. CPSESNo S&nylcant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3M.2 4 $/1587
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ;

"A"
:

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
IFOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING i

'
This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining

'

requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide '

and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended
to make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users. ,

iApplication of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between
specifications. During this reformatting and rewording process. no technical '

changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were
identified and justified. i

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Coatnission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility

O, licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,,
|

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no ,

technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this I

|

O ;
1

CPSES $o Signifkant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3M.2 5 $/1S/97
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III. GENERIC'N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"A"
,

(continued)
,

- change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed |
events or assmed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore, i

this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of_ an accident previously evaluated.

,

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

:

i The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in '

parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not-
:

impose any different requirements. Thus, this change does not create the4

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident'

: previously evaluated, s

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
:

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative in 3

!

1 nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

O
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

~

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with'

NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

.

1

I
.

'
.

CPSESNo S&nyicant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N.2 6 $/1S37
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

h ,' R "

s

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS'

TO OTHER LICENSEE C0NTROLLED DOCUMENTS l

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requiremerits, which do not meet the TS l
.

L criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these
requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations .

'

upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal'

situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and -

safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS.
r

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11)
have been relocated to other licensee controlled doctments. This regulation
addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of
objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating
restrictions should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in '.the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the';-

.

reactor coolant pressure boundary;
,

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient ;

analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a :
,

'

challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier:
'

: Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design'

Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
,

presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and

| Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or ,

'

probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety. p

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not i

meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 38)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements. i

,

|

{
, .

;

CPSES No S&nificant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N.2 7 SM$87
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_III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
.

'

"R"
(continued) i

;

!

TS requirements that do not meet the EC's criteria are being' relocated to other"

licensee controlled doctments. Some of these requirements will be relocated to
doctments that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that

'

changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve i
!an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other

licensee doctments which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality . |

Assurance Plan, as described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The j,

remainder of the requirements that do not meet the EC criteria will be relocated to i

programs that are controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved
.

"

' TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these ,
*

requirements. The TS change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi-
. disciplinary group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel, including onsite ;

operations personnel. |

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed
change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances
will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained.
Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system
operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

,

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it u

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed !

in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:'

i "The Ctanission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility'

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or-

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."^

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

C'
.

* .

!
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"R"
(continued) ;'

],-

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or j

consequences of an accident previously evaluated? |
, ,

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,'' ,

systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion ;
;

in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables"

are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to ;

mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability i
'

requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10"

'

CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls i

section of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a :

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident ;

previously evaluated. ;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of ;

accident from any accident previously evaluated? |'

t

iThe proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in !

IO parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not :

impose any different requirements and adequate control of information will be
'

'

r maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, i'

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
.

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no:

impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component j,

or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any !
1

,

future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance
procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other i

,

regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to which the |
I

requirement is relocated), and/or the Achinistrative Controls section of the
improved TS, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of
safety. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a*

margin of safety.

.NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

.

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

,O significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding.is justified.

,

CPSES No S&nh9 cant Hat,ards Considerations - CTS 3M.2 9 WISM
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III, GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

"LG"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION;
| FOR

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, sgcem(s),
actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been er oved from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee
controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
infomation or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the
improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the ,

public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be
'

maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently
exist on the documents where the information is being moved.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Corimission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in |

50.91, that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility \
iItcensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no<

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendrnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorrt any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

!
!

-

:
|

1

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N.2 10 5/15/97
|
|
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O .m.
(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant' increase in the probability or l
I

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
|

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases. FSAR, other
licensee controlled documents. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls. ]

Since any changes to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents {

will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate :

regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the !

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore, .

!
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. |

2. Does the_ change create the possibility of a new or different kind of |
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in ;

O, parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not
i

'

impose any different requirements and adequate control of the information will
be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or !

different kird of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
'

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to
be transposed from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these !
requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will
be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate '

regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety. |

,

,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with ;

NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a !

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified,

tO
I.

i

CPSES No S&nffkant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N.2 11
5/1537 .!
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III. GENERIC-N0'SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
!'

, , , , ,

' 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ,

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ;

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the proposed
improved Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more ,

stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications i

are being imposed to be consistent with the proposed improved Standard Technical
' Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the '

previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
- technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and
remove ambiguities from the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been _

*

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:.

"The Connission may make a final detennination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility

: licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
.

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:*

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or*

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant i

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or ;

consequences of an _ accident previously evaluated?

.O
.

i

CPSES No S&nylcant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N.2 12 $/15197
.
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"M"
|(continued) [

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS. )l
The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has ;2

'
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to'

ensure process variables,-structures, systems and components are maintained

|
consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this

. change does not involve a significant-increase in the probability or |
;

consequences of an accident previously evaluated,

i 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of -"

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no r*
'

new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters-

i governing normal plant operation. The proposed change does impose different |

[
requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in |
the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create

,

the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accidenti

| previously evaluated.
4

'

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?'

'I
;

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by.

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit, j
,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant ;

I equipment or to add additional requirements,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification, ,

|,

"

d) Providing additional actions,

e) Decreasing restoration times,,

'l f) Imposing new surveillances, or

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.
.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, ,

this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety. |

1

'

,

CPSES No SignfScent Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N.2 13 5/1537 |
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

^

"H" 1

(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
1 ,

'

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "M" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no |

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

a

>

:<

l
'

4

!

; j

4

O
,

4

4

f

i

6

|

i

O
.

CPSES No Significant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3M.2 14 S/1SM7
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

f
.

.NSHC LS 1
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ;

FOR i

TECW ICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS j
a

With the Axial Flux Difference (AFD) outside of the required target band with power
greater than 90% RTP, the current Technical Specifications allow 15 minutes to !

,

!either restore the AFD to within limits or reduce the power to less than 90% RTP.
The proposed activity would allow an additional 15 minutes to reduce the THERMAL |

POWER to less than 90% of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP). The additional 15 minutes is
>

consistent with allowances provided in NUREG 1431, Rev.1 and provides an,

acceptable period of time to reduce power to less than 90% RTP without allowing the .

! plant to remain for an extended period of time in a condition that could allow |
'

| adverse xenon redistributions to develop.

| This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This detmaination has been. ;

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted |
|

below:4

"The Conmission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
'

50.91 that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no*

.

signifIcant hazards consideratfon. If operation af the fac111ty in accordance
with the proposed amendnent wu1d not.

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an i
c

accident previously evaluated; or
,

+
~

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frce any.

i accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

iThe following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

:

- 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

1

The proposed change does not involve any new operating activities or hardware |
!

changes; thus, the proposed change has no effect on the probability of an
accident. .

|

Because the accident analyses are initiated from within the conditions defined !

by the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation and these !

L LCOs are unchanged, the accident analyses are unaffected. This change only 1

increases the time allowed for the plant to be in a potentially unanalyzed j

i

CPSES No S&nificant Ratark Considerations - CTS 3M.2 15 S/15/97
'
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 1 |
(continued) j

s

. conditioni The ' additional 15 minute duration is not. sufficient to allow any 3
;

. significantly adverse power distributions to develop. Therefore. the
consequences of the accident analyses are unaffected by this change.

'

'2. Does the change create the' possibility of a new or different kind of accident !
from any accident previously evaluated?

-
;

i
The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed

!_ change. No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the ,

proposed increase in the time allow to enter a condition where more adverse :

axial power distributions are allowed. Therefore, there is no possibility for i'

a new or different kind of accident.j
'

i

~ 3. - Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? |

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are s

consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for |; .
Operation. The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore. there is ,

-

no change in the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria ;

remain valid. Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or !'

( regulated failure point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion.
Because there is no change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance
criteria, there is no reduction in a margin of safety.'

.

'

i. Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed
change to the Technical Specification does not involve a significant increase in the ,

>

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the |'

.

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously ,

evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it4

is concluded that the proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and'

does not involve a significant hazards consideration. -

{ NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with,.

NSHC "LS 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no'

j

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a ;
.

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

j-

.

!O
.

.

.

i

|CPSES No S$rnylcent Nordt ConsMerations - CTS JM.2 16 SM5m ,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 2 l'

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION-
FOR- |

,

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE {
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

|1

With the Axial Flux Difference (AFD) outside of the required target band for more i
'

.than 1 hour of cumulative penalty deviation time during the previous 24 hours, or
outside the Acceptable Operations Limits with THERMAL POWER between 905 RTP and 50% i,

RTP, the current Technical Specifications required that the thermal power be ~j
,

reduced to less than 50% RTP and that the Power Range Neutron Flux High reactor
trip setpoints be reduced to less than or equal to 55% RTP within the next 4 hours. .

The requirement to reduce the high neutron flux reactor trip setpoints is proposed |
to be deleted. .The proposed change is considered to be acceptable because reducing
the power level to < 50% RTP maintains the plant in a relatively benign condition j

where the' axial flux distribution is not a significant accident analysis input {

In addition, for those units with the Relaxed Axial Offset Control methodology, {
there are no AFD limits below 50% RTP. With the Constant Axial Offset Control i

methodology similar to that used at CPSES, operation outside the bands below 50* RTP
is permitted and considered in the accident analysis. A rapid rise to greater than ,

!

* - 50% RTP when unacceptable axial flux difference penalty minutes are present does not
,

immediately create an unacceptable situation, and a reacter trip would successfully ,

! 'O terminate the event. Furthermore, the overtemperature reactor trip setpoint is !
'

automatically reduced when unacceptable axial flux distributions are present. Thus,
the need to reduce the high neutron flux setpoint is an additional level of accident

;^

mitigation which is not required by the accident analyses.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

'The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an.

; accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
,

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
. hazards consideration standards:

_

CPSES No Sknylennt Hatandr ConsMerations - CTS 3H.2 17 5/15/97 I
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONSO i
1 !NSHC LS 2- '

(continued) |
1

. |

-1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or ;

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve any new operating activities or hardware !

cha thus, the proposed change has no effect on the probability of an'

!
.

Because the accident analyses are initiated from within the conditions defined
by the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation and these

-

:

| LCOs are unchanged, the accident analyses are unaffected. This change
involves the deletion of a requirement to restrict a reactor trip setpoint ;

function to a value which is more restrictive than required by the accident3

j
~ analyses. Because the accident analyses are unaffected by this proposed i

change. the consequences of the accident analyses are unaffected by this |

change. ;
'

q :

i 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident ;

from any accident previously evaluated? |
;

The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed !
ichange. No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the^

proposed deletion of a overly restrictive reactor trip setpoint reduction. j'

Therefore, there is no possibility for a new or different kind of accident..

,'

; 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
*

I The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are

| consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for |
Operation. The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is 1'

no change in the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria !

remain valid. Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or
;

regulated failure point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion.
Because there is no change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance'

criteria, there is no reduction in a margin of safety.

~i Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed
change to the Technical Specification does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the

. possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it
is concluded that the proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and

. .
. does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

{.

,

| CPSESNo S&nyicentifatards Considerations - CTS 3N.2 18 $/]sn7
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(~ IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

NSHC LS 2 1

'

(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
.

.

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 2" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no ,

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

;

!

,

I

| i

!

i

O
:

,

,

!

i

O ,

. ,

i
.

'
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IV. ' SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

NSHC LS 3
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
I

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

i

With the Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (Fa) or the Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor
(F%) outside their respective limits, the Technical Specifications require the j

1NERMAL POWER and the Power Range Neutron Flux - High reactor trip setpoints be 1

reduced. The. current Technical Specifications allow [4] hours for the completion of /

the setpoint reduction. As written, the Completion Time presents an unnecessary
burden on the operation of the plant. A Completion Time of 72 hours will allow time
to perform a second flux map to either confirm the results, or to determine that the )

i
condition was temporary, without implementing an unnecessary reactor trip function |

,setpoint change. During the trip setpoint change, there is increased potential for |
human error resulting in a plant transient. Following a significant power

'

'

reduction, at least 24 hours are required to re establish steady state xenon
conditions prior to taking a flux map, and approximately 12 hours to obtain the i

flux map and analyze the data. An increased potential for inadvertent reactor trip |-
"

can be created through requiring the trip setpoints to be reduced within the same
time frame that a unit power reduction is taking place, and within the current '

;

Completion Time. Setpoint adjustment is estimated to take approximately 4 hours per
channel (review of plant condition supportive of removing channels from service,3

tripping of bistables, setpoint adjustments, and channel restoration), adding 2'

,

hours for necessary initial preparations (procedure preps, calibration equipment
checks, obtaining tools and approvals), it is reasonable to expect a total of 18

.

hours. Further, setpoint changes should only be required for extended operation in;

this condition. Finally, the BASES for making this setpoint change are exactly the
same as the NUREG 1431 Bases provid(d for the 72 hour Completion Time of LCO 3.2.1.'

Required Action A.3, which is also a setpoint reduction. Therefore, a completion
time of 72 hours for any required setpoint change maintains consistency within the
ITS.

The proposed change, consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev. I and industry traveler TSTF-
95, would allow 72 hours for the completion of the setpoint reduction. The
reduction of the setpoints is a conservative action for protection against the
consequences of severe transients with unanalyzed power distributions. The
completion time of 72 hours is sufficient considering the amount of work required to
be done to reduce the setpoints, the small likelihood of a severe transient in.this
time period, and the prompt reduction in THERMAL POWER required upon discovery of
the out of limit condition,

s

O
.

CPSESNo Signylcant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N.2 20 SMSM7
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IV. . SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 3

(continued)
,

.This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below: i

"The Connission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility ;

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no |

| . significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance -

with the proposed amendnent vuld not:*

c
-

'

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or ,

'

|

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or ;

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant j

haza d s consideration standards: |
1
'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or*

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

'
The proposed change does not involve any new operating activities or hardware
changes: thus, the proposed change has no effect on the probability of an

,

accident.,

Because the accident analyses are initiated from within the conditions defined ,

by the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation and these |
LCOs are unchanged, the accident analyses are unaffected. This change extends'

the time allowed for an conservative action to be taken. The time extension
allows the reactor trip setpoint reduction to be performed in a more
deliberate manner, thereby reducing the potential for inadvertent reactor
trips introduced during the setpoint reduction. Furthermore, the prompt
reduction in THERMAL POWER required upon discovery of the out of limit
condition restores the margins 'of the accident analyses for those transients 1

which do not involve positive reactivity excursions. Due to the small :
likelihood of an event during the additional delay in the time allowed to !

reset the reactor trip setpoints, there is not a significant effect on the ;
'

consequences of an accident previous 1: analyzed.

. .

|.

|

CPSESNo Signylcast Hatedt Considerations - CTS 3N.2 21 $/J5/97
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS .

ItSHC LS 3 !

(continued) '
,

:

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
'

i
.

from any accident previously evaluated?

The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed ~,

change. No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the
proposed increase in the time allowed to reduce the reactor trip setpoints.
Therefore, there .is no possibility for a new or different kind of accident.

,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

,

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are
consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for
Operation. The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is !

'

no change in the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria
remain valid. Further, the proposed change has no affect en any actual or i

regulated failure point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion. :

Because there is no change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance ;

!criteria, there is no reduction in a margin of safety.

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed j

change to the Technical Specification does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously j

evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it 1

is concluded that the proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and
does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
4

Based on the # ave evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no'

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a ,

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
i -

| 1

|

1

!
~

.

LO |
'

|'

CPSESNo S&nylcant Hazards Considerations - CTS.1H.2 22 5/1587
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 4 |

D 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |

h '

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE f
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Po(Z) approximation of the Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor accounts for power ;

distribution transients which may be encountered during normal operation. Note that i
!because Pa(Z) is out of specification does not necessarily mean that the total heat
Jflux hot channel factor (Fa) is also out of specification: Fa(Z) represents an

allowance for the potentiel effects on Fa due to normal power maneuvers. If Pa(Z)
is found to be outside of its limits, one method to ensure that Fa remains within
the safety analysis limits is through the use of more restrictive axial flux
difference (AFD) [ target bands). In the current Technical Specifications, the AFD
is required to be controlled to within the more restrictive [ target bands] within
[15 minutes]. The current Technical Specifications also require that the AFD alarm

-[setpoints be reduced within 8 hours].
.

Consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev.1., the proposed changes would:
i,

1) allow 4 hours to control the AFD to within the more restrictive AFD [ target
bands] limits; and ;

2) delete the requirement to reset the AFD alarm setpoints.

The restriction of the AFD [ target bands] limits within 4 hours is a reasonable time
for completion of the activity, and is acceptable because Fo is not necessarily
outside of its limits and the probability of an event during the 4 hour period is

.'

low.

The removal of the requirement to reset the AFD alarm setpoints reflects the
deletion of a requirement from the Technical Specifications. The means of |

monitoring compliance with more restrictive AFD limits is reflected in the !

appropriate operating procedures and is beyond the level of detail required of
Technical Specifications. Deleting the alarm reset requirement is acceptable
because this action is redundant to the actual reduction in the limits.,

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:-

"The Corim1M fon may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in 50.91.
'

that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility licensed under
50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant hazards
consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed
amendrnent would not:

(O 1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

CPSESNo Signffkant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N.2 23 SAS/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
m ,

NSHC LS 4 |'V (continued) ',

f

'2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any j

accident previously evaluated; or
!

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant >

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or !

!consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
J

Because the accident analyses are initiated fror within the conditions defined i
'

by the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation and these
LCOs are unchanged, the accident analyses are unaffected .

.

The proposed changes include the allowance of 4 hours to implement more
restrictive controls on the AFD. Because the actual peaking factors are not i

necessarily outside the allowable limits, there is no immediate need to take |
iaction. Furthermore, the probability of an event occurring within the 4 hour

period which would exceed the peaking factor limits is small. The proposed ;

deletion of the requirement to reset the' AFD alarm setpoint would have no !
!

effect on actual plant operations.

In summary, the proposed change does not involve any new operating activities
or hardware changes: thus, the proposed change has no effect on the
probability of an accident. The consequences of the accident analyses are
unaffected by this change.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The assumtion of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed
change. No ne. scenario permutations or event initiators are introduced by
the proposed changes. Therefore, there is no possibility for a new or
different kind of accident.'

|
'

!

.
. .

..
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
|

O .NSHC LS 4 '

V (continued)

i,

'3. Does this change involve a'significant reduction in a margin of safety? |

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are
consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for ;

Operation. .The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is ;
*

no change in the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria
remain valid. Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or
regulated failure point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion. |
Because there is no change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance ;

criteria, there is no reduction in a margin of safety. ,

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed :
change to the Technical Specification does not involve a significant increase in the ;

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the :

:possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it :

is concluded that the proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and
does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

O Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 4" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a |

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |

!
l
:

)

|

I

i

|

I!

.

4

O.

. ,

,

a
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

'

NSHC LS 5
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION :

O FOR i

-TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE i

REQUIREMFKTS WITHIN 11lE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS .

With the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (P,) outside its limits, the
~

current Technical Specifications allow 2 hours to restore the F", to within its
limits prior to initiating other actions. The proposed change, consistent with

'

NUREG 1431. Rev.1., would allow 4 hours for the same activities to be completed.
The peaking factor may be brought to within its limits by rod realignment _or by [
reducing the power to within the power-dependent F" ,. The completion time of 4

*

hours provides an acceptable time to restore F", to within its limits without i

allowing the plant to remain in an unacceptable condition for an extended period of ,

time and without imposing any rapid power reduction transients on the plant.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it i

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been :

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted )
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in |

50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any'

accident previously evaluated; or

i 3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards::

1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or ;

consequences of an accident previously evaluated? j

The proposed change does not involve any new operating activities or hardware;
changes: thus, the proposed change has no effect on the probability of an
accident.

Because the accident analyses are initiated from within the conditions defined |'

!

by the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation and these
LCOs are unchanged, the accident. analyses are unaffected. This change extends i

"

the time allowed for an action to be taken. The time extension allows the any

CPSESNo Signylcant Hazardt Considerations - CTS 3M.2 26 MM7
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
l

NSHC LS 5
1G (continued) !<fy

power reductions to be performed in a more deliberate manner, thereby
reducing the potential for inadvertent transients initiated during the power |

reduction. Furthemore, the prompt action to reduce reactor power places the |

plant in a better situation to withstand a transient without any increased !

consequences. Therefore, it is concluded that the additional time allowed to
reduce the reactor trip setpoints, after the initial power reduction, does not |
result in a significant increase in the consequences of any accident
previously analyzed.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed
change. No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the
proposed increase in the time allowed to bring the F% to within its limits.
Therefore, there is no possibility for a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are
consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for
Operation. The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is

G no change in the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria -

remain valid. Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or
regulated failure point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion.
Because there is no change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance .

J

criteria, there is no reduction in a margin of safety.
,

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed ;

change to the Technical Specification does not involve a significant increase in the i

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it
is concluded that the proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and I

does not involve a significant hazards consideration. |
l

'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

,
Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 5" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS' CONSIDERATIONS
,

NSHC LS 6 ;

'

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

Os FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS {
,

With the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (P ) having been outside its
limits, the Technical Specifications require that within 24 hours after exceeding i

,

the.P, ' limit, an incore flux map be performed to verify that the P, has been !

restored to within its limits. . If this activity is not completed, the current i-

.

Technical Specifications require that the' plant be taken to Mode 2 within the next :

2 hours. The proposed change, consistent with NUREG-1431, Rev. 1., would allow 6 |"

1 hours for the same activity to be completed. This time frame is reasonable, based ,
'

on operating experience regarding the time required to reach. Mode 2 from full power.

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant' systems. The LCO isi

not applicable in Mode 2.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it ,

3
" involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

performed in accordance with the' criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below: 5

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
'

-

50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation' of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent kould not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
.

accident previously evaluated; or
1

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

[ 3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?.

'The proposed change does not involve any new operating activities or hardware
changes: thus, the proposed change has no effect on the probability of an
accident.

-

Because the accident analyses are initiated from within the conditions defined
by the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation and these
LCOs'are unchanged. the accident analyses are unaffected. This change extends

.

l
'
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
-

NSHC LS-6 !'

(continued)

the time allowed for an action to be taken. The time extension allows the .
-

;

; power reduction to MODE 2 to be performed in a more deliberate manner. .

E thereby reducing the potential for inadvertent transients initiated during the- i
ipower reduction and minimizing challenges to the plant systems. However. due
'

to the small likelihood of a transient during the additional time period and

) because the' reactor operators' are taking positive steps to either comply with
.

i
i

the specification.or to reduce reactor power, the consequences of the accident '
analyses are not significantly affected by this change.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident j

.
from any accident previously evaluated? !

1

~ The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed ;

change. No new pennutations or event initiators are introduced by the !

proposed increase in the time allowed to bring to Mode 2. Therefore, there is j

no possibility for a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? |

The accident analyses are asstmed to be initiated from conditions which are !

I consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for |
'

) Operation. The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is
no change in the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria' ,

remain valid. Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or'

regulated failure point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion. j'

t

Because there is no change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance -
criteria, there is no reduction in a margin of safety. j

!

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed
change to the Technical Specification does not involve a significant increase in the

:

| probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the
possibility of a new or different kind of. accident from any accident previously ,

evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it
: is concluded that the proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and i

does not involve a significant hazards consideration.
'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION !

:. .

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
- NSHC "LS 6" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a

[ no significant. hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

9
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 7

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATIONpg
FORv

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The surveillance requirement to verify that the RCS total flow rate is within its
limits at least once per 31 days by plant computer indication or measurement of the
RCS elbow tap differential pressure transmitters' output voltage is deleted from the
current Technical Specifications. Compliance with the LC0 was originally intended
to be through the use of control board indication. Due to the continuous ,

fluctuation of the indicated flow, compliance may be difficult to confirm strictly
.

through the use of control board indication. Verification of compliance is even
more difficult if the indicated RCS flow is close to the measured value. Thus,
operations procedures specify that the plant computer is the preferred method of
verifying compliance with the LCO. Compliance with the LCO is verified every shift
(nominally every 12 hours), which is significantly more frequent that once per 31
days.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
O 50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
(O licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.' |
l

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant ;

hazards consideration standards:
'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated'l

i

The proposed change does not involve any new operating activities or hardware i

changes: thus, the proposed change has no effect on the probability of an
accident.

O
9
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 7
'

(continued)

f Because the accident analyses are initiated from within the conditions defined
2 by the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation and these

. LCOs are unchanged, the accident analyses are unaffected. This change removes
- from Technical Specifications the requirement that the plant computer be used

to verify compliance with the LCO on a 31 day frequency. Because plant
4

procedures _and practice require the use of the plant computer on a daily
basis, the intent of this_ specification is far surpassed. Hence. there will 3

1

i be.no effect on any of the accident analysis assumptions and the consequences
*

of the accident analyses are unaffected by this change.
.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident ,

from any accident previously evaluated?

I
.

The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed 1s'

i
change. No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the
proposed deletion of the requirement to verify compliance with the LCO on a 31i-
day frequency. Therefore, there is no possibility for a new or different kind ,

|of accident. i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? ,

, ,

'

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are

O consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for
'

3

Operation. The proposed change does not affect any LCO.' Therefore,' there is ,

fno change in the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria
,

remain valid. Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or *

regulated failure point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion.
Because there is no change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance ;

criteria, there is no reduction in a margin of safety. :.

i

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed
-

change to the Technical Specification does not involve a significat increase in the
,

-'

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the |

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
,

evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it ;-

Iis concluded that the proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92 (c) and
does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

.
,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
'

,

!
'

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with !

NSHC "LS 7" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |

1

O !
'

,

i

?
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 8A
() 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The DNB related parameters of Reactor Coolant System (RCS) average temperature, |

pressurizer pressure, and RCS flow rate are maintained within specified limits in i

order to ensure consistency with the assumed initial conditions of the accident
analyses. The limits placed on the RCS temperature, pressure, and flow ensure that
the minimum departure from Nucleate Boiling ratio (DNBR) will be met for each of the
transients analyzed. Compliance with the above limits is verified every 12 hours.
If a parameter is found to be outside the required limit. 2 hours are allowed in
order to restore the parameter to within the limit. If the parameter is not
restored to compliance within the required time, the plant must be shut down.

This proposed change would extend the time allowed for the required plant shutdown
from 4 hours to 6 hours. The completion time of 6 hours is reasonable to reach the
required plant conditions in an orderly manner and without unnecessarily initiating
any undue plant transients.

This proposed TS change has been evalucted and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

( below:
v

"The Cormission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance ,

, '

with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The fe %ing enluation is provided for the three categories of the significant <

hazaKm considerdion standards:

!

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve any new operating activities or hardware
changes: thus, the proposed change has no effect on the probability of an

Q accident.

CPSE5 No Signijkant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3M.2 32 SM5/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
i

NSHC LS-8 :

/N (continued)

d .;

iBecause.the accident analyses are initiated from within the conditions defined
}

'

by the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation and these'

LCOs are unchanged, the accident analyses are unaffected. The occurrence of a'

DNB challenging event while degraded DW parameters existed would be expected ;

to affect the consequences of the event. However, the proposed change would ?,

not increase the probability of an accident or transient and the additional
time to shut the plant down would. tend to avoid inadvertent transients. This

.

change extends the time in which the plant is required to be shutdown from 4
hours to 6 hours. This relatively small increase in the shutdown time allows
for a more orderly plant shutdown which minimizes the potential for initiating :

another, unnecessary plant transient during the shutdown process. The 2 hour :

extension to perform the shutdown does not result in any significant increase
in the consequences due to the small likelihood of an event during this ;

4

timeframe and the orderly power reduction in progress. Hence, there will be |
,

no effect on any of the accident analysis assumptions and the consequences of !
'

the accident analyses are unaffected by this change. *

!

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident i

ifrom any accident previously evaluated?*

.

The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed ;

- change. No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the |
*

proposed extension of the time required to shut down the plant. Therefore.
,

*

there is no possibility for a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

i The proposed change only affects the completion time required to shut down the
plant if sclected DNB parameters are not within limits. The proposed change

| 'does not affect any LCO. Because the accident analyses are assumed to be
initiated from conditions which are consistent with the Technical>

) Specifications Limiting Conditions for Operation, the proposed change does not
affect any of the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria
remain valid. Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or
regulated failure point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion.

,

;-
Because there is no change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance ;~

criteria, there is no reduction in a margin of safety.
,

i

I

Based upon the preceding information. it has been determined that the proposed
change to the Technical Specification does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore. it i

,

'is concluded that the proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92 (c) and ,

!j,

does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

.O j
.

,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 8 ,

(continued) |p
V

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 8" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy th, no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

t
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

- NSHC LS 12
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATIONp

FOR
,

.v.
. TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE.

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
1

The Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio (QPTR) is defined as the ratio of the maximum of the;
four excore detectors' calibrated output to the average of the four excore detector ;

: calibrated outputs for the upper half of the detectors and the lower half of the :

detectors. If, while above 75% Rated Thermal Power (RTP), one of the excoreo

]
detector inputs to the QPTR calculation becomes inoperable, the current Technical

j- Specifications allow the use of the movable incore detector system to determine an '

i equivalent QPTR. [If, at or below 75% Rated Thermal Power (RTP) one of the excore
detector inputs to the QPTR calculation becomes inoperable, the current Technical
Specifications allow the use of the remaining three detectors to determine an.

-

equivalent QPTR.] Further, if the movable incore detector system is used to
determine an equivalent QPTR, the current Technical Specifications require that QPTR

'

be determined every 12 hours. The current Technical Specifications do not contain
any provisions for determining QPTR with more than one inoperable input: thus, LC0
3.0.3 would be entered and the plant would be shut down.i

I The proposed change would allow for the use of the movable incore detector system to
determine an equivalent QPTR with one or more inoperable excore detector inputs to :
the QPTR calculation. If the movable incore detector system is used to determine an i

equivalent QPTR, the QPTR calculation is not based on information gained from any
operable excore indications and therefore, is irdeperdent of the number of operable
excore detectors. The frequency specified in the current Technical Specification J

for the determination of an equivalent QPTR with the movable incore detectors.(every
12 hours) would be retained. The frequency is clarified by a note which says that
the SR is not required until 12 hours after input from one or more Power Range'

Channels become inoperable. Further justification for this Frequency is based on
i the fact that under normal circumstances, QPTR would not be expected to change

_

significantly within a 12 hour period. If a significant change in QPTR were to
| occur, it would likely be the result of control rod misalignment which would be

detectable immediately by means of the rod deviation monitor or rod bottom lights.;

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
,

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted ,

'

below:
,

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in*

50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a fact 11ty
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance'

with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frcm any .

'

'

accident previously evaluated; or
:

CPSESNo S$gnificant Hazards Considerations - CTSJM.2 35 W15m
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P

-IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

!

- NSHC LS 12
'

(continued) ;
,

.

5

-3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
'

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
-

i hazards consideration standards:
.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or |

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?<

'
. :

The proposed change does not involve any new operating activities or
.

hardware changes; thus, the proposed change has no effect on the
L probability of an accident.

This change makes available an option to ensure that continued plant.
operation (quadrant power tilt) is within the assumptions of the ;

accident analyses without imposing an unnecessary transient on the |5'

| plant. The limits on the quadrant power tilt ratio Limiting Conditions
for Operation (LCO) are unchanged. Because the accident analyses are

+

initiated from within the conditions defined by the Technical
i

Specification LCOS, and these LCOs areunchanged, the accident analyses' '

are unaffected. Therefore, there will be no effect on any of the
accident analysis assumptior.s and the consequences of the accident ,

!

analyses are unaffected by this change.

!

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of j

accident from any accident previously evaluated? 1

1

l

The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed !
i

change. No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the
!- proposed alternate method of determining an equivalent QPTR with more

than one inoperable excore detector inputs. Therefore, there is no
possibility for a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which
are consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions'

,

for Operation, The proposed change does not affect any LCO.
.

Therefore, there is no change in the accident analyses and all relevant
event acceptance criteria remain valid. Further. the proposed change
has no affect on any actual or regulated failure point which is
protected by an event acceptance criterion. Because there is no change'

in any failure point nor in any event acceptance criteria, there is no
.

! reduction in a margin of safety.

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed
,

change to the Technical Specification does not involve a significant increase in the

CPSES No Signylcant Haterds Considerations - CTS 3M.2 36 215/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC 1.5 12

(continued)

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it
is concluded that the proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92 (c) and
does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC ~LS 12" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

!

O ,

.

J

i

.,

'I

O
..
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS
t

i

1

Applicable Industry Traveler Information (1 Page)
,

.

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page)

1

,

Mark-up:

SPECIFICATION PAGE
~

.
'

3.2.1..................................................................J.2-1
| 3.2.2. ........... ........... ..... ..... .... .. .... ... ..................J.2-6

3.2.3.....................................................................................J.2-9
-

1:

3.2.4..........................................................................3.2-14

Methodology (2 Pages)

.

1
<

1

a

1

1

: |

.|>

1

O'

.

.
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OG
INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.2

TRAVELER # STATUS DIFFERENCE # COMMENTS

TSTF 24 Not Incorporated NA Not NRC approved as of
traveler cut off date.

TSTF 95 Incorporated 3.2 06 Approved by NRC

TSTF 97 Incorporated 3.2 07 Approved by NRC

TSTF 98, Rev.1 Incorporated 3.2 03

TSTF 99 Incorporated 3.2 08 Approved by NRC

TSTF 109 Incorporated 3.2 15 Approved by NRC

TSTF 110 Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.2 10

TSTF 112 Rev. 1 Not Incorporated NA Not NRC approved as of'

traveler cut off date.

TSTF 136 Incorporated NA

TSTF 164 Incorporated 3.2 11 Applicable to CAOC
only. (CPSES)

WOG 95, proposed Incorporated 3.2 05
Rev. 2 3.2 18

WOG 105 Incorporated 3.2 16

<

$

L)

_
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: NUREG-1431 3.2 SPECIFICATIONS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE
:

i

i

.

.

Soecification # Soecification Title Comments !

,

L

3.2.1A F Methodologyy

3.2.3B RAOC ,

e

,

O'

z

i

! l
1

*
.

J

!

i

i
i

,
1

)

I

-

,

I
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*
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|

i
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1

Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
3.2.1.

,

[
\ 3.2 POWER DISTRIBllTION LIMITS

4

3.2.1 Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (Fo(Z)) (Fa Methodology) ,

:
1 LCO 3.2.1 Fo(Z), as approximated by Q(Z) and FaNZ), shall be within the

limits specified in the COLR.

:
,

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 1.

:

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fj(Z) not within limit. A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 15 minutes :

21% RTP for each 1% F{(Z)
exceeds limit.

"
O A.2 Reduce Power Range Neutron

Flux-High trip setpoints 8 E hours .:3 2-06'.

a 1% for each it Fj(Z)
exceeds limit.

8NQ
l

!

A.3 Reduce Overpower of gigg 72 hours :3.2-01-
I

trip setpoints a 1% for"

each it F8(Z) exceeds limit.

AND
*

A.4 Perform SR 3.2.1.1. Prior to
increasing'

THERMAL POWER

above the limit'

of Required
Action A.1

(continued)

-

,

I
-

CPSESMark-m of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-1 S/15/97 I
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,

Fa(Z) (Fo Methodology)
3.2.1

|

| COEITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. $Z) not within limits. B.1 Reduce AFD limits 2 it for E ghours o3*2~08'
each it $Z) exceeds limit.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

-
,

1

O
l
|

4

!

|
j

.,

;

O
.

CPSESMark-m of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-2 gj$g7
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|
Fa(Z) (Fo Methodology)

3.2.1,

|

() '

V SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.....................................no7g.....................................

During power escalation et the kgir.r.ir,g of ecch cycle M, .-3.2-13 !'
THERMAL POWER may be increased until an equilibrium power level has been achieved
at which a power distribution map is obtained.
..............................................................................

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.2.1.1 Verify Fj(Z) is within limit. Once after each
refueling prior
to THERMAL POWER
exceeding
75% RTP

AND

Once within-10
g hours after :3.2-12
achieving
equilibrium'

conditions
after 3.2-02
exceeding, by,

2 404 20* RTP,
the THERMAL
P')WER at which
Fj(Z) was last <

.

verified

AND
|

31 EFPD
thereafter

\
,

(continued)

O !
;

CPSESMark.up of NUREG-H31-ITS3.2 3.2 3 S/1SM7
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,

! Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
3.2.1

|

O/I

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.2.1.2 - ---- - NOTE --- --- -- - ED ;

If F1(Z) is withir. li;;;its 3-4 measurements "3.2-07 '
'

indicate

Fj(Z)
maximum over z g(g)

has increased since the previous evaluation of
Fj(Z):

a. Increase F#(Z) by e tNEggtggtigt3 factor .3.2-03
of [1.02] ggp41FipjlENBbg3p[Cand
reverify F#(Z) is within limits:
or

b. Repeat SR 3.2.1.2 once per 7 EFPD until
two successive flux maps indicate

') F[(Z)() maximum over z g(g)
.

has not increased.
<-

...........................................

Verify F#(Z) is within limit. Once after each
refueling prior
to THERHAL POWER |

exceeding
75% RTP

8N0

(continued)

|

|
;

/3
Nj |

,
.

CPSESMark-up of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-4 5/15197
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
3.2.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.2.1.2 (continued) Once with1 W 3.2-12
M hours after
achieving i

_

1equilibrium
Iconditions after

exceeding, by
2 6 RTP, .

the THERMAL a3.2-02-

POWER at which |
Fo"(Z) was last

i

verified |
J

81 0 |
|

31 EFPD
|thereafter
|

;

'O

i

,

|
!

|

)

.1

I

.

CPSESMark-up of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-S S/1S M 7

|
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-

4

.Fa"n1 ,
,

3.2.2
,

'

:

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS f
i

3.2.2- Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (F" )6

!

i I

LC0 3.2.2 F,", shall be within the limits specified in the COLR.

- !
i,

i

f. - APPLICABILITY: MODE 1. ;
4

I

|
ACTIONS

'

~COICITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i :

I:

i A. - -..-... NOTE --- A.1.1 Restore F"a to within 4 hours !
6

Required Actions A.2 limit. |F

and A.3 must be ;
3

; completed whenever DR j
Condition A is entered. :

A.I.2.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 4 hours ;'
......................

< 50% RTP. |
.

. Fa"n not within limit.
!i Atil
H

| A.1.2.2 Reduce Power Range 8 g hours 23.2-06:
Neutron Flux-High trip'

! setpoints to s 55% RTP.

A.2 Perform SR 3.2.2.1. 24 hours'

J

Alil

(continued)
3

s

i

l

.

T

O
.

CPSESMark-sqp of NUREG-1431-ns3.2 3.2-6 5/15,9 7
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&

AH

3.2.2

O
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.3 - NOTE ---
,

THERMAL POWER does not
- have to be reduced to

comply with this
Required Action.
.....................

I Perform SR 3.2.2.1. Prior to THERMAL'

' POWER exceeding

50% RTP
i

M

Prior to THERMAL
POWER exceeding

75% RTP
-

M

24 hours afterO THERMAL POWER

reaching
2 95% RTP

!
4

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 2. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

l

.

O
.

CPSESMark-up of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-7 S/15/97
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AH

3.2.2
i

SURVEILLANCE REWIREMENTS,

, . .....;,.7
- ,ny ... .-# ..;,;..: y.c.yrg e n , m w-.. . .

. . -
. .. .

-. . , , .: . ,1. . . . -t _

, :. . . . , p.. t s; 4., . . 2.f j c p p g a 's '3 2-13.
; +..,;.., .

. . . . . . - _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . .

-

. .
.

-

.. . . . . . ._

J

l

I

SURVEILLANCE FRE@ENCY

SR 3.2.2.1 Verify Fin is within limits specified in the Once after each
COLR. refueling prior

to THERMAL POWER
exceeding
75% RTP

880

31 EFPD
thereafter

O !

,

,

i

LO
.

CPSESMark-up of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-8 S/1Sn7
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AFD (CAOC METHODOLOGY)
3.2.3

3.2 POWER DISTRIBtRION LIMITS
)

3.2.3 AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) (Constant Axial Offset Control (CAOC)
a

Hethodology)

LCO 3.2.3
The AFD:

a. Shall be maintained within the target band about the target
flux difference. The target band is specified in the COLR.

<

b. Hay deviate outside the target band with THERMAL POWER
< 90% RTP but :t 50% RTP. provided AFD is within the acceptable

*

operation limits and cumulative penalty deviation time is
s 1 hour during the previous 24 hours. The acceptable
operation limits are specified in the COLR.

+

c. Hay deviate outside the target band with THERMAL POWER
< 51% RTP.

...........................N0TES - --- --- - -
<

g The AFD shall be considered outside the target band when two v3.2-11-

er more OPERABLE excore channels indicate AFD to be outside
the target band.

(
D g] Et!GLEENfggR15CTR]ENpenalty deviation time shall be

accumulated on the basis of a 1 minute penalty deviation for ;

each 1 minute of power operation with AFD outside the target
,

band. !

E blt|LWTf0!E!E<L5ERTPfpenalty deviation time shall be
accumulated on the basis of a 0.5 minute penalty deviation for
each 1 minute of power operation with AFD outside the target
band.

E D9tAE9f3ElloROfl#DecatietDtWG!*IEc!MidROntma
MtUAGlut3mt96IllMDittMCZpMel.tEdte18ttratt3Nt29
ntntusseIormt.angatanng1:2!EagLren!>Twitti
ER223IJ.3)t9y14ed2FJC[E911Ltajad__M ll
metatin111mitA

............................................................

APPLICABILITY: H00E 1 with THERMAL POWER > 15% RTP.

M
A totel of 10 hours of eparation ; rey be ecca;;;ulated with IIO cutsi -3.2-11-
dc the terget bond without pensity devietion tia during

/G surveiller.cc ;f powcr rengc chenrels in eccorderec with
d Z 3.3.1.0. provided II0 is ;reinteired within acceptebic epcretica

li;;;its.

CPSESMark-up of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.29 S/158 7
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.

AFD (CAOC METHODOLOGY) ,

3.2.3
,

O ACTIONS
;

b
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

A. THERMAL POWER A.1 Restore AFD to within 15 minutes I

a 90% RTP. target band.
1

AND

AFD not within the ;

target band. ,

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 15 minutes
associated Completion < 90% RTP.

*

Time of Condition A not
met.

!

C. - - NOTE - C.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 30 minutes |

Required Action C.1 must < 50% RTP. ,

be completed whenever
Condition C is entered.
......................

THERMAL POWER < 90% and

a 50% RTP with
cumulative penalty ;

deviation time > 1 hour {
during the previous 24
hours. |

08

THERMAL POWER < 90% and

a 50% RTP with AFD not
within the acceptable
operation limits.

I

(continued)

>

.

CPSESMark-up of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-10 $/15/97
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AFD (CAOC METHODOLOGY)
3.2.3

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. -- NOTE - -- D.1 Reduce THERHAL POWER to 9 hours
'

Required Action D.1 must < 15% RTP.

be completed whenever*

Condition D is entered.
......................

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time for Condition C not
met.

'
.

:

I

.

O.

I

I

!

>

0
_

CPSESMark-y of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-11 S/15/97
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AFD (CAOC HETHODOLOGY)
3.2.3

<

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCYv

:.

t

SR 3.2.3.1 Verify AFD is within limits for each OPERABLE 7 days

excore channel.

me.......a ,~.r 3.2-10,n ,en
'sn .

Assa;; les;;d velucs of A"O cxist during the
'

recedir,; tir.c interval.

11 - J 2. . A f'T% J. . .J A L J 1,f JA- -J i-- Arn X-m hinTr "
yEl 34J ns W sa n5ksaas5 e i svu I b d u s p%s a vy ru be a vi sw a n.

eoC wb 2ACCIe Cbenird . On y IeQuiied ICwe

be 7,^ formed if-
Arn - JL--
TU W IIrv s 4 5 kv s

1 d

inegreble

h -- . ,1 L L J
vi lbs M 3 bi41Ii

15 minutes er,d
riery 15 minutes

a . .,s... . , 1k. n . bs . .s .
nirnuAi nn.nen
5 5 I6IM r'w IVMbn
. nn. nrn
6 -vg n55

8HB

h--- ..JLLJa
Vl ib s n 3 btei6I

1 hour end cycry
-1-hote

r
thereefter'hci, i

THEW.'i |'"'C"
. nn,. nv.n- so n .

4 -
, -

\ l
s

.

CPSESMark-up of NUREG-N31-ITS3.2 3.2-12 S/158 7
i
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!
1
1

'

AFD (CAOC METHODOLOGY)
3.2.3

b SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |'

lw
1
1
1

SR 3.2.3.33 KJggj Update target flux differer,ca ;f exh Once within
.,_ < _ _ _ _ , < . . . , , e.r.nn u,

__amen an, r _..____
b, run la .h . wy. bsIW& 6 WVI biv u#6h EAbVi 5

sech refuelir;
,, ____ ,_ \

.n. . . - _ . ms Mn_ ~ _,__ u_ ,___ - , , . . .e- . ... j.s.s......., .. m ... ,. . ..m

. .... ___ . 2. i t, .....,i. __ 3.2-04-
______; en , , ,

.ms b. - . "'
g

b; Using lineer ir,terpeletier, betun , the thereafter
rest recently =esured value, er.d either*

_ __; _, . . _ , _
i u,FL_ _; . . . , . . . ,__

m u.,% ___m.bbWu b EsTw W. kJh,bb y1 EM yB.WU .V,

__ n ,e n.rn . ,

a
V, .

|

*

SR3.2.3.4} - - - - NOTE - - - -

The initial target flux difference after each 3'2-04
refueling may be determined from design
predictions.
...................... ....................

Determine, by measurement, the target flux Once within
difference of each OPERABLE excore channel. 31 "F."O efter

C each refacling
(

M
m, ermm
Jb 6. . . W

thereefter
E!M!69deT2]*

10erifie.d:pH
312 m 2;

i

,

m

U
.

CPSESMark-up of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-13 5/15M7-
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,

OPTR
'3.2.4

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS |'

'

3.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)

'

LCO 3.2.4 The QPTR shall be s: 1.02.

1

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 50% RTP.

' ACTIONS

I
C0WITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. QPTR not within limit. A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours
a 3% from RTP for each
it of QPTR > 1.00.

8
!

A.2 - er'er;;; 2 0.2.4.1 Once per 12 hours"

m and '3 2-15-,.O reduce THERMAL POWER >
-

1

O 3% from RTP for each it |'

of QPTR > 1.00.

M
a

A.3 Perform SR 3.2.1.12 24 hours |
!3333g and

SR 3.2.2.1. g 3.2-16> |'

Once per 7 days
thereafter

M

A.4 Reevaluate safety Prior to
'analyses and confirm increasing#

results remain valid THERMAL POWER- ,

for duration of above the limit i
operation under this of Required

,

condition. Action A.lgBd :ED
G

.

M-
(continued)

;-
'

!
1

CPSESMark-yp of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-14 $/15M7
i
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OPTR

3.2.4

(O CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

%)

A. (continued) A.5 NOTE - - -

Perform Required
Action A.5 only after
Required Action A.4 is
completed.
.....................

,

Celibrete e xerc Prior t : 3.2-05
detecters te ste zere increasing
GPTR gggMg33gp3 THERMAL POWER

ghgggtg"gg3Unibag above the limit ,

gitJ of Required
Action A.1M ED

ER
am

A.6 -- NOTE - - -

|'erfer;r. Required
Action A.6 mistibt
13|MhBK.S!e!) W ED

I,\ efter Required
.O Action A.5 is capisted

1@lfWpMed.
.....................

-3.2-16
Perform SR 3.2.1.17 Within 24 hours
ER';FX12 and after reaching
SR 3.2.2.1. RTP

2

Within 48 hours
after increasing
THERMAL POWER

above the limit
of Required

'EDActiongA.1LW
M2

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER ta 4 hours*

associated Completion s 50% RTP,

' Time not met.

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .

CPSESMark-up of NUREG-1431-ITS3.2 3.2-15 $/1587
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!
QPTR |

3.2.4 .|

1

(,A) SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY j
,v
J

|

SR 3.2.4.1 -- -- NOTES -- -- -

1. With input from one Power Range
Neutron Flux channel inoperable and
THERMAL POWER 3 75% RTP, the remaining .:3.2-09.

three power range channels can be used
for calculating QPTR.

2. SR 3.2.4.2 may be performed in lieu
of this Surveillance if c.dequetc "swer 3.2-15'

"er.ge ikutrer, flux eherr;l ir. puts are
r.et 0"E"X LC.

..........................................

Verify QPTR is within limit by 7 days
|calculation.

5 :

Or,ce withir, 3.2-101
~

12 hour; or,d
avery 12 hours

O thereafter with
V the 0"", sier;;;

ir,eperable

SR 3.2.4.2 - - - NOTE - - -

04/ Bg3 required to be performed 4f stM134 )
I

N!BFK3ffd[ginput from oneEEggg Power Range 3.2-15
Neutron Flux channels 'are inoperable with

.

THERMAL POWER r3 75% RTP. :3.2-09'

..........................................

Verify QPTR is within limit using the Orcc withir. 3.2-15
movable incore detectors. 12 hours

M

12 hours
thcreafter

'( J). ,

u '

.
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG 1431 Specifications |

L -

;

- W Enclosure 5A contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of NUREG-1431 Revision
; .' 1. The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a 3

plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed !

areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross reference to a justification
:or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are

contained in Enclosure 6A. j
7

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1.'

2. Additions This includes material which is added to NUREG-1431
Rev. 1.

1

.' 3. Modifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431,
Rev.1 but is being revised for the improved TS. I

;

: t

4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG 1431, Rev.1.

! The methodology of identifying the changes is :
i

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NIREG 1431 Rev.1 is annotated using the .

O- '

strike-out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The'

deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in j

the adjacent right margin.#

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is

,

identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of
Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information
is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location
and is annotated using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or !

,

hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a'

change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change ,

and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components.

<

Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated

O- using the redline / strike out feature of Wordperfect and
.

Methodology 1 of2 5/15/97
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG 1431 Specifications s

(continued) |
J

I

identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All-
such changes will be submitted for incorporatio* Mo the generic

' traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in _the ;

bracketed area and that information is not correct for this ;
1

plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct
informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets-
provided in NUREG 1431, Rev.1 are deleted. " Red line", " strike- ,

out" and margin codes are as follows: :

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged. _ |

the bracketed information is " red lined" and *B' (for bracketed
'

information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the ;

;

plant specific mrding/vabes in the current specifications, the
old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is
" red lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code.

3. If the entire Condition, Action, or Surveillance is bracketed and :

is aan11 cable, the letter / number designator for the item is
redlined. The text included within the brackets is mt redlined ;

unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS' margin
'

code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were i

made. :

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not
: applicable, the entire contents are struck out, redlined words ;
i'

"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used.
:
e ;

! Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B,
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A.

1

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark up process. Reviewer
notes may be " struck out" or deleted as preferred.<

In sumary, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG 1431, Rev.1. " red line" is used)-
to annotate new material, ". strike out" is used to annotate deleted material, and
change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these 1

I
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number'

or a change code.'

Note, NUREG 1431.- Rev.1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are

'/Q incorporated are indicated using the " redlines", " strike outs" and margin codes

() discussed above.
.
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MARK-UP 0F NUREG-1431 BASES CONTENTS
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
- B 3.2.1'
- B 3.2- POWER DISTRIBLITION LIMITS q

B 3.2.1 Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (Fa(Z))' (Fo Methodology) f
i

BASES
,

.g

BACKGROUND The purpose of the limits on the values of Fa(Z) is to limit the :
'

4 local (i.e., pellet) peak power density. The value of Fa(Z),

:

!
varies along the axial height (Z) of the core.

i ?

)' Fo(Z) is defined as the maximum local fuel rod linear power
density divided by the average fuel rod linear power density, J

assuming nominal fuel pellet and fuel rod dimensions. Therefore.
Fa(Z) is a measure of the peak fuel pellet power within the

[|
.

:
reactor core.

During power operation, the global power distribution is limited
by LCO 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)," and LCO 3.2.4,
" QUADRANT TILT POWER RATIO (QPTR)," which are directly and ;

'!

continuously measured process variables. These LCOs, along with
LCO 3.1.7, " Control Bank Insertion Limits," maintain the core i

>

limits on power distributions on a continuous basis.-

- (
'

.

Fa(Z) varies with fuel loading patterns, control bank insertion, i
'

fuel burnup, and changes in axial power distribution. !
' . i

.

F,(2) 1: ==tr;d p=i:di=lly =in; th i= det=t:r y:t=. i'

s y. - EB . " J ,c e c .1 tVy:- i p. . 'e 4 .

]
'

.o t. v :. n . 3., a n,g . . .. . .-
y r . 4 y. . j r

L; e '3 7, ' , j y,s . ; ;f; '. .. ., , . . . * .i.<-

j - , , k .;. ' 3 a y
,

,,

-*-"*** *" These'

measurements are generally taken with the core at or near steady
stete Mudbehal conditions. Usir.; th; ==;. red three?

dini.;ier.el pri.;= distrib;dier.a. it is pe;;ible te d;rin ;
== r:d =1= for F,(Z) .

,

,

. However, because this value represents ; ;teedy state g

| ggDhthg condition, it does not include the variations in the
value of Fa(Z) that are present during non. equilibrium'

situations, such as load following. To account for these'

possible variations, the steady state value of Fa(Z) is adjusted
,

,

by an elevation dependent factorE M A E3 that accounts for the
calculated worst-cese transient conditions.

.

Core monitoring and control under non steady state conditions are
;

accomplished by operating the core within the limits of
,

(continued)
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Fo(Z) (Fa Methodology)
B 3.2.1

Y

k '

V BASES

BACKGROUND the appropriate LCOs, including the limits on AFD, QPTR, and
(continued) control rod insertion.

APPLICABLE This LCO's ggig;jgggegQg,g preclude core power '

- SAFETY ANALYSES distributions thattagiptFM3191stion~M1thi violate the
following fuel design criterion:

a, During a large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA), the
peak cladding temperature must not exceed 2200*F
(Ref.1)33|

.

b. During a le;s ;f forced r;;;ter cecient 'l;w eccider.t.
there ;;;ust b; et leest ^5t prebebility ;t the-954
sv. . , . s. ms .... . ~ ~ ~ , ~ ., _ .. . . . ...., ... . ...s ..

fuel red in the ;;re d;;; not ;g,aricre; e d;pertur; fra
nucleets boiling ( = ) ;;nditica,

.

e-g During an ejected rod accident, the energy deposition to

O the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /ge.(R;f. 2', and

d. Tre cer. trol red; ;;;ust bc ;;poble c' shutting de.;n the

|
ree ter with ; ;;;ir.iu. required = with th; highest worth
;;atrol red ; tuck fully uithdrewn (R;f. 3).

Limits on Fo(Z) ensure that the value of the initial total
peaking factor assumed in the accident analyses remains valid.
Other criteria must also be met (e.g., maximum cladding '

oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable geometry, and
,

long term cooling). However, the @CA." peak cladding temperature
, is typically most limiting.

Fa(Z) limits assumed in the LOCA analysis are typically limiting
relative to (i.e., lower than) the Fa(Z) limit assumed in safety
analyses for other postulated accidents. Therefore, this LCO
provides conservative limits for other postulated accidents.

Fa(Z) satisfies Criterion 2 of the "RC i';1 icy St;t;; cat.
EfBsr46g)12]I11)J

n (continued)v
.
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology) ,

B 3.2.1 l

BASES (continued)y

LC0 The Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor. Fa(Z), shall be limited by the i

following relationships:
1
1

p RTP

F (Z) s K(Z) for P > 0.5 )C

o P
1

RTPy
0

F (Z) s K(Z) for P s 0.5
g 0.5

where: EfGFo* is the Fa(Z) limit at RTP provided in the COLR.

K(Z) is the normalized Fo(Z) as a function of core
height provided in the COLR and

THERMAL POWER ]a p,
RTP |

For this facility, theILui actual values of efeFa* and K(Z) are ,

given in the COLR. ; '~ rt:r. CFQ"f is rersally a nurier on I

the order of [2.32]G. and K(Z) is e furetion that leeks like
the era provided in figure " 3.2.1-1.

For Relaxed Fed $Mit2 Axial Offset Control operation. Fo(Z) is
approximated by Fj(Z) and F#(Z). Thus, both Ff(Z) a d Fj(2) mustn

meet the preceding limits on Fo(Z).

An Fs(Z) evaluation requires obtaining an incore flux map in
MODE 1. From the incore flux map results we obtain the measured
value (Fy(Z)) of Fa(Z).

Then:

F%(2) - N(Z) [1.0315] ]

where [1.0015] is a factor that eccounts for fuel ;renufacturing
tolererces and Ibe! computed]] eat flux mep ressur;; cat ureertainty
tpt3hannellfactogfj(Z)2LiCobtaLnedibyltheleq0ationj

,

g(Z)5=EFl(Z) 1.03 1.05.
1

:

O (continued) ,

id
.
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
B 3.2.1

p BASES (continued)
ss

i

LC0 (continued) R(Z)isincreasedby3%toaccountformanufacturingtolerances
E23R$hK3NA)C5GG@o4Dtifgt!Ma~.sutement
EEt$MB195-

The expression for Pa(Z) is:

Pa(Z) = Fj(Z) W(Z)

where W(Z) is a cycle dependent function that accounts for power
distribution transients during normal operations. W(Z) is
included in the COLR.

The Fa(Z) limits define limiting values for core power peaking
that precludes peak cladding temperatures above 2200*F during
either a large or small break LOCA.

This LC0 requires operation within the bounds assumed in the
safety analyses. Calcul; tion:; crc perfer ;d in the cera design
precess to confirm that the ;;re can be centrolled in ;uch a
:n=r iring Op r:tien th:t it ::n :t:y within tM LOC?, FJZ)

limits. If Fa(Z) cannot be maintained within the LC0 limits,S j

reduction of the core power is required. j
!

Violating the LC0 limits for Fe(Z) gGproduces unacceptable j
consequences if a design basis event occurs while Fa(Z) is
outside its specified limits.

JfithsEpowE31sttibutionLeea(utpeents3reIpetfotilled 'aEQo@d
igid 21essithsellA MiBIP.Zthe9;the T (Z Xand f ,(Z O aluejCthat
IslGIEtatGammutatensnict3he39t*1aOt1MERIP.3hpWd
un3BEatteDREWM3B11@Js2nfenegioEOmatison~ei
Ef8DEfElW309EII.Me*R$19tpOLollipl1][pfMthithe',LEt

Nairpolitef21stels;

APPLICASILITY The Fo(Z) limits must be maintained in MODE 1 to prevent core |
power distributions from exceeding the limits assumed in the :

safety analyses. Applicability in other MODES is not required i
because there is either insufficient stored energy in the fuel or
insufficient energy being transferred to the reactor coolant to
require a limit on the distribution of core power.

(continued)
J

.
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Fa(Z) (Fo Methodology)
'B 3.2.1

BASES'.(continued)

.

' ACTIONS' M j-

Reducing THERMAL POWER by 2 It RTP for each it by which Fl(Z) !

: exceeds its limit, maintains' an acceptable absolute power
idensity. Fl(Z) is FaiZ) multiplied by a factorm accounting

for manufacturing tolerances and measurement uncertainties. .|
.

Ff(Z) is the measured value of Fa(Z). The Completion Time of |
15 minutes provides an acceptable time to reduce power in an - j'

orderly manner and without allowing the plant to remain in an j
~

unacceptable condition for an extended period of time. ;

M j

A reduction of the Power Range Neutron Flux-High trip setpoints
by 2 It for each it by which Fl(Z) exceeds its limit. is a ,

'

conservative action for protection against the consequences of;.

severe transients with unanalyzed power distributions. The >

Completion Time of 8 E hours is sufficient considering the small
',

likelihood of a severe transient in this time period and the,

preceding prompt reduction in THERMAL POWER in accordance with
iRequired Action A.1.

, .

W r'

Reduction in the Overpower 6 trip setpoints by 2 it for each ;

,

1% by which Fl(Z) exceeds its limit, is a conservative action for*

protection against the consequences of severe transients with |'

'

unanalyzed power distributions. The Completion Time of 72 hours-

is sufficient considering the small likelihood of a severe'

transient in this time period, and the preceding prompt reduction (.

in THERMAL POWER in accordance with Required Action A.I.
,

t

U
,

Verification that Fl(Z) has been restored to within its limit, by
performing SR 3.2.1.1 prior to increasing THERMAL POWER above thes ,

limit imposed by Required Action A.1. ensures that core
conditions during operation at higher power levels are consistent

_

; CPSESMark-sp of NUREG-1m Bam-TTS3.2 B 3.2-5 $/]$n7
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
B 3.2.1

,

(3 BASES (continued)
)

ACTIONS M (continued)

with safety analyses assumptions.NabaractTAEtjtiplei;tibGf3M
magg1M=-' Ef=: r-=9WW inf38Lmit M 1pn33 Q;tg
tettfCthlSEEFJ| WIN 725cGtheNMMft
DDRNMd!CRIEGEMghl!C3RIR1M%I!E51!tXt9BbMOllRE991
IGifADWIRODAGM181SRZKiiMIR352EERtREM
stisfiedIntEm_ Gttteressig peM2DELN_1ded
g]gggrr-mueve1rorfg -:-siorrarwMmTrij!
ElB&f G BlM E eel

u
If it is found that the maximum calculated value of Fa(Z) that
can occur during normal maneuvers, Q(Z), exceeds its specified
limits, there exists a potential for F8(Z) to become. excessively
high if a normal operational transient occurs. Reducing the AFD
by a 1% for each it by which Q(Z) exceeds its limit within the
allowed Completion Time of 2 i hours, restricts the axial flux
distribution such that even if a transient occurred, core peaking
factor 31ej&sarenotexceeded.

O u
If Required Actions A.1 through A.4 or B.1 are not met within
their associated Completion Times, the plant must be placed in a
mode or condition in which the LC0 requirements are not
applicable. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 2>

within 6 hours.

This allowed Completion Time is reasonable based on operating
experience regarding the amount of time it takes to reach MODE 2 I

'

from full power operation in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.1.2 are modified by a Note. The
REQUIREMENTS Note applies during the first powcr csccasica cftcr c refueling

60010g?powefascensionsifollowingza;plagtishutdoWCGaavfog3de
MIThOtott'alles;torzpogascensions3fzthesurve111ances l

Ate;noticutt$nt;. It states that THERMAL POWER may be increased i

Iuntil an equilibrium power level has been achieved at which a

(continued)

l
1
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)
V ,

1

power distribution map can be obtained. This allowance is I

modified, however, by one of the Frequency conditions that
requires verification that Q(Z) and Q(Z) are within their
specified limits after a power rise of more than M4|gg RTP over |
the THERMAL POWER at which they were last verified to be within j

specified limits. Because Q(Z) and Q(Z) could not have |

previously been measured in this fgG reload core, there is a .

second Frequency condition, applicable only for reload cores,
that requires determination of these parameters before exceeding
75% RTP, This ensures that some determination of Q(Z) and Q(Z)
are made at a lower power level at which adequate margin is
available before going to 100% RTP. Also, this Frequency

-

condition, together with the Frequency condition requiring
verification of $(Z) and Q(Z) following a power increase of more
than H4 29g, ensures that they are verified KLthirt2EhcMKrog
gle D gujJ1b X' conditions?aM achieved at RTP (or any otherr
level for extended operation). EgumbthpCQpg|1_1;19 DOM
BCilipyedjeerMyCopte3GeffM_gtWRialaissaittglgGl|||'

untasaintE>anorances associatatuttammammurmestaavaal.re
In the absence of these Frequency conditions, it is possible to
increase power to RTP and operate for 31 days without

' verification of Q(Z) and Q(Z). The Frequency condition is not
intended to require verification of these parameters after every
M4 39! increase in power level above the last verification. It
only requires verification after a power level is achieved for
extended operation that is M 4 ggi higher than that power at
which Fo was last measured.

SR 3.2.1.1

Verification that Q(Z) is within its specified limits involves
increasing Q(Z) to allow for manufacturing tolerance and
measurement uncertainties in order to obtain Q(Z).
Specifically, Q(Z) is the measured value of Fa(Z) obtained from
incore flux map results and Q(Z) = WZ) [1.0815EQ(Zl 1.031.05
(Ref. 4). Q(Z) is then compared to its specified limits.

The limit with which Q(Z) is compared varies inversely with
power above 50% RTP and directly with a function called K(Z)
provided in the COLR.

(continued)
O)G
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Fo(Z) (Fa Methodology)
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

Performing this Surveillance in H0DE 1 prior to exceeding
75% RTPEerfAtIg!|gMcg[ggetMMW!tJLer;tjueEar!d

.

BR13NIEtW100EMIPiiEfZM1simar1Mtides gssutMce] that the
Q(Z) limit is met when RTP is achieved, because peaking factors
generally decrease as power level is increased.

If TliERHAL POWER has been increased by 2 iM 2Jg RTP since the >

1ast determination of Fj(Z), another evaluation of this factor is
required f323 3( hours after achieving equilibrium conditions at
this higher power level-(to ensure that Fj(Z) values are being
reduced sufficiently with power increase to stay within the LCO
limits).

| The Frequency of 31 EFPD is adequate to monitor the change of
power distribution with core burnup because such changes are slow
and well controlled when the plant is operated in accordnce with
the Technical Specifications (TS).

.

SR 3.2.1.2

iThc nucle;r design process include; calcul; tion; perfors.ed to
ht:-i= th:t the :Or: ::- he :p;r:ted withir the FJZ) li=it:.

g
Because flux maps are taken ir, steedy ; tete igullit!@ai
conditions, the variations in power distribution resulting from
normal operational maneuvers are not present in the flux map
data. These variations are, however, conservatively calculated |
by considering a wide range of unit maneuver <; in normal l

operation. The maximum peaking factor increase over steady state !

values, calculated as a function of core elevation, Z, is called,

W(Z). Multiplying the measured total peaking factor, Fs(Z), by
W(Z) gives the maximum Fa(Z) calculated to occur in normal

.' operation, F#(Z).

The limit with which F#(Z) is compared varies inversely with1

power and directly with the function K(Z) provided in the COLR.

The W(Z) curve is provided in the COLR for discrete core |

elevations. Flux map data are typically taken for 30 to 75 core
|elevations. F#(Z) evaluations are not applicable for the

following axial core regions, measured in percent of core height:

a. Lower core region, from 0 to 15% inclusive; and

(continued)
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Fo(Z) (Fo Methodology)
B 3.2.1

r] BASES (continued)
V

b. Upper core region, from 85 to 100% inclusive.
<

:The top and bottom 15% of the core are excluded from the
evaluation because of the low probability that these regions
would be more limiting in the safety analyses and because of the
difficulty of making a precise measurement in these regions.

This Surveillance has been modified by a Note that may require
that more frequent surveillances be perfo. sed. H ggggQ(Z) is
evaluated and fourd t; k withir, its limit, an evaluation of the ,

expression below is required to account for any increase to Fl(Z) ,

that may occur and cause the Fa(Z) limit to be exceeded before
the next required Fa(Z) evaluation.

,

'

If the two most recent Fo(Z) evaluations show an increase in the
expression j

F[(Z)
J maximum over z g(3)

,,

p ;

d it is required to meet the Fa(Z) limit with the last Q(Z)
increased by e Mg3ppogg3BgQfactor of Eg|EgggttggGBggg
g[,B, or to evaluate Fo(Z) more frequently, each 7 EFPD. These
alternative requirements prevent Fa(Z) from exceeding its limit
for any significant period of time without detection.

Performing the Surveillance in H00E 1 prior to exceeding 75% RTP,*

ensure 3E4GgpAgftEgggggittt)]l%3M3833LTOWEELd
OttMM3bC199ESTEL(ADHagtgegger.gggtstgagthat the
Fa(Z) limit is MJMOnet when RTP is achieved, because peaking
factors are generally decreased as power level is increased.

Fa(Z) is verified at power levels a 1942BI RTP above the THERMAL
POWER of its last verification, E123 R$ hours after achieving
equilibrium conditions to ensure that Fo(Z) is within its limit

,

at higher power levels.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 EFPD is adequate to monitor the
change of power distribution with core burnup. The Surveillance
may be done more frequently if required by the results of Fe(Z)
evaluations.

.

-

.
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
. B 3.2.1

O BASES (continued) |
IV

The Frequency of 31 EFPD is adequate to monitor the change of
power distribution because such a change is sufficiently slow,
when the plant is operated in accordance with the TS, to preclude
adverse peaking factors between 31 day surveillances.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46, 1974.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.77, Rev. O, May 1974.

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 26.

4. WCA. 7000 !. |' A*[veluetier, of Nuclear ||et Cher.ral Fo;ter"
-

Uraerteintic .' Jura 1^.,00 RXE190E006;PlA. IBg g
DistfJDUtitWfEDRttdliihBINIL1MfDiNW1mplirttMtHMarid
MTiR62R2EIMtalNC30H2p@JtMIEMUITtCteIC1
BMCMED

/N

o
V

.
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AH
B 3,2.2.

.

B.3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.2 Nuclear Enthalpy RiseLHot Channel Factor (Fa"w) ^
1

i - BASES
-

1

|
.,

; BACKGROUND The purpose of this LCO is to establish limits on the power
! density at any point in the core so that the fuel design criteria

|
are not exceeded and the accident analysis assumptions remain

.

valid. The design limits on local (pellet) and integrated fuel :

rod peak power density are expressed in terms of hot channel
factors. - Control of the core power distribution with respect to
these factors ensures that local conditions in the fuel rods and'

coolant channels do not challenge core integrity at any location :

during eMher normal operation,e ' -
~" ~

>
>

;2,: .. ., . e.:a
; . . .7 ;w: u <<; .v . ;

p;;t.hted eccid ./. analyzed in the safety analyses. .:

2 1

Pa, is defined as the ratio of the integral of the linear power :

along the fuel rod with the highest integrated power to the !4
'

average integrated fuel rod power. Therefore, Pan is a measure :
of the maximum total power produced in a fuel rod. P, is ;' 4

sensitive to fuel loading patterns, bank insertion, and fuel |
- t c. , .d.

bu[nup g 9 j g yj1 g y. g jj;j . g ;,-.tal ' 2 1..-. -

_

.,r...,,...........r. ,

c o

P, is not directly measurable but is inferred from a power -

4
distribution map obtained with the movable incore detector j

system. Specifically, the results of the three dimensional power
distribution map are analyzed by ; ;,,.;.r.ter to determine F"n.3

This factor is calculated at least every 31 EFPD. However,,

during power operation, the global power distribution is
,

; monitored by LCO 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)," and
LCO 3.2.4, " QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)," which address :

directly and continuously measured process variables.m
N M

'

. Mi D y ei M i
RRtalRatitM1WGWf30353RREMME i,'

The COLR provides peaking factor limits that ensure that the i

design basis value of the departure from nucleate b9111ng (DNB) ;

is met for normal operation, operational transients, and any,

,

transient condition arising from events of moderate frequency.
Tk = d;;ig . b;;;is prechd;; = or.d 13, t by li;;;itir,; th;

- (continued)

|-

i
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Pan
B 3.2.2

N BASES/b
;;;ini;;;;;;; local Dt2 Fact ' lux retic t; [1.3] using tra ["3] C+1F ,

correlation. All DNB limited transient events are assumed to
begin with an Pan value that satisfies the LCO requirements.

Operation outside the LCO limits may produce unacceptable
consequences if a DNB limiting event occurs. The DNB design
basis ensures that there is no overheating of the fuel that
results in possible cladding perforation with the release of
fission products to the reactor coolant.

APPLICABLE Limits on Pan preclude core power distributions that exceed
SAFETY ANALYSES the following fuel design limits:

a. For ANS Condition II events, there must be at least 95%
probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95/95 DNB
criterion) that the hottest fuel rod in the core does not
experience a DNB condition:

7

b. During a large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA), peakp
Q cladding temperature (PCT) must not exceed 2200*F:

c. During an ejected rod accident, the erargy deposition t;
tra fue13tgDggDIg}3Le]Jggpy33)Dgjiggg must
not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 1); and

d. Fuel design limits required by GDC 26 (Ref. 2) for the
,

condition when control rods must be capable of shutting
down the reactor with a minimum required SDM with the
highest worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn.

Fcr tren;ients tt.at may la Dt0 li;;;ited, tra ."eectcr C;;lant
Syst= f1= =d % are tra sore pers.;4ters of ;rast i;r.porteras.
The limits on Pan ensure that the DNB design basis is met for
normal operation, operational transients, and any transients ,

arising from events of moderate frequency. The DNB design basis |
is met by limiting the minimum DNBR to the 95/95 DNB criterion ,

,

p |of [1.3] using tra [L'3] C"I ep~]Mable;toialspecjfielD!EB
'

correlation. This value provides a high degree of assurance that
the hottest fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB ,

M.Ldttion. !

/ (continued)
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Flu
B 3.2.2

BASES

The allowable Pau limit increases with decreasing power level.
This functionality in Pau is included in the analyses that-

.

provide the Reactor Core Safety Limit! (SLs) of SL 2.1.1.
'

-

Therefore, any DNB events in which the calculation of the core
limits is modeled implicitly use this variable value of Pan in
the analyses. Likewise, all transients that may be DNB limited ;

are assumed to begin with an initial Pau as a function of power |
: level defined by the COLR limit equation. +

The LOCA safety analysis indirectly ;r.cdels glgqses Flu as an i
input parameter. The Nuclear Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor 1

(Fo(Z)) and the axial peaking factors are inserted directly into j

the LOCA safety analyses that verify the acceptability of the
|

resulting peak cladding temperature [Ref. 3]. !

The fuel is protected in part by comp]1ance;w1.thjTechnical f
Spacifications which ensure that the initial conditions assumed.

in the safety and accident analyses remain valid. The following
,

LCOs ensure this: LC0 3.2.3. " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)," i'
LC0 3.2.4, "OUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)," LC0 3.1.7. I
" Control Bank Insertion Limits," LC0 3.2.2. " Nuclear Enthalpy-

Rise Hot Channel Factor (Flu)." and LCO 3.2.1, " Heat Flux Hot
|

'

Channel Factor (Fo(Z))."-
;

5 lP, and Fa(Z) are measured periodically using the movable incore
i4

detector system. Measurements are geno ally taken with the core
|

at, or near, steady state conditions. Core monitoring and
'

control under transient conditions (Condition 1 events) are
accomplished by operating the core within the limits of the LCOs
on AFD. OPTR, and Bank Insertion Limits.

4

Pan satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Pclicy Statmat I
10.C,1,50J36{cM2)f11)..R

LCO Pau shall be maintained within the limits of the relationship
provided in the COLR. i,

The Pau limit 1sirepresentatiyelof idcatifica the coolant flow
channel with the maximum enthalpy rise. This channel has the
least heat removal capability and thus the highest probability I

for a DNB Mitiofj.

(continued)
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B 3.2.2

,

O BASES
,

LCO The limiting value of F1,. described by the equation contained in
(continued) the COLR, is the design radial peaking factor used in the unit

safety analyses.
:

A power multiplication factor in this equation includes an
additional meegte allonance for higher radial peaking factots '

from reduced thermal feedback and greater control rod insertion
at low power levels. The limiting value of Fin is allowed to
increase 0-34 byZa gygleidependent;factot3PFJJasispecffied;1g
thCPOLR) for every 4 it RTP reduction in THERMAL POWER.

I fithe:pgwet.jisttj hutj ogimeasutementslarej performed;at.(aJ poweg
. leye)MessithagD00*LRR!Ithe[the,Tgvalues that1would result"

from~ measurements 11fdthe: pore;Was!at}100t|RTPlshould belinferred
from ithe;ava11ableli nformation CKcompari son:ofithese ~ i nferred
yalueslyi_thlFftassutes~compliancejith the;LC03tiall: power
leyels]

_

'

APPLICABILITY The Pau limits must be maintained in H0DE 1 to preclude core
power distributions from exceeding the fuel design limits for
DNBR and PCT. Applicability in other modes is not required,

,

because there is either insufficient stored energy in the fuel or !
insufficient energy being transferred to the coolant to require a '

i- limit on the distribution of core power. Specifically, the
design b:::: cvent: that re cen itive tc P, in othcr modes

;

(MODES 2 through S) have significant mergin to ONS. erns '

therefore, there is nc need tc restrist-P -in these acdes.

ACTIONS A.1.1
i

With FI, exceeding its limit, the unit is allowed 4 hours to
restore Flu to within its limits. This restoration may, for
example, involve realigning any misaligned rods or reducing power,

enough to bring Pan within its power dependent limit. When the
Flu limit is exceeded, the DNBR limit is not likely violated in

;
steady state operation, because events that could significantly
perturbtheFlu value (e.g., static control rod misalignment) are
considered in the safety analyses. However, the DNBR limit may

1

/ (continued)
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Flu
B 3.2.2

A BASES
|Q |

be violated if a DNB limiting event occurs. Thus. the allowed
Completion Time of 4 hours provides an acceptable time to restore

,

Flu to within its limits without ' allowing the plant to remain in ,

an unacceptable condition for an extended period of time.gIhe j
testorationiofithelpeaking2 astgrito;#1th1Ditts111mitsIbHpos i*f

; reductjo[oCcontrolltod:moyementidoesinotIrestoreIcompliance
|

Lirtt.Kthe1LC0iYiThus.3this2onditjenican3ntibezexitadiuntj]I4 i.

ya]jditorvetRanceIdemonstra)esicomplianceMth_1theILC0j

Condition A is modified by a Note that requires that Required
Actions A.2 ar' * 3 must be completed whenever Condition A is
entered. Thus, .i p;wcr is r,ct reduced because evenJjfjthis
Required Action is completed within the 4 hour time period, '

Required Action A.2 r.evertheless requires another measurement and
calculation of Flw within 24 hours in accordance with SR 3.2.2.1.

||cwever, if powcr is reduced below 50 "T", Action A.3 requires
that another determination of Fla must be done prior to exceeding
50% RTP, prior to exceeding 75% RTP, and within 24 hours after
reaching or exceeding 95% RTPHfjoWegeCJJIERNAL520WER; doe.sInot
heyeitolbeleduceditoJcomp]MitMtMselte@rements. In

;

addition, Required Action A.2 is performed if power ascension is j
delayed past 24 hours. I

'

~

A.1.2.1 and A.1.2.2

If the value of Flu is not restored to within its specified limit
either by adjusting a misaligned rod or by reducing THERMAL
POWER, the alternative option is to reduce THERMAL POWER to
< 50% RTF in accordance with Required Action A.1.2.1 and reduce

#

the Power Range Neutron Flux-High to s 55% RTP in accordance
,

with Required Action A.1.2.2. Reducing RTP power to < 50% RTP lj
increases the DNB margin and does not likely cause the DNBR limit
to be violated in steady state operation. The reduction in tripi

setpoints ensures that continuing operation remains at an
acceptable low power level with adequate DNBR margin. The
allowed Completion Time of 4 hours for Required Action A.1.2.1 is

i

consistent with those allowed for in Required Action A.1.1 and !
-

provides an acceptable time to reach the required power level
from full power operation without allowing the plant to remain in
an unacceptable condition for an extended period of time. The,

. (continued)

~
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LJ

Completion Times of 4 hours for Required Actions A.1.1
and A.1.2.1 are not additive.

The allowed Completion Time of 8 R hours to reset the trip
setpoints per Required Action A.1.2.2 recognizes that, once power
is reduced, the safety analysis assumptions are satisfied and
there is no urgent need to reduce the trip setpoints:Ehoweverf
forlextended operations at;the2 educed;powec;)eveU3the; reduced
trf p;setpoints'a re7equj reditoiprotectiagainst ~eventsIjinvoj ving
Po.sj tifeirea cti vj tyl e8cursi ons',] This is a sensitive operation
that may inadvertently trip the Reactor Protection System.

U

Once actjonsJave.;been;taken;toirestoreiF"gto;withjn11tsiljmits
PeCBeguiredJgtfon;M;17,To.t;the power level has been reduced to
< 50% RTP per Required Action A.1.2.1, an incore flux map
(SR 3.2.2.1) must be obtained and the measured value of Pas
verified not to exceed the allowed limit at the lower power
level.a) The unit is provided 20 additional hours to perform this

t, task over and above the 4 hours allowed by either Action A.1.1 or
Action A.1.2.1. The Completion Time of 24 hours is acceptable
because of the increase in the DNB margin, which is obtained at
lower power levels, and the low probability of having a DNB
limiting event within this 24 hour period.

Additionally, operating experience has indicated that this
Completion Time is sufficient to obtain the incore flux map,
perform the required calculations, and evaluate FL.

L.3

Verification that Pau is uthin its specified limits after an out
of limit occurrence ensures that the cause that led to the Pan
exceeding its limit is jdentif,tedEtolthe;;extertt'neces.saryZand
corrected, and that subsequent operation proceeds within the LCO
limit. This Action demonstrates that the Paa limit is within the
LCO limits prior to exceeding 50% RTP. again prior to exceeding
75% RTP, and within 24 hours after THERMAL POWER is 2 95% RTP.
SR 3;2.2Kmust;be~satisfjediptigCto~1ppteasing; power;above _the
extrapolatedfalJcwable:powet level'orrrestorationTof"any2edu_gedt

Re34.toriIrjplSystemisetpoj rlts21Whenfd;isimeas;uredia titedu.ged
poWeflevels ;!the ~allopable"powetReveJM S;determi nediby,() Ma10ati ng TdfoGJghet;poRer]]eyel s]

%.
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O BASES

!
-

'

This Required Action is modified by a Note that states that
THERMAL POWER does not have to be reduced prior to performing
this Action.j-

Ill-
*

i

When Required Actions A.1.1 through A.3 cannot be completed i

within their required Completion Times, the plant must be placed ;

,
in a mode in which the LC0 requirements are not applicable. This '

is done by placing the plant in at least H00E 2 within 6 hours. :
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on !

- operating experience regarding the time required to reach H00E 2 i

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without i

challenging plant systems. |

|
,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.2.1 !

REQUIREMENTS i

# M12;2.Ets:modifiedibfalNoterllheJiotelapp11esiduringipowet .

'Ascensjons; follow 1gXplant:shutdowanleavjpg Mode;1T&The' note
ellowsitpr;powet:ascenstissitfithelsurveDlances;are;notcurrentJJ>

O^

1 1 *** cra * 1t'saaatra eita > 6 : tact a2t"*41 -
: aqu1116tta(posetnevelIhaEbdenIachteyedIatIWhichIa!powet :

estelbution:maplca[belohtained] Equjlibtfum;condjtionslare |
achieved:when:the core 11s: sufficient]y:stableIsuch:that:the :.

!gertaintylallowanceslassocj ated)1th'theimeasurementrate3alid!"

'

The y,ilue of Ps is determined by using the movable incore6
L detactor system to obtain a flux distribution map. A data

redw. tion computer program then calculates the maximum value of |
Flu from the measured flux distributions. The measured value of i

Pau must be multiplied by 1.04 to account for measurement |.

uncertainty before making comparisons to the Pau limit. j

After each refueling, Flu must be determined in M0DE 1 prior to ;

exceeding 75% RTP. This requirement ensures that Flu limits are ;

met at the beginning of each fuel cycle.fif'etformingithis
50Eveillanceljn M00EIIIptiofito exceeding 25t:RTPEotIat~a |'

reducedlpowerlevellatIany3theritjme71and; meeting;the:;100tiRTE '

PA]1mitarovides;assurancelthat the;Ffd1tmitlis; met:whenlRTQ;

islachievedribecauselpeakingifactotsigenerally;decreasera.sipowet ;
leM1LisitgeteasAd]

1

(continued) :

i
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,

a
i

i

The 31 EFPD Frequency is acceptable because the power ]
distribution changes relatively slowly over this amount of fuel
burnup. Accordingly, this Frequency is short enough that the Fjn
limit cannot be exceeded for any significant period of operation.

I
REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.77. Rev. f430. Hay 1974. !

i

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.

|
3. 10 CFR 50.46.

i

!

!

r'
(

.

!

.i

|

,

.

|

I

[ (continued) I
%
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3

m

f )
O' B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.3 AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) (Constant . Axial Offset Control (CAOC)
Hethodology)

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this LCO is to establish limits on the values of
the AFD in order to limit the axial power distribution skewing to
either the top cr bottom of the core. By limiting the amount of
power elistribution skewing, core peaking factors are consistent
witn 'che assumptions used in the safety analyses. Limiting power
distribution skewing over time also minimizes the xenon
distribution skewing, which is a significant factor in axial
power distribution control.

The operating scheme used to control the axial power
distribution CAOC, involves maintaining the AFD within a
tolerance band around a burnup dependent target, known as the
target flux difference, to minimize the variation of the axial

(~] peaking factor and axial xenon distribution during unit
(/ maneuvers.

The target flux difference is determined at equilibrium xenon
conditions. The control banks must be positioned within the core l
in accordance with their insertion limits and Control Bank D i

should be inserted near its normal position (i.e., 2-MG 180 )
steps withdrawn) for steady state operation at high power levels.
The power level should be as near RTP as practical. The value of
the target flux difference obtained under these conditions
civided by the Fraction of RTP is the target flux difference at
RTP for the associated core burnup conditions. Target flux
differences for other THERMAL POWER levels are obtained by
multiplying the RTP value by the appropriate fractional THERMAL
POWER level.

Periodic updating of the target flux difference value is
necessary to follow the change of the flux difference at steady
state conditions with burnup.

IheRDas~moJ1LtoLred3rcanlactomaticIbas1Gsin[theZunit'prjeesi
computer 2that~has3n;AFD3!oni_torialarm]EIhelfequencyJ{t

,,

(continued)
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AFD (CAOC Nethodology) |'

B 3.2.3 ,

BASES (continued)

nonitot199:.thWDXtMoni.t2-MironWLerzmiste
pronding:40'esseDt1M]yIcoDt1NWOccumuDtioGfipenalty -

@MationitimelthatIalloWEthelopgatoGteIaccurateJyingsesCtJg
.

at_atu_szofithe:penaltyIdenAtion;t)mgITf!e compaterwter=1Mg
tipCI minute average;ofjencroEtheLOPEl%BLElegreldetectog '

outputs 7and:ptoddesIag')lagg$$49eIlfittleMsiforZtNoIogoff
9PERABLElexcote; channels.'ROutsf@3]|elterget1bandlanditM
IMEMAL~,f0WERits2RMPJZDurjgoperatieplatJMERMALLPOWEB
lifelsX90TE)utIQ5ERTP;ItKcompGtegendsZanIa]are_2.

pssage;when;the3:umulatite:penaltyIdeviatiorEtime:;is1E1 hour;;in
i thelpteviodsI24; hours?

;
.

i

APPLICABLE The Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (FL) and QPTR LCOs
SAFETY ANALYSES limit the radial component of the peaking factors. The AFD is a

measure of axial power distribution skewing to the top or bottom
half of the core. The AFD is sensitive to many core related,

parameters such as control bank positions, core power level,
; axial burnup, axial xenon distribution and, to a lesser extent,

,
-

reactor coolant temperature and boron concentrations. The '

allowed range of the AFD is used in the nuclear design process to s

confirm that operation within these limits produces core peaking !,

factors and axial power distributions that meet safety analysis i

requirements.
'

The CAOC methodology (Refs.1, 2, and 3) entails:
~!

;

a. Establishing an envelope of allowed power shapes and power ;
'

densities:
1

. b. Devising an operating strategy for the cycle that maximizes
'

unit flexibility (maneuvering) and minimizes axial power
~

shape changes:
1

c. Demonstrating that this strategy does not result in core
conditions that violate the envelope of permissible core>

power characteristics; and

d. Demonstrating that this power distribution control scheme
can be effectively supervised with excore detectors.

'

q

(continued)
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3 -

BASES (continued)

The limits on the AFD ensure that the Heat Flux Hot Channel
Factor (Fo(Z)) is not exceeded during either normal operation or
in the event of xenon redistribution following power changes. ,

The limits on the AFD also limit the range of power distributions
that are assumed as initial conditions in analyzing
ConditionEU,314,and4IVevents. TMs ComplianceX11tGtMe
linjt ensures that acceptable levels of fuel cladding integrity
is maintained for these postulated accidents. The most important
Condition 41V event is the loss of coolant accid 6nt. The most
significant Condition SIII event is the (fosplete]1oss of forced
RCS] flow accident. The most significant Condition EII events are
uncontrolled bank withdrawal and boration or dilution accidents.
Condition EII accidents, esss=d to begin free within the AfD i

limits, are used to confirm the adequacy of Overpower trTtiJ6 and
Overtemperature erTNf,J6 trip setpoints.

The limits on the AFD satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Stat;xnt.10CFR50j36(cM21(13] i

;

-n LCO The shape of the power profile in the axial (i.e., the vertical)
V direction is largely under the control of the operator, through

either the manual operation of the control banks, or automatic
motion of control banks responding to temperature deviations |
resulting from either manual operation of the Chemical and Volume !
Control System to change boron concentration, or from power level I

changes.

Signals are available to the operator from the Nuclear
Instrumentation System (NIS) excore neutron detectors (Ref. 4).
Separate signals are taken from the top and bottom detectors.
The AFD is defined as the difference in normalized flux signals
between the top and bottom excore detector in each detector well.
For convenience, this flux difference is converted to provide
flux difference units expressed as a percentage and labeled as
ta flux or tal.

Part A cf- This LCO is modified by a Note that states the
conditions necessary for declaring the AFD outside of the target
band. The required target band varies with axial burnup
distribution, which in turn varies with the core average
accumulated burnup. The target band defined in the COLR may

(continued)
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

C
provide one target band for the entire cycle or more than one
band, each to be followed for a specific range of cycle burnup.

With THERMAL POWER 2 90% RTP, the AFD must be kept within the
,

target band. With the AFD outside the target band with THERMAL
'

POWER 2 90% RTP, the assumptions of the accident analyses may be
violated.

Parts B and C of this LC0 are med4Med effected by Notes that ,

'
describe how the cumulative penalty deviation time is calculated.
It is intended that the unit is operated with the AFD within the
target band about the target flux difference. However, during
rapid THERMAL POWER reductions, control bank motion may cause the

'AFD to deviate outside of the target band at reduced THERMAL
POWER levels. This deviation does not affect the xenon
distribution sufficiently to change the envelope of peaking
factors that may be reached on a subsequent return to RTP with
the AFD within the target band, provided the time duration of the
deviation is limited. Accordingly, while THERMAL POWER is

,

!

a 50% RTP and < 90% RTP (i.e. Part B of this LCO), a 1 hour
cumulative penalty deviation time limit, cumulative during the

[, preceding 24 hours, is allowed during which the unit may be
\ operated outside of the target band but within the acceptable

operation limits provided in the COLR. This penalty time is
accumulated at the rate of 1 minute for each 1 minute of
operating time within the power range of Part B of this LC0
(i.e.. THERMAL POWER * 2 50% RTP but : 00 RTP). The cumulative
penalty time is the sum of penalty times from Parts B and C of
this LCO.

For THERMAL POWER levels > 15% RTP and < 50% RTP (i.e., Part C of
this LCO), deviations of the AFD outside of the target band are
less significant. The accumulation of 1/2 minute penalty

,

deviation time per 1 minute of actual time outside the target ;

band reflects this reduced significance. With THERMAL POWER,

< 15% RTP, AFD is not a significant parameter in the assumptions
used in the safety analysis and, therefore, requires r.o limits.
Because the xenon distribution produced at THERMAL POWER levels !

'

less than RTP does affect the power distribution as power is
increased, unanalyzed xenon and power distributionslare3 45
prevented by limiting the accumulated penalty deviation time.

] (continued)
J
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)-g

b4

The frequency of eenitoring tra A"O by the unit ca.puter is once
per minute providing an essertially continuous accumulation of
penalty deviation tite that allows tra operator to accur;taly
assess the status of tFa penalty deviation time.

Violating the LCO on the AFD could produce unacceptable
consequences if a Condition 2, 3, or 4 event occurs while the AFD
is outside its limits.

'

Figure S 3.2.3A-1 sh ,is a typical target send c,nd typical AFD
acceptabic operatica limits.

_

' APPLICABILITY AFD requirements are applicable in MODE 1 above 15% RTP. Above
50% RTP, the combination of THERMAL POWER and core peaking
factors are the core parameters of primary importance in safety
analyses (Ref.1).

Between 15% RTP and 90% RTP, this LC0 is applicable to ensure
that the distributions of xenon are consistent with safety
analysis assumptions.

At or below 15% RTP and for lower operating MODES, the stored |
energy in the fuel and the energy being transferred to the !
reactor coolant are low. The value of the AFD in these '

conditions does not affect the consequences of the design basis
events.

Fer surveillance of the power range channels performed according
to SR 3.3.1.6, deviation outside the target band is permitted for
16 hours and no penalty deviation time is accumulated. Some
deviation in the AFD +s sayibg required for dofftg thelperfyrmance
of the NIS calibration with the incore detector system. This
calibration isitypical)J performed every 92 days.

Low signal levels in the excore channels may preclude obtaining
valid AFD signals below 15% RTP.

.

!.

A (continued)
L]
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I

. AFD (CAOC Methodology)
. ,

B 3.2.3 )

f . BASES.!(continued) _ .

< . |
1 1

lACTIONS U '

2 i
-

.

With the AFD outside the target band and THERMAL POWER 2 90% RTP . '
.

the assumptions used in.the accident analyses may be violated
,

. with respect to the maximin heat generation. Therefore, a
_

.j,

Completion Time of 15 minutes is allowed to restore the AFD to j
within the target band because xenon distributions change little l

in this'relatively short time. !
.

l

r
: IL1 i

i
If the AFD cannot be. restored within the target band, then !

-

. reducing THERMAL POWER to.< 90% RTP places the core in a- ^ ;

condition that has been analyzed and found to be acceptable,e

provided that the AFD is within the acceptable operation limits ]
provided in the COLR.,

n
3

The allowed Completion Time of 15 minutes provides an acceptable
,

time to reduce power to < 90% RTP without allowing the plant to

|O
remain in an unanalyzed condition for an extended period of time.

; m ,

,

; With THERMAL- POWER < 90% RTP but a 50% RTP, operation with the
AFD outside the target band if tM AFD is hht3&thjEthig
acceptable operation limits provided in the COLR provided in the
COLR is allowed for up to I hour. With the AFD within these<

limits, the resulting axial power distribution is acceptable as
an initial condition for_ accident analyses assuming the then

i existing xenon distributions. The 1 hour cumulative penalty
deviation time restricts the extent of xenon redistribution.
Without this limitation, unanalyzed xenon axial distributions may
result from a different pattern of xenon buildup and decay. The
reduction to a power level < 50% RTP puts the reactor at a H,

THERMAL POWER level at which the AFD is not a significant
accident analysis parameter.

_- t

:' If.the. indicated AFD is outside the target band and outside the 1
'

'
acceptable operation limits provided in the COLR, the peaking
factors assumed in accident analysis may be exceeded with the
existing xenon condition. (Any AFD within the target band is
acceptable regardless of-its relationship to the acceptable j

J
- (continued)

.i,
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3

x BASES (continued) Ie

L.,)

operation limi a.) The Completion Time of 30 minutes allows for
a prompt, yet orderly, reduction in power.

1

1

Condition C is modified by a Note tnat requires that Required i
IAction C.1 must be completed whenever this Condition is entered.

L1

If Required Action C.1 is not completed within its required
|

Completion Time of 30 minutes, the axial xenon distribution :

!starts to become significantly skewed with the THERMAL POWER
> 50% RTP. In this situation, the assumption that a cumulative
penalty deviation time of 1 hour or less during the previous
24 hours while the AFD is outside its target band is acceptable
at < 50% RTP, is no longer valid.

Reducing the power level to < 15% RTP within the Completion Time
of 9 hours and complying with LC0 penalty deviation time :

requirements for subsequent increases in THERMAL POWER ensure
that acceptable xenon conditions are restored. !

in
(V TMefeguired Action must also bc impicmcated cither if thel

cumulat4ve pcnolty dcviatica tiac is : I hour during the previcus
24 hours. or the AFD is not within the target band and not w+tMn '

the acceptaMe speration limits.

Condition D is modified by a Note that requires Action D.1 be
completed whenever this Condition is entered.

1

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

The AFD is acnitored on an automatic basis using the unit process
ccaputer that has an AFD monitor alarm. The cwputer determines
the+Mnute averagc of cach of the OPERA 0LE cxccre detector
outputs and provides an alarm message immcdiately if the AfDs fee
two cr more OPERASLE excorc chennels are outside the-terget band

'

and the T!!EPu"AL-NER is > 00% RTP. During cperation at T|iER"AL
POWER levels : 00; RTP but ? 15 RTP thc ccmputer sends-en
eierm acssage when-the cLmulativc penalty deviation time is

I hcur in the preyfous 24 hcurs.:

/m\ (continued)v)\
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3

/^ BASES (continued)
x

,

1

'This Surveillance verifies that the AFD as indicated by the NIS4

excore channels is within the target band end censistent 'veith the
status of the A"" .T.enitor ele ;;;. The Surveillance Frequency of
7 days is adequate because the AFD is controlled by the operator
and monitored by the process computer. Furthermore, any

~

deviations of the AFD from the target band that is not alarmed ,

should be readily noticed. I
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AFD (CAOC Methodology) ;

B 3.2.3
~

p BASES (cor:tinued)
,

> '(
cycle V;lu; provides o reescrable upd;te be;;use the M0 ch;nges

,

'

duc to burnap tend teuerd O! K0. '; tan tra predicted end of i.

cycle VO fra the cycle nucle;r design is different fre.; 0!. it
'

.ay bc ; better value for tra intecpolatian.
'

SR 3.2.3.34-*

Heasurement of the target flux difference is accomplished by - ;

taking a flux map when the core is at equilibrium xenon
conditions, preferably at high power levels with the control . ,

'banks nearly withdrawn. This flux map provides the equilibrium
xenon axial power distribution from which the target value can be :
determined. The target flux difference varies slowly with core
burnup.

1

; A Trcqucacy of 31 Err 0 efter cach refueling and 3102 Efr0
thereefter for icn esuring the target flux differences adjusto '

the target flux difference for cach exccre chenral to the value
i = ;sured at steedy state conditions. This is the basis for the

CA00 es described in Rcfarence 1. R;; ;surcx at et this

Surveillonce interval cisc establishes the MO tersct flux ;.

differcree that account for changes in iraere excere celibrations,
'

.

that my have occurred in the interi;;;. Theltarget]AFDImust[be
detetalDedlinicoDjunction'withithelseasurementj of2F/(.ZU
Lherefore7stMfteq0eDcEfotiLthelperformancelofithis:suryeil] apes'

1sithe!saffelasithat[requitediforithe: performance;oflthe f/(Z).
suryeillanceiper2SRl3!211125'

A Note modifies this SR to allow the predicted eM begi_nni_ng of4

cycle AFD from the nucleer design ,Stattupland10peratjons1 Report
to be used to determine the initial target flux difference after
each refueling. Thi s~tnotelal.loWEopetatioOntilithelpowerilevel
for' ext. ended;operati g hasibeeplachievedlandlanlequilibt10s
poWeridistri butionican;be;obtai_ned j i

i

n

.

.

(continued)
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B 3.2.3

(
'v' BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. WCAP 0403 (acaproprietary) "Pcuer Distribution Con M 1-end
Lcad following Precedures Westinghouse Electric
Gerperation Septea.ber 1074. MEE90:0062PiAJJfg_uerj
Dittffb0tip[ContfoVAds1 Nit 3ndIOvWtempetatDj3GNJJ6jgg
herper2Ni162Idp;setppigtt;MethodoloofdIU; Electric
3.008211 6

2. WCAP18385 JDtop.tijetArylrgfoserJDJstntb0tioLCo,ntroland
LoagfolloginrhocedotecWest1Wse:Electtic
CorporatJonESeptembef5197A]

3J T. H. Anderson to K. Kniel (Chief of Core Performance
Branch, NRC), Attachi 't: " Operation and Safety Analysis
Aspects of an Improved Load Follow Package."
January 31, 1980.

,

3. C. Cicheidinger to D. S. '!assalic (Chief of Light Water
Reaetors " ranch, NP,0), Letter NS-CC-5 7. July 15,197L

O) 4 FSAR, Chapter 9 5}15..tv .-

.
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QPTR j
B 3.2.4

,

?' .

;\ -

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
'

. B 3.2.4 QUADRAMT POWI.R TILT RATIO (QPTR) |

|

BASES

|
BACKGROUND The QPTR limit ensures that the gross radial power distribution

remains consistent with the design values used in the safety
analyses. Precise radial power distribution measurements are
made during startup testing, after refueling, and periodically
during power operation.

The power density at any point in the core must be limited so
that the fuel design criteria are maintained. Together.
LCO 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)," LC0 3.2.4, and
LC0 3.1.7 " Control Rod Insertion Limits " provide limits on
process variables that characterize and control the three
dimensional power distribution of the reactor core. Control of
these variables ensures that the core operates within the fuel j

design criteria and that the power distribution remains within
r- the bounds used in the safety analyses.

!

APPLICABLE This LCO precludes core power distributions that violate
SAFETY ANALYSES the following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large break loss of coolant accident, the peak
cladding temperature must not exceed 2200*F (Ref.1):

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident,
there must be at least 95% probability at the 95%
confidence level (the 95/95 departure from nucleate boiling
(DNB) criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core does not
experience a DNB condition:

c. During an ejected rod accident, the erargy A position to
the fuel *averagelfuerpg]Jgtlentha.] prat;the;hptD$pqt must.

not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 2); and

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest worth
control rod stuck fully withdrawn (Ref. 3).

( (continued)

|
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QPTR

B 3.2.4

{
'

BASES

APPLICABLE The LCO limits on the AFD, the QPTR. the Heat Flux Hot Channel
SAFETY ANALYSES . Factor (Fo(Z)), the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor

(continued) (Flu), and control bank insertion are established to preclude
<

core power distributions that exceed the safety analyses limits.

TheQPTRlimitsensurethatFlu and Fa(Z) remain below their
limiting values by preventing an undetected change in the gross
radial power distribution.

,

InMODE1,theFlu and Fa(Z) limits must be maintained to preclude
core power distributions from exceeding. design limits assumed in
the safety analyses.

The QPTR satisfies Criterion 2 of
'

10_CER50136fc)(2)J11)._

i

'

LCO The QPTR limit of 1.02, et pboy,e3thich corrective action is
required, provides a margin of protection for both the DNB ratio

C] and linear heat generation rate contributing to excessive power
d peaks resulting from X Y plane power tilts. A limiting QPTR of

1.02 can be tolerated before the margin for uncertainty in Fa(Z)
and (Flu) is possibly challenged.

:

|
|

APPLICABILITY The QPTR limit must be maintained in H0DE 1 with THERMAL POWER
> 50% RTP to prevent core power distributions from exceeding the
design limits. i

|

Applicability in H00E 1 s 50% RTP and in other H0 DES is no+ I

required because there is either insufficient stored energy in
the fuel or insufficient energy being transferred to the reactor
coolant to require the implementation of a QPTR limit on the
distribution of core power. The QPTR limit in these conditions
is, therefore. not important. NotethattheFlu and Fa(Z) LCOs

,

still apply, but allow progressively higher peaking factors at-
'

50t RTP or lower.

|

l

(continued)
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OPTR

B 3.2.4

'
BASES1

i ACTIONS U
1

With the OPTR exceeding its limit, a power level reduction of
3% RTP for each 1% by which the OPTR exceeds 1.00 is a
conservative tradeoff of total core power with peak linear power.
The Completion Time of 2 hcers allows sufficient time to identify
the cause and correct the tilt. Note that the power reduction :

itself may cause a change in the tilted condition.
.

,

U

After completion of Required Action A.1, the OPTR o.m.. mm..
be ir, its aler.Ted statQiayIstH]Iexqeedlitglinits. As sud.

-eny additional changes in the OPTR are detected by requiring a
check of the OPTR once per 12 hours thereafter. If the OPTR
continues to increase THERNAL POWER has to be reduced
accordingly. A 12 hour Cc@ etion Time is sufficient because any
additional change in OP3 v.,uld be relatively slow.

O
l

The peaking factors FL and Fa(Z) are of primary importance in
ensuring that the power distribution remains consistent with the ,

initial conditions used in the safety analyses. Performing SRs
on FL and Fa(Z) within the Completion Time of 24 hours ensures
that these primary indicators of power distribution are within

i- their respective limits. A Completion Time of 24 hot : takes
into consideration the rate at which peaking factors are likely
to change, and the time required to stabilize the plant and
perform a flux map. If these peaking factors are not within
their limits, the Required Actions of these Surve111ances provide
an appropriate response for the abnormal condition. If the OPTR

'remains above its specified limit, the peaking factor
surveillancesarerequiredeach7daysthereaftertoevaluateFIs 2

and Fa(Z) with changes in power distribution. Relatively small I
.

changes are expected due to either burnup and xenon
redistribution or correction of the cause for exceeding the OPTR
limit.

O (continued)%) i

l
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(continued) .j
i[. Although FL and Fo(Z) are of primary importance as initial ,

conditions in the safety analyses; other changes in the power j
distribution may occur as the QPTR limit is exceeded and may have :,

o an impact on the validity of the safety analysis. A change in .

'
,

_ the power distribution can affect'such reactor parameters as bank
worths and peaking factors for rod malfunction accidents. When- !

'

the QPTR exceeds its limit, it does not necessarily_mean'a safety ' ;

L concern exists- It does mean that there is an indication of a
1change in the gross radial power ~ distribution that requires an

,

' nvestigation and evaluation that is accomplished by examiningi
_

-

the incore power. distribution. Specifically, the core' peaking
,

factors and the quadrant tilt must be evaluated because they are. ;'

the factors that best characterize the core power distribution. !

This re-evaluation is required to ensure that, before increasing :

THERMAL POWER to above the limit! of Required Action! A.1 trM i-

&M,thereactorcoreconditionsareconsistentwiththe !

j assumptions in the safety analyses. [

|

V. Euh |

; If the QPTR tjepjMIBbOVelthe 1.02 limit and a j
j re evaluation of the safety analysis is completed and shows that

safety requirements are met, the excore detectors are i

recelibreted te ;he e ;;re Qa" DPDHl.12Ruig3]]M1RMg jilW !
,

i. J.(g!1gajed311tlprior to increasing THERMAL POWER to above the i
'

limitofRequiredAction]A.13DdW2. This is done to detectc

] any subsequent significant changes in QPTR.

I Required Action A.5 is modified by a Note that states thatl);tg
RQpgdpMIDef.13t93NENMotg6112eliit9]EgetjEOP_I the 0"T is'

!r.st zereed eut until after the re-evaluation of the safety
analysis has determined that core conditions at RTP are within
the safety analysis assumptions (i.e., Required Action A.4). |

'

This Note is intended to prevent any ambiguity about the required :
4

_,

sequence of actions. _i
'

i

:

|
,

.

(continued)4
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AJi I

Once theIexcore'dete' torsIare;normalfzedito;eliminateitheJ c
indicatiomofftjlt flux tilt is zerced cut (i.e., Required Action i

A.5 is performed), it is acceptable to return to full power j
operation. However, as an added check that the core power ]
distribution at RTP 1s consistent with the safety analysis ;

Iassumptions, Required Action A.6 requires verification that Fo(Z)
and FL are within their specified limits within 24 hours of
reaching RTP. As an added precaution, if the core powcr dcas not'

i

reach |lTI' within 24 hours but is increased slowly, then the )
peaking facter surveillances aust bc perforTed within 40 hours of J

the tiac wtan the ascent to powcr was begun. ifithe! peaking |

factotNetf(ication caninot be petformed;within;2[ hour.sidue!.to j
DolHequilibtilmicore:condititionsHalmaximmitime~oE48 hours 11s |
allowedjfor;the~ctaphtto[ofithelvetificatjon; These Ihjs !

Completion Times-ere is intended to allow adequate time to
increase THERMAL POWER to above the limits of Required
Actions A.1 andR2, while not permitting the core to remain with
unconfirmed power distributions for extended periods of time.

Required Action A.6 is modified by a Note that statcs that the
peaking factor surveillances rosy only bc dcre after must;be
empleted;Whenjtheexcoredetectorshavebeencalibratedtoshow
eere-MM OpDLla]]zeditoJe]jminatelthe2tndipateditilt (i.e.,
Required Action A.5). The intent of this Note is to have the
peaking factor surveillances performed at operating power levels,
which can only be accomplished after the excore detectors are !
calibrated to show zero tilt and the core returned to power.

1

kl

If Required Actions A.1 through A.6 are not completed within
their associated Completion Times, the unit must be brought to a
H0DE or condition in which the requirements do not apply. To
achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be reduced to < 50% RTP,

within 4 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 4 hours is
reasonable, based on operating. experience regarding the amount of
time required to reach the reduced power level without
challenging plant systems,

p) (continued)'tv
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.2.4.1 is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows QPTR to be
calculated with three power range channels if THERMAL POWER is
TR!75% RTP and the input from one Power Range Neutron Flux
channel is inoperable. Note 2 allows performance of SR 3.2.4.2
in lieu of SR 3.2.4.1 if rare than cre input fica, Icwcr Rar,9c
Neutron flux chcareis cr; irep;reble. "

This Surveillance verifies that the QPTR, as indicated by the
Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS) excore channels, is within
its limits. The Frequency of 7 days mm., . . ... isum w in

OPEPABLEi; =:cptable because of the low probability that this
clarm can r;nin ireperabic without detection takes jnto~ account
OtherfWormationIand a]arpslayaijab]eitoltheloperatori1n!the
C0fittglLtoom]

'' Fan tra 0"TR alar;;; is ir,cperabic, the Frequcacy is increased to.

12 hours. This-Frequercy is adequate to detect any relatively
slow changes in OPTR. bc;ause For those causes of OPT that occur

O quickly (e.g., a dropped rod), there typically are other
indications of abnormality that prompt a verification of core
power tilt.

SR 3.2.4.2

This Surveillance is modified by a Note, which states that it is
no.t; required only WPen pnt1U12200f}Iaf,tgithe inputs from onet

or more Power Range Neutron Flux channels are inoperable and the
THERMAL POWER is r'>]75% RTP.

With an NIS power range channel inoperable, tilt monitoring for a
portion of the reactor core becomes degradM Large tilts are
likely detected with the remaining channels, but the capability
for detection of small power tilts in some quadrants is
decreased. Performing SR 3.2.4.2 at a Frequency of 12 hours
provides an accurate alternative means for ensuring that any tilt*

remains within its limits.

For purposes of monitoring the QPTR when one power range channel
is inoperable, the moveable incore detectors maKbe ere-used to

i

Q)( (continued)
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,

confirm that the normalized symetric power distribution is
consistent with the indicated QPTR and any previous data

! indicating a tilt. The incore detector monitoring is performed
with a . full incore flux map or two sets of four thimble
locations with quarter core symmetry. The two sets of four ;

symmetric thimbles is a set of eight unique detector locations.;

These locations are C 8 E 5, E 11, H 3, H 13 L 5, L 11, and N 8
fer thrc; erd four leep cores.

.

,
The symmetric thimble flux map can be used to generate symetric ,

thimble " tilt." This can be compared to a reference symmetric
,

thimble tilt, from the most recent full core flux map, to
,

generate an incore OPTR. Therefore.Eincqre~0PTR can be used to ,

i confirm that QPTR is within limits. '

With one NIS channel inoperable, the indicated tilt may be
changed from the value indicated with all four channels OPERABLE.

'To confirm that no change in tilt has actually occurred, which
might cause the QPTR limit to be exceeded, the incore result may4

be compared against previous flux maps either using the symmetric
thimbles as described above or a complete flux map. Nominally,.

quadrant tilt from the Surveillance should be within 2% of the
tilt shown by the most recent flux map data.,

|
'

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46,

2. Regulatory Guide 1.77 Rev 0 May 1974.

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 26. I

j

-

i

.,

(continued)
,
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Bases

Enclosure 5B contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of the Bases portion
of NUREG 1431. REV. 1. The Bases is descriptive in nature but provides significant
clarification and, in some cases, technical information which supports the
specifications. The version in the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version
has been made ple:1t specific.

To the extent possible, the words of NUREG 1431, Rev. I are retained to maximize
standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading,
they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant
specific portions of the specifications.

The changes are processed as follows:

There are four types of changes:
1

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases.
|

2. Additions - This incleries material which is added to NUREG 1431. Rev.
: 1 Bases. |

|
'

3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431. Rev.1
Bases but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS ,

I
| or other design basis document into a bracketed portion

of NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases, j

The methodology of identifying the changes is :
,

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG 1431 Rev.1 Bases is annotated using
the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by har:d).
The deletions are DCLt identified by a change number or a change
code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Bases in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature-

of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
DCLt identified by a change number or a change code in the ;

adjacent right margin. |
|

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of i
p NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases is annotated using the strike out !

Q feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised j

Methodology 1 of 2 5/15;97
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG 1431 Bases
,

(continued)

information is inserted into the Bases in the appropriate
location and is annotated using the red line feature of '

Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The modification is
"

Do.t identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

'
Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed4

area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic"
information is " struck out" and the correct material is Userted
using the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the'

information is " redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An
identification number to cross reference to an explanation or
justification is Dot provided.

Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark up of NUREG 1431 Rev.1
Bases as part of the markup process. Reviewer notes may be
" struck out" or deleted as preferred.

In summary, " red line" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new
material " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted'

material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify<

changes in the Bases. I

1

!
l

<

l

i
I

j~

i

.i

|

Methodology ~ 2 of 2 S/1587
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. JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431-

NUREG 1431 Section 3.2

. This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked up
technical change to NUREG 1431. Revision 1, to make them plant specific or to .

incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process.
The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG-1431 mark ups. For
Enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A, and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information i

is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) !

plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific
information in that location. i

CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.2 01 Consistent with the current CPSES TS, substitute the overpower N-
16 for the overpower oT reactor trip function. Overpower N 16
performs the equivalent function for CPSES which does not have-

; overpower oT.

3.2 02 Consistent with the current TS, retain the requirement for ;<
_

performing F after a 20% change in power (vs. the 10% valuea
'

specified in the ISTS).

3.2 03 Consistent with TSTF 98, Rev. 1., the factor by which the Fa must
be adjusted on increasing Fa measurements is moved to the COLR. |
This change is acceptable because the factor is normally i

'
'contained in the COLR, and it removes detail not required to be

contained in TS.

3.2 04 SR 3.2.3.2 is applicable to plants using the Westinghouse
Constant Axial Offset Control methodology (CPSES). TU Electric
uses the methodology described in RXE 90 006 P A, described in
current TS 6.9.1.6b. With this methodology, verification of
that the peaking factors are within limits is required to be
performed at the time that the target flux difference is
determined. Therefore, it is appropriate to tie the target flux
difference surveillance frequency to the frequency at which the'

F,0(Z) peaking factor is verified.

3.2 05 Per a proposed revision to WOG 95, this change clarifies that the'

excore detectors are normalized to indicate zero tilt. This is
only a clarification of NUREG 1431 wording and is acceptable.

3.2 06 Consistent with TSTF 95, the time allowed for resetting the
power range neutron flux high setpoint if Fa or F% is outside !their limits is extended from 8 hours to 72 hours. As written, |

.O
$1*SES Differencesfrom NUREG-14.11 - ITS 3.21 S/158 7
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[) QiANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION
v

the Completion Time of 8 hours to reduce the Power Range Neutron
Flux High trip setpoints presents an unjustified burden on the
operation of the plant. A Completion Time of 72 hours will allow
time to perform a second flux map to confirm the results, or,
determine that the condition was temporary, without implementing
an unnecessary trip setpoint change, during which there is
increased potential for a plant transient and human error.
Following a significant power reduction, at least 24 hours are
required to re establish steady state xenon prior to taking a
flux map, and approximately 8 to 12 hours to obtain a flux map,
and analyze the data. A significant potential for human error
can be created through requiring the trip setpoints to be reduced
within the same time frame that a unit power reduction is taking
place, and within the current 8 hour period. Setpoint adjustment
is estimated to take approximately, 4 hours per channel (review
of plant condition supportive of removing channels from service,
tripping of bistables, setpoint adjustments, and channel
restoration), adding 2 hours for necessary initial preparations
(procedure preps, calibration equipment checks, obtaining tools
and approvals), it is reasonable to expect a total of 18 hours.
Further, setpoint changes should only be required for extended

O operation in this condition. Finallv, the Bases for making this i

V, setpoint change is exactly the same as the NUREG Bases provided
'

for the 72 hour Completion Time of LC0 3.2.1 Required Action A.4,
which is also a setpoint reduction. In summary, this change is j
acceptable because it would permit time to perform required flux |
mapping, permit orderly resetting of the high flux trip
setpoints, and reduce the chances of an inadvertent reactor trip
during the required power reduction.

3.2 07 Consistent with TSTF-97, the NOTE in SR 3.2.1.2 is revised by
,

removing the phrase "is within limits and" to clarify that the
actions to be taken if F*a (Z) is increasing are required
regardless of whether F'a (Z) is within its limits. |

|

3.2 08 Consistent with TSTF 99, the LC0 3.2.1 (Fa Methodology),
Required Action B.1 Completion Time for the reduction of the AFD
limits if F"a(Z) is not within limits is increased from 2 hours to
4 hours. This makes it consistent with the Completion Time
associated with Required Action A.2 of LC0 3.2.1 (Fn
Methodology). The change is acceptable because it eliminates an
inconsistency in the ISTS.

3.2 09 For consistency with current TS 3.2.4 and improved TS 3.3.1,

OESIhfferencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS3.2 2 5/15/97
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C/ CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

Condition D, the breakpoints for the applicability of the
surveillances in the notes in improved TS SR 3.2.4.1 and
SR 3.2.4.2 are modified to be applicable at less than or equal to
75% RTP, and greater than 75% RTP, respectively. This is an
administrative change that retains current TS requirements.

3.2 10 Consistent with TSTF 110, this change moves requirements for
increased surveillance frequencies in the event of inoperable
alarms to licensee controlled documents. This change is
acceptable because it removes requirements regarding alarms and
alarm responses that are not necessary to be in the TS to protect
public health and safety.

3.2 11 This change, applicable to LC0 3.2.3, Axial Flux Difference
(Constant Axial Offset Control plants only), collects 3 LC0 Notes
and one Applicability Note into " Notes" lht under the LCO. The

revised presentation enhances clarity and usability. The
Applicability Note is inappropriately located since it takes
exception to the LCO requirement. The Note is moved to the LC0
Notes. This change is consistent with traveler TSTF 164.

( ) 3.2-12 Consistent with current Technical Specifications, the required
time for completion of a flux map for determination of the heat"

flux hot channel factor is changed from 12 hours to 24 hours
after achieving equilibrium conditions. The proposed change
affects SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.2.1. The proposed time (24 hours)
is a reasonable time period for the completion of the
surveillance and does not allow for plant operation in an
uncertain condition for a protracted time period. This change is
consistent with the the Technical Specification requirements of
specification 3.0.4 (and associated Bases) that allow 24 hours
for the completion of a surveillance after prerequisite plant
conditions are attained and for which an exception to
specification 4.0.4 was provided.

3.2 13 This change retains the CTS for the performance of peaking factor
determinations following plant shutdowns. The CTS through the
exemption to specification 4.0.4, allows prerequisite plant
conditions to be obtained prior to requiring that the
surveillance be completed. 1

3.2 14 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table I

(enclosure 6B).
i

O
CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.2 3 S/15/97
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) CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.2-15 This change incorporates industry traveler TSTF 109. Action A.2
would require the QPTR be determined rather than performing a
specific surveillance because more than one surveillance can be
used to determine QPTR. SR 3.2.4.1 was revised to retain
allowance that SR 3.2.4.2 may be performed in lieu of SR 3.2.4.1.
The note for SR 3.2.4.2 is changed to require performance if one |

;"or more" QPTR inputs are inoperable. These changes are
acceptable because they clarify the ISTS regarding frequency and i

|use of incore flux monitoring for QPTR measurement. The changes
reflect that incore detectors provide an acceptable QPTR
determination during all plant conditions.

3.2 16 This change would require that both transient and static Fa
measurements be determined when performed for Required Actions
3.2.4 A.3 and 3.2.4 A.6. The intent of the Required Actions is
to verify that Fo(Z) is within its limit. Fa(Z) is approximated4

by Fj(Z) (which is obtained via SR 3.2.1.1) and F#(Z) (which is ;

obtained via SR 3.2.1.2). Thus, both Fj(Z) and F#(Z) must be !

established to verify Fa(Z). This change is consistent with
traveler W0G 105. |

O 3.2 17 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

3.2 18 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table 1

(enclosure 68).

3.2 19 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

.

d
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 - SECTION 3.2 Page 1 of 3

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431. REV. 1 APPLICABILITY

NUMBER- DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon ! Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway ]
3.7 91 Substitute overpower CPSES specific N-16 for No Yes No No

overpower AT reactor trip function. !

3.2-02 Retain current TS requirement for performing F, after Yes Yes No - CTS specifies No - CTS specifies s

a 20% change in power (vs. the 10% value specified) 101 10%
in the ISTS).

3.2-03 Factor is eved to COLR, consistent with TSTF-98. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rev. 1.

3.2-04 SR is applicarsie to plants using tN Jcstinghouse No Yes No No
Constant Axial Offset Control anthcMqy (CPSES-
speci fic) . TU Electric uses tha methodology
described in RXE-90-006 P-A described in current TS
6.9.1.6b which ties the target flux difference
surveillance frequency to the frequency at which the
Ff(Z) peaking factor is verified.

3.2-05 Per a proposed revision to W0lr95. this change Yes Yes Yes Yes
clarifies that the excore detectors are normalized
to indicate zero tilt.

3.2-06 Consistent with T5TF-95. increases time to reset Hi Yes Yes Yes Yes ,

Flux setpoints from 8 to 72 hours.

3.2-07 Consistent with TSTF-97, clarifies the actions for Yes Yes Yes Yes
increasing F",(z).

3.2-08 Consistent with TSTF-99. increases the allowance for fes Yes Yes Yes
AFD restrictions from 2 hours to 4 hours.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - !TS3.2 S/lS/97
i
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SECTION 3.2 Page '2_ of 3. CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE.FOR DIFFERENCES-FROM NUREG-14311- "
-

~

MABER DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf treek - Callaway I

3.2-09- The breakpoints for the applicability of the Yes .Yes Yes Yes .

surveillances in the notes in improved TS SR 3.2.4.1
and SR 3.2.4.2 are undified to be applicable at less -
than or equal to 75t RTP, and greater than 75t RTP. '

respectively. +

3.2-10:_ Consistent with TSTF-110. moves requirements for Yes - to ECG Yes - to 11tM Yes -to USAR Yes - to FSAR
increased surveillance frequencies in the event of
inoperable alarms to licensee controlled documents.

,i-.

3.2-11 This change rearranges the NOTES applicable to LCO No Yes No No
'

;

3.2.3. Axial Flux Difference (Constant Axial Offset 2

Control plants only. CPSES specific) from three
separate NOTES affectirg different portions of the !
LCO into a cousson NOTE block. This change is 4

consittent with traveler TSTF-164. !
,

3.2 12 Consistent with current Technical Specifications. Yes Yes No, see CN 3.2-17 No..see CN 3.2 17
the required time for completion of a flux map for

,

determination of the heat flux hot channel factor is
changed from 12 hours to 24 hours after achieving
equilibrium conditions. ?.e proposed change affects

,

SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.2.1.
!

3.2-13 This change retains the CfS for the performance of Yes Yes Yes Yes i

peaking factor determinations following plant
shutdowns.

:!
3.2 14 This change retains the Wolf Creek currect licensing No No Yes No

basis (License Amendment 61) for Requi ej Act mi j
3.2.2 A.2. i

!.-
,

i
'

i

!L

:
_ f

' CPSES Conversion Comparison TaNe -ITS3.2 5/1 5 8 7 - ;

I :

r

i
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; - CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 -;SECTION.3.2 ~
'

~

Page 3 of;3 -
- y

,

KdPBER DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek- Callaway .. "

_ 3.2-15 This change partially incorporates the industry Yes Yes Yes , .Yes
traveler TSTF-109. Action A.2 now requires the QPTR -
be deterr%d rather than performing a specific,

surveill - + because more than one surveillance can
be used . . ;termine QPTR. The note for SR 3.2.4.2

.

is changed - to require performance if one.*or more"
QPTR inputs are inoperable.

3.2 16_ Requires both transient and static Fa measurements Yes Yes Yes Yes
when performed for Required Actions 3.2.4 A.3 and

- - A.6.

3.2-17 The Frequency requirement for performing F, No - See CN 3.2-12 No - See CN 3.2-12 Yes Yes
measurements has been revised to conform to the
CTS which did not specify a Completion Time.

3.2-18 This change modifies the QPTR requirements in NLREG- No No Yes No
1431. Rev.1. for Wolf Creek, to retain some current
TS requirements and to incorporate revisions to
Required Actions imposed by traveler WOG-95.

'

3.2-19 The Wolf Creek specific change modifies SR 3.2.3.1 No No Yes No
to resolve a literal compliance issue concern+-

regarding the use of the LCO Note to modify the SR.

1

i-

i-
|

CPSES Conversion Congparison Table -ITS3.2 '-5/15A>7-

_

I
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CONVERSION
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CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.3

CONTENTS

ENCLOSUREI - CROSS-REFERENCE TABLES=

ENCLOSURE 2 - MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS=

ENCLOSURE 3A - DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS=

ENCLOSURE 3B - CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS I=

ENCLOSURE 4 - NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS'

=

ENCLOSURE SA - MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS i=

i

ENCLOSURE 58 - MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES=

ENCLOSURE 6A - DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431=

ENCLOSURE 6B - CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - NUREG-1431=

.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.3
5/13/97

.h age 1 ( Sorted by Current TS )
J

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

_3 3.1 LC0 3.3.1 LCO
2

_L3_.1 ACTION Note (New) _3.3.1 ACTION Note

3.3.1 ACTION 3.3.1 CONDITION A

_4311 SR 3.3.1 SR Note
2

4.3.1.2 SR 3.3.1 SR Note

_. 3.1.1_6 SR3.1312 _ SR2 1

4. 3 .1_ . 2 SR Note _(New) _3.3.1.16 SR Not.e

_Tabl e_3.3 1 FUNCT,_ UNIT 1 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 1

Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 2a Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 2.a

Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2b Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 2.b
Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 3 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 3 )
Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 5 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 6 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 5

Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 7 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNC_T UNIT _6

_ Table'3.3 1 FUNCJ_ UNIT 8 Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT

_ Tab]e_3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 9 Jahle 3.3.11 FUNCT UNIT 8.a1
Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 10 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.b

O ~Tabii3.3_1 FUECTUNfT 11 Table 3.311 FUNCT._ UNIT 9

V _Ta_ble_3,3 1 FUNCT UNIT 12 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 102
Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 13 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 14

_ Table 3.3.1 FUNCT_ UNIT 14 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 12 ,

Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 15 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 13 |
Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 16a Table 3.3.11 FUNCT UNIT 16.a

. Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 16b Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 16.b
Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 17 Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 17

. Tab]e_3.31 FUNCT_ UNIT 18a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.a

Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.b

_ Table _333 FUNCT UNIT 18b.1 Jable 3.3 .1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.e
1 1

Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18b.2 Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 18.f
1

Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 18c Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 18.c j

Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18d Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 18.d j

_ Table _3 31 FUNCT UNIT 18e Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.e ]1

Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 19 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 19

_ Table _3A l FUNCT UNIT 19 (New) Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 20

Table 3.3 1- FUNCT UNIT 20 lable 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 21

_ Table 3.3 1 Note a _ Table 3.3.1 1 Note b
Tabla 3.31 Note b Table 3.3.1 1 Note e
Tabie 3.3 1 Note c Table 3.3.1 1 Note c

3able331 INotef
~ Table 3.3.1 1 Note gTable 3.3 1 Note d

'

| BASES |MOVED1

,Jable 3.3 1 |Notea MOVED BASES
'

Table 3.31 Note h (new) Table 3.3.1 1 Note d

(nJ- .,lable 3 3 1 Note i Table 3.3.1 1 Note j_1
' .lable 3.3-1 Note j (New) Table 3.3.1 1 Note k |

|
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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.3
- - 5/13/97

G page z ( Sorted by Current TS )
L/ .

Current TS Improved TS

Item . Code Para Item Code Para

lable 3.3 1- Note j (Neg _ _ 3.3.1 CONDITION C Note

Table 3.3 1 ACTION 1 _3.3.1 CONDITION B

_Tabie3.31 ACTION 2 3.3.1 CONDITION O ,

Table 3.3 1 ACTION 2.1 (New) 3.3.1 CONDITION E

Table 3.31 ACTION 3a Not Used

Table 3.31 ACTION 3b 3.3.1 CONDITION F

Table 3.31 ACTION 3.1 (New) 3.3.1 CONDITICS G >

Jable_3J 1. ACTION 4 3.3.1 CONDITION I

Jable 3.31 _ ACTION 4.1 (New) 3.3.1 CONDITION U
lab]e 3.3 1 ACTION 5 3.3.1 CONDITION IK

Table 3.3-1 ACTION 6 3.3.1 CONDITION H

Table 3.3 1 ACTION 7 3.3.1 CONDITION S

Table 3.3 1 ACTION 7.1_(_New) 3.3.1 CONDITION T

labl_e_3J 1 ACTION 8 3.3.1 CONDITION R

. Tabl e _3,3 1 ACTION 9 3.3.1 CONDITION C

Jable_3J11 AC.TI.ON 10 _3.3.1 CONDITION P

5 Jable_L3-1 ACTION 11 3.3.1 CONDITION R Note ,

% Table 3.3 1 ACTION 11 3.3.1 CONDITION U
'

j [ia6Te[(31 ACTU)N 1.2 Not Use_d

Table 3.3 1 ACTION 13 3.3.1 CONDITION O _

3ab]e_4.31 FUNCT UNIT 1 Table _3.3.1 1 __FUNCT UNIT 1 ]

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 1 T R(141 3.3.1J4 SR |

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 2a _ Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.a j

,_ Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2a CC S 3.3.1.1 SR ;

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2a CAL R(4,5) 3.3.1.11 SR |

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2a CA_L D12.4) 3.3.1.2 SR |
Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2aCALM(3_4) Not Used

Jable_4 31_ FUNCTUNJT 2.a CAL-QL4J) Not Used
1

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 2aC0_T;Q _3.3.1.7 SR

lable 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 2b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.b
Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2b CC S 3.3.1.1 SR

lable 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2b CAL R(4) 3.3.1.11 SR j
Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2b COT S/U(1) 3.3.1.8 SR ,

.,_ Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2b COT-Q (New) 3.3.1.8 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 3 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 3
,

Jable 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 3 CAL-R(4) _3.3.1.11 SR

lahle 4.3 1 'FUNCT UNIT 3 COT 0 3.3.1.7 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 5 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 5 CC S 3.3.1.1 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 5CALRf4.5) 3.3.1.11 SR

_ Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 5 COT S/U(1) 3.3.1.8 SR

Table 4.31 F_UNCT UNIT 5 COT 0 (New) 3.3.1.8 SR
,, si FUNCT UNIT 6 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 5

._Tabl e. 4 3 1
-t 1V- Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 6 CC S 3.3.1.1 SR

-_. _



CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.3
5/13/97
Page 3 ( Sorted by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS
d

Item Code Para Item Code Para

l able 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 6 CAL R(4,13) 3.3.1J1 SR

^ Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 6 COT-Q(9) _3.3.1.7 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 6 COT-Q(9) 3.3.1.8 SR

Table 4.3_1 FUf4CT _ UNIT _ 6 COT MJ(1L__ _3.3.1.8 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 7 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 6

Table 4.31 FUNLT UNIT 7 CC-S 3.3.1.1 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 7 CAL R(4 5) 3.3.1.10 SRu ,

lable_4,3 1 FUNCT UNIT 7 CAL D(2 4) _3 4 1.2 SRm

Table 4.3 1 _ F_UNCT_ UNIT ;7CALH(3,4) 3.3.1.3 SR

_ Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT !7 CAL:Q(4 6) 3.3.1. 6 SRa

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT i7 COT-Q 3.3.1.7 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 7

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 8 CC S 3.3.1.1 SR

~ Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 8 CAL R(4 5) 3.3.1.10 SR '

- 2

._Thie4.31 FUSCTlVNIT I8 CAL D(L4) 13JJ SR l

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT I8 COT-Q 3.3.1.7 SR

T51e4.31 FUNC[ UNIT 79 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.a
Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 19 CC S 3.3.1.1 SR 1

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 9 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

O' Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 9 COT qL8)_ 3.3.1.7 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 10 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.b
Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 10 CC S 3.3.1.1 SR

_ Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 10 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

Jable_4.3 1 _ F_UflCT_ UNIT 10_ COT;Q 3.3.1.7 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 11 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 9

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 11 CC S 3.3.1.1 SR

_ Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 11 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

Jable_4 31 FUNCT__ UNIT 11 COT-Q 3.3.1.7 SR ;*

2

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 12 Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 10 l

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 12 CC S 3 3JJ SRt

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 12 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 12 COT 0 3.3.1.7 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 13 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 14

_ Table _4J-1 FUNCT U_ NIT 13 CC S 3.3.1.1 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 13 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 13_ COT-Q(8) 3.3.1.7 SR

lable 4,31 FUNCT UNIT 14 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 12

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 14 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 14 T-Q(10) 3.3.1.9 SR ;

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 15 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 13

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 15 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR
,

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 15 T 0 3.3.1.9 SR
ITable ~ 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 16a Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 16.a

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 16a CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

_ Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 16a T-S/U_(1,10) 3.3.1.15 SR! >
w Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 16b Table 3.S.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 16.b

|!

,

. _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.3
5/13/97
page 4 ( Sorted by Current TS )

i

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

_ Table _4,33 _ FUNCT_, UNIT Mb CAL-R 3.3.1.10 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 16b T S/Vil 10 L 3.3.1.15 SR

_Tablp_631 FUNCT UNIT I17 _Tabl_e 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 17

T5ble 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 117 T R 3.3.1.14 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18a Table 13.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.a

_ Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18a CAL R(4) 13.1,11 SR
_

_ Table 4.3__1 FUNCT UNIT 18a_ COT R 3.3.1.13 SR

lable 4.31 FUNCT_ UNIT 18b 1 _ Table _3.3.1_1 FUNCT UNIT 18.e
2

_TableJ13.,1 L FUNCT UNIT 18b.1 CAL-RJ41__ 3.3.1.11 SR

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 18b.1 COT-R 3.3.1.13 SR

Jable 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18b.2 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.f ,

Jable_4,33 _FUNCT UNIT 18b.2 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR :

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18b.2 COT-R 3.3.1.13 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18e Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.c

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 18e CAL R(4) _3.3. .1 11 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18e COT R 3.3.1.13 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18d Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.d

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18d CAL RL4) 3.3.1.11 SR ,

(Q,/
.

lTable 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18d COT R 3.3.1.13 SR

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 18e Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.e i

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18e CAL R(4) 3.3.1.11 SR 1

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18e COT R(4) 3.3.1.13 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 19 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 19

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 19 T H(7 11) 3.3.1.4
.

SRt

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 19(New) Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 20

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 19]New) T H _3 3 l.4 SR1t

Table 4,3 1 FUNCT UNIT 20 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 21 i

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 20 ALT HJ7) 3.3.1.5 SR |

_ Table 4_33 FUNCT UNIT 21 Table 3.3.1 1 Fb'ICT UNIT 19 -

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 21THJ15)RJ16]_ _3.3.1.4 SR

Table 4.31 Note a Not Used

Table 4.3 1 Note b _Not Used

Table 4.31 Note c Not Used |

_ Table 4.3d Note d Not Used

Table 4.3 1 Note e Not Used

lable 4.31 Note f (New) _
Table 3.3.1 1 Note _k

.

Table 4.31 Not.e_(1) 3.3.1.8 SR Frea Note

Table 4JJ Note (la) (New) _3.3.1.15 SR Freq Note

lable_4.31 Note (2)_ 3.3.1.2 SR Notes
Table 4,31 Note 13) 3.3.1.3 SR Notes

Table 4.3 1 Note (4) 3.3.1.10 SR Note _1,JNew)

Table 4.3d Note (4) 3.3.1.11 SR Note 1
Table 4.3 1 Note (5) 3.3.1.11 SR Note 3 (New)

| Table. 4.3 1 Note (6) 3.3.1.6 SR Note

_ Table __4J 1 _N.ote_J7) 3.3.1.4 SRv
>
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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.3'

5/13/97 ;

rage 5 ( Sorted by Current TS )

1

Current TS- Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para l

Table 4.31 Note (7) 3.3.1.5 SR {
Table 4 31 NoteJS) Table 3.3.1 1 Note 1 ,

1

Table 4,31 Note __(91 3.3.1.7 SR Note 2 (New)
f

Table 4.3 1 Note (9)_ 3.3.1.8 SR Note

Table 4,3 1 Note _(1()) 3.3.1.9 SR Note

_ Table 4.3-l' . Note J10) 3.3.1.14 SR Note

Table 4,3 1 INote_(10) _3.3;1.15 _ SR Note

labig_4J 1 Note _(11) _ MOVED __ BAS _ES

B_SESAJablel,.3 1 Notejl3) _ MOVED

. Table 4.3 1 _ N_ote_(14) _MOV_ED B_ASES

Jable 4,31 [Notejl5) 3.,_3J.4 SR Note
f _

Table 4.3 1 (Note _(16) MOVED BASES !

Table 4.3 1 JNote 117)_(NewL 3.3J.7 SR Note 1 ;

Tably 4J ,1 Note _(17.)_{New) 3.3.1.8_ SR

Table 4.3 1 Note 118)__(New)_ 3.3.1.10 SR Note 2 .

'

Jahle 4.31 Note _(18),(New)_ 3.3.1.11 SR Note 2 (New)

_3,3.2_ LC0 _3. 3._2 LC0 .

_3 3.2 ACTION LNote_(New) 3.3.2 ACTIONS Note )
4

1

. ) _3 3,2 __.AGTION Note _(New) 3 3.5 ACTIONS Note 1
11

3.3.2 AQTION Note _jNew) 3_.3.7 ACTION Note

_3JA ACTION a MOVED BASES

_3.3 2 ACTION b MOVED BASES
1

_3_.3 A_ ACTION c 3. 3,_2 CONDITION A ;

J232.1' SR 3,3.2 SR Note
2

J13J11 SR L3.6 SR Note

J. 3 . 2.1_ SR 3_.3.7 SR Note

J,3,2.2 _ SR_ 3.3.2 SR Note

4,3,2 2 SR _3J12 10 SR
1 1

4 3,2J SR 3.3.5.4 SR
1

4 3,2 2 SR _3 3J SR Note
1 1 1 ;

J23J.J SR 3.3 6.8 SR1

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT la Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT la
Table 3 3 2 FUNCT UNIT lb Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT lb

2

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Ic Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Ic i

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Id Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Id |

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT le Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT le
_ Table _3 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 2a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2a

1

Table _3,3 2 F_U_N_GT_. UNIT 2b Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 2b
,

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 2c Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2c j

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1' Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1
I

Tabig_3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2 Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2

h!,.
Jable 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.3 Jable 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3a.3

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.1 Table 3.3.21 'lVNCT UNIT 3b.1
t/ Table 3J 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2

_

l

|'

i

_ _ _ - _ - - _ _ - - - _ _ - _ - _ _ '
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CROSS-REFEREhCE TABLE 3/4.3
5/13/97

t Page 6 ( Sorted by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS
,

Item Code Para Item Code Para

Tbble 3,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3

Table 3,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.1 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 1

Jable,3 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.1 Table 3.3.6 1 FUNCT UNIT 1-Note ae2
Table 3.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.2 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 2

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.3 Table 3.3.6 1 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4a Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 4a

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4b

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4c Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 4c

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4d Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 4d.1

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4e Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4d.2

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sa Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT Sa

Table 3.3-2 FUNCT UNIT T5b Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 5b

Jable_312 FUNCT UNIT 15c Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Sc

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6a

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 6c

_ Table _3J 2 FUNCT UNIT 6c Tab.le 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 6d
.

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6d Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6e

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6e Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 60

p Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 7a Tabla 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 7a

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 7b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 70

Table 3 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8a 3.3.5 LC0
t

J able A 3 2 FUNQTUNIT 8b _3.3.5 LC02
Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8c 3.3.5 LCO

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8d 3.3.5 L_C0

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8e 3.3.5 LC0

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8f 3.3.5 LCO

Table 3.3 2_ FUNCT UNIT 9 3.3.7
_

LQ0

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 9a _ Table 3.3.7-1 FUNCT UNIT 1

._Tabje. 3J 2 FUNCT UNIT 9a Table 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT 1 Note a

_ Table _3 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 9 (New) Table 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT 2
1

l able_3,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 9b Table 3.3.7-1 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10a _ Table 3 1 2 1 FUNCT UNIT 8b

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT Ba

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10c_{New) Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 8c

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 11 _3 8.1 LC0 e
1

lable_3.32 Note a Table 3.3.2-1 Note b

Jable_342
.,

Note b Tab]e3.3.21 Note a
Table 3.3 2 Note c Table 3.3.21 Note i
Table 3.3 2 Moted MOVED BASES

Table 3.3 2 Note e Table 3.3.2-1 Not_eJ
Table 3.3 2 Note f 3.3.5 ACTIONS Note 2
Table 3.3 2 Note a (New) _T.a bl e ._3. 3. 2 - 1 Notej

' [O Jable 3.3-2 ACTION 14 3.3.2 CONDITION E

() Table 3.3 2 ACTION 15 3.3.6 CONDITION B

_
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_ Table 3.3 2 ACTION 16 3.3.2 CONDITION B

_ Table 3.3 2 ACTION 17 3.3.2 CONDITION D

_ Table 3.3 2 ACTION 17.1 (New) 3.3.2 CONDITION K ;

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 17.2 (New) 3.3.2 CONDITION I '

Jable_3,3 2 ACTION 18 3.3.2 CONDITION L

Jable 3 3 2 ACTION' '19 3.3.2 CONDITION G ,
_2

_ Table _,3 J 2 ACTION 20 3.3.2 CONDITION F

lable_,332 ACTION 21 Not Used
3

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 22 3.3.2 CONDITION H

.Jable 3J 2 _ ACTION 23.a _3.3.5 CONDITION A

Jable 312_. ACTION 23.a _3.3.5 Q0NDITION F

_ Table _3 J 2 ACT_ ION 23.b _3J.5 CONDITION B

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 23.b 3.3.5 CONDITION F

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 23.c 3.3.5 CONDITION C

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 23.c 3.3.5 CONDITION F

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 23.d 3.3.5 CONDITION D

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 23.d 3.3.5 CONDITION F

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 23.e 3.3.5 CONDITION E

/~'N Table 3.3 2 ACTION 23.e 3.3.5 CONDITION F
a

V Table 3.3 2 ACTION 23f(New) 3.3.2 CONDITION J !

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 24 3.3.7 CONDITION A

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 24 3.3.7 CONDITION B

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 24 3.3.7 CONDITION C

_ Table _3 4 2 ACTION 24 _3.3.7 C0_NDITION D

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 25 3.8.1 CONDITION I
Table 3.3 2 ACTION 26 3.3 2 CONDITION C

Jable_3.3 2 AQTION 26 3.8.1 CONDIT0N F
.

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 26 3.8.1 CONDITION G

Table 3.3-3 FUNCT UNIT la Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT la
Jable_3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT lb Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT lb
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT Ic _ Table _3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT Ic

_ Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT Id Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT Id
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT le _ Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT le
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 2a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2a

Jable 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 2b Table 3.3.2 4 FUNCT UNIT 2b

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 2c Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 2c

Jable_3.13 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1 Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2 _ Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3a.3 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3a.3

Table _3 3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3b.1 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3b.1o
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3

-

_ Table 3.3:3 FUNCT UNIT 3c.1 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 1

= n) _(- . Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3c.2 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 2

_ Table 3,3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3c.3 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 4

.

_ _ _ _ - _ _ . - . - _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - - - - . - - _ - - - - _ _ _ -
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lable 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 4a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4a

..laple3.33 FUNCT UNIT 4b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 4b

_ Table _3J:3 FUNCT_ UNIT 4c
., Jable 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 4c f

._ Tab]e 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 4d Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4d.1

_Tahle_3J-3 FUNCT UNIT 4e Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4d.2

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT Sa Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Sa

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 5b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 5b

Table 3.3-3 FUNCT UNIT T5c Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT Sc

_ Tab]e 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 6a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6a

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 6b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6c

_ Tab]e3.33 FUNCT UNII__,6.c Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6d

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 16d Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6e

Table 3.3 3 FilNCT UNIT 6e Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6g

Table 3.3 3 F6CT UNIT 7a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 7a

_ Table._3 3 3_ FUNCT UNIT 7b Jable 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 7b32

lable_h3 3 FUNCT UNIT 8a 3.3.5.3 SR a

Table 3J 3 FUNCT UNIT 8b _3.3.5.3 SR a

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 8c 3.3.5.3 SR b.1

/ Table 3.3 3 FUNCl UNIT 8d 3.3.5.3 SR b.2
\ Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT- 8e 3.3.5.3 SR c.2

Table 3.3-3 FUNCT UNIT 8f 3.3.5.3 SR c.1
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 9a Table 3.3.7 1 FUNCT UNIT 1

lab _le 3.3 3 FUNCT_ UNIT 9_(N_ew) lable 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT 2

_Tahle_.3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT J9b Tahle 3.3.7 1 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 10a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 8b

lable_3 3 3 FUNCT__ UNIT 10b lable 3.3.21 FU_NCT UNIT 8a
2

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 10c (New) Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 8e

lahle 3 3-3 FUNCT UNIT 11 3.8.1 LC0 c
2

i

Table 3.3 3 Note * Table 3.3.2 1 Note c I

'Thi'e'3.33 Note ** Table 3.3.2-1 Nde h

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT la Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT la )
_ Table 4,3 2 FUNCJ_ UNIT la T R _3J.2.8 SR

'

_ Table 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT lb Jable 3.3.2-1 FUNCT_ UNIT lb
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Ib ALT Hill 3.3.2.2 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT lb HRT H(1) _3J.2.4 SR

_ Table 4.3 2 - FUfjCT UNIT lb SRT 0 3.3.2J SRf

lable4.32 FUNCT UNIT Ic Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Ic
_ Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Ic SS C 3.3.2.1 SR

lah]e_4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT Ic CAL-R 3.3.2.9 SR&

Table 4.3-2_ FUNCT UNIT IcCOT-Q 3.3.2.5 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Id Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT Id
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Id CC S 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Id CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR

G Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT Id COT-Q 3.3.2.5 i SR

l
1
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Jable_432 FUNCT UNIT le Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT le*
1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT le CC S 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT lie CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT le COT 0 3.3.2.5 SR
:

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 2a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2a

_ Table _4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 2a T R 3.3.2.8 SR
1

Table _4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT |2) _ Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 2b
,

,lable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 12b ALT H(1) 3.3.2.2 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 12bHRTHJ1) _3.3.2.4 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT ;2b SRT 0 3.3.2.6 SR
2

| Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT i2c Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2c

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 12c CC S 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT :2c CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR

_ Tabl_e_4 J 2 FUNCLUNIT !2c COT 0 3.3.2.5 __SR
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1 Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1

.

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIf 13a.1 T R 3.3.2.8 SR

Table 4.3-2 FUNCT_ UNIT 13a.2 _ Table 3.3_.2_-1__ FUNCT UNIT 3a.2 *

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT !3a.2 ALT HJ1) 3.3.2.2 SR<

1D Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT i3a.2 HRT H(1) 3.3.2.4 SP

f'd Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2 SRT-Q 3.3.2.6_ SR

_Tahle 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.3 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT_ UNIT 3a.3 !
-

| Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.3_SEE FU 1 Tarle 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 13b.1 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3b.1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 13b.1 T R 3.3.2.8 SR j

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2' j

Table 4.3 r;_ FUNCT UNIT 3b 2 ALT H(1) 3.3.2.2
_

SR |
'

Table 4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 HRT H(1) 3.3.2.4 SR
1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 SRT-0 3.3.2.6 SR-

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3

_Iable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 CC S 3.3.2.1 SR>

_ Table _4 3 2 FUNCLUNIT 3b.3 CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR |1 ~

_ Table 4.3.2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 COT 0 3.3.2.5 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.1 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 1 I

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 39A T-R 3.3.2.8 SR i

_ Table 4.32 FUNCT UNIT 3c11 _ Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 1 Note a
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 13c.2 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 2>

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 3c.2 ALT H(1) 3.3.6.2 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.2 HRT H(1) 3.3.6.3 SR 1

.Jable 4.3_2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.2_SR_T-Q 3.3.6.5 SR

'

<

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 83c.3 _ Table 3.3.6-1 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 13c.3 SEE FU 1 Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 1

_Ta.hle 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4a Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 4a

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4a T-R 3.3.2.8 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 4b.p
("j Table _4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4b ALT H(1L___ 13.2.2 SR

Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 4b HRT H(1) _3J . 2.4 SR-

c.

G

- . _
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.,_ Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT |4b SRT 0 _3.3.2.6 SR

_Tahle4.32- FUNCT UNIT I4c Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 4c

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4c CC-S 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4J 2 FUNCT UNIT 4c CAL-R 3.3.2.9 SR

_ Table 4.C2 FUNCT UNIT 4cCOT-Q 3.3.2.5 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4d Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 4d.1

_ Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4d CC S 3.3.2.1 SR
1

.Jable 4.3_2 FUNCT_ UNIT I4d CA_L R 3.3,2.9 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4d COT 0 3.3.2.5 SR

4e Table 3.3.2 1 i FUNCT UNIT 4d.2_ Table _4.32
7 _FUNCT UNIT

3

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 4e CC S 3.3.2d SR |

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4e CAL R 3,3.2.9 SR ;

_TableJJ 2 FUNCT UNIT I4eCOT0 3.3.2.5 SR __ _

_ Table 4.3J FUNCT UNIT Sa Tahle 3.3 2 1 FUNCT UNIT Ja
,2

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sa ALT H(1) 3.3.2.2 SR ]
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sa MRT H(1) 3.3.2.4 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sa SRT 0 3.3.2.6 SR'-

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sb Jable 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Sb

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 5b CC S 3.3.2.1 SRO '

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sb CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR

la_hle 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sb COT _0 3.3.2.5 SR

lable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sc Table 3.M-1 FUNCT UNIT Sc
.

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sc SEE FU 1 Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 1

lable 4.3 2 FUNCT._ UNIT 16a _ Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 6a-

Tabic 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6a ALT ML1) _3.3.2.2 SR

_ Table 4.3 2 FUNGT_UN_IT 6a MRT H(1) 3.3.2.4 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6a SRT 0 3.3.2.6 SR

_ Table 4.3 2 FUhCLUNIT 6b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 6c

Table 4.3 2 FI,NCT UNIT 6b CC S 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4.3 2 EUNCT UNIT 6b CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR

Table 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6bl01-Q _3.3.2.5 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6e Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 6d

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6c SEE FU 1 Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 1

l able 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6d lable 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6e

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6d CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR

lable_432 FUNQT UNIT 6dT-H(3.4) 3.3.2.7 _SR2

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6e Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 60

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6e T R 3.3.2.8 SR

Jable 4.3 _2 FUNCT UNIT 7a Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT ?a

lable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 7a ALT-H(1)_ 3.3.2.2_ SR
,

Table 4.3.2 FUNCT UNIT 7a HRT-H(1) 3.3.2.4 SR

,_ Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 7a SRT 0 3.3.2.6 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 7b Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 7b

p Jable 412 FUNCT UNIT 7b CC S 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 7b CAL SR 3.3.2.12 {_SR'(j
' Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 7b COT 0 3.3.2.S I SR
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_ Tab]e 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 7b SEE FU 1 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Ba 3.3.5 LC0

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8a CAL R* 3.3.5.3 SR a

_ Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 8aT-(32) 3.3.5.2 SRt

_ Table _4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8b _3J .5 LC0m

_ Table 4 3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 8b CAL R* _3.3.5.3 SR a 1

_TableJ 3;.2 _ _ FUNCT_ UNIT 8b T-(3 2) 3.3.5.2 SR1

Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 8c 3.3.5 LCO

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8c CAL-R* 3.3.5.3 SR b.1

_ Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8c T-(3 2) 3J.5.2 SR
3 1

Jable 4.3 2 JUNCTUNIT 18d 13.5 LCO _
b.2

1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT [8dCALR* 3.3.5.3 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8d T-(3 21 _3J.5 2 SR I

1 1

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 8e 3.3.5 LC0

Table 4.3 2 } FUNCT UNIT 8e CAL R* 3.3.5.3 SR c.2

_ Table 4.3 2 _FUNCT UNIT Je 1-(3.2) 3.3.5.2 SR
'

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT j.8f 3.3.5 LCO

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8f CAL R* 3.3.5.3 SR c.1 !

3.3.5.2 SR )[9 _. Table _4.32 FUNQLUNIT 8fT-(3,2)
.__

Table 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT 1V Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 9a

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 9a T R 3.3.7.6 SR

Jable4,32 FUNCLUNIT 9_LNew) Table 3.3.7_1 FUNCT UNIT 2

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 9b Table 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 9b SEE FU 1 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 1

Table 4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10a Table 3 3_.21 FUNCT UNIT 8b
1 1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10a CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR

Table 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT. 10a COT-Q 3.3.2.5 SR

~ Table _4.33 FUNCLUNIT 10b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 8a

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10b T R 3.3.2.11 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10cjNew) Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 8c

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 10c_JNewLCOT-Q_ _3 . 3_. 2 . 5 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10c (New)_ CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 11 3.8.1 LC0

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT. 11a CAL R _3.8.1.21 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 11a T ML1 3 4)_ . 3.8.1.22 SR1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 11b CAL-R 3.8.1.21 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 11b T HJ132)__ 3.8.1.22 SR1

Tablyi3-2 Note (1) 3.3.2.2 SR ,

Tabir 4.3 2 NoteJ1) 3.3.2.4 SR

Tabir 4.3 2 Note (1) 3.3.6.2 SR

_ Table 4.3 2 Note (1) 3.3.6.3 SR

J able 4.3 2 Note _(1) _3.8.1m 2 SR2

Tahle 4.3 2 Note (2) 3.3.5.2 SR Frea Nottp) Table 4.3 2 Note (3) 3.3.2.7 SR Note;
_

. Tabh 4.3 2 Note J.3_ ). 13.2.8 SR Note'"

__
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_ Table 4.3 2 Note (3) 3.3.2.11 SR Note

Table 4.3 2 Note _(3) 3.3.5J SR Note

:i Table 4J 2 Note _(3) 3.3.7.6 SR Note .
_

Table 4.3 2 Note (3) _3.8.1.22 _
SR Note

_Jable 4.3 2 Note _(4) _3.3.2.7 SR

Table 4.3 2 Note _(4) 3.8.1.22 SR

Table 4.3 _2 Note j )_New 3,3.2.9 SR Note ;

_3,3JJ LC0_ _3,3.6 LC0

_3 JJ,1 LQ0 .3.3,7 _LQ0
j _3:3J.1 LCO 3.4.15 LCO b

_3Jt ,1 LC0 3.4.15 LC0 c3

_3J23.1 ACTION Note (New) 3. 3__ _6 ACTIONS Note

_3 3.3J ACTION Note (New) 3 3.7 ACTION _S Note
1 1

_3 3.3 1 ACTION a 3.3.6 ACTIONS
1

13.3,1 ACTION a 3.3.7 ACTIONS ,

3.3.3 1 ACTION a 3.4.15 ACTIONS
1

_3 A 3.1 ACTION b 3.3.6 ACTIONS

_3 3.3.1 ACTION b 3.3.7 ACTIONSp/ 2

(, A3Al ACTION b _3.4.15 ACTIONS

_3 3J11 AQTION c 3.4.15 ACTIONS Note
1

_4 3J,1 SR a _3.3 6J SR !2 2

4.3,3.1 SR a 3.3.7.1 SR l
'

4.3.3J _ SR a _3.4 15.1 SR1

4.3.3.1 SR b _3 3.6.7 SR2

A3 3J SR b 3,3,7.7 S.12

_4,.3Al SR b 3J d5.4 SR

4.33.1_ SR c 3 4 6,4 SR1

_4,3.3.1 SR c 3.3.7.2 SR

4.3.3 1 _SR c 3.4.15,2 SR1

Eble334 FUNCT UNIT la 3.4.15 LCOt

sable 3.3 4 FUNCT UNIT lb 3.4.15 LCO

Table 3.3 4 FUNCT UNIT 2 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 3.a
,Jable 3.3 4 FUNCT UNIT 2 Note * Table 3.3.6-1 FUNCT UNIT 3a Note _b i

Table 3.3 4 FUNCT UNIT 2 Note ** Table 3.3.6 1 FUNCT DilIT 3a Note e
_ Table 3.3 4 FUNCT UNIT 3 Jable 3.3.7-1 FUNQT_ UNIT 3.a
Table 3.3 4 FUNCT UNIT 3 Table 3.3.7-1 FUNCT UNIT 3.b

_ Table _3.3 4 ACTION 27 3.3.6 CONDITION A

Table 3.3-4 ACTION 27 3.3.6 CONDITION C

._T_able_3 3-4 ACTION 28 3.3.7 CONDITION A1

_ Table 3.3 4 ACTION 28 3.3.7 CONDITION B
.

Table 3.3 4 ACTION 28 3.3.7 CONDITION C

( _T_a_ble 3.3 4 ACTION _ 28 3.3.7 CONDITION _D
' Table 3.3 4 ACTION 29 3.4.15 CONDITION B

!

~. _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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Table 3.3 4 ACTION 29 3.4.15 CONDITION C

Table _S.3 4 ACTION 29 3.4.15 CONDITION D
,

_3.3JA 1 LCO 3.3.4 LC0
-

3.3.3.2.2 LCO 3.3.4 LCO

_3 4 3.2 ACTION Nate (New) 3.3.4 ACTIONS Note 2

3 3.3.2_ ACTION a _3_. 3. 4 CONDITION A

3.3.3.2 ACTION a 3.3.4 CONDITION B

_3_,_3 . 3 . 2 ACTION b Not Used

3.3.3.2 ACTION c 3.3.4 CONDITION A

_3 3 3_.2 ACTION c 3.3.4 CONDIITION B
1 1

3.3.3,2 ACTION _d 3.3.4 ACTIONS Note 1

4.3.3.2.1 SR a 3.3.4.1 SR

4.3.3.2.1 SR b 3.3.4.3 SR ,

4.3.3.2.2 SR 3.3.4.2 SR

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 1 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT la

_ Table 3J 5 FUNCT UNIT 2 _ Table 3.3.4-1 FUN _QT_U. NIT 3b l

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 3 Table 3.3.4 1 FUNCT UNIT 3a iq
Q Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 4 Table 3.3.4-1 FUNCT UNIT 2a

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 5 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 4a

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 6 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 3d :

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 7 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 3e I
Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 8 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 3e

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 9 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 3c

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 10 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 4b
1

_3 3J3J LQ0 3.3.3 LC0
t

3.3.3.3 ACTION a 3.3.3 ACTIONS

_34 3J ACT_ ION b _3.3.3 ACTIONS Note 1

_343J AGTION JN_ew) _3.3.3 ACTIONS Note 2

_4JJ.3 SR a 3.3.3.1 SR ;

4.3.3.3 SR b 3.3 3.3 SR I
t

_ Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 1_ .. _ Table 3.3.3 1. FI'NCT UNIT 8

_Tabl._3 3 6 FUNCT UNIT 2 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 3e1
_ Table.136 FUNCT UNIT _ 3 _ Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table 3.3 6 FUNQT_llNIT 4 lable 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 5

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 5 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 12

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 6 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 19

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 7 Table 3.3.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 13

_T ble 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 8 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 7
_3

_ Table _3.36 FUNCT UNIT 9 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 15

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 9 Table 3.3.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 16

O Table 3.3-6 FUNCT UNIT 9 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 17

V Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 9 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 18
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Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

Table 3.3 6 FUkCTIJNIT 10 __ Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 10

Table 3.3 6 FURCT UNIT 11 Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 6

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 12 Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 14

__ Table _3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 13 lable 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 9

_Tabl.e 1 3 6 FUNCT dNIT 14 Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 1

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 15 Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2

~
^

i able_1 3 6 Note * Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 6 Note aT

_ Table 3.3 6 Note **(New) Table 3.3.31 Note c

3bje_33-6 ACTION Note ***|(New) 5.6.8
1

Table 3.3 6 ACTIONS 5.6.8 i

Table 3.3-6 ACTION 30a 3.3.3 CONDITION A

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 30a 3.3.3 CONDITION B

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 30b 3.3.3 CONDITION C

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 30b 3.3.3 CONDITION E

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 30b 3.3.3 CONDITION F

_ Table._3,3-6 ACTION 31a 3.3.3 CON _DITION A

p __Tabl123 3;6 ACTION 31a 3.3.3 CONDITION B

( Table 3.3 6 ACTION 31b 3.3.3 CONDITION A

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 31b 3.3.3 CONDITION B

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 31c 3.3.3 CONDITION C

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 31c 3.3.3 CONDITION F

TableA3 6 ACTION 32 3.3.3 CONDITION A

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 32 3.3.3 CONDITION B

lable 3,3 6 ACTj0N 32 3.3.3 CONDITION C

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 32 3.3.3 CONDITION E

lable 1 3 6 ACTION 32 3.3.3 CONDITION G

_ Table 3.3 6 ACUON 33 Not Used

.1344 LC0_ H0VED TRH'

_4A3J SR H0VED TRH

_ Tab]e_3.3 7 H0VED TRH2

_3.3.4 LCO _ Relocated TRH
.

_,4.3,4.1 SR Relocated TRH

4.3 4.2 SR Relocated TRH
&

,.

>

_______.________m_.________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , ,
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Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para
. ,

2.2.1 LCO 3.3.1 LCO

3J 1 _LCO 3.3.1 LC0
'

3.3.1 ACTION Note (New). 3.3.1 ACTION Note

3,3 1 ACTION _3.3.1 CONDITI_0N A
1

Table 3.31 ACTION 1 3.3.1 CONDITION B

Table 3.31 Note,_j_LNew)__ 3.3.1 CONDITION C - Note ;

Jable_3.3 1 ACTION 9 _3.3.1 CONDITION C, ;

Table _3,3 1 ACTION 2 3.3.1 CONDITION D

Jable_3 3-1 ACTION 2.1_(New) 3.3.1 CONDITION E
2

Table._3.31 ACTION 3b 3.3.1 CONDITION F

Jable 3.31 ACTION 3.1 (New) 3.3.1 CONDITION G

NA 3.3.1 CONDITION "H Not Used
Jable _3.31 ACTION 4 3.3.1 CONDITION I

Tabl e_3. 3_1_ ACTION 4.1 (New) 3.3.1 CONDITION J

Jable 3.31 ACTION 5 3.3.1 CONDITION K
.

TNA 3.3.1 J$.'N L Not Used
~

Jable_3.3 1 ACTION 6 3.3.1 4 UK. L M

NA 3.3.1 CONDITION N Not Used
-

NA 3.3.1 CONDITION 0-Not Usedp
Q Table _3.3 1 ACTION 10 3.3.1 CONDITION P

Jable_3 3 1 ACTION 13 3.3.1 CONDIT10N 0
1

Table 3.31 ACTION 8 3.3.1 CONDITION R

Table 3.31 ACTION 11 3.3.1 CONDITION R - Note

Table 3.31 ACTION 7 __3.3.1 CONDITION S

Table .3 31 ACTION 7.1jNew) 3.3.1 CONDITION T
1

Table 3,3 1 AC110N 1.1 _ 3 ._3_.1 CONDITION U

NA __3 3 1 CONDlIION V Not Used
_1 1

4.3.1.1 SR 3.3.1 SR hate

4J .1. 2, SR 3.3.1 SR Note

Table 4 el FUNCT UNIT 2a CC 5 3.3.1.1 SR

Jable._4 31 FUNCT UNIT 2b CC S 3.3.1.1 SR
2

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 5 CC S _3.3.1.1 SR

Table 4,.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 6 CC 5 3.3.1.1 SR

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 7 CC S 3.3.1.1 i SR
Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 8 CC-S 3.3.1.1 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 9_CC S 3.3.1.1 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 10 CC S 3.3.1.1 SR

Table _fn3 1 FUNCT UNIT 11_00 5 3.3.1.1 SR
_.

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 12 CC-5 3.3.1.1 SR

Table 4.3 1 - FUNCT UNIT 13_CQfS 3.3.1.1 SR

Jable_.4J .1 FUNCT UNIT 2a_CA_L D(2 4) 3.3.1.2 SR

Table 4J3 FUNCT UNIT 7CALD(2.4) 3.3.1.2 SR

lable4.31 FUNCT UNIT 8 CAL-D12.4) 3.3.1.2 SR

G) Table _4 3 1 FUNCT UNIT 7 U! M(3M
_ _3.3.1.2 SR NotesTable 4.31 Note (2),-s ~

3.3.1.3 SRt 2

_ Table 4,31 Note 1) 3.3.l 3 SR Notest

'

i
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.

Jable 4.31 10NCT_ UNIT 19 T H(7.11) _3.3.1.4 SR

lable 4.31 FUNCT UNIT' 191New) T H _3.3.1.4 SR

_ Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 21 T H(151R(16)_ 3.3.1.4 SRR

Table 4 31 Note _{7) 3.3.1.4 SR
1

Table 4.31 Notejl5) 3.3.1.4 SR Note

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 20 ALT H_(7) 3.3.1.5 SR

Jable_4 3:1 _LNoteJ7) 3.3.1.5 SR

7CA.-Q(4,6) 3.3.1.6 SRLJab]e 4J 1 FUNCT UNIT

Table 4.31 . NoteJ6) 3.3.1.6 SR 7 Note
Jable 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 2a COT 0 3.3.1.7 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 3COEQ 3.3.1.7 SR

Jable 4.31._ FUN?T_ UNIT 6_ GOT_-Q(9) 3.3.1.7 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 7 COT-Q 3.3.1.7 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 8 COT _Q. 3.3.1.7 SR

3.3.1.7 SR

}9_ COT _-Q(8)
Jable. 4_.3;l _FUNCJ_ UNIT

10_ COT Q_ 3.3.1.7 SRTable 4.3 1_ FUNCT_ UNIT 2
Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 11 COT 0 3.3.1.7 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 12 COT Q_ 3.3.1.7 SR2
13_ COT Q(8) 3.3.1.7 SR )'73 Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 1

y/ Table 4.31 Notejl7) (New)_ 3.3.1.7 SR Note 1 |

Table 4.3 1 Note _(9) _3.3.1.7 SR Note 2_(New)

Jable 4.31 n[UNCLUNIT 2b_ COT-5/_U(1) 3.3.1.8 SR

Table 4.31 ' FUNCT UNIT 12bCOT;Q_(New) 3.3.1.8 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 5 COT S/U(1) 3.3.1.8 SR

Jable_4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 5_ COT-QJNew) 3.3.1.8 SR

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 6 COT-S/Ull) _3.3.1.8 SR

Table 4.31 FlWCT UNIT 6 COT-Q(9) 3.3.1.8 SR

Jable h3 1., Note _(1) 3.3 A 8 SR Freq. Note

Table 4.31 Note (9) 3.3.1.8 SR Note

Table _4 3:1 Notejl7)_(New)_ 3.3.1.8 SR
t

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 14 T-Q(10) 3.3.1.9 SR

Table 4,31 FUNCT_ UNIT 15 T-Q 3.3.1.9 SR

Table 4,31 Note _{.10) 3.3.1.9 SR Note

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 7CALR(4,5) 3.3.1.10 SR

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 8CALR(4,5) 3.3.1.10 SR

lable 4 3 1 FUNCLUNIT _ LCALR 3.3.1.10 SR
1

Jable 4J:1 FUNCT UNIT 10 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 11 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

lable 4J 1 FUNCLUNIT 12 CAL-R 3.3.1.10 SR

Jable_4J 1 FUNCLUNIT _13_ CAL R 3.3 1,10 SR
_. ___1

.Tabl_e l.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 14 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

Jable_4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 15 CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCLUNIT 16 LCAL R 3.3.1.10 SR

Jable 4.31 FUNCLUNIT 16b_ CAL R 3.3.1.10 SR
,,3
: ) JableA3-1 FUNCLUNIT 18b 2_ CAL-R 3.3.1.10 SR1

v Jab 1 L ,3 1 _!Notel4) 3.3.1.10 SR Note 1 (New)4
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Current TS Improved TS i

Item Code Para Item Code Para

~

Table 4.3 1 Note _{18) (New)_ _3.3.1.10 SR Note 2

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 2a CAL-R(4.5) 3.3.1.11 SR

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2b CAL RJ4) 3.3.1.11 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 3 CAL-R(4) 3.3.1.11 SR

Jab]e 4 31 FUNCT UNIT 5 CAL R(4.5) 3.3.1.11 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT _ 6_ CAL-_R{413) 3.3.1.11 SR

Jable 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18a CAL RL4) 3.3.1.11 SR |
Jable 4.31 FUNCT__ UNIT 18b 1_. CAL R(4) 3.3.1.11 SR !

1

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT .18eCAL-R14) _3,3.1.1) SR

Table 4 31 FUNCT UNIT 18d CAL RL4) 3.3.1.11 SR
1

Jable 4 3:1 FUN _CT_ UNIT 18e_ CAL R(4) _3 3.1.11 SR
t 1

Table 4.31 Note (4) 3.3.1.11 SR Note 1
'

Table 4.3 1 Note _f18)_LNewL 3.3.1.11 SR Note 2 (New)

_T_able 4 A 1 i Note (!!) 3.3.1.11 SR Note 3 (New) ;

NA 3.3.1.12 SR Not Used
,

__

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18a COT R 3.3.1.13 SR
'

Table 4.31. FUNCT UNIT 18b.1 COT R 3.3.1.13 SR j

Jable 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18b.2 COT R 3.3.1.13 SR

Table 4.31 __FUNCT UNIT 18e COT R 3.3.1.13 SR

(O '

) lable_4,3 1 FUNCT UNLT 18d COT R 3.3.1.13 SR

Table _.4 3 1 FUNCT UNIT 16e COT R(4) 3.3.1.13 SR
2 7

'

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 1 T R(1_41 3.3.1.14 SR

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 17 T-R 3.3.1.14 SR

Table 4.3-1 Note _{10) 3.3.1.14 _SR Note

Table _4.3 1 FUNGT UNIT 16a T 5/U(1 10)_ 3.3.1.15 SR1 )
Tabic 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 1.6b T S/U(1J0L 3.3.1J5 SR !

Table 4 31 Note _.J1a) (NewL 3.3.1.15 SR Frea Note {1

lable_4A1 Note R L _3.3.1.15 SR Note
4.3.1.2 _SR _3 3.1.16 SR2

4312 SR Note _(New) 3.3.1.16 SR Note1 1

^

Table 2.21 Table 3.3.1 1
Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT J Table 3.3.1 1 FUuCT UNIT 1

Jable_3 A l FUNGT_ UNIT 1 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 1

Jah]e h31 FUNCT_ UNIT 1_ _ _ Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 1

lable 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.a
Jable 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 2a Table 3.3.141 FUNCT UNIT 2.a
Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.a
Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.b
Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 2b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.b
Jable 4.31 FUNCT UNIT _2b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 2.b
Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 3 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 3

3adel311 _FUNChiNIT 3 [ Tab [ U X 111 FUNCT_ UNIT 3
~

I

_q Table 4,31 FUNCT UNIT 3 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 3

(vy NA Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 3b Not Used
Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 5 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 4

T' _ a _ _ - _ -
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Current TS Improved TS |

Item Code Para Item Code Para

Jable_3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 5 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT f4
~

e

lable 4.31 FUNC_T UNIT 5 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table _2J 1 FUNCT UNIT 6 Table 3.3.1 1 . FUNCT UNIT 5 -

Table _3A11 FUNCLUNIT 6 Table 3.3.1-1 i FUNC,i UNIT 5
,

Tat,le 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 6 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 5 ;

) labie'2.51 FUNCT UNIT 7 Table 3.3.1 1_ ,_ FUNCT UNIT 6 i
~

_ Table _3.3-1 FUNCT UNIT ;7 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 6 )

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 17 Table _3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 6

Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT !8 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 7 i

_ Table _3,31 FUNCT UNIT 18 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 7

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 7

lade _2,21 Fl5CT_UN!T l9.a _ Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.a

Table 2 21_ FUNCT_ UNIT 9.b Table 3.3.1-1 I FUNCT UNIT 8.a
11 '

Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 9 Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT_ UNIT 8.a
i

. Table _4 J 1 _FUNCT_ UNIT 9 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.a

Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT J10.a Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 8.b

Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 10.b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.b

lable 3.3 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 10 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.b
1

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 10 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 8.b

p) Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT _11 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNC1 UNIT 9(-
Table 1 3 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 111 Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 9

,

1
Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT |11 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 9

lable_2J:L_. __JUNCT_ UNIT 12.a __ Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 10

lable_2J 1 FUNCT UNIT 12.h Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 10

Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 12 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 10

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 12 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 10

'NA Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 10b Not Used
NA Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 11 Not Used

. Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 14 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 12

Table _3 3 1 FUNCT UNIT 14 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 12
1

Tabl e_4.3 1 FUNQT_ UNIT 14 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 12

lable_2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 15 Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 1314

Table _3 31 FliNGT_ UNIT 15 Table 3.3.11 FUNCT UNIT 13 |11
Table 4.31 _FUNCT UNIT 15 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 13 i

,

Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 13.a Table 3.3.1 '1 FUNCT UNIT 14 :

lable_2.2 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 13.b Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 14 I
1 .

Jable 3J 1 FUNCT UNIT 1_3 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 14 i

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT '13 Table 3.3.11 FUNCT UNIT 14 i

NA Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 15- Not Used

Table _2.21 FUNCT_U. NIT 16.a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 16.a1

Table _3 31 FUt4T_ UNIT 16a_ Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 16.a2

Table 4.31 FUNCLUNIT 16a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 16.a

lable_2.2 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 16.b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 16 b .
'

1

Jable_3.3 1. FUNC_T UNIT 16b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 16.b )
O lablL J 1 FUNCT UNIT J6b Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 16.b4 .

'

O lable_2,21 FUNCT UNIT 17 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 17_

- . . - - -. - --
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Current TS Improved TS |

Item Code Para Item Code Para

Table 3,3 1 FUNCT UNIT 17 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 17 [
Table 4 31 FUNCT UNIT 17 Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 17 !

1

Jable 2 21 FUNCT_UNJT 18,a _T_able 3.3J-1 FUNQl_ UNIT 18.a :
2

Jable_,3,31 FUNCT_ UNIT 118a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.a !

2,

Table 4.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 18a Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.a'

Table 2.2 1 _FUNCT UNIT 18.b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18 b i
2

Table 3.'l 1 FUNCT UNIT 18b Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.b ;<

.Tabje_2.2;1 FUNCT UNIT 18.c Table 3.3.1 1 FUNGT_ UNIT 18.c ,

1 '

Table 3.31 FUNCT UNIT 18e _ lable 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.c
.

Jable,A3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18c Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.c

Table,.2 2 1 FUNCLUNIT 18._d _,_T_abje_3 3.1;1 FUNCT_ UNIT 18J1 .

Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18d Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.d ,

'

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18d Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.d

i Jablel.2-1 fUNCT_ UNIT 18 b.1) Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNJT 18 et

Jable_2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.e Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18,e

Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18b.1 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.e

: Jable_3 3:1 FUNCT UNIT 18e Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.e
n

Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 18b.1 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.e

Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18e Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.e *

'O Table 1 2 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.b.2) Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.f
Table 3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18_b.2 Table 3.3,1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.f
Table 4.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18b.2 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 18.f

; Table 2.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 19 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 19

Jable_3.31 FUNCT UNIT 19 Table _3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 19'

2
Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 19 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 19

4 Table 4.31 FUNCT UNIT 21 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 19

Table 2.21 FUNCT UNIT 19 Yabic 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 20
'

Jable_3J 1 FUNGT_ UNIT 19jNew). _Tabl e_3. 3.1.1 FUNCT_U.NI.T 20

Tab 1q 13;l FUNCT UNIT 19jNew) Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 20

; Jable_2.2 1 FUNQT_ UNI.T 20 Table 3.3.1-1 FUNCT UNIT 21

Jaule_3.31 FUNCT_ UNIT 2.0 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT _ 21c
Table 4.3 1 _FUNCT UNIT 20 Table 3.3.1 1 FUNCT UNIT 21

.

| | NA Table 3.3.1 1 Note a
,

Table 13-} Note a Table 3.31_1 Nqt.e b
,_

-

1

TableA31 Note c Table 3.3.1 1 Note c
Jable _3.31 Note h (new) Table 3.3.1-1 Note _d
Table 3.3 1 Note b Table 3.3.1 1 Note e

NA Table 3.3.1 1 f Not Used
Table 3.31 Note d Table 3.3.1 1 Note g

NA Table._3.3.1 1 h Not Used<

_

NA Table .3Al 1 1-Not Used
Table. M 1 Note i . Table 3.3.1 1 Note .1 !

,

J6ble_3.3 1 Note E New). Table _3 3._1-1 Ngte k2

. Jable 4.31 Note f LNew) Table 3.3.1 1 Note k
Table 4.3 1 Note.,J8) Table 3.3.1 1 Note 1

. -_. _ - . ._ .. - - _ _ - - _ - -
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l

l

liem Code- Para Item Code Para
~

Table 2.21 fNote1 Table 3.3.1 1 Note 1

Jable_2.21 Note 2 Table 3.3.1 1 - Note 1 !

~

13.2 LCO _3A2 LC0 =

13,2 ACTION Note (Newl 3.3.2 ACTIONS Note |

_3.3J ACTION c 3.3.2 CONDITION A ;

Table _3J 2 ACTION 16 3.3.2 CONDITION BT i

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 26 3.3.2 CONDITION C

Table _3.3 2 ACTIM 17 3.3.2 CONDITION D j

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 14 3.3.2 CONDITION E
'

lable_3J:2 ACTION 20 3.3.2 CONDITION F i

_.I_ Glablel3 2 ACTION 19 3,3.2 CONDITION )
'

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 22 3.3.2 CONDITION H

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 17.2_(New) 3.3.2 CONDITION I I

Table _342 ACTION [23f_(N_ew) 3.3.2 CONDITION J

Table _3 3 2 ACTION 17.1 (New) 3.3.2 CONDITION K ;
1

Table _3J12 ACTION 18 3.3.2 CONDITION L

4.3.2.1 SR 3.3.2 SR Note

4.3.2,2 SR _3.3.2 SR Note

O Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Ic SS C 3.3.2.1 SR !

_ Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT Id_CC S 3.3.2.1 SR |
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT le CC 5 3.3.2.1 SR l

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 2c CC S 3.3.2.1 SR i

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 CC-S 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4c CC 5 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4d CC S 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4e CC S 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sb CC S 3.3.2.1 SR f

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6b CC S 3.3.2.1 SR

Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 7b CC S 3.3.2.1 SR

Jable_4 3 2 FUNCLUNIT lb ALT H(1) 3.3.2.2 SR12
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 2b ALT.H(1) 3.3.2.2 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNTi 3a.2 ALT HJ1) _3.3.2.2 SR

Jobit_4,3 2 __fUNCTUNIT 3b.2 ALT _ H_(1) 3.3.2.2 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4b ALT.H(1) 3.3.2.2 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT SaALTH(1)_. 3.3.2.2 SR

Tabl e_4_132 FUNCT UNIT 6aALT-H(Il _
3.3.2 2 SR2

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 7a ALT H(IL 3.3.2.2 SR

lable_4 3 2 NAte_{1) 3.3.2.2 SR1

NA 3 3 2.3 SR Not__Used12

Jable 4.3 2 9JNCT tlNIT lbHRTH(1) 3.3.2.4 SR

Jable 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 2b HRT Hil) 3.3.2.4 S_R

Table 4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2 HRT H(1) 3.3.2.4 SR

Table _4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 HRT H_(1) 3.3.2.4 SR2

O. Jable_4 3 2 FUNCT U_ NIT 4b HRT H(1) __3.3.2.4 SR |2
iTable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT _ Sa HRT-H(1) 3.3.2.4 SR

m
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_ Table 4.3 2 FU.NCT UNIT 6aMRT-H.{1) 3.3.2.4 SR2
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 7a MRT-H(1) 3.3.2.4 SR i

lableJ.t32 Note _11) _ _3.3.2.4 SR1 '

Jable_4 3 2 FUNC1._UN.IT Ic_COTQ 3.3.2.5 SR
1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Id COT 0 3.3.2.5 SR j

Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT le COT 0 3.3.2.5 SR
'

'

'
- Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 2c C0_T Q 3.3.2.5 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3_?0T Q 3.3.2.5 . SR
,

1
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4c COT Q 3.3.2.5 I SR2

Jab.lf 4.3 2 FUNCI,JJNIT - 4d COT-0 3.3.2.5 ISR
Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 4eCOT-Q 3.3.2.5 SR |

!

Jable,4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 5b COT-0 3.3.2.5 SR
'

Table.4,3 2- FUN?T_ UNIT I6h_QOT-Q 3.3.2.5 SR
'

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 17b COT 0 3.3.2.5 SR

Table _4.3-2 FUNCT_ UNIT 10a_ COT-Q 3.3.2.5 SR

i Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 10c1New)_ COT;Q 3.3.2.5 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT lbSRT_Q 3.3.2.6 SRT
,

Table _4J-2 FUNCT UNIT 2bSRT-Q 3.3.2.6 SR

Jable_4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2 SRT 0 _3.3.2.6 SR'

1 1
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 SRT 0 3.3.2.6 SR

Table 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4b SRT 0 3.3.2.6 SR

Jable_4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sa SRT 0 3.3.2.6 SR J1

Jable,_4.3 2 .
FUNCT UNIT 6a SRJ-Q 3.3.2.6 SR

',

; '
Table 4.3 2 I FUNCT UNIT 7aSRT-Q_ 3.3.2.6 SR1
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6dTM{3.,4) 3.3.2.7 SR ,

lable4.32 Note,.13)_ 3.3.2.7 SR Note' ,

Jable 4,3 2 Note _14) 3.3.2.7 SR

Jable_4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT ,la T R 3.3.2.8 SR ;
1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 12a T R 3.3.2.8 SR ,

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1 T R _3.3.2.8 SR

Jeble_4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.1 T R 3.3.2.8 SR :
2 !

Table 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.1 T R 3.3.2.8 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4a T R 3.3.2.8 SR t'
'

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6e T R 3.3.2.8 SR

|Table 4.3 2 Notej3)_ 3.3.2.8 SR Note

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Ic_C/1 R _3 3.2.9 SR'

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Id CAL-R 3.3.2.9 SR
,
' JableJ,3:2_ FUNCT UNIT le CAL-R 3.3 2.9 SR1 '

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 2c CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR
'

Jablp_4.32 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4c CAL R 3,3.2.9 SR
.

Table _4,3:2 FUNCT UNIT 4d CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR<

iTable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4e CAL R .3.3.2.9 SR

. Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sb CAL R _3.3.2.9 SR ,

. Table 4J 2 FUNCT UNIT 6b CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR ;

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 6d_ CAL R _3,3.2.9 SR
~

:
'

|

|
4

- _ .__.:_. - __
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Table 4.3 2 . FUNCTJNIT 10a_ CAL R 3.3.2.9 SR ;
'

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10c.1New) CAL R _3J.2.9 SR

Jable4.32 Not_ej 5 d ew _3 3.2.9 SR Note2

4.3.2.2 SR 3.3.2.10 SR |
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10b T R 3.3.2.11 SR

-

'

Table _.4.3 2 Note L3) 3.3.2.11 SR Note
3 1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 7b CAL SR 3.3.2.12 SR !

I'

Table 4 A 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.3 SEE FU 1 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 1 J
Table 4.3 2 FUNCl UNIT 3c.3 SEE FU 1 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 1

'

Table 4.3 2 ' FUNCT UNIT Sc SEE FU 1 _T.able 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 12
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6c SEE FU 1 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 7b SEE FU 1 Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 1 )

1ab} h [ 2 IUNCLUNIT Jb_SEEFU1 ~ Table.,3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 1 {1
l _ Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT la !

[la
Jable_3A2 FUNCT_ UNIT

la Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT la |. Table _3,3 3 . FUNCLUNIT I

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT la Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT la
Tahle_3,32 FUNCT UNIT lb Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT lb
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT Ib Table 3.3.2t1 FU P . UNIT Ib
Jable_4.3 2 FUNCT UNIl Ib Table 3.3.2 1 (U W( UNIT Ib1
Jable_3,32 FUNCT UNIT 1_c Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Ic
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT Ic _ Table _3.3.2 1 FUNC.T UNIT Ic
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Ic Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT Ic
Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Id Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Id
Jab]e_3,33_ FUNCT UNIT Id Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT Id
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Id Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Id

Jable_3J 2 FUNCLUNIT. le _ Table _3,3 2 1 FUNCT UNIT le1

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT le Table 3.3 21 FUNCT UNIT le1

Table 4.3 2 FUNCLUNIT le Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT le
NA Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCTION le2 Not Used

_ . . .
NA Table 3.3.21_ FUNCTION 1.f Not Us.ed j

NA Tab 1_e 3.3.2 1 FUNCTION 1.g Not Used |

Table _33-2 FUNCT_ UNIT 2a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2a |
2

Table.3J:.3 FUNCLUNIT 2a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2a |

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 2a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2a

_ Tab]L 3,3 2 - FUNCT UNIT 2b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2b

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 2b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2b

Table _4J 2 FUNCT UNIT 2b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 2b
lable 1 3;2 FUNCLUNIT 2c Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 2c
Jable_3J;3 _ FUNCLUNIT 2c__ Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 2c

lable13 2 EUNCTUN_IT 2c Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 2c
Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1 _Tabl_e_3.3J 1 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1 .''Jable 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3a.1

Table 4 A2_J UNCT UNIT 3a l Table 3.3.21 FUNCT_11 NIT 3a.1 |w m

JableJA2 FUNCLUNIT 3a.2 Table 13.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2
5

Table 3,3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2 Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2

b

. . . . . - -. .
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Jable'4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2 Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 3a.2

lablp_3.32 FUNCT UNIT 3a.3 Table 3.3.2.1 FUNCT_ UNIT 3a.3
,

Table 3.3 3- _FUNCT UNIT 3a.3 Tabk_3 3J 1 FUNCT UNIT 3a.3 |1

lable4.3_2 FUNCT UNJT 3a.3 __ Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 3a.3

Jable._3,3_ 2 . FUNCT_U. NIT 3b.1 _ Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 3b.1
'

Jahle_3.33 FUNCT UNIT 3b.1 Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 3b.1

Table 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.1 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3b.1 |

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 !

Table _3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3b.2 ..

lable3.32 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 !

Table 3.3 3 _FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 ,

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 3b.3 ;

Jable 3 3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 4a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4a ;
1 la Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4a4Table 3 1 3 FUNCT UNIT

Table 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4a Table 3.3A1_ FUNCT UNIT 4e |

Table 3.3 2 _FUNCT UNIT 4b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4b__ i
'

lable l 3 3 FUNCT UNIT 4b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 4b

Table 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 4b

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4c Table 3.3.21 FUNCT_ UNIT 4c
.

Ulable_3.3 3 FUNCT UNI _T 4c Table 3.3.21 FUNCT__ NIT 4c

Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 4c Table 3.3.21 FUhCT UNIT 4c
1

Tabl_e_3 3_2 __FUNC_T UNIT 4d Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 4d.1
1

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 4d Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4d.1

_ Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 4d Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4d.1 ,

lable 3.3 3-
JUNCT UNIT 4e Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4d.2Table 3 3-21

FUNCT UNIT 4e Table 3 3.2-1 FUNCT_U. NIT 4d.21

Iable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 4e Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 4d.2
NA Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCTION 4.e Not Used
NA Table 3.3.21 FUNCTION 4.f Not Used
NA Table 3.3.21 FUNCTION 4.0 Net Used
NA Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCfl0N 4.h Not Used

Table 3.3-2 FUNCT UNIT Sa Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT Sa

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT Sa Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Sa !

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sa Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Sa

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 5b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 5b |,

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 5b Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 5b 1

lable,4 3:2 FUN.CLUNIT Sb_ Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 5b
1

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sc Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Sc

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT Sc Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Sc

lable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT Sc Table 3,3,21 FUNCT UNIT Sc

Table 3J 2 FUNCT UNIT 6a Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 6a ,

Jable 1 3 3 _ FUNCJ_ UNIT 6a Tabl_e_,3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 6a )
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 6a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6a

O NA Table 3.3.2 1 FUN _CTION 6.b Not_Used |

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT ONIT 6b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 6c

i

i

m .._ , ~. . ,,e
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JAoJIg13 3 FUNCT UNIT 6b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6c

Table 4.3 2 FUNCTUNE. 6b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6c

Tpble_3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6c _ Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 6d |
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 6c Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 6d ;

lable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT- 6c Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6d |

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6d Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6e

Table 3.3-3 FUNCT UNIT 6d Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6e
.

lable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 6d Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 6e
_

,

:
NA _ Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCTION 6.f Not Used

Jable_3s3 2_ FUNC_T UNIT 6e Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 60

labje3.33 FUNCT UNIT 6e Table 3.3.21_ FUNCT UNIT 6q

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT l6e Table 3.3.2 1 "UNCT UNIT 6g

j
_

NA _ Table 3.3.2-1 FUNCTION 6.h Not Used i

J . Table 3.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 7a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 7a

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 7a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 7a
.

Jable 4.3 2 _FU.NCT UNIT 7a _ Table _3 3,21 FUNCT UNIT 7a . I
1 '

lable_3 3:2 _FUNCT_ UNIT 7b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 7b
2

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT_ UNIT 7b Jable 3.3.2-1 FUNCT UNIT 7b <

|, p Jabl e_4,3-2 FUNCT UNIT 7b Table 3.3.21 FU_NCT UNIT 7b

NA _ Table 3.3.21 FUNCTION 7.c Not Used
1

Table 3.3 2__ FUNCT_ UNIT 10_b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 8a
_

|Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 10b Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT Ba

Table 4 .3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10b Table 3.3.2 1 FUNCT UNIT 8a 1
1

Table _ 1 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10a Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 8b

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 10a Table 3.3.21_[ FUNCT UNIT 8b

lable 4.? 2 FUNCT UNIT 10a Table 3.3.21 1 FUNCT_ UNIT 8b

lable 3.3 3 FUNCf_ UNIT 10c_(New) Table 3.3.21 1 FUNCT UNIT 8c

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10c (New) Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 8c

Table 4,.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 10c_(New) Table 3.3.21 FUNCT UNIT 8e

NA Table 3.3.21 Note a
a

_ Table 3.3 2 Note a Table 3.3.21 No 3 p

Table 133 Note * ___ Table 3.3.2 1 Ni t r
NA Table 3.3.2-1 d @ t.Used;
NA Table 3.3.2 1 e Not Used
NA Table 3.3.21 f-Not Used

Tabl.e_3,3 2 Note b Table 3.3.21 Note o
Table 3.3 3 Note ** Table 3.3.2 1 Note h !

lable_3.32 Note _c _ Table 3.3.21 Note i
lable_3.3 2 I No.te_g_JNew) Table 3.3.21 Note _j

NA _ Table 3.3.21 k Not Used
NA Table 3.3.21 1 Not Used
NA Table 3.3.2-1 m Not Used !

NA Table 3.3.21 n Not Use_d
NA Table 3.3.21 0 Not Used-

Table 3.3 2 Note e Table 3.3.21 | Note _p )
1

.

e ~ w . > r ----
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3313 l.C0 3.3.3 LC0
2

3.6.4.1 LCO 3.3.3 LCO

3.3.3.3 ACTION a 3.3.3 ACTIONS j

3JJJ ACTION b _3.3.3 ACTIONS Note _1
i

3.,_6 4 1_ ACTION a _3m3.3 ACT. IONS Note 1
11

1333 ACTION (New) _3.3.3 ACTIONS _ Note 2 ,

22 #

3 4 4.1 ACTION a __3J . 3 CONDITION A

Jable13 6 ACTION 30a _3,3.3 CONDITION A i

Table 3.3 6 ACTION |3}a 3.3.3 CONDITION A

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 131b 3.3.3 CONDITION A
'i

1- Jab _le_3.36 ACTION 32 3.3.3 CONDITION A

3.6.4.1 ACT_ ION a 3.3.3 CONDITION B

: lable13 6 ACTION 30a _3.3.3 CONDITION B |
'

_ Tab,1_e 3.3 6 ACTION 31a _3.3.3 _ CONDITION B |

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 31b 3.3.3 CONDITION B
'

,

: Table 3.3 6 ACTION 32 3.3.3 CONDITION B

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 30b 3.3.3 CONDITION C

| Table 3.3 6 ACTION 31c 3.3.3 CONDITION C

Table 3.3 6 ACTION 32 3.3.3 CONDITION C

_3.,6 4 1 ACTION b 3.3.3 CONDITION D
m2

^

_3 6.4_11 ACTION b 3.3.3 _ CONDITION E
1

lable_3.3-6 ACTION 30b 3.3.3 CONDITION E

lable_3.3 6 ACTION 32 3.3 3 CONDITION E
1

3.6 4J ACTION b 3.3.3 CONDITI_0N F
2

lable_3J._6 ACJION 30.b _3.3.3 CONDIHON F

lable_3J-6 ACTION 31c _.13.3 CONDIT_ ION F

lable 3.3 6 ACTION 3_2 3.3.3 CONDITION Gd

NA 3.3.3 SR Note<

4. AL3 SR a 3.3.3,1 SR

! 4.6.4.1 SR a 3.3.3.1 SR |
d

4.6.4.1 SR b 3.3.3.2 SR

4.3.3.3 SII b 3.3.3.3 SR3

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 14 -Table 3.3.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 1

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 15 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 2

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 2 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 3 i

Table _3,3 6 FUNCT UNIT 3 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 4 j

Table 3.3 6 - FUNCT UNIT 4 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 5

Jable_3 3:6 FUNCT UNIT 11 Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 6
2

Tpble 3 3 6 Note * Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 6 Note a2

lable_3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 8 _Tp le 3.3.3 1 _ FUNGLUNIT 7

Jable 1 3 6 __FUNCT_ UNIT 1 Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 8

Jab]e 3J _6 FUNCLUNIT 1.3 Table 3.3.31 _FUNCT UNIT 9.
..

lable A 3 6 FU_NQTUNIT 10 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 10 .;
'

3JM LCO Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 11
.

i
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ i
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_3.6.4.1 LC0 Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 11-Note b )
~

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 5 Table _3 A3 1 FUNCT UNIT 12 .

Jable_3.36 FUNCT_ UNIT 7 Table 3.3.3 1 FINCT UNIT 13

Jable 3,3 6 _f.UNCT UNIT 12 Table _3.3.3 1 FUNCLUNIT 14 i

Table 3.3 6 -FUNCT UNIT 9 Table 3.3.~,1 FUNCT UNIT 15 j

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 9 T6ble 3.3,31 FUNCT UNIT 16

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 9 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 17
-

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 9 Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 18

Table 3.3 6 FUNCT UNIT 6 Table 3.3.31 FUNCT UNIT 19
.

Table _33.6,_ Note **(New) Table 3.3.31 Note c
1

3.3 3.2 1 LCO 3.3.4 LCO
1 3

3,3.3.2 2_ LC0 _ 3.3.4 LCO ,

3.3.3.2 ACTION .d 3.3.4 ACTIONS Note 1 |
1

13J,2 ACTION Note (New) 3.3.4 ACTIONS Note 2 !
_

3.3.3.2 ACTION a 3 3,4 CONDITION A !
1

13.3.2 ACTION c 3.3.4 CONDITION A :

13Js2 ACTION a 3.3.4 . CONDITION B'

'

13J12 ACTION c .3.3.4 CONDIITION B

1 3 3.2.1 SR a 3.3.4.1 SR
12

1 3 3.2.2 SR 3.3.4.2 SR
'

2

4.3.3,2 1 SR b 3.3.4.3 SR i

.1

NA _3.3.4.4 SR Not Used
.i

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 1 Table 3.3.4 1 FUNCT UNIT la
NA Table 3.3Al FUNCT UNIT lb Not Used<

NA Table 3.3.4 1 FUNCT UNIT Ic Not Used .

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 4 Table _3.3.4 1 FUNCT UNIT 2a ;

NA Table 3 3.41 PJNCT UNIT 2b Not Used2

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT 'INIT 3 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 3a i

Jable 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 2 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 3b

Jable3.35 FUNCT UNIT 9 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 3c ;
'

Table 13 5 FUNCT_ UNIT 6 _ Table 3 3.41 FUNCT UNIT 3d1

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 7 _ Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 3e

Table _3 3 5 FUNCT UNIT 8 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 3e
2

Table 3.3 5 FUNCT UNIT 5 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 4a

,T_able135- FUNCT UNIT 10 Table 3.3.41 FUNCT UNIT 4b
1

. Table 3 3 2 FUNCT UNIT Ba 3.3.5 LC0

Jable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8a 3.3.5 LC0

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8b _,3J15 LCO

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8b 3.3.5 LC0

[ Tab [eT32 .FUNCT UNIT 8e 3.3.5 LC0

Table 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8c - 3.3.5 LCO

Jable 3,3 2 FUNCT UNIT Bd 3.3.5 LC0

;

|

|

!
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.3
:

5/13/97

( Page 13 ( Sorted by ITS ) ;
.

'

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para
.

~

Jahle 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8d 3.3.5 LCO .. !

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT. UNIT 8e 3.3.5 LCO :

Jahle 4J 2 _FUNCT UNIT 8e 3.3.5 _LC0
Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8f 3.3.5 LC0

Jable 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8f 3.3.5 LC0

13,2 ACTION Note (New) _3.3.5 ACTIONS Note 1 -'

Table 3 3 2 Note f 3.3.5 ACTIONS Note 2
1

Table 3.3 2 ACTION .23.a 3.3.5 CONDITION A

Jable_3.3 2 ACTION |23b __3.3.5 CONDITION B1 2

lable_3J1, ACTION 123.c 335 CONDIi!0N C2 11

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 123.d 3.3.5 CONDITION D
'

job [e[3I312 AQ[ ION T23.e 3.3.5 CONDITION E

Jab 1_e A 3 2 i ACTION 23_ ._a _3JJ CONDITJON F

__. JJ CONDITION _F3lable_3J 2 i ACTION 23.b _

Table 3,3 2 ACTION 23.c 3.3.5 CONDITION F

Jable.13 2_ ACTION 23J 3.3.5 CONDITl0N F1 ,

Table 3J22 ACIJON 23 e 3.3.5 CONDITION F :2

NA _3.3.5J SR Not Used

' O
Table 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT Ba_T13J) 3.3.5.2 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8b T-(3 2) 3.3.5.2 ,_SR !2

Jahle 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8c T-(3J) 3 . 3 . 5_,.2 SR
_

Jable_4J 2 FUNCT UNIT 8d_T-(3,2) 3.3.5.2 SR

Jable._4 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 18e T-(3J) 3.3.5.2 SR
2 _

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT BfT-(3,2) 3.3.5.2 SR |

Tahle_4,3 2 Note _{2) 3.3 5.2 SR Frea Note1 2

Table 4.3 2 Note _(3) 3.3.5.2 SR Note

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNJT 8a 3.3.5.3 SR a

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 8a_ CAL R* 3.3.5.3 SR a
'

Table 3 3 3 FUNCT UNIT 8b 3.3.5.3 SR a
t

Table 4.3-2 FUNCT UNIT 8b CAL R* 3.3.5.3 SR a

; Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT Sc 3.3.5.3 SR b.1
Jab]e 4,3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8c CAL R* 3.3.5.3 SR b.1
Table 3.3 3 FUNCTj) NIT 8d 3.3.5.3 SR b.2 :

Table 4 3 2 FUN _QT_ UNIT 8d_ CAL R* 3.3.5.3 SR b.21

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNJ.T 8f _3.3.5.3 SR c.1
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8f CAL R* 3.3.5.3 SR c.1
Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 8e 3.3.5.3 SR c.2
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 8e CAL R* 3.3.5.3 SR c.2

3.3.5.4 SR4,3.2.2 S.R | '

_ _ _ _ _

3.3,3.1 LCO 3.3.6 .j LCO
3JJJ ACIION _a 3.3.6 | ACTIONS
3.3.3,1 ACT_ ION b 3.3.6 i ACTIONS

3. 3.33J ACTION NoteJNew) 3.3.6 ACTIONS Note

O' Table 3.3 4 ACTION 27 3.3.6 CONDITION A

Jable 3.3 2 ACTION 15 _3 3,6 CONDITION B1

. , , . .- _ .__ , __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.3
~ >

'5/13/97

; Page 14 ( Sorted by ITS )

Current TS Improved TS
1

Item Code Para Item Code Para
., ~

Jable_3,3 4 ACTION 27 3.3.6 | CONDITION C

4J.2.1 SR 3.3.6 SR Note'

4.3.2.2 SR _ 3.3.6 SR Note'

4 3_t3.1 SR a 3.3.6.1 SR
1

Table 4.3 2_ FU_NCT UNIT 3c.2 ALT H(1) 3.3.6.2 SR :

Table 4.3 2 Note (1) 3.3.6.2 SR |
Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT 3c.2 HRT ML1) _ 3.3.6.3 SR

-

.

Table 4.3 2 Note _[1)_ 3.3._6.3 SR_ |

1331 SR c 3.3.6.4 SR
12

lable 4.3 2 s FUNCT UNIT 3c.2SRT-Q_ 3.3.6.5 SR

NA 3.3.6.6 SR Not Used

13JJ SR b 3.3.6.7 SR
*

4.3.2.2 SR 3.3.6.8 SR i

!

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.1 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 1

: Table _3 3 3_ ,__FUNCT UNIT 3c.1 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 1

3 Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.1 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 1
'

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.1 Table 3.3.6-1 FUNCT UNIT 1 Note _a

Yable'4.32 FUNCT UNIT 3c.1 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 1-Note a
~

O Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.2 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 2

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3c.2 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 2 4

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.2 Table 3.3.6-1 FUNCT UNIT 2

Table 3.3 4 FUNCT UNIT 2 Table 3.3.6-1 FUNCT UNIT 3.a

lable_L34 FUNCT UNIT 2 Note * Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 3a Note _b

_ Table 3.3 4 FUNCT UNIT 2 Note ** Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 3a Note c
NA Table 3.3.6 1 FUNCT UNIT 3.b Not Used'

NA Table 3.3,61 FUNCT UNIT 3.c Not Used r-

NA Table 3.3.6-1 FUNCT UNIT 3.d Not Used ,

Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.3 Table 3.3.61 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 3c.3 Table 3.3.6 1 FUNCT UNIT 4

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 3c.3 Table 3.3.6 1 FUNCT UNIT 4

3.3.3.1 LC0 3.3.7 LCO

'Thiii.32. FUNCT UNIT _ 9 3.3.7 LCO ,

3 3,3.1 ACTION a 3.3.7 ACTIONS2

3.3.3.1 ACTION b 3.3.7 ACTIONS

13.2 ACTION Note (Newl _3.3.7 ACTION Note

13J.1 ACTION Note _(New) 3.3.7 ACTIONS Note
Table _3,3;2 ACTION 24 3.3.7 CONDITION A

Table 3.3 4 ACTION 28 3.3.7 CONDITION A

lable_3 3;2 AC110N 24 3.3.7 CONDITION B1

Table 3.3 4 ACTION 28 3.3.7 CONDITION B
'

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 24 3.3.7 CONDITION C __

lable 3.3 4 ACTION 28 3.3.7 LCONDITION C

.O Jable_3 3 2 ACTION 24 3.3.7 CONDITION D1

U Table 3.3 4 ACTION
'

28 3.3.7 CONDITION D

, . -- _. . _ _ . . ..-. - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _

--
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.3
'

;5/13/97
page 15- ( Sorted by ITS )

Current TS Improved TS |

Item Code Para Item Code Para >

~
!

NA 3.3.7 CONDITION E Not Used

4.3.2.1 SR 3.3.7 SR__ Note

4.3.3.1 SR a 3.3.7.1 SR

4.3.3.1 SR c 3.3.7.2 SR

NA 3.3.7.3 SR Not Used ,I

NA 3.3.7.4 SR Not Used
'

NA _3.3.7.5 SR Not Used

_ Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT
-

9a T R 3.3.7.6 ! SR
I

. Table _4 3 2 .Notej3) 3.3.7.6 ! SR Note
2

4.3.3.1 SR b 3.3.7.7 SR

Jable 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 9a Table 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT 1 !

9a Table 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT 1-Note a !Table 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT '

!

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 9a Table 3.3.7-1- FUNCT UNIT 1

Table _4J-2 FUNCT UNIT 9a Table 3.3.7 1 FUNCT UNIT 1

Table 3 3 2 FUNCT UNIT 9 (New) Table 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT _21

labl e_3.133 FUNCT UNIT 9 (New) _ Table 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT 2
.

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT_ UNIT _9_LNew) Table 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT 2

lable 3.3 4 FUNCT UNIT 3 Table 3.3.7-1 FUNCT UNIT 3.a

O* Table _334 FUNCT UNIT 3 Tab 1_e_3_,_3. 7 1 FUNCT UNIT 3.b
2

Jable 3.3 _2 FUNCT UNIT 9b Table 3.3.7 1 FUNCT UNIT 4 i

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 9b Table 3.3.7-1 FUNCT UNIT 4
'

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 9b Table 3.3.71 FUNCT UNIT 4 |
|

i

|

I

|
1

|

|

1
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Methodology For Cross-Reference Tables-

The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs, |

Actions, Surve111ances.1 Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the
location of items that have been located out of the improved TS. 3

The cross reference table contains the following columns: *

f

Current TS: :

LC0/SR number (lies) -
,

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification. ;

Requirement code (Cade) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the t

following code:
,

LC0 - The LC0 operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements
SR - The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved ~ specification as the LCO. The i

|cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross- |

reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with !

different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification ,

!in the improved TS).

Paragraph (EAra) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in sese cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,

,

the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. !
Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be ;

" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5, 6, etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the
'

same row (e.g., "a and b"). |

|
. '

* ' Methodology 1 of3 5/1587
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables
,

(Continued)

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in |
NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS |

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
app 1y. 1

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multip1e |

locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross i

reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple i

paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the ,

!

current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS.

Imoroved TS:
l
.

LC0/SR number (Item) - 1

This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated specification or uses the following code: ,

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference i

location).
.

!

Requirement code (Code) - ,

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the !
following code. ,

LC0 The LCO operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements |

SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

.

-In addition, spacific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g., FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures) |

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to )
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

%J
Methodology 2 of3 S/15/97
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables
(Continued)

i

|i

)

,

_ cross reference for the applicability for the specification is 1

only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-!

reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with ,

different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the

,

1

current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
iin the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

. ;

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and4

lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be j
4

appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1431. ;

4

J

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor
relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already ,

adequately addressed by regulations)

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved .

TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique-

to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to ,

l

adequately describe the cross reference. For example, if the
cross reference applic to the entire condition, it is ,

appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the ;

| " Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross-reference is only to
' the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to

" Requirement Code" a3 "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."
,

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS. a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS ,

'

: may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS,-

separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS.= is made for each such paragraph in the current TS. :

'

Hultiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2") !

although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub- |
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs ;

'

such as A.1.1 A.1.2. etc.). |
i

!

Methodology 3 of3 ' S/1S/97
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~ ENCLOSURE 2 :

,..

,

*

i MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS I.
,

4

.
,

Mark-up: i
J

.

SPECIFICATION PAGE
'

. :
2

3 3.1 .. ... . .... ..... ............... .............. .. ... ..... 3/4 3- 1 ,

3 3.2................ .. ........ ................. ............ .... .. 3 /4 3- 16
~

3 3.3.1 .................... ................. ..... ..................... . . 3 /4 3-4 7 !

3.3 3.2................ ............ ................... . ...... ...... 3 /4 3-50 i-
i

3 3.3 3. .. ... . ..... . ................................. .... 3/4 3-53 i

3 3 3.4. ...... ...... ............. ......... ........... . ..... .. 3/4 3 -5 7 |
3.3.4 ............ .. ... .............. ................. ............... 3/4 3 6 o ;

,

i
I

4

Methodology (2 Pages)

4

4

4

J
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i
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|
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

O LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION/O
3.3.1': As a minimum, the Reactor Trip System instrumentation channels and
interlocks of Table 3.31 shall be OPERABLE.

* APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.31.

ACTION:73

As shown in Table 3.3-1.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.1.1 Each Reactor Trip System instrumentation channel and interlock and
the automatic trip logic shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of
the Reactor Trip System Instrumentation Surveillance Requirements specified in
Table 4.3 1.

4.3.1.2 The required REACTOR TRI'd SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME of each; Reactor
trip function shall be dcaenstreted vetified to be within its limit at 1 58 A'
least once per 18 months @MS[8GGERED;TESTisASIsis. tech test shall
include et least era trein such that both trains are tested et least cree
per 35 senths end enc chenici per function such that all chenrels are tested

S, et-least once cycry ti tirc313 ;;;0nths whcre ti is the tetel nu;;ibcr of
j redundent chenacis in a specific ",cactor trip function as shown in the

"Tctel fio, cf Chenacis" colu;;;n of Table 3.31. 1-02 LG

101A$ Sep~atate'ACTIONientryyJ1C4]losedifoOach'Eunst1#n];

!*lNeutroniand336;detectorfate~exc]Uded,Tftom||tesponsi~tjmeltestingi 1 02 LG-

.

Oa
- CPSESMarkup ofCTS 3M.3 3M 3-1 $/]5,97
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E 3.3-1

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
s

M N 1-43 A
TOTAL E. O ''?.?t'd C"."frLS APPLICABLE

FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF_ CHANNELS " "I" 0"E"'",LE -MODES ACTION 1 04.LG

1. Manual Reactor Trip 2 1 2 1, 2 1-
2 1 2 3', 4', 5' ' 9 .-

2. Power Range Neutron Flux
a. High Setpoint- 4 2 3 1, 2 2
b. Low Setpoint 4 2 3 l', 2 2B -1-06-Ls

3. Power Range. Neutron 4 2 3 1, 2 2B :1 06 LS-
Flux High Positive Rate-

4. Not Used

5. Intermediate Range, 2 1 2 l', 28 30||R1 ni 07-ts:
Neutron Flux

6. Source Range, Neutron Flux
a.' Reactor Trip and Indication

1 08-M1) Startup 2 1 2 26 4,ggi
.

2) Shutdown 2 1 2 3', 48, 5' 5, [tl ,1-38 R

7. Overtemperature N-16 4 2 3 1, 2 . 12 Eg ;1 45-M
._

'
,

;

CPSESMarkup ofCTS3M.3 3M 3-2 5/15/97 *
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TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)
.

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

__ REQUIEED MININUM
TOTAL T . O'."MLS O '."rLS APPLICABLE 1-43 A

FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF CHANNELS E EI" 0"E"nE MODES ACTION
1.1 04.LG -

8. Overpower N-16 4 2 3 1, 2 -12 Rig -145 M M

9. Pressurizer 4 2 3 18 6
Pressure--Low

10. Pressurizer 4 2 3 1. 2 6 gg s1 45-M-
Pressure--High

8 611. Pressurizer Water 3 2 2 1
Level--High

12. Reactor Coolant Flow--Low
a. Singic Leap 3/ loop 2/leep in 2/ loop 19 6 -l-57 LG:

eny leep
b. Tw Loops BAcep 2/leep in 2/leep -P 6 :1 57-LG-.

any tw loeps

13. Steam Generator Water 4/stm. gen. 2/sta. r... 3/sta. g... 1. 2 6M 11 45-M .
Level--Low-Low 4n-eny

sta. e...

|
14. Undervoltage- Reactor 4-1/ bus 2 3 18 6

Coolant Pumps
:

|

15. Underfrequency -Reactor 4-1/ bus 2 3 18 6
i Coolant Pumps
:

CPSESMarkup ofCTS3M.3 3M 3-3 SMS/97
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. TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

REQUIRED MIMI M 1 43.g-
TOTAL "0. CVJ0 ELS O??!:255 APPLICABLE

FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF-CHANNELS TO T"IP 0"EPJ.BLE MODES ACTION c1-04 LG-

16. Turbine Trip
a. Low Fluid Oil 3 2 2 l' 619 1 11.L5-

Pressure
b. Turbine Stop Valve 4 4 4 l' 10

Closure

17. Safety Injection Input 2 1 2 1. 2 13
from ESFAS

18. Reactor Trip System
Interlocks

a. Intermediate Range 2 1 2 25 7
Neutron Flux P-6

b. Low Power Reactor
Trips Block. P-7 1 51-LG

1) " 10 Imut 4211pe G rain 2 3 1-2 7{1 1 12-M-

r
2) " 13 Im ut 2 1 2 -1 7--r 1-37 A

c. Power Range Neutron Flux. P-8 43 2 3 1 7c1 1-12-M
d. Power Range Neutron Flux, P 9 43 2 3 1+ 7i1 1 37.A
e. Power Range Neutron Flux. P-10 43 2 3 1. 2 7

~1-12 M-LILTurbine lirstLStageJRressute;Pi13 22 E E g a r f?(:l E M E fj]Eff E M .1 2 2 0 73 23 n1711
1-51 LG

19. Reactor Trip Breakers 8 2 1 2 1. 2 8W ;1 14.A
2 1 2 3' 4', 5' 9

|lEW Reactor *TtipIBreakeritindervoltageT
dBD 1S_ hunt 1TtipiMect!aln sas

E geachIperJRTB [fl17;22!5T1911 1-14-A
E2i1Leachjper;RTB L3'C4*id5'd Efe9 .1 14-A

20. Automatic Trip and 2 1 --2 1. 2 13
Interlock Logic 2 1 -2 3', 4*. 5' 9

CPSES A1arkup ofCTS3M.3 3H 3-4 SMS/97
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IglE 3.31 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATIONS ,

:

Only if the ree ter trip br;;ker; happen to be in the cic;cd position*

end the Control Rod Drive System is capable of rod withdrawa11or3]], 1 55 LS
< ,

Contro1WOnQetZf#11rdasettsd.

Below the P 6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux Interlock) Setpoint.6

'

Below the P 10 (Low Setpoint Power Range Neutron Flux Interlock)*

Setpoint.

8 Above the P 7 (At Power) Setpoint

. Deleted. ;*

.1-57-LG iAbove the P-0 (3-leep fl w permissive) Setpoiat-'

1 57 LG'

* Above the P-7 end bci s the P O Setpoints.-
,

DeletedAboyeithe:Pj6MIntermedjate'Jange:Neut g ElugInter]ock). .1 07 LS |"
.

Setpoint]
;

; Above the P 9 (Reactor trip and Turbine trip Interlock) Setpoints,'
s

) 3 Incl uding ~any3JBibypass; breakers:teckqdlip!!andiclosedjor,ipypass,1Jjg T14, A_
EATB2

!

h

?

)
!

I

I
,

|

|

1

l
|

|
'

l

O
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TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)

ACTION STATEMENTS

(G'j Bdqujred Channels OPE"XLE rcquircmcat. restore the inoperable
ACTION 1 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Hfnm 1 43 A1

channel to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in HOT '

STANDBY within the next 6 hours.

ACTION 2 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Totel 143 A
Numbcr of Beguired Channels STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION
may proceed provided the following conditions are satisfied:

a. The inoperable channel is placed in the tripped
condition within 6 hours,

b. The tiinimum Channels OPEPXLE requircm:nt is met; 1 43 A
howcVer. Note:).the inoperable channel or another
channel may be bypassed for up to 4 hours for
setpoint adjustmentior surveillance testing per 1 17 A
Specification 4.3.1.1, and

c. Either, THERMAL POWER is restricted to less than 1 18 LS

or equal to 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER cnd the
Powcr Rcnge "cutrcn riux Trip Scipcint is reduced to
less then or cqual to 05 of "ATED T!!EPu"AL POWER
within 4 12 hours: or, ifdthe;powet range' neutron
flux)1nput:to1the:0UADRANT POWER TILT RATIO 1.s
jpoperablef the:QPTR is monitored at least once 1 53 Ap per 12 hours * pe'r Specification 4.2.4.1.

d
(teW ptherwj seZbe;j njiOT;SIANDBY.;wi thi n.12_houts2

ACTIONZI)J Withithe number:of_0PERABLE'channelsionerless1than;the 1 06 LS
Beguired . Channels;1STARTUP;and/or POWER:0PERATION may. proceed
ptoyjded_th0foljowing;conditionsf are2 satisfied:: 1 45 M

M Theli poperable: channel |ii s. pl aced ;irEtheitti pped
90Bdition:withirt6|houts;

N Note Ethe;1 nopetabl e; channel ;or2 anotheri channel: pay |be
hypassedfdorJupito ;4 thours3 forisurveil_l anceitestj ngion

1 17 Asetpoigt: adjustments;

c] Otherwisenbelin: HOT _SIANDBLwjthinithenext:6;houts;

ACTION 3 - With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the Minimm 1 43 A
Required; Channels CPCPXLE ccquircment end-with-the TiiER"AL
POWER icycl.

c. "clow the " 5 (Intermediate-Range Ncutrca Flux _1-07 LS

intericc0 Sctpoint-testore the inopcrable channel to
CPCPELE stetus prior tc increasing Ti!ER"AL POWE" above
the "-0 Sctpotet- 1 53 A

n
(j TNatZrequRed ;to~be: performed 1until 12 houts aftetiinput;from'on' power

rangeineutroMlut changel_j nput itof,QPTR,i s; i noperabl e1and ; THERMAL 1POWERii s-

E7.5L8TPJ

CPSESMarkup of CTS 3N.3 3N 3-6 S/13/97
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TABLE 3.3 1 (Continued)

ACTION STATEMENTS (Continued)p)\
b. Abovc the P-0 (Intermediate Rangc "cutron flux Interlock)'#

Setpoint but below 10! cf RATED Ti|ER"AL P0"ER. With11)
i!4; hours,5 restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE 1 07 LS
status prior tc increasing "|ER"AL P0"CR otIred0cd
THERNALIE0WERZtoll e.ss]tharFE! 6:Vtlincrease; THERMAL,
POWER..to above_10Epf RATED 3ERMAliROWER.]

6CTI0fC3I13 Withithe:numbecof! channels 0PERABLEEt1WI)6ssithen~the 1.oy.ts

8 equi red ;C.hannel s S immedi ately; suspend!operationsli nvo) Vj ng
positivereactivjtyladditionsiand;withinl21houtstreduc.e

.

IHERMAliPOWER to dessuthan f ,6]

1 43 A
ACTION 4 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Minimum

BequjredChannelsOPEPRLC requirc; cat, immediatelyjsuspend 1 08.H
all operations involving positive reactivity changes.

1-08 MACTION;4Ti Withino; source:rangelneutronMuCchanne]s' operable 7
1mediateJy open;theJTBs;

ACTION 5 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the HW 1 43 A
Required' Channels OPEPE LE requircmcat, restore the inoperable
channel to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or within the next 1 38 4
hour open the reactor trip brc;kers and suspend all opcrations
invciving pcsitivc reactivity changes fullEinsertia'J1; rods 1 55-LS
and.p) ace the:. Rod 1. Control:Systemljga"conditioglincapablelof

(V) tod withdraWa);Withincthe;0 ext;houtB

ACTION 6 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the W 143 A
Number-of Required; Channels, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION
may proceed provided the following conditions are satisfied:

a. The inoperable channel is placed in the tripped condition
within 6 hours, and

b. The tiinimum Chenacis OPEPELE requircmcat is mct; 3 43 A
howeveer NoteGthe inoperable channel or another
channel may be bypassed for up to 4 hours for j

surveillance testing per Specification 4.3.1.1 i

dew. Otherwi se~~ reduce 2fERMAl20WEll;tollessithagflZ;91thjD 1 61-M
the;next1boutsj

l

ACTION 7 - With less than the M4mmum]equjr_edjNumber of Channels 1 52- W l

lOPERABLE. within I hour determine by obscrvatica of the
essociated permissive annunciater-windcw(s) that the interlock ~1 43 A
is in its required state for the existing plant condition, or 1 12 H
epply Spccification 3.0.3. belin atlleastlHOTiSIANDBMithig
the next T hours?

(-
( i

LI
|

CPSESMarAup ofCTS3N.3 3M 3-7 S/1S/97
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- TABLE 3.31 (Continued) <

ACTION STATEMENTS (Continued)
.

EL10!I2 Rig Withness1thanithelRequited;ChannelsiOPERABLErpithin31 bout)
>

detemipelthat2thelinterloci;Il s'inIttsIroquj redistatelorithe 1-12 M-

pistincip_lantconditionsror; bel 1LMODEi2J.Wtthinlag ;

addjttona1J61 hour 34
i

ACTION 8 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the MWmum 1 43 A
'

Requiredichannels OPEPO LE requirc..;at.Erestore;the;channe]!to
1 13 LS 1QEERABLEfistatos"Withjpl11hourlor be in at least HOT STANDBY

within thernext 6 hours: however, one channel may be bypassed
for up to 2 hours for surveillance testing per Specification ,

4.3.1.1 or maintenance, provided the other channel is OPERABLE.

ACTION 9 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the HMmum 1 43 A-
'

Bequjred Channels OPEPXLC requir; .;at, restore the inoperable
channel to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or ogn the reactor ,

Itrip br;ders .;ithin the rat hcur. fullyiinsettiall rods;and - 1 ss Ls :
placCthe' Bod: Con _tro11Systealin"a!conditjon;10 capable"of rodt
Withdtawa11withinithe:Dextihour;]

i

ACTION 10- With the number of OPERABLE channels less than the Total Nu;;;ber 1 43 A
ef Required Channels (

3 g operation may continue provided the inoperable channels
(V are placed in the tripped condition within 6 hours;

boWever$1anItnoper~ahljpHoWiflyid;oiHptessutgittj p
channel 2mey;belp.ypas. sed forlup;toldl. hours"fot'

.I'll,LS
sutyej]Jance; testing;ofotherZchannels|,Iot .'

DW Beduce;T}lERM6L;I.P_0WElttoJgssithaplP 91 kith 103DootsJ,

I
ACTION 11- With one of the diverse trip features (undervoltage or shunt trip'

attachment) inoperable, restore it to OPERABLE status within
A8 hours or declere the br; der inegrable end apply ACTION-B
heltrCattl east!NOTiU6NDBDithinitheMxtXhouts . The :1 14 A-
breaker shall not be bypassed while one of the diverse trip
features is inoperable except for the time required for
performing maintenance to restore the breaker to OPERABLE status,i

during which time ACTION 8 applies.
,

.

O
V
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I f E 3.3 1 (Continued)

[ ACTION STATEMENTS (Continued)
\_

&L-.. *l" & i.AL-fJ AL. m._L-- .X MMr*M A M1 P mL - - - 1 - -- 1-..
t.T , A LA f'*T T AM 1M

b3IU b5 N 3VbWbfI b5lb INI V5 Vi ti sv' Men-l b5#U33ub J V8tb 5bJJF'1V I A VT1 45

f,"1.*m*F1 in . . ,V ,f . Mh.d ff'*M MMr*M A T. T.fMI
-JM,,..L-. f* L -

m- 1. .*. . A M . v. _ m -> m m un
.A .. ,., . 1 50 A'.v .-. v. b. . ,

prec;cd provided the f;11;wir.; conditiers era etisfied; ,

1 "'
s. The inoperable cher.nel is pieced in the tripped

condition within 5 haurs and

b. The ;;inir.u;a Channels OPE"#L requirc.. cat is at.
houcv'r the ineparable cher,nci or encther cher.nel
F.ey be b pessed for up to 4 hours for surveillence
testing per Specificaticr.s 4.3.1.1 or 4.2.5.4.

ACTION 13- With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the MWmum
Begjresj hannels OPE, A"LE requircrc.;nt, restore the inoperable"

,

1 43 Achannel to OPERABLE status within 6 hours or be in at least
,

1 HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours: however, one channel may
be bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing per'

Specification 4.3.1.1. provided the other channel is OPERABLE.

.i
V

'

.

%
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TABLE 4.3-1
'

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

TRIP
ANALOG ACTUATING MODES-FOR

~ 1'" A
CHANNEL DEVICE WHIGH

CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL ACTUATION SURVE4tBNGE
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK. CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST IS-REOUIREB-

1. Manual Reactor Trip N.A. N.A. N.A. Rf-14} N.A. 1, 2, 3*r-45
1-32 LG~5'

2. Power Range, Neutron
Flux -

a. High Setpoint S D(2, 4). Q N.A. N.A. 1-2
m, n

'07 * R * 1-21 A,

m. w.

R(4. 5)

b. Low Setpoint S R(415) S/U(1?9) N.A. N.A. F, 2
- 1 22 M -p(911U
1 39-A-

3. Power Range. Neutron N.A. R(4;5~t' 8) Q N.A. N.A. 1, 21
1-23 A-Flux, High Positive Rate ,

1-39-A

4. Not Used

5. Intermediate Ra:Ge, S R(4. 5) S/U(119) N.A. N.A. P-2
'1-22-M jNeutron Flux Q(911]),

6. Source Range. S R(4.13) S/U(159). N.A. N.A. 2*. 3,4.5 ;1 22-M *

Neutron Flux Q(911])

!

|
,

i
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TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMFNTS

'

TRIP
ANALOG ACTUATING MODES-FOR

CHANNEL DEVICE WHEH
'l'44'A

'

CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL ACTUATION SURVE M ANGE
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK. CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST IS-REGBIRE9-

7. Overtemperature N-16 S D(2.4), Q N.A. N.A. 1-2
M(3.4).
Q(4,6). :-1-21-A
R(4,5D8)

'

3.1-23 A

8. Overpower N-16 S D(2,4), Q N.A. -N.A. 1-0 :1-11-A-.

R(4,5HQ) c1-23 A

i 9. Pressurizer Pressure-- S R Q(8) N.A. N.A. 48

Low
1

10. Pressurizer Pressure - S R Q N.A. N.A. 1, 2

High

11. Pressurizer Water S R Q N.A. N.A. 4'
Level--High

12. Reactor Coolant S R Q N.A. N.A. 48
F1ow--Low

13. Steam Generator S R Q(8) N.A. N.A. 1-2
Water Level--
Low-Low

'

i
CPSESMarkup of CTS 3M.3 3/4 3-11 S/15 8 7 i
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V TABLE t- J (Continued)

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREENTS

TRIP
ANALOG ACTUATING MODES-FOR

CHANNEL DEVICE WHIGH

CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL ACTUATION SURVElttANGE 1-44-A-
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST ErREGUIREB-

14. Undervoltage--Reactor N.A. R N.A. Q(10) N . A.- 4*
Coolant Pumps

,

15. Underfrequency- Reactor N.A. R N.A. Q(10), N.A. ' 48 1/16 LS-
Coolant Pumps

16. Turbine Trip
a. Low Fluid N.A. R N.A. S/U(1).10) N.A. l' *1-24 LS:

011 Pressure
b. Turbine Stop Valve N.A. R N.A. S/U(13 10) N.A. l'

Closure >1 24 LS-

17. Safety Injection N.A. N.A. N.A. R N.A. 1-2
Input from ESFAS

18. Reactor Trip System
Interlocks

a. Intermediate Range N.A. R(4) R N.A. N.A. E'
Neutron Flux P-6

b. Low Power Reactor
Trips Block P-7
1) Power Range N.A. R(4) R N.A. N.A. 1-2

Neutron Flux P-10
2) Turbine First N.A. R R N.A. N.A. 1

Stage Pressure
P-13

CPSESMarkup ofCTS3H.3 3M 3-12 5/15)97
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TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

TRIP
ANALOG ACTUATING MODES FOR
CHANNEL DEVICE WHICH

CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL ACTUATION SURVEILLANCE 1 44-A
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST IS RE00 IRED

18. Reactor Trip System Interlocks (Continued)

c. Power Range Neutron N.A. R(4) R N.A. N.A. 1
Flux, P-8

d. Power Range Neutron N.A. R(4) R N.A. N.A. 1
Flux, P-9

e. Power Range Neutron N.A. R(4) R N.A. N.A. 1--2
Flux, P-10

19. Reactor Trip Breaker N.A. N.A. N.A. M(7.11) N.A. 4dd'dM' 1 32 LG

Newj ReactorATr;1p;BteaktUndet5iNIAltshpiNJAPHggg& Am2ntiMQ)WMR?fg N!Agytggg ~1-32 LG
Bavoltagegand;ShunthTr.ip _1 14.x
REliMe. char 11 sag

20. Automatic Trip N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. M(7) 4d49%*
and Interlock Logic

21. Reactor Trip N.A. N.A. N.A. N(Z,15) N.A. I'd+dMg= 1 32-LG-
Bypass Breakert pgg

,

CPSESMarkup ofCTS3N.3 3M 3-13 S/l5/97
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TABLE 4.3 1 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATIONS ,

\ Only if the reector trip breders heppen to be in t|i--cicscd position 1-44 A'

and the Cor. trol Red Driv; Systca; is capdie of red withdr w:1.
\

Sciow P-5 (Internediate Range hatron riux Interled) Setpoint*

Scisw P-10 (L;w Setpoint Icwcr Range tutren Flux Interled) Satpoint.'

1

Above tFa P 7 (At Icwcr) Sctpoint.'

,

Above the P 0 (Reactor trip on Turbine trip Interled) S:tpoint.'

>

WherEtacked!10:and3]osediforA ypassing:a~reactot3tip|, breaker] 1 14 Ab8
,

(1) If not performed in previous BE 9.2 days. 1 24-LS |

.(lal"21finotlperformedlin; previous 31: days? 1 24 LS. ;

,,

(2) Comparison of calorimetric to excore power and N 16 power
indication withiK?,41hourslaftetiTHERMALOPOWERiis above 15% of

'

RATED THERMAL POWER. Adjust excore channel and/or N 16 |

channel gains consistent with calorimetric power if absolute 1 25 A
difference of the respective channel is greater than 2%. The ,

provisions of Specification 4.0.4 ;re not applicabic for entry
, _ i _ mm,- , _ _ ,
n.m . ~m. . w. , _ .

'O (3) Single point comparison of incore to excore AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE .
'

X,) within'24:hou.rsTaft'et; THERMAL: POWER]sZ50Eebeve 15% of
RATED THERMAL POWER. Recalibrate if the absolute difference -l 25-A- ;is greater than or equal to 3%. For the purpose of these

'

surveillance requirements. "H" is defined as at least once per i'

'

31 EFPD. TPa provisions of Specification 4.0.4 ore not
opplicable for catry into |iODE 1 or 2. ;

,

(4) Neutron and N 16 detectors may be excluded from CHANNEL ,

CALIBRATION.'

i

(5) Detector plateau curves shall be obtaired and evaluated. For
the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux. Power Range Neutron Flux 1 26 LG !

and N 16 channels, the provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are
not applicable for entry into MODE 1 or 2. i

t

(6) Incore Excore Calibration, ebeve ivithip'72: hours ~after |
behievinglequilibr.1.um3onditionslaboyeJ75% of RATED THERMAL -1 25.A i

POWER. For the purpose of these surveillance requirements "Q" |
,

.

1s defined as at least once per 92 EFPD. The-provisions of !

Specificat4cn 4.0.4 are not opplicable for e .try into tiOCE 1 or
ih:

(7) Each train shall be tested at least every 62 days on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS. ;

,,
'm

'|
.

I
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' TABLE 4.3 1 (Continued)

- TABLE NOTATIONS (Continued)

(8) The MODES specified for these channels in Table 4.3 2 are more
restrictive and therefore applicable.

(9)- Quarterly andJprlorito2startupJsurve111ances in H0 DEST. 3', 1 22-M
4', and 5' shall also include verification that permissives P 6
and P 10 are in their required state for existing plant 11 28 A-
conditions by 2scrvation of the p;r;iniv; ennuncieter 1-52 LG~
window.

(10) Setpoint verification is not applicable.

(11) 'r. .L . T.MTn no . t R A*P.T M.m/* m_ . .T f* r m m.m ..TrutaiT. Pr.'r J. ~J - - - J - 11. ,. 1<32 LGA f*T MPU MMPMAT L 11

M. .u. m. om wm m. .~ . sys ~s. . .

verify the 0"C"XILI"I cf the underv;1te,; er.d shunt trip
etteet.-.;nts ;f the re nter trip bru kers.

(12) Deleted.

(13) 'dith the high velte.,e setting veri;d G recc. T:Tded by the -1 26 LG
renufecturer. en initial discriminster bin curve shell b;
;; nured for ee d detecter. Subs;;uat discrimineter bies
curva 2 ell b; stair,ed. cveluete: end cc-pered to tra initiel--

curves.

(14) The-TRTM no . t l A".rT M,~/* M.PU. .T f*,r MMPM A T, T rui. .. .. . _ . P r,*r. ,, L 1 1, J,,
J- - J-

A.1.,7. 71 32 LG-T.A f**r
,~ ~,rs ~s .., m . m m.m

verify tha 0"E"X ILI"I of tre ur.dervelteg; end 2 ant trip
Q circuits for tra .'ienuel ",a cter Trip ranction. The test sell
(,.) els; verify tra 0"E"X IL "I cf tra " w a s "rc her trip

,

circuit's). ;

(15) Local manual shunt trip prior to placing breaker in service.

(16) 'utemetic underveltege trip. 1 32 LG
4

4

1121 IbeICH4fff.LI(PEJATIONALUESTisha]]Itte~petfoogeCtrithJKMihoot# 31 22.M . I

afterJzeducing tentaalgitslolforlthcoter;2angeland )
10tfoamtmpage30strumentatioKandMthircoutslafte ti 27.LS :

todocim:poweribeloWPd61forithelsoorce] range 11nstrumentation] |

lii'101DptfomeOd%MU3hereviouf192sdays;KWitbithe7md4 |
itotifu1M1DHttediordcappblCofJtod31thdrawalEthe30IltsJot

require 0ptiolr tolentetingJ10DE91ftgEtt0DE12iuttt11r4thoutsTaftet j
saterJm11nto~tRDE91 i

i

(181 LI)c}udeQettfjcaf oglofitjme30nstagts, i$ete;applicablel 1 23 Al _

.

1

I

|
|

!
1

1

J

|

|
|
i

:
1

)
|
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INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.2 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

(~h
(v) LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

12 01 A

3.3.2 The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)
instrumentation channels and interlocks shown in Table 3.3 2 shall be OPERABLE 2 03 LG
with-their Trip Setpcints set arul consistent with the &11ogable, values shown
in the Trip Setpoint ccian of Table 3.3 3.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3 2

ACTION:*if

e- With an ESTAS Instru;catetica or Interled Trip Setpoint 2 04 LG
trip isss ccascrvative then tre valuc shown in the Trip
Sctpoint cci an but ar. ore ccascivative then the volus :

shown in the Alicwsbic Voluc ccian of Tabic 3.3-3. adjust
the Sctpcint censistent with the Trip Satpcint valuc.-

b- With en ESIAS Instru;catetica or Interic d Trip Sctpcint 2 04 LG4ess ccascivetiv; then th; voluc shcan in the A11cweble '

Value colan of Table 3.3 3, deciere the chenaci
incperable end apply the applicabic ACTION stetc; cat
requircccats of Table 3.3-2 until the chenrel is rcstcred -

to 0"E"# LE status with its Setpoint edjusted censistent

f with the Trip Sctpcint value. ;
1

x
c. With ESFAS instrumentation channel or interlock |

inoperable, take the ACTION shown in Table 3.3 2.

*sSepe tate:'ACIIO! Cent.ryli sial. @NINCf00aCMf#nct10fQ 1 01 A-l

.

!
I

0
;
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i INSTRUMENTATION ;

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHERTS
x
i

d 4.3.2.1 Each ESFAS instrumentation channel and interlock and the automatic
actuation logic and relays shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of
the ESFAS Instrumentation Surveillance Requirements specified in Table 4.3 2.

I

4.3.2.2 The regujred ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIME of each
ESFAS function shall be dc.eastrated iterified to be within the limit at 1 02 G
lea,st once per 18 monthst,oDIalSM.GGEBED hcEBSIS;,'_' _Cech test,_shell____

'

,

i _ , . ...os
_; __. um,__.2. _ ,___, ___ .__ _ ..._m <_. <_ .__,__ __

1 58 A'.son ,s . .m. ., .s.. -,,s . . . . . mn suo. -voo ...n., . . .

per 30 .enths end ere chear.cl per 'ur.ction such that ;11 cheni,cis are '

tested at least cree per ti tires IS s.or,ths whcre ti is the total aus.ber of
redsndent chennels ir. a spccific ESIAS functica es shown in the " Total !!c. cf
e t _ u_ ,_,s_ ,. _ . mob. _ _ , , _ t.,. s___

, , ,

un ,. v. . s. m.

!

This surveillercc test interval is cxtended to 24 s.enths for*

,m
_____ 1 31-Am, u _ m m..J, ._ __._.,_ ,_ _,,__ .._ ,, u. ____,_ ,__ _,

n._..,......s,.~m. ... ...m. . . . . . . ..m m..v . m m. . ..
refueling cutage for 'Jnit 2. for the icilowing furetions and
A ,,_ 4

4, ._ ., 2 _ _ _2,gne wume mu
... ... 2,,__ e__2.._c.,_.,.. ,_,__,:__ r.eene, .n .u..

_ ,_.,_,a__ ~m....,... ...s m m. . s.m ,. _ . m ..... m.. .mm ..--

end Ec.ergency Diesel cenerator Operatica cn contain: cat Pressure-
-||igh -1. Pressurizer Pressure- Lou, and Stc= Linc Pressurc
1:ec

O contair.ent Spray P=p on Contai..xat Pressure ||igh 1. and,

V Thcse functicas with respor.se times which are initiated by Loss
Ann c,__,.J. c.. .__ tt_J__.._1.___\ff n __A

g W
Ltl

TV.t f
_,n-.__

ny .i,u y s , W yu. . . g wy J L.It W ,ussTVa..yE/.U, , vi.s .

1

8 NotIrequireditolbe:petformed3or;thcarbine drjven:AFW^ pump'until34 2 40-A
toutslatter2SG|pEessute11sigteatetithanM2ipMg.:

,

i

i

l

.n 4
-

\ f,
1
i
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TABLE 3.3-2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

[REQUI_ RED MIMINUM
TOTAL- NO. C"."fP'"LS C ??'""LS APPLICABLE >l-43 A

FUNCTIONAL UNIT DE CHANNELS " "Ir 0"E"XLE MODES ACTION 1 04 LG'

1. Safety Injection (ECCS. Rcactor Trip. TeeAater Isolation. Control Roca Caerg,cy Rccirculation.
219 LGEsarscicy Oiesel Ocrerator Cpcration. Contair c..t " cat Isciation. Station Service

Mater. Phase A Isciation. Auxiliary feed ater "atcr Driven Pu;;p. Tudire Trip.
C+ rent Cccling Mater. Esscatial '!catilation Systca;. and Contai..~..t Spray Pump}

4

a. Manual Initiation 2 -1 2 1,2,3,4 16 ~

b. Automatic Actuation 2 1 2 1.2,3.4 26
Logic and Actuation
Relays

c. Containment 3 2 2 1,2,3 17
Pressure--High-1

d. Pressurizer 4 2 3 - 1, 2, 3' - 17 i

Pressure--Low

e. Steam Line 3/ steam 2/stc = lire 2/stc= 1, 2. 3' 17
Pressure- Low line in any lire

stc= line

4

|
|

!
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TABLE 3.3-2

OgilNEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATIOE SYSTEM INSTRLNENTATION

REQUIRED -MINIMM
TOTAL M . O ?? 2 5 OPJ":CLS . APPLICABLE il 43 A

-

FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF CHANNELS E RI" 0^E"XLE - MODES ACTION . 1 04.tg

2. Containment Spray

a. Manual Initiation 2 pair i pair 2 pair 1, 2. 3, 4 16
operated-

.

sintite-
c.cas'y

b. Automatic Actuation 2 1 2 1,2.3,4 26
Logic and Actuation
Relays t

c. Containment 4 2 3 1, 2. 3 14
Pressure--High-3

3. Containment Isolation

a. Phase "A" Isolation

!'1) Manual 2 1 2 1,2,3,4 16
Initiation

2) Automatic 2 1 2 1,2,3,4 26'
Actuation
Logic and
Actuation
Relays

3) Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection initiating functions and requirements.
:

,

!
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TABLE 3.3-2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEAT 1RES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

REQUIRED MIMINUM
TOTN~ld. E T M LS C? r LS APPLICABLE :-1 43-A

FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF CHANNELS TO "I" 0"E"nC H0 DES ACTION :1.o4.tg .

3. Containment Isolation (Continued)

b. Phase "B" Isolation

1) Manual Initiation See Item 2 a above. Phase "B" isolation 1, 2, 3, 4 16
- is manually initiated when containment

,

spray function is manually initiated.

2) Automatic 2 1 2 1,2,3,4 26'

Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

3) Containment 4 2 0 1, 2, 3 14
Pressure--High-3

c. Containment Vent :2 20 Al
Isolation

1) Manual Initiation See Item 2.a and 3.a.1 above. Containment 1, 2, 3, 4 15
vent isolation is manually initiated when
Phase "A" isolation function or containment
spray function is manually initiated.

2) Automatic 2 1 2 1,2,3,4 15
Actuation Logic
and Actuation

[~ Relays
,

,

-3) Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection initiating functions and requirements.

!

i
L
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TABLE 3.3-2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEAlijRES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

PEWI_ RED MINIMM
TOTAL E. O rff:ELS Or.""LS APPLICABLE. l'43'A

FLHCTIONAL UNIT OF CHANNELS TO "sI" 0"C" OLE H0 DES ACTION 7104.tg < ,

4. Steam Line Isolation

a. Manual Initiation

1) I divi t:1 1/ste= 11= 1/ste= 11= 1/cp rating 1. 2*:-3" 21 <2 25 A'
St = Lira st = lire

2) System 2 -1 2 1. 2*. 3* 20

b. Automatic Actuation 2 1 2 1, 2*, 3* 19
Logic and Actuation

' Relays

c. Containment 3 2 2 1, 2*, 3* - 17
Pressure -High-2

d. Steam Line 3/ steam line 2/st = line 2/stc= 1, 2* 3' * 17
Pressure--Low in ;ny stc = linc

Mne
'

e. Steam Line 3/ steam line 2/stc = linc 2/stc= 36 * 17
Pressure--Negative in any st; = line *

Rate-High 44m

,

,
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TABLE 3.3-2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES F? _0N SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

REWIRED -m 1 43.g -
TOTAL T. C".".""CLS C| '".'XLS APPLICABLE.

FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF CHANNELS "O Tit!" 0"E"X LE. MODES ACTION 1.e4.tg .

5. Turbine Trip & Feedwater Isolation

a. = Automatic Actuation
: 2-07CLogic and Actuation 2 1 2 1. 28 22

Relays

b. Steam Generator 3/stm. gen.' 2/sta. g... 2/sta g... 1, 2' 17g2
' '"

Water Level-- in-eny 2 07.LS -High-High sts . . . .

c. Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection initiating functions and requirements.

6. Auxiliary Feedwater

a. Automatic Actuation 2 1 2 1. 2, 3 19
Logic and Actuation
Relays

b. Stm. Gen. Water Level--
Low-Low

1) StGrt "stGr-
Driven ;%;ps 4/stm. gen. 2/st;;;. g... 3/st;;;. g... 1,2,3 17 2-09-LG

iG GGy 'n CGCu
Gpeioting OpeToting
sta. gen. st;. gen.

CPSESMarkup ofCTS3M.3 JN 3-22 SAS/97
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TABLE 3 R

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
,

REQUIRED MININUM
TOTAL "d. CTf0: LS OT!!:ES APPLICABLE ~1-43' A .~

FUNCTIONALty;2 0F CHANNELS TO "I" 0"E"X LE MODES ACTION 1 04-LG

5. Auxiliary reed.; ster (ccatinued)
2) Start Turbi c 1/st=. gen 2/st= gen 3 'st= . gen 1. 2. 3d 17 i 2 09-LG -

Driven " ump in any 2 itt-eech
epcrating operating
stm. gen. sim. gca.

c. Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection initiating functions and requirements. - 2-19 LG-
Start ",ctor-Oriven

Ptaps

d. Loss-of-Offsite Power 1/ train 1/ train 1/ train 1, 2, 3 46 30 2 27 A
Stert "otor-Orivcn

2 19 LG."ig s and Turbine-
Oriven " ump

e. Trip of All Main Feedwater 2/AFW pump 2/A"4 pump 1/AT'J pump 1, 2 23e 2_3f 2 10 M<

Pumps-Start " ster-Driven
2-19-LG-g

7. Automatic Initiation of ECCS Switchover to Containment Stmp

a. Automatic Actuation 2 1 2- 1,2,3,4 26
Logic and Actuation
Relays

b. RWST Level--Low-Low 4 2 3 1,2,3,4 17f.A 2 21-LS~

Coincident with: See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection initiating functions {
Safety Injection and requirements. ;

5

.
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TABLE 3.3-2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

REQUIRED MININUM
~

TOTAL NO. C"/00;;LS C"/Jr ES APPLICABLE ' l-43 A '
FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF CHANNELS TO IP 0"E"X,LE MODES ACTION 1 04.tg

8. Loss of Power (6.9 kV & 480 V Safeguards System Undervoltage)

a. 6.9 kV Preferred Offsite
Source Undervoltage 2/ bus 2/bs 1/ bus l', 2', 3', 4' 23a, 23b 2-11-A -

b. 6.9 LV Alternate Offsite
Source Undervoltage 2/ bus 2/bs 1/ bus 1, 2, 3, 4 23a, 23c

c. 6.9 kV Bus Undervoltage 2/ bus 2/ bus 1/ bus 1,2,3,4 23a, 23d

d. 6.9 kV Degraded Voltage 2/ bus 2/ bus 1/bs 1,2,3,4 23a, 23e

e. 480 V Degraded Voltage 2/ bus 2/bs 1/ bus 1, 2, 3, 4 23a, 23e

f. 480 V Low Grid Undervoltage 2/ bus 2/ bus 1/bs 1, 2, 3, 4 23a, 23e
,

9. Control Room Emergency Recirculation

a. Manual Initiation 2 1 2 AM 24
2-12 M112|3 W 5;61and

dur.ingisovementMd
Irradiatedituel
esemblies

E
[ pew { Automati.cIActuation1LogiXandE2ittajn_sEL ;!PMH77CflyJR1172p;4i5;62and.M24 2 47 M

8ctuatioqLRelayg duringMyementEof
irradtated tueli
assemblies

b. Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection initiating functions and requirements.
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TABLE 3.3-2 .

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

|EQULRED MININUM i1 43 A
TOTAL E. O??!TJ O??!rd APPLICABLE'

FUNCTIONAL UNIT O H MINNELS E WI" 0"E"J"LE - MODES ACTION t1 04 LG~

10. Engineered Safety Features Actuation System Interlocks
,

" I'37'A 'a. Pressurizer 33 2 2 1. 2. 3 18
Pressure P-11

i ' b. Reactor Trip. P-4 2 2 2 1, 2. 3 20

11. Solid State Safeguards Sequencer (SSSS)

a. Safety Injection 1/ train 1/ train 1/ train- 1,2.3,4 26
M8'

J2-13 A--
b. Blackout Sequence 1/ train 1/ train 1/ train 1, 2, 3, 4 :25

,

t

4

'
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TABLE 3.3 2 (Continued)

/O TABLE NOTATIONS

\~~)
!Trip function may be blocked in this H00E below the P 11 (Pressurizer Pressure*

Interlock) Setpoint. I

Trip function automatically blocked above P 11 and may be unblocked below P 116

by blocking the Safety Injection on low steam line pressure.

Not applicable if each affected main steam isolation valve and its :2 07 LS*

associated upstream drair, pot isolation valve per steam line is closediand
>

de6ctivated.

2 09 LG
gUsed. The previsier,s of Specificatier. 4.0.4 era r.et oppifceble for er.tryd

..m .- ,.

t

The channel which provides a steam generator water level control signal (if'

one of three specific trip channels is selected to provide input into steam ,

generator water level control) must be placed in the tripped condition within
6 hours and maintained in the tripped condition with the exception that the

'

channel may be taken out of the tripped condition for up to 4 hours to allow
testing of redundant channels.

jNot applicable if Preferred Offsite Source Breaker is open. 2 11-A'

(~N Not: app)j cable;when;allinaitC feedwateGi so] atiorgandj bypas:s3a]jesXe'

V closed;arldideactj yat_edioritsol ated;bDiplosediaanuaDalte] 2-07-LS
,

ACTION STATEMENTS

|

ACTION 12 - Deleted.

ACTION 13 - Deleted. f

1
|e

i

I

i

O !
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TABLE 3.3 2 (CDDtinued)<s
( )
''"' ACTION STATEMEffrS (Continued)

ACTION 14 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the h eel 1 43.A
Number of Required;Chaanels, operation may proceed provided
the inoperable channel is placed in the bypassed condition 10
61 hours and the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is met:orj 2 15 H
he:10]iODEJ3;inith_e])estI6Muts2andJiODE321Lthelfo]loWjbg;Q
hours. One additional channel may be bypassed for up to 4
hours for surveillance testing per Specification 4.3.2.1.

ACTION 15 - With less than the HMkum Requited Channels OPEPXLC
regttfrement, operation may continue provided the containment 1 43 A
pressure relief valves are closed within 4 hours and
maintained closed. 2 20 A

ACTION 16 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Hbimum
Requ_ ired: Channels OPEPXLE requircm:nt, restore the inoperable 1-43-A
channel to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

ACTION 17 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the htel
Number of Required; Channels, operation may proceed provided 1 43.A
the following conditions are satisfied:

I \
(/ a. The inoperable channel is placed in the tripped condition

within 6 hours, and

b. The |iinimum Channels OPEPXLE requircmcat is met, howcVer.
Note:: the inoperable channel or another channel may be
bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing of
other channels per Specification 4.3.2.1.

Other91se~|7b0ip~HODEi3~jithelnext16 hourslandlin~ MOD _Eljnithe 2-08 H
following Ebouts;

.

6CTI,0Ni1Zd] WithitheInumberJof. 0fERABLEEchannelslone:lessJtharCthq 2 08 H
8equited;Cb_annelsHoperation may proceediprovjdedithe
fo]loHj pg;condj tionsiare:satisfi edD j

M Jheijnoperable:cbannel 1.s;pl aced 'jEthe;bypassicondi tion 2 21-LS
Wjthin;6: hours] !

b] Not e : L an: e ddi ti onal '| cha nnelfmay ;_bei byp;a's_ sed f f.o rTup ;_to3 |.

hoursiforf sutveillance; testing;of_o_ther;. channe]s.) '

Otherwise,Ibe~ in1 HOD _E .311r11theinext16;hoursiand.jn_HODEiS11D;the
following~30, hours]

|
,-

]
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TABLE 3.3 2 (Continued)

) ACTION STATEMENTS (Continued)

MTl0N11717, WitKtheinumberlofiOPERABLE3hannelsionellessithanithelRequited
Channels? operatiorEmay;proceediptoyj_dedithelfollowing 2 08-M-

.

>Coaditions;ateIsatisfied;3

M Thelinoperable"channeEj s~pl aced!10the~ttipped3onditiod
utAta161tioptsrand

b] NoteEtheMnoperablefchanne1 [orJanotherichannellm6ylbe
bypassediforlup;t04;houtsIfoNsurve11] anceitesting .of
othetichannelssperiSpecifj catiorG W,:232

iOther:wi self.beli n:tt0 del 311 n;theinexti61 hours;

.

ACTION 18 - With less than the "ini;;;u;;; Nu;;ier of Requited! Channels i.1 43 AOPERABLE, within 1 hour determine by obscrvation of the
essociated per;;;issive annunciator windcu's)-that the interlock 1 52 LG-
is in its required state for the existing plant condition, or ,

epply Specificatica 3.0.0. oribe;1n1MODEt3Mthin~thelnext16 2 14 M
f'houts30d; MODE 3;Mthin2thelfpilowing;63 outs 2
f

ACTION 19 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Mnfmum 1 43 A'~
Required Channels O''EPXL require.. cat, restore the inoperable
channel to OPERABLE status within 6 hours or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and HOT SHUTDOWN within the
following 6 hours: however, one channel may be bypassed for up to
4 hours for surveillance testing per Specification 4.3.2.1
provided the other channel is OPERABLE,

ACTION 20 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the W <1,43.g
'

RequirediNumber of Chanrels, restore the inoperable channel to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within 6 hours and in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following
6 hours.

ACTION 21 - With the number cf 0''EPXLE chenrels cae less then the Total - 2 06 A
Nu;;;ber of Cher,reis, restcrc the ir,cperable chenrel to OPEPXLE i

status within 40 hours or deciere the assccieted velve 1

4fepersbic and take the ACTION required by Specification 0.7.1.5. |
)

ACTION 22 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the h 1 43.A-
Bequir~edlChannels OPtrXL requirc .;nt, restore the inoperable

,. ,

channel to OPERABLE status within 6 hours or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours: however, one channel may be
bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing per
Specification 4.3.2.1 provided the other channel is OPERABLE.

O ;
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' -TABLE 3.3 2 (Continued)
i

ACTION STATEMENTS (Continued) .
;

!

ACTION 23 - a. With the '.unber of OPERABLE channels one less than the.

Tote + Required; Number of Chenrels, operation may proceed #1 43.A-
provided the inoperable channel is placed in the tripped ,

s condition within 6 hours, eri tra "ini = Chencels !t
:0" Patt requir;; at is ;ratKor21amediatelyTanted

Rtiops2focithe311eseligeneratorinadeL1Dopetableiby2tM *2 32 LS--
Asslgf1Powerid1(seligegestotlstattl1Dstrumentation2 |

b. With the number of OPERABLE channels t6so]1ess than the
H+temtmHtequired. Channels OPEW6EE requir;;ent,[testorq[oge 143.A;
channe]ito|0PERABLEistatus~)tithin:one3hourlot declare ;

Preferred Offsite Power inoperable, take the Action -

required by Specification 3.8.1.1,and open the Preferred
Offsite Power Breaker within 6 hourstor;issediatelp t2 32 LS.-

enter 3ctions;fot[the dieseligeneratoCuadelinopetab]g ;

byithe1 Loss ofiPoweridiese12generatoristart
jnstrumentation!. |

c. With the number of OPERABLE channels twoj less than the ;

Hini;;;u;;; Esequired1 Channels 0"EPOLC r;quir ;;nt, ire'stoteCogg 143 A i
channeEto:0PERABLEistatus1within one;houriot declare

'

Alternate Offsite Power inoperable, take the Action i

required by Specification 3.8.1.1, and open the :

O Alternate Offsite Power Breaker within 6 hoursWot
jumeolate1KentprZaRionsifprltheidiesellgeneratorlpide '2 32-LSJ
jnoperablelbyithe;Losslof1Powerldiesellgeneratotistert
instementation;

d. With the number of OPERABLE Channels two] less than the
;;;ini;;;u;;; Required: Channels OPEP# LE requir;;ent,{testoIA /143 A;

kne~Jehanne);tqIORE|tABLElstatusIirithinZonelhourlot
declare the appropriate Train A.C. Emergency Buses
inoperable and take the Action required by Specification
3.8.3.1 for the buses not fully energizedTor; -2 32-LS
jamediatelylenterlactiopsifot;theIdleselj;generatorlande
1GoPetabledby3MILesstofiRgwerid.ieseEgegeta_torlslatt
instrumentation;

,

,

e. With the number of OPERABLE Channels two] less than the - 1 43 A !

mffHetsi Required; Channels 0^C"XL requirc.;nt,;testpre !
pne[channelito10P_ERABLElstatusliitithin:oneIhourlot ;

declare both Offsite Power Sources inoperable, take the ;*

Action required by Specification 3.8.1.1. and open both j
offsite power breakers to the affected bus within 6 i

hoursTordiinnediately:enterlactionsifocithe diesel
generatotmadelinoperabjelby the; Loss;of Poweridjesel 2 32 LS- t

geDetatotistatti10strumentatiop! !
,

-i

J |
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TABLE 3.3 2 (Continued)

ACTION STATEMENTS (Continued)

ACTION;23] f] Wit |CtWe0stROffl0PERABLEit!@tIdt1R!h]Ep0mp
E(Continued) channels 1DnellesRtheshE6 emit |$3NdMIM91ac6Ith( 2 10 M

anapatellisstMeklBGttp3dlSRMlantRtp3nopKabit
chimtlBish1DMEW9tI0 IRE 2|lBEEitKEliBBU311103Ehelf
IMOG

ACTION 24 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the 'I'43'A
Mimmum Be[q01pg!djchannels 0"E"#LE requir;.xr,t, restore the
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within 40 hours 71 days '2-16 LS
or initiate and maintain operation of the affei:tedittein;of
$_he; Control Room Emergency Recirculation System.

WitlCtheinumbeCof;0PERAB_LEIch6nne]EtWJistithari1Requi red
Channels 721mmediatelyipla.ce~one2 train roAKCoDtro1LRoom

-2 26 LS

:-2 26-LS

v}
1 43 A

2-13 A' ,

1 43 A -

2 24 LS-

O
V.
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TABLE 3.3-3 ..

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS
~'

TRIP ALLOWABLE '2 01 A.:

FUNCTIONAL UNIT SETPODIF VALUE
:2 03 LG

1. Safety Injection (ECCS. Rcactor Trip. Tcciater Isolatica. Control Roca E ~ce.cy Recirculation.
2 19 LG-:-[ ccm.cy Dicsci Ocacrator Operation. Centair.. cat Vcat Isclatica. Staticr.

Servica '.! ster. Phase A Isolation. Auxiliary Teeister ".stor Oriscr. Eq.
Tudinc Trip. C@. cat Cooling " ster. Es;i..tial Vcatilation Systca;. end
Ca-. tai..i~..t Spray F g ).

a. Manual Initiation N-A- N.A.

b. Automatic Actuation Logic N-A. N.A,

and Actuation Relays

c. Containment Pressure--High-1 23.2 psig 53.8 psig

d. Pressurizer Pressure--Low E1020 psig 21803.6 psig

e. Steam Line Pressure--Low
'

a. Unit 1 E005 psir 2 593.5 psig*
b. Unit 2 E005 psi t E 578.4 psig*

|
|

:

;

L
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TABLE 3.3-3

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEN INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINIS

TRIP ALLOWABLE ' 2 01-A i
FUNCTIONAL UNIT- SETP0Hff VALUE :2-03-LG~

2. -Containment Spray

a. Manual Initiation N-A. N.A

b. Automatic Actuation Logic N-A- N.A
and Actuation Relays

c. Containment Pressure--High 3 210.2 psig 518.8 psig -

3. Containment Isolation

a. Phase "A' Isolation

1) Manual Initiation Nd- N.A

2) . Automatic Actuation Logic N-A- N.A
^

and Actuatien Relays

3) Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Trip Setpoints and
Allowable Values.

b. Phase "B" Isolation

1) Manual Initiation See Item 2.a above. Phase "B" isolation is manually initiated when
j.. containment spray function is manually initiated.

2) Automatic Actuation N-A- N.A
Logic and Actuation
Relaysi

3) Containment Pressure--High-3 2 18.2 psig _ s 18.8 psig'

.
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TABLE 3.3-3

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

TRIP ALLOWABLE 2 01-A
FUNCTIONAL UNIT SETPOIMF VALUE 2-03-LG

c. Containment Vent Isolation

1) Manual Initiation See Item 3.a.1 and 2.a above. Containment Vent Isolation is manually
2-20 Ainitiated when Phase "A' isolation function or containment spray

function is manually initiated.

2) Automatic Actuation M-A- N.A
Logic and Actuation
Relays

3) Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Trip Setpoints and Allowable
Values.

4. Steam Line Isolation

a. Manual Initiation N-A- N.A

b. Automatic Actuation Logic NA N.A
and Actuation Relays

c. Containment Pressure--High-2 2 5.2 psig 5 6.8 psig

d. Steam Line Pressure--Low
a. Unit 1 E 505 psig' E 593.5 psig*
b. Unit 2 E 505 psig' E 578.4 psig*

e. Steam Line Pressure-
Negative Rate--High 2 100 psi " 5178.7 ps1**
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TABLE 3.3-3 #

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

TRIP ALLOWABLE -2 01-A:
FUNCTIONAL UNIT SETPOINF VALUE

i 2-03-LG-

5. Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation

a. Automatic Actuation Logic N-A- N.A
and Actuation Relays

b. Steam Generator Water
Level--High-High
a. Unit 1 2 82.4t of 5 84.3% of narrow

racia rars range instrument
iratr a ..; span
span

b. Unit 2 2 01.5% of s 83.5% of narrow .
racia rers range instrument
iratr - ..; span
spen

c. Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Trip Setpoints and Allowable
Values.

6. Auxiliary Feedwater ,

a. Automatic Actuation Logic N-A. N.A
and Actuation Relays

CPSESMarkup ofC153M.3 3N 3-34 SMSM7
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TABLE 3.3-3

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

BHP ALLOWABLE 2-01-A

FUNCTIONAL UNIT SETP0HIF VALUE :2 03 LG

6. Auxiliary Feedwater (Continued)

b. Steam Generator Water
Level--Low-Low
1) Unit 1 E 25.0! cf 2 23.1% of narrow

norre,e rars range instrument
tnstrument span,
spen.

2) Unit 2 E 35.4% of a 33.4% of narrow
narre.; rars range instrument
instrm~.J. span.
spen-

c. Safety Injection-Stert See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Trip Setpoints and Allovable 2 19 LG

%ter Oriven ib;;s Values.

d. Loss-of-Offsite Power N-A- N.A

'

e. Trip of All Main Feedwater Pumps N-A. N.A

7. Automatic Initiation of ECCS Switchover to Containment Sump

a. Automatic Actuation Logic N-A- N.A
and Actuation Relays

CPSESMarkup ofCTS3N.3 3M 3-3S S/1st97
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TABLE 3.3-3

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS-

TRIP ALLOWABLE :2 01.A-
FUNCTIONAL UNIT SETPOINF VALUE 2-03 LG~-

7. Automatic Initiation of ECCS Switchover to Containment Sump (Continued)-

'b. RWST Level--Low Low
a. Unit 1 E 40.0t 1 38.9%

of span of span -

b. Unit 2 E 40.0t 2 39.1%
of span of span

Coincident With See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Trip Setpoints and Allowable
Safety Injection Values. -

8. Loss of Power (6.9kV & 480V Safeguards System Undervoltage)-
2-11-0

a. 6.9kV Preferred Offsite Source E5004 Y 55900 V
Undervoltage 14900 V

b. 6.9kV Alternate Offsite Source E5004 Y 55900 V
Undervoltage 14900 V

c. 6.9kV. Bus Undervoltage 12037 Y 21935 V'
53450 V t

d. 6.9kV Degraded Voltage E5054 Y 15933 V .. !

e. 480V Degraded Voltage 2439-V 2435 V |

f. 480V' Le Grid unriavoltage t447-V 2443 V

l
'i
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IM LE 3.3-3

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM I%TRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS
__

WIP ALLOWBLE ' 2M-A'.
FUNCTIONAL UNIT SRPOINF .VALUE 12-03 LG ',

9. Control Roost Emergency Recirculation
t2 12 M:

a. Manual Initiation N-A. N.A

M Blitomst1 N _s NiAJ ~ 2 47 M -MN|fjCM8%10ER$3y1
~

b. ' Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Trip Setpoints and Allowe.ble
Values. -

10. Engineered Safety Features Actuation System Interlocks
_

a. Pressurizer Pressure, P-11 ,

1) Unit 1 21 %^ psig 51975.2 psig
2) Unit 2 21".~0 psig $1976.4 psig

,

b. Reactor Trip, P-4 N-A- N.A ;

.

11. Solid State Safeguards Sequencer N-A- N.A
,2 13 A.'

(SSSS) -

i:

|
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TABM 3;3-3 (Continued) )

i
TABLE. NOTATIONS :

ITime constants utilized in the lead-lag controller for Steam Line Pressure Low are*

3 2 50 seconds and ig 5 5 seconds. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall ensure that these :-

1.

J time constants are adjusted to these values. |
- |

.
The time constant utilized in the rate lag controller.for Steam Line |**

Pressure Negative Rate High is greater than or equal to 50 seconds. CHANNEL |
CALIBRATION shall ensure that this time constant is adjusted to this value, j

I

!
i

!
t

j -!
.' |

!4

i

A

i
+

'

;

i |
J

I

i' |

O |
|
1

!

i
r
;

i
I
s

4 |

|
'

i

!

i'

,

:

|
*

!
'

;
.

:
;
!

v

., 5

! %f, !L ;
f

!
;
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ABLE 4.3-2 )
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

_

TRIP
ANALOG ACTUATING M00ES- 1 # 'A
CHANNEL DEVICE MASTER SLAVE TCR L" ICH

CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL ACTUATION RELAY RELAY SURVE4&nNGE
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST TEST TEST 19-REOUIRED

1. Safety Injection (ECCS. Rcactor Trip. Taeister Isolation. Control Roc- E .arsccy Recirculation. Ere. ,..cy
Dicsci Ocacrator Operation. Contair.;~nt Vent Isciation. Station Scrvice L'ater. Phase A
Isciation. Auxiliary feeister ".ator Driven "u;;;p Turt.inc Trip. Cw.~..; C; cling "eter. :.2 19 LG-

.

Esscntial Vcntilation Systi.;... and Ce..tair;;~nt Spray Pu;;;p).

a. Manual Initiation N.A. N.A. N.A. R N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2, 3. 4

b. Automatic N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. M(1) N(1) 0 1.2.3.4
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

c. Containment S R 0 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3
Pressure--High-1

d. Pressurizer S R Q N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3
Pressure--Low

e. Steam Line S RiSI Q N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3 1 23 A'Pressure--Low

I

|
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k. TABL .3-2

,

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SLRVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

TRIP
A"ALOG ACTUATING MODES 1 44.g
CHANNEL DEVICE MASTER SLAVE ET h"|IGH

CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERATIr. : ACTUATION RELAY RELAY SURVE4 &4NGE
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST TEST. TEST. IS-REWIREB

: 2. Containment Spray

a. Manual Initiation N.A. N.A. N.A. R N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3. 4

. b. Automatic N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. M(1) M(1) Q 1, 2. 3. 4
- -Actuation Logic

and Actuation
Relays

c. Contairment S R Q N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3
Pressure--High-3

3. Containment Isolation

a. Phase "A" Isolation

1) Manual N.A. N.A. N.A. R N.A. H.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3. 4
Initiation

2) Automatic N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. M(1) M(1) Q 1. 2, 3, 4
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

3) Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Surveillance Requirements.
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ENGIKERED SAFETY FEATlRES ACTUATION SYSTEN INSTRlNNTATION SLRVEILLANCE REQUIREENTS

TRIP
ANALOG ACTUATING MBBES y1,44,g
CHMOIEL DEVICE MASTER SLAVE FOR-46HGH

-

CHMOEL CHANNEL CHM 8EL OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL ACTUATION RELAY RELAY SERYEi&ANGE
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CECK CALIBRATION TEST TE57 LOGIC TESI TEST TEST 4G-REGlHREB

3. Containment Isolation (Continued)

b. ~ Phase "B" Isolation

1) Manual Initiation See Item 2.a above. Phase "B" isolation 1s manually initiated 1, 2. 3. ?
whwi containment spray function is manually initiated.

'2) Automatic N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N(1) M(1) 'Q ' 1. 2. O . 4 -
' Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

3) Containmerrc S R Q N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1, 2. O
Pressure--High-3

c. Containment Vent Isolation
,2-20 At-

1) Manual Initiation See Items 3.a.1 and 2.a above. Containment vent isolation 1. 2. 3. 0
is manually initiated when Phase "A" isolation function or
containment spray function is manually initiated.

2) Automatic N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. M(1)- M(1) Q 1. 2. O. 4
Actuaticq Logic
and Actuat!on
Relays

3) Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Surveillance Requirements.

1
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b TABL .3-2
. .

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SLRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

'

TRIP
ANALOG ACTUATING MODES 1 44 3
CHANNEL DEVICE MASTER SLAVE FOR-WHKH

CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL ACTUATION RELAY RELAY SURVERLANGE
FUNCTIONAL LHIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST TEST TEST M-REQUIREB

4. Steam Line Isolation

a. Manual Initiation N.A. N.A. N.A. R N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3

b. Automatic N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. M(1) M(1) 0 1. 2. 3
Actuation Logic
and Actuation

' Relays

c. Containment S R Q N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3
Pressure--High 2

d. Steam Line S R(5), Q N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3 1 23 A-: !

Pressure--Low

e. Steam Line S R(5), Q N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. -3
1 23-A:-Pressure--Negative 1-

Rate-High

5. Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation

a. Automatic N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. M(1) M(1) Q 1. 2
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

b. Steam Generator S R Q N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2
i Water Level-- .

High-High

c. Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Surveillance Requiremats.
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ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTR'JMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREENTS

TRIP
ANALOG- ACTUATING N00ES 1,44,g.
CHANNEL DEVICE MASTER SLAVE FOR-WIEH

CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL ACTUATION RELAY RELAY.' SURVERtANGE
FUNCTIONAL UNIT- CHECK CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST TEST TEST M-REGlHRED '

6. Auxiliary Feedwater

a. Automatic N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. M(1) M(1) Q 1, 2. 3' I
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

b. Steam Generator S R Q N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .1, 2. 3

Water Level--
Low Low

c. Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Surveillance Requirements.
1

d. Loss-of Offsite N.A. R N.A. Q M(3. 4) N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3 12 17-LS
i Power

e. Trip of All Main N.A. N.A. N.A. R N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2
Feedwater Pumps

7. Automatic Initiation of ECCS Switchover to Containment Sump

a. Automatic N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. M(1) M(1) Q 1, 2. 3. 4
Actuation Logic ;

and Actuation !
Relays

[

b. RWST Level-- S SR Q N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3. 4
Low-Low
Coincident With :

Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Surveillance Requirements. ;
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TABLE 4.3-2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEN INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

TRIP
ANALOG ACTUATING MODES 1 44.g
CHANNEL DEVICE MASTER SLAVE FOR-MHEH

CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL ACTUATION RELAY RELAY SURVEIEEANCE
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST TEST. TEST IS-RE0UIRED

8. Loss of Power (6.9kV & 480V Safeguards System Undervoltage)
2 11-A

a. 6.9kV Preferred
Offsite Source N.A. R* N.A. (3. 2) N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3. 4
Undervoltage

b. 6.9kV Alternate
Offsite Source N.A. R* N.A. (3. 2) N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3. 4
Undervoltage

c. 6.9kV Bus
Undervoltage N.A. R* N.A. (3. 2) N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3 M

'

d. 6.9kV Degraded N.A. R* N.A. (3. 2) N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3. 4
Voltage t

e. 480V Degraded N.A. R* N.A. (3. 2) N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3. 4
Voltage

f. 480V Low Grid N.A. R* N.A. (3. 2) N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2. 3. 4
Undervoltage

This survcilleice test interval is extended to (but r.ct to exceed) 24 ;r.caths for Train A. Unit 2. to'

.1-31-Aic..cin in effect until the cc.T.ylation of the second efaling cutasc -for Unit 2.

CPSESMarkup of CTS 3M.3 3M344 5/158 7
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TABLE 4.3 2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

TRIP
ANALOG ACTUATING MOBES ,3,44 3
CHANNEL DEVICE MASTER SLAVE FOR-WH Wel

CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL ACTUATION RELAY RELAY SURVEIRANGE
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST TEST TEST... IS-REW IRED

9. Control Room Emergency Recirculation
2-12-M-

a. Manual N.A. N.A. N.A. R N.A. N.A. N.A. AR
Initiation

newgAutomaticIActuationXAnmKA!IT""tNIAZHmrGINM;5ENJ8FMNIA'IEN;8] '2 47.H[ Logic;and; Actuation
LRelays

b. Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Surveillance Requirements.

10. Engineered Safety Features Actuation System Interlocks

a. Pressurizer N.A. R Q N.A. N.A. .N.A. N.A. 1, 2, 3

Pressure. P-11

b. Reactor Trip, P-4 N.A. N.A. N.A. R N.A. N.A. N.A. 1, 2, 3

B
11. Solid State Safeguards Sequencer (SSSS)

a. Safety Injection N.A. R N.A. M(1. 3, 4) N.A. N.A. N.A. 1. 2, 3, 4

Sequence
-2 13-A

b. Blackout N.A. R N.A. M(1, 3, 4) N.A. N.A. N.A. 1.2. 3,4
Sequence

CPSESMarkup ofCTS3M.3 3M 3-45 SMS)97 -
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TABLE 4.3 2 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATIONS

(1) Each train shall be tested at least every 62 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. -

1

!

(2)- Whenever the plant is in COLD SHUTDOWN for 72 hours or more and if this
surveillance testing has not been performed in the previous 92 days. !

(3) Setpoint verification is not applicable. :

(4) Actuation of final devices not included. i
|

M1 lilcludeslpttficatjo!E9fitMgf!sJt !1tZyhete[ applicable] 1 23 A i

i

!

'
.

i
.

.

!
i

t

!

!

1

I
i

:

!

|

!

'

.

l

|

.

.
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INSTRUMENTATION

/''T 3/4.3.3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
( )

RADIATION MONITORING FOR PLANT OPERATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
__

3.3.3.1 The radiation monitoring instrumentation channels for plant operations .3 01 A
shown in Table 3.3 4 shall be OPERABLE with their Alarm / Trip Setpoints within the
specified limits.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3 4.

ACTION: Note;LSepatateJtetioQntrylj siall gedlqQac!Ef@ction_2 1 01-A

a. With a radiation monitoring channel Alarm / Trip Setpoint for plant 3 02 H
operations exceeding the value shown in Table 3.3 4, adjust the
Setpoint to within the limit within 4 hours or declare the channel
inoperable.

b. With one or more radiation monitoring channels for plant operations
inoperable, take the ACTION shown in Table 3.3 4.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable 3 06 Ac.
to3M;RCS1L'ehlage' 0_etecJf pn' System ._

O
i i
C/

l

l

SURVEILLANCE RE00iREMENTS )

4.3.3.1 Each radiation monitoring instrumentation channel for plant operations
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 12 hours by performance of a CHANNEL CHECK, I
i

b. At least once per 18 months by performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and !

c. At least once per 92 31-days by performance of a DIGHAE CHANNEL 3 09 LS I
OPERATIONAL TEST. J

|

!

|

I

\ ) \
|
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TABLE 3.3-4

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRLNENTATION FOR PLANT OPERATIONS

. RE@ IRED-

EHANNEES MENINUN :1-43-A -

TO CHANNELS- APPLICASLE ALARM / TRIP .

-

FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP /Al: ARM OPERABEE MODES -SETPOINT. ACTION :1-044LG-
P

1. RCS Leakage Detection

a. Particulate Radioactivity N*.- 1 1.2,3,4 N.A. 29 -

b, = Gaseous Radioactivity -N:A- 1 1,2,3,4 N.A. 29

2. Containment Ventilation Isolation

Gaseous Radioactivity -1 1 1, 2, 3. 4, 6** * 27

3. -Control Room

dAir Intake Radiation Level 1/ int ic 2/ intake AM 51.4x10 pC1/ml 28 '3-04-M -
112MML53 ' i

andidialling;apWuent
ornitradtatedituel
assenttites

.

** _
Hust satisfy Gaseous Effluent Dose Rate requirements in Part I of the 00CM.*

During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated -fuel within containment.
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TABLE 3.3 4 (Continued)
-

i

TABLE NOTATIONS i

ACTION STATEMENTS-
-

,

.

ACTION 27- - With the number of 00ERABLE channels less than the Mimmum Required .-1-43 A- '

Channels 0"Er#LC require;;at restor,elt_he|;channe]LtoToperab]e
.

e
_3 11-M <ptatus3rimig.hootsIor; operation may continue provided the

,

containment ventilation valves are maintained closed. The 3 17-A :
; containment pressure relief valves may only be opened in compliance

with Specification 3.6.1.7 and the radioactive gaseous effluent'

monitoring instrumentation requirements in Part I of +he ODCH. |'

.

ACTION 28 - (Units 1 end 2) With the number of OPERABLE channel sne less than 1 43 A:.

the Hfnfmum Requited; Channels 0^ "XLC requir;;;ats, within 1-hour Z 3 05 LS,
pays secure the Control Room makeup air supply fan from the affected ,

intake or initiate and maintain operation of the Control Room .

Emergency Air Cleanup System in emergency recirculation. j

Mj thitW|pueber3(iOPERABLEIchannel sitwoJ]esslthan13he18 equi red
- 3 13 M.. Channels 1foteitherLintakeEinmedi ately](1)2 securelthe; Con,tro11 Boom

.

,

paupupM1risupplyifros;theJaffectedaintake:or2@iinitiatefand i

maigntCapetationzofl$he;Controlj Room,1EmergencyiAj r; Cleanup;Systen110
emetgencyirecjrculation;7and;enterirequitediactiotfoCone; train"oflCont31
RoosiEastgencyiReci rcul ation~ 5ystemimadelinoperableibyitMisctuation j

!.instrumentatj on y 0therwise;]iffin LMODESJ 1;? 253[or3,1beZj n;. MODE 53110)
hoursland;.M00E;511n the;next|30;hoursF;ilf31n~MODESI556ior;durjngimojtegtent*

ofitrE4diatedifuelRimmediately30spendiCORE24.TERAIIONSlapdis.uspegd j-

ap3!gegt.jphirtadiatedfue]iassembl,tes.! i
'

ACTION 29 .With the number of OPERABLE channels less than the MM4 mum Requir.ed 1 43.A-
Channels 0"EPXLC requir; cat, comply with the ACTION requirements
of Specification 3.4.5.1.

1

.

4

,

.

.

i

!

I
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INSTRUMENTATION

REMOTE SHUTDOWN INSTRUMENTATION

v
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.2.1 The Remote Shutdown monitoring instrumentation chenacis funcRonsishown 7-01 A
in Table 3.3 5 shall be OPERABLE.

3.3.3.2.2 The remote shutdown transfer switches and controls of system components
required for 1) reactivity contml, 2) RCS pressure control. 3) decay heat removal, 4)
RCS inventory control, and 5) support systems required for the above functions shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICASJLIII: H0 DES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:s(NoteESepatate~ACIIONientrMisIal] owed;forleach]Functionand; required 3SE 101A
3- ECOD100121

a. With the number of OPERABLE remote shutdown monitoring channels less
than the ."ini= Chenrals 0"E"XLE os required by Table 3.3 5, restore 7 04-LS
the inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE status within 7 30 days, orTod
in]J0ESTANDBY;Withinithe;next161houtsIand be in HOT SHUTDOWN witI11n-7 05 A
the next 10 6 hours,

b. W+th the nuskr of 0"CXL: re ~te shutdown a.saitcring chenralHess 7 08 TR"

then the Total Nurkr of Cennels as required by Table 3.3 5, within 50

O' days restore the inepereble chenral(s) to 0"C"# LC status or, pursuant |
ito Specification 5.0.2. subs.it : Special "epert that defires the ccirect+ve

ection to be teken-

c. With one or more Remote Shutdown transfer switches, power, or control 7 04-LS
circuits inoperable, restore the inoperable switch (s)/ circuit (s) to j

'OPERABLE status within 7 30 days, or be in HOT STANDBY within the next 7 02 M-
is 6 hours and)0T;SHUTDOWNMthinithe'ifgilowigg;61 hours. |

\

d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable. )

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.2.1 Each remote shutdown monitoring instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE

a. At least once per 31 days by performance of a CHANNEL CHECKT.;ofleach 7-09 LS
'

tequired; instrument;channelithatlis]normally! energized, and,

b. At least once per 18 months by performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.*
)

/~N(.)
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_,Q INSTRUMENTATION
g/ ,

REMOTE SHUTDOWN INSTRUENTATION )

I
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

t

4.3.3.2.2 Each Remote Shutdown transfer switch, power and control circuit required by
Specification 3.3.3.2.2 shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months by
verifying its capability to nerform its intended function (s). -

Neutron detectors may be excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. j*

i
!

i

,

i

|
;
;

f,

t

!

i

)

!

.

Ou i
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TABLE 3.3 5

REMOTE SHUTDOWN HONITORING INSTRUMENTATION - 7 01-A

.-7-06 LG
-,

1

4

HIMINUM

REABOUT TOTAL."0. GHANNEES

FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT E0GATION OF-GHANNEES OPERABLE '

BEgl35D
NUISER;06

.

CtMMEui

1. Neutron Flux Monitors HSP 2 1
,

2. Wide Range RCS Temp. T, HSP 1/Ecop 1/ Loopa t

'

3. Wide Range RCS Temp. T, W Np UWp*

4. Pressurizer Pressure HSP 1 1 '

I

J S. Pressurizer Level HSP 2 1 |

1

6. Steam Generator Pressure HSP 1/SG 1/SG
!

7. Steam Generator Level HSP 1/SG' 1/SG |
91: .7-10 LS:

Br Auxiliary Feedwater Flow HSP 2/SG

Rate to Steam Generator

9. Condensate Storage Tank Level HSP 2 1 t

10. Charging Pump to CVCS HSP 1 1 ;

Charging and RCP Seals - i

Flow Indication

.

.

?

Hot Shutdown PanelHSP =

Steam Generator iSG =
<

The regir=^nts of Min 5- Ch:=ch L*EP^SLE for Wide R=ge RCS T=p. T,,' *

1-31 A .ruote shutdc.;n indicatica fer Unit 2 ore revised to 1/Leop for threc (0) of the
fete-(4)-RCS Leeps. This revisien is to r;;;in in effect until CPSCS Unit 2
enters "00C 4 et the kginning of the sccend refueling categc f;r Unit 2.

'

i,

!'
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INSTRUMENTATION

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION'

3.3.3.3 The acciden. . .nitoring instrumentation ck xu LuigLtiqqs shown in Table
3.3 6 shall be OPERABLE. 8-01-A

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1. 2. and 3.

ACTION:

a. As shown in Table 3.3 6.

b.. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

1M SepargeI.coDditioDIW$rnisiellojiledJforIqchlunct_1on] 1-01-A

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.3 Each accident monitoring instrumentatica channel shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by performance of a CHANNEL CHECKiforea'ch

(
- tegatedligstrumentJg$tnDil3%Lat.fis310Mt1_]ylenergi. zed,and 17-09-LS-

b. At'least once per 18 months by performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.*

Containment Area Radiation (High Range) CHANNEL CALIBRATION may consist of an*

electronic calibration of the channel, not including the detector for range
decades _ above 10 R/h and a one point calibration check of the detector below 10 R/h

,

with an installed or portable gama source,-
.

w
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TABLE 3.3 6

ACCIDENT kONITORING INSTRUMENTATION -8 03-A-
.

REQUIRED MININUM

FUNCHON NS-OF GHANNEb5 >8-01.A-

INSTRUMENF CHANNELS OPERABLE ACTION

1. Containment Pressure 2 + 30

-(Intermediate Range)
2. Reactor Coolant Outlet 4)]Ron 4Aeep 31

LTemperature T ,
-(Wide Range)

3. Reactor Coolant Inlet 41Ll_ttop 1Aeep 31

Temperature - T m
(Wide Range)

4. Reactor Coolant Pressure - 2 1 30

Wide Range
5. Pressurizer Water Level 2 1 30

6.a. Steam Generator Water 1 each/ steam 1/steem 30

Level Wide Range and generator generater
Auxiliary Feedwater Flow
Rate. or

b. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow - 2/ steam 4/steem 30

Rate generator genereter
7. Steam Generator Water 2/ steam 1/st;;; 30

Level Narrow Range generator generater
8. Containment Water Level 2 + 30

A (Wide Range)

V 9. Core Exit Temperature 2/ quadrant / 2/quadrer,t 30
8-07 A(Thermocouples) treM3

10. Containment Area Radiation 2 + 32

(High Range)
11. Reactor Vessel Water Level 2* 1* 33}g ;8-08-LS'

12. Condensate Storage Tank Level 2 1 30

13. Main Steam Line Pressure 2/ steam line 1/stc;; H r,e 30

(Steam Generator Pressure)
14. Refueling Water Storage Tank 2 + 30

Water Level
15. Subcooling Monitors 2 + 30

A channel is eight sensors in a probe. A channel is OPERABLE if four or more*

sensors. one or more in the upper section and three or more in the lower section.
are OPERABLE.

'

**Tchannel;consistslofit*Ccqte"Le81tilheEgolcp0p]MJ. 8-07-A.,

O'
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TABLE 3.3 6 (Continued)
;

I

ACTION STATEME!ES

I I ACTION 30 - a. With the nu;rkr of 0"E"#LE channels less than the ~8-03-A !
fs

"equired Nu;r.bcr of Chenacis 1" req 0jred channel !
'

1@perabl(, restore the inoperable channelft} to
OPERABLE status within 7 30; days.IoCcomplyMth 8-08-LS

footnoteEcr be in et least !!0T 0"L"!XL"' within the j

r;;t 2 tour;.

b. With 2:teqiljrp_d[channelCjpnoperab]s the nu;r.bCT of .8-03-A'- |
10"C"#LE chenrels less than the tiini;ru;r. Chann;is

0"E"XLE requirc.ents, restore arj the inoperable 8 08-LS
channelfst to OPERABLE status within Edays 40 hours,
othetwiseZ be X HOTLSTANDBY1withi [ 6;hourslandicr be in

7-05-A- |at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 4EJ hours.

ACTION 31 - With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Required Number of !

Channels requirement, operations may proceed provided one of the following ]

conditions is satisfied:

a. For Tw. the Core Exit Temperature (Thermocouples) Required
Number of Channels requirenent is met and the
inoperable Tu channel is restored to OPERABLE status 8-08-LS I

within 90 30 days 7;occomply;withifootnote3***N Ger |
be in at least ||0T 5:iUT"J^ within the acxt 12 hours, '

or

O b. For T , the Main Steam Line Pressure (Steam Generator
,b Pressure) Required Number of Channels requirement (for the

steam generator associated with the loop of concern) is met and
the inoperable channel is restored to OPERABLE status
within 90 ?O daysZbCcomplyMthifootnote35**U ee-be 8-08-LSL
in et least ||0T S!!UT00'N within the acxt 12 ; hours, or

c The inoperable channel is restored to OPERABLE status 8-08-LS' I
within 40 hours 7[ days, or be:10'H0ESIANDBLWitMD~6
hours;and be in et-leest HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 7-05-A
is 6 hours.

|

!

1

**J SubmitTaISpEclaE8epdttipursuantitoISpecificatiorL6;9*2iwithin'the next35 8-08-LSo
dayEthatIoutlines!aipteplannedralternate me_thod;of, monitor,ingoithe cause
OEthe I noperab111tylanithelplanslandischedul ej foritestoting i the1 channel
to;0EEME" status 2

;

i

l

i

b
i
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TABLE 3.3 6 (Continued)
<

ACTION STATEMENTSp
t

ACTION 32 - With the number of OPERABLE channels ondless than.the Meisum -8-03-A
IJeqtlyN| Channels OPERABLE requirement .initiete en alternets
amthod of aenitoring tra epprepriate pers.;;ter within 72 hours 8-04-LS
NMQrfAhEchtmelltCREMBLEIstatosIWithiOO; dais!orJxue] 9 8-08-LS,
R$hMEMthj)Mp;Ie!quitetchannelslinoperableit_heplendt

either restore g| the-inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within
7 days;or prepare and submit a Special Report, pursuant to Specification
6.9.2, within;14 days that provides actions taken, cause of the
inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring the channels to
OPERABLE status.

1
|

A f*T 83 'l AL. L-- *X .L-- _i- --- ,___ AL - AL. I

no .'.? ni.l Lfl. & L, Amen &,f'11 f" :8-08-LS.'m ,, . W bi b. m ..s. v, .w um muon, m , o v, m .m,* '""" '"'

"equired ."us.ber of Chennels requircac t. cittar restore the
....A_ A. Anen A nt r .A.A... ..JALJ 7 J.... JX --_ J _ -_.,

JJJbEII bV V3 3.3V M#bb m3bHbWJ WIbfE454 # WWJJ 55 1 E yU 4 3 =F WI L

eos u e Na reu k 3 su b b bh 's c[ y[eyb[e ebw sbudy o cb eyc[bb

to the Ec.missica pursuant to Specificatica 0.a.: within 30 days
following the event cutiining the ection teken, end the cous; cf tPa

'; ineprebility and the piens end schedule for restoring the syster, to
OPE"X Lt stetus.

,

L' 1fJ&L AL. ._L-- X tmen A n f f" f*L---,_ 1 __ &L-- AL. uJJ__
w. Fu s b s s um a rurvuus a w5 wu bry1wh6 us sui u m a a asaq hssuas bi N I1 g I s s 1.susus

Chenrals 0"E".X LE requir:.;;nt, either restore the iraperable.
'

/' .L...__.._m_,.,._s i. Am. en,_i n , r . .._ . .u. b m . . , ,J .n L...__ . m Lm. ____J._._.
u_ J,

_ . s , b . b.b. . . . . b ..r.
era feasible without shutting dc.r., cr.

1. Initiate en elternete a,ethod of s.enitoring the reester
vessel invcatory.*

2. ".repare -e ,d sub;;;it e Special " aport to the Om.s..iss, ion )'

c n n . .u L J ._ ,n s.... ., ...J.. ;r-a,J..u... . ... x u.,
WyEbi I bu b p viI v . # , E,. vt5 b4III, WV UUJ .D 3 V 4 s Vvv a I,y gyut puvi p b bw

the cvc.,t outlining the action taken, the cause of the
inspcrobility and the piens and schedule for restoring

. _ nnen a n. r . . . _ . __;.L. .

, . . . , _. be , b. m- b b. . .u.mm

3. "estore tPa syster,to OPE"X LE status et the next !
.s. m. , 2 . ,. . , J, u_ v_ .__L m _

.m ..

4 i

:
-

,

*23 @bmitIaiSpec141EReppttipursuantito;Specttication;6;.91231thinitheInestI14 8-08~LS.

daysitMtdout11oesla]preplannedialternate: method otsonttotinglithe;cause ;
&

otithezinoperability;Iand the:plancand;scheduleltot;r.es_ toting the~ channel
1920lROBLED!Ltatusj j

>

.

O.
V

!
1

i
I

i

.
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Methodology For Mark Up of Current TS |

- This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark up of the current |
Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is. !

performed in accordance with the following guidelines: |

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like j.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.
.

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non-.
*

- technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be
determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required
to demonstrate that the change is non technical. ;

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A*

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.

There are four types of changes:
,

1. Deletions - Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
material which is moved to the Bases of the TS). |

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions, |

etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS. i

!

3. Modifications - This includes requirements which exist in the current TS i
but are being revised in the improved TS. i'

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include ;

adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material i

within the specifications, etc.-

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a |

1change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The

I
'

addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right
margin.

- Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by
hand) and the revised information is inserted into the

A specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using
.N

Methodology 1 of2 5/158 7 ;
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I

Methodology For Mark-up of Current TS
n (continued)

-U the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert
pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the
adjacent right margin.

Administrative - The tcxt of the current TS is not modified to reflect
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a :

change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement |
1s relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not i

correspond with the specification in which that requirement is r

located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the i

markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in
enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been ,

located in the improved TS. ,

,

CHANGE NUMBERS: |
,

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark-up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LC0 (or group of similar<

LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the :

, O ' Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their
individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus ,

each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of'

numbers (i.e., -13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within
a given specification (i.e.. having the same prefix number). As a result of |
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of =

changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear
sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A H. LG, TR, LS, R).

.

In summary, changes may be annated electronically or by using a hand mark-up. For
electronic mark up. " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike out" is

,

used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify
technical changes. All technical changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items),

require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,
requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to'"

provide additional clarification.

Methodology 2 of2 S/15/97
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ENCLOSURE 3A

;
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DESCRIPTION OF

) CHANGES TO CURRENT TS' i

.

<

'

Technical Specification Conversion Change Numbers (1 Page) ],

;
'

Description of Changes (25 Pages) |

'
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NUMBERS

/ SECTION 3.3
b

Technical CHG CALLAWAY WOLF- COMANCHE DIABLO-

Specification NO. CREEK PEAK CANYON

Title

Reactor Trip 1 3.3.1 3.3.1 3.3.1 3.3.1
System
Instrumentation

ESFAS 2 3.3.2 3.3.2 3.3.2 3.3.2
Instrumentation

Radiation 3 3.3.3.1 3.3.3.1 3.3.3.1 3.3.3.1
Honitoring for
Plant Operations

Hovable Incore 4 NA NA NA 3.3.3.2
Detectors

Seismic 5 NA NA NA 3.3.3.3
Instrumentation

Meteorological 6 NA NA NA 3.3.3.4
Instrumentation

Remote Shutdown 7 3.3.3.5 3.3.3.5 3.3.3.2 3.3.3.5
Instrumentation

Accident 8 3.3.3.6 3.3.3.6 3.3.3.3 3.3.3.6
Mcnitoring
Instrumentation

Explosive Gas 9 NA NA 3.3.3.4 3.3.3.9
Honitoring
Instrumentation

Turbine Overspeed 10 NA NA 3.3.4 3.3.4.1
Protection

Chlorine 11 NA NA NA 3.3.3.7
Detection Sy,tems

.
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.3

This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change
to.the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change
numbers contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications). ,

In addition, the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are
contained in enclosure 4. Only technical changes are discussed: administrative
changes (i.e., format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to
NUREG 1431 Revision 1 are not discussed. For Enclosures 3A. 3B, 4, 6A, and 6B text ,

in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is plant-specific and is not common to
all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that
other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
'

MJPEER H2iG DESCRIPTION

1 01 A A Note, " Separate Condition entry is allowed for each
iFunction," is added to the ACTIONS for the Reactor Trip

System, ESFAS, [ Remote Shutdown including each required
HSP control), and Accident Monitoring Instrumentation. >

This change clarifies those situations where the current
TS ACTION Statements are not uniquely associated with a
particular Function or where the required channels are
specified on a per steam line, per loop, per SG, per bus, ;

;

etc., basis. This change is consistent with current
operating practices and NUREG 1431 Rev.1. [ ],

1 02 LG The current TS require that response time testing be ,

performed on each reactor trip and ESFAS function every
18 months and that alternate trains be tested in

I successive tests. The current TS description of the ;

channel testing protocol matches the improved TS 1

definition of STAGGERED TEST BASIS. However, several trip |'

|functions do not require response time testing, as
indicated by N.A. in the tables of response time limits
[previously relocated to a licensee controlled document.
A note, which is currently located in the CPSES TRM, is
added to denote that response time testing of the neutron
and N 16 detectors is not required]. The improved TS
specify that required response time testing be performed
on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS and do not impose any
requirements as to which train should be tested.
Therefore, the word " required" is added to the current TS
and the requirement to ensure that each train is tested
every 36 months is moved to the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.1.16
and SR 3.3.2.10.'

1 03 LS 1 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38),

,

|

|

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.3 1 5/15/97
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CHANGE

M&lBER H2iG DESCRIPTION

V 1-04 LG In current TS Tables [3.31 and 3.3 2], the [" Channels to
Trip" and] " Minimum Channels OPERABLE" columns are
deleted, consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. [In current TS
Table 3.3 4, the " Channels to Trip / Alarm" column is
deleted.] ACTION Statements are revised to delete
references to "Hinimum Channels OPERABLE" requirements.
The ITS terminology, " Required Channels," is used. The
logic coincidence information has been moved to the ITS
Bases for each applicable specification. Operability
requirements for each Function are addressed by the
Required Channels and applicable Conditions of the ITS.

1 05 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

1-06 LS 2 Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, a new ACTION
Statement [2.1] is created which is essentially the same '

as current ACTION Statement [6], and is similar to current
ACTION Statement [2], but does not require a reduction in
THERMAL POWER to less than 75% RTP or the measurement of
the OPTR if above 75% RTP. This new ACTION Statement is
applied to the Power Range Neutron Flux, High Positive
Rate [ ] trip and Low Setpoint trip functions. The latter

(3 is an administrative change only since its Trip Setpoint
-

'') of 25% RTP and Applicability (below P-20) are well below
the reduced power of 75% RTP. The Power Range Neutron
Flux, High Positive Rate [ trip is a rate function and its]
effectiveness is not improved by reducing power:
therefore, this new ACTION Statement is also applied to
[that trip], as discussed in LS 2.

1 07 LS 3 With one intermediate range neutron flux channel
inoperable, current ACTION Statement [3.a] applies below
the P 6 interlock. For those times that the plant is
above P 6 but below 10t RTP (the P 10 interlock setpoint),
current ACTION Statement [3.b] applies. ACTION Statement
[3.b] is revised to establish a 24 hour Completion Time
for channel restoration or changing the power level to
either below P 6 or above P 10. The intermediate range
neutron flux channels provide protection between these

.

power levels and the APPLICABLE MODES have been revised to
indicate this via new footnote [(h)]. With the revised
Applicability, current ACTION Statement [3.a] is deleted
since it is outside the r.ew Applicability. The source
range neutron flux detectors provide protection below P 6
and the power range neutron flux detectors provide

O protection above P 10. The addition of the 24 hour
V' Completion Time (current TS has no Completion Time) limits
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!

l )v' the window of operation during which the intermediate i
!range neutron flux trip function provides protection in a

1 of I logic configuration and ensures the low probability
of occurrence of a reactivity transient during this time
period that would require an intermediate range flux trip.
Although this change is less restrictive since a power
increase is an allowed option, the ACTION Statement would
ensure protection by entering the range of the four power
range neutron flux channels.

With both intermediate range neutron flux channels
inoperable in H00E 1 (below P 10) and MODE 2 (above P 6),
LCO 3.0.3 would be entered under the current TS and the
plant would have to be in H0DE 3 within 7 hours. With
both intermediate channels inoperable, new ACTION
Statement [3.1] requires immediate suspension of
operations involving positive reactivity additions and a
power reduction below P 6 within 2 hours. New ACTION
Statement [3.1] is less restrictive since a reduction to
MODE 3 would no longer be required; however, the current
TS are overly conservative in this area. Below P 6 the
source range channels provide protection; therefore, the

('g required action for both intermediate range channels

C/ inoperable should be to exit plant conditions where this
trip function provides protection. New ACTION
Statement [3.1] will preclude any power level increase and
require a controlled power reduction to less than P 6
where the source range channels provide protection. The
2 hour Completion Time ensures the low probability of
occurrence of an event during this period that may require
the protection afforded by the intermediate range neutron
flux trip. These actions actually provide a more timely
and appropriate redress to the condition than entering
LC0 3.0.3.

These changes are consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. ,

1 08 H Current ACTION Statement [4), for one source range channel
inoperable in H0DE 2 below P-6, is revised to require the

- imediate suspension of operations involving positive
reactivity changes. The CTS does not specify the timing
for this ACTION. A new ACTION Statement [4.1] is added to
address the condition where both source range channels are
inoperable in H0DE 2 below P 6 [and in H0 DES 3, 4, and 5].
The new ACTION Statement [4.1] requires that the R~Bs be
opened immediately. This action essentially accomplishes

(m) the reactor trip function. In such a condition with the
V current TS, LC0 3.0.3 would have been entered. This is
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I }
U more conservative since innediate rod insertion will take

the plant to H0DE 3 [or out of the applicability of the
Function] much more quickly than [ ] allowed by LC0 3.0.3.

These changes are consistent with NL.E G 1431 Rev.1.

1 09 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

1 10 LS 22 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

1-11 LS 5 Current ACTION Statement [6] applies to the Low Fluid Oil
Pressure trip function and allows continued operation with
one inoperable channel as long as it is placed in trip
within 6 hours (with a 4 hour bypass allowance for
surveillance testing). There is no associated action if
an incperable channel is not placed in trip within 6 hours
nor is there an action for multiple inoperable channels:
therefore, LC0 3.0.3 would be invoked. [ ] ACTION
Statement [10, as revised.] allows continued operation
with one or more inoperable channels as long as they are
placed in trip within 6 hours (with a 4 hour bypass

o) allowance for surveillance testing) or THERHAL POWER isi
reduced below P-9 within 10 hours.[ ] |

Current ACTION Statement [10] applies to the Turbine Stop |
Valve Closure trip function and allows continued operation
with multiple inoperable channels as long as they are
placed in trip within 6 hours. There is no need for the !

4 hour bypass allowance for surveillance testing since all
4 channels are required to trip the reactor: the bypass
allowance is needed when 2 channels satisfy the trip

i

logic. There is no associated action if the inoperable
channel (s) are not placed in trip within 6 hours:
therefore. LC0 3.0.3 would be invoked. [ ] ACTION
Statement [10, as revised] allows continued operation with |

one or more inoperable channels as long as they are placed
in trip within 6 hours or THERHAL POWER is reduced below

- P 9 within 10 hours.[ ]

These changes are consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev.1.

1-12 H New ACTION Statement [7.1] is created to differentiate
between those R1S interlocks required to be operable in
H00E 1 only, and those interlocks required to be operable,

,

' ! in H0 DES 1 and 2. If the interlock function is required
to be operable in H0DE 1 ' ./ and the LC0 and ACTION

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.3 4 5/15/97
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(V3 requirements are not met. then new ACTION Statement [7.1]
requires that the unit be taken to MODE ? within 7 hours.

In addition, current ACTION Statement [7] is revised for
those interlocks required to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1 and 2.
If one channel is inoperable, the interlock must be
determined to be in its required r, tate or the plant must ;

'

be in at least HOT STANDBY within 7 hours. j

The changes to current ACTION Statement [7] and the
addition of new ACTION Statement [7.1] are more
restrictive, consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. Current
ACTION Statement [7] will continue to apply to Functional ,

Units [18.a. 18.b.1), and 18.e.] Revised ACTION
Statement [7] and new ACTION Statement [7.1] provide one

iless hour to exit Applicability, i.e. 7 hours, than the
current ACTION Statement [7] which has the 1 hour
interlock state verification or entry into LCO 3.0.3 which
allows an additional I hour plus 6 hours to exit
Applicability, for a total of 8 hours.

1 13 LS 6 [ ] ACTION Statement [8] is [ ] revised to require
restoration of an inoperable RTB within I hour or the

J plant must be in HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,
consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. This is less
restrictive since an additional hour is provided for the

Itransition to MODE 3.

1 14 A In ISTS Table 3.3.11. Function 20, the Reactor Trip
Breaker (RTB) Undervoltage and Shunt Trip Hechanisms are
separate from the RTB Functional Unit. The current TS
have been revised to reflect these requirements.

Nw [ footnotes (j) in Table 3.31 and (f) in Table 4.31 l

have] teen added to the RTB Functional Unit to note that
the same OPERABILITY requirements and ACTIONS apply to a
bypass breaker if it is racked in and closed for bypassing
an RTB. The bypass breakers were already handled in this
fashion. ACTION Statement [11] in current TS Table 3.31
has been revised accordingly..

1 15 A Not applicable-to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

,

1 16 LS 40 The requirement to verify the setpoint during the
quarterly TADOT for RCP Underfrequency [ ] is deleted,
consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev.1.

!
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,

fV) 1 17 A Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. LCO 3.3.1 Required
'

Action D Note, current TS Table 3.31 ACTION Statement 2
and new ACTION Statement 2.1 have been modified by a Note
that allows the bypass to be used for surveillance testing
or setpoint adjustment. Setpoint adjustment can be
performed at power and may be required by other Technical
Specifications. The reason for placing the channel in -

bypass does not affect the impact of having the channel in
bypass.

1 18 LS 7 The current TS requirement to reduce the Power Range
Neutron Flux Trip setpoint in the event a power range flux
channel is inoperable is deleted. This deletion is
consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1 and justified by:

,

1) The loss of one channel does not impact the
reliability of the Reactor Trip System i

'because the affected channel is placed in
trip. It may, however, impact the ability to
measure the OPTR. If the plant wishes to

!remain at 100% RTP, then the OPTR must be
measured using the movable incore detectors. !

Otherwise, the power level must be reduced to I

O 75% RTP. If the plant chooses to reduce !

power rather than measure QPTR using the i

movable incore detectors, the peaking factor
surveillances must still be performed on the
required frequency. |

|

2) The loss of one channel does not necessarily i
!indicate any core tilt, but rather the

inability to measure core tilt with the
excore instrumentation. On this basis, there
is no justification for reducing the Trip
Setpoint, and incurring the potential for a
reactor trip, when there is no indication of
an abnormal condition existing in the core.

NUREG 1431 Rev. 1 also allows 12 hours to reduce the
thermal power to less than 75% RTP rather than the 4 hours
required by the current TS.

If the Power Range Neutron Flux trip function is
inoperable, but the input to the QPTR is operable, the
ISTS do not require that the OPTR be monitored every ;

12 hours.
. -m\I
V

.
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V If the above actions are not completed, the plant must be
in MODE 3 within 12 hours. (See also CN 153 A).

1 19 LS 8 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

1 20 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

1 21 A The monthly and quarterly channel calibrations associated
with Notes (3), (4), and (6) of current TS Table 4.3.1
have been moved from the Power Range Neutron Flux High
Setpoint Function to the Overtemperature [N-16] Function.
This change clarifies the relationship of these
surveillances to the f (aI) penalty portion of thei
Overtemperature [N 16] Function. The pr Nary purpose of
these surveillances is to verify correct f (al) input to3

Overtemperature [N 16]. Although these surveillances
affect all power range instrument channels, and
appropriate action must be taken for any affected power
range neutron flux channels, this change groups the
surveillances with the most appropriate reactor trip

p function for operability concerns.
4

[] The applicable portions of current TS Table 4.3-1
Notes (3) and (6) are incorporated directly into ITS |
SR 3.3.1.3 and SR 3.3.1.6, as discussed in CN 1 25 A. i

'

Note (4) has been deleted from the daily, monthly, and
quarterly surveillances associated with Notes (2), (3),
and (6) of current TS Table 4.31 since these

:surveillances are not CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS: rather they
are comparisons and adjustments as needed. |

These changes are consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

1 22 H Ouarterly COTS have been added to current TS Table 4.31
for the Power Range Neutron Flux-Low and Intermediate
Range Neutron Flux trip functions in the event extended

,

operation within their Applicability (i.e., MODE 1 below
'

P 10 and H00E 2) takes place. The current TS only require
a COT prior to startup for these functions. New
Note [(17)] has been added to require that the new
quarterly COT be performed within 12 hours after reducing
power below P 10 for the power range and intermediate
range instrumentation (P 10 is the dividing point marking i

the Applicability for these trip functions), if not i

(, ,) performed within the previous 92 days [In addition,
'

V Note (9) has been revised] such that the P 6 and P 10

|
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(V interlocks are verified to be in their required state
during all COTS on the Power Range Neutron Flux Low and

'

,

Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip functions. These
changes are consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1 and traveler
WOG 106. ;

1 23 A This change adds new Note [(18)] to current TS Table 4.31
and new Note [(5)] to current TS Table 4.3 2 that
explicitly require the 18 month calibrations to include
verifications of affected time constants, consistent with
NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

1 24 LS 9 This change reflects a relaxation in the performance of
COTS prior to startup, consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev.1.
These COTS, for the Power Range Neutron Flux Low,

Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, and Source Range Neutron
Flux trip functions, will not be required if performed
within the previous 92 days. Note [(1)] of CTS
Table 4.31 has been revised to extend this period from
31 days to 92 days. Note [(la)] is added for use with the
turbine trip function TADOTs, for which no such change was
provided.

p
V 1-25 A NUREG 1431 Rev.1 incorporates the current TS 4.0.4

exception for the surveillances covered by current TS
Table 4.31 Notes (2), (3), and (6) into the ISTS
SR 3.3.1.2, 3.3.1.3, and 3.3.1.6 surveillance frequencies.
In the current TS, these surveillances have no time
requirements.[ ] In general, the combined effect of
current TS 4.0.3 and current TS 4.0.4 would allow [24
hours] for completion of a surveillance if it were not
performed upon entry into the specified H00E or other
condition for that surveillance. Current TS 4.0.3 allows
[24 hours] for the completion of a surveillance once the
appropriate MODE or plant condition is established. In
the improved TS, the TS 4.0.4 exceptions are incorporated
as a NOTE in each affected surveillance. In converting to
the NUREG-1431 format. ITS SR 3.3.1.2 SR 3.3.1.3, and SR
3.3.1.6 require these surveillances to be performed within
[24] hours after THERMAL POWER is greater than or equal to
15% RTP (current TS Note (2) for the comparison of NIS
power to calorimetric power), within [24] hours after 50% |

RTP (current TS Nate (3) for the comparison of excore
'

Axial Flux Difference (AFD) to incore AFD), and [within 72
hours after achieving equilibrium conditions with THERMAL d
POWER greater than or equal to 75t] RTP (current TS Note t:

o

(") (6) for the incore-excore calibration), respectively. *

Since these surveillances are conditional on THERMAL POWER

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.3 8 5n5/97
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fG) levels greater than the MODE 2 to H0DE 1 breakpoint, there

is no need to retain the current TS 4.0.4 exception, as
discussed in ITS Section 1.4. as long as the ITS
Surveillance Notes allow the plant to reach conditions
appropriate for the performance of the surveillances.

The power level at which the monthly surveillance is
performed to compare incore vs. excore AFD, and adjustment
of the NIS as required by Note (3) of current TS Table
4.3 1 is changed from 2 15% RTP to a 50% RTP. This
change is also precipitated by the ccaversion to the ITS
format which replaces the current TS 4.0.4 exception with
a finite time interval after exceeding a specified power
level. With the deletion of the current TS 4.0.4
exception, the specified power level in ITS SR 3.3.1.3
should reflect the applicable safety analysis basis
consistent with the [ Applicability and] Required Actions
of ITS LC0 3.2.3 (AFD) and LOC 3.2.4 (0PTR). As with the
changes discussed above, there is no need to retaih the
current TS 4.0.4 exception as long as the ITS Surveillance
Notes allow the plant to reach conditions appropriate for
the performance of the surveillances.

?')
V These changes are considered administrative in nature in

that they simply reflect the incorporation of the current
TS 4.0.4 exceptions into the improved TS.

1 26 LG This change moves the details concerning NIS detector
calibration to the BASES for ITS SR 3.3.1.11, consistent
with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. This information is more
appropriately controlled outside of the TS while the
calibration requirement itself and its Frequency are
unchanged.

1 27 LS 10 Surveillances on the Source Range Neutron Flux trip |

function are reorganized to reflect plant status in
accordance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1. New Note [(17)] I

requires that the quarterly COT be performed within.

4 hours after reducing pcrer below the respective source
range instrumentation Applicabilities, if not per formed j-

within the previous [92] days. Since the COT is valid for |
[92] days, there is no need to repeat it if one has been |
performed within the prior [ quarter]. The 4 hour j
allowance permits a normal shutdown to proceed without a
delay for testing in H0DE 2 and for a short time in H00E 3 i

until the Reactor Trip Breakers are opened and this trip .
,

sj function no longer provides protection. Since the current

i
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,

TS has no Specification 4.0.4 exception this 4 hour'

allowance is less restrictive.

1-28 A Note [9] is revised to require the P 6 and P-10 interlock
verification to be performed during all source range COTS. |
These permissives are verified to be in their correct

'

state prior to entry into H0 DES 3, 4, and 5 during
shutdown and after leaving MODES 3, 4. and 5 during
startup. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

1 29 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

1-30 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

1 31 A One time surveillance waivers are deleted. They are no
longer applicable.

1 32 LG [ Note (11) of current TS Table 4.31 is revised to move
the independent UVTA and STA verification to the BASES for
ITS SR 3.3.1.4.] [ ] Notes [0 4) and (16) and the 18 month

f3 TADOT for the automatic under wltage trip] of current TS

'V Table 4.31 are moved to the BASES for ITS SR 3.3.1.14.
These chages are consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

1 33 TR 1 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

|

1-34 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table !

(Enclosure 3B).

1 35 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

1 36 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

1 37 A In the current TS, the " Minimum Channels OPERABLE" is one
less than the " Total Number of Channels" for Functional-

Units [18.c] (P 8), [18.d](P 9), and [18.e](P 10) in
Table 3.31 and Functional Unit [10.a](P 11) in
Table [3.3 2]. For these Reactor Trip System and ESFAS
interlocks, current ACTION Statements [7 and 18] for an
inoperable channel are based on the "Hinimum Channels
OPERABLE" columns in Tables 3.31 and [3.3 2]. In then

( ) improved TS. only the " Total Number of Channels"
'# information is retained in the LCO and that column is

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.3 10 $/]St97
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e T
V relabeled as the " Required Channels", as discussed in

'

CN 1-04 LG and CN 1 43 A. Required Actions in improved
TS 3.3.1 Conditions S and T and improved TS 3.3.2 |

Condition L are tied to the Required Channels. Therefore, ,

the required permissive channels for these Functional i

Units are revised in the current TS. Refer also to CN ;

1 51 LG for P 7.

1 38 R In H0 DES 3, 4 and 5 when all control rods are fully
inserted and the Rod Control System is incapable of rod
withdrawal the source range neutron flux function does
not provide input to any reactor trip function nor is it
credited for mitigation of any analyzed event. (At one
time, the source range neutron flux signal was credited in

!the analysis of the inadvertent boron dilution event;
however, as described in a previous license amendment
[20/06] this analysis was revised to credit other
alarms.) Because the source range neutron flux function
in these conditions does not satisfy any of the four
criteria of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11), it is being deleted from
the Technical Specifications. However, the operation of ,

this function will continue to be maintained through plant !

O procedures as it does provide important alternate

d indication to the reactor operators.

1 39 A This change adds Note [5] to Functional Units [2.b and 3]
in current TS Table 4.31. Note [5] is currently listed
against Functional Unite [2.a]. Testing methodology and
the timing of the testing for the power range channels
apply to all power range functions, not just power range -
high. As such, this is an administrative change only.
ITS SR 3.3.1.11 applies to all power range functions in a
similar fashion.

1 40 LS 41 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Ccmparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

1 41 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversior; Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

.

1 42 M Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

1 43 A The " Total Number of Channels" columns in current TS
Tables 3.31 and [3.3 3] and the [*Hinimum Channels ,

Operable"] column in current TS Table (3.3 4] are
g1 relabeled as the " Required Channels" consistent withi
V NUREG 1431 Revision 1. Action Staterrents are also revised

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.3 11 S/15/97
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C to use the ITS terminology " Required Channels." Changing
the column titles is purely administrative. The numbers
in the columns are adjusted, if necessary. Where the
numbers are adjusted, those changes are described in
different CNs.

1 44 A The "H00ES For Which Surveillance Is Required" columns in
current TS Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3 2 [ ] are deleted since
this information is enveloped by current TS Tables 3.31
and [3.3 2] and is redundant given the integratea
operability / SR format in improved TS Tables 3.3.11 and
3.3.2 1.

1 45 M The Overtemperature [N 16], Overpower [N 16), Pressurizer ,

Pressure High. and Steam Generator Water Level Low Low

trip functions, which currently reference ACTION
Statement [6 or 12], are now referenced to new ACTION
Statement [2.1], consistent with ITS 3.3.1 Condition E.
This change is more restrictive since one less hour is
available under new ACTION Statement [2.1] than under the I

combination of current ACTION Statement [6 or 12] and
LCO 3.0.3. |

1-46 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure'3B). ;

1 47 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38). |

|

1 48 LS 4 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table :

(Enclosure 38).
I

1 49 LS 18 Not appl 9 cable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table i

(Enclosure 35).

1 50 A ACTICH [1?] of the CTS duplicates CTS ACTION [2.1, as
revised] ma is deleted.

1 51 LG Tids change moves the description of the P-7 inputs, i.e..
P-10 and P 13. to the Bases since they are duplicated by-

Functional Units [18.e and 18 f]. The Required Channels
column for P 7 lists "I per train" since that is a more
appropriate convention for a logic function. These
changes are consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. [ ]

1 52 LG This change moves the specifics on how to verify

O'. permissive functions of ACTIONS [7] and [18] to the BASES.
consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. This information is

CPSES Description of Chango to CTS 3M.3 12 $/1587
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more appropriately controlled outside of the TS while thex.
underlying requirement to verify proper permissive
operation is unchanged.

1 53 A Current TS Table 3.31 ACTION Statement [2.c] is revised
~

,

'

to be consistent with ITS SR 3.2.4.2, as discussed in CN
4 04 LS 12 in the 3/4.2 package.

1 54 LS-37 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table j
(Enclosure 38).

1 55 LS 39 [ Applicability Note [a] and] ACTION Statements [5 and 9]
for Functional Units [1, 6.a.2), 19, and 20] of current TS :

Table 3.31 are modified to provide an alternative to
opening the reactor trip breakers (RTBs) while still
assuring that the function and intent of opening the RTBs
is met. As currently worded, these ACTION Statements
result in a feedwater isolation signal (FWIS) when in
H0DE 3 with a T less than [564*F.] A more genericm
action, which assures the rods are fully inserted and '

cannot be withdrawn, replaces the specific method of
precluding rod withdrawal. The revised Applicability and
ACTION Statements still assure rod withdrawal is 1n

V precluded. This change does not involve any safety impact 1

and is consistent with traveler TSTF-135. t

i

1 56 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

1 57 LG Current TS Table 3.31 Functional Units [12.a and 12.b] |
are combined per traveler TSTF 169. The Required

'

Channels, ACTION Statement, and Surveillance Requirements
are the same for both Functional Units. The only-

difference between the two is the Applicability which :

could lead to entry into ACTION Statement 6 for Functional
Unit [12.a], followed by a power reduction below P-8,
exiting the Applicability and required actions for that
Functional Unit, and subsequent re entry into ACTION
Statement 6 for Functional Unit [12.b]. This would
involve an improper cumulative A0T of 12 hours before.

tripping an inoperable channel, beyond that evaluated in
WCAP 10271 and its Supplements. The relationships between
these Functional Units and permissives P 7 and P 8 are
moved to the ITS 3.3.1 Bases.

L

1 58 A In the SRs for RTS and ESFAS response time testing, the
~O the active verb is changed from " demonstrated" toW " verified." This chege would allow Reactor Trip System

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.3 13 S/15/97
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.and ESFAS sensor response time testing to be performed per
WCAP 13632 P A Revision 2. " Elimination of Pressure Sensor
Response Time Testing Requirements," or other similar
methodologies. This change is consistent with traveler
TSTF 111, which revises the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.1.16 and
SR 3.3.2.10 to allow the elimination of pressure sensor
response time testing.

CPSES has not yet provided a plant-specific submittal
describing the manner in WCAP 13632 P A or a similar
methodology will be applied. Therefore, until a plant-
specific submittal is approved by the NRC. CPSES will
continue to response time test all Reactor Trip System and
ESFAS sensors. The proposed changes to the wording in the
Technical Specifications remain applicable, regardless of
the implementation of the sensor response time
elimination.

1 59 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

Not used.1 60 -

1 61 M This change reflects a revision to CPSES current ACTION
Statement 6. If the requirements of current ACTION
Statement 6 are not met. LC0 3.0.3 would be entered which
would allow 7 hours to exit the LC0 applicability by
entering MODE 2. In accordance with the ISTS, this ACTION
Statement is revised to state that if the ACTION
requirements are not met, the plant must be taken below
the P 7 interlock setpoint (the LCO applicability) within
6 hours. Thus, this change is more restrictive, by one
hour, than the current TS.

2 01 A The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
Instrumentation [ ] Allowable Values are moved to ITS
Table 3.3.21.

2 02 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

2 03 LG The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
Instrumentation Trip Setpoints are moved to a licensee
controlled document, consistent with one format allowed by
NUREG 1431 Rev.1. This information is more appropriately +

,r controlled outside of the TS. The parameter used to
( assess operability, the Allowable Value, is retained in

the ITS.

CPSES Description of Chutges to CTS 3N.3 14 S/15/97
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t&H}EB fGfC DESCRIPTION

pd 2 04 LG The requirements stipulated in ACTIONS a and b are moved
to ITS Table 3.3.21, with explicit direction contained in
the ITS ACTIONS Bases.

2 05 M Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

2 06 LS 33 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

2 07 LS 11 [ Note (c) to current TS Table 3.3 2 for the Steam Line
Isolation Functional Units 4.a.2, 4.b, 4.c, 4.d. and 4.e
is revised to state that the LCO requirements are not
applicable in H0 DES 2 and 3 when the HSIVs are closed and
deactivated.] Note [(g)] is added to current TS
Table [3.3 2] for the Feedwater Isolation and Turbine Trip
Function [ Functional Units 5.a. 5.b] to state that the LC0
requirements are not applicable when the [FIVs and bypass
valves] are closed [and deactivated or isolated by a
closed manual valve]. When these alves are closed [and
deactivated or isolated), they are already performing
their safety function. These changes are consistent with
NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

2 08 H [New ACTION Statement 17.2 replaces ACTION Statement 17 in
current TS Table 3.3 2 Functional Unit 5.b. New shutdwn
requirements are added for Action 17, new Action 17.1 at:d
new Action 17.2.] These ACTION Statements, written to
reflect the Applicability of the affected channels and for
consistency with ITS 3.3.2 [ Conditions D. I and K], are
more restrictive, by one hour, than the current ACTION
Statement [s] which invoke [ ] LCO 3.0.3 if the inoperable
channel is not placed in trip within 6 hours.

2 06 LG Separate ESFAS entries for the motor driven and turbine-
driven auxiliary feedwater pumps are no longer necessary,
consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. The only difference in
the requirements (an SR 4.0.4 exception for response time
testing of the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump)
has been addressed in the ITS by a Note in Surveillance |

Requirement 3.3.2.10. [J. J

2 10 M New ACTION Statement [23f] is added to current TS
Table [3.3 2] for one inoperable Main Feedwater Pump trip ;

AFW start channel. This is a more restrictive change. ,

consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, since it reduces by
^ I hour the Completion Time to reach H00E 3 as compared
(V) with entry into LC0 3.0.3.

|

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3H.3 1S S/158 7
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NUMBER H21C DESCRIPTION
-

V 2 11 A The Functional Unit for Loss of Power [ CTS Functional
Unit 8] is moved to improved TS 3.3.5.

2-12 H This Functional Unit [ CTS Functional Unit 9. Control Room
Emergency Circulation] is moved to improved TS 3.3.7.
Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, the Applicable MODES
have been expanded to include movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies to cover fuel handling accidents.

2 13 A This functional Unit [ CTS Functional Unit 11, Solid State
Safeguards Sequencer] is moved to ITS 3.8.1.

2 14 H This change modifies ACTION Statement [18] for permissive
P 11 [ ] to provide specific shutdown requirements to exit
Applicability in lieu of applying LCO 3.0.3. This change
is more restrictive by one hour, consistent with NUREG-
1431 Rev.1.

2 15 H Action Statement [14] has been expanded to specify
additional actions and options if an inoperable channel is
not placed in bypass within the specified time period. In
the current TS, this would have required an entry into
LC0 3.0.3 which would necessitate that the plant initiate,y

() a shutdown within 1 hour and be in the next mode in
6 hours. In the ITS, the requirements to place the
inoperable channel in bypass within a time constraint and
the reduction, by 1 hour, in the time to exit
Applicability are more restrictive than the current TS.
[]

2 16 LS 12 ACTION Statement [24] for an inoperable channel in the
current TS Table [3.3 2] Functional Unit [9] is modified
to be consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1 (i.e., a 7 day A0T
in ITS 3.3.7).

2 17 LS 13 The monthly TADOT has been extended to quarterly,
consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev. 1.

2 18 LS 31 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).-

2 19 LG This change moves functions provided by a Safety Injection
signal and the AFW pump start entries [ ] for Functional
Units [6.c, 6.d. and 6.e] in current TS Table [3.3 2 and
3.3 3] to the ITS 3.3.2 Bases, consistent with NUREG 1431 ,

Rev.1.

L)
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NUMBER ffSBC DESCRIPTION

t T
'V 2 20 A The Functional Unit for Containment Vent Isolation is

moved to ITS 3.3.6. There are no tectnical differences
introduced by this process.

2 21 LS 22 In current TS Table 3.3 2 . Action 17.1 replaces Action 17
for RWST Level Low-Low. Action 17.1 allows a channel to
be placed in bypass for testing, which is less restrictive
than placing the channel in the tripped position as
required by the current TS.

2 22 Not Used.

2-23 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

2-24 LS 19 The Required Action for an inoperable SI sequencer is
revised per ITS 3.8.1 Condition F to extend the time
available for restoration of an inoperable SI sequencer
from 6 hours to 12 hours.

2 25 A The requirement for nnual actuation of a single main
steam isolation valve is not an ESF function, but is a
safety function for the SGTR event. and has been moved(q) from current TS Table [3.3 2]. consistent with NUREG 1431
Rev.1. The ESF function requires isolation of all intact !

steam lines, not individual lines. OPERABILITY of |

individual lines is assessed under ITS LCO 3.7.2 with the
Completion Time as discussed in the 3/4.7 package.

2 26 LS 21 The Required Action for an inoperable Control Room |
[ Emergency Recirculation] [ Manual Initiation. or SSPS]
channel is modified to provide appropriate actions with ,

'

the number of OPERABLE channels [two] less than the number
of Required Channels, consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.
Depending on the initial mode of operation, the modified
action requires either:

1) [CREFS] to be placed in its [ emergency recirculation
mode (one train) and the other train declared
inoperable and the Required Action for an inoperable
CREFS train be taken ] or a plant shutdown to be
initiated, or

2) immediate suspension of movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies and Core Alterations.

() 2 27 A The Action Statement for the loss of offsite power start
V motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps is modified to

CPSES Description of Changa to CTS 3M.3 17 S/158 7
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! )
'd require that if the Action Statements are not satisfied,

the plant be taken to H00E 4 to exit the LCO ,

Applicability. The CTS requires that MODE 5 be entered: |
however, because the function is only applicable in i

MODES 1. 2, and 3, the LCO would be exited prior to
MODE 5, and H0DE 5 entry is not a requirement.

2 28 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

2 29 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

2 30 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

2 31 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

2 32 LS 23 These changes affect the ACTION STATEMENTS for inoperable
undervoltage or degraded voltage relays. For all trip
functions, new statements are added which require that the

(7 diesel generator, which was made inoperable by the

V' inoperable undervoltage or degraded voltage relay, may be
be declared inoperable in lieu of entering LCO 3.0.3. If

the number of OPERABLE channels per bus is less than the
Required Number of channels, one hour is now allowed to
restore the channel to operability before compensatory
actions are required.

2 33 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

2 34 LS 34 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

2 35 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

Not Used.2 36 -

2 37 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

2 38 LS 35 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).cs

( )

b/
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V; 2 39 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
r

(Enclosure 38).

2 40 A This administrative change affects the manner in which the
current TS 4.0.4 exception for testing the TDAFW pump is
presented. This exception allows entry into H00E 3 to
perform the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump
response time testing. In NUREG 1431. Rev.1. the current
TS 4.0.4 exception from [ Table 3.3 2 Notation d and
Section 4.7.1.2.b.2)] is reflected in the ITS SR 3.3.2.10
notes.

2 41 LS 36 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

2 42 LS 38 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

2 43 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
i (Enclosure 38). ,

2 44 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

(] (Enclosure 38).

V
2 45 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

(Enclosure 38).

2 46 LS 42 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

2 47 H The ESFAS Tables of the current TS do not include the
Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays for the
Control Room Emergency .9ecirculation Functional Unit.
They were not included because they are simple, direct-
acting, and are tested as part of other ESFAS or CREFS
testing. This function is added to be consistent with ITS
3.3.7.

2 48 LS 28 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38)..

3 01 A The requirements of this current TS [3.3.3.1] are moved to
[three] separate specifications in the improved TS. The
RCS Leakage Detection requirements are moved to improved
TS 3.4.15. [ ] The Control Room requirements are moved to ;

improved TS 3.3.7. [The Containment Ventilation(g requirements are moved to improved TS 3.3.6.]*

J
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CHANGE

tMES IG!LC DESCRIPTION j

|
i :
'v' 3 02 H The requirements stipulated in ACTION [a] are moved to ITS

'

Tables [3.3.61 and 3.3.71], with explicit direction !

contained in the ITS ACTIONS Bases. The 4 hour A0T for ;

setpoint adjustment is eliminated. |
|

3 03 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table ]

(Enclosure 38). !

l

3 04 H This change adds the Applicability for movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies, consistent with NUREG-1431
Rev.1. [The current TS Applicability of "All" H0 DES does
not cover the movement of irradiated fuel assemblies when
the core is offloaded.]

3 05 LS 14 ACTION Statement [28] for the [ Control Room Hakeup Air
Supply] [ ] radiation monitors have extended Completion
Times, from [1 hour] to 7 days for one required channel
inoperable, consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

3 06 A ACTION [c] of current TS LC0 3.3.3.1 is revised to state
the Specification 3.0.3 exception is [ deleted and to note
that the Specification 3.0.4 exception is only needed for

Q the RCS Leakage Detection System instrumentation]. The
|

C) LC0 3.0.3 exception is not needed in ITS 3.3.7 or
ITS 3.4.15 since Required ACTIONS are provided with the
appropriate remedial measures for all combinations of
channel failures, including shutdown actions, or reference
is made to the associated plant system TS for the systems !

affected by the inoperability of the radiation monitors.
[The LC0 3.0.4 exception is retained for the RCS Leakage
Detection radiation monitors, as discussed in ITS 3.4.15:
however, that exception is not needed for the Control Room
Hakeup Air Supply radiation monitors since their ACTION
Statements allow continued operation for an unlimited
period of time.]

3 07 LS 16 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38). |

3 08 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table |
(Enclosure 38).

i

3 09 LS 24 The Surveillance frequency for the performance of a ;

CHANNEL OPERABILITY TEST for the radiation monitoring i
Iinstrumentation channels would be extended from once per

31 days to once per 92 days. This change is consistentn
( ) with the improved TS
v
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CHANGE

NUPEER HSlE DESCRIPTION

3 10 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B). ;

3 11 M The ACTION STATEMENT for an inoperable gaseous
radioactivity monitor is modified to require that the
inoperable channel be restored within 4 hours. If not
restored, continued operation is permitted (similar to the
current TS allowance) provided the containment vent
isolation valves are closed. The change is more
restrictive or administrative in nature in that no time
limits for the completion of any actions are specified in ,

the current TS.

3 12 A Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

3 13 H The proposed change would provide an ACTION STATEMENT for ,
-

.
the case where the number of Control Room air intake
radiation level instrumentation channels was two less than
required number of channels, The ACTION STATEMEN'T would
require that the air supply from the affected air intake
be secured or that the emergency recirculation mode be

r initiated and maintained. Otherwise, shutdown to MODE 3
! in 6 hours and H0DE 5 in the next 30 hours.

3 14 LS 29 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

3 15 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

3 16 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

1

4 01 R Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

'

5 01 R Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

.

6 01 R Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Cnmparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

7 01 A The requirements of current TS Table [3.3-5] are redefined
on a functional basis, with Required Channels, rather than f

on a per channel basis, consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.
'

.

The point at which the ACTION Statements are entered is
unchanged. :

I
t
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7-02 < H . With Remote Shutdown required controls inoperable. the
shutdown requirement is changed from HOT STANDBY in the
next 12 hours to HOT STANDBY in the next 6 hours and HOT-
SHUTDOWN in the following 6 hours, consistent with

. NUREG 1431.

Not Used.7 03- .-

7 04 ' LS 15 This change increases the number of days the Function (s)
in current TS Table [3.3 5] and the [HSP] controls may.
remain inoperable before imposing mode change requirements
from 7 days to 30 days. This is based on operating
experience and the low probability of an event that would
require evacuation of the control room. . This is
consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1 (ITS 3.3.4 Condition A).

7 05- A Consistent with the improved TS, the modifications would
clarify the requirement to be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours
by replacing the requirement with a new requirement to be
in HOT STANOBY in 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN in the next
6 hours.

LG The Readout Location and Total No. of Channels columns inO 7 06
current TS Table [3.3-5] have been moved to the Bases of
improved TS 3.3.4, consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. [ ]

Not Used.'' 0;- -

:

74 TR 2 The CPSES requirement to submit a special report if the I

number of remote shutdown monitoring instruments is less |
than the required number would be deleted from the current i

TS. This requirement is covered by other regulatory j
requirements, j

|

7 09 LS-43 The current TS require that CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS are
perforud for instrumentation used in the Post Accident
Nonitoring [and Remote Shutdown] Systems on an 18 month
basis. Some of these instruments are then de energized
and remain in this state until re energized for use in the
management of plant events or for the performance of the-

CHANNEL CHECKS. CHANNEL CHECKS are performed more
frequently than CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS for the purpose of
detecting gross channel failures or excessive drift of one
channel relative to other channels monitoring the same
process variable. During the period that the channel is 3

de energized,~ it is not subject to the failure mechanisms -

or conditions that typically lead to instrument failure or
. excessive drift. Recognizing that de energized channels

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.3 22 5/15/97c
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NUMBER HS11C- DESCRIPTION

C '' are not subjected to the same failure mechanisms as
energized channels, the current TS was revised to exempt
instrtmentation that is not normally energized from the
performance of the periodic CHANNEL CHECKS, consistent
with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

7 10 LS 26 In the current TS, the determination that the steam
generators are available for decay heat removal, using
instrumentation available at the remote shutdown panel, is
based on steam generator level And auxiliary feedwater
flow to the steam generator. In the improved TS, it is
recognized that either of these indications is sufficient.

7 11 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

'7 12 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

8 01 A This change, consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, revises
" Instrument" and " Channel" to " Function."

Not Used.- 8 02 -

V
8 03 A This change revises current TS Table [3.3 6] to clarify

the number of channels required to be operable. This is
an administrative change which deletes the " Minimum
Channels Operable" column [and revises the "[ Total] No. of
Channels" column to be the " Required Channels" column].
The required actions are now based on one channel
inoperable or two channels inoperable, rather than "less
than the Total Number" or "less than Minimum Number." '
This change is consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

8 04 LS 17 Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1 (ITS 3.3.3 Required
Actions C.1. E.1, and G.1), this change deletes the
requirement to initiate an alternate means of monitoring
within 72 hours when two channels of Containment Radiation
Level [or RVLIS] are inoperable as specified in current
TS [3.3.3.3, Action 32].-

8-05 A In conjunction with CN 8 03 A, this change rearranges the
ACTION Statements for the single channel Functions (i.e.,
SG Water Level - Wide Range and AFW Flow Rate). No change
in A0T is requested, therefore this is an administrative
change.

-Q
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NuteER IL9E DESCRIPTION |f3
8 06 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table |

(Enclosure 38).
;
'

8 07 A This CPSES specific change revises the definition of Core
Exit Temperature thermocouple channels. The change
clarifies that 2 Core Exit Temperature thermocouple :

'

channels per quadrant per train with each channel
consisting of 1 thermocouple, is the same as 2 channels .

per quadrant with each channel consisting of
2 thermocouples.

8 08 LS 27 Consistent with NUREG 1431 this change extends the !
requirement to restore the inoperable channel to operable j
status from 7 days to 30 days. Consistent with '

NUREG 1431, this change extends the requirement to restore i

the inoperable channel to operable status from 48 hours to j

i 7 days. Finally, consistent with NUREG-1431, this change
replaces the requirement to shut down the plant with a
requirement to submit a report describing an alternate, :4

preplanned method of monitoring the process.
1

Because the Tu and T o channels are single channel
functions (1/ loop) with adequate alternate functions

O- available, the action statements for these functions are
revised consistent with the philosophy of NUREG 1431. The
restoration time for inoperable channels with adequate |

alternate functions is decreased from 90 days in current '

TS to 30 days in the improved TS: however, the option of ,

providing a written report describing an alternate. |

preplanned method of monitoring the process is allowed. I

If the above conditions are not met, 7 days are allowed |
for function restoration prior to initiating a required i

shutdown. I

l
ACTION 33 has been deleted because, after revision to be '

consistent with NUREG 1431, it is identical to ACTION 32.
,

'1.

These changes are less restrictive in that the required I
channel restoration times are increased and the option of
submitting special reports in lieu of a plant shutdown is
provided.

Not Used.8 09 -

Not Used. ;j8 10 -

n i

V 8 11 LS 30 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table j

(Enclosure 3B). ]
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CHANGE

NumER giHC DESCRIPTION
.

9 01 LG . The explosive gas monitoring instrumentation will.be
controlled by the Explosive Gas Monitoring Program |

I

established in accordance with ITS 5.5.12.
.|i

10 01 R The Turbine Overspeed Protection System is relocated to a |
licensee controlled document.

11 01 R Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table |

(Enclosure 38). |

!
,

!

!

!
,

!
l

I
,

'

O
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I
'
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE'- CURRENT TS 3/4.3 : Page 1 of 22 |
,

.-

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

IUSER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLANAY' -

CANYGI PEAK

1-01 A Note. " Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function." is added to Yes' Yes Yes (see also 'Yes (see also
A- the ACTIONS for the Reactor Trip System. ESFAS. [ Remote Shutdown. including CN 2-46-LS-42) CN 2-46 LS 42)

each required RSP control]. and .iccident Monitoring Instrumentation. This '
'

change clarifies those situations where the current TS ACTION Statements are.
not uniquely associated with a particular Function or where the required

,

channels are specified on a per steam line, per loop, per SG, per bus. etc., j
basis.

,

i

1 02 The improved TS specify that required response time testing be performed on a Yes Yes Yes' Yes
LG ' STAGGERED TEST BASIS and do not impose any requirements as to which train y

should be tested. The requirement to ensure that each train is tested every 1
36 months is moved to the Bases for SR S.3.1.16 and SR 3.3.2.10. '

i. 1-03 Changing " demonstrated" to " verified * allows Reactor Trip System and ESFAS Yes No see CN Yes Yes
! LS-1 sensor response time verifications to be performed per WCAP 13632-P-A 1 58 A.-

Revision 2." This change is consistent with traveler TSTF-111. . g

1 04 In current TS Tables [3.3-1 and 3.3-2]. the [" Channels to Trip" and] " Minimum Yes Yes Yes Yes i

LG Channels OPERABLE" columns are deleted. [In current TS Table 3.3-4. the i

" Channels to Trip / Alarm" column is deleted.] The Action Statements have been
revised accordingly.

1-05 The LCO 3.0.4 exception [ footnote #] in current TS Table 3.31 is deleted Yes No - not in Yes Yes
A entirely. ACTION Stateme*its [2. 6.11. and 13] in current TS Table 3.3-1 current TS. ,

permit continued operation for an unlimited period of time. Therefore, no j
exception to ITS LCO 3.0.4 is needed for these ACTION Statements. [The

,

LCO 3.0.4 exception [ footnote *] in current TS Table 3.3-3 is deleted for 1

ACTION Statements [19. 33, 36, and 37.] .As above, these ACTION Statements
permit continued operation for an unlimited period of time and no exception :

to ITS LCO 3.0.4 is needed. ACTION Statement [15 for Functional Unit 6.h] |

will retain the LCO 3.0.4 exception [ footnote *] in current TS Table 3.3-3
since this ACTION 5tatement allows operation for only a limited period of
time.]

1-06- A new ACTION Statement [2.1] is created which does not require a reduction Yes Yes- Yes Yes 1

LS 2- in THERMAL POER to less than 75% P.TP or the measuresumt of the QPTR if above. ,

75% RTP.
.
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CUPRENT TS 3/4.3 Page 2 of 22

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CGMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAX

1-07 With one intermediate range neutron flux channel inoperable when the plant is Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-3 above P-6 but below 101 RTP (the P 10 interlock setpoint), current ACTION

Statement [3.b] is revised to establish a 24 hour Coepletion Time for channel
restoration or changing the power level to either below P-6 or above P-10.
Although this change is less restrictive since a power increase is an allowed
option. the ACTION Statement would ensure protection by entering the range of
the four power range neutron flux channels. The Applicability for Functional
Unit 5 is revised such that current ACTION Statement [3.a] can be deleted.

With both intermediate range neutron flux channels inoperable when the plant
is above P-6 but below P-10. LCO 3.0.3 would be entered under the current T5
and the plant would have to be in HDDE 3 within 7 hours. New ACTION
Statement [3.1] requires immediate suspension of operations involving
positive reactivity additions and a power reduction below P-6 within 2 hours.

1-08 Current ACTION Statement [4], for one source range channel inoperable in Yes Yes Yes Yes
H MODE 2 below P-6. is revised to require imediate" suspension of operations

involving positive reactivity changes and a new ACTION Statement [4.1] is
added to address the condition where both source range channels are
inoperable in MODE 2 below P-6 [ ] to require imediate opening of the RTBs.

1-09 This DCPP-specific change revises CTS Action 5 to require imediate Yes No No No

M suspension of positive reactivity additions. Reference to specification
3.1.1.2 is deleted since ITS reference is only 3.1.1.1 which is more
conservative for MODE 5.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.3 5/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.3 Page 3 cf 22
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

N'JMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

1 10 This Callaway-specific change redefines the Actions for the source range No No No Yes
LS 32 neutron flux channels in MODES 3. 4, and 5. The source range neutron flux

channels are required to provide input to the Reactor Trip System to mitigate
potential uncontrolled rod withdrawal events only when the Rod Control System
is capable of rod withdrawal or all rods are not fully inserted (see CN
1-55-LS-39).

If one source range neutron flux channel is inoperable in MODES 3. 4. and 5
when rod motion is possible. ACTION Statement 5.a is entered. If the channel
is not restored within 48 hours, the Applicability is exited by inserting all
rods and precluding rod withdrawal. If both source range channels are
inoperable when rod motion is possible, new ACTION Statement 4.1 is entered
and the reactor trip breakers are imediately opened.

The current Action Statement 5.a requirements regarding the suspension of
positive reactivity changes and closure of dilution source valves are deleted
since they are not related to the reactor trip function.

1-11 [] ACTION Statement [10] is applied to the Low Fluid Oil Pressure and Turbine No - see Yes Yes Yes
LS-5 Stop Valve Closure trip functiens. Rather than entry into LCO 3.0.3 if CN 1-48-LS-4.

current ACTION Statements [6 and 10] are not met or if multiple low fluid oil
pressure channels are inoperable, the new ACTION Statement requires
inoperable channels to be tripped within 6 hours or power reduced below P-9
within 10 hours.

1-12 New ACTION Statement [7.1] is created to differentiate between those RTS Yes Yes Yes Yes
M interlocks required to be operable in MODE 1 only, and those interlocks

required to be operable in MODES 1 and 2. If the interlock function is
required to be operable in MODE 1 only and the LCO and ACTION requirements
are nct met, then new ACTION Statement [7.1] requires that the unit be taken
to MODE 2 within 7 hours.

In addition, current ACTION Statement [7] is revised for those interlocks
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2. If one channel is inoperable, the
interlock must be determined to be in its required state or the plant must be

|in at least HOT STANDBY within 7 hours.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTSJM.3 S/15/97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WQ 7 CREEK CALLAWAY
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1-13 [] . ACTION Statement [8] is [] revised to require restoration of an Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS 6 inoperable RTB within I hour or the plant must be in HOT STANDBY within the

next 6 hours. This is less restrictive since an additional hour is provided
for the transition to MODE 3.

1 14 In the ISTS Table 3.3.1-1. Function 20. the Reactor Trip Breaker (RTB) Yes Yes Yes. Yes
A Undervoltage and Shunt Trip Mechanisms are separate from the RTB Functional

Unit. The current TS have been revised to reflect these requirements.
,

New [ footnote [(j) in Table 3.3-1 and (f) in Table 4.5-1 have] been added to
the RTB Functional Unit to note that the same OPERABILITY requirements and

~

ACTIONS apply to a bypass breaker if it is racked in and closed for bypassing
an RTB. The bypass breakers were already handled in this fashion. ACTION
Statement (11] in current TS Table 3.3-1 has been revised accordingly.

1 15 The Applicability for the Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip function is modified No - see CN No - already Yes Yes
A by new footnote [(c)] such that this function is only required to be OPERABLE 1-48-LS-4. in current TS.

above the P 9 interlock setpoint (502 RTP). This is acceptable since the ,

trip function is blocked below P-9. [New] ACTION Statement [39] is applied
to the Low Fluid Oil Pressure and Turbine Stop Valve Closure trip functions.

1-16 The requirement to verify the setpoint during quarterly TADOT for RCP Yes Yes Yes Yes-

,

Underfrequency [ ] is deleted.LS-40
!

1-17 The bypass allowance can be used for surveillance testing or setpoint Yes Yes Yes Yes
A adjustment. Setpoint adjustment can be performed at power and may be

required by other Technical Specifications. .

I

1-18 The current TS requirement to reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux Trip Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS 7 setpoints in the event a power range flux channel is inoperable is deleted.

The time to reduce power below 75% RTP is increased from 4 hours to 12 hours
and. if actions are not completed as required, the unit must be in MODE 3 in
12 hours. (See also CN 1-53 A.)

i

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 SMS)97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYGN PEAK

1 19 If the requirements of current ACTION Statement [6] are not met. LCO 3.0.3 Yes No - sEe CM Yes Yes
LS-8 would be entered. In accordance with the IST5 this ACTION Statement is 1-61-M

revised to state that if the ACTION requirements are not met, the plant must
be taken below the P-7 interlock setpoint within the next 6 hours. [The
Applicability for Functional Units 9,11.12,14. and 15 in current T5
Table 3.3-1 is also revised to add new footnote (b).]

1-20. Callaway's current ACTION Statement 31 is reformatted per N'JREG 1431 Rev.1 No No No Yes
A to require restoration of an inoperable channel within 6 hours or the plant

must be taken to MODE 3 within 12 hours. This is an administrative change
since the total time to exit the Applicability is unchanged.

1 21 This change reflects the reorganization of the surveillances on the Yes Yes Yes Yes
A incore/excore axial flux difference. There is no change to the surveillances

or how they are performed. See also CN 1-25-A.

1 22 Quarterly COTS have been added for power range - low and intermediate range Yes Yes Yes Yes

H flux channels. [The requirement to verify the state of P-6 and P-10 has been
added for these COTS.]

1 23 This change adds notes to the RTS and ESFAS SR Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3 2 that Yes Yes Yes Yes

A explicitly require the 18-month calibrations to include verifications of
affected time constants where applicable.

1-24 The COTS for the Power Range Neutron Flux - Low setpoint, the Intermediate Yes Yes Yes Yes

L5 9 Range Neutron Flux and the Source Range Neutron Flux trip functions will no
longer be required if performed within the previous 92 days (extended from
31 days). Note [la] is added for use with the turbine trip functions, for
which no such change was provided.

1 25 NUREG-1431 Rev. 1 incorporates the current TS 4.0.4 exception from Table Yes Yes Yes Yes
A 4.3-1 Notes (2), (3), and (6) into the ITS SR 3.3.1.2. 3.3.1.3, and 3.3.1.6

surveillance frequencies.

1-26 This change moves detail concerning NIS detector operation and testing to the Yes Yes Yes Yes

LG BASES for ITS SR 3.3.1.11. j

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 S/ESM7
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CAlthiAY
CANYON PEAR.

1 27 Surveillances on the Source Range Neutron Flux trip function are reorganized Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS 10 to reflect plant status in accordance with NUREG-1431 Rev.1. New

Note [(17)] requires that the quarterly COT be performed within 4 hours after
reducing power below the respective source range instrtssentation
Applicabilities if not performed within the previous [92] days. Since the
COT is valid for [92] days, there is no need to repeat it if one has been
performed within the prior [ quarter). Since the current TS has no
Specification 4.0.4 exception, this 4 hour allowance is less restrictive.

1-23 Note [9] is revised to require the P 6 and P-10 interlock verification to be Yes Yes Yes Yes

A performed during all source range COTS. These permissives are verified to be
in their correct state prior to entry into MODES 3. 4. and 5 during shutdown
and after leaving MODES 3. 4. and 5 during startup.

1 29 This change moves the details regarding measurement of loop specific aT No - not in No - not in- No - not in Yes

LG values to the BASES for ITS SR 3.3.1.6. current TS. currer.t TS. current TS.

1-30 Boron Dilution Mitigation System (BOMS) signal blocking and surveillance No - not in No - not in ho - not in Yes

M requirements are moved to ITS LCO 3.3.9. This is a more restrictive current TS. current TS. current TS.
requirement since the BDMS, other than the inputs from the source range
channels, currently has no LCO or ACTION requirements.

1-31 One-time surveillance waivers are deleted. They are no longer applicable. No - not in Yes Yes Yes

A current TS.

1 32 [ Note [(11)] of current TS Table 4.3-1 is revised to move the independent Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG UVTA and STA verification to the BASES for ITS SR 3.3.1.4.3 [] Notes [(14)

and (16) and the IB month TADOT for the automatic undervoltage trip] of
current TS Table 4.3-1 are moved to the BASES for ITS SR 3.3.1.14.

1 33 The BDMS actuation SR is changed to allow the use of an actual signal if and No - not in No - not in No - not in Yes
TR 1 when one occurs, to satisfy surveillance requirements. current TS. current TS. current TS.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 SHS/97
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TECH SPEC C MNGE APPLICABILITI

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CO MNCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

1-34 Callaway's current ACTION Statement 5.b requirements for two inoperable No No No Yes
A source range channels are divided between the reactor trip. indication, and

BDMS functions served by the source range channels. New ACTION
Statement 4.1 added to current TS Table 3.3-1. retains the requirement to
open the reactor trip breakers to serve the reactor trip function. The

ACTION Statement 5.b requirements that are not related to reactor trip are
moved to ITS 3.3.9. See also CN 1 30-M.

1-35 This change moves response time limit tables to the updated FSAR per Generic Yes No - already No already No - already
LG tetter 93-08 and NUREG-1431 Rev. 1. moved to TRM. moved to USAR moved to FSAR

Section 16.3. Section 16.3.

1-36 This DCPP specific change adds a requirement to perform a Channel Calibration Yes No No No

on Functional Unit 17 every 18 months.

1 37 In the current TS. the " Minimum Channels OPERABLE' is one less than the Yes Yes Yes Yes
A " Total Number of Channels" for Functional Units [18.c] (P-8) [18.d](P-9),

and [18.e](P-10) in Table 3.3-1 and Functional Unit [10.a](P-11) in
Table [3.3 2]. For these Reactor Trip System and ESFAS interlocks, current
ACTION Statesumts [7 and 18] for an inoperable channel are based on the
"Minian Channels OPERABLE" columns in Tables 3.3-1 and [3.3 2]. In the
improved TS. only the " Total Number cf Channels" information is retained in
the LCO and that column is relabeled as the " Required Channels', as discussed
in CN 1-04-LG and CN 1-43-A. Required Actions in improved TS 3.3.1
Conditions 5 and T and improved TS 3.3.2 Condition L are tied to the Required
Channels. Therefore, the required permissive channels for these Functional
Units are revised in the current TS. Refer also to CN 1-51-LG for P-7.

1-38 The source range channel operability requirements in MODES 3. 4. and 5 when No - see CN 1- Yes - Yes - No - see CNs
R incapable of rod withdrawal are relocated to a licensee controlled document. 09 M relocated to relocated to 1-10-LS-32, 1-

TRM Chapter 16.3 30-M. and 1-
of the USAR. 34-A.

1-39 This change adds Note [(5)] to Functional Units [2.b and 3] in current TS Yes Yes Yes Yes
A Table 4.3 1.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3H.3 5H5/97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

1-40 Surveillance intervals applied to Notes (3) and (6) of current TS Table 4.31 No - already in No - already Yes Yes

LS-41 will be defined in terms of effective full power days (EFPD). However. EFPD current TS. in current TS.
may be longer than caler.dar days as specified in the current TS. Therefore,
this change is considered less restrictive.

1-41 This DCPP specific change moves the first sentence of note (1) of Table 3.3-2 Yes No No No

A to ITS SR 3.3.1.16. and moves the rest of note (1) to the Bases.

1-42 This change adds direction to ACTIONS 7,11. and 13 in current TS Table 3.3-1 No - not in No - not in No - not in Yes
H to be in MODE 3 within 12 hours, in lieu of LCO 3.0.3 entry, if inoperable current design current design current design

EAM/TTD timer (s) or channel (s) aren't tripped within 6 hours. or TS. or TS. or TS.

1 43 The " Total Number of Channels" columns in current TS Tables 3.3-1 and [3.3-2] Yes Yes Yes Yes
A and the [~ Minimum Channels OPERABLE *] coiumn in current TS Table [3.3-4] are

relabeled as the " Required Channels" consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev. 1.
ACTION Statements have been revised accordingly.

1-44 This change deletes the " MODES For Which Surveillance Is Required" column in Yes Yes Yes Yes

A current TS Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2 [ ].

1-45 The Overtemperature [N-16]. Overpower [N 16]. Pressurizer Pressure - High. Yes Yes Yes Yes
H and Steam Generator Water Level Low Low trip functions, which currently

reference ACTICN Statement [6 or 12]. are now referenced to new ACTION
Statement [2.1]. coc-istent with ITS 3.3.1 Condition E. This change is more
restrictive since one less hour is available under new ACTION Statement [2.1]
than under the combination of current ACTION Statement [6 or 12] and
LCO 3.0.3.

1 46 ACTION Statement 13 of current TS Table 3.3-1 and ACTION Statement 36 of No - not in No - not in No - not in Yes - reviewed
A current TS Table 3.3-3 are revised to reflect operating and testing options current design current design current design in OL

that have existed since the SG Water level Low Low EAN/TTD design was or TS. or TS. or TS knendment
implemented but were not listed in the TS since they were not necessarily No. 43 dated
the options of choice. April 14,

1989.

CPSES Conversion Compariwn Table - CTS 3M.3 5/15/97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPBER ' DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

1-47 For DCPP. a new note (f) is added and applied to the Functional Unit 6.c. Yes No No No

A The note is for clarification only as the current T5 Table 3.3-1 indicatesi

that only I channel is required to be OPERABLE and that there is no trip
function under these conditions.

1-48 For DCPP. CTS ACTION 7 is revised to allow a reduction in power belew P-9 in Yes No No No

LS 4 lieu of tripping the inoperable channel. The action is also revised to allow
bypassing a tripped channel for four hours for surveillance testing other
channels. Note (j) is added to Table 3.3-1. Applicable Modes for Functional
Unit 17.a and b that states that the requirements are only applicable above
P-9.

1-49 For DCPP. CTS ACTION 9 is deleted and revised ACTION 6 1s used which allows a Yes No No No

LS-18 power reduction below P-7 in lieu of tripping the inoperable channel.
Note (g) is added that strecifies that Functional Unit 19 of the CTS does not
have to be applied until the power level associated with P-7 is reached.
ACTION 6 also allows the tripped channel to be bypassed for up to 4 hours to |

perform surveillance testing on other channels. '

1 50 ACTION [12] of the CTS duplicates CTS ACTION [2.1 as revised] and is Yes Yes No - not in No - not in
A deleted. current T5. current TS. ,

1-51 This change moves the description of the P-7 inputs, i.e.. P-10 and P-13. to Yes Yes Yes Yes

LG the Bases since they are duplicated by Functional Units [18.e and 18.f] and ,

lists"1 per train" under the Required Channels column. [ ] |

1 52 This change moves the specifics on how to verify permissive functions of Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG ACTIONS [7] and [18] to the Bases. j

1 53 Current T5 Table 3.31 ACTION Statement [2.c] is revised to be consistent Yes Yes Yes Yes
A with ITS SR 3.2.4.2 as discussed in CN 4 04-LS-12 in the 3/4.2 package. -

1-54 ACTION Statement 5.b of Callaway's current TS Table 3.3-1 is revised to No No No Yes
LS-37 change the 14 day recurring verification of the closed status of the

unborated water source isolation valves to 31 days.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Tame - CTS 3M.3 SAS/97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALUNAY.
CANYON PEAK

1-55 Applicability Note [a] and ACTION Statements [5 and 9] for Functional Units Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-39 [1. 6.a.2).19. and 20] of current TS Table 3.3-1 are modified to provide an

alternative to opening the reactor trip breakers (RTBs) while still assuring
that the function and intent of opening the RTBs is met,

a

1-56 The DCPP CTS 3.3.1 Action 2.c requires that power be reduced to less than 75% Yes No No No

A or that SR 4.2 4.2 be performed whenever power is a 50%. This power level
requirement should be a 75% since if power is decreased below 75% per the
first part of Action 2.c. the required Action is complete and in addition.
SR 4.2.4.2 is only required for power levels a 75% with one power range
detector inoperable.

1 57 Current TS Table 3.3-1 Functional Units [12.a and 12.b] are cont >ined per Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG TSTF-169. The relationship between the Functional Units is moved to the

'

8ases.
,

1-58 The proposed change would allow Reactor Trip System and ESFAS sensor response No - See CN 1- Yes No - See CN 1- No See CN 1-
A time testing to be performed per WCAP-13632-P-A Revision 2. " Elimination of 03 LS-1. 03-LS-1, 03 LS-1.

Pressure Sensor Response Time Testing Requirements." or other similar ,

methodologies. This change is consistent with traveler TSTF-111, which |

revises the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.1.16 and SR 3.3.2.10 to allow the
elimination of pressure sensor response time testing.

1-59 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

1 60 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

1-61 If the requirements of current CPSES ACTION Statement 6 are not met. No - See Yes No See No See
M LCO 3.0.3 would be entered. In accordance with the ISTS this ACTION CN 1-19-LS-8. CN 1-19 LS 8. CN 1-19-LS-8.

Statement is revised to state that, if the ACTION requirements are not met,
the plant must be taken below the P 7 interlock setpoint within the next
6 hours.

2-01 The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System Instrumentation [ ] Allowable Yes Yes Yes Yes
A Values are moved to ITS Table 3.3.2-1.

*

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 S/IS)97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

2 02 CTS ACTION b.1. Equation 2.2-1. and the values for Total Allowance (TA). Z. No - not in No - not in Yes Yes
A and Sensor Error (S) are deleted, consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev. 1. current TS. current TS.

2-03 The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System Instrumentation Trip No - retained Yes - Moved to Yes - Moved to Yes - Moved to
LG Setpoints are moved to a licensee controlled document, in ITS. Bases. USAR. ITS 3.3.2

Bases.

2-04 The requirements stipulated in ACTIONS a and b are coved to ITS Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG Table 3.3.2-1 with explicit direction contained in the ITS ACTIONS Bases.

2-05 The Functional Unit for Containment Purge Isolation CTS 3.c is moved to No - see No - see Yes Yes
M inproved TS 3.3.6. Improved TS 3.3.6 adds requirements on the OPERABILITY of CN 2-20-A. CN 2-20 A.

the containment purge radiation sonitors and extends the Applicability for
the Manual Initiation and BOP ESFAS actuation logic to include during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment and Core
Alterations.

2 06 Functional Unit 4.a.1 of current TS Table 3.3 3 has been deleted. No - retain No - See CN 2- No - See CN 2- Yes

LS-33 CTS. 25-A. 25-A.

2-07 [ Note (c) is modified for current TS Table 3.3-2 for the Steam Line Isolation Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-11 Function to state that the LCO requirements are not applicable in MODES 2 and

3 when the MSIVs are closed and deactivated]. Note [(g)] is added to current
TS Table [3.3-2] for the Feedwater Isolation and Turbine Trip Function to
state that the LCO requirements are not applicable when the [FIVs] are closed
and deactivated [or isolated].

2 08 [New Shutdown requirements are added for ACTION 17. new ACTION 17.1 and new Yes Yes Yes Yes
M ACTION 17.2] These ACTION Statements, written to reflect the Applicability

of the affected channels, are more restrictive, by one hour, than the current
ACTION Statement [] which invoke [s] LCO 3.0.3 if the inoperable channel is not *

placed in trip within 6 hours.

2-09 Separate ESFAS entries for the motor driven and turbine-driven auxiliary Yes - Moved to Yes Moved to Yes - Moved to Yes - Moved to
LG reedwater pumps are no longer necessary. The only difference in the Bases. Bases. Bases. Bases.

requirements (an SR 4.0.4 exception for response time testing of the turbine-
driven auxiliary feedwater pump) has been addressed in the ITS by a Note in
Surveillance Requirement 3.3.2.10. []

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 SMS)97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

2-10 New ACTION Statement [23f] is added to current TS Table [3.3 3] for one No - not in Yes Yes Yes
M inoperable Main Feedwater Pu g trip - AFW start channel. This is a more current TS.

restrictive change since it reduces by 1 hour the Completion Time to reach-

MODE 3 as co m ared with entry into LCO 3.0.3.

2-11 The Functional Unit for loss of Power [ CTS 8] is moved to improved TS 3.3.5. Yes Yes Yes Yes
A

2-12 This Functional Unit [ CTS 93 is moved to i @ roved TS 3.3.7. The Applicable No - not in Yes Yes Yes
M MODES have been expanded to include movement of irradiated fuel assemblies to current TS.

cover fuel handling accidents.

2-13 This Functional Unit [ CTS 11] is moved to ITS 3.8.1. No - not in Yes Yes Yes
A current TS.

2 14 This change modifies ACTION Statement [18] for permissive P-11 [] to provide Yes Yes Yes Yes
M specific shutdown requirements to exit Applicability, in lieu of applying

LCO 3.0.3. This change is more restrictive by one hour.

2 15 Action Statement [14] has been expanded to specify additional actions and Yes Yes Yes Yes
M @tions if an inoperable channel is not placed in bypass within the specified

time period. In the ITS. the requirements to place the inoperable channel in
bypass within a time constraint and the reduction, by 1 hour. in the time to
exit Applicability are more restrictive than the current TS. [ ]

2 16 ACTION Statement [24] for an inoperable channel in the current TS No - not in Yes Yes Yes ;

LS-12 Table [3.3 2] Functional Unit [9] is modified to be consistent with current TS. -

NUREG-1431 Rev. 1 (7 day A0T in ITS 3.3.7).

2-17 The monthly TADOT has been extended to quarterly. No - not in Yes No - retained No - retained
LS-13 current TS. current TS. current TS.

2-18 Current TS Table 3.3-3 ACTION Statement 19 is revised to reflect ITS 3.3.5 No - see CN No - see CN Yes Yes i

LS-31 for the Loss of Power Functional Unit. 2-48-LS-28, 2-32 LS-23. |
2-19 This change moves functions provided by a Safety Injection signal and the AFW Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG pump start entries [] for Functional Units [6.c. 6.d. and 6.e] in current TS ;

Table [3.3 2 and 3.3-3] to the ITS 3.3.2 Bases.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 S/1587
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

2-20 The Functional Unit for Containment Vent Isolation is moved to ITS 3.3.6. Yes Yes No - see CN No - see
A There are no technical differences introduced by this process. 2-05-H. CN 2-05 H.

2-21 In CPSES current TS Table 3.3 2. Action 17.1 replaces Action 17 for RWST No Yes No No

LS-22 Level Low-Low and Action 17.2 replaces Action 17 for SG Water Level - High
High.

2 22 Not Used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

2-23 This change revises ACTIONS [14. 27. 27a. 34, and 34a] in current TS No - already in No - already Yes Yes
A Table 3.3-3 to clarify that the 12 hour A0T to get to MODE 3 includes 6 hours current TS. in current Ts.

for restoration followed by a 6 hour shutdown to N00E 3.

2-24 At CPSES. the Required Action for an inoperable SI sequencer is revised per No Yes No No

LS-19 ITS 3.8.1 Condition F to extend the time available for restoration of an
inoperable SI sequencer from 6 hours to 12 hours.

2-25 The requirement for manual actuation of a single main steam isolation valve No - retained Yes Yes No see CN 2-
A has been moved from current TS Table [3.3-2]. OPERABILITY of individual CTS. 06-LS-33.

lines is assessed under ITS LCO 3.7.2.

2-26 The Required Action for an inoperable Control Room [ Emergency Recirculation] No - not in Yes Yes Yes
LS-21 [Hanual Initiation or SSPS] channel is modified to provide appropriate current TS.

actions with the number of OPERABLE channels [two] less than the number of
Required Channels.

2-27 The CPSES Action Statement for the loss of offsite power - start motor driven No Yes No No
A auxiliary feedwater pumps is modified to require that if the Action

Statements are not satisfied, the plant be taken to H00E 4 to exit the LCO
Applicability. The CTS requires that H00E 5 be entered; however, because the
function is only applicable in H0 DES 1. 2. and 3. the LCO would be exited
prior to MODE 5. and H00E 5 entry is not a requirement.

2-28 This change moves DCPP information inserted by LA 114/115 on containment Yes No No No
LG spray and safety injection coincidence to the Bases.

i
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

!

2-29 A new functional unit 9 is added to the DCPP CTS. per a License Amendment Yes No No No

M Request, that incorporates ACTION 20.1 (new) and the appropriate
Surveillances for the residual heat removal (RHR) pusp trip from low
refueling water storage tank (RWST) level.

2-30 This change deletes Note (3) from Functional Unit 2.b. The slave relays No - not in No - not in Yes Yes
A listed in Note (3) were never associated with containment spray. current TS. current TS.

2-31 The *** Note for Functional Unit 6.g of current TS Table 3.3-3 is deleted. No - not in No - not in Yes Yes

A This note is no longer needed given that the ITS provides separate Condition current TS. current TS.
entry on a per pump basis, as evaluated under CN 2-46 LS-42, and given the
adoption of ITS LCO 3.0.6 and the Safety Function Determination Program.

2-32 These changes affect the ACTION STATEMENTS for inoperable undervoltage or No - see Yes No - see CN No - see
LS 23 degraded voltage relays. For all trip functions, new statements are added CN 2-48-LS-28. 2-18 LS-31. CN 2-18-LS-31.

which require that the diesel generator, which was made inoperable by the
inoperable undervoltage or degraded voltage relay, may be declared inoperable
in lieu of entering LCO 3.0.3. If the number of OPERABLE channels per bus is
less than the Required Number, one hour is now allowed to restore the channel
to operability before compensatory actions are required.

2-33 ACTION Statements 27a and 34a of current TS Table 3.3-3 are revised to delete No - not in No - not in No - not in Yes
A information regarding the loss of one MSFIS channel since no restoration current TS. current TS. current TS.

activity is required. See also CN 1-43 A. Current TS Table 3.3-3 is revised
to correct the implication that the MSFIS PLCs are associated with, or a part
of, the SSPS. System design is described in the ITS 3.3.2 Bases. Current TS
Table 4.3-2 is revised to show that the quarterly SR is actually an Actuation
Logic Test of the MSFIS PLC logic, initiated from the SSPS slave relays.

2-34 ACTION Statement 19 of current TS Table 3.3-3 Functional Units 8a and 8b is No - maintained No - can not Yes Yes
LS-34 revised to require an inoperable loss of power channel to be placed in trip current TS. bypass these

within 6 hears and an allowance to be bypassed for surveillance testing for channels.
up to 4 hour t is added rather than the current I hour and 2 hours.

' respectively. This is consistent with ISTS 3.3.5 Condition A.

2-35 Note (2) of TJP CTS Table 4.3.2 is deleted. The testing f % ency was Yes No No No

A relaxed from monthly (H) to quarterly (Q) via License Amendment 102/101 but
j the note was inadvertently left in. ,

CPSES Coisversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 S/158 7
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

2 36 This change revises the APPLICABILITY of Functional Unit 7 to require Yes No - see CN 2- No * see CN 2 No see CN 2-
H operability when the associated DG is required to be CPERABLE by LCO 3.8.2 of 32-LS 23. 18-LS-31. 18 LS 31.

the ITS.

2-37 CTS 3.3.2 Functional Unit 6.a requirement for manual initiation of an No - retained No - not in Yes No - retained
LG Auxiliary Feedwater punp is being deleted. The CTS Action Statement 24 with current T5. current TS. in ITS.

one channel inoperable requires declaring the applicable feedvater pump
inoperable and entering the ACTIONS required by CTS 3.7.1.2. Therefore, this

is consistent with the NUREG-1431 ITS 3.3.2 which does not have this Function
identified and ITS 3.7.5 which has the ACTIONS consistent with those in the
CTS ACTION 24.

2-38 For DCPP delete MODE 4 Applicability from the Manual Initiation of MSIVs Yes No No No

LS-35 since the valves are not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 4 per CTS 3.7.1.5 or
ITS 3.7.2.

2-39 Move valve nunbers in CTS ACTION 18 dealing with containment ventilation Yes No - Not in No - Not in No - Not in
LG isolation to the Bases. current TS. current TS. current TS.

2-40 This administrative change affects the manner in which the current TS 4.0.4 Yes Yes No - Already No - Already
A exception for testing the TDAFW pump is presented. This exception allows in current TS. in current TS.

entry into MODE 3 to perform the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater puup
response time testing. In NUREG-1431. Rev.1. the current TS 4.0.4 exception
from [ Table 3.3-2 Notation d and Section 4.7.1.2.b.2)] is reflected in the
ITS SR 3.3.2.10 notes.

'

2-41 ACTIONS Statements 27a and 34a of current TS Table 3.3-3 for the Automatic No - not in No - not in No - not in Yes

LS-36 Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays (MSFIS). Functional Units 4.b.2 and current TS. current TS. current TS.
5.a.2 are revised to specify action "with the nunber of channels less than
the required channels . Those ACTION Statements currently require action
with the number of OPERABLE channels gag less than the minimum number of

channels", but no action exists if none of the required channels per train
are OPERABLE.

| 2-42 This change revises the Applicability and ACTION Statement 37 for Functional No - not in No - not in No - not in Yes

! LS 38 Unit 6.d.1).c) of current TS Table 3.3-3 to reflect MODES 1 and 2 only. current TS. current TS. current TS.
| There is no Vessel aT in MODE 3 and no OPERABILITY requirements should be

| imposed. The maximum TTD should always be enabled in MODE 3.
!

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3H.3 S/1587
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

2-43 Callaway's Operability requirements associated with the shutdown portion of No No No Yes
LG one sequencer required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and which corresponds

to the required DG. are moved to ITS 3.8.2 with the explicit link found in
the ITS 3.8.2 LCO Bases.

2 44 Current Action Statement 32 of TS Table 3.3-2 for Functional Unit 32. RWST No - not in No - not in No - not in Yes
A Level - Low-Low Coincident with Safety Injection, is revised to delete the current TS. current TS. current TS.

last paragraph that states a channel may be tripped for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing to reflect the practical applicatiort of this allowance.

2-45 Current TS Table 4.3-2 Note (3) is revised to move the "during refueling" No - not in No - not in Yes Yes
LG clarification of the 18 month surveillance interval for the seven slave current TS. current TS.

relays to the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.2.6. SR 3.3.6.5, and SR 3.3.7.5.

2-46 Relaxations associated with Separate Condition entry for the RCP- No - not in No - already Yes Yes
LS-42 Undervoltage. RCP Underfrequency, and Auxiliary Feedwater - Trip of all Main current TS. in current TS.

Feedwater Pumps Functions are justified.

2 47 This change adds the Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays Function No see CN 3- Yes No - already No - already
H to the ESFAS Functional Unit for [ Control Room Emergency Recirculation]. 08-H. in current TS. in current TS.

2 48 A new Action 15 is added and applied to Functional Units 7.a.2) and 7.b.1) Yes No - see No - see No - see
LS-28 that allows the affected Emergency Diesel Generator to be declared inoperable CN 2-32 LS-23. CN 2-18 LS-31. CN 2-18 LS-31.

and requires entry into Specification 3.8.1.1 when more than one relay per
bus is inoperable. Current Action 16 of the DCPP TS does not address the
above situation and requires entry into LCO 3.0.3.

3 01 The requirements of this specification [ CTS 3.3.3.1] are moved to [three] Yes Yes Yes Yes,

A separate specifications in the improved TS. The RCS Leakage Detection
requirements are moved to improved TS 3.4.15. [ ] The Control Room
requirements are moved to improved TS 3.3.7. [The Containment Ventilation
requirements are noved to improved TS 3.3.6.]

3 02 The requirements stipulated in ACTION [a] are moved to ITS Tables [3.3.6-1 Yes Yes Yes Yes
H and 3.3.7-1]. with explicit direction contained in the ITS ACTIONS Bases.

The 4 hour A0T for setpoint adjustment is eliminated.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.3 S/158 7
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY -

CANYON PEAK

3 03 The requirements associated with the criticality mon 1 tors are moved to a Yes - moved to No - not in Yes moved to Yes - moved to
LG licensee controlled document. These monitors are required by 10CFR70.24: FSAR current TS. USAR Section FSAR '

however, there is no requirement for [them] to be in the Technical 16.3. Section 16.3.
Specifications (nor do they meet any of the four criteria for inclusion in
the ITS).

3-04 This change adds the Applicability for movement of irradiated fuel Yes. Yes No - see Yes
M assemblies. [The current TS Applicability of "All" MODES does not cover the CN 3-12-A

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies when the core is offloaded.]

3-05 ACTION Statement [28] for the [ Control Room Makeup Air Supply] [ ] radiation Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-14 monitors have extended Completion Times, from [1 hour] to 7 days for one

required channel inoperable.

3 06 ACTION [c] of current TS LCO 3.3.3.1 is revised to state the Yes Yes Yes Yes
A Specification 3.0.3 exception is [ deleted and to note that the

Specification 3.0.4 exception is only needed for the RCS Leakage Detection
System instrumentation].

3-07 The Applicability for the Fuel Building Exhaust radiation monitors has been Yes No - not in Yes Yes

LS-16 revised to read "during movement of irradiated fuel assesblies in the fuel-[ current TS.
] building." [ ]

3-08 The DCPP CTS have been revised to include manual initiation of the fuel Yes No No No

N handling building and automatic initiation of the control room pressurization
system. These systems are not classified as ESF functions in the TS. This
revision incorporates the Actuation Logic. Master Relay, and Slave Relay -

,.

Tests included in NUREG-1431 for the CRYS and the TADOT for the manual
actuation of both systems. i

3-09 The CPSES Surveillance frequency for the performance of a CHANNEL ONRABILITY No Yes No No ;

LS-24 TEST for the radiation monitoring instrumentation channels would be extended ;

from once per 31 days to once per 92 days. This change is consistent with
the ITS.

,

,

3-10 The DCPP descriptive information related to the Required Channels per normal Yes No No No '

LG intake is moved to the Bases.

!

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 S/158 7
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

3 11 The CPSES ACTION STATEENT for.an inoperable gaseous radioactivity monitor is No Yes No - No

M modified to require that the inoperable channel be restored within 4 hours.
If not restored, continued operation is pemitted (similar to the CTS
allowance) provided the containment vent isolation valves are closed. The
change is more restrictive or administrative in nature in that no time limits

for the completion of any actions are specified in the CTS.

3-12 Wolf Creek's use of the Applicability "All" includes MODES 1.2.3,4.5.6. No - see No - see N/A No - see
and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. CN 3-04-M CN 3-04 M CN 3-04-M

,

,

3-13 The proposed change would provide an ACTION STATEENT for the case where the No - See CN 3- Yes No already . No - already
M nusber of Control Room air intake radiation level instrumentation channels 15-M in current TS. in current TS.

was two less than required nunber of channels. The ACTION STATEENT would
require that the air supply from the affected air intake be secured or that
the emergency recirculation mode be initiated and maintained. Otherwise,
shutdown to MODE 3 in 6 hours and MODE 5 in the next 30 hours.

3-14 This proposed change adds an ACTION and allowed outage time of 4 hours for Yes No No No

LS.29 one inoperable Containment Ventilation Radiation instrumentation or actuation
channel to the DCPP CTS.

3-15 This change revises DCPP CTS ACTION 34 and adds new ACTION 36 to require Yes No No No

M appropriate MODE changes or condition changes for the CRVS with one or twc
: inoperable normal intake monitors. These actions specify a shutdown

requirement for MODES 1-4 that is one hour less than LCO 3.0.3, and inmediate
action for inoperability during fuel movement. Refer also to CN 03 08 H. CN
03-04 M and CN 3.3-51.

i

3 16 ITS 3.3.6 for DCPP includes MODES 1-4 and during movement of irradiated fuel Yes No No No 6

A assemblies within containment, in addition to MODE 6. in the LCO

Applicability. Tnese requirements are inferred in CTS 3.6.3 and are repeated i

here for clarity.

4-01 DCPP LCO 3.3.3.2, Movable Incore Detectors is relocated to a licensee Yes - See No No No
R controlled document. Attachment 21.

page 11.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 $/1S/97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

tOBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

5 01 DCPP LCO 3.3.3.3, Seismic Instrumentation, is relocated to a licensee Yes - See LAR No No No
R controlled document. 95 07.

_

6-01 DCPP LCO 3.3.3.4. Meterological Instruwntation. is relocated to a licensee Yes - See No No No
R controlled document. Attachment 21,

page 13.

7-01 The requirements of current TS Table [3.3 5) are redefined on a functional No - already in Yes Yes Yes
A basis with Required Channels. The point at which ACTION Statements are current 15.

entered is unchanged.

7-02 The shutdown requirement for inoperable Remote Shutdown controls is changed No - already in Yes No already No - slready
H from HOT STAND 8Y to HOT SHUTDOWN. current TS. in current TS. in current TS.

7-03 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

7-04 This change extends the Remote Shutdown A0T from 7 days to 30 days. No - already in Yes Yes Yes
LS-15 current TS.

7 05 Consistent with the ITS, the modifications would clarify the requirement to Yes Yes No - already No - already
A be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours by replacing the requirement with a new in current TS. in current TS.

requirement to be in HOT STANDBY in 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN in the next
6 hours.

7-06 The Readout Location and Total No. of Channels columns in current TS Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG Table [3.3 5] have been moved to the Bases of irproved TS 3.3.A. [ ]

7-07 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

7-08 The CPSES requirement to submit a special report if the number of remote No Yes No No

TR-2 shutdown monitoring instruments is less than the required number would be
deleted from the CTS. This requirement is covered by other regulatory
requirements.

7-09 Clarification is provided that Channel Checks are only required for normally No - retained Yes Yes Yes
LS-43 energized instrumentation channels by adding "for each required current TS.

instrumentation channel that is normally energized", per ITS [SR 3.3.3.1 and
SR 3.3.4.1] to CTS [4.3.3.2.1 and 4.3.3.3.a].

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.3 S/1S/97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

N' EER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WnLF CREEK CAllAWAYJ
CANYON PEAK

7 10 Ir the CTS, the determination that the steam generators are available for Yes Yes No - not in No - not in

L5-26 decay heat removal, using instrumentation available at the remote shutdown current TS. current TS.
panel is based on steam generator level Acd auxiliary feedwater flow to the
steam generator. In the ITS. it is recognized that either of these
indications is sufficient.

7-11 CTS $R 4.3.3.5.3 is deleted. This is duplicated 1 ' CTS 3.7.1.2 and covered No - not in No not in Yes No - retained
A in ITS 3.7.5 for AFW System operability requirements. current TS. current TS. in ITS.

7-12 New Note excludes neutron detectors from CHANNEL CALIBRATION consistent with No - not in No - already Yes Yes

A current T5 Table 4.3-1. Functional tinit 6, Note 4 and with improved TS current TS. in current TS.
SR 3.3.4.3.

8-01 This change consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev. 1. revises " Channel" and Yes Yes Yes Yes

A " Instrument" to " Function."

8 02 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

8 03 Ris change revises current TS Table [3.3-6] to clarify the number of Yes Yes Yes Yes
A channels required to be Operable. This is an administrative change which

deletes the " Minimum Channels Operable" column [and revises the "[ Total] No.
of Channels" column to be the " Required Channels" column]. The required
actions are now based on one channel inoperable or two channels inoperable,
rather than "less than the Total Number" or "less than Minimum Nurber."

8 04 Consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev. 1 (ITS 3.3.3 Required Actions C.I. E.1. and Yes Yes Yes Yes
L5-17 G.1), this change deletes the requirement to initiate an alternate means of

monitoring within 72 hours when two channels of Containment Radiation Level
[or RVLI5] are inoperable as specifled in current TS [3.3.3.3 ACTION 32].

8 05 In conjunction with CN 8-03-A. this change rearranges the ACTION Statements NJ - see CN No - not in Yes Yes
A for the single channel Functions (i.e.. SG Water Level - Wide Range and AFW 8-11 LS 30. current TS.

Flow Rate). No change in A0T is requested, therefore this is an
administrative change.

8 06 Specific equipment ID numbers are moved to the ITS Bases. No - not in No - not in No - not in Yes
LG current TS- current TS. current TS.

C?SES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 S/1SM
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TECH SPEC CHANGE -APPLICABILITY

NUPBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF. CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

8-07 This CPSES-specific change revises the definition of Core Exit Tegerature No Yes No No.
A therecouple channels. The changc clarifies that 2 Core Exit Tegerature

thermocouple channels per quadrant per train with each channel consisting of
1 thermocouple, is the same as 2 chanMis per quadrant with each channel
consisting of 2 thermocouples. i

8-08 Consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev.1. this change extends the requirement to No Yes No No
LS 27 restore the inoperable channel to operable status from 7 days to 30 days.

Consistent with NUREG-1431 this change extends the requirement to restore
the inoperable channel to operable status from 48 hours to 7 days. Finally,
consistent with NUREG-1431. this change replaces the requirement to shut down
the plant with a requirement to submit a report describing an alternu e,
preplanned method of monitoring the process.
Because the T and T m channels are single channel functions (1/ loop) with
adequate alternate functions available, the action statements for these
functions are revised consistent with the philosophy of NUREG 1431. The
restoration time for inoperable channels with adequate alternate functions is
decreased from 90 days in current T5 to 30 days in the i g roved TS: however.
the option of providing a written report describing an alternate, preplanned-

method of monitoring the process is allowed. If the above conditions are not
met. 7 days are allowed for function restoration prior to initiating a
required shutdown.
ACTION 33 has been deleted because, after revision to be consi-tent with
NUREG-1431, it is identical to ACTION 32.
These changes are less restrictive in that the required channel restoration
times are increased and the option of submitting special reports in lieu of a
plant shutdown is provided.

-

8-09 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

8-10 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

8-11 This change revises the DCPP current TS 3.3.3.6 to conform to NUREG-1431 Yes No No- No
LS 30 Revision 1 and revises current T5 Table 3.3-10 to both add and delete

instruments per the Reviewer's Note on ISTS Table 3.3.3-1.

|

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.3 SMSB7
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUSER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE W0t.F CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

9-01 The explosive gas monitoring instrumentation will be controlled by the Yes See Yes No - already No - already.
LG Explosive Gas Monitoring Program established in accordance with ITS 5.7.2.12. Attachment 21. moved to moved to

page 15. Administrative Administrative
Controls' Controls
section (OL section (DL
Amendment- Amendment

No. 89). No. 103).

10 01 The Turbine Overspeed Protection System is relocated to a licensee controlled Yes - See LAR Yes relocated No - already No - already -
R document. 95-07. to TRM. relocated to relocated to

USAR (OL FSAR

Amendment Section 16.3
No. 89). (OL Amendment

No. 103).

11 01 LCO 3.3.3.7. Chlorine Detection Systems, is relocated to a licensee Yes - See LAR No - not in No - not in No not in

R controlled document. 95-07. current TS. current TS. current TS.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Tabte - CTS 3M.3 SMSB7
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I. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATIONg
U .

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request 1

proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision 4

includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are!

7

provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume i
iof changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the noi

significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92. j

i

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In !
,

addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may
contain chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped ,

into a category have also been developed. Typically, less restrictive technical i
changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain ;

" change specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

!
!Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate

page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or 1

administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of j
the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which j'

.

provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC. 1

For enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" 1rJ1 cates the :
information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing i

I
-

Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have
plant specific information in that location.

.

i

f% I|
L)
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

O cenearc u0 sicurric^ur a^z^aos constoca^rious

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
chapter. The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the
applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers.
Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e.. LG1, LG2, A1. A2, etc).

Administrative

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative)

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature. involve the
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content,
simply reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no
longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes
nontechnical changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard
Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been
marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a
discussion of change or NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for
a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies.
This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative
change that is not obvious and requires an explanation.

Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria
are annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC
for a description and evaluation of the change.

Movina information out of Technical Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying

i
1

p
d !
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
(continued) ,

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
'

the LCO but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer |
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and
content. .'
Ipff)nical chanae. more restrictive

Reference symbol "H" (More restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to ;

conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the l'ess
restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in
this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less
restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A)
for this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Technical chanae. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or
less restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

Technical chance. recurrino less restrictive

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2. 3...." (technical recurring)
|

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications.

O
CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3H.3 S S/1587
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

Og) "A" |

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION I

FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining i

requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide
and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended

"

to make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.
|Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between

specifications. During this reformatting and rewording process. no technical
changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were
identified and justified.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted ;

below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility

Q licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no i
O significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance

with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or !

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

1.

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current |
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no
technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such. this

;

1
l

'

|

V. !
. . |
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III. GENERIC.N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

I "A"
(continued)

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or |

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
requirements. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. This change is administrative
in nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

4

O ,
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(3
V "R"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |
'

FOR
i

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these ,

requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an imediate threat to the public health and |

safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS. >

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11)
have been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation ,

addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of
objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating
restrictions should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in
the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the |
reactor coolant pressure boundary: |

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that '

is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
1analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a

challenge to the integrity of a fission product b6rrier:

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and

Criterion 4: A structure, system or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.

;

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not
.

moet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 38) ;

specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements. |

|
|s

gd '
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICAfff HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
1

O . R ,,o
(continued)

1

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's critaria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to
documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that
changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve
an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other
licensee documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality
Assurance Plan, as described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The
remainder of the requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to
programs that are controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved
TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these
requirements. The TS change to relocate requirtants has been reviewed by a multi-
disciplinary group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel, includirq onsite
operations personnel.

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed
change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances :

will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained. !

Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system
operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

7

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed j

in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: )

!"The Comisston may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no ,

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance |

with the proposed amendment wou13 - '-

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fra71 any
accident previously evaluated; or

)
'

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
r

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: j

3
(G
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

n ., R "

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,
systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion
in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to
mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls
section of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in

~3 controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
(V requirements and adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus,

this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component
or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance
procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other
regulatory requirerrents (as applicable for the document to which the
requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section of the
improved TS, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of
safety. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC 'R' resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

o significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
tj no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

I
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

Q "LG"
|

10 CFR 50,92 EVALUA~ 10N |
'

FOR

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL

SPECIFICATION BASES. FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS |
!

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),
actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases. FSAR, other licensee |

controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in ;

accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the
improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the
public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be i

maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently
exist on the documents where the information is being moved.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it l

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted |
below: !m

(N
,

%
'

"The Corrmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendmnt to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideratfon. if operation of the faci 1ity in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

.

I

A I!
i i

V
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"LG"
(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases. FSAR, other
licensee controlled documents. ' The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls.

Since any changes to the Bases, FSAR. or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore, ;

this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

|

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no j

q new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in j

Q controlling parameters . The proposed chenge will not impose any different
requirements and adequate control of the information will be maintained.

1Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

<

i

) 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the requirements i

.

to be transposed from the TS to the Bases, FSAR or other licensee controlled |
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will i

be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate !

regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant

,

reduction in a margin of safety. ;
!

'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION <

|

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC."LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS _ format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and :cordingly, a

I
- no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

v)
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

{') .g.
v

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE HORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications
are being imposed to be consistent with the improved Standard Technical
Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and
remove ambiguities from the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

9 below:(G
"The Cmmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed unar 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no ,

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or |

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant j

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

i

O
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
pV ;

,g.
(continued)

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS.
The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to
ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained
consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. j

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of ;

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no ,

new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters . The proposed change does impose different i

requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in ,

the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create
ithe possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident

previously evaluated.
G

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases t b .aargin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit. |
1

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements.

,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

di Providing additional actions,

e) Decreasing restoration times.

f) Imposing new surveillances, or
.

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.
.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore,
this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety,

l.

!
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/~#s III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

bl
"H"

(continued)
'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS' CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is conc?uded that the activities associated with-
NSHC "M" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy.the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration fin.11ng is justified. .

-

O

.

.,

! -
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
^'

/T
NSHC LS 2ij~

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A new ACTION Statement [2.1] is created which is essentially the same as current
ACTION Statement [6), and is similar to current ACTION Statement [2], but does not
require a reduction in THERMAL POWER to less than 75% RTP or the measurement of the
OPTR if above 75% RTP. This new ACTION Statement is applied to the Power Range
Neutron Flux High Positive Rate [ ] trip function. Since this is a rate function,
its effectiveness is not improved by reducing power.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted |

below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance

[_D with the proposed amendment would not:q ,)
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards, as applied to the relaxation applicable to the
power range neutron flux, high positive rate [ ] trip function:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

.

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The proposed change adds a relaxation to the ACTION associated with an
inoperable channel in the power range neutron flux. high positive rate [ ]
trip function. No power reduction below 75% RTP or QPTR monitoring above 75%

(3 RTP would be required since these actions have no basis for this rate trip
(,/ function.

CPSES No Sign!)icant 11a:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.3 16 S/1587
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(continued)
1

The high positive rate [ ] trip function is insensitive to the static power
;

level . The proposed change will not affect any of the analysis assumptions
for any of the accidents previously evaluated. [No FSAR Chapter 15 analyses i

specifically credit this trip function. It provides back up protection for an
RCCA Ejection.] The proposed change will not affect the probability of any |

event initiators nor will the proposed change affect the ability of any |

safety related equipment to perform its intended function. There will be no
degradation in the performance of nor an increase in the number of challenges
imposed on safety related equipment assumed to function during an accident
situation. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated. !

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
required ACTION will not affect the normal method of plant operation and, in
fact, will relieve the operators from performing actions not required for-m

,(j plant safety. No new accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure
mechanisms, or limiting single failures are introduced as a result of this'

change. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed !

event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or |

limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities asscc.ned with
NSHC "LS 2" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a ,

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
I

i
!

,y,

(/ )
i

|
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( ) NSHC LS 3
" 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

With one intermediate range neutron flux chantiel inoperable, current ACTION
Statement [3.a] applies below the P 6 interlock. For those times that the plant is
above P 6 but below 10% RTP (the P 10 interlock setpoint), current ACTION
Statement [3.b] applies. ACTION Statement [3.b] is revised to establish a 24 hour
Completion Time for channel restoration or changing the power level to either below
P 6 or above P 10. The intermediate range neutron flux channels provide protection
between these power levels and the APPLICABLE MODES have been revised accordingly.
The source range neutron flux detectors provide protection below ~ 6 and the power
range neutron flux detectors provide protection above P 10. The addition of the
24 hour Completion Time (current TS has no Completion Time) limits the window of
operation during which the intermediate range neutron flux trip function provides
protection in a 1 of I logic configuration and ensures the low probability of
occurrence of a reactivity transient occurring during this time period that would
require an intermediate range flux trip. Although this change is less restrictive
since a power increase is an allowed option, the ACTION Statement would ensure
protection by entering the range of the four power range neutron flux channels.

V With both intermediate range neutron flux channels inoperable in MODE 1 (below P-10)
and MODE 2 (above P 6), LC0 3.0.3 would be entered under the current TS and the
plant would have to be in H00E 3 within 7 hours. With both intermediate channels
inoperable, new ACTION Statement [3.1] requires immediate suspension of operations
involving positive reactivity additions and a power reduction below P 6 within
2 hours. New ACTION Statement [3.1] is less restrictive since a reduction to MODE 3
would no longer be required; however, the current TS are overly conservative in this
area. Below P 6 the source range channels provide protection: therefore, the
required action for both intermediate range channels inoperable should be to exit
plant conditions where this trip function provides protection. New ACTION
Statement [3.1] will preclude any power level increase and require a controlled
power reduction to less than P 6 where the source range channels provide protection.
The 2 hour Completion Time ensures the low probability of occurrence of an event
during this period that may require the protection afforded by the intermediate
range neutron flux trip. These actions actually provide a more timely and
appropriate redress to the condition than entering LC0 3.0.3.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

,

O "The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in

C/ 50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

CPSES No Significant fla:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.3 18 S/15g7
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'

(continued)'"

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant red:ction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards, as applied to the relaxations applicable to the
intermediate range neutron flux trip function:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evtluated?

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.

(N The proposed change relaxes the ACTIONS associated with inoperable
intermediate range neutron flux channel (s). With one or both intermediate 4'

I
range neutron flux channels inoperable above the P 6 interlock but below 10%
RTP, timely actions w0uld be taken to exit plant conditions that may rely on

!this trip function for protection. The proposed change in the ACTION
Statements will not affect any of the analysis assumptions for any of the ;

'

accidents previously evaluated. No FSAR Chapter 15 analyses specifically
credit this trip function. The proposed change will not affect the
probability of any event initiators nor will the proposed change affect the
ability of any safety related equipment to perform its intended function.
There will be no degradation in the performance of nor an increase in the
number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment assumed to function
during an accident situation. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve |

'

a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?*

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in |

required ACTIONS will not impact the normal method of plant operation. No new |
accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting '

single failures are introduced as a result of this change. Therefore, the |p) proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of |t

accident from any previously evaluated.'

CPSESN) Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.3 19 S/1S/97
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(continued)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
.

t
,

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
.

event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or :

limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on ,

those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety. i

4
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with |

NSHC "LS 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no !

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a .

,

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.-

:

!
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'' 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Current ACTION Statement [6] applies to the Low Fluid Oil Pressure tr1p function and
allows continued operation with one inoperable channel as long as it is placed in
trip within 6 hours (with a 4 hour bypass allowance for surveillance testing).
There is no associated action if an inoperable channel is not placed in trip within
6 hours nor is there an action for multiple inoperable channels: therefore,
LC0 3.0.3 would be invoked. [ ] ACTION Statement [10, as revised.] allows continued
operation with one or more inoperable channels as long as they are placed in trip
within 6 hours (with a 4 hour bypass allowance for surveillance testing) or THERMAL
POWER is reduced below P 9 within 10 hours.

Current ACTION Statement [10] applies to the Turbine Stop Valve Closure trip
function and allows continued operation with multiple inoperable channels as long as
they are placed in trip within 6 hours. There is no need for the 4 hour bypass
allowance for surveillance testing since all 4 channels are required to trip the
reactor: the bypass allowance is needed when 2 channels satisfy the trip logic.
There is no associated action if the inoperable channel (s) are not placed in trip
within 6 hours; therefore, LC0 3.0.3 would be invoked. [ ] ACTION Statement [10,as

('') revised.] allows continued operation with multiple inoperable channels as long as
they are placed in trip within 6 hours or THERMAL POWER is reduced below P 9 withinv
10 hours.

Entry into LC0 3.0.3 is overly conservative in the above situations since this trip
function provides an anticipatory reactor trip function only above P 9. [ Revised]
ACTION Statement [10] is consistent with the ISTS philosophy of reducing power to
enter a condition where a function is not required to be OPERABLE. This is less
restrictive than the current TS which would require [a power reduction per LC0
3.0.3. LC0 3.0.3 specifies the time to NODE 3, but not to the P-9 permissive, below
which these functions are no longer applicable.]

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an {

p accident previously evaluated; or |
-

: 1

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.3 21 3/158 7
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(continued)

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The proposed change adds a relaxation to the ACTIONS associated with
inoperable channel (s) in the Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip function by keeping
the end point of the shutdown action above the CTS requirement if inoperable
channel (s) are not placed in trip within 6 hours or if multiple Low Fluid Oil
Pressure channels are inoperable. The new ACTION Statement would reduce power
to less than P-9 (50% RTP) within 10 hours in these situations as compared to
entry into LC0 3.0.3 [ ] in the current TS. The proposed change in the ACTION
Statements will not affect any of the analysis assumptions for any of the
accidents previously evaluated. This trip function is anticipatory only and
is not credited in any FSAR Chapter 15 accident analyses. The proposed change

O will not affect the probability of any event initiators nor will the proposed
V change affect the ability of any safety related equipment to perform its

intended function. There will be no degradation in the performance of nor an
increase in the number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment
assumed to function during an accident situation. Therefore, the proposed
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
required ACTIONS will not affect the normal method of plant operation. No new
accident scenarios, transient precursors. failure mechanisms, or limiting
single failures are introduced as a result of this change. Therefore, the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reductLi in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or

O limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there by any effect on
b those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection

functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

CPSESN2Signipcant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.3 22 SMSM7
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. (continued) j

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with !

NSHC "LS 5" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a

'
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|
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NSHC LS 6
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR.

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

[] ACTION Statement [8] is [ ] revised to require restoration of an inoperable
Reactor Trip Breaker (RTB) within 1 hour or the plant must be in H0T STANDBY within
the next 6 hours. This is less restrictive than the current TS since an additional ;

hour is provided for the transition to H0DE 3.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it j

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted |
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in .)

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed ainendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 1

accident previously evaluated; or
!

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or ]

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
1

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
',

hazards consideration standards:
'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the !

previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed. |

As noted in the Bases of NUREG 1431 Rev.1, the Completion Time of 6 hours is '

reasonable based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in'

an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. The 1 hour and .

6 hour Completion Times are equal to the. time allowed by current LC0 3.0.3 for ,

shutdown actions. The puposed shutdown requirement Completion Time change
would result in an additional hour to achieve MODE 3. By allowing a shutdown
tiine based on operating experience, this change would reduce the chances of an'

O operator error or challenge to plant systems that could result from the more
> . restrictive requirement in the current TS. The probability that an accident

'
' would occur during the 1 hour extension allowed by the proposed change is

extremely small. [ ] The proposed change will not affect any of the analysis

CPSES No Signljkant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.3 24 S/15/97
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(continued)

assumptions for any of the accidents previously evaluated. The proposed
change will not affect the probability of any event initiators nor will the
proposed change. affect the ability.of any safety related equipment to perform
its intended function. There will be no degradation in the performance of nor
an increase in the number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment
assumed to function during an accident situation. Therefore, the proposed
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change will
not affect the normal method of plant operation. Only the duration of
operation in the action statement is affected. No new accident scenarios,
transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures are
introduced as a result of this change. Therefore, the proposed change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated.

(
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 6" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

m
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10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

In current ACTION Statement [2c], the requirement to reduce the power range neutron
flux high trip setpoint is deleted. The loss of one power range neutron flux
channel does not impact the reliability of the reactor trip system because the
channel is required to be placed in trip. With an NIS power range channel
inoperable, tilt monitoring for a portion of the reactor core becomes degraded. To
address the impact on measuring QPTR. the OPTR TS provides conditional notes to the
surveillances that verify QPTR. Although the loss of one power range channel may
affect the ability to measure OPTR. there is no basis for reducing the power range
high flux trip setpoint and increasing the potential for an inadvertent reactor

; trip. The existing surveillance requirements in the OPTR TS provide adequate
remedial measures (increased surveillance frequency and/or different method for
monitoring OPTR) when an inoperable power range channel affects the input to OPTR.

In addition, the monitoring of OPTR every 12 hours will no longer be required if the
input to the OPTR from the power range neutron flux channels remains OPEPABLE. A

.

consistent completion time of 12 hours is imposed on either of the three required
actions, i.e. power derate, OPTR surveillance, or shutdown to MODE 3.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. Bis determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

.'

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

,

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. : Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

&(
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

CPSES No Signljicant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.3 26 S/]58 7
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(continued)

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the J

previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed. |

The proposed change adds a relaxation to the ACTION associated with an |

inoperable power range neutron flux channel. The inoperable channel is placed i

in the tripped condition, therefore the reliability of the RTS is unaffected. j

A consistent completion time of 12 hours is imposed on either of the three j

required actions, i.e. power derate, QPTR surveillance, or shutdown to H0DE 3.
While this represents a relaxation for the power derate completion time,
currently 4 hours, this time is not an assumption in any accident analysis.
For the purposes of the FSAR Chapter 15 accident analyses, placing the
inoperable channel in trip within 6 hours, which is unchanged, satisfies the !

analysis assumptions en RTS availability. This relaxation is contrasted by !
the more restrictive change that if the derate or OPTR surveillance can not be
performed, the plant must be shutdown to MODE 3. Currently, failure to meet

,

ACTION Statement 2 would place the plant in LC0 3.0.3, with 7 more hours to |

get to MODE 3. The proposed change in the ACTION Statement will not affect
any of the analysis assumptions for any of the accidents previously evaluated. !

The proposed change will not affect the probability of any event initiators
nor will the proposed change affect the ability of any safety-related
equipment to perform its intended function. There will be no degradation in

(o) the performance of nor an increase in the number of challenges imposed on
''' safety related equipment assumed to function during an accident situation.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety-related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
the ACTION Statement will not affect the normal method of plant operation, but
will reduce the possibility of an unplanned plant transient that might occur
during the adjustment of the high flux trip setpoint. No new accident
scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting single
failures are introduced as a result of this change. Therefore, the proposed
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any previously evaluated.

.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on

(~T those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
() functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

CPSES N> Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3H.3 27 5/15/97
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(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities ossociated withy.
NSHC "LS 7" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
:significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a -
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

O

1'

.

i

.

O
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10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

. REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
i

!

This change reflects a relaxation in the performance of COTS prior to startup,
consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1. These COTS, for the Power Range Neutron Flux-
Low, Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, and Source Range Neutron Flux trip functions. .

will not be required if performed within the previous 92 days. Note [(1)] of
current T5 Table 4.3 1 has been revised to extend this period from 31 days to
92 days. Since the COT is valid for 92 days at all other times, there should be no
need to repeat it during startup if one has been performed within the prior quarter.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in :'
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

I significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

,

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or .

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

t

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

I

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the'

previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
A Channel Operational Test demonstrates channel operability every 92 days,
consistent with the requirements of WCAP 10271 and its Supplement i for the
RTS. Since it remains valid for that time period, there is no need to perform
another COT during startup if one had been performed within the prior 92 days.

f3 This will not affect the operability or functionality of the NIS channels.
d Their calibration is still valid and daily channel checks are still performed.

The proposed change will not affect any of the analysis assumptions for any of
the accidents previously evaluated. The proposed change will not affect the

CPSF.S No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.3 29 S/1SM7
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probability of any event initiators nor will the proposed change affect the
ability of any safety related equipment to perform its intended function.
There will be no degradation in the performance of nor an increase in the
number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment assumed to function
during an accident situation. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident

_ previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of'

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
the COT performance Note will not affect the normal method of plant operation.
No new accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or
limiting single failures are introduced as a result of this change.
Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.4

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
7 event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or

limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect onj
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 9" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O
V NSHC LS 10 ,

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR {

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

i

Surve111ances on the Source Range Neutron Flax tr4 function are reorganized to ,

reflect plant status in accordance with NUREG.1431 Rev.1. New Note [(17)] requires ;

that the quarterly COT be performed wiunn 4 hours after reducing power below the
respective source range instrumentation Applicabilities, if not performed within the ;

'

previous [92] days. Since the COT is valid for [92] days, there is no need to
repeat it if one has been performed within the prior [ quarter]. The 4 hour
allwance permits a normal shutdown to proceed without a delay for testing in MODE 2 :

iand for a short time in H00E 3 until the Reactor Trip Breakers are opened and this
trip function no longer provides protection. Since the current TS has no
Specification 4.0.4 exception, this 4 hour allowance is less restrictive. |

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been dccermined that it I
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted i

below:
1

O "The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
I

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no i

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance !

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |
accident previously evaluated; or

!

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

;

.

s

C. !,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

NSHC LS 10

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or ,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
This change allows a 4 hour deferral of a Channel Operational Test after
entering the Applicability of the source' range trip. This will not affect the
operability or functionality of the source range channels. Their calibration
is still valid and daily channel checks are still performed. The probability
that an accident would occur during the 4 hour extension allowed by the
proposed change is extremely small. The proposed change will not affect any ,

of the analysis assumptions for any of the accidents previously evaluated. No |
FSAR Chapter 15 accident analyses credit this reactor trip function. The
proposed change will not affect the probability of any event initiators nor
will the proposed change affect the ability of any safety related equipment to

'

perform its intended function. There will be no degradation in the
performance of nor an increase in the number of challenges imposed on safety-
related equipment assumed to function during an accident situation.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a nev or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

1
'

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change will
not affect the normal method of plant operation. No new accident scenarios,
transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures are
introduced as a result of this change. Therefore, the proposed change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated.

1

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? !

I
'

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection-

functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION j,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 10" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no-

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |

!

PSES N3 Signipcant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.3 32 SMS/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 11
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
;

[ Note (c) to current TS Table 3.3 3 for the Steam Line Isolation Functional Units
4.a.2._4.b. 4.c, 4.d. and 4.e is revised to state that the LC0 requirements are not
applicable in MODES 2 and 3 when the MSIVs are closed and deactivated.] Note [(g)]
is added to current TS Table [3.3 2] for the Feedwater Isolation and Turbine Trip
Function to state that the LCO requirements are not applicable when the [FIVs and {
associated bypass valves] are closed [and deactivated or isolated by a closed manual
valve]. When these valves are closed [and deactivated or isolated), they are
already performing their safety function.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it !

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below: ,

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility i

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no j

- significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or .

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The proposed change adds a relaxation to the Applicability associated with [ ]
Feedwater Isolation ESFAS functions. Those functions are accomplished when
the associated valves are closed [and deactivated or isolated) whether that

- r' closure is as a result of automatic isolation circuitry or operator action.
1 Operability requirements on actuation circuitry are not applicable if the

valves are closed [and deactivated or isolated). The proposed change will not
affect any of the analysis assumptions for any of the accidents previously

CPSESNo Sign {Reant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.3 33 SM$87
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

b NSHC LS 11
(continued)

evaluated. The proposed change will not affect the probability of any event
initiators nor will the proposed change affect the ability of any safety-
related equipment to perform its intended function. There will be no
degradation in the performance of nor an increase in the number of challenges
imposed on safety related equipment assumed to function during an accident
situation. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant .

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously |
evaluated.

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of |

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
Applicability will not affect the normal method of plant operation as it |
recognizes the safety function is accomplished as long as the valves are ;

closed and deactivated [or isolated]. No new accident scenarios, transient ,

precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures are introduced as !

a result of this change. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously

/ evaluated. ,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

1

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION i

|

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 11" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

I

|
l
'

OO
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

.NSHC LS 12
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
!

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS j

q
,

The Allowed Outage Time (A0T) in ACTION Statement [24] of current TS Table [3.3 2]
for an inoperable channel in the [ Control Room Emergency Recirculation] ESFAS ,

I' function has been extended from 48 hours to 7. days. This A0T is the same as that.
allowed for the mechanical portions of. the [ Control Room Emergency Filtration System
in current TS 3.7.7] and in NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hetards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

c

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ,

. !licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

N
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated; or ;

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any ,

accident previously evaluated; or j
,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." |
4

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
; - consequences of an accident previously evaluated? +

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
4

previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The proposed change adds a relaxation to the A0T associated with an inoperable'

channel _in the [ Control Room Emergency Recirculation] ESFAS function. The ,

proposed change in the A0T will not affect any of the analysis assumptions for
any of the accidents previously evaluated. The proposed change will not-

affect the probability of any event initiators nor will the proposed change
_

affect the ability of any safety related equipment to perform its intended'

- ' function. There will be no degradation in the performance of nor an increase
in the number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment assumed to

.s
function during an accident situation. Mechanical portions of the system can

- be inoperable. rendering one train inoperable for up to 7 days. Therefore, ,

CPSESN2 Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.3 . 3S SMSB7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(A~) NSHC LS 12
(continued)

this A0T change has effectively been approved by the precedent established in
the plant systems TS. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
A0T will not impact the normal method of plant operation. More thorough
troubleshooting and restoration activities are possible with an extended A0T.
No new accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or
limiting single failures are introduced as a result of this change.
Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or ,

different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The prop. sad change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed ,

Ievent. There will be no adverse effect on control room habitability
(L} conditions. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or

limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection !
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety. |

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 12" resulting f om the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.02(c): and accordingly, a

ino significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

1

G
f

'
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

n! NSHC LS 13!

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The monthly Trip Actuating Device Operational Test (TAD 0T) for the ESFAS function |
associated with Auxiliary feedwater Actuation on [ Loss of-Offsite Power] is extended I

from monthly to quarterly. There will be no change in the Channel Calibration
interval nor in the periodicity of testing the AFM pumps in current
TS [4.7.1.2.1.b]. This extension is also justified by the diversity of auxiliary
feedwater actuation signals (SIS, SG water level-low low, trip of both main j

feedwater pumps. AMSAC, and manual initiation) and the reliability demonstrated by |

industry operating experience discussed in ITS Bases SR 3.3.2.7. |
i

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below-

I

'The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

I ,i licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
,

V significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." |

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

t

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The proposed change adds a relaxation to the test interval associated with the
TAD 0T on the Auxiliary Feedwater [ Loss of Offsite Power] ESFAS function. The
proposed change in the test interval will not affect any of the analysis

(3 assumptions for any of the accidents previously evaluated. The proposed
-C / change will not affect the probability of any event initiators nor will the

proposed change affect the ability of any safety related equipment to perform
its intended function. There will be no degradation in the performance of nor

CPSES N) Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.3 37 S/1587
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

!NSHC LS 13

(continued)

an increase in the number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment i

assumed to function during an accident situation. Therefore, the proposed j

change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or !

Iconsequences of an accident previously evaluated.
i
i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of ,

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which i

any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
test interval will not impact the normal method of plant operation. No new

iaccident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting
single failures are introduced as a result of this change. Therefore. the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? ,

;

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed |
'

event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection'

functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
|

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
'

NSHC "LS 13" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|

I

i
-

O |
!

i
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O NSHC LS-14 [g
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION j

FOR |

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
i

ACTION Statement [28] in current TS Table [3.3 6] for the [ Control Room Makeup Air

: Supply monitors has] been revised to allow 7 days for restoration of an inoperable

,

channel prior to isolation of the normal ventilation systems and initiation of the
i

ESF HVAC systems. The current allowed outage time (A0T) for [the] ACTION |

Statement [] is [1 hour]. The 7 day A0T for one channel inoperable is the same as .

that allowed by the ACTION Statement [s] of current TS LC0[3.7.7], for one train of
the mechanical portion of the ESF HVAC system inoperable. |

,

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it j

involves no significant hazards consideration. TL:s determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted- j

,
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

,O significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not.'

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

!

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the i

previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The proposed change adds a relaxation to the A0T associated with an inoperable
radiation monitor channel in the ESF HVAC systems for the [ ] control room. i

The proposed change in the A0T will not affect any of the analysis assumptions
for any of the accidents previously evaluated. The proposed change will not ;

/7 affect the probability of any event initiators nor will the proposed change |

V affect the ability of any safety related equipment to perform its intended
function. There will be no degradation in the performance of nor an increase
in the number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment assumed to

|

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.3 39 S/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

_

NSHC LS 14 ;"

(continued)
-

function during an accident situation. Mechanical portions of the systems
can be inoperable, rendering one train inoperable, for up to 7 days. |
Therefore, this A0T change has effectively been approved by the precedent
established in the plant systems TS. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated. ,

i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of :

accident from any accident previously evaluated?,

<

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which ;

any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in ,

A0T will not impact the normal method of plant operation. More thorough
'

troubleshooting and restoration activities are possible with an extended A0T. ;
-

No new accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or
1 limiting single failures are introduced as a result of this change. |

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
'

event. There will be no adverse effect on control room habitability
conditions of offsite doses. There will be no effect on the manner in which
safety limits or limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there
be any effect on those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of'

protection functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with ,

NSHC "LS 14" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no !

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. j

|
-

.

|

O
1

1
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

A
U NSHC LS 15

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The allowed outage time (A0T) for ACTIONS [a and b] of current TS LC0 [3.3.3.2.1] is
increased from 7 days to 30 days. As discussed in NUREG 1431 Rev.1, this is based
on operating experience and the low probability of an event that would require
evacuation of the control room during the conditions covered by the A0T. The
extended A0T will not increase the core damage frequencies [ J.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted i

below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in i

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
'

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated: or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.

'

The proposed change adds a relaxation to the A0T associated with remote
shutdown functions. The proposed change in the A0T will not affect any of the
analysis assumptions for any of the scenarios previously evaluated. The
proposed change will not affect the probability of any event initiators nor
will the proposed change affect the ability of any safety-related equipment to
perform its intended function. There will be no degradation in the

(~3 performance of nor an increase in the number of challenges imposed on safety-
() related equipment assumed to function during an accident situation.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the :
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

CPSES N> Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3H.3 41 S/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

A
NSHC LS 15tj

|' (continued)

2. - Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? ,

i

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which j

any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
A0T will not impact the normal method of plant operation. More thorough
troubleshooting and restoration activities are possible with an extended A0T.
No new accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or

Ilimiting single failures are introduced as a result of this change.
Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
'

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed '

event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety. |

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DtTERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 15" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
sigmficant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

t

'
.

!

,

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 17(j
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR l

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE l

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

l

Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, this change deletes the requirement to initiate l

the preplanned alternate method of monitoring containment radiation [or reactor
vessel water level] within 72 hours when two channels are inoperable. This makes
ACTION [33] of current TS LCO [3.3.3.6] the same as ACTION [32], except that a plant
shutdown is not needed if the 7 day A0T is not met for these functions with
preplanned alternates. Containment radiation indication is used to assess whether
the fuel cladding and reactor coolant pressure boundaries have been breached such
that a significant portion of the core activity inventory is available for release
to the environs. [ ] The preplanned alternate for this variable uses the PASS system
which is administratively controlled outside the TS. [The preplanned alternates for
RVLIS include a combination of the core exit thermocouples, RCS wide range hot and
cold leg temperature, wide range RCS pressure, pressurizer level, and RCS subcooling
monitor indications to verify adequate core cooling.] These variables are already
continuously monitored under the LC0 and do not require an action directing that
they be initiated.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ;

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no i

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance |
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any l
'

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a. margin of safety."'

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
U consequences of an accident previously evaluated? ;
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'# (continued) |

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the i

previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
'

The proposed change involves a relaxation regarding the deletion of the
72 hour initiation of the preplanned alternate method of monitoring
containment radiation [or reactor vessel water level] if two channels are j

inoperable. The proposed change in the ACTION Statement will not affect any |
'

of the analysis assumptions for any of the accidents previously evaluated.
The proposed change will not affect the probability of any event initiators
nor will the proposed change affect the ability of any safety related |

equipment to perform its intended function. There will be no degradation in
the performance of nor an increase in the number of challenges imposed on
safety related equipment assumed to function during an accident situation.
Therefore, the pronosed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety-related plant system performs its safety function. The change will
not impact the normal method of plant operation. No new accident scenarios,

v transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures are
introduced as a result of this change. Therefore, the proposed change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection (
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with !
'

NSHC "LS 17" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no-

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |

G

1
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NSHC LS 19 ;

V 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR ;

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ,

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
i

.

The SI sequencer is an essential support system to both the offsite circuit and the
Diesel generator associated with a given safeguards electric bus. Furthermore, the
sequencer is on the primarily success path for most major AC electrically powered
safety systems powered from the associated safeguards bus. Therefore, loss of an SI
sequencer affects every major ESF system in the train. The proposed change would i

increase the time allowed to restore an inoperable sequencer from 6 hours to -

12 hours. This 12 hour completion time provides a period of time to correct the |

problem commensurate with the importance of maintaining sequencer operability. This
' time period also ensures that the probability of an accident requiring sequencer

-

- operability occurring during periods when the sequencer is inoperable is minimal.
i

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been :

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

C "The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves a no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or-

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The same instrumentation is being used. The proposed change will not modify
any system interface and could not increase the likelihood of an accidentlq

g since these events are independent of this change. The proposed activity will
not change, degrade or prevent actions or alter any assumptions previously
made in evaluating the radiological consequences of an accident described in

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.3 45 S/1587
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NSHC LS 19t
(continued)

the FSAR. The proposed change will not affect the probability of any event
initiators nor will the proposed change affect the ability of any safety-
related equipment to perform its intended function. There will be no ,

degradation in the performance of nor an increase in the number of challenges .

'

imposed on safety related equipment assumed to function during an accident
situation. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant '

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety-related plant system performs its safety function. The change will
not alter the normal method of plant operation. No new transient precursors,
failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures are introduced as a result of
this change. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 19" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

O
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!

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

In accordance with the current Technical Specifications the Required Action if |

both required channels of Control Room [ Emergency Recirculation] [ Manual Initiation, !

or SSPS) are inoperable is to enter LC0 3.0.3 and take the plant to Mode 5. The i

proposed change would prevent unnecessary plant transients by requiring that
'

specified compensatory steps be taken to assure that control room habitability would
be maintained if an accident were to occur. Thus, depending on the initial mode of
operation, the proposed actions [with less than the required number of channels]
would require either:

1) the [ Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREFS)] to be placed in its
[ emergency recirculation mode (one train) and the other train declared
inoperable and the Required Actions for an inoperable CREFS train be taken].
or a plant shutdown to be initiated, or,

2) immediate suspension of movement of irradiated fuel 'ssemilies and Core
Alterations.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility )
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves a no I

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any ,

'accident previously evaluated; or
,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

IThe following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

' f) 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or |

V consequences of an accident previously evaluated? ;
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(continued) |

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The proposed change adds a relaxation to the Required Actions associated with
[ ] inoperable channels of Control Room [ Emergency Recirculation] [Hanual )
Initiation, or SSPS or], in that a required plant shutdown may be avoided if
specific compensatory actions are completed in a timely man.1er. The proposed
change will not affect any of the analysis assumptions for any of the
accidents previously evaluated. The proposed change will not affect the
probability of any event initiators nor will the proposed change affect the
ability of any safety related equipment to perform its intended function.
There will be no degradation in the performance of nor an increase in the
number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment assumed to function ,

during an accident situation. Compensatory actions are proposed that assure
that control room habitability is maintained and that do not impose a
transient upon the plant which gains little benefit in plant safety.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

;

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
required actions will not impact the normal method of plant operation. No new
accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting
single failures are introduced as a result of this change. Therefore, the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously evaluated. <

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no adverse effect on control room habitability
conditions or offsite radiological doses. There will be no effect on the
manner in which safety limits or limiting safety system settings are
determined nor will there be any effect on those plant systems necessary to |

assure the accomplishment of protection functions. There will be no impact on
1any margin of safety.*

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION I

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 21" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a

V(7 - no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |

l
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10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES T14AT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

In current TS Table 3.3 2 . the revised Action Statement 17.1 requires an inoperable
a channel to be placed in bypass, which is less restrictive than placing the channel
in the tripped position. This action is applied to ESFAS Functional Unit 7.b. RWST
Level - Low Low and reflects improved TS 3.3.2, Condition K. The RWST Level Low-
low, coincident with the presence of an "S" signal provides semi automatic
switchover of the RHR pump suction from the RWST to the containment sump. The RWST
level function is provided by 4 transmitters. These transmitters provide no control
function; therefore, a 2 out of 3 logic is adequate to initiate the protection
function actuation while providing single failure protection. A fourth channel has
been added for increased reliability: however, only two channels are required to
satisfy the actuation logic.

Placing one channel in the bypass condition modifies the trip logic to be
2 out of 3. Because this function provides no control function, the remaining
channel can be placed in bypass for an indefinite period of time without degrading |

Q the capability of the actuation function to tolerate a single failure. )

|

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it i

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in'10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted ;

below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in ,

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility l

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves a no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or'

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in tha probability or
consc:;uences of an accident previously evaluated?

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.3 49 5/15/97
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(continued)

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The proposed change adds a relaxation to the Required Actions associated with
an inoperable channel of RWST Level Low Low trip function, in that an ,

inoperable channel may be placed in bypass (resulting in a two out of-
fourthteg trip logic) rather than in trip (resulting in a one out of three
trip logic). However, because the trip function does not provide an input to
a control system that can be an event initiator, the two out of three logic
remains adequate to ensure that the actuation function is completed.
Therefore, the proposed change will not affect any of the analysis assumptions
for any of the accidents previously evaluated. The proposed change will not
affect the probability of any event initiators nor will the proposed change
affect the ability of any safety related equipment to perform its intended
function. There will be no degradation in the performance of nor an increase
in the number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment assumed to
function during an accident situation. Therefore, the proposed change does
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which |

any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
required actions will not impact the normal method of plant operation. No new
accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting .'

single failures are introduced as a result of this change. Therefore, the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of

'

accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no adverse effect on any of the assumptions of the j

accident analyses nor on any of the event acceptance criteria. There will be 4

no effect on the manner in which safety limits or limiting safety system
settings are determined nor wili * ~e be any effect on those plant systems
necessary to assure the accomp, e it of protection functions. There will be'

no impact on any margin of safet,. ,

l

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with

(3 NSHC "LS 21" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

() significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
)

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |

|
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10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The ESFAS loss of power undervoltage and degraded voltage relays are intended to
detect a condition where the offsite power supply is either unavailable or is
insufficiently stable to allow safe unit operation and initiate the sequences to
shed the loads on the safeguards electrical busses (when appropriate), start the
diesel generators, and load the busses onto the diesel generator. If one of these
relays was inoperable, the principal effect is that, in the event of a loss or
degradation of offsite power, the affected diesel generator would not be
successfully started and supplied to the appropriate safeguards bus; in other words,
the effect would be the same as if the diesel generator were inoperable. In the
structure of NUREG 1431. Rev.1., any subsequent actions required by the Technical
Specifications would be made in accordance with those specifications concerning
diesel generator operability.

The proposed changes affect the Action Statements for inoperable undervoltage or
degraded voltage relays. For all trip functions, new statements are added which
require that the diesel generator made inoperable by the inoperable undervoltage or

(m-}
degraded voltage relay be declared inoperable, in lieu of entering LC0 3.0.3. In
addition, one hour is now allowed to attempt to restore the channel to operability
before compensatory actions are required. The one hour completion time should allow
ample time to repair most failures and takes into account the low probability of
occurrence of an event during the 1 hour period which would require the diesel
generators to start on loss of offsite power.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

.

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

O
() 2. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

TPSESN:SignijIcant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.3 SI S/ISS7
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(continued)

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The proposed change will not modify any system interface and could not
increase the likelihood of an accident since these events are independent of
this change. If an event involving a loss of offsite power where to occur
during the one hour allowed outage time, protective functions assumed in the
accident analyses may not be available; however, the probability of this
event, which is beyond the design basis, is sufficiently small that it may be
neglected. The proposed activity will not change, degrade or prevent actions
or alter any assumptions previously made in evaluating the radiological
consequences of an accident described in the FSAR. Because the accident
analyses are assumed to be initiated from within the requirements of the
Limiting Condition for Operation, the proposed change will not affect the
probability of any event initiators nor will the proposed change affect the,,

l ability of any safety related equipment to perform its intended function. I

(V There will be no degradation in the performance of nor an increase in the
l

number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment assumed to function
during an accident situation. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change will
not alter the normal method of plant operation. No new transient precursors, i

failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures are introduced as a result of
'

this change. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? |'

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. Because the accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from within
the requirements of the Limiting Condition of Operation, which is unchanged, i

Ithe relevant event acceptance criteria will not be exceeded. There will be no
(~ effect on the manner in which safety limits or limiting safety system settingst j] are determined nor will there be any effect on those plant systems necessary |

to assure the accomplishment of protection functions. There will be no impact
on any margin of safety.
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i

(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERNINATION ]
Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with I

NSHC "LS 23" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no i

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a -

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
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10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Surveillance frequency for the performance of a CHANNEL OPERABILITY TEST (C0T)
for the radiation monitoring instrumentation channels would be extended from once
per 31 days to once per 92 days. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev.1.
The COT is performed to ensure the entire channel will perform the intended
function. This test verifies the capability of the instrumentation to provide the
Control Room Emergency Filtration System and Containment Vent Isolation actuation.
The frequency is based on the known reliability of the monitoring equipment and has
been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

''The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

/_T licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
O significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

.

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the
previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
The relaxation in the frequency at which Channel Operability Tests are
performed is based on the known reliability of the monitoring equipment and
has been shown to be acceptable through operating experience. The proposed

G change will not affect the probability of any event initiators nor will the
() proposed change affect the ability of any safety related equipment to perform

its intended function. There will be no degradation in the performance of nor
an increase in the number of challenges imposed on safety related equipment

CPSES N; Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.3 S4 S/1Sm
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(continued)

assumed to function during an accident situation. Therefore, the proposed
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
required actions will not impact the normal method of plant operation. No new
accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting
single failures are introduced as a result of this change. Therefore, the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no adverse effect on control room habitability
conditions or offsite radiological doses. There will be no effect on the
manner in which safety limits or limiting safety system settings are

('") determined nor will there be any effect on those plant systems necessary to
assure the accomplishment of protection functions. There will be no impact on
any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 24" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

(3
b
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10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Remote Shutdown System is required to provide equipment at appropriate locations
outside the control room with a capability to place and maintain the unit in a safe
condition in Mode 3 (prior to control room evacuation, the reactor would have been
verified to be shutdown). Under this condition, decay heat would be removed from
the RCS through the steam generators. Steam is released through the main steam
safety and/or relief valves and steam generator inventory is maintained by the
Auxiliary Feedwater System. Indication of either the steam generator level or the
auxiliary feedwater flow rate is sufficient to ensure that the steam generator
inventory is being replenished.

In the CTS, the determination that the steam generators are available for decay heat
removal, using instrumentation available at the remote shutdown panel, is based on
steam generator level And auxiliary feedwater flow to the steam generator. In the
ITS, it is recognized that either of these indications is sufficient; therefore, the
decay heat removal via steam generators function may be satisfied through the
availability of either of these two functions,

(b) The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated: or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

.

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

(~T 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
() consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

CPSESN3 Signs)icant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.3 56 5R5/97
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(continued)(j

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds of the j

previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are proposed.
'

The proposed change to require only one of two available indications of the
capability to use the steam generators to remove decay heat from the RCS can
not affect the probability of an accident. The consequences of the accidents 1

considered in the safety analyses are largely independent of operator action: !

however, even with the reduced requirements for indication of steam generator
heat removal capability, sufficient information is available to the reactor
operators such that the assumed operator actions will not be affected.
Therefore, neither the probability nor the consequences of an accident
previously evaluated will be affected by this change.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
Iaccident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change will
not alter the normal method of plant operation. There will be no decrease in
the information available to the reactor operator in the event of an accident
that would lead the operator to take inappropriate actiont.. Therefore, the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of

O accident from any previously evaluated.
v

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change affects neither the relevant event acceptance criteria for
any analyzed event nor any assumed failure point. Therefore, there will be no
effect on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC ''LS 26" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

(y
( )
%.J
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-27p) ~10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION(* '
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ;
'

RE0VIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

.

This proposed change applies the actions required to be taken if the required
channels of a function of the Post Accident Monitoring System (PAMS) instrumentation
are inoperable. For those situations where one of two required channels was
inoperable. the proposed chawe would extend the requirement to restore the

. inoperable channel to operable status from 7 days to 30 days. This proposed change
would also delete the requirement to be in HOT SHUTDOWN when a single channel cannot
be restored to OPERABLE within the required time, but would add the requirement to
submit a Special Report to the NRC. For those situations where two required
channels were inoperable, the proposed change would extend the completion time for !
restoration of at least one of the inoperable channels to OPERABLE from 48 hours to
7 days.

! During this 30 day allowed outage time for one required channel, indication of a
particular function, using only PAMS qualified instrumentation, would remain
available. In addition, per the CPSES licensing basis, the core exit temperature
thermocouple temperature indication provides an alternate indication to the hot leg
temperature. Similarly, the steam generator (main steamline) pressure indication,
with the use of tables of saturated water / steam properties, is an alternate
indication of the cold leg temperature. Both the " primary" and " alternate"w-

indications are listed in the plant Technical Specifications. Note that for the Tu
and Tm functions, two of two channels of the alternate indication are required to ,

i

be operable during the 30 day period.
.

The 30 day period is based on operating experience and takes into account the
passive nature of the instrument (no critical automatic action is assumed to occur
from these instruments), and the low probability of an event requiring the PAMS
instrumentation during this interval.

.

The 7 day allowed outage time for two required channels is based on the relatively
low probability cf an ecent requiring PAMS instrument operation and the availability
of alternate me6ns to obtain the required information. Continuous operation for an
unlimited time with two required channels in a Function is not acceptable because
the alternate indications may not fully meet all performance qualification
requirements' applied to the PAMS instrumentation. Therefore, requiring the
rastoration of one inoperable' channel of the function limits the risk that the PAMS-

function will be in a degraded condition should an accident occur.

If one of two required channels is inoperable and can not be restored within the
required completion time, the requirement to shut down the plant is replaced with a
requirement to submit a special report to the NRC. Among other regulatory matters.

' /] the report must describe the compensatory actions to be taken in order to monitor
V the parameter affected by the inoperable channel if an accident were to occur which

requires the PAMS. Because the PAMS has no safety function during normal operations

; CPSES No SignifIcant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.3 S8 SMSM7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

t

NSHC LS 27

(q .
g

(continued)j

and the probability of an accident requiring the PAMS is small, the requirement to
shut down the plant if the PAMS is degraded is not warranted.-

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it :

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been {
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted ,

below:
,

"The Commission may make a final det'ermination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a. testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration if operation of the facility in accordance ;

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

4

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

,

" _
3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

g

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
|

\

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or ,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

No automatic actuations are initiated from the PAMS instrumentation:
therefore, the failures in any of the PAMS instrumentation can not affect the .'

probability of an accident. The consequences of the accidents considered in
'

the safety analyses are largely independent of operator action: however, even
with the reduced number of available channels, sufficient information is
available to the reactor operators such that the assumed operator actions will ;

not be affected. Therefore, neither the probability nor the consequences of
an accident previously evaluated will be affected by this change. ;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
_

accident from any accident previously evaluated? |'

'

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change will
not alter the normal method of plant operation. There will be no decrease in
the information'ava11able to the reactor operator in the event of an accident

,

q that would lead the operator to take inappropriate actions. Therefore the
y proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of I

accident from any previously evaluated.

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.3 59 SMS/97:
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 27,~

(3) (continued)
t

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change affects neither the relevant event acceptance criteria for
any analyzed event nor any assumed failure point. Therefore, there will be no
effect on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION i

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 27" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

O
L)

,

.

10
'b)
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 39

(n) 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Applicability Note [a] and ACTION Statements [5 and 9] for Functional Units [1, 6.b.
19, and 20] of current TS Table 3.31 are modified to provide en Olternative to
opening the reactor trip breakers (RTBs) while still assuring that the function and
intent of opening the RTBs is met. As currently worded, these ACTION Statements
result in a feedwater isolation signal (FWIS) when in H0DE 3 with a T,, less than
[564'F.] A more generic action, which assures the rods are fu;1y inserted and
cannot be withdrawn, replaces the specific method of precluding rod withdrawal. The
revised Applicability and ACTION Statements still assure rod withdrawal is
precluded. This change does not involve any safei.y impact and is consistent with
traveler TSTF 135. The proposed change allows more freedom in how rod withdrawal is
precluded and is thus less restrictive. However, the intent of using physical plant
characteristics to prevent rod withdrawal is not diminished. The specification now
acknowledges that the Rod Control System can be effectively disabled by means other
than opening the RTBs.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

d below:

''The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideratior, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment woult' mt:

1. Involve a significant ina ease in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evals:ed: or

2. Create +.he possibility of a new or different kind of accident from Eny
accident previously evaluated; or ,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." ;
1

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

S The proposed change does not r. iter the requirement to preclude rod withdrawal
(V using phytitel plant characteristics. The specification does not allow

administrative control or other means which could be conceived as less |

i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

r- ~ NSHC LS 39
- ' (continued)

'

stringent. The specification does allow for alternative means to opening the
RTBs for precluding rod withdrawal. These means, if used, would be as ,-

effective as opening the RTBs, such as removing power to the Rod Control
System. Therefore, there should be no increase in the probability or
consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create' the possibility of a nev: or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluatt.d? ,

Inadvertent rod withdrawal accidents have been previously evaluated. This
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident. 3

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
'

The proposed change will preclude rod withdrawal with the same level of
assurance that opening of the RTBs provided. No reduction in the margin of
safety will result from this change.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 39" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

' significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

I
i

|

1

|

b
1
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IV. ' SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

A NSHC LS 40 *

~V 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESlRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The current TS require that the setpoints be verified during the quarterly TAD 0Ts
for the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Underfrequency [ ] function. The setpoint is
adequately confirmed during the 18 month calibrations. i

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

:i
"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in ,

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ,

;

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance

,

with the proposed amendment would not:'

.

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or ,

'

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

0

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
'

hazards consideration standards:

,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The setpoint for the RCP Underfrequency [is] selected such that the Allowable'

Value is not expected to be exceeded during the 18 months between
calibrations. This function is not an initiator for an accident previously
analyzed but the function is used to provide a reactor trip signal to mitigate
certain accidents. However, because the function is not expected to exceed its'

Allowable Value based on the 18 month calibration, it is concluded that the
- proposed change would not involve a significant increase in the consequences
of any accident previously analyzed.

CP YS No Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.363 5/1587
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
.

NSHC LS 40 j'

(continued) !

,

2. Doe's the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of j
'

accident from any accident previously evaluated?. .i<

i
;
' There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which !

any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change will |
not alter the normal method of plant operation. No new transient precursors, )
failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures are introduced as a result of |

,

this change. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility |

of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.
.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?.

!

I The proposed change does not af'ect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed j

j event. There will be no effect on the manner iri which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protectionc

[ functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety. !

|

; NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 40' resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

1
i

,

,.

4

1

h I

. i
* '
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u
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 43hq 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The current TS require that CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS are performed for instrumentation
used in the Post Accident Monitoring [and Remote Shutdown] Systems on an 18 month
basis. Some of these instruments are then de energized and remain in this state
until re energized for use in the management of plant events or for the performance
of the CHANNEL CHECKS. CHANNEL CHECKS are performed more frequently than CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS for the purpose of detecting gross channel failures or excessive drift
of one channel relative to other channels monitoring the same process variable.
During the period that the channel is de energized, it is not subject to the failure
mechanisms or conditions that typically lead to instrument. failure or excessive
. dri f t. Recognizing that de eaergized channels are not subjected to the same failure
mechanisms as energized channels, the current TS was revised to exempt
instrumentation that is not normally energized from the performance of the periodic
CHANNEL CHECKS.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The L. mission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licenced under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an !
accident previously evaluated; or j

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of ab.ident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

'

i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or |
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? !

\

A The instrumentation affected by the proposed change does not provide any
b automatic reactor protection or ESFAS functions. The instrumentation is used j

to provide indication to the reactor operators following a plant event. This '

indication may be used by the plant staff to manage an event, but serves no
|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO .IGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-43
,.

) (continued)

direct purpose in the detection or mitigation of an event. This
instrumentation is not credited in any of the accident analyses nor in the
calculation of the radiological consequences of an assumed analysis.
Therefore, it is concluded that the proposed change would not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident
previously analyzed.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety-related plant system performs its safety function. The change will
not alter the normal method of plant operation. No new transient precursors,
failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures are introduced as a result of
this change.

The proposed change would delete periodic CHANNEL CHECKS currently required to i

be performed for normally de energized instrumentation: however, because this
instrumentation is normally de-energized, it is not subject to typical channel
failure mechanisms. Therefore, the proposed change would not create a new
possibility that erroneous information could lead the reactor operators down a

,

path not previously considered. Therefore, the proposed change does not( ;

K' create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 43" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

J
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! 'V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

,

'NSHC TR 1
-

p
,V 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION i

FOR i

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ,

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the existing Technical Specifications to
additionally allow the use of actual actuation signals for surveillances that .

currently call for testing using simulated test signals only. This change achieves
consistency with the proposed improved Standard Technical Specifications
(NUREG 1431, Rev. 1). ,

In several specifications throughout the TS, operability of certain equipment is
demonstrated by ensuring that the equipment performs its safety function upon i

receipt of a simulated test signal. The intent of a ' simulated' signal was to be
'

able .to perform the required testing without the occurrence (or without causing) an ,

iactual signal generating event. However, the unintended effect was to require the
performance of the surveillance (using a test signal) even if an actual signal had
previously verified the operation of the equipment. This change allows credit to be
taken for actual events when the required equipment actuates successfully.

While the occurrence of events that cause actuation of accident mitigation equipment
is undesirable, the actuation of mitigation equipment on an actual signal is a
better demonstration of its operability than an actuation using a test signal. Thus
the change does not reduce the reliability of the equipment tested. The change also |

improves plant safety: by reducing the amount of time the equipment is taken out of
service for testing and thereby increasing its availability during an actual event;
and by reducing the wear of the equipment caused by unnecessary testing. !

|

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFP. 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an'

accident previously evaluated: or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or j

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." ;

1
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NSHC TR 1 |a
(j (continued)

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change allows the use of an actual actuation signal (when/if it
occurs) to satisfy surveillance requirements currently requiring simulated
test signals to demonstrate equipment operability. While the change takes
advantage of events that may have occurred, it has no adverse effect on any
accident initiators or accident consequences. In fact, by potentially
reducing unnecessary testing, it may reduce the probability of an accident
because the testing itself can increase the probability of an accident. It
may also reduce accident consequences by increasing the equipment availability
(i.e., less time in test). Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

O(V The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The use of an actual actuation signal to satisfy a surveillance requirement
has either no impact on or increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing mitigation equipment availability; and

b) Improving mitigation equipment reliability by potentially reducing wear
caused by ur.necessary testing.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis.
- Therefore, this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
i

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with i

NSHC "TR 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
A significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a

U no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS
,

,

1

Applicable Industry Traveler Information (1 Page)'

.

.

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page)
.

Mark-up: ;
i

l

SPECIFICATION PAGE

33.1............................................................................................33-1 3

3.3.2................................................................................................3.3-25
'

333...................................................................................................3344
3.3.4...................................................................................................3.3-50
33.5..................................................................................................33-53

V 3.3.6.............................................................................3.3-57
3.3.7.................................................................................................33-62
3.3.8........................................................................................................NA
33.9..........................................................................................................'NA

Methodology (2 Pages)

i
1

1
i
i

;

.

$
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INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.3

TRAVELER i 1 TAIL)3 DIFFERENCE # COMENTS

TSTF 19. Rev. 1 Not Incorporated NA Not NRC approved as of cut off
date.

TSTF 36, Rev. 2 Incorporated 3.3 34

TSTF 37. Rev. 1 Not Incorporated NA ITS 5.6.8 still addresses PAM
reports. Sections after
ITS 5.6.7 were not renumbered.

TSTF 51 Not Incorporated NA Requires plant specific
reanalysis to establish decay
time dependence for fuel
handling accident.

TSTF 91 Not Incorporated NA [ ] Allowable Values for loss
of voltage and degraded
voltage will remain in the TS.

TSTF 111. Rev. 1 Incorporated NA

TSTF-135 Partially 3.3 41. Traveler is too broad scope in
Incorporated 3.3-93, nature should have been

3.3 95. several separate travelers.
3.3 122 Portions of the traveler that

significantly clarify

operability requirements have
been incorporated.

TSTF 161 Incorporated 3.3 79

TSTF 168 Incorporated 3.3 43

TSTF 169 Incorporated 3.3 42

WOG 106 Incorporated 3.3 49

Proposed traveler Incorporated 3.3 107 WOG Mini Group Action Item
#145.

.

O
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NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE
4

.

Specification # Specification Title Comments :

,

3.3.8 Fuel Building Cleanup System (FBACS) Not part of plant design.
Actuation Instrumentation i

:

| 3.3.9 Baron Dilution Protection System (BDPS) Not part of plant design

-
,

|

|
1

i
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4

4

i
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

O s

i
(d 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

.

3.3.1 Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.1 The RTS instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.11 shall be
OPERABLE.

!

|

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1-1. |

ACTIONS a

,

....................................... NOTE--- - - --- - - - -- -- -- -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
....................................................................................

!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME [

!

A. One or more Functions A.1 Enter the Condition Immediately
i

with one or more referenced in Table 3.3.11
.

required channels for the channel (s). !/
inoperable. j

|

B. One Manual Reactor Trip B.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE 48 hours
channel inoperable. status.

08

B.2-1 Be in H0DE 3. 54 hours 3.3-106 !

ANEl

S.2.2 Op;a reactor trip S.t ra
bre ders ("sTSs).

1-

(continued)

O
'O |
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D u.9?E-3 g6Ki? = ==;??Q
WI1reith1GcoyntttIset
foriguigigtigg192201Loti2D 3.3 135

entrmW"f;1mtt
EhudiiisMWDM11E!.0
sceptid_Stg3hg
tegYit m entr or Co 10;AitJ
E ndid37fZLcliE C.1 Restore channel or train to 48 hours

OPERABLE status.

C. One channel or train
inoperable. QB

C.2]] vr.. n ~.tully;insett 49 hours 3.3 122

alEcods]

als

C,,2i2 MacelthelRodJont_rol 19')outg 3.3-122
system m arconditiod
incapab1CoHtod

O 91t.hdrawal;
- - - -

.

O
CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.3 3.32 5/1587
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1 1

i

N

-d D. One Power Range Neutron'

Flux-High channel - NOTE ---- 3.3 37
inoperable. The inoperable channel ad

'

a 6 'ithanne11may be bypassed
for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing and
setpoint adjustment of other ,

channels.
................................

D.1.1 Place channel in trip. 6 hours

M

D.1.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 12 hours

s 375% RTP.

'

E

D.2.1 Place channel in trip. 6 hours

M
..............N0TE - -- - -

g 0@f tiot required to be
performed WRil2; hour _s"LaBeds
10p4tif mplone whca the PowerE
Range Neutron Flux chtopel 4ftput 3.3 120
to QPTR is inoperable and
IllERNRf5WEEifE7 ERR;
................................

D.2.2 Perform SR 3.2.4.2. Once per 12 hours

E
i

D.3 Be in H0DE 3. 12 hours

(continued)

.
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RTS Instrumentation ,

3.3.1

' ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. One channel inoperable. NOTE - - ---- |
The inoperable channel pf 3.3 37-

iAggggggtgg31;may be bypassed
i for up to 4 hours for

3.3 40-surveillance testing kri!<

Mt@lr$]3dj01tsent of other ;
'

channels.
................................

E.1 Place channel in trip. 6 hours
)

E
,

E.2 Be in H00E 3. 12 hours
I

1

|

F. T|iER"X ",JER : "5 F.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 242 hours 3.3 107--

erd : " 10. One < P 6.-

O Intermediate Range 3.3 95
'O Neutron Flux channel Off

inoperable.
F.2 Increase THERMAL POWER to g(2 hours 3.3 107-

> P 10.

G. THERML ",4ER : " 5 and G.1 Suspend operations involving Immediately-

*-P- M r Two Intermediate positive reactivity
Range Neutron Flux additions. 3.3 95 ;

!channels inoperable.
AND

G.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 2 hours |
< P 6. )

I
.

H. l@tius'ed] ||.1 "estere ebennel(s) tc Prior to 3.3 95
"I""X "J" : " 5. ere 0"E"J X E ;t etus , inereesing
er tw Intera diate T][R"X ."i n to

nerg,e "eutron flux W
chenrels ireperable.

(continued)
,
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

I. One Source Range Neutron I.1 Suspend operations involving Immediately

Flux channel inoperable. positive reactivity
additions.

J. Two Source Range Neutron J.1 Open RTBs. Imediately
Flux channels
inoperable.

K. One Source Range Neutron K.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE 48 hours
Flux channel inoperable. status.

E

K.23 Ogr."T"s. Eully 49 hours 3.3 122-
10sertTJ11fjtgMh]

KI2]E PJn@3hejBodIContgl 4,91M( 3.3 122
M$tM11JCalconditlod j

10 capable;oEtg! I

Igithdria!Lal?

c

O
CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-H31- ITS3.3 3.3-S S/t5/97
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1 -

i

t. . .n _ . J. ._ . J _P_..___ .n...,.___

s y. - .. .
.L - _ -1 1 1 e..___ J _____AJ_ T - J J _ a _1. . o , 3

t WA ha sv. Is as , ti... wu api vu v p . u bivi.. J. . . 1 . J.
_

4rrem wIUb5IJ J.J* A'. - _ _

f=1.
. . .

a sv-By ItyI vis

_ __J4.J... ___AJ,., fJ - -- - _ _ _ L 1 b . p d U lr 5 v 5 .Uuwk y
I I Twp. UU

NgtIugd] edditier.s.

M ,

__. . _ _ _ 4-hotrm.. ,vv_ _._ . _2 . . . _ _, , ,,___
. ss. .. .. o.ves

fseletic.. valves.
t

M
o _ _ ,. _ _ e m, -1-hete, , , ,, ,
, s , , v . ,,, e. ........m.,

M
1

!_ . _ , o
L, ,v_ u. . ,._ _A.

n. . , 1vi ,w s

thereefter

(continued) i

(
\

!

l
;

i

l

!

i
I

i
l
4

!

i
i

,,

l
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

,

.

ACTIONS (continued) ,

J
!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

M. One channel inoperable. - - - -- -NOTE - ------ |

The inoperable channelist -3.3 37
496tleCJ;taggp] may be bypassed

'.

for up to 4 hours for ,

surveillance testing of other
channels.
................................

M.1 Place channel in trip. 6 hours ,

%+

H.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to~ 12 hours
< P 7.

N. r.__,..__.i. .m . rn__ n___m__ r, . unv
vm , sm . . . . . . . . ---

- Low (Single Leep) The ineperable chenrel ;;;ey bc 3.3 42
,

'

chenr.el inoperable. bypassed for up to 4 hours for
tio.13139#2 surveilleree testing of Ot'er

cherncis.
1

9

,.1 "lece chenrel in trip. 0 hours"

E i
i

|
n _2 . _ _ i. ,a

.t_.__u, . a vu,rn.u m , n. nn.en .., n-m.s nmm m .. ..

%

(continued) .!

!
?
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

0. One Reactor- Coolant Pr |0TE- 3.3 01v
Bec;her I;sition chenrei The ineperable chenrel ;;y be
irsperable. bypassed for up to 4 hours for
MotiUsed] surveillance test 4twf-ef h -

chennels.

0.1 Restore channel to OPE"A"LC 5 hours
status.

E

0.2 Reduce "|ER"AL POWER to 10 hours
%

P. One pG eore Turbine Trip - - -- NOTE - -- -

channelig) inoperable. The 80 inoperable loCf]uidiojl
p pressurn channel may be bypassed 3.3 02

x for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing of other
channels.
................................

P.1 Place channel,(sl in trip. 6 hours

E

P.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 10 hours B

<Pj9.

(continued)

.

i

OV
CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.3 3.3-8 5/15/97
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

. .

(qJ ACTIONS (continued)
t

COWITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Q. One train inoperable. -- -- NOTE -- -- - - --

One train may be bypassed for up
B PS

to { hours for surveillance '

testing provided the other train
is OPERABLE.
................................ ,

0.1 Restore train to OPERABLE 6 hours
status.

%

0.2 Be in H00E 3. 12 hours ,

R. One RTB train -- --- -NOTES - - - ---

inoperable. 1. One train may be bypassed
for up to 2 hours for
surveillance testing MC -3.3 43
MLntinanc(, provided the
other train is OPERABLE.

'

2. One "TS may be bpossed for
up to 2 hours for
meintenencc, en undcrveltese 3.3 43
cr shunt trip mechanisms,
providcd the other train is
0"E"# LE.

................................

R.1 Restore train to OPERABLE 1 hour ;

status.

E
t

R.2 Be in H00E 3. 7 hours'

(continued)
;

l

- O* .t.V
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

r
()h ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

S. One Q O)qte M rM S.1 Verify interlock is in 1 hour -3.3-44
channel 151 inoperable, required state for existing

unit conditions.

E

S.2 Be in MODE 3. 7 hours

T. One ofisot Q egu1_ted T.1 Verify interlock is in 1 hour 3.3 44
channel 41 inoperable, required state for existing

unit conditions. ,

E

T.2 Be in H0DE 2. 7 hours

'
O. One trip mechanism U.1 Restore inoperable trip 48 hours

inoperable for one RTB. mechanism to OPERABLE
status.

E

U. 2-1 Be in H00E 3. 54 hours : 3.3 106:

6E

B.2.2 Opn RTS. 55 hours

i

V. tioff3Vsed] V.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. I .,diately 3.3-93
T e RTS trair,s

.

ir,cpret;is.

O
CPSES Markup ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.3 3.3 10 $/15/97
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Ob SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

........................................N0TE -- --- --- --- ---- --- - - - - --

Refer to Table 3.3.11 to determine which SRs,TotheGthanlR.esporise.iTjgj
3.3 55

VetiliptiftQ apply for each RTS Function. Respbn_st3fmelVerJf_icatiotC,1g
LaddtesgefundeCS!G31EE16]
....................................................................................

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.1.2 - - -NOTES - - - --

1. Adjust NIS and_Ni1EPowerJHorlitoCchannel 3.3 38
if absolute difference is > 2%.

2. Not required to be performed until -12 24 3.3 96
hours after THERMAL POWER is a 15% RTP.

...............................................

[b Compare results of calorimetric heat balance 24 hoursN
calculation to Nuclear Instrumentation System 3.3-38
(NIS) and1NJ1629weLHonitof3 channel output.

SR 3.3.1.3 - - - NOTES - - - -

1. Adjust NIS channel if absolute difference
is a 3t.

2. Not required to be performed until
B

2. hours after THERMAL POWER is4
2 EV 50% RTP. 3.3 96

...............................................

Compare results of the incore detector 31 effective
measurements to NIS AFD. full power days

(EFPD).

(continued)

O
CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431- ITS 3.3 3.3 11 5/1587
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

SURVEILI.ANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
j
!

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR' 3.3.1.4 -- - ~~ NOTE - - - -- --

This Surveillance must be performed on the i

reactor trip bypass breaker {KthetIncal -3.3 124 i

tqqqq)ishuggrjp yDl? prior to placing the |
bypass breaker in service. ;

................................................

31 days on a

Perform TADOT. STAGGERED TEST |'
BASIS

i
!

SR 3.3.1.5 Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. 31 days on a
i

STAGGERED TEST

BASIS

,

SR 3.3.1.6 - NOTE - - -

Not required to be performed until Z3 hours e .B |

after pchievjjglegilj)tilgleogdit1DhsMth -3*3 97'.

THERMAL POWER +s :r 50 Z5 * RTP.
............................................... :

;

Calibrate excore channels to agree with incore g EFPD :Br I

detector measurements.
'

,

,

SR 3.3.1.7 - - NOTEE
- -

12 Not required to be performed for source
range instrumentation prior to entering
NODE 3 from H0DE 2 until 4 hours after
entry into MODE 3.

21 Ect W.249el1A$_tElgggggg]E|gg
Euty!111ange2s. a11110cl!tememcmmi 3.3 111-h

.

that3tfitetlocKsIEi61ahdlPJ$38tW21rfRhpfg
teutritdistge2toge&tttjeDnit
conditjont

'
...............................................

!

Perform COT. R2 days -B-

OO I

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 - ITs 3.3 3.3-12 5/158 7
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ,

SR 3.3.1.8 - - - - - - - - NOTE - - - - - -
,

This Surveillance shall include verification (
that interlocks P 6 and P 10 are in their ;

' required state for existing unit conditions. !

...............................................

Perform COT. -- - NOTE- -

Only required -
when not
performed
within previous
92 days B' ;

...............

'Prior to reactor
startup

i

6NQ ,

Four M hours 3.3 49
iafter reducing

power below
P 10 for power
and intermediate
instrumentation .''

;

AND i

Four hours after
reducing power .

'
below P 6 for
source range ,

instrumentation

AND i

.

Every 92 days
thereafter

(continued)

O i
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RTS-Instrumentation
.

3.3.1

|

C SURVEILLANCE RE0VIRENENTS (continued) |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !
!

SR 3.3.1.9 --- - - - --- - NOTE - - -- - -- -

Verification of setpoint is not required.
...............................................

Perform TADOT. E days B

SR 3 3.1.10 ' - - -- - NOTES -- - -- -

M E16;detectotslareIjegciddgtttom1CMNNEL 3.3 38-

f4LIBMIION]-

2] 'This Surveillance shall include
verification that the time constants are

I
,

adjusted to the prescribed values.
: ................................................

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months B. !
;
1

O.

SR 3.3.1.11 - -
NOTES

- - -

1] Neutron detectors are excluded from
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

El Itt101Eveillangp~Bhe11Mrcludt 3.3 125-
MtifLCello!Et!!813LhEtjgCgofiste!tEaff
Ad#1tgitettionsg!NLungs2

32 RoncandlintermediatelesEtetectot
plat _ejuillerf G9J1(jpg|$3|gt]D|guitgite --3.3 074

hCMtfeteWIELotAOntrnntoTrwtM
bC12

14 months - B --............................................... -

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
.

A
U

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431- ITS3.3 3.3-14 S/15/97
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

A .i

rb . SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY I

SR 3.3.1.12 M used] )
'

NOT 3.3 50
This Surveiller.ca shell inclui verification of

eraturel'cactor Cocient Systea resistence tew
itector b gess leep fi a rats. |

..

"crfer; C|'"J:NEL Cid.IS"' TION. 10 aanths.

SR 3.3.1.13 Perform COT. 18 months

|

SF 3.3.1.14 - - - - - NOTE - - - - - - - -

Verification of setpoint is not required.
...............................................

~

Perform TAD 0T. 18 months B

O
V !

SR 3.3.1.15 - - - NOTE - . - - - - - - NOTE -- - |

Verification of setpoint is not required. Only required j

when not :...............................................

performed within
previous 31 days
................

Perform TADOT. Prior to reactor
startup

SR 3.3.1.16 -- - NOTE - - - - 3.3-38
NeutronIandR16 detectors are excluded from |
response time testing. :

1
!...............................................

.

Verify tequitd RTS RESPONSE TIMESZat( 4s 18 months on a B

within limits. STAGGERED TEST

BASIS 3.3 55

!;
.

'.C
\

|

1

CPSES Markup ofNUREG-1.t31 - ITS 3.3 3.3 15 S/1587
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

/ s

Table 3.3.1 1 (page 1 of 9)
Reactor Trip system Instrumentation

APPLICABLE MODES ,

'

OR OTHER +*+e 3*3 08
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVE!LLANCE ALLOWABLE GE4PolM"

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE'**

1. Manual Reactor 1,2 2 8 sR 3.3.1.14 NA M
,

Trip :

3 *' , 4 *' , 5 ** 2 C SR 3.3.1.14 NA M !

2. Power Range
Neutron Flux ;

a. High 1,2 4 D SR 3.3.1.1 33J1;7% RTP a ::^: ::r B PS -
$R 3.3.1.2 ++ M
SR 3.3.1.7

SR 3. 3.,.1.
11 3.3 55 ,

__ ,

, , , . . . . . . . ,

i

1(c) 2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 2:27,7% RTP s ::: ::: B P5b. Low ,

SR 3.3.1.8 EM '

SR 3.3.1.11
:: :.:.:. :, 3.3 55

1 ,

r

i

3. Power Range

[\ Neutron Flux Rate

irr High Positive 1,2 4 E SR 3.3.1.7 s'6'3 6d T + *fe

Rate SR 3.3.1.11 % RTP . . .. . i a,e
B PS-with time N

constant h
2 2 sec

;,. ..;;. x.. ::ve +# 4 e :: :.:.:.7 s ;,.::: ::r s t::: :: ,.3*3 01
mete eR + 5.+-++ .: ... ::, .:.,, ;;aa

:: : :.:.;f, eenetont constant
i ;;; .ee i I:; eie

4. Intermediate Range l'" , 2'* 2 F,G SR 3.3.1.1 R3%5% i 5: ::r - g.p3 _
heutron Flux $R 3.3.1.8 SM RTP

SR 3.3.1.11

s ::: ::r s ::: ::r 3.3 95g 3. 3. . j . ".a~ e *
.......

:: :.:.1.11

(continued)

(e) :e.:... ; ;e:.. ; , : .ge : : : c : ,,: .. :.: : ,. _ f c _ ,;.: , , a ,; f ;a ; _.;,: . v.: er. r. 5 , :. ;r . , : :: df 3.3 08
%;:.-,;e , .,;ed Li ce ;;. Ihe AlleWebloe(06'AfinachGle111m!sitetcystesCsettird; SKJIObed
foCthctiscsetpbints!

(b) With ;;;;;.,. !. p :, k.. e ( ":e, i; e;d .d Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal bCaMIjjidiffht -3*3 122-
M lY!IMitted!

(c) Below the P 10 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.
(d) Above the P 6 gntemediate Range Neutron Flux) Interlocks. 3.3 95
t., ...- .... , ,s.. ...- .... . . . . , . . , . . , . . . . . , . , . . .

O
(
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RTS Instrumentation ,

3.3.1

Ip>

,'
( Table 3.3.1-1 (page 2 of 9)

.

Reactor Trip System Instrupentatlon'

APPLICA8LE MODES
OR OTHER We 3*3-08
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWASLE GE4993#5 "

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE"

5. Source Range 2 ''' 2 I,J SR 3.3.1.1 s j!( E5 T-4;&-E5 g
Neutron Flux SR 3.3.1.8 cps epe

SR 3.3.1.11 3.3 55
% ! . . . :(,

3 * , 4 " , 5 '*' 2 J,K SR 3.3.1.1 s11!4E5 T-t4-E5 .g.
SR 3.3.1.7 cps . eps
SR 3.3.1.11
:: :.:. : . :, 3.3 55

3"r-v"r " e e n .:.:.: : m w s3.3 41s
. . . . . . ,- ,....

6. Overtemperature et 1,2 ( E SR 3.3.1.1 Refer to N
'

g ,

N ;16 Sit'3 X 1!2 Note 1 Noted '

SR 3.3.1.3 feeve teese 3.3 38SR 3.3.1.6 M M
.

SR 3.3.1.7 3.3 50 isaf3;3st:1o
,

x :.:.:. :
} 3 3 55- .')= :.:.:.::

7. Overpower et 1,2 { E SR 3.3.1.1 Refer-to Refer-to g '

lii34 SR 3:3;1*2 W Noted'

SR 3.3.1.7 tesse <*ese 3.3-38 )
sa:3;3ano 3+ee 5+ee !

x :.:.:. : salsag 3.3 50 )
E 3.:. : . |,

3.3 55

(continued)

(e) :e . ' ., c . a;e . u. . , .re : :. : u ... . .; .; ; ,,c.. -, ,,,c.:. : . . ,,. .; , :: 6.m v.6 a .. .; . c., . . : :,~ . . .. : t,.J,r

: . /.,,;e., .. :,, :t.. ,.c.;t: ThOlibWblDaltridefinWithClimitirie saf6tv.systenJettfrisi seeltb6.sases 3.3 08
foC.thotistsetsioints;

(b) With :::e e;e .d a.d Rod Control System capable of rod withdrenal 6CalDods'notifuGyTipsitted; )
3.3 122 )(e) 83 tow the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) Interlocks.

t;; ;;;;. J.. :::e ., ... . c. ..: e e u.a;;;,,.., ear e e . .. 7, ;;,,c s. . c : r. .. ; a , e.,.:u. . . . y u t~ e -3.3 41,r. .. :a .. ,~; :e :t.e :.c . ;; ;,,t ,,. . r. ,;ee: :,,. . :,e: a= :.:.;;, .c. . .r. . . ; ; or..'

!

|

!

i

("
\s
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

m
Table 3.3.1-1 (page 3 of 9)

keector Trip System Instrunentation

APPLICA8LE MODES me
OR OTHER 6MWM" 3.3 08
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE'**

~

8. Pressurizer
Pressure

e. Low 1 ''' E M SR 3.3.1.1 4686 1^00 6:s
SR 3.3.1.7 FJ1863.6 - B PS -
SR 3.3.1.10 psIg
3;; 3.3.1.;0 (unit ~1)

111865;2
pele 3.3 55

(unJt:2)

b. .High 1,2 { E SR 3.3.1.1 9596 s :::: p|s g.PS-
SR 3.3.1.7 R2400.8
SR 3.3.1.10 psig
;r 3.3.1.10 (unit 11)

K2401.4
psis 3.3 55

(unig.2)

' '*. Pressurizer Weter 1 *' 3 M SR 3.3.1.1 95T6 s-96 g.p3'

Levet High SR 3.3.1.7 [93.9%4

SR 3.3.1.10
,

i
10. Reactor Cootent

Flow Low
:3.3 42-

c. ;;cste i.vp 1**W 3 per *M SR 3.3.1.1 69:2 W
-

toop SR 3.3.1.7 Ess 65 :B PS:
SR 3.3.1.10 Kunft?J)'

0: 3.3.1.00 RB8.8%
tuntr.2) 3.3 55-

;, . : L ,. 4" 5 per M :: :.:.1.; 697e e-9e*
***p SH W 3.3 42

,

, , . , . . . . .

3: 3.3.1.!?

(continued)

(s)-:m L .. . ;.;.. ;;. .: ; ., ;; . ; c : ,,L. . .;.; : -, . .;. . . .;, td ;- t.: e ve; e, . .J ; . ., _ . ;.;,~ ; . . ;;.J,.

;;..L; , .;;-J :,, ;t.; .::. The*AttatiieblOeTGCAfineOlie~llaittoO6fitreWteoett3ne: se c he:s M 3.3 08
.for;the*TtWSetMintM

(g) Above the P 7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Block) interlock,
tt.; m .; ;;.+ r 0 ;r c : , ;. ;c_ ::# 2 :..;..; L. 3.3 42
++; s.a .:.4 r 7 (L r_c :;.c;.c Trf, ::_L; |c.;4.-:_:, ...J L: : .. r : cr ec : : #.;c . :a;

+c.;;c; ;.

N

w
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

O) Table 3.3.1-1 (pese 4 of 9)
'(" Reactor Trip System Instrunentation

APPLICABLE MODES y
OR OTHER semem- -3.3 08
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUCCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE eat

_

11. potgu* ( , -3.3 01-
_

. . . . . . . , , , , . . . .

:y ;;;;; ;... Lei
Posttfon

4" +-per 6 ;; 3.:.i.:4 M M

e. ::E4:e L.ev RCP

4" t per M :: 3.:.: 14 M M

;, . : e L ,, R0P

12. Undervoltage 1'* fE1 M SR 3.3.1.9 a 47533 a 4 0 V-' B PS
RCPs per bus SR 3.3.1.10 4760

:: :.:.:.;; 3.3 55

13. Dr.derfrequency 1 *' fE1 M SR 3.3.1.9 2 57.06 HZ i 07.5 .; ~g.p3
RCPs per bus SR 3.3.1.10 Sht

:: :.:.:.:: 3.3 55-
p

14. Steam Generator 1, 2 6!per SG E SR 3.3.1.1 t-36-4 M
(SG) Water Level SR 3.3.1.7 E23U5 -B.p$-
Low-Lovina SR 3.3.1.10 (Un10.1)

:: :.:.:.:t, C33:45 3.3 52
tunis 12)

(centinued)

(a) Rev+; .r . Re:e. ;a . . ; ,, c : ; c . c.,,; .> . .i .; ; . , c .:. : . . ,,. .; , : :...:,; . v.;,,, w : . 5 ,,. . :e ;,~ ; . . :: :r-
w t.1:.,, ;J t,, :t.e .::. IhCAUWebicalHGefinis'th(3.letthis~6ifety~Jirsteeriittins! 5eche7diti 3.3 08
f 6CthcrJp sitgint:1

(0) Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Stock) interlock.
<*; ::.e.e :t.; r : ;re.;r :.. ..u.. ::_; :r:.. :a. ~3 3 01
(:; 22.e .:.. 7 ;L r ;. :...:er :. :, ::,,cL; .r.:e.-: i : u;e. :t.e r : (r.,.ec :.... Ie.,:. . :tney

:r.:e r :a L . 3.3 52ELI 544:61WJebtC3:3:am

.

4

()
\.
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1 :

;

.i

febte 3.3.1 1 (page 's of 9) +

Reactor Trip system Instiunentation
i

h.
APPLICABLE MODES

OR OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE f*ff ;

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMEW% VALUEM GE#G M " 3.3 08
~

!
)

I
t

rp 3.3 01--- - - - - - --- " -

15. Kot:Used: +Te e per-a e

..= : .:. : .7..ee-we.ter.. ...
..

= :.:. " . ;;. :
!

C.:.x :a .. .: tr. +7e w e = :.:.:.; a a:.:;- * 3 3 01 *

m r:s./ se-w+w :.,; . a. .. f u;; .;. i.

f a a ;.i .;v. E 3.3.".00 i; a ;7^ f;., ;"U- .

Mtsmetch E :.:. ; ."|, !

'

.

16. Turbine Trip

e. Low Fluid Oil 1 "' 3 P Sk 3.3.1.10 759 e :00 ,i!g .g.p3i

Pressure SR 3.3.1.15 E46Epsig

b. Turbine Stop 1 "' 4 P )R 3.3.1.10 2 1% open

Velve closure SR 'I.3.1.15

(continued)

(. The|Alloweble3elue:deUfies;the31mitkieleafety!systapleettiflei SeC.the;5 eses!fetithe^Irlpl$etpolhtC
- 3-y Above the P 9 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock. 3.3 08 i

1

|

.

1 )
.

.

3

:

O !
|
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RTS Instrumentation |
3.3.1 1

n

' (. Table 3.3.1-1 (pege 6 of 9)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentationi

1

APPLICABLE MODES
OR OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE fRff !

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE " 664P9m" 3.3 08
|

17. Safety 1,2 2 trains Q SR 3.3.1.14 NA M
Injection ($1) ;

Input from
Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation
System (ESFAS) ;

18. Reactor Trip
System Interlocks

a. Intermediate 2 ''' 2 S SR 3.3.1.11 2 6Ei11 amp e 1: 10 .v 8
Range Neutron SR 3.3.1.13 '

Flux, P-6

b. Low Power 1 1 per T HA NA M :3.3 54
Reactor Trips train n 3.3.1.11
Block, P-7 % 3.3.1.13

c. Power Range 1 43 T SR 3.3.1.11 SM . '.= ;;7r B PS |

Jdeutron Flux, SR 3.3.1.13 A30;75 ETP
P-8 3.3 44

d. Power Range 1 45 T SR 3.3.1.11 5M a != ;;ir 3.3 44 6

Weutron Flux, SR 3.3.1.13 552*N RTP
P-9 -B PS-

e. Power Range 1,2 43 S SR 3.3.1.11 15 6 e-40tHtYP 3.3 44 i
Neutron Flux, SR 3.3.1.13 R2;35RTP
P 10 and 4 M B.p3 |

II)2;75RTP

J
f. Turbine 1 2 T n 3.:.1.1 4M v49% p3

'

tmtrtse U ts! SR 3.3.1.10 2132 25 ttreb+ne

SteH SR 3.3.1.13 turbine pe B PS- |
Pressure, P 13 power

19. Reactorgp 1,2 2 trains R SR 3.3.1.4 NA H
Breakers

3 " , 4 " , 5 *' 2 trains C SR 3.3.1.4 NA M

(continued) |-

(s) :e. ; ._;. e .a . :;..: er .: :c : v; _ ..;.;; _. .._, c a .;. : a ,: , ,u : ;,;. v.: _ .:.r. c . ,, . L ;r : . .. :; a,
-

3.3 08a..J.; , . 4 ,, :.. .:;. The3titriebleyetuelleUneCthe~LindtituOiMetCWetanEsottiliB1 SoCthCMiiHI ,

'ferithCir.ip:Jetpoint41
(b) With ;t;n ,;;;.-d ...4 Rod Control Systam capable of rod withdrawal DCaltriMIOhot*JD(ICinsertedi 3*3 122 !(e) Balow the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

|(k) including any reactor trip bypass breakers that are racked in and closed for bypassing an RTB.

p

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.3 3.3-21 S/1S/97
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

i

j Table 3.3.1 1 (page 7 of 9)
Reactor Trip Systaa Instrumentation

APPLICABLE MODES |

OR OTHER
$PECIFIED REQUIRED SURVE!LLANCE ALLOWABLE 4*te

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CNANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE"8 SEM#5" 3.3-k8 |

i

20. Reactor Trip 1,2 1 each U SR 3.3.1.4 NA M }

Breaker per RTB
Undervoltage and I

shunt Trip 3*,4*,5" 1 each C SR 3.3.1.4 NA M

Mechanisms *8 per RTB 3.3 124- |

t

21. Automatic Trip ' 1,2 2 trains O sa 3.3.1.5 NA M

Logic
3",4",5* 2 trains C $R 3.3.1.5 NA M

i

. . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . .

. ,, - .....: .. ,. .:.:,, .:, .:: c . ;.: ar. ; . . . . :. ; ,~ . . . : :;; ;, 3 3 08'ce) ...,. .. . .... .. .r ....
;;. ;.:,, .e :,, .:.. ,.11. Th0Ll4*le3stuOefJnes3heIUmLtineNfetyliivstemVettire; SeChDases ,

fof3he'It}P29etpojnts]~

(b) With : ;. c: .e.: e d Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal 5flMR~foideTpot'fuMf]Diiettid; 3.3-122 t;

including any reactor trip bypass breakers that are racked in and closed for bypassing an RTs.
'

a

.
r

r

.

4

O.
J
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

\' table 3.3.1 1 (pose 8 of 9)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

Mate is overt - rature W 16

The Overtemperature N 16 Function Allowable Value shall not exceed the following frip ietpoint by more then M 3.3 38'
3 M0pDren3eChit 17;mC.1,8 eel #0spenWatanW33 -

~.B PS-.

(1+ T s)i 1

N.$ K,- K, T -T' + K, (P - P ) - f, (b q)c c ,

(1+ T,s)
.

InneNi

[N . e Measured W 16 PoweCtyJon"chenb6ci

K ' !! 1;150;

Ke - M 0;D173/*EforJunit?1
.- # 9 0130/*LforiW102

K. ! D.000890/ pole'f6C untt!1
= 0.000720/psistfoEUnit:2

L 9 Measured c9td:teeltemperature

f.", e Reference'T/et' RATED 3NERNK,PonEE
= 560.5'Efer; Unit A
8 540.8?Efet. Unit:2

0 g Neasured:prAst0tJaerlpress W 3 iid

8 e uomineiracs::operatins'Jressure2
I2235:psig

t~1 e theeptoceltransforscoperator2nes*2

% 510::sec
41 W 3:sec

f.tAqE=

0.00:((g E O I 65E INuC&EE3265ERTR
Unitill DX1 bhshhasmAftJp%'EgZitM610 tie

3.04!((g*2?.g) Z U 60 leen;%ilt@M4dOGEElft

1.84!.((qdESEti65%) Ideen34EO7dli450 RTE
Wit:21 0%) then:NSE ItTPEMTEAT"QE57. RTE

1.65h((4T!"4) E E 5%) WhewG4JCA):iM245%: RTE

.

I

m
( J-x.- p

' CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431- ITS3.3 3.3-23 S/15/97
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RTS Instrumentation i

3.3.1
,

y

(j Table 3.3.1 1 (page 9 of 9) ,

Reactor Trip System Instrtmentation

mot,21 :... _ pecusM2 3.3 38-
. . .

,,,.,~,...,-..m..... - . . . .... ... . ... . . . . .. -..- .... .. . . . . . . - . . . , , , _ . .- .. - - . . . , . ,.

. , . , , . . . , , , , - . . , . , , , - . .__ _

..
. .-

, . . . ...

'P""f ,

+

50NC21hTCfiLUillniGi$lifliid' Mil 10liOiC Osttirck"#ftE

dbT<[K-K (T,s) 1 1 y
'' 3' i(1+T s) 1

T - K' T -T f, (bg

(1+ t,s) 1+ T s, 8 (1+ T,s) 1+ T,s W T,s)# d
3 ;

. . . . . . , , . , .. . , . . .. .. . . . . . . . ..m .

.., m..
..

. .
. . . . . . , . , . . . . , . ,<

.. ..... m . . , ,

|
. . , ,

; : ::.: wt= .:.: xf:=_ wn:::, n:-'r ..
. ,_

__
, ,

. . . . , _. . _ _ _. . . _ . . . - . . .. . . . , .. . . , , . , . .. ., ,.
,, .,_..
.

_... . . . . _ . , .n.w,,, _ . ., ,. ..

1

. . _ ..... . . .,. ;

. . . , . .
. . . . , , . _ - . . , .., .

, ... ,... ... ,

, . , . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . ,,.. _ ,, _ ., ... . ,..,,,

... - .
l...,., .,.. , . . .

,,__ __
. . . . . , ,.. . .,

. . . _ , _ ,. , . . ___ ,, ... , ,.,
, , . . .___ , _ . . ._. , .

, , _

., . .,. ...

, . . . . .
.,

__

,.-.,.
I

-

!ss . .,. . ., ,., . . 1
_

.. - , . .. .

V :
,

i

I
4

i

j
;

i
1

l

l

4

l
. 4

i
)

Q '|

V '
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i
ESFAS Instrumentation i

3.3.2 i

/ -:3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
: i\

.3.3.2: Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation: |
.

t

LCO 3.3.2 The ESFAS instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.21 shall be
OPERABLE. j

!
!

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.2 1.
I

ACTIONS
?

:
,

........................................N0TE -- -- - - -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
-

:......................................................................................

,

. ACTIONS
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;

.

A. One or more Functions A.1 Enter the Condition Immediately

with one or more' referenced in Table 3.3.21
O required channels or for the channel (s) or

trains inoperable. train (s). !

4

B. One channel or train B.1 Restore channel or train to 48 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

,

08
, .

B.2.1 Be in H0DE 3. 54 hours I

AND :
:
i

B.2.2 Be in H0DE 5. 84 hours

(continued) |
1

.

4

~ p .

O
CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431- ITS3.3 '3.3-25 5/15/97
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.

ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

,

4

-ACTIONS (continued),

k- CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One train inoperable. C.1 - - -- NOTE - - --

One train may be bypassed
for up to j hours for

B~surveillance testing
provided the other train is
OPERABLE. .

............................

Restore train to OPERABLE 6 hours
status.

@

C.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

M

C.2.2 Be in H0DE 5. 42 hours

O
V 0. One channel inoperable. D.1 - - - NOTE - - -

The inoperable channel;gd
3.3 37.RMLtKchannel, may be

bypassedforuptojhours
Bfor surveillance testing of

other channels.
............................

4

Place channel in trip. 6 hours

E

D.2.1 Be in H0DE 3. 12 hours

@

D.2.2 Be in H0DE 4. IB hours'

(continued) ,

O
V ,

CPSES Markup ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.3 3.3-26 S/15197
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.

'
ESFAS Instrumentation

3.3.2

3- ACTIONS (continued) I

- CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

: E. One Containment Pressure E .1 - - NOTE - - - - - -

: channel inoperable. One additional channel may
be bypassed for up to !

;

( hours for surveillance .

B
2 testing.

'
............................

Place channel in bypass. 6 hours

E

E.2.1 Be in H00E 3. 12 hours

NiD

E.2.2 Be in MODE 4. 18 hours

F. One channel or train F.1 Restore channel or train to 48 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

2

F.2.1 Be in H0DE 3. 54 hours

F.2.2 Be in H0DE 4. 60 hours

(continued) l

.

!

' i

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.3 3.3 27 S/15M7
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2 !

;

I

n ACTIONS (continued) !

b CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

:
.

G. One train inoperable. G.1 NOTE. - -

One train may be bypassed i

foruptojhoursfor
8- ,

surveillance testing
provided the other train is ,

OPERABLE. |

............................

:

Restore train to OPERABLE 6 hours
status,

i
E ,

:
:J

G.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

i
AND

G.2.2 Be in MODE 4. 18 hours
!e

I
H. One train inoperable. H .1 - - - - - NOTE - - - - !

i

One train may be bypassed !

foruptojhoursfor
8surveillance testing

provided the other train is
OPERABLE.
............................

4

Restore train to OPERABLE 6 hours
'

status.
;<

2
i

H.2 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
:

:!
(continued) ,

. ,

e

|
|
i

t

N-

:
(
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4

ESFAS Instrumentation
'

3.3.2

.

ACTIONS (continued) ;

(
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION- COMPLETION TIME' ,

I .. One channel inoperable. I.1 -- ---NOTE ---

Theinoperablechannel;bt
3.3 37 -

pnetheCgtgggej may be
!bypassed for up to i hours B

for surveillance testing of ,

other channels.
............................

Place channel in trip. 6 hours

'

E

I.2 Be in H0DE 3. 12 hours
t

2

J. One Main Feedwater Pumps J.1 P, lace Pastore channel to 6 48 hours
trip channel inoperable. OP5P3LCstatus.JEtr.ip]

' 3.3 56

E ,

r

J.2 Be in H00E 3. 54 12 hours ,

(continued)
f

,w

e

9

.
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!

ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2 ,

/ . ACTIONS (continued)
' t I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i
,

K. One channel inoperable. K.1 -NOTE - - -- - .
'

One additional channel may
be bypassed for up to
ihoursforsurveillance

-

B
'

testing.
........................... ;

Place channel in bypass. 6 hours
e

08
:

K.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours ;-

AND
,

K.2.2 Be in MODE 5. 42 hours

(continued)

I

.)
,

I

ICPSES Markup ofNUREG-1431- ITS3.3 3.3-30 5/15/97
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:

ESFAS Instrumentation' ,

3.3.2 |

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

L. 'One anilmre3saggled L.I Verify interlock is in 1 hoJr !3.3 44-
channeln), inoperable. required state for existing

unit condition.

08
#

L . 2.1 - Be in MODE 3. 7 hours
:

'

bND

L.2.2 Be in MODE 4. 13 hours

(continued) ;

!

!

!

O ;

i

t

:

.

I
|
1
;

,

)

1

; |
*

4 i
-

,

|

!

O
I

'
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!

ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

O .URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
S

...................................... NOTE - --- - ---- - -

Refer to Table 3.3.21 to determine which SRsZotheQ_hagesponA71ae 3.3 55
Verjffcation,] apply for each ESFAS Function. Be_sponse! Time]yerification'f(
addressed;ur!deriSRfig21102
....................................................................................

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.1 Porform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.2.2 Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. 31 days on a ,

STAGGERED TEST

BASIS

NOTESR 3.3.2.3 -

3.3 60The continuity ded may be excluded.

Perform ACTUATI0'? LOCIC TEST.- 31 days en e
A

STAOCEREO TESTQ-
Hot 3tsedj Basts

SR 3.3.2.4 Perform MASTER RELAY TEST. 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST

BASIS

..

SR 3.3.2.5 Perform COT. 92 days

SR 3.3.2.6 Perform SLAVE RELAY TEST. 92 days B

i

SR 3.3.2.7 - - -NOTE - - -

Verification of relay setpoints not required.
...............................................

92 days B ,

'

Perform TAD 0T. ,

i'A

(continued)

1
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) ;g
_C) SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

l
!

| SR 3.3.2.8 - - - -- - - NOTE - - - - -- -

Verification of setpoint not required for
imanual initiation functions. i

...............................................

Perform TAD 0T. M months Bi

.

SR 3.3.2.9 - - - - - NOTE - - - - - - !

This Surveillance shall include verification |

that the time constants are adjusted to the |

prescribed values. .f
,...............................................
i

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18jmonths B

:

i

SR 3.3.2.10 - - NOTE -- - - -- -

Not required to be performed for the turbine B-

%) driven AFW pump until 2( hours after SG
B PS-pressure is a 1000-133psig.

...............................................

Verify requLred ESFAS RESPONSE TIMES are within la months on a B-

limit. STAGGERED TEST 3.3 55
BASIS

4

SR 3.3.2.11 - NOTE - - -

Verification of setpoint not required.
............................................... \

!

Perform TAD 0T. M30Glh11
3.3 61--n-.,- .wn n

racctor trip.

brc der cycic

SRE312112 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 9 months 3.3 126

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.3 3.3-33 S/15/97
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2 1

Table 3.3.21 (page 1 of 10)p
t i Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

-

'

V.
APPLICABLE

MODES OR

OTHER mp 3*3 08
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE ggpg;gp.

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE"

1. SafetyInjection

a. Manual Initiation 1.2.3.4 2 B SR 3.3.2.8 NA M

b. Automatic 1,2.3.4 2 trains C SR 3.3.2.2 NA M
Actuation Logic SR 3.3.2.4
and Actuation SR 3.3.2.6

>

Relays
,

c. Containment 1.2.3 3 D SR 3.3.2.1 s*3,83sig a 3.0 p;is B.PS -
Pressure - High 1 SR 3.3.2.5 3-86

SR 3.3.2.9 .

= .0.0.1" 3.3 55

d. Pressurizer 1. 2. 3* 3$ 0 SR 3.3.2.1 5|.1803.6 .1050 p;i; g.p3

Pressure - Low SR 3.3.2.5 psig -

SR 3.3.2.9 1639 3.3 55
5R-a-3-e4e

e. Steam Line 1.2.3* 3 per SR 3.3.2.1 635 t-675 _

Pressure steam SR 3.3.2.5 E;593.5 p+4* B PE. |b
V line D SR 3.3.2.9 psig" '[

M Low = :.3.2.:: (Unir:1) 3.3 55
iC516A
psig"

(Urlit2)

<+HWh her3 iHer 9 ;= .3.2.1; s (100' p;i; r-E973 :3.3 01-
D4fferent4*+ steem = 0.3.2.5 psi,

~

Presswee 44ee = 0.2.2.^
::= :n ::ce: = 2.2.2.1

64ees

f. F ;r. Stes: nu '- W '* e-per 9 = 0.0.0.1 M M 3.3 01
Tweeeet4ees steam = 2.2.2.5

u..De ..,. , , , .e ....m.<
, , , , ,

.n... ... 6...

,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, . ,,,,,,,

,.m,.__,.2 m . m. .A W ,. 1-per 9 . . , ....... . s-..., . ~ , ... .m.

T ,- tw+ew 4eop = 0.3.2.5 3.3 01
e m, ,,,..,...e,, ,
.
,, , , , ,,
., . . , . . .

(continued)

(a) He. : '; r.;::. ;;;;; ;,g ;';; ::p' -..:::c,n ::y ....:::, cn:y mwe': v;'.: :: sat;n; :n ",c:pi : 3.3-08
: dy ;;;t.,,4.le;j ;;d by tr.: unit Itg.Allongbl@hOtfinesithg11miting' safety system;. setting; Sei

thElesetCfoCthOtJR5etpoJnts]
!(b) Above the P 11 (Pressuriter Pressure) interlock. g

(c) Time constants used in the lead / lag controller are ti a 50 seconds and t, s 5 seconds.
'O ft::: tM " 12-G,.,- L;.; L;4 i,terled.
<e;- t::: ;t n er ega:1 :s f r. :isa 4 he :: ;^ ;,r, ;g.d;,; :: ;u;; f;11 :::a f = tel;, ;20): 's d. :nd 3.3 01

;" i.~. main; ih,.r y . t.u; ,fei; ::::.; f:s ;; [20;; 1;;d to ::14;; ful :::= fia :: [10^;;ind,
s .. .. ,. ,. ,.. _ ,,_. ....-,....,.,.,..m.....2 . . . , . , . . , _ ..___

.~ . . , . . . ,

e+; u.. .:... . ., .s ; , . : ~ i ;,,,, a t ;, a .. ; ,,, . ..r .;; . ., i , ;;;;; :,a ; . ;..c., , : :,a .... ;;;; .. .a ;;;;;s
: a .a ,6c. . ; r ,,-, ...:.., :...r ;, , :::;; a. .. ::,, a ::;; ;,,.4 c , ;;;;;; : ;, .t. ; a ;;;;;;

t*** i
;

i

|
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

;

Table 3,3.21 (page 2 of 10) :

O Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation !

D
APPLICABLE

MODES OR

OTER WP 3.3 08
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE SETp0M"

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS COWITIONS REQUIREENTS VALUE"

1.Safetyinjection(cont.)

. " . _ _ , . _ _ _ , " , ' _ _ _s.; i-1r474* 2-pee 0 0":3.0.2.,1 fe) (G 3.3-01f;t St::.-g.
,e , , ,

M .rvi w . w . a. . e
v .ww es w % wyr, >r . ww .

g , n,
. .,.m.

, , ,
,

,

... ..o.
, ,,, ,

-.

se4r. : c -t .;;th 4Ar4* 4-pee 9 ;" 3.2.2.1 +-E6 N * e-E6 N 3.3 01
St;un Lir. rc; ur; steem 5" 3.0.2.5 ps4 ps4a

--tow ++ne "" 3.3.2.^,

,e , , , ,o
w .1 w.wna4vr

2. Containment Spray ;

a. Manual Initiation 1,2,3,4 2 per B SR 3.3.2.8 NA M I

train. 2
trains

b. Automatic Actuation 1.2.3.4 2 trains C SR 3.3.2.2 NA NA

Logic and Actuation SR 3,3.2.4

Relays SR 3.3.2.6

( c. Containment 1,2,3 4 E SR 3.3.2.1 2381p519 N g.ps
Pressure SR 3.3.2.5 12-M peu
High - 3 SR 3.3,.2,.9

e.,m, ..,....o., ,

.

3.3 55

H4. h .,, ,,,, _ ,._ y_ _. 4 2.3 fM E . , , , , , , m. ., a 3.3 01, , , , ,,, ,,, ,,

.. .... . . . . . , . , r. .

P+entt) e H e} 0" 3.2.2.5 ps4 ps4
,e.-..,...m.,, , ,

,e, .......e., , , ,
,

(continued)

(a) "cvi .;a *: *:::: " nit ;g;i" : impL..;;ti;n; ;y ...,:;in cr.ly A'ic, ;bi; V:1u Ogr4 n; en :::sint 3.3 08 1
'

Study :hsilegy a,cd by the unit I,tgllqwgb]9',yp]up]ieffppgghe,,Jhrlijpg Tja[etyJyttem3ettj ng;see:the
pasCf6CtEIrJANtpointH

. 6 : th: "__12 '.T,,,- L;.; L ,.;) i, ri;d .44) ,'___.m__. 3.3 01, , _ . < _ , _ . . ,,,,, ,_
. _ ... . .2_ _ . __ _m m_ ._ ,,,,, . . , , . . _ _

.s. , ._ _ . __.>__ >_,,__2. ., . . . ..... ... . .,.m,

,,
c. .. ,.., ,,,,, .... . ,_ , _. _~_ ,,_._. ,,mm,,. .< , _ , ... .. . . , .. . ,,,

, , . . , _ _ ,,,,. . . , . . _ _ _ _. ,,,,. ,_.2 ._ ,,,,,, . . , , 4
__2 _m , . - -._>__

, _ . , , .
3.3 01 I

I I vers gT7 iuvi . b b w.vu i i wTr ww g,wJs awww ww g447J1 5WW I e7 kb wm I VTT Wb g&VVJi

._ ,,,,,J,Tu r rw a q r vs ysu.y.g i mus yy
_2 _m .-__b .,.__,,___m,w.w. ,mm. ,_.2--_ m _

4VW .2,__

wi ww. 643 % VV t
fbV b b us.: e a %,.T wn ayvv vvuw.grvi ww i # g g 4 471 J, _u tu r I i.

_
m. __ ., __2

i_ ,,, ,
...,,t.,.,...~.,,.....2 _ _ _ __ ,,,,, . . , , , , _ .

3.3 01-. . _ , _ >_, _ ...m . . . - . ,_m,.,_ ., _ , _ _ 1(f, ....,m,.. __ .s,._ _. __

,
___

.. .. .. ., m._,, .,~
. . , , , , , , , .... .. _ ,

, _ _ _ . a n ,~a ,__2
.i____. ,,_.. _i r.,m,6 ..___.m a 2__ ,2____,-gem,6 ,_.2 __2 .L__

_ a g sig i s vg gs a yy q s g, vet g7VJ4
_

b b usua e I w.' Wb g WJT I VE IM b %, g44VJ1 I bu I g e7bbumy wea w wi rw b%#u gg

g,wJ,1, ,_.2

4.mm,s_.
vvJ, svww.us

l

.pi ;

1 ,,

v

i

l
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 3 of 10)
'

.

Engineered Safety feature Actuation System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE-
i

MODES OR

3.3 08-
SP ED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE ;

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS COWITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUEW

3. Containment Isolation

~ a. Phase A Isolation

(1) Hanual 1.2.3.4 2 B SR 3.3.2.8 NA M

Initiation

(2) Automatic 1.2.3.4 2 t.ains C SR 3.3.2.2 NA M
Actuation Logic SR 3.3.2.4
and Actuation SR 3.3.2.6 |

Relays

i

! (3) Safety Refer to function 1 (Safety Injection) for all initiation
Injection functions and requirements. .

4

>

b. Phase B Isolation
'

| (1) Hanual 1.2.3.4 2 per B SR 3.3.2.8 NA M
Initiation train. 2

trains
u

(2) Automatic 1.2.3.4 2 trains C SR 3.3.2.2 NA M
Actuation Logic SR 3.3.2.4
and Actuation SR 3.3.2.6
Relays

(3) Contairment
Pressure j

l

High - 3 1.2.3 g E SR 3.3.2.1 RJ8;8"pnig e-1 M 5 B.pS - !
.

0|ist. :: gr.) SR 3.3.2.5 40-M pe+g |

3.3 55- i
SR3.3.21..n .. ...

!

|

4 Steam Line Isolation

a. Manual Initiation 1.2'" 3"' 2 F SR 3.3.2.8 NA M

(continued)

;r- ific i;;& - -..;;;im; ny - .;;17 Ely fil Ol; ";la ;-r i: 3 E k;Ff tl-
-

(a) ';;-e s;r'; =;;; 'W.
S;.dy a:Ldm;y .x; by tr.; =it. 3pa:A11oWebl43alue31eutsc401sttW:saftrssteott%W1 Svi 3.3 08
thelpaisEW.foCtW.Tfip3etidlMil t

(1) Except when all MSIVs:stutthettassglateOlpstrean31rjp potI1M]at.1ocalm are closed enOleactLvated. 3.3 62 j
B PS

O )
|

|
'

'
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ESFAS Instrumentation
- 3.3.2

Table 3.3.2 1 (page 4 of 10)

Q- Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

<V |
' :

APPLICABLE i
MODES OR I

OBER WP 3 3 08-
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLGdABLE '|y

i FUNCTION ColOITIONS CHANELS CO@!TIONS REQUIREENTS VALUE" 1,

I

4. Steam Line Isolation !

(continued) |

SR 3.3.2.2 NA NAb. Automatic Actuation 1,2"', 3"' 2 trains G

. SR 3.3.2.4. Logic and Actuation
Relays SR 3.3.2.6 ;

a

c. Contairnent 1.2"', 3") 44 D SR 3.3.2.1 iL6,8:psig v + 35 .B PS
Pressure-High 2 SR 3.3.2.5 6-61 ps49

'!

-

SR 3.3,.2.9 > 3.3 55-j -

- ......o.,o , , ,

1

d. Steam Line Pressure 1. 2 "' . 3 per D SR 3.3.2.1 635 M
(1) Low 3*"" steam SR 3.3.2.5 L59).5 ps4s" B PS-

line SR 3.3.2.9 psig"8 ;
,

0" .3.2.10 .(Unit 3) -3.3 55-
,

C.518:4
psig"8
tunga)

,

(2) Negative 3* "' 3 per D SR 3.3.2.1 2378,I" *-149 g.ps - ,'

Rate - High steam SR 3.3.2.5 p$1 ps4/see" ;'

line SR 3.3.2.9 4e1-4 3.3 55- !
.. , , , ,o :

!-

: "i s n ; = r u.; '- Ta w,-3* ep 9 = :. .2.1 fe) fe 3.3 01 !

n;; Lir.n eteam ,
_ . . . . . ,

4+ae = .3,.:.", ;
- .. ....o.em , ,

j Caire: L .. ;;t' wr 4-rer e = . .2.1 a r,0. ; r . ::=; r

: T.,, - Lew4ew 3** 4eep 5" 2.2.2.5
1 SR 3.3.2.^

Sn 3.3.2.10'
,

(continued)
(a) ";;i ; '; % .. '# t .y..i't; i;;,1_..; tin ;;y ..;;i ; =1; A"; ;tt ";1,.; r... 7.; ;; n tr.i t

n. ; i!.h;y ..;d by tt ='t. mew)cumble:yelueidetjoes3Deltatting3afetEsystem; setting 1 Gs 3.3 08
thoases!forItheadp'setpelatti .

,

(b) Above the P 11 (Pressurizer Pressure) Interlock, g
(c) Time constants used in the lead / lag controller are t a 54 seconds and t, s 5 seconds.
(g) Below the P 11 (Pressurizer Pressure) Interlock!!N.aspt:$1pgked belowfill;whecafety 3.3 63

ffdectiousL1ecteauG1mepressum"10st.blosed!4 ,

(h) Time constant utilized in the rate / lag controller is e L50 seconds. 3.3 12 :
"

(1) Except when all MSIVs'end:theit' associated upsttees;dtip' pot.'1spletjoQabet are closed:and
B PS-

Osectivated. .,

, 3.3 62 ;

)
:

,

!

t
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

i
.

Table 3.3.2 1 (page 5 of 10)

f Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation ,

.\ /
,

r

~
'

APPLICABLE

H0 DES OR 1

OTER

FUNCTION COWITIONS . REQUIRED
SURVEILLANCE ALL0bMBLE MP -3.3 08- '

SPECIFIED '
CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREENTS VALUEW 6EDOM"

. ,

s
4 , ,. _ ,,__ ,..,_ ~

a w ww w us . u u vs e av v w w IVT s
. _2\f .w. F ,4. . ,j

, ..w.4,

j

n er. St =__":.; '- i; h,3 ,"r 2-pee 0 0" 3.,3.2.1 M M 3.3 01 ;
'

, . _ _ _ , , _ c w.w...ren , ,

e wo w
>v.w- .irm,

We , e, ..,...n,, , , .

, , , ,n,o,- . , . .. ..v
,

0:f rei .' v.. .;it'.Ste:: her" i-pee 0 0" 2.3.2.1 *-E4ae" .-{443" ;

Lire . , m,.r; - Lew 3" steen 0" 2.3.2.5 ps4 ps+9 3.3 01"

me SR+H-9
, , , ,.

e.,m
. . ....w

I

b E

fe '. . 3.3 01:a :: t c'h. "w; "it "teeef4ew br"r e-per 9 ma-H,-1 .
, , _

. .. __w r.am eteen . ...em , ,
; -

_. __ ,__2, , , , , _ . _. i vw w= s n, .wwww.w...m,.. _,

er ww
.

wo
en .s , , ,a ,__2 _i_ _

wu w.w. 4v wwww <*ww

f*
i

f t
.

r_a_;a i .1 a u , _ , . . . . . n_,__ ._ r..__.J__ , i,.,_i.. ,_1 _.J__s , _ _ _ . , , s_2 2_ 2 _ ...__.J___

vv i r vei e wwi e se wyb y wwaweg 71%I%i av s w vv = r wv s e g ww I b bg a v uJv v gy wr i y u vi ws v Y w b i WT U TWrr rw DI w' E W

__2 ___.1 - ._
,- -

w' T45 rty5I wavut, e v w d e

,,,, r,or -

,,,,,er
. 1. pn g ,a , , , , .

gwww.wJ v s LwwwJ uivi,L 7, c _1_ _2 > _. w vn v.w.... s
%v i i n. i us . . . i

T,,, - bew+ew a=" hop ;" 3.2.2.5 3.3 01-
, , , m,, w.w....
, , , , ,w.....o,.

l
,e
-

(continued)

,a _ , _ _ , _ mm ..m. , , , _ >_, . .,___ _ _ . _,_ _ _ , . . , , , _ m,_ m_,.. > -> , _ _ _ ,_ _-,_. . . . . > . . . , , , _
I Tw i y r www w v v w e F wi y w iUU45g trVT 'tu5 %" p Ig Ft5 y vvyww I Ep WwIwb wb KD E'w I E r) wI 9 w% bf I D wbwwg . 3

%Bf T' % yaww.i w Tw a m . wr r b erp w I

: ..wt.';;r wx' :s tre a,'t. BeauseloyeMosennes3hemampg34fettsystapetWW secM 3.3 01
s.e$echicth,c, , rip;st.tM.nes, , _. _._, _ m

g4 . _ m._ .. ,T,,. _. _.,m_ o
..i,_.

.

,__,_m.,_2 . . . _ -> > _ _ ._ ,,,,. . . , , ._ ,,.. SF% I VW LbVJ1 IWwMe W3
m,_. ,,m,. ,__2 ..

__._, ._ _

u J, WE
,_, , _ _ _ .m_

__ & qwns I kV w I WI Tb b r VYi wbB y u rs u J b%wu's t IwW 3.3 01,. ,__. _ ,,,,J,1 I w I,I, _.___ , , _ . _. , m ,. ,. ; __2 .-bwu ybsyvetwIIF3 kw gTT)%F b.b d d b 3 TENT i wl
. . . ., _ . _ .

m. w J 'W
,- .,__ , . . . ,_ ,,,,. . . , , .. .

1 i grer Ub g unw bhr ge47J1 I as s I d b b 18'n 4 E w''' Ub L . iF W J N 3 DF48 tem w i r*5 a ar

,,,,,.'Trs..,,JN
_ _

,,dts -pg uIv (77 p t:( yi u rb e t w d i rg F I v ys w .
,__2

. _. m _ m...,.
. w..,..,,.._~..r,_ ._

.. ...,J, .w. ..w ,. . _ . ,

_ _ . _ , ._ _ . .__.,__ m.,_2 __ .. > > _ ._ ,,m,. . . . , , .__ ,,_. m. __ em,. __, ,,,,,
. s , ___ .m _ u,3ww I ww w g wiww n ivie ws s e s rvw we s bws a w eywe ne s s v3 wv gvyJg swrs a wvwave s i vvv ps bww w a s g V J,,1_._ L.vJT 3.3 01-

wi Fw
, sbda b r issi i wt

, ,__2 .. ... ,. . . . , , m__
m.vJg,__2 __2 .<_ _ .m 2 .--.__,__ , . . . . - ,,,,_.__,,_.m
g awww ww ga4yJm awav a ww wura e s wws um

swww w v rw b a is v i w s i sw a s v e : a ry v r i vs wi ig i i vm g7vgN w w wwswi i r www ww

, , na, ar ,__2

gevvJ7 rvww.

A
T
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

i

Table 3.3.21 (page 6 of 10) |

Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrimentation

v

APPLICABLE

MODES OR

" WP 3*3 08
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SlRVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION COWITIONS CHANNELS COWITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUEW

t
i

,n . e.s.---- n. 2. ~- e . . , . s. 2. .

. . . ~ . . ..

(; ...ina d)

P |'iih 'i;h Otc; . "1x ha*v-3" 0-pee B 0" 3.3.2.1 a [1003 ef s-f-3-of
steam = :.2.2.0 fu1' ;;;= -fen '3 3 01
une r," 2.2.2.a f = et ruli eteem

, 3.2.2.10 1;;d t;= M*"

presswee ful' 1;;d

steen
Pre *Sure

'

Ocimida;.ath 0;fety Ocier t; Tunction 1 (0;fcty !njuti=; '- ;11 '-iti; tion fuxtie"* 3.3 01-
Injecti;n a d r;,ui. c~..; .

5. Turbine Trip and
Feedwater Isolation

a. Automatic Actuation 1.2'8 2 trains H {G) SR 3.3.2.2 NA M -g.p3

0t Logic and Actuation {3}* SR 3.3.2.4
Relays SR 3.3.2.6

b. SG Water 1.2'8 3 per I{0} SR 3.3.2.1 84:24 e-82-46 g.p3

Level - High High {4}" SG'8 SR 3.3.2.5 264;34

(P.14) SR 3.3.2.9 (Unit 3) -3 3 55
0" 3.2.2.10 583,,58

IUnit31

c. SafetyInjection Refer to Function 1 (Safety Injection) for all initiation functions
and requirements.

(continued)

(a) nevic c'; r.;tc. Un't ;paific i;pic=-t tim; ccy ;mtch m y ?:::;.ci; v;;x dwa. din; = ::tp;ht 3'3 08Study =tt.c';;y ;;;d by th; unit. De Allebit:BlueJktlpectM:llaitWMetDhtes3ettim sis
B PSths:s46WIf9Cthefigs6tMWi? ,

'

(j) Except when all MFIVs. T"V; gnD$$gciateQypes.534199$ are closed 8hd;dOct1#tgDCjsojetedibD 3 3 64
4

c19setannueDelm
191 ICong:pperable: channel'Is:selectoCfoOsCas:1nputXtht3GynteClevel'comtp.1]erntMJ:heWL~ mist 3.3 65beJplaceOn.,the_tr.jppeOgnditionNithin 6:.bours%1helsejectiontanOsintainedXthe,ittjpped

con #1tjons;Mht14:petfore1NCth18;functlpfLVitN1htexceptiochache:cWnnel:MyXtakeoupftW'

trjppeOOMil10DifoGPEOjutttoJ1goe).thM2ndundag[chapl$j
.

I

e
I(
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2 1 (page 7 of 10)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE

N0 DES OR.

OTHER 3.3 08
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE WHP

FUNCTION C010lTIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREENTS VALUE'8 SEH41NT
S"

6. Auxiliary Fee &ater

a. Automatic Actuation 1.2.3 2 trains G SR 3.3.2.2 NA M
Logic and Actuation SR 3.3.2.4
Relays (Solid State SR 3.3.2.6
Protection System)

b. A tes ti; % te; tion idr3 E-teeks G M NA 3.3 01
L;;;i; ad 4tu;ti;;

N iey; '%1;.n;; c' ,

J.ai nt [" AS)
No0Upd;

c. SG Water Level 1, 2. 3 4 per SG D SR 3.3.2.1 e-39-44 r25-64 g.p3

Low. Low SR 3.3.2.5 5:23;14
SR 3.3.2.9 Junit3)
5" 2.3.2.t0 6133;.44

( tunit?) 3.3 55-

(continued)

(a) h vir.;r'; ";t;. Zit ;gc|fic i pi-...;;ia; my _..t:in m;y A'i;.;ti; '.';;;; igadia;; en % Fint
Stuer = tract;y n; ty it.; . nit. RGuaLW)10a]rdeDmome31mingoaDCQatmCnetttess Rei 3.3 08-
thDH GCtbCr3mtMihtM' *

i

.

T

[
't 1
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 8 of 10)

(O Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

J ,

1

1

1

APPLICABLE |
MODES OR j

OntR 3.3 08
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS COWITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE'8

6. Auxiliary Fee &ater
(continued)

d. Safety Injection Refertofunction1(Safetyinjection)forall
initiation functions and requirements,

e. Loss of Offsite Power 1.2.3 {3} 1 per F SR 3.3.2.7 & [2012] V 2 [2070; V 3.3 55
bus trair) SR 3.3.2.9 wit' . 0.8 wit' a 0.0

SR 3. . .10 see-tfee see-t4me
deleyN8 deley B PS |

f. unde m it;;; n: x e r he p + = :.:.:.7 i [e:: b;- e-f=8
Cana: r 43t .Used, bum = :. . .0 ve+teve bit, L3.3 01

= .' : 10 voltese

(continued)

k
ca) rc.x = ; == . uni: ;s;ifi; iv_..a:i=: =y ;;ai, 2:y = eu V := d e n; = 5 : sia:m

5:;dy a:Li.u;y ;xd by th: un't Inctlowshicalet3et1Desitim31s111mrDfetrEstecsettirA1 see 3.3 08
th'e~Basecocthe7r.ip'setp616ts!

.

4

4

4

i

\
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ESFAS Instrumentation >

3.3.2

% Table 3.3.21 (page 9 of 10)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation Systes Instrumentation ,

,

APPLICABLE

N0 DES OR
__ 1

OTHER 3.3 08,

SPECIFIED PIQUIRED ~ SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE HHP
-

FUNCTION COWITIONS CHANNELS COWITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE'*3 GEUGlW*

6. Auxiliary Feedwater
(continued)

g. Trip of all Main 1.2 2 per Afil J SR 3.3.2.8 i [ ] p;i; . [ ] p;i; ED
Feedwater Pumps pump 0" 2.3.2.0 M B,PS

..... o, ,,,o ,
.-

3.3 55

,

h. Mili;ry I;;i;ter her3 9 F-f 0" 3.2.2.1 C""._'de= t+-3 3.3 01
P ;p :ti;n Tron;f;r 0" 3.3.2.7 i [:0.03] fpttei
;- :tien Ir;; Lc; 0",0.3.2.0 fpefe3

bew:Not;Usedi E1EG1"

;

7. Automatic Switchover to ,

Contairment Sump

C a. Automatic Actuation 1.2.3.4 2 trains C SR 3.3.2.2 NA E
Logic and Actuation SR 3.3.2.4
Relays SR 3.3.2.6

b. Refueling Water Storage 1.2.3.4 4 K SR 3.3.2.1 = W -end . : nd
Tank (RWST) Level Low SR 3.3.2.5 *-f--34 * + -3 B PS
Low 0" 3.3.2.^ E38;M

3.3 550" 2.2.:.10 turrttilj

Ea; Etat Op;M 3.3-126
IUo1ET)

Coincident with Safety Refer to Functiori 1 (Safety Injection) for all initiation
Injection functions and requirements.

(continued) f

(a) ";.'; ;r'; tt;. 5'; .g;ifi; i p'_..;tten; .;y . .. ;in caly ^11; 21; '!;1;; ignfin; :n 0;tgi"-
Study ;;tbil;;; u;;d by tr.c unit Ilje11]pWeblO41uOlet.ine53 tut ~11mitifE 54tety3ysteOettins~ See 3.3-08
th4:seses';forEthCitipDtp6thtel

.

v
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I

l

ESFAS Instrumentation i
i

3.3.2 i

)
Table 3.3.21 (page 10 of 10)

Engineered Safety feature Actuation System Instrumentation
. g.
j

i
f

i
APPLICABLE

J
MODES OR 3.3 08

OTHER WP
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SlRVEILIANCE ALLOWABLE ;

FUNCTION CO21TIONS CHANNELS COWITIONS REQUIREENTS VALUE" i

2

1

:
7 w:;;.::: mi tcra.;.

.,_ ,_ _, ._

....w..._.. ,.

(wvi rii gwc M 3.3 01
:. ~.5T Level tv.: he-h4 4 K = .2.2.1 e-f46M t-fieM

Lew SR-ha+6
. .e .,
, aro ,

w.--

e.n,
. ....a., , , ,

,,

..

>

_,_ ._ m __ ,__ , , , _ , . . . , _ , _ , _ , , _ , , , _ , . . . . , _,._,__m,_....mg.w r s sw a us iw w#n i i ww a w i ww a w. ww t I vu v . gdwIw b,y a a ugs w w y viup a vu uu u I b u w b I v1 I

:;tey :a', eior, f.neti : :ad ; ,i w w...s. ,

f
'

:nd
.

k

c iacia..; it' he-h4 4 K = 2.2.2.1 & [30:'- *-f-14e- .

*

Gent;i._...; 0 ; Z :.2.2.5 ebeva obeve

bevel - H+gh SR + G-2-9 :1 ;703 ft e' : ;ft 5'

, , , , , .
- .,. .w...

I
8. ESFAS InterlockstJ

a. Reactor Trip, P 4 1,2,3 1 per F SR 3.3.2.11 NA NA
7

train, 2 +

trains j

t

b. Pressurizer 1.2,3 83 L 0" 3.2.2.1 s 1996 e-t--3 .g.p3c
Pressure, P 11 SR 3.3.2.5 R19N2!psjg peft '

:3.3-15-SR 3.3.2.9 UNH1$32
E39MEM18 13.3 44 i

gunitt) :
, i

t

:. T,., L;.; L .. " :e her3 W E = :. .2.: e-sso 6-5 N 3*3 01- :
rn , , , , j

4eep - .,..w.., ,

...m., ,- ,

- .

;

;

, __.,_ __ _ m_ _ .m. _ _ _ ,, , _ > _ , . . , _ _ _ _ . . __,_ _ ,... ,_.m,_ , , _ , . _ >___m,__ _ ,_ __ m

,%,yM, riw Y u w vvw s 7 ruw t w * wi i t u.yb w T vb v ve9s a wwwwwi a w u b u vi ud etwwg wwi a yw i i vi e s y I vvwww r w ywIww wwwyrv r.s e a ry vi 1 .rb wg w s a

:;dy :.:tt.cc h;r;x ty r.: un':. Dw]L11gubb3EVn1EdefineEW21mitKsafatDMteost1WI pH 3.3 08 i

stHCedwifecsWJdp.Betpellitel ,

i
1

:

%)
i
i
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PAM Instrumentation
-3.3.3 ,

>

[ , 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
x,

3.3.3 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.3 The PAM instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.31 shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTIONS
........................................N0TES - - -- - - --- - !

!
1.- LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
'

.. .................................................................................

t

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME s
,

A. One or more Functions A.1 Restore required channel to 30 days

with one required OPERABLE status. !

,Q channel inoperable.,

V
;

B. Required Action and 8.1 Initiate action in Immediately'

'
associated Completion accordance with
Time of Condition A not Specification 5.6.8. ,

met.
!

(continued)
:

d

,

r y.

D:
CPSESMarhap ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.3 3.3 44' $/13197
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PAM Instrumentation i

3.3.3 I

!

O ACTIONS (continued)
\ l

'
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

'

C. -- - - NOTE- - -- C.1 Restore one channel to 7 days

Not applicable to OPERABLE status.
hydrogen monitor
channels.
........................

One or more Functions
with two required
channels inoperable.

OR

One: required;LTct)annel
'nd;one" required; Cord 3.3-67a

Exit _ Temperature: channel
inoperable;

!

Ld2H08 i
l

n Ope;requiredJT ,

() channelf;and:opelr.equired |
Steam;Ljg:fCessgEg
phannerfo M he
associated 1oop ,

linoperable 2

D. Two hydrogen monitor D.1 Restore one hydrogen monitor 72 hours
channels inoperable. channel to OPERABLE status.

I

E. Required Action and E.1 Enter the Condition Immediately
associated Completion referenced in Table 3.3.31
Time of Condition C or D for the channel. |

not met.
.

F. As required by Required F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Action E.1 and 3.3 67
referenced in atiQ
Table 3.3.3-1. .

F.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

N,]

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.3 3.3-45 S/1S/97
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PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

G. As required by. G.1 Initiate action in accordance Imediately i

Required Action E.1 with Specification 5.6.8. I

and referenced in |
Table 3.3.31.

.

i

|

|

|

|

|
|

O

,

i
,

I

|
1

!

e

; -

,

!

O ,
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PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

-

' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

........................................N0TE - -- - - - - --- --

' SR3.3.3.1andSR3.3.3.2}applytoeachPAMinstrumentationFunctionin .-3.3 27
Table 3.3.31"|3:0gsg*otherwise;noted.
.................................................................................

i

i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ,

SR 3.3.3.1 Perform CHANNEL C'iECK for each required 31 days
instrumentation channel that is normally

;
energized.

..

.SR73uT3._1 W n C C; W = = = N.O_TE.a n = a r . ~W ~"~n n 3.3 27~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --. .

epplicablelte.=ydrogermonitorlchannels'on]W- _==_._==_==.m._.====.=:=.,= =: : --

'

P.enfote;CHANNEllCALIBIBTION! S21 day!o

,

SR3.3.3.24 - NOTE - - - -

Neutrer, detectors are excluded frs;;; 3.3 70
Pi t & hliif f #* 11 T PAR Al*T m1
VI w w vi w b VF"W & EMin i A hM1.

|

U tsorapplicableitelbydrogegonitol 3.3 27'
_

Ethamelg-

n.

A ContalementIRadj ationlleye]IQiigh3aggel
CHANNEL 1CALIBRM10[may3ongj stlofian

3.3 20electron _ic cajabtationfitM3hantien ;

notlincludinEtheldetectomtoritast |

glecades!aboyel108/htZaddiaIgne361nt i

411btation:checlCofithCd!!fRtoCIbglp@
10R(hOitLthlan' inst'alle_ dZorlpottablqn

'

gammalsoutcg
...............................................

.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18.. months
B ,

i

i

l
!
1

O
,
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PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

Table 3.3.31 (page 1 of 2)

[V9
Post Accident Honitoring Instrumentation

'

CONDITION

REFERENCED 3.3 67

FROM REQUIRED

FUNCTION REQUIRED CHANNELS ACTIONS E.1 3.3 70
80d911

1. Powcr Renge Neutron Flux Refueljpgyatet 2 F

Stor.agegankilevel

2. SourceRangeNcutronFluxiS9bpoojigg 2 F
'

tion { tors

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Hot Leg 21 per loop F

Temperature (W1deJaggel

4. RCS Cold Leg Temperature LWidJe gggel E 1 per loop F

5. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) 2 F
,

6. Reactor Vessel Water Level 2") G

7. Containment Sump Water Level (Wide 2 F

Range)

8. Containment Pressure (WHe IDtermedjale 2 F

Range)

9.2 SteeCj@lRM40d gl@ D ieasiliM E

9- C M eir.T. nt Isciation "alve Position 2 g r p actration F

f1= p;th 1**

10. Containment Area Radiation (High Range) 2 G

11. Hydrogen Monitors 2*) F

12. Pressurizer M tet Level 2 F
,

13. Steam Generator Water Level (WMe Keffpog 2 per steam F

Range) generator

14. Condensate Storage Tank Level 2 F

(continued)

:

G
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1

J

PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

O '
.

(' Table 3.3.31 (page 2 of 2)
Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

CONDITION
,

REFERENCED 3.3 67~ '
'

FROM REQUIRED

REQUIRED CHANNELS ACTIONS -3.3-70
FUNCTION E.1andfJII

i 15. Core Exit Temperature Osadrant 1 2(c) F

16. Cor? Exit Temperature Guadrant 2 2(c) F

17. Core Exit Temperature - Quadrant } 2(*) F' .

18. Core Exit Temperature - Quadrant i 2(c) F

19. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow
er AFW Flow 2 per steam F

generator
.

or
EeacKperzsteam

8FWflo6Carld S_teaeIGene_tatot generator
Wat_erllevelgWjfdeJRangel

'

s
\

(a) |bt required for isolatica velves #csc essociated pcratretion is isciated )
3.3-70 |by at icest are closed end i;;tivated autoc tic valve closed ;renuel'

velve, blind fiense, or check valve with fisw through the velve accured.2
9tlagne13s;eightIsensor_s!1EaIptotj21G|18.@e]itsRERABLEltflloGCpfmot#
MGSetsE.onelorimoret ghelupperlsectionTainditj1ree~orimotelighe20 iggi
Les$1on728teRERABLE.

(b) Only enc positica indicatica chenrel is required for pcactratien ficw
3.3 70-peths with only are installed control ree;;, indication chenrel.E6Ighannel

'

gesistsleEtwoIsensorsMrlttai_IFSATchhnnelEis" considered 10_PERABLEJjf !n

M!e.Iltensorlis R ER88LE2

(c) A channel consists of two core exit thermocouples (CETs).
ED-

Revicwcr's ibte. Table 3.3.7-I shell be ;;caded for each unit as necessary to'

lhtt i

H) All Reguietory Oui t 1.07. T ge A instru. Tents end
|(2) All Reguistcry Ouide 1.07. Category I ren-T we A instru ents

in accorderee with the unit's Regulatory Ouide 1.07. Safety
Evaluation Report.
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Remote Shutdown System
3.3.4

a 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

'

3.3.4 Remote Shutdown System

ED

LC0 3.3.4 The Remote Shutdown System Innstr!aentatj#nifortyacij Functions in
3.3 94Table 3.3.41 padithe2egu11edAt3hutdowq'paneE(!!SEEconttgl$

shall be OPERABLE.

/PPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2. and 3.

ACTIONS

........................................N0TES-------------
1. LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function anCrequjted]ISE
CODtC91

....................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

'J A. One or more required A.1 Restore required Function 30 days
3.3 94pM2LSP coints]A to OPERABLElfunctions jETab](

3Qi411 inoperable. status.

DB

one; orate 2e901reditiSg 3.3 94
RODtrolsJpQpetable]

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. eBD

B.2 Be in H0DE 4. 12 hours

,o

_
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Remote Shutdown System
3.3.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSq
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SRJI,3,|M Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 31 days B
,

instrumentation channel that is normally j
energized, j

3.3 23
SR 3.3.4.2 Verify each required LISPJpikeCah! control 18 months

Bcircuit and transfer switch is capable of
tperforming the intended function.

SR 3.3.4.3 - - NOTE - - - --- --- -- -

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
i

CALIBRATION.
;

i

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for each required 18 months B i
'

instrumentation channel.

SR 3.3.4.4 |'erfor;a TA00T of the reactor trip br;;her ep;r/ IS ;r.or.ths B PS ;

closed ir.dicatier.. |4

l
,

1
,

4

.

s

\
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I

Remote Shutdown System
,

'3.3.4
i

Table 3.3.41 (page 1 of 1) !
Remote Shutdown System Instrumentation and Controls

R .'; :. '; =t;. "i; ::tk i; fu "h;tr;ti;n p.IN$a ;nly. :: dx ; n;t :tt. ,t t; r..c ,,n ; n c s 3.3 24 '

Tanctie ; ;,;;d ;t ;;ry ;. nit. but d.,;; ..t:i- tt; typ;; c' Tanctien; _-_ =_ c.ly fe.rd.

REQUIRED __ .m. ~ ,, _ ,, _ G M ELS 3.3 24FUNCTION /I M M NT
. . . . . . . . . .

0^ 00""0L PAMMEfER

F

1. Reactivity Control

a. 0;urc " .e Neutron Flux'Jiptritots 3

** i

"; nter Trip "r;;E r "siti;n 1 pc t-ip trG ker

. ";n=1 ";nt;r '-ip 2
,

=

!
2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure Control

+

[
!

a. Pressurizer Pressure }

t. ."C01.'id: "r.;; Pr;nur; i

t. "renarinr I;. r Op;r;t;d "clic' '!;h; [1, ;;.. trol; =;t t; fer "O'"! *. bixk v;hn or n= +

(90RV)-C;ntr:1 r4 01;;E "; h; 0;ntr;l 44ee}
>

3. Decay Heat Removal via Steam Generators (SGs) |
|

a. RCS Hot Leg Tegerature };petilqpp I

b. RCS Cold Leg Temperature )p3 pop

c. NW-Centreb-end Condensate Storage Tank 1

Level

d SG Pressure 1; pet;R1

e SG Level 1:peC56
or
ATW Flow 3pA

4 RCS Inventory Control

a. Pressurizer Level ]

b. Charging Pump Centfeb ICCl%3hergifOg 3
(tCP, Seels;flowJrwijgation-

i
= |

|

|

.
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
3.3.5 .

.

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION'

;

3.3.5 Loss of Power (LOP) Diesel Generator (DG) Start Instrumentation

LC0 3.3.5 Three J)]tj channels per bus of the loss of voltage Function and B PS*

three $$q channels per bus of the degraded voltage Function shall be -B PS- :
'

OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4,
'Jh;n associated OC is required to bc OPEPXL by LCO 2.0.2. 3.3 129
"AC Scurce3-Shutdo;;n."

ACTI0';S
......................................--NOTES - ---- -- --- - -- - - -

U Separate Condition entry is allowed for each function.

2] Notfapplicablelfor;6193V1P,r,efetredi0ffs_1te,~ Source Underyvol_tagelfunction~%ert 3.3 130

psagc9tedisoutcCpreaKer21Gglen_]
-

.................................................................................
k

/~N CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ,i

G
.

A. One or more Functions A.1 OTC- 3.3 85'
with one channel per bus The ir,cp;rable channel ;r.cy
inoperable. be bg essed for up to

4 hours for surveillence
teeH ag of other chcar,els.

,

Place channel in trip. 6 hours

<

.

'

:

1

(u3
,

;
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
3.3.5

B. ^.c or e re furetiene
.;ith tw or rere B.1 "e: tere all but er.c cher.rel 1-hour 3.3 131
cher.r.els g r bus to ^" "X L: ;tatu;.

ir.;greble.
I@ichantelEpAtitsGfag B3 Best9relonelchannelineEW!g ,

Mielttelernd.Affl1M M2EMBLEistatus 11hoGt :

source;cndetvoltage
function;jpopetable2 E |

521 Declate:the2tefetted ;

#ftsiteIsource Imediate]y
,

1 M etable
i

O '

B22 open2 associated 1

Preferred 3ftsjte 6lhouts ;

source 1 breaker] {

G2 Iwo;chan0Ris;petIbus f9t 9.3 Restofroneichannerpef; bus 1: host 3.3 131

( ttie31teratatezoffsit( M10PEMBLE status
poutcelunderyoltage
flaKt190liG0peDblg2 E

Gi2G DeclateIthe:Altern4te Ismediat.e,)y
Rffsitcsoutcg
1!1opetable

B

G23 Open:a.ssociated 6;boutt |

&lternateIQ1f_ sits
$0utce2bteaket]

DJ T@!channelsJperlMsIfog R3 BqstotCone channelfpe!2Ws Illteut '3.3-131
i

t % 6191kV.ibuA $6"0PERABLErstatus
,

undetM1t.ageltmetjo.d ;

inoperable 1 E
!DJ Declatelthe affectedl;.Ct lunedjatelf

megency;bpsesILnopetab].e !

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.3 3.3-$4 $/1387
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
3.3.5

p.
'v'

E2 IWd chWhelsWMEI@ [II Rsitogope3hanne] perbus l'hoDM 3.3 131
one 6f grX W a M to110PERABLE'sta_tus
VoltagelotiloW3 tid
unde.tyoitage;tunctiod DB

inopstable
E;23 Deslatelbottlioffsits Immedjately

pserJsources
.impetable

atID

E1212 Ope;EoffsitelpoWeg 6~houts
source:bte_akers7,to~the

esso _clated' buses

" L 3 131GE. Required Action and GE.1 Enter applicable Imediately :
-

associated Completion C0ndition(s) and
Time not met. Required Action (s) for

the associated DG made
inoperable by LOP DGn

! ) start instrumentation.x

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.1 Nrform Ci!!J""El C||ECK.- !{o_t1Used] 12-houes B PS

3.3 86
yl.n- m i z a d I @ TE n ,- c ,- - g. - 23 31 daysSR 3.3.5.2 2
setpointac;311catiogIlsamtlapa!1 cable Lajeneven:the

:1un=cznL2;rn:r:r:2:;;u t1:a plahtIfJEinJ!0DE
B PS -Slf d ll2iho0C4

Perform TAD 0T. anndAf, Opt
pefl6@fdd
ptextous1923ays

n}/

\J
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r

LOP DG Start Instrumentation
3.3.5 :

,

'I

: i
fa

k SR 3.3.5.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION with setpcint }gmonths B PS
All;w:ble Val a as follows:

a. Offsite sources undervoltage Les ef. .B PS |
volt;;; Allowable Value sl590RiVland |3.3 31' -

514900iy 2^12 V with a tim iley of
rn o, . r , _____; .!
Lv.wJ A g J eswim.

I

Loss of voltag Trip Satpcint 2 2^75 V
3.3 132 |with a tim iley of [0.3] 1 [ ] secend.

B PS
)J 6.9 kv Class 1E bus undervoltage;

Allowable Value 21935 V and 5 3450 V 3.3 31- !
Iwith : ti;;;c deley of [0.S] 1 [ ] se;;nd. 3.3 132-

B PS
>2 6.9 kv Class 1E bus degraded voltage'

3.3 31Allowable Value t 5933 V with a tix ;

iley of [0.3] 1 [ ] second. 3.3 132' !

f

B PS
: '~~c71 480 V Class IE bus low grid undervoltage

3.3 31Allowable Value t 443 V with a tim iley
of [0.0] i [ ] secord. 3.3-132

B PS.

p2 480 V degraded voltage Allowable Value
3*3 31a 435 V with a ti = iley of

[0.03 1 [ ] second. 3.3 132
.

EBERE_4 VadfED!tetiad30P-@lststGMitygggggtfog 183pnths!gG
3.3 31RER@SELT1HESlatpitMnilimits STAGGERED 3SI

BASIS

1

i

.

T

|

i4

i
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Containment; Ventilation Purge and Exhaust Isolation Instrumentation PS

3.3.6

,rm

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.6 Containment"J.e.pti.Jatjo,0 Purge and Exhaust Isolation Instrumentation PS

LC0 3.3.6 TheContainmentVentflationPurgecadExhaustIsolation PS

instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.61 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3. and 47 3.3 79
During CORE ALTERATIONS,
Ouring movemcat of irradicted fuel assemblics withift
centair.xat.
Aggordjpg'.toHableI373;6E1

ACTIONS
....................................... NOTE -- - - -- - - -- ---

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
....................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

V(3 A. One radiation monitoring A.1 Restore the affected channel 4 hours |
channel inoperable. to OPERABLE status.

(continued)

1

l

.

l
|

I |
|

/~T |

(VI 1

!'
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ContainmentLVM1,LatJ00 Purg; and Oxhaust Isolation Instrumentation PS

3.3.6

r
ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. - NOTE - - B.1 Cater applicable Conditicas Isedietely 3.3 73
Only applicable in sad Required Actions of E)x8fd
H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4 3 LCO 3.0.3, "Contair.Tcat
DoesJpot3pplEto Isolation '!alves," for Elass
Cetaignent"RadiatjpD gnd3ndigtejfCcontainment

function 2 Et Rilatioj purge and PS-

exhaustisolationvalvesID.....................

plotedMsitidn2 made
One or more Functions ineparabic by isciation
with one or more manual instru;entation,

or automatic actuation
trains inoperable.

E

Twc or I, ore radiatica
a,enitoring channels
4noperable-

r

k E 1
1

3.3-72 l

!Required Act4on-end
essociated Ca,pletion
Tir.c cf Condition A not

|metr l

(continued)
1
|

|

.

p
?

\
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Containmentlyentilatior| " urge end Exhaust Isolation Instrumentation PS

3.3.6 :
,

s
'

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
'

C. -NOTC- w"T= = M:==,=.~n, i
;

- - 3.3 72-
Only applicebic durins lhe300ta13|metttIpesspN
C0"E ALTE"sATIONC cr Lt181stalvesterrapand
rev; ;nt rf irradiated irCgospli,ance M hlLC 20 3;673

'

,

fuel as3;;..b1ie3 within yrg!;the3&sepys!efflueDI
cor,tein; int. monjjorjNij;)stameplatJstl p3

requirementCKP_attXot
'

the:00CMJ
~- - <" dOne or were functiens _= r =. u n s... ~ n au

with era er serc .enuel C.1 Place and maintain Immediately

or euter. etic actuation containment)3entilatjon
trains ireparable. purge end exheast valves in 3.3 72

iclosed position.
!E

E
Two or cere radistica
senitoring channels C.2 Cater applicebic Conditicas I.T.T;diately i

PS-__; __..,__; ,_ ,___ _,
,_____. u,m_.. .. n.s w o ., m no ..... v.. . ,vys , ou.

.c.__._,__,,,en , n >
. . . . . . . . ~ ,mov ...,. ,.

E .enetraticas." for 3.3 72
"

centairTent purge and
Required Action and exhaust i ;letion velve:

.
associated Completion ;.ede ireparabic by isolation

instru.entation. :'

Time for Condition A not T

met.

4

4

3

.

J

$

;

.

f

r

e
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Containmentlyentilatlod Purg ord Exhaust Isolation Instrumentation PS |
3.3.6 |

l,

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS |

........................................N0TE - - - - - - --- - --

Refer to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine which SRs7Logerlthar0 Resp 6nselTjme 3.3 55
.|Verjfjgtfon2 apply for each Containment ygtilatiqq Pur e erd Exhaust Function, p3

ResPdDse;1tglyettncaMoq11 Cad @sseD0dfCSR231618]
..................................................................................

;
'

,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.6.2 Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. 31 days on a i
STAGGERED TEST |

BASIS ;
,

i

|
'

1

l

SR 3.3.6.3 Perform HASTER RELAY TEST. 31 days on a i

STAGGERED TEST

BASIS

'O
SR 3.3.6.4 Perform COT. 92 days'

SR 3.3.6.5 Perform SLAVE RELAY TEST. 22 days -B

SR 3.3.6.6 NOTE

"crificatien ;f 3;tpcint is ret required.

Perform TA00T. tiot[Ufed! 13 ;renths 3.3 76

.

SR 3.3.6.7 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months B- i

!

MC31316;g yentfr. required:ContA1meltIy_ent11ation 181MDthE0E4 3.3 31__
'

lsolatioDilDstrisg!nta}1ofEES.P_0tLSHIMESlat( SJAGGEREDlLEH

p Hithin311mits] BASIS
*,

a
i
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|

ContainmentlygLtjlatiou ."ursc or.d Sheast Isolation Instrumentation PS

3.3.6 i

'l
!

n ,

Table 3.3.6 1 (page 1 of 1)
Containment 3 MIRE 2maan P.r;; ad R.=;; Isolation Instrumentation .ps-

_

APPLICABLE

FUNCTION REQUIRED CHANNELS TRIF SETPOINT 3.3 79g QU

GOWIIXON5

1. Manual (#1 efel = :. .ci(a} NA 3.3 77.
Initiation

2. Automatic IN;1324 2 trains SR 3.3.6.2 NA

Actuation SR 3.3.6.3
Logic and SR 3.3.6.5
Actuation
Relays

3. Containment
Radiation

|

a. Gascous 12233Z42 1] SR 3.3.6.1 s-f x k darand] .B.ps

(Cl SR 3.3.6.4 (b)
SR 3.3.6.7

d b- f+3 3.24.1 a [2 kdgr"nd 3.3 73
P;rtia nte = 0.04.5

iZ .3i.'

c. :;diac t+3 3.3. .1 s I: x kdar"rd: 3.3 73
C :.22.t
= . 2 4. '

4--Aree f+3 = 0.04.1 s-f ; k d gra nd: 3.3 73
'udhtica C 3.:i.i

2 0.2. .' i

4. Containment Refer to LCO 3.3.2. *ESFAS Instrumentation." Function 3.a, for all
Isolation - initiation functions and requirements. 1

i

Phase A

fal Co0t41rgespty.gtit1]4tigs111tolst1E18JRaW411YJilit14%MLWErlfbaMjAl[1so}at10rtfynction ot ,

3.3 77 jcetseignent11ersyDeletMcGonnuallyIts|1 Mat 40Epstet20:CC013;U"ESFASJgtttgentatiggg
tunctiorrsis;undrezrespectjvely:gttguttecchanntipantsucn111ancelequjtemento l

B PS.(b) tiust1 satisfy _ Gaseous;Ef. fluent. Dose Rate JhaqQjtegent;Qffect*I3f.3ht;00Q12

ICI putino;CQREATEMI!9tS~ot31utinpoyeneJOtCitted1AteMwD4MutdjesMthKmt41rment] 3.3 '/9

n

,

i
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
3.3.7

p-

b' 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
i

3.3.7 Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREFS) Actuation Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.7 The CREFS actuation instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.71
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: HODES 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. and 5 3.3-79
Duritxf-movemerrt of irradiated fuel as:cablic .
[0uring CORE ALTERATIONS).According;telablel3J3|Z-E

ACTIONS

........................................ NOTE - -- - -- - - - - --

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
....................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

-
_ _

(y) A. One or more Functions A.1 - -NOTE .-...-

8 PS
with one channel or Plaec in toxic ga;
train inoperable. protection acdc if

automatic tram fer to
toxic gas protecticr. acdc-

is incperabic.
.......................

___ _

Place onc CREIS train thq 7 days PS

- fectedtCREFS' train (s-)'81n 3.3 78af
emergency radiation
protection tecjtculat Mn
mode.

DB
7Zddy.4 3.3 78

MA Secureithe; Con.tro11 Room
!nakeupIaitZsopp1rfagitog
the3ficcted31tlntdie] j

i

(continued) |

,

f \
i /
q,-
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|
,

CREFS Actuation Instrumentation j

3.3.7 |

O
V ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One or more Functions NOTE- 1

B PS
with two channels or two Pleca in the toxic ges
trains inoperable. prot;; tion ir.cde if suto;;; etic

tren;fer to toxic gas protection |

;;;;dc is ir,epcrabic. |

B.1.1 Place one CREFS train Immediately B PS'
in emergency radiation
Proteet4en
tec1tculattonmode.

AND

B.1.2 Enter applicable Imediately
Conditions and Required
Actions for one CREFS
train meds inoperable :

by inoperable CREFS,
actuation
instrumentation

QB
,

B.2

E U E:ZE7d M II F E T E-

:3.3-78 i6ppHc8blRI9 tie |Et|191g)y
tuget1QDMit!CtWo3hegne],(
_laopetableItsittieJttCiti
Mak_elhdiationlEu]&t19G
th!Essthlwake;Radfat1@
Lonetton]
ver greMg- ,,,-g; ;d

'

Place both trains in Immediately
. ;.;rgency radiation 3.3 78

protection ;r.cdc. SecurgtM
W ntrSl!BoM M K M alt
I! app 1ntanifron3tmiatfected
A1.fMIItage?

Cd ;

|

|

l
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,

I

| CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
' 3.3.7

1

:

'

I C. Required Action and- C.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion ,

Time for Condition A AND .
or B not met in MODE 1,
2, 3, or 4. C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours -

;

(continued) i

!

;

.

.!
t

!

.!

O
|

I
.

1

|

|

,

e

.

1

:

s
!
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
3.3.7

( ACTIONS (continued)s

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and Dil Sesgig,qd_CgEALIERATIONS] Imad{ttill B -
associated Completion
Time for Condition A 8|El
or B not met jf100Eth 3.3 11B
ot[6; lot during movement 0 2 Suspend movement of Imediately
of irradiated fuel irradiated fuel assemblies,
assemblies. or during B PS-

CORC ALTERATIONS:

C. Required Actica and E.1 Initiate action to restore insediatcly B PS

associated Ce+1stion one CREIS train to OPERASLE
Time for Condition-A status.
cr S not act in ,""'E 5

ee-6- .

I

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
........................................N0TE - - -- -- - - -

Refer to Table 3.3.71 to determine which SRs apply for each CREFS Actuation
Function.
.......................................................................... .......

_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

l
'

SR 3.3.7.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.7.2 Perform COT. 92 days

.

SR 3.3.7.3 PerformACTUATIONLOCICTEST-tgLt;Usedi 31 days on a 3.3 78
STAGGERED TEST

BASE

(continued)
A
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
3.3.7 :

|
4

,-
/

SURVEILLANCE REQUIPIMENTS (continued)
'

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY !

SR 3.3.7.4 Perfor; ".'.S'[R RELAY TEST.7,]!otJshd; 31 days er, e 3.3 78 |

STACCERED TEST

E :

,

SR 3.3.7.5 Perfor; SLA"E RE!!,Y TES'. tiot",ys@ 92-days 3.3 78- |

;

SR 3.3.7.6 - - NOTE - - - - -

Verification of setpoint is not required.
............................................... ,

,

,

Perform TAD 0T. 1.8. months B

.

SR 3.3.7.7 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months 8
i

O

!<

;
.

f

s

i
,

;
,

i

|
,

l
"

!
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
3.3.7 ,

Table 3.3.71 (page 1 of 1)
CREFS Actuation Instnmentation

R ICABLE ,

183E3 E M8 TRIP ,~3'3 79
SPECIFigg REWIRED SURVEILLANCE' SETPOINT

~

FUNCTION [|QlRIIJgg CHANELS REWIREENTS

:

1. Manual Initiation 3;T223K4E5] 2 trains SR 3.3.7.6 NA

andf;I(s) i

:
2. Automatic Actuation Logic and }E2;iWJZ$7 2 trains T 0.0.'.0 NA 3.3 78

Actuation Relays pod _6 Eta) 5" 3.2.'.?
" 3.2.'.5

M [
.

.

3. Control Room Radiation

c. C=tre = = ,,= fe3 g j.g.' 3 . ::: :"/hr '3.3 78 i

' , ' , ; T. . ',";
- . .

i

H . Control Room Air fiorth IU2TM4;152 3 SR 3.3.7.1 . [2] -f'/Pr,

4 <3.3 78Intakes andJ n(e) SR 3.3.7.2 3MX1Q
SR 3.3.7.7 Jci/mi

|'

hautanEpoeG1Giautl1 Ir2223rJn51 2 IILT7P/ZA L4939d
E 2- intates pndf r(4) 5KI3:3;7;2 K1/m1 3.3 78 ;

litf3,TJIZ 1

4. SafetyInjection Refer to LCO 3.3.2. 'ESFAS Instrumentation," '

function 1. for all initiation functions and
,

requirements.

--- - . - .. .-__ - .-. - .-.. - - -_ - ~ _.___ -., _ - --

!al Wt1Emovpment;:etsittaoistWDe1Ipssee11es2 -3.3 79-

'

1

4

O
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications

/7 ' Enclosure SA contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of NUREG 1431 Revision
1. The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a
plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed
areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross reference to a justification
or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are
contained in Enclosure 6A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

2. Additions . This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431,
Rev. 1.

3. Modifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431.
Rev. 1 but is being revised for the improved TS.

I

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

The methodology of identifying the changes is : |

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non- ;

c bracketed areas of NUREG 1431, Rev. 1 is annotated using the
strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The
deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the ,

!appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is |

identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent'

right margin.
'

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of
Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information
is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location

-and is annotated using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or i

hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a
change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change ,

and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and |
components.

Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated'

using the redline / strike out feature of Wordperfect and

Methodology 1 of2 S/158 7
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG 1431 Specifications
(continued)

o'y) identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All
such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed |
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the |

bracketed area and that information is not correct for this |
1plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct

informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets
provided in NUREG 1431. Rev. 1 are deleted. " Red line", " strike-
out" and margin codes are as follows:

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged,
the bracketed information is " red-lined" and 'B' (for bracketed
information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the !
lplant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the

old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is ;

" red lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code.

3. If the entire Condition, Action, or Surveillance is bracketed .and
!O is aoolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is
'

V redlined. The text included within the brackets is DQt redlined
unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS' margin

,

'

code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were
made. ;

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not
applicable, the entire contents are struck-out, redlined words
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used.

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B, I

B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A. |
|

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark up process. Reviewer I

notes may be " struck out" or deleted as preferred. |
l

IIn summary, in the non-bracketed portions of NUREG 1431 Rev.1 " red-line" is used
to annotate new material, " strike out" is used to annotate deleted material, and'

change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these i

changes. A?1 changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number !
1or a change code.

Note, NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are
Iincorporated are indicated using the " redlines", " strike outs" and margin codesp)(, discussed above.

Methodology 2cf2 S/15/97
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASESi
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES CONTENTS

Mark-up:
'

BASES PAGE

33.1..........................................................................................B33-1
33.2..................................................................................B3.3-63
333............................................................................................B3.3-126
33.4..........................................................................................B3.3-146
33.5.................................................................................................B33-153.

33.6................................................................................................B33-163 .

33.7....................................................................................................B33-173
33.8....................................................................................................NA
3.3.9...............................................................................................................NA

I

Methodology (2 Pages)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

B 3.3 ' INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.1 Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

BASES
.

'

BACKGROUND The RTS initiates a unit shutdown, based on the values of
selected unit parameters. to protect against violating the core r

'

fuel design limits and Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure
boundary during anticipated operational occurrences (A00s) and to
assist the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Systems in mitigating ,

accidents. ;

i

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to 1

assure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by f
|specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms of

parameters directly monitored by the RTS, as well as specifying -
;7

' LCOs on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance. ;

The LSSS, defined in this specification as the Ttip Sctpcinte l
.[ 8]l@ablelalue_(, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the i

V threshold for protective system action to prevent exceeding
acceptable limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

.

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or mor9
times during the unit life, the acceptable limits are: ;

1. The Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) shall be
maintained above the Safety Li;;;it (SL' v:1ue to prevent
departura fre;;; nac1cete Milini; (L"O;1departutelfrom ,

@letteN111414tJp30ER)Djjult]

2. Fuel centerline melt shall not occur: and

3. The RCS pressure SEgpit;( of 2700 p:ia R3.53isig]shall not ,

be exceeded.

.

Operation within the SH limits of Specification 2.0, " Safety
Limits (SLs)." also maintains the above values and assures that
offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 100 criteria
during A00s. |

>

;
'

(~'
,1 (continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are not

(continued) expected to occur during the unit life. The acceptable limit
during accidents is that offsite dose shall be maintained within
an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100 limits. Different accident
categories are allowed a different fraction of these limits,
based on probability of occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose
limit for an accident category is considered having acceptable
consequences for that event.

The RTS instrumentation is segmented into four distinct but
interconnected modules as illustrated i . Figurc ; ], as

des &tibedL103heJFSAR, Chapter [7] (Ref.1), and as identified
below:

1. Field transmitters or process sensors: provide a
measurable electronic signal based upon the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured:

2. Signal Process Control and Protection System, including;the
Z3REcogtss30situmentatjop'aMSogtrol A cl g Protectia
System, Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS), field
contacts, and protection channel sets: provides signal !

O !
conditioning, bistable setpoint comparison. process
algorithm actuation, compatible electrical signal output to
protection system devices, and control board / control room /
miscellaneous indications:

3. Solid State Protection System (SSPS), including input,
logic, and output bays: initiates proper unit shutdown
and/or ESF actuation in accordance with the defined logic,
which is based on the bistable outputs from the signal 1

process control and protection system; and |

4. Reactor trip switchgear, including reactor trip breakers I
(RTBs) and bypass breakers: provides the means to |

interrupt power to the control rod drive mechanisms (CRDHs) ;
'

and allows the rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or
" rods," to fall into the core and shut down the reactor.
The bypass breakers allow testing of the RTBs at power.-

|

|

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND Field Transmitters or Sensors
(continued)

To meet the design demands for redundancy and reliability, more
than one, and often as many as four, field transmitters or i

sensors are used to measure unit parameters. To account for the
calibration tolerances and instrument drift, which are assumed to
occur between calibrations, statistical allowances are provided
in the Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values. The OPERABILITY of
each trar.sMter or censor can be evaluated when its "as found"
calib.ation data are compared against its documented acceptance
criteria.

Sional Process Control and Protection System

Generally, three or four channels of process control equipment
are used for the signal processing of unit parameters measured by

|the field instruments. The process control equipment provides
signal conditioning, comparable output signals for instruments
located on the main control board, and comparison of measured
input signals with setpoints established by safety analyses. )

These setpoints are defined in ISAR Chapter [7] (Ref.1). 1

Chapter [5] (Ref. 2), and Chapter [15] (Ref. 3). If the measured |O value of a unit parameter exceeds the predetermined setpoint, an '

output from a bistable is forwarded to the SSPS for decision
evaluation. Channel separation is maintained up to and through
the input bays. However, not all unit parameters require four
channels of sensor measurement and signal processing. Some unit

'

parameters provide input only to the SSPS, while others provide
input to the SSPS, the main control board, the unit computer, and j
one or more control systems. ;

Generally, if a parameter is used only for input to the
protection circuits, three channels with a two-out of three logic
are sufficient to provide the required reliability and
redundancy. If one channel fails in a direction that would not
result in a partial Function trip, the Function is still OPERABLE 3

with a two out of two logic. If one channel fails, such that a
'

partial Function trip occurs, a trip will not occur and the
Function is still OPERABLE with a one out of two logic. |'

Generally, if a parameter is used for input to the SSPS and a
control function, four channels with a two out-of tour logic are
sufficient to provide the required reliability and redundancy.

(continued) |

O
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BACKGROUND The circuit must be able to withstand both an input failure to
(continued) the control system, which may then require the protection

function actuation, and a single failure in the other channels
providing the protection function actuation. Again, a single
failure will neither cause nor prevent the protection function
actuation. These requirements are described in IEEE-2791971
(Ref. 3). The actual number of channels required for each unit
parameter is specified in Reference 1.

Two logic channels are required to ensure no single random
failure of a logic channel will disable the RTS. The logic
channels are designed such that testing required while the
reactor is at power may be accomplished without causing trip.
Prevhions to allow rea,sving logic channcis fror. ;crvice during
r,aintenance are unacccasary becausc of the logic syster.'s
desigacd reliability;-

Trio Setooints and Allowable Values

The Trip Setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables
are set. Any bistable is considered to be properly adjusted when

O the "as left" value is within the band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION :

V accuracy (i.c., i rack calibration ces.parator sctting i
accura cy) . LTThe'Itip".sgtppi ntsTarfli sted'ii n~Tabl eiBT3nn .

The Trip Setpoints used in the betables are based on the
analytical limits stated in bference 2. The selection of these
Trip Setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided when I

all sensor and processing time delays are taken into account. To |
allow for calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties. !

instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those RTS
channels that must functicn in harsh environments as defined by ,

10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 53), the Trip Sctpoints and Allowable Values j
specified in Table 3.3.11 in the accompanying LC0 are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical limits. A
detetled description of the m.cthodology used to calculate the

|Trip Sctpoints, including their explicit uncertainties, is
provided in the "RTS/ESTAS Sctpoint "cthodology Study" (Ref. 5).
The actual nominal Trip Setpoint entered into the bistable is
more conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value to
account for changes in random measurement errors detectable by a
COT. One example of such a change in measurement error is drift
during the surveillance interval. If the measured setpoint does
not exceed the Allowable Value, the bistable is considered
OPERABLE. (continued)q

J
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BACKGROUND Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that !
'

(continued) design limits are not violated during A00s (and that the
consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing the unit is
operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the A00 or DBA and

'

the equipment functions as designed). Note that in the
accompanying LC0 3.3.1, the Trip Setpcirts 81]dWahle!yalMof
Table 3.3.11 are the LSSS.

Each channel of the process control equipment can be tested on
line to verify that the signal or sotpoint accuracy is within the
specified allowance requirements of Refererec 2. Once a
designated channel is taken out of service for testing, a
simulated signal is injected in place of the field instrument
signal . The process equipment for the channel in test is then
tested, verified, and calibrated. SRs for the channels are

'

specified |n the SRs section.
'

The Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values listed in Tabley
Bl31311i1%nd 3.3.11, tespectlyely; are based on the3
methodology described ir, Refererae f,, which incorporates all of ,

the knosn uncertainties applicable for each channel. The j
!

O-
magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored into the
determination of each Trip Setpoint. All field sensors and i

signal processing Oguipment for these channels are assumed to
operate within the allowances of these uncertainty magnitudes.

Solid State Protection System
;

The SSPS equipment is used for the decision logic processing of
outputs from the signal processing equipment bistables. To meet
the redundancy requirements, two trains of SSPS, each performing
the s.sme functions, are provided. If one train is taken out of i

servit.e for maintenance or test purposes, the second train will
provide reactor trip and/or ESF actuation for the unit. If both
trains are taken out of service or placed in test, a reactor trip
will result. Each train is packaged in its own cabinet for ;

physical and electrical seoaration to satisfy separation and ;

independence requirements. The system has been designed to trip |
,

in the event of a loss of power, directing the unit to a safe
shutdown condition.

'

(continued)
2
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BACKGROUND The SSPS performs the decision logic for actuating a reactor or
(continued) ESF actuation, generates the electrical output signal that will

initiate the required trip or actuation, and provides the status,
permissive, and annunciator output signals to the main control
room of the unit.

The bistable outputs from the signal processing equipment are
sensed by the SSPS equipment and combined into logic matrices
that represent combinations indicative of various unit upset and
accident transients. If a required legic matrix combination is
completed, the system will initiate a reactor trip or send
actuation signals via master and slave relays to those components
whose aggregate Function best serves to alleviate the condition
and restore the unit to a safe condition. Examples are given in
the Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and Applicability sections
of this Bases.

1

l

Reactor Trio Switchaear

The RTBs are in the electrical power supply 11ne from the control ;

O' rod drive motor generator set power supply to the CRDMs. Opening |

V of the RTBs interrupts power to the CRDMs which allows the |
shutdown rods and control rods to fall into the core by gravity.
Each RTB is equipped with a bypass breaker to allow testing of
the RTB while the unit is at power. During normal operation the ,

output from the SSPS is a voltage signal that energizes the !

undervoltage coils in the RTBs and bypass breakers, if in use. j
When the required logic matrix combination is completed, the SSPS

'

output voltage signal is removed, the undervoltage coils are
de energized, the breaker trip lever is actuated by the
de energized undervoltage coil, and the RTBs and bypass breakers
are tripped open. This allows the shutdown rods and control rods
to fall into the core. In addition to the de energization of the
undervoltage coils, each rentoritrjp; breaker is also equipped
with a shunt trip device that is energized to trip the breaker
open upon receipt of a reactor trip signal from the SSPS. Either
the undervoltage coil or the shunt trip mechanism is sufficient
by itself, thus providing a diverse trip mechanisr.'

(continued)

(V
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The decision logic matrix Functions are described in the
functional diagrams included in Reference 1. In addition to the
reactor trip or ESF, these diagrams also describe the various
" permissive interlocks" that are associated with unit conditions.
Each train has a built in testing device that can automatically
test the decision logic matrix Functions and the actuation ,

devices while the unit is at power. When any one train is taken
out of service for testing, the other train is capable of

'

providing unit monitoring and protection until the testing has
been completed. The testing device is sea,lautomatic to minimize
testing time.

APPLICABLE The RTS functions to maintain the applicable Sh-limji;s during
SAFETY ANALYSES, all A00s and mitigates the consequences of DBAs in all MODES in
LCO, and which the RTBs are closed.
APPLICABILITY

Each of the analyzed accidents and transients can be detected by
one or more RTS Functions. The accident analysis described in
Reference 3 & takes credit for most RTS trip Functions. RTS

O trip Function's not specifically credited in the accident analysis
V are qualitatively credited in the safety analysis and the NRC

staff approved licensing basis for the unit. These RTS trip
Functions may provide protection for conditions that do not
require dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate Function
performance. They may also serve as backuplotEdifets0ttips to
RTS trip Functions that were credited in the accident analysis.

The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing an RTS Function,
listed in Table 3.3.11 in the accompanying LCO, to be OPERABLE.
Failure of any instrument renders the affected channel (s)
inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected Functions.

The LCO generally requires OPERABILITY of four or three channels
in each instrumentation Function, two channels of Manual Reactor
Trip in each logic Function, and two trains in each Automatic
Trip mgic Function. Four OPERABLE instrumentation channels in a
two 3Jt of-four configuration are required when one RTS channel*

is also used as a control system input. This configuration
accoLMs for the possibility of the shared channel failing in
such a e ner that it creates a transient that requires RTS
action. In this case, the RTS will still provide protection,

(continued)[]
Q ,/
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APPLICABLE even with a random failure of one of the other three protection
SAFETY ANALYSES, channels. Three operable ir.strumentation channels in a
LCO, and two of three configuration are generally required when there is
APPLICABILITY no potential for control system and protection system interaction

(continued) that could simultaneously create a need for RTS trip and disable
one RTS channel. The two-out of three and two out-of-four
configurations allow one channel to be tripped during maintenance
or testing without causing a reactor trip. Specific exceptions
to the above general philosophy exist and are discussed below.

Reactor Trio System Functions

The safety analyses and OPERABILITY requirements applicable to
each RTS Function are discussed below:

1. Manual Reactor Trio

The Manual Reactor Trip ensures that the control room
operator can initiate a reactor trip at any time by using
either of two reactor trip switches in the control room. An() Hanual Reactor Trip accomplishes the same results as any
one of the automatic trip Functions. It is used ';y the
reactor operator to shut down the reactor whenever any ,

parameter is rapidly trending toward its Trip Setpoint.
l

The LC0 requires two Manual Reactor Trip channels to be
OPERABLE. Each channel is controlled by a manual reactor
trip ptM Q uttqr). witch. Each channel activates the
reactor trip breaker in both trains. Two independent ,

Ichannels are required to be OPERABLE so that no single
random failure will disable the Manual Reactor Trip
Function.

In MODE 1 or 2, manual initiation of a reactor trip must be )
OPERABLE. These are the MODES in which the shutdown rods (
and/or control rods are partially or fully withdrawn from I

the core. In MODE 3, 4. or 5, the manual initiation
Function must also be OPERABLE if the shutdown rods or
control rods are withdrawn or the Control Rod Drive (CRD)
System is capable of withdrawing the shutdown rods or the
control rods. In this condition, inadvertent control rod
withdrawal is possible. In H0DE 3, 4. or 5. manual
initiation of a reactor trip does not have to be OPERABLE

|] if the CRD System is not capable of withdrawing the
L' (continued)
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APPLICABLE shutdown rods or control rods. If the rods cannot be
SAFETY ANALYSES, withdrawnfrom the core, there is no need to be able to trip
LCO, and the reactor because all of the rods are inserted. In
APPLICABILI1Y H0DE 6, neither the shutdown rods nor tha control rods are

(continued) permitted to be withdrawn and the CRDMs are disconnected
from the control rods and shutdown rods. Therefore, the
manual initiation Function is not required.

2. Power Ranae Neutron Flux

The NIS power range detectors are located external to the
reactor vessel and measure neutrons leaking from the core.
The NIS power range detectors provide input to the Rod
Control System end the Stcr. Generator (50) 'Jcter Leal
Control System. Therefore, the actuation logic must be
able to withstand an input failure to the control system,
which may then require the protection function actuation,
and a single failure in the other channels providing the
protection function actuation. Note that this Function
also provider a signal to prevent automatic and manual rod
withdrawal prior to initiating a reactor trip. Limiting

[] further rod withdrawal may terminate the transient and
'u eliminate the need to trip the reactor,

a. Power Ranae Neutron Flux--[[igh

The Power Range Neutron Flux-High trip Function
ensures that protection is provided, from all power i

'

levels, against a positive reactivity excursion
leading to DNB during power operations. These can be
caused by rod withdrawal or reductions in RCS
temperature.

The LC0 requires all four of the Power Range Neutron
Flux-High channels to be OPERABLE.

In H0DE 1 or 2, when a positive reactivity excursion
could occur, the Power Range Neutron Flt;x-High trip
must be OPERABLE. This Function will terminate the
reactivity excursion and shut down the reactor prior
to reaching a power level that couldIteWLtgia
accep_tfablelleye_liol damage'.,tj the fuel. In MODE 3, 4,
5, or 6, the NIS power range detectors cannot detect
neutron levels in this range. In these MODES, the

,r; Power Range Neutron Flux-High does not
V, (continued)
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(G')
APPLICABLE have to be OPERABLE because the reactor is shut down
SAFETY ANALYSES, and reactivity excursions into the power range are
LCO, and extremely unlikely. Other RTS Functions and
APPLICABILITY administrative controls provide protection against

(continued) reactivity additions when in H0DE 3, 4, 5, or 6.

b. Power Ranae Neutron Flux -Law

The LC0 requirement for the Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low trip Function ensures that protectica is
provided against a positive reactivity exce.sion from
low power or subcritical conditions.

The LC0 requires all four of the Fower Range Neutron
Flux-Low channels to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 1. below the Power Range Neutron Flux (P 10
setpoint), and in MODE 2, the Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low trip must be OPERABLE. This Function may be
manually blocked by the operator when two out of four
power range channels are greater than approximately

(~') 10% RTP (P 10 setpoint). This Function is
V automatically unblocked when three out of four power i

range channels are below the P 10 setpoint. Above the
P 10 setpoint, positive reactivity additions are
mitigated by the Power Rrpa Neutron Flux-High trip
Function.

1

In H0DE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Power Range Neutron 1
!

Flux-Low trip Function does not have to be OPERABLE
because the reactor is shut down and the NIS power
range detectors cannot detect neutron levels in this
range. Other RTS trip Functions and administrative
controls provide protection against positive
reactivity additions or power excursions in H00E 3, 4,
5. or 6.

(continued),e;
w]

!
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SAFETY ANALYSES, 3. Power Neutron Flux Rate
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY The Power Range Neutron Flux Rate trips use the same

(continued) channels as discussed for Function 2 above.

Power Ranae Neutron Flux--Hiah Positive Rate

The Power Range Neutron Flux-High Positive Rate trip
Function ensures that protection is provided against rapid
increases in neutron flux that are characteristic of an
RCCA drive rod housing rupture and the accompanying
ejection of the RCCA. This Function compliments the Power
Range Neutron Flux-High and Low Setpoint trip Functions to
ensure that the criteria are met for a rod ejection from
the power range.

The LC0 requires all four of the Power Range Neutron
Flux-High Positive Rate channels to be OPERABLE.

In H0DE 1 or 2, when there is a potential to add a large
amount of positive reactivity from a rod ejection accident73

('') (REA), the Power Range Neutron Flux-High Positive Rate
trip must be OPERABLE. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Power
Range Neutron Flux-High Positive Rate trip Function does
not have to be OPERABLE because other RTS trip Functions
and gdadministrative controls will provide protection
against 30adjette~% positive reactivity additions. Also,0
since only the shutdown banks may be withdrawn in H0DE 3,
4, or 5, the remaining complement of control bank worth
ensures a sufficient degree of SDM in the event of an REA.
In H0DE 6, no rods are withdrawn and the SDH is increased
during refueling operations. The reactor vessel head is
also removed or the closure bolts are detensioned
preventing any pressure buildup. In addition, the NIS
power range detectors cannot detect neutron levels present
in this mode.

b. I'cwcr Rance Neutron Flux-!!ich Nccative Rate.

The-Pcwcr R;nge Ncutron Fhx-High Ncgativc natc Trip
functica casures that pretectien-+t-previded for multiple
red drop accidents. At high powcr icvcis. a mult4pic rod
drop accident could causc iccal flux peaking that-wettid
result in on unconservativc local DNOR. DNOR is defincd cs

7,

; ) the-ratio-of-the hcot flux required to cause a DNS at a
pert 4et;1er-leeetion-4tt-the cccc to-the 1ccel hect-f4ttx-'>
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SAFETY ANALYSIS. The ONOR is indicative of the margin to ONC. No credit-is |

LCO, and taken for tra cperation of this function for thosc red drop l
'

APPLICABILITY cccidents in which the 1ccal DNORs will be greater then-the
(continued) 44Mt-

The LC0 requires all fcur Pcwcr Range Ncution
flux liigh Negativc Rate channels to be 0"E"XLE.

In ;iOOC 1 or 2. When there is potentici for a multiple
red-drop accident to occur, the Powcr Range Neutron :

riux-liigh Negat4ve Rete trip must be OPERACLE. In !

N00C 0, 4, 5. or 5. the Icwcr Rangc Neutron flux-!!igh
Negative Rate trip function does not have to be
OPEPXLE because the core is not critical and DNC is
not a concern. Aisc since caly the shutdown banks ;

may be withdrawn in tiOCE 3. 4. or 5 the reccining
cccpicant of control bank worth casures a sufficient |

degree of 50ti in the event-ef an REA. In tiOOE 5. no
rods are withdrawn and- the required 50ti is increased
during refueling operations. In addition, the NIS j

powcr reage detectors canact detect rautron icvcis '

l prescat in this tiODE.- |

1

U
4. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip Function ensures
that protection is provided against an uncontrolled RCCA
bank rod withdrawal accident from a suberitical condition
during startup. This trip Function provides redundant
protection to the Power Range Neutron Flux-Low Setpoint
trip Function. The NIS intermediate range detectors are
located external to the reactor vessel and measure neutrons
leaking from the core. The NIS intermediate range

Idetectors do not provide any input to control systems.
Note that this Function also provides a signal to prevent
automatic and manual rod withdrawal prior to initiating a
reactor trip. Limiting further rod withdrawal may

,

terminate the transient and eliminate the need to trip the j
reactor.

The LC0 requires two channels of Intermediate Range Neutron
Flux to be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channels are sufficient
to ensure no single random failure will disable this trip
Function.

O i
(J

i

I
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APPLICABLE Because this trip Function is important only during
SAFETY startup, there is generally no need to disable channels for

testing igenerallyIper.formediat[powerlievel.sigre. ter1thaAa

the!Pfl01setpointZor,11esRthagithelP161setpoiptEwhile the
Function is required to be OPERABLE. Therefore, a third
channel is unnecessary.

In H00E 1 below the P 10 setpoint, and in MODE 2Iaboye3hg
P161sftpoint, when there is a potential for an uncontrolled
RCCA bank rod withdrawal accident during reactor startup,
the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip must be OPERABLE.
Above the P 10 setpoint, the Power Range Neutron Flux-High
Setpoint trip and the Power Range Neutron Flux-High
Positive Rate trip provide core protection for a rod
withdrawal accident. In N00E121belowithe1P 61setpo1Dt? 3,f

4, or 5, the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip does not
have to be OPERABLE because the control rods must be fully
inserted and only the shutdown rods may be withdrawn. The
reactor cannot be started up in this condition. The core
also has the required SDM to mitigate the consequences of a

O positive reactivity addition accident. In H00E 6, all rods
are fully inserted and the core has a required increased
SDM. Also, the NIS intermediate range detectors cannot
detect neutron levels present in this H00E.

5. Source Ranae Neutron Flux

The LC0 requirement for the Source Range Neutron Flux trip
Function ensures that protection is provided against an
uncontrolled RCCA bank rod withdrawal accident from a
subcritical condition during startup. This trip Function
provides redundant protection to the Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip
Functions. In H0 DES 3, 4, and 5, administrative controls
also prevent the uncontrolled withdrawal of rods. The NIS
source range detectors are located external to the reactor
vessel and measure neutrons leaking from the core. The NIS
source range detectors do not provide any inputs to control
systeus. The source range trip is the only RTS automatic
protection function required in MODES 3. 4, and 5 MtKthe
Bod 3pgts];5% stem 3apable:pftodiMthdtasaHodwittCall
t9dCD0GllE10$ett&' Therefore, the functional
capability at the specified Trip Setpoint is assumed to be
available.
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APPLICABLE 5. Source Ranoe Neutron Flux (continuedl
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and The LCO requires two channels of Source Range Neutron

(continued) Flux to be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channels _ are sufficient
to ensure no single random failure will disable this trip
Function. The LC0 cisc requires cac chcarci of the Source
Psange "cutron Flux to be 0"CPsASLC in "00: 3. 4. or S with
RTBe-oper.. In this casc. the source range function is to
provide control ros; indication and input to the Sorca
DHutica Protection System (BOPS)- The outputs of the
function to RTS logic are not required OPERABLE jpJodejj
when m.m w.jorlWheDIalJitpdsIntelfNUylinserted.u ~ ..e

Er.rd ;therRod 7ControllSystem]sMacapab]eloffrodlWithdraWa] .

The Source Range Neutron Flux Function provides protection
for control rod withdrawal from subcritical. bocca dilutica
and control rod ejection events. The Punction also
provides visual ncutron flux irdication in the control
rooe-

In H0DE 2 when below the P 6 setpoint during a reactor

O startup, the Source Range Neutron Flux trip must be
O OPERABLE. Above the P 6 setpoint, the Intermediate Range

Neutron Flux trip and the Power Range Neutron Flux-Low
Setpoint trip will provide core protection for reactivity
accidents. Above the P 6 setpoint, the NIS source range
detectorsarcdccacrgicedandinoperabic.;maylbeImig0 ally
bl@ed2E6fter;LhelsgutGeltangeltrg$ngtfog1(s;blo#@dj
thCh19NIMJiage m e nsuppJy. E temoleJd

In H0DE 3, 4, or 5 with the reactor : hut down Rod!Conttsl
SystemicapablCofitod31thdtqAllorlallitodsIDotitu]]y
10!etted, the Source Range Neutron Flux trip Function must
also be OPERABLE. If the CM BodDnttgl: System is capable
of rod withdrawalfiorial),Ro~dslareIpotifuBylipsetted, the
Source Range Neutron Flux trip must be OPERABLE to provide
core protection against a rod withdrawal accident. If the
ERO Bod;Contr'l System is not capable of rod withdrawalEanido
pl12tydCKelfWlGinserJ9d. the source range detectors are'

not required to trip the reactor. However,it2jis; good
RC6cticffprjtheir monitoring Function must to2be OPERABLE
to monitor core neutron levels and provide indication of
reactivity changes that may occur as a result of events
like a0H D & m ent boron dilution. Thesc inputs are j

.

q previded to the SOPS. The requirements for the NIS source .

V ,

!
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range detectors in MODE 6 are addressed in LC0 3.9.3,
" Nuclear Instrumentation."

6. Overtemoerature-6FN 16

The Overtemperature GlNJ1] trip Function is provided to
ensure that the design limit DNBR is met. This trip
Tunction else lisiits the renge ever which the Overpcwcr eT
trip functica r.ust provide protection. The inputs to the
Overtemperature M trip include eH pressure, coolant
temperature, axial power distribution. and reactor power as
indicated by loop M NJEpowerZmonitots? assuming full :

reactor coolant flow. Protection from violating the DNBR l

limit is assured for those transients that are slow with I

respect to delays from the core to the measurement system.
The function sanitors both variation in powcr and flow
since e decresse in flew has the see effect en eT as e 1

powcr increase. The Overtemperature M trip Function uses
each loop's MEL6Ipgerit0dicaMpg as a measure of reactor
powerandiscaparedcomparesithecompensated;NJ1,6
uLea:$0redipWer with a setpoint that is automatically varied(q,/ with the following parameters:

1

reactor coolant evereg G old 2 0 temperature - the.

Trip Setpoint is varied to correct for changes in
coolant density and specific heat capacity with
changes in coolant temperature:

pressurizer pressure-the Trip Setpoint is varied to.

correct for changes in system pressure; and

axial power distribution-ffM} f(Egl, the Trip-

Setpoint is varied to account for imbalances in the
axial power distribution as detected by the NIS upper
and lower power range detectors. If axial peaks are
greater than the design limits, as indicated by the
differene between the upper and lover NIS power range
detectors, the Trip Setpoint is reduced in accordance i

.

with Note 1 of Table 3.3.11. I
J

Dynamic compensation is included for system piping delays
from the core to theR16JpbseQncj temperature measurement
systemg.

.

The Overterpereture eT trip functica is LhReef@tRf1tUjg
;

E151MOllgablely,alue3 calculated for each loop as ;

)
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described in Note 1 of Table 3.3.11. Trip occurs-4f
Overt @reture oT is indiested in two leeps.pE1M31@ 3
8PAGM1EMV9fa. PAC 419ff311,6JgetppjatIdKex,ceeded36tiid
gagnfer3csnoopg At sa units, t IheEJQoggig *

pIgggJr g pressure and t:cidngitemperature . signals are
used for other control functions. For these units :) MX,
the actuation logic must be able to withstand an input
failure to the control system, which may then require the
protection function actuation, and a single failure in the '

other channels providing the protection function actuation.
Note that this Function also provides a signal to generate

a turbine runback prior to reaching the Trip Setpoint. A ,

turbine runbac'k will reduce turbine power and reactor
powerI@itMIStbri9shlagtomaticltoGDidlEofthMLV9h
ppReg)prJagt1stj, A reduction in power will normally
alleviate the Overtemperature 6 condition and may prevent
a reactor trip.

The LC0 requires all four channels of the Overtemperature -

M trip Function to be OPERABLE for two end four leap units
(the LC0 requires eli three shsanels en the Overte-g rature
oT trip Funetien to be 0"CRACLC for three leep units). 1

Note that the Overtemperature d Function receives input
from channels shared with other RTS Functions.3 Failures
that affect multiple Functions require entry into the
Conditions applicable to all affected Functions. {

In MODE 1 or 2, the Overtemperature d trip must be )
OPERABLE to prevent DNB. In H0DE 3, 4, 5, or 6, this trip
Function does not have to be OPERABLE because the reactor
is not operating and there is insufficient heat production
to be concerned about DNB.

7. Overoower M N;16

The Overpower d ti Q trip Function ensures that protection3
is provided to ensure the integrity of the fuel (i.e.,

8 no fuel pellet melting and less than it cladding strain)
.

under all possible overpower conditions. This trip
Function also limits the required range of the
Overtemperature-d trip Function and provides a backup to
the Power Range Neutron Flux-High Setpoint trip.EBe:c_dpy(
it2sTrigtiggd$1tigg392b6DgeEtIC$bg;dgDsitEoffthq
MetERARIMommerstlR1Etht31etMGiunyiioring

O ==o=2'=2m' i''*a' **c cta 3' ct***2t"='* a*'2=
- .m ennandme - un,w mamdenta ;
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The Overpower-d trip Function ensures that the allowable
heat generation rate (kW/f t) of the fuel is not exceeded. .

It uses the eT cf eed leep es a nasure of reacter power |

with e setpeint thet is eutea tically varied with the
icilowing pr stersElf3mlerimonitotlipdicatiogloffeA)) i

M9 pas;almeasuteIofifeactof;powetIstittca* cons.tantwal.g
58tRoi!It2

reactor cecient everage ta.perature-the Trip Sctpcint.

is varied tc correct for danges in cocient density
end specific hcet cepecity with changes in coelent
temp reture, and

rete of chenge of reactor ceelent everage-

taperature-including dynamic ceapensetica for the
deleys betuc a the ccre and the t a ereturev
a ssurc.;..nt system.

The Overpe cr ei trip Function is calculeted for eed leep -

as per % te 2 of T 21e 3.3.1-1. Trip occurs if Overpower
trT is indicated in two leeps. ]M0yerpoWprJi16;poWeg ;

(3 lod 1 cat 10faDal@latedifpfaBlCRcs;1oop2EItjp;occorts11f
/ tlw3L4EpeWr3xct!t4CtheIMtpoJnticanyltwgagopA; At

a units, tra t-vereture signals erc used fer other ,

centrol furatier,s. At-trasc units. The actuation logic i

must be able to withstand an input failure to the control
system, which may then require the protection function
actuation and a single failure in the remaining channels
providing the protection function actuation. Note that
this Function also provides a signal to generate a turbine

'

runback prior to reaching the A11cwsle-Vehse Ttip
$ttpyigt. A turbine runback will reduce turbine power and 1

reactor power. A reduction in power will normally l

alleviate the Overpower d condition and may prevent a
reactor trip.

i

The LC0 requires four channels for two end four leap units
ithrec denrait-for-three icop uMte of the Overpower d

.

trip Function to be OPERABLE. Note that the Overpower 6
trip Function receives input from channels shared with
other RTS Functions. Failures that affect multiple
Functions require entry into the Conditions applicable to
all affected Functions.

O In H0DE 1 or 2, the Overpower 6 trip Function must be
'V OPERABLE. These are tb only times that enough heat is

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.3 8 3.3-17 S/15/97
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generated in the fuel to be concerned about the heat .
'

: ,

generation rates and overheating of the fuel. .In MODE 3. !
.

4, 5, or 6.- this trip Function does not have to be OPERABLE |i

because the reactor is not operating and there is j

insufficient heat production to be concerned about fue1~ |

overheating and fuel damage. (,

',

' 8. Pressurizer Pressure
,

c.

The same sensors provide input to the Pressurizer !

Pressure-High and -Low trips and the Overtemperature of . !

trip. The Pressurizer Pressure channels are !
" - - - "-

)
f also used to provide input to the Pressurizer Pressure

Control Syst;;;;. i;r thes; units.13|gg;5the actuation . ,

logic must be able to withstand an input failure to the i
J

!.

. control system, which may then require the prote:: tion
function actuation, and a single failure in the other |

channels providing the protection function actuation. ;
'

a. Pressurizer Pressure--Low
I

The Pressurizer Pressure-Low trip Function ensures |
that protection is provided against violating the DNBR :

limit due to low pressure. i
.

*-

'

i

The LCO requires four channels ... - .,~ .-, ,,
unit:; 'thre; ch;nnels f;r thre; 1;;;; units) of ;

Pressurizer Pressure-Low to be OPERABLE.
;

!In MODE 1, when DNB is a major concern, the
Pressurizer Pressure-Low trip must be OPERABLE. This'

trip Function is automatically enabled on increasing
power by the P 7 interlock (NIS power range P 10 or-

. turbine impulse pressure greater than approximately ,

P 10% of full power equivalent (P 13)). On decreasing I

power, this trip Function is automatically blocked |
'

below P 7. Below the P 7 setpoint, n; conceiv;ble
;;;;;r distributien; ;;n ;;;ur that would ;;us; =.

concernsittite3{s3AsDffic14ntTWeatJprodstigOtGs ,

conc 9tostabe!cus. |

b. Pressurizer Pressure--liigb
i

1 The Pressurizer Pressure-High trip Function ensures
that protection is provided against overpressurizing

^ the RCS. This trip Function operates in conjunction.

CPSESMarkaqp ofNilREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.3 B 3.3-18 $/15/97
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with the pressurizer relief and safety valves to
prevent RCS overpressure conditions.

The LC0 requires four channels for two and four loop
units 'three chenr,cis for thre; leep units) of the
Pressurizer Pressure-High to be OPERABLE.

The Pressurizer Pressure-High ESSS A11ogable',;yA]pg is
selected to be below the pressurizer safety valve
actuation pressure and above the power operated relief
valve (PORV) setting. This setting minimizes
challenges to safety valves while avoiding unnecessary
reactor trip for those pressure increases that can be
controlled by the PORVs.

In H0DE 1 or 2, the Pressurizer Pressure-High trip
must be OPERABLE to help prevent RCS
overpressurization and minimize challenges to the
relief and safety valves. In H0DE 3, 4, 5. or 6 the
Pressurizer Pressure-High trip Function does not have
to be OPERABLE because transients that could cause an
overpressure condition will be slow to occur.
Therefore, the operator will have sufficient time to''

evaluate unit conditions and take corrective actions.
Additionally, low temperature overpressure protection
systemsprovideoverpressureprotectionwhen-belowid
MODE 41orib1]#8

9. Pressurizer Water Level--liigh

The Presserizer Water Level--High trip Function
provides a backup signal for the Pressurizer
Pressure-High trip and also provides protection against
water relief through the pressurizer safety valves. These
valves are designed to pass steam in order to achieve their
design energy removal rate. A reactor trip is actuated
prior to the pressurizer becoming water solid. The LC0
requires three channels of Pressurizer Water Level-High to
be OPERABLE. The pressurizer level channels are used as
input to the Pressurizer Level Control System. A fourth
channel is not required to address control / protection
interaction concerns. The level channels do not actuate
the safety valves, and the high pressure reactor trip is
set below the safety valve setting. Therefore, with the

O slow rate of charging available, pressure overshoot due to
V
CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-H31 Bases -ITS3.3 B 3.319 5/15/97
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V
level channel failure cannot cause the safety valve to lift
before reactor high pressure trip.

In H0DE 1, when there is a potential for overfilling
the pressurizer, the Pressurizer Water Level-High trip
must be OPEPABLE. This trip Function is automatically
enabled on increasing power by the P 7 interlock. On
decreasing power, this trip Function is automatically
blocked below P 7. Below the P 7 setpoint, transients that
could raise the pressurizer water level will be slow and
the operator will have sufficient time to evaluate unit
conditions and take corrective actions.

10, 8.eactor Coolant Flow Low

a. Eg8ctor Coolant Flow Low (Sinale Looo)

The Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Single Loop) trip
Function ensures that protection is provided against
violating the DNBR limit due to low flow in one or
more RCS loops, while avoiding reactor trips due too

( ) normal variations in loop flow. Above the P 8 i
'

setpoint, which is approximatcly 48% RTP, a loss of'"

flow in any RCS loop will actuate a reactor trip.
Each RCS loop has three flow detectors to monitor
flow. The flow signals are not used for any control j
system input.

The LC0 requires three Reactor Coolant Flow-Low
channels per loop to be OPERABLE in H0DE 1 above P 8.
In H0DE 1 above the P 8 setpoint, a loss of flow in
one RCS loop could result in DNB conditions in the
core. In H0DE 1 below the P 8 setpoint, a loss of
flow in two or more loops is required to actuate a
reactor trip (Function 10.b) because of the lower
power level and the greater margin to the design limit
DNBR.

'

b. Reactor Coolant Flow Low (Two Locos)

The Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops) trip
Function ensures that protection is provided against
violating the DNBR limit due to low flow in two or
more RCS loops while avoiding reactor trips due to

( ,) normal variations in loop flow.
v

CPSES Markup ofNUREG-1431 Bases - ITS 3.3 B 3.3 20 S/1S/97
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Above the P 7 setpoint and below the P 8 setpoint, a >

loss of flow in two or more loops will initiate a
reactor trip. Each loop has three flow detectors to
monitor flow. The flow signals are not used for any ;

:

control system input.
,

4

The LCO requires three Reactor Coolant Flow-Low
~

channels per loop to be OPERABLE.
.

5

In H00E 1 above the P 7 setpoint and below the P 8
setpoint, the Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops)
trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P 7 setpoint all
reactor trips on icw flow are automatically blocked
since n; ;;rieivable pc.;;r distributions ;;uld ;;;ur
that would cease e "X cer.cera et this low pow;r 1;;;l

.

%IMttfMRI1.0$M11Cl#DMlleaERDMh4cticICtolb3e ottc}cond ,

2 gtgg!t"JIS] Above the P 7 setpoint, the reactor trip on |
low flow in two or more RCS loops is automatically |
enabled. Above the P 8 setpoint, a loss of flow in I

.

any one loop will actuate a reactor trip because of
the higher power level and the reduced margin to the

i design limit DNBR.

11. " xtor Cocloat "== 'RC") "rt;ker "c ition NotEUsedj

"eth RC" "r;;her ";3ition trip functien ep; rete together
,

en two sets of euxiliary ;;ntacts, with era set on each "C"
bruker. Th;s; functions enticipate the ",a cter 0;; lent>

Flew Lew trips to avoid "C" heetup that would ;;;ur before
the icw flow trip actuates.

e.": xtcr Cociant " =n " a ker "c ition Sincie'

W
The EC" " Taker ";_sition (rj ngic L;;p) t7jp rgactica__ au. I

Wyu.._,_ _ _ s . id b ..,. ,_ u.IIW
'au.a --_ _u__ >_ ___..n_s

W ...Ub bl35b. IW b VI v bEh b . II .d f. v v I vE%a
1 v_ v_ y_ . T. ns.

L
1 1_2 A. .J .. A . 1.._._,_ e. s. . a. _ ___ nee_rrman
n.u v. n vi n. novum,n

positier. of cach RC" braker is it.onitered. If cre "CP.

bruker is open above thc " O setpoint, a reactor trip is
. . , , , __ --_ . .

a ._ a, y .e . . - .u. . u_ n_a. _.s. u. ._ a u_ u .,u. ,_a
s mn .... vs.n.. u s o. .n

ree;ter trip before the "_ sector C;;l.nt Ilcw Low (Single
_ _ _x,,-- ,

v._,.e_
e_ -_, .

i.vvy, . .n. yv no . .somosu.

_L____1 ___ neneen ___.2 __ ___ non n___m__
n__2.aa__v.u. .v. 6 i vi . o n. .. n. . ys. . no.. n. mov syo u me v. n. no, v. -s .c

.t, nnen a,vu6. . s. v _
,.A_ L. ni r n__ anrnanse .L--_ 1 2_ .. ssa m:__6

vu vs w sv w n. m 6.ivwui ununi n. . ia ou i i . w n. n i. i a

i y . . _ _ L J. v* n F"1. v. . A _ J. y_ u.1. v_ _ s_
c L___..__ AL_ nPe I_..AL2_ & J- m. ovw u uw n. 6 uswuuss u n. nos .soia 6i

i

li
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less Of ficw ere ;ut;ntically blocked sfree ac cenceiveble
pow r distribution; could occur that would ceux ; 0"S

-

icereern at this low p;wer level. Ab;;; the " 7 setpcint.
the reacter trip en less of flew in two RCS 100ps is
estentically enebied. Ab;;; the ." setpoint. less of |
flow in any one lecp will ;ctuate a reactor trip because of I

the highcr powcr icycl and the reduced u rgin to the design
1, J,

J a Mk1M M
mu .

'

12. Undervoltaae Reactor Coolant Pumos

The Undervoltage RCPs reactor trip Function ensures
that protection is provided against violating the DNBR
limit due to a loss of flow in two or more RCS loops. The

i

voltage to each RCP is monitored. Above the P-7 setpoint,
'

a loss of voltage detected on two or more RCP buses will
i

initiate a reactor trip. This trip Function will generate
a reactor trip before the Reactor Coolant Flow-Low M wo
Eeepst Trip Setpoint is reached. Time delays are i

incorporated into the Undervoltage RCPs channels to prevent j

reactor trips due to momentary electrical power transients. I

-

((,

The LC0 requires three IgGM Undervoltage RCPs channels (one
per phase 80,B) per bus to be OPERABLE. Ehele@Ji j j

Cht!!DelGtOtated"WrDDOeMborbWcaD_se evch buj!38! |
onJDoe:RCPJ 1'

1

In MODE 1 above the P 7 setpoint, the Undervoltage RCP
trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P 7 setpoint, all reactor
trips on loss of flow are automatically blocked since re
conecivabic poucr distributions could occur that would |
cause a 0"" careern at this icw powcr levelIsin_ce3heIcott
is,ZDot'producjngisufficjygtippj erlt_olbe3oncernedlaboutIDNBj

Condjtfons? Above the P 7 setpoint, the reactor trip on
icas of flow in two or mre "CS 1;ep3 UDdJe gitggeERCP$
is automatically enabled. This function uscs the 3;=
relays as-the CSFAS Tunction 5.f. "Undervolt;;; "c;ctor
Occiant "ap ("C"'" start of the auxiliary fcadwater (ASO

.

pumps-
1

13. Underfreauency Reactor Coolant Pumos

The Underfrequency RCPs reactor trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against violating the DNBP, limit due
to a loss of flow in two or more RCS loops from a major

' C network frequency disturbance. An underfrequency condition
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will slow down the pumps, thereby reducing their coastdown
time following a pump trip. The proper enlaideqdate]
coastdown time is required so that reactor heat can be
removed immediately after reactor trip. The frequency of
each RCP bus is monitored. Above the P 7 setpoint, a loss
of frequency detected on two or more RCP buses will
initiate a reactor trip. This trip Function will generate
a reactor trip before the Reactor Coolant Flow-Low Gwo
boepe Trip Setpoint is reached. Time delays are .

f

incorporated into the Underfrequency RCPs channels to
prevent reactor trips due to momentary electrical power
transients.

*

The LCO requires three fourj Underfrequency RCPs channels p
peC3CP)lperbustobeOPERABLE. Lheleguicedichannelslate ;

gated:a szone:peribusibecauseleac)1busiha s~on)ylone3CP]

In H0DE 1 above the P 7 setpoint, the Underfrequency RCPs
trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P 7 setpoint, all reactor
trips on loss of flow are automatically blocked since ac .

'

eeeeeivable p,Wcr distributions could occur that would

II !.!2.I.b.. ...I5.'m.._I .. .r*._N. .._I.I5. . I. b.._. ..~ '.I_I. ,II2
mr . . . ~ , ,~ ,

NCS loops is 00IGGOIICally CGGblCd.@%the7PRESe@MM $

tMteastor;ttjpmundeffrgo@Eis.getonatgally |
Mab1g;

14. Steam Generator Water Level:-Low Low |
l
'

The SG Water Level-Low Low trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against a loss of neat sink and
actuates the AFW System prior to uncovering the SG tubes.
The SGs are the heat sink for the reactor. In order to act
as a heat sink, the SGs must contain a minimum amount of
water. Anarrowrangelowlowgatter]leve131gnalinanySG
is indicative of a loss of heat sink for the reactor. The
level transmitters provide input to the SG Level Control
System. Therefore, the actuation logic must be able to,

withstand an input failure to the control system. which may
then require the protection function actuation, and a
single failure in the other channels providing the ;

protection function actuation. This Function also performs
the ESFAS function of starting the AFW pumps on low low SG |

level.
Oy
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The LC0 requires four channels of SG Water Level-Low Low
per SG to be OPERABLE for four leep units in J.ich inciaUsg
these channels are shared between protection and control.
In two, threc, end four 1;;p units where three 50 Weter
Levcis ere dedicated t; the "TS, only three chenrals per SC

.

cre required to be 0"E"J."LE.The actuation logic must be ,

able to withstand an input failure to the control system, '

which may then require the protection function actuation,
'

and a single failure in the other channels providing the
protection function actuation. This Function also performs
the ESFAS function of starting the AFW pumps on low low SG ,

level. The LC0 requires four channels of SG Water
Level-Low Low per SG to be JPERABLE.

In H0DE 1 or 2, when the reactor requires a heat sink, the !
. '

SG Water Level-Low Low trip must be OPERABLE. The normal
source of water for the SGs is the Main Feedwater (MFW)
System (not safety related). The HFW System is only in
operation in H0DE 1 or 2*)bplelttg"pgintlofladd100 Mat.
The AFW System is the safety related backup source of water
to ensure that the SGs remain the heat sink for ther
reactor. During normal startups and shutdowns, the AFW#

System provides feedwater to maintain SG level. In H0DE 3,
4, 5, or 6, the SG Water Level-Low Low function does notp
have to be OPERABLE because the MFW System is not in.

operation and the reactor is not operating or even
critical. Decay heat removal is accomplished by the AFW
System in H0DE 3 and by the Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
System in H00E 4, 5, or 6.

15. Stc= Ocxrotor "ater Levci- Law. Coincident With S c=
Tiow/icc iater ricw Mi = tch R t Xsed]

[ 50 "eter Lcyci-Lew, in conjurition with the Sta; flow /
feedwater flew Mi n tch, ensuccs that protection is |

provided ;;einst e less of het sink and xtuates tk A".!
System prior to unccvcring the 50 tubcs. In cddition tc e'

decreasing water icvci in the 50 the differeres ,Setaxa
feeieter flew end stc= flow is evolueted to determinc if
feedweter fl= i; ;ignificntly le;; then ;tG; flow. "ith ;

less feedweter ficw then stc= fica, 50 level will-decreese
et a rete depcident apen the ;regnitude of the differeacc in

-
-

.
flow retes. Rare ere twe SC icvci chenrels ord tw; St a:

Flow /feeieter flew Mintch chenacia pcr 50. 0 c nerrew
k- rease icvci chenrel sensing e icw icvci coincidcat with enc ;
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Stc;; cl;wirecewater riaw is;;tch chanaci 2;nsing flow
mi ;;tch 'stc;; ficw greater then feed flow' will ;ctuate ;

'

reactor trip. .

!

IInc bCO inQuirCs IwG Chennils Of $C 'JOIer bevCl-bGW
.2LL CA--_ V1~.lP- A.-6-_ VS m . ul-_ L L i

V.A- 2J- L
-- E I N 4 us s i b vv s bii wkwwm 3 a vvvi a swwww bet a a vvs I L 3 vmu but s .

[
t

Ab h feb b tb [ebbbh[ a shu I bb b rk b b bba b 84 be
2P 1 F L -- t- 1 t-.. - 2- 22- L . .J A L PL--_ V1~ fr- l. L-m

du vvu bs t bw w w l buyv kulisksussik PW 3 bi g w bw ussa 5 Ivvvis seuwubei

I E Mbb .b I b vs vi b . Ib 3 8 Ju 3b o

t.-_ 2. - L L, m- o.Fi,v /,_ L . f. s L ,. . _ 1.uL JS,.LL- PP- u l P.L_..L__
. b. m sv. b ey e bs .. , ,v b -- h .s seu.vo bs ,

v.L., -_ n
2. _ .unnee . . L -_ -_ ---_,.2-_v,u - un,v, 2..- vol,. 2_
n -i . v. m. .m~ n. siebem o, ves.ob.un

AIJ System is the safety iclated backup source ;f water to
ensure that the SCs r;;;in the heet sink for the reacter.
During normel startups end shutdowns, the "PJ Syste;

, - . . , ,_ , e
... 2. n_ L 2, _ ,er .unne ,2,-_A.L-_ L-

y , - . 2. 2 - -
_

bo n v . s . s. . . An -m e. , s,
__

s. .ms vv bs, b.

or S, the 50 'Jater Levci-Low coincident with Stc;; ricw/
recdw;ter risw "i ;;tch function does not have to be
OPE",'"L" because th ",PJ Systc; is not in operation and the
reactor is not operating or cven critical. Decay heat ,

uAnP 9 -_J L.. f
J e_i\

-- --i J- ----1JLJ L.. LL. Ant P..,L_

s uvut. ed uisu vJ j
| sirve Y u u sJ Whwvmy a s diIsu vy ba m r.s yv wJ J bsIra

1

) e vL- un,c.. L-_ 2_ 2LL- non c . . L -_ 2_ unne , c __

v. ieis s si rv syabem sa in,
6 ss a v in sia6sm in a ivvw 7 s, vig

operation only in "00" i or 2 und, there' era, this trip
AL--- WAMPP

J. _,P.- LJ.-_
- ,J vn . ,. .

-9 L. MMPM a n t P
n bms . ,vm.. ..,~b n ,~ o vs v m,vms.

16. Turbine Trio
!

|

a. Turbine Trio-Low Fluid Oil Pressure

The Turbine Trip-Low Fluid Oil Pressure trip Function |

anticipates the loss of heat removal capabilities of
the secondary system following a turbine trip. This'

trip Function acts to minimize the pressure /
temperature transient on the reactor. Any turbine
trip from a power level below the P 9 setpoint[nf
cpproximately 50% power, will not actuate a reactor
trip. Three pressure switches monitor the control oil
pressure in the Turbine Electrohydraulic Control

.

System. A low pressure condition sensed by
two out of three pressure switches will actuate a
reactor trip. These pressure switches do not provide
any input to the control system. The unit is designed
to withstand a complete loss of load and not sustain
core damage or challenge the RCS pressure limitations.

I' Core protection is provided by the Pressurizer
N
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Pressure-High trip Function and RCS integrity is ,

ensured by the pressurizer safety valves.

The LCO requires three channels of Turbine Trip-Low i

Huid Oil Pressure to be OPERABLE in H0DE 1 above P 9.

Below the P 9 setpoint, a turbine trip does not *

actuate a reactor trip. In MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6,
there is no potential for a turbine trip.and the
Turbine Trip-Low Fluid Oil Pressure trip Functioa does
not need to be OPERABLE.

,

b. Turbine Trio--Turbine Stoo Valve Closure

The Turbine Trip-Turbine Stop Valve Closure trip
Function anticipates the loss of heat removal
capabilities of the secondary system following a
turbine trip freir, a powcr 1cvel below the I ^
setpcint, epproxi;;;etely 50t powcr. This ;; tion will
nct actuate reactor trip. The trip Function

p anticipates the loss of secondary heat removal

V capability that occurs when the stop valves close. .

Tripping the reactor in anticipation of loss of
secondary heat removal acts to minimize the pressure
and temperature transient on the reactor.N,t0f.bj@
ttipHKalpMkjleRellbflgthe PL92setpoint31]]
LioactpateXtenctocarjp] This trip Function will
not and is not required to operate in the presence of
a single channel failure. The unit is designed to
withstand a complete loss of load and not sustain core
damage or challenge the RCS pressure limitations.
Core protection is provided by the Pressurizer
Pressure-High trip Function, and RCS integrity is
ensured by the pressurizer safety valves. This trip i

,

Function is diverse to the Turbine Trip-Low Fluid Oil
Pressure trip Function. Each turbine stop valve is
equipped with one limit switch that inputs to the RTS. ;

If all four limit switches indicate that the stop
.

valves are all closed, a reactor trip is initiated.

The EMS A_]lowable3al__e,2for this Function is set to
_

u
assure channel trip occurs when the associated stop {

valve is completely closed.

The LC0 requires four Turbine Trip-Turbine Stop Valve
Closure channels, one per valve, to be OPERABLE in'

,
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V
H0DE 1 above P 9. All four channels must trip to
cause reactor trip.

:

Below the P 9 setpoint, a load rejection can be ;

accommodatedbytheSteamDump3nd73od;CgtEt], '|
System (. In H0DE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 there is no
potential for a load rejection, and the Turbine -

Trip-Stop Valve Closure trip Function does not need to
be OPERABLE.

17. Safety In.iection Inout from Enaineered Safety Feature
Actuation System

The SI Input from ESFAS ensures that if a reactor trip has
not already been generated by the RTS, the ESFAS automatic
actuation logic will initiate a reactor trip upon any L

signal that initietes SI. This is a condition of
acceptability for the LOCA. However, other transients and
accidents take credit for varying levels of ESF performance
and rely upon rod insertion, except for the most reactive
rod that is assumed to be fully withdrawn, to ensure

Q reactor shutdown. Therefore, a reactor trip is initiated
every time an SI signal is present.

Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values are not applicable to ,

this Function. The SI Input is provided by reky lqg[c]in
the ESticitpisitty3&he]ESFAS. Therefore, there is no ;

measurement signal with which to associate an LSSS. '

The LC0 requires two trains of SI Input from ESFAS to be
OPERABLE in H0DE 1 or 2.

A reactor trip is initiated every time an SI signal is ;

present. Therefore, this trip Function must be OPERABLE in
H0DE 1 or 2, when the reactor is critical, and must be shut
down in the evcat of en accident. In H00E 3, 4, 5. or 6,
the reactor is not critical, and this trip Function does
not need to be OPERABLE..

18. Reactor Trio System Interlocks

Reactor protection interlocks are provided to ensure
reactor trips are in the correct configuration for the
current unit status. They back up operater actions to

O ensure protection system Functions are not bypassed during
unit conditions under which the safety analysis assumes the

;
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Functions are not bypassed. Therefore, the interlock :
!

Functions do not need to be OPERABLE when the associated ,

reactor trip functions are outside the applicable MODES. :

These are:
,

.

a. Intermediate Ranoe Neutron Flux. P 6 j

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P 6 interlock is ,

actuated when any NIS intermediate range channel goes '!
approximately one decade above the minimum channel |
reading. If both channels drop below the setpoint,
the permissive will automatically be defeated. The
LCO requirement for the P 6 interlock ensures that the
following Functions are performed: |

on increasing power, the P 6 interlock allows.

the manual block of the NIS Source Range, :

Neutron Flux reactor trip. This prevents a |

premature block of the source range trip and ,

allows the operator to ensure that the .

intermediate range is OPERABLE prior to leaving ;

q
'i g

the source range. When the source range trip
is blocked, the high voltage to the detectors
is also removed: ;

on decreasing power, the P 6 interlock :*

automatically energizes the NIS source range
detectors and enables the NIS Source Range t

Neutron Flux reactor trip; and

'
on increasing power, the P 6 interlock provides.

a backup block signal to the source range flux'

doubling circuit. NoteMat3hiffunction11s
lNt21mu,1redffollopEgbflit.JCplit_hCgguts||
EAD961919Ct9ts] Normally, this function is'

manually blocked by the control room operator
during the reactor startup.>

'

iThe LCO requires two channels of Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux, P 6 interlock to be OPERABLE in H0DE 2 .

when below the P 6 interlock setpoint. ;

|Above the P 6 interlock setpoint, the NIS Source Range
Neutron Flux reactor trip will be blocked, and this
function will no longer be necessary. In MODE 3, 4

'k 5, or 6 the P 6 interlock does not have to be
.

. CPSESMarky ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.3 B 3.3 29 $/1S/97
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OPERABLE because the NIS Source Range is providing |
!core protection.

!b, Low Power Reactor Trios Block P 7

The Low Power Reactor Trips Block P 7 interlock is
actuated by input from either the Power Range Neutron
Flux. P 10, or the Turoine Igbe Ettgggggt
Pressuee, P 13 interlock. The LCO requirement for the
P 7 interlock ensures that the following Functions are

|iperformed:
,

(1) on increasing power, the P 7 interlock
automatically enables reactor trips on the
following Functions:

Pressurizer Pressure-Low: J
*

Pressurizer Water Level-High: j*

Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops):*

RC"3 "r: dar C,cr, (Tw Lec+s),F*

Undervoltage RCPs: and.

Underfrequency RCPs.*

These reactor trips are only required when
operating above the P 7 setpoint (approximately
10% power). The reactor trips provide
protection against violating the DNBR limit.
Below the P 7 setpoint, the RCS is capable of
providing sufficient natural circulation
without any RCP running.

(2) on decreasing power, the P 7 interlock
automatically blocks reactor trips on the ;

,

following Functions: !

Pressurizer Pressure-Low:=

Pressurizer Water Level-High:.

Reactor Coolant Flow-tow (Two Loops):-

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.3 B 3.3-30 5/1587
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RCP Orc;her Positier. (Tm L;;ps'.=

Undervoltage RCPs: and-

Underfrequency RCPs.-

Trip Sctpcirrts-end Allowable Values are not
applicable to the P-7 interlock because it is a logic
Function and thus has no parameter with which to
associate an LSSS.

The P 7 interlock is a logic Function with train and
not channel identity. Therefore, the LC0 requires one
channel per train of Low Power Reactor Trips Block,

'

P 7 interlock to be OPERABLE in H0DE 1.

The low power trips are blocked below the P 7 setpoint
and unblocked above the P 7 setpoint. In H0DE 2, 3,
4, 5 or 6, this Function does not have to be OPERABLE
because the interlock performs its Function when power

( level drops below 10% power, which is in MODE 1.

(
c. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P 8

The Power Range Neutron Flux P 8 interlock is
actuated at approximately 48% power as determined by
two out of four NIS power range detectors. The P 8
interlock automatically enables the Reactor Coolant

,

Flow-Low (Single Loop) ord RCP Orc;ker Position
fSingle Leop) reactor trips on low flow in one or more
RCS loops on increasing power. The LCO requirement
for this trip Function ensures that protection is
provided against a loss of flow in any PCS loop that
could result in DNB conditions in the core when
greater than opprox4metely 48% power. On decreasing
power, the reactor trip on low flow in any loop is
automatically blocked.

.

The LC0 requiresith;rft four-channels of Power Range
Neutron Flux, P 8 interlock to be OPERABLE in MODE 1.

In MODE 1, a loss of flow in one RCS loop could result
in DNB conditions, so the Power Range Neutron Flux,
P 8 interlock must be OPERABLE. In H0DE ?. 3. 4, 5,
or 6 this Function does not have to be OPERABLE
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because the core is not producing sufficient power to
be concerned about DNB conditions. ;'

,

d. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P 9

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P 9 interlock is
actuated at approximately 50% power as determined by
two out of-four NIS power range detectors. The LCO

,

requirement for~ this function ensures that the Turbine
,

Trip-Low Fluid Oil Pressure and Turbine Trip-Turbine
i Stop Val',- r osure reactor trips are enabled above the

~

,

P 9 setpoint. Above the P 9 setpoint, a turbine trip
will cause a load rejection beyond the cepecity ;

papa #1tjeg of the Steam Dump HDdlodlConttollSystM. |

Systc-;. A reactor trip is automatically initiated on
a turbine trip when it is above the P 9 setpoint, to ,

minimize the transient on the reactor,
i

The LCO requires j;hteg four-channels of Power Range j

Neutron Flux, P 9 interlock to be OPERAPLE in HODE 1.

In MODE 1, a turbine trip could cause a load rejection
beyond the cepecity gapa_ cities of the Steam Dump add ,

RegtorZCo@MES? geog System, so the Power Range
: Neutron Flux interlock must be OPERABLE. In MODE 2, 4

3, 4, 5, or 6 this Function does not have to be i

OPERABLE because the reactor is not at a power level
sufficient to have a load rejection beyond the4

,_ .,,_ ~,, e -.aapscitifsroILttg...,m

stewoongand3toCGogr.gsjsteeg

e. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P 10

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P 10 interlock is
actuated at approximately 10% power, as
determined by two out of four NIS power range
detectors. If power level falls below 10% RTP on 3 of
4 channels, the nuclear instrument trips will be

.

automatically unblocked. The LC0 requirement for the
P 10 interlock ensures that the following Functions
are performed:

on increasing power, the P 10 interlocka

allows the operator to manually block the
O Intermediate Range Neutron Flux reactor trip.

Note that blocking the reactor trip also blocks'
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(
the signal to prevent automatic and manual rod
withdrawal: ,

on increasing power, the P 10 interlock ellows-

the operator to manually block the Power Range
Neutron Flux-Low reactor trip:<

on increasing power, the P 10 interlock*

automa':1cally provides a backup signal to block
the Source Range Neutron Flux reactor trip, and
also to de energize the NIS source range

,

detectors:

the P 10 interlock provides one of the two*

inputs to the P 7 interlock: and

on decreasing power, the P 10 interlocka

automatically enables the Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low reactor trip and the Intermediate
Range Neutron Flux reactor trip (and rod stop).

O l.HLeaQse~ofitheIfunctjons331aledXdecreasing"_polejjoQ !ltRicar#ltorEnsjnsMeclMetsZP303as3!M
Bllg|LableJDJKs''EEDOdecrea$1MCpowerilevels.'5fJ1Q
R$tJhelgtet'eylt_h' rbCgq0iaEtolene31,lonfableXalu]ea

5011ncleasingTpNeEHe@lEP3Q'm0,CbellasCtj}{i)Iojj j0'
!

ggualtaisecondiallowable2alue]
,

The LC0 requires threeJour-channels of Power Range
Neutron Flux. P 10 interlock to be OPERABLE in H0DE 1
or 2. !

OPERABILITY in H0DE 1 ensures the Function is
available to perform its decreasing power Functions in
the event of a reactor shutdown. This Function must

,

!

be OPERABLE in H0DE 2 to ensure that core protection ;

is provided during a startup or shutdown by the Power
Range Neutron Flux-Low and Intermediate Range Neutron
Flux reactor trips. In H0DE 3. 4. 5. or 6. this'

Function does not have to be OPERABLE because the
reactor is not at power and the Source Range Neutron
Flux reactor trip provides core protection.

f. Turbine Imouh e FirstTStaoe Pressure. P-13
~\

(O
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The Turbine Impulse Eirs.t15tJgg Pressure, P 13
interlock is actuated when the pressure in the first
stage of the high pressure turbine is greater than
approxim:tely 10% of the rated full power pressure.
ThaMu1EpnierZpresr4MEcotras.=AGCtheTfirst3tachi

1Tn_tgrld~hThisisdeterminedpt18tuKa.t3_00JJ. LITE 3 c
by one out of-two pressure detectors. The LC0
requirement for this Function ensures that one of the
inputs to the P 7 interlock is available. !

The LC0 requires two channels of Turbine ImpulseTEirst
S_tage Pressure P 13 interlock to be OPERABLE in
H0DE 1.

The Turbine Impulse Ch:h,7ftsfget Pressure, P 13 ,

interlock must be OPERABLE when the turbine generator
is operating. The interlock Function is not required
OPEPABLE in H00E 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 because the turbine
generator is not opemting.

19. Reactor Trio Breakers
(,_.h

This trip Function applies to the RTBs exclusive of
individual trip mechanisms. The LC0 requires two OPERABLE
trains of trip breakers: A trip brc;ker train censists of
all trip brc;kers associated with a singic RTS logic train
thet ore racked in, closed, and capable of supplying powcr
te4h CR0 System. Thus, the train my consist of the min
b w ker or b pass brcaker cr main brc ker end bpass
breaker, depcading upon the sysica configuratica. Two
OH.RABLE trains ensure no single random failure can disable
the RTS trip capability.

19. Reactor Trio Breaker,s (continued)

These trip Functions must be OPERABLE in H00E 1 or 2
when the reactor is critical. In H0DE 3, 4, or 5, these

RTS trip Functions must be OPERABLE when the RTSs cr
.

esseeisted bypess brc;kerl are closed, and the CR0 th6IB6d
GQDitg]3 System is capable of rod withdrawal;or,Ia]J2todf3rq
[Loffell&1MsI.g.t

20. Reactor Trio Breaker Undervoltaae and Shunt Trio Hechanisms

G The LCO requires both the Undervoltage and Shunt Trip(b Hechanisms to be OPERABLE for each RTB that is in service.
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' The trip mecWsms are not required to be OPERABLE for
trip breakers that are open, racked out, incapable of
supplying power to the GRB BodlCoDtj$1 System. or declared
inoperable under Function 19 above. OPERABILITY of both
trip mechanisms on each breaker ensures that no single trip
mechanism failure will prevet opening any breaker on 'a
valid signal.

These trip Functions must be OPERABLE in H00E 1 or 2-when
the ree tor is critical. .n H0DE 3, 4, or 5, these RTS
trip Functions must be OPERABLE when .~ .,.m . , ~

essc;ieted b pess brc;kers ;re cicscd. erd the C",0 th,e M
Conttol System is capable of rod withdrawal [orial]Rodgete
Dotf4fullfjf!se!$ed.

21. Automatic Trio Loaic

The LC0 requirement for the RTBs (Functions 19 and 20) and
Automatic Trip Logic (Function 21) ensures that means are
provided to interrupt the power to allow the rods to fall
into the reactor core. Each RTB is equipped with an

O undervoltage coil and a shunt trip coil to trip the breaker
open when needed. Each RTB is equipped with a bypass
breaker to allow testing of the trip breaker while the unit
is at power. The reactor trip signals generated by the RTS
Automatic Trip Logic cause the RTBs and associated bypass
breakers to open and shut down the reactor.

The LC0 requires two trains of RTS Automatic Trip Logic to
be OPERABLE. Having two OPERABLE channels ensures that
random failure of a single logic char.nel will not prevent
reactor trip.

21. Automatic Trio loaic (continued)

These trip Functions must be OPERABLE in H0DE 1 or 2
2,cr. the ree: tor is critical. In H00E 3. 4, or 5

.

these RTS trip Functions must be OPERABLE when the M ,)hd*

psMate#;Mpass3pteaketgate31g_sedHRaditWJiBBitWAM|
ggntLrp1 System is capable of rod withdrawallof31]2ods"ar(
MEfulminutted.

The RTS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of
ESSR6#1HllH].
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RTS Instrumentation.'

' B 3.3.1

( BASES'

,

i

i

i ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application
of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification
may be entered independently for each Function listed in )

t

,
Table 3.3.1 1.

I In the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is found nonconservative
with respect to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter, .!

Iinstrte.cnt 1 top, signe.1 processing electronics, or bistable is
i found inopaable, thcn all affected Functions provided by that )

channel wsc be oeclared inoperable and the LC0 Condition (s) i

; entered for the protection Function (s) affected.
4

When:theJequired: Channel s:j nlTable)3;3Ilillare'specifj ed [op3
1PerB oopEperiSGipetIbusZetc;Ebasj sAthen"the;Conditj on;mayibe

enteced1 separately;for eachiloopTSGEbusZetc2,laCapprFpr,jale] ],

4
|

I

Ethe;eventraichannel 'sI:setpoi ntIi sifound;nonconservative,yith
1

respectifoltheIspecified1Trjp SetpointEbutate;corsetyativt
I than;the31]oWable;ValueHthelsetpojnt;must be; adjusted)tolthq

#pecifj ed;ItiplSetpoi nt:(within;ca]j bratj opla]lowanceslagt

provided;1nithe3etpoj ntistudy)HWhen;alsingleILC0;addtesses
RLultiple'functionsIanEajlowsIsepatatelConditjpolectrLigrItach*'

functton;leachJfunction1tsitdentjfted * byzaruniquCnumberflettM
illeottfledznIs1mleXunctionimayIcontairdjtferentLtequiremen.tjf
for;different;Applicabi]j ties;SiIn:such;casessinitial.

'

j@perab111trofiaIchannellorJttaig11sMseCuponithe3ncijion
,1plependentiofithOpplicabjlitygflotIexamp]eZji fla'funct190lb.a]| j

!MeIsetMitequirementsiforiModes33and:EandialsecondMetIof

! tenulumentsgorinodes;314Iand:5mthelsame;channeE1ooperab111t3]
paKresultTKentetingIseparat_e: Conditions;atidj ffefentXtjnie[iB :

Lflinitiallyanoperabil.itKbecutslinINodesXorl2&thelConditio]n
for2todes3Iandj2atelentered;ICgspletion; time.s;must3etmett
unless;the;Cond111onlislex11ediby;testorj ng ;theJ noperableIchaD94 ,

td*0PERABLEIor;by; entry;tnto; Modes 23;TA notelmustsso;speiciffl1]
'

Any3equiredlAction M st~be completedEafter a:Conditionitsinq
.

longerlappljcable:Kupon: entry;into1 Mode;3,ithelConditionsIfot
IInde_s3EMandiSimustibelenterediandicompletions;timesIstart
9 ppd;entrylintolthe; Condition;EILa' Comp)etion; Time; star _tQith
1Rittallinopetabilj ty;oEthelchannel ',Ha;noteli s;,requireditolsg
specjfy;

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function exceedg'
those specified in one or other related Conditions associated'

,

;
,
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' ,

with a trip Function, then the unit is outside the safety
analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered if
applicable in the current H0DE of operation.

.

Rcvicucr 3 ".;tc. Certain LCO Caplation Tire; cre based on-

opproved topical reports. In order for a licenses to use trasc
- times, the liccascc rust justify the Capiction Tim.cs es rcquired

by the staff Safety Evaluatien Rcport (SER) for the topical
report.'

M
,

Condition A applies to all RTS protection Functions. Condition A
'

addresses the situation where one or more required channels for
Ione or more Functions are inoperable at the same time. The

Required Action is to refer to Table 3.3.11 and to take the .

'

Required Actions for the protection functions affected. The
Completion Times are those from the referenced Conditions and

,

Required Actions.

B.17and B.2.1. and S.2.2'

Condition B applies to the Manual Reactor Trip in MODE 1 or 2.
This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS for this
Function. With one channel inoperable, the inoperable channel
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours. In this
Condition, the remaining OPERABLE channel is adequate to perform
the safety function.

The Completion Time of 48 hours is reasonable considering that-

there are two automatic actuation trains and another manual
initiation channel OPERABLE, and the low probability of an event
occurring during this interval.

If the Manual Rcactor Trip Function cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the allowed 48 hour Completion Time, the*

.

unit must be brought to a H0DE in which the requirement does not
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at
least H0DE 3 within 6 additional hours (54 hours total time)

within i sdditicaci hour (55 hours....-..,r.....,m.m m~

total ti; rah The 6 additional hours to reach MODE 3-end-the

]r (continued)'
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-1 hour tc egr. th; " tbs are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reac!: MODE 3 er.d spr. the RPs from full power i

operation in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems. With the ,, . r., .nd the unit in MODE 3, this trip
furetier. is r.o lergr required to k ^^ ,XLE.30nditionTfiQ"

Mllfiti$210MP11 Gals 2

C.1-end C.2T17andic:212 ;

Condition C applies to the following reactor trip Functions in
-,- RodIGontIQ1MODE 3. 4. or 5 with thm ,,, ,, ... .- - - ,- m e

System capable of rod withdrawal [o.Na]]]fr@fDptgful)flinsetted:
.

Manual Reactor Trip:*

RTBs:*

RTB Undervoltage and Shunt Trip Mechanisms; and
*

*

|

Automatic Trip Logic.- *

This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS for these
Functions. With one channel or train inoperable, the inoperable
channel or train must be restored to OPERABLE status within
48 hours. If the affected Function (s) cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the allowed 48 hour Completion Time, the -|

unit must be placed in a MODE in which the requirement does not
apply. To achieve this status, the "J"s aust k operediallLrd_ds,
M8tRdCfMf3 Meld 3Ddity;B@h.J1SMteg]ialdelij!?ipjlbli |

,

pfirogg[tMa]Dil within the next hour. The additional hour
provides sufficient time to accomplish the action in an orderly-

manner. "ith the "J".3 oper.,MthisEcondj_tioE2these Functions
; are no longer required.

The Completion Time is reasonable considering that in this
Condition, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform
the safety function, and given the low probability of an event

.

occurring during this interval.
't

EMNlltiO!CCMslMdifiedlbpla'INct eistating'Ahntitheittansi,tfogt

it90.tK1D_EJF30]!uut.Awithlth lR_ @iCgntrollSystealtapable'6f3g!e

IlitMtFEB00Ergds atIJmyzinsWtt#11sI@gpfraittgifpt

(continued)
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L) |
|

BMKtjoM39Z20fst 211TLThiINottispicifiManTeXcs~ptiortss

Ec03XGI1d3MidEDIMincheIplE193M111#1LTNG :

MottoEtodSicaLbe3ithdtaM1W. hilCthCteacterlttipIsftteam
#9tAded2

D.1.1. D.1.2. D.2.1. D.2.2. and D.3

Condition D applies to the Power Range Neutron Flux-High
Function.

The NIS power range detectors provide input to the CRD System and
the SG Water Level Control System and. therefore, have a
two out-of-four trip logic. A known inoperable channel must be
placed in the tripped condition. This results in a partial trip
condition requiring only one out of three logic for actuation.
The 6 hours allowed to place the inoperable channel in the
tripped condition is justified in WCAP 10271 P A (Ref. 7 5).

In addition to placing the inoperable channel in the tripped
condition. THERMAL POWER must be reduced to s 75% RTP within
12 hours. Reducing the power level prevents operation of thefm

('") core with radial power distributions beyond the design limits at
a power level where DNB conditions may exist. With one of the
NIS power range detectors inoperable,1/4 of the radial power
distribution monitoring capability is lost.

As an alternative to the above actions, the inoperable channel
can be placed in the tripped condition within 6 hours and the
OPTR monitored once every 12 hours as per SR 3.2.4.2. OPTR
verification. Calculating 0PTR every 12 hours compensates for
the lost monitoring capability due to the inoperable NIS power
range channel and allows continued unit operation at power levels
> 75% RTP. The 6 hour Completion Time and the 12 hour Frequency
are consistent with LC0 3.2.4, '0VADRANT POWER TILT RATIO

(QPTR)."
!

As an alternative to the above Actions, the plant must be placed 1

in a H00E where this Function is no longer required OPERABLE. i

Twelve hours are allowed to place the plant in H0DE 3. This is a |
reasonable time, based on operating experience, to reach H00E 3
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging

:

[) (continued)
LJ
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L

plant systems. If Required Actions cannot be completed within
their allowed Completion Times, LC0 3.0.3 must be entered.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
placing the inoperable channel or^amthschannje in the bypass
condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine surveillance
testing of other channels. The Note also allows placing the
inoperable channel in the Sypass condition to allow setpoint
adjustments of other channels when required to reduce the
setpoint in accordance with other Technical Specifications. The
4 hour time limit is jusi;ified in Reference 715j|

Required Action D.2.2 hr.s iden modified by a Note which-e@y
requiresistate.s!that SR 3.2.4.2 isI Mtire p ttedito be performed
if the kut111121hopts;af_t.et!10put"fromIo_ne: Power Range Neutron
Flux input to OPTR becomes inoperable.!andiTliER>JAL"PM11Qq51
RTE. Failure of a component in the Power Range Neutron Flux
Channel which renders the High Flux Trip Function inoperable may
not affect the capability to monitor OPTR. As such, determining
QPTR using tMs the, movable incore detectors once per 12 hours

rm may not be necessary.

E.1 and E.2 ;

.

Condition E applies to the following reactor trip Functions:

Power Range Neutron Flux-Low;*

Overtemperature eT [.N116J.

OverpowercEJElfj=

1

Power Range Neutron Flux-High Positive Rate:.

|'owcr Range Ncutron Rux--||igh t'cgative Rate;:

Pressurizer Pressure-High:Rhd*

i

SG Water Level-Low Low.-end I.

1

|

/%
(continued)
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- 50 ''ctcr Lcyci-Lcw coincider,t with Stcc flow /fccdwcter
F4ew-MHmetch-

A known inoperable channel must be placed in the tripped
condition within 6 hours. Placing the channel in the tripped
condition results in a partial trip condition requiring only
one out of two logic for actuation of the two out of-three trips
and one out-of three logic for actuation of the two out of four
trips. The 6 hours allowed to place the inoperable channel in
the tripped condition is justified in Reference 7:5]

If the operable channel cannot be placed in the trip condition
within the specified Completion Time, the unit must be placed in
a MODE where these Functions are not required OPERABLE. An
additions 16 hours is allowed to place tne unit in MODE 3. Six
hours is a reasonable time, based on operating experience, to
place the unit in MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows

n placing the inoperable channel in the bypassed condition for up
i ) to 4 hours while performing routine surveillance testing of the

other channels.ElbGioleTalso3]Ioyfping1J)Eth_e~10opierablg
thahnel31ri?thelbypass"c0Mition't~ "alldQsetpolDtHdRs_tments70fo t ,

pi;!)efahaanel_s] The 4 hour time limit is justified in |

Reference 7-QI

i

F.1 and F.2

Condition F applies to the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip
when THERMAL POWER is above the P 6 setpoint and below the P 10
setpoint and one channel is inoperable. Above the P-6 setpoint
and below the P 10 setpcint. the NIS intermediate range detector
performs the monitoring Functions. If THERMAL POWER is greater
than the P 6 setpoint but less than the P 10 setpoint. 223 hours
is allowed to reduce THERMAL POWER below the P 6 setpoint or
increase to TiERMAL POWER above the P 10 setpoint. The NIS

,

Intermediate Range Neutron Flux channels must be OPERABLE when
the power level is above the capability of the source range. P 6.
and below the capability of the power range. P 10. If THERMAL
POWER is greater than the P 10 setpoint. the NIS power range
detectors perform the mnitoring and protection functions and the

g
(continued)(v)
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intermediate range is x required. The Completion Times allow
for a slow and controlled power adjustment above P 10 or below
P 6 and take into account the redundant capability afforded by
the redundant OPERABLE channel. TMiogefMofithelogej5Eags
getectorsj~jand the low probability of its failure during this
period. This action does not require the inoperable channel to
be tripped because the Function uses one out of two logic.
Tripping one channel would trip the reactor. Thus, the Required
Actions specified in this Condition are only applicable when
channel failure does not result in reactor trip.

G.1 and G.2

Condition G applies to two inoperable Intermediate Range Neutron
Flux trip channels in MODE 2 when THERMAL POWER is above the P 6
setpoint and below the P-10 setpoint. Required Actions specified
in this Condition are only applicable when channel failures do
not result in reactor trip. Above the P 6 setpoint and below the
P 10 setpoint, the NIS intermediate range detector performs the

eS monitoring Functions. With no intermediate range channels
g

x~) OPERABLE, the Required Actions are to suspend operations
involving positive reactivity additions inmediately. This"actlp]j
will preclude any power level increase since there are no
OPERABLE Intermediate Range Neutron Flux channels. The operator
must also reduce THERMAL POWER below the P-6 setpoint within two
hours. LTbEastiofmay2ggu1Cthelfse~ohtheJIS7courcekangd
ChannelsxtheeukoolfluEcbannelgdj scussedxtCoI3;32
RLtDctiqolto2educrpow;etbelg.tKcountlattegui val entrtd
tbEP A 5.etpoint2

Below P 6 the Source Range Neutron Flux channels will be able to i

monitor the core power level. The Completion Time of 2 hours |
will allow a slow and controlled power reduction to less than the
P 6 setpoint and takes into account the low probability of |
occurrence of an event during this period that may require the
protection afforded by the NIS Intermediate Range Neutron Flux
trip. ,

|
|

,

1

1
i

Ip') (continued)
v
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Llot31sid] Gendition || epplies to th; Inter;ediate Range !!cutront

flux trip wten EC""/.L P'?'CR is below the P 0 setpcint and ere or
two chenrels are inep roble. "cisw the P 5 ;ctpcint, the ti!S 1

Isource rerse g rfors.; the aenitoring erd protection functions.
The inepcrchic |4:S intera,cdiate rengc chenrel(s) s.ust be returred
t; OPCPE LE status prior to ireressing p wcr obevc the " 5

<

setpcint. The |?!S intersediate range chenacis must bc OPC"X LC
when the peucr levci is above the capability of the source reage,

!P 5, and below the capability of the pewcr reage, P-10.
.

,

1

Condition I applies to one inoperable Source Range Neutron Flux-

trip channel when in H0DE 2 below the P 6 setpoint-end
performing a reactec startup. With the unit in this Condition, i

below P 6, the NIS source range performs the monitoring and i

protection functions. With one of the two channels inoperable,
operations involving positive reactivity additions shall be :

isuspended immediately.

Thisinctioa will preclude any power escalation. With only one
source range channel 0PERABLE, core protection is severely |

reduced and any actions that add positive reactivity to the core
must be suspended imediately.

1
i

11

Condition J applies to two inoperable Source Range Neutron Flux.

trip channels when in MODE 2, below the P 6 setpoint, and
performing a reactor startup, or in H00E 3, 4, or 5 with the RTBs;

closed and the GRB MdlQo]1tt51 System capable of rod withdrawal.
With the unit in this Condition, below P 6, the NIS source range
performs the sanitoring end protection functions. With both
source range channels inoperable, the RTBs must be opened
immediately. With the RTBs open, the core is in a more stable

.
conditior, erd the ur,it enters Cendition L.

K.1-end. K.271 rand 7K?2:2

Condition K applies to one inoperable source range channel in
H00E 3, 4, or 5 with the RTSs closed end the CR0 MdlC6nt@

(continued) j,

|
.

!
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,

System capable of rod withdrawal oria111 rods.ThotifM]f4Mg@l
With the unit in this Condition below P 6 the NIS source ranges

'

performs the r;aiteria and protection functions. With one of
the source range channels inoperable. 48 hours ~1s allowed to - )

restore it to an OPERABLE status. If the channel cannot be
returned to an OPERABLE status,1 additional hour is allowed to
$11Ei.gettIsll2M(GDCplasGheMdiCQGtJp13ystJ|GG|

F. w.? 1 t|g|rggl? epa tte "";. - Once hegggtttj o ' : um

a R 3..A : 1X2- tPa "" era eFa. the core is in a more
stable condition. and-tta unit enters Cenditica L. The allowance .

of 48 hours to restore the channel to OPERABLE status, and the
additional hour to gan tra "";, full,ylinterMal]TrodslamRp]]W
gheAod3901LrgliSD$mCLOWggedJtion~;incapa)1 Gag |
RLtLhdrassig are justified in Reference 7 5

:
,

j1 9 6 -J f 1
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exgrienc; in prfer;;;ia;; the Isequired Actions sad the krelidii;
that unit cenditiens will chen;;; slowly.

M.1 and M.2

Condition H applies to the following reactor trip Functions:

Pressurizer Pressure-Low:.

Pressurizer Water Level-High;-
;

Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Leep):-

"CI "r :ker "esitica (Tw; L % e:.

Undervoltage RCPs: and.

Underfrequency RCPs.-

With one channel inoperable, the inoperable channel must be
O, placed in the tripped condition within 6 hours. Placing the

channel in the tripped condition results in a partial trip
conditicn requiring only one additional channel to initiate a
reactor trip above the P 7 setpoint igjggBBgFlE3R$pDIBH6C
.th6IResttdr2C60lMEENJ1W351@le1L}o@II@iLet6fitOp :
Bgstigglgend below the " " setpcint. These Functions do not :

have to be OPERABLE below the P 7 setpoint because there are no
loss of flow trips below the P 7 setpoint. The 6 hours allowed
to place the channel'in the tripped condition is justified in
Reference EE. An additional 6 hours is allowed to reduce
THERHAL POWER to below P 7 if the inoperable channel cannot be.

restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the
specified Completion Time.BR1933(Gtg1C601abj;1&oWMLoQ
161816@ Emet $9r3fjp2N!stioGogsinotIMWitGe10EEMBW
kgl9CtheHett@JntrhcBeverZthGeguired'ktign)s tamI
the:pintibeM3 haw!rsem1Mm3E!!iopspje3tglgemsinLt
k1pnM3tilhinThoorE1@341the:sharecompDnent#1tletiMKth!8

.

Bust 10tSM3!EReBSktgela.ttg)magIELwintr#
DAD @1%1

Allowance of this time interval takes into consideration the
redundant capability provided by the remaining redundant OPERABLE

.

(continued)
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channel, and the low probability of occurrence of an event during i

this period that may require the protection afforded by the
Functions associated with Condition M. ;

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
placing the inoperable channel pfaDotherichag in the bypassed
condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine surveillance
testing of the other channels. The 4 hour time limit is
justified in Reference-7 5.

N.1 and N.2

NotJsed]; Condition " applies to the "sc;ctor Cecient Picw-Lew
(Single Loep) reacter trip runction. ', lith enc chenrel
inoperabic, the inoperable chenrei must be pieced in trip within

5 hours. If the chenrel connet be restcred to OPC"_X LC status or_L____1 _,___J . AL_ art f"nu A t fVW IPM

tL_ J.._. &, _ J. _y J. L L. . J. ._, .f" .L_..__ L. L _. .s m .m. .. m . y.ussu , .~ w...,, .m., , , m. m . vm.n

;r.ust be redoced bcicw the P S sctpoint within the acxt 4 hours.
This places the unit in a .00C whcra the LCO is ac lorser"

i_2_ r..__ 2__ ;___ __. L _.._ ._ L_ nnen.n. e__ ,,__L,_
,-|'h, _a 6s iy a uin.6.vis uvsa i nv w s eu rs 6v vs vi wwwswUyysisuuss.

below the P S sctpcint becausc cther "TS trip runctions prov e 1g
Q ccre protection below the " O sctpoint. The S hours alicwcd to I

restorc the chsanci to OPE"#LE status or place in t-ip and the
, _; m ,___, L_..__ _,,_.._; ._ __2..__ .n irno . , nn. ,rn i_ L,_.. iL.
7 uuwIb vivuI u rvus J uI I tres w u bv 3swwss s s Ibits r m a vnbi) bW vsIVW ks N

-

)
_..____ , e__m__ ,.._.,,,_; ,_ n,s_ ,i si si ms.s e r. 2. _.. ___ suas...so ...

on
, , y, ... u. s.-

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
placing the inoperable channelgbDnot!grIcMageJ31n the bypassed |r
condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine surveillance
testing of the other channels. The 4 hour time limit is
justified in Reference MS.

0.1 and 0.2

K ysed;. Condition 0 applies to the ",C" "rc;ker Pcsition (Single
Leop) reactor trip Tunction. Thcre is en; brc;ker position
device per ",CP brccker. '.'ith enc channel ineparabic, tt-

'

inoperable channci must be rcstored to 0^ PELE status within
5 hours. If the channel cannet be restoiei to OPEPXLE stettes !

f L..__ &L__ vi tenu A l nmi FEM ..._L L_ _J..__J L_,_.. AL_..JAL2m
A .L _b rs v u wus a , b e rsi n a a msu ns a vvvbn NJak vs aswwsss vs s yve wsrsn s ble uis

n n _*&_aJ_& i . J & L 2 ,,_ &L_ __.& A L_..
I W d V b fV i l 4 b M 5b33 Big b8 N .NAk 7 s uvWI J,

D (continued) ,

j. '
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\

This p'eces the unit in ; |iOOC wterc the LOO is-re longer
- appHeible. This functica does ret have to bc OP PE LE below the ]

I O setpcint because etter RTS functions provide core protection ,

below the P S setpcint. The $ hours alicucd to restcrc the ;

channci to OPEPXLC status and the 4 additional hours allcwcd to
4freduce *CPJiAL SCR to below the P-0 setpcint are justified in
!

R;f;TU;; 7
|

The Required Actions hav; bcca ;redified by a Note that clicws-

placing the ireperable channel in the bypassed condition for up j

to 4 hours while performing routine surveillance testing of the i

other channels. The 4 hour tiac limit is justified in
'

,

Reference 7.

P.1 and P.2 .]

Condition P applies to Turbine Trip on Low Fluid Oil Pressure or i

on Turbine Stop Valve Closure. ' With one primore channels |
inoperable, the inoperable channel (s) must be placed in the trip

'

condition within 6 hours. If placed in the tripped condition, ,

Ithis results in a partial trip condition.EEorithelutbj!!alrja

Q eD21urbilleltoplalvelClosur#1(unc_tioDfifourloffwfcha, gelCatsc n

r@ltEtelif!itta_temteanotitr_ipTdlencqzoorrt_hardne:cha.nnel
HEbplatteitM1PEEoritheX4tbinentipIgn!IowTuid;otl
EtlMrtelatKt10DLILfione changterteIplaceditnitrJpXonly;om
Mi_tiogl3hal!DRlI1Cre@iteditoli.gitiat. elalteactorittj pBI f
the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status or placed in
the trip condition, then power must be reduced below the P 9
setpoint within the next 4 hours. The 6 hours allowed to place
the inoperable channel in the tripped condition and the 4 hours
allowed for reducing power are justified in Reference 7 $2

The Reauired Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
placing the nnjinoperablell_oWiflujd[ojlTpre'ssyr# channel in the !

bypassed condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine ;
'surveillance testing of the other channels. The 4 hour time

limit is justified in Reference 7 5.

1
i

0.1 and 0.2

Condition Q applies to the SI Input from ESFAS reactor trip and
the RTS Automatic Trip Logic in MODES 1 and 2. These actions
address the train orientation of the RTS for these functions.

O With one train inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore the |' d train to OPERABLE status (Required Action Q.1) or the unit must
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be placed in H00E 3 within the next 6 hours. The Completion Time
of 6 hours (Required Action Q.1) is reasonable considering that '

'

in this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to
perform the safety function and given the low probability of an
event during this interval. The Completion Time of 6 hours
(Required Action 0.2) is reasonable, based on operating
experience. to reach H00E 3 from full power in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
bypassing one train up to j hours for surveillance testing.
provided the other train is OPERABLE.

,

R.1 and R.2

Condition R applies to the RTBs in H0 DES 1 and 2. These actions
address the train orientation of the RTS for the RTBs. With one
train inoperable, I hour is allowed to restore the train to
OPERABLE status or the unit must be placed in H0DE 3 within the
next 6 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, ,

r3
t based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in i

an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. The
1 hour and 6 hour Completion Times are equal to the time allowed j

by LCO 3.0.3 for shutdown actions in the event of a complete loss !

of RTS Function. Placing the unit in H00E 3 removes the
requirement for this particular Function.

The Required Actions have been modified by-two ENote 5. Note 1
ititjallows one channel to be bypassed for up to 2 hours for
surveillance testing 3t@[ajifityi)agg. provided the other channel
is OPERABLE. .m. ..m.. m .s n.. .. . ,,r .s. ...-y ..

2 hours for s.eintenance cn u.idervoltage or shunt trip ;.cchanisris
The 2 hour time limit is.. ..s ..s. n.. ....... m m.m mm.

justified in Reference 7 E5

S.1 and S.2
,

l

Condition S applies to the P 6 and P 10 interlocks. Withonepf
getEC qujted channelist inoperable] for cac cut-of-two cre
twc-cut-of-four coincidence logier the associated interlock must
be verified to be in its required state for the existing unit

_

condition')yhetVJLtjpnlofjthgrJtJsiWag)QncjAtpGir nskjgA

-] within 1 hour or the unit must be placed in H00E 3 within the :

next 6 hours. Verifying the interlock status manually ;v.
i

,
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j
accomplishes the interlock's Function. The Completion Time of
1 hour is based on operating experience and the minimum amount of
time allowed for manual operator actions. The Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach
MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems. The 1 hour and 6 hour Completion Times
are equal to the time allowed by LC0 3.0.3 for shutdown actions
in the event of a complete loss of RTS Function.

T.1 and T.2

Condition T applies to the P 7, P 8. P 9, and P 13 interlocks.
With oneidgrj channe1{s) inoperable 2 fcr one cut-of-two cr
twc-cut-ci-four coincidencc logfer the associated interlock must
be verified to be in its required state for the existing unit
condi ti onIbylobserjatipfofittle?permj ssj v_elannun_ct atoir,,T8jadojn

within 1 hour or the unit must be placed in H0DE 2 within the
next 6 hours. These actions are conservative for the case where
power level is being raised. Verifying the interlock status )
manually accomplishes the interlock's Function. The Completion |,-
Time of 1 hour is based on operating experience and the minimum I

(\"') '

amount of time allowed for manual operator actions. The
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach H0DE 2 from full power in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

l.

U.1 and U.2 .1 and U.2.2 l

Condition U applies to the RTB Undervoltage and Shunt Trip
Hechanisms, or diverse trip features, in MODES 1 and 2. With one
of the diverse trip features inoperable, it must be restored to
an OPERABLE status within 48 hours or the unit must be placed in
a H0DE where the requirement does not apply. This is
accomplished by placing the unit in H0DE 3 within the next
6 hours (54 hours total time) iu,, m u, v em....,3 u ,e ,u m, in

1-edditionci hour (55 hours tetel time). The Completion Time of
.

6 hours is a reasonable time, based on operating experience, to
reach H0DE 3 fro,n full power in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

With the uve o,,w the unit in H0DE 3,-this trip runction-isves.. ,

no-longcr requtred to bc OPEPXLQCoadfitioD;Gii,sAnt.egd,3M

(] ppplicabJg. The affected RTB shall not be bypassed while one of
V the diverse features is inoperable except for the time required

CPSES Markup ofNUREG-H31 Bases -ITS 3.3 B 3.3-49 S/1587
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to perform maintenance to one of the diverse features. The
allowable time for performing maintenance of the diverse features
is 2 hours for the reasons stated under Condition R.

The Completion Time of 48 hours for Required Action U.1 is
reasonable considering that in this Condition there is one
remaining diverse feature for the affected RTB, and one OPERABLE
RTB capable of performing the safety function and given the low
probability of an event occurring during this interval.

Ed

With two RTS trains inoperable, no auto;;;ctic capability is
available to shut down the reactor, end i..;diste plant shutdown
in ;ccordonce with LC0 2.0.0 is required.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for each RTS Function are identified by the SRs

REQUIREMENTS column of Table 3.3.11 for that Function 2and;bylSRr3:3:136.
O,'

A Note has been added to the SR Table stating that Table 3.3.11]
determines which SRs g)heinthbrCreponseltingetificatioj apply
to which RTS Functions. Besponsgtipelvetjfga11onJsicoVeted;by
SRJ73?1J1613

Note that each channel of process protection supplies both
trains of the RTS. When testing Channel I, Train A and
Train B must be examined. Similarly Train A and Train B
must be examined when testing Channel II, Channel III, and
Channel IV (if applicable). The CHANNEL CALIBRATION and
COTS are performed in a manner that is consistent with the
assumptions used in analytically calculating the required channel
accuracies.

Revicwcr's Note. Certain frequencies are bcsed on opproval
topical reports. In order for a licenscc to usc these tir.cs. the

,

44ccascc ;;;ust justify the frequencies as required by the staff
SER for the topical report.

SR 3.3.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that

[3 gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL !

V CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one

CPSES MarAup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS 3.3 B 3.3-30 S/13/97
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channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on
the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same
parameter should read approximately the same value. Significant
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels
or of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties. including
indication and readability. If a channel is outside the
criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor or the signal
processing equipment has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates
channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less
formal, but more frequent, checks of channels during normal
operational use of the displays associated with the LC0 required
channels.

!n!m.j

SR 3.3.1.2

SR 3.3.1.2 compares the calorimetric heat balance calculation to
the NIS gnd3El#6IpeWer71ndjchtWriGchenaci cutput every 24 hour::.
If the calorimetric exceeds the NIS3MIE#Ipo9erIindipLtto!ig
chennel cutput by > 2% RTP, the NIS )] gile #j_fulletlogsletej4s not
declared inoperable, but tKchinn6Hgaj_nEmust be adjusted
(bnsisint191ttEtKcyloffme_tficipo]er. If the NIS OXEQ
channel outputs cannot be properly adju-ted, the channel is
declared inoperable.

Two Notes modify SR 3.3.1.2. The first Note indicates that the
NIS DrltElflpower;i10dtcations channel output shall be adjusted

_

consistent with the calorimetric results if the absolute
difference between the NIS QCN219]pdW#rligdicatLong channeli
etttpttt and the calorimetric is > 2% RTP.EAny2tequited
RdjM.tmentGhouldhe3adle qQQonT&s~rgasQpable] The second
Note clarifies that this Surveillance is required only if reactor

(continued)

,
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power is a 15% RTP and that 12 ROhoursMrg 4s allowed for
performing the first Surveillance after reaching 15% RTP. At
lower power levels, calorimetric data are inaccurate.

The Frequency of every 24 hours is adequate. It is based on unit
operating experience, considering instrument reliability and
operating history data for instrument drift. Together these
factors demonstrate the change in the absolute difference between
NISZNi16 and heat balance calculated powers rarely exceeds 2% in
any 24 hour period.

In addition, control room operators periodically monitor
redundant indications and alarms to detect deviations in channel
outputs.

SR 3.3.1.3

SR 3.3.1.3 compares the incore system to the NIS channel output
every 31 EFPD. If the absolute difference is 2 3t, the NIS
channel is still OPERABLE, but must be readjusted,

n
() If the NIS channel cannot be properly readjusted, the channel is

declared inoperable. This Surveillance is performed to verify
the fferHif((6gl input to the overtemperature cEEl# Function. (

Two Notes modify SR 3.3.1.3. Note 1 indicates that the excore
NIS channel shall be adjusted if the absolute difference between
the incore and excore AFD is 13t.QnEr_equj_r_ed3djustmentJ
gho;0,libe:made~afsoon!aislea sonabl e] Note 2 clarifies that the
Surveillance is required only if reactor power is 215% RTP, and
that 24 hours is allowed for performing the first Surveillance
after reaching 154 E01 RTP.

The Frequency of every 31 EFPD is adequate. It is based on unit
operating experience, considering instrument relWlity and
operating history data for instrument drift. Also, the slow
changes in neutron flux during the fuel cycle can be detected
during this interval.

SR 3.3.1.4

SR 3.3.1.4 is the performance of a TAD 0T every 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This test shall verify OPERABILITY by
actuation of the end devices.

(V)
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The RTB test shall include separate verification of the
:

undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms. Independent verification
of RTB undervoltage and shunt trip Function is not required for
tha bypass breakers. No capability is provided for performing

,

such a test at power. The independent test for bypass breakers"

is included in SR 3.3.1.14. The bypass breaker test shall
include a , local ge])g13 shunt trip. A Note has been added to
indicate that this test must be performed on the bypass breaker
prior to placing it in service.

The Frequency of every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
adequate. It is based on industry operating experience,
considering instrument reliability and operating history data.

SR 3.3.1.5
,

.

SR 3.3.1.5 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. The
SSPS is' tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS, using the'

j semiautomatic tester. The train being tested is placed in the
bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertent actuation. Through
the semiautomatic tester, all possible logic combinations, with

.

and without applicable permissives, are tested for each
protection function. The Frequency of every 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS is adequate. It is based on industry"

operating experience, considering instrument reliability and
operating history data.

SR 3.3.1.6
'

SR 3.3.1.6 is a calibration of the excore channels to the incore
channels. If the measurements do not agree, the excore channels
are not declared inoperable but must be calibrated to agree with
the incore detector measurements. If the excore channels cannot
be adjusted, the channels are declared inoperable. This
Surveillance is performed to verify the f61+Nql input to the
overtemperature e Q li}j Function.

.

A Note modifies SR 3.3.1.6. The Note states that this l

Surveillance is required only if reactor power is > 50 i]Qt RTP
and that [24} NJhours is allowed for performing the first
surveillance after reachingIgigl11Sg|gg3gglit28tGpIETEBIE
|g58',3 504 Tfg RTP.gghggglgfMMtWGDMpgGtj$3EtBggg|
PRE!C3ttelmEMill1MEMmfik%12.91t|310Miftetem
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betWen7thiMncore3gexcoleIjridjj;ationsTof14q3iriorZtd
#3Lapletion;ofsthisIsoryejname?

The Frequency of 92 EFPD is adequate. It is based on industry |
opereting experience, considering instrument reliability and |

operating history data for instrument drift. 1

SR 3.3.1.7

SR 3.3.1.7 is the performance of a COT every E923 92 days. |

A COT is performed on each required channel to ensure the entire
channel will perform the intended Function. '

:

lSetpoints must be within the Allowable Values specified in
I

Table 3.3.1 1.

The-difference betuccn the current "as found" valucs ;nd the
previous test "as left" valucs a;ust be censistcat with the drift |
alicw;nce used in the setpcint aethedclogy. The setpcint shall j

bc left set censistent with the assua;ptiens of tre curicnt unit
spccific sctpcint ;aathodsicgy.

O The "es fourd" and "as left" values a;ust cisc be recorded and )

revicucd for consistency with the assua;ptions of Rcference TL

S?. 3.3.1.7 is modified by isQiotisEe Notemthat provides a 4
hour delay in the requirement to perform this Surveillance for ;

source range instrumentation when entering H00E 3 from H0DE 2. |
This Note allows a normal shutdown to proceed without a delay for i

testing in H0DE 2 and for a short time in H0DE 3 until the RTBs
are open and SR 3.3.1.7 is no longer required to be performed. ;

If the unit is to be in H0DE 3 with the RTBs closed for > 4 hours i

1this Surveillance must be performed prior to 4 hours after entry
into MODE 3. NotC2RFooftMthtIttgZguattst)f1G9_TLfodt.!!s
is@tcellatigsTihttrMepjt ttM01s_hallMM10deRerificatioO]
ottsetnteltflthemsisgiatedigerinLssite annunciatoratndowlthat |

'

LheIRIMandifROI1hte.rgcksiee3nithe1pirequ1Nidfstatelfor2thg
PX1.1tinglugitLQOditfolg

.

The Frequency of f923 22 days is justified in Reference E5]

SR 3.3.1.8

!
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L

SR 3.3.1.8 is the performance of a COT as described in
SR 3.3.1.7, except 4Ddjit is modified by e thMeNote that
this test shall include verification that the P 6 and P 10
interlocks are in their required state for the existing unit

4
,

conditioni DM@ththsleMble 61sgLcfpjtep3gnisyjg
:

gntB89GjAlgGitindoW. The Frequency is modified by a Note that
'

allows this surveillance to be satisfied if it has been performed
within E9ES Si!jidays of the Frequencies prior to reactor startupj ,

'

lWitoll21houtslaftelr tedu_ciggIpoweribeJWIP30_,Tand four hours
'

after reducing power belcw " 10 and P 6EasIdiscQssed;belo@. The
Frequency of " prior to startup" ensures this surveillance is
performed prior to critical operations and applies to the source,
intermediate and power range low 1nstrument channels. The
Frequency of "4 12Jhours after reducing power below P 10"

.

,

! (applicable to intermediate and power range low channels) and "4 ,

hours after reducing power below P 6" (applicable to source range.'

channels) allows a normal shutdown to be completed and the unit-
'

removed from the MODE of Applicability for this surveillance
without a delay to perform the testing required by this ;

surveillance. The Frequency of every 92 days thereafter applies |

if the plant remains in the MODE of Applicability after the |
,

d initial performances of prior to reactor startup2[121hoursla.ftet I
,

]$b|clag30BB19D5]pMIP ROE and four hours after reducing power |

below P-M-er P 6. The MODE of Applicability for this
surveillance is < P 10 for the power range low and intermediate ]

range channels and < P 6 for the source range channels. Once the
unit is in H00E 3. this surveillance is no longer required. If
power is to be maintained < P 10 forlm|tglijan212;tiobrs3or < P 6 ,'

for more than 4 hours, then the testing required by this'

surveillance must be performed prior to the expiration of the 12
hepflot24 hour 11mitgA$1 app]ji3ahh. Tour hours is e ressonoble
t4me Ihtpe3!aH11mi1Eagte3Mab]p7@sedlo[Cgpaer ting
)]gnitlegcQto complete the required testing or place the unit in! '

a H0DE where this surveillance is no longer required. This test ,

Iensures that the NIS source, intermediate, and power range low
channels are OPERABLE prior to taking the reactor critical and
after reducing power into the applicable MODE (< P 10 or < P 6)
for t#Gperiods : 4 hoursidjs^pulindlabole.'

SR 3.3.1.9

SR 3.3.1.9 is the pedormance of a TAD 0T and is performed every
E9ESIggdays,asjut " in Reference 715.O 1

|
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This SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints from the TAD 0T. Since this SR applies to RCP
undervoltage and underfrequency relays, setpoint verification
requires elaborate bench calibration and is accomplished during
the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

SR 3.3.1.10

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every {-1B} 18 months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor. The
test verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter
within the necessary range and accuracy.BIhisISJR slaodjfied*by

,

| ENotCAtatinirfthatINiJ6Idetector.slagzeg10$!dJ.DiosittlelCHAMEs
| CF,IBRAIIOM;5IhisISunel] lance:Ls3 Rtiforlegtrylinto M 3

ocTrJ!eguseltbe3tnitImust;beJinIat31eattiM00EmforitheJ,HilQ;' _

' deteclotsEl

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the

p assumptions of the unit specific setpoint methodology. -The
\ difference betw;;n the current "es found" values end the previous

test "os left" values ;;;ust bc consistent with the drift ell;wence
used in the setpoint sithedelegy.

The Frequency of 18 months is based on the assumption of an
18 month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint methodology.

SR 3.3.1.10 is modified by a Note stating that this test shall
include verification that the time constants are adjusted to the
prescribed values where applicable. Th1EdogEngfito_clRd(
1etificationlofftimeldelargelats.BTheselatelverified"Via
teJpgnseitimEtestingIperiSR'3 I3F1716] ;

SR 3.3.1.11 ,

i
s

'

SR 3.3.1.11 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. as
described in SR 3.3.1.10. every f483 IQ months. This SR is i

modified by a Note stating that neutron detectors are excluded i

TPc C|' f5L CALI0 RATIO" for the/from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
pow;r range neutren detectors consists of a norrelizatica ;f the
detectors based en e power calorimetric and f1= ;;;ep perferred
obeVo 15% RIN Efo!ZthGn_ tera #1 ate 2rldInggprZtjpgghaf!nRO(
URtyctot'platepu30tvefate[obipffledEiYgluatsdfa.Dd3@epMid3s'
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magufactuterlsydata Z]The CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the source
range erd interacdi;tc range neutron detectors consists of
obtaining the detector plateau cr prcomp discriminator curves,
evaluating those curves, and comparing the curves to the
manufacturer't data. Ihjis3SR.11.sJal so~modjfj,ediby; Note 31statjpg
that this Survcilience ponerJand 3ntermediateIrar.ge:detectot
plateauloltagenettffication is not required tolbe performed
prjorito for the NIS pcwcr rangc detectors for entry into H00E 2
or 1 and is not required for the NIS interacdiate range detectors
for cntry into tiOCE 2. because the unit must be in at least
MODE 2 to perform the test for the intermediate range detectors
and H0DE 1 for the power range detectors. The 10 month frequcacy
is based on the nccd to perform this Surveilicace undcr the
conditions that apply during a plant cutagc and the potential for
en-unplanned transient-4f-the Surycilience wcrc performed with
the rcactor et powcr. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed on the
18 month Frequency. Thi s1SRii slai solmodi fj ediby ~ a;Noteistating
th_at this Surveillance poWetland3 ntetmedlate; range ~ detector,
plateaulvo]tagewerifjcation is not required to beJperformed
prjiotito for the NIS powcr rangc detectors for entry into MODE 2

O or 1 and is not required for the NIS intermediate ronge detectors
V fcr entry into tiOOC 2, because the unit must be in at least

H0DE 2 to perform the test for the intermediate range detectors :
I

and H0DE 1 for the power range detectors. The 10 month frequency
4s-besed on the necd tc perform this Survcilicace under the
condit4cas that apply dur4ng a plant cutagc and the potential for |

en unplanned transient if the Surycilience wcre performed with
the reactor at pcwcr Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed on the
18 month Frequency.

SR13X1111fisimod1[tedibfagtherJNote3tatjngithatithis3est
sha.]fjnclude2etjf,1catiorLthatithe tjg3onstants"areladjusteql
ig1thelptescrjbedivalueQhere3pplicable22ThisIdoes3otUncludd
YeC1fj ca tion'o fiti me'.de_l ay'tel aysH.TheseD re3erj fj ed 31a
tespoMeltime]tes,tj ng;pe&SR i341;16]

.

SR 3.3.1.12

No_t20 sed;SR 3.3.1.12 is the pcrformance of a C!iANNEL CALIBRATION.
,

cs described in SR 3.3.1.10, cvcry [10] months. This SR is
modif4ed by ; Notc steting that this test shall include
verification of the-RCS resistance temperature detector (RTO)gs

(a) bypass loop-fhw-cate-
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This te;t will verify the rete les eva ens; tion for flew fres, thev
core to the R"s.

The frequercy is just+ffed by the assus.ption of en 10 senth
'

; celibretion intervel in the deters,ination ;f the segnitude ;f
equipent dr'ft-4n-4:he-setpoint snelysis.

I

SR 3.3.1.13
-

SR 3.3.1.13 is the performance of a COT of RTS interlocks every

M months.

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the interlocks
and the multichannel redundancy available, and has been shown to
be acceptable through operating experience. .

SR 3.3.1.144

SR 3.3.1.14 is the performance of a TADOT of the Manual Reactor
Trip. RCP Orc:her Position. and the SI Input from ESFAS. This

O TADOT is performed every HB} [8)nonths.
4

The test shall independently verify the OPERABILITY of the
undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms for the Manual Reactor
Trip Function for the Reactor Trip Breakers and Reactor Trip

,

'

Bypass Breakers. The Reactor Trip Bypass Breaker test shall ,

include testing of the automatic undervoltage trip.

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the Functions
and the multichannel redundancy available, and has been shown to
be acceptable through operating experience.

; The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints from the TAD 0T. The Functions affected have no.

setpoints associated with them.

.

SR 3.3.1.15

SR 3.3.1.15 is the performance of a TADOT of Turbine Trip
Functions. This TAD 0T is as described in SR 3.3.1.4, except
that this test is performed prior to reactor startup. A Note
states that this Surveillance is not required if it has

h been performed within the previous 31 days. Verification of the
V Trip Setpoint does not have to be performed for this
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:V :

Surveillance. Performance of this test will ensure that the
turbine trip Function is OPERABLE prior to taking the reactor ,

critical. This test cannot be performed with the reactor at
power and must therefore be performed prior to reactor startup.

:

1

SR 3.3.1.16
i

SR 3.3.1.16 verifies that the 'fRjojred individual channel / trainr
actuation response times are less than or equal to the maximum !

values assumed in the accident analysis. Response time testing
Rificatjog;"itequjredichannels;Eand acceptance criteria are
included in Technical Requirements Manual. LRefE6)l3 Individual
component response times are not modeled in the analyses. The
analyses model the overall or total elapsed time. from the point
at which the parameter exceeds the trip setpoint value at the
sensor to the point et which tra equigant rentes tra rcquired
furation;l stete (i.e.. control end shutdewn reds fully inserted
in the renter cccc)hnt113ossIofstationarEgrJpperc~ojl
poltage.

i
For channels that include dynamic transfer Functions (e.g., lag,
lead / lag, rate / lag, etc.), the response time test ;;;ey
beggifigljggg] performed with the transfer Function ljg
||gli gttj xt te era. with tra resulting = ;sured res p ass ti;ra
eempered to the eppropriate if# respax ti;;;c. Alternately. the
reopense ti;;;c test con be pcifers,ed with tra ti;ra constants xt
to their nominal values. provided the required respnx tix is
enelitically calculeted essu;;;ing tFa ti;ra ceratents are set at
their nominal values. Tra respcase ti = = y be = esured;by a
series of c xrlepping tests such that tra catire resp asc ti x is
;^ = ed.

lWLsMagitiq3ay;bEDt1116Dygga12espamGhtGestrirl
pmsetterofis,quentia]EoxerlappipOritetaltettannel
MantementOueltMistielegtitempgnsaineJis:yer ited]j

.

IlfQemolSf3fsp90$eltjej3Lustibelyeri fiedIptistitQlacingitM
tanMent&to: operation 4]AetvicelandireIVettfiedifolloR109
BMegancelthatImaDdistseMaffectf.tesponsftjmeEIOenersQ
R]gtricalltipatrlWorkldoesIpot31gpaictIre_sponse31mCproy1deditM
Rtts3s_editoritepairzatelofitheaameypencialdegone
Map]p%ere:respgmgitimerco01erattectedrisiteplaj;teglt. M
IgljiDKa_sMlflyfin3tarismitteGa

,
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iAs. appropriate,each!rgujredchannel'sresponset_1telmustbe
verified every 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. -E6ch
1901fjfrat.lg(Gshall1[ricledpZatJJ. east 19Dtilf83Misech.lthg12hoth
trAfDslatelyerifjgdiatHeast~once:per236;ggng|Ls] Testing of thes
final actuation devices is included in the test +ng9LWificatioj).
Response times cannot be determined during unit operation because ;

equipment operation is required to measure response times.
Experience has shown that these components usually pass this
surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.
Therefore. the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a
reliability standpoint.

SR 3.3.1.16 is modified by a Note stating that neutron detectors
litg[LN36fpowerilsonitots]are excluded from RTS RESPONSE TIME
testing. This Note is necessary because of the difficulty in
generating an appropriate detector input signal. Excluding the

:detectors is acceptable because the principles of detector
operation ensure a virtually instantaneous response. Respigsie
11MIofdthpineuttortfitE9rlHi161sjonarertionloflthelchan_n._el
aballibe;!antsutediftan;detectoccoutputIorJjnput;t93MIfjrst
" * " ' " "'"'' " ' " "

O i
|

REFERENCES 1. TSAR Ch;pter [7].f.sfjgTfhapj;ef2Z]

2. TSAR. Chapter [5].[SARZChapterl15,1

3. TSAR, Chapter [1S]. LEEE12Z9J19212

I
4. IEEE2701071.101C.ER10ld9]

E WC.3P1102ZigiMLSuppleme_qt12fjfelf.1HJuDel1990]
;

6. RTS/ESTAS Setpoint |iethedslogy Study.Te~ hn{c~aRReq0ftenerit3 |c

Manual]

7. ZA" 10271."-A. Suppk.;;at 2. Rev.1. June 1000.htIUsTd2-

;

'

O. Technical Requirc.;;ats ficauel. Section 15. "Responsc
T4 met "|RCiGenerjc'lletter 85iO92 dated ~mayi23EJ9852l

O
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>

f,B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2 Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation*

!

i.

i
BASES

l

i

BACKGROUND The ESFAS initiates necessary safety systems, based on the values ;

of. selected unit parameters, to protect against viointing core |

; design limits and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure |

! boundary, and to mitigate accidents. !

The ESFAS instrumentation is segmented into three distinct but

i . interconnected modules as identified below-
*

!

| '

! . Field transmitters or process sensors and instrumentation:

| provide a measurable electronic signal based on the physical |
characteristics of the parameter being measured; j'

5. Signal processing equipment including eneleg N00lpr_qcess
.gjLtgjaAlwLtatjpph%ggto13, ret;; tier, system, field contacts, !

and protection channel sets: provide signal conditioning. |
bistable setpoint comparison,.promss algorithm actuation, |
compatible electrical signal output to protection system . j'

devices, and control board / control room / miscellaneous j

indications: and ;

;

. Solid State Protection System (SSPS) including input, logic, ;

and output bays: . initiates the proper unit shutdown or !

engin*ered safety feature (ESF) actuation in accordance with
the defined logic and based on the bistable outputs from the
signal process control and protection system.

Field Transmitters or Sensors

To meet the design demands for redundancy and reliability, more
: than one, and often as many as four, field transmitters cr
_ sensors are used to measure unit parameters. In many cases,

.

- field transmitters or sensors that input to the ESFAS are shared 1

with the Reactor Trip System (RTS). In some cases, the same
channels.also provide control system inputs. To account for ,

calibration tolerances and instrument drift, which are assumed to - '

i

i

(continued)

}]J.; ;

- |
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occur between calibrations, statistical allowances are provided
in the Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values. The OPERABILITY of j

'

each transmitter or sensor can be evaluated when its "as found" |7

calibration data are compared against its documented acceptance
criteria. ;

iSianal Processina Eauioment

Generally, three or four channels of process control equipment
are used for the signal processing of unit parameters measured by
the field instruments. The process control equipment provides
signal conditioning, comparable output signals for instruments :

located on the main control board, and comparison of measured
iinput signals with setpoints established by safety analyses,

Thes; setpoints are defir,ed in FSAR, Chapter 5 (Ref.1).
Chapter 7 (Ref. 2), and Chapter 15 (Ref. 3). If the measured
value of a unit parameter exceeds the predetermined setpoint, an
output from a bistable is forwarded to the SSPS for decision
evaluation. Channel separation is maintained up to and through

!

' Q
the input boys. However, not all unit parameters require four
channels of sensor measurement and signal processing. Some unit
parameters provide input only to the SSPS, while others provide
input to the SSPS, the main control board, the unit computer, and
one or more control systems.

Generally, if a parameter is used only for input to the
protection circuits, three channels with a two out of three logic
are sufficient to provide the required reliability and
redundancy. If one channel fails in a direction that would not
result in a partial Function trip, the Function is still OPERABLE
with a two out of two logic. If one channel fails such that a
partial Function trip occurs, a trip will not occur and the -

Function is still OPERABLE with a one-out of two logic.

Generally, if a parameter is used for input to the SSPS and a
control function, four channels with a two out of four logic are

,

sufficient to provide the required reliability and redundancy.
The circuit must be able to withstand both an input failure to
the m rol system, which may then require the protection
funt ,_a actuation, and a single failure in the other channels
providing the protection function actuation. Again, a single

h (continued)'

U
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BACKGROUND Sianal Processino Eauioment (continued)

failure will neither cause nor prevent the protection function
actuation.

These requirements are described in IEEE 2791971 (Ref. 4). The
actual number of channels required for each unit parameter is
specified in Reference 2.

Trio Setooints and Allowable Values

The Trip Setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables
are set. Any bistable is considered to be properly adjusted when
the "as left" value is within the band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION
accuracy.EThe21pmetpoj nts; ate:ptovj ded.j rLTabl e:B3;3 :2 m

The Trip Setpoints used in the bistables are based on the r

analytical limits stated in Reference 23. The selection of these
A Trip Setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided when
(,) all sensor and processing time delays are taken into account. To

allow for calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment arrors for those ESFAS
channels that must function in harsh environments as defined by
10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 5), the Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values
specified in Table 3.3.21 in the accompanying LC0 are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical limits.
Detailed descriptions of the methodologyjej used to calculate the
trip setpoints, including their explicity uncertainties, are
provided in the "RTS/ESTAS Sctpeint "cthodokgy Study" (Ref. 5).
R@lDt3alcylat10ns. The actual nominal Trip Setpoint entered
into the bistable is more conservative than that specified by the
Allowable Value to account for changes in random measurement
errors detectable by a COT. One example of such a change in
measurement error is drift during the surveillance interval. If
the measured setpoint does not exceed the Allowable Value, the
bistable is considered OPERABLE..

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that the
consequences of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) will be acceptable,
providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the onset
of.the DBA and the equipment functions as designed,

o
(continued)]
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BACKGROUND Trio Setooints and Allowable Values (continued)

Each channel can be tested on line to verify that the signal
processing equipment and setpoint accuracy is within the
specified allowance requirements of Referer.cc 2. Once a
designated channel is taken out of service for testing, a
simulated signal is injected in place of the field instrument
signal . The process equipment for the channel in test is then
tested, verified, and calibrated. SRs for the channels are
specified in the SR section.

The Trip Sctpcints and A'.lowable Values listed in Table 3.3.21
Iare based on the getjado]ogi_eg described in Reference 6, which

ircorporates all of the known uncertainties applicable for each
channel. The magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored into
the determination of each Trip Setpoint. All field sensors and
signal processing equipment for these channels are assumed to l
operate within the allowances of these uncertainty magnitudes.

'

Solid State Protection System .

fm \
)*

The SSPS equipment is used for the decision logic processing of f''

outputs from the signal processing equipment bistables. To meet
the redundancy requirements, two trains of SSPS, each performing
the same functions, are provided. If one train is taken out of
service for maintenance or test purposes, the second train will
provide ESF actuation for the unit. If both trains are taken out
of service or placed in test, a reactor trip will result. Each
train is packaged in its own cabinet for physical and electrical
separation to satisfy separation and independence requirements.

The SSPS performs the decision logic for most ESF equipment
actuation: generates the electrical output signals that initiate ,

the required actuation: and provides the status, permissive, and |
'

ar.nunciator output signals to the main control room of the unit.

The bistable outputs from the signal processing equipment are
sensed by the SSPS equipment and combined into logic matrices

,

that represent combinations indicative of various transients. If
a required logic matrix combination is completed, the system will

n (continued)
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BACKGROUND Sianal Processina Eauioment (continued)

send actuation signals via master and slave relays to those
components whose aggregate Function best serves to alleviate the
condition and restore the unit to a safe condition. Examples are
given in the Applicable Safety Analyses. LCO. and Applicability
sections of this Bases.

Each SSPS train has a built in testing device that can
automatically test the decision logic matrix functions and the
actuation devices while the unit is at power. When any one train
is taken out of service for testing, the other train is capable
of providing unit monitoring and protection until the testing has
been completed. The testing device is semiautomatic to minimize
testing time.

The actuation of ESF components is accomplished through master
and slave relays. The SSPS energizes the master relays
appropriate for the condition of the unit. Each master relay
then energizes one or more slave relays, which then cause

e :
C' actuation of the end devices. The master and slave relays are

routinely tested to ensure operation. The test of the master
relays energizes the relay, which then operates the contacts and )
applies a low voltage to the associated slave relays. The low j

|voltage is not sufficient to actuate the slave relays but only
demonstrates signal path continuity. The SLAVE RELAY TEST i

actuates the devices if their operation will not 'scerfere with I

continued unit operation. For the latter case, actual component |
operation is prevented by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. and slave
relay contact operation is verified by a continuity check of the
circuit containing the slave relay.

<
.

|

(continued)(
|
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r

APPLICABLE- Each of the analyzed accidents can be detected by one or
SAFETY ANALYSES, more ESFAS Functions. One of the ESFAS Functions is the
LCO, AND primary actuation signal for that accident. An ESFAS
APPLICABILITY Function may be the primary actuation signal for more than one

type of accident. An ESFAS Function may also be a secondary, or.
backup, actuation signal for one or more other accidents. For
example, Pressurizer Pressure-Low is a primary actuation signal
for small loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) and a backup
actuation signal for. steam line breaks (SLBs) outside
containment. Functions such as manual initiation, not
specifically credited in the accident safety analysis, are
qualitatively credited in the safety ena',ysis end the ZC staff
epproved licensinii basis for the unit. These Functions may
provide protection for conditions that do not require dynamic
transient analysis to demonstrate Function performance. These
Functions may also serve as backups to Functions that were
credited in the accident analysis (Ref. 3).

The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an ESFAS Function
to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders the affected
channel (s) inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected
Functions.

The LC0 generally requires OPERABILITY of four or three channels
in each instrumentation function and two channels in each logic
and manual initiation function. The two uut of three and the
two out of four configurations allow one channel to be tripped
during maintenance or testing without causing an ESFAS
initiation. Two logic or manual initiation channels are required
to ensure no single random failure disables the ESFAS.

The required channels of ESFAS instrumentation provide unit
protection in the event of any of the analyzed accidents. ESFAS
protection functions are as follows:

1. Safety Iniection

Safety Injection (SI) provides two primary functions:'

1. Primary side water addition to ensure maintenance or
recovery of reactor vessel water level (coverage of the ,

(continued)p
V
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|

active fuel for heat removal, clad integrity, and for
limiting peak clad temperature to < 2200*F): and

2. Boration to ensure recovery and maintenance of .

'

SDH (k.,, < 1.0) . -

These functions are necessary to mitigate the effects of
geftajnjhigh energy line breaks (HELBs) both inside and outside
of containment gFdescr;ibiid51Ethe7ESAR [RefE31. The SIj
signal is also used to initiate other Functions such as:

Phase A Isolation:.

Containment Ptege Vefr ilatlofIsolation:*

Reactor Trip:*

Turbine Trip:.

Feedwater Isolation:*

V Start of motor driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps;-

Control room vcatilation is;1; tion gqttglg'yygir]ctI1KtT6d:a

Enabling gggjlautomatic switchover of Emergency Core |*

Cooling Systems (ECCS) suction to containment sump g j

CD1tifrident5With?HfETEDIEBdiEindlkl .
'

N QGYst3Yt]!-

StattIDffstat16rEeW11331Att|Ellpsig-

116rJlsffcjpappstitticyg]ingW)tEgggipMi -

Eta IeEcontainmentw3giersiP]DBid3-
.

'

EtRiiofetssht1MBsat_131t16E*7BMG*
-

(continusd).(v)
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APPLICABLE 1. Safety In.iection (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and These other functions ensure:
'

APPLICABILITY
j

Isolation of nonessential systems through containment(continued) .

penetrations:

Trip of the turbine and reactor to limit power generation:.

Isolation of main feedwater (MFW) to limit secondary side.

mass losses:

Start of AFW to ensure secondary sidt. cooling capability;.

r

Isolation of the control room to ensure habitability: and'

.

,

Enabling ECCS suction from the refueling watera

storage tank (RWST) switchover on low low RWST level to
ensure continued cooling via use of the containment sump.

EMCger$Eloads!forJACAl(teJpMpgjitteg0egginD4*

V M ed'
!

E Essen_t1M]IdfoltrigIfo'rJESELESFJtDpputtlegafgM[d
;

! ElllCCo.fiS_SWlaf!dl(CDis_temiltdZse~jicfsafe,tfrelatid 1r

mtems; j

a. Safety Iniection-Manual Initiation ]
,

The LCO requires one channel per train to be OPERABLE. The 1

operator can initiate SI at any time by using either of two
switches in the control room. This action will cause
actuation of all components in the same manner as any of |
the automatic actuation signals.

1

The LCO for the Manual Initiation Function ensures the
proper amount of redundancy is maintained in the manual

'

ESFAS actuation circuitry to ensure the operator has manual
ESFAS initiation capability.

i

1

i

IO (continued)

V
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Each channel consists of one push btton'handsstch and the
interconnecting wiring to the actuation logic cabinet.
Each push WttsrChandswjich actuates both trains. This
configuration does not allow testing at power.

b. Safety Iniection-- Automatic Actuation Loaic and
Actuation Relays,

This LCO requires two trains to be OPERABLE. Actuation
logic consists of all circuitry housed within the actuation
subsystems, including the initiating relay contacts
responsible for actuating the ESF equipment.

,

Manual and automatic initiation of SI must be OPERABLE in
H0 DES 1, 2 and 3. In these MODES, there is sufficient
energy in the primary and secondary systems to warrant
automatic initiation of ESF systems. Manual Initiation is
also required in H0DE 4 even though automatic actuation is

s

not required. In this H0DE, adequate time is available to
f3

!] manually actuate required components in the event of a DBA,
but because of the large number of components actuated on a
SI, actuation is simplified by the use of the manual
actuationtpush btten gsett;chH , Automatic actuation logic
and actuation relays must be OPERABLE in H0DE 4 to support
system level manual initiation.

These Functions are not required to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 5'

and 6 because there is adequate time for the operator to
evaluate unit conditions and respond by manually starting'

individual systems, pumps, and other equipment to mitigate
the consequences of an abnormal condition or accident.
Unit pressure and temperature are very low and many ESF
components are administratively locked out or otherwise
prevented from actuating to prevent inadvertent
overpressurization of unit systems.

.

/m (continued)
( )-
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APPLICABLE c. Safety Iniection:: Containment Pressure:-Hiah 1
SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO, and This signal provides protection against the following
APPLICABILITY accidents:

SLB inside containment:a

LOCA: and.

Feed line break inside containment.-

Containment Pressure-High I provides no input to any'

control functions. Thus, three OPERABLE channels are
sufficient to satisfy protective requirements with a'

two out of-three logic. The transmitters (d/p cells) and
electronics are located outside of containment with the

|sensing line (high pressure side of the transmitter)
located inside containment.

lThus, the high pressure Function will not experience any
tO adverse environmental conditions and the Trip Setpoint |
'V reflects only steady state instrument uncertainties.

Containment Pressure-High I must be OPERABLE in N0 DES 1,
2, and 3 when there is sufficient energy in the primary and
secondary systems to pressurize the containment following a

,

pipe break. In H0 DES 4, 5, and 6. there is insufficient
energy in the primary or secondary systems toisfigtiificaj!tly
pressurize the containment.

.

(continued). rm
k)i
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APPLICABLE d. Safety Iniection:: Pressurizer Pressure _LW
SAFETY. ANALYSES,
LCO,-and This signal provides protection against the following -

APPLICABILITY accidents:

'
Inadvertent opening of a steam generator (SG) relief.

4 or safety valve: ;

SLB:*

; !A spectrum of rod cluster control assembly ejection.

accidents (rod ejection)-
,

Inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief or safety.

valve:
-

LOCAs: and.

>

I SG Tube Rupture..

The pressurizer pressure provides both control and,

protection functions: input to the Pressurizer Pressure
Control System, reactor trip, and SI. 'Therefore, the
actuation logic must be able to withstand both an input
failure to control system, which may then require the

,

t

protection function actuation, and a single failure in the
other channels providing the protection function actuation.
Thus, four OPERABLE channels are required to satisfy the
requirements with a two out of four logic. For units that
heve dedicated pretcetien end centrol chennels, caly three
protection channels are necessery te satisfy the protective<

requir;,xater,

The transmitters are located inside containment, with the
taps in the vapor space region of the pressurizer, and thus
possibly experiencing adverse environmental conditions
(LOCA, SLB inside containment, rod ejection). Therefore,

,

the Trip Setpoint reflects the inclusion of both steady
state and adverse environmental instrument uncertainties.

,

e

(continued)

. . .
. i
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APPLICABLE d. Safety Iniection: Pressurizer Pressure -h
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued)
LCO, and

APPLICABILITY This Function must be OPERABLE in HODES 1, 2, and 3 (above |

P 11) to mitigate the consequences of an HELB inside
containment. This signal may be manually blocked by the
operator below the P-11 setpoint. Automatic SI actuation
below this pressure setpoint is then performed by the
Containment Pressure-High 1 signal.

This Function is not required to be OPERABLE in H00E 3 j

below the P 11 setpoint. Other ESF functions are used to i
detect accident conditions and actuate the ESF systems in j

ithis H0DE. In H0 DES 4, 5, and 6, this Function is not
needed for accident detection and mitigation.

e. Safety In_iection= Steam Line Pressure j

!
i

{+} Steam Line Pressure = Low
(~,

C) Steam Line Pressure-Low provides protection against |

the following accidents:

SLB;.

Feed line break; and-

|

Inadvertent opening of an SG relief or an SG+

safety valve.

Steam Line Pressure-Low provides no input to any
control functions. Thus, three OPERABLE channels on
each steam line are sufficient to satisfy the
protective requirements with a two out of three logic
on each steam line,

i

,

'( ) (continued)
su
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APPLICABLE fB Steam Line Pressure--Law (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and With the transmitters typically located
APPLICABILITY inside the steam tunnels, it is possible for them to

experience adverse environmental conditions during a
secondary side break. Therefore, the Trip Setpoint
reflects both steady state and adverse environmental
ir;strument uncertainties.

This Function is anticipatory in nature and has a
typteel lead / lag ratio of 50/5.

Steam Line Pressure-Low must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1,
2, and 3 (above P 11) when a secondary side break or
stuck open valve could result in the rapid
depressurization of the steam lines. This signal may
be manually blocked by the operato: below the P 11
setpoint. Below P 11, feed line break is not a
concern. Inside containment SLB will be terminated by
automatic SI actuation via Containment

y

'v)''
Pressure-High 1, and outside containment SLB will be(
terminated by the Steam Line Pressure-Negative
Rate-High signal for steam line isolation. This
function is not required to be OPERABLE in H0DE 4, 5,
or 6 because there is insufficient energy in the
secondary side of the unit to causc on accident. beTof
sp3?er0]

(2) Stc= Line Pressura ||ich Differentici Pressure
Betaccn Stc= Lines

Stc = Linc Pressurc ||igh Differcatial Pressure
Setwcca Stc = Lines provides protcction against the
following accidente

- SLS;

Iccd line brask, and'

:

(continued)
f')G
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- ESFAS Instrumentation i

B 3.3.2 4

.

-

BASES':

!
.

;

' APPLICABLE- 2. containment Sorav ;

SAFETY ANALYSES, |
LCO, and Containment Spray provides three primary functions: !

:
- APPLICABILITY
- (continued)- 1. Lowers containment pressure and temperature after an HELB j

in containment: ..
;

r

!2. Reduces the amount of radioactive iodine in the containment
atmosphere; and.

;

3. Adjusts the pH of the water in the containment.
"

; recirculation sump after a large break LOCA.

These functions are necessary to:

Ensure the pressure boundary integrity of the containment 6
.

4

l structure:

Limit the release of radioactive iodine to the environment. ,

in the event of a failure of the containment structure: andp.
G j

Minimize corrosion of the components and systems inside
,

*

containment following a LOCA. ;

The containment spray actuation signal starts the containment i
'

spray pumps and aligns the discharge of the pumps to the l

containment spray nozzle headers in the upper levels of
:

containment. Water is initially drawr. from the RWST by the I

containment spray pumps and mixed with a sodits hydroxide )
solution from the spray additive tank.' When the RWST reaches q

the gyptylir,.; ic,.; level setpoint, the spray pump suctions are j

sMfted gggelly;fg]igJg to the containment sumpg if !
'

continued containment spray is required. Containment spray is-

actuated anuelly by Containment Pressure-High 3-er'

CeOii.Z7,t "T;;;;Te ||1@ ||i?.,

: I
,,

i
,

a

l

1

-(continued)
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APPLICABLE . a. Containment S ray : Manual Initiation (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO, and The operator can initiate containment spray at any
APPLICABILITY time from the control room by simultaneously turning two

containment spray actuation switches in the same train.
Because an inadvertent actuation of containment spray could
have such serious consequences, two switches must be turned
simultaneously to initiate containment spray. There are ;

two sets of two switches each in the control room.
Simultaneously turning the two switches in either set will
actuate containment spray in both trains in the same manner !

as the automatic actuation signal. Two Manual Initiation
switches in each train are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure no single failure disables the Manual Initiat1on
Function. Note that Manual Initiation of containment spray

'

also actuates Phase B containment isolation.

b. Containment Sorav:- Automatic Actuation Loaic and
Actuation Relays ;

!Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays consist of
the same features and operate in the same manner as

'

described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

Manual and automatic initiation of containment spray must
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 when there is a potential
for an accident to occur, and sufficient energy in the
primary or secondary systems to pose a threat to

Icontainment integrity due to overpressure conditions.'

Manual initiation is also required in MODE 4, even though
automatic actuation is not required. In this MODE, |

adequate time is available to manually actuate required )

components in the event of a DBA. However, because of the
large number of components actuated on a containment spray,,

actuation is simplified by the use of the manual actuation
bMgC)Ritchp][ push buttoris. Automatic actuation k gic and

,

actuation relays must be OPERABLE in MODE 4 to support
.

system level manual initiation. In MODES 5 and 6, there is ,

insufficient energy in the primary and secondary

1

I

(continued)j
V
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BASES:'

.I
|

!

APPLICABLE 'b. Contairmnt sorav:- Autamatic Actuation Loaic and
SAFETY ANALYSES, Actuation Relavs (continued) j

LCO, and j
APPLICABILITY. systems to result in containment overpressure. In MODES 5

and 6. there is also adequate time for the operators to
ievaluate unit conditions and respond, to mitigate the

consequences of abnormal conditions by ranua11y starting
individual components. ,

-J

c. Containment Sorav:: Containment Pressure

This signal provides protection against a LOCA or an SLB !
inside containment. The transmitters (d/p cells) are ;

located outside of containment with the sensing line (high !

pressure side of the transmitter) located inside
containmert. The transmitters and electronics are located i

1outside of containment. Thus, they will not experience any
adverse environmental conditions and the Trip Setpoint :

reflects only ster.dy state instrument uncertainties.
.

This is one of the only Functions that requires the
bistable output to energize to perform its required action.
It is not desirable to have a loss of power actuate
containment spray, since the consequences of an inadvertent
actuation of containment spray could be serious. Note that
this Function also has the inoperable channel placed in
bypass rather than trip to decrease the probability of an
inadvertent actuation.

Tw; different legte ;;nfiguratiera ere typically u;-d. ,

Three end f;ur leep unit; use gour channels gtsted in a !
two out of four logic configuration. This configuration i

may-be 11 called the Containment Pressure High 3 Setpoint.
!for threc er,d four leep units, end Centai,.;;nt

Pressure ||igh ||igh Satpcint 'er other units. Se,Te two leep
tmits use three eets of twe ebennels, seen et c .iired in
a erecut c' tw; eenfiguratier,, with these cutputs G-tined
so that two cut.;f three sets tripped initietes sentei..;;-t |

'

g.
_ _ _ _ . . , u. ._ __,,.sr.__.>.,~... 3_ a ,_..__a,__ ,_ -_.

or uy , in win.yu.u .wu .. wui.ww wn wu i .
,

.ressure .igh '_: Setpeint. .Sirae.eentair. Tant pressure is
"2'

"__m
< _ m. . m.<~_._._

____ _m_ _..___; .<_..__2 ,__ _ _m__, _,
.~ v. . v.,uu,,....... .mes, . . .

, .. . . - . v, m ......
,_,-.,__1.a__..sus 4 I I . resurvu suus swuv rwg

(coritinued)
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APPLICABLE c. Containment Sorav Containment Pressure (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and requi a.;;_..ts. Additional redundancy is warranted-

APPLICABILITY because this function is energize to trip. Containment
Pressure High 3 [|:igh High] must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3 when there is sufficient energy in the primary and
secondary sides to pressurize the containment following a
pipe break. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, there is insuff scient
energy in the primary and secondary sides to pressurize the
containment and reach the Containment Pressure High 3
(High |it@) setpoints.

3. Containment Isolation

Containment Isolation provides isolation of the containment
atmosphere, and all process systems that penetrate containment,
from the environment. This Function is necessary to prevent or
limit the release of radioactivity to the environment in the
event of a large break LOCA.

There are two separate Containment Isolation signals, Phase A
' and Phase B. Phase A isolation isolates all automatically

isolable process lines, except component cooling water (CCW) to
the reactor coolant pumps, at a relatively low containment
pressure indicative of primary or secondary system leaks. For
these types of events, forced circulation cooling using the
reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and SGs is the preferred (but not
required) method of decay heat removal. Since CCW is required
to support RCP operation, not isolating CCW on the low pressure
Phase A signal enhances unit safety by allowing operators to
use forced RCS circulation to cool the unit. Isolating CCW on
the low pressure signal may force the use of feed and bleed
cooling, which could prove more difficult to control.

Phase A containment isolation is actuated automatically by SI,
or manually via the automatic actuation logic. All process
lines penetrating containment, with the exception of CCW, are

.

isolated. CCW is not isolated at this time to permit continued
operation of the RCPs with cooling water flow to the thermal )
barrier heat exchangers-end, mot [oD air er-en coolersand 1

9pl8trZandfloWrzbearinglo3o er.g. All process lines not |
.

[7 (continued)
L.) '
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equipped with remote operated isolation valves are manually
closed, or otherwise isolated, prior to reaching H0DE 4.

Manual Phase A Containment Isolation is accomplished by
either of two switches in the control room. Either switch
actuates both trains. Note that manual actuation of Phase A
Containment Isolation also actuates Containment Purge end
RheastlV.ep_tilatfog Isolation.

The Phase B signal isolates CCW. This occurs at a relatively
high containment pressure that is indicative of a large break
LOCA or an SLB. For these events, forced circulation using the
RCPs is no longer desirable. Isolating the CCW at the higher
pressure does not pose a challenge to the containment boundary
because the CCW System is e closed loop inside centain cat.
Although sw syster caponents do ret rc:t all of the ASME
Code requir;; cats applied to the contair.-cat itself, the syster.
4s continuously pressurized to a pressure greater than the
Phase B setpoint. Thus, routine operation demonstrates the
integrity of the system pressure boundary for pressures j

( exceeding the Phase B setpoint. Furthermore, because system i

k- pressure exceeds the Phase B setpoint, any system leakage prior
to. initiation of Phase B isolation would be into containment.
Therefore, the combination of CCW System design and Phase B
isolation ensures the CCW System is not a potential path for
radioactive release from containment.

1

Phase B containment isolation is actuated by Containment
Pressure-High 3 {|iigh liigh] or manually, via the automatic

; actuation logic, as previously discussed. For containment
pressure to reach a value high enough to actuate Containment
Pressure-High 3 [|iigh ||igh], a large break LOCA or SLB must
have occurred. RCP operation will no longer be required and
CCW to the RCPs is, therefore, no longer necessary. The RCPs
can be operated with seal injection flow alone and without CCW
flow to the thermal barrier heat exchanger.

,

'

Hanual Phase B Containment Isolation is accomplished by the
same switches that actuate Containment Spray. When the two
switches in either set are turned simultaneously, Phase B
Containment Isolation and Containment Spray will be actuated in
both trains,

n (continued)
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;-

a. Containment Isolation -Phase A Isolation'

|
'

(1) Phase A Isolation = Manual Initiation

Hanual Phase A Containment Isolation is actuated by
either of two switches in the control room. Either
switch actuates both trains. Note that manual
initiation of Phase A Containment Isolation also
actuates Containment Vent Isolation.

(2) Phase A Isolation =6utomatic Actuation
Loaic and Actuation Relavs

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays consist
of the same features and operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

Manual and automatic initiation of Phase A Containment
Isolat sn must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, when there
is a pwntial for an accident to occur. Manual initiation .

'-,

(d)
is also required in H0DE 4 even though automatic actuation
is not required. In this H0DE, adequate time is available'

to manually actuate required components in the event of a i

DBA, but because of the large number of components actuated
on a Phase A Containment Isolation, actuation is simplified
by the use of the manual actuatior, push buttons
hspi gidtphet. Automatic actuation logic and actuationd
relays must be OPERABLE in H0DE 4 to support system level
manual initiation. In H0 DES 5 and 6 there is insufficient
energy in the primary or secondary systems to pressurize
the containment to require Phase A Containment Isolation.
There also is adequate time for the operator to evaluate
unit conditions and manually actuate individual isolation
valves in response to abnormal or accident conditions.

(3) Phase A Isolation--Safety Iniection

.

Phase A Containment Isolation is also initiated
by all Functions that initiate SI. The Phase A
Containment Isolation requirements for these Functions

'

are the same as the requirements for their SI
function. Therefore, the requirements are not

] (continued)

[V ;
,
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repeated in Table 3.3.21. Instead, Function 1. SI,
is referenced for all initiating Functions and
requirements.

b. Containment Isolation = Phase B Isolation

Phase B Containment Isolation is accomplished by Manual
Initiation. Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays,

.'

and by Containment Pressure channels (the same channels
that actuate Containment Spray, Function 2). The
Containment Pressure trip of Phase B Containment Isolation
is energized to trip in order to minimize the potential of
spurious trips that may damage the RCPs.

(1) Phase B Isolation: Manual Initiation :

(2) Ebsse B Isolation: Automatic Actuation
1,oaic and Actuation Relays

Manual and automatic initiation of Phase B containmentn

(') isolation must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, when
there is a potential for an accident to occur. Manual
initiation is also required in H00E 4 even thouqh
automatic actuation is not required. In this MODE,
adequate time is available to manually actuate >

!

required components in the event of a DBA. However,
because of the large number of components actuated on
a Phase B containment isolation, actuation is
simplified by the use of the manual actuation-push ;

buttenghaDdSWitches. Automatic actuation logic and
actuation relays must be OPERABLE in H0DE 4 to support
system level manual initiation. In H0 DES 5 and 6,

(1) Phase B Isolation: Manual Initiation

(2) Phase B Isolatfr,= Automatic Actuation
Loaic and Actuation Relays

.

There is insufficient energy in the primary or
secondary systems to pressurize the containment to
require Phase B containment isolation. There also is
adequate time for the operator to evaluate unit

l9 (continued)
M i

b
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conditions and manually actuate individual isolation
valves in response to abnormal or accident conditions.

(3) Phase B Isolation--Containment Pr_enge

The basis for containment pressure MODE applicability
is as discussed for ESFAS Function 2.c above. ;'

4. Steam Line Isolation

Isolation of the main steam lines provides protection in the
event of an SLB inside or outside containment. Rapid isolation
of the steam lines will limit the steam break accident to the ~

,

blowdown from one SG, at most. For an SLB upstream of the main
steam isolation valves (HSIVs), inside or outside of
containment, closure of the HSIVs limits the accident to the
blowdown from only the affected SG. For an SLB downstream of
the HSIVs closure of the HSIVs terminates the accident as soon
as the steam lines depressurize. For units that do not have
stca: linc ded valvesr Steam Line Isolation also mitigates

,r g

V the effects of a feed line break and ensures a source of steam
for the turbine driven AFW pump during a feed line break,

a. Steam Line Isolation -Hanual Initiation

Manual initiation of Steam Line Isolation can be
accomplished from the control room. There are two switches
in the control room and either switch can initiate action
to immediately close all MSIVs. The LC0 requires two
channels to be OPERABLE.

b. Steam Line Isolation-- Automatic Actuation Loaic
and Actuation Relavs

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of the same features and operate in the same manner
as described for ESFAS Function 1.b. ,

.

i

Hanual and automatic initiation of steam line isolation must be |

OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2 and 3 when there is sufficient energy i
in the RCS and SGs to have an SLB or other accident. This |
could result in the release of significant quantities of energy |

!

(5 (continued)
](>
|
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and cause a cooldown of the primary system. The Steam Line
Isolation Function is required in H0 DES 2 and 3 unless all
MSIVs#Dditi)eirZassociated;pp;sgeam3ftjp!)otJ1solatipDXalteg
areclosedlanddeactivated. In H0 DES 4, 5, and 6, there is
insufficient energy in the RCS and %s to experience an SLB or
other accident releasing significant quantities of energy.

c. Steam Line Isolation--Containment Pressure--Hiah 2

This Function actuates closure of the HSIVs in the event of
a LOCA or an SLB inside containment to maintain at least
one unfaulted SG as a heat sink for the reactor, and to
limit the mass and energy release to containment. The
transmitters (d/p cells) are located outside containment
with the sensing line (high pressure side of the
transmitter) located inside containment. Containment
Pressure-High 2 provides no input to any control
functions. Thus, three OPERABLE channels are sufficient to
seisfy protective requirements with two out-of-three
logic. |icwcycr. for enhanced rcliability, this function

(g'j was designcd with-four channels and a twc-cut of four
bgie- The transmitters and electronics are located
outside of containment. Th'>s, they will not experience any
adverse environmental conditions, and the Trip Setpoint
reflects only steady state instrument uncertainties.

Containment Pressure-High 2 must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1,
2 and 3, when there is sufficient energy in

the primary and secondary side to pressurize the
containment following a pipe break. This would cause a
significant increase in the containment pressure, thus
allowing detection and closure of the HSIVs. The Steam
Line Isolation Function remains OPERABLE in H0 DES 2 and 3
unless all MSIVs are closed. InJ00E33heIjp.creas|elig
t6ntainment mressure';folloWing y pjpe: break y 01dlogcut
Dyer;alel atively300g:. time:petio.d:suctCthat3anual!actiorl
MuMleasonab]y;beleppect.ed30!protide: protection;and
Mf6SIEung1]oDXcZoeedino11be;0P_ERABLEgjIn H0 DES 4- 5-
and 6, there is not enough energy in the primary and
secondary sides to pressurize the containment to the
Containment Pressure-High 2 setpoint.

(continued)(b
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d. Steam Line Isolation--itm Line Pressure

(1) Steam Line Pressure-1.gw

Steam Line Pressure-Low provides closure of the HSIVs
in the event of an SLB to maintain at least one
unfaulted SG as a heat sink for the reactor, and to
limit the mass and energy release to containment.
This Function provides closure of the MSIVs in the
event of a feed line break to ensure a supply of steam
for the turbine driven AFW pump. Steam Line
Pressure-Low was discussed previously under SI
Function 1.e.1.

Steam Line Pressure-Low Function must be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 (above P 11), with any main steam
valve open, when a secondary side break or stuck open
valve could result in the rapid depressurization of
the steam lines. This signal may be manually blocked
by the operator below the P 11 setpoint. Below P-11
an inside containment SLB will be terminated by(y automatic actuation via Containment Pressure-High 2.'

Stuck valve transients and outside containment SLBs
will be terminated by the Steam Line
Pressure-Negative Rate-High signal for Steam Line
Isolation

(1) Steam Line Pressure--Low (continued)

below P 11 when SI has been manually blocked.
The Steam Line Isolation Function is required in
MODES 2 and 3 unless all MSIVs are closed. This
function is not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4, 5,
and 6 because there is insufficient energy in the
secondary side of the unit to have on accidcat. be.3f
pricern]

(2) Steam Line PressEg--Neaative Rate--High
l

Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate-High provides
closure of the MSIVs for an SL3 when less than the i

P 11 setpoint to maintain at least one unfaulted SG as f
i

f]/ (continued) )
lw

I
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a heat sink for the reactor, and to limit the mass and
energy release to containment. When the operator
manually blocks the Steam Line Pressure-Low main
steam isolation signal when less than the P 11
setpoint, the Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate-High
signal is automatically enabled. Steam Line
Pressure-Negative Rate-High provides no input to any
control functions. Thus, three OPERABLE channels og
nach' steam 31ne are sufficient to satisfy requirements
with a two out of three logic-ca cach stce; line,

Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate-High must be
OPERABLE in H0DE 3 when less than the P 11 setpoint,
when a secondary side break or stuck open valve could
result in the rapid depressurization of the steam
line(s). In H0 DES 1 and 2, and in H0DE 3, when above
the P 11 setpoint, this signal is automatically
disabled and the Steam Line Pressure-Low signal is
automatically enabled. The Steam Line Isolation
Function is required to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 2 and 3

fi unless all HSIVs are closed padideactlylat_ed. In
V MODES 4. 5, and 6, there is insufficient energy in the

primary and secondary sides to have an SLB or other
accident that would result in a release of significant
enough quantities of energy to cause a3,1gnificant
cooldown of the RCS. While the transmitters may
experience elevated ambient temperatures due to an
SLB, the trip function is based on rate of change, not
the absolute accuracy of the indicated steam pressure.
Therefore, the Trip Setpoint reflects only steady
state instrument uncertainties.

c, f. Stcom Linc h olation "ich Stcom ricw in Two Stcom
L4nes-Coincident with T Low Low or Coincident ',,'ith

z
''ecm Line Pressurc Low 'Thrcc cad four Loco " nits)

Thesefuncticas (4.c and 4.f) provide cissurc of thc tiSIVs'

during an SLS cr inadvertent opening cf en 50 relief-ee-e
sefety valic, tc mainttin-et-4 east-ent- unfaulted SC c; e
heat sink for the reactor and tc limit the mass cad energy
reicca; to containmcat-

(continued)
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!

Coincident 'Jith Safety In.iection 'Two 'sco 'Jnitf
(CG.IICued)

This function ;;;ust bc OPEPXLC in M00CS 1. 2. end 3 when a
second;ry side brcok er stuck open velve could result in !

'

repid depressurization of the sic;; lines unless all MSWs
are cissed end [de activated). This function is not
required to bc OPEPE L: in MODES 4. S. end 5 because there
is insufficient cacrgy in the scccadary sidc of the unit to

,

h;?; ;C 00;id;.,t.
i

5. Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation |'

The primary furtions of the Turbine Trip and |
Feedwater Isolution signals are to prevent damage to |

'the turbine due to water in the steam lines and to stop the
,

excessive flow of feedwater into the SGs. These Functions are
necessary to mitigate the effects of a high water level in the
SGs, which could result in carryover of water into the steam ,

lines and excessive cooldown of the primary system. The SG
high water level is due to excessive feedwater flows.

The Function is actuated when the~ watt level in any SG exceeds
the high high setpoint and performs the following functions: ;

Trips the main turbine:*

;

Trips the HFW pumps:.

Initiates feedwater isolation ~dncludjng'[thelc]olure'oGth_e i.

paloIteedwaterpump:dI scharge3ajy.es : and |
.

\

Shtss-Glosesjthe HPJ regulatingIgoottol valves and the |.

bypass feedwater-tegttleting ponttolivalves. ]

This Function is actuated by SG Water Level-High High or by.

an SI signal. The RTS also initiates a turbine trip signal
whenever a reactor trip (P 4) is generated. In the event of
SI, the unit is taken off line and the turbine generator must
be tripped. The HFW System is also taken out of operation and

A
V (continued)
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(d)' BASES

the AFW System is automatically started. The SI signal was
previously discussed.

a. Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation: Automatic
Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays consist of
the same features and operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

b. Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation: Steam
Generator Water Level:Hiah Hiah (P-14)

This signal provides protection against excessive feedwater
flow. The ESFAS SG water level instruments provide input
to the SG Water Level Control SystemEpoweyer,2thelthteelSG

.

Water;1 eve]ii nstrument; channe] s;usedJorithe:P;14 functjoD
are_nolgotmal.y;usedlocithlsfunctjorg Thcrcforc. thel
eetuatica logic must bc able tc withstand both an input

/7 failure to the control system (which may then requirc the

) peetection function actuation) and a single failurc in the
other channels providing the prctection function actuation.
Thus, four OPERABLE channels are required to setisfr the

requirements with a twc cut of-fcur icgic. For units-thet
have dedicated protection and contrci channels. caly three
protection channcis arc necessary to satisfy the protective
requirements. Icr other units that have caly three
channcis. c acdica signal selector is provided or
dust +fication is provided in h"JREC 1210 (Ref. 7).7LThe
#ctuatjon;]ogifmdst"beTab]elto" Withstand alsjngl.e;failorg
inithe; channel s;providf og 3heIptotectj on;func_tj oliu

Actuation;LThe31umbecotopgtab]elchannel msyodified;by
a note;Whjch3110ws;an; alt.etbate~:attangementEThelCP_SES
desigChas.~ fourZSGyatetZieyglichannel s'.7,0nerchannelm
Hotpal]y31seCasljpputitoltheLSGyatetil eve];controll er;and
three:channelsIare de$ignated;fotiuselwith the2i13
function'lRHoWevetDifithe:ch' nnel "normallylusedias51np0ta

LoltheLSGyaterll. ye]".contto]]er;js;jpoperableZonezofithqe
phange]s;ptoff dj pg;1 pputitolthe:E14; inter _loctmay1be3 sed
to proyldelinput3o3he;s_teaCgeneratoryatet;] eve]3ontrol
Mgnal7.on1thCcondition3 hat the1PJ1Ebjstablelon~that
chaggglMsMaced;1 pithe3t]ppediconditionfiln!.thi s

(continued)
Lj
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-

condition?dhelectestiojtBoip[cl{sl41eltp3ttthst@d#thlad
3r#RE4119tp20tip200MBEntRGIMDiantersagten
p2k-MHoffBM18M!Ml!MelfsnaEging1Efa110tDIntM ,

atusrwehannal ausuusdH WartumunamaetsmsardhneWMaintHatinn7
,

Eth1Econditin.flER!1DilDR5BARi&23181!n#1slatEranoired;ts :

natisfylt_he.ltegofrementLT!1tWonelqutIoEthteello91cZ ;

!I The transmitters (d/p cells) are located inside
containment. However, the events that this Function ;

! protects against cannot cause a severe environment in j
containment. Therefore, the Trip Setpoint reflects only :

steady state instrument uncertainties. I
;

!' c. Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation:-Safety |

Iniection;

!

.

Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation are also initiated by

| all Functions that initiate SI. The Feedwater Isolation
|

Function requirements for these Functions are the same as |

the requirements for their SI function. Therefore, the
requirements are not repeated in Table 3.3.21. Instead' '

'( Function 1, SI, is referenced for al? initiating functions ;
2

and requirements.
,

Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation Functions must be !
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 except when all HFIVs,-NFRVsIga_1rj i

feedwatet'cg!$tolLValvej, and associated bypass valves are
closed andidenctlyktgl3rMsMated3y32 closed:nanua]Iya])s ;

when the MFW System is in operation.-end-tta turbira |
g-raretor ;;;ey be in egration. -In MODES 3, 4. 5, and 6,
tra "I,! Syste;;; erd the turbira gacrator are act in service

'

end this Function is not required to be OPERABLE.!

!

4

i

|
.

;.

'
!
1.

;
i

(continued) j
s |

)
'

s
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V BASES

APPLICABLE 6. Auxiliary Feedwater
~ ' SAFETY ANALYSES,

_

|
,

APPLICABILITY-.

The AFW System is designed to provide a secondary sideLCO, and'
iheat sink for the reactor in the event that the MFW

(continued)- System is not available. The system has two motor driven pumps ,

and a turbine driven pump, making it available during normal j
;

' unit operation, during a loss of AC power, a loss of HFW, and
during a Feedwater System pipe break. The normal source of' I

water for the AFW System is the condensate storage tank (CST)- !

(re; .cily ret s;fety rel;ted). Upon low level in the CST. the
ipump suctions can be manually realigned to the safety related-

Station Service Water (SSW) System. The AFW System is aligned ,

so that upon a pump start, flow is initiated to the respective'
,

,

SGs immediately.

!

i g AuxiliarVTFeeditaterWMandal Initiation

)180081]]Diff4tio[off6ux11.1aryl[eedWater3anib( |

McouplishediroeltheIcontrolltoon3EactCo,fithelthree!AFj >

j @$lh4ECSRitchlforZmanpalljpftlationMiheXCQIteqQir64
thtteI@annelsItCbCOPEIMBLE]

'

ge- Auxiliary Feedwater Automatic Actuation Loaic and<

Actuation Relays (Solid State Protection System).
*

,

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of the-seme3fallarj features and operate in the j
same-sigilat manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b. ;

c

c. Auxiliary Feedwater:-Steam Generator Water!

Level:: Low Low
'

SG Water Level-Low Low provides protection against a loss !

of heat sink. A feed line break, inside or outside of '

'

containment, or a loss of HFW, would result in a loss of SG
water level. SG Water Level-Low Low provides input to the i

,

SG Level Control System. . Therefore, the actuation logic ;

must ba able to withstand both an input failure to the ;

control system which may then require a protection function *

'actuation and a single failure in the other channels
providing the protection function actuation. Thus, four

-

. OPERABLE channels are required to satisfy the requirements ,

O :
(continued)

._

i
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1 BASES: ;
-

with two out of four 1ogic. Hjji8gitIo,ffTgCJ1 ole 1W3kBt1 |,

BJ M3DIEMCt911
etzluROGGnat9matenutstgriettyegeLwn !

-

;

c. Auxiliarv Feedwater-Steam Generator Water {'

Level = Low Low (continued) ;
;- r

,

With the transmitters (d/p cells) located inside !

.

containment and thus possibly experiencing adverse ,

'environmencal conditions (feed line break), the Trip*

Setpoint reflects the inclusion of both steady state and i
.

adverse environmental instrwent uncertainties. ;
;
i i

*

d. Auxiliary Feedwater -Safety In.iection
;g

An SI signal starts the motor driven AFW pumps. The AFW |

i initiation functions are the same as the requirements for ;

i their SI function. Therefore, the requirements are not {

repeated in Table 3.3.21. Instead, Function 1. SI. is !

A referenced for all initiating functions and requirements. :
lD

e. Auxiliary Feedwater= Loss of Offsite Power !
,

^

A loss of offsit; power to the servic; W scs will bc ;

i ecc + nied by a less of reactor coolant pumpling power !

! M113psult:1n"Cag;tpcitsp3and the subsequent need for |
some method of decay heat removal. The QGttnf4] loss of
offsite power, $Qgtiggaffetyltg]AtedlMs_es";f.eedtngitM
[iptorGtlygtEM;gggpgis detected by ; volt;;c drep cr. |4

eech service Ws. 3M30ss of power to 1M either scrvice ;

bus fang 13Ettg19tbfgMrEgGEpjap14]M30EttR]Imoted .

will start the turbine driven AFW pump to ensure that at |
.

least one SG contains enough water to serve as the heat !

sink for reactor decay heat and sensible heat removal |
'

following the reactor trip. 180Rdd131GDTdinge3bs3ttenpl
DRGRsMiaBatOAR$BIsotDipKapteM*WJpNrldd.Ha |-

'
NW9911ps'ltiTEtMgtstialWilsedediatolt_!Edi esel-

geMtatet;Mseg. |
. >

iFunctions 6.a through 6.e must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2,
and 3 to ensure that the SGs remain the heat sink for the i

reactor. SG Water Level-Low Low in any operating SG will !
.

cause the motor driven AFW pumps to start. The system is
!

,

' (continued) ;
i

i

'
.
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aligned so that upon a start of the pump, water immediately
begins to flow to the SGs. SG Water Level-Low Low in any
two operating SGs will cause the turbine driven pumps to
start. These Functions do not have to be OPERABLE in
H0 DES 5 and 6 because there is not enough heat being
generated in the reactor to require the SGs as a heat sink.
In H0DE 4. AFW actuation does not need to be OPERABLE
because either AFW or residual heat removal (RHR) will
already be in operation to remove decay heat or sufficient
time is available to manually place either system in
operation.

f. No_t],Used Auxiliary Fccdwater Undcrvoltace Reactor Cociant

212

A icas cf pcwcr on the buses thetp :dc powcr tc the RCPs
provides indication of a pcadiftg isss of RCP forced ficw in
the RCS. The Undervoltsgc RCP Punctica senscs thc vcitage
downstrcom of c;ch RCP breaker A loss of powcr. or en

(~T cpcn RCP brc;kcr. On two or morc RCPs, will sta;4-the

() turbinc drivcn APJ pump tc casure that at least-ene-SG
eenteitts enough water te servc as the heat sink for rcactor
decey heat and scasible hect rcmcycl felicwing the reactor
tf4 ~P

g. Auxiliary Feedwater--Trio of All Main Feedwater
Pumps

A Trip of all HFW pumps is an indication of a loss of HFW
and the subsequent need for some method of decay heat and
sensible heat removal to bring the reactor back to no load
temperature and pressure. AEact) turbine driven MFW pump is
equipped with two pressure switches on the oil line for the
speed control system. A icw pressure signal from cither of
thcsc pressurc switches indieetes a trip of that pump. Two
CPCRABLC channels per pump satisfy redundancy requircacnts
withC one-cut-cf-two taken twico logic.A3TrajnZCand]
ItajrB2sensoraslorceacjatfE pump 721helrajCAJ Bl"i
tr.1DJgn~ lrfrom batKKpumps3rrtequiredito3ptajLtga

theltairD"6@HmotorlddyeKaoM1,aty;feedWatet:pumpZ At
trip of all HFW pumps starts the motor driven AFW pumps to

!o)

L) (continued)
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,

ensure that at least one SG is available with water to act j

as the heat sink for the reactor.
,

4

Functior.3 5.f erd 6.g must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1 and 2.
This ensures that at least one SG is provided with water to ,

serve as the heat sink to remove reactor decay heat and '

sensible heat-in the event of an accident. In MODES 3, 4 i

and 5, the "C."3 erd MFW pumps may be normally shut down, '

and thus reit'ar pump trip is not indicative of a condition
requiring automatic AFW initiation.

:-

,

'

h. Nit 3 sed],
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tiac is available to-plac; "J|R in Operation, tc rcmcVe
decay hcat.

7. Sem12 Automatic Switchover to Containment Sumo

At the end of the injection phase of a LOCA, the RWST
will be nearly empty. Continued cooling must be provided
by the ECCS to remove decay heat. The source of water for
the-E{C-SiRHB pumps is semilautomatically switched to the
containment recirculation sumps. Afterlswitchi.ng1the low
head residual heat removal (RHR) pumps end containment
spray pumps draw the water from the containment
recirculation sump, the RHR pumps pump the water through
the RHR heat exchanger, inject the water back into the RCS,
and supply the cooled water to the suction'of the:other
ECCS pumps. 'Switchover from the RWST to the containment
sump should must-occur before the RWST empty:se_tpoint]
empties tc prcvcat damagc tc the "J!R pumps and e icss of
cccc cooling capcbility. Switchoverlofithe containment
sprafpumpEfroKthe:RWSTitolthelcontainmentisump;is

(e . Retf00medimanuaU ylaffet' the~emptyZset poi ntjs'. reachedj]
For similar reasons, switchover must not occur before there
is sufficient water in the containment sumps to support ESF
pump suction. Furthermore, early switchover must not occur
to ensure that sufficient borated water is injected from
the RWST. This ensures the reactor remains shut down in |

the recirculation mode. 1

a. Semi ' Automatic Switchover to Containment SumD:
htomatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays consist of l

the same features and operate in the same manner as i

described for ESFAS Function 1.b. |

b. Semi: Automatic Switchover to Containment
Sump Refuelina Water Storace Tank (RWST1

.

Level: Low Low Coincident With Safety In.iection end
Coincident ''ith Containment Sums Level ||ich

During the injection phase of a LOCA, the RWST is the
source of water for all ECCS pumps. A low low level in the
RWST coincident with an SI signal provides protection

,

i, 1 '

i") (continued)'
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against a loss of water for the ECCS pumps and indicates
the end of the ECCSjinjection phase of the LOCA. The RWST .

is equipped with four level transmitters. These
transmitters provide no control functions. Therefore, a '.

two out of four logic is adequate to initiate the
!

protection function actuation. Although only three
channels would be sufficient, a fourth channel has been ,

added for increased reliability.

The RWST Low Low Allowable Value/ Trip Setpoint hes both
upper and icwcr limits. The lowcr limtt is selected to
ensure switchover manuCa_ct_1ons~areinot1qujredlunt11'10
g1J)uteg.afteitj!Cevent3tnitiationTleccurs before the RUST

4

a ties, to prevent ECCS pump d;;;;c. The upper limit isr
selected to casure incugh berated water is injected to
ensure the recctor rc;;fas shut down. The high limit als; !

ensures edcquetc water inventcry in the conteir. Tent sump to i

provide EC{., y -r ~ ~ ,. c

The transmitters are located in an area not affected by

(G HELBs or post accident high radiation. Thus, they will not)
experience any adverse environmental conditions and the
Trip Setpoint reflects only steady state instrument
uncertainties.

Semj2 Automatic switchover begi_nCeccurs only if the RWST
low low level signal is coincident with SI. This prevents
accidental switchover during normal operation. Accidental
switchover could tesultit[tichojCtpIdom;;c ECCS pumps if
they are attempt 4ng tc take suction free an empty sump.
The hemjjautomatic switchover Function requirements for the
SI Functions are the same as the requirements for their SI
function. Therefore, the requirements are not repeated in
Table 3.3.21. Instead. Function 1. SI, is referenced for
all initiating Functions and requirements.

Reytewer's Note. In scac units, cdditional protectica frea
.

spuricus switchever is provided by requiring a Contair. Tent
Sump Levci liigh signal as well as RWST Levci Low Low
sad SI. This casures sufficient water is ;vailabic in
contain; cat to support the recireviation phasc cf the !

eccident. A Contain. Tent Sung Lcyc1 "igh signal must be
present, in addition to the SI signal end the RUST Lcve1~

(continued)
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Low L;w signal, to transfer the suctions of tra IdC pumps ,

to the centtir. Tent su;rp. The centair. cat sump is equipped !

with four icvci transmitters. These trens;;;itters previde
no centrol furetiens. Trarefere, e tw; cut of-feur legic
is adequete to initiate the pr;tection furetion actuation.
Although only thrcc chenrels would be sufficient, e fourth
chenrel hos bcca added for ireressed reliability. The
conteir. Tent su;rp icyc1 Trip Satpoint/All;weble "elue is
selected t; casure enough berated water is injected to
ensure the rcector rcrains shut dow.. The high limit also ,

ensures edequate water inventory in the centeir. Tent su;rp to
provide CCCS pump suction. The transmitters are 1;ceted ,

inside contair. Tent end thus possibly cxpericace edverse
envirer.;;ntal conditicas. Tterciere, tre trip setpoint
reflects the inclusica of both steedy state end ,

; envirer.Teatei instru; cat uncerteinties-

Units only have era of tra Functions, 7.b or 7.c.

Ihi!TheseFunctionsmustbeOPERABLEinH00ES1,2,3, |h

O and 4 when there is a potential for a LOCA to occur, to
V ensure a continued supply of water for the ECCS pumps. ,

Thit These Functions-ere 11 not required to be OPERABLE in i

H00ES 5 and 6 because there is adequate time for the
operator to evaluate unit conditions and respond by

*

manually starting systems, pumps, and other equipment to
mitigate the consequences of an abnormal condition or

'accident. System pressure and temperature are very low and
many ESF components are administratively locked out or j

.

otherwise prevented from actuating to prevent inadvertent i

overpressurization of unit systems.

8. Enaineered Safety Feature Actuation System Interlocks

To allow some flexibility in unit operations, several
interlocks are included as part of the ESFAS. These interlocks
permit the operator to block some signals, automatically enable i

other signals, prevent some actions from occurring, and cause'

other actions to occur. The interlock Functions back up manual
,

actions to ensure bypassable functions are in operation under ;

the conditions assumed in the safety analyses. |

I.

a. Enoineered Safety Feature Actuation System i
\O'

U (continued) ]
1

i|
|
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Interlocks--Reactor Trio. P 4

The P 4 interlock is enabled when a reactor trip breaker
(RTB) and its associated bypass breaker is open. Once the :
. --4 interled is ca; bled. autsetic S initiation is"

Meded after a ^0 second tir; delay. TjlelP241permijfjyd i

'
818fDIDtitelffeltictJgt s[1?pfjMfgelf.inje~ tiolfIaAttZlj c
WNSEtt!LeEofilshfetg10essio_nItollo6!1?ig?J1601siecoJ!d |

dela D ime 3 his Function allows operators to take manual j
control of SI systems after the initial phase of injection j

is complete. Once SI is blocked, automatic actuation of SI !
-

cannot occur until the RTBs have been manually closed.
,

4

The functions of the P 4 interlock are: !

J i
Trips the main turbine: [.

!
'

Isolate ( MFW with coincident low T.,,:.

!

Prevent 30tsagtig reactuation of SI after a manual jo,q
reset of SI: ;V
AHalif8TarmitteMahltW31umplV41yes7mnd2transferg.

the steam dump from the load rejection T.,, controllar i'

to the tmM p])gt trip controller; and l

!
Preventi opening of the MFW isolation valves if they

'

.

were closed on SI or SG Water Level-High High. :

Each of the above Functions is interlocked with P 4 to
avert or reduce the continued cooldown of the RCS following'

a reactor trip. An excessive cooldown of the RCS following |
a reactor trip could cause an insertion of positive ,

reactivity with a subsequent increase in gacrated gots
poner. To avoid such a situation, the noted Functions have ;

been interlocked with P 4 as part of the design of the unit !

control and protection system, q.

;
None of the noted Functions serves a mitigation function in :
the unit licensing basis safety analyses. Only the turbine ;

trip Function is explicitly assumed since it is an i

immediate consequence of the reactor trip Function. ;

Neither turbine trip, nor any of the other fcur Functions :p !

(continued)
!
i
!
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.

associated with the reactor trip signal, is required to |
show that the unit licensing basis safety analysis |

acceptance criteria are met not cxceeded. |
,

The RTB position switches that provide input to the P 4
interlock only function to energize or de energize or open
or close contects. Therefore, this Function has no
adjustable trip setpoint with which to associate a Trip
Setpoint and Allowable Value.

This Function must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3 when -

the reactor may be critical or approaching criticality.- .

This ruration does not hev; to be 0"E"J"LC in "00: 4, 5
er S beceuse the mein turbinc, the ."'~'' System, end the
Stc;; Oump Systc; cre not in operation.

b. Enaineered Safety Feature Actuation System
'

Interlocks -Pressurizer Pressure. P-11 ;

!

O The P 11 interlock permits a normal unit cooldown and

Q depressurization without actuation of SI or main steam line |
isolation. With two out of three pressurizer pressure '

'

channels (discussed previously) less than the P 11
setpoint, the operator can manually block the Pressurizer
Pressure-Low and Steam Line Pressure-Low SI signals and ;

the Steam Line Pressure-Low steam line isolation signal -

(previously discussed). When the Steam Line Pressure-Low
steam line isolation signal is manually blocked, a main
steam isolation signal on Steam Line Pressure-Negative
Rate-High is30tonttically; enabled. This provides ;

protection for an SLB by closure of the HSIVs. With
two out of three pressurizer pressure channels above the
P 11 setpoint, the Pressurizer Pressure-Low and Steam Line
Pressure-Low SI signals and the Steam Line Pressure-Low ;

steam line isolation signal are automatically enabled. The i

operator can also enable these trips by use of the |

respective manual reset-buttens. When the Steam Line |-

Pressure-Low steam line isolation signal is enabled, the '

main steam isolation on Steam Line Pressure-Negative
Rate-High is disabled. The Trip Setpoint reflects only
steady state instrument uncertainties, i

(3-Q (continued)
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This Function must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3 to
allow an orderly cooldown and depressurization of the unit
without the actuation of SI or main steam isolation. This
Function does not have to be OPERABLE in H0DE 4,5, or 6
because system pressure must already be below the P 11
setpoint for the requirements of the heatup and cooldown
curves to be met.
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The ESFAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the TC Policy
Stat;nnt.MilCBggfM(g}12)J11Ra

!

ACTIONS A Note has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application i
of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification [

'

may be entered independently for each Function listed en
Table 3.3.21. ;-

' In the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is found nonconservative
with respect to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter,
instrument Loop, signal processing electronics, or 'oistable is
found inoperable, then all affected Functior.s provided by that
channel must be declared inoperable and the LCO Condition (s) -

entered for the protection Function (s) affected. When the :
I

Required Channels in Table 3.3.21 are specified (e.g., on a per
steam 11neZperJpump, per loop, per SG, etc., basis), then thep) Condition may be entered separately for each steam line, loop, l

N_
SG, etc., as appropriate. ;

!

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function exceed
those specified in one or other related Conditions associated '

with a trip function, then the unit is outside the safety
analysis. Therefore LC0 3.0.3 should be innediately entered if
applicable in the current H0DE of operation.

Rcvir.2 * s hte. Certain LC0 Caplation Tin s are based on
epproved topical reports. In cider for a licensa to use these
tims, the licens= ;,ust justify the Caplation Tins es required ,

by the steff Safety Cvoluation Report (SER) for the topical '

report.

.

I
.

i

/L1
|

Condition A applies to all ESFAS protection functions. j

t')
fU (continued)
f
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Condition A addresses the situation where one or more channels or
~ trains for one or more Functions are inoperable at the same time.

The P.equired Action is to refer to Table 3.3.2-1 and to take the
. Required Actions for the protection functions affected. The' ;

Completion Times are those from the referenced Conditions and |4

Required Actions.
i

, ;

B.1. B.2.1 and B.2.2 j

Condition B applies to manual initiation of: |
;

SI:
'

.

. Containment Spray: ;

* Phase A Isolation: and;

\Phase B Isolation.a

.

4 This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS for the :

functions listed above. If a channel or train is inoperable, ;

'48 hours is allowed to return it to ar, OPixARE status. Note'

that for containment spray and Phase B isolation, Q11ure of one
or both channels in one train renders the train inoperable. !

Condition B, therefore, encompasses both situations. The |
,

!specified Completion Time is reasonable considering that there
are two automatic actuation trains and another manual initiation i

train OPERABLE for each Function, and the low probability of an ;

event occurring during this interval. If the train cannot be i
restored to OPERABLE status, the unit must be placed in a MODE in !

which the LCO does not apply. This is done by placing the unit (
in at least MODE 3 within an additional 6 hours (54 hours total |

time) and in MODE 5 within an additional 30 hours (84 hours total i

time). The allowable Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems. ;,

:

C.1. C.2.1 and C.2J,
|
iCondition C applies to the automatic actuation logic and

actuation relays for the following functions: i

O (continued)
,
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r

. SI:
i

. Containment Spray:
.

!

. Phase A Isolation:
,

. Phase B Isolation; and ;

I
. S!stEAutomatic Switchover to Containment Sump."

i

This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS and the '

master and slave relays. If one train is inoperable, 6 hours are
allowed to restore the train to OPERABLE status. The specified ;

Completion Time is reasonable considering that there is another -
train OPERABLE, and the low probability of an event occurring
during this interval. If the train cannot be restored to ;

OPERABLE status, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the
LCO does not apply. This is done by placing the unit in at least
H0DE 3 within an additional 6 hours (12 hours total time) and in :

'

- tiODE 5 within an additional 30 hours (42 hours total time). The
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions |
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

4

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows one train
to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing,
provided the other train is OPERABLE. This allowance is based on
the reliability analysis assumption of WCAP 10271 P A (Ref. 6) ,

that 4 hours is the average time required to perform channel ;

surveillance. ,

:

D.1. D.2.1. and D.2.2
,

'

Condition D applies to:
,

. Containment Pressure-High 1:

. . Pressurizer Pressure-Low: (t e. three. and four iscp units'.
,

. Steam Line Pressure-Low

;; St;; , Liri Diffeiei.ti;l |'T;;;ure "if,.

' I
(continued) ,,

;

;
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<

e Migh St0= Fl= in T= Ste= LSO: Coincident With T,,,--bew
L;w or Coincidcat "ith Sta : Line Ircssure Low;

;

* Containment Pressure High 2:

* Steam Line Pressure - Negative Rate - High: &nd

"igh Sta; flow Coincident "ith Safety Injection Coincident:

With-T,,, Low Law;

; "igh ||igh Sta; riow Coincident "ith Safety Injection;

High Ste= n= in T= Ste= Line: Ccincid=t With T,,,--bewe

bew::
;

e SG Water Level Low Low; {two, three, ard four loop units);
and ;

.1

= SO " ster icvci- |iigh |iigh (I-14) (two, thrce, and four lecp
units).

N
;

'

If one channel is inoperable 6 hours are allowed to restore the
channel to OPERABLE status or to place it in the tripped
condition. Generally this Condition applies to functions that >

operate on two out of three logic. Therefore, failure of one
channel places the Function in a two out of two configuration.
One-IbgijpopgGhM; channel must be tripped to place the Function
in a one out of threegg configuration that satisfies redundancy'

requirements.

Failure to restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status or
place it in the tripped condition within 6 hours requires the
unit be placed in H0DE 3 within the following 6 hours and H0DE 4
within the next 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit ,

systems. In MODE 4, these Functions are no longer required
OPERABLE.

1:

' (continued) *

'
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The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows the
inoperable channellorlanotherRheinned to be bypassed for up to ,

4 hours for surveillance testing of other channels. The 6 hours
allowed to restore the channel to OPERABLE status or to place the
inoperable channel in the tripped condition, and the 4 hours
allowed for testing, are justified in Reference 6. ;'

E.1. E.2.1. and E.2.2

|
Condition E applies to:

'

e Containment Spray Containment Pressure-High 3 '!!igh !!igh) ;

ftw, threc c.r,d four loop ur.its): and
'

. Containment Phase B Isolation Containment Pressure- High 3
'0|igh ||igh).

None of these signals has input to a control function. Thus,
two out of three logic is necessary to meet acceptable protective
requirements. However, a two out of three design would require ,

tripping a failed channel. This is undesirable because a single ,

failure would then cause spurious containment spray initiation.
Spurious spray actuation is undesirable because of the cleanup |

problems presented. Therefore, these channels are designed with
two out of four logic so that a failed channel may be bypassed
rather than tripped. Note that one channel may be bypassed and
still satisfy the single failure criterion. Furthermore, with
one channel bypassed, a single instrumentation channel failure
will not spuriously initiate containment spray.

To avoid the inadvertent actuation of containment spray and
Phase B containment 1 solation, the inoperable channel should not

.
be placed in the tripped condition. Instead it is bypassed.
Restoring the channel to OPERABLE status, or placing the'

inoperable channel in the bypass condition within 6 hours, is
,

sufficient to assure that the Function remains OPERABLE and
minimizes the time that the Function may be in a partial trip
condition (assuming the inoperable channel has failed high). The
ompletion Time is further justified based on the low probability
of an event occurring during this interval. Failure to restore ,

the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status, or place it in the

4 (continued)

i
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bypas:;ed condition within 6 hours, requires the unit be placed in
H0DE 3 within the following 6 hours and N0DE 4 within the next
6 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems. In H0DE 4, these Functions are no-

longer required OPERABLE.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows one
additional channel to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing. Placing a second channel in the bypass
condition for up to 4 hours for testing purposes is acceptable .

based on the results of Reference 6.
i

i

*

F.1. F.2.1. and F.2.2

Condition F applies to:

~'N * Manual Initiation of Steam Line Isolation;

(d
. Loss of Offsite Power: BM .

Auxiliary Feedacter Pa Suction Transfer en Suction Pressuee~: r

t.aw; and
,

. P 4 Interlock.

For the Manual Initiation and the P 4 Interlock Functions, this
action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS. For the Loss

1

of Offsite Power Function, this action recognizes the lack of
manual trip provision for a failed channel. For the A"J System

, , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . .r,.............ms.......s.,
placias a failed cr.ennel in trip during epcration is not
necesserily a tenscrvative a tica. Spurious trip of tMs
function couM clign the A"4 Systes tc e ;;urce that is-f4

If a train or....,. .. ., sorov.s v. .,vyyv. . . , r , evs , . v . ..

channel is inoperable, 48 hours is allowed to return it to ;

OPERABLE status. The specified Completion Time is reasonable |
considering the nature of these Functions, the available |
redundancy, and the low probability of an event occurring during
this interval. If the Function cannot be returned to OPERABLE
status, the unit must be placed in H00E 3 within the next 6 hours

t( (continued)
!

|
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ans H0DE 4 within the following 6 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable. based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems. In H00E 4. the unit does not
have any analyzed transients or conditions that require the

; explicit use of the protection functions noted above.

R G.2.1 and G.2.2

| Condition G app' es to the automatic actuation logic and
actuation rela; , for the Steam Line Isolat1on [. turbire trip erd
feedwater isoledenFand AFW actuation Functions.

|
The action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS and the
master and slave relays for these functions. If one train is
inoperable. 6 hours are allowed to restore the train to OPERABLE
status. The Completion Time for restoring a train to OPERABLE
status is reasonable considering thtt there is another train
OPERABLE, and the low probability of an event occurring during
this interval. If the train cannot be returned to OPERABLE'

status, the unit must be brought to MODE 3 within the next'

6 hours and H0DE 4 within the following 6 hours. The allowed 1

Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience. |
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions

,

in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
Placing the unit in H00E 4 removes all requirements for
OPERABILITY of the protectica channels and actuation functions.
In this H0DE. the un$t does not have analyzed transients or

|

conditions that require the explicit use of the protection
functions noted above.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows one train
to be bypassed for up to 4 ho.ns for surveillance testing
provided the other train is OPERABLE. This allowance is based on
the reliability analysis (Ref. 6) assunption that 4 hours is the
average time required to perform channel surveillance.

.

| 111 and H.2
l

Condition H applies to the automatic actuation logic and )
actuation relays for the Turbine Trip a x! Feedwater Isolation
Function.

Ob (continued)
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,

| This action addresses the train orientation of the 55"5 erd the
;r.cster er,d slave relaysIa_ctMatioJn ogig for this Function. If'

one train is inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore the train
to OPERABLE status or the unit must be placed in H0DE 3 within
the following 6 hours. The Completion Time for restoring a train
to OPERABLE status is reasonable considering that there is
another train OPERABLE, and the low probability of an event
occurring during this interval. The allowed Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach

( H0DE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly manner and

,

without challenging unit systems. These Functions are no longer
! required in H0DE 3. Placing the unit in H0DE 3 removes all

requirements for OPERABILITY of the protection channels and
actuation functions. In this H0DE, the unit does not have
analyzed transients or conditions that require the explicit use!

| of the protection functions noted above.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows one train
to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing,

provided the other train is OPERABLE. This allowance is based on

iO. the reliability analysis (Ref. 6) assumption that 4 hours is the

|
average time required to perform channel surveillance,

i

I.1 and I.2

Condition I applies to:
!

. SG Water Level-High High (P 14) (two, three, and four loop
units), or,d

.-Urdervoltage " ::tcr Coolant "u;;;p.

If one channel is inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore one
channel to OPERABLE status or to place it in the tripped
condition. If placed in the tripped condition, the Function is
then in a partial trip condition where one out of two or

.

one out of three logic will result in actuation. The 6 hour
Completion Time is justified in Reference 8. Failure to restore
the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status or place it in the
tripped condition within 6 hours requires the unit to be placed
in H0DE 3 within the following 6 hours. The allowed Completion
Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to ,

i |

l'

(continued)
-
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|

reach H0DE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems. In MODE 3. these Functions are ;

- - no longer required OPERABLE.
i

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows the
'

inoperable channelEofingotherZchJnnel to be bypassed for up to
j hours for surveillance testing of other channels. The 6 hours
allowed to place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition,
and the 4jhours allowed for a second channel to be in the ,

bypassed condition for testing, are justified in Reference 8. -

;
'

J.1 and J.2
>

Condition J applies to the AFW pump start or, trip of all MFW
tpumps.

This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS for the |
Iauto start function of the AFW System on loss of all MFW pumps.

The OPERABILITY of the AFW System must be assured by allowing
automatic start of the AFW System pumps. If a channel ism
inoperable, 630grFfteIalloWilJt_oZplac6Iitlinithelttjppedd :

CondittoJr 40 hours arc clicacd to return it to en OPEP4LE
status. If the gttaD!Le1 function cannot be tr.1ppgg. nth @rM
returned to en OPEPXLC status. 6 additional hours are allowed to
place the unit in H00E 3. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours ;

is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach H0DE 3 ,

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without ,

challenging unit systems. In H00E 3. the unit does not have any |

analyzed transients or conditions that require the explicit use
of the protection function noted above. The ;11cw;nce of 40 hours -

to return the trais to en OPEPELE status is justified in |
Reference 5. t

!

K.1. K.2.1 and K.2.2 ;

t

Condition K applies to: |

* RWST Level-Low Low Coincident with Safety Injection.

- "J.'ST Levci Lew Low Coincident with Safety Injection end ,

Coincident with Conteirant Sr Lcycl "i;ih ;v

!
i
V (continued) |

,
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RWST Level-Low Low Coincident With SI and Coincident with
Contai...~.. .,.y . m . ...w. provides semilautomatjclactuation of
switchover to the containment te.circulatjpg sumps. Note that
this Function requires the bistables to energize to perform their
required action. The failure of up to two channels will not
prevent the operation of this Function. This3ctionlStatemenf
lj aitsithe!duratj onithat 'an JWSTileye]Ichangellcou] d ibeitrj ppedJ
duelto;1tsibei ng;1goperabje" orifor2testipgMorderitc;1jmitithe
probabjlj_ty;forzautomatic~swlitnLioyeritolanlemptylcontainmentisomp
Dpog2receiptioff an inadyettentEsafetylinjectionJsignaE(SISU
poincidentMthia31DgleJailufe3flanother;RWSIlleye1 channel] ,

gr;for: premature!sW1tchovettoj the 3umpla ftierialyali d;SISEThi s
sequence"ofieyentOouldistattj theJHRJ pumps 2and;open3he
1:oDtaj_nmeetisump1RHRIsugtjoglyalieis] ||cwcycr, placing a failed
channel in the tripped conditici could result in a prcature
switchcvcr tc the su p. prior to the injectica of the minimum
vek;.c from the Is''ST. Placing the inoperable channci in bypass
results in a two-cut of-three it9fc configuration, which ,

'

set 4tfies the requira x at to allow another failurc without

S disebHas actuatica of the switchover when rcquired. P,cstoring
]the chanaci to OPE"A"LE status or placing the inoperable channci ,

in the bypass condition-wttW-6 hours is sufficient to casure |
that the function rc= ins OPE"A"LE, and minimizes the time that 1

the function may be in a partic".-trip condition (assuming the
inoperable chanac1 has failed hish)- Ihe 6-houe Compl_etioniTimes i

'

Ate 4s justified in Reference 8. If the channel cannot be
returned to OPE"J"LE status or placed in the bypass condition
within 6 hours, the unit must be. brought to MODE 3 within the
following 6 hours and H0DE 5 within the next 30 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating l
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power i

'

conditions in an orderly manner ard without challenging unit
systems. In H0DE 5, the unit does not have any analyzed
transients or conditions that require the explicit use of the |
protection functions noted above. |
The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows placing a j

.

second channel in the bypass condition for up to 4 hours for i

surveillance testing. The total of 12 hours to reach MODE 3 and
4 hours for a second channel to be bypassed is acceptable based
on the results of Reference 8.

(3
(continued)
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[
L.1. L.2.1 and L 2.2. -- j

Condition L applies to the P-11. P 12 and P-14 interlocks. -|
'

'
;

With one DBRggigirJtgEchanne1IE inoperable, the operator . |

must verify that the interlock is in the required state for the |

existing unit condition 3yIchsjtgatiogEghth ig . .
~{

pggggMq@lighgg. This action manually accomplishes the
'

!
.

function of the interlock. Determination must be made within
I hour. . The 1 hour Completion Time is equal to the time allowed -
by LC0 3.0.3 to initiate shutdown actions in the event of a :*

1- ' complete loss of ESFAS function. If the interlock is not in the |
-!required state.(or placed in the required state) for the existing

unit condition, the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within the next
6 hours and MODE 4 within the following 6 hours. The allowed ,

Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, _;

to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions :

in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
-

Placing the unit in MODE 4 removes all requirements for :|
OPERABILITY of these interlocks.

O ,

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for each ESFAS Function are identified by che SRs

REQUIREMENTS column of Table 3.3.21M3fJiRW3M.
F :

'
A Note has been added to the SR Tab'e to clarify that
Table 3.3.21 determines which SRs {L69| |
RC1DratinD] apply to which ESFAS Functions. Mspj||(|RM .

'

IR111CitJJMil1Epd(tenHjQ4!dpG82"G110.]'

r

Note that each channel of process protection supplies both'

trains of the ESFAS. When testing channel I, train A and |;

train B must be examined. Similarly, train A and train B must be' i

examined when testing channel II, channel III, and channel IV Of'

epplicable). The CHANNEL CALIBRATION and COTS are performed in a
P manner that is consistent with the assumptions used in

. analytically calculating the required channel accuracies. !*

:

.avic er's % ;e.
. _

t*-
.

. Certain fre gerais; ere based en eppreved"

tepisel reperts. In ecir fer e lieer.xe te un than ti;;is, the !

i

2 - licenne ;;;u:;t justify tra fregereies 03 regired by the staff
SC" fer tra tepisel repert. ;

;p..-'

,

(continued)-

'

,
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SR 3.3.2.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on
the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same"

parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument channels could ;

be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels or of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will

.

i detect gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between eachi

CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
;

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,'

including indication and reliability. If a channel is outside ;

the criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor or the f

signal processing equipment has drifted outside its limit.g

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates
channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less
formal, but more frequent, checks of channels during normal -

operational use of the displays associated with the LC0 required
channels. *

SR 3.3.2.2

SR 3.3.2.2 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. The ,

SSPS is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS, using the
semiautomatic tester. The train being tested is placed in the
bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertent actuation. Through '

the semiautomatic tester, all possible logic combinations, with
and w!thout applicable permissives, are tested for each
protection function. In addition, the master relay coil is pulse
tested for continuity. This verifies that the logic modules are
OPERABLE and that there is an intact voltage signal path to the
master relay cotis. The Frequency of every 31 days on a ,

STAGGERED TEST BASIS is adequate. It is based on industry i

operating experience, considering instrument reliability and ;

operating history data. *

'

(continued) >

'
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SR 3.3.2.3

M9tNse10

SR 3.3.2.0 is the pcrfcnrcacc cf an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST cs
described in SR 3.3.2.2. cxcept thct the scmi-cutomatic tester-+s
not-ttsed and the continuity check dccs not hav; tc be performed--,
as explained in thc Natc. This SR is applicd -
to the balance cf plant-eettatica logic and reicys that do not
have the SSIS test circuits instalicd to utilice the
semiautomatic tester or perform the continuity check. This
test is cisc performed;cycry 21 dcys on a STACCERED TES' OASIS.
The Ircquency is adequate based on industry operating expericace,
ccasidering instrument-ceMebility cad-operating history dete-

SR 3.3.2.4

73 SR 3.3.2.4 is the performance of a MASTER RELAY TEST. The MASTER

() RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay, verifying
contact operation and a low voltage continuity check of the slave |

relay coil. Upon master relay contact operation, a low voltage .|

1s injected to the slave relay coil. This voltage is
insufficient to pick up the slave relay, but large enough to
demonstrate signal path continuity. This test is performed every
31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The time allowed for the i

testing (4 hours) and the surveillance interval are justified in
Reference 6.

i
i

SR 3.3.2.5

SR 3.3.2.5 is the performance of a COT.

A COT is performed on each required channel to ensure the entire |
channel will perform the intended Function. Setpoints must be.

found within the Allowable Values specified in Table 3.3.1-1.
313 2 1]

The difference between the current "as found" values and the
previous test "as left" values must be consistent with the drift
allowance used in the setpoint calculation. The setpoint shall-s

; )
'~' (continued)

|
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be left set consistent with the assumptions of the current unit
specific setpoint calculation.

The "os found" end "as left" values ;;;ust ;isc be recorded end
revi wed for consistency with the assu;r.ptions of the surveillance
interval extension enelysis (Ref. 5?; han epplic;ble.

The Frequency of 92 days is justiti-d in Reference 6.
..

SR 3.3.2.6 ,

SR 3.3.2.6 is the performance of a SMVE RELAY TEST. The SLAVE
'

RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays. Contact
operation is verified in one of two ways. Actuation equipment
that may be operated in the design mitigation-H00EM is either
allowed to function, or is placed in a condition where the relay
contact operation can be verified without operation of the
equipment. Actuation equipment that may not be operated in the"

design mitigation-H00ELeodq is prevented from operation by the
SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. For this latter case. contact_q

.Q operation is verified by a continuity check of the circuit
containing the slave relay. This test is performed every
Egdays. The Frequency is adequate. based on industry operating
experience, considering instrument reliability and operating !

history data. |
I
.

l

SR 3.3.2.7 j
i

SR 3.3.2.7 is the performance of a TAD 0T every 92 days. This
test is a check of the Loss of Offsite Power Undervoltage RC|',

..m n. ,, . ,.y .m , v. , .......s. .. . som . . . . . m. s -

Functions. Each function is tested up to and including, the
; rester transfer relay coils.

The test also includes trip devices that provide actuation
signals directly to the SSPS. The SR is modified by a Note that
excludes verification of setpoints for relays. Relay setpoints
require elaborate bench calibration and are verified during
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The Frequency is adequate. It is based on !

industry operating experience. considering instrument reliability j

and operating history data, j

!^\
'V (continued)
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SR 3.3.2.8 g

SR 3.3.2.8 is the performance of_ a TADOT. This test is a check |
of the Manual Actuation Functions and AFW pump start on trip of |

4

all MFW pumps. It is performed every 18 months. Each "enuel !

Actuation Furetion is tested up tc, and including. the m ater
relay ceils. In na instences, the test includes actuation of :

The !
..m s .s os..se s..s., ,~.y...... .s .. s.rs.s , ses.,.

Frequency is adequate, based on industry operating experience and
is consistent with the typical refueling cycle. The SR is -
modified by a Note that excludes verification of setpoints during

'

the TAD 0T for manual initiation Functions. The manual initiation
Functions have no associated setpoints.

:
-SR 3.3.2.9
r

SR 3.3.2.9 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
>

,

ACHANNELCALIBRATIONisperformedeveryIQmonths,or
i

p approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a

d complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor. The ,

test verifies that the channel responds to measured parameter
within the necessary range and accuracy. ;

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the unit specific setpoint methodology.-The ,

differerie Mtnen the current "as found" values er.d the previous
test "es left" values =st k consistent with the drift elle.;ence
tised in the setpoint athodology. j

t

The Frequency of 16 months is based on the assumption of an I
'

18 month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint methodology. j

This SR is modified by a Note stating that this test should
include verification that the time constants are adjusted to the
prescribed values where applicable. |.

SR 3.3.2.10
.

- This SR verifies the teqGited] individual channel ESF RESPONSE
TIMES are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in thep

(continued)'

|
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accident analysis. - Response Time verification': required|
t;hangelsanA acceptance criteria are included in the Technical
Requirements Manual (Ref. 7). Individual component response
times are not modeled in the analyses. The analyses model the
overall or total elapsed time, from the point at which the
parameter exceeds the Trip Setpoint value at the sensor, to the
point at which the equipment in both trains reaches the required
functional state (e.g., pumps at rated discharge pressure, valves
in full open or closed position).

For channels that include dynamic transfer functions (e.g., lag,
lead / lag, rate / lag, etc.), the response time verification is~mey
be performed with the transfer functions set to cac with the
restAt4ng acasured response tiac compared to the appropriate
FSA" responsc tinc. Alternately, the responsc tiac test can be
pcrformed with the t4mc constants sct to their nominel valuc
prcvided the required response tiac is analytically calculated
assuming the tiac constants crc set at their nominal values. The
response time may be verified by a series of overlapping tests

a such that the entire response time is meesered Verifled.

V ID3dditio0ZollopationctorMheCeltcuirco_nstit0entTpbIttdM
kritheltotalIremnsgtime;may;be;usedligs_te d;ofitest;
pos suremeg tjCi f3,10sti fied]10~|accotdangDith]IEEEI3381197L1
Section16.332

ESF RESPONSE TIME verification is performed on an 18 month

STAGGERED TEST BASIS. EachJeti.ff catio[shallitncludeZatilea s_t
pneittbjfsuchIthatibothittai nsIate3etj fj edlat3ea stioncelppg
;)6'moDths] Testing of the final actuation devices, which make up
the bulk of the response time. is included in the testtng
ygtifjgatlogofeachchannel. The final actuation device in one
train is tested with each channel. Therefore, staggered testing
results in response time verification of these devices every
,6 months. The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the typical1

refueling cycle and is based on unit operating experience, which
shows that random failures of instrumentation components causing
serious response time degradation, but not channel failure, are
infrequent occurrences.

This SR is modified by a Note that clarifies that the turbine
driven AFW pump is tested within 24 hours after reaching 53?, psig
in the SGs.

i +

'}\

(continued)
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I

SR 3.3.2.11 ;

i

SR 3.3.2.11 is the performance of a TAD 0T as described in |

SR 3.3.2.8. except that it is performed for the P 4 Reactor Trip j

Interlock or.d tra Tr;;aray is er.ca gr "" cycle. This !

Frequency is based on operating experience d..~nstratini; tt.et ;
*

urdetected failure of tFa " 4 ir,terlock s.ati;;;;s occurs wtar, the !
_.._,a :nm, u 2 a_n usu m.

|

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of ;

setpoints during the TAD 0T. The Function tested has no !

f,associated setpoint.
. .

SR'3:3?2f12 :

i
i

SB;313J2112 ;1[the!performanceIofJ a1CHMG4EL:! CALIBRATION 1
i

ECHNSEl;CALIBR&TIONitsytformedievery|;9;monthsIECHANNEL| !
'

GALIBRARON11sIa3cmplete;checifofitheij nsttunent11oopEinciddLng |
Mieltensetsheltesti#riffesIttatithe:channeHresponds2,tg
MsiRedIpatameteCWjfhin'theInecessarflaggeland;accuracyJ

n
>

ptMNELICALIBR6UONSIW,$tibelpetfolmediconsistgnt1Mfhithg |
pssumptionsIgfLtheInitlspK111cisetpgigtimethodology2

Ihe~ft.,quer&Df;9;nogths;1Gased;oCthelessumptioC.qEaD
EmonthIcalibrationlintery.aliin:,theIdetermination;of |
thelmagnitudeloffequjpmentIdttftlig the setpointleethodoldgf.

'

4

!<

,

,

f

(
.I '
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'
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i
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O
: BASES (continued)

,

.
,& 1 [ , [ ,

.

'

- @;ht5tWg74;9EdGM*:EshA4CgMMRM

Function THe?.59tpoint

1 Safetyanjectin

. 4 Manual;Inittauen M

t1 Automatic:ActuationItogt e:and,"Actuatiegge.) an M

q ContajnmentiP_tessuryTfptligh3 P 2 K psig
.

4 Eressor.jzerarmssure r tos R g psig

; e steam;Line2r n sug E t e E695;psfa
3CYJg50econds4 ,

Eid.diseconds ,

a Costajamentspter

R MM41Hettistics M

) b Automatte Actuje igyckagic3and.AG1muguelan M !,

C Containmejit2casar!XMgG 2DEtIM1B

35 ContatenetssettastM ;"

g these,rlsplatM

11)2|anuatiefugl&1stion m !
t
'

GEAutomatic3ActuatigjestORGERNM9EBa18M E
I

[3);safetyInjection Est290e;1on:]

O Phas O 11soletted

GE#anostfogIMitittloo E
g)TAutoma.ticJt?;oatiorctorierannetuettostisyg M i

(3)1cetalpment;PressureEJtigu Ds;g;psig is

4 stpas;Line:Isolatlog.

g ManuallInitiation g

4 AutenaticMustiorgastc3andmaat.1g.stelays M )
C Containment 7tess M d!igh:2- E61psig

dj St.eas1Line Pte$stirAg-,.
i'g
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f
i
's BASES (continued)

t

Function TrigrSetpoint
'

G); tag R6gpsjg
E i # p a conda
GgdEsecojids .

(2);Negatlye~BatelfLHjigh R1MJpsi |
Egigi;50isiconds

5 Iurbineirttpzanditendw!LtetIIslation
'

a automatic:ectuationitogicIandlectuation; Relays M

b SG R terite e l E ]ti g?Jijgh1(Pilli R82;MiNRl(Unit 11] |

k8175ENt(UnitI21 ;
:

e safetyInjection s#1Eunction112 |
:

g auxjjisty:Eteeter i

( Ahtomaticistatin togiend;stuatigjtelie! M :j
(sstsi

pJ.

U NotXsed

g MiliatacH;elel2TJ.wlt;ag $25ENRMUnitll] '|
.

d25I41?EI(lir11t:21 :

)
d satetyIInjectjon see:Func',!onT

.

:

g Lossiofloiac M

i Ig_tIUnd

D LtipatL411 min:EeWaterlump3 M |
h nom 989d2 |

i

Z Mo!!sticIsWitichoyeritpicentalnlutatlsute
1

1 80tomitic:actuatjenItgic3nEmiratio_ nit!Gsg M

M liefuelinGatet stotagena*T(RWE)1LlytEEt;ggi E!Egisplaj*

Lo(coincident;with.lsafetyAnjectlpj

'j) EsFeslIntetlocks

! ReactorltipzPl( M

N- EteB39tizer1P_tt$50tCP31 R1960*p|sig|p-\
i

i

|
'
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.3 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the PAM instrumentation is to display unit
variables that provide information required by the control room
operators during accident situations. This information provides
the necessary support for the operator to take the manual actions
for which no automatic control is provided and that are required
for safety systems to accomplish their safety functions for
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

The OPEP, ABILITY of the accident monitor.'ng instrumentation
ensures that there is sufficient information available on
selected unit parameters to monitor and to assess unit status and
behavior following an accident.

'

The availability of accident monitoring instrumentation is

r~1 important so that responses to corrective actions can be observed

() and the need for, and magnitude of, further actions can be
determined. These essential instruments are identified by unit
specific documents (Ref.1) addressing the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 2) as required by Supplement 1 to
NUREG-0737 (Ref. 3).

The instrument channels required to be OPERABLE by this LC0
include two classes of parameters identified during unit specific
implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as Type A Qt69qrEl
latiablgg and ,seLeg_ted3)oglypeZ6 Category 11 variablesitkat
@ee.t1Critetj oni4Tofi10CfR513jicL(211j i,J .

61] Type ARtegom variables are included in this LC0 because
they provide the primary information required for the control
room operator to take specific manually controlled actions for
which no automatic control is provided, and that are required for
safety systems to accomplish their safety functions for DBAs.
Because the list of Typc A v;riables differs widely betwcca
units. Table 3.3.3 1 in the ecce,panying LCO ccatains ac examples
cf Tpe A variabics, except for thosc that may Cisc be Category I
veriebles.

,
,

! )
' (continued)
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'

BASES

,

klectediNon]IppeI6I5 Category 11 variables are the key variables ;

deemed risk significant because they are needed to: i
:
'

* Determine whether other systems important to safety
are performing their intended functions-

i

. Provide information to the operators that will enable them to
determine the likelihood of a gross breach of the barriers to
radioactivity release: and !

+ Provide information regarding the potential release of \
radioactive materials to allow for early indication of the need
to initiate action necessary to protect the public, and to

* estimate the magnitude of any impending threat.
.

These key variables are identified by the unit specific
!

. Regulatory Guide 1.97 analyses (Ref.1). These analyses identify
the unit specific Type A and noEType3 Category 11 variables

,

'
_

and provide justification for deviating from the NRC proposed
list of Category 11 variables..m

U Rcvi scr's N;te. Table 3.3.3-1 provides a list of variables
typical of these identified by tFa unit spccific Rcgulatory |
Cuide 1.07 analyses. Table 3.3.3-1 f a unit specific Technical
Specificaticas (TS) shall list all Tgc A and Category I
variables identified by the unit specific Regulatory Cuidc 1.07
aralyscs. es :.caded by tFa NRC's Safety Evaluatica Report (SER).

-Thers' elected 3!ogiIfpe Alcategoryll13yatiab]ps~6teLR(aRor;V_essel - i

KaieflMf]EGM&aimenterna3adia_tior2LHighlag61 Hand !
'

ttMtoge!Dionitets ilbespele_ctglveriableslarezconsideted
'

psstattantolthejonetatofXotLISCAP'NoGiT3pe2icategoff.J
Raciab.leszthatzare3ao_tI1geluded3teLNguttgn210GGogtainment
EtelskogImioeltangelrftgasJenitatorlMaterzt.atel3W1deJtangeE i

_andicontaissent3nlationivaltelstatosHAlthoGghltheyIare3ey
BttablesElbey3tEMCessgotiarandalould3)otleducelthe !

k!fectlyenessioGt_hejoperator7respbise3EalosA;1NeutronlElgits -

DRt3issentialIsj geIteset6cc~polant2temperatuterproMde
.

; 84tficientIconfLrmationIofisubctiticalltstontainment2rgsjung
MElsautt;tssentj anst oce:thelcontajamentRressureI1ntermedtatg
rangelexceeds;the; containment desjgrgptessure;andliculd;prolidg,

sutticjectlconf.truation ol?pe@. containment:ptessutg;isteam'

kattat9r1Wateritetel;(WRDKneCesserttj aEsinceithe:Ste'm ja

Rentt419Geatecaeg1rnattograngelmuld;ptgvjde3officient ;

O :

U (continued)
|
1
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d BASES

,

hoDilDistjon3 tile 9)lTjThelW_ideIransiellspe]UCata11able3YIar) ,

RtensMielto3M1HarrteewaterzftwrcetstruentlIERion
yelMIStatusItCnotIW;CRCategoryMari abl.6]f

t

The specific instrument Functions listed in Table 3.3.31 are
discussed in the LC0 LecM@.

.

APPLICABLE The PAM instrumentation ensures the operability of
SAFETY ANALYSES Regulatory Guide 1.97 Type A and ;selectedJnorErypeM Category 11

variables so that the control room operating staff can:

* Perform the diagnosis specified in the emergency operating
procedures (these variables are restricted to preplanned
actior.s for the primary success path of DBAs), e.g., loss of
coolant accident (LOCA):

. Take the specified, pre planned, manually controlled actions,

p for which no automatic control is provided, and that are
,V required for safety systems to accomplish their safety

function: 3

= Determine whether systems important to safety are
performing their intended functions:

. Determine the likelihood of a gross breach of the barriers to
radioactivity release:

* Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred: and

. Initiate action necessary to protect the public and to estimate
,

the magnitude of any impending threat.

PAM instrumentation that meets the definition of Type A in ,

'Regulatory Guide 1.97 satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC "clicy
Statscat100FR50;36ftl(21Qi);. Sele 3ted Category 11.

non Type A, instrumentation must be retained in TS because it is
intended to assist operators in minimizing the consequences of
accidents. Therefore, glected Category I g, non Type A,
variables are important for reducing public risk.

q
-h (continued)

i
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C/ BASES.

LCO The PAM instrumentation LC0 provides OPERABILITY requirements for
Regulatory Guide 1.97 Type A seniter32nstrumentatfM which
provide information required by the control room operators to
perform certain manual actions specified in the unit Emergency
Operating Procedures. These manual actions ensure that a system
can accomplish its safety function, and are credited in the
safety analyses. Additionally. this LCO addressesZselected
Regulatory Guide 1.97 instruments that have been designated
Category 1 1. non Type A. .

The OPERABILITY of the PAM instrumentation ensures there is
sufficient information available on selected unit parameters to
monitor and assess unit status following an accident. This a

capability is consistent with the recommendations of Reference 1.

LC0 3.3.3 requires two OPERABLE channels for most Functions. Two
OPERABLE channels ensure no single failure prevents operators
from getting the information necessary for them to determine the
safety status of the unit, and to bring the unit to and maintain
it in a safe condition following an accident."

/G
Furthermore, OPERABILITY of two channels allows a CHANNEL '

CHECK during the post accident phase to confirm the validity of
displayed information. "cre then two chenrals may be required at'

.

scae units if the unit specific Rcguietory Cuide 1."7 enelyses
("ef.1) deters.irad that failure of cae accident senitoring
chenral results in infor;;;etica ea.biguity (thet-is, the redandent |

dispicys disegree) that could iced operators to defeat or fail to
'

ecc vlish a required safety function. 6ddltjpoga]3tggiglOgg
yatiabl63tEti6tstl11rM411able2tolte:solycinfporgatieMOM1R
.thoQldlid@Ifplugparit?idisplaysidis.agr_ee]'

TPa eneptica to the two chenrel require 4nt is Ocateir. Tant
Isc16tica Velve (CIV) "esition. In this case, the is.pertent
inferration is the status of the conteir. Tant paratretiens. The ,

LCO requires era positica indicator for coch octive CIV. This is
sufficient to redundsatly vcrify the isciatica status of cach

'

isolable peratretion either vie indicated status of tra ective
velve end prior kre ledge of a passive volve, or via syste;;; !

boundery status. If a rerrally active CIV is know to be ciesed <

end dcoctivated, position indication is not racded to detera, ira |
status. Therefore, tFa pos4 tion indicatica for volves in this ]
stete is ret required to bc 0"C"J"LC. ;

.

( (continued)
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BASES j

. i

! r
t

~

Table 3.3.31 provides a list of variables tryical ;f these '

.

identified by the unit specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref.1) ;

analyses. .Tels 3.3.3-1 in unit sp;;ifi; TS sh;uld list all |
,

,... - se.____.. , .... .u,.. , , - -, . s u . . a u . ... - - - - - > .

5Jyb F, UE 5%E bM bEpy J . W WE 3WW5Ed 3 UW5 3 b 5 5 IWM Mg bl 3E MI 5 I b ,dfbb35 3h 7

_ ___,...e,..-L.,. P.Pn. . .

J_; UnP8-g n ___sn,-.1.,___. .e . . , J . .. ,s, . . . . . , . . _ _ _ b. . ,m. .... b.., . m. ..
'

Trye ^ end Category i 1 variables are required to meet Regulatory ,

- Guide 1.97 Category 11 (Ref. 2) design and qualification ;

requirements for seismic and environmental qualification, single
'

'

failure criterion utilization of emergency standby power,5
,

immediately accessible display, continuous readout, and recording !'

L,

of display.
!

Listed below are discussions of the specified instrument ,

Functions listed in Table 3.3.31. The;; discussiens are - t
'

intended as sa.rrics of w'at sheuld h previid for ;;d function
. ~ au. . . > , --.2,. ,s.x a. ------ ,

WWI IWi s bvv5 us i I b dyWb55 5h 5 4&b sy ys W yuu E%s.
!s

j
.I

1. 2. "=:r "s .: ad Scur : "sc. t': ^r m I' = ;

;,

,

| 'r;.;;r "eas; ; .d Source ";ng; |%utrea Tia indicetica is'

previid te verify ree ter shuti .. Th^ tu; renses are i
r,ecessery to ;;;;r the full rea;; ef f1= that ey ;;;ur :

pest e;;ii at.
I

ikutren fin is used for e;;iint diegassis, verH4eetion )
of sukriticality end dieg-esis ;f positiv; r ectivity 1

. . . . . .

... .. b.....

}j[ Refuelinawater!Storace':FankMRWSTFreVel

BEQfpling3 dst.tstbitgtigegelikRgMMKiampeTA;fitsofr3
Ret 14hin2#fRGetninitf0'atchowrzof1Gentaingegispret.g
XCongitujeglEge_tgencyl,%gp"Shiy11 eve 1I1hdicat16nT11t

at9YldedifoC_1hD@eEECt93Dist 10eonttgirION
nner.inopegaKAopp133matgrJyrzsafetyagecting

.

amL3onMinnesT4prJy3
9

g] Stettm11ntrieMitor1
)

EUl@GQ0llD9hfAERHjpe~ffate99tf3RitiabMiged
RES?5GbC0011HO'ISI'2MtE1 Bat 10Etein1118timMIRIBr.Bl

. f.
,

(continued);
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m

, U BxSu

gircMlatjpfanCRCPltrip2KS1Subcooljpg3 pit 6[CateZelsy
DNCD1 gat #90tf315?811ablegforrisonltoting3heyofEcodll!N
statusittee]

r

;

3, 4. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Hot and Cold Leo
Temoeratures%IWi E Rangel

,

BCSLHoltIdhdloldlegiIespetatutelare1 Type 3ZCategory]
EstiablgItdrImaintajp110topetInateataircirculation
c@ditig5I3gditoicoptM11hea.tRemoyal2atiesHRCS Hot and
Cold Leg Temperatures are elsGTyp(j Category 11
variables provided for veHf4eation of core ce;1ing and r

longter;surveillence.sonitor.ing1RCSlintegrityistates |
'

Atee2

RCS hot and cold leg temperatures are used to dcterminc CCS
subceoling ;;rgin ptogi@IigtEthCSub@ollDgIMo_q1tydt. ,

RCS subceeling ;;rgin will ellow termination of safety
injectica (SD, if still in progress, or reinitiatica ef SIs
if it has bcca stepped. RCS subcooling ;;rgin is cisc used
for unit stabilizatica and cocidown control.

In addition. RCS cold leg temperature is used in !

conjunction with RCS hot leg temperature to verify the unit !

conditions necessary to establish natural circulation in |
the RCS. ;

Rcoctor cutlet tee erstur; inputs to the Rcoctor Irctactionv
System erc provided by twc fast response resistence
alc; cats end associated trensmitters in each leep. The
channels provide indication over a range of 32 5_0*F to i

700*F. :
<

!

5. R_ eactor Coolant System Pressure (Wide Ranae)
.

>
. ,

BCS3!1deltangelpt6 iuteI1 E OIypC 61Cate M r E 3e E 9tD blg |
IotXSIsubc@liscsntaminatiorgenjgttiat1@l2_RCP3tip !'

'

ngdfeVentid14 gnosis 7,RCS wide range pressure is Blg a Jypg
Blandiq Category I variable provided for verification of .

'

cere coeling end gonitotjDgIRCS integrity] long tera
surveillence. .

t

V('m
:t '

(continued)
i

!
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|

RCS pressure is used to verify delivery of SI flow to RCS 'f
;J from at least one train when the RCS pressure is below the j

.

i . pump s u oh t ff head. RCS pressure is also used to verify- ;

closure of manually closed spray line valves and ;
;

j pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs).

In addition to these verifications,.RCS pressure is used ,

: -

for determining RCS subcooling margin. RCS subcooling ;
,

4

margin will allow termination of SI, if still in progress, r

or reinitiation of SI if it has been stopped. RCS pressure [i

i can also be used: ;

i !
ito determine whether to terminate actuated SI or to -.

,-

reinitiate stopped SI: .;
i

to determine when to reset SI and ' shut off low head i-

SI: }*

|.,

a t

to manually restart low head SI: ;.

|*

as reactor coolant pump (RCP) trip criteria:'and '

|
.

to make a determination on the nature of the accident f.

in progress and where to go next in the procedure.
i

RCS subcooling margin is also used for unit stabilization .

tand cooldown control,

RCS pressure is also related to three decisions about
depressurization. They are:4 ,

i

to determine whether to proceed with primary system |
' *

depressurization: ;4

i

to verify termination of depressurization; and i
'

-
.

to determine Wther to close accumulator isolation.

|
valves during a controlled cooldown/depressurization.*

i A final use of RCS pressure is to determine whether to |
operate the pressurizer heaters.

:

f(continued)
:
t
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5. Reactor Coolant System Pressure (Wide Ranae) (continued)
,

in si.e ur,its, RCS pressure is a Type A variable because
the operator uses this indication to monitor the cooldown
of the RCS following a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR)
or small break LOCA. Operator actions to maintain a
controlled cooldown, such as adjusting steam generator (SG)
pressure or level, would use this indication. Furthermore.

iRCS pressure is one factor that may be used in decisions to
terminate RCP operation.

6. Reactor Vessel Water Level

ReactotIVesse];WateClete]IisIagype:B;Categoryillvatfable
loo!opito_tingithg3cgspoJinglstatusitr,ee;agd;jgentorf
g,tatus,itteeZ, Reactor Vessel Water Level is provided for
verification and long term surveillance of core cooling.
It is also used for accident diagnosis and to determine

('s reactor coolant inventory adequacy.

V ,

The Reactor Vessel Weter-Level Nr.itorir(Indica.tjpg]
System gyCl});provides a direct measurement of the
collapsed liquid level above the fuel alignment plate. The
collapsed level represents the amount of liquid mass that
is in the reactor vessel above the core. Measurement of
the collapsed water level is selected because it is a
direct indication of the water inventory.

IfiaIptob61be@mes11DoperableittIi s!desirab]e~to~makg
tepairronlymI2 use:rgpaitsratelfeasiblemthoutishottjngt

LkNn31EtheTJt#3gtIgEaltetnate;meangon!onitocingitt
decided"uponiandIth6'channelWes. tor,editol0PERABLE3 stat 0'sIat

Lheldent3chedWie#Itefue11s2

7. Containment Sumo Water Level (Wide Ranae)
.

CetALnmentisump1Wa_tttigie1NWide1 Range)11EaHype3 ,

CategoryImatiable7foceleDtIdiagnosisand:determin109 |
switchovetof3ccEsyction2Lt31sIalsola3ypelB ca_tigfo x2
Latiab]elforTaonitoring30AainmentIst'atusittee]
Containment Sump Water Level is provided for verification :

and long term surveillance of RCS integrity.
o\
:V~ (continued)

-
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Containment Sump Water Level is used to determine: \
~ i

!
containment sump level accident diagnosis:~

*

.

when to begin the recirculation procedure; and ..
r

whether to terminate SI, if still in progress..

8. Containment Pressure (W M e IntermarHate Ranael
f

Mej_nnentiPressur_e;Qntermedi ate 1 Range.)Jgalypel8 '

GagigQtJ3IyMfeblGfoQ1egE,dfHnksiCandideterminW
DdDr.8CdLnt)JLimpj)tlenVirp!1menGWKahBlalegot.iG :

#flablezincepitor109~.contalmentIstawKtree?
| Containment Pressure (Wide Interleediate Range) is provided

for verification of RCS and containment OPERABILITY.
.

e-.2_ - - . . . . _ . 2. . . . . > s. ...2.. . , . . . . - . ., 2_
sJ uJsu hv vbs IsJ b 4 VJun s VI suvu I l skVi s ku s s araba s k fiEJJunE3
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,

b

stetus. If a rer;elly active CI" is known te be ci;scd end
tactiveted, position indication is ret readed te deter;;iire

!
status. Tter;fera, the position indicetion fer selves in
this state is ret required te be 0"C"'"LC. O ta (c) t; tFa

: "equired Chenrels states thet tFa Turetion is ret required |
for isolation velvcs whose essociated p;ratration is -

isolated by et least era cl; sed end i cctivated eut;Tatfe
velve, closed ;;;enuel velve, blind fiens. er ' teek-veM ii

with f1;w threagh the vsive secu.ed. ,

1

Main' Steam LinerPressure:(Steam' Generator 7 Pressure) ;
i
?

Mainisteam;Line: Pressure 1(Steam Generatot2ressure)iis;) |
IypeXCategoryllivarj abl e:forleyentIdtagnosj sZnatural !

.

;

circu] ation 2and ;RCRitrip? criteria ;;!Itli slal sola: Type:B, !
.

categorrl!yarjableIfor:nonjtoting1heatrsinkEstatus' tree;;

it'11slalkeylyatiab]elfoCdeterminipg;1fla2_ secondary ~pjpi ;n
tuptutelhas! occurred; Thjrindicationlis'providedito31d .

thelopetatorlin:the;jdentifjcation ofithe2 faulted: steam !
generatorf;and_to:Jerj.fyi naturalIci rcul ation:

s '

1

10. Containment Area Radiation (Hiah Ranae)

990t41nmentIAcealRadiationlleveK(High; Range')Li slatTypelg
categotEINoriabl e;fot 'conta j nsenticadiatj on~1evel
detetninatjon ofiadverse;contajnsentienvitonment;'

Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for the
potential of significant radiation releases and to provide
release assessment for use by operators in determining the
need to invoke site emergency plans.

Centair.ce ,t radiet4;n icvel is a:;cd to itere.ine if a high
erersy lira break ("CL") has eccurred, end whether the
--L 2- aa,4J- -- -..L 22- ng - - L 2 -- - - L
w wwa sw IJ ssadsvs vs vuba4vs v6 hva i bu u e senw a s b e

11. Hydroaen Monitors
.

Hydtpgen:Monitorszate ;TypeXcategoryIvarj ab]essrpor
hydtogen;tecombinegoperation2IItijs'also alTypeicicategoff
1 yatiableifor; detection:ofipotential' breach ~of;co_ntainment
bopndaryZHydrogen Monitors are provided to detect high |

hydrogen concentration conditions that represent a j

\ (continued)
,

i
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i

I

potential for containment breach from a hydrogen explosion. ,

This variable is also important in verifying the adequacy ;

of mitigating actions. .

,

'

12. Pressurizer' Water Level
r

f.Cessistj zer1 Water,ZLevel ?#3ypelCategoryI13ari abl e: fog ,

Eliten!1pation/relDjtjationZItTJs alsolTypelBICategoryll -

forleonitoCjpg!RC.SiiDventory[statusltreeLPressurizer Level '

is used to determine whether to terminate SI, if still in
progress, or to reinitiate SI if it has been stopped. |

Knowledge of pressurizer water level is also used to verify i
the unit conditions necessary to establish natural l

circulation in the RCS and to verify that the unit is -

maintained in a safe shutdown condition. !
t

13. Steam Generator Water Level (W4de Narrow Ranae) *

$)eagageratocNaterlLevelMNarrgC8angeXds%Me26 |

ratsoormatialeaosmanhastacovent !

d14 sons 1Gmuli3IdminaltonaltMela0TDetECitnes2 ;

12stratasenordetJtataaripandmeritte_anonarmeat sinn
~

-

SC 'eter 'cyc; is provided to ;enitor opcretion of &cey ;

Peet re val vie the 50s. The Catescry I irdicatica of-SG >

icvci is the exteni d startup range icvci instrun atetica. '

TPe extended startup range icvel ccscrs a spen of i
'

2 5 irehes to s 304 inctes ebeve tre icuer tubesteet. The
nesured differcatial pressure is displayed in inctes of
M er et 50*T.

!Taperature ccapcasetion of this indicatica is pcrforaad
renuelly by tre operator. I,cdurdent senitoring cepetility
is previded by two treins of instru;catetion. The
urespenseted icvel signel is input to tra unit ceavster a
centrol ree;;; indiceter, and the CEergency Icedacter Centroi j

Syste;;;. J
|

SG Water Level (Wide Narlgg Range) is used to:

(continued)
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:

identify the faulted SG following a tube rupture: j.

verify that the intact SGs are an adequate heat sink ,e

ffor the reactor
;

determine the nature of the accident in progress
'

e

(e.g., verify an SGTR): and ;

verify unit conditions for termination of SI during*

secondary unit HELBs outside containment. |
4

At m units. cgretor Operatog action is based on the*

control room indication of SG level. The RCS response ;

during a design basis small break LOCA depends on the break .

'

; size. Tor ; certein ren;; of br;;h sicas, the b;iler
cerinser nede of test tren:;fer is necessery t; reev; !

decey te;t. Exteri d stortup range 1;;;l is ; Type A '

veri;ble b;;;us; the operater ;;;ust ;;;;nuelly reise end ,

centrol SC 1;;;l t; est;blish boiler ;;ri nser h: tf- g

Q trensfer. Oper;ter ;;tica is initieted en ; isss of'

sub;eeled ;;;;rgin. Teodweter ' low is increesed until the
indi;eted extered st;rtup reng; level ree;tes the boiler -

ceri n;;r setp; int. r

l
1

14. Condensate Storaae Tank (CST) Level |,

000lhDRI9l%t_.eJr gI$pnkitefelMslaN.9mEAJ&aMgory3'
,

ter19]Et9fAtesingade@atelvateritprIainuierf i

fotMttitImipatictotIsg.t3:hwerwstatMnTservet |
.

gagtECST Level is provided to ensure water supply for
auxiliary feedwater (AFW). The CST provides the ensured
safety grade water supply for the AFW System. TPe CST
censists of two identicel tenks ;earacted by ; ==.- sa
outlet h;; der. Inventory is monitored by ; O irch t; .

l'4 inch redygdant10;tC0_01] level indication for each |.

tank. CST Level is displayed on a control room indicator- ;
strip chert recerder, and unit computer. In addition, a ,

'

control room annunciator alarms on low level.

\

d (continued) j
i

|
i
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,

At s a units. CST Lasci is censidcred ; Type A verieble
beceu;c the centrol reia ;;;eter ;nd ennunciator ;re i

censidered th; pri;;;ry indication uscd by the epcreter.

The DBAs that require AFW are the loss of electric power, ,

steam line break (SLB)Tif_eedli_nEbregiGELB),, and small
'

break LOCA.'

i

The CST is the initial source of water for the AFW System.
However, as the CST is depleted, manual operator action is
necessary to replenish the CST or align suction to the AFW
pumps from '' ' ' ^^" statjonJsetviceEWatet.

15, 16, 17, 18, Core Exit Temoerature

Cc,te;enititempetatutelisla2 ype X Categot? 1 3 tjableifor
DatstA]31tcGl ationESIsteddctjon/ termination /_reinj tiation]
MlWIMEttigq1t31sIalso;a3ype;BICategoryJIyatiab]elot

>

monitoting coreIcoolingsstatusItteeIandlintegritfIstatus,-

( lted$lis%Typelcicategoty31vatiablelforimonitot1DgitM
iMegtialifotifueEcladibrepch;.5 Core Exit Temperature is
provided for verification and long term surveillance of
core cooling.

An evaluation was made of the minimum number of valid core
exit thermocouples (CET) necessary for measuring core
cooling. The evaluation determined the reduced complement
of CETs necessary to detect initial core recovery and trend
the ensuing core heatup. The evaluations account for core

,

nonuniformities, including incore effects of the radial
'

decay power distribution, excore effects of condensate
'

runback in the hot legs, and nonuniform inlet temperatures.
Based on these evaluations, adequate core cooling is
ensured with two valid Core Exit Temperature channels per
quadrant with two CETs per required channel. The CET pair
are oriented radially to permit evaluation of core radial
decay power distribution. Core Exit Temperature is used to

,

,

-determine whether to terminate SI, if still in progress, or ;

to reinitiate SI if it has been stopped. Core Exit >

Temperature is also used for unit stabilization and -

cooldown control.

p
.$'' (continued) i
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Two OPERABLE channels of Core Exit Temperature are required
in each quadrant to provide indication of radial
distribution of the coolant temperature rise across

,

representative regions of the core. Power distribution
s.ymetry was considered in determining the specific number
and locations provided for diagnosis of local core ,

problems. Therefore, two randomly selected thermocouples
are not sufficient to meet the two thermocouples per
channel requirement in any quadrant. The two thermocouples
in each channel must meet the additional requirement that
one is located near the center of the core and the other ,

near the core perimeter, such that the pair of Core Exit
Temperatures indicate the radial temperature gradient
across their core quadrant. Two sets of two thermocouples
ensure a single failure will not disable the ability to
determine the radial temperature gradient. ,

CEI$IaMprotidelinputitolt.heISubcooli ng1 Monitor]

19. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow ;q
V eBD]iarXEeewater;Elgisja3ype:Alcategorx11ytarlabu

-

fdGEteminat19tlDEsterminationrofzagguateZinadeaunte
llHtr81ngil.tgrATsolanypEsitatrgoryI117adableitof
!!onitoringIthelheaDinkIsta.tusltteezSteamiseneratorateA
LefelMWidelRangeE1Ma3ypelBj];atJgocE1IyatiableIfpse

monitotinoltbeltMLattIsinKrstatusateeEI.111Eaho2alkcM
19G@[1118rEftt@311er;f1W|UAFW Flow is provided to
monitor operation of decay heat removal via the Sgs.E1Thil
(G0lte@ltect_hatIpithet;2IrtedundantIchangelsigEASEpe2r Hi
Rp3PERAB(ETArl.thatIoneIchAUDil19fibfWlandIoneltadorid_aj]g
CM0eD!fiSeyster21*Ve]IMdEtagerm6perabm

The AFW Flow to each SG is determined from a differential -

pressure measurement calibrated for a range of 0 gpm to
+200 ESA gpm. Redundant monitoring capability is provided
by two independent trains of flow] instrumentation for each

.

SG. Each differential pressure transmitter provides an
'

input to a control room indicator and the unit computer.
Since the primary indication used by the operator during an
accident is the control room indicator, the PAM
specification deals specifical~ly with this portion of the -

instrument channel.

V (continued)
,
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AN flow is used three ways:

to verify delivery of AFW flow to the SGs;| =

to determine whether to terminate SI if still ine

progress, in conjunction with SG water level (narrow ;

range): and (

to regulate AFW flow so that the SG tubes remain*

covered.

At sex unRs. APJ flow is a Type A variable because
operator action is required to throttic flow duHas an SLB
accider.t to picvcat the A"J paps fra sperating in runaut
conditions. AFW flow is also used by the operator to
verify that the AFW System is delivering the correct flow
to each SG. However, the primary indication used by the
operator to ensure an adequate inventory is SG 1evel.
Il!9ttf9E9Ett4am:gerietator;Waterleit,121Wideltaflgelsmay;be
LL$ed11Citefofithe3f!mCtlalnlofj_AFWifloCfoIIa;glyen
Rem 3erletatormsteaCoenerators11Iaod;31haie:Irain"8

,

Mdegrange:IrverMit1rsteamIgeratatorE2;andinagJtairi
R31delange11tyell

APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LCO is applicable in H00ES 1, 2, and 3.
Tiese variables are related to the diagnosis and pre planned
actiots required to mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are

|
assumed to occur in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3. In H0 DES 4, 5, and 6

unit conditions are such that the likelihood of an event that
would require PAM instrumentation is low; therefore, the PAM
instrumentation is not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS Note 1 has been added in the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE change
.

restriction of LC0 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into the
spi 1 cable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS even though the
ACTIONS may eventually require unit shutdown. This exception is
acceptable due to the passive function of the instruments, the
operator's ability to respond to an accident using alternate

i' (continued)

!
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l

instruments and methods, and the low probability of an event
,

|. requiring these instruments.
t
c

Note 2 has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application
of Completion Time rules. The Conditions 'of this Specification

L may be entered independently for each Function listed on
Table 3.3.31. The Completion Time (s) of the inoperable'

channel (s) of a Function will be tracked separately for each
Function starting from the time the Condition was entered for

|
that Function, RutgitheiltiqQired1Ct!pnnels2%IablGL3[3112)ti'

ppgiftediglIQgGG[opeEcodEq0adgant basisEthe0Ithe
Gmd1119;tia:Op2!mtatedlfeparate]rfpcesctEorepa
lluedta!g M gppfpptJAte]

|

| M

Condition A applies when one or more Functions have one required
channel that is inoperable. Required Action A.1 requires

| restoring the inoperable channel to OPERABLE ststus within

|
30 days. The 30 day Completion Time is based on operating a

'

|' experience and takes into account the remaining OPERABLE channel
! (or in the case of a Function that has only one required
! ' channel, other non Regulatory Guide 1.97 instrument channels to

monitor the Function), the passive nature of the instrument (no .

critical automatic action is assumed to occur from these
instruments), and the low probability of an event requiring PAM
instrumentation during this interval. ImpleantatlerCefithe

;

pBD M 3|EiklR1M!1Difi18290n GIDflR 2d'

getransongst|GaspJetigmagg

IL1

Condition B applies when the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A are not met. This Required
Action specifies initiation of actions in Specification 5.6.8,
which requires a written report to be submitted to the NRC

.

i dietelylinth1hebgEf9])citinrAGdaW. This ieprt diecu m ;
the r;;;1ts ;f tra rest cease a l;; tier, of the ir,eg r;bility
.,~ . ........ y..y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , , , . . . . . , .

e+r@ri;te Dpigmentatjelefdthe!ptgiplEnhedIHtegatEg!!tt!gDil
Ngt|11grJt|QQig|Wjdipjin lieu of a shutdown requirement since.

0,
alternative actions are identified before loss of functional'

(continued)
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i

capability, and given the likelihood of unit conditions that 1

!would require information provided by this instrumentation.
:

!
U |
Condition C applies when one or more Functions have two
inoperable required channels (i.e., two channels inoperable in ;

the same FunctioniToge2entredL!channe1~and]oneltequired |
Core ~ ExitHemperatuteichannellinopetab]eirone'requiredL

'
;chawanandioneltequited:stemnine2ressure:channeMfor thej
a'ssocj atedacoplinopetable!Iogo!Leichannel;11opetable]LflSG
Rat $r3eMEgideItangeEand oneld)8nneEjnopetab]elofMflo@ :

'

tate). Required Action C.1 requires restoring one channel in
the Function (s) to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The !

Completion Time of 7 days is based on the relatively low 'l
probability of an event requiring PAM instrument operation and ,

,

the availability of alternate means to obtain the required
information. Jap 1:ementatieloEthCpf9 planned 31 ternate: method ,

ofiabnitorigg;i slequiredlptiotto3pp.iration;of thelCompj et,1pd |

O 11me3 |
,

Continuous operation with two required channels inoperable in a |
Function is not acceptable because the alternate indications may |
not fully meet all performance qualification requirements !

!applied to the PAM instrumentation. Therefore, requiring
!restoration of one inoperable channel of the Function limits the'

risk that the PAM Function will be in a degraded condition !

should an accident occur. Condition C is modified by a Note ,

,

t' at excludes hydrogen monitor channels.n
,

[L1

rCondition D applies when two hydrogen monitor channels are
inoperable. Required Action D.1 requires restoring one hydrogen
monitor channel to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. The 72 hour
Completion Time is reasonable based on the backup capability of

.

the Post Accident Sampling System to monitor the hydrogen
concentration for evaluation of core damage and to provide
information for operator decisions. Also, it is unlikely that a ;

!LOCA (which would cause core damage) would occur during this
time. j

(continued) j

!
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|

El

Condition E applies when the Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Condition C or D are not met. Required
Action E.1 requires entering the appropriate Condition
referenced in Table 3.3.31 for the chanrel immediately. The
applicable Condition referenced in the Table is Function
dependent. Each time an inoperable chanm1 has not met any
Required Action of Condition C or D and the associated
Completion Time has expired. Condition E is entered for that
channel and provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent
Condition.

F.1 and F.2

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Conditions C or D are not met and Table 3.3.31 directs entry
into Condition F, the unit must be brought to a MODE where the
requirements of this LC0 do not apply. To achieve this status.p) the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and(
MODE 4 within 12 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
unit systems.

Ctl

At-this unit, a 61 ternate means of monitoring Reactor Vessel
Water Level and Cor.tainment Area Radiation have been
developed end isted. These alternate means may be temporarily
insteHed us@if the normal PAM channel cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the allotted time. If these alternate
means are used, the Required Action is not to shut down the unit

.

but rather to follow the directions of Specification 5.6.8 in
the Administrative Controls section of the TS. The report
provided to the NRC should discuss the alternate means used,
describe the degree to which the alternate means are equivalent
to the installed PAN channels, justify the areas in which they

,

( )
# (continued)
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are not equivalent, and provide a schedule for restoring the
normal PAM channels. ,

!

SURVEILLANCE A Note has been added to the SR Table to elarify that
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.3.3.1 and SR 3.3.3.23 apply to each PAM instrumentation

Function in Table 3.3.3-1Lunlessiotherwise notedCSRIR31311
appliesionlyito'thelhydr_ ogen'moni tors CSRl3J3;%Eappliesitolall
btherRM11asLnmentatlog.

SR 3.3.3.1
,

Performance of ti ! CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures that i
a gross instrummtation failure has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicatea on one
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based -

on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same !

parameter should read approximately the same value. Significant
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channelsi
or of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high redictica instru;catatica should
bc ce;;pered to si;;;ilar unit instru ents located throughout the
tmh- .

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties including
isolation, indication, and readability. If a channel is outside
the criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor or the
signal processing equipment has drifted outside its limit. If
the channels are within the criteria, it is an indication that
the channels are OPERABLE.

As specified in the SR. a CHANNEL CHECK is only required for
those channels that are normally energized.,

The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience that
demonstrates that channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channels

i
d (continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

|O
b BASES

r

'

during normal operational use of the displays associated with
the LCO required channels.

-

SRT"3:373I2 ,

ferithelbWt90eE*!RitenGfaLCMNNEtCALIBMTJp0NitsIperinged
Mery292JdaysFi&MNNEQQLIBRATIONitslaIccmplete3hecklbfsthe ;

j nstrumentnoominc#dMthersensorzThe; test 3et1Liesithat
i .the:channeHrespondsItp:measuredipataseteciwithithe necessary

irange 3ndiaccuracymThiESR:1simodified:byIONotelipdicating
.thetithisiSR11s:onifiapplicabJeltolthelhMtogen monitor &S,T.he
frequency 1ts"basedLon'manufactuter s*recommendationsjl

SR 3.3.3.93 ,

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
.

approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
'

;

complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.
The test verifies that the channel responds to measured

O parameter with the necessary range and accuracy. This SR is
modified by a Note that excludes reutren detectors.ithelhydtdgefj
boJ11t.ofsja!bic.h3nnddcapDditDISB13E31332 The ;elibration
r.ethod for rautren detectors is speciTied in the Ses;s of
LC0 3.2.1, "Rc;;ter Trip Syste;;; (RTS) Instru.catetion.** Ihjts1SB ;

.isIalsq)odifjed)ylahe@ndiNotelthatIdised.ssesla014Rgeed
attbedologylforzcalibratingLthelContairmentigadjation3etal
IHigtOtanMEfunct100] The calibration method for neutron
detectors is specified in the Bases of LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor Trip

;

System (RTS) Instrumentation." The Frequency is based on '

operating experience and consistency with the typical industry
refueling cycle.

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit specific de gent (e.g., ISAR, NRC Reguletery
Ouide 1.07 SER letter).] [Sg[Sectjon17]EI |

.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.97, fdete} Revisjon~2EDecember3980.

3. NUREG 0737, Supplement 1 "THI Action Items."

O
.V

'
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Remote Shutdown System '

B 3.3.4

,y |

D B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.4 Remote Shutdown System
i

.

BASES
-

BACKGROUND A safe shutdown condition is defined as H00E 3. With the unit
in H00E 3 the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System and the steam
generator (SG) safety valves or the SG atmospheric dump 31M
valves (ADVst(@VM can be used to remove core decay heat and
meet all safety requirements. The long term supply of water for
the AFW System and the ability to borate the Reacter Coolant
System (RCS) from outside the control room allows extended '
operation in MODE 3.

If the control room becomes inaccessible, the operators can
establish control at the remote shutdown panel, and place and
maintain the unit in H00E 3. Not all controls and necessary
transfer switches are located at the remote shutdown panel.
Some controls and transfer switches will have to be operated
locally at the switchgear, motor control panels, or other localp) stations. The unit automatically reaches H0DE 3 following a( unit shutdown and can be maintained safely in H00E 3 for an
extended period of time.

The OPERABILITY of the Lollgl(ing] remote shutdown control and
instrumentation functions ensures there is sufficient
information available on selected unit parameters to place and
maintain the unit in H00E 3 should the control room become
inaccessible.

NESIEEEMDIE3HIIID0ldlEMONITORING' INSTRUMENTATION
MAREN'*E.!
wng&nMC1

EnIOLAITJ0ji
JMSTRUMENT E0PCHANNELS

.

ElBRGELMQlGtlM110fEG E

R31dfDn9Gesleeps, Etpon

331911Ho0 G GiHesp E . E Aon

h
(continued)
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BASES
.

MIErdis0CigerPrestK( 1

Erfsisurrfzerleyel 2

6!Stdashfator'Prpis0r) 17J

Z1teagiqqqrAgifM3 Gal ESA ,

#1M.11tarffe@atesle 2LSG

E8ateltp3tgalCGenetalgt
,

ECondef1satelS)gtageHag);1LevelTJ

;

I ECharging fjs s o1CyCs 1
'

r Chargirig3Jgj3CP,%eals3d
ETJloEIndlcation'

/ APPLICABLE The Remote Shutdown System is required to provide equipment
SAFETY ANALYSES at appropriate locations outside the control room with a

capability to promptly shut down and maintain the unit in a safe
condition in H0DE 3. .

The criteria governing the design and specific system ;

requirements of the Remote Shutdown System are located in
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19 (Ref. 1).

The Remote Shutdown System is considered en i;pertant centributor
tc the reduction of unit risk to eccidcats and as such it has
bcca retained in the Technical Specifications as indicated in the
NRC |'clicy Statc;. cat. 54tisfiegCttter10tNot
}QCEB50M6(cM2L(fD]

LC0 The Remote Shutdown System LC0 provides the OPERABILITY
requirements of the instrumentation and controls necessary to
place and maintain the unit in MODE 3 from a location other than
the control room. The instrumentation end controls typically
required-ereds] listed in Table 3.3.41 in the accompanying LCO.

O
V (continued)
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Remote Shutdown System |

B 3.3.4 |

A
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_

Ycvicacr's|ktc. for chenrels that fulfill 0001^ requirc. Tents,
the number of 0"E"#LE chenacis required deper,ds upon the unit
licensing b; sis es describcd in the |00 unit spccific Sefety
:valuatica "cpcrt (SE"J. Ocacrelly, two divisicas are required
3PEr# LE. |'cwcycr. caly cre channel per a given function is
required if tre unit has justified such ; dcsign end |00's SC",
acceptedthejustificatica.

'

The controls, instrumentation, and transfer switches are required
for:

Core reactivity control (initial and long term):.
.

RCS pressure control:-

Decay heat removal via the AFW System and the SG safety.

valves or SG ADWpys:3nd

RCS inventory control- vie charging;ficw, end..

Safety suppert systems for the ebev; functicas, includifig
service w;ter, caprent ccoling water, and casite pcW;r,
including the diesel gereretcrs.

A Function of a Remote Shutdown System itGT4b_1_eJ2IfI1 is
OPERABLE if all instrument and centrol channels needed to support ,

the Remote Shutdown System Function are UPERA3LE. In seTe cases.
Tcble 0.3.41 m;y indicate that the required informction or
centrol capability is available-fica scvtral alteraetc sources. |
fft-these-eases, the function is OPErXLE es long as one channel !

cf any of +hc alternate informatica or control sources is !

nnenin g.
.

|w-
,

l
The remote shutdown instrument and control circuits covered by :

I

this LC0 do not need to be energized to be considert.d OPERABLE.
This LCO is intended to ensure the instruments and control
circuits will be OPERABLE if unit conditions require that the
Remote Shutdown System be placed in operation.

fm
b (continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

g

) BASES

APPLICABILITY The Remote Shutdown System LCO is cpp11 cable in H0 DES 1, 2,
and 3. This is required so that the unit can be placed and
maintained in H0DE 3 for an extended period of time from a
location other than the control room.

This LC0 is not applicable in H00E 4, 5, or 6. In these MODES,

the facility is already subcritical and in a condition of reduced
RCS energy. Under these conditions, considerable time is
available to restore necessary instrument control functions if
control room instruments or controls become unavailable.

ACTIONS Note 1 is included which excludes the H00E change restriction of
LC0 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into an applicable MODE
while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may
eventually require a unit shutdown. This exception is acceptable
due to the low probability of an event requiring the Remote
Shutdown System and because the equipment can generally be
repaired during operation without significant risk of spurious(q,

) trip.

Note 2 has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application
of Completion Time rules. Separate Condition entry is allowed
for each Function listed on Table 3.3.411ndifAriealchlte.quled
Lig11shutdoWPa04]lMPEcootfoj. The Completion Time (s) of the
inoperable channel (s)/ train (s) of a Function will be tracked

'

separately for each Function starting from the time the Condition
wasenteredforthatFunction.1W!!en~thQeq01reiChagr)els!jj
IAbleM3EDrie3pecified1(e;g20aXpe@Epptityp711tc]
kasis)2then:the1Condit1pn:may!beIenteredliiepatate,1ylfonIeach?SGJ
IMP 71etczas"appropria.tp?

/L1

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more required
Functions of the Remote Shutdown System are inoperable. This
includes any Function listed in Table 3.3.41Iorlonelorimors
teguired~HSPJcontrols, as well as the control and transfer
switches.

The Required Action is to restore the required Function;QC
M90_1t@21SPlcootto}s, to OPERABLE status within 30 days. Them

)'

(continued)'--'

I
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Completion Time is based on operating experience and the low
probability of an event that would require evacuation of the
control room.

B.1 and B.2

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A is not met, the unit must be brought to a H0DE in
which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be brought to at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4
within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

,O Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures that

V a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on
the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same
parameter should read approximately the same value. Significant
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels
or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including
indication and readability. If the channels are within the
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are OPERABLE. If
a channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication that
the sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted outside
its limit.

As specified in the Surveillance, a CHANNEL CHECK is only
required for those channels which are normally energized.

p). (continued)(
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f%() BASES

The Frequency of 31 days is based upon operating experience which
demonstrates that channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channels
during normal operational use of the displays associated with the
LC0 required channels.

SR 3.3.4.2

SR 3.3.4.2 verifies each required Remote Shutdown System poWet
and control circuit and transfer switch performs the intended
function. This verification is performed from the remote
shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. Operation of the
equipment from the remote shutdown panel is not necessary. The
Surveillance can be satisfied by performance of a continuity
check. This will ensure that if the control room becomes
inaccessible, the unit can be placed and maintained in MODE 3
from the remote shutdown panel and the local control stations.
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant

I,L; outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. (However,

this Surveillance is not required to be performed only during a
unit outage.) Operating experience demonstrates that remote
shutdown control channels usually pass the Surveillance test when
performed at the 18 month Frequency.

SR 3.3dj

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop
and the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to a
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. The
Frequency of 18 months is based upon operating experience and
consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle.

_

SR 3.3.4.4*

SR 3.0.4.4 is the perfora,ance of a TA00T cvsry 10 aanths. Thb
test should verify the OPERA 0!LITY of the reactor trip breckcrs
(RTOs) spen and closed indicatica on the res.ctc shutdown panel,
by actuating-the i'TOs. Thc frequency is based open operating

(3 (continued)~~

V
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)

egrieree erd easister,ey with t'-- typieel irdustry refuelir-
' ;;ter,;.

s '!

.

REFERENCES .1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, GDCD M 19. [
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

!

!-

U B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION i
!
1

B 3.3.5 Loss of Power (LOP) Diesel Generator (DG) Start Instrumentation
.

BASES
|

BACKGROUND The DGs provide a source of emergency power when offsite power is
either unavailable or is insufficiently stable to allow safe unit
operation. Undervoltage protection will generate an LOP start if
a loss of voltage or degraded voltage condition occurs in the
619ky; bus] switchyard. There are twc LO" start signals, are for
each 4.15 k" vital bus. The undervo]tage:ptotectign; isolates the
6;91y; bus 1(tomatheloffsitelsourceldueltoisource'undervoltagey,t
bus! degradation /undetvoltsge ]resul ti ng;1 pIlossio f, bus' vol tag;A
There; ate two channels:per16:;9kv1 bus; pet:offsjtelsourcejof_theu
offsite; source;undervoltagelfunctjoni(preferredlandfaltetnate)]
two', channels; peri 6.;9kV; class:1Eibusiofjthelbuslundervoltage
functionEtwo; channels;per16;9kViclas.s21E;hus~ofitheidegrad.ed
Vol tage:functi on;two;qhannel s; perJ80ivolt2cl a ss JE; busio fithe
degtaded3oltage; function,Tanditwo: channels" pet:,480;yoit plassllii
hys3Lthe3oignidiunderpitageltuncti,on: Tolavoidiunnegessary

pQ
,

PGistattro[o' cuttencelo1 Mss ~ofibus30]tageEthe. start signal |c>

!tolthe;DG511 side]a.yedi.tola110w;the: alternate offsite sourcelto
RDergizelthe'busG

>

Thrcc undervoltasc relays with invcrsc tire characteristics are
provided on cach 41S0 Class 1: instruccat-hus for detecting a
stistained degraded voltage candition er a loss of bus voltage.
The relays are ceriincd in a two out-of-three logic tc gerarate
An-t0" signal if the vol-tage is below 75; fer a short time or
belcw 00% for a long time. The LOP start actuation is described
in FSAR Section 8.3 (Ref. 1).

Trio Setooints and Allowable Values

The Trip Setpoints and; ass.ociateditime;de]aysIused in the relays '

are based on consistentiwithithe analytical limits presented in,

FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2). The selection of these Trip Setpoints
is such that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account.

The actual nominal Trip Setpoint entered into the relays is
normally still more conservative than that required by the

i 1
V (continued)
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Allowable Value. If the measured setpoint does not exceed the
Allowable Value, the relay is considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints adjusted in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure
that the consequences of accidents will be acceptable.
providedhg the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the
onset of the accident and that the equipment functions as
designed.

Allowable Values end/or Trip Sctpoints are specified for each
Function in the-1.f01SW;3;3;51322Jhe; Trip;Setpojnts are 11stedja
Tablel.3;3;511. | binal Trip Sctpoints arc cisa specified in
the unit specif4e-setpoint calculaticas. The nominal setpoints
are selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by the
surveillance procedure does not exceed the Allowable Value if the
relay is performing as required. If the measured setpoint does
not exceed the Allowable Value, the relay is considered OPERABLE.
Operation with a Trip Setpoint less conservative than the nominal
TrQ Setpoint, but within the Allowable Value, is acceptable
provided that operation and testing is consistent with the

(n) assumptions of the unit specific setpoint calculation. Each
Allowable Value and/or Trip Setpoint specified is more
conservative than the analytical limit assumed in the transient
and accident analyses in order to account for instrument
uncertainties appropriate to the trip function. These
uncertainties are defined in the " Unit Specific RTS/ESFAS
Setpekt |icthodology Study" 'Ref. 3). gej;pojpticalculatioDn-

APPLICABLE The LOP DG start instrumentation is required for the
SAFETY ANALYSES Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Systems to function in any

accident with a loss of offsite power 3rJegraded3iojierlsysterd.
Its design basis is that of the ESF Actuation System (ESFAS).

Accident analyses credit the loading of the DG based on the loss
of offsite power during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The j

actual DG start has historically been associated with the ESFAS l

actuation. The DG loading has been included in the delay time
associated with each safety system component requiring DG
supplied power following a loss of offsite power. The analyses
assume a non mechanistic DG loading, which does not explicitly

n

(") (continued) l

,
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LOP.DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5
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BASES :I
.

f

|
account for each individual component of loss of power detection
and subsequent actions.~

The required channels of LOP DG start instrumentation, in
conjunction with the ESF systems powered from the DGs, provide

,

a
,

unit protection in the event of any of the analyzed accidents ;~

'

discussed in Reference 2, in which a loss of offsite power is
-

.

'. assumed. j

3
i .

jThe delay times assumed in the safety analysis for the ESF
:

equipment include the 10 second DG start delay, and the 1
.

appropriate sequencing delay, if applicable. The response times i
4

|for ESFAS actuated equipment in LOO 0.3.2, "Easia;; red S;f;ty
Teeture Actu;tien Sy;te;;; (ESFAS) Instruc~at;tien " include the <

! appropriate DG loading and sequencing delay. The LOP DG start |
instrumentation channels satisfy Criterion 3 of tra =C ";1 icy |'

! St;te;~at.110CfB50136{cM21(11D j
,.

e

',

LC0 The LC0 for LOP DG start instrumentation requires that Ethree
30 channels per bus of both the loss of voltage and degraded'

voltage Functions shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when !

the LOP DG start instrumentation supports safety systems i'

associated with the ESFAS. In MODES 5 and 6, th; [three] |
chearels ;;;u;t be 0"E" OLE c.ca;;;r tra ess;ciet;d 00 is required !
te b; 0^C" OLE t; ea;ure thet tra eate;;;;ti; stort ;f tra "O is |

;;;i1;bi: 2.;n re;ded.3hetg3Mggggigtgg3]pg!g11gbjEggh |

gtgffANB13tgT6pfithglg(DE]M30pIglg] Loss of the LOP DG |
1

Start Instrumentation Function could result in the delay of !

safety systems initiation when required. This could lead to !

unacceptable consequences during accidents. During the loss of |
offsite power the DG powers the motor driven auxiliary feedwater

'

!

pumps. Failure of these pumps to start would leave only one j

turbine driven pump, as well as an increased potential for a loss j

of decay heat removal through the secondary system. j
.

l~

i
!

~ APPLICABILITY The LOP DG Start Instrumentation Functions are required in |
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 because ESF Functions are designed to !

,

provide protection in these H0 DES, Actuation in "00E 5 er 5 is i

~....,,m., :,y...-,~,~,. ,,m . y . .. - - - - , m. _

'O i,

(continued)

>
;
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;

perferr., its fw;ticr. cr. ;r LO" or dcgreded p;.;cr to the vital
bus:

.

ACTIONS In the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is found nonconservative
with respect to the Allowable Value, or the channel is found
inoperable, then the function that channel provides must be
declared inoperable and the LC0 Condition entered for the
particular protection function affected. .

!

Because the required channels are specified on a per bus
basis, the Ccndition may be entered separately for each bus as

,

appropriite.

A Note has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application
of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification
may be entered independently for each Function listed in the LCO.
The Completion Time (s) of the inoperable channel (s) of a Function
will be tracked separately for each Function starting from theg

( time the Condition was entered for that Function.

DXQDdjj!gEhtg3Hfgg3MgdMcG2ntt22W
Norte1116! Ice 2egoirpments3fontMyR94yJfLrpfettpdJffsitj
XoltagelSourcelUnderyoltaggung.tle!O!!ieD3he3ssociatedisoWdli
hteaktriifonenZi2Inithis390ditierEtheIEttferred1Qfls1. nt
X#1tage2ScutceMO)oEb_e10g3sMItQupp]Kpoggr3olthplDDill
tMs119111;not3auselan undervoltage;DGistaitLsignal]]!!ditM
EEffeIEejItojtegpndetVolta~gelturittingOre30t'reqof r_edi@lg
#p'rab1pie

/L1

Condition A applies to the LOP DG start Function with one loss of
voltage aJdlor;90s degraded voltage channel per bus inoperable.

If one channel is inoperable. Required Action A.1 requires that
.

channel to be placed in trip within 6 hours. With a channel in
trip, the LOP DG start instrumentation channels are configured to
provide a one out of three-oDg logic to initiate a trip of the
incoming offsite power.

.m
(continued)
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A Pcte is edded te ellow bpessing en ineparable chenaci for up
to 4 hours for surveillence testing of ;ther chennels. This
elicwence is ;;ede where bypassing the chenici does not cause en
actuatica end where et icest tw; g other chenacis er; in ;

'

;,GT,it;Tir,; th;t p;T;;;ter.

The specified Completion Time end ti;;;c allowed for bypassing cra
channel are;ts reasonable considering the Function remains fully ,

'

OPERABLE on every bus and the low probability of an event
occurring during these intervals.

*

B.1T B:2 1 Fand'Bi2i2

Condition B applies when ;;; ore then one;both loss of voltage-er ,

;;;cre then one degredcd voltege channels on a singic busithe :
ErefRCted;0ffsite:Vpitage:Soutce;are +s inoperable. !

Required Action B.1 requires restoring all but one channel to
OPERABLE status. The 1 hour Completion Time should allow ample
time to repair most failures and takes into accountp the low probability of an event requiring an LOP start occurring(j
during this interval.

611etuatlieJyggejntrocac11ongs12IIIand;sa;22cEb_e2capleteda
Mtign s123ItM01t(E$tteTPrefetteC0ffsjtelV.pltigelSgurj;elts ii
inetliatelguitiectatt4Etnoperable2EactioniBI2;2Ltegoiris2tbat j
thCEtefected10fisitelyolta elsourceIbteakeribelopenedJfith1El lg
igutslutthisIcitcoastanctathe;apprpptiate;condi_ tion 3pecified !

1[Lc03181rg/c1SontceE0petatinggf.shoutd;beZentft!E |

Cv17Cr2 rand'C 2r2

ConditioCCiappliesWh6tEbothTlossloffvoltageIchannel s'onVthe
alternate X fsite loltagelsourceIateltnopet&bi g

i

BequitglActiorc32 equites;te$tott0glonelchannelstoREMBM
sutosntTM111houtLcompletiooxime3houlcallowiample timelto.

repait;moit;fa11pteslamlItakentnto;acciantit_he3ow;ptob~ bjlitya

afzaneYtDt;tequir10gian30Plstattioccurrj ngIducing;thi s
lotenal; !

|
4

|

|
I

C\ ,l
t

(continued)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation !

{B 3.3.5
:

O!

BASES.
,

.

!811.etnatiptly?jlMltidl$ction$1CJ2{1InndlC212fc4CbC@eplet@C
;

action %2:11tesdamitheIalternatelottsitelypitagelsour.ye;An
Junediateltbe:decutoditnopetablenestioCC2212;taquitesattat ,

tht:61tetna_teLOKsamaqttageLsoutselbreaterlheIapenedMthin31
houtsan;thisrei_rcumsten~ cithe appropetate;condttion.:spegitig

,

c t
'

1Gc0Xs;1EaclSource.sf5L0perattag;;ishoulOCentered]

D.T ?and*D!2

cond111op10lapplieOhen;bothJos.s oflyoltage:channelstonitM
6;93y safeguards:busI)te;1nofferable]

g
Requjred[ Action:D;yfe~ uiresIrestorjng!oneEchanne]ito10PERABLEq
statusEThe11 houncompletioETjmelshouldialloEamp]Ctjne39
tepairimost;failureslanditakeCfntoZaccount3he20Cprobabjlity
DEaceyent:teqditigiaELOPistattloccurring[duttngith{s
interval]

!
AlternativejyERequiredIactions 0;2;catbe:completedmectioE0;2
taquites1theIaffects.d;AclemergeDcyibusesito!1mmediatelfM
declateditnaperableIGICthiffcInciauttancerdh*Ippptpptiald
GooditjonispacitiertstrA,.31s;12Agis@csempper_atinG
Inoul O CenA9t g

ET1~ E:21 Mand Tf2!2

Gondit.jon:ElapplieDhenitwolchannelEp~eribusMthloneioEmotg
gegtaded;Voltagelgr21c.Wgridlunderfoltagelfunctions"inopelab].g]

Regoited1ActionJilirequiresitestoring:oneichannenpetibusag
DEERABLEistatus3tithjfone~hout3DGhootIcomp]etioC11mg
should allow: ample 1timCtoltepajtimost.Itatlutes and;takegigts
Accountithellootgbabilitrofian:gyentItequitingIaELOBataIt_

gcutttng ducingithjslinterla]]

alternatlygly;;ggqottgrectiopsIE3illendlEI2ZcaQCcsepleleg
8Ct.100;EI2;MtequitDXhatithe:ottsitCp~owetis'dutcesitoVLichJtM

~

-

NyttenlisDligned;tpe11amediatelyIdeciated;tsopetab]emton
E2;Etequiresithatlthe:offsitCpoWetigoutce:htealsetsitq1tM
Msociated;busesitolbCopeninMthig6:houtsr;;Inithis
.c1tcuss_tancerthe appropttatrconditiocspegified;1gl.c01ren)
IAc;soutees2;0perattiggshou1(bcentstedi

OV (continued)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

^ BASES. ]
|

EL1
-

Condition Cf. applies to each of the LOP DG start Functions when ')
' the Required Action and associated Cogletion Time for |

: Conditior, ^ cr ", )XttyjopgEli are not met. ,

i

In these circumstances the Conditions specified in LCO 3.8.1. "AC
Sources -Operat1ng.. __

,,o
. .o ,L.-..2_.._ for, , , ,_.._-__ , .

m bov . ... no .. d - . . , ,

the DG made inoperable by failure of the LOP DG start !

instrumentation are required to be entered immediately. The !
actions of those LCOs provide for adequate compensatory actions j

to assure unit safety. |
|
r
i
I
>

a -

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1 tiot3 sed] ;
. i
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation |
B 3.3.5

.

- (M
g.

J- BASES
--

SR 3.3.5.2 !

SR 3.3.5.2 is the performance of a TAD 0T. This test is performed |
cvcry 31 days Wbtgem the7pinntEinTJNT.forW"J2WNid '

IQpORfdreed1102tgvlp0Cigidgs. The test checks trip
devices that provide actuation signals directly, bypassing the
analog process control equipment. Ier thcsc tests, th; rclay
Trip Satpcints are verified end adjusted es necessary. The
Frequency is based on the known reliability of the relays and
controls and the multichannel redundancy available, and has been
shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

SR 3.3.5.3

SR 3.3.5.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

The scipcitttt-es well as the respcasc to e isss of voltage end a
degreded voltes; test. shall include e single point verification

'

thet the trip eccurs within the requircd ti;;c delay. as shown ing *

Reference 1.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor. The
test verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter ,

within the necessary range and accuracy. |

The Frequency of 18 months is based on operating experience and
consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle and is
justified by the assumption of an E183 month calibration interval
in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the

isetpoint analysis,

SR"3?3:5r4
I

K3.315MsitKp_erfollgagQfithe2fsult4W,respo])Kting
. ktt111catfoD!lste3tif&9GD2;10ntyerX10!onthsTonIn

EIAGGEBED11ESIJBSISIq61tM$eJfq@jt 9nQ1tf31eg21plitQroR1M |

iuIthellechnfga13tquitmentfilamalI:Magitretificat10Gba]] '

1@]udelatlljastloju!Ett4KsushithatJoth;trainQt!Cyerifjddlat
Ins.tMep!Mr1361m9athC

'

A
U I

;
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5-

4

.

; Y
J. BASES :.

:.

|<

!

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 8.3. 4

2 i
i

*

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.
4
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.

,

:
S.) ' BASES ,

9

' DW&ERiB6 Pith!Nxnvm6Tdi ,

. v. :; .19 9. ,; y . > , . . .;.- .. , , c. m , ,1 i .c :'

. . . _

FLM1eri Tety%Riint

Qifslt&SoesFUndEllPltJl98
|

.

Bift1!P1MN 35A09330118 ' .

EFiSMIAltermM iM9M3oltl !

6p m 2 class; g:se Ginde2Rittet ISLBZd91tg |

61931ClasGEpeitte!@Xoltage i@l54.IX911g
,

SMEGEnf$310SENEBlic1Handamdian IEMM91M |,

SIElaneetmonsitme Eala92 nits

O
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,
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Containment Purge end Exhsst legtyy1M Isolation Instrumentation !

B 3.3.6 -|
\ ~

, .,
.

'

i

i
i

~B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION ;
;

8 3.3.6 Containment Purg end [2eust YeMilatigIsolation Instrumentation |
~

'i
BASES :

'

i BACKGROUND Containment prge end edeust yentilatig isolation !

' - instrumentation closes the containment isolation valves in the j
Mint GoMahment Purge 7Lahgitogen'2prge3nd1Cetainment1Pptqutt j
gelj_ef Systemi end the Shutde . Pur,; Syste;;;. This action j

isolates the containment itmosphere from the environment to
minimize releases of radioactivity in the event of an accident, ,

The H+nHurse patojmentIEttsstelgeliet System may be in use ;

during reteter opera"an and the Shutdown ContMDeent Purge |
System will be in use with the reactor shutdown.LThe]iWtggs !'

!tutge;Systan3EsupplementaryJAystealtoriths.Iglecttic1Nmitogen
tecombinersIandropetated fotydtogeCdtlut1EtnitheIceta19eent |

211MacIEtocM Eot'MohslEthrounE4DllIoDhesp2MytQtt :

McKedIclosediwitEthtescepttpC9fitheJ;onta.1rment:.Ecessuren

at11enalyes] ,

L,

- Containment pi,; end edeust Re@.tlAtion isolation initiates on :
ag automatic prlggnual safety injection (SI) signal through the j

Containment Isolation-Phase A Function, or by manual actuation i
,

of Phase A IsolationDritiy~mqndaEactuati@Io[1 Containment !o
Stay. The Bases for LC0 3.3.2 " Engineered Safety Feature 1

Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation." discuss these modes of |
;

ri initiation. 1
!

FouP9Dd ContAlggegt3 radiation monitoring deareis are js also i
'

provided as input to the containment Fige .r.d edeust
3detilg1L1M isolation. The f;;r deareis aggitogr measure!

+

containment radiation at two gng locations. MoonitgC$aspJg .

tht!containmentfeteoJphgts2400p%GWhast19K9fibighstadia.tfQg |
IlRWBEinitiatementaimseptME11819GM11119nichere10 e -

danaci is e centeira at eree 7 eniter, end the etter three j

messure rediatica in e 3_..,,1e ;f the centeiraat pige edeust. j

The three pr ,e e deust rediatica detecters er; cf three j

different typs. p sacus, p rti siete, and iedire w aiters. All j
.

f;ur detecters will re; pad to =st seats thet raisese rediatica i

te sateira at. ::; scr. enelys s hac ret L;s saducted to i

d;sastrate that all credible neats will b; d;tected by ;r;re j

trea era m atter. Trerefere, fer the prp ses of this LC0 the !
_ m __,_ ___ ____,m> _m_ ,__m__2 m_.. ___ )

m. ._ ...m. , m 2 .__..., m ,. m . ~ w. . . . . m .. . . . u-o . u m.7 ..

n-f

. continued) fM (
'i
|
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Containment Pursc and Exhaust yeDtilatioj Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6 ,

,

/~'N
BASES

,

treeted es four era cut-ci era functions. Since the tadiatiog
purg exheast monitors constituted a sampling system, various ,

components such as sample line valves, sec..ple lira heetcrs, pgd !

sample pumps, end filter T.eters are required to support nonitor
OPERABILITY.

'

Eech of tra purge IheIContajtu!entlPy gee M tpgeg l urge?A d
GoDtajpme!Ltlfrpssm;8eJiegsystems -hes gaKhayg inner and
outer containment isolation valves +n-fts onitheir .~ry.., ....

exhsu3t ducts #90tajpment!pege_ttatiogflorpaths. A high i

radiation signal fra eny ere of tra four senacis initiates
containment ptrge yentilatfoD isolation, which closes both inner
and outer containment isolation valves in the Mini Purgc System-

end the Shutdown Containment PurgeZyydrogeg lurge rand
'

C@talnment2tessure3elief System!. These systems are described
'in the Bases for LCO 3.6.3, " Containment Isolation Valves."
;

'

APPLICABLE The safety analyses for LOCA assume that the containment
SAFETY ANALYSES remains intact with penetrations unnecessary for core cooling

isolated early in the event, within epprexi=tely 50 seconds. .

'

The isoletica of the purg; velvcs has net kca enelyced
achenistically in the dose calculations, eithough its rapid
isoletion is assun d. The centeir.. cat purge end exhaust
iscletion redietica aeniters ect es k dup to the SI signel to
ensure cissing of tra purg; and exhaust velves. Tray arc el ,o
tra primry mens for eutcatically isolating centeir. vent in tra
escat cf a fuel handling escident during shutdc.ine f,qntalmg3
RI3!SWC#10811Aflis1Msupedit92MEtsola.teOlih1D1515ecqtN@f

'

ECR$WC1X*IlffissurplLgifotA0QEContainment isolation in turn
ensures meeting the containment leakage rate assumptions of the
safety analyses, and ensures that the calculated accidental
offsite radiological doses are below 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1) limits.

IMteli EnCeredLtitahenIfotEc6ntai nmenti3914tipgIbyltM
.

rM14tfqEmoDitor21nithCapcjgDtI4Daly.sesMbete"4sTnCcClN1%J ,

f$41eGgic90t110meAtitsolatignIforIa!fueJ3andli6LdentTE

The containment purgc end exheast gentjlet_toD isolation
instrumentation satisfies Criterion (3 of tra 20 Policy
Stet sant.3 E EB50 M c).g)1tjMp

\s (continued) ;

.,
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Containment Pur g end Rheast y.eUtjlatlog Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

.\~

BASES
,

J

LCO The LCO requirements ensure-that the instrumentation necessary to !

initiate Containment Purge end C24ast VentillLtion Isolation, !

listed in Table 3.3.61. is OPERABLE. !.

i

1. Manual Initiation
i

GODtL1RMLKJerit11stio; lIgla_tionits3|lanuel]y11gitiat_eq !j

lipen2th0PAlseIEisolationifnt]htKcontainment
'

patayitstipcKeanuallEjjiitiatedEReferitoltheJM
torllAsant.ESMS11nstrjeentatioEfdEunctiolnaI13nd :

EIaT.R$pectite]yJIfpfapp11CabilityZtequired"chnnneTc?and
nutieillargeJLeqGirements]

The LC0 requires two crannels 0 cr= Lt. The operetor can ,

initiate Centein ant Purge Iscletica et eny ti x by using
citter of t u switctas in tra eentrol rees, as describe.
Cittar switch utuotes both treins. This u tion will cause -

ectuatien af eli a.verants in the n.x m arar es eny of
tre euten tic ectuation signals.

\ Tra LOO for "anuel Initietion ensures the proper ;;.eunt of'

redundency is n inteired in the a nuel actuation circuitry
to ensure the opcreter hes mauel initiation capability- ,

Cech chenrel censists of enc push button end the
intercenracting wiring to the ectuation logic cobirat.

1

2. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays
|

The LCO requires two trains of Automatic Actuation Logic
and Actuation Relays OPERABLE to ensure that no single
random failure can prevent automatic actuation.

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays consist of
the same features and operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS Function 1.b, SI, and ESFAS

.

Function 3.a. Containment Phase A Isolation. The
applicable MODES and specified conditions for the
containment ptege Vent 1 Tat,Jorj isolation portion of these
Functions are different and less restrictive than those for i

their Phase A isolation and SI roles. If one or more of
the SI or Phase A isolation Functions becomes inoperable in

-

(
s

(continued)
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Containment Purg; er.d Sheest yeD111Rtiog Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

!

/N l

, () BASES

such a manner that only the Containment Ptege Y ntilitjed ;a
Isolation Function is affected, the Conditions applict, % |
to their SI and Phase A isolation Functions need not be !

entered. The less restrictive Actions specified for |

inoperability of the Containment Purge ydijtilatibb |
Isolation Functions specify sufficient compensatory |
measures for this case.

.

3. Containoent Radiation
i
i

The LCO specifies fotr gne; required radjattorfmonitoring
channels of rediaticr. a.or,itors to ensure that the radiation
monitoring instrumentation necessary to initiate !

Containment Ptege yentilation Isolation remains OPERABLE.
.

For sampling systems, channel OPERABILITY involves more
than OPERABILITY of the channel electronics. OPERABILITY
may also require correct valve lineups, a d sample pumpJ
operation, end-fi+ter sstor eperatier. as well as detector ,

( OPERABILITY, if these supporting features are necessary for ;

trip to occur under the conditions assumed by the safety
analyses. {

;

4. Contairment Isolation:: Phase A ,

Refer to LCO 3.3.2, Function 3.a., for all initiating .

Functions and requirements.EThe3petatorgapiijlitiats
'

G90tliamecGentilitien3folat19QtI4bB.is3HLing
PittieSM2tWolcontAinmeantsolgiooitheseIguanualIsgtt.cj!et
initjteIs90tD1299mm01_herMicO?tua_tglbothitralnG
IhispictibnatingauseTactiatidrcofJa11issapcRats31oltbe

iymnGn8DDeIA83DEoftheTaVtemet[CactuatioJEsignals;

'

DitGastioEs299uiteentszensompiasntfielequirement;,t_d
testithennuallnitiation3hicfan_soteEthe3toperlamount ,

.

DC.redunggeris mintAIneCiolthEMDHlDstD1190
;

LitG9jirEtDDRCth_eIopftator;h4Emagpr[Ditjailen
gebjligt1

,

|

p
V

(continued)
,

'
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Containment Nise ad Cxhsst yegtilg31pg Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6 1;

.

i
I<

BASES '(continued)
,

.

'
.

a
? . .

..-The Manual Initiation. Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation' |APPLICABILITYo
.' Relays, Containment Isolation-Phase A, and Containment Radiation .j

Functions are required OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, andMOB '

!@ltaill1E1|cRMMCtj@] during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of.
1rradiated fuel assemblies within containment. Under these !

conditions, the potential exists for an accident that could j

release fission product radioactivity into containment. |
. 'Therefore, the containment purse sad shast ygg1181grj
. .1 solation instrumentation must be OPERABLE in these MODES. ;

. .
|>

While in MODES 5 and 6 without fuel' handling in progress, the !

containment purg; and sha:;t ke,tLtf3Atie isolation .

;
' instrumentation need not be OPERABLE since the potential for j,

radioactive releases is minimized and operator action is ,

sufficient to ensure post accident offsite doses are maintained (
: within the limits of Reference 1. .;

:

BGPP11.catt111tyiferithe2ontattgegg3fgel114tictCta014ticM1 i
! thCESS.390$$1tgent2Bq1stionFEtIngf0EeggigB3BMWGM ;

O ==a ====saa!=tataa or r2ac======ei=1==' '-
'

DBht39t&R11988GJLolaticrf"DPhati64ERfCt10fAppliCRb111tB .

I
.

!
, ,

ACTIONS The most comon cause of channel inoperability is outright
F failure or ' drift of the bistable or process module sufficient to j

exceed the tolerance allowed by unit specific calibration |
i procedures. Typically, the drift is found to be small and i

results in a delay of actuation rather than a total loss of i

function. This determination is generally made during the ;
performance of a COT when the process instrumentation is set up !

j for adjustment to bring it within specification. If th; Trip :
Rtpoint i; I;;; GT;;intin tMr. tk t; lei;E; ;g;.ifi;d by tM ;

,

;;libi;ti; pix;dur;. tM ;Mr.r.;l ;;t M dal; red in;p; Mil; i

i ,d stely and the apprepriate Ceaditica aatered. .

V !,

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the i

j' application of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this !
Specification may be entered independently for each Function j

:listed in Table 3.3.61. The Completion Time (s) of the
inoperable channel (s)/ train (s) of a function will be tracked ;

,

!

V(% (continued)

i
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Containment Purg end Exh;ust ygnt11ation Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

ID
IV BASES (continued)

,

separately for each Function starting from the time the Condition
was entered for that Function.

Condition A applies to the failure of era centeiant purse
isolation radiation monitor channel trjpIBgtppjntlexceedjagat_s
specifjtedJj(4haj. Since the four containment radiation monitors
measurel the!tglgtninment3tmosphereza@Jp@9jde'slanI640a}10!j
signal different per;;cters. failure of a single chennel tJ)e
egetsiteltr_1p; setting may result in icas of degrade;the
radiation monitoring Function for certain cvcats. Consequently,
the feHed channel must be restored to OPERABLE status. The
4 hours allowed to restore the affected channel is justified by
the low likelihood of events occurring during this interval-end
recognition that en; er ;. ore of the ic=ining chonncis 'ill
respind tc r.ast events.

:

O|t IL1
|

|
Condition B applies to all Containment Purge end Exh;ust
y_enJt8t16ri Isolation Functions!and addresses the train'

orientation of the Solid State Protection System (SSPS) and the
master and slave relays for these Functions. It also addresses
the failure of multiple radiation monitoring channels, or the

I inability to restore a single failed channel to OPERABLE status
in the time allowed for Required Action A.1.

If a train is inoperable, multiple channels are inoperable, or
the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A

[ are not met, operation may continue as long as the Required
Action for the applicable Conditions of LC0 3.6.3 is met for each'

valve made inoperable by failure of isolation instrumentation. I
!

A Note is added stating that Condition B is only applicable in !
.

N00E 1, 2, 3, or 4.

p)i
(continued)

Cl*SESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.3 B 3.3168 $!]$/97
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Containment Purg end Edeu:;t Yegildigg Isolation Instrumentation
L B 3.3.6
|

'

q
BASES (continued)|

i

C.1 and C.2

Condition C applies to all ContainmentiVgntRation Purs; and
Behetset Isolation Functions and addresses the train orientation
of the SSPS and the master and slave relays for these Functions.

~ It also addresses the failure of multiple radiation monitoring
channels, or the inability to restore e sin;1 feiled tLu!
gg|1gjgggggnitptisjgIchannel to OPERABLE status in the time
allowed for Required Action A.1. If a trein is ireperobic.
;;;ultipi; deareis ere inepreble, or the Required Action and
associated Completion Time of Condition A are not met, operation
may continue as long as the Required Action to place and maintain
containment pur,; end exheast fMD1UR$10f] isolation valves in
their closed position is met or the applicable Conditions of
LCO 3.9.4, " Containment Penetrations." are met for each valve-

;

made inoperable by failure of isolation instrumentation. Itnotd'

BUpwGthe3cor$41nsent"pressurDel16f3aMs'towippeckL%y
Nig;1titMjgtGBDE3M121tJgg3 The Completion Time for these
Required Actions is Immediately.

A Note states that Condition C s applicable during CORE
ALTERATIONS and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies

|

within containment.

SURVEILLANCE A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify that

| REQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.61 determines which SRs 6
p$1refugapply to which Containment Purs; end Edcast!

tantiinfatt Isolation Functions. LtespMEttseiverifidRimH8
ERintalt!DRIltG5|E3IEEl

SR 3.3.6.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A-GMNNE4:
GHECX is rerr 11y e ce,;perisen of tra prater irdiceted on era
denral to e si;;;iler pr;. ater en ettar dearels. It is based en,

t|e essw.vtica ttat instrwent de.rels i.enitoring tra ;;.;;c

|- pr cater feald rud epprexi;;;tely tra n c velu;. Significent
devietiens bet ;;n tha tw instrwa..; denrels could be en'

indi;eti;n ;f cacessive instrurent drift in ere of the chenrelse

or of ;wathing even ;;ere scricus. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect

- (continued)
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Containment |'urse erd Sh;ust Ventilatioid Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6 p

OV BASES (continued)
r

>

gross channel failure: thus. it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

' Agrs a nt criteria ere i teraired by the unit staff, based en ;

;4irati;n ;f tre chennel f ratruant urcertaintics, including |
indic; tion end reei bility. If a ch;nnel is outsii the t

criterie, it T,ey be er,ir.dicetion th;t the son;;r er the sig et
~

precessing equigent hos drifted cutsii its limit. ,

'

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates
'

ichannel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less
formal, but more frequent, checks of channels durir.g normal,

operational use of the displays associated with the LCO required
channels.

.

SR 3.3.6.2;

SR 3.3.6.2 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. The

)O train being tested is placed in the bypass condition, thus
preventing inadvertent actuation. Through the semiautomatic
tester, all possible logic combinations, with and without,

applicable permissives, are tested for each protection function.
In addition, the master relay coil is pulse tested for
continuity. This verifies that the logic modules are OPERABLE ,

and there is an intact voltage signal path to the master relay
coils. This test is performed every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST

tBASIS. The Surveillance interval is acceptable based on
instrument reliability and industry operating experience.

SR 3.3.6.3

SR 3.3.6.3 is the performance of a MASTER RELAY TEST. The HASTER ,

RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay, verifying
'

contact operation and a low voltage continuity check of the slave ;

relay coil. Upon master relay contact operation, a low voltage.

is injected to the slave relay coil. This voltage is
insufficient to pick up the slave relay, but large enough to
demonstrate signal path continuity. -This. test is performed every
31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The Surveillance interval is
acceptable based on instrument reliability and industry operating i
experience. '

(continued)

;
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Containment Nege erd Exheast y_e311131 lod Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6 ;

,

l'

\ BASES (continued)

,

SR 3.3.6.4

A COT is performed every 92 days on each required channel to
ensure the entire channel will perform the intended Function. ,

The Frequency is based on the staff recommendation for increasing
the availability of radiation monitors according to NUREG 1366
(Ref 2). This test . verifies the capability of the
instrumentation to provide the containment purge and exhaust
system isolation. The setpoint shall be left consistent with the .

'

. current unit specific calibration procedure tolerance.

SR 3.3.6.5

SR 3.3.6.5 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. The SLAVE-
RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays. Contact ,

*

operation is verified in one of two ways. Actuation equipment
,

that may be operated in the design mitigation mode is either
allowed to function or is placed in a condition where the relay
contact operation can be verified without operation of the
equipment. Actuation equipment that may not be operated in the'

design mitigation mode is prevented from operation by the SLAVE'

RELAY TEST circuit. For this latter case, contact operation is
verified by a continuity check of the circuit containing the'

slave relay. This test is performed every [92] days. The ,

Frequency is acceptable based on instrument reliability and !

industry operating experience.

' SR 3.3.6.6 ggGJsgQ
:

0" 3.3.5.5 is the pericef a T/KT. This test is a sa d
cf tPa tianuel Actuation furetions end is perferred every

I10 s.enths. Ces itenuel Actuation function is tested up to, and
including, the rester relay coils. In sc e instances, the test
includes actuation of tPa cad device (i.e..' pump starts, valve
cycles,etc.).

,

Tra test else includes trip devices that provide actuation
signels directly t; tPa SSPS, bgessing tra enels; process
centrol equip ant. Tra S" is m. edified by a !:ste that excludes :

verificatica of setpoints during the TA00T. Tre functions tested
have as setpoints es:--ieted with th;;. :

t
L (continued)
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Containment Purge end R heu:t Yentjlatiofj Isolation Instrumentation )
B 3.3.6

-

'N
BASES (continued)

i

i

The frequeney is be;ed en the knei.in reliebility of the Turetion 1

end the redund; rey eveilable. er,d he be;n eter. t; be seeeptable
through epareting e;geriarce.

SR 3.3.6.7

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor. The
test verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter
within the necessary range and accuracy.

The Frequency is based on operating experience and is consistent
with the typical industry refueling cycle.

SR'3?3:6:8 ;

i gi3JX#;821slt. MIperformancje off theRequiteditesponseTting
Ncifisatierrmerfi1EnonthslogicsTAsiljagplgEgesisaisittag'

)
120t41tsmitalet1RtDC18914tjonXonstisyrittClie31 pits ,

PtnRADA3tR3ttGlinistE8eW1alentellangsEEEnciascl11s4112
B111 1881REmeet3meXttiraillemtMBBff!!tmuran :

Nt'ifigatzlaattIongperigotorithsr# Tite 2RahD80$18Els1M
Pt!Lstotizetipsssure3cKsignalithtodetsJpgE9EtM
laDRimeerpMssus;telifi1stlationm1veK2-

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11.'

2. NUREG 1366, July 22.1993. ,

>
,

'
,

'7
,

:

D
b (continued)
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

g
( ) B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.7 Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREFS) Actuation Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The CREFS provides an enclosed control room environment from
which the unit can be operated following an uncontrolled release
of radioactivity. During normal operation, the 'controlZr,oom* Jig
pr_estutjze4;byI1EContro]3oom2[CJysteni'Auxilicry Suilding
vent:1ctica system provides contrel room vcatilation. Upon
receipt of an actuation signal, the CREFS initiates filtered
ventilation and gonti_nues" pressurization of the control room.
This system is described in the Bases for LCO 3.7.10. " Control
Room Emergency Filtration System."

The actuation instrumentation consists of redundant radiation
monitors in eac[pf the twq air intakes Io~neJoceAchltraf_n".jI)
nach.Iirtake);end ccatrol roca crec. A high radiation signal fromn
any of these detectors will initiate both trains of the CREFS.
The control room operator can also initiate CREFS trains by a'tWd
1,rfjn~commoJi manual switches in the control room. The CREFS isn

(n) also actuated by a safety injection (SI) signal. The SI Function
is discussed in LC0 3.3.2, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation''

System (ESFAS) Instrumentation."

APPLICABLE The control room must be kept habitable for the operators
SAFETY ANALYSES stationed there during accident recovery and post accident

operations.

The CREFS acts to terminate the supply of unfiltered outside air
to the control room, initiate filtration, and inaintli_rj pressurize
the control room pres $tgjzatioD. These actions are necessary to
ensure the control room is kept habitable for the operators
stationed there during accident recovery and post accident
operations by minimizing the radiation exposure of control room
personnel. [Re E 1]

,

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the radiation monitor actuation of the
CREFS is a backup for the SI signal actuation. This ensures
initiation of the CREFS during a loss of coolant accident
1Dclydtng;tod; ejection 3?c.idetttsZorsteamgeneratortuberupture
k%CHektg.

,,

/ \
L.)
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!

CREFS Actuation Instrumentation |

B 3.3.7 |
|

BASES |

|
4

The radiation monitor actuation of the CREFS in MODES 5 and 6,;
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies E-end

APPLICABLE CORC ALTCPJ,TIONS], is the primary means to ensure control

' SAFETY ANALYSES room habitability in the event of a fuel handling or waste -

(continued) gas decay tank rupture accident. EdsggRigfdg$Ig]2DgGig ,

M.dM$h3l!!]iR[andillgif13Lf!GBEf)~8g308lt dG ,

ImalaisentationtiIrego.1rslTJE3ht]Londitjes and3podes~ofibothl
Ellt#3 ,

The CREFS actuation instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of-the !
NRC Policy Stat;.cr.t.110CFR50;36(c)J21(11)2 ;

,
1

LCO The LC0 requirements ensure that instrumentation necessary to
initiate the CREFS is OPERABLE.

,

i

,

1. Manual Initiation |

~
- The LCO requires two channels OPERABLE. The operator can

(' initiate the CREFS at any time by using sitter of two#

i switctas (3hqgKit2E*M1H|Bliid:lOgj]g in the control
room. This action will cause actuation of all components'

'

in the same manner as any of the automatic actuation
signals. SepatatgesattIs! Bah 1FMs91kiddifMrMIE8 :

'
R$JIpfHrith31CSEF12

The LC0 for Manual Initiation ensures the proper amount of
redundancy is maintained in the manual actuation circuitry
to ensure the operator has manual initiation capability.

Each channel consists of one P+=**+ Tin 4he30gndn3 sit ~ch ;

push button and the interconnecting wiring to th' actuation ;

logic cabinet. !

i

lh$ltWRtilance36 sting 3hy.;g(WaUinitiatid!E[ugtLog }

RIE*AstEtheICINRttra!Njn1ppithhtiaffgsgattigt !
.

ttip3EsingIte1Ms2 ,

I

2. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays i"

!

.

The LC0 requires two trains of Actuation Logic and Relays !

OPERABLE to ensure that no single random failure can"

prevent automatic actuation.

i!

~ CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS 3.3 B 3.3-174 5/1$/97 ,
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

BASES

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays consist of
'

the same features and operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS Function 1.b.. SI, in LCO 3.3.2. The

applicable MODES and specified conditions for the CREFS
portion of these functions are different and less
restrictive than those specified for their SI roles. If
one or more of the SI functions becomes inoperable in such
a manner that only the CREFS function is affected, the ,

Conditions applicable to their SI function need not be ,

'

entered. The less

2. Automatic Actuation Locic and Actuation Relavs (continued) ,

restrictive Actions specified for inoperability of the
CREFS Functions specify sufficient compensatory measures
for this case.'

NtitL11ance340defitb1Especifgetangs7mtXeguireCM
A1Esstie111anceEthr_ooghithnislaveltelantgraccedLncs
WLth M K 3.12.2

(3 3. Control Room Radiation
1 j
v

The LC0 specifies two required Control Rom At= sphere
R& diction ",onitors and two required Control Room Air Intake
Radiation Monitors pyr3jhtakJ to ensure that the radiation
monitoring instrumentation necessary to initiate the CREFS
remains OPERABLE.

i

For sampling systems. channel OPERABILITY involves more ;

than OPERABILITY of channel electronics. OPERABILITY may |
also require correct valve lineups, sample pump operation;
end-f44ter = tor operation. as well as detector
OPERABILITY, if these supporting features are necessary for
trip to occur under the conditions assumed by the safety
analyses.

IhelC01TsGtyelllancCafith3e RO11#CDetillesIthe:contic.tj
.

LnGir_cpitty31eDeereth83EbitoIV1indItheTCREFSlattDatfpj
altcultsj

4. Safety In.iection

Refer to LCO 3.3.2 Function 1. for all initiating

(] Functions and requirements.
V
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

V BASES

APPLICABILITY The CREFS Functions must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1. 2, 3. 4. tend
during CORE ALTERATIONS] and movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies. The Functions must also be OPERABLE in H0 DES 5 and 6
when required for a waste gas decay tank rupture accident, to
ensure a habitable environment for the control room operators.

ACTIONS The most common cause of channel inoperability is outright
f ailure or drift of the bistable or process module sufficient to
exceed the tolerance allowed by the unit specific calibration
procedures. Typically, the drift is found to be small and -

results in a delay of actuation rather than a total loss of
function. This determination is generally made during the
performance of a COT, when the process instrumentation is set up
for adjustment to bring it within specification. If the Trip
Setpoint is less conservative than the tolerance specified by the
calibration procedure, the channel must be declared inoperable
immediately and the appropriate Condition entered.

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that separateg
j

Condition entry is allowed for each Function. The Conditions ofi

this Specification may be entered independently for each Function
listed in Table 3.3.71 in the accompanying LCO. The Completion
Time (s) of the inoperable channel (s)/ train (s) of a Function will
be tracked separately for each Function starting from the time
the Condition was entered for that Function.

/L1

Condition A applies to the actuation logic traih Function of the
CREFS, the radiation monitor channel Functions, and the manual l

channel Functions. |

If one train is inoperable, or one radiation monitor channel is
inoperable in one y more Functions, 7 days are permitted to
restore it to OPERABLE status. The 7 day Completion Time is the,

same as is allowed if one train of the mechanical portion of the
system is inoperable. The basis for this Completion Time is the
same as provided in LC0 3.7.10. If the channel / train cannot be i

'

restored to OPERABLE status, one-the!affected;CREFS train must be
placed in the emergency-redtetica protection;rscifcUlstion mode
of operation. This accomplishes the actuation instrumentation

f)T Function and places the unit in a conservative mode of operation.
w
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
-J

B 3.3.7 I.

;

V( BASES
,

,u_ n _ _. . , ; ,_a__ . _ r _ 2, u _ _ ,2. __;,,,_, u.. _ un_ aa
345% I4byw 3 I EM Db bIV15 3 WI brVI fu I b I V5 a n 3J 58.VM 5 5 5bu VJ M ITV b5 b 5 lu b

requires placing ene C"[IS train in the toxic ges p.etection rede j

insteed of the [rediation pretection] rede of epcration if the i
autcatic tren-fcr to toxic ge protection ;& is inep;reble. ;

This er.sures the C"EIS train is pinced in the est cen,civetive ,

isei of operation relative to the 0"E"A."!L!"I of the associated
,_ a

._.._.~_.m_ u,W...__...u__ __

,,,,b ..bos. b oo b , V, .

81t#tga,tMe].YIIthCRakgDplaifCsuppl$fanfromlthe3ffectedlaj,t ,

intakeImatbe:sepptec:IhirectionJascasithatituitheleMtiof .
.

~ 1tadiologicallaccidentZt_he';contro]Ir'oom;willino.tibelsopp]j_ed) :

$1Cthroughlanlunnonttored;a)Eintagel |

B.1.1. B.1.2. and B.2 ,

,
i

Condition B applies to the failure of two CREFS actuation trains, ;

two radiation monitor channels, or two manual channels. The
first Required Action is to place one CREFS train in the :

emergency tgjc tctJlaj;gWietion protection] mode of operation
immediately. This accomplishes the actuation instrumentation i
Function that may have been lost and places the unit in a i

conservative mode of operation. The applicable Conditions andi

Required Actions of LCO 3.7.10 must also be entered for gd the j
CREFS train made inoperable by the-inoperable actuation
instrumentation. This ensures appropriate limits are placed upon
train inoperability as discussed in the Bases for LC0 3.7.10 5 ,

i

Al ternati vely, Ng31e$gd bedligithGoteH1f3hDi(qctegghanielg )
htg2bothInf3heIRottb;Ajgj_nt_a8ei.r_adiatio3nnj,tofgr;Mih20.{r

Abels1@thIstrI1r$#82idiatio]EMaintsU,.t. beIr;ontf_olaoicmKeUp
Mpp1EfarEftss2thDffected spHelimmedta_temsecutedtbethi
trains ;;;u-t be pieced in the ;.T.;rscacy [redietion protection]
r.ede. This ensure; the C"CIS fur,ction is perfors.ed cven in the
prescace of a single failure.

vu. n _ _. . , _ _ ; ._u__ ,__ r _ _ ;2 a _ _ m ,_ __;,,,_; u.. _ um_ au
IIIE ITEMW 3 I bu n b biV35 i VI VVi ru I b 3 VII V 5d IviV%81 1 3Eu VJ u ITV b5 b5 su b

requires plecing ene C"CIS trein in the tcxic gas protection .T.ede
insteed of the [rediation protection] T.ede of epcretion i' the
uutc= tic tronsfer to t;xic ges protection T.ed; is inopereble.
This er.sures the CRETS train is placed in the 7,e-t censervative
_ 2_ _, _____u__ __ ,_ u .._ .. u_ mnce . n , , ,vu _, u_ _____,m_2

sv.Vws VE P1 U bI WTs #Eseb5yW bV baFE VI b.IN A h. & 3 5 V3 b5 UE UdJVbiMbbu

ectuetion instr;.~ntation.
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

m

BASES'

C.1 and C.2

Condition C applies when the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A or B have not been met and the ,

unit is in H0DE 1, 2, 3. or 4. The unit must be brought to a
H0DE in which the LCO requirements are not applicable. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to MODE 3 within
6 hours and H0DE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging unit systems.

.

D.1 and D.2

Condition D applies when the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A or B have not been met [during ,

CCC ALTERATIONS or) when irradiated fuel assemblies are being i

moved. Hovement of irradiated fuel assemblies [and CORE .

ALTERATIONS 3 must be suspended immediately to reduce the risk of
accidents that would require CREFS actuation.

Ed:
:

Condition [ applies WPin the Required Action and assccieted
|Ceapletica Tia;c for Condition A or S have not ban ;act in .00 5"
'

cr 5. Actions ;aust be initiated to restcre tFa inoperabic
trein(s) to OPERABLE status i;.xdiately to ensure adequate
fscistica capability in the evcat of a waste gas decay tank
rupture.

SURVEILLANCE A Note has been added to the SR Trale to clarify that
REQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.71 determines which SRs apply to which CREFS Actuation ,

Functions. l

l
.

SR 3.3.7.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one

( channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on
- (]/ the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same

parameter should read approximately the same value. Significant
I

CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.3 B 3.3178 $/15n7
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation |

B 3.3.7 ;

.

;

O Ih BASES

deviations between the two instrument channels could be an !

indication of excessive instrtment drift in one of the channels !

or of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus. it is key to verifying the ,

instrumentation continues to operate properly between each ;

CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties. including
indication and readability. If a channel is outside the
criteria it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted outside its
limit. ,

'i

j The frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates
! channel failure is rare. The CHANKEL CHECK supplements less

formal but more frequent. checks of channels during normal
operational use of the displays associated with the LCO required
channels. ;'

I
' SR 3.3.7.2

A COT is performed once every 92 days on each required channel to ;

ensure the entire channel will perform the intended function.
This test verifies the capability of the instrumentation to -

provide the CREFS actuation. The setpoints shall be left.

consistent with the unit specific calibration procedure<

tolerance. The Frequency is based on the known reliability of
the monitoring equipment and has been shown to be acceptable
thrvegh operating experience.

i

,

51.l.3.7.3 N9 D #d2

SR-0.3.7.3 is the performance cf en ACTUATION LOCIC E ST. The
t<ein being tested is pieced in tra bypess cer.dition, thus ,

prev;nting inedvertent ectuation. Through the x ;ieut;; etic
tester, all pcssible logic cerbinetions, with end without

'

epplicable permissives, ere tested for exh protection function.
In eddition, the mester relay coil is pulse tested for
continuity. This verifics that the 1;;ic modules are 0"C".ASLE
and there is en intact v;1tegc signal path to the aester relay
coils. This test-is perfereed cvtry 31 days on e STA00E"E0 TEST '

BASIS. The freqancy is justified in '.0" 10271." A.--

'

'\ Suppl;nat 2. "cv.1 ("ef. I' .

I
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

Gl ' BASES%/.
SR 3.3.7.4 tionseg

.

_ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _, _ u, m,P Pn ,L. ,s_ uier.PnnP, iv ,PP,
. L. ,e.< PM , , , , ,_ .m nom . . ... . ,m mr , V. . .m m. .en ...., ., ..

REL'iY TE,"' is the cacrgizing ;f the aester relay, verifying
cer,tect egratica end e low voltegc centinuity crack ;f tre sieve
reley coil. 'Jp;n ester reley cer,tect epcretion, e 1;w voit ge

_1_ J ._ iL_ _ ,_.._ _ _ , _ . . __2, _ ._,.___ ,_

4J 2. _ag,s_ b bEu m. m. . J. . kV burs d.uwb .blWJ bVI.. I TV,bWyb .d
'

insufficient to pick up the sievc relay but lerge enough to
d,..wastrete signal path centinuity. This test is grfer ed cvery

P,___..___..e .~, J. ..se r .L1.e_
_____A_

.J.;. m
__ _

PT. r.f.*f*mm. "rf"PT, MAP?.P T. .L.s_
A PnPM91 . .

... . . .me b~ ..

based en instru.; cat reliability end ir,dustry operating
'

experience.

SR 3.3.7.5 NotjUsed]

,P M, .S.1.',"P J.._ & L.s- n . E. V ..... m m . E.
_ P,tm .IP om"i A 43, *I"P PT. . s n.f PP __ __ -- _ At nf *I"L _ Pt Ai

, ., b. . m .m . . ~

RELAY TCST is the caergizing of the sieve releys. Contact ,

egretica is veriffed in ene of two ways. Actuation equi gcat :
u,nn P E , L L,L e_

2 _A
_ J__2 ._2 L 2 _ _ L 1_ .-

L L,%LL_L _ . . L_ --- _L_J 1_
. VU6 tJ I. . ,

b. WL J yt. r..I bi yu bIViib su b .vvwJ ME wp.ubbM E E

!elicacd to function er is pieced in e candition where the reley

f centact egretion cen bc verified without operation of the
equigent. Actuation equigent that ;;;ey act be operated in the\

dcsig , ;;;itigation OC is prevented fre;;; eperation by the SLA',.':
_2__..,. P__ iu_ ,_m __ ____ _ i - _i _____u__ _

nef iv. rP,P ,ITLm Im I bB.kWIb. . Vi bl B I J .Ubb5 hud%e wvu i b ub b Vp . W b V. . .@

verified by a centinuity check of the circuit enteining the ;

sieve relay. This test is g rferred cycry p2' days. The
, requency is ;cceptable besed on instru cat reliability and" .

industry spcrating experience. ,

SR 3.3.7.6 ,

SR 3.3.7.6 is the performance of a TAD 0T. This test is a check
of the Manual Actuation Functions and is performed every>

18 months. Each Hanual Actuation Function is tested up to. and
including. the master relay coils. In some instances the test ,

includes actuation of the end device.
.

The test also includes trip devices that provide actuation <

signals directly to the Solid State Protection System bypassing :
,

the analog process control equipment. The frequency is based on
the known reliability of the Function and the redundancy
available, and has been shown to be acceptable through operating ,

'

q experience. The SR is modified by a Note that excludes
'

Q verification of setpoints during the TAD 0T. The Functions tested
' have no setpoints associated with them.

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.3 . B 3.3180 5/]5/97
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'd BASES

'

SR 3.3.7.7
,

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months. or ,'

approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop including the sensor. The
test verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter ,

within the necessary range and accuracy.

The Frequency is based on operating experience and is consistent ,

with the typical industry refueling cycle.
;

i

9

REFERENCES None.}i315&lLM1614]<

|

O

,

;

i

.

.

J

i

+

*

. )

' ' (n -) ,

t

i
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p) Methodology For Mark up of NUREG-1431 Bases

V
Enclosure 5B contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of the Bases portion

. of NUREG 1431. REV. 1. The Bases is descriptive in nature but provides significant
clarification and, in some cases, technical information which supports the ,

specifications. The version in the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version
has been made plant specific.

To the extent possible, the words of NUREG 1431, Rev.1 are retained to maximize
! standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading,

they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant ,

specific portions of the specifications. |

iThe changes are processed as follows:

:There are four types of changes:
:

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases.

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431, Rev.
1 Bases.

3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431, Rev.1
Bases but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS
or other design basis document into a bracketed portion
of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using
the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand).'

The deletions are not identified by a change number or a change
code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Bases in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature'

of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
not identified by a change number or a change code in the
adjacent right margin.

.

,

Hodifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
/7 NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using the strike out
1) feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised

,

Methodology 1 of2 5/15/97 i
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG 1431 Bases
(continued)

im
b information is inserted into the Bases in the appropriate

location and is annotated using the red line feature of
Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The modification is

; mt identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the .

'

bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic"
information is " struck out" and the correct material is inserted
using the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the
information is " redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An
identification number to cross reference to an explanation or
justification is mt provided.~

*

Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark up of NUREG 1431, Rev.1
Bases as part of the markup process. Reviewer notes may be
" struck out" or deleted as preferred.

.

In summary, " red line" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new
material, " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted
material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify
changes in the Bases.

.

i

'

\j
i!
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ENCLOSURE 6A
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'

DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431

Descriptions of NUREG-1431 Differences (14 Pages)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 'f

NUREG 1431 Section 3.3
o
b

This enclosure contains a brief description / justification foi each marked up
technical change to NUREG 1431 Revision 1 to make them plant-specific or to
incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process.
The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups. For
Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information
is plant specific and is not comon to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant-specific
information in that location.

CHANGE

NUMBER DESCRIPTION

3.3 01 This trip function or design feature is not included in the plant
design or it is not credited and has no safety function.

3.3 02 For the Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip function based on turbine stop
valve position, 4 of 4 channels are required to close to less than 1%
open in order to generate the reactor trip signal. Thus, it is
acceptable to have more than one Turbine Stop Valve Closure - reactor
trip function channel inoperable and placed in trip per current TS
Table 3.31, Functional Unit [16.b], ACTION Statement [10]. In
addition, the 4 hour bypass note applies only to the [ Low Fluid Oilo

() Pressure] channels. ITS 3.3.1 Condition P has been revised.

3.3-03 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
'

(Enclosure 68).

3.3 04 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 05 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 06 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 07 Note 3 is added to ITS SR 3.3.1.11 to be consistent with the current TS
Table 4.31 Note [5]. This ensures that this exception for power and
intermediate range detector plateau voltage verification, as discussed,

in the ITS BASES for SR 3.3.1.11, is included in the Technical
Specifications rather than being only found in the BASES. The note
replaces the exception to LC0 4.0.4 in the current TS.

3.3 08 This change deletes the Reviewer's Note in ITS Tables 3.3.11 and
3.3.21 and adds a Note reflecting the Allowable Value as the LSSS.

/ 1 Trip Setpoints are listed in the Bases as one of the allowed formats
V approved by the NRC. These changes are acceptable as administrative

changes to match an approved format.

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 -ITS 3.3 1 5/1587
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CHANGE

NUMBER JUSTIFIQIII)N1

/7 3.3 09 'Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table: .

C/ (Enclosure 68).

3.3 10 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 11 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68). ;

3.3 12- This change corrects a typo in the inequality sign of ITS Table 3.3.21
Note (h). The time constant should be "2" the specified value.

.

3.3 13 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

'

3.3 14 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 15 The channel check surveillance (SR 3.3.2.1) is deleted from the P 11
[and P 12] interlocks because channel checks are not applicable for

,

permissive functions. This change is consistent with the current TS.'

3.3 16 This change [ ] deletes SR 3.3.2.9 from Function 6.g in ITS
Table 3.3.21 [ ] The deleted surveillance is a CHANNEL CALIBRATION , i

.

which is not applicable to this trip function, since it is not credited
'

in any accident analysis. These changes are consistent with current
TS [ ] Table 4.3 2 Functional Unit [6.e].

3.3 .17 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 18 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

-

3.3 19 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 20 This change adds note 2 on [ Containment Area Radiation (High Range)]
calibration in ITS SR [3.3.3.3] to'be consistent with current TS
Table [4.3.3.3.b footnote). This note is acceptable as it reflects the
unique calibration requirements of these high range radiation monitors

,

as defined in the current TS.
.

3.3 21 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 22 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
- (Enclosure 6B).
J ;

CPSES D((ferencesfrom NUREG-H31 - ITS 3.3 2 $/1587



CHANGE

NUffEB JUSTIFICATION

[] 3.3 23 Hodifies ITS Surveillance Requirement 3.3.4.2 to include power circuits
K/ per Current TS 4.3.3.2.2. This change is made to match the plant

design which includes transfer switches for power circuits as well as
control circuits.

3.3 24 This change revises improved TS Table 3.3.41 to reflect current
TS [3.3.3.2.1], deletes references to " controls" in the table (see also
CN 3.3 94). and changes " Required Number of Functions" to " Required
Channels" since the table has been revised to include only
instrumentation. As revised, the table is now consistent with the
format of the other tables in ITS Section 3.3 ITS and is technically
the same as the current TS requirements.

3.3 25 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 26 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 27 This change modifies SR 3.3.3.2 and SR 3.3.3.3 to allow for different
surveillance frequencies for the hydrogen monitors than other PAMS
components. The manufacturer for the CPSES hydrogen monitors specifies
a more frequent calibration frequency than required for the other PAMS

O instruments. The more frequent calibration is required to assure() function operability.

3.3 28 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 29 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 30 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 31 The current TS require the response times associated with the
[undervoltage and degraded voltage diesel generator start functions and
the] containment [ ventilation) isolation functions to be verified j

against the specific response time values contained in the [TRH]. The i
'ITS is revised to match the current TS and the response time values are

[ retained in the TRH]. As is done with the Reactor Trip System and the.

ESFAS instrumentation, this method is an appropriate way to control
response times. [SR 3.3.5.4 and SR 3.3.6.8] are added to require the
response time verification. !

3.3 32 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B). I

7
(U') 3.3 33 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

(Enclosure 68). ,

i

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-H31 - ITS 3.3 3 SMS87



CHANGE

JMBEB JUSTIFICATION

I) 3.3 34 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
C/ (Enclosure 6B).

3.3 35 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3-36 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 37 Several ITS Required Action Notes are modified to allow a channel to be
placed in bypass for surveillance testing. [This change incorporating
bypass test instrumentation, was approved for CPSES through Amendments
47 and 33 for Units 1 and 2. respectively.]

3.3 38 The CPSES design uses the N 16 based overtemperature and overpower
protective functions. Several changes to the setpoints. Required
Actions and Surve111ances of NUREG 1431 are required to maintain the
current licensing basis.

3.3 39 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 40 This change adds "and setpoint adjustment" to ITS 3.3.1 Condition E.

O similar to the Note for Condition D. Setpoint adjustment is required

V by the Required Actions of other specifications. The clarity and
consistency of the specification is enhanced by adding this note to
Condition E, in the same manner as Condition D.

3.3 41 ITS 3.3.1 Condition L is deleted to match the plant specific design and
the current TS for the source range neutron flux function in Modes 3,

'

4, and 5 with the Rod Control System incapable of rod withdrawal and
all rods not fully inserted. Under these conditions, the source range
instrumentation does not provide a Reactor Trip System function. The
source range channels provide only indication [ ] when in this
Applicability. Requirements related to the source range neutron flux
channels in Modes 3, 4 and 5 when all rods are fully inserted and are
not capable of baing withdrawn have therefore been [ relocated outside
of technical specifications). This change is consistent with traveler
TSTF 135.

3.3 42 This change deletes ITS 3.3.1 Condition N per traveler TSTF 169.
Condition H is appropriate for Function 10.a to prevent sequential
entry into Condition N followed by H and exceeding the evaluated
Completion Time in WCAP 10271 P-A. Supplement 2 Rev.1. With this
change, there is no need to list separate Functions 10.A and 10.b and
combining the Functions eliminates Applicability questions similar to
the Condition H vs. N concern above.,,

U]I

3.3 43 This change revises ITS 3.3.1 Condition R Notes 1 and 2 per traveler
TSTF 168. The 2 hour A0T should not be limited to only UVTA/STA

C?SES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - 1TS 3.3 4 S/IS/97
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CHANGE I

g)fEB JUSTIFICATION

(3 maintenance. This is consistent with the current TS and is acceptable |
V becasue the specific maintenance activity which requires that a reactor j

trip breaker be bypassed does not affect the impact of having the |
ibreaker bypassed. [ Notes 1 and 2 are combined to reflect CTS Table

3.3 1. Action 8.]

3.3 44 This change revises ITS 3.3.1 Conditions S and T and ITS 3.3.2
Condition L, as well as the number of Required Channels in
Tables 3.3.11 and 3.3.2-1, to reflect current TS ACTION Statements [7
and 18]. The conditions apply to one or more channels [ ] because the
safety function is served with the interlock in the appropriate state
for existing plant conditions. The existing plant design only requires
3 of the 4 channels (2 out of-3 for P 11) for these interlocks to be
operable.

3.3 45 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
'

(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 46 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 47 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

O 3.3 48 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 49 ITS SR 3.3.1.8 is revised to extend the conditional COT frequency for
power and intermediate range channels from 4 hours after reducing power
below P 10 to 12 hours, based on operating experience regarding the ,

time needed to perform the COTS. It stands to reason that if 4 hours
are allowed for 2 Source Range COTS 12 hours should be allowed for
6 Intermediate Range and Power Range COTS. The SR continues to assure
that the COTS are performed in a timely manner after the requisite
plant conditions are entered. This change is consistent with traveler
WOG 106.

3.3 50 ITS SR 3.3.1.12 is deleted per the current TS. Where cited in
Table 3.3.11, a change to SR 3.3.1.10 has been made. The plant-
specific design does not use bypass loop RTDs for the protection
system.

,

:

3.3 51 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 52 This change adds Note [(1)] to ITS Table 3.3.11 per the current TS as
an operator aid to note the dual RTS/ESFAS functions of SG Water Level

/] Low Low. This is an administrative enhancement to reflect the plant's
V dual requirements for this function.

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 -ITS 3.3 5 $/1587
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CHANGE

NUMBER JUSTIFICATION
l

Os 3.3 53 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
'

() (Enclosure 68).

3.3 54 Function 18.b (P 7) of ITS Table 3.3.1-1 is clarified. COTS and i

Channel Calibrations apply to the P 10 and P-13 inputs, not to the P 7
logic function. This change is an administrative clarification to
address the relationships between these interlocks in the plant's
design.

3.3 55 This change revises ITS SR 3.3.1.16 and SR 3.3.2.10 to verify
" required" response times, accommodating those channels that have no
response time requirements per the current licensing oasis. [As such,
line item references to these SRs in Tables 3.3.1-1 and 3.3.21 can be
deleted. The current TS do not identify which functions have a
required response time.] The response time limits and the
identification of those functions that have required response times are
currently listed in a licensee controlled document; not in the current
TS. This change makes the ITS consistent with this aspect of the
current TS. [A similar revision to the ITS 3.3.6 SR Note has also been
made regarding SR 3.3.6.8.]

3.3 56 This change revises ITS 3.3.2 Condition J to reflect current TS
Table [3.3 2], Action Statement [23a which has been revised and
renumbered as 23f in the CTS markup] for Functional Unit [6.e]. [Thep

Q required action is to place the channel in trip within 6 hours rather
than to restore operability within 48 hours.]

3.3 57 Not used.

3.3 58 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 59 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3-60 Consistent with the plant design and current licensing basis,
Surveillance Requirement [ 3.3.2.3 is] not used by any function listed
in Table 3.3.2-1. Therefore, as an administrative change, SR 3.3.2.3
is changed to "Not used."

3.3-61 This change revises the ITS SR 3.3.2.11 Frequency to 18 months per
current TS Table 4.3-2 Functional Unit [10.b], which is the ESFAS P-4
permissive. The 18 month frequency for the surveillance of the basic
switch logic associated with the opening of the reactor trip breakers
is the value specified in the CTS. [ ]

3.3 62 Consistent with the CPSES design and current TS, isolation of the HSIVs
/G also requires isolation of the associated upstream drip pot isolation
O valves.

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - 1TS 3.3 6 S/1S/97
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CHANGE

W$f.R JUSTIFICATION

3.3 63 This change revises ITS Table 3.3.21 [ Note (g)] per current TS Table(]/v [3.3 2] Note [b]. This revision is a clarification to the operator
that describes the circumstances under which the [Steamline Pressure
Negative Rate High function may be blocked when below the] P 11
permissive.

3.3 64 This change revises ITS Table 3.3.2-1 Note (j) to exclude the MFRVs,
consistent with current TS [ 3.7.1.6]. [The note defining the
applicability is also revised to add an alternate method of main
feedwater isolation, if available. The use of close manual valve
serves the same safety function as a closed and deactivated valve.]

3.3 65 A note is added to the steam generator water level high-high trip
function to reflect the CPSES design and current TS. In the CPSES
design, only three channels of the four steam generator water level
signals provide input to this trip function. Therefore, in order to
satisfy the single failure criterion, if one of these three channels is
used as input to the Steam Generator Water Level Control System, its
associated bistable must be placed in the tripped state.

3.3 66 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

,o 3.3 67 This change adds, in PAMS, CPSES specific operability requirements and
( ) Required Actions for the T hot and T-cold indications consistent with

both the current licensing basis and the intent of NUREG 1431. If a i

T hot indication is unavailable, equivalent infccmation is available
from the Core Exit Temperature indication which is also a RG 1.97
variable. Similarly, if a T cold indication is unavailable, equivalent
information may be derived through the use cf the steam generator
pressure and steam tables. because the RCS cold leg temperature closely
follows the steam generator saturation temperature. The modification
to ITS Condition C represents the best conversion of the current TS to
the generic ITS that is consistent with the plant design.

3.3 68 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 69 Not used.

3.3 70 The PAM instrumentation list is modified to reflect the CPSES design.
.

This revised list is acceptable as it reflects the CPSES specific list
of PAMS instrumentation presently described in the current TS.

3.3 71 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B). (

f]' 3.3 72 The Conditions and Required Actions for the Containment Ventilction
v Isolation System are modified to reflect the CPSES design and current

licec-ing basis. The portions of the Conditions related to two or more |

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.3 7 S/l587
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NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

(~'T radiation monitoring channels are deleted as the CPSES design and |

Cl current TS only require one channel to be operable. The one out of one
logic for the radiation monitors, in combination with the manual
initiation and Containment Isolation Phase A signals, provide adequate
assurace of proper containment ventilation isolation. The action in
the CTS if the monitor is not restored is to close the valves except as
they are allowed to be open per specification 3.6.7.7 (in the CTS) and
the ODCH. This action is retained in the ITS.

3.3 73 In the CPSES design and current TS, for all functions other than
radiation monitoring, the action in the CTS is to close the valves
within four hours and maintain them closed. This action and time is
retained in the ITS.

3,3 74 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68),

3.3 75 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 76 Consistent with the design and current TS, a Trip Actuating Device
Operational Test (TAD 0T) is not required for any of the functions
explicitly listed in Table 3.3.61; therefore, the associated
Surveillance Requirement is deleted. Note that a TAD 0T is required in

(n) accordance with LCO 3.3.2 for functions 3.a.1 and 2.a. as referenced in
the Table. This requirement covers the manual initiation functions''

that actuate containment ventilation isolation instrumentation. Thus,
the surveillance is still required, but due to the plant-specific
design, the surveillance is performed in accordance with LC0 3.3.2.

3.3 77 Containment Vent Isolation is initiated by the ESFAS Phase "A"
isolation signals. As such, the number of required channels and
required surveillances for the manual initiation of Containment Vent
Isolation are captured by the requirements for Phase "A" isolation in
the ESFAS tables. This modification is an adminstrative change
consistent with the format used in these ITS instrumentation tables.
The requirements for a Function are not repeated when a function is
repeated in the tables: reference is made to the initial entry for the
function.

3.3 78 The Required Actions, Surveillance Requirements, and CREFS Actuation
,

Instrumentation tables are revised to reflect the CPSES plant-specific
design and current technical specifications, as revised to meet the
format and intent of the ITS. Alternate required actions (to secure
the makeup air supply from affected air intakes) are added. Such
actions eliminate the potential source of airborne raditaion via an
unmonitored supply. The Table functions are modified to delete the

) control room atmosphere monitor, which is not used in the CPSES design,
(V and to list the monitors for the north intake and south intake

separately, which are separate functions in the CPSES design. The
,

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.3 8 $/1587
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('') CPSES plant specific Trip Setpoints from the current technical
U/ specifications have been inserted in the table. The function for

automatic actuation logic and actuation relays was not listed in the
current technical specifications because of the simple, direct acting
design that is tested as parted of other ESFAS and control room HVAC
system testing. This function has beed added to the ITS to be
consistent with the ISTS format, but new surveillances, beyond the
current technical specification requirements, are not needed and have
been deleted.

3.3 79 This change adds Applicability columns to ITS Tables 3.3.61 and
3.3.71 to reflect current TS with varying Functional Applicabilities.
This change is consistent with the format used for the RTS and ESFAS
instrumentation in the ITS and is a clearer method to present varying
App 11cabilities from the current TS. These changes are administrative
format changes that insert the Applicabilties of the current TS into
Tables 3.3.61 and 3.3.71. This change is consistent with traveler
TSTF 161.

3.3 80 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 81 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

ex (Enclosure 68).

b
3.3 82 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 83 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 84 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 85 The Note in Required Action 3.3.5 A.1 would be deleted as it is
inconsistent with the current CPSES design and licensing basis.The
CPSES design and current TS do not allow bypassing an inoperable
channel.

3.3 86 Surveillance Requirement 3.3.5.2 is revised to reflect the current
plant design and licensing basis. A Note is added to SR 3.3.5.2 i

indicating that setpoint verification is not applicable for the j
.

performance of the TAD 0T. This verification is performed during
Channel Calibrations (see SR 3.3.5.3).

,

l

3.3 87 Not used. 1

3.3 88 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B). |

I
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3.3 89 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
p(,f (Enclosure 68).

3.3 90 Not applicable to CPSES. Seo Conversion Comparison Table ,

(Enclosure 68). !

l

3.3 91 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table 1

(Enclosure 68).

3.3 92 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison. Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 93 ITS 3.3.1 Condition V is deleted. It is not entered from Table 3.3.1 1
nor do the Bases clarify when it would be needed, raising the concern
of misinterpretation. Condition V does not replace LCO 3.0.3
requirements to assess when the plant is outside the licensing basis. <

There is no similar Action Statement in the current TS for the Reactor
Trip System. This change is consistent with traveler TSTF 135,

3.3 94 ITS 3.3.4 is revised per current TS [3.3.3.2.1] with regard to [ Hot
Shutdown Panel (HSP)] controls. [HSP] controls are added to the LCO.
Condition A and SR 3.3.4.2, By explicitly including controls, the .
specification is clarified to be more than instrumentation. This
change is acceptable because it does not change the meaning, whileq ,

fg retaining the clarity of the current TS.

3.3 95 ITS 3.3.1 Condition H, Required ACTION H.1, and the second part of
,

'

Function 4 Applicability (MODE 2 below P 6) in ITS 3.3.1 are deleted
'

since they provide no real compensatory measures. [With their deletion,
there is no need to repeat the > P 6 Applicability in Conditions F and
G.] In accordance with LCO 3.0.4. the intermediate range detectors
must be OPERABLE prior to entering the Applicability of the retained
part of Function 4 (' e., H00E 2 above P 6). Condition H and Required t

ACTION H.1 ensure the same thing and, therefore, can be deleted. This
change is consistent with TSTF 135.

3.3 96 [ Note 2 for ITS SR 3.3.1.2 is revised to replace the bracketed 12 hour
time constraint with 24 hours. No such time limit is contained in the
current TS which has an SR 4.0.4 exception. The performance of ITS
SR 3.3.1.2 should be provided sufficient time to perform the initial
comparison and gain adjustment, with an appropriate allowance equal to

,

the SR frequency of 24 hours.]

Note 2 for ITS SR 3.3.1.3 is revised to replace the bracketed 15% RTP
power level constraint with 50% RTP. The.specified power level in ITS
SR 3.3.1.3 should reflect the applicable safety analysis basis
consistent with the [ Applicability and) Required Actions of ITS
LCO 3.2.3 (AFD) and LC0 3.2.4 (0PTR).

,

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 -ITS 3.3 10 S/158 7
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HUtglG JUSTIFICATION

E's As revised, these surveillance requirements are acceptable in that they
C/ assure the surveillances are performed after the appropriate plant

conditions are attained and still provide sufficient time to perform
the surveillances in a controlled manner.

3.3 97 The NOTE for SR 3.3.1.6 of ITS 3.3.1 has been revised to state "Not
required to be performed until 72 hours after achieving equilibrium
conditions with THERHAL POWER 2 75% RTP". This is consistent with the
current TS Functional Unit [2.a and 7] surveillance requirement of
Table 4.31, as modified by Note (6) and current operating experience
of 72 hours for performing the SR.

3.3 98 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 99 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 100 Not used.

3.3 101 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3-102 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion Comparison Table

{m
e

j (Enclosure 68).

3.3-103 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 104 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 105 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 106 ISTS 3.3.1 Required Actions B.2.2 and U.2.2 are not used, consistent
with the current TS requirements of LC0 3.3.1 Action Statements [1, 8,
9 and 11] and the Applicability for ITS Table 3.3.11 Functions 1 and
20. The current TS provides for these Functions to be restored to
OPERABLE status with 48 hours or the plant must be in HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours when the plant is initially in H0 DES 1 or 2..

Once HOT STANDBY has been reached, the shutdown mode applicabilities,
i.e., MODES 3, 4, and 5, prevail. When in these MODES, another 48 hour
A0T is allowed by the current TS or rod withdrawal must be precluded in
the next one hour. Therefore, ISTS Required Actions B.2.2 and U.2.2
for Functions 1 and 20 in Table 3.3.1 1 are not necessary since the
performance of Required Action B.2.1 and U.2.1 takes the plant to H00E

() 3, exits the Applicability, and requires entry into Condition C. This
U' change is consistent with ITS 1.3 and 3.0.4.

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-H31 -ITS 3.3 11 5/158 7
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CHANGEi

| NU@ER JUSTIFICATION

l

,Q 3.3 107 Based upon operating experience to change Thermal Power in a controlled

U fashion without challenging the plant and consistent with the current
TS which does not have a Ccapletion Time for restoring one channel to
Operable status; but does prevent going above P-10 until it is
restored, the Completion Time for ITS 3.3.1 Required Actions F.1 and
F.2 should be increased to 24 hears. Condition F of ITS 3.3.1 is for

|
one Intermediate Range Neutron Flux channel inoperable. Reactor
protection would be provided by the Operable Intermediate Range Neutron
Flux channel and Operable Power Range neutron Flux channels. Indication
would be available from the Operable Intermediate Range Neutron Flux
channel [from Operable NIS detectors) and from Operable Power Range
Neutron Flux channels with power approaching P 10. The Westinghouse
Owners Group is considering a generic change on this issue, but
deliberations were not completed at the time of our submittal.

3.3 108 Not used.

3.3 109 Not used.

3.3 110 Not used.

3.3 111 This change adds a note to ITS SR 3.3.1.7 for source range
,

|
instrumentation to verify interlocks P 6 and P 10 are in their required

' state for existing unit conditions. This is consistent with the
ct:rrent TS and is an enhancement which is easily performed and provides
additional assurance that the interlocks are functioning correctly.

3.3 112 Not used.

3.3 113 Not used.

3.3 114 Not used.

3.3 115 Not used.

3.3 116 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
I (Enclosure 6B).

3.3 117 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

i

3.3 118 This change is provided for consistency with ITS 3.7.10 Condition [G].

3.3 119 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68).

3.3 120 ITS 3.3.1 Condition D is revised to reflect ITS SR 3.2.4.2 and
CN 3.2 15 in the 3/4.2 package.

CPSES Df(ferencesfrom NUREG 1431 -ITS 3.3 12 $/15/97
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[ 3.3 121 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table !

C (Enclosure 68). ]

3.3 122 ITS 3.3.1 Applicability Note (b) for Functions 1, 5, 19 21 and
Conditions C and K are revised to replace Actions requiring the RTBs to
be opened with actions that ensure subcriticality is maintained (i.e., ,

'

by fully inserting all rods and ensuring the Rod Control System is
incapable of rod withdrawal) yet do not initiate a feedwater isolation
(P 4 and low T,,) in MODE 3, consistent with traveler TSTF-135.

3.3 123 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table j

(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 124 Consistent with the current TS Table 4.31. Note [15]. the notes for
ITS SR 3.3.1.4 and Table 3.3.11, Function 20 are modified to clarify
that the SR is required for the reactor trip bypass breaker local
manual shunt trip only. The Bases for SR 3.3.1.14 clearly state that
ER 3.3.1.14 includes the automatic undervoltage trip of the reactor
trip breakers. The note (k) added to Table 3.3.1 1, Function 20
clarifies the Applicability of the undervoltage and shunt trip
mechanisms to include those functions of the reactor trip bypass
breakers when in use,

p. 3.3 125 ITS SR 3.3.1.11 is modified by a note that requires verification that
s

() the time constants are adjusted to the prescribed values. The addition
of this note is consistent with SR 3.3.1.10 and is required because SR
3.3.1.11 is used for the Power Range Neutron Flux - High Positive Rate
[] trip function, which has a time constant associated with its
calibration.

3.3 126 The surveillance frequency associated with the RWST Level Low Low
ESFAS function is restricted to 9 months by the drift allowance in the
CPSES specific setpoint study. Therefore, a new surveillance
requirement (SR 3.3.2.12) is spccified that replaces SR 3.3.2.9 used
for those ESFAS functions with 18 month surveillance frequencies. This
modification is consistent with the CPSES current TS.

3.3 127 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 128 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
.

(Enclosure 68).

3.3 129 Consistent with the current TS, the ITS requirement to have the Loss of
Power Diesel Generator Start Instrumentation (ITS 3.3.5) applicable in
Modes 5 and 6 when the associated DG is required to OPERABLE by ITS LC0
3.8.2 "AC Sources Shutdown" is deleted. In these modes, the Reactor

g

(}
Coolant System or Reactor Vessel cavity temperatures are low enough
that the time available for the reactor operators to manually start the'

diesel generators is adequate. Thus, there is no need to require the

CI'SES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.3 13 M15/97
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CHANGE

i NUMBER JUSTIFICATION ,

automatic loss of power DG start instrumentation to be operable in/ $

'- these modes. .

3.3 130 Consistent with the current TS and the CPSES design, the Conditions,
Required Actions and Surveillances are not applicable to the 6.9 kV .

Preferred Offsite Source Undervoltage function if the associated source
breaker is open. When the associated source breaker is open, credit is
not being taken for the immediate availability of the 6.9kV Preferred .

Offsite AC power source. '

3.3 131 TS Condition B is replaced with new Conditions B, C, D, and E.
Condition C in the ISTS is changed to Condition F. The CPSES current
15 have specific actions for the various bus undervoltage and degraded
voltage function. These actions allow an appropriate amount of time to
restore an inoperable channel or declare the associated power source or ,

bus inoperable and take action to isolate an inoperable power source.
These actions are a proper way to respond to the inoperable channels
because the actions result in taking the Required Actions in ITS 3.8 j

associated with the affected power source or bus. The new Conditions '

!match the Actions of the current TS.

3.3 132 The trip setpoints for the loss of power diesel generator start f
instrumentation are moved to the Bases. This approach is consistent
with a format allowed by a reviewer's note for the RTS and ESFAS

O instrumentation.
.

4

!3.3 133 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 6B).

3.3 134 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 68). ;

3.3 135 A H0DE change restriction has been added to ITS 3.3.1 Condition C per
the matrix discussed in CN 102-LS 1 of the 3.0 package. (See the LS 1 ,

NSHC in CTS Section 3/4.0, ITS Section 3.0 package). -

3.3 136 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Compariron Table
(Enclosure 6B). i

l

O
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.3 Page 1 of 21

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3 01 This trip function or design feature is not included in Yes Yes Yes Yes
the plant design or it is not credited and has no safety
function.

3.3-02 It is acceptable to have more than one Turbine Stop Valve Yes Yes Yes Yes
Closure - reactor trip function channels inoperable and
placed in trip per current TS Table 3.3-1. Functional
Unit [16.b]. ACTION Statement [10]. In addition. the
4 hour bypass note applies only to the [ Low Fluid Oil
Pressure] channels. ITS 3.3.1 Condition P has been
revised.

3.3-03 This change to ITS 3.3.1 Condition R is consistent with Yes No - not in current No - not in current Yes (current TS per
the current licensing basis. A 4 hour ACT for SSPS logic TS. TS. OL Amendment No. 64
surveillance testing has little usefulness if the RTBs dated 10 9-91)-
cannot be bypassed for the duration of that testing. RTB
surveillance testing retains the current 2-hour A0T.

3.3 04 This change represents the Callaway plant design as it No - see CN No - not in current No - not in current Yes (current TS per
relates to the SG Water Level-Low Low Environmental 3.3-46 TS. TS. OL Amenhent No. 43
Allowance Modifier (EAM) and Trip Time Delay (TTD) dated 4-14 89)
circuitry. ITS Table 3.3.1-1 and Table 3.3.21 entries
and the associated Required Actions have been enhanced to
remove the redundancy in the current TS and add shutdown
&ctions when inoperable channels aren't trippcd per their
Completion Time.

3.3-05 This change to ITS SR 3.3.1.3 Note I represents the No - not in current No - not in current No - not in current Yes (current TS per
current TS as it relates to the Overteeperature AT AFD f TS. TS. TS. OL Amen e ent No. 84
(a!) penalty function. dated 11-8-93)

3.3-06 Retains current TS power requirement of 752 RTP in the Yes No - See CN 3.3-97. No - See CN 3.3-97. No - See CN 3.3-97
ITS SR 3.3.1.6 Note concerning when the incore/excore
calibration is performed. The ISTS proposal would
require unnecessary delays in the post refuel power
ascension. The Note is further revised to permit
achieving equalibrium conditions (per CTS 4.2.2.2.d.1)
prior to' performing the required surveillance.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 5/1587
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CONVERSION COWARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FRON NUREG-1431. SECTION 3.3 Page 2 of 21

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

!OBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3 07 Note 3 is added to ITS SR 3.3.1.11 to be consistent with Yes Yes Yes Yes

the current TS Table 4.3 1 Note [5]. This ensures that
this exception, for power and intermediate range detector
plateau voltage verification as discussed in the ITS
BASES for SR 3.3.1.11, is included in the Technical

Specifications rather than being only found in the BASES.

3.3-08 Deletes the Reviewer's Note in ITS Tables 3.3.1-1 and No - retained Yes Yes Yes I
3.3.21 and adds a Note reflecting the Allowable Value as current TS format. |

'

the LSSS. Trip Setpoints are listed in the Bases.
:

3.3-09 The addition of footnote [(a)] to ITS Table 3.3.1-1 for Yes No - not in current No - not in current Yas (current TS per [
Function 10 clarifies the low flow setpoint relationship TS. TS. GL Amendment No. 15

'

to the quantity identified as Minimum Measured Flow, dated 4-8-86) >

consistent with the current TS.

3.3-10 [The Overtemperature AT setpoint equation had a bracket Yes No - see CN 3.3-38. Yes Yes (current TS per
in the wrong place and was corrected.] In addition, the OL Amendment
f (al) penalty function was corrected and the K2 No.' 102 dated
inequality sign was changed to an equal sign. 8-21-95) *

3.3 11 Added *or Rod Control System incapable of rod Yes No - see CN 3.3-41. No - see CN 3.3-41. No - see CN 3.3-41.
withdrawal." which makes Note (f) the complete antithesis '

of Note (b).
I

3.3-12 Corrects typo in the inequality sign of ITS Table 3.3.2-1 No - see CN Yes Yes Yes ;

Note (h). 3.3-105. i

[3.3-13 The equations for Overtenperature aT and Overpower aT are Yes No No No

revised to be consistent with the DCPP CTS. The value of
the time constant T. has always been 0 seconds and the
factors utilizing these time constants have been shown as
part of these equations in licensing documents since the
factor value has been unity. Thus, the factors utilizing

these time constants have been deleted.

3.3 14 Retains the monthly COT for Function 6.h of ITS No - not in current No - not in current Yes Yes ,

+Table 3.3.2-1. per current TS Table 4.3-2 Functional Unit TS. TS.
6.h. No TADOT is performed.

;

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 5/1587
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431. SECTION 3.3 Fage 3 of 21

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3 15 The CHANNEL CHECK surveillance (SR 3.3.2.1) is deleted Yes Yes Yes Yes
from the P-11 [and P-12] interlock because CHANNEL CECKS
are not applicable for permissive functions. This change
is consistent with the current T5.

3.3-16 [ ] deleted SR 3.3.2.9 from Function 6.g in ITS Table No - not in current Yes Yes (Note [(p)] pee Yes (Note [(n)] per
3.3.2-1. [] These changes are consistent with current TS. current T5.) current TS OL
TS [ ] Table 4.3-2 Functional Unit [6.e]. huerdnent No. 26

dated 7-29 87)

3.3 17 New COCITION [P] is added for Function 6.h of ITS Table No - not in current No - not in current Yes Yes
3.3.2 1 consistent with current T5 Table 3.3-3 ACTION TS. TS.
Statement [15).

3.3-18 Revises ITS 3.3.2 Condition K to be consistent with No - not in current No - not in current No - see CN Yes (current T5 per
current T5 Table 3.3-3 ACTION Statement 32, as revised TS. TS. 3.3-134. OL heendment No. 64
per Enclosure 2. for Functional Unit 7.b. dated 10 9-91)

3.3-19 18 month test interval previously approved by NRC for No - not in current No - not in current Yes (justified per Yes (justified per
selected slave relays which, if tested at power. could TS. T5. SLNRC 84-0038 dated- SustC 84-0038 dated
result in plant trips or upsets. 2-27-84) 2-27 84)

3.3-20 Added note 2 on [ Containment Area Radiation (High Range)] Yes Yes Yes Yes
calibration in ITS SR [3.3.3.3] to be consistent with
current TS Table [4.3.3.3.b footnote).

,

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 5/15M7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431. SECTION 3.3 Page 4 cf 21

TECH SPEC CHANrf APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY .

3.3-21 ITS 3.3.3 was revised to reflect current TS 3.3.3.6. No - see CN 3.3-71. No - see CN 3.3-70. Yes (see Amenhent Yes (see UUstC-3023
Containment Isolation Valve Position (and Notes) and No. 89) dated 5-20-94 and
Condensate Storage Tank Level were deleted. [ Cost >ined the Amen hent No. 103
power and source range neutron flux entries into a single dated 10-20-95)
neutron flux entry.] Consolidated the Thermocouple / Core
Cooling Detection System entries. Changed nust)er of
required channels for RCS temperature to 2 for both hot
and cold leg tenperature. Changed Containment Pressure
Wide Range to Containment Pressure Normal Range and added
Refueling Water Storage Tank Level. Steam Line Pressure.
and SG Water Level (Narrow Range) Functions as these are
current TS requirements. Changed the required nust>er of

'

channels for SG Water Level (Wide Range) and AFW Flow
Rate frca 2 per SG to 1 per SG and added corresponding
notes to Conditions A and C.

3.3 22 Consistent with current TS [3.3.3.5]. [RCP breaker Yes No not in current Yes Yes
indication is excluded from CHANNEL CHECKS and reactor 15.
trip breaker and RCP breaker indications are excluded
from] CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS in ITS SR 3.3.4.3 since these
SRs have no meaning for [these] functions.

3.3 23 CPSES-specific change that modifies ITS Surveillance No Yes No No
Requirement 3.3.4.2 to include power circuits.

3.3-24 Changes improved TS Table 3.3.4-1 to reflect current TS No - see CN Yes Yes Yes
[3.3.3.2.11]. Deletes references to " controls" in the 3.3-128.
table (see also CN 3.3 94) and changes " Required Musi>er
of Functions" to " Required Channels" since the Table has [
been revised to include only instrumentation.

3.3-25 Adds Applitability Note consistent with that found in No - see CN 3.3-84 No - not in current Yes Yes
improved TS Table 3.3.11 (i.e., source range neutron TS.
flux is only required below the P-6 interlock). This is

j consistent with current TS Table 3.3-9.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 S/1S/97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
'

NUtiBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CAllAWAY

3.3 26 - The Pressurizer PORY and Block Valve Controls are deleted No - not in current No see CN 3.3-24. Yes Yes (per FSAR'
and RCP Breaker Position and AFW Suction Pressure are TS. Section 7.4.3 and
added to improved T5 Table 3.3.41. consistent with the SER Sections 7.4.2
current licensing basis for compliance with GDC-19. The and 7.4.3.2)
POPYs may be used for eventual plant cooldown; however,
they are not required to attain HOT STANDBY which is the
basis for the listed functions. The added functions may
be used to ensure decay heat renoval by the SGs in
attaining HDT STANDBY.

3.3-27 This change sodifies ITS SR 3.3.3.2 and SR 3.3.3.3 to No Yes No No
allow for different surveillance frequencies for the
hydrogen monitors than other PAMS + -.ts. The

-

manufacturer for the CPSES hydrogen monitors specifies a
more frequent calibration frequency than that required
for the other PAMS instrtsments. The more frequent
calibration is required to assure function operability.

3.3-28 Tie breaker changes per current T5 Table 3.3-3. ACTION No - not in current No - not in current No - not in current Yes (current T5 per
Statement 19 for Functional Unit 8.b. TS. TS. TS. OL hmendment No. 99

dated 4-18-95)

3.3 29 Functional unit 7 is revised per the DCPP current plant Yes No No No
design to incorporate the residual heat removal (RlR)
pump trip from low refueling water storage tank (RWST)
level. ACTION K is revis M to require placing an
inoperable channel in a tripped versus bypassed condition
per existing plant design. A License Amendment Request
has been submitted to incorporate these changes into the
CTS.

3.3-30 The portion of Condition C (relabeled as D per CN 3.3 74) No not in current No - not in current Yes Yes
referring to one or more functions with one or more TS. TS.
automatic actuation trains inoperable is revised to cover
BOP ESFAS only.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Tame -ITS3.3 S/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.3 Page 6 of 21

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3 31 The current T5 require the response times associated with Yes Yes No w'll retain Yes
the [undervoltage and degraded voltage diesel generator SRs in ITS 3.3.1 ~
start functions and the] containment [ ventilation] and 3.3.2 Tables.
1 solation functions to be verified against the specific
response time values contained in the [TRM]. The ITS is
revised to match the current T5 and the response time
values are [ retained in the TRM]. As is done with the
Reactor Trip System and the ESFAS instruentation, this
method is an appropriate way to control response times.
[5R 3.3.5.4 and SR 3.3.6.8] are added to require the
response time verifications.

3.3-3~2 Improved TS [ ] Table 3.3.6 1 is changed to be consistent Yes No - see CN 3.3-73. Yzs Yes

with current T5 [3.3.2 Functional Unit 3.c and current
TS 3.9.9]. Subfunctions [b d] of Containment Radiation
are stricken since only the gaseous [ ] channels provide
the actuation function (and the bracketed setpoint is
changed to reflect plant specific requirements]. [The
Actuation Logic was split to reflect the 55PS. with only
MODE 1 4 Applicability, and BOP-ESFAS portions and
associated SR requirements in the current T5.] ,

3.3-33 Isproved T5 Table 3.3.71 is revised to reflect the plant No - see CN No - see CN 3.3-78. Yes Yes
design. The CREYS is actuated by radiation monitors 3.3-102.
located in the air intakes, by a containment isolation -
Phase A signal, by a containment purge isolation signal,
by a fuel building ventilation isolation signal, or
manually. The bracketed setpoint is revised to reflect
current T5 Table 3.3-6 requirements.

3.3-34 Revisions to add an LCO 3.0.3 exception Note 1 to Yes No - LCO does not Yes Yes
ITS 3.3.8 reflect industry traveler T5TF 36. apply.

3.3 35 Improved T5 Table 3.3.8-1 is revised to reflect the plant No - not consistent No - LCO does not Yes Yes
design. Only the gaseous channels provide the actuation with plant design. apply. .

function. The bracketed setpoint is revised to reflect
current T5 Table 3.3-6 requirements.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 5/15/97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUlEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALUNAY
i

3.3-36 Revisions reflect revised BDMS setpoint in current TS. No - not in current No - not in current No - not in current Yes (current TS per
TS. TS. TS. OL Amendment No. 94

dated 3-7 95)

3.3-37 Several ITS Required Action Notes are modified to allow a Yes Yes No - not in current No - not in current
channel to be placed in bypass for surveillance testing. design or TS. design or TS.
[This change. incorporating bypass test instrumentation,
was approved for CPSES through Amendnents 47 and 33 for
Units 1 and 2. respectively.]

3.3-38 The CPSES design uses the N-16 based overteeperature and No Yes No No
overpower protective functions. Several changes to the
setpoints. Required Actions and Surveillances of
NUREG-1431 are required to maintain the current licensing
basis.

3.3-39 Improved TS Table 3.3.7-1 is changed to be consistent No - not in current No - not in current Yes Yes
'with current TS Table 3.3-3. The Actuation Logic was TS. TS.

split to reflect the SSPS with only MODE 1-4 -

Applicability. and BOP-ESFAS portions and associated SR !

requirements in the current TS. 3

3.3 40 Add "and setpoint adjustment" to ITS 3.3.1 Condition E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
similar to the Note for Condition D.

.

3.3-41 ITS 3.3.1 Condition L is deleted to match the plant- No - see CN Yes Yes Yes
specific design and the current TS for the Source Range 3.3-123.
Neutron Flux Function in MODES 3. 4. and 5 with the Rod
Control System incapable of rod withdrawal and all rods
fully inserted. Under these conditions, the source range
instrumentation does not provide a Reactor Trip System
Function. The source range channels provide only
indication [ ] when in this Applicability. Requirements i

related to the source range neutron flux channels in
MODES 3. 4. and 5 when all rods are fully inserted and
are not capable of being withdrawn have therefore been
[ relocated outside of the technical specifications].

'CPSES Conrersion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 SASM7
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- TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-42 Delete ITS 3.3.1 Condition N and combine Functions 10.a Yes Yes Yes Yes
and 10.b per traveler TSTF 169.

L

3.3-43 Revise ITS 3.3.1 Condition R Notes 1 and 2 per traveler Yes Yes Yes Yes
TSTF-168. The 2-hour AUT should not be limited to only
WTA/STA maintenance.

3.3 44 Revise ITS 3.3.1 Conditions 5 and T and ITS 3.3.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Condition L as well as the number of Required Channels
[ ] in Tables 3.3.1-1 and 3.3.2-1 to reflect current TS
ACTION Statements [7 and 18].

3.3-45 A new CONDITION and SR are added for the current Yes No - not in current No - not in current No - not in current
licensing basis required seismic trip. TS. TS. TS.

3.3-46 A new CONDITION and SR are added for the current Yes No - not in current No - not in current No - not in current
licensing basis required Steam Generator level low. low TS. TS. TS. >

time delay trip. These changes affect both ITS 3.3.1 and ,

3.3.2.

3.3 47 Note 2 of SR 3.3.1.2 is revised to limit the power Yes No not in current No - not in current No - not in current
increase to less than 30t per the current licensing basis TS. TS. TS.
before the SR is couplete.

3.3-48 ITS SR 3.3.1.7 has a Note that provides a four hour delay No No Yes No

in the reevirement to perform the Surveillance for source ,

range inst *umentation when entering MODE 3 from MODE 2.
Wolf Creek has deleted this Note in accordance with
current Su teillance Requirements and the revisions made
in ITS T &la 3.3-1. The requirements for this'

Surveillance will be maintained by ITS SR 3.3.1.8
indicated by the revision of SR 3.3.1.7 to SR 3.3.1.8 in
Table 3.3.1-1 for each applicable function. SR 3.3.1.8
has been structured to cover NI Dstrumentation Functions
specified in ITS Table 3.3.1-1 and SR 3.3.1.7 has been
structured to cover all other RTS instrtsmentation
Functions. This is similar to the way the NUREG has
structured SR 3.3.1.10 and SR 3.3.1.11.

t

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 5/1587 -
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY <

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALUMAY

3.3 49- ITS SR 3.3.1.8 is revised to extend the conditional COT Yes Yes Yes Yes
frequency for power and intermediate range channels from
4 hours after reducing power below P-10 to 12 hours,

'

based on operating experience regarding the time needed
to perform the COTS. It stands to reason that if 4 hours
are allowed for 2 Source Range COTS 12 hours should be

'

allowed for 6 Intermediate Range and Power Range COTS.

3.3-50 ITS SR 3.3.1.12 is deleted per the current TS. Where No - see CN Yes Yes Yes
cited in Table 3.3.2-1. a change to SR 3.3.1.10 has been 3.3-101.
made.

3.3-51 ITS ACTION B.2 of LCO 3.3.7 is deleted, since DCPP cannot Yes No No - No

operate CRV5 with both pressurization systems running at
the same time.

3.3 52 Added Note [(1)] to ITS Table 3.3.1-1 per the current TS No - adopted ISTS Yes Yes Yes
as an operator aid to note the dual RTS/E5FAS functions format. ,

'
of SG Water Level Low-Lew.

3.3-53 The REQUIRED CHNMELS description for Functions 2.a and Yes No No No-
3.b.(1), of ITS Table 3.3.2-1, are revised per DCPP CTS .

'to note that only two switches (one per train) exist and
that both must be coincident for manual initiation.

3.3 54 Function 18.b (P 7) of ITS Table 3.3.11 is clarified. Yes Yes No - adopted ITS Yes
COTS and Channel Calibrations apply to the P-10 and P-13 format.
inputs, not to the P-7 logic function. j-

3.3-55 Revise ITS SR 3.3.1.16 and SR 3.3.2.10 to verify No - SRs will be Yes Yes - SRs will be Yes j
" required * response times, acconnodating those channels retained in ITS retained in ITS
that have no response time requirements per the current Tables for required Tables for required
licensing basis. [As such, line item references to these Functions. Functions.
SRs in Tables 3.3.11 and 3.3.21 can be deleted. A
similar revision to the ITS 3.3.6 SR Note has also been
made regarding SR 3.3.6.8.]

CPSES Convenion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 5/158 7
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

N'JMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3 56 Revise ITS 3.3.2 Condition J to reflect cu Tent TS Table No - See CN Yes Yes Yes

[3.3 2]. ACTION Statement [23a which has been revised and 3.3-116.
renumbered as 23f in the CTS markup] for Functional Unit
[6.e].

3.3-57 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

3.3-58 Adds new ITS 3.3.2 Condition [Q] to reflect current TS Yes No - not in current No - adopted ISTS Yes

Table 3.3-3 ACTION Statement [24] on manual AFW [ ] TS. format.
initiation.

3.3 59 Adds new ITS 3.3.2 Condition [R] to reflect current TS No - not in current No - not in current Yes Yes
Table 3.3-3 ETION Statement [21] on BOP-ESFAS portion of TS. TS.
AFW initiation.

3.3 60 Consistent with the design and current TS. Surveillance Yes Yes No - used for No - used for BOP-
Requirement [ 3.3.2.3 is] not used by any function listed BOP ESFAS. ESFAS.

in Table 3.3.2-1.

3.3-61 Change ITS SR 3.3.2.11 Frequency to 18 months per current Yes Yes Yes Yes

TS Table 4.3 2 Functional Unit [10.b]. which is the ESFAS
P-4 permissive. [ ]

3.3-62 Consistent with the CPSES design and current TS. No Yes No No
isolation of the MSIVs also requires isolation of the
associated upstream drip pot isolation valves.

3.3-63 Revise ITS Table 3.3.2-1 [ Note (g)] per current TS Table Yes Yes Yes Yes

[3.3-2] Note [b] This revision is a clarification to the
operator that describes the circumstances under which the
[Steamline Pressure Negative Rate-High function may be
blocked when below the] P-11 permissive.

! 3.3-64 Revise ITS Table 3.3.2-1 Note (j) to exclude the MFRVs. No - already in Yes Yes Yes

! consistent with current TS [3.7.1.6]. [The note defining current TS.
! the applicability is also revised to add an alternate
| method of main feedwater isolation, if available.]
|

|

CPSES Conversion Cornparison Table -ITS3.3 S/15/97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUSER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3 65 A note is added to the steam generator water level - No Yes No No
high-high trip function to reflect the CPSES design and
current TS. In the CPSES design. only three channels of
the four steam generator water level signals provide
input to this trip function. Therefore, in order to

satisfy the single failure criterion, if one of these

three channels is used as input to the Steam Generator
Water Level Control System, its associated bistable must
be placed in the tripped state.

3.3-66 The DCPP-specific MODE 4 requiremtnt of the CTS is Yes No No No
retained and added to Table 3.3.2-1 for SI actuated by
Contaircient Pressure High 1.

3.3-67 In PAMS. add CPSES specific operability requirements and No Yes No No
Required Actions for the T-hot and T-cold indications
consistent with both the current licensing basis and the
intent of NUREG-1431. If a T-hot indication is
unavailable, equivalent informatien is available from the
Core Exit Teeperature indication which is also a RG 1.97
variable. Similarly. if a T-cold indication is

unavailable, equivalent information may be derived
through the use of the steam generator pressure and steam
tables. because the RCS cold leg temperature closely
follows the steam generator saturation teeperature.

3.3-68 A DCPP-specific note is added to state that CONDITION D Yes No No No
is only applicable in MODES 1 and 2. A new CONDITION H
is added to require entering MODE 3 if CONDITION B is not
met when entered due to not meeting CONDITION D.

3.3 69 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

3.3-70 The PAM instrumentation list is modified to reflect the No - see CN 3.3-71. Yes No - see CN 3.3-21. No - see CN 3.3 21.
CPSES design and current TS.

1

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 S/IS M
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

|COMANCHEPEAKNUEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-71 This DCPP-specific change revises Table 3.3.3-1 per the Yes No - see CN 3.3-70. No - see CN 3.3-21. No - see CN 3.3 21.
reviewers note to update CTS PAM instruments per the
requirements of Reg. Guide 1.97 and revises Conditions A
and C to account for those functions with only one
required channel.

3.3-72 The Conditions and Required Actions related to two or No Yes No No
more radiation monitors for the Contairment Ventilation
Isolation System are deleted to reflect the CPSES design
and current TS. CTS actions for radiation monitors are
retained in the ITS.

3.3-73 The CPSES CTS actions for inoperable functions are No Yes No No

retained in the ITS.

3.3-74 Revise ITS 3.3.6 Conditions A. B. and C to reflect No - not in current No - not in current No - retained Yes (per FSAR
current licensing basis and add a new Condition TS. TS. current TS. Section 16.3.3.78)
applicable during Core Alterations or movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment to allow a
4 hour Completion Time to restore one inoperable
radiation monitoring channel prior to isolating the purge
pathway. This new Condition represents a relaxation in a
previously relocated Action Statement: however, that
Action Statement inappropriately calls for the same
measures whether one or both purge radiation monitors are
inoperable.

3.3-75 The DCPP-specific CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is substituted Yes No No No
for the COT per current licensing basis.

3.3 76 Consistent with the current design and TS, a Trip Yes Yes No - used for No - used for
Actuating Device Operatior,a1 Test (TADOT) is not required Manual Initiation Manual Initiation
for any of the functions explicitly listed in Table Function 1. Function 1.
3.3.6-1: therefore, the associated Surveillance

Requirement is deleted. Note that a TADOT is required in
accordance with LCO 3.3.2 for functions 3.a.1 and 2.a. as
referenced in the Table.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 S/1S/97
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*
TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-77 Containment Vent Isolation is initiated by the ESFAS Yes Yes No - not in current No - not in current
Phase "A" isolation signals. As such, the number of TS. TS.
required channels and required surveillances for the
manual initiation of Containment Vent Isolation are )
captured by the requirements for Phase 'A" isolation in !

the ESFAS tables.

3.3 78 The sodifications to the improved T5 are consistent with No .Yes No No
both the intent of the inproved T5 and the CPSES CREFS
design and current TS.

3.3-79 Add Applicability columns to IT5 Tables 3.3.6-1 Yes Yes Yes Yes
and 3.3.7-1 to reflect current T5 with varying Functional
Applicabilities.

3.3-80 Revise Condition B and add new Condition C to both No - not in current No - see CN 3.3-78. No - see CN 3.3-81. Yes
ITS 3.3.7 and ITS 3.3.8 to reflect current ACTIONS 30 and TS.
38 of Table 3.3-6.

3.3-81 This change revises Condition B and adds Condition C to No not in CTS No - see CN 3.3-78. Yes No - see CN 3.3 80.
both ITS 3.3.7 and ITS 3.3.8 to reflect current T5
ACTIONS 27 and 30 of Table 3.3-6.

3.3-82 The CONDITIONS. RIQUIRED ACTIONS, etc. are revised per Yes No No No
I the DCPP current licensing basis. The plant FBACS does

not perform any accident mitigation functions except
during the fuel handling accident.

3.3-83 Add Note [(c)] to ITS Table 3.3.8-1 to reflect the No - see CN 3.3-82. No - LCD does not Yes Yes
| current TS. apply.

| 3.3-84 The note of SR 3.3.4.4 is deleted since Table 3.3.4-1 Yes No No No
i does not have a neutron detector specified per the DCPP
l current TS.

3.3-85 The Note in Required Action 3.3.5 A.1 would be deleted as No Yes No No

it is inconsistent with the current CPSES design and TS. |
'

| CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 S/1S/97
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY' :

5

NUPBER DESCRIPTION- DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY-

,

3.3 86 Surveillance Requirement 3.3.5.2 is resised to reflect No Yes - see also cms No No
the current CPSES plant design and licensing basis. A 3.3-31. 3.3-130.
Note is added to SR 3.3.5.2 indicating that setpoint and 3.3-131.
verification is not applicable for the performance of the<

TA00T. This verification is performed during Channel
Calibrations (see SR 3.3.5.3).

3.3 87 Not used. NA NA NA NA

3.3-88 Revise ITS 3.3.9 to apply in MODE 2 only below P-6 and to No - not in current No - not in current No - not in current Yes
reflect ACTION Statement 5.b per current TS Table 3.3-1. TS. TS. TS.

3.3 89 Revise COT in ITS SR 3.3.9.3 to add the 4 hour allowance No - not in current No - not in current No - not in current Yes
from ITS SR 3.3.1.7. TS. TS. TS.

3.3-90 Exclude neutron detectors from CHANNEL CALIBRATION ITS No not in current No - not in current No - not in current Yes |

SR 3.3.9.4 per current TS Table 4.3-1. Functional Unit 6. TS. TS. TS.
Note 4.

3.3 91 Add CHANNEL CECK and response time surveillances (ITS No - not in current No - not in current No * not in current Yes
SR 3.3.9.1 and SR 3.3.9.5) per current TS Table 4.3-1. TS. TS. TS.
Functional Unit 6. Note 12.

3.3 92 Adds SR 3.3.4.2 Note that the ASP controls for the TDAFW No adopted ISTS No - not in current No - adopted ISTS Yes
pump and SG A50s are not required to be verified prior to format. TS. format.

"entry into MODE 3. consistent with current TS
SR 4.3.3.5.3.

'

3.3 93 ITS 3.3.1 Condition V is deleted. It is not entered from Yes Yes Yes Yes
Table 3.3.1-1 nor do the Bases clarify when it would be
needed. raising the concern of misinterpretation.
Condition V does not replace LCO 3.0.3 requirements to
assess when the plant is outside the licensing basis.

3.3-94 ITS 3.3.4 is revised per current TS [3.3.3.2.1] with Yes Yes No - adopting ISTS Yes
regard to [HSP] controls. format.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 S/15AF7 .!
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TEC1 SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

N'JMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAX WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-95 ITS 3.3.1 Condition H. Required ACTION H.1, and the Yes Yes Yes Yes
second part of Function 4 Applicability (M@E 2 below
P 6) in ITS 3.3.1 are deleted since they provide no real
compensatory measures. [With their deletion. there is no
need to repeat the > P-6 Applicability in Conditions F
and G.] In accordance with LCO 3.0.4. the intermediate
range detectors must be OPERABLE prior to entering the
Applicability of the retained part of Function 4 (i.e..
M0GE 2 above P-6). Condition H and Required ACTION H.1
ensure the same thing and, therefore, can be deleted.
This change is consistent with TSTF-135.

3.3-96 [ Note 2 for ITS SR 3.3.1.2 is revised to replace the Yes Yes Yes Yes
bracketed 12 hour time constraint with 24 hours. No such
time limit is contained in the current TS. which has an
SR 4.0.4 exception. The performance of ITS SR 3.3.1.2
should be provided sufficient time to perform the initial
comparison and gain adjustment, equal to the SR
frequency.]

Note 2 for ITS SR 3.3.1.3 is revised to replace the
bracketed 15% RTP power level constraint with 50t RTP.
The specified power level in ITS SR 3.3.1.3 should
reflect the applicable safety analysis basis consistent
with the [ Applicability and] Required Actions of ITS
LCO 3.2.3 (AFD) and LCO 3.2.4 (QPTR).

3.3-97 The NOTE for SR 3.3.1.6 of ITS 3.3.1 has been revised to No - adopted Yes Yes Yes
state "Not required to be performed until 72 hours after braketed ISTS time
achieving equilibrium conditions with THERMAL POWER of 24 hours: see
2 75% RTP". This is consistent with the current TS also 3.3-06.
Functional [ Units 2.a and 7] surveillance requirement of
Table 4.3-1. as modified by Note (6) and current
operating experience of 72 hours for performing the SR.

3.3-98 This change reflects the Callaway-specific modification No No No Yes - per OL
of the main steam and feedwater isolation system (HSFIS). Amendment No. 117

dated 10-1 96.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 S/lS/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431. SECTION 3.3 'Page 16 cf. 21 -

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

IU BER DESCFPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK Call >NAY

3.3 99 ITS 3.3.5 Condition B is revised to allow 12 hours for No - see CN No - see CN Yes Yes

one bus to restore the instrument function to the 3.3-104 3.3-131.
capability of continued operation in Condition A. The
12 hour allowance is based on the ITS 3.8.1.F allowance -

for an inoperable sequencer.

[A new Condition C is added to ITS 3.3.5 to cover
multiple channel inoperability on both ESF buses. The
Completion Time of 1 hour is provided to restore the
functional capability of Condition B.]

A new Condition [D] is also added to the Actions of ITS
LCO 3.3.5. The new Condition provides the appropriate
shutdown actions if Conditions [A. B. or C] are not
satisfied when in Modes 1-4 Condition [D] is consistent
with the actions required by the AC Sources ITS 3.8.1 for
Modes 1-4. .

Condition C of NUREG 1431 Rev.1 is revised to be
Condition [E]. Condition [E] provides the appropriate
default Condition for failure to satisfy Conditions [A.

tB, or C) when the loss of power instrumentation is
required operable to support the diesel generator
required operable in ITS LCO 3.8.2.

i 3.3-100 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

3.3-101 The note for ITS SR 3.3.1.12 is deleted since the plant Yes No - see CN 3.3-50. No - see CN 3.3-50. No - see CN 3.3 50.
design no longer includes the RTD bypass. The SR is
retained and is applied to the required seismic trip
instrumentation per the current licensing basis. Where
cited in Table 3.3.2-1 a change to SR 3.3.1.10 has been
made.

3.3 102 The control room (CR) does not have CR Atmosphere Yes No - see CN 3.3-78. No - see CN 3.3-33. No - see CN 3.3-33.
monitors as part of its current design. There are
redundant CR intake monitors for each intake.

CPSES Conversion Conparison Table -ITS3.3 5/1S87
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431. SECTION 3.3 Page 17 of 21-

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY' i

3.3-103 Function 11 of ITS Table 3.3.1-1 is revised per the DCPP Yes No No~ No
CTS to reflect the current plant design of only a two .

loop trip. With this revision Conditior. D is no longer
' used, since it was only applicable to the single loop '

trip.

3.3 104 CONDITION A of ITS 3.3.5 is revised to incorporate CTS Yes NJ - see CN No - see CN 3.3-99. No - see CN 3.3-99. ,

ACTIONS 15 and 16. CONDITIONS B and C are not used. 3.3-131.

3.3-105 Function 4.d.(2) of ITS Table 3.3.2-1 and notes (c) Yes No - see CN 3.3-12. No - see CN 3.3-12. No see CN 3.3-12.
and (h) are revised per DCPP CTS.

3.3-106 Delete ISTS Required Actions B.2.2 and U.2.2. These Yes Yes Yes Yes
Required Actions are not needed due to exiting the
Applicability via Required Actions B.2.1 and U.2.1.

3.3-107 Based upon operating experience to change Thermal Power Yes Yes Yes Yes
in a cor. trolled fashion without challenging the plant and ;
consistent with the current TS which does not have a
Coupletion Time for restoring one channel to Operable ,

status; but does prevent going above P-10 until it is
restored, the Congletion Time for Ils 3.3.1 Required
Actions F.1 and F.2 should be increased to 24 hours.

3.3 108 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A.

3.3-109 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

3.3-110 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

3.3-111 Add a note to ITS SR 3.3.1.7 for source range Yes Yes No - See CN 3.3-48 Yes
instrumentation to verify interlocks P-6 and P-10 are in
their required state for existing unit conditions. This

is consistent with the current TS. ,

3.3-112 Mot used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

3.3-113 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A'

3.3 114 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A ,

f

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS 3.3 S/ ISM 7
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i

| TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

| NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
;

_

!

3.3-115 Not used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

3.3 116 ACTION J of IT5 3.3.2 is not used since DCPP does not Yes No No No

rely on motor-driven AFV purrp start with loss of both
main FW pumps.

3.3-117 This change to ITS 3.3.1 Condition R reflects current TS Yes No - not in current Yes Yes
Table [3.3-1. ACTION Statement 12] which was based oq NRC TS.
Generic Letter 85-09.

3.3-118 This change is for consistency with ITS 3.7.10 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Condition [G].

3.3-119 This change reflects Callaway-specific BDMS analysis No No No Yes
restrictions associated with RCS mixing volume and
dilution flow rate. These are adninistratively

controlled under the current TS. as approved in OL
Amendment No. 94 dated March 7. 1995. However, with the
conversion to ITS 3.3.9. these analysis assumptions
should be included in the body of the TS.

3.3-120 ITS 3.3.1 Condition D is revised to reflect ITS Yes Yes Yes Yes
SR 3.2.4.2 and CN 3.2-15 in the 3/4.2 package.

3.3 121 For Callaway. ITS 3.3.9 is revised to reflect that only No No No Yes
one BDMS train is required OPERABLE in MODE 5 and that
the suspension of positive reactivity additions and
accelerated SDH verifications are required only if no
source range neutron flux indicator is OPERABLE.

3.3-122 ITS 3.3.1 Applicability Note (b) for Functions 1. 5. Yes Yes Yes Yes
19-21 and Conditions C and K are revised to replace
Actions requiring the RTBs to be opened with actions that
ensure suberiticality is maintained (i.e.. by fully

inserting all rods and ensuring the Rod Control System is
incapable of rod withdrawal) yet do not initiate a
feedwater isolation (P-4 and low T,,) in H00E 3.
consistent with traveler T5TF-135.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 5/158 7
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COWERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FRCH NUREG-1431. SECTION 3.3 Page 19 of 21

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUNBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-123 This change deletes ACTION L.2 and renusbers L.3 since Yes - refer to LA No - see CN 3.3-41. No - see CN 3.3 41 No - see CN 3.3-41,

the requireraent to close the unborated water source 28/27
valves is not in the CTS.

3.3-124 Consistent with the current T5 Teble 4.3-1. Note [15]. Yes Yes Yes Yes
the notes for ITS SR 3.3.1.4 and Table 3.3.1-1. Function
2D are modified to clarify that the SR is required for
the reactor trip bypass breaker local manual shunt trip
or.ly. The Bases for SR 3.3.1.14 clearly state that
SR 3.3.1.14 includes the automatic undervoltage trip of
the reactor trip bypass breakers. The Note (k) added to
Table 3.3.1-1. Function 20 clarifies the Applicability of
the undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms to include
those functions of the reactor trip bypass breakers when
in use.

3.3 125 ITS SR 3.3.1.11 is modified by a Note that requires Yes Yes Yes Yes
verification that the time constants are adjusted to the

prescribed values. The addition of this Note is
consistent with SR 3.3.1.10 and is required because
SR 3.3.1.11 is used for the Power Range Neutron Flux -
High Positive Rate [ ] trip function which has a time
constant associated with its calibration.

3.3 126 The surveillance frequency associated with the RWST Level No - not in current Yes No not in current No - not in current
Low Low ESFAS function is restricted to 9 months by the TS. TS. TS.

drift allowance in the CPSES-specific setpoint study.
Therefore, a new surveillance requirement (SR 3.3.2.12)
is specified that replaces SR 3.3.2.9 used for those
ESFAS functions with 18 month surveillance frequencies.
This modification is consistent with the CPSES current
TS.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 5/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1431. SECTION 3.3 Page 20 of 21'

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-127 The MODE 2 applicability for the undervoltav RCP start Yes No No No
of the steam-driven AFW pump is deleted and the
surveillance frequency is revised per the 9CPP CTS.
Thus, the Required Actiore if Condition I are revised to
include entering MODE 2 for Function 6.g and MODE 3 for
Function 5.b. and the required surveillance is changed
from SR 3.3.2.7 to SR 3.3.2.8.

3.3 128 This change revises ITS Table 3.3.4-1 to be consistent Yes No No No

with DCPP CTS 3.3.3.5.

3.3-129 Consistent with the CPSES current TS. the ITS requirement No Yes No No
to have the loss of Power Diesel Generator Start
Instrumentation ' TITS 3.3.5) applicable in Modes 5 and 6
when the associated DG is required to OPERABLE by ITS
LCO 3.8.2 "AC Sources - Shutdown" is deleted. In these
modes. the Reactor Coolant System or Reactor Vessel
cavity temperatures are low enough that the time
available for the reactor operators to manually start the
diesel generators is adequate. Thus, there is no need to
require the automatic loss of power DG start
instrumentation to be operable in these modes.

3.3 130 Consistent with the current TS and the CPSES design. the No Yes No No
Conditions. Required Actions and Surveillances are not
applicable to the 6.9 kV Preferred Offsite Source
Undervoltage function if the associated source breaker is
open. When the associated source breaker is open, credit
is not being taken for the immediate availability of the
6.9 kV Preferred Offsite AC power source.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Tcbie -ITS3.3 SMSM7
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%

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY |
"

NUPBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.3-131 ITS 3.3.5 Condition B is replaced with new Conditions B. No Yes No No
C, D. and E. Condition C in the ISTS is changed to j
Condition F. The CPSES current TS have specific actions
for the various bus undervoltage and degraded voltage i

function. These actions allow an appropriate amount of
time to restore an inoperable channel or declare the
associated power source or bus inoperable and take action
to isolate an inoperable power source. These actions are
a proper way to respond to the inoperable channels
because the actions result in taking the Required Actions
in ITS 3.8 associated with the affected power source or
bus. The new Conditions match the Actions of the current
TS.

3.3 132 The trip setpoints for the loss of power diesel generator No - adopted ISTS Yes No - adopted ISTS No - adopted ISTS
start instrumentation are relocated to a licensee format. format. format.
controlled document. This approach is consistent with a
format allowed by a reviewer's note for the RTS and ESFAS
instrumentation.

3.3-133 This change revises US LCO 3.3.5 and SR 3.3.5.3 to Yes Ho No No

include the DG start sequence delay timers from DCPP CTS
Table 3.3 4.

3.3-134 This change is Wolf Creek specific to revise the NOTE in No No Yes No - see CN 3.3 18. *

Condition K of ITS 3.3.2 consistent with current TS Table
i 3.3 3 Action 16 fer Function 7b and Amendment 43 to

provide 4 hours ft, an additional channel to be placed in,

| bypass for surveillance testing of other channels.

3.3-135 A LODE change restriction has been added to ITS 3.3.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes
| Condition C per the matrix discussed in CN 1-02-LS-1 of

| the 3.0 package.

| 3.3 136 The TADOT performed under ITS SR 3.3.2.7 includes No - adopted ISTS' No - adopted ISTS Yes Yes
verification of relay setpoints since the trip actuating format, format.

| devices being tested are the same circuits under ITS SR
3.3.5.2

|

I

|

| CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.3 5/1587
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CROSS-REFERENCF TABLE 3/4.4
5/ 8/97
rage 1 ( Sorted by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para
'3.4,1A LCO 3.4.4 LCO

3411 ACTLON _3.4.4 CONDITION A22 2

4.4 1.1.1 _SR 3.4.4.1 SR2

4.4.1JJ SR _5.5.9

_3. 4.1_._2 LC0 3.4.5 LCO
3.4.1,2 APP Note 3.4.5 APP

_3 4.1.2 ACTION a 3.4.5 CONDITION A1

_3 A 1.2 ACTION a _3.4.5 C.ONDITION B
1 4.1.2 ACTION b 3.4.5 CONDITION C -

3.4.1.2 ACTION c 3.4.5 C0tt)ITION D
_4A 1.2.1 SR 3.4.5.3 SR
4.4.1.2.2 SR a 3.4.5.2 SR
4.4.1.2.2 SR b 5.5.9
4.4.1._2.3 SR 3.4.5.1 SR

_ _3. 4.1._3 LCO 3.4.6 LCO
3.4.1.3 LCO Note 3.4.6 LCO Note 1. 2C _3.4.1.3 ACTION a 3.4.6 CONDITION A5

- 3.4.1.3 ACTION a 3.4.6 CONDITION B
__3.4.1.3 ACTION b 3.4.6 CONDITION C

4.4.1JJ SR 3.4.6.3 SR
,

4.4.1.3 2 SR_ a 3.4.6.2 SR2

4.4.1.3.2 SR b 5.5.9
4.4.1.3.3 SR 3.4.6.1 SR

_3,4.1 1 1 LCO 3.4.7 LCO
._3AL 4.1 LCO N Note 3.4.7 LCO Note
_34lAl ACTION b 3.4.7 CONDITION A2a

3.4.1.4.1 ACTION b __ 3.4.7 CONDITION B
441dtl,1 SR 3.4.7.2 SR !
22

4.4,1.4.1,2 SR 3.4.7.1 SR
_4A141 SR New 3.4.7.3 SR22

i

_3,4.1.4.2 L.?0 _3.4.8 LCO
3.4.1 1 2 LCO Note 3.4.8 L?O Note 1

_3 A 1.4.2 ACTION a 3.4.8 CONDITION A_3A1,4.2 ACTION b 3.4.8 CONDITION B4.4.1.4.2 SR 3.4.8.1 SR
4,4,1.4.2 SR New 3.4.8.2 SR

_3 4 2.1 LC022 . Not Used
3m4 4 1 ACTION

Not Used
_

4.4.2.1 SR
Not Used

_342J LCO 3.4.10 LCO

_
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.4
5/ 8/97-
Page 2 ( S0rted by Current TS )

:

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

3.4.2.2 APP 3.4.10 APP

3.4.2.2 APP New 3.4.10 APP Note
_3 4 2.2 ACTION 3.4.10 CONDITION A

_3.4.2.2 ACTION New 3.4.10 CONDITION B

4.4.2 2 SR 3.4.10.1 SR2

_343 LC0 3.4.9 LCO j

__3 4.3 ACTION a 3.4.9 CONDITION B !

_3,4.3 ACTION a 3.4.9 CONDITION C -

3.4.3 ACTION b 3.4.9 CONDITION A_

J A 3.1 SR 3.4.9.1 SR

._4.4.3.2 SR 3.4.9.2 SR i

C !__ _3. 4 . 4 L_ 0 3.4.11 LCO

_J 4 4 APP 3.4.11 APP
'

._3.4.4 ACTl0N a 3.4.11 CONDITION A

_3.4.4 ACTION a 3.4.11 CONDITION D

_3 4.4 ACTION b 3.4.11 CONDITION B1

_3,4.4 ACTION b 3.4.11 CONDITION O

( _3.4.4 ACTION c 3.4.11 CONDITION E

3,4.4 ACTION d 3.4.11 CONDITION C
'

,

3.4.4 ACTION d 3.4.11 CONDITION D !
,

_3.4.4 ACTION d 3.4.11 CONDITION F !

_3 4.4 ACTION d 3.4.11 CONDITION G

3.4.4 ACTION e 3.4.11 CONDITION Note
4.4.4.1 SR a 3.4.11.2 SR

'

4.4.4.1_ SR b Not Used
4.4.4.2 SR 3.4.11.1 SR

_3.4.5.1 LCO 3.4.15 LC0
3.4.5.1 _ ACTION 3.4.15 CONDITION A '

__3. 4J .1 ACTION 3.4.15 CONDITION B

_3451 ACTION 3.4,15 CONDITION C1
,

_3 4 5.1 AC_ TION 3.4.15 CONDITION D '11

._3._4.1 1 ACTION 3.4.15 CONDITION E5
j

_4_1 J11 SR a 3.4.15.2 SR
'

4
4,4.5.1 SR a 3.4.15.4 SR '

_4&51 SR a 3.4.15.1 SR 3
t

_4.4 5,1 SR b _3.4.15.3 SR1 '

4.4.5.1 SR c 3.4.15.5 SR

_3 & 5 2_. LCO a 3.4.13 LCO a1

3 4 5.2 LC0 b 3.4.13 LCO b
3.4 5J LC0 c 3.4.13 LCO d, e '

') J. 4. 5. 2 LCO d 3.4.13 LCO c(V _3.4.5 2 LCO e 3.5.5 I LCO1

|

;

! !

. _. _ .
t
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.4 |I 5/ 8/97
Page 3 ( Sor ed by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS !

Item Code Para Item Code Para

_345J LCO f 3.4.14 LCO
_345J _LCO f 3.4.14.1 SR

!
1

3.4.5.2 APP 3.5.5 APP 1

_3.4.5.2 APP New 3.4.13 APP
3.4.5.2 APP New 3.4.13 APP

_3.4.5.2 __ ACTION a 3.4.13 CONDITION B
_3.4.5.2 - ACTION b 3.4.13 CONDITION A
__3.4.5 2 ACTION b 3.4.13 CONDITION B

2

_3Ah2 ACTION b 3.5.5 CONDITION A
_3.4 5J ACTION b 3.5.5 CONDITION B |

2

,J 4 5.2 ACTION c 3.4.14 CONDITION A !
2

_3A5J ACTION c 3.4.14 CONDITION B3.4.5.2 ACTION New 3.4.14 CONDITION C i
,

4.4.5u2.1 SR a Not Used
4.4.54J SR b 3.5.5.1 SR

'

_445J.1 S_R c _3.4.13.1 SR
4.4.5.2.1 SR d ,

Not Used i

4.4.5.2.2 SR 3.4.14.1 SRO 4.4.5.2J SR b _3.4.14.1 SR |

,

I _4 4 5.2.2 SR c Not Used |4.4.5 4 2 SR d 3.4.14.1 SR
4.4.5.2 2 SR e 3J.14.1 SR1

_ Table 3.4 1 Pilocated TRH -

3.4.6 LCO _Reiocated TRH '

3.4.6 ACTION _ Relocated TRH4.4.6 SR _Relcoated TRHTable 3,4 2
_ Relocated TRH !

,

l
3.4.7 LCO _. 3. 4.16 LCO |3.4.7 LCO a 3.4.16.2 SR3.4.7 LCO b 3.4.16.1 SR3.4.7 APP _3.4.16 APP

_3d 7 ACTION a 3.4.16 CONDITION A Note_3.4.7 AC_T_ ION a 3.4.16 ACTION A.2
_

. 3d 7 ACTION a 3.4.16 CONDITION C
_3d. 7 ACTION b 3.4.16 ACTION B.14.4.7 SR 3.4.16.3 SR4.4.7 SR 3.4.16.1 SR447 SR 3.4.16.2 SR

a
4,4.7 SR 3.4.16 ACTION A.1_,4.4,7 SR 3.4.16 ACTION B.1 I

!

figur. 3.4 1 J_1gure3.4.16-1e_

_ Table _._4.4 1 ITEM 1 3.4.16.1 SR
.( Tabl.e 4 4 1 ITEN 2 3.4.16.2 SR| V) - Table _4.4 1 ILEM 3 J.4.16.3 SR

|

- .. , _ _ _ _ _
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.4

5/ 8/97 ,

; Page 4 ( Sorted by Current TS )
v

-

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para i

Table 4.4 1 ITEN 4.a 3.4.16 ACTION A.1 '

lable4.41 ITEN 4.a 3.4.16 CONDITION B
lable 4.41_ ITEN 4.a 3.4.16 ACTION 8.1
Jable 4.41 ITEN 4.b 3.4.16.2 SR :

,

_3,4.8.1 LCO 3.4.3 LCO !

_3481 LCO Relocated PTLR2

3.4.8.1 ACTION _3.4.3 CONDITION A
1481 ACTION 3.4.3 ACTION A.2

,

1 '

_).4.8.1 ACTION 3.4.3 CONDITION B
.,.) . 4 . 8 J ACTION New 3.4.3 CONDITION C
4.4.8.1,1 SR 3.4.3.1 SR

_4,4.8.1.2 SR Relocated FSAR
';

ligure3.42 Relocated PTLR
ligur13.43 Relocated PTLR .

Table 4.4 2 Relocated FSAR
|

_348J LCO Relocated FSAR1 1

3.4.8.2 ACTION Relocated FSAR
,

4,4,8.2 SR Relocated FSAR

3.4.8.3 LCO 3.4.12 LC0
l).4.8.3 LC0 a 3.4.12 LCO
l&8.3 LCO a Relocated FSAR
_3.4.8.3 APP 3.4.12 APP

,

3.4.8,3 ACTION a 3.4.12 _ CONDITION E !
__3.4.8 3 ACTION a 3.4.12 CONDITION G1

_3,4.8.3 ACTION b 3.4.12 CONDITION F3.4,8.3 ACTION b 3.4.12 CONDITION G3.4.8 3 ACTION c 3.4.12 CONDITION _G
2

_,3.4.8.3 ACTION d 3.4.12.5 SR
!_3.4.8.3 ACTION e Not Used3.4.8.3 ACTION f 3.4.12 ACTION Note_3A83 ACTION New 3.4.12 CONDIT0N B

;

2

_3,4 8.3 ACTION New 3.4.12 CONDTION G ;
1

_3A8,3 ACTION New 3.4.12 CONDTION C I

_3 4 8 3__ ACTION New 3.4.12 CONDITION D )11 1

. _3.4.8.3 ACTION New 141_2 CONDTION G33.4.8 3 . ACTION New 14,1.2 CONDITION G2
4,4.8.3 SR New 3.4.12.3 SR
4.4.8.3.1 SR a 3.4.12.8 SR

_4A83.1 SR b 3.4.12.9 SR2

4.4.8.3._1 SR c 3.4.1.2.6 SR
4.4 81 2 SR a 3.4.12.4 SR1

S_4.4 8_.3 2 _SR b 3.4.12.4 SR1 1

h4.8.3.2 SR c __ 5.5.8
_
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,

f I

CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.4
5/ 8/97
Page s ( Sorted by Current TS )O i

,

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para !

!

4,4.8.3.3 SR 3.4.12.5 SR
; _Fjgure3.44 Relocated PTLR ;

_319 LCO Relocated TRH
,

_3.4,9 ACTION Relocated TRf1
'

4.4.9 SR 5.5.7
,

_3dd0 LCO Relocated TRH i

__3,4.10 ACTION Relocated TRH '

4.4.10 SR Relocated TRH
'

I ,

t

!

!

O
'

;

i

t

6

i

t

i
i

:

'

,

.

u
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.4
,5/ 8/97
rage 1- ( Sorted by ITS )

|

Current TS Improved TS
*

Ites Code Para Item Code Para f
3.2.5 LCO 3.4.1 LCO !

~

l.2J ACTION 3.4.1 CONDITION A i3 2.j! ACTION _3.4.1 CONDITION B
&

_3. 2J ACT.I_ON _ 3.4.1 CONDITION C i4.2.5.1 SR 3.4.1.1 SR
4.2.5J SR 3.4.1.2 SR
4.2.5.1 SR 3.4.1.3 SR
12_.L3 SR __3.4.1.4 SR,4 2 ).4 SR _ 3.4.1.4 SR

,

21 '

'

3dt) .4 LCO 3.4.2 LCO
3 .1. J. 4 ACTION 3.4.2 CONDITION A

,

4.1.L.4 SR 3.4.2.1 SR '

.

3.44._1 LCO 3.4.3 LCO ;,

; J A B.1 ACTION 3.4 3 CONDITION AJd B.1 ACTION 3.4.3 ACTION A.2
,

3.4.8.1 ACTION 3.4.3 CONDITION B
,
'

f _3d.8.1. ACTION New 3.4.3 CONDITION C
,

4 4 8J.1 SR 3.4.3.1 SR
i 4t 1

14.1.1 LQ0 __3.4.4 LCO
,

32 1.1 ACTION 3.4.4 CONDITION A !

_4JJ1 1 SR _3.4.4.1 SR
1

J ,4.1.2 LCO 3.4.5 LCO !

J . 4.1. 2 APP Note 3.4.5 APP
) . 4 .1_._2 ACTION a 3.4.5 CONDITION A3.4.1.2 ACTION a 3.4.5 CONDITION B
3. 4_1_t2 ACTION b 3.4.5 CONDITION C

,

3 4 1.2 ACTION c ._3.4.5 CONDITION D |
1

4.4.1.2.3 SR _3.4.5.1 SR
_4_t4.1.2.2 SR a 3.4.5.2 SR

,

>

_4_.4 i 2.1 SR 3.4.5.3 SR
.t t

11 ) ,3 LCO Note 3.4.6 LCO Note 1. 2
4

3.4,1.3 LCO 3.4.6 LC0 i

;

3.4.1J ACTION a 3.4.6 CONDITION AJt AJ ACTI.ON a _3.4.6 CONDITION B
4

3.4.1,3 ACTION b 3.4.6 CONDITION C4.4.1 3.3 SR _3_.4.6.1 SR
1

4.4.1 3J SR a _3.4.6.2 SR
2

4.4.1.3.1 SR 3.4.6.3 SR

3A1A1 LCO New Note 3.4.7 LCO Note3.4.1.4.1 LQO 3.4 7 LCO2

,

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.4
5/ 8/97.

O rage 2 ( Sorted by ITS )U
,

iCurrent TS Improved TS
' Item Code Para Item Code Para

*. J 4dA.1 ACTION a 3.4.7 CONDITION A
'

JAIJ21 ACTION b _3.4.7 CONDITION B '

4.4.1JJJ SR _.3.4.7.1 SR1 4 1,4.1 1 SR 3.4.7.2 SR
3

2 1-
4.4.1,4.1 SR New 3. 4. 7. 3 SR

34J.4.2 L.00 3.4.8 LC01

JA1A2 LGO Note 3.4.8 LC0 Note 1 :3A14,2 ACTION a 3.4.8 CONDITION A1

3 4.1.4.2 ACTION b _3.4.8 CONDITION B |
2

4.4.1.4.2 SR 3.4.8.1 SR
-|4,4.1.4.2__ SR New 3.4.8.2 SR

'

!3.4.3 LCO 3.4.9 LCO
3.4.3 ACTION b 3.4.9 CONDITION A

'j-
3.4.3 ACT_ ION a __3.4.9 CONDITION BI 3.4.3 ACTION a 3.4.9 CONDITION C

,

A4 3.1 SR 3.4.9.1 SR !

,

2

4.4.3x2 SR .__ 3. 4. 9. 2 SRO j
Not Used __3.4.9.3 SR Not Used

>

i
i

3.4.2.2 _LC0 3.4.10 LC0
|3 4 2.2 APP 3.4.10 APP i3.4.2.2 APP New _3.4.10 APP Note ;3.4.2 2 AGTION _3.4.10 CONDITION A |3.4.2.2 ACTION New 3.4.10 CONDITION B

-

i _4.4.2.2 SR 3.4.10.1 I SR
.

'

I

_3,4.4 LCO _3.4.11 LCO
,

J 4.4 APP 3.4.11 APP
,

3 4.4 ACTION e 3.4.11 CONDITION Note1

3.4.4 ACTION a 3.4.11 CONDITION A344 ACTION b 3.4.11 CONDITION B
2 .,,

3J.4 ACTION d 3.4.11 CONDITION C
'

3.4.4 ACTION a _3.4.11 CONDITION D

-

3,4.4 ACTION b _3.4.11 CONDITION D i

'

lA4 ACTION d 3.4.11 CONDITION D '

3.4.4 ACTION c 3.4.11 CONDITION E3.4.4 ACTI.ON d _3.4 11 CONDITION F
.

'

3,4.4 ACTION d __3.4.11 CONDITION G
4_dJ12 SR 3.4.11.1 SR

,
.

-

'

42 _4.1 SR a 3.4.11.2 SR
Not Used a'.4.11.3 SR Not Used ;

,

Not Used '% ' 3.4.11.4 SR Not Used

14A3 L_C0 a 3.4.12 LCO

~

;

!

i

.
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_
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.4 !

.

5/ 8/97 *

Page- J ( Sorted by ITS )

. Current'TS
.

Improved TS
~

Ites Code Para Ites Code Para i

3.4.8 3 LCO 3.4.12 LCO
~

2 ~

JA3d LCO Note (New) 3.4.12 LCO |J_2 2 2 _ LCO _ 3.4.12 LCO
5

3.1.2._2 APP Note 3.4.12 LC0 t

,

3. 4 . 8.13 APP 3.4.12 APP
J . 4. 8,3 ACTION f 3.4.12 ACTION Note
3 4.8.3 ACTION _3.4.12 CONDITION A2a

5 ;J2 42 ACTION 3.4.12 CONDITION A !

'

3 4 8.3 ACTION New
J A 8,3 _ ACTION New

- 3.4.12 CONDIT0N B
3,4.12 CONDTION C

3J.8.3 ACTION New 3.4.12 CONDITION D .i3.4.8.3 ACTION a 3.4.12 CONDITION E
.3.4.8.3 ACTION b 3.4.12 CONDITION F !JJtBJ ACTION a _3.4.12 CONDITION G ;

J24.8.3 ACTION b 3.4.12 CONDITION G
__3. 4. 8. 3 ACTION c 3.4.12 CONDITION G,

: ) ,4. 8 _3 ACTION New _3.4.12 CONDTION G3.4.8.3 ACTION New 3.4.12 CONDTION G ;3.4.8.3 ACTION New 3.4.12 CONDITION Gi O 3.5.3.2 ACTION 3.4.12 CONDITION GV A53.2 SR _3 4.12.1 SR1 a
4.1.2.3.3 SR 3.4.12.2 SR
4.1.2.4.3
15.31.2

- SR 3.4.12.2 SR
,

SR _3.4.12.2 SR2 1,

4.4.8.3 SR New 3.4.12.3 SR ^

,

4.4.8J,2 SR a 3.4.12.4 SR
4. 4. 8.23.2 SR b _3.4.12.4 SRJA83 _ ACTION d 3.4.12.5 SR2

4.4.8.3.3 SR 3.4.12.5 SR
4.4.8.3 1 SR c 3.4.12.6 SR i

1

Not Used 3.4.12.7 SR Not Used_4 4 8 3_.1 SR a 3.4.12.8 SR22 2

1483.1 SR b __3.4.12.9 SRa2
j

3.4.5.2 LC0 a .3.4.13 LCO a
.

3.4.5 2 LCO b 3.4.13 LC0 b
|1

3.4.5.2. LCO d _3.4.13 LC0 c !

i

3,4.5,2 LCO c 3.4.13 LCO d. e !

_

3.4.5.2 APP New 3.4.13 APP
i3.4.5.2 APP New _ 3.4.13 APP '

J24.5.2 ACTION b 3.4.13 CONDITION A3,4,5.2
AQTION b 3.4.13 CONDITION 81452_ ACTION a _3.4.13 CONDITION B

_

22

4.4.5.2 1 SR c _3.4.13.1 SR

_

1

10,6 SR 3.4.13.2 SR

_

._ _ - .__~ _ _ . )
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.4
5/ 8/97
Page. 4 ( S0rted by ITS )O 1

Current TS Improved TS
~

Item Code Para Item Code Para

3.4.5.2_ LCO f 3.4.14 LCO
'

-

_3.4.5.2 ACTION c _3.4.14 CONDITION A
'

3,4.5.2 ACTION c 3.4.14 CONDITION B
3.4.5.2 ACTION Ne_w 3.4.14 CONDITION C
3.4.5.2 LCO f 3.4.14.1 SR
4.4.5.2 2 SR _ _ 3.4.14.1 SR3

4.4.5,2J SR b_ 3.4.14.1 SR

A 4 1 2.2_ _ SR 'd 3.4.14.1 SR -

4.4.5.2 2 SR e 3.4.14.1 SR

4 5J SR d.1 3.4.14.2 SR
_

i1

2

41311 SR 3.4.14.2
'

SR22
"

NA 3.4.14.3 SR Not Used

i 3.4.5J LC0 3.4.15 LC0
lable3.34 FUNCT UNIT la 3.4.15 LCO
Table 3.3 4 FUNCT UNIT lb 3.4.15 LCO
3.3.3.1 LCO 3.4.15 LCO b

_3 4 3,1_ LCO 3.4.15 LC0 e
p 3.3 3J ACTION a 3.4.15 ACTIONS1 '

( 1331 ACTION b ___ 3. 4.15 ACTIONS22

13.23,1 ACTION c 3.4.15 ACTIONS Note
3,4,5 1 AClION 3.4.15 CONDITION A2

_3d.5J AGTI0N _3.4.15 CONDITION B
J.ab_le_3,3 4 ACTION 29 3.4.15 CONDITION D

'

_3d15.1 _AgIION 3.4.15 CONDITION C
Table 3.3 4 _ACTI_0N 29 3.4.15 CONDITION C

_3 d ,5 1 ACTION 3.4.15 CONDITION D1

lable_3.3 4 ACTION 29 3.4.15 CONDITION D
3.4.5,1 ACTION 3.4.15 CONDITION E

Not Used 3.4.15 CONDITION E'

4.4.5J SR a - 3.4.15.1 SR
4 3 4 1_. SR a 3.4.15.1 SR1

4.4.5.1 _SR a 3.4.15.2 SR
_4,3 3,1 SR c __3.4.15.2 i 'R2 -

4_. 4. 5J SR b _3.4.15.3
134_1- SR b __3.4.15.4

._ _3R
SR !

4.4 1 1 SR - a 3.4.15.4 SR
4.4.5,1 SR c 3.4.15.5 SR

J.4.7 LCO _ __3,4.16 LCO
3.4.7 APP 3.4.16 APP
3.4.7 . ACTION a 3.4.16 CONDITION A Note
4.4.7 _SR _3.4.16 ACTICN A.1 ;Table._4,4 1 ITEM 4.a 3.4.16 ACTION A.1

|9 A4_17 . A?I_I.ON a 3,4.16 ACTION A.2 '

lable 4,41 - ITEM 4.a _ 3.4.16 CONDITION B ;.

l

_ _ _ _ _ _ - ~.___ _._.____ _ _ _ _ _.__ _ _ _ _- ___ _ _-___-_-_-_ -
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.4
5/ 8/97

,
Page -5 ( Sorted by ITS )

Current TS Improved TS

Item- Code Para Item Code Para
~

.3.4.7 ACTION Ib 3.4.16 ACTION B.1

4,4.7 SR 3.4.16 ACTION B.1 ;

Table 4.41 ITEM 4.a 3.4.16 ACTION B.1 ;

J.4.7 ACTION a 3.4.16 CONDITION C

3.4.7 _ LCO b 3.4.16.1 SR

14.7 SR _3.4.16,1 SR
,

_ Table 4.4 1 ITEM 1 3.4.16.1 SR
'

J 4.7 LC0 a 3.4.16.2 SR

4.4.7 SR 3.4.16 2 SR__.

Table 4,41 ITEH 2 3.4.'.s.2 SR

lable 4.41 -ITEM 4.b 3.4.16.2 SR

4.4.7 SR 3.4.16.3 SR

lable 4.41 IT.EH 3 3.4.16.3 SR

fjgur_e_3.4 1 Figure 3.4.16 1 -

T

,

b

O

.

.i

|

r

V

O

. -.
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Hethodology For Cross-Reference Tables,q
V The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs,

Actions, Surve111ances, Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the
location of items that have been located out of the improved TS.

The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS:

LC0/SR number fittm) -

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification.

Requirement code (Codg) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LC0 - The LCO operability requirement
APP - The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements

O SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
y/

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

I

Paragraph (Earn) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,
the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.
Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be
" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5, 6, etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b").

f}
G Methodology 1 of3 5/15/97
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!

Hethodology for Cross Dference Tables !
- (Continued)

!
New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in !

NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS |
|

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
'

apply. {

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS. a new entry is made for each cross

.

reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple [
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the

,

improved TS. separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS.

Imoroved TS- i

,

LC0/SR number (Item) - |
,

This coltan lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the !

associated specification or uses the following code:

'

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference

.

location). i
i

Requirement code (Code) - |
|

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO The LCO operability requirement |
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements {
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !,

.,
In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g., FSAR. TRM. or !
plant procedures) i

!

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO.' The

O !
Methodology 2 of3 $/1587
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables

O'O
(Continued)

:

cross reference for the applicability for the soecification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the ,

current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1431.

"

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor
relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already

G adequately addressed by regulations)
b '

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved
TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to
adequately describe the cross reference. For example, if the
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS. i

'

separate entries, each referencing the sane location in the i

improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS. |
Hultiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2") I

although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs
such as A.1.1. A.1.2, etc.).

'O
Methodology 3 of3 S/158 7 |
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ENCLOSURE 2 !
t

,.

MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS
.

,

i
~

!

Mark-up:
.$-

SFECIFICATION PAGE'

3.4.1.1.. .... ... ..... .. .................................. . .................. 3/4 4- 1 -

3.4.1.2...... . .. . ........ ..... ...... .................... ....... 3 /4 4-2
3.4.13...................... .... ...... .. ....... ...... ................. 3/4 4 -4 i

3.4.1.4.1....... ..... . .... .... ....... ............ .. .................. 3/4 4 -6
'

O
! 3. 4.1.4.2.. . . ................ . ........................................... 3/4 4-7 1

+ ,' 3.4.2.1. .. . ............................. .................................. 3 /4 4-8 '

3.4.2.2......................... ....... ............. ... ........... ...... 3/4 4-9 :

3.4.3..........................................................................3/44-10 ,

3.4.4....... ............... ... ............. ...... .......... ............ .... 3/4 4- 1 1
3.4.5.1........... .. ........ .. ....... ............. .............. ... 3/4 4- 13
3.4.5.2........................ ..... ........................ ........ ...... 3 /4 4 - 14
3.4. 6........... .................. .... ..................................... 3/4 4- 18 |
3.4.7.............. . .................................. ........................ 3 /4 4-2 0
3. 4.8.1........ ....... . ....... ...... ..... ... ...... .............. .. 3/4 4-2 4

1

3.4.8. 2.. ............. ....... ....................... ......................J/4 4-2 8

3.4.8.3................................ .. . ... ...... ... ..... 3/4 4-2 9
.

3.4.9.......... ............................... .......... ........ ............. 3/4 4 -3 3 i

- 3.4.10............ . .......... ......................... .. ................ . 3 /4 4-3 4

.
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3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4~1 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND C00LMT CIRCULATION !
.'. +

D STARTUP AND POWER OPERATION*\j
,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

i

' 3.4.1.1 All four (4) reactor coolant loops er,d their ess;ciated st;;; gnerators ;
'

and- i 141-Lo
i

_

. .. m., shall be OPERABLE and in operation.> ,s m. ..

.

i:
-

. APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1 and 2.
,

ACTION: :

With'less than the above required reactor coolant loops in operation, be in at least HOT :

- STANDBY within 6 hours. ,

:

i

!
t

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

4.4.1.1.1 The above required coolant loops shall be verified in operation-end
circulatir,; reestor eccler,t at least once per 12 hours. .L14 -Lc?.

4.4.1.1.2 The steam generators shall be demonstrated OPERABLE pursuant to
Specification 4.0.6. ( 142-A

i

,

l

|
1

1
T

|
. .

.Iv
:.

CPSESMark-up of CTS 3/4.4 3 M 4-1 S/158 7
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i

,

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
'

;

t
HOT STANDBY '

f i
s LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

t

!

3.4.1.2 At least two of the reactor coolant loops listed below shall be OPERABLE
with at least two reactor coolant loops in operation when the r;;;ter trip tr;;kers Elere ,

,

-

erc closed todicontre D atem3 c apabl
coolant loop in operation when the r ;;erirK.Withdrjngjand at least one reactor ;

ter trip trc;ker; ere sper, tod3cht@l |#fateel1 Coo.tlppable3tfftodM)hdta@i.,

'

!
1

a. Reactor Coolant Loop 1 ;M its es3cciated ste;; serereter er,d reactor
eeelent-pump- 2*Lc1 !

1

b. Reactor Coolant Loop 2 ; M fts associated sta ;;rarator sad reactor
!

-- i .. . . r v . ;

(
c. Reactor Coolant Loop 3 er,d its associated st a ;;aeratcr cad reactor !

r v. and 's - ..i.,

!

d. Reactor Coolant Loop 4 :nd its associated st a; ;cncreter sad reactora

s o ..... r v. <,

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 3.** '

/1-04-M :i
ACTION: 'y

,

,

a. With less then the ebeve one required reactor coolant loops OPEPASLE !
,

| inopetable, restore the riquired loops to OPERABLE status within 72 **" '

hours or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.
Si

J b. With only one reactor coolant loop in operation and the reactor trip
.I

I

breakers in the closed position 3ridirbdIcohtro]Isystem2capab]_eloffrod; 1&LS
; Withdtawal,withinIhourrestoretwoloopstooperationorspeathe (

reactortriptrakersplacelthe;r,6dIgonttolssystem2f[aconditiod J 3*Ls "

incapab]Ofttodythdrawa1]>

,

With fout3CSj;100ps!inop6r)b]GCno reactor coolant loop inc. E

operation, jamediately p]aceltheltodicohttollsystgiga[cMition
.

#" ~'
1Deapab]e*ofitodXthdtapa]Gopen the reactor trip trakers er,d
suspend all operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of the
Reactor Coolant System and imediately initiate corrective action'

to return the required reactor coo'snt loop.to operation.

1

,

*
All reactor coolant pumps may be danergized temovediftoCopetatiorijfor up to 14A11hourperl8Jhour"petiodlprovided: .(1) no operations are permitted that
would cause c'ilution of the Reactor Coolant System boron concentration, and .i

1
1gg

(2) core ou'clet temperature is maintained at least 10 F below saturation .l
1

temperature.
.

"q Sce speciaHest ex;;pticas Specificatica 3.10-4-
.
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REACTOR C00llWT SYSTEM '

,

HOT STANDBY

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.1.2.1 At least the above required reactor coolant pumps, if not in operation, shall
'

be determined OPERABLE once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker alignments and
indicated power availability.

j 4.4.1.2.2 The required steam generators shall be determined OPERABLE

a. By verifying secondary side water level to be greater than or equal to 10%<

(narrow range) at least once per 12 hours, and

b. By performing the surveillances pursuant to Specification 4.0.6. 102-A .
'

4.4.1.2.3 The required reactor coolant loops shall be verified in operation end
efreuleting reactor ceciant-at least once per 12 hours. ' t oi Lo

,

'

i

!

.

O

|

<

i

'
.

.

O
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

HOT SHUTDOWN
'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.1.3 At least two of the loops listed below shall be OPERABLE and at least one of
these loops shall be in operation:*

i
a. Reactor Coolant Loop 1 ond its associated ste:: scrarator end reactor

Ce0Mt pu;Tp,** | 101-LG :

b. Reactor Coolant Loop 2 and its associated st;;; gerar; tor and reactor
coolant pu;rp.**

c. Reactor Coolant Loop 3 erd its associated ste;; sccarator and reactor
eeelant pu;rp.**

d. Reactor Coolant Loop 4 end its associated stc;; scrarator end reactor
coolant pump.** '

e. RHR Loop A or

f. RHR Loop B. '

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 4.
,

ACIl08:

a. With egejless than the above required loops OPERABLE immediately **"
initiate corrective action to return the required loops to OPERABLE

i

status as soon as possible; if the remaining OPERABLE loop is an RHR loop. |
be in COLD SHUTDOWN W thin 24 hours. '

.

I

b. With Doll _09pMEjg!Lgodno loop in operation, suspend all operations
|involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant ,,, '

System and immediately initiate corrective action to return the !
required p!g] loop to pf%RNR.E31 alt 0jOLndjoperation.

,

-

All reactor coolant pumps and RHR pumps may be decrergiced tgMWJGB
*

bpeteMbl11for up to 1 hour peKhbor3Telf6q provided: (1) no operations , 3,3g
-

,

are permitted that would cause dilution of the Reactor Coolant System boron a l es-M -
concentration, and (2) core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10'F

ibelow saturation temperature.
.

**
A reactor coolant pump shall not be started in Mode 4 unless the secondary water
temperature of each steam generator is less than 50*F above each of the Reactor

; ' Coolant System cold leg temperatures. |

,

|

|

O
i

CPSESMark-up of CTS 3M.4 3M 4-4 S/]sn7
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.

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

HOT SHUTDOWN
1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

t

4.4.1.3.1 The required reactor coolant pump (s), and/or RHR pump (s) if not in operation,
shall be determined OPERABLE once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker alignments and
indicated power availability.

4.4.1.3.2 The required steam generator (s) shall be determined OPERABLE

By verifying secondary side water level to be greater than or equal to 10%a.
(narrow range) at least once per 12 hours, and

b. By performing the surveillances pursuant to Specification 4.0.6. :1-02.A'-
,

4.4.1.3.3 At least one reactor coolant or RHR loop shall be verified in operation
;nd circulatirg reactor coelart at least once per 12 hours. , " G-

:

)

,

,

<
.

|

7

*
.

i

i

i

i

O-
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTRj

COLD SHUTDOWN LOOPS FILLED

7
i ) LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION%)

**3.4.1.4.1 At least one residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and in
operation *E****, and either:

a. One additional RHR loop shall be OPERABLE **, or

b. The secondary side water level of at least two steam generators shall be
greater than or equal to 10% (narrow range).

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 5 with reactor coolant loops filled ***.

ACTION:

With one of the RHR loops inoperable erand with less than the required 2**a.
steam generator level, immediately initiate corrective action to
return the inoperable RHR loop to OPERABLE status or restore the required
steam generator water level as soon as possible.

b. With re' quired..RHRZloopsTinoperableTot no RHR loop in operation, ' * *'

suspend all operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of
the Reactor Coolant System and immediately initiate corrective action to
return the required RHR loopito~0PERABLE; status,*and operation.

(% SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
\

4.4.1.4.1.1 The secondary side water level of at least two steam generators when
required shall be determined to be within limits at least once per 12 hours.

4.4.1.4.1.2 At least one RHR loop shall be determined to be in operation end 1*Lc
circulating reactor-coolant--at least once per 12 hours.

.(NEW)2D yerifylcortectibteakerial.i gnmentEandli ndi cated [poWeCate:ayajlableitg ' ' " ' ' '

tbeltequited;RHR; pump 1that;is_not;in operation;atdeast;onciperAdaysi

*
The RHR pump may be deenergtred remoyedifromioperatjqn]for up to I hour peg 14A (8;ho0 Cper,1bd provided: (1) no operations are permitted that would cause '

dilution of the Reactor Coolant System boron concentration, and (2) core 1 * ht
outlet ,

i

temperature is maintained at least 10'F below saturation temperature.
.

**
One RHR loop may be inoperable for up to 2 hours for surveillance testing I

provided the other RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation.

***
A reactor coolant pump shall not be started in Mode 5 unless the secondary water j
temperature of each steam generator is less than 50*F above each of the Reactor

iCoolant System cold leg temperatures.

*f*O 6UJMRiloopsimayEbeTremovedifroCoperation;during]planneMeltupZ.to]!0DE3 * * "
'#

WhenX1 ea st;oneJCS j oopfslinlopera ti.on;

CPSESMark-up of CTS 3N.4 3 M 4-6 S/158 7
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.

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
,

COLD SHtJTDOWN LOOPS NOT Fill FD

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION,

3.4.1.4.2. Two residual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE * and at least one RHR
1 cop shall be in operation.** -

i
:

APPLICABILITY- MODE 5 with reactor coolant loops not filled.

ACTION: !

With on( less then the ebeve required RHR loops jpoppr_abR OPERABLE, {a. "*
immediately initiate corrective action to return the required RHR
loops to OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

,

t

:

b. With tequ1%RIR360ps11nopetab1|ey; no RHR loop in operation. "*' '

suspend all operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of.

the Reactor Coolant System and immediately initiate corrective action to
return the required RHR loop'to OPERABLE 3t|atysIand operation.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS,

,

4.4.1.4.2 At least one RHR loop shall be determined to be in operation end Lim tc 3eirculeting reector coolant at least once per 12 hours.
' s

'

INEW) Eye.cf#1 correct [bte'kerlaljenmentrarCindicetqQoser3CeInyd11ab3;toa'

theittmliteC8HRJpumpitheti16noEjggperattoMat11 east 190Gp;pgrSidaysj < g 3,y - ;
!

,

;

1 :

*
,

t

,

4

*
One RHR loop may be inoperable for up to 2 hours for surveillance testing
provided the other RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation.

, ,

** The RHR pump may be m.m.v.- temoyediftoCypetattpI0for up to I hour, .
,

:
, provided: (1) no operations are permitted that would cause dilution of the

!
. gg

Reactor Coolant System boron concentration end (2) core outlet temperature
>

!ismaintainedatleast10*FbelowsaturationtemperatureZandi(3Enq
{

. " * .
drainipropetations3Erotthet~tpduce3helRCSlWatet20LumelargperAltM

i
,

, :
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM !

SAFETY VALVES
' m

OPERATING

:
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

-

.

;

<

3.4.2.2 All pressurizer Code safety valves shall be OPERABLE with a lift setting of !2485 psig ! It.*
!

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2. and 3.
, N00ElfGtb3iU2HC57Gfd3#pMatLWsIE520fM _ "_

2-05-LS
ACTION:

!

With one pressurizer Code safety valve inoperable, either restore the inoperable
valve to OPERABLE status within 15 minutes or be in at least HOT STAND 8Y within 6

.

hours and in at least H0T SHUTDOWN KthInny RCS'30]d36gitemp6raturfito'320ff ; 24m

.

within the following 6 hours.

INEWEWithitW:oCaote)tess0t12tCfifetyIvalieslinopetab]Kbp11 Cat 3eestM 24m -

SImuithinEhouts;and3 Eat 11,altst!DTlSEDOWLwithinithelfpilq|pg16thoutC
,

t

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS-

r

I

4.4.2.2 No additional requirements other than those required by Specification 4.0.5. !,O <
P

!
i

.ie

i
'

i
!

$

'

!

^

I.[,i,_!!i.!ji!!E. ff..,i3f".Ei $$i..U. . ?i'73M. .$. !? "'#;"t '# tI'"3 'I t'''' V"hi 3"
,m, e. .r.. .. . r . , .-

'

# ThGittisettingslatCoo1ItgQ1tedite3MCWith1Kth83.003timitsiddting: MODES
,

.

3: ant 45fotithe'purppse.3nsetting!the:pressotizerIsafety;yalyesIqnderzambient; J 24su
|IhotEconditions3Thisrexcept1211sIslis*edifotElhouraitollowiopitry

19to1 MODE 13;provided]Kpteliminaryicolfsgitiggsla!adelptiotMAeltup] !

,

|
5

i

!

!
|
'
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i
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

.

3/4.4.3 PRESSURIZER.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION '

3.4.3 The pressurizer shall M OPERABLE with a water volume of less than or equal to
1662 cubic feet (92% of span), and at least two groups of pressurizer heaters each
having a capacity of at least 150 kW.

APPLICABILITY.: H0 DES 1, 2. and 3.

ACTION:

With only one group of pressurizer heaters OPERABLE, restore at least twoa.

groups to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

b. With the pressurizer othcrwi:e inepcreble Water 3eyel'not.:MthlD ~ mts :
]1211. MtMp;6;hoGrA be in at least HOT STANDBY with the rcoctor
trip br;;kers open within 5 hours all2ods'fullyJnser:tediand;tod

;

controlfsystem,~jrlia3ohditionlincapablelottod3dthdraWal LBe in H0Tl -mu
SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours. ;

.

:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

i

4.4.3.1 The pressurizer water volume shall be determined to be within its limit at
least once per 12 hours. ;

4.4.3.2 The capacity of each of the above required groups of pressurizer heaters.

. g no !shall be verified by er,ergiring the heaters and .=:suring circuit current at least
once per 02 days }82ponthL,

mu

|

|
|

I

i

I
|

'

l

1
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
,

3/4.4.4 RELIEF VALVES

( LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.4 Both power operated relief valves (PORVs) and their associated block valves shall
be OPEPABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2 and 3.

NoteESep; ante"Co~nditioKentry;is:allowedfor:eachiva]ye;. mu
ACTION:

With one or both PORV(s) inoperable because of excessive ;;;t ic;k;;e
~ m ts

a.
and capable'ol.being' manually cycled. within 1 hour either restore
the PORV(s) to OPERABLE status or close the associated block valve (s)
with power maintained to the block valve (s); otherwise, be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and reduce 1T.,to25.007-4"

us tsHOT S!UID0'JJ within the following 6 hours.

b. With one PORV inoperable duc to couscs other than exccasiv; scot '

m ts
ic kege and not capable ofibeing' man.uallyicycled, within 1 hour
either restore the PORV to OPERABLE status or close its associated
block valve and remove power from the block valve: restore the PORV
to OPERABLE status within the following 72 hours or be in HOT STANDBY

- ""
within the next 6 hours and reduce 7,,to3500% in "0T S!UT00'J1.'

within the following 6 hours.
~ mu -

c. With both PORV(s) inoperable due to c:ascs other then cxccssiv; ;a t
1Gkage andyLticapable:oEbejnglaanuallylcycled, within I hour .; mu
either restore at least one PORV to OPERABLE status or close its
associated block valve and remove power from the block valve and be su
in HOT STANDBY within the-next 6 hours and reducekto25_0% in ||0TSii!!T00Lt within the following 6 hours. m ts

d. With one or both block valves inoperable, within 1 hour restore the
block valve (s) to OPERABLE status or place its associated PORV(s) in manual
control. Restore at least one block valve to OPERABLE status within the
next hour if both block valves are inoperable: restore any remaining
inoperable block valve to OPERABLE status within 72 hours: otherwise,

be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and reduceL~tdusu
M0K in liOT $!!!!TDOWN- within the following 6 hours.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.e.
.

J

CPSES Afark-up of CTS 3M.4 34 4-11 S/15/97
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

RELIEF VALVES

OQ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

|

4.4.4.1 In addition to the requirements of Specification 4.0.5 each PORV shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months by:

Operating the valve through one complete cycle of full trave 13. and c4a.u
a.

b. "crfer-ing a C"."J:!!:L CALIS"ATI0t of the actuation instru ,catation. 4 04-Lc :m

4.4.4.2 Each block valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 92
days * by operating the valve through one complete cycle of full travel unless the wu
block valve is closed in order to meet the requirements of ACTION a7 b or c in
Specification 3.4.4. . wu :

,

A
U

.
,

3 00.lEt#quitgito'be:pedornedJp' MODES 3Nadj] '

,

D
.id - '

. wu , i

|
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAVAGE
,,

v) LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.5.1 The following Reactor Coolant System Leakage Detection Systems shall be
OPERABLE:

The Containment Atmosphere Particulate Radioactivity Monitoring System,a.

b. The Containment Sump Level and Flow Monitoring System, and

Either the containment air cooler condensate flow rate or the Containmentc.
Atmosphere Gaseous Radioactivity Honitoring System.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

bCIlDE:

With only two of the above required Leakage Detection Systems OPERABLE, operation ' " *
may continue for up to 30 days provided that) an RCS;waterlinyentory'balancells
performed at9 east!every;24;hoursTwhenithe;ContainmentiSump:Levelland Floy
Honitoring,_ System:1sjjnoperable~andgeither grab samples of the containment u2u
atmosphere are obtained and analyzed prlan3CS Waterlinventory; balance'Is2
performediat least once every 24 hours when the required Gaseous or Particulate

[] Radioact19e Monitoring System, is inoperable; otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY
~

V within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. The
provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.5.1 The required Leakage Detection Systems shall be demonstre% J'ERABLE mA

by:

a. Containment Atmosphere Gaseous and Particulate Monitoring
Systems performance of CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and OICITAL '*^
CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST at the frequencies provided in Specification
4.3.3.1,

b. Containment Sump Level and Flow Honitoring System performance of CHANNEL
CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months, and

Containment Air Cooler Condensate Flow Rate Monitoring System performancec.
of CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.

n
w,
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OPERATIONAL LEAXAGE

,-

I ) LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
\ /

3.4.5.2 Reactor Coolant System leakage shall be limited to:

a. No PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE,

b. 1 GPH UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE,

1 GPH total reactor to secondary leakage through all steam generators - *^c.
nct isciated fica the Rc ctcr Occiant System and 500 gallons per day
through any one steam generator not isciated frca the necctor Cocient
Gystem,

d. 10 GPH IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the Reactor Coolant System,

40 GPH CONTROLLED LEAKAGE at a Reactor Coolant System pressure of 2235 **e.
20 psig, and

0.5 GPH leakage per nominal inch of valve size up to a maximum of 5
f.

GPH at a Reactor Coolant System pressure of 2235 20* psig from any
* LG

Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve specif4cd in Tobic
3-4-4.

6-08-LS

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2,3,and4#. - mLs
(3
(vl ACTION:

With any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 5a.
hours and in COLD SH'JTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

With any Reactor Coolant System leakage greater than any one of the . mts
b.

above limits, excluding PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGEjIreuctoGoolant
and leakage from Reactor Coolant SystempumpIspaUjinjeptioDif10)1

Pressure Isolation Valves.5 reduce the leakage rate to within limits within
4; hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

Test-I'icssurcs icss than 2235 psig but-gicater than 150 psig arc clicwed-fee - mLa
''

vehcs wherc higher picssurc muld tcad-to-diminish the ic;kage channel
Obscrved leekege-shah be cdjusted for actual picssurc to 2235opening.

psig-essuming the leskoge to bc directly propcrtional tc picssurc differcatici to
the sne-half powcr.

EfC4Murf bolQon k veG nithe:teisiduaEhyatitemoV813RHR)20W' path# su
WhenW,Iot;during;the transition;toiotifromEtheJHR; mode ofioperatto[ar,e
exc])lded_jn H0DEKand 2):110DEXnotlapplicableito.;314.!5 ~2e2 a ts

*

n
! :

(_/.
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REACTOR C00 LAW SVSTEM

OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
:

;

ACTION (Continued)

C(bgpontf). Wjth3CPiseaEinjection10cw;gCeaterlthan;;the?aboVeHimitGyerW! "" .

'

jG00EfloW;equlyalentitolaIsingle10EERABLEJECCSicharging 3Cagig
!available:withirWhou. slandireduceithC00Kratelto;withi[11mitsr 4'21-ts
|

withi n;72 thours:ortbe:iniatileast1HOTlSIANDBY1witMnithelgexti6ihouts
[andimROIRUIDOWDithin3helfollowing_61houtsj

With any Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve leakage greaterc.
than the above limit, isolate the high pressure portion of the
affected system from the low pressure portion within 4 hours by use of '

;-

at least two one2 closed manual? er deactivated automatic vehes, or Sii.u

check? valve # andyithi1921. hours;by!the:Uselofia~second; closed2 6-1241

manua1Zdeactivated: automatic?oCcheckivalve# Eor be in at least HOT
,

STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

INey). Wjfh the:RHR; suction"jsolation3alye: interlock 1TunctiorEinoperable;
6 224r

isolate the~affected: penetration ~by~use!of;one: closed manualfor
deactivated; automat.ic|yalve wi hin1 hours!t

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

t

Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be within each of_/ 4.4.5.2.1 '

the above limits by:

"snitoring the acceter Coolant System Lc;kage Ostection System sis.ts
e.

required by Speciffe6 tion 3.4.5.1 at ic;st cace per 12 hours;

Measurement of the CONTROLLED LEAKAGE to the reactor coolant pump ' 614-A
b.

seals when the Reactor Coolant System pressure is 2235 1 20 psig at |
!

The1 east once per 31 days with the modulating valve fully open.
provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into MODE 3

;

or 4; i

a

Performance of a Reactor Coolant System water inventory balance at leastc.
within 12 hours after achieving steady state operation * and at least
once per 72 hours thereafter during steady state operation. cxcept

:

that no mars then 55 hours shall clopsc betuc;n any tus successive Sis-ts

invcatery balenees. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not
applicable for entry into MODE 3 or 4; and

:

Stots !

d. "snitoring the Eccctcr ||c;d flange Lc;ksff System et least-ence pcr !,

24 hours. )
'

|

. Si7.Lc
T,,, being changed by less th;n 5"F/heuer+

M Each3ral ve3 sed ;to7sati sfy>thi s'factionlmostihav0been:yet1f,ied';to^; meet1 51241

suryeill anceyequirement: 4;4; 5 i2. 2:

JN 4-15 5/15/97
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!

i REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)
|

f
'

4.4.5.2.2 Each Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve specified in Table se7-to

3-44 shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying leakage to be within its limit: |

,
,

a. At least once per 18 months,

Prior to entering H0DE 2 whenever the plant has been in COLD SHUTDOWN ^ &ats
b. :

for 72 hours Zidag or more and if leakage testing has not been
performed in the previous 9 months, except for valves 8701A, 87018.
8702A, and 8702B,**

|'rior to returning th; valve to service ic11cwing ceintenance. repair
,

Sa.Tu
' c.

er replac;; cat werk on the valve.

Within 24 hours following check valve actuation due to flow through thed.
valve, and

G24A
As required in Specification 4.0.5. ;

e.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into NODE 3 or 4.
.

.

;

i

l

\

,

9

This exception allowed since these valves have control room position indication,**

inadvertent opening interlocks and a system high pressure alarm.

O
3M 4-16 S/1587
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

;

3/4.4.6 CHEMISTRY ,

l
i

i

D LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ,

|>

!
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3.

REACTOR C00UWT SYSTEM -|
;4

^3/4L4.7'SPECIFICACTIVITY' !'
'

' LIMITING rnunITION FOR OPERATION i

- ,
.

!. 3.4.7 : The specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be limited to: !

j |
4

_ '_a. Less than or_ equal.to i nicrocurie per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131, and ~
]\

'

<
.

Less than or._ equal to 1006 microcuries per gram of gross radioactivity.b.
.

.
.

' APPLICABILITY:L MODES 1,|2,;30, 4, e d 5. |s41u: j
i

-ACTION: .j

. MODES'1, 2, and 3*:

I- a. LC02EWfi1EriotappMgblelforloper#19DI1DithisJACTJ0EstatatseDt2 is42uy

E With the specific activity of the reactor coolant. greater than 1
~ icrocurie per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT _I 131 for more than 48 hoursm
' during one continuous time interval or exceeding the limit line shown ;

445-LS jon Figure 3.41, be in at least HOT STANDBY With1MJuRitCandIteduce
with Tm $g less than 500 F within t|y1(jp]]pw1Dg16 hours; and j

!b. With the specific activity of the reactor coolant greater than 100/E ,m
microcuries per gram,:be in at least HOT STANDBY 3irittiipXfi@r_sJng| |
De@0e with Tm to less than Sn0'F within hyp]Iow1Dg'6 hours. .!

MODES 1,'2, 33, 4, e d 5: * B41-LS

i

With the specific activity of the reactor coolant greater than 1 microcurie !

per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 or greater than 1006 microcuries per gram, j

perform the sampling and analysis requirements of Item 4.a) of Table 4.41 until 'j
. the specific activity of the reactor coolant is restored to within its limits. j

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |
|
;

4.4.7 The specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be determined to be within the |
limits by performance of the sampling and analysis program of Table 4.41. ;

.

|
6

!
i

*

!

. ith Tm greater than or equal to 500*F. |W.j 1*

|
;

|

D. |

|
;

i CPSESMark-se of CTS 3N.4 | 3M 4-20 5/153 7 )
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FIGURE 3.4 1
DOSE' EQUIVALENT I 131 REACTOR COOLANT SPECIFIC ACTIVITY LIMIT VERSUS PERCENT OF .

RATED THERMAL POWER WITH THE REACTOR COOLANT SPECIFIC ACTIVITY >l pCI/ gram DOSE i
i-

EQUIVALENT I 131
'

'

-i

i

<O :

~l
'

,

:
:

.

i
;
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TABLE 4.4 1

REACTOR COOLANT SPECIFIC ACTIVITY SAMPLE
AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM

TYPE OF MEASUREMENT SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS N00ES IN WHICH SAMPLE
AND ANALYSIS FREQUENCY AND ANALYSIS REOUIRED

i

1. Gross Radioactivity. AtleastonceperZday$F2 1,2,3WithL . sou-
|Determination hotes. gryaterT,t! igg 2Wla] - seu 'jtSA0'f;b-4_

2. Isotopic Analysis 1 per 14 days 1
for DOSE EQUIVALENT -

I 131 Concentration

3. Radiochemical for I 1 per 6 months ** 1
Determination *

4. Isotopic Analysis a) Once per 4 hours, 1#, 2#, 3# With K , se
for Icdir,e Including whenever the greatecthant.; ore
DOSEJQUIy6LENTI- specific activity to1500*Eh--4#-6# qualseu
131, I-133, er,d I exceeds 1 pCI/ gram
135 DOSE EQUIVALENT I-

131 or 100/I
pCi/gr= cf gross
redisectivity, and 5

Pg b) One sample between 2 1, 2, 3V and 6 hours . sas-Ls : -

following a THERMAL
POWER change
exceeding 15% of the
RATED THERMAL POWER
within a 1 hour
period. '

;

e

F

4

O ;
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TABLE 4.4 1 (Continued 1

1

TABLE NOTATIONS ICT I

, - Q
* A radiochemical analysis for I shall consist of the quantitative measurement

of the specific activity for each radionuclide, except for radionuclides .s*A
with half lives less than 10 minutes and all radioiodines, which is
identified in the reactor coolant. The specific activities for these
individual radionuclides shall be used in the determination of E for the reactor '

coolant sample. Determination of the contributors to I shall be based upon those :energy peaks identifiable with a 95% confidence level. |

i
** Sample to be taken after a minimum of 2 EFPD and 20 days of POWER OPERATION |

have elapsed since reactor was last subcritical for 48 hours or longer. Not 8 4-A !

re@1 red;tOeMfformeditait1131:dayOfMQiftimum3t:2:ERDs3Mi20
days:ofdNODE91opetatto!Lhatelqlpp_sedisingdtheJteactog WasHastisubctitical ;

foR E 4 D a cfd

# Until the specific activity of the Reactor Coolant System is restored within its
limits.

:

!

,

4

V

r

4

.

i

o .
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1

1

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.8 PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE LIMITS
C

REACTOR COOLAMT SYSTEM !

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION i
;

3,4.8.1 The Reactor Coolant System (except the pressurizer) temperature and
;

pressure shall be limited in accordance with the 11mitsIspecjfiedlinithe'P3.RJ m Lc- ;
lincs shown en Tigures 3.4 2 end 3.4 3 during heetup, ce;1ds.;n, crim.. v. --

.

inservice ic;k end hyd.estatic testing with. '

:. A =xi= h:: tup Of 1001 in :ny 1 hour period,

b. A =i= c00ld;Wn Of 100T in :ny 1 hour pcried, Ord

c. A =xi= tc perature ch;nge of less than cr eqc;l to 10T in any 'I hour
period during inservice hydrostatic cri ic i testir6 sperations above the 1

hectup erd cecidc.in limit curves.
t

APPLICABILITY: At all times.
,

ACTION:

With any of the above limits exceeded iniH00E!1~,~2;i3;.TorJ. restore the -mu
temperature and/or pressure to within the limit within 30 minutes: and perform an
engineering evaluation to determine the effects of the out of limit condition on
the structural integrity of the Reactor Coolant System; determine that the Reactor
Coolant System remains acceptable for continued operation * WithinJ721hoursIor be in;

;

at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and reduce the RCS T,3 hours.
'*Mand pressure to :

less than 2001 and 500 psig, respectively, within the following 3 '

(NEW)E Wi th;any: oCthe? aboyellimitslexceedediat!anyltjae:otheCZthan'. MODE 51?g,Y3,1 mM -
ot.J,fimmediatelyainttiatelactionitozestore parameteCfs);wjthinilisi.tsiand
determipelthg;RCSitsIacceptableHoricontlDued;opetation*j prjorito~entetj ngJJ00EM]

,

!

] SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.4.8.1.1 The Reactor Coolant System temperature and pressure shall be determined to be
within the limits at least once per 30 minutes during system heatup, cooldown, and
inservice leak and hydrostatic testing operations.'

i
,

4-4:8.1.2 The reactor vessel meterial irradiation surveillencc specimens shell be ' NLG
reseved and exeaine, t; determine changes in materici propertics, as required by 10 ;

CfRPert 50. Appeidix !!, in accordance with the schedult in Table 4.4-2. The,

restdts of-these examinations shell bc used to update Tigures 2.4-2, ~ 4-0 crd ':.4-4.
-

.

*~Acceptabili.tyJor ontinued;operationj.must be: determined;Whenever;thelectjorC1,s3 -mu |enteted;<

i
I

l

t v
4
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM j

PRESSURIZEP

A LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ,
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;

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
,

c
;

OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTEMS
,

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION fg
.

3.4.8.3 At least one of the following groups of two Overpressure Protection !
wudevices shall be OPERABLE irithitheIacem01stotsilso]atedlorZdepressurizedibeloW ,

'

al_loited18CS!pressutelper2B&when the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is not vented
through a 2.98 square inch or larger vent: :

I

Two power operated relief valves (PORVs) with lift settings which va y witha. ,

.---___...- - ' which do not exceed the limits established in Mgure FMme ,
,

h4-4the1EILB,or'

b. Two Residual Heat Removal (RHR) suction relief valves each with a setpoint of ;

450 psig + 3%, or
i

c. One RHR suction relief valve and one PORV with setpoints as prescribed above. '

APPLICABILITY: H00E 4*, MODE 5 and H0DE 6 when the head is on the reactor vessel. :
'

;

ACTION:
.

d

With one of the two required Overpressure Protection devices inoperable in H00Ea.
4, restore two Overpressure Protection devices to OPERABLE status within 7 days
or depressurize and vent the RCS through at least a 2.98 square inch vent within i

:
; the next 8 hours.
4

T b. With one of the two required Overpressure Protection devices inoperable in H0 DES
5 or 6, either (1) restore two Overpressure Protection devices to OPERABLE
status within 24 hours, or (2) complete depressurization and venting of the RCS

; through at least a 2.98 square inch vent within the next 8 hours. ;

c. With both of the two required Overpressure Protection devices inoperable,
complete depressurization and venting of the RCS through at least a 2.98 square
inch vent within 8 hours.;

'
,

Specification 3.4.8.3 is not applicable if all RCS cold legs are greater than |*

3 - 3207 and the following conditions are met: |
|
i1. At least one reactor coolant pump is in operation'

2. Pressurizer level is less than or equal to 92%
3. The plant heatup rate shall be limited to 60*F in any one hour period.

.

4

1

0
1
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REACTOR'C00LANT SYSTEN)

< OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTFJS. .j

. 'LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)'

T ACTION (Continued)

:d. ?With the RCS vented per ACTIONS a, b. or c. . verify the vent' pathway by I

performing Surveillance Requirement 4.4.8.3.3.

e. In tra enn'. citter th; POR"s. cr'the % suction relief velves. Or the RCS
i;nt(s) ere.us;d te ;;;iti;;;te ;n RCS ;ressure transient, e Speci;l R; pert - :NW
; hell k prop; red end sub;tted t; t a C ission pursu;nt t; Sp;;ification

.'

1

0.0.2 within 30 s ys. TPa repert sh:11 iscrik the circa;;;stences
initietirs the treraient, the effect of tra POR'!s, the IJR suction relief
velves, er RCS vent (s) en the trensient, ;nd ;ny ;;rrective ;;tien racessery te ;
preveat recurrence. .

~ f. The provision of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

.(NEWL -W1th:three: charging pumps || capable ofdinjecting;into;the;RCSEimmediately
. *M 'initiate; action 1to_vetify;a: maximum:ofitwo charging,pumpslate; capable of

jnjecting!1nto;the.RCS:oriwithin;the next18;hoursidepressutizenthe:RCSland
tstablish RCSivent;ofL>22,98_squarelinches?

(NEW) With?aniaccumulator,not isolated whenithe accumulator _ pressure is:greatet
. than;or;equalltoithe maxjeuniRCS; pressure?for; existing:co1dtlegLtemperature S1* *

Wilowed;byithelP/T!.curvesI1nithe;f7LRiwi.thi n1 hout;1 sol ate!the:a ffected
accuglatoriotMthin;the;next 12;houtsioithedincrease!allISCS; cold deg - i

temperatures 3 toZ 320Kor.1depressurize;the (affectedf accumulator;toJ ess;thari :
thelmaxista :RCSrpressuteiforlexj sting: cold;1eg; temperature? al. lowed |;by;the2/I
cutveslin;thef.PJLRR

(NEW) With;the;.LTOPisystemij noperable:fottanyj;othet! reason; within; 8] hours
.

!

depressutizeitheJCSland|pstabl1AJCS;yentioQ:;2,981squatelinches. . *1W'

,

!
'

,

;
i

1

.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH

'QVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTEM !

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.8.3.1 Each PORV shall be demonstrated OPER/SLE by:'

a. Performance of an ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST on the PORV actuation
channel, but excluding valve operation. Wj#ttG2RootsInfterientgrjsg:MBE *N

.

41When 31 day:; prior to ;nterin;; e cendition in which the PORV is required
OPERABLE and at least once per 31 days thereafter when the PORV is required
OPERABLE:.

i i

b. Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on the PORV actuation channel at least once {,

per 18 months; and i

c. Verifying the PORV isolation valve is open at least once per 72 hours when the
PORV is being used for overpressure protection. '

;

4.4.8.3.2 Each RHR suction relief valve shall be demonstrated O''dRABLE when the RHR i
suction relief valves are being used for cold overpressure protr: tion as follows: i

a. For RHR suction relief valve 87088 by verifying at least once per 72 hours that
.RHR Suction Isolation Valve (RRSIV) 8702B and 8701B are open. !

b. For RHR suction relief valve 8708A by verifying at least once per 72 hours that !
RRSIV_8701A and 8702A are open.

!

( c. Testing pursuant to Specification 4.0.5. '

4.4.8.3.3 The RCS vent (s) shall be verified to be open at least once per 12
hours * when the vent (s) is being used for overpressure protection.

GEWGMettffthatieachlaccum0]atorijEisolatedIat31eastIo@e'petil2;. hoots t

wtlenza.ccumulatotIptessurens:greatetitharcotzequanto!the maximum RCS"pr_essore:fot N

thecexistjag1RCS cold;1eg,,temperatuteIaRoWedibEthe2LTilimit~cutyesJprpyjdedijn
i the2TLRJ.!

,

,

' Except when the vent pathway is provided with a valve which is locked, sealed.*

or otherwise secured in the open position, then verify these valves open at
least once per 31 days.'

. O
i
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
I
1

1

3/4. 4. 9 ' evnt teTt an a e T kr1rr,*n T Ts,
a r ITuw r tru w u. A ru r LLau I I

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
. IMI-LS :

I

., . ,a T.u_ .m _.. ..._ , ,_i_m.,.. ns.o
, m _, .c , ,_2_ ,,___ , , __2 , - ____.

_u.. I
_,, u_., .m b . vb b .. . . , , , b s ,. v. - vvm. b,... .. . ..,v v hvr.,~ ,rs..b . . vs .

;eintained in ec;;rde,ec with Specificatica 4.4.^.
!

A n, T ,* A n T l TT A,,mr ,%Im - ,1, . 12,Ahr P >
r, n,, , vm. .

MEff&
_ o, m it. ._..m..__, ,_i___,... ., __.. . rue ,_a_ r,___ , . ___m,_s __.ue M I LII buv5 J bs Wb b ut ui 3 IIbEy1 Iby vp ut IJ n.rt rb b.vv5 b5Wda . bvvvpi svi s b 5 J / s pu b ',

conforming to the ebeve requirw.Tants, resterc the structurel integrity of the
k,l ,__1_; __- ____1,_s .. .au,_ ,i_ ,,_2 __ ,__,. . .u_ .,,__m ; ___-____ ,_siUbbvW

L' ""r" "V' 'k',8 b % # / n"__._'_' r__,._". e.,,.' _ .--___.a.'.
"##bbbEM

'

kV I b338 8kd 88 3 8 '" V 3#V3"kb b8 * kV

gas iva bv aytwr w waeery b e rw eswwwbvr bvv s us a b vJ d b wun bwwwip,w s u bwu w_
___ . u .

'"I#V3 3k' 3 b \ 0 8 k__,__ ._ ,____., __ .L. ener _L...._
rnw s w besusa vv s uvvvw

the minimum te,,,areture required by "0T consideration;.

e out mu_ u_.._..__, , _ _ _ _ , . . . _, _ _ . . ,eur r_a_ r,___ , _--- ____m,_s __mv. M IbII bith @ b i ub b us u s # IIbsyi e bJ vi ug ry nsr lb bvub bjuds s. hvilegivu rwi s h g g / g iv b

conforming to the ebeve requirc; cats, restore the structurel integrity of the
kffected ce;,,erent's) to within its limit er isolete the effected ces,,cnent'st
pricr to ir, creasing tra "seector Ccolant System ter.,,eratur; ebeve 2^^*,".

_ ,o.u mu_ _i_....__, ,_i___2.. _, _ _ . . ,cor ,_2_ , , _ _ _ , _ - ____ ,_s __.b. M Ibli btib dbivbbulUi 3 Ii 453I 3kJ L# 3 W I IJ n eiib hvv% bIMJG e# bvitsg/v1 rws # k 5 J / 5 Iv b
ccaferaing to the ebeve requirc-ints, restore the structural integrity of the

,__1_; _-- ____ ,_s ._ .a u,_ 2 _ ,,_2. __ 2__,._ .u_ .,,__m_2 _-- ____m,_k,l 5 E'b bE'u
hvtTigivl TEI 6 b g J / bv M5 b|IIil Ibd 5 IIH # b vs IJv(Ub5 bl15 M54Wbb5v hv'tig#wi EU4 lb 5 = 6,- ._,m__.,__, , vro , ..sm.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.9 In addition to the requirements of Specification 4.0.5, each reactor coolant i I H 2-A
pump flywheel shall be inspected per the recommendations of Regulatory Position '

C.4.b of Regulatory Guide 1.14. Revision 1, August 1975. Jpil_teulof1 Position
CI(;b(1)?andici4;b.(2TZa:q041.ifiedI1Mplace UTrexaminatjorCovetithe;VolumelfreqCthe - 3 "*
j nneG borelof5 the if)ywheelitoltheIct rcleJofd radj us:representedibylthelflywheelt
gauge; holes shallibe; conducted ordalsur. face! examination 3(NEand/ot;PT);of; exposed
surfacesTofjthe: removed? flywheels:shalEbe: conducted |atitenjyeacI1ptetvals coinciding
MLthlInsetviceJnspectjon;scheduleltequited;byiASME2SectioD3I2

-

1,1

!
1

NOT". Separetc Technical Specificaticas previde tpecific tenperature/ pressure
9

i22_, . ,___ , _ _ ____,,2_ _- ____ _ ,_ _ , , , ,__ .u_ n_____ ,__,__; e i sn i b u b i vi ., s vi ,,#vb i s i b bun.,1vi rs i n, a \s.v., s,u,,,..o b vv i vi.. 1.im birb nwub 6vi b,,.,__-

c,. .u __ , /4. ,, . ,. ,. m_ _ . t,s. i,
.,.___c ....r_____i___ ,e ,n, , , . . . ,u,o ,,, r _ _ 2 . . .ar

, it_ _,_
i, , b vo, . . ., vs. mi o bm e , .. b. m .msv .

.

isolatica '!alves, etc.-) ;

i

.

I

,

r'

k>

. -

W
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Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS

This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark-up of the current
Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is
performed in accordance with the following guidelines-

t

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like :
.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.

In general. only technical changes have been identified. However, some non-.

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be
determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required

,

to demonstrate that the change is non technical.
.

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A.

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
material which is moved to the Bases of the TS).

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions,
etc. to the specifications which are not in th rurrent TS.

3. Hodifications This includes requiremeats wh'ch exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the improved TS.

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material
within the specifications, etc.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red-line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The
addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right
margin.

Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike-out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by {
hand) and the revised information is inserted into the >

-

specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using |

Methodology 1 of2 S/15n7
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Methodology For Mark-up of Current TS !

O (continued) !

V i
the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert |

pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the |
adjacent right margin.

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might

'

cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
'

change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not

i correspond with the specification in which that requirement is
located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the
markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in
enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been
located in the improved TS.

t

CHANGE NUMBERS:

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LCO (or group of similar
LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the>

(q~j Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their
individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus
each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of
numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within
a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of i

differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of r
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear
sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A H. LG, TR, LS, R).

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark up. For
electronic mark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information " strike out" is
used to n.' notate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the4

specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify
i.echnical changes. All technical changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items)
require a change number. In addition. certain administrative changes (e.g..
requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to
provide additional clarification.

p ,

Methodology 2 cf2 S/15/97
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DESCRIPTION OF.
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CHANGES TO CURRENT TS
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,

| - Technical Specification Conversion Change Numbers (2 Pages)
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TECliNICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NUMBERS

SECTION 3/4.4
\

Technical CllG CALLAWAY WOLF CREEK COMANCHE DIABLO
*_ . - . -... . . .

..

Primary Containment 1 3.4.1.1 3.4.1.1 3.4.1.1 3.4.1.1

Containment Leakage 1 3.4.1.2 3.4.1.2 3.4.1.2 3.4.1.2

Reactor Coolant i 3.4.1.3 3.4.1.3 3.4.1.3 3.4.1.3
Loops
llot Shutdown

Reactor Coolant 1 3.4.1.4.I 3.4.1.4.1 3.4.1.4.1 3.4.1.4.1
Loops
Cold Shutdown -
Loops Filled

Reactor Coolant 1 3.4.1.4.2 3.4.1.4.2 3.4.1.4.2 3.4.14.2
Loops
Cold Shutdown -
Loops Not Filled

Safety Valves 2 N/A N/A 3.4.2.1 N/A
Shutdown

Safety VaItes 2 3.4.2.2 3.4.2.2 3.4.2.2 3.4.2.2
Operating

(j Pressurizer 3 3.4.3 3.4.3 3.4.3 3.43

Relief Valves 4 3.4.4 3.4.4 3.4.4 3.44
Steam Generators 5 3.4.5 3.4.5 N/A 3.4.5

Reactor Coolant 6 3.4.6.1 3.4.6.1 3.4.5.1 3.4.6.1
System Leakage.
Leakage Detection
Systems.

Reactor Coolant 6 3.4.6.2 3.4.6.2 3.4.5.2 3.4.6.2
System Leakage-
Operational Leakage

Chemistry 7 N/A N/A 3.4.6 N/A

Specifle Activity 8 3.4.8 3.4.8 3.4.7 3.4.8

Pressure /rei.iperature 9 3.4.9.1 3.4.9.1 3.4.8.1 3.4.9.1
.

Limits - Reactor
Coolant System

Pressurefremperature 9 N/A N/A 3.4.8.2 N/A
Limits - Pressurizer

|

0
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Technical CllG CALLAWAY WOLF CREEK COMANCIIE DIABLO

h IUL .. I- - . - . _ _ .

Pressure / Temperature 9 3.4.9.3 3.4.9.3 3.4.8.3 3.4.9.3
Limits. Overpressure

i
Protection Systems

StructuralIntegrity 10 N/A N/A 3.4.9 N/A

Reactor Coolant 11 N/A N/A 3.4.10 N/A '

System Vents4

!

i
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l(3 DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.4V
This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change :

to the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change
numbers contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications).
In addition, the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are
contained in enclosure 4. Only technical changes are discussed: administrative
changes (i.e., format. presentation, and editorial changes made to conform to thei

.

improved Standard Technical' Specifications (STS)) are not discussed. For enclosures
3A, 38. 4, 6A and 6B text in brackets ''[ ]" indicates the information is plant
specific and is not cournon to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants.
Empty brackets indicate that other JLS p! ants may have plant specific information in
that location.

CHANGE

EBSER HSBC DESCRIPTION

1 01 LG The definition of OPERABLE and operating for the RCS loops
is moved to the Bases. Moving this information to the
Bases is consistent with the NUREG 1431 philosophy of
moving clarifying information and descriptive details out
of the TS to the Bases.

1 02 A Steam generator tube surveillances are moved to ITS
5.5.9, consistent with NUREG 1431,

1 03 LS 1 This change adds the additional allowance that the rod
control system is capable of rod withdrawal before the
action is applied. This is a relaxation in that methods,
other than opening the RTBs, are allowed to preclude rod
withdrawal. However, as prevention of rod withdrawal, is
the requirement of concern, the relaxation is justified.
This change is in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. The
LC0 is also revised to be based on capability to withdraw
rods rather than RTB position.

1 04 H This change removes the allowance provided by special test
exception from the applicability of the specification.
This test exception allowed for suspension of the
requirements of the specification for the purpose of i'

. performing hot rod drop time measurements. These
measurements are done with full RCS flow and the test i

,

exception is not needed for safe operations. Since this '

was an exception to the LCO, its deletion is more
restrictive. This change is in conformance with NUREG-
1431 Rev. 1.

,

1 05 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38). '

CPSES Description ofChanges to CTS 3N.4 1 S/15n7
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CHANGE

NUMBER HSiG DESCRIPTION
,m

C) 1 06 H The note to allow short term removal from operation of
i

'

RCPs and RHR pumps for 1 hour is clarified as 1 hour per 8
hour period in current TS LCOs 3.4.1.2, 3.4.1.3, and |
3.4.1.4.1. This change is in accordance with NUREG 1431
Rev.1, as modified by traveler TSTF 153, and is more
restrictive as no restrictions on use of the note were
required previously.

1 07 H This change separates the Action Statement for one loop
OPERABLE from that of no loops OPERABLE. The condition of
no loops OPERABLE is now included with the condition of no
loops in operation. Additional action of returning a loop
to OPERABLE status is added for this change. The effect of
this change is more conservative operation as a result of
no loops having an OPERABLE status. This change is
consistent with present plant operations. This change is
in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

1 08 LS 2 This change adds a specific relaxation to allow the use of
an operating RCS loop in lieu of an operating RHR loop in
H0DE 5 during planned heatup in preparation to proceed
into MODE 4. The primary functions of the operating RHR
loop in H00E 5 are to remove decay heat and to prevent(, ,) boron stratification. These functions can also bev
performed by an operating RCS loop which is a normal
method of accomplishing the same functions when in H00E 4.
In addition, at least one RHR loop must remain OPERABLE
during the transition to MODE 4. The change is acceptable
because there is no reduction in the heat removal / boron
stratification capability or system reliability when the
RCS loop is performing these functions. This change is in
conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

1 09 A Clarifies Action a by replacing the word "or" with "and".
Prior to this change, the action could have been
interpreted to require that the SG 1evel be restored even
when the SGs were not being credited for heat removal.
The revised wording clarifies that the second part of the
LC0 (i.e., 'a' or 'b') is met with either one R4R loop
operable or two SGs with required level. This wording is
consistent with the wording in NUREG-1431.

1 10 M The action is changed to include the required actions for
no required RHR loops OPERABLE. Previously, the
specification did not provide specific action for no RHR
loops OPERABLE. Also clarifies that the restored loop7(d must be OPERABLE as well as in operation. This action is
consistent with the actions which are required under this
condition and are in conformance with NUREG la31 Rev.1.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.4 2 5/15/97
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CHANGE

NUMBER NSliC DESCRIPTION
,,m() 1 11 H This change adds a new surveillance for verification of

breaker alignment and power availability to the required
pump not in operation. This change is in conformance with
NUREG 1431 Rev. 1.

1 12 H The Actions are changed to separate the required actions
for only one required RHR loop OPERABLE and no required i
RHR loops OPERABLE. These revised Actions are consistent
with the Actions which are required under this LC0 in
NUREG 1431 Rev.1, and are more conservative than current
required actions.

1 13 H An additional restriction is placed on the 1 hour
allowance to remove all RHR pumps from operation. This
restriction precludes further draining of the RCS which is
an acceptable conservative action. This change is in
conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

1-14 LS 22 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
,

(enclosure 38). '

1 15 H Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

1 16 A Cor.sistent with the intent of traveler TSTF 153. this
change revises the note that permits up to 1 hour
"deenergization" of RCP/RHR pumps. The revised wording
clarifics the intent of the note to allow the pumps to be
" removed from operation" instead of "deenergized", thus
permitting oth " means of removing the pumps from service.
With this chan;e the pumps are not reouired to be "

deenergized to use the note (e.g. the pumps may be
isolated, etc.). The change is considered to be
administrative because from the standpoint of providing an
exception to the LC0 requirements (to maintain the !
operability and operation of the pumps), the revised
wording is equivalent.

1 17 LG Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Compari,on Table I

(enclosure 38).
!

1 18 Not used. I

1-19 M This change constitutes an administrative restriction on
operation, as the actions required for "four loops
inoperable" has changed from an Allowed Outage Time of 72 iO hours to immediate action required. Placing the rod

C/ control system in a condition incapable of rod withdrawal ,

'

will prevent a bank withdrawal accident. In effect, this

CPSES Description of Changes to CTSJM.4 3 S/IS/97 1
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CHANGE !
fMiBER NSBC DESCRIPTION

,

(] represents a minor change to reflect those scenarios where
V a loop in operation may be declared inoperable for reasons

unrelated to the loops functional status. This change is
consistent with traveler TSTF 87 Rev.1

~

1 20 LS 27 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table ,

(enclosure 3B). '

i
2 01 LS 3 .The specification for the Reactor Coolant System Safety

Valves in H0 DES 4 and 5 is deleted consistent with NUREG-
1431 Rev. 1. This change is acceptable because over
pressurization protection of the Reactor Coolant System is
provided by the Low Temperature Overpressure Protection '

System (LTOPS) below 320*F. This protection is required
by improved Standard Technical Specification 3.4.12.
Above 320*F, the over pressurization protection of the
Reactor Coolant System is provided by the required '

OPERABILITY of all primary Safety Valves in accordance
with improved Standard Technical Specification 3.4.10.

,

The net result of this change is that the over
pressurization protection systems which are required per

,

the plant specific analysis are required OPERABLE in i
accordance with specifications 3.4.10 and 3.4.12. There
is no reduction in either safety or redundancy as the

,

- Safety Valves were not credited for protection in the
CPSES analysis below 320*F. ;

2-02 H Extends the applicability for the required operability of
the pressurizer safety valves to include Mode 4 when RCS
temperature is above 320 F. Operability in Mode 4 above
320 F is encompassed within NUREG 1431 specification 3.4.10 i

which requires all three safety valves to remain operable
above the low temperature over pressure protection system ,

arming temperature. This protection is required above i
320*F. as the over pressurization protection of the |

Reactor Coolant System is provided by the required 1

OPERABILITY of all primary Safety Valves. The low
temperature over pressure protection system required by
improved Standard Technical Specification 3.4.12 provides {the necessary protection in Modes 4 and 5 5 320*F. This is
a more conservative change because all safety valves are-

required to be operable in Mode 4 above 320 F instead of
only one as required by current TS 3.4.2.1.

2 03 H This change in accordance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1 provides
a new action for two or more pressurizer safety valves

g inoperable. Prior to this change, LCO 3.0.3 would have
.I been entered allowing for 1 hour prior to placing the unit

in HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours, etc. This change

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS.1N.4 4 SMSM7
i
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CHANGE

fMBER HSBC DESCRIPTION

g is more restrictive in that the 1 hour time frame isI JV eliminated. This change is acceptable based on the
analysis and commensurate actions required with two or
more pressurizer safeties inoperable.

2-04 LG The footnote about the lift setting being for ambient
conditions is moved to the bases. Moving this information
to the Bases is consistent with the NUREG 1431 philosophy
of moving clarifying information and descriptive details
out of the TS to the Bases.

2 05 LS 23 The pressurizer safety valve lift setting footnote in
Specification 3.4.2.2, " Reactor Coolant System. Safety
Valves, Operating " is revised such that the it lift

setting is riot required to be met until 54 hours following
entry into H0DE 3 provided a preliminary cold setting is
made prior to heatup. This permits testing and
examination of the safety valves at high pressure and
temperature near their normal operating range, but only
after the valves have had a preliminary cold setting. The
cold setting gives assurance that the valves are OPERABLE
near their design condition. This change is consistent ,

'

with NUREG 1431 Rev.1 and is acceptable because of the

O short duration allowed in this condition. .

)t/
3-01 LS 4 In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, the action has been !

changed from the " pressurizer otherwise inoperable" to
'

" water level not within limit". This change is slightly
less restrictive in that if the pressurizer was declared
inoperable for reasons other than those listed in the
actions, LC0 3.0.3 would be entered. This would provide
one additional hour beyond the completion times specified
in the LCO. This change is acceptable because a high
pressurizer water level is the primary condition in H0 DES
1, 2 and 3 which could lead to pressurizer inoperability
and therefore requires the most immediate actions. High
pressurizer level is potentially indicative of a loss of ;

the pressurizer bubble which could adversely effect RCS
pressure transients. The actions required for high
pressurizer level are unaffected by this change. Any
other cause of inoperability is not likely to require'

immediate action and is adequately protected by LC0 3.0.3.

3 02 LG The method of verifying heater capacity is moved to the
Bases. Moving this information to the Bases is consistent
with the NUREG 1431 philosophy of moving clarifying
information and descriptive details out of the TS to thep)
Bases.v

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.4 S S/158 7
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CHANGE t

NUMBE8 NSBC DESCRIPTION
i

3 03 LS 28 This change relaxes surveillance requirement for verifying
'O the capacity of the pressurizer backup heaters from 92 ,

days to 18 months. The operability of, the pressurizer ;

heaters enhance the capability of the plant to control RCS
pressure and establish natural circulation. The purpose of
the surveillance requirement is to detect potential
pressurizer heater degradation. This is done by
periodically demonstrating that pressurizer heaters are
capable of producing power at their design rating, by |

itesting the power supply output and by performing
electrical checks on heater elements. Heating elements
are simple resistive devices which are not prone to

i
complex failure modes. Moreover. heater banks are made up
of a number of individually powered heater elements such ,

!that a common mode failure of the elements is unlikely.
The normal power supply to the heaters is in use during
normal power operations and a failure of the power supply
would be immediately detectable independent of the heater
surveillance. The low failure rate experience with !

pressurizer heater elements is indicative that the
surveillance interval may be extended without loss in ;

'

heater reliability. This change is consistent with
Generic Letter 93 05. "Line Item Technical Specification
Improvements to Reduce Surveillance Requirements for i

Testing During Power Operation" and TSTF 93. ;

3 04 LS 29 This ACTION is modified to reflect its LCO. The position :

of the reactor trip breakers is not an LCO requirement: |
therefore the ACTION is revised. As worded currently. |

this ACTION could preclude certain testing in MODE 3. A |
more generic action, which assures the rods are fully
inserted and cannot be withdrawn, replaces the specific
method of precluding rod withdrawal. The revised ACTION

,

!

still assures rod withdrawal is precluded, details of
which are not required to be in the TS to provide adequate ;

'

protection of the public safety. No technical changes
result from this change. This change is based on TSTF 87

'

Rev. 1.
}

3 05 M Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

-

4 01 LS 5 In conformance with NUP.EG 1431 Rev.1. an ellowance has
been added that separate condition entry is allowed for
each PORV. This allowance is acceptable because the
functionality of each PORV is addressed separately within
the specification and the allowed Completion Times are

.
based on the discovery of inoperability for each
PORV/ Block Valve combination. This allowance is
acceptable.

CPSESDescription ofChanges to CTS 3N.4 6 S/1587
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*

4 02 LS 6 In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, the alk wance for
_

C) PORV inoperability has been expanded from Freviously only/
allowing block valve isolation when the P0'tV was
inoperable for seat leakage to allowing block valve
isolation when the PORV is still capable of manually being ;

'

cycled. With the PORV still capable of being cycled it is
available for mitigation of accidents such as the SGTR but :

has lost the functionality of automatic pressure<

reduction. As loss of the automatic function does not
!result in a degradation of equipment which is required to

operate during an accident, this char.ge is acceptable. 1

4 03 M The times to reduce Mode for inoperable PORVs are '

decreased by one hour. . This change is acceptable because
'

i

it is a more restrictive change.

4 04 LG The automatic actuation of the P]RVs is not credited in
MODES 1, 2, or 3. Therefore performance of the channel :

calibration is unnecessary as n TS requirement and is
moved to a licensee controlled document The portions of
the PORV actuation circuitry required for [LTOP] are !
calibrated in accordance with improved TS SR 3.4.12.9. !

Moving this information is consistent with the NUREG 1431 |

philosophy of moving requirements, which are not required
to satisfy accident analyses, out of the TS.

4 05 LS 31 The shutdown requirement of CTS 3.4.4 would require the
plant to reduce T., to <S00 F within 12 hours, rather than i

go to MODE 4, to address the concern of entering [LTOP]
LC0 Applicability with inoperable PORVs. For consistency !

the shutdown requirements of CTS LC0 [3.4.7] would be i

similarly revised. The proposed change adds a relaxation |
to the ACTIONS associated with current TS LC0 3.4.4 by !

keeping the end point of the shutdown action above the LCO
[3.4.8.3] Applicability. No credit is taken for the
automatic actuation of the PORVs in MODES 1. 2, or 3.
Credit is taken for the manual operation of the PORVs i

during a Steam Generator Tube Rupture. The capability to |
manually cycle the PORVs will be unaffected by this i
change. The release of radioactivity in the event of an i

SGTR with RCS T,,, <500 F is unlikely since the saturation
pressure of the reactor coolant would be less than the,

lift pressure of the main steam safety and [SG atmospheric
relief] valves. This change is consistent with TSTF 113.

4 06 LS 32 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

4

4 07 LS 33 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
'

(enclosure 38).

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.4 7 S/1587
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4 08 LS 34 Consistent with traveler WOG-60, the requirement to
perform the 92 day surveillance of the pressurizer PORVm

('~) block valves and the 18 month surveillance of the
pressurizer PORVs (i.e., perform one complete cycle of
each valve) is revised to indicate that the surveillance
is only required to be performed in H00ES 1 and 2. This
is consistent with the recommendations of Generic Letter
90 06, " Resolution of Generic Issue 70, ' Power-0perated
Relief Valve and Block Valve Reliability,' and Generic
Issue 94, ' Additional Lo.v-Temperature Overpressure
Protectien for Light Water Reactors,' Pursuant to
10CFR50.M(f)," June 25, 1990.

4 09 LS 36 The requirement to perform the 92 day surveillance of
pressurizer PORV block valves (i.e., perform one complete
cycle of each block valve) is revised such that it is not
required if the block valve is closed to meet ACTION a of
the current TS LC0 3.4.4. This change is acct:ptable
because no credit is taken for the automatic actuation of
the PORV in Modes 1, 2, or 3. Credit is taken for manual
operation of the PORVs during the Steam Gene.ator Tube
Rupture (SGTR) accident. However, the capatility to
manually cycle the PORVs will be unaffected by this
change. This change will not affect the ability of the
block valve to open, if closed to meet ACT.,0N a, in the'

Il m4,tigation of an SGTR. Deferral of the block valve
C' cycling surveillance will not diminish the design

capability of the block valve to open against differential
pressures that would be present after an SGTR since the
block valves are capable of opening against 2485 psig, the
safety valve lift pressure, whereas pressurizer pressure
decreases after an SGTR. This change is consistent with
traveler WOG 87.

5-01 A Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversicn Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

5 02 A Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

5 03 A Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conver.sion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

6 01 M Consistent with NUREG 1431, this chenge adds the
requirement to perform an RCS water inventory balance
every 24 hours when the [ sump level detector] is
inoperable. This is a new requirement and is more
restrictive than the current TS.

_,

CPSES I)escription of Changes to CTS 3N.4 8 S/15/97
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:

6 02 LS 8 Consistent with NUREG 1431, this change allows the !
'

/^ performance of an RCS water inventory balance every 24
, - hours as an alternative to the requirement to perform 24 ,

hour samples of the containment atmosphere when a required j
radioactivity monitor is inoperable. The primary function !

of the leakage detections systems is to detect significant
;reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) degradation as
'

soon as practical to minimize the potential for
propagation to a gross failure. The TS requires multiple

,

diverse systems to ensure that leakage from a variety of i

locations and leakage rates can be detected in sufficient
-

time to take measures to place the plant in a safe
'

,

condition. When a required radioactivity monitor is
inoperable the current TS provides compensatory action by ;

requiring containment atmosphere samples be taken and .

'
analyzed every 24 hours to supplement indications from

'

detection systems which are still operable [(e.g., sump
level and condensate flow rate)]. Another diverse means
for determining RCS leakage is the RCS water inventory
balance. When performed at the same frequency as the
containment atmosphere sample, and in conjunction with ;

other leak detection indications, this method provides an
equal degree of confidence of the status of RCS leakage.

,

6 03 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, this change adds the word
" required" to clarify that only those detectors which are
being used to satisfy the LC0 must be demonstrated to be

3

operable.

6 04 A The word " DIGITAL" has been deleted to be consistent with
j the terminology used in NUREG 1431 as it relates to

Channel Operational Tests. Also see specification
,

3.3.3.1 for changes which affect improved TS 3.4.15 (e.g.,
, deletion of statement that 3.0.3 does not apply and '

'

changing the COT frequency from 31 days to 92 days).

'

6 05 A This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, deletes
,

'

the phrase "not isolated from the Reactor Coolant System".

when referring to leakage through the SGs. The plant does -

not have loop isolation valves and this does not
constitute a technical change,*

6 06 A Moves the LC0 for CONTROLLED LEAKAGE (seal injection flow) !
!

from " Operational Leakage" to LC0 3.5.5 "ECCS" in
conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1. The reference
operating point for surveillance of 40 gpm controlled
leakage is unchanged from nominal operating RCS pressure
(+/ 20 psig) with the charging flow control valve full
open which is moved to SR 3.5.5.1 in the improved TS. ;

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.4 9 S/1S/97
'
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f) 6 07 LG This change moves the listing of RCS Pressure Isolation
U Valves to a licensee controlled document as identified in

the Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B). Moving
this information is consistent with the NUREG-1431
philosophy of moving clarifying information and
descriptive details out of the TS. The requirement to
verify PIV leakage is moved to SR 3.4.14.1 in the improved
TS.

6 08 LS-9 This change in conformance with NUREG-1431 Rev. 1 adds
clarification that the valves in the RHR flow path are not
required to meet the Pressure Isolation Valve
specification "when in, or during the transition to or
from the RHR mode of operation" in H0DE 4. This change is
acceptable because the same allowance was available in the
current TS by an exception to Specification 4.0.4. In
addition, using RHR through these specific flow paths is
the required mode of operation during an accident.

6 09 LS 10 The LC0 applicability for CONTROLLED LEAKAGE (seal
injection flow) is reduced to only H0 DES 1.2 and 3 (with
the associated change in Action b). This change is
consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev.1. This change is
acceptable because the limitation on this parameter isn

() only required in H0 DES 1, 2 and 3 to support the LOCA
analyses by ensuring sufficient ECCS flow. The limitation
does not apply in H00E 4. Thus the shutdown requirement
in Action b is revised to require hot shutdown instead of
cold shutdown.

6 10 LG This change moves the discussion on how to perform the
leak testing to the Bases. Moving this information to the
Bases is consistent with the NUREG 1431 philosophy of
moving clarifying information and descriptive details out
of the TS to the Bases.

6 11 LS 11 This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, allows
for the flow path to be isolated by one valve within 4
hours and [by a second in series valve] within 72 hours.
This change is less restrictive arcd is acceptable because
the first valve has been surveilled as meeting the same
leakage criteria as the inoperable PIV and the small
probability of a failure during the 72 hour period. This
action additionally allows a check valve to be used for
isolation purposes when a PIV is inoperable. This change
is less restrictive and is acceptable because the check
valve in use has been surveilled in accordance with the

(g) same leakage criteria as the PIV.
w/

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.4 10 5/15197
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A '

V 6 12 M . Any valve (s) used to satisfy the action of isolating the
low pressure system from the high pressure system when a
RCS PIV is inoperable must be tested and meet the
leakage criteria of the PIV. This change is more
restrictive and is in conformance with NUREG 1431.

,

6 13 LS 12 This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, removes
the specific requirement to monitor the RCS Leakage
Detection System once per 12 hours. The change is
acceptable because improved TS LC0 3.4.15 requires that a
channel Check be perforecd on the containment radioactivity
monitor channels on the same frequency so there is no change
in requirement for those detectors. Also, the [ containment
sump level and flow monitoring system] and the [ condensate
flow monitor] are continuously monitored from the control
room via available alarms and indications.

6 14 A This change moves the CTS Surveillance for CONTROLLED
LEAKAGE (seal injection flow) from " Operational Leakage" to
ITS 3.5.5. " Emergency Core Cooling Systems" in conformance
with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1.

6-15 LS 13 This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, removes
i

the additional criteria that "no more than 96 hours shall
elapse between any two successive inventory balances". This t

requirement was overly burdensome as unplanned plant ,

transients made obtaining a steady state inventory balance
unreasonable under some circumstances. The change is less ,

restrictive, but is practical and acceptable for safe |
.

operation. The function of the RCS water inventory balance
Iis to ensure the integrity of t% reactor coolant pressure

boundary. The RCS water inventory balance surveillance is ,

'

performed every 72 hours, but must be met with the reactor
at steady state operating conditions and near operating,

'

pressure. Steady state operation is required to perform a
proper inventory balance: calculations during maneuvering or
other plant transients are not useful. The additional
requirement to not exceed a maximum of 96 hours between any
two successive inventory balances is unnecessary because
other indications from the installed leak detection systems

.

are available to detect potentially new sources of RCS
leakage. Since diversity of leak detection capability is
available, the slight increase in the time between RCS water
inventory balance (which may be required to achieve steady
state) is not significant.

- 6 16 LS 14 This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. removes
the requirement for monitoring the reactor head flangeA

CPSES Pescription of Chages to CTS 3M.4 11 5/15/97
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(] leakoff system. This change is acceptable because reactor
k' head leakage, which is collected in the reactor coolant

drain tank, is quantified as identified LEAKAGE. Identified
leakage is determined by performance of a RCS water
inventory balance. The initial inventory balance is
required within 12 hours following RCS steady state
operation and every 72 hours thereafter. Flange leakoff
does not provide an indicator of pressure boundary integrity
and consequently the removal of the monitoring does not
involve the probability of loss of RCS water inventory.

6 17 LG The definition of steady state is moved to a the Bases.
Moving this information to the Bases is consistent with the
NUREG 1431 philosophy of moving clarifying information and
descriptive details out of the TS to the Bases.

6 18 LS-15 This change in conformance with NUREG 1431. Rev.1, relaxes
the requirement for PIV testing following operation in MODE
5. The previous requirement was testing following 72 hours
in MODE 5 which is being amended to 7 days in MODE 5. This
is acceptable on the basis that the additional time in MODE
5 will have little or no impact on the pressure retaining
capability of the isolation valves while it may reduce the

n amount of leak testing required as the result of an

() unplanned shutdown.

6 19 TR 3 This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, removes
the specific requirement for performing the PIV surveillance
prior to returning a valve to service following maintenance,
repair or replacement. Explicit post maintenance TS
surveillances requirements have been deleted because these
requirements are adequately addressed by administrative
post maintenance programs.

6 20 A Consistent with NUREG 1431 IST requirements are moved to
ITS 5.5.8.

6 21 LS 35 This change increases the RCP seal injection flow Completion
Time from 4 to 72 hours, with a new added verification that
at least 100% of the assumed charging flow remains
available. The Bases for the seal injection flow limit
relates to ensuring adequate charging flow during post LOCA
injection. The revised Actions continue to assure this basis
is adequately addressed by providing an ECCS like Required
Action. ITS Specification 3.5.2 allows a 72 hour Completion
Time for one ore more ECCS subsystems inoperable if at least
100% of the assumed ECCS flow is available. The seal |

,

[ ) injection flow Actions have been modified so that if the |
,

,

v

CPSES Descripti<m of Changes to CTS 3N.4 12 5/15/97 ;
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|/9 remaining charging flow (with some inoperability in the
V charging system) is greater than or equal to 100% of the

assumed post LOCA charging flow, 72 hours is allowed to |

restore Operability. This change is consistent with j
traveler W0G 84 |

6 22 M This change adds a new ACTION to isolate the affected RHR 1

penetration within 4 hours if the RHR suction isolation |
'

valve interlock function is inoperable. The function of the
RHR suction valve interlock is to protect the RHR system
from an intersystem LOCA by prev?nting the RCS hot leg
suction isolation valves from intivertently opening when the
RCS pressure exceeds the interlock setpoint. Upon failure
of the interlock, the current TS permits continued operation
for 72 hours for restoration of the affected subsystem. The
improved TS requires action within 4 hours to isolate the
affected RHR subsystem. T!ius the new ACTION decreases the
probability of an intersystem LOCA upon the failure of the
interlock. This is a rore restrictive change and the new
ACTION is in LCO 3 4.14 Condition C of the improved TS.

6 23 LS-25 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

,-

V 6 24 M Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

6 25 LS 26 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

6 26 LS 30 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

6 27 A Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

6 28 LG Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

.

7 01 R This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, removes
the reactor coolant system chemistry specification from the
Technical Specifications. The limits and required actions
on reactor coolant system chemistry is being relocated to a
licensee controlled document.

p
%

CPSES Description of Changes to CIS 3N.4 13 5/]S/97
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8 01 LS 16 This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, revises
the applicability of the specification to MODES 1, 2, or 3
with (T,,) 2 500*F. The change deletes the requirement to

,

perform an isotopic analysis for Iodine every 4 hours in
Modes 4 and 5 and in Mode 3 below 500'F, whenever the
reactor coolant exceeds its Dose Equivalent Iodine limit.
In addition, this change deletes the requirement to perform
the once per 4 hour surveillance for Dose Equivalent I 131
in the event the gross specific activity limit is exceeded,a

'

in accordance with industry traveler TSTF 28. The latter
is an unnecessary requirement since the ACTION requires the
plant to exit the LCO's revised Applicability. This change
is acceptable as offsite release of radioactivity in the
event of a SGTR is unlikely for operation below 500*F, as
the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant is below the
lift pressure of the settings of the main steam safety and
[ relief] valves.

8 02 LS 17 This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, adds an
exception to LCO 3.0.4 when operating in Action A which is
not in the CTS. This would allow N0DE changes under
conditions that the plant is anticipating a return to
acceptable activity levels within the 48 hour A0T. This
exception is acceptable due to the significant conservatin

,

incorporated into the specific activity limit, the low;

prcbability of an event which is limiting due to exceeding
this limit, and the ability to restore transient specific,

activity excursions while the plant remains at, or proceeds
to power operation.

8 03 LS 18 This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, revises
the sample frequency from 72 hours to 7 days for performance
of a gamma isotopic analysis. The 7 day frequency is
acceptable based on the low probability of a gross fuel
failure occurring which would significantly alter the
analysis results.

8 04 H Consistent with NUREG 1431, the CTS requirement to measure
iodine including I 131,1133 and I 135, is replaced with a
requirement to measure a DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131. . This is

.

more restrictive. |

l

8 05 LS 19 This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, revises
the performance of the surveillance of the specific activity
of the RCS following a 15% power change to MODE 1 only.
Previously the surveillance was also required if the plant

p was in H0 DES 2 or 3 which required the plant to perform this

Q surveillance following a Reactor Trip when normal spiking

' CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.4 14 $/1587
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OV would be anticipated and the results would not be indicative
'

of the operational status of the RCS.

8 06 A The definition of E bar is located in the definition section
of NUREG 1431 and is not duplicated in the corresponding ITS
specification (ITS 3.4.16).

8 07 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, a note was added to clarify the
time in which the sample is required to be taken upon
meeting the minimum conditions to obtain the sample. This is
administrative in nature as it is added for clarification.

8 08 LG Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
- (enclosure 38).

9 01 LG In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, the Technical
Specification figures which contain operational parameters
related to the RCS Pressure / Temperature Limits are being
moved to the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure and
Temperature Limits Report (PTLR). The PTLR will be in
accordance with ITS 5.6.6. ,

9 02 H In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, the Actions are
broken into MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, and a separate Action for
"at all other times". The MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 Action is
essentially the same as the current Actions. The Action
which covers other times requires immediate action to
restore the parameters and a determination of RCS

,

acceptability prior to entering H0DE 4. Both Actions are
modified to require a determination of acceptability for
continued operation whenever the actions are entered. These
are more restrictive but are acceptable actions.

9 03 H In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, the time allowed for ,

performance of the engineering evaluation following
exceeding the Pressure / Temperature limits has been defined
as 72 hours. No specific time limit was provided in the
current specifications except for the 30 minutes allotted to'

restore the parameters to within limits. This time is
reasonable based on the necessary time for performing the
evaluation and the probability of the RCS structural
integrity being unacceptable.

9 04 LG Consistent with NUREG-1431, this change moves the 10 CFR 50 ,

*

Appendix H, material surveillance program from the Technical
Specifications to a licensee controlled document as

'

,

identified in the Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure
N 38). This change is acceptable and has previously been

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.4 IS S/1S/97
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recomended by Generic Letter 9101. |

9 05 R This change in conformance with NUREG-1431 Rev.1, removes j

the pressurizer specification from the Technical i

Specifications. The limits for the pressurizer will be j

relocated a licensee controlled document as identified in >

the Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B).

9 06 H In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. the requirement to
either isolate the accumulators or depressurize them to a
pressure corresponding with the RCS temperature to preclude

'

an RCS overpressure event is added. This requirement is
commensurate with current practice and although the addition '

to the Technical Specifications is more restrictive the
change is necessary to help ensure [LTOP} analysis
assumptions are maintained.

9-07 TR 2 This change in accordance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, removes
ithe requirement for a special report to be generated and

submitted to the NRC following the mitigation of an RCS
pressure transient. Reporting to the NRC will be done<

commensurate with the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72
and 50.73.

hd 9 08 LS 7 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

.

.

9 09 M In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1 an additional action
is added for [three] charging pumps capable of injecting .

into the RCS and subsequent actions for RCS depressurization |
'

and venting if necessary.
; :

9 10 H In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1 an additional action
is added for an accumulator which has not been isolated or
depressurized and subsequent actions for RCS
depressurization and venting if necessary.

'

9 11 H In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1 an additional action
is added for the system inoperable for any other reason to
include action for RCS depressurization and venting. The

,

addition of this action is a more restrictive change which
is necessary to help ensure [LTOP] analysis assumptions are !

maintained. :

9 12 LS 20 In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1 an allowance has been
included which provides for performance of the Channel
Operational Test on the PORV actuation channels within 12 ;O hours after entering the applicability. Previously this was -

.

,

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.4 16 SMSM7
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'
' required to be performed prior to entry and was an

unnecessary burden on plant operation. As stated in the i

Bases, the 12 hour time frame is an acceptable period for
performance of this COT and does not pose a significant
increase in risk. The channel calibration is still
maintained current. This change is less restrictive and is
acceptable as stated above.

9 13 A Consistent with NUREG-1431. CTS Specification 4.0.5 has been
moved to the IST program in the Administrative Controls

'

Section of the ITS (ITS 5.5.8) .

9 14 M In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1 an additional
surveillance is added to verify accumulator isolation when
accumulator pressure is greater than or equal to the maximum
RCS pressure for the existing RCS cold leg temperature
allowed by the P/T limit curves provided in the PTLR. This
change is consistent with adding the requirement for
accumulator isolation to the LC0 (see CN 9 06 M). The
addition of this surveillance requirement is a more
restrictive change which is necessary to help ensure [LTOP]
analysis assumptions are maintained.

9 15 M Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

( (enclosure 3B).
>

9 16 M Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

9 17 LS 24 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

,

10 01 LS 21 Consistent with NUREG 1431 the surveillance requirements
associated with the RCS Structural Integrity specification
are retained in Technical Specifications or regulations.
The performance of inservice inspections in accordance with
ASME Section XI is required by 10CFR50.55a and the
requirement to perform inservice testing has been retained ;

in the Administrative Controls section of the Technical
Specifications as a Program. These retained requirements
assure the integrity and operability of the individual ASME'

Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components that satisfy criterion 3 of ;

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). Further, the appropriate
Applicability Actions, and Completion Times that apply to
those individual components are included in the retained
Technical Specifications that address those components. ;

- Because the RCS Structural Integrity specification is

( redundant to the applicable inspection and test requirements

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.4 17 5/1587
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described above and'the current individual Technical-
Specifications which contain the. operability requirements |

^ for the required components or equipment that meet criterion -

3. the RCS Structural Integrity specification is deleted j

J' instead of relocated.

10 02 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, the Reactor Coolant Pump :

flywheel inspection requirement has been moved to Section
ITS 5.5.7.

10 03 LS 37 Consistent with traveler WOG 85. the Reactor Coolant Pump
;

Flywheel Inspection Program is revised to provide an ;

exception to the examination requirements in Regulatory
'

Guide 1.14, Rev 1. The exception (to Regulatory Position
C.4.b(1) and C.4.b(2)) allows for an acceptable inspection
method of either an ultrasonic volumetric. or surface !'

examination. The inspection would conducted at ten year
intervals coinciding with the Inservice Inspection schedule
required by ASHE Section XI. The acceptability of the l

Iproposed change is established in WCAP-14535. Topical Report
on Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Inspection Elimination. |

'

with Limitations. The NRC's Safety Evaluation of the
'-

topical concluded that the inspections should not be

O completely eliminated but should be conducted during
scheduled inservice inspections or RCP maintenance at
approximately 10 year intervals. The proposed change is'

consistent with these recomendations.
.

11 01 R This change in conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. removes
the reactor coolant system vents specification from the
Technical Specifications. The requirements for the reactor
coolant system vents will be relocated to a licensee
controlled document as identified in the Conversion
Comparison Table (enclosure 38).

1
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 rage i of13

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

I"JMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

1 01 The definition of OPERABLE and operating for the RCS loops Yes Yes Yes Yes-

LG is moved to the Bases.

1-02 Surveillances to verify steam generator OPERABILITY are No - DCPP does not Yes No WCGS does not No - Callaway does

A moved to SR 3.4.13.2 and Section 5.5.9 in the irproved TS. have this SR in have this SR in not have this SR in
3/4.4.1. 3/4.4.1. 3/4.4.1.

1-03 This change replaces the specific requirement that RTBs be Yes Yes No - WCGS did not No - Callaway did

LS-1 open with the more general requirement that the rod have the specific not have the
control system be not capable of rod withdrawal. requirement that specific

the RTBs be open. requirement that
See change 1-14-LS. the RTBs be open.

.

See change 1 14-LS.

| 1-04 This change removes the special test exception (3.10.4) No - Not in the Yes Yes Yes

M which allowed for suspending this LCO during the DCPP CTS

performance of hot rod drop time measurements.

1 05 Notes are added or revised in current TS LCOs 3.4.1.2. No - Not in CTS. No - Not in CTS. Yes Yes

M 3.4.1.3. 3.4.1.4.1 to reflect [COMS] analysis requirements
restricting conditions for starting an idle RCP.

1-06 The allowed short term removal from operation of RCPs and Yes Yes Yes Yes

M Rm pumps for 1 hour (with no restrictions) is changed to
I hour per 8 hour period.

1-07 This change separates the ACTION Statement for one loop Yes Yes Yes Yes

M OPERABLE from that of no loops OPERABLE. The condition of
no loops OPERABLE is now included with the condition of no
loops in operation. The addif ''nal ACTION of returning a
loop to OPERABLE status is addes.

1 08 This change adds an allowance to suspend operation of all Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-2 Rm pumps when proceeding from MODE 5 to MODE 4, if decay
heat removal is being provided by an RCS loop. This
change is to provide a smoother transition to MODE 4
operations.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.4 SMSM7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 Page2o/13

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION' DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

1-09 This change replaces the word "or" with "and". The ACTION No - DCPP CTS Yes No - WCGS CTS No - Callaway CTS
A could have been interpreted to require that the SG level already has an already has an already has an

be restored even when the SGs were not being credited for "and". "and". "and".
heat removal. The revised wording clarifies that the
second part of the LCO (i.e. *a' or *b') is met with -
either one RHR loop OPERABLE or two SGs with required
level.

1-10 These ACTIONS are changed to include the required ACTIONS Yes Yes Yes Yes
M for no required R m loops OPERABLE. Previously, the

specification did not provide specific action for no RHR
loops OPERABLE. Also clarifies that the restored loop
must be OPERABLE as well as in operation.

1-11 This change adds surveillances to verify breaker alignment Yes Yes Yes .Yes
M and power availability to the required RHR pump not in

operation. '

1-12 The ACTIONS are changed to separate the required ACTIONS Yes Yes Yes Yes ,

*

M for only one required RE loop OPERABLE and no required
RHR loops OPERABLE.

1-13 An additional restriction is added which prohibits No. See CN 1-20-LS- Yes No - Retaining CTS Yes
M draining of the RCS when the RHR pu g is deenergized. 27.

1-14 This change modifies the LCO to only require two reactor No - Two RCS loops No - Two RCS loops Yes Yes
LS-22 coolant loops be OPERABLE in MODE 3. Required loops in OPERABLE is already OPERABLE is already

operation depend on rod control system status. part of the current part of the current
TS. TS.

1-15 A SG level corresponding to 10% of the wide range does not No - DCPP current No - 10% narrow Yes Yes
M cover all SG tubes. To qualify as a valid heat sink, the TS requires 15% range SG level is

tubes must be covered. level. the current TS
requirement.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.4 S/15 M 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 rage 3of13

TECH SPEC CHANGE' APPLICABILITY

NUEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

1-16 This change revises the note that permits up to I hour Yes Yes Yes Yes

A "deenergization" of RCP/RHR pumps. The revised wording
clarifies the intent of the note to allow the pumps to be
" removed from operation" instead of "deenergized", thus
permitting other means of removing the pumps from service.

1-17 The DCPP specific minimum temerature specified in degrees Yes No Retaining CTS No - Retaining CTS No - Retaining CTS
LG below which the RCS must not be subject to overpressure is

replaced by the generic statement "the minimum low
temperature value specified in the Pressure Temperature
Limits Report (PTLR)*.

1-18 Not used N/A N/A N/A N/A

1-19 Changas allowed outage time for "four loops inoperable * No "immediate" Yes Yes Yes
5 from 72 hours to immediate action. Also requires that already in CTS.

rods be incapable of withdrawal.

1-20 The restriction for reactor vessel water level above the Yes No - CPSES does not No - Retaining CTS No - Callaway does
LS-27 vessel flange to the stopping of all RHR pugs is removed. have this not have this

restriction, restriction.
I

2 01 The specification for the Reactor Coolant System Safety No - Amendment Yes No - Amendment 89 No - Amendment 103
LS-3 Valves in MODES 4 and 5 is deleted. 98/97 relocated to relocated to USAR relocated to FSAR

Equipment Control Chapter 16. Chapter 16.
Guidelines (ECG).

i

2 02 This change extends the applicability for the required No - H0DE 4 Yes No WCGS has a No - Callaway has a .

'
H operability of the pressurizer safety valves to include requirements are in different LTOP different COMS

H00E 4 when RCS temperature is above 320*F. the current DCPP arming temperature. arming temperature. ;

TS.

2-03 This change provides a new ACTION for two or more Yes Yes Yes Yes
H pressurizer safety valves inoperable. Prior to this

change. LCO 3.0.3 would have been entered allowing fo.' I
hour prior to placing the unit in HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours, etc.

|

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3H.4 S/1S/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 Page 4 ofn

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUM1ER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK W)LF CREEK CALLAWAY

2-04 The footnote about the lift setting being for anbient Yes Yes No - See 2-05 LS-23 No See 2-05-LS 23
LG conditions is moved to the Bases.

'

2 05 Safety valve lift settings at ambient (hot conditions) can No - Action b in Yes Yes Yes
LS-23 be deferred for 54 hours following MODE 3 entry. current TS already

provides 54 hour
allowance.

3 01 This change revises ACTION from the " pressurizer otherwise Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS 4 inoperable to " water level not within limit".

3-02 The method of verifying heater capacity is moved to the Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG Bases.

3-03 This change extends the pressurizer heaters surveillance Yes Yes Yes No - Already part
LS-28 interval from 92 days to 18 months of current TS per

Amendment 105.

3 04 The ACTION is modified to reflect generic wording to Yes Yes Yes Yes
i LS-29 assure that the rods are fully inserted and cannot be

withdrawn. This change is consistent with TSTi -87.

3-05 This change adds a requirement to current TS 3.4.3 LCO. Yes No - Pressurizer No - Pressurizer No - Pressurizer
M The change requires the pressurizer heaters to be capable heaters normally heaters normally heaters normally

of being powered from an emergency power source. aligned to aligned to aligned to
emergency power. emergency power. emergency power.

4 01 An allowance has been added that separate condition entry Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-5 is allowed for each Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV).

4-02 The allowance for PORV inoperability has been expanded Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-6 from previously only allowing block valve isolation when

the PORV was inoperable for seat leakage to allowing block
valve isolation when the PORY is still capable of manually
being cycled.

4 03 The times to reduce MODE are decreased by one hour. Yes Yes Yes Yes
M

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.4 S/15/97
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^ CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 rage 5 of13

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION |DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

4-04 This change moves the requirement to perform channel Yes - Moved to the Yes - Moved to the Yes - Moved to the Yes Moved to the
LG calibration of PORV actuation instrumentation to a FSAR. TRM. USAR. FSAR.

licensee controlled document.

4-05 The shutdown requirement of CTS 3.4.4 would require the Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-31 plant to go to reduceT,,, to <S00*F within 12 hours, rather
than go to MODE 4. to address the concern of entering
[LTOP] LCO Applicability with inoperable PORVs. For
consistency the shutdown requirements of CTS LCO [3.4.7]
would be similarly revised.

,

4-06 This change provides a 72 hour coupletion time to restore Yes No - Already part No - Already part- No - Already part
LS-32 an inoperable block valve, with the PORY placed in manual of CTS. of CTS. of CTS.

control ande. The current TS requires the block valve to
be restored within one hour, or remove power from the
solenoid.

4-07 This change provides a two hour conpletion time for Yes No - Already part No - Already part No - Already part
LS 33 restoring an inocerable block valve when more than one of CTS. of CTS. of CTS.

block valve is inoperable, and 72 hours to restore the
remaining valves. The current TS requires the block valve r

to be restored within one hour for one or more valves
inoperable.

4-08 Consistent with traveler WOG-60, the requirement to Yes Yes .Yes Yes

LS-34 perform the PORY and block valve cycling surveillances is
revised such that the surveillances are only required to
be performed in MODES l'and 2.

4-09 Consistent with traveler WOG-87, the requirement to Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS 36 perform the 92 day surveillance of the pressurizer block
valves (i.e., perform one complete cycle of each block
valve) is revised such that it is not required if the
block valve is closed to meet ACTION a of the current TS

'
LCO 3.4.4.

S-01 This change moves the Steam Generator Tube Surve111ances Yes No - Same as CPSES Yes Yes

A to SR 3.4.13.2 and the Administrative Controls Sections change 1-14 A for
5.5.9 and 5.6.10. CTS Section 3/4.0.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.4 5/1S87
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 rage 6 of13

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

5-02 CTS LCO 3.4.5 is deleted. Steam Generator operability Yes No - CPSES does not Yes Yes
A requirements in MODES 1-4 are specified in the RCS loop have this

and leakage specifications. specification.

5-03 Clarification to remove potential interpretation problems Yes No - Same as CPSES Yes Yes

A related to probe orientation versus entry point change 1-15 for CTS
Section 3/4.0

6-01 This change adds the performance of an RCS water inventory Yes Yes Yes Yes
M balance every 24 hours as a new requirement when the [ sump,

, level detector] is inoperable,
i
] 6-02 This change nilows the performance of an RCS water Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-8 inventory balance every 24 hours as an alternative to the
|
! requirement to perform 24 hour samples of the containment
j atmosphere when a required radioactivity monitor is

inoperable. ,

6-03 This change adds the word " required" to clarify that only Yes Yes Yes Yes

A those detectors which are being used to satisfy the LCO
' must be demonstrated to be OPERABLE.

6-04 The word " DIGITAL" has been deleted to be consistent with No " Digital" not Yes No " Digital" not No " Digital" not
A the terminology used in NUREG-1431 as it relates to included in CTS. included in CTS. included in CTS.

Channel Operational Tests.

6-05 This change deletes the phrase "not isolated from the No - The phrase is Yes Yes Yes
A Reactor Coolant System" when referring to leakage through not part of the

'

the SGs. current DCPP TS.

6-06 This change moves the LCO for CONTROLLED LEAKAGE (seal Yes Yes No See CN-6-28- No See CN 6-23-
A injection flow) from " Operational Leakage" to LCO 3.5.5 LG. LG.

"ECCS"

6-07 This change moves the listing of RCS Pressure Isolation Yes - Hoved to the Yes - Moved to Yes - Hoved to USAR Yes -Hoved to

QG Valves. FSAR. TRM Chapter 16. FSAR Table 16.4-1

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3/4.4 S/lS/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 Page 7 o/13

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUSER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

6 08 Adds clarification that the valves in the RHR flow path Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-9 are not required to meet the Pressure Isolation Valve
specification "when in. or during the transition to or
from the RER MODE of operation" in MODE 4.

6-09 The LCO applicability for CONTROLLED LEAKAGE (seal Yes Yes No - See CN 6-28- No - See CN 6-28-
LS-10 injection flow) is reduced to only MODES 1.2 and 3 with LG. LG.

the associated change in ACTION b.

6-10 Discussion on how to perform the leak testing is moved to No - Valve leak Yes Yes Yes

LG the Bases. test discussion is
not part of current

DCPP TS.

6-11 This change allows for the RCS flow path to be isolated by Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-11 one valve within 4 hours and [a second series valve]
within 72 hours.

I

j 6-12 This change adds a further restriction which requires that Yes Yes Yes Yes

H any valve (s), used to satisfy the action of isolating the
low pressure system from the high pressure system when a
RCS PIV is inoperable, must additionally be tested and
meet the leakage criteria of the PIV.

6-13 This change removes the specific requiremer.t to mnitor Yes Yes Yes Note WCGS Yes - Note -
LS-12 the RCS Leakage Detection System once per 12 hours. had 2 TS Callaway had 2 TS

surveillances for surveillances for
rad monitor and rad monitor and

| containment sutip containment sump
i

| 6-14 This change moves the Surveillance for CONTROLLED LEAKAGE Yes Yes No - See CN- 6 28- No - See CN 6 28-
A (seal injection flow) from " Operational Leakage * to LG. LG.

"ECCS".

6-15 This change removes the additional criteria that "no more No - See CN-6-26- Yes No - See CN- No - See CN-
LS-13 than 96 hours shall elapse between any two successive LS. DCPP has a 6-26-LS. WCGS has a 6-26-LS. Callaway ;

inventory balances". different different has a different
surveillance. surveillante. surveillance.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.4 S/1SJ97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 rage s op3

- TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUtBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY'

6-16 This change removes the requirement for monitoring the Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-14 reactor head flange leakoff system.

6-17 The definition of steady state is moved to Bases. Yes - Yes No - WCGS does not No - Callaway does
LG have this not have this

definition. definition.

6-18 This change relaxes the requirement for PIV testing No - Not part of Yes Yes No - already in
LS 15 following operation in MODE 5. The previous requirement current DCPP TS. current TS per

was testing following 72 hours in MODE 5 which is revised Amendment 105. ;
to 7 days in MODE 5.

6-19 This change removes the specific requirement for Yes Yes Yes Yes
TR-3 performing the PIV surveillance prior to returning a valve

to service following maintenance. repair or replacement.

6-20 IST requirements are moved to Section 5 of the improved Yes Yes No - WCGS does not No - Callaway does
A TS. have this no: have this

requirement. requirement.

6-21 This change increases the RCP seal injection flow Yes Yes No - See CN 6-28-LG No - See CN 6-28-LG
LS-35 Completion Time from 4 to 72 hours, with a new added

verification that at least 100% of the assumed charging
flow remains available.

6 22 This change adds a new ACTION to isolate the affected RHR No - Not part of Yes Yes Yes
M penetration within 4 hours if the RfR suction isolation current DCPP TS.

valve interlock function is inoperable.

6 23 The leakage detection system specification is revised such Yes No - The non- Yes Yes
LS-25 that the provisions of 3.0.4 are not applicable. applicability of

3.0.4 is already
part of the current

TS.

6-24 Revises ACTION to require going to COLD SHUTDOWN rather No - Not part of No - The 600 psig Yes Yes
H than HOT SHUTDOWN with an RCS pressure less than 600 psig. current DCPP TS. action is not part

of the current TS.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.4 SMS/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 page 9 of13

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
__ _

NUEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

6-25 The Operational Leakage LCO has been modified to change Yes No - Leakage limit Yes No - Already part
LS-26 allowed limit for RCS pressure isolation valves. of 5 .5 gpa is of current TS per

already part of Amendment 66.
!current TS.

6-26 The CTS surveillance requirement for performing an RCS Yes No - Already part Yes its

LS-30 water inventory balance is modified to allow deferral of of the CPSES
the water inventory balance such that it would be current TS.
performed within 12 hours after achieving steady state
conditions.

6-27 RCS leakage detection system descriptions are revised for No - Current No - Current Yes Yes

A consistency with current TS LCO 3.3.3.1 and FSAR Sections systems are systems are
5.2.5.2.2 and 11.5.2.3.2.2. applicable. applicable.

6-28 The current TS definition of controlled leakage is No - Retaining No - Retaining Yes - Moved to USAR Yes - Moved to FSAR
LG deleted. The RCP seal water return flow limit is moved to CTS. CTS.

a licensee controlled docu e nt.

7 01 This change relocates the reactor coolant system chemistry No. Amendment 98/97 Yes - To be No - Amendment 89 No - Amendment 103
R specification from the Technical Specifications to a relocated to relocated TRM. relocated to USAR relocated to FSAR

licensee controlled document. Equipment control Chapter 16. Chapter 16.
Guidelines (ECG).

8-01 This change revises the applicability of the specification Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-16 to MODES 1. 2. or 3 with (Tm) a 500*F. The change
deletes the requirement to perform an isotopic analysis
for Iodine every 4 hours in MODES 4 and 5 and in HDDE 3
below 500*F. whenever the reactor coolant exceeds its Dose ,

Equivalent Iodine or at any time the reactor coolant
exceeds Gross Specific Activity limits.

8-02 This change adds an exception to LCO 3.0.4 when operating Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-17 in Action a. This would allow HDDE changes under

conditions that the plant is anticipating a return to
acceptable activity levels within the 48 hour A0T.

8-03 This change revises the sample frequency from 72 hours to Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-18 7 days for performance of a gamma isotopic analysis.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.4 5/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 ragele of13

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
|

NUMBER- DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

8-04 This change revises the raasurement of I-131.1-133 and I- Yes Yes Yes Yes

! M 135 to Dose Equivalent I 131.

f 8-05 This change revises the performance of the surveillance of Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-19 the specific activity of the RCS following a 151 power
change to MODE 1 only.

8 06 The definition of E-bar is located in the definition Yes Yes No - WCGS does not No - Callaway does
A section of NLREG-1431 and is not duplicated in this have this not have this

specification. definition as part definition as part

of Table 4.4-4. of the Table 4.4-4.

8-07 This change adds a note to clarify the time in which the Yes Yes Yes Yes

A sample is required to be taken upon meeting the minimum
conditions to obtain the sample.

4

8-08 The description of gross radioactivity analysis is moved Yes No - Not in CTS. No - Not in CTS. No - Not in CTS.
LG to the Bases.

9-01 The Technical Specification figures which contain Yes Yes Yes Yes

LG operational parameters related to the RCS
Pressure / Temperature Limits are moved to tne Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) Pressure and Temperature Limits
Report (P L1).

9 02 The ACTIONS for RCS pressure / temperature limits are broken Yes Yes Yes Yes

M into MODE 1, 2. 3. or 4 and at all other times. The MODE
1. 2. 3. or 4 ACTION is essentially the current TS. The
ACTION which covers other times requires immediate action
to restore the parameters and a determination of RCS
acceptability prior to entering MODE 4.

9 03 The time allowed for performance of the engineering Yes Yes Yes .Yes
M evaluation following exceeding the Pressure /Tenperature

limits has been defined as 72 hours.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.4 S/158 7
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

9-04 This change moves the 10 CFR50 Appendix H, material No - Not in CTS. Yes Moved to Yes - Note: Table Yes - Note:
LG surveillance program from the Technical Specifications to PTLR. 4.4-5 was deleted Material

a licensee controlled document. by Amendment 57. surveillance
progeam moved to
FSAR Ch. 16. Table
4.4-5 was deleted
by Amendment 76.*

9 05 This change removes the pressurizer specification from the No. Amendment 98/97 Yes - To be No - Amendment 89 No - Amendment 103
R Technical Specifications. The limits for the pressurizer relocated to relocated to the relocated the relocated the

are relocated to a licensee controlled document. Equipment Control TRM. specification to specification to
Guidelines (ECG). USAR Chapter 16. FSAR Chapter 16.

9-06 A requirement is included to either isolate the Yes Yes Yes Yes

M accumulator or depressurize them to a pressure
corresponding with the RCS temerature to preclude an RCS
overpressure event.

9-07 This change removes the requiremerit for a special report Yes Yes Yes Yes

TR-2 to be generated and submitted to the NRC following the
mitigation of an RCS pressur? transient.

9-08 A note is added to current TS 3.4.9.3 ACTION to allow two Yes - Specific to No - CTS allows 2 No - See change No See change
LS-7 centrifugal charging pugs (CCP) capable of injecting into DCPP. CCPs to be 9-17-LS-24. 9-17-LS-24.

the RCS during pump swap operation for < 1 hour. OPERABLE.
_

9-09 An additional ACTION is added when more than the allowable Yes Yes No - See change No See change
M number of charging pumps are capable of injecting into the 9-15-M 9-15-M

RCS including st6 sequent actions for RCS depressurization
and venting if necessary.

9 10 An additional ACTION is added for an accumulator which has Yes Yes Yes Yes
M not been isolated or depressurized which includes

subsequent actions for RCS depressurization and venting if
necessary.

9-11 An additional ACTION is added for the system inoperable Yes Yes Yes Yes

M for any other reason to include action for RCS
depressurization and venting.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.4 5/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 Page 12 of13

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

CJMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALUWAY

9 12 An allowance has been included which provides for Yes !Yes Yes Yes
LS 20 performance of the Channel Operational Test on the PORY

actuation channels within 12 hours after entering the
applicability for the system. Previously this was required
to be performed prior to entry.

9-13 This requirement has been moved to the IST program as No - RHR suction Yes M Yes
A required by the Adninistrative Controls Section of the valve testing is

ITS. not part of the
current DCPP TS. |

9 14 An additional surveillance is added for verification of Yes !(es Yes Yes

]M accumulator isolation.

9-15 An additional action and corresponding surveillance are Yes No - Different LTOP Yes Yes
M added for one or more SI pumps or more than one design.

centrifugal charging pump capable of injecting into the
RCS and subsequent actior.s for RCS depressurization and '

venting if necessary. [ ]
.-

9-16 Increases the frequency for verification of RCS conditions Yes No - 30 minute No - 30 minute No - 30 minute
M during heatup, cooldown and testing from once every hour surveillance surveillance surveillance

to once every 30 minutes. interval already in interval already in interval already in

current TS. current TS. current TS.

9 17 Three notes are added to LCO 3.4.9.3 to reflect current TS No - See change No - CTS allows 2 Yes Yes
LS 24 SR 4.5.3.2. LCO 3.5.4 ACTIONS a and b. and the LCO 3.5.4 9-08 LS-7. . CCPs to be

Applicability note *. A fourth note is also added to LCO OPERABLE.

3.4.9.3 to correspond to the accumulator Action added
under CN 9-10-M. The note regarding CCP pump swap
operations represents a relaxation since it would allow
both CCPs to be capable of injecting 'nto the RCS for up
to 4 hours throughout [COMS) applicab;1 R;

10-01 The surveillance requirements associated with the RCS No. Amendment Yes No - Amendment 89 No - Amendment 103
LS-21 Structural Integrity specification are deleted. 98/97 relocated to relocated to USAR relocated to FSAR

Equipment Control Chapter 16. Also Chapter 16. Also
j Guidelines (ECG). see Section see Section

6.8.5.b. 6.8.5.b.

CPSES Conversion Contparison Table - CTS 3M.4 S/IS)97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.4 - rare 13 o/13

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALUWAY

10-02 The Reactor Coolant Pump flywheel inspection *equirement No - Amendment Yes No - Amendment 89 No - Amendment 103
A. has been moved to Section 5.5.7 in the improv G N. 98/97 relocated RCP relocated to USAR relocated to FSAR

flywheel Chapter 16 and CTS Chapter 16 and CTS =
surveillafces to 6.8.5b.. 6.8.5.b.
CTS 6.8.4.1.

10-03 The Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Inspection Program is No - See CN-02-17- 'es No - See CN 02-17. No - See CN-02-17-
LS-37 revised to provide an exception to the examination LS-1 in the ITS LS-1 in the ITS LS 1 in the ITS

requirements in Regulatory Guide 1.14. Rev 1. The Section 5.0 Section 5.0 Section 5.0
exception (to Regulatory Positica C.4.b(1) and C.4.b(2)) package. package, package.
allows for an acceptable inspection method of either an
ultrasonic volumetric, or surface examination. The

inspection would conducted at ten year intervals
coinciding with the Inservice Inspection schedule required
by ASPE Section XI.

11-01 Removes the reactor coolant system vents specification No. Amendment 98/97 Yes - To be No - Amendment 89 No - Amendment 103
R from the Technical Specifications. The requirements for relocated relocated to the- relocated to USAR relocated to FSAR.

the reactor coolant system vents will be relocated to a requirement to TRM. Chapter 16. Chapter 16.
licensee controlled document. Equipment Control

Guidelines (ECG).

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.4 S/158 7
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I. N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATIONo
U

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision
includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are
provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume
of changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no
significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may
contain chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped
into a category have also been developed. Typically, less restrictive technical
changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain
" change specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or

O administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of
V the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which

provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC.
For enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 6B, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the
information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing
Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have
plant specific information in that location.

4

%

b
CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards G,nsideration - CTS 3M.4 2 S/15/97



II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONSn
V

GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

The following are brief descriptions of the 9,eneric NSHCs contained within this TS
chapter. The reference symbols are use. in the Discussion of Changes to index the
applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers.
Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
numeric designator to the existing alpha refecence symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2, Al, A2, etc).

Administrative

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative)

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the ,

movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content.
simply reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no
longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes
. nontechnical changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard
Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been
marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a
discussion of change or NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for
a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies.
This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrativeg change that is not obvious and requires an explanation.g
Relocation of Technical Specification Reauirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria
are annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the rebcation direct the reviewer to this NSHC
for a description and evaluation of the mmge.

Movina information out of Technical Specifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying
,

o
h
. CPSES No Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.4 3 SMS/97
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II, DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONSp

V
GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(continued)

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
'

the LCO but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected !

information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled'
'

documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer ;

controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature. ;

These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and
'

content.<

Technical chanae; more restrictive

Reference symbol "H" (Hore restrictive, generic)
1

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
i existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to

conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.
,

P

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

- Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less ;

restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in
4

this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less
restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A)
for this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change. ,

Technical chance. less restrict 1yg
'

4

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or
less restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents). *

,

Technical chance. recurrino - less restrictive |
.

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2, 3...." (technical recurring) -

i
i

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications. ;

O
CPSESNo Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.4 4 5RS/97"
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III. GENERIC N0'SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

,h
"A"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |
FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide
and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG-1431. This is intended
to make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.
Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between
specifications. During this reformatting and rewording preress. no technical-
changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were ,

identified and justified.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has be'n determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been*

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Coamission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in .

O 50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
;O licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frun any
accident previously evaluated; or \

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant ,

'

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?-

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
, ,

Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no
technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this

O
V'

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.4 5 S/1S/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"A" |

(continued) j

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not
impose any different requirements. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?'

,

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis cssumptions. This change is administrative in
nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no :

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

't

4

1
1

i

O
*

CPSESNo Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.4 6 $/1$/97
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III, GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

| \
V "R"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ,

FOR

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these
requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and
safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii) i

have beca relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation
addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of
objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating
restrictions should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in

O the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the
d reactor coolant pressure boundary;

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier;

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not
meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements.

v

CPSESNo Significant fla:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.4 7 S/15/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS--

,, R ,, .)
'(continued)

s

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to
documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that

*

changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve
an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other 3

licensee documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g..- the Quality
Assurance Plan, as described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The
remainder of the requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to
programs that are controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved
TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these
requirements. The TS change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi- i

disciplinary group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel, including onsite
operations personnel.

4

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed-
ichange to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances

will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained.
Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system -
operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed
in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

,

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no i

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

,

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

.

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." -

IThe following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

,

} :

u .

1

CPSESNo Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.4 8 S/15/97



III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONSn
iiV

R"
(continued)

!
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures, j
systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion |

in the improved STS. The affected structures, systems, components or ;

variables are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not i
assumed to mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls |

section of the improved STS. Therefore, this change does not involve a |
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident ;

previously evaluated. |

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
b (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in s

'V parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not
impose any different requirements and adequate control of information will be
maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? ,

!

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component |
or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance
procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other
regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to which the
requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Centrols section of the
improved STS, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin
of safety. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in'

a margin of safety.
,

'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION.

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with !

O NSHC "R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
t/ significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a !

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

1

CPSES No Signi(Tcant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.4 ) SAS/97
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III, GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

I'

"LG"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OB ER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),
actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee
controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the
improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the
public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be

. maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently
exist on the documents where the information is being moved.

This proposed TS ch:nge has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. Thit determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

,

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident prevfously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluatct or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:'

\
i

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.4 10 S/]S/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONSrw
: )
C' LG"

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, other
licensee controlled documents. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved reqdirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropr16te controls.

Since any changes to the Bases. FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plantn (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
(V) parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not

impose any different requirements and adequate control of the information will
be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to
be transposed from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases. FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will
be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a

f'N no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
d

CPSES No Significant Ha:arJs Consideration - CTS 3N.4 11 S/IS/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |q
"M"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the proposed
improved Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications
are being imposed to be consistent with the proposed improved Standard Technical
Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and
remove ambiguities from the specification.

This proposed TS charige has been evaluated and it has been determined that !t
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

D(O performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Connisston may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50,91. that a proposed awendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

!

V '
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U
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(continued)

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS.
The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to
ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained
consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters. The proposed change does impose different
requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in
the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

A(,) 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
.

increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

d) Providing additional actions,

e) Decreasing restoration times,

f) Imposing new surveillances, or

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore,
this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety. )

/(''i_) I

CPSFSNo Significant iia:ards Consideration - CTS 3MA 13 S/1S/97
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U

"M"
(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "M" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

DO

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3/4.4 14 S/15197
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'

n
NSHC LS-1

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION i

FOR !

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
'

i

The LCO and associated surveillances have been revised to be less restrictive. Prior"

to the proposed change, the requirement for RCS loops OPERABLE was based on Reactor
Trip Breaker (RTB) position. The intent of this requirement was to allow for less
stringent operating criteria when rod withdrawal events were precluded via the RTBs
being open. The proposed specification allows more freedom in how rod withdrawal is
precluded and is thus less restrictive. However, the intent of using physical plant
characteristics to prevent inadvertent rod withdrawal is not diminished. The
specification now acknowledges that the typical rod control system can be ;

'

effectively disabled by means other than opening the RTBs.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it 1'

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92* as quoted
below: ,

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

+O
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated: or-

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

. The proposed change does not alter the requirement to preclude rod withdrawal
using physical plant characteristics. The specification does not allow
administrative control or other means which could be conceived as less'

stringent. The specification does allow for alternative means to opening the
RTBs for precluding rod withdrawal. These means if used would be as effective
as opening the RTBs. such as removing power to the rod control system.

x.) Therefore there should be no increase in the probability or consequences of a
previously evaluated accident.

CPSESNo Significant fla:ard: Consideration - CTS 3M,4 IS S/lS/97
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(continued)
'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

Inadvertent rod withdrawal accidents have been previously evaluated. This
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will preclude rod withdrawal with the same level of
assurance that opening of the RTBs provided. No reduction in the margin of

>

safety will result from this change.
.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

.

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

O

,

e

i

>

O
.

i
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,( NSHC LS 2

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The LCO has been modified by a note which allows the removal of all RHR loops from
operation during planned heatup to MODE 4 from MODE 5 when at least one RCS loop is
in operation.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.920 as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any ,

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant '

I

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or I
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? j

This proposed change adds an additional specific relaxation to allow the use ]
of an operating RCS loop in lieu of an operating RHR loop in H0DE 5 during i

planned heatup in preparation to proceed into H0DE 4. The primary functions of )
the operating RHR loop in H0DE 5 are to remove decay heat and to prevent boron'

stratification. These functions can also be performed by an operating RCS
loop which is in fact a normal method of accomplishing the same functions when j

in H0DE 4. In addition, at least one RHR loop must remain OPERABLE during the j

transition to MODE 4. Because there is no reduction in the heat removal / boron !

stratification capability or system reliability when the RCS loop is |

(- performing these functions, this change does not involve a significant
( increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously

evaluated.
!

CPSES No Significant fla:ards Cemsideration - CTS 3N.4 17 S/lS/97 |
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(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of ;
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

'

i

IThe only accidents that are potentially associated with this proposed change.'

are those related to a loss of decay heat removal capability or to boron
'stratification. Since the use of an RCS loop in lieu of an RHR loop to

perform the heat removal / boron stratification functions does not result in any
reduction in performance or reliability, the existing analyses remain valid.
Thus the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from those previously evaluated,

i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged.
Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 2" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no~

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

1

i

i

!
|

1
'

)

|
i

-

'

|
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m

{I NSHC LS 3
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS |
i

The LC0 has been deleted as the CPSES analysis does not credit actuation of the
pressurizer Code safety valves in MODES 4 and 5, except under special conditions
between 320'F and 350'F. The requirement for the operability of the pressurizer Code -
safety valves within these operating conditions has been expanded to require all
safety valves OPERABLE. This change has been included within the proposed changes to
specification 3/4.2.2, and is a more restrictive change. This evaluation below
discusses the deletion of the requirement to maintain the operability of one
pressurizer safety valve below 320 F |

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it ;

-involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been :

Pperformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.928 as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pur 9 ant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

O significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
d with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Overpressure protection of the RCS in Modes 4 and 5 is maintained within the-

bounds of the CPSES safety analysis with this change. At or below 320 F,
overpressure protection is provided by the Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection System (LTOPS) which requires at least two overpressure devices and
which are set at a far lower pressure (450 psig) than the previously required
single safety valve. Therefore adequate protection is maintained and no

r~N increase in the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident

() is experienced.

CPSF.S No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.4 19 S/15/97
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'

(continued) ,

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new os different kind of *'

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

Overpressure protection of the RCS is maintained within the bounds of the
CPSES safety analysis with this change. Adequate protection is maintained and
no potential for a different kind of accident than those previously evaluated
is created.

.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The margin of safety is maintained as the operation of the pressurizer code
safety was not credited for mitigation of an overpressurization event within
these plant conditions. The overpressurization protection systems required

,

; OPERABLE by proposed specification 3.4.10 and 3.4.12 maintain the same or
greater margin of safety to that previously included within this
specification.< ,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly. a l

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

;
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NSHC LS-4

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMERIS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ACTION b. is modified to spNifically define ' water level not within its limit' as
the condition requiring the action instead of the ' pressurizer otherwise
inoperable. ' Thus for any other condition which could cause pressurizer
inoperability (except for inoperable heaters which is covered by ACTION a.) LC0
3.0.3 would apply. The net effect is to provide an additional hour (allowed under
LC0 3.0.3 to prepare for an orderly shutdown) to correct any condition other than
high pressurizer water level before performing the required plant shutdown. This
change is acceptable because a high pressurizer water level is the primary condition
in MODES 1, 2 and 3 which could lead to pressurizer inoperability and therefore
requires the most immediate actions. High pressurizer level is potentially
indicative of a loss of the pressurizer bubble which could adversely effect RCS
pressure transients. The actions required for high pressurizer level are unaffected
by this change. Any other cause of inoperability is not likely to require immediate
action and is adequately protected by LC0 3.0.3.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

[] performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.928 as quoted
V below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursur.nt to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

o The primary function of the pressurizer is provide expansion volume for the

() RCS during normal operating and accident conditions. The operability of the

CPSES No Significant Ifa:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.4 21 5/15/97
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(/ NSHC LS 4
(continued)

pressurizer is assumed in the initial conditions of all accident analyses. The
proposed change provides an additional hour to restore the pressurizer to
operable (other than for high pressurizer level) prior to taking required
shutdown actions. The primary cause of pressurizer inoperabilty is high water
level or loss of heaters. The actions required by these causes remains
unchanged in the converted specifications. Other causes for inoperability are
much less likely and adequate protection is provided by LC0 3.0.3. Thus, this

change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The only accidents that are potentially associated with this proposed change,
are those related to a loss of pressurizer function which could result in an
RCS overpressurization event. This change does not introduce any new
overpressure accidents and the existing analyses remain valid. Thus the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from those previously evaluated.

A
) 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The naargin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged.
Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 4" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

n
i )v
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10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The LC0 has been modified to allow separate condition entry for each PORV. This
provides for restoration times for each PORV to be consistent based on the specific
condition of a PORV. as long as at least one PORV was capable of being manually
cycled.

:

(

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been '

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

4

!"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

O accident previously evaluated; ore

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or r

consequences of an accident previously evaluated 7
,

.

The proposed change adds a relaxation to the LC0 by allowing separate
condition entry for each PORV. No credit is taken for the automatic actuation
of the PORVs in Modes 1. 2. or 3. Credit is taken for manual operation of one
PORV during the Steam Generator Tube Rupture accident. The specific
relaxation allowed by this change could result in having a PORV inoperable and'

not capable of manual control for a maximum of 144 hours (not the same PORV.
i.e.. two PORVs becoming inoperable consecutively) as compared to a maximum of
72 hours if separate condition entry were not allowed. However, the

'

capability to manually cycle at least one PORV will be maintained at all times
by this change. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant

( increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously i

evaluated.'

- CPSESNo Signitkant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3/4.4 23 5/15i97 i
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(continued) ,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? -

The only accidents that are potentially associated with this proposed change,
are those related to a loss of pressurizer function which could result in an
RCS overpressurization event. This change does not introduce any new
overpressure accidents and the existing analyses remain valid. Thus, the.

. proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The manual actuation capability of one PORV is credited in the
accident analyses for Modes 1, 2. or 3. At least one PORV will remain capable
of being manually cycled. The margin of safety established by the LC0 remains4

unchanged. Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that
previously established.

.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
t NSHC "LS 5" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.'

,

4

i

i

.

N

O
,
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10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
4

The ACTIONS for an inoperable PORV as c result of excess seat leakage, associated
with the LCO, has been changed to specifically address inoperability as a function <

of whether or not the valve is capable of being manually cycled. This relaxation of
the ACTION requirements associated with the PORVs does not require the operability ,

'

of the automatic pressure reduction function of the PORV. Using the capability of
the PORV to be manually cycled as a criteria in the ACTION requirements. continues to '

maintain the ability of the valve to mitigate a Steam Generator Tube Rupture
accident (i.e. the ability to manually cycle the valve).

,

This proposed TS change hs been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no signi: at hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as

.

quoted below:
,

"The Commission may make a final determinatien, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

,

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
O significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance

.|with the proposed amendment would not:
|
'

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety " ;
,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

'

The proposed change adds a relaxation to the ACTIONS associated with the LC0
by expanding the conditions under which an otherwise inoperabe PORV may be
used to satisfy accident analyses assumptions to include whether or not the
PORV is capable of being manually cycled. No credit is taken for the
automatic actuation of the PORV in Modes 1, 2. or 3. Credit is taken for
manual operation of the PORVs during the Steam Generator Tube Rupture

O accident. However, the capability to manually cycle the PORVs will be
V . unaffected by this change. T u refore, the proposed change does not involve a -

;
CPSESNo Significant Hazards Consideration - C(S3M.4 25 33 5/97
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(continued) i

!significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The only accidents that are potentially associated with this proposed change,
are those related to a loss of pressurizer function which could result in an
RCS overpressurization event. This change does not introduce any new
overpressure accidents and the existing analyses remain valid. Thus the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The automatic actuation of the PORVs is not credited in the accident
analyses for Modes 1. 2. or 3. The PORVs will remain capable of being
manually cycled. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains
unchanged. Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that |,m,

!] previously established, j
1

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

BascJ on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
'

NSHC "LS 6" resulting from the conversica to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a |
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. i

!

I

.

|

I
g3
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10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |

FOR 1

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE I
J

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This change revises the Action requirements to provide an alternative (RCS water ,

inventory balance every 24 hours) to the requirement to perform 24 hour samples of
containment atmosphere when a required radioactivity monitor is inoperable. The
primary function of the leakage detections systems is to detect significant reactor
coolant pressure roundary (RCPB) degradation as soon as practical to minimize the
potential for propagation to a gross failure. The TS requires multiple diverse
systems to ensure that leakage from a variety of locations and leakage rates can be
detected in sufficient time to take measures to place the plant in a safe condition.
When a required radioactivity monitor is inoperable the current TS provides

' compensatory action by requiring containment atmosphere samples be taken and
analyzed every 24 hours to supplement indications from detection systems which are
'still operable [(e.g., sump level and condensate flow rate)]. Another diverse means

'

for determining RCS leakage is the RCS water inventory balance. When performed at
the same frequency as the containment atmosphere sample, and in conjuction with

.

other leak detection indications, this method provides an equal degree of confidence
of the status of RCS leakage.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it ;

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in !

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility )
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance ;

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

!

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."'

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
./ consequences of an accident previously evaluated? J

!

1
I
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'

(continued)

The RCS water inventory balance is a passive method for determining RCS ,

*

leakage and cannot initiate or increase the consequences of an accident. The
. daily RCS inventory balance provides as much assurance that leakage will be
detected as the daily containment atmosphere samples provide and is only one
of several detection indications available. The probability that RCPB leakage
will be detected is not reduced by-using the RCS water balance instead of the
containment atmosphere samples. Therefore the probability or consequences of'

any accident will not be significantly increased.

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

!The only accidents that are potentially associated with this proposed change,
are those related to a loss of RCPB integrity. This change does not introduce
any new mechanisms for causing such RCPB integrity loss or degrade protective

<

imeasures which mitigate such accidents. The existing analyses remain valid.
Thus the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from those previously evaluated.

) 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The margin. of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged. '

Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETEPJf! NATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC ''LS 8" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significc. t hazards consideration finding is justified.

~

*

.

i

i

/O
O

,

1
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDEPATIONS

NSHC LS 9 -
e

( 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ,

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The proposed change allows the delay of testing of PIVs in the RHR system during
entry into Hode 4 from Hode 5 until RHR usage is completed. The surveillance
[ originally required testing within 24 hours following flow through these PIVs. but
also) allows an exception to the provisions of Specification 4.0.4 for entry into .

Modes 3 and 4. Otherwise, testing would be required prior to entry into Mode 4.
PIVs in the normal RHR flow paths used in Modes 4, 5, and 6 are not required until
final RHR operation is terminated during plant heatup. Completion of RHR usage is
considered to be one of the required prerequisite conditions necessary for the
performance of check valve leakage testing.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as
quoted below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no '

! significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a signi'icant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
1

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categorics of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or j
consequences of an accident previously evaluatedi

'

The proposed change clarifies that the valves in the RHR flow path are not-

required to meet the PIV specification when in or during the transition to or
from the RHR mode of operation in Mode 4. The same allowance was available in
the original specification by an exception to Specification 4.0.4. In )
addition, using RHR through these specific flow paths is the required mode of l
operation during an accident. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve

'

a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accidentO previously evaluated.

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.4 29 S/1S/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 9p
Q (continued)<

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The only accidents that are potentially associated with this proposed change,
are those related to a loss of RCS inventory. This change does not introduce
any new accidents related to a reduction in RCS inventory and the existing
analyses remain valid. Thus the proposed change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from those previously :

'

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. RHR will remain capable of performing their safety function, and the
new requirement will continue to provide adequate assurance of that
capability. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains
unchanged. Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that
previously established.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
.

,

O Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 9" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a i

'

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
,

!
|

|

|.

i

i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATI0fiS

NSHC LS 10
l, ,I 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
V FOR ;

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE |

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS !

The LCO applicability for CONTROLLED LEAKAGE (RCP seal injection flow) is reduced to
only MODES 1,2 and 3, where previously it had applied in H0DE 4 also. Thus the
shutdown requirement in Action b is revised to require hot shutdown instead of cold
shutdown.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Consnission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated: or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: |

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? j

The restriction on reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal injection flow limits the
amount of ECCS flow that would be diverted from the injection path following
an accident. This limit is based on safety analysis assumptions that are
required because RCP seal injection flow is not isolated during SI. The seal
injection flow limit is not applicable for H00E 4 because high seal injection
flow is less critical as a result of the lower initial RCS pressure and decay
heat removal requirements. Therefore, RCP seal injection flow need only be
limited in H00ES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure adequate ECCS performance. Since seal
injection restrictions are not required in Mode 4, the proposed change does
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 1

accident previously evaluated.

(3
V l
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS l

~

NSHC LS 10 ,

'

(continued)
'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of <

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The only accident that could potentially be affected by this proposed change
is the LOCA. The LOCA assumptions are continue to be satisfied in Modes 1. 2
and 3 and the LOCA analyses results are not affected by this change. Thus the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of

,

. accident from those previous 1.v evaluated.
n

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? i

,

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed;.
event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged.
Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established. ,

1. :

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION |

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with |

NSHC "LS 10" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

;

.

$

Y

a

i

;

i

.

.

!

'

..

4

i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

A-
() NSHC LS 11

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The revised ACTION c would require that the high pressure portion of the affected
system to be isolated from the low pressure portion in 4 hours using only one valve.
Then, within 72 hours. [the affected system must be isolated using a second valve
or) the leaking PIV must be repaired. Otherwise, the unit must be in HOT STANDBY in ,

6 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. This is acceptable on the ;

basis that isolation by a single valve for no more than 72 hours provides an
acceptable level of safety during the 72 hour interval.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ,

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or'

;

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

i

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant ,

>

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? |

The valve used to isolate the inoperable PIV will be leak tested in accordance
with the surveillance requirements. With the successful completion of this
leak test requirement, there is sufficient assurance that a single valve can ,

provide adequate isolation for the following 72 hours. [The requirement to *

employ a second series isolation valve within 72 hours restores the two valve
isolation required by the current TS.] The interval during which only single
valve isolation of high to low pressure interface is provided, is sufficiently i

3 short so as to not involve a significant increase in the probability or i

(V consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
'

t
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CN IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 1

'h
NSHC LS 11
(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The only accidents that are potentially associated with this proposed change,
are those related to a loss of RCS inventory. This change does not introduce
any new accidents related to a reduction in RCS inventory and the existing
analyses remain valid. Thus the proposed change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from those previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The requirement to use one valve within the first 4 hours followed by
[a second valve within) 72 hours provides an acceptable level of safety.
Having the valves satisfy surveillance requirement for leak testing provides
additional assurance that low pressure piping is protected from the RCS
pressure. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains
unchanged. Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from thatg3

(y previously established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on u ;bove evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 11" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

m
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O
'V NSHC LS 12

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
i

This change removes the specific requirement to monitor the RCS Leakage Detection .,

System once per 12 hours. |

!

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it ,

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been :

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted ,

!
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ,

'

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated: or

1

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or |

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to monitor the RCS Leakage
Detection System once per 12 hours. However, improved TS LC0 3.4.15 requires ,

that a Channel check be performed on the containment radioactivity monitor i

channels on the same frequency so there is no change in requirement for those
detectors. The [ containment sump level and flow monitoring system] and the
[ condensate flow monitor] are continuously monitored from the control room via

,

available alarms and indications [(e.g., audible and visual alarm whenever any
one of 6 pumps in three sumps starts: sump high level alarm: sump fill rate
increase alarm: condensate standpipe level change rate alarm and strip
recorder)]. Leak detection provides information that may indicate degradation
of the RCS pressure boundary, however, leak detection cannot initiate any 4|

O accident. The RCS Leakage Detection cystem is not credited in any safety I|
V analyses. The continued operation of the leakage detection function is

i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDEPATIONS

, - .,

() NSHC LS 12

(continued)

assured by the diverse means of leakage detection that have been provided
within the system and by the requirement that a RCS water inventory balance be
performed every 72 hours. The original requirement to " monitor" the system
did provide specific details about what constitutes monitoring. Any reduction
in performance of the system by the removal of the " monitoring" requirement is
not expected to be significant. Since information is available from diverse
sources the removal of the surveillance does not negatively impact RCS leak
detection. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The only accidents that could potentially affected by this change are LOCA and
MSLB. These accidents have previously been evaluated and remain valid. Thus,
the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
I '\
\d The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed

event. The leakage detection system is not credited in any accident analyses.
The margin of safety established by the LCO remains unchanged. Thus there is
no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS-12" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

/~\
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

,

NSHC LS 13ty
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREHENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This change removes the additional criteria that "no more than 96 hours shall elapse
between any two successive inventory balances". This requirement was overly
burdensome because unplanned plant transients can make obtaining a steady state
inventory balance unreasonable under some circumstances. The change is less
restrictive, but is practical and acceptable for safe operation

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

(V)
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant )
hazards consideration standards:

!

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or I

consequences of an accident previously evalusted? |

The function of the RCS water inventory balance is to ensure the integrity of l
the reactor coolant pressure boundary. The RCS water inventory balance !

surveillance is performed every 72 hours, but must be met with the reactor at j
steady state operating conditions and near operating pressure. Steady state j

*

operation is required to perform a proper inventory balance; calculations
'

during maneuvering or other plant transients are not useful. The additional I

requirement to not exceed a maximum of 96 hours between any two successive
inventory balances is unnecessary because other indications from the installed

,

leak detection systems are available to detect potentially new sources of RCS '

(3 leakage. Since diversity of leak detection capability is available, the
O !
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
7

C NSHC LS 13

(continued)

slight increase in the time between RCS water inventory balance (which may be
required to achieve steady state) will not cause a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of any accidents previously evaluatd.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The only accidents that are potentially associated with this proposed change,
are those related to a loss of RCS inventory. This change does not introduce
any new accidents related to a reduction in RCS inventory and the existing
analyses remain valid. Thus the proposed change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from those previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged.
Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established.,3,

t j
'# NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 13" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the ao
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

#

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

!
NSHC LS 14'p

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATIONV
iFOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ;
'

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The current requirement to monitor reactor head flange leakoff at least once per 24
hours would be deleted on the basis that leakage into this system is identified
leakage to the reactor coolant drain tank. The RCS water inventory balance is the

|definitive surveillance for determining leakage as categorized by improved TS LCO
3.4.13.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted j
below:

,

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

,

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance !
.

with the proposed amendment would not
i

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

,

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or i

,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change removes the requirement to monitor reactor head flange ;

leakoff at least once per 24 hours. This leakage is into the reactor coolant
drain tank and is classified as identified leakage. Identified leakage is
determined by performance of a RCS water inventory balance. The initial
inventory balance is required within 12 hours following RCS steady state

,

'

,

operation and every 72 hours thereafter. Flange leakoff does not provide an
indicator of pressure boundary integrity and consequently the removal of the'

monitoring does not involve the probability of loss of RCS water inventory.
The flange leakage does not involve any initial assumptions used in the
accident analyses. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a

/ significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident i

\ previously evaluated. :
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

,

NSHC LS 14-

(continued)
1

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
'

accident from any accident previously evaluated?
.

i The only accidents that are potentially associated with this proposed change,
are those related to a loss of RCS inventory. This change does not introduce. :

any new accidents related to a reduction in RCS inventory and the existing |
analyses remain valid. Thus the proposed change does not create the

~

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from those previously
I

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
:

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
'

,

event. RCS leakage will continue to be adequately monitored via the RCS water
inventory balance. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains
unchanged. Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that i

'

previously established.:

f NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION |

O Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with .

'

NSHC "LS 14" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

!
4

.

:

)

|
|
|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
i

NSHC LS 15p
() 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

'

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE i

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

iThis change relaxes the requirement for PIV testing following operation in H00E 5.
The previous requirement was testing following 72 hours in MODE 5 which is being '

;

amended to 7 days in H00E 5. This is acceptable on the basis that the additional
time in H00E 5 will have little or no impact on the pressure retaining capability of 1

the isolation valves while it may reduce the amount of leak testing required as the
result of an unplanned shutdown.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

- :

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

(* 1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
\ accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
c

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The length of time that the unit has been in Mode 5 before the PIVs must be
leak tested is not an input to any initiating events for any accident analyses
previously evaluated. The valves are still tested within a maximum 18 month
interval and in accordance with the Imervice Testing Program. Furthermore,*

increasing the period of time from 72 hours to 7 days will not affect the
ability of the PIVs to perform their function (i.e., to isolate the low
pressure piping from RCS pressure). Increasing the period from 72 hours to 7
days may result in some shutdowns which would require PIV testing by the-

'

current TS but which will not require testing in the improved TS. This

.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 15

(continued)

!testing provided additional assurance beyond the 18 month cycle but was not
required because a unit could operate an entire cycle without such a shutdown.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does- the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not introduce new equipment into the plant or alter
the manner in which existing equipment will be operated, This change does not
introduce new accidents and the existing ?nalyses remain valid. Thus the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from those previously evaluated.-

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed c: snge does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged.
The PIVs will remain capable of performing their safety function, and the new
requirements will continue to provide adequate assurance of that capability.<

Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
O established.
V

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC ''LS 15" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.-

.

4
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

[] NSHC LS 16
V 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REWIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The applicability of Specification [3.4.7], " Specific Activity," would be revised to
delete Mode 3 with RCS average temperature less than 500 F and Modes 4 and 5
(consistent with NUREG 1431). In addition, this change deletes the requirement to
perform the once per 4 hour surveillance for Dose Equivalent I-131 in the event the
gross specific activity limit is exceeded, in accordance with industry traveler
TSTF-28. The latter is an unnecessary requirement since the ACTION requires the
plant to exit the LC0's revised Applicability. This is acceptable because the
offsite release of radioact.ivity in the event of a Steam Generator Tube Rupture is
unlikely since the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift
pressure of the main steam safety and [SG atmospheric relief] valves. This is also
consistent with existing Actions a and b which require the unit to be placed in Mode
3 with T, less than 500 F in the event that specific activity cannot be restored to
within limits in the required time.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

A below:

U
"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change in applicable Modes will not affect any of the initiating
events assumed for any of the accidents previously evaluated. The release ofm

(V)
radioactivity in the event of a Steam Generator Tube Rupture in this mode of
operation is unlikely since the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant is
below the lift pressure of the main steam safety and [SG atmospheric

CPSES No SignifIcant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.4 43 SMSB7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONSfm
I 1

NSHC LS 16
(continued)

relief] valves. The proposed change in applicable Modes for which this
specification applies will not affect the ability of plant equipment to
perform its intended function. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not introduce new equipment into the plant or alter
the manner in which existing equipment will be operated. This change does not
introduce new accidents and the existing analyses remain valid. Thus the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The release of radioactivity in the event of a Steam Generator Tube

[b Rupture in this mode of operation is unlikely since the saturation pressure of
the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure of the main steam safety and
[ atmospheric relief) valves. The margin of safety established by the LCOs
also remains unchanged. Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety
from that previously established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 16" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

t
,.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

h'' NSHC LS 17
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION *

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The proposed change adds an exception to LC0 3.0.4 when operating within ACTION a.
This would allow Mode changes under conditions that the plant is anticipating a
return to acceptable activity levels within the allowed completion time required by
ACTION a.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in -

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a sigmficant increase in the probability or consequences of an
-

. ,A accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will removes the Mode change restrictions o'f LCO 3.0.4 and
will not affect the initiating events assumed for the accidents previously
evaluated. This exception is acceptable because of the significant
conservatism incorporated into the specific activity limit, the low
probability of.an event which is limiting due to exceeding this limit, and the.

: ability to restore transient specific activity excursions while the plant
remains at or proceeds to power operation. Adding the exception to LC0 3.0.4
will not affect the ability of plant equipment to perform its intended

- function. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant ,

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.- m

.
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$ IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O NSHC LS 17

V (continued)
.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
*

!

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not introduce new equipment into the plant or alter
the manner in which existing equipment will be operated. This change does not

'introduce new accidents and the existing analyses remain valid. Thus the-

proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
''

accident from those previously evaluated.

3, Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of. safety? ;

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged. ,

Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established.

t

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

2 - Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 17" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no j

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a

O no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

|

.

,

!
4

.
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i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

[' NSHC LS 18
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

| FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The proposed change revises the sample frequency from 72 hours to 7 days for '
performance of a gamma isotopic analysis of the RCS. The gamma isotopic analysis
measures the gross specific activity which includes both the degassed and gaseous
gamma activities.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:|

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

p accident previously evaluated: or
G

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change from 72 hours to 7 days will not affect the initiating
events assumed for the accidents previously evaluated. The seven day interval
provides sufficient indication of adverse trends to allow appropriate action
prior to exceeding the LC0 during normal operating conditions. The 7 day
frequency is acceptable based on the low probability of a gross fuel failure.

( occurring which would significantly alter the analysis results. Changing the
sample frequency from 72 hours to 7 days will not affect the ability of plant
equipment to perform its intended function. Therefore, the proposed change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

! 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

CPSES No Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3H.4 47 S/158 7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 18 ;

C/] i

(continued)

The proposed change does not introduce new equipment into the plant or alter
the manner in which existing equipment will be operated. This change does not
introduce new accidents and the existing analyses remain valid. Thus the :

iproposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
,

accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged.
Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously i

.

established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 18" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

/N,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(V)
NSHC LS 19

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The proposed change would revise the Modes for which the Iodine analysis
surveillance is required to be performed for the RCS following a 15% power change to
Mode 1 only. Previously, the surveillance was also required when the plant was in
Hodes 2 or 3. A 15% power change for Modes 2 and 3 would only occur following a
reactor trip from Mode 1. The required surveillance would then only be conducted
following a reactor trip when normal spiking would be anticipated, yielding results
that would not be indicative of the operational status of the RCS.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration if operation of the facility in accordance

t'~T with the proposed amendment would not:

V
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change in applicable Modes for analyzing Iodine in the RCS will
not affect the initiating events assumed for the accidents previously
evaluated. The proposed change in removal of the Modes 2 and 3 requirement
for performing Iodine analysis will not affect the ability of plant equipment
to perform its intended function. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

V
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

^

/ T NSHC LS 19
V (continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not introduce new equipment into the plant or alter
the manner in which existing equipment will be operated. This change does not
introduce new accidents and the existing analyses remain valid. Thus the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged.
Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 19" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

/' significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
(],1 no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

<

!

--
\

\ ) i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(V)
NSHC LS 20

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR <

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ]
'

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Surveillance [4.4.8.3.1] requires that an ACOT be performed on the PORV |

actuation channel within 31 days prior to entering a condition in which the PORV is
; required to be operable. This Surveillance would be revised to require performance i

of the ACOT within 12 hours after decreasing any RCS cold leg temperature to 5
[350 F]. The proposed change is consistent with NUREG 1431 and provides the benefit
of not requiring the PORV actuation channel to be tested in Modes 1. 2. or 3 [ ] as
would be required by the existing technical specifications.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ,

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below: ,

,

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ,

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance -

with the proposed amendment would not.

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change only affects the time when a ACOT has to be performed on
the PORV actuation channels. This time is not an input or assumption for the '

.

initiating events for the accidents previously evaluated. The proposed change
will not affect the ability of the PORVs to perform their intended function as
part of the cold overpressure mitigation system. In addition, entry into Mode ,

4 (from Mode 3) occurs at 350*F at which time the RHR system is normally in
operation providing relief capability via the RHR relief valves. The
likelihood that a cold overpressure event will occur within the 12 hour time itf_ .

( - allowed before the PORV actuation circuitry must be demonstrated to
n
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.IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
"

' NSHC LS 20

. (continued) ,

be operable is small. . Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a <

.

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident.
!

previously evaluated,

2. Does'the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of |a

: accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not introduce any new equipment into the plant or I:
alter the manner in which existing equipment will be operated. This change !

does not introduce eny new accidents and the existing analyses remain valid.
.

Thus the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of' accident' from those previously evaluated.;

;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? !
,

'

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. In addition, performing the. test under [ Mode 4 conditions] when the. :

PORV setpoints can be reduced is more appropriate than' performing the test -

prior to [ Mode 4 conditions]. The margin of safety established by the LCOs
,

;
also remains unchanged. Thus'there is no reduction in the margin of safety
from that previously established.

O .

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
.

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with ,

NSHC "LS 20" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no; '
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

4

!
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IV. SPFCIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

{V'}
NSHC LS 21

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
!FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE i

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The RCS Structural Integrity specification is deleted because it is redundant to the
applicable inspection and test requirements in the inservice testing program which
has been retained in the Administrative Cortrols section of the Technical
Specifications. The performance of inservice inspections in accordance with ASME
Section XI is required by 10 CFR 50.55a. These retained requirements assure the
integrity and operability of the individual ASME. Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components
that satisfy criterion 3. Further, the appropriate Applicability. Actions, and

<

Completion Times that apply to those individual components are included in the
_

retained Technical Specifications that address those components.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
- involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

,

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the proceduies in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

q licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

V significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated: or

'

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a signifir. ant reduction in a margin of safety."
,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant !
4

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or 1

'

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
. '

The proposed change only affects the location of the requirements covered by
the current Structural Integrity specification. Since the change does not
change the inspection requirements the proposed change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

O
G

,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

. I
- NSHC LS 21 '

- - (continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change is administrative only and does not introduce any new
equipment into the plant or alter the manner in which existing equipment will
be operated, or ins,;eled. This change does not introduce any new accidents
and the existing analyses remain valid. Thus the proposed change does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from those-

ipreviously evaluated,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The prc, posed change is administrative only and does not affect the acceptance ,

criteria for any analyzed event. Thus there is no reduction in the margin of
safety from that previously established.

.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 21" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

N significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
(d no significant hazard; consideration finding is justified.

;

1

I

,

. :

i

,

;

,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ;

NSHC LS 23
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATIONp

FORQ
TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ,

- The pressurizer safety valve lift setting footnote in Specification 3.4.2.2, t

" Reactor Coolant System, Safety Valves, Operating," is revised such that the i it
lift setting is not required to be met until 54 hours following entry into MODE 3
provided a preliminary cold setting is made prior to heatup. This permits testing
and examination of the safety valves at high pressure and temperature near their
normal operating range, but only after the valves have had a preliminary cold ,

setting. The cold setting gives assurance that the valve performance does not
significantly deviate from design near their design condition. This change is;

consistent with NU"EG 1431 Rev.1 and is acceptable because of the short duration
allowed in this condition.

i

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted i

below: ,

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in )
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

,

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance ;

with the proposed amendment would not:'

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
;

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The pressurizer safety valves provide overpressure protection for H0 DES 1, 2,*

3 [and 4 when all RCS cold leg temperatures are greater than 320 F.] The [ Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection System (LTOPS) (which includes pressurizer
PORVs and RHR suction relief valves)] provides overpressure protection for
N0DE [4 (with any RCS cold leg t mperature less than or equal to 320 F)], 5,
and 6 with the reactor vessel head installed. Actuation of the pressurizer
safety

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.4 SS 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 23

O (continued)
.d

valves is credited for primary side heatup and loss of flow transients such as
turbine trip, feedwater line rupture, RCP locked rotor [and rod withdrawal *

accidents. All events are initiated from at power (Hodes 1 or 2) or from Mode
3 at N0P/NOT conditions.] The proposed change will not affect the probability
of any event initiators nor will the proposed change affect the ability of any
safety related equipment to perform its intended function. There will be no
degradation in the performarce of nor an increase in the number of challenges
imposed on safety related equipment assumed to function during an accident
situation. [Those accident analyses which credit the safety valves are most'

limiting when initiated from H0 DES 1 and 2]. The likelihood of a H0DE 3 event
requiring safety valve overpressure protection during the 54 hour allowance is ,

low. Prior to entry into Hode 3, the valves have had a preliminary cold
setting. The cold setting gives assurance that the valve performance does not
significantly deviate from design near their design condition. Further,

i
potential overpressure events in[ H0 DES 3 and 4] can easily be attenuated by
the pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) with little pressure overshoot, so that
even if the PSVs are not set to open within it, they will open at a pressure

: sufficient to prevent an RCS overpressure event. Thus the proposed change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated*

A 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of

C accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The method of
plant operation is unaffected since the change only affects the timing of the
lift setting test procedure. No new accident scenarios, transient precursors,
failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures are introduced as a result of.

this change. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

i
;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limit 4ng safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishnent of protection
funct bns. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC 'LS 23" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no i

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

NSHC LS 28

/N 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ;

h t
FOR,

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMEE S HITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This change relaxes surveillance requirement for verifying the capacity of the
pressurizer backup heaters from 92 days to 18 months. This change is consistent
with Generic Letter 93 05, "Line Item Technical Specification Improvements to Reduce4

Surveillance Requirements for Testing During Power Operation" and WOG traveler No.
19. This change is being proposed to reduce the testing burden and to minimize
unnecessary operation of RCS pressure control equipment.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it ;
'

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
'

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in'

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ,

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
,

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

'O accident previously evaluated; or
1

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

'

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

' The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: ,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
,

The operability of the pressurizer heaters enhance the capability of the plant
to control RCS pressure and establish natural circulation. The purpose of the ,

surveillance requirement is to detect potential pressurizer heater degradation.
This is done by periodically demonstrating that pressurizer heaters are capable

,

of producing power at their design rating, by testing the power supply output !

and by performing electrical checks on heater elements.

r

!
I

t

I
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i

1

NSHC LS 28
,, (continued)
(

Heating elements are simple resistive devices which are not prone to complex )
failure modes. Moreover, heater banks are made up of a number of individually j

|
powered heater elements such that a common =Je failure of the elements is
unlikely. The normal power supply to the heaters is in use during normal power i

operations and a failure of the power supply would be immediately detectable
independent of the heater surveillance. The low failure rate experience with ;

pressurizer heater elements is indicative that the surveillance interval may be
'

extended without loss in heater reliability. The change is consistent with
[CPSES) operating experience. There has been no failure of the backup heaters
to meet the surveillance requirement. In addition, the frequency of capacity
testing the pressurizer heaters is not an assumption or input to any of the
initiating events for accidents previously evaluated. While the presence of a
steam bubble in the pressurizer is an implicit initial assumption for many
safety analyses, a natural circulation shutdown can be accomplished without the
use of pressurizer heaters. Thus the proposed change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

Q} There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
f

any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The method of
plant operation is unaffected since the change only affects the frequency of
testing. No new accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms,
or limiting single failures are introduced as a result of this change.
Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a rew or
different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
i

event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC 'LS 28" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

Oo
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NSHC LS 29 ,

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
'

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
' -

>

The ACTION requirement has been revised to allow alternate methods for precluding'

'rod withdrawal in lieu of requiring that the RTBs be open. The proposed change
allows more freedom in how rod withdrawal is precluded and is thus less restrictive.
However, the intent of using physical plant characteristics to prevent rod
withdrawal .is not diminished. The specification now acknowledges that the rod
control system can be effectively disabled by means other than opening the RTBs.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it nas been determined that it6

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

,

below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance'

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of . sw or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluud: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." -

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

i

The proposed change does not alter the requirement to preclude rod withdrawal I
using physical plant characteristics. The specification does not allow j

administrative control or other means which could be conceived as less i
'

stringent. The specification does allow for alternative means to opening the
RTBs for precluding rod withdrawal. These means if used would be as effective;

as opening the RTBs, such as removing power to the rod control system.
Therefore there should be no increase in the probability or consequences of a |

previously evaluated accident. !

A. i

b !
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Q(% NSHC LS 29,

(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a n_ew or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

Inadvertent rod withdrawal accidents have been previously evaluated. This
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will preclude rod withdrawal with the same level of
assurance that opening of the RTBs provided. No reduction in the margin of
safety will result from this change.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATIONj

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 29" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.,

\
.

J

i

.
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p(,) NSHC LS 31
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

With inoperable PORVs (inoperable for the overpressure protection function of both
current TS LCOs 3.4.4 and [3.4.8.3]) the requirement of LC0 3.4.4 to shutdown to
MODE 4 will result in operation in the Applicability for LC0 [3.4.8.3], which also
requires the PORVs to be OPERABLE. It is undesirable, from a safety perspective, to
intentionally enter the LC0 [3.4.8.3] Applicability with inoperable overpressure
protection. Therefore, a change is proposed that would only require the shutdown to
H00E 3 with RCS T.,, <500 F within 12 hours, where the function of the PORVs to
mitigate an SGTR is no longer needed. The proposed change would also include a
continuing requirement to undertake actions to restore inoperable valve (s). The
risks of entering the LC0 [3.4.8.3] Applicability with inoperable PORVs is greater
than allowing plant shutdown to terminate at H00E 3 with T,,, <500 F. The offsite
release of radioactivity in the event of an SGTR is unlikely with RCS T.,, <500''F
since the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant would be below the lift
pressure of the main steam safety and [SG atmospneric relief] valves. The shutdown
requirements for CTS [3.4.7] would be similarly revised. Thf s change is consistent
with TSTF 113.

,m
(' ') This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been"

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendmerf would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."'

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or

/] consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
O
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NSHC LS 31n
(j (continued)

Overall protection system performance will remain within the bounds
of the previously performed accident analyses since no hardware changes are
proposed. The proposed change adds a relaxation to the ACTIONS associated with
CTS LCO 3.4.4 by keeping the end point of the shutdown action above the LCO
[3.4.8.3] Applicability. No credit is taken for the automatic actuation of the
PORVs in H0 DES 1, 2, or 3. Credit is taken for the manual operation of the
PORVs during a Steam Generator Tube Rupture. The capability to manually cycle
the PORVs will be unaffected by this change. The release of radioactivity in
the event of an SGTR with RCS T,,, <500 F is unlikely since the saturation
pressure of the reactor coolant would be less than the lift pressure of the
main steam safety and [SG atmospheric relief] valves. Since the Bases for CTS
LC0 [3.4.7] are also associated with the STGR, shutdown requirements would be
revised to require MODE 3 be reached within 6 hours and T,,, < 500'F within 12
hours. The proposed change to the ACTION termination point of CTS 3.4.4 and
the increased Completion Time of CTS [3.4.7] will not affect the probability of
any event initiators nor will the proposed change affect the ability of any
safety related equipment to perform its intended function. The proposed change
in the ACTION statements will not affect any of the analysis assumptions for
any of the accidents previously evaluated. There will be no degradation in the
performance of nor an increase in the number of challenges imposed on safety-
related equipment assumed to function during an accident situation. Therefore,

O the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability
U' or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. The change in
ACTION termination point will present no undue burden on the normal method of
plant operation. No new accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure
mechanisms, or limiting single failures are introduced as a result of this
change. Therefore the proposed change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The release of radioactivity in the event of an SGTR with RCS T.,, <500 F
is unlikely since the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant would be less
than the lift pressure of the main steam safety and [SG atmospheric relief]
valves. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection

Q functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.
U
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NSHC LS 31

O (continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DE'irrt NATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 31" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy.the no ,

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

P

P

+

O 'V

.

5

'

..
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NSHC LS 34f3
( ) 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

~

.
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with traveler WOG 60, the requirement to perform the 92 day surveillance
of the pressurizer PORV block valves and the 18 month surveillance of the
pressurizer PORVs (i.e., perform one complete cycle of each valve) is revised to
indicate that the surveillance is only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 2.
This is consistent with the recommendations of Generic Letter 90 06, " Resolution of
Generic Issue 70, ' Power 0perated Relief Valve and Block Valve Reliability,' and
Generic Issue 94, ' Additional Low Temperature Overpressure Protection for Light-
Water Reactors,' Pursuant to 10CFR50.54(f)," June 25, 1990.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance,- s
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consegeences of an accident previously evaluated?

The Pressurizer PORV LC0 requires the PORVs and block valves to be Operable
for manual operation to mitigate the effects associated with a Steam Generator'

Tube Rupture (SGTR). The SGTR is primarily a concern during Modes 1 and 2
because the reactor is producing heat. transients are more likely, and the
consequences of an accident are more severe. In Mode 3, due to the stable
conditions of the plant, a SGTR event is considered to be highly unlikely.

g {.

,
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NSHC LS 34 :

(continued)

Also, the number of PORVs required for heat removal to mitigate a SGTR event is !
less in Mode 3. - While the probability of a SGTR event is not affected by this
change the consequences may increase slightly if a SGTR occurred in Mode 3 andi

one or more untested PORVs failed to operate. The slight increase in ,

consequences is not considered significant. Therefore, the proposed change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated. i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident froin any accident previously evaluated?

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. No new accident
scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting single r

failures are introduced as a result of this change. Therefore, the proposed
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident

tfrom any previously evaluated.
O
C/ 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

!

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
functions. There will be no impact on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION ,

.

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with ;

NSHC "LS 34" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50 92(c): and accordingly, a

|no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

-
.

:

!

i,

O |

V l
'
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NSHC LS 35n
i,") 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREHENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This change increases the seal injection flow Completion Time from 4 to 72 hours,
with a new added verification that at least 100% of the assumed charging flow
remains available. The Bases for seal injection flow relate the limit to ensuring
adequate charging flow during post LOCA injection. The revised Actions continue to
assure this basis is adequately addressed by providing an ECCS like Required Action.
ITS Specification 3.5.2 allows a 72 hour Completion Time for one ore more ECCS
subsystems inoperable if at least 100% of the assumed ECCS flow is available. The
seal injection flow Actions have been modified so that if the remaining charging
flow (with some inoperability in the charging system) is greater than or equal to
100% of the assumed post LOCA charging ficw, 72 hours is allowed to restore
Operability. This change is consistent with traveler WOG 84.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in

O'v
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no'

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change revises the completion time for restoring seal injection
flow from 4 hours to 72 hours. The basis of this completion time is to ensure
availability of the assumed post LOCA charging flow. To compensate for the
increased completion time, a new requirement is added to verify, within 4

n
i

V:
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1

NSHC LS 35 |

[) (continued) ;
iv

hours, that at least 100% of the assumed post LOCA charging flow is available. |
iSince the change continues to ensure 100% of the assumed charging flow is

available, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the i

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
4

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

There are no hardware changes nor are there any changes in the method by which
any safety related plant system performs its safety function. Since the change
continues to ensure 100% of the assumed charging flow is available, no new
accident scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting
single failures are introduced. Therefore, the proposed change does not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on

O those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection
V functions. Since the change continues to ensure 100% of the assumed charging

flow is available there will be no impact on any margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 35" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i,

!%
~~
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NSHC LS 36'

(o) 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS :

Consistent with traveler WOG 87, the requirement to perform the 92 day surveillance
of pressurizer PORV block valves (i.e., perform one complete cycle of each block
valve) is revised such that it is not required if the block valve is closed to meet
ACTION a of the current TS LC0 3.4.4.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

,

below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

O 2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated or

,

"

'

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a relaxation to the surveillance associated with the
pressurizer PORV block valves. The quarterly valve cycling will no longer be
required if the block valve is closed per any ACTION of the LCO. No credit is
taken for the automatic actuation of the PORV in Modes 1, 2 or 3. Credit is
taken for manual operation of the PORVs during the Steam Generator Tube Rupture
(SETR) accident. However, the capability to manually cycle the PORVs will be*

unaffected by this change. This change will not affect the ability of the
block valve to open if closed to meet ACTION a, in the mitigation of an SGTR.
Deferral of the block valve cycling surveillance will not diminish the design
capability of the block valve to open against differential pressures that would *

be present after an SGTR since the block valves are capable of opening against

V,O
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/G NSHC LS 36

() (continued)

2485 psig, the safety valve lift pressure, whereas pressurizer pressure decreases
after an SGTR [ ]. The lack of quarterly block valve' cycling, which could extend i

to a complete cycle since ACTION a allows continued operation with the block
valves closed, does not decrease the likelihood of successful pressurizer relief
since power remains available to the block valve motor operator (s) and the
surveillance frequency for the PORVs can be as long as 18 months (tested during
each cold shutdown per the IST plan). Quarterly cycling could make PORV seat ,

leakage worse; if the block valve were to subsequently be unable to close, this
surveillance could unnecessarily challenge RCS and PRT integrity. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of ,

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

1The only accidents that are potentially associated with this proposed change are
those related to a loss of pressurizer relief function. This change does not
introduce any new overpressure accidents and the existing analyses remain valid.
Thus, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different

ikind of accident from those previously evaluated. '

O 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The automatic actuation of the PORVs is not credited in the accident

?

analyses for Modes 1, 2. or 3. The PORVs will remain capable of being manually
cycled. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged. ;

Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERHINATION ;

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 36" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. ;
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NSHC LS 37-

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with traveler WOG 85, the Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Inspection
Program is revised to provide an exception to the examination requirements in
Regulatory Guide 1.14, Rev 1. The exception (to Regulatory Position C.4.b(1) and
C.4.b(2)) allows for an acceptable inspection method of either an ultrasonic
volumetric, or surface examination. The inspection would conducted at ten year
intervals coinciding with the Inservice Inspection schedule required by ASME Section
XI. The acceptability of the proposed change is established in WCAP-14535. Topical
Report on Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Inspection Elimination, with Limitations. ,

The NRC's Safety Evaluation of the topical concluded that the inspections should not
be completely eliminated but should be conducted during scheduled inservice
inspections or RCP maintenance at approximately 10 year intervals. The proposed
change is consistent with these recommendations.

'

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

O "The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
V 50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed

under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the ,

proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or'

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The safety function of the RCP flywheels is to provide a coastdown period during
which the RCPs would continue to provide reactor coolant flow to the reactor
after loss of power to the RCPs. The maximum loading on the RCP
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NSHC LS 37p
V (continued) .

.

flywheel results from overspeed following a LOCA. The maximum obtainable speed
in the event of a LOCA was predicted to be less than 1500 rpm. Therefore, a peak
LOCA speed of 1500 rpm is used in the evaluation of RCP flywheel integrity in

1 WCAP 14535. This integrity evaluation shows a very high flaw tolerance for the ,

flywheels. The proposed change does not affect that evaluation. Reduced
coastdown times due to a single failed flywheel is bounded by the locked rotor
analysis, _therefore, it would not place the plant in an unanalyzed condition.
Therefore, these changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of'

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The propo:;ed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously evaluated since it will not change the physical -

plant or the modes of plant operation defined in the facility operating license.
No new failure mode is introduced since the proposed change does not involve the

'

addition or modification of equipment, nor does the change alter the design or
operation of affected plant systems, structures, or components.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The operating limits and functional capabilities of the affected systems,
structures, and components are basically unchanged by the proposed change.
Industry experience with flywheel inspections performed have identified no
indications affecting flywheel integrity. As identified in WCAP 14535, detailed
stress analysis as well as risk analysis have been completed with the results
indicating that there would be no change in the probability of failure for RCP
flywheels if all inspections were eliminated. Therefore these changes do not
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety. *

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS-37" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

4

0

O
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V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

d^ NSHC TR 2

(,T) 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREHENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This change in accordance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, removes the requirement for a
special report to be generated and submitted to the NRC. Reporting to the NRC will
done commensurate with the reporting requirements of 10CFR 50.72 and 50.73.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the
proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or,7

t I

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any'

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This change is purely and administrative reporting change and cannot affect any
accident probability or consequences.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change is purely and administrative reporting change and cannot create any
new accident or affect any accident previously evaluated. |

|n)
L.,/
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IV. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

| 4

Q NSHC TR 2 '

-(/ (continued)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? ,

,

This change is purely and administrative reporting. change and does not affect any
margin of safety. !

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that'the activities associated with |

- NSHC "TR 2" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no -,

significant hazards consideratica standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and eccordingly, a '

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified,

:

,

i

J

'

i

;

,

i

:
)
i

<

;

:
.

1

)

'
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V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
t

>

NSHC TR 3

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION :

FOR

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
,

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
';

|

This proposed revision is to remove reference to specific post maintenance tests
from the current TS. Post maintenance testing programs are controlled via plant
administrative procedures in accordance with Licensee Controlled Document (ITS
Section 5.4.1, Final Safety Analysis Report and Operating Quality Assurance Program)
commitmerd.s to NRC Regulatory Guide 1,33, " Quality Assurance' Program Requirements ;

-(Operation}" and ANS 3,2 ANSI NIB.7. " Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance
for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants". Specific post maintenance |
testing requirements are contingent on the type and .icope of maintenance actually

. performed as well as the availability and viability of test equipment, techniques,
etc. Removal of specific testing requiren,ents from the current TS and reliance on
normal post maintenance testing programs addressed by Licensee Controlled Documents
allow flexibility to modify testing to address the circumstances of the maintenance
performed while still assuring Operability of equipment returned to service, ,

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been .

+

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in 50.91,
that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed under ,

50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant hazards '

consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2, Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

,

i 3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant j
'

hazards consideration standards:
.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This is an administrative change which removes specific post maintenance test >

requirements from the current TS. The testing, or equivalent testing, to ,

CPSES No Signijkant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.4 74 S/ ISM 7
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IV. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

|. NSHC TR 3

| (continued)

!

| assure equipment operability prior to return to service would still be done as
| required by normal plant maintenance retest programs. Therefore, this change

would not result in any Increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any. accident previously evaluated?

This Is an administrative change and does not create a new or different
kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
|

This change is an administrative change and does not affect any margin of
safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
,

!- Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with
|r NSHC "TR 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
| t, significant. hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i

w.|
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS j
1

i

1
|

1

1

Applicable Industry Traveler Information (2 Pages)

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page)

Mark-up:.

SPECIFICATION PAGE

3.4.1..........................................................................................3.4-1
3.4.2.................................................................................~........3.4-4
3.43...........................................................................................3.4-5
3.4.4..........................................................................................3.4-7
3.4.5................................................................................................3.4-8
3.4.6.............................................................................................J.4-11
3.4.7.......................................................................................3.4-14
3.4.8........................................................................................3.4-17

\ 3.4.9......................................................................................3.4-19
3.4.10...........................................................................................3.4-21
3.4.11..........................................................................................3.4-23
3.4.12....................................................................................3.4-28
3.4.13.............................................................................................J.4-34
3.4.14..........................................................................................3.4-36
3.4.15...............................................................................................3.4-40
3.4.16............................................................................................3.4-44
3.4.17............................................................................................NA
3.4.18............................................................................................NA
3.4.19..............................................................................................NA

Methodology (2 Pages)
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INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.4

TRAVELERf STATUS DIFFERENCE # COMMENTS

TSTF 26 Incorporated 3.4 32 Approved by NRC.

TSTF 27. Rev. 2 Incorporated 3.4 33
,

TSTF 28 Incorporated 3.4 22 Approved by NRC.

TSTF 54, Rev. 1 Incorporated NA

TSTF 60 Incorporated 3.4 15 Approved by NRC.

TSTF 61 Not incorporated NA Minor change that is adequately
addressed in the Bases.

TSTF 87, Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.4 31

TSTF 93, Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.4 17

TSTF-94 Not incorporated NA Retained current TS.

TSTF 105 Incorporated 3.4-38

TSTF 108, Rev. 1 Not incorporated NA LC0 3.4.19 does not apply.

TSTF 113, Rev. 3 Incorporated 3.4 39

TSTF 114 Incorporated NA Approved by NRC.

TSTF 116 Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.4 36

TSTF 136 Incorporated NA

TSTF 137 Incorporated NA

TSTF 138 Not incorporated NA Inconsistent with RCS loops
requirements of ITS 3.4.5 and 3.4.6.

TSTF 151 Incorporated NA

TSTF 153 Incorporated 3.4 01

TSTF 162 Incorporated NA

WOG 51. Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.4 45 & See also CNs 3.418 and 3.4-20.
3.4 23

WOG 60 Incorporated 3.4 35

WOG 67 Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.4 10 DCPP only.

WOG 87 Incorporated 3.4 47,

| |



TRAVELER # STATUS DIFFERENCE # COMMENTS

_.

WOG 99 Incorporated 3.4 40 Applicable to Callaway and Wolf Creek
-

only.

WOG 100 Incorporated 3.4 49

^
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3
1

'h NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE

.

Specification # Specification Title Comments

3.4.17 RCS Loop Isolation Valves Plant design does not include RCS
loop isolation valves.

.

; 3.4.18 RCS Isolated Loop Startup Plant design does not include RCS
loop isolation valves.

3.4.19 RCS Loops - Special Test This specification app!ies to tests
Exceptions that are only performed during

initial startup and are no longer
required.

:
4

i

O -

:
,

J

J

.

G
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RCS Pr:ssure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
3.4.1 |

() 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) |

V ]
I3.4.1 RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling

(DNB) Limits l

i

LC0 3.4.1 RCS DNB parameters for pressurizer pressure RCS average temperature,
and RCS total flow rate shall be within the limits specified below: ;

a. Pressurizer pressure 2 E22M} 2219 psig: B-PS

b. RCS average temperature s E5%}597,*F: and B-PS

c. RCS total flow rate 2 [204.000] gpia.
303M00Igpmifor; Unit:1 B-PS

E ^1T ID. G X ( E408;000lgpm X orlUniti2

APPLICAGILITY: H0DE 1.

............................ NOTE - - - - - - - -

Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during:
A

'd a. THERMAL POWER ramp > 5% RTP per minute: or

b. THERMAL POWER step > 10% RTP.
............................................................

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more RCS DNB A.1 Restore RCS DNB 2 hours
parameters not within parameter (s) to within
limits. limit.

!4

( \ \

'sJ'
;

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.4 3.4-1 S/158 7
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1
,

RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
3.4.1

f~h
ij. CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

BJ F En3hult?Os-Ae
onlyIapplicab1p2ptielts
c*ee!!1nglag;gTDnic
A1MIMlifl031HIL4M1
g. ,.. w.-.;........y. .

knut9d3GFIElWIMt RIJHaigaipi m in g11Hg listydiately 3.4 34
;

RitRitElimitsj tLiatssrm;

.

BQ. Required Action and BQ.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

O
>

!
,

.

! :
f

,

.

4 I

'

!
.

i
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
3.4.1

SURVEL64E REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY.-

SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure is 12 hours B-PS

2 fE209}2219 psig.

SR .3.4.1.2 Verify RCS average temperature is s f5613592*F. 12 hours: -B-PS:

SR 3.4.1.3 Verify 1RCS total flow rate is 12 hours

2 [204.000] vr.. .B-PS
: 403:400;gpmifot; Unit 11

dos;000rgpmiforj.ugg22.

.

SR 3.4.1.4 - - NOTE - - - - -

.

Not required to be performed until 24 hours 3.4 34
after i D0]t RT|'. af_t clescoedjM1851RE, ' e
AneQachTre[uelig;outa~ge]

i-- 3.4-38 !
Verify , y,. ....... . ..... s ..... measured $8 months "BRCS total flow rate is a [204,000] vr., {,

303;(00;gpalfAt2Uriitil :B-PS~
'

> . 008;000:gpelof3htt1EE

,

;

a

*
.

i

:

.i

|
1
'|

b I

i

CPSESMark-m> ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.4. 3.4-3 S/15/97
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;

RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
'

3.4.2

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)0 .

.

>

I

3.4.2 RCS Minimum T.~h'erature for Criticality |

LC' 3.4.2 Each dpfgfijiigg7CS loop average temperature (T,,) shall be : 3.~4-46 .

2-541551*F. B-PS- .'
:-

~

!

i

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1

MODE 2 with km > 1 0.
:

i

ACTIONS
^

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

A. T,, in one or more CIj A.1 Be in MODE 321Withlk,d3 30 minutes 3.4-46-. :
'

pperating;RCS loops not 1:0!
within limit. 3.4-32

!

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |
1

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T,,, in each bpetaling] loop 2-541 121hoQts 13.4-46' ;

551*F. NOTE- i

N |

--

PSB
required if

eti 3.4-33
.

-l = l = T ,,3
,

...,m , ,v , , mm .

-J - - , , n P t' 1---
*uire ussy nw evvy

T,,, [547]'T |
_.

30 minutes-

thcreefter
'

.

t

.

L

. CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.4 3.4-4 5/15/97



RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

(3]L
3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

LC0 3.4.3 RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and RCS heatup and cooldown rates
shall be maintained within the limits specified in the PTLR.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTIONS
_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. - - NOTE - - A.1 Restore parameter (s) to 30 minutes
Required Action A.2 within limits.
shall be completed
whenever this Condition ANQ

is entered.
A.2 Determine RCS is acceptable 72 hours......................

for continued operation.g
Requirements of LC0 not
met in H0DE 1, 2, 3,
or 4.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
asrdciated Completion
Time of Condition A not 68D
met.

B.2 Be in H0DE 5 with RCS 36 hours
pressure < 500 psig.

B

(continued)-

g
< 1V

'
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RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

,--
ACTIONS (continued)td

CON 1;ITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. --NOTE -- -- C.1 Initiate action to restore Inunediately

Required Action C.2 parameter (s) to within
shall be completed limits.
whenever this Condition
is entered. MD
......................

C.2 Determine RCS is acceptable Prior to entering
Requirements of LC0 not for continued operation. H0DE 4

met any time in other
than MODE 1, 2, 3. or 4.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

G

SR 3.4.3.1 - - ---- -- NOTE- - - -

Only required to be performed during RCS heatup
and cooldown operations and RCS inservice leak
and hydrostatic testing.
...........................................

Verify RCS pressure RCS temperature, and RCS 30 minutes i

heatup and cooldown rates are within the limits !
l

specified in the PTLR.

|
m

i

i

I

!

\

!

I
CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.4 3.4-6 $/]Sn7
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I

RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2 ,

'i3.4.4 -

r
t

E
J ,

v 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
r

3.4.4.' RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2 q
,

. e
'

Y
,'

<

LCO 3.4.4 ' B$g RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and in operation. . ;B; , !J

. .

1

- i
e

r

;
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2. [

;
e

I
ACTIONS i

!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 4

4 i
f
;

>
.

A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
. .

.

A. Requirements of LCO not
met. -i,

;
.

!'

O I
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

!
-

[ }

: SR 3.4.4.1 Verify each RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours -

m ,

'$

4

$
' ,

I
i

i

.
<

,

i2

|.

,

- ,

:i
1

,
i CPSESMark-ms ofNUREG-1431 -1TS3.4 3.4-7 - M1537
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RCS Loops-H00E 3
3.4.5

- 3.4~ REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.5. RCS Loops-HODE 3

LCO 3i4.5 hp]| RCS loops shall be OPERABLE. 'and either:
cBa

BM RCS loops'shall be in operation when the Rod Controla. :B-..
,

System is capable of rod withdrawal: or

.b. One RCS loop'shall be in operation when the Rod Control
System is not capable of rod withdrawal.

............................N0TE--- - - - - -- - - -

All reactor coolant pumps may be de er.crgized remo'9edt.from "3.4-01"'
$8 int 16nifor s 1 hour per 8 hour period provided:

.

No operations are permitted that would cause reduction ofa.
the RCS boron concentration: and

0 .' Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below *

'

saturation temperature.
............................................................ ;

a
s N

' APPLICABILITY: H0DE 3.
,

ACTIONS . . _ _ _ ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

|
,

A. One required RCS loop A.1 Restore required RCS loop 72 hours

inoperable. to OPERABLE status.

,

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 4. 12 hours
,

associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met.

(continued)

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -fTS3.4 3.4 8 5/15i97 i
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RCS Loops-MODE 3
3.4.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION
'

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Q2 One required RCS loop C.1 Restore required RCS loop 1 hour B
,

not in operation,-and to operation.
reactor trip brc dcrs
cicsedendR1thRod M "3.4-31'

Control System capable of
rod withdrawal. C.2 El, acel.the; Rod; Control I hour

System ~jnTaKondi.tiori
incapable;offrod
Wi_thdrawal Be-energize all
cor, trol red drive

', mechanis,T.s (Ci10"s).

!
"

D. Two Eoug RCS loops D.1 Blacelthe;8od Contr_ol Immediately
,

inoperable. System'jrifaIconditiod 3.4-31
incapable ~pfRod

E Withdrawal, Os cacrgize all
C@ Hs, Inmediately '

'

No RCS loop in operation.
AND

.

D.2 Suspend all operations
involving a reduction of
RCS boron concentration. Immediately

AND

!D.3 Initiate action to restore
one RCS loop to OPERABLE ,

status and operation. |

I

i
i

1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

.hV
CPSESMark-up ofNUREJ-l431 -ITS3.4 3.4-9 5/15/97
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RCS Loops-H0DE 3
3.4.5

i3.'y . SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.'5.1 Verify required RCS loops are in operation. 12 hours
.

SR 3.4.5.2 Verify steam generator secondary side water 12 hours- .B-PS"
levels are 2 H4 Jg]for required RCS loops.

'

SR 3.4.5.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days
power are available to the required pump that
is not in operation.'

.

./^
k

i

'.

I

i

;
,

.

i

;.

.

*

O
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.

RCS Loops-H0DE 4
.

3.4.6

'3.4' REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH (RCS) !-

: 3.4.6 RCS Loops-H00E 4

LCO' 3.4.6 Two loops consisting of .../ combination of RCS loops and residual .
heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE, and one loop shall be
in operation.

t
............................N0TES- - - -- - - -- - -

1. .All-reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and RHR pumps may be t3.4-01" -.

de er.;riiized PAlgytQros"opyfitjpM for s 1. hour per 8 hour ~
_ ,

period provided:
i

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction :

of the RCS boron concentration: and
i
'

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F
below saturation temperature.

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS. cold leg temperature
B-PS ''

s-275'F M50]F unless the secondary side water temperature ,

of each steam generator (SG) is s .50*F above each of the ;B; v
n

. () RCS cold leg temperatures. ,

............................................................

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 4.
t

ACTIONS-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME I

I
; A. One required-RGS loop A.1 Initiate action to restore Immediately

iroperable, a second loop to OPERABLE |

status. .
4

3.4-02 ]y
612 F n 3 m -nuss - r v x ~ 2

*

Te = l@ PA M 0gu1 M ijf M & E ;

ir s rele. l @ 3 M ERABLE i
.

MmL-ArMMd
!

5p3D0]E;5] 2Ehjg!r,3

.

-

(continued) - I
jO. .

ft
.,.
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RCS Loops-H00E 4
3.4.6

d(~% ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

0. Or,e required R||0 leep S.1 Se ir..",000 5. 24 hours 3.4-02

ir, operable-

12ND

Twc required RCS
7

loops ireperabic.'

BG. TwoRequired RCS cr R"R BG.1 Suspend all operations Imediately
loops inoperable. involving a reduction 3.4-02

!

of RCS boron

QB concentration.

No RCS or RHR loop in 6NQ

operation.
BG.2 Initiate action to Imediately

restore one loop to
OPERABLE status and
operation.

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

]
SR 3.4.6.1 Verify one RHR or RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours

.

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify SG secondary side water levels are a 10% 12 hours B-PS
, ,

iM for required RCS loops.

(continued)
|

O il
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RCS Loops-H0DE 4
3.4.6

(~) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)'s /

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days

power are available to the required pump that
is not in operation.

/%

,

!

,m

i

CPSES 3fark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.4 3.4 13 $/j$jy7 j
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RCS Loops-H0DE 5, Loops Filled
3.4.7

O.
' %./ '

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

- 3.4.7. RCS Loops-HODE 5. Loops Filled

.

LC0 3.4,7 One residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and in
operation, and either:

a. One additional RHR loop shall be OPERABLE: or ,

~ B 'i

b. The secondary side water level of at least tWo steam '
~--

BJPS'generators'(SGs) shall be 2110% 4M.

................... ......--NOTES - --- - - --- -

1. The RHR pump of the loop in operation may be dc crcrgized '3.4-01'-

teMYMifLQperatioD for s.1 hour per 8 hour period
i provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction
,

of the RCS boron concentration; and
4

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F

|O below saturation temperature.

2. One required RHR loop may be inoperable for up to 2 hours
for surveillance testing provided that the other RHR loop is :

'

OPERABLE and in operation.''

,

3. No reactor coolant pump shall be started with e- <ED(

arERCS cold leg temperatures s-2M4 359'F unless the LB-PS
secondary side water temperature of each SG is s 59'F

~

,

B.above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

4. All RHR loops may be removed from operation during planned .

,

heatup to MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation.
,

............................................................

~

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 5 with RCS loops filled.

O :~

CPSES Afark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.4 3.4-14 5/15/97
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Filled
3.4.7

.r'\

id ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One RHR loop inoperable. A.1 Initiate action to restore Immediately
a second RHR loop to

MQ OPERABLE status.

Required SGs secondary 08
side water levels not
within limits. A.2 Initiate action to restore Immediately

required SG secondary side
water levels to within
limits.

B. Required RHR loops B.1 Suspend all operations Immediately

inoperable. involving a reduction of
RCS boron concentration.

08
M%;Q No RHR loop in

operation. B.2 Initiate action to restore Immediately
one RHR loop to OPERABLE
status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.7.1 Verify one RHR loop is in operation. 12 hours j
i

!
1
1

SR 3.4.7.2 Verify SG secondary side water level is 2-1M 12 hours 1

B-PS l

}_0%inrequiredSGs.

(continued)
!p)
w
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.

'

RCS Loops-H00E 5. Loops Filled
3.4.7

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY-
.

,

SR 3. 4. 7. ?. Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days !

Ipower are available to the required RHR pump
that is not in operation. ,

4

i

;

;

;

2 .

1

:

O
!

!

-

b

,

.

.

O
CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.4 3.4 16 5/1537
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j.

RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Not Filled !
3.4.8

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.8 RCS Loops-MODE 5 Loops Not Filled ,

LCO 3.4.8 Two residual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE and one-
RHR loop shall be in operation. ,

;

..................... - - N0TES - -- - - -- -- -

13.4-011. All RHR pumps may be de energized tecxtvedJffom!opet4tioJ
i for s 15 ;;;inutes When switching fre.T. enc 100p to enother 1 3.4-03

hopt provided:
;

TheIcorCoutletI.tempetatureJ sImaintai ned230fg B
1 a.

belwaatutatfoEtemperature] ;

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a*

reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS water
volume are permitted.

2. One RHR loop may be inoperable for s 2 hours for-

(n) surveillance testing provided that the other RHR loop is
V OPERABLE and in operation.

............................................................

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

Li22c.aceadhlat:Idlafistant 1E3:a:zsagantsssct:AsugifuN0

M1Ethis1Lc021ryotInety;entryIj!!toMEISELgops2iotIF111ed 3 4 48'
It9m2@DREiloopfL111ediffgggreittejd !

,

*

EEE51:2LL6:.::w==:.:::=:= c.:EdXilsE151:d=2r=3
i

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

A. One RHR loop inoperable. A.1 Initiate action to restore Immediately
,

RHR loop to OPERABLE
status. <

!

,

t

(continued)

D ,

V
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;

i i

RCS Loops-H0DE 5 Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

7% ,

k). ACTIONS (continued) {

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
1

B. Required RHR loops B.1 Suspend all operations Imediately
,

inoperable. involving reduction in RCS
,|boron concentration.>

DB
88Q .

No RHR loop in !

operation. B.2 Initiate action to restore Immediately -

one RHR loop to OPERABLE
< - status and operation.

:

r

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

O '

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify one RHR loop 1s in operation, 12 hours
.

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days

power are available to the required RHR pump
that is not in operation.

-....-_-- . - -
. - - - - . - . - . _ -

1

,

!
4

!
,

j .

V i

'
CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.4 3.4-18 $/15197
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Pressurizer
3.4.9'

i
,

- 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.9 ~ Pressurizer

LCO 3.4. 9 . The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE with:
' B ~.-

a. Pressurizer water level s 92*: and

'b. . Two groups of pressurizer heaters OPERABLE with the capa::ity
of each group 210515Q kW {er.d cop;ble of bcir.; powcred TB PS!

fic,T. er. ;.Tergacy powcr supply].

-APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2. and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Oh A. Pressurizer water level A.1 Be in H0DE 3 with reactor 6 hours ?3.4-31:
not within limit, trip bre ders sp;n.

MD

612 Edlly; 3syt s m teds 6:Murg
.

M

62 PDNiBg;Cmo mfiSisiegiIg motg
OC!I!!Id31FilMi$ble3tf
r6dNithdrawAJ

M
12 hours

A.23BeinH00E4.

.

'Bi One required group of B.1 Restore required group of 72 hours
pressurizer heaters pressurizer heaters to
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

,

'

.
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T

Pressurizer
3.4.9

.

.f

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and
associated Completion C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Time of Condition B not
met. ANQ

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.9.1 Verify pressurizer water level is s 92%. 12 hours .B

b) B PS
's SR 3.4.9.2 Verify capacity of each required group of 02 dcys .

pressurizer heaters is a 12515Q kW. 18 3 _nthJ :.3.4-17 ,

i

_

Sit 3.4.0.3 Vcrify required pressurizer hcoters are EIG . Tenths ,B PS--

capabic of being pcwcred fre;;; an
;;;rscacy powcr supply. j

.- _

)
,

!
,

|
!

"

|
.

.

1

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.4 3.4-20 S/13/97
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<

Pr:ssuriz;r Safety Valves
3.4.10

|

m . 1

)
V 3.4 REACTOR C00LN G SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

LCO 3.4.10 Illre# pressurizer safety valves shall be OPERABLE with lift B I
- '

settings 2 g4#0 psig and s E51Q psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.
MODE 4 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 075 320,*F. B-PS

............................N0TE - --- -- - - --

The lift settings are not required to be within the LCO limits
during MODES 3 and 4 for the purpose of setting the pressurizer
safety valves under ambient (hot) conditions. This exception is B

allowed for 5{ hours following entry into MODE 3 provided a
preliminary cold setting was made prior to heatup.

.......................................................... 4

rm ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME'

A. One pressurizer safety A.1 Restore valve to OPERABLE 15 minutes
valve inoperable, status.

|

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
|associated Completion

Time not met. NiQ

QB B.2 Be in MODE 4 with any RCS 12 hours
cold leg temperatures

B-PS.
Two or more pressurizer s @22*F.
safety valves i

inoperable. |

|

|

,-

( )
v

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.4 3.4-21 S/15 97
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;

i

Pressurizer Safety Valves |~

5 3.4.10,

I

, SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
;

-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

: |

!
,-

4 SR .3.4.10.1 Verify each pressurizer safety valve is In accordance ;

OPERABLE in accordance with the Inservice with the
Testing Program. Following testing. lift In. service
settings shall be within i it. Testing Program j

'
.

i

.'
:

.
i

a ;

.

;
1 ;

e

i
.

-

!<

: O
4

')
i'

;

,

!
.

*

. .

I

1

;

O
|
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Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11 I

;

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) }
-

'

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

LCO 3.4.11 Each PORV and associated block valve shall be OPERABLE.

4

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

..................................... NOTES - -- - - - - - - - -

1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV.

2. LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.
..............................................................................

--

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more PORVs A.1 Close and maintain power to I hour-

inoperable and capable associated block valve.
of being manually
cycled.

B. One [or two] PORVEs1 B.1 Close associated block i hour B PS-;:

inoperable and not valvefs}.
capable of being
manually cycled. AND

B.2 Remove power from i hour
associated block valveEs3 .B PS

AND
.

B.3 Restore PORVEs3 to OPERABLE 72 hours tB PS-
status.

.

(continued)
-
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Pressurizer PORVs
!

3.4.11

1

( ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One block valve C.1 Place associated PORV in 1 hour
inoperable, manual control.

MiQ

C.2 Restore block valve to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

D. Required Action and D3 Initjate3ctiorEto~ restore Imediately
associated Completion 20RVis)Iand,blockivalvelt9 -3.4-39
Time of Condition A, B, QEERABLEOst.a_td.$

or C not met.,

D.12iBe in H0DE 3. 6 hours

| D.01"cir,."00E4. 12 hours
BgdugCT.,dto35_0QT.

i

|

.

I

I

l

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.4 3.4-24 S/158 7 )
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Pressurizer PORVs
i 3.4.11

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Two [cr three) PORVs Ei1 JnttialfAgtioln ty ImmediatelV :3.4-39
inoperable and not tet,to M onel E to
capable of being OPERABLElstalg -B-PS

t manually cycled.
6

E.4 Close associated block 1 hour
valves.

I

E.23 Remove power from I hour
associated block
valves.

M

E.3( Be in H00E 3 6 hours

M

( E.45 Be ir,."00: 4. M g 12 hours .3.4-39
I,4t(?!5_0fE.'

F. More than one block F.1 Place associated PORVs in 1 hour
valve inoperable, manual control.

M

F.2 Restore one block valve to 2 hours . B PS
OPERABLE status [if three
bicck valves are
ir.egrable].

t
-

-8
.

f.3 P,cstore rc=ining 72 hours B PS
block valvc(s) to
OPEPJ.SLC status.

'
-

.

L.

CPSES Mark up ofNUREG 1431 -ITS 3.4 3.4-25 $/15/97
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. . .

Pressurizer PORVs
I 1111

CONDITION REQUIRE 9 ACTION COMPLETION TIME

G. Required Action and G.1 Jnitij!)e")stji_oKLtd Imbediately 3;4-39
associated Completion testo g W e) 1 M J1M
Time of Condition F not .toiOPElWILE"$1a_tg!.
met.

8E

G.12 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

AE

G.E} "a in = 4. p ducq 12 hours

I.dto2510?E.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.11.1 NOTES - -- - --

- I'.HNot required to be metpetfo_rmed with block 3.4-47
valve closed in accordance with the Required
Action of Condition M S cr E.

RE0nlyZtequjteditolbeIpetforsegii!EMODEE13
h!! ig 3.4-35d
...........................................

Perform a complete cycle of each block valve 92 days 3.4-47-'
|tx_gget3rithitheIDlogEval verclojedlij
npcotdage MtttttelteNLreactiotEM
Go!!ditjortsIs.; ore].

'

E1=34:TL E 3NDIEr.5 s ;f.,tstc 1 2:.u 3'4-35
gg]yltequjteditolbeJperfot!qdligj{WDES;1"MM
and;z
. . = .= w r. . . . . m .m . . . . . . . . . . g.m g

.

SR 3.4.11.2 Perform a complete cycle of each PORV. ]@ months B

)

3 3.4.11.3 .crform a capiste cycic of each sclereid [18] reaths B PS"

cir control valve sad check valva ca the
:fr occumulators in "TV ccatrol systccs.

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.4 3.4-26 $/15/97
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|

f Pressurizer PORVs
' 3.4.11

O
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

._

5" 3.4.11.4 Vcrify ~*V: er,d block V:lve: Orc capable [1 ] ,7,; nth: B PS

of bcir.; pcW; red fre. ;;;rseray pcW;r
Gur;C .

-

1

I

!

|

|

.

REACTOR C00! ANT SYSTEM (RCS)O 3.4
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i LTOP SYSTEM

3.4.12

/oi 3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System
V

LCO 3.4.12 An LTOP System shall be OPERABLE with a maximum of cae high
B-PSpressurc injcctica (||PD pump zero~ safety;1njectionlpompsland

| ene-two:chargingTpump|s capable of injecting into the RCS and the

|
accumulators isolated and either ; or b below.one:ofithe 3.4-49
LolloW1.ng? pressure':relleCeapabilitiesi

a. Two RCS relief valvcs, as felicws.

1-a;! Two power operated relief valves (PORVs) with lift settings
within the limits specified in the PTLR, or

2-b? Two residual heat removal (RHR) suction relief valves with Bsetpoints 2 436;5 psig and s 463.5 psig, or

3-c] One PORV with a lift setting within the limits specified in
the PTLR and one RHR suction relief valve with a setpoint

B436.;5 psig and s 463.5 psig.2

b-d,,: The RCS depressurized and an RCS vent of 2 2-07 2:98 square B-PS
inches.

O
\wj . =r. ::= . = :n = ==.=. ~===. NOT..E.====_= = ====~.~- ==a.

-

t -a- - ~ . ~ _ .

3.4-52Accumu] atottsolatio[is 'only;requi r. d ;whe[accum0] atote

pr#ssurells;gteateCthaCot;equalito;the maximum 3CS

!
P_tessute;forit_he M istLng 7CS' cold:Jeg3emperatute: allowed
by3he~PLE11mitRutyes:provided:,in:thelP_TLR.:

=.~.v====.===:=.~_.x.a:==_==_====..==_===_=r.,
- - - -. ~ , . a .-

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4 when sll RCS ccid leg temperatere is s [27S] P. 3.4-05 |
'

H0DE 5,

H0DE 6 when the reactor vessel head is on.
1

1

............................N0TE - - - - - - -

|'Accumulater isciation is only required when occumulator 3.4-52
pressurc is greater than er cqual to thc maximum RCS
picssure for the cxist4ng RCS cold icg temperattfrc allowed
by the P/T limit curvcs provided in the PTLR.

ThelCO?isinot~ app]icab]elwhen~all;RCSicoldl, leg
3.4-05temperatures ared;3_20:F and the:fol. lowing 1 conditions ~arq

meti

ai At'leastione; reactor; coolant pump'.is'ltn~ opera _ tion?,~and
I
i

(v) b2 Pressonizer leveJ ] s X 92 E and |
,m

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.4 3.4-28 S/l587 1
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LTOP SYSTEM
| 3.4.12

/'~'; G LhOl ant 9Wat0Etatgi r limi teditE60?FTinlaKone
V hoMPfriod]

............................................................
,

ACTIONS

p . . . . . . x.v.m . .m. . . . . . . . . 3.g . y . . . . . . . . r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . % . . .x.

. .

tc0 m o m m notiappn cablel 3.4-30 |

....;3........n., g ,.-...... 3 ,........,... qn..,................z.._..m... .. . ..r
.

. ..g .. . .

CONDITION RE0VIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME l
i

)
1
:

A. Tvto0ne or more $a'fety A.1 Initiate action to verify a Immediately 3.4-06 (

injectiod HPI-pumps maximum of one "PI zero f
i
'

capable of injecting safetf; injection pumps B-PS

into the RCS. harj capable of injecting
into the RCS.

B2 Two cr acreThreq B.1 -NOTC Immediately 3.4 06

r3 c.harging pumps capable Two-charging pumps may

.j of injecting into the bc capable of injecting
<

RCS. etc the PsCS during |

pump swap operatica for B-PS
15 minutes.- ,2

I

Initiate action to
,

verify a maximum of-ene
two charging pumpg

,

| harj capable of
I injecting into the RCS.

C. An accumulator not C.1 Isolate affected I hour
isolated when the accumulator,

-

accumulator pressure is
greater than or equal to
the maximum RCS pressure ,

'Ifor existing cold leg
f!temperature allowed in

the PTLR./o 8

\ J
ma

CPSESMark.up ofNUREG-1431 -1TS3.4 M.29 S/] Sty 7
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|
.

-

LTOP SYSTEM

V 3.4.12

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME .

|
.

D. ' Required Action and D.1 Increase RCS cold leg 12 hours g.p3 -
"

associated Completion temperature to > 075 3_20*F.
Time of Condition C not
met. 85 yetiffiatileast';one '3'4-05'

reactorIcoolant,IpungC14-

1 0 peratjon?

EBE PtM@tizecilgenis3
92%ii

EAE IbelplaDtlheatupJrate'

1s111mLtedito301EUR.

ADy;one:hourlperJod,'
QB

.

0 3 Lncrease:RCSitemperatureltd 12 hours

E25.0lE]

D.] Depressurize affected 12 hours
'

accumulator to less than
the maximum PCS pressure

'

for existing cold leg
temperature allowed in the -

PTLR.

.

F. One required RCS relief E.1 Restore required RCS relief 7 days
valve inoperable in valve to OPERABLE status.
MODE 4.

'

One required RCS relief F.1 Restore required RCS relief 24 hoursF.
valve inoperable in valve to OPERABLE status.
H0DE 5 or 6.

I

. . i

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 c iW'.4 3.4-30 S/15197
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| TOP RYRTFM

: CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETIONT}(.12
'

G. Two required RCS relief G.1 Depressurize RCS and 8 hours
B-PS-valves inoperable. establish RCS vent of

2 2-07 g;pg square inches.
%

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, B. -B
D. E, or F not met.

2

LTOP System inoperable
for any reason other B ..

than Condition A.EB, C,
D, E, or F.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

kl SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.12.1 Verify a maximum of ere "PI gem 3Hety 12 hours --B-PS
1pjection]phapli 4siM capable of injecting into

'

the RCS,

SBRZ'33D222 Verify a maximum of one tfjd charging pumpg 4s 12 hours
pr( capable of injecting into the RCS. B-PS

SR 3.4.12.3 Verify each accumulator is isolated Ed)erj 12 hours L3.4-23
DCCit*il tor 3t$$0rdT1$1gr_eateCthagioCequall-

to:* ataximm3CS2.ptejsRte".foC_the3)istj gg
RCS coldjleg~itemperature311oMdMitheJP,ll
Unitcottegiptideditstheylun

bL).
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' LTOP SYSTEM,
\ 3.4.12 l

1
a

1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

1

3.4-08 |

) lR 3] M 23 Verify RHR suction ly61_atiojh valvej +s are open 1242 hours 4

3.4-09for each required RHR suction relief valve.

SR 3.4.12.5 - - NOTE - - - - -

IOnly required to be performed when complying
with LC0 3.4.12.db. J3.4-49
...........................................

12 hours for B-PS-
Verify requited;RCS vent 2 2-07 Ri9Q square unlocked open
inches open. ventvalve(s)3 13.4-49

ANQ

31 days for |

locked open vent |

( valve (s) 1

SR 3.4.12.6 Verify PORV block valve is open for each 72 hours !

required PORV. l
I

SRz3HI1U2 M a sedy!erify associated = suction 31 dcys :3.4-09
isolatica velvc is locked spcn .eith cperator i

pm;;r rem vcd for ;;ch required = suction |
relief valve. i

i

i

i
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I

P

LTOP SYSTEM :

3.4.12

|

~

(
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4,12.8 ---- - NOTE- -- - -- - i

Not required to be met pgr,fMuntil 12 hours 3.4-49.- -

after decreasing )FJCS cold leg temperature
to s 275 15f F. ;B-PS *

,

,

Perform a COT on each requirea PORV, excluding 31 days ;

actuation. |

r

SR 3.4.12.9 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for each required 18 months B
!

PORV actuation channel. f
.

!
-

t
_ _ _ . . . . . _ . . . . _ _ . _ . . _ . . . . _ _ _

;

;

.

f

i

.

d

L

I,
'

|

.rh
'b'

~ '
..
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
3.4.13

:[y 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

Al |
'

,3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE :

iLCO 3.4.13 RCS. operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:

;

a. No pressure boundary LEAKAGE:

'

b. 1 gpm unidentified LEAKAGE:
;

.c. 10 gpm identified LEAKAGE: .

'

d. 1 gpm total primary to secondary LEAKAGE through all steam
generators (SGs); and

e. 50Q gallons per day primary to secondary LEAKAGE through any 9~
'

one SG.

i

r

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

.' ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION- COMPLETION TIME

A. RCS LEAKAGE not within A.1 Reduce LEAKAGE to within 4 hours
limits for reasons other limits.
than pressure boundary
LEAKAGE.

|

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in HOCE 3. 6 hours i
iassociated Completion

Time of Condition A not AND

met.<
.

B.2 Be. in H0DE 5. 36 hours ,

'

E

Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE exists.-

O l
'(,,,)

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS3.4 3.4-34 $/15/97
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RCS Operational LEAXAGE
3.4.13

0 ' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

.

SURVEILLANCE. FREQUENCY
.

:

SR 3.4.13.1 - - - --NOTE -- - -- - - - - TTC 3.4'36~

Not required to be performed in OOC 3 cr 4 Only required
until 12 hours aftdCestablishment of steady to be perfara d
state operation, decing steady

3 tate ;peratign ;...........................................

Perform RCS water inventory balance. 72 hours .

SR 3.4.13.2 Verify steam generator tube integrity is in In accordance
accordance with the Steam Generator Tube with the Steam
Surveillance Program. Generator Tube

Surveillance
Program

.

O

|
.

I

f

:

O, |
,

V
t
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|

RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.14 i

l

:(A)' 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT r| STEM (RCS)

-

3.4.14 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage

1

LC0 3.4.14 Leakage from each RCS PIV shall be within limit.
-

;

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2. and 3,
MODE 4, except valves-in the residual heat removal (RHR) flow path ,

when in, or during the transition to or from, the RHR mode
of operation. '

,

|
ACTIONS

t

.................................... NOTES- - - - - .

1. Separate Condition entry is r11 owed for each flow path. j
,

2. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made inoperable by ;

an inoperable PIV. j
..............................................................................g ,

-

'

CONDITION RE0VIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

A. One or more f10w NOTE --'

paths with leakage Each vaive used to s w.sfy
from one or more RCS Required Action A.1 and Required
PIVs not within Action A.2 must have been ;

limit. verified to meet SR 3.4.14.1 and |
'

be in the reactor coolant
pressure boundary pr2 @ ;htgl1 !B:-

PM@IEDRt.i_sijMfAh6sMe.
^

.............................

.

L

i

'

(continued) !
.

|

;<

f] - ,

V :
r
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|
I

RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.14

ACTIONS (continued)
|

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

!

A. (continued) A.1 Isolate the high pressure 4 hours ,

portion of the affected !

system from the low |
4

|pressure portion by use of
one closed manual,
deactivated automatic, or

i check valve. ,

.

AND
'

i

6;2J.1 Iso.latelthe;highj Z2; hours
pressure poCtiorCofithhe
af_fededisystemIfrom

'

thelh%pCessurA
portioq;byluseIof;a B.'
secondlclosediaanu_aU
~

_

deactlyAtedautomatjc2
oricheckwalm

QC' (E
,

6I212 Bestore3CS.1 Ply 34 ZRiljouCg
RLtun111mitsj

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
;

associated
Completion Time for ANQ

Condition A not met.
B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

t

C2 RHR Sygtesl] C.1 Isolate the affected 4 hours i

3'4-11-,

autccic;ura penetration by use of one .

-interlock function closed manual or
inoperable. deactivated automatic B-PS-

valve.

- ,

m ,
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RCS PIV Leakage ;
3,4,14

i

) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.

SR 3.4.14.1 - NOTES - - --

1. Not required to be performed in H0 DES 3
and 4.

2. Not required to be performed on the RCS
PIVs located in the RHR flow path when in
the shutdown cooling mode of operation.

3. RCS PIVs actuated during the performance
of this Surveillance are not required to
be tested more than once if a repetitive
testing loop cannot be avoided.

...........................................

Verify leakage from each RCS PIV is equivalent In accordance
to s 0.5 gpm per nominal inch of valve size up c:ith the
to a maximum of 5 gpm at an RCS pressure Inservice B

z 2215 psig and s 2255Jpsig. Testing Program.
and118 months B,_

(v) |
ANQ

l
Prior to
entering H0DE 2 j

whenever the 1

unit has been in
H00E 5 for
7 days or more,
aind,31f leakage ED

testing has not
been performed
in the previous
9 months 'xcepte
fotyalvss M i 3.4-12 1

I

8701A7WV3
870.BEHVE87028 q1

'

and2Vl87.028

AND

(continued)
,e

,

v'
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RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.14-

,x

. (d SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
0

.
-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.14.1 (continued)
Within 24 hours :3'4-13following theck
valve actuation
due to autc;atic

cr manual action
or flow through'

the valve

'

NOT - -SR13311,412 -

Not required to be act when the "J:", System 3.4-11
-

autocissure intericck is disabled in acccidence
.,,. m. , anen , , , , ,

..,. ...

Verify RHR System autccicstre interlock 18] months4

prevents the valves from being opened with a B-PS~

O simulated or actual RCS pressure signal
,

2405 342fpsig2 exceptiMeEtEV;a]je_s'ianglopm) : 3.4-111e

EshtistrtcoI4pg.

=3.4-11:-

e n, m m.m
, , , , ,

,, ..,..,.. ,m

Not rcquired to bc act whcr. the "J:", System
catcciosure intericck is disabicd in
acccrden:c with 5",3.4.12.7. --

: -

Verify "J|", Systc; autoelosure intericck [10] ;;.caths
caum the valves to cicss

'

automatically with a simulated or actual
"CS pressurc ;i nal 2 [000] psig-,

._

.

-

4

tm'
( )
QJ

_
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15

3.4. REACTF00LANT SYSTEM '(RCS)g
V- ' 3.4.15 ' RC'. _eakage Detection Instrumentation

LCO. 3.4.15 The following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be
OPERABLE:

-PSca. One containment sump flevel er and discharge flow) .
monitor;

t. Onecontainmentatmospherepar,tisolatsradioactivity c3!4-14)t

monitor (gesecus or particulatc): and

c. One containment air cooler condensate flow rate monitor or,
.3.4-14:onelco@a_jgu[qtIaMspherfelr,adioa~ctiyityigogitoj_

(ga g $11

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
EHT23i37LNOTEz =;u::
LC01310;ffisinot"gapplicab_ hit; -3.4-15
M W JE-T.-t- m eFW

\ CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.

A. Required containment TTC

.

sump monitor inoperable. LC0 3.0.4 is r,ct applicable.
:3.4-15~t

A.1 E E Td3!01EiriE:iHIEiH,

htIDeadttedluntilE12;ttoutli
1

RLteMstab]1s!)mentIof :3.4-36'
M eA #i M et @ p eatjofg
EE W w-2;J:2 1 H[i&3

Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per 24 hours

8ND
.

A.2 Restore required 30 days
containment sump monitor to

i OPERABLE status.

f7

.-

M (continued)'

,

V
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t

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15

7
,

)

. ACTIONS '(continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

|TTE 'BLB. Required containment -

atmosphere patticulate LC0 3.0.4 is act applicable.
,

.

:3.4-15-radioactivity monitor ~~

inoperable. '3*4-14'

B.1.1 Analyze grab samples of Once per 24 ;

the containment hours
atmosphere.

M
:

B .1. 2 ;~~3 =- . NOTE;=., ~C n~ =2
- .--

Notitequjredluntilil21 hours .3.4-36~
afterlestab],1shmentici
geadfistatKoperatio0]
n == .,==v= . :.n=== ;

#hMuw:w.heuA.W wtaiwanakWJ

Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per 24 hours

88D ;

O'
_

B-PS
Rig-1 Restore required 30 days

containment atmosphere
pgticulate :3.4-14-
radioactivity monitor
to OPEF.ABLE status.

!

!

" 2.2 '!crify cor,tair.,ent air 30 days B-PS.- I
.

cooler condensate flow I

|_. .,~.._s... ,
m ..

OMPM AMl P .v, m,- .

C. "cquired centefement C.1 ."crferr, 0" 2.4.15.1. Cace per 0 hours
air ce;1er cor.densate |

'

flow rete s.eaitor E
,_____u..- B-PS !

, , ~n . ..

C.2 "crf; ;;; S" 3.4.12.1. Or,ce pcr
24 hours

s

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.4 3.4-41 S/158 7
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I

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

CD- Required containment C?lI1] AnalyzeIgrabisamples:of Dr.ce pd E23

atmosphere gaseous the contaLnment hours
'radioactivity monitor atmosphere

~~ 3.4-16~inoperable.
E QB

MD
C1112 : u.uzuNOTE~52L=33:.

Required containment air Hol[tequired3:nt1EIRhoute
cooler condensate flow Aflefestab]1shmenti~of 3 4-36-
rate monitor inoperable. st'eady3 tate: operation;

Lu=:u==u.u =u.= m

Eetform1SR E E 13;1 Once M f 24 3.4-16-
ho0M

20

DC_;2.1 Restore required 30 days
containment atmosphere

[] gaseous radioactivity -3. 4-14-
's > monitor to OPERABLE

status.

08

09 2]]| Restore required 30 days I

containment air cooler |

condensate flow rate |
monitor to OPERABLE
status.

|

l
1

1

Ep. Required Action and ED.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours '3'4-14
associated Completion ;

Time not met. MD l
4

ED.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

l
I

|

f^s - )
(_/
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation'

3.4.15

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

FC. All required monitors FE.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately
3.4-14

inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.15.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK of the required 12 hours
containment atmosphere particul,atelandjgaseous 3.4-14
radioactivity monitors.

SR 3.4.15.2 Perform COT of the required containment 92 days

atmosphere pantigu]afe;and3aseous 3.4-14-
radioactivity monitors.

B

SR 3.4.15.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required 1_8 months
containment sump monitors. 3.4-14

BS8124;1514 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required 18; months

containmentatmospherepatt{colate! add!galeROI 3.4-14
radioactivity monitor:;.

SRI;3X1515 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required 182 months 8
'

containment air cooler condensate flow rate
monitor.

i

r .

LI
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

.,,
k .- 3.4 ' REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.16- RCS Specific Activity
.

LCO- 3.4.16 The' specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be within
limits.

.

'

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1 and 2,
H0DE 3 with RCS average temperature (T ) = 500'F.m

,

ACTIONS
.-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME*

'

A. DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 -- Note- - ----

> 1.0 uC1/gm. LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.
............................

,

f3., (,) A.1 Verify DOSE EQUIVALENT Once per 4 hours
I 131 within the acceptable
region of Figure 3.4.161.

;M

A.2 Restore DOSE EQUIVALENT 48 hours
I 131 to within limit.

3.4;22;
B. Gross specific activity " 1 Perican SP, 0.4.15.2. 4 hours.

of the reactor coolant ! -3.4225''
notwithin'ia;it.GQ91g M
T&119G

-

B.12 Be in H0DE 3. with 6 hours 33.4-39''
T -+-59&SF-- m

M
3.4-39:

Bl2 Be$@ltoATfq509'M 12hDff

A
(/ (continued) ;
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in H00E 3. wMh 6 hours 3.4-39
associated Completion T,,, c 500*T.
Time of Condition A not
met. 8tEl

QB M g ReducelT J 10 1 5_001 Q 12Lhood L3.4-39-

DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 in
the unacceptable region
of Figure 3.4.161.

SURVE.d.ANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

O
SR 3.4.16.1 Verify reactor coolant gross specific 7 days

activity s 100/E C1/gm.

SR 3.4.16.2 - - - NOTE - - - - - -

Only required to be performed in H0DE 1.
...........................................

Verify reactor coolant DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 14 days
specific activity s 1.0 C1/gm.

AbiD

Between 2 and
6 hours after a
THERMAL.

POWER change of
2 15% RTP within
a 1 hour period

(continued)

. n).(
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)-_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.16.3 - - - - NOTE - - -

Not required to be' performed until 31 days-
after a minimum of 2 effective full power days
and 20 days of H00E 1 operation have elapsed
since the reactor was last suberitical for
a 48 hours.
...........................................

Determine E from a sample taken in H00E 1 after 184 days
'

a minimum of 2 effective full power days and
20 days of H00E 1 operation have elapsed since
the reactor was last subcritical for

*

a 48 hours.
,

i

e

4

,

4

4

F

.

3(j '

'\,
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RCS Specific Activity -
3.4.16

,mq .
'

.

,

,

t

300,

E
~E
o.
2
b

$ 250

UNACCEPTABLE
.

's OPIERATIO 4

3 \
t;- 200-

U-
E
w

$
-

h 150
Gr o

a<
E-

ACCEPTAllLE.

O OPERATION
$

'

5 -

! | 5o

8 .

w
E
O
* 0

20 30- 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

(

*

PERCENT OF RATED THERMAL POWER
,

./~T Figure 3.4.161 (page 1 of 1) |<

' V Reactor Coolant DOSES EQUIVALENT I 131- Specific Activity
*

. Limit Versus' Percent of RATED THERMAL POWER
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications

(3 Enclosure SA contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of NUREG 1431 Revision
'v# 1. The purpose of the mark-up is to identify those changes necessary to create a

plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed
areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross reference to a justification
or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are
contained in Enclosure 6A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material which is removed from NUREG-1431, Rev.1.

2. Additions This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431,
Rev. 1.

3. Modifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431
Rev. I but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG-1431. Rev.1.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
(n) bracketed areas of NUREG 1431 Rev.1 is annotated using the

strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The*

deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non-bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red-line feature
of Wordperfect (or hard written / insert pages). The addition is
identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of
Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information |
1s inserted into the specification in the appropriate location
and is annoteted using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or

,

hand writran/ insert pages). The modification is identified by a
change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and ;
components.

[d Editorial Changes- Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated
using the redline / strike-out feature of Wordperfect and

Methodology 1 of2 S/15/97
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications
(continued)

7q
V identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All

such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct for this
plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct
informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets
provided in NUREG 1431, Rev.1 are deleted. " Red line", " strike-
out" and margin codes are as follows:

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged,
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'B' (for bracketed
information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the
plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the
old bracketed information is " struck-our", the new information is,

" red lined" and "d-PS' (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code.

3. If the entire Condition, Action, or Surveillance is bracketed andn
() is aoolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is

redlined. The text included within the brackets is att redlined'

unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS' margin
code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were
made.

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not
applicable, the entire contents are struck out, redlined words
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used.

|
|

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B.
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A.

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark-up process. Reviewer
notes may be " struck-out" or deleted as preferred.

i

In sumary, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG 1431, Rev.1. " red line" is used
to annotate new material " strike out" is used to annotate deleted material, and'

change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number
or a change code.

Note. NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are
/'i incorporated are indicated using the " redlines", " strike outs" and margin codes
d discussed above.
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ENCLOSURE 5B

MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES
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(v)
,l

MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES CONTENTS 1

Mark-up:

BASES PAGE

3.4.1..................................................................................................B3.4-1
3.4.2................................................................................................B3.4-7
3.4.3....................................................................................................B3.4-10
3.4.4....................................................................................................B3.4-17
3.4.5..................................................................................................B3.4-21
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

,--

(J B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.1 RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) Limits ,

BASES
, - _ - - _ _ . - . - _ - - . - -

BACKGROUND These Bases address requirements for maintaining RCS pressure,
temperature, and flow rate within limits assumed in the safety
analyses. The safety analyses (Ref.1) of normal operating
conditions and anticipated operational occurrences assume initial
conditions within the normal steady state envelope. The limits
placed on RCS pressure, temperature, and flow rate ensure that
the minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) will be
met for each of the transients analyzed.

The RCS pressure limit is consistent with operation within the
nominal operational envelope. Pressurizer pressure indications
are averaged to come up with a value for comparison to the limit.
A lower pressure will cause the reactor core to approsch DNB
limits.

The RCS coolant average tempt Tture limit is consistent witn full
7 power operation within the noe;nal operational envelope.
(V Indications of temperature are averaged to determine a value for

comparison to the limit. A higher average temperature will cause
the core to approach DNB limits.

The RCS flow rate normally remains constant during an operational
fuel cycle with all pumps running. The minimum RC3 flow limit
corresponds to that assumed for DNB analysesZand2incipdeEaD
AlloWa0celbfD78tIfloCfotimeasutement? uncertainties . Flow rate
indicationsframit_helpjaDticomputetMt3CS;floKratelindJgators
are averaged to come up with a value for comparison to the limit
duripgist1[{.lyIsurve]]Jances. A lower RCS flow will cause thet

core to oppicoch DNB limits;tC beZappro(ched.EAfterlear.h
tefuelj ng athCelboWitap~dif ferenti allpressutelttansmitters7atg
norma 11zeditethe precision 3CSIflot measurement E Ihe
uncettataty;associatedyltbithe3CSiflo(measurementI(EstEis
hasedionitheIuseTofithelfeedwateOenturjsiandiprecision
10sttymentation;Whichihas;been calibrated;withjD1031ayslb.f
pettorminglhelcalo imetttelf]ow measurement?r

.

Operation for significant periods of time outside thc;c DNS the
limits:on1RCS;figpressotitel: press 0te3nd:aVetagCtempefatute
44Mts increases the likelihood of a fuel cladding failure % 11
a DNB limited event Wetelto~opeur.

[V]
(continued)
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RCS Pressure Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

[] BASES
/

APPLICABLE The requirements of this LC0 represent the initial
SAFETY ANALYSES conditions for DNB limited transients analyzed in the plant

safety analyses (Ref.1). The safety analyses have shown that
transients initiated from the limits of this LC0 will result in
meeting the DNBR criterion. cf 2 [1.3]. This is the acceptance
limit for the RCS DNB parameters, Changes to the unit that could
impact these parameters must be assessed for their impact on the
DNBR criteric cCitetjon. The transients analyzed for include
loss of coolant flow events and dropped or stuck rod events. A
key assumption for the analysis of these events is that the core
power distribution is within the limits of LC0 3.1.7, " Control
Bank Insertion Limits": LC0 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)";
and LC0 3.2.4, "0UADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (OPTR)."

The pressurizer pressure limit of E2200}2219 psig and the RCS
average temperature limit of E581-1592*F correspond to analytical
limits of (2005}2205 psig a1d E595};594.;71U(forEUnLtM595J2'.E
foCUnit12). used in the safety analyses, with allowance for
measurement uncertainty.1;TheJe;uncettaintieslatelased"on:the
useloficonttoEboar_diindications]

The RCS DNB parameters satisfy Criterion 2 of thc NRC Policy

G Stat; rent.1.0CER50J36(c)12)M1)]

O
._

,

LC0 This LC0 specifies limits on the monitored process
variables-pressurizer pressure, RCS average temperature, and RCS
total flow rate-to ensure the core operates within the limits
assumed in the safety analyses. Operating within these limits
will result in meeting the DNBR criterion in the event of a DNB
limited transient.

RCS total flow rate contains a measurement error of-E2-G};178%
based on performing a precision heat balance and using the result
to calibrate Dorma)jze the RCS flow rate indicators. Potential
fouling of the feedwater venturi, which might not be detected,
could bias the result from the precision hea*. balance in a
nonconservative manner. TMreferc. ; peneRy-of [0.1]! for
undetected fouling of the feedwater vcaturi sises the acminal
fisw ;cescruent allow;nce to [2.1]t for ne fouMng-

.

Any fouling that mightisignificantly bias the flow rate
measurement greater then [0.1]t can be detected by monitoring and
trending various plant performance parameters. If detected,
either the effect of the fouling sball be quantified and

( (continued)
,

. v)
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RCS Pressure Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

compensated for in the RCS flow rate measurement or the
venturi shall be cleaned to eliminate the fouling. [CPSESEa]sd
OpesitheHransitMime' DowlMeterHTIFM);to: measure;tKvo] umett1C
BCS3mt11egifloCrateEiTheluse;oflthemyesults31 plan 3CS
tioceasurementytich:1s:more:accurateIandJessisen$1the3o1RCS
fj uldiconditj onsithaq;otherimethods?

The LC0 numerical values for pressure, temperature, and fbw
rate era given for the acesur;;;nt locatic , but have not been
adjusted for instrument error.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on pressurizer pressure, RCS coolant
average temperature, and RCS flow rate must be maintained during
steady state operation in order to ensure DNBR criteria will be ;

met in the event of an unplanned loss of forced coolant flow or
other DNB limited transient, In all other MODES, the power level
is low enough that DN8 is not a concern.

A Note has been added to indicate the limit on pressurizer
pressure is not applicable during short term operational gessate
transients such as Eesulting~fEneitheca THERMAL POWER ramp

, '

-
increase > 5% RTP per minute or a THERMAL POWER step incre5se*

'

> 10% RTP. These conditions represent short term perturbations'

where actions to control pressure variations might be
counterproductive, Also, since they represent transients
initiated from power levels < 100% RTP, an increased DNBR margin !

exists to offset the temporary pressure variations.

Another set of limits on DNB related parameters is provided in |

SL 2.1.1, " Reactor Core SLs." Those limits are less restrictive
than the limits of this LCO, but violation of a Safety Limit (SL)
merits a stricter, more severe Required Action. Should a
violation of this LC0 occur, the operator must check whether or
not an SL may have been exceeded.

ACTIONS /L1 ;

RCS pressure and RCS average temperature are controllable and
measurable parameters. With one or both of these parameters not ,

within LCO limits, a:: tion must be taken to restore parameter (s).-

RCS total flow rate is not a controllable parameter and is not 't
expected to vary during steady state operation. If the indicated
RCS total flow rate is below the LCO limit, power must be ,

(continued)

|
,
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1 ;

'

BASES

f

reduced. as required by Required Action B.1, to restore DNB |
margin and climir, ate reduce;the potential for violation of the

^

accident analysis bounds limits.

The 2 hour Completion Time for restoration of the parameters
provides sufficient time to adjust plant parameters. *o determine ,

the cause for the off normal condition. and to restore the
readings within limits, and is based on plant operating
experience.

:

El

This' condition is modified by a note:that! states that;this
condition 11s only; app.11 cable after. exceeding 85* RTPa fter,a.

a

Refueljng| outage: EThis; applicability is: consistent..with.the
.

required performance |of;SR 3.4.1.4, iThe purpose'of this ,

condition _1sito provide;.instructionsishould SRL3;4.1.4;not:be
completed.satisfactotily during the initial; power: ascension-

following a refueling' outage. ;If, for any reason, SR 3;4,1.4 is
performed _during a mid-cycle outage,Vand;verificationfof'the RCS
GoKcan not;.be;vetifjed,5Conditon1Cishould be: entered.-

O The precision RCS.1 flow measurementais;performedifollowingleach- .

"V refuelingLoutage, Tor:other outage:;in which an; activity wasm

performed;that;could.affectithe_RCS flowlindication.::Thee

precision; flow measurement 1s; required;to;be performed: prior;to'

exceeding,85%;RTP,iand_is. predicated;upon:the verification _that(

3 measured _RCS| flow b_ased~on elbow: tap; differential: pressure
_

measurement;pr_1or;to; Mode;1ii.s;within 20%;of the; expected
RCSif]ow;.

,

I the: power-dependentTenthalpy ri.se peaking. factor 1(Fa)]s
withiniits. l.imits;;and

3 the,trjp;setpont of;thefpowerirange| neutron; flux 2.high
reactorstripifunctionlis, maintained atisfeducedisetpoint
(typically _90% RTP);until;;the_RCS11ow has:been|. verified;to i

'

be withinianalyzedivalues?

UnderJ these ~ conditions ,T analyse s : haye ; been: performed :to
demonstrate,that'. operation;for;an; indefinite; period off. time;is1

permissible. Itsis anticipated thatithe time.of.. operation;inc

this1 condition:wi1Lbe limited to_the| time requiredito:rei ;

calibrateLand re measure _the flow; or,.if necessary,:to r.evise
'

thelsafety analysesito support .a lower RCS; flow; |

(continued) ;
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

,

'

'^N BASES

El
If Required Action A.1 orX1 is not met within the associated
Completion Time the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the
LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 2 within 6 hours. In MODE 2 the
reduced power condition eliminates the potential for violation of
the accident analysis bounds. The Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable to reach the required plant conditions in an orderly
manner.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of 2 hours to
restore parameters that are not within limits, the 12 hour
Surveillance Frequency for pressurizer pressure is sufficient to
ensure the pressure can be restored to a normal operation, steady
state condition following load changes and other expected
transient operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown byn

(") operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for
potential degradation and to verify operation is within safety
analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.1.2

Since Required Action A.1 allows s Co cletion Time of 2 hours to
restore parameters that are not within limits, the 12 hour
Surveillance Frequency for RCS average temperature is sufficient
to ensure the temperature can be restored to a normal operation,
steady state condition following load changes and other expected
transient operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for
potential degradation and to verify operation is within safety
analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.1.3 j>

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for thEindtgated,RCS total-

flow rate is performed using the installed flow instrumentation.
The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be |

sufficient to regularly assess potential degradation and to '

verify operation within safety analysis assumptions. Ihq

!

O (continued)
G |

|
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES
^

|i
|
l

j pdicationifot| thi s 'parameterzipdi catesIin: percent 1(t)MThe
'

value'in:Ethat:w1111 assure; comp 11anceiwj.th:theAjnimumfotal i

flo G imit 1pithe:SR;isideterminedibasedfon;the.; measured:RGS |
Itotals.{lowifrom'SR 3M;1;47qollowtngleach:refuelingloutageland

prjorito;the:completIonlof:SR;3;f;1"4EtheIvalueLinIusedito
assure.compliencelwIthithe: minimum RCSitotal(flow 1.s; based;upon !.

|the:1 measured;RCSitotal? flow (SR;3;_411;4);1from:the: previous '

opetating:cyclelorJan'; alternate: measurement;andiassessment of
actua11RQSitotal3 flows

SR 3.4.1.4

Heasurement of RCS total flow rate by performance of a precision
calorimetric heat balance once every 98} 18 months (a_fter3agh
refueling) allows the installed RCS flow instrumentation to be
calibreted normalized and verifies the actual RCS flow rate is
greater than or equal to the minimum required RCS flow rate.

The Frequency of 98318 months reflects the importance of ,

verifying flow after a refueling outage when the core has been
altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow resistance.

'

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into MODE 1,
without having performed the SR. and placement of the unit in the
best condition for performing the SR. The Note states that the
SR is not required to bc perforsed until 24 hours after'

i [00;] RTP.Tequired;to~belperformed:prjioritoiexceedtng;85EBTij
afterleachirefue_ ling: outage. Thi cxception is :ppropriate since"

-the hcot balance requirc; the plant to bc at a minimum of
,

[90t] RTP to obtein the stated RCS flow accuracies. The
Surveillencc shall be perfcraad within 24 hours after reaching
[004) RTP-:;Usingiptecision7 instrumentation:Wjth: multiple
indicationsRthe~ stated; RCS ifloCaccuracylmay; be ~attai ned :at
power 31evels:significantly belowi85t;RTP.Tas;describedjin,the
uncertaintylanalyses r Requiting JheIprectsjon J1ow measurement
to;be| performe_d. ptiorito;85%;RTPial l owsiforfalsi ngl eitesti ng
plateauygbelusedito; perform 1the;RCS:; flow; measurement:and
yariousLthetitests;desct1 bedlin;Section:3J2;Mrocedutes3_e. qui re
thatithe THERMAL 5POWERZava11able;1nstrumentationGand'

calibration;interyals;be suffigjenXto.densute'thatithelstated3CS
flow:accuracyJis attai.ned; for;feedwater pressure 1.and
temperatureathe; main; steam pressutenandifeedwateriflow
djfferentialcpressure;instrumentsratelcalibrated within;9 Edays-

of performing:theicalotimetricif]otmeasurement]

;

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 15.
;

,

' p *

"
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4. 2

p
| |
'"' B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

BASES

BACKGROUND This LC0 is based upon meeting several major considerations
before the reactor can be made critical and while the reactor is
critical. ,

The first consideration is moderator temperature coefficient
(HTC). LCO 3.1.34. " Moderator Temperature Coefficient (HTC)." In
the transient and accident analyses, the HTC is assumed to be in
a range from slightly positive to negative and the operating
temperature is cssumed to be within the nominal operating

'

envelope while the reactor is critical. The LC0 on minimum
temperature for criticality helps ensure the plant is operated
consistent with these assumptions.

The second consideration is the protective instrumentation.
Because certain protective instrumentation (e.g., excore neutron
detectors) can be affected by moderator temperature, a

/9 temperature value within the nominal operating envelope is chosen
V to ensure proper indication and response while the reactor is ,

critical .

The third consideration is the pressurizer operating
characteristics. The transient and accident analyses assume that
the pressurizer is within its normal startup and operating range
(i.e., saturated conditions and steam bubble present). It is
also assumed that the RCS temperature is within its normal
expected range for startup and power operation. Since the
density of the water, and hence the response of the pressurizer
to transients, depends upon the initial temperature of the
moderator, a minimum value for moderator temperature within the
nominal operating envelope is chosen.

The fourth consideration is that the reactor vessel is above its
minimum nil ductility reference temperature when the reactor is
critical.

'

APPLICABLE Although the RCS minimum temperature for criticality is not
SAFETY ANALYSES itself an initial condition assumed in Design Basis Accidents

(DBAs), the closely aligned temperature for hot zero power (HZP)
is a process variable that is an initial condition of DBAs, such
as the rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) withdrawal, RCCA

[) (continued) {G
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RCS Hinimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BASES
I

U
ejection, and main steam line break accidents performed at zero
power that either assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge
to, the integrity of a fission product barrier.

All low power safety analyses assume initial RCS loop
temperatures CgreaterithagorZequalEto3the HZP temperature of
5+7552*F (Ref. 1). The minimum temperature for criticality
limitation provides a small band, 6*F, for critical operation
below HZP. This band allows critical operation below HZP during
plant startup and does not adversely affect any safety analyses
since the HTC is not significantly affected by the small
temperature difference between HZP and the minimum temperature
for criticality.

The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies Criterion 2
of the EC Policy Stetc cat 10CFR50,36(c)(2).(U).

LC0 Compliance with the LCO ensures that the reactor will not be made
or maintained critical (k,rr a 1.0) et-e-WittEarcopetatiligHoop

.

'

temperature less than a small band below the HZP temperature.
which is assumed in the safety analysis. Failure to meet the

r3 requirements of this LC0 may produce initial conditiou

V inconsistent with the initial conditions assumed in tab safety
analysis.

APPLICABILITY In H0DE 1 and H0DE 2 with k,,, a 1.0, LC0 3.4.2 is applicable'

since the reactor can only be critical (k,,, a 1.0) in these
MODES.

The special test exception of LC0 3.1.M Q. " MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS
Exceptions " permits PHYSICS TESTS to be performed at s 5% RTP
with RCS loop average temperatures slightly lower than normally
allowed so that fundamental nuclear characteristics of the core
can be verified. In order for nuclear characteristics to be
accurately measured, it may be necessary to operate outside the
normal restrictions of this LCO. For example, to measure the MTC
at beginning of cycle, it is necessary to allow RCS loop average
temperatures to fall below Te ,o. which may cause RCS loop
average temperatures to fall below the temperature limit of this
LCO.

,m
) (continued)'
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BASES

(
ACTIONS AJ

If the parameters that are outside the limit cannot be restored,
the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to MODE
Dithk1GTA ihrithin 30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can

,

be readily and practically achieved within a 30 minute period.
The allowed time is reasonable, based on operating experience, to'

reach H0DE 231thMM110 3-in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.~

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS ,

';

RCS loop average temperature is required to be verified at or
above 541551*F every [122 hours;30 rinute: when T*-b deviction.
10w 10w T :1:= Ot reset :nd :ny RCS 100p T, < S47E01*I. .

m

The Netc aedifies the SR.~ hcn any RCS loop cycrage teaperaturey
; 44 ' Si?551*F :-d the T T deviation,10w low T :elera ism m

eierming,RCS leep everage te.graturcs could fell below the LC0
require;;nt without additional warniftg--The SR to verify s-

optratjpg',RCS loop average temperatures every 30 minutes 12; hours
is frequent enough to prevent the inadvertent violation of the
LCO.

:

| REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Seet4cn [15.0.3]ChapteG15. ;

.

4

i

?

i

,

.

,

a

:

3

O :
i
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RCS P/T Limits I

|3.4.3

/9 |
'

B 3.4 REACTOR C00LMT SYSTEM (RCS)'

B 3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

BASL

BACKGROUND All components of the RCS are designed to withstand effects of
cyclic loads due to system pressure and temperature changes.
These loads are introduced by startup (heatup) and shutdown
(cooldown) operations, power transients, and reactor trips. This
LCO limits the pressure and temperature changes during RCS heatup
a,d cooldown, within the design assumptions and the stress limits
for cyclic operation.

The PTLR contains P/T limit curves for heatup, cooldown,
inservice leak and hydrostatic (ISLH) testing, hid data for the
maximum rate of change of reactor coolant temperature (Ref.1).

Each P/T limit curve defines an acceptable region for normal
operation. The usual use of the curves is operational guidance
during heatup or cooldown maneuvering, when pressure and
temperature indications are monitored and compared to the
applicable curve to determine that operation is within the(])( allowable region.

The LC0 establishes operating limits that provide a margin to
brittle failure of the reactor vessel and piping of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). The vessel is the component
most subject to brittle failure, and the LC0 limits apply mainly
to the vessel. The limits do not apply to the pressurizer, which
has different design characteristics and operating functions.

10 CFR 50. Appendix G (Ref, 2), requires the establishment of P/T
limits for specific material fracture toughness requirements of
the RCPB materials. Reference 2 requires an adequate margin to
brittle failure during normal operation, anticipated operational
occurrences, and system hydrostatic tests. It mandates the use
of the American Society of Hechanical Engineers (ASME) Code,
Section III, Appendix G (Ref. 3),

The neutron embrittlement effect on the material toughness is
.

reflected by increasing the nil ductility reference temperature
(RT ) as exposure to neutron fluence increases.

The actual shift in the RT, of the vessel material will be
established periodically by removing and evaluating the
irradiated reactor vessel material specimens, in accordance with
ASTH E 185 (Ref. 4) and Appendix H of 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 5). Theg

j. operating P/T limit curves will be adjusted, as necessary, based

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.4 B 3.410 , 97 ;<
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RCS P/T Limits ,

'

B 3.4.3
-

!

. I

/O
fV. BASES (continued)
+

!

Background . on the evaluation findings and the recommendations of Regulatory i

(Continued) Guide 1.99 (Ref. 6). ;
.

~ The P/T limit curves are composite curves established by
superimposing limits derived from stress analyses of those
portions of the reactor vessel and head that are the most
restrictive. At any specific pressure, temperature, and ,

temperature rate of change, one location within the reactor :

vessel will dictate the most restrictive limit. Across the span
of the P/T limit curves, different locations are more ,

restrictive, and, thus, the curves are composites of the most
*restrictive regions.

The heatup curve represents a different set of restrictions than ;

the cooldown curve because the directions of the thermal ;
,

gradients through the vessel wall are reversed. The thermal
'

gradient reversal alters the location of the tensile stress :

between the outer and inner walls. j

The criticality limit curve includes the Reference 2 requirement
that it be 2 40*F above the heatup curve or the cooldown curve. !

. and nc. less than the minimum permissible temperature for ISLH

( testing. However, the criticality curve is not operationally
limiting: a more restrictive limit exists in LCO 3.4.2, "RCS .

Minimum Temperature for Criticality." |

The consequence of violating the LC0 limits is that the RCS has i
been operated under conditions that can result in brittle failure
of the RCPB. possibly leading to a nonisolable leak or loss of i
coolant accident. In the event these limits are exceeded, an
evaluation must be performed to determine the effect on the |

structural integrity of the RCPB components. The ASME Code, '

Section XI Appendix E (Ref. 7), provides a recommended ,

methodology for evaluating an operating event that causes an ;

excursion outside the limits.
,

b

APPLICABLE The P/T limits are not derived from Design Basis Accident :'

SAFETY ANALYSES (DBA) analyses. They are prescribed during normal operation to
avoid encountering pressure, temperature, and temperature rate of-

change conditions that might cause undetected flaws to propagate
and cause nonductile failure of the RCPB, an unanalyzed
condition. Reference 1 establishes the methodology for
determining the P/T limits. Although the P/T limits are not j

.

O (continued)
'

b :

;
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'

RCS P/T Limits
~ B 3.4.3 ,

BASES

:-
derived from any DBA, the P/T limits are acceptance limits since

,

! they preclude operation in an unanalyzed condition.
,

'

RCS P/T limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NPC P licy St tex..t.
: 10CFR50IMic)J2)[1112

.

'

LCO The two elements of this LCO are:
'

The limit curves for heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing:a. ,

and
.

4 b. Limits on the rate of change of temperature. ;

i

The LCO limits apply to all components of the RCS. except the |

pressurizer. These limits define allowable operating regions and ;

permit a large number of operating cycles while providing a wide
: margin to nonductile failure. :'

,

The limits for the rate of change of tegerature control the I

O thermal gradient through the vessel PSil and are used as inputs
"

for calculating the heatup cooldown, and ISLH testing P/T limit
curves. Thus, the LC0 for the rate of change of temperature '|
restricts stresses caused by thermal gradients and also ensures !

,

the validity of the P/T limit curves. :i

Violating the LC0 limits places the reactor vessel outside of the !>

bounds of the stress analyses and can increase stresses in other |
RCPB components. The consequences depend on several factors, as.

follow:
!

a. The severity of the departure from the allowable operating
P/T regime or the severity of the rate of change of |

temperature,<

I

b. The length of time the limits were violated (longer 3

violations allow the temperature gradient in the thick i

vessel walls to become more pronounced): and |
,

!

i.

c. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in the )
vessel material.

,

|
|

;'

1

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

O BASES

APPLICABILITY The RCS P/T limits LC0 provides a definition of acceptable
operation for prevention of nonductile failure in accordance with
10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2). Although the P/T limits were
developed to provide guidance for operation during heatup or
cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5) or ISLH testing, their Applicability
is at all times in keeping with the concern for nonductile
failure. The limits do not apply to the pressurizer.

During MODES 1 and 2, other Technical Specifications provide
limits for operation that can be more restrictive than or can
supplement these P/T limits. LCO 3.4.1, "RCS Pressure.
Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB)
Limits": LC0 3.4.2, "RCS Hinimum Temperature for Criticality";
and Safety Limit 2.1, " Safety Limits." also provide operational
restrictions for pressure and temperature and maximum pressure.
Furthermore H0 DES 1 and 2 are above the temperature range of
concern for nonductile failure, and stress analyses have been
performed for normal maneuvering profiles, such as power
ascension or descent.

n

h ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Operation outside the P/T limits during H0DE 1, 2, 3, or 4 must
be corrected so that the RCPB is returned to a condition that has
been verified by stress analyses.

The 30 minute Completion Time reflects the urgency of restoring
the parameters to within the analyzed range. Most violations
will not be severe, and the activity can be accomplished in this
time in a controlled manner.

Besides restoring operation within limits, an evaluation is
required to determine if RCS operation can continue. The
evaluation must verify the RCPB integrity remains acceptable
and must be completed before continuing operation. Several
methods may be used, including comparison with pre analyzed
transients in the stress analyses, new analyses, or inspection of
the components.

,

ASME Code. Section XI Appendix E (Ref. 7), may be used to
support the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to
evaluation of the vessel beltline,

h (continued)
v
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

|n-
U BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) :

The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable to accomplish the
evaluation. The evaluation for a mild violation is possible
within this time, but more severe violations may require special,
event specific stress analyses or inspections. A favorable !

'

evaluation must be completed before continuing to operate.

Condition A is modified by a Note requiring Required Action A.2
to be completed whenever the Condition is entered. The Note
emphasizes the need to perform the evaluation of the effects of
the excursion outside the allowable limits. Restoration alone
per Required Action A.1 is insufficient because higher than '

analyzed stresses may have occurred and may have affected the
RCPB integrity.

B.1 and B.2

If a Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A are not met, the plant must be placed in a lower MODE
because either the RCS remained in an unacceptable P/T region forr

( an extended period of increased stress or a sufficiently severe
event caused entry into an unacceptable region. Either
possibility indicates a need for more careful examination of the
event, best accomplished with the RCS at reduced pressure and
temperature. In reduced pressure and temperature conditions, the
possibility of propagation with undetected flaws is decreased.

If the required restoration activity cannot be accomplished
within 30 minutes, Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2
must be implemented to reduce pressure and temperature.

If the required evaluation for continued operation cannot be
accomplished within 72 hours or the results are indeterminate or
unfavorable, action must proceed to reduce pressure and
temperature as specified in Required Action B.1 and Required
Action B.2. A favorable evaluation must be completed and
documented before returning to operating pressure and temperature
conditions.

Pressure and temperature are reduced by bringing the plant to
H0DE 3 within 6 hours and to H0DE 5 with RCS pressure < 5_00 psig
within 36 hours,

i

C) (continued)
v
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RCS P/T Limits |

_' B 3.4.3

i

. BASES
'

>
;

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging

'

plant systems.
(.

C.1 and CJ ;'

Actions must be initiated immediately to correct operation ,

outside of the P/T limits at times other than when in MODE 1, 2. ;

3, or 4. so that the RCPB is returned to a condition that has j
been verified by stress analysis, r

The immediate Completion Time reflects the urgency of initiating ;

action to restore the parameters to within the analyzed range. ;'

Most violations will not be severe, and the activity can be
accomplished in this time in a controlled manner.

!

Besides restoring operation within limits, an evaluation is'

required to determine if RCS operation can continue. The
'

evaluation must verify that the RCPB integrity remains acceptable
.

; and must be completed prior to entry into MODE 4. Several
methods may be used, including comparison with ;

pre analyzed transients in the stress analyses, or inspection of i

the components, j
i
'

ASME Code, Section XI Appendix E (Ref. 7). may be used to
support the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to
evaluation of the vessel beltline. ;

!

Condition C is modified by a Note requiring Required Action C.2 )
,

to be completed whenever the Condition is entered. The Notei ,

emphasizes the need to perform the evaluation of the effects of i
the excursion outside the allowable limits. Restoration alone i

,

per Required Action C.1 is insufficient because higher than -

analyzed stresses may have occurred and may have affected the
,

RCPB integrity. [
'

t
i

1

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.1.

REQUIREMENTS
Verification that operation is within the PTLR limits is required :

every 30 minutes when RCS pressure and temperature conditions are |
4

undergoing planned changes. This Frequency is considered !

!

(continued) j
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'RCS P/T Limits |
B 3.4.3

'

r

BASES

:

reasonable in view of the control room indication available to
monitor RCS status. Also, since temperature rate of change

~

;

limits are specified in hourly increments, 30 minutes permits
assessment and correction for minor deviations within a i

reasonable time. |

Surveillance for heatup, cooldown, or ISLH testing may be
discontinued when the definition given in the relevant plant *

procedure for ending the activity is satisfied.
'

This SR is modified by a Note that only requires this SR to be
performed during system heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing. No |
SR is given for criticality cperations because LC0 3.4.2 contains ;

a more restrictive requirement. I

c

RFFERENCES 1. WCAP 14040-NP A, Rev. 2 January 1996.
3

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G.

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, i

O Appendix G. i

:

4. ASTM E 185 82, July 1982.

5. 10 CFR 50. Appendix H.
t

: 6. Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2. Hay 1988.

)7. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI,
Appendix E.

:

|

.

.

i

(continued)

,
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RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2 |

B 3.4.4
.-
(v!

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.4 CCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2

BASES ,

BACKGROUND The primary function of the RCS is removal of the heat generated
in the fuel due to the fission process, and transfer of this
heat, via the steam generators (SGs), to the secondary plant.

The secondary functions of the RCS include:

a. Moderating the neutron energy level to the thermal state,
to increase the probability of fission:

b. Improving the neutron economy by acting as a reflector:

c. Carrying the soluble neutron poison, boric acid:

d. Providing a second barrier against fission product release
to the environment; and

hg e. Removing the heat generated in the fuel due to fission
product decay following a unit shutdown.

The reactor coolant is circulated through ,[o0d loops connected in
parallel to the reactor vessel, each containing an SG, a reactor
coolant pump (RCP), and appropriate flow and temperature
instrumentation for both control and protection. The reactor
vessel contains the clad fuel. The SGs provide the heat sink to
the isolated secondary coolant. The RCPs circulate the coolant
through the reactor vessel and SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure
proper heat transfer and prevent fuel damage. This forced '

circulation of the reactor coolant ensures mixing of the coolant
for proper boration and chemistry control.

APPLICABLE Safety analyses contain various assumptions for the design
SAFETY ANALYSES bases accident initial conditions including RCS pressure, RCS

temperature, reactor power level, core parameters, and safety'

system setpoints. The important aspect for this LCO is the
reactor coolant forced flow rate, which is represented by the
number of RCS loops in service.

. ,a ;

,/
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RCS Loops-H0 DES 1 and 2
B 3.4.4-

l BASES (continued)v

APPLICABLE Seth transient and steady state snelyscs have beca performed
SAFETY ANALYSES to-establish the cffect of flow on the departure from

(continued) nucleate-boiling (DNS). The transient and accident analyses for
the plant have ban perforacd assuming [four] RCS icops are in
operation. The majority of thc plant safety analyscs are bescd
on initial conditions at high core powcr or cero powcr. The ,

eccident analyscs that are most important to RCP operation are
the [four] pump coattdown, single pump locked rotor, singic pump
tbroken shaft-or coastdown), and rod withdrawal evcats (Ref.1).

Steady state ONO analysis has ban performed for the [fote3-RGS
4 cop operation, for [four] RCS loop operation, the steady state
DNB analysis. Which generates-the pressure and temperature Safett
E4mtt-fSL) (i.e. , the departtsee-from nucleate boiling ratio
f0NOR) limit) assumes a maximum powcr levci of 109% RTP. This is

,

'

the design overncr condition for [four] RCS icop operetion- t

The value for tic accident analysis sctpoint of-the nuclear
oscrpowcr (high flux) trip is 107; and is based on an analysis
assumption thet- bounds possibic instrumcatation crrors. The DNOR
limit defines a locus of pressure and temperature points that
resttit in a minimum DNOR greatcr then or equal to the critical
heat flux correlation 1;mtt-

t
( Al.lsof;theTaccident/ safety; analyses :performe(at;fu111 rated

thermallpowerlassumeithatiall;fout RCSiloopslare in operationias
M110jtial condition.2Someiaccident/ safety _ analyses;have:been
performed atizero:poweNconditionsLassuming:only;two,RCS;1 oopsi

are;in; operation to| conservatively bound lowerimodestof ,

operation ~. The uncontrolled'RCCA:(Bank) withdrawa11from i.

subcriticaisevent;is included in;thisicategory;;%ile all i

accident / safety ~ analyses: performed at: full; rated 1 thermal;powet |
assume;that alls the,RCS11 oops areLin; operation,Lselected: events j1
examine;the;effectsgsulting from a: loss of RCP operation.1 j

These; include the:comlete,and partial, loss.ofJforced;RCSJflow,? j

8CP;rotocseizure'7anttRCPishaft:breaklevents;C;For~each]oLthese i
,

event s li t ' j s;demonstratedithat';alL the 7appli cabl e.;sa fety
cri teri a: a reisati s fj ed,U Fori theiremaini ng 1 accident /sa fety
analyses; operation:offall3our2RCS11 oops, duri ng Lthe ittansient iup |
to;the timeloff reactoritrip;is; assumed thereby; ensuring;that;al] '

the; applicable: acceptance ctitpria:areisatisfjed;7,Those
transientsTanalyzed;beyond;theltime ofjreactor ttip~were examjped
assuming thatrallossiof;offsite power occurs which results11nithe
8 cps, coasting:down.:

O
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RCS Loops-H0 DES 1 and 2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Tise plant is designed to operate with all RCS loops in operation ;
<

SAFETY ANALYSES- to maintain DNBR above the ]1stt3albq, during all normal
(continued) operations and anticipated transients. By ensuring heat transfer

in the nucleate boiling region, adequate heat transfer is j

provided between the fuel cladding and the reactor coolant.
<

RCS Loops-H0 DES 1 and 2 satisfy Criterion 2 of the NP,0 Policy
i Stat a nt. 10CER50|36(c).(2)_(ij)]

.

The purpose of this LC0 is to require an adequate forced flow |LC0
rate for core heat removal. Flow is represented by the number of |

J

RCPs in operation for removal of heat by the SGs. To meet safety'

analysis acceptance criteria for DNB, foutjpumps are required to ,

be:in;operationIat reted-power. ;

4 An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of an OPERABLE RCP in operation
providing forced flow for heat transport and an OPERABLE SG in
accordance with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program.

t
2

!

I APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1 and 2, the reactor is critical and thus has the
potential to produce maximum THERHAL POWER. Thus. to ensure that
the assumptions of the accident analyses remain valid, all RCS
loops are required to be OPERABLE and in operation in these MODES

'

to prevent DNB and core damage.

', The decay heat production rate is much lower than the full power
heat rate. As such, the forced circulation flow and heat sink '

requirements are reduced for lower, noncritical H0 DES as !

indicated by the LCOs for H0 DES 3, 4, and 5. |,

\

Operation in other H0 DES is covered by:

LC0 3.4.5, "RCS Loops-H0DE 3":
LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-H0DE 4": ;

LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-HODE 5, Loops Filled":
LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-HODE 5, Loops Not Filled";<

LC0 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
.

Circulation-High Water Level" (HODE 6); and
LCO 3.9.6, * Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-Low Water Level" (HODE 6).

(continued)
'
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RCS Loops-H0 DES 1 and 2
B 3.4.4

,

:
O'

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS U
If the requirements of the LC0 are not met, the Required Action'

is to reduce power and bring the plant to H00E 3. This lowers
power level and thus reduces the core heat removal needs and
minimizes the possibility of violating DNB limits.

The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging safety systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verificatian every 12 hours that each RCS loop
is in operation. Verification may includes flow rate,
temperature, or pump statts monitoring, which help ensure that
forced flow is providing beat removal while maintaining the

O'v'
.

margin to DNB. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient
considering other indications and alarms available to the
operator in the control room to monitor RCS loop performance.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR,Section15

,

.

tO
V
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_ RCS Loops-H00E 3
B 3.4.5 -

, >

.

B 3.4L REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.5 . RCS Loops-HODE 3 ;

i

BASES 1

'

t
.

I
BACKGROUND In H00E 3, the primary function of the reactor coolant is removal

1~ of decay heat and transfer of this heat, via the steam generator
(SG), to the secondary plant fluid. The secondary function of
the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron'

poison, boric acid.
:' The reactor coolant is circulated through foot RCS loops,:

connected in parallel to the reactor vessel, each containing an ,

SG, a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and appropriate flow, pressure, i

level, and temperature-instrumentation for control, protection. |
and indication. The reactor vessel contains the clad fuel. The '

' SGs provide the heat sink. The RCPs circulate the water through j
<

the reactor vessel and SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure proper |
,

heat transfer and prevent fuel damage, !

In H00E 3 RCPs are used to provide forced circulation for heat :

removal during heatup and cooldown. The MODE 3 decay heat !

A removal requirements are low enough that a single RCS loop with .

, b -- one RCP running is sufficient to remove core decay heat. !

However,19e RCS loops are required to be OPERABLE to ensure ;

redundant capability for decay heat removal. ;

i

APPLICABLE Whenever the reactor trip breakers (RTBs) are in the closed 1

SAFETY ANALYSES position and the control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs) are -|
,

energized, an inadvertent rod withdrawal from suberitical.4

resulting in a power excursion, is possible. Such a transient
4

could be caused by a malfunction of the rod control system. In ]
6ddition, the possibility of a power excursion due to the l

ejection of an inserted control rod is possible with the breakers !
,

closed or open. Such a transient could be caused by the-

mechanical failure of a CRDM holiging.

Therefore, in H0DE 3 with RTBs-ift the cic:;cd pe:;itier, er,d Rod i

Control System capable of rod withdrawal, accidental control rod
withdrawal from suberitical is postulated and requires at least
19Q RCS loops to be OPERABLE and in operation to ensure that the
accident analyses limits are met. For those conditions when

-
(continued) <
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RCS Loops-H0DE 3 *

B 3.4.5

A BASES

APPLICABLE the Rod Control System is not capable of rod withdrawal, two
SAFETY ANALYSES RCS loops are required to be OPERABLE, but only one RCS loop is

(continued) required to be in operation to be consistent with H0DE 3 accident
analyses.

Failure to provide decay heat removal may result in challenges to
a fission product barrier. The RCS loops are part of the primary
success path that functions or actuates to prevent or mitigate a
Design Basis Accident or transient that either assumes the
failure of, or presents a challenge to, the integrity of a
fission product barrier.

,

,

RCS Loops-H0DE 3 satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Stat; cat.10CER50,36_(c)J2)Jij)2"

LC0 The purpose of this LC0 is to require that at least two RCS loops
J be OPERABLE. In MODE 3 with the RTOs in the closed position :nd

Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal, tWo RCS loops must
be in operation. Two RCS loops are required to be in operation
in H00E 3 with the RTOs closcd and Rod Control System capable of
rod withdrawal due to the postulation of a power excursionp because of an inadvertent control rod withdrawal. The requiredi

,k number of RCS loops in operation ensures that the Safety Limit
criteria will be met for all of the postulated accidents.

m m, m~ n. . .o um vro ro . . n, v, e, m _n . .s ..m.3.,

M!enithe Rod Control System is not capable of rod withdrawalt
therefers, only one RCS loop in operation is necessary to ensure
removal of decay heat from the core and homogenous boron
concentration throughout the RCS. An additional RCS loop is
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that safety enelyses limits are :

mette, dundancylfotLheat"r.emovalIlslmalDtalged.

The Note permits all RCPs to be dc encrgized temov_edsfrom
ppptation for s 1 hour per 8 hour period. The purpose of the
Note is to perform tests that are designed to validate various
seeident analyscs valuestequitedito;belpeCformedItit_houtJfloWLot
pumKnoise. One of these tests is validation of the pump
coastdown curve used as input to a number of accident analyses
including a loss of flow accident. This test is generally-

performed in H00E 3 during the initial startup testing program,
and as such should only be performed once. If, however, changes
are made to the RCS that would cause a change to the flow
characteristics of the RCS, the input

I
l
'

(continued)
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RCS Loops-H0DE 3

i B 3.4.5 :

.

/' BASES r
ts

LC0 values of the coastdown curve must be revalidated by
(continued) conducting the test again. Arether test F rforaad during -

the startup testing progrea is the validation of red drop
tires during cold conditions, both with end without ficw.

Tra re flow test may be perforced in "00C 3, 4, or 5 end requires
that the pumps be stepgd fese short priod ;f tiac. Tra ";te
praits the dc erargizing c| tra pumps in erder tc p rfer; this
test end validate the assu cd enclysis valucs. As with the
validation of the pur;p c;estdown curvc, this test should be
prforaed caly ence unicss the ficw chorecteristics cf the RCS
era changed. TPe 1 Peur ti;; period specified is edcquete to ,

grform the desired tests, and operating exprience has shown
that beren stratification is ret e problem during this short
period with no forced flow.

Utilization of the Note is permitted provided the following
conditions are met, along with any other conditions imposed by

'

initial startup test procedures:
'

a. No operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS boron
concentration, thereby maintaining the margin to
criticality. Boron reduction is prohibited because a >

uniform concentration distribution throughout the RCS
cannot be ensured when in natural circulation; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below
saturation temperature, so that no vapor bubble may form :
and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction. |

An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of one OPERABLE RCP and one
,|OPERABLE SG in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube

Surveillance Program, which has the minimum water level specified
'

in SR 3.4.5.2. An RCP is OPERABLE if it is capable of being
powered and is able to provide forced flow if required.

APPLICABILITY In H00E 3, this LCO ensures forced circulation of the reactor
coolant to remove decay heat from the core and to provide proper -

boron mixing. The most stringent condition of the LCO, that is,
two RCS loops OPERABLE and two RCS loops in operation, applies to'

MODE 3 with RTOs in the closed position Bodjcontro12 System
' capable;orgod; withdrawal.. The least stringent

(continued)
A
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RCS Loops-HDDE 3 ,

B 3.4.5 !

o- j.
.

APPLICABILITY condition, that is, two RCS loops OPERABLE and one RCS loop
(continued) in operation, applies to H0DE 3 with the RodhroESysteninot

gapabl CofdrodMthdrawalI-RTBs-open-

Operation in other H0 DES is covered by:
~

LCO 3.4.4. "RCS Loops-H0 DES 1 and 2"; ,

LC0 3.4.6. "RCS Loops-HODE 4";
LC0 3.4.7. *RCS Loops-H00E 5 Loops Filled"-
LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-H0DE 5, Loops Not Filled";

i

: LC0 3.9.5. " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-High Water Level" (HODE 6); and

LC0 3.9.6, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-Low Water Level" (H0DE 6).

,

;

l

ACTIONS U
If one required RCS loop is inoperable, redundancy for heat

! removal is lost. The Required Action is restoration of the
irequired RCS loop to OPERABLE status within the Completion Time

of 72 hours. This time allowance is a justified period to be

O without the redundant, nonoperating loop because a single loop in
j operation has a heat transfer capability greater than that nec e d

to remove the decay heat produced in the reactor core and because
of the low probability of a failure in the remaining loop .

,
-

'

occurring during this period.
|

IL1
1

If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit must be'

brought to MODE 4. In H0DE 4. the unit may be placed on the ,

Residual Heat Removal System. The additional Completion Time of !
'

4 12 hours is compatible with required operations to achieve
cooldown and depressurization from the existing plant conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

!

C?ltand Ci2 ,

'!

If the required RCS loop is not in operation. and the RTBs-ere ,

cicacd end Rod Control System 1:i capable of rod withdrawal, ;

!

!

,

(continued)

,
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RCS Loops-H0DE- 3'

B 3.4.5

' BASES
'

i

t

ACTIONS _ c a"and Of2] (continued) :
'
i

the Required Action is either to restore the required RCS
loop to operation or to placelthelRod;ConttolESystem3Ea
pnditioEincapableIoccod1withdrawaliterg.2de energize all
CRDHs by opening the RTBs or de energizing the motor generator
(MG) sets). When the n,.., ... ,,,,,,,,....,- m .......,~ Rod-
Control SystemJis capable of rod withdrawal. it is postulated'

that a power excursion could occur in the event of an inadvertent
control rod withdrawal. This mandates having the heat transfer
capacity of two RCS loops in operation. If only one loop is in ;'

operation, thelRodlConttoliSystesimust1beMn'alcondition |

jncapable:ofitod3jthdrawal RTSs rest bc F The Completion
Timesof1hourtorestoretherequiredRC[ red.

;

loop to operation or
tendetithe3odTControl'Sys.temlincapable ofitedMthdtaMal

,|

de er,ergue all CROMs is adequate to perform these operations in
an orderly manner without exposing the unit to risk for an undue
time period.

D.I. D.2. and D.3

If two fout RCS loops are inoperable or no RCS loop is in
operation, except as during conditions permitted by the Note in ]

'

O the LCO section, placelthelftod1ConttpESystem3EalcoDdttigl 1

1DcapablEqfitpdWitl)dt.awa)2eIgG all CRDHs must be de energized I

by opening the RTBs or de energizing the MG setsl. All
operations involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration must
be suspended, and action to restore one of the RCS loops to
OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated. Boron dilution
requires forced circulation for proper mixing, and opening the
RTBs or de energizing the MG sets removes the possibility of an,

inadvertent rod withdrawal. The immediate Completion Time
reflects the importance of maintaining operation for heat
removal. The action to restore must be continued until one loop

;

is restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the required
loops are in operation. Verification pay] includes flow rate,
temperature, endot pump status monitoring, which help ensure that
forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency of 12 hours
is sufficient considering other indications and alarms available

-

i

/l (continued) p
O f
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RCS Loops-MODE 3
B 3.4.5 ;

('; BASES

v
to the operator in the control room to monitor RCS loop
performance.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.5.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.4.5.2 requires verification of SG OPERABILITY. SG
OPERABILITY is verified by ensuring that the secondary side
narrow range water level is a 10! m for required RCS loops. If
the SG secondary side narrow range water level is < 10J m, the '

tubes may become uncovered and the associated loop may not be
capable of providing the heat sink for removal of the decay heat.
The 12 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of other
indications available in the control room to alert the operator
to a loss of SG level.

SR 3.4.5.3

Verification that the required RCPs are OPERABLE ensures that
safety analyses limits are met. The requirement also ensures <

that an additional RCP can be placed in operation. if needed, to
maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation.
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment

(O) and power availability to the required RCPs.

REFERENCES None.

.

/\

,

i:
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 |
' B 3.4.6 i-

i

(K( /. -8 3.4?. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) -|
..

'

;

.

' B 3.'4.6 RCS Loops.-MODE 4
'

i

~ BASES
< ,

b

BACKGROUND- In MODE 4, the primary function of the reactor coolant is the
removal of decay heat and the transfer of.this heat to either the
steam generator (SG) secondary side coolant or the component
cooling water via the residual heat removal (RHR) heat :

exchangers. The secondary function of the reactor coolant is to -

act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric acid. j'

.

The reactor coolant is circulated through foot RCS loops
connected in parallel to the reactor vessel, each loop containing
an SG, a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and appropriate flow, t

. pressure, level, and temperature instrumentation for control,
protection, and indication. . The RCPs circulate the coolant !!
through the reactor vessel and SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure- !

proper heat transfer and to prevent boric acid stratification. (

In MODE 4, either RCPs or'RHR loops can be used to provide forced !'

circulation. The intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow i

from at least one RCP or 'one RHR loop for decay heat removal and i
n

b transport. The flow provided by one RCP loop or RHR loop is ,

'
adequate for decay heat removal. The other intent of this LC0 is
to require that two paths be available to provide redundancy for
decay heat removal. |'

!
'

i

APPLICABLE In MODE 4, RCS circulation is considered in the i

SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the
~

accidental boron dilution event. The RCS and RHR loops provide i
,

this circulation. !

|

RCS Loops-MODE 4 gitaff&rjtstjprCsIQf 10GB50X(cL(21(11)] .

!Mn m.. ............~.m. .....,7 .,6....... ~ . , ~ . . . . .

C07. IINIGT3 IO Ti A TONCIiOT.,-
e,

!

-
.

LC0- The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two loops be
OPERABLE in MODE 4 and that one of these loops be in operation.

'
The LCO allows the two loops that are required to be OPERABLE to
consist of any combination of RCS

,
,

(continued)

<
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RCS Loops-MODE 4
B 3.4.6

O
k,) BASES

LC0 loops and RHR loops. Any one loop in operation provides
(continued) enough flow to remove the decay heat from the core with forced

circulation. An additional loop is required to be OPERABLE to
provide redundancy for heat removal.

Note 1 permits all RCPs or RHR pumps to be de cacrgized removed
ICom!opetatios for s I hour per 8 hour period. The purpose of i

the Note is to permit tests that are requireditolbe; performed
Without,TowloCpump;noisedesignedtovalidatevariousaccident
enelyses values. One of the tests performed during the startup
testing program is-tha validation of rod drop tiacs during cold
eenditions, both with and without flow. The no flow test may be
performed in tiOC: 3, 4, er 5 and requircs that the pumps be
stopped for a short period of timc. The Note permits the ;

dc-crergizing of the pumps in order to perform this test and
veHdete the assumcd analysis values. If changes are made to the
RC4-that would cause a changc to the flow charactcristics of the
RCS-the-iftpttt-veiccs must be rcvalideted by conducting the test ,

egain- The 1 hour time period is adequate to perform the test,
'

and operating experience has shown that boron stratification is
not a problem during this short period with no forced flow,

(m*] Utilization of Note 1 is permitted provided the following
conditions are met along with any other conditions imposed by
initial startup test procedures:

No operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS borona.
concentration, therefore maintaining the margin to
criticality. Boron reduction is prohibited because a
uniform concentration distribution throughout the RCS
cannot be ensured when in natural circulation: and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below
saturation temperature, so that no vapor bubble may form
and possibly cause a natural circu',ation flow obstruction.

Note 2 requires that the secondary sid., water temperature of each
SG be s;50*F above each of the RCS Lold leg temperatures before
the start of an RCP with any RCS :old leg temperature s 3502M*F

This restraint is to prevent a low temperature overpressure.

event due to a thermal transient when an RCP is started.

An OPERABLE RCS loop comprises an OPERABLE RCP and an OPERABLE SG
in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube

/m\ (continued)
V
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RCS Loops-H00E 4
B 3.4.6

[
'

BASES

LCO Surveilhxt Program, which has the minimum water level
(continued) specified in SR 3.4.6.2.

Similarly for the RHR System, an OPERABLE RHR loop comprises an
OPERABLE RHR pump capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE
RHR heat exchanger. RCPs and RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are
rapable of being powered and are able to provide forced flow if
required.

. . ~

APPLICABILITY. In H0DE 4, this LCO ensures for 9d circulation of the reactor
coolant to remove decay heat fn.m the core and to provide proper
boron mixing. 0ne loop of either RCS or RHR provides sufficient
circulation for these purposes. However, two loops cor:sisting of
any combination of RCS and RHR loops are required to be OPERABLE
to meet single failure considerations.

Operation in other H00ES is covered by:

LCO 3.4.4 "RCS Loops-H0 DES 1 and 2": 1

LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops-H0DE 3": !

. A) LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Filled": |(g LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Not Filled";
LCO 3.9.5 " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-High Water Level" (H0DE 6); and
LCO 3.9.6, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant !

Circulation-Low Water Level" (H0DE 6). ;

!

ACTIONS A.irand E 2
,

If one required RCS-loop is inoperable, crid two "'!" loop era
iregrabic, redundancy for heat removal is lost. Action must be
initiated to restore a second RCS or RHR loop t) OPERABLE status.
The immediate Completion T!ae reflects the importance of

[ maintaining the availability of two paths for heat removal.'

- If one required RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation and there
are no RCS loops OPERABLE, an inoperable RCS or RHR loop must be
restored to OPERABLE status to provide a redundant means for

#

|
decay heat removal.

r
4

|i
!

/7 (continued)
b 1
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RCS Loops-H0DE 4
B 3.4.6

A(_j BASES

A.1 and A.2 (continued)

If the parameters that are outside the limits cannot be restored,
the unit must be brought to MODE 5 within 24 hours. Bringing the
unit to H0DE 5 is a conservative action with regard to decay heat
removal. With only one RHR loop OPERABLE, redundancy for decay
heat removal is lost and, in the event of a loss of the remaining
RHR loop, it would be safer to initiate that loss from H0DE 5
(s 200*F) rather than H0DE 4 (200 to 350*F). The Completion
Time of 24 hours is a reasonable time, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 5 from H0DE 4 in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

BG.1 and BG.2

If no loop is OPERABLE or in operation, except during conditions
permitted by Note 1 in the LC0 section, all operations involving
a reduction of RCS boron concentration must be suspended and
action to restore one RCS or RHR loop to OPERABLE status and
operation must be initiated. Boron dilution requires forced
circulation for proper mixing, and the margin to; criticality must(q not be reduced in this type of operation. The immediateg Completion Times reflect the importance of maintaining operation
for decay heat removal. The action to restore must be continued
until one loop is restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one RCS or RHR
loop is in operation. Verification mayjincludes flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure that

| forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency of 12 hours
is sufficient considering other indications and alarms available

j to the operator in the control room to monitor RCS and RHR loop |
| performance.

|

1

O (continued)
O
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RCS Loops-H00E 4
8 3.4.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.4.6.2 requires verification of SG OPERABILITY. SG
OPERABILITY is veriflei by ensuring that the secondary side
narrow range water level is 2 M[ W4. If the SG secondary side
narrow range water level is < Eg W4, the tubes may become
uncovered and the associated loop may not be capable of providing
the heat sink necessary for removal of decay heat. The 12 hour
Frequency is considered adequate in view of other indications
available in the control room to alert the operator to the loss
of SG level.

SR 3.4.6.3

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that an
additional RCS or RHR pump can be placed in operation. if needed.
to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation.
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment
and power available to the required pump. The Frequency of
7 days is considered reasonable in view of other administrative
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by

O operating experience.

)
REFERENCES None. |

|- l
! 1

i

.

l
1

!

O
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RCS Loops-H00E 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7 |

O B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
v

.

|

,

B 3.4.7 RCS Loops-H0DE 5 Loops Filled
- ;

i

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled, the primary function of the
reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat and transfer Qfjthis !

heat either to the steam generator (SG) secondary side coolant -
Rialpaturalictr,culation JRef31Mor the component cooling water .

'

via the residual heat removal (RHR) heat exchargers. While the
principal means for decay heat removal is via the RHR System, the' ;

i
. SGs MalDaturattirculatiori are specified as a backup means for

redundancy. Even though the SGs cannot produce steam in this ,

MODE, they are capable of being a heat sink due to their large
contained volume of secondary water. As long a:; the SG secondary ,

side water is at a lower temperature than the reactoi coolant, ;

heat transfer will occur. The rate of heat transfer is directly *

proportional to the temperature difference. The secondary ,

function of the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for ,

soluble neutron poison, boric acid.

In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, the reactor coolant is ;

circulated by means of two RHR loops connected to the RCS, eacho

h loop containing an RHR heat exchanger, an RHR punp, and
appropriate fim and temperature instrumentation for control, ;

protection, and indication. One RHR pump circulates the water
through the RCS at a sufficient rate to prevent baric acid
stratification.

,

The number of loops in operation can vary to suit the operational
'

needs. The intent of this LC0 is to provide forced flow from at
least one RHR loop for decay heat removal and trarsport. The ,

flow provided by one RHR loop is adequate for decay heat removal. .

The other intent of this LCO is to require that a second path be :

available to provide redundancy for heat removal.
~

The LC0 provides for redundant paths of decay heat removal
capability. The first path can be an RHR loop that must be ;

OPERABLE and in operation. The second path can be another !;

OPERABLE RHR loop or maintaining two SGs with secondary side i

water levels above10% W4 to provide an alternate method for :
'

decay heat removal 11XJ)atutaEcitculAt.10d.*

i

,

f
,

( (continued)
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RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Filled
'

B 3.4.7
:
,

!,

(s BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE In H0DE 5. RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the ;

accidental boron dilution event. The RHR loops provide this >

circulation. ;

i

RCS' Loops-H0DE 5 (Loops F111ed)3ati_sfyicrj,terionl4?of
10CF_R501M(c1(2MU12 heve ban identified in tra N"O ."clicy
Stat;2nt es i;pertent centributors to risk reduction.

.

_

LCO The purpose of this LC0 is to require that at least one of the i

RHR loops be OPERABLE and in operation with an additional RHR |
loop OPERABLE or two SGs with secondary side water level 2 101 ,

M. One RHR loop provides sufficient forced circulation to |
perform the safety functions of the reactor coolant under these
conditions. An additional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE to -

meet single. failure considerations. However if the standby RHR
loop is not OPERA 3LE an acceptable alternate method is two SGs !

-

with their secondary side water levels a 10J m. Should the ;

operating RHR loop fail, the SGs could be used to remove the

O decay heat yja*paturaEcirculation.

V4

Note 1 permits all RHR pumps to be de cacrgized remoyedifrom
pperatlog s 1 hour per 8 hour period. The purpose of the Note is

ito permit tests thatIateirequitedltolbelpet[ormeditthoutifloWIp]'

pumpfgojse] desigrad to velidate various ;;cident enelyses
values. Ora of tYa tests perface.ad during the startup testing
program is the V lidetion of red drop tins during ;;1d
conditions, both with end without flow. The no flow test ny be
perfecad in "00 3. 4. er 5 and requires thet the pumps be
stepped for a short pcried of tist. The Note F rmits
de crargicing of the pr.ps in order to perform this tcst end
veFidate the essu;;d anelysis values. If chenges arc =de to the .

RCS that would caus: a chenge to the flow chorectaristics of the |
RCS. the input values must be revalidated by conducting the test i

egehr The 1 hour time period is adequate to perform the test. |
and operating experience has shown that boron stratification is |

!not likely during this short period with no forced flow.

- Utilization of Note 1 is permitted provided the following
,

!
'

conditions are met, along with any other conditions imposed by
initial startup test procedures: !

|
)

?%
' (continued) ,

!
,

1
'
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

/-

BASES

LC0 a. No operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS
(continued) boron concentration, therefore maintaining the margin to

criticality. Boron reduction is prohibited because a
uniform concentration distribution throughout the RCS
cannot be ensured when in natural circulation: and

:b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below
saturation temperature, so that no vapor bubble may formi

and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction. t

Note 2 allows one RHR loop to be inoperable for a period of up to
2 hours, provided that the other RHR loop is OPERABLE and in
operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be
performed on the inoperable loop during the only time when such

; testing is safe and possible.

Note 3 requires that the secondary side water temperature of each
'

SG be s;50*F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures before
the start of a reactor coolant pump (RCP) with an RCS cold leg ,

temperature s 275350*F. This restriction is to prevent a low
temperature overpressure event due to a thermal transient when an
RCP is started.

O
'

'

Note 4 provides for an orderly transition from H0DE 5 to MODE 4
during a planned heatup by permitting removal of RHR loops from
operation when at least one RCS loop is in operation. This Note
provides for the transition to MODE 4 where an RCS loop is
permitted to be in operation and replaces the RCS circulation
function provided by the RHR loops.

RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and ,

'

are able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG can perform
asaheatsinkEia:naturalic. ire.Dlationwhenithasanadequate
water let el and is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program.

APPLICABILITY In H0DE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LC0 requires forced
circulation of the reactor coolant to remove decay heat from the
core and to provide proper boron mixing. One loop of RHR'

provides sufficient circulation for these purposes. However, one
additional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE.

,

(continued) ,
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RCS Loops-H00E 5. Loops Filled ,

' B 3.4.7
!

'

D
d BASES ,

,

APPLICABILITY or the secondary side water level of at least tyg SGs is
(continued) required to be 2 10{ m .

Operation in other H0 DES is covered by:
-

,

LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops-H00ES 1 and 2":
LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops-H0DE 3":
LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-H00E 4":
LCO 3.4.8. "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled";
LC0 3.9.5. " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant .

'

Circulation-High Water Level" (H0DE 6); and
LCO 3.9.6, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant i

Circulation-Low Water Level" (HODE 6). ;

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If one RHR loop is inoperable and the required SGs have secondary i

side water levels <1_0{ M, redundancy for heat removal is lost.
Action must be initiated imediately to restore a second RHR loop

- to OPERABLE status or to restore the required SG secondary side
| water levels. Either Required Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 '

will restore redundant heat removal paths. The imediate ;

Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining the ;

availability of two paths for heat removal.

B.1 and B.2
'

If no RHR loop is in operation, except during conditions
permitted by Notej 1 Jgd14, or if no loop is OPERABLE, all
operations involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration must |

be suspended and action to restore one RHR loop to OPERABLE i
'

status and operation must be initiated. To prevent Inla vett@t
cri_ticality dutigJ boron dilution, forced circulation froslat
leastione;8CB is required tc provide proper mixing and preserve
the margin to criticality in this type of operation. The
immediate Completion Times reflect the impcrtance of maintaining l

'

operation for heat removal.'

1

l

J

I
.

U' (continued)
h'
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RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1 ,

REQUIREMENTS
This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the required
, loop is in operation. Verificatica gay]isciudes flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitwing, which help ensure that
forced flow is providing heat remeval. The Frequency of 12 hours
is sufficient considering other Ndications and alarms available ,

to the operator in the control room to monitor RHR loop
performance.

SR 3.4.7.2
,

Verifying that at least two SGs are OPERABLE by ensuring their
secondary side narrow range water levels are 210% M4 ensures an '

alternate decay heat removal method y1alnaturaEc.irculatjou in
the event that the second RHR loop is not OPERABLE. If both RHR
loops are OPERABLE. this Surveillance is not needed. The 12 hour ;

Frequency is considered adequate in view of other indications
available in the control room to alert the operator to the loss
of SG level.

?)
SR 3.4.7.3

Verification that a second RHR pump is OPERABLE ensures that an -

additional pump can be placed in operation, if needes, to
maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation.
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment
and power available to the RHR pump. If secondary side water
level is 219% W4 in at least two SGs, this Surveillance is not
needed. The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view
of other administrative controls available and has been shown to
be acceptable by operating experience."

REFERENCES Nene-M RClInformation; Notice 195957dDegradedJbilityLol
SteamlGeneratofgtoIBemoje;DecafiHeatibyiNatural
Eigulatiotra

-

.

I
V
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RCS Loops-HODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

_

Iv) B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.8 RCS Loops-H0DE 5, Loops Not Filled

BASES

BACKGROUND In H0DE 5 with the RCS loops not filled, the primary function of
the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat generated in the
fuel, and the transfer of this heat to the component cooling
water via the residual heat removal (RHR) heat exchangers. The
steam generators (SGs) are not available as a heat sink when the
loops are not filled. The secondary function of the reactor
coolant is to act as a carrier for the soluble neutron poison,
boric acid.

In MODE 5 with loops not filled, only RHR pumps can be used for
coolant circulation. The number of pumps in operation can vary
to suit the operational needs. The intent of this LC0 is to
provide forced flow from at least one RHR pump for decay heat
removal and transport and to require that two paths be available
to provide redundancy for heat removal.

p
V APPLICABLE In MODE 5. RCS circulation is considered in the

SAFETY /WALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the
accidental boron dilution event. The RHR loops provide this
circulation. The flow provided by one RHR loop is adequate for
heat removal and for boron mixing.

RCS loops in H0DE 5 (loops not filled) sat:1sfyicrBetioC41ot
10CER50;36(c)J2)J,1j);I havc bcca identified in the NRC I'clicy
Stetement as important-centeirbutors to risk reducticn.

LC0 The purpose of this LC0 is to require that at least two RHR loops
be OPERABLE and one of these loops be in operation. An OPERABLE
loop is one that has the capability of transferring heat from the
reactor coolant at a controlled rate. Heat cannot be removed via
the RHR System unless forced flow is used. A minimum of one
running RHR pump meets the LC0 requirement for one loop in
operation. An additional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE to
meet single failure considerations.

('~3 (continued)
L..I
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8 :

I

L BASES

1

LC0 Note 1 permits all RHR pumps to be de-energized removed from)
(continued) operation for s 11 hour;=15 minutes when switching fica one ieep-te

enether. The circumstances for stopping both RHR pumps are to be
.

limited to situations when the outage time is short and core
outlet; temperature;is maintained at;]eastl10% W4 below
saturation, temperature? The Note prohibits boron dilution or
draining operations when RHR forced flow is stopped.

Note 2 allows one RHR loop to be inoperable for a period of
s 2 hours, provided that the other loop is OPERABLE and in
operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be
performed on the inoperable loop during the only time when these
tests are safe and possible.

An OPERABLE RHR loop is comprised of an OPERABLE RHR pump capable
of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger. RHR
pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and are
able to provide flow if required.

/3 APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LCO requires core heat

V removal and coolant circulation by the RHR System. The
Applicability is: modified'by;~ayote~ stating that: entry into. MODE
5 Loops:Not F111ed from; MODE'5| Loops Filled,.isinot, permitted
while;LC0 3.,4.811s: pot 1 met.i:This~Noteispecifieslan exception;to

!LC023;0.4;and|.would prevent draining;the;RCS,1which would
!

eliminate;thelpossibility of SG.heatiremovalf while;the;RHil
function 1was; degraded.

Operation in other H0 DES is covered by:

LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops-H0 DES 1 and 2":
LC0 3.4.5, "RCS Loops-MODE 3":
LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops -HODE 4":
LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-H00E 5. Loops Filled";
LC0 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LC0 3.9.6, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).
.

6

(continued)
l

i
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RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

(D() BASES

ACTIONS /L1

If only one RHR loop is OPEPABLE and in operation, redundancy for
RHR is lost. Action must be initiated to restore a second loop
to OPERABLE status. The immediate Completion Time reflects the
importance of maintaining the availability of two paths for heat
removal.

&

B.1 and B.2

If no required RHR loops are OPERABLE or in operation, except
during conditions permitted by Note 1. all operations involving a
reduction of RCS boron concentration must be suspended and action
must be initiated immediately to restore an RHR loop to OPERABLE
status and operation. Boron dilution requires forced circulation
for uniform dilution, and the margin to criticality must not be
reduced in this type of operation. The immediate Completion Time
reflects the importance of maintaining operation for heat
removal. The action to restore must continue until one loop is
restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8J
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one loop is in
operation. Verification may] includes flow rate, temperature, or
pump status monitoring, which help ensure that forced flow is
providing heat removal. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient
considering other indications and alarms available to the
operator in the control room to monitor RHR loop performance.

SR 3.4.8.2

Verification that the required number of pumps are OPERABLE
ensures that additional pumps can be placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power available to the required pumps. The
Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of other
administrative controls available and has been shown to be

'

acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES None.
.

V
,
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

1

,

) B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
,

B 3.4.9 Pressurizer

BASES

BACKGROUND The pressurizer provides a point in the RCS where liquid and
vapor are maintained in equilibrium under saturated conditions
for pressure control purposes to prevent bulk boiling in the
remainder of the RCS. Key functions include maintaining required
primary system pressure during steady state operation, and
limiting the pressure changes caused by reactor coolant thermal
expansion and contraction during normal load transients.

The pressure control components addressed by this LCO include the
pressurizer water level, the required heaters, and their controls
and emergency power supplies. Pressurizer safety valves and
pressurizer power operated relief valves are addressed by
LC0 3.4.10. ' Pressurizer Safety Valves." and LCO 3.4.11.
" Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)." respectively.

The intent of the LC0 is to ensure that a steam bubble exists in
the pressurizer prior to power operation to minimize the

,,

; consequences of potential overpressure transients. The presence
V of a steam bubble is consistent with analytical assumptions.

Relatively small amounts of noncondensible gases can inhibit the
condensation heat transfer between the pressurizer spray and the
steam, and diminish the spray effectiveness for pressure control.

Electrical immersion heaters, located in the lower section of the
pressurizer vessel, keep the water in the pressurizer at
saturation temperature and maintain a constant operating
pressure. A minimum required available capacity of pressurizer
heaters ensures that the RCS pressure can be maintained. The
capability to maintain and control system pressure is important
for maintaining subcooled conditions in the RCS and ensuring the
capability to remove core decay heat by either forced or natural
circulation of reactor coolant. Unless adequate heater capacity
is available, the hot, high pressure condition cannot be
maintained indefinitely and still provide the required subcooling
margin in the primary system. Inability to control the system
pressure and maintain subcooling under conditions of natural
circulation flow in the primary system could lead to a loss of
single phase natural circulation and decreased
capability to remove core decay heat.

( :
,/
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Pressurizer
BASES B 3.4.9

O
APPLICABLE In H00ES 1, 2, and 3, the LCO requirement for a steam bubble ,

SAFETY ANALYSES is reflected implicitly in the accident analyses. Safety
analyses performed for lower MODES are not limiting. All
analyses performed from a critical reactor condition assume the
existence of a steam bubble and saturated conditions in the
pressurizer. In making this assumption, the analyses neglect the
small fraction of noncondensible gases normally present,

s

Safety analyses presented in the FSAR (Ref. 1) do not take credit
for pressurizer heater operation: however, an implicit initial
condition assumption of the safety analyses is that the RCS is
operating at normal pressure.'

The maximum pressurizer water level limitEwhich;ensuresithatia
'

steam bubbleleMsts11[the;pressurJzer? satisfies Criterion 2 of
the =C Policy Statement- 10CFR5_0136(c)J2),(ij)] Although the
heaters are not specifically used in accident analysis, the need
to maintain subcooling in the long term during loss of offsite
power, as indicated in NUREG 0737 (Ref. 2), is the reason for
providing an LCO.

.

LC0 The LC0 requirement for the pressurizer to be OPERABLE with a

O water volume s: H40 1_662 cubic feet, which is equivalent to 92%,
ensures that a steam bubble exists. Limiting the LCO maximum
operating water level preserves the steam space for pressure
control. The LC0 has been established to ensure the capability ;

"

to establish and maintain pressure control for steady state |

operation and to minimize the consequences of potential
overpressure transients. Requiring the presence of a steam

; bubble is also consistent with analytical assumptions. ;

The LC0 requires two groups of OPERABLE pressurizer heaters, each
with a capacity >-H5-150 kW, capable of being powered from
either the offsite power source or the emergency power supply..

The minimum heater capacity required is sufficient to maintain
the RCS near normal operating pressure when accounting for heat
losses through the pressurizer insulation. By maintaining the
pressure near the operating conditions, a wide margin to
subcooling can be obtained in the loops. The exact design value
of-[4254W is derived from the us; of scven heaters rated et
17.0 kW cach]. The ;;sunt accded to maintain pressure is-

dependent on the heat lesses-

APPLICABILITY The need for pressure control is most pertinent when core heat
can cause the greatest effect on RCS temperature, resulting in
the greatest effect on pressurizer level and RCS pressure
control. Thus, applicability has been designated for MODES 1 ,

O and 2. The applicability is also provided for MODE 3. The
d purpose is to prevent solid water RCS operation during heatup and

.
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

BASES

:

cooldown to avoid rapid pressure rises caused by normal
operational perturbation, such as reactor coolant pump startup. !

'
.

In H0 DES 1, 2 and 3. there is need to maintain the availability |
of pressurizer heaters, capable of being powered from an ,

emergency power supply. In the event of a loss of offsite power, i

the initial conditions of these MODES give the greatest demand
for maintaining the RCS in a hot pressurized condition with loop |
subcooling for an extended period. For H0DE 4, 5 or 6, it is i

inot necessary to control pressure (by heaters) to ensure loop
subcooling for heat transfer when the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) !

System is in service, and therefore, the LCO is not applicable.

f

ACTIONS A.1 end A.2FM34nd'AT4 ,

|

Pressurizer water level control malfunctions or other plant ;

evolutions may result in a pressurizer water level above the i
I

nominal upper limit, even with the plant at steady state
conditions. Normally the plant will trip in this event since the ,

upper limit of this LC0 is the same as the Pressurizer Water i

Level-High Trip. |

If the pressurizer water level is not within the limit, action
must be taken to restore;,Ujg| the plant to a3100jE iC@hii;)Cth

*
'

LC0ldoes[potlapplyZeper; tion within the bounds of the sofety ,

enclyses. To achieve this status, faithin~6Ihours the unit must !

be brought to H00E 3. WWC411Rodsif,l]y;jpsettedIphdLingp.ahl(u
pfMthdraWalE3dditio_nally2theIW!itimustibEbmught the

!reector trip brc;kers open, within 5 hours end to MODE 4 within,

12 hours. This takes the unit out of the applicable MODES. end !

restores the unit to operation within the bounds of the safety
,

enelyses.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full q

power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging ,

plant systems.

,

|IL1
.

If one required group of pressurizer heaters is inoperable, .
restoration is required within 72 hours. The Completion Time of i

72 hours is reasonable considering the anticipation that a demand !-

19650C6thaConsigrglgCbfdeated cau cd by loss of offsite i
powcr would be unlikely in this period. Pressure ccatrol aey b; )
;;;aintained during this ti;r,e using acreal station powered heaters.
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Pressurizer
BASES B 3.4.9

>

O 1

C.1 and C.2 :
,

,

'

If one teq0Lrgd] group of pressurizer heaters is ere-inoperable'

and cannot be restored in the allowed Completion Time of Required ,

Action B.1, the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the LC0 t
'

does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating i

experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full ,

power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

-

,

1

,

' SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.4.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires that during steady state operation, pressurizer
level is maintained below the nominal upper limit to provide a
minimum space for a steam bubble. The Surveillance is performed
by observing the indicated level. The Frequency of 12 hours
corresponds to verifying the parameter each shift. The 12 hour
interval has been shown by operating practice to be sufficient to

eO
regularly assess level for any deviation and verify that
operation is within consistentinjthithe] safety analyses
assumptions gGeDMC19914batiaQsteam;byhble'3pitsisI;lD'.$hn
pressutiles. Alarms are also available for early detection of
abnormal level indications.

SR 3.4.9.2
;

The SR is satisfied when the power supplies are demonstrated to .

"

be capable of producing the minimum power and the associated
;
' pressurizer heaters are verified to be at their design rating.

This may be done by testing the power supply output and by
performing an electrical check on heater element continuity and i"

:resistance. Ihi simp 31sbibGonOggnpfgitinditbeltnet'gMI@d
!!easQcingicitc41ticurteDti$;The Frequency of 18daqqth( 92 tys is
considered adequate to detect heater degradation and has been |

fshown by operating experience to be acceptable.
.

!
i

O !
!
'
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Pressurizer
BASES

B 3.4,9
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REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Sectional.

2. NUREG 0737s November 1980. i

s

1

t

:

;

.

(
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

o
-Q B 3.4 REACTOR C00L#ff SYSTEN (RCS)

B 3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND The pressurizer safety valves provide, in conjunction with the
Reactor Protection System, overpressure protection for the RCS.
The pressurizer safety valves are totally enclosed pop type,
spring loaded, self actuated valves with backpressure
compensation. The safety valves are designed to prevent the
system pressure from exceeding the system Safety Limit (SL),
U35 psig, which is 110% of the design pressure.

Because the safety valves are totally enclosed and self
actuating, they are considered independent components. The
relief capacity for each valve, 389:0004.2 ,1000 lb/hrat:2485?psig0

plus23*iaccumulatioD, is based on postulated overpressure
transient conditions resulting from a complete loss of steam flow
to the turbine. This event results in the maximum surge rate
into the pressurizer, which specifies the minimum relief capacity
for the safety valves whichlis;diyided:equallyibetweenithelthree
Valves. The discharge flow from the pressurizer safety valves is

/D directed to the pressurizer relief tank. This discharge flow is
V indicated by an increase in temperature downstream of the

pressurizer safety valves or increase in the pressurizer relief
tank temperature or level.

Overpressure protection is required in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5:
however, in HODE 4, with one or more RCS cold leg temperatures
s 275 320*F, and H00E 5 and H00E 6 with the reactor vessel head
on, overpressure protection is provided by operating procedures
and by meeting the requirements of LC0 3.4.12. " Low Temperature
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System."

The upper and lower pressure limits are based on the i 1%
tolerance requirement (Ref.1) for lifting pressures above
1000 psig. The lift setting is for the ambient conditionsIat2ths
nominaHoperating3emperatute30d'p.tessute associated with
MODES 1, 2, ard 3. This requires either that the valves be set ,

'

hot or that a correlation between hot and cold settings be
established. ],

The pressurizer safety valves are part of the primary success |

path and mitigate the effects of postulated accidents.
'

OPERABILITY of the safety valves ensures that the RCS pressure ;

will be limited to 110% of design pressure.

,

6 )
%)

|
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Pressurizer Safety Valves :

B 3.4.10 |

BACKGROUND The consequences of exceeding the American Society of
(continued) Mechanical Engineers (ASME) pressure limit (Ref.1) could include

damage to RCS components increased leakage, or a requirement to
perform additional stress analyses prior to resumption of reactor
operation.

!,

1

APPLICABLE All accident and safety analyses in the FSAR (Ref. 2) that
SAFETY ANALYSES require safety valve actuation assume operation of three

pressurizer safety valves to limit increases in RCS pressure. ;

The overpressure protection analysis (Ref. 3) is also based on ;
.

operation of three safety valves. Accidents that could result in ;

overpressurization if not properly terminated include: ;

a. Uncontrolled rod withdrawal from full power:
,

b. Loss of reactor cecient flow feed 1Jne;bteak:
,.

ic. Loss of external electrical load;

d. Loss of normal feedwater:

e. Loss of all AC power to station auxiliaries: and

O '

f. Locked rotor.

Detailed analyses of the above transients are contained in
Reference 2. Safety valve actuation is required in events b, c,
d. c and f (above) to limit the pressure increase. Compliance
with this LC0 is consistent with the design bases and accident i.

analyses assumptions.

Pressurizer safety valves satisfy Criterion 3 of the 20 |'clicy j
Statexat.1QCB50;36 lcm 2Mjj)] j

.
LC0 The thre( pressurizer safety valves are set to open at the RCS |

| design pressure (CS00 psie 248!i!Psig). and within the ASME i

specified tolerance, to avoid exceeding the maximum design
pressure SL, to maintain accident analyses assumptions, and to-

comply with ASME requirements. The upper and lower pressure-

tolerance limits are based on the i 1% tolerance requirements
(Ref.1) for lifting pressures above 1000 psig.

. O
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Pressurizer Safety Valv s |

B 3.4.10 |

,

G
LC0 The limit protected by this Specification is the reactor

(continued) coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) SL of 110% of design pressure.
Inoperability of one or more valves could result in exceeding the
SL if a tn.nsient were to occur. The consequences of exceeding
the ASME pressure limit could include damage to one or more RCS

|components, increased leakage, or additional stress analysis
being required prior to resumption of reactor operation.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and portions of MODE 4 above the LTOP
arming temperature, OPERABILITY of three valves is required
because the combined capacity is required to keep reactor coolant
pressure below 110% of its design value during certain accidents.
MODE 3. and portions of MODE 4 are conservatively included,
although the listed accidents may not require the safety valves
for protection.

The LC0 is not applicable in H0DE 4 when eH anj RCS cold leg
temperatures are s N5 320*F or in H0DE 5 because LTOP is
provided. Overpressure protection is not required in MODE 6 with
reactor vessel head detensioned.

The Note allows entry into MODES 3 and 4 with the lift settings
n outside the LC0 limits. This permits testing and examination of
(b} the safety valves at high pressure and temperature near their

normal operating range, but only after the valves have had a
preliminary cold setting. The cold setting gives assurance that
the valves are OPERABLE near their design condition. Only one
valve at a time will be removed from service for testing. The
54 hour exception is based on 18 hour outage time for each of the
three valves. The 18 hour period is derived from operating
experience that hot testing can be performed in this time frame.

ACTIONS ful
With one pressurizer safety valve inoperable, restoration must
take place within 15 minutes. The Completion Time of 15 minutes
reflects the importance of maintaining the RCS Overpressure
Protection System. An inoperable safety valve
coincident with an RCS overpressure event could challenge the
integrity of the pressure boundary.

B.1 and B.2

If the Required Action of A.1 cannot be met within the required
Completion Time or if two or more pressurizer safety valves are

Q(3 inoperable, the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the
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Pressurizer Safety Valves i

B 3.4.10 j

O
requirement does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4
with any RCS cold leg cemperatures sE75 320*F within 12 hours.
The allowed Completian Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems. With any RCS cold leg temperatures at or below
E75 EQ'F, overpressure protection is provided by the LTOP ,

'

System. The change from H00E 1, 2, or 3 to MODE 4 reduces the
RCS energy (core power and pressure), lowers the potential for
large pressurizer insurges, and thereby removes the need for
overpressure protection by;three pressurizer safety valves. r

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.10.1
' REQUIREMENTS

SRs are specified in the Inservice Testing Program. Pressurizer
safety valves are to be tested in accordance with the
requirements of Section XI of the ASME Code (Ref. 4), which
provides the activities and Frequencies necessary to satisfy the
SRs. No additional requirements are specified.

.

The pressurizer safety valv; setpcint is 1 [3]t for OPEPJ"!LIU;
.t howcVer, the valves ers reset tc 1 it during the Suricilience to.

y Gilcw for drift.-
.

d

REFERENCES 1. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.
*

3. WCAP 7769 Rev. 1, June 1972.

4. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

-
;

V(O
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Pressuriz:r PORVs
B 3.4.11

g
( ) B 3.4 REACTOR C00L#iT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The pressurizer is equipped with two types of devices for
pressure relief: pressurizer safety valves and PORVs. The PORVs
are e4r nii;rogerj operated valves that are controlled to open at a
specific set pressure when the pressurizer pressure increases and
close when the pressurizer pressure decreases. The PORVs may
also be manually operated from the control room.

Block valves, which are normally open, are located between the
pressurizer and the PORVs. The block valves are used to isolate
the PORVs in case of excessive leakage or a stuck open PORV.
Block valve closure is accomplished manually using controls in
the control room. A stuck open PORV is, in effect, a small break
loss of coolant accident (LOCA). As such, block valve closure
terminates the RCS depressurization and coolant inventory loss.

The PORVs and their associated block valves may be used by plant
operators to depressurize the RCS to recover from certain

() transients if normal pressurizer spray is not available.
-

V Additionally, the series arrangement of the PORVs and their block
valves permit performance of surveillances on the valves during
power operation.

The PORVs may also be used for feed and bleed core cooling in the
case of multiple equipment failure events that are not within the
design basis, such as a total loss of feedwater.

The PORVs, their block valves, and their controls are powered
from the vital buses that normally receive power from offsite
power sources, but are also capable of being powered from
emergency power sources in the event of a loss of offsite power.
Two PORVs and their associated block valves are powered from two
separate safety trains (Ref. 1).

The plant has two PORVs, each having a relief capacity of
210,000 lb/hr at 2335 psig. The functiona*. design of the PORVs
is based on maintaining pressure below the Pressurizer

,

Pressure-High reactor trip setpoint following-e-step reducticr,
ef-504-of-fu , , ..y up;to~a_nd3ncludtng3he.vuu m.. -,

design _ step 3padidecrease. In addition,

L)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

!J BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND the PORVs minimize challenges to the pressurizer safety
-

(continued) valves and also may be used for low temperature overpressure
protection (LTOP). See LCO 3.4.12. " Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection (LTOP) System."

_

APPLICABLE Plant operators employ the PORVs to depressurize the RCS in
SAFETY ANALYSES response to certain plant transients if normal pressurizer spray

is not available. For the Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
event, the safety analysis assumes that manual operator actions
are required to mitigate the event. A loss of offsite power is
assumed to accompany the event, and thus, normal pressurizer
spray is unavailable to reduce RCS pressure. The PORVs are
assumed to be used for RCS depressurization, which is one of the
steps performed to equalize the primary and secondary pressures
in order to terminate the primary to secondary break flow and the
radioactive releases from the affected steam generator.

The PORVs aremed also;modeled;in safety analyses for events
that result in increasing RCS pressure for which departure from

n nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) criteria are critical (ref.52). By
(~) assuming PORV manual actuation, the primary pressure remains

below the high pressurizer pressure trip setpoint: thus, the DNBR
calculation is more conservative. A.s:suchtthis* actuation"isjnot

,

requiredito mitigate ~these: events',iand.the PORViautomatic
actuationjs;therefore_not an Lassumed:safetylfunction.;ef-the
MV3ij374t34 G 4IiE_00LoEtE63cli90M3is~oscjdint. .$MEiO9
tiOOCU,3:crX vents that assume this cordition includc c
tttebinc trip and the loss of normal feedwater (Psef. 2).

Pressurizer PORVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NP,C Islicy
Stetement- 10CFR50;36Jc),(2)(11)]

LC0 The LC0 requires the PORVs and their associated block valves to
be OPERABLE for manual operation to mitigate the effects
associated with an SGTR.

By maintaining two PORVs and their associated block valves
OPERABLE the single failure criterion is satisfied. An;0PERABLE ,

'block; valve may;beleitherjoperCoCelosed a_ d; energized wi_th then
capabi.11tyjto be; opened,;sinceithe! required safety,functioniis
agomplished;by;manualloperationsg Al thoughitypi callyiopenito

n
(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11 )

>

|

'

BASES (continued)

LC0j 61.letPO!ty cperatjonJither.)bl.ock2Valyegay3ieCOPERABLEwil11e
(continued)J c]osed|to;1glatejthelflowjpatLh;cf;ggL1poperable PORYithat jsj

ipapab] plot 3e.ing|gmgilylqgipd;(eW77;M331the:cagI9t
exceisbefg!tyiteattage)IIsjellet)ystspletjertefim3llytABLE
PORyfdoes M regderlthe PoltViggithelblpck3alve3nopetable :

provided;tt!alte. lief;funct_1gln r_enlainsrayallabjptt_hJeanual >

actionj
'

en;0PE!tABtRPOREisiteq1 tired;to be: capable!ofinanually; openinga

and closing. ,andinotlexperjencjngtexcessivelseathleakagea7
Excess 1Re:seetEleakageEnl.thoughinot2 associated;with!a:speciff e
acceptance;critett a ,Texists;when;conditjonsidtetatelc]psure;of ,

,

the; block.;1altelto211mitileakagej

The block v:1;c; era eveilable to isoletc the f1;w p;th through
either : failed spen TV cr e =V with enessive 1 :kagc. ;

Satisfying the LC0 helps minimize challenges to fission product i

barriers. ;

,

i
,

O APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, the PORV and its block valve are required j

U to be OPERABLE to limit the potential for a small break LOCA j
through the flow path. The most likely cause for a PORV small .

break LOCA is a result of a pressure increase. transient that
causes the PORV to open. Imbalances in the energy output of the
core and heat removal by the secondary system can cause the RCS i

pressure to increase to the PORV opening setpoint. The most
rapid increases will occur at the higher operating power and
pressure conditions of MODES I and 2. The PORVs are also
required to be OPERABLE in H00ES 1, 2, and 3 forisa_ngliaht_1og
folmitjgelgttgemIgegetatotStubeltuptur_eZejtegfj te-stnimue
cheller,9cs to the pressurizer safety valves.

Pressure increases are less prominent in H00E 3 because the core
input energy is reduced, but the RCS pressure is high.
Therefore, the LC0 is applicable in H00ES 1, 2, and 3. The LC0
is not applicable in MODES 4Mandi6jpith theiteYct0f'IW55e1
beadMa~pl8M when both pressure and core energy are decreased
and the pressure surges become much less significant. The T V

- setp; int is redwed for LT0" in MS 4. 5. end 0 with the
ree ter vc;sel h;;d in piece. LC0 3.4.12 addresses the PORV
requirements in these MODES.

-
.

(continued),

1
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Pressurizer PORVs |

B 3.4.11 '

J

(~} BASES

v i

ACTIONS Note 1 has been added to clarify that all pressurizer PORVs are
treated as separate entities, each with separate Completion Times
(i.e., the Completion Time is on a component basis). The
exception for LC0 3.0.4, Note 2, permits MODE changes With
inoperable'PORVs or;blockwalves"asione:possibl.eirecourse:to
T.emaining11IEthe;Applicabjlity_of LC0:3L4A2; catry into "00ES 1.2
2, and 3 to perform cycling of tPs POP"3 or bicck valves to
verify their OPEr# LE status. Testing is not perfora dlin icwcr
MODES. i

bl

"ith the PORVs may;..be inoperable and capable of being manually
cycled (e;g;Zexcessive; seat; leakage)'.XIn~this2 condition |either
the PORVs must be restored or the flow path isolated within
1 hour. The associated; block valves should is requtted'to;be
closed, but power must be maintained to the associated block
valves, since removal of power would render the block valve
inoperable. Although a P0r" my bc dcsignated inoperabic, it my
be abic to be manually opered and closed. and thereforc. abic to
perform its furation. P0r" inoperability may bc due to scat
4cakagc, instrua ntaticaproblem . automatic control probica . or i

i ctter causes that do not prcycat unual use and do not create a
pcssibility for a sali break LOCA. Tcr these reescas, the bicck
velve my be closed but tra Action requires powcr bc minteired
to tFa valve. This-GemHtion is only intended to permits
operation of the plant for a limited period of tix not to exceed
00ti];the next refueling outage (MODE 6) so that maintenance can
be performed on the PORVs to eliminate the problem condition.
h acily, the |'OR"3 should be availabic fcr automatic mitigation
of overpressure events and should be returred to OPEr# LE status
prior to catering startup '"00E 2'.

Quick access to the PORV for pressure control can be made when
ipower remains on the closed block valve. The Completion Time of4

1 hour is based on plant operating experience that has shown that
minor problems can be corrected or closure accomplished in this
time period.

'

B.1. B.2. and B.3
-

i
If one ee-two PORVs is inoperable and not capable of being '

manually cycled, it must be either restored, or isolated by |

closing the associated block valve and removing the power to the
associated block valve. The Completion Times of 1 hour are

1

[V]
(continued) |

t
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

|O BASESO ]
|

reasonable, based on challenges to the PORVs during this time
period, and provide the operator adequate time to correct the :

situation. If the inoperable valve cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status, it must be isolated within the specified time.
Because there is at least one PORV that remains OPERABLE. an
additional 72 hours is provided to restore the inoperable PORV to
OPERABLE status. If the PORV cannot be restored within this
additional time, the pldnt must be brought to a ."00E in which the
LC0 dcc3 not apply, at]] east.f0DEBithM1500 Egas required
by Condition D.

C.1 and C.2

If one block valve is inoperable, then it is necessary to either
restore the block valve to OPERABLE status within the Completion
Time of 1 hour or place the associated PORV in manual control.
The prime importance for the capability to close the block valve
is to isolate a stuck open PORV. Therefore. if the block valve
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour, the Required
Action is to place the PORV in manual control to preclude its
automatic opening for an overpressure event and to avoid the
potential for a stuck open PORV at a time that the block valve is

A inoperable. The Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based

V on the small potential for challenges to the system during this
time period, and provides the operator time to correct the
situation. Because at least one PORV remains OPERABLE the
operator is permitted a Completion Time of 72 hours to restore
the inoperable block valve to OPERABLE status. The time allowed
to restore the block valve is based upon the Completion Time for
restoring an inoperable PORV in Condition B. since the PORVs ett
may^not'be capable of mitigating an cycrpressure event Hithe
inoperable: block" valve 3sinotJfullyiop.ennwhen placed in manual
controh If the block valve is restored within the Completion
Time of 72 hours the power will be restored and the PORV
restored to OPERABLE status. If it cannot be restored within
this additional time. the plant must be brought to a "00C in
which the LC0 does not apply.- at;) east; MODE}3Xt!)iTgf500T;
as required by Condition D.

D.1 and D.2

If the Required Action of Condition A. B. or C is not met, then
the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at
least H0DE 3 with1Tg3500% within 6 hours and to "0DE 4 utMn
12 hours. Addi tj orja Ua.ctj on:j s lequ1_ red, toibeliniti ated

/\ (contirvJed)
\j
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Frcssurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES

immediately;to continue _effor.ts to; restore thelinoperable:PORVs
and block:valye'to10PERABLE; status;U This;w111 Ten.s.ure: expedient
measures;are;taken;toirelestablishithe:operabil.jty of;the1PORy(Q
and block valveiwhile' maintaining;plantJconditionslaboyeliODE3
butHessithanJ5.00TQThe allowed Completion Times are

'

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems. In H0 DES 4. end 5 and;6
(with:the re. actor _;yes.sel;headlon), automatic;acintaining PORV
OPERABILITY may be required. See LC0 3.4.12.

E.1. E.2. E.3. and E.4

If more than one PORV is inoperable and not capable of being
manually cycled, it is necessary to either restore at least one ;

valve within the Completion Time of 1 hour or isolate the flow
path by closing and removing the power to the associated block
valves. The Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based on
the small potential for challenges to the system during this time
and provides the operator time to correct the situation. W ene
PORV is restered cad cac PORV rcmains inoperabic, then the plant
will bc in Condition 0 with the ti;r.c clock sterted at the

n erfginal declaration of having two [or threc) PORVs inoperable.

V If no PORVs are restored within the Completion Time, then the
plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the LCO does not apply.
To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
H00E 3 with;Td<500% within 6 hours and to M00 4 within
12-hours. Add 1LtionaHactionHsIrequiredito:be;jnitiated
j umedi atelyitoirestore.;the;1 poperablelPORVito20PERABLEtstatus2
Ihi s iW111 : ensure: expedient; mea sures;are,taken;,toiref establi sh;the
operab111tyTofione'PORV;wht]elmaintaining plant: conditions aboyt
tiODE_.4;but;1ess;thaniS007) The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems. In H00ES 4 end 5 and Q
(with:thereactor;vesse]1headlon). automatic;;;intainingPORV

.

OPERABILITY may be required. See LC0 3.4.12.

F.1. and F.2. and I.3

If more than one block valve is inoperable, it is necessary to
either restore the block valves within the Completion Time of'

1 hour, or place the associated PORVs in manual control and
restore at least one block valve within 2 hours and restore the >

rem;ining bk,ck valve within 72 hours. The Completion Times are
reasonable, based on the small potential for challenges to the

(continued)
V
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Pressurizer PORVs -'

B 3.4.11
s

BASES (continued)

O4

i system during this time and provide the operator time to correct
the situation.

;

G.1 and G.2'

II

If the Required Actions of Condition F are not met, then the !'

] plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply.
~

,

To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
]~ MODE 3 WithjJ 350.0% within 6 hours ed to "00: 4 withir. :

12 EG r3. _ -. . tjpna]Itctjon.IttIIequireditolh6IlsmedjeteJV - ;

jnitiateditoIrestore;thelinoperableivalveis);to10PERABLElstatusU i

Thisw11Esosute: expedient:measuresiareltakenito3rteiestab11sh - !,

!. RER4BLE1PORysland block'ya]ve.sIWh1]e; maintain 1pg' plant !

.

conditippslaboyeiN0DEfEbutil.ess3han'.50015 The allowed- 1

Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience. |d

to reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. In -

;
MODES 4 and 5 and:6"(Withithelteactor.lyep_se]1headlon).. autometje
me M e W eg PORV OPERABILITY may be required. See LCO-3.4.12. :.,

i

#

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.1 |

t /' REQUIREMENTS i
!t Block valve cycling verifies that the valve (s) can be openedlan(

.

closed;r.igxcept:Whenithpib.loct!yalygtsnigIc]pgighAnce
RLthitheJlegtr1redMctjonszofLConditip!LSlorjE! if r.e;ded. The

.

'

;
basis for the Frequency of 92 days is the ASME Code, Section XI ;

(Ref. 3). If the block valve is closed to isolate a PORV that is |
capable of being manually cycled, the OPERABILITY of the block '

,

valve is of importance, because opening the block valve is ,

:
necessary to permit the PORV to be used for manual control of :

: reactor pressure. If the block valve is closed to isolate an !
'

ether.;ise inoperable P0RVithalltClDc#pphlQflhelppaDual.lyi

C31(d.themaximumCompletionTimetorestorethePORVandopen |;

! the block valve is 72 hours, which is well within the allowable :

limits (25%) to extend the block valve Frequency of 92 days.
Furthermore, these test requirements would be completed by the
reopening of a recently closed block valve upon restoration of ,

'the PORV to OPERABLE status. (i.e.. ca+1stier,of the Re wired

.
4

The-Note IImodifies this SR by stating that it is not required to !
*

'be met with the block valve closed, in accordance with the
.

Required Action:of Condition:A;this LCO. [ Note]21 modifies;this1SR |
to:: allow: entry 11nto and;operationlip: NODE %ptioG$o:petforming :

the1SR 2Thi s; allows 1thelsutveR1anceitolbelpetformedlinlagr MODE i

belo G ODE 1 0

-O |
,

e
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s Pressurinr PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES '(continued)g
U-

SR -3.4.11.2
,

SR 3.4.11.2 requires a complete cycle of each PORV. Operating a
PORV through one complete cycle ensures that the PORV can be
manually actuated for mitigation of an SGTR. The Frequency of
18 months is based on a typical refueling cycle and industry

'
accepted practice. TheRte'tedjfjfsitMBISEtq3]]gWIe]r tf71nto
Wid!pperalfe?hDEDEMRf oratoiperforming3ttelSRJBJh1Ca]]oWs
RKsurre111anceltf be')etfotmedjj!Cand!0DElbg]oj0K22 ;

; __

= : . 4. n . : .

Operating the 3Glereid eir ;00tr01 velves end CEick velves On the '

air e;;u;;;uleters er.;ures the "0"3 centrol syster, ectuates ;

preperly when celled spen. Tra Trcquercy of [10] senths is based
cr. e typical refuelirs Cycle end the Trequercy of tra etter
Surveilleries u;ed to d;;enstrete "0"J 0"E"J."ILI",'.

,

en . , , , ,
,

_ - .,.. ., _

This Surveillerce is ret required for plants with persenent IE
p;;;r supplies to tra velves.
The surveiller;e d;;er.stretes thet ;;;rgercy p;;;r een b;
previded end is perfor ed by trensferring poucr fre;. rersel to
;;;rscray supply and cycling the velves. Tra fregarey of [10]''~

senths is based ca e twi;el refueling cycle end industry
e;;epted practica. ,

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977..

2. FSAR, Ghapleg Section 15.

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

32 Genet 1Gettet290iO6;TMesolutfonroLGenericHIssueW9]
LPower20perated RelieflValve?and:B. oclGYalye:Rel,1ab111tydl'

: andigeneticLissueradditlopa]40WITsuperphte
Overpressum?for211ghthWaterJReactotsEqursuaLitito
}0CfR50iS3LfE32nel5LM2

o

.

5

O
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12G

()

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEN (RCS)

B 3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

BASES

BACKGROUND The LTOP System acts'asTa~backupito;the~ reactor; operators to
mitigate.BCS"ptegutizatjion' transients;cor,trols RCS pressure at
low temperatures so the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary (RCPB) is not compromised by violating the pressure and
temperature a/T) limits of 10 CFR 50. Appendix G (Ref.1). The
reactor vessel is the limiting RCPB component for demonstrating
such protection. The FTLR provides the maximum allowable |

1actuation logic setpoints for the power operated relief valves
|(PORVs) and the maximum RCS pressure for the existing RCS rold

leg temperature during cooldown, shutdown, and heatup to meet the i
'

Reference 1 requirements during the LTOP MODES.

The reactor vessel material is less tough at low temperatures
T

[O than at normal operating temperature. As the vessel neutron
exposure accumulates, the material toughness decreases and
becomes less resistant to pressure stress at low temperatures
(Ref. 2). RCS pressure, therefore. is maintained low at low i

temperatures and is increased only as temperature is increased.

The potential for vessel overpressurization is most acute when
the RCS is water solid, occurring only while shutdown; a pressure
fluctuation can occur more quickly than an operator can react to
relieve the condition. Exceeding the RCS P/T limits by a
significant amount could cause brittle cracking of the reactor
vessel. LC0 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits."
requires administrative control of RCS pressure and temperature
during heatup and cooldown to prevent exceeding the PTLR limits.

|

This LC0 provides RCS overpressure protection by having a minimum

|
coolant input capability and having adequate pressure relief

! capacity. Limiting coolant input capability requires all but-one
high pressure p fetyjinjection pumps G M) and;one: charging! pumpI

.

tolb6 incapable of '.dection into the RCS and isolating theI
} accumulators. The pressure relief capacity requires either two

redundant RCS relief valves or a depressurized RCS and an RCS
vent of sufficient size. One RCS relief valve or the open RCS
vent is the overpressure protection device that acts to terminate
an increasing pressure event,

o):
Lj
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12

BACKGROUND With minimum coolant input capability, the ability to
(continued) provide core coolant addition is restricted. The LCO does not

require the makeup control system deactivated or the safety
injection (SI) actuation circuits blocked. Due to the lower

;
pressures in the LTOP MODES and the expected core decay heat
levels, the makeup system can provide adequate flow via the
makeup control valve. If conditions require the use of more than
ene Ot" ) tWo charging pump ( for makeup in the event of loss of
inventory, then pumps can be made available through manual
actions.

The LTOP System for pressure relief consists of two PORVs with I

|reduced lift settings, or two residual heat removal (RHR) suction
relief valves, or one PORV and one RHR suction relief valve, or a
depressurized RCS and an RCS vent of sufficient size. Two RCS
relief valves are required for redundancy. One RCS relief valve
has adequate relieving capability to keep from
overpressuriz1_nget4en the]tCSJfor the required coolant input
capability.

PORY Reauirements

As designed for the LTOP System, each PORV is signaled to open if
the RCS pressure approaches a limit determined by the LTOP ,

actuation logic. The LTOP Systdiplactuation logic monitors both |

RCS temperature and RCS pressure and determines when e corditier, j

! act eccepteble ir, the PTLR limits krj +s-approached. The wide <

range RCS temperature indications are auctioneered to select the
lowest temperature signal. ,

The lowest temperature signal is processed through a function
generator that calculates a pressure limit for that temperature.
The calculated pressure limit is then compared with the indicated
RCS pressure from a wide range pressure channel. If the
indicated pressure meets or exceeds the calculated value, a PORV
is signaled to open.

'
,

The PTLR presents the PORV setpoints for the LTOP Systep). The i

setpoints are normally staggered so only one valve typica]]f
opens during a low temperature overpressure transient. Having>

the setpoints of both valves within the limits in the PTLR
ensures that the Reference 1 limits will not be exceeded in any
analyzed event.
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LTOP System

A B 3.4.12

O BASES

BACKGROUND PORV Reauirements (continued)

When a PORV is opened in an increasing pressure transient, the
release of coolant will cause the pressure increase to slow and
reverse. As the PORV releases coolant, the RCS
pressure decreases until a reset pressure is reached and the
valve is signaled to close. The pressure continues to decrease
below the reset pressure as the valve closes.

RHR Suction Relief Valve Reauirements

Durjng LTOPcH0 DES;Ethe.1RHR System;isloperatediforidecay; heat
remoya1 Land low pressurelletdown;controlCThereforeHthe;RHR

_

suctioniisolation. valves;are open110;thelpipjngifrom3he~R.CSihot
]egs;to.?the; inlets;of_the'RHR pumpsEWhile;theseiyalves"arelopes
and;the RHR_ suction val.ves:areiopen Ethe'R W suctjon' relief
ya]vesLare exposed.to;the RCS and are:able3 o; relieve: pressure .

gransientsiin :the.RCS;

p LheJHRisuctionjsolation; valves and the R:|R suction velves must
beropenitoimak.e:the;RHR: sactionitel j etivalyes:0PERABLE;fotLRCSv kyerpressure_mitigattp0? Auteclosure interlocks are not
permitted to cause the PJ:R suction isoletien velves to close.
TheRHR; suction ;rel ief.! val vesjare;spting 30aded|ibel. lows; type
Watetfelief; val ves :with: pressureitolerances'and lacctmul.atj or)
limits; established by,Section III;of3he:Ametican:Socjetylot
Mechanical: Engineers:(ASME)icodeI(rem 3)iforiClass:2 relief
Valves: These;valvesiare, tested;fn;accordance:with the;Insety,1c4
Iqsting|ProgramJIST);

RCS Vent Reauirements
-

Once the RCS is depressurized, a vent exposed to the containment ,

atmosphere will maintain the RCS at containment ambient pressure
in an RCS overpressure transient, if the relieving requirements ;

of the transient do not exceed the capabilities of the vent.
Thus. the vent path must be capable of relieving the flow
resulting from the limiting LTOP mass or heat input transient,*

and maintaining pressure below the P/T limits. The required vent
capacity may be provided by one or more vent paths.

For en RCS vcat tc nct the flow cepecity requir;xat, it
requires reeving a pressuriccr safety velvc. removing a POR"'s
internels, and disabling its block velvt in the openg

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.4 B 3.4-S9 $/1587
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LTOP System

..O B 3.4.12

V BASES :

,

BACKGROUND RCS Vent Reauirements (continued) j
i

p;sitica. er sia;ilarly establishing a vent by spaning en R:S vcat i

valve. The vent p;th(s) m st be ebev; the icv;l of re cto? ;

ceclent, sc es not to drein the RCS esa og n.

<

4

APPLICABLE Safety analyses (Ref. 4) demonstrate that the reactor vessel
'

SAFETY ANALYSES is adequately protected against exceeding the Refe:ence 1 P/f
limits. In H00ES 1, 2, and 3, and in H0DE 4 with RCS cold ing j

temperature exceeding E75 320*F, the pressvH zer safety valves :

will prevent RCS pressure from exceeding the Reference 1 limits.
At about 275 320*F and below, overpressure prevention falls to i

i
two OPERABLE RCS relief valves or to a depressurized RCS and a ,

sufficient sized RCS vent. Each of these means has a limited ;

overpressure relief capability. |

The actual temperature at which the pressure in the P/T limit !
curve falls below the pressurizer safety valve setpoint increases ;

as the reactor vessel material toughness decreases due to neutronp embrittlement. Each time the PTLR curves are revised, the LTOP !g,

System must be re evaluated to ensure its functional requirements :

can still be met using the RCS relief valve method or the i
,

"

depressurized and vented RCS condition. ;

The PTLR contains the acceptance limits that define the LTOP ;

requirements. Any change to the RCS must be evaluated against |
!the Refereacc 4 eaalyses to determine the impact of the change on

the LTOP acceptance limits.
i

Transients that are capable of overpressurizing the RCS are ;

categorized as either mass or heat input transients, example:, of
which follow: ;

;,

Mass Inout Tvoe Transients

a. Inadvertent safety injection; or |
'

.

b. Charging / letdown flow mismatch
:

!
;

!p. (continued) ;

LJ i

!
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BASES

APPLICABLE Heat Inout Tvoe Transients
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) a. Inadvertent actuation of pressurizer heaters:

b. Loss of RHR cooling; or

c. Reactor coolant pump (RCP) startup with temperature
asymmetry within the RCS or between the RCS and steam
generators.

The following are required during the LTOP MODES to ensure that
mass and heat input transients do not occur, which either of the
LTOP overpressure protection means cannot handle:

a. Rendering all but cac ||PI safe _tylinjectjog pumps andloqe
charging: pump incapable of injection

b. Deactivating the accumulator discharge isolation valves in
their closed positions; and

a
l i
V c. Disallowing Piecludipg start of an RCP if secondary

temperatureismorethanQQ*Faboveprimarytemperaturein
any one loop. LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-H0DE 4." and

LCO 3.4.7. "RCS Loops-H00E 5. Loops Filled," provide this
protection.

The Refercacc 4 analyses demonstrate that either one RCS relief
valve or the depressurized RCS and RCS vent can maintain RCS
pressure below limits when only cnc [||PI] pump [ cad two charging
pump $ crc] is [are actuated. Thus, the LCO allows only fone}
{||PI] pump [and one tg) charging pumpe OPERABLE during the LTOP
MODES. Since neither one RCS relief valve nor the RCS vent can
handle the pressure transient need-from accumulator injection,
when RCS temperature is low, the LCO also requires the
accumulators isolation when accumulator pressure is greater than
or equal to the maximum RCS pressure for the existing RCS cold
leg temperature allowed in the PTLR.-

The isolated accumulators must have their discharge valves closed
and the valve power supply breakers fixed in their open
positions. Thc cnclyscs 3Fs the effcct of accumulator discharge

g
() (continued)
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'

APPLICABLE Heat Inout Tvoe Transients (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

-43 cvcr a aerrewcr "CS ta ereture range ([175]*r er.d below)v
ther,that of the LCO ([275]*F end below).

>,

Fracture mechanics analyses established the temperature of LTOP
System Applicability at 275 350*F.

t

The consequences of a small break loss of coolant accident COCA)
in LTOP MODE 4 conform to 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix K
(Refs. 5 and 6). requirements by having a maximum of [cae ||."I]

twolchar91DgiptmpsOPERABLEandSIactuation ,e v -,~ v,~

enabled.

PORV Performance
i

The fracture mechanics analyses show that the vessel is protected
when the PORVs are set to open at or below the limit shown in the ,

PTLR. The setpoints are derived by analyses that model the !

. b) performance of the LTOP System, assuming the limiting LTOP
'V transient. v. g.y...~.....,,m.v.......,....v. m . . .

the "CS. These analyses consider pressure overshoot and
undershoot beyond the PORV opening and closing, resulting from
signal processing and valve stroke times. The PORV setpoints at
or below the derived limit ensures the Reference 1 P/T limits
will be met.

The PORV setpoints in the PTLR will be updated when the revised
P/T limits conflict with the LTOP analysis limits. The P/T
limits are periodically modified as the reactor vessel material
toughness decreases due to neutron embrittlement caused by
neutron irradiation. Revised limits are deteinined using neutron
fluence projections and the results of examinations of the
reactor vessel material irradiation surveillance specimens. The

,

Bases for LC0 3.4.3, *RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits."
discuss these examinations.

.

'

The "0RVs are censidcred active cw oncats. Thus. The failure ofv
one PORV is assumed to represent the worst case, single active
failure.

1

A
k_) (continued)

,,

,
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BASES

APPLICABLE RE Sueti on ' Rel ief" Val ve" Performance
SAFETY ANALYSES

(' " I""*d) Ihe3HRis0?_tionleiteEyaljesIdoInot~ havCVatiabl e.;ptes sQne3nc!
~

teng raturf lifEsetpoints3 1kelthe:PORysi Ana]ysesimustis_hoW
thatope g40ction;teliefivalveyithlaIsetpotntiatEEE]
d59J 1105:psigN11 Epa ~sEf]owIgteater3han'that'requiredifonthe
11miti ng1TOPitranstentlkhilelmaintainj ng1CS:pressurellesEthaD
the2/111mit;Qurye;2Assumingial1Zre]1efif]oKrequitements
during;the111mitingnIce;eiegt,7anRsuctiorrelieriya13:e3tll
InalntaifRCSJ pressureito1Wj thi n;the: val ve latedilif tisetpoint] :

plus .aoccumulatio0XI0Eofithelratediliftisetpoi nt;

Although each R:!R-suction relief valve mey itscif acct single
failure criteria, its inclusion and locetica within the %:R
Syster,does not ellow it to ac;t single failure criterie when ;

i spurious R |R suction isolation valve closure is postuisted-
Also, as ThelRCSLP/TilinjtsIareldecr_e.asedito:reflegt3hellossiot'

toughness 11 nithelreactorive.sse];ma.terj als!dueltoIneutroD

p embrj ttl ementZthe;RHR2 suction 2eliefival vesimust;be3nalyzedito

V still;accomodate;the; design: basts;trans.ientofor;LIpB2

The!Ks.uctionEtelleCyaliesZateIccasidered active cos,ponents.
Thus, the failure cf onc valvc is assured to represcat the worst,

ease assumed 1to:: fung.tiogasIsinglelagtive; failure gti.tetta dog
botlapp]ylt[CESESiforTsafetyZandleljeE ya] ves .

,

RCS Vent Performance

i With the RCS depressurized, analyses show a vent size of 2-07
QQ square inches is capable of mitigating the allowed LTOP
cverpress ee transient. The capacity of a vent this size is
greater than the flow of the limiting transient for the LTOP
configuration, two charging pumps OPERABLE, maintaining RCS
pressure less than the maximum pressure on the P/T limit curve.

The RCS vent size will be re evaluated for compliance each time
'

the P/T limit curves are revised based on the results of the
vessel material surveillance, !

|

The RCS vent is passive and is not subject to active failure.
|

[
V (continued) i

.1
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.

APPLICABLE RCS Vent Performance (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

The LTOP System satisfies Criterion 2 of tra ZC Policy
Stet;.. ant. }]CS$0J_6JR(2)lij)]

,

| LCO This LC0 requires that the LTOP System is OPERABLE. Tra LTOP
Syste;;; is 0"E"XLE wtan tra ;;;ini;;;u;;; c;clent input and pic:;sure |
relief ;;pebilities ;re OPEPX LE. Violation of this LC0 could
lead to the loss of low temperature overpressure mitigation and .

violation of the Reference 1 limits as a result of an operational
transient.

To limit the coolant input capability, the LCO requires zero
safety injection pumps and ain!agjaumEcEtwo charging pumps
capable of injecting into the RCS and all accumulator discharge ,

isolation valves closed and iinnobilized. '; tan 19shejaccumulator
,

i
.

pressure is greater than or equal to the maximum RCS pressure for i

the existing RCS cold leg temperature allowed in the PTLR.

The elements of the LC0 that provide low temperature overpressure i

mitigation through pressure relief are: ,

; a. Two RCS relief valves, as follows: [

1. Two OPERABLE PORVs: or

A PORV is OPERABLE for LTOP when its block valve is
open, its lift setpoint is set to the limit required
by the PTLR and testing proves its ability to open at
this setpoint, and motive power is available to the
two valves and their control circuits.

?J IREMBIERHAigMtioKrglitOj1Vesfiou ,

.

'

EmBIagt.16nw11entalve11sIOPESBl.EH9f1]DEddeD-

tts;gsmettonmolatio;n_vAltg and its = suction
W NK#ehEtts3etpoinEjsIntloflbet@ed
DNA51Godl#9;Dstra. nctent1DayslpCof_ercit;g
Abfl101tozopercatitbhisIsetppfat] ,

:

Yl (continued) :'V
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BASES

LC0 31 One;0PERABLELPORViand;one;0P.ERABLE' RHBIstictior)

(continued) teljefiValveCoE

b. A depressurized RCS and an RCS vent.

An RCS vent is OPERABLE when open with an area of 2 2-W
2 98 square inches.1

Each of these methods of overpressure prevention is capable of
mitigating the limiting LTOP transient.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in H0DE 4 when any RCS cold leg
t speraturc is a [275]T. in MODE 5 and in H0DE 6 when the
reactor vessel head is on. The pressurizer safety valves provide
overpressure protection that meets the Reference 1
P/T limits above N5 320*F. When the reactor vessel head is
off, overpressurization cannot occur.

(~T LCO 3.4.3 provides the operational P/T limits for all N0 DES.
() LCO 3.4.10. " Pressurizer Safety Valves," requires the OPERABILITY

of the pressurizer safety valves that provide overpressure
protection during H00ES 1, 2, and 3, and H0DE 4 above N5 320*F.

Low temperature overpressure prevention is most critical during
shutdown when the RCS is water solid, and a mass or heat input
transient can cause a very rapid increase in RCS pressure when
little or no time allows operator action to mitigate the event.

The Applicability is modified by a Note stating that accumulator
isolation is only required when the accumulator pressure is more
than or at the maximum RCS pressure for the existing temperature,
as allowed by the P/T limit curves. This Note permits the
accumulator discharge isolation valve Surveillance to be
performed only under these pressure and temperature conditions.

The|Appli cabili ty;1 s Tmodi fied : byTa;Noteistatj ngithatithe: LC0li s
not: applicable:abovei320*Fswhen ;at il eastrone:reactorfcool ant; ptmp
.1 slii n; operation Tl pressurizer.El evelsj sis 92t5;"andith0 pl anti heatup
ratetj s111mited ato;60 * E;j n :anylone:houriperj od 2;These :condi tions
are:. included;jn the.LTDPlanalysis; allowing 1LTOP:to;belinoperabl.e
aboyeJ20ffj

G -

(continued)
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LTOP System
;

B 3.4.12 {

BASES (continued)
,

|

ACTIONS The'K[I0llDreinodifjMibyzarmote3ccs],)]pKasceptipKtgLCC :*

3IQEt100E3hangesNh11COaticosiConditjensiotthis?IDEarJ - !'

peceptableIqD(sensveluroverap3afety;tenefittes% Tot :

analystets porelstrjngent11n21owen; plant 3 ODES] based 3!q
.

temperatureIconsiderations] |
i

A.1 and Br1 '

;

With two One or more HP1 safety 2 injection pumps crithtee3harging |

i pumps capable of injecting into the RCS, RCS overpressurization 1

; is possible.

To immediately initiate action to restore restricted coolant ;

i input capability to the RCS reflects the urgency of removing the i

RCS from this condition. ]
Required Action 0.1 is ;;;;dified by ; Note that per;;;its tw
cherging pu;;;ps cap;ble of RCS injection for 2 15 ;;;inutes to-eHow |
for pu;;;p ;;;ps.

| C.1. D.I. D.2. and D.3 {
:

j An unisolated accumulator requires isolation within I hour. This !
- is only required when the accumulator pressure is at or more than |

the maximum RCS pressure for the existing temperature allowed by
tt P/T limit curves. !'

:<

If isolation is needed and cannot be accomplished in 1 hour, |
,

| Required Action D.1',1RequitedMienlU and Required Action D 21 ;

provide two three options, either gi)g of which must be performed ;

in the next 12 hours. By increasing the RCS temperature to >275 !
,

$20'F, an accumulator pressure of 600 69] psig cannot exceed the i

LTOP limits if the accumulators are fully injected. j

Depressurizing the accumulators below the !y>P 11Mt from the j
j

PTLR also gives this protection. t
4

t

The Completion Times are based on operating experience that these
,

activities can be accomplished in these time periods and on |'

engineering ev61uations indicating that an event requiring LTOP |
: is not likely in' the allowed times.

.

J

ACTIONS L1 |
t

In HDDE 4 when eny RCS cold leg ta ersture is s [2752*T, with |
'

v
one required RCS relief valve inoperable, the RCS relief valve

'
'

'
t

(continued)
-

;.

,
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:
BASES (continued)

>-

must be restored to OPERABLE status within a Completion Tine of ;

7 days. Two RCS relief valves inlany39sb1RtiorgpEtM20Rj@
R[g|319fAttBfgul$100'D119flX811pg are required to provide low>

temperature overpressure mitigation while withstanding a single
'

failure of an active component.

The Completion Time considers the facts that only one of the RCS
rrelief valves is required to mitigate an overpressure

transient and that the likelihood of an active failure of the ;

remaining valve path during this time period is very low.

U .

;

The consequences of operational events that will overpressurize
the RCS are more severe at lower temperature (Ref. 7). Thus, s

with one of the two RCS relief valves inoperable in MODE 5 or in |
H0DE 6 with the head on, the Completion Time to restore two ,'

'

valves to OPERABLE status is 24 hours.

The Completion Time represents a reasonable time to investigate |
and repair several types of relief valve r

failures without exposure to a lengthy period with only one
OPERABLE RCS relief valve to protect against overpressure events.

)

r

Ihl I
.

The RCS must be depressurized and a vent must be established
within 8 hours when

L

I
a. Both required RCS relief valves are inoperable; or

!b. A Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A 87 D E, or F is not met; or

c. The LTOP System is inoperable for any reason other than
ConditionA.52C,D,E,orF.

The vent must be sized 2 E47 319Q square inches to ensure that
the flow capacity is greater than that required for the worst

.

case

'

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

l
'

ACTIONS (L1 (continued)

mass input transient reasonable during the applicable MODES.
This action is needed to protect the RCPB from a low temperature

overpressure event and a possible brittle failure of the reactor
vessel.

The Completion Time considers the time required tc see the
plant in this Condition and the relatively low proDability of an
overpressure event during this time period due to increased
operator awareness of administrative control requirements.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1 SR 3.4.12.2. and SR 3.4.12.3
REQUIREMENTS

To minimize the potential for a low temperature overpressure
event by limiting the mass input capability, a maximum of one
zero HH safety 2 injection pumps and aLmaximum;of.ene-two' charging
pumps are verified +ncapable of injecting into the RCS and the
accumulator discharge isolation valves are verified closed and-m
locked out. Verification thatLeach:accumulatorlisiisolatedlis(v) only; required whenlaccumulatotiisolation_is_requirediasistated_ in
NoteltoltheJpplicab1]ity.'

The-HN safety ~ injection pumps and charging pump are rendered
incapable of injecting into the RCS, for; example? through
removing the power from the pumps by racking the breakers out
under administrative control oEby 1solatingithejdischargelotthe
pump by_clo_ sed;1solationLyalves?with'powerJremoved;fromEthe
operators!.or:by~;aimanuallisolation: valve secured inithe: closed
position; An-eAlternate methods of LTOP control prevention may
be employed ttsing at leest-two independent mcens to prevent a
pump start such that a single failure cr single actica will not
result in an injection into the RCS. This nay-be accomplished
thicugh the-pump control Mtch being placcd in pull to lock and
et4 east-onc valvc in the discharge flow path bcing closed.]
Eroviding' pumps,are.renderediincapab]elof injecting.intolthe"RCS7
they may be energized for purposes;such'asltestingior;forifilling
gccumplatorsf

The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient, considering other
indications and alarms available to the operator in the control
room. to verify the required status of the equipment.

,,

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE i

REQUIREMENTS. EU'T4!1294 : !
,

) -(Continued) .

-

F.aCh~r#quiteDHRIsuctioEteditEt41M3 hall 3herden@stn%ed
OPRABLEby;ver#yingats; r, satica velvs .-43811sucting .

:

1aldattEVAlW 8tGMm0M13Y348$1MellWOfMDdancMth-

myyrgery1cagnatjpgyopstas;;;;;;;cier :: = 0.4.r.7 for tt.e r,
;atica iscletica valve % rveillence.) Thig1Sur#11]aricpKon11 ,

tWINif9dl%93ttfMEforsejl21fEthe3334ctig(OrelleEyalfR31381D9
.

Meditolasetithisitcoj i4

Dy0RRJsuctioDIisolation:valyes +s;ayJetitjedito:belopened i
gety.'4e92JiootsETKftequencElsensidstad adequatelin1 View

'

m

id3tthtf45$1914% Cit 1EQQf40$f3GKS81B1gstat44sI.1Nl1ERfd905 ,

Ratlable]tCthe!cpetatorgj n;thelcogtohoon3haDerJfyithejtB .

59!31oGA13;tegains]) peg 2
._

The ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 8), test per Inservice Testing -
,

Program verifies OPERABILITY by proving proper relief valve
mechanical motion and by measuring and, if required, adjusting :

the lift setpoint. I
c

'

SR 3.4.12.5
,

.
4

The RCS vent of 2-ih47-g'J!g square inches is proven OPERABLE by .

verifying its open condition either: !
;

i

; a. Once every 12 hours for a valve that cen.~t k 1531g% !
lockedEscalagtI, ofiktbeDd6Q994mgf;jn3he:gpeD'P_051$1QD. I

|
b. Once every 31 days for atherl.JNffEMlbsgg7Ea valve that

1s locked, sealed, or othppgjg] secured in position). A
removed pressurizer safety valve ggggaarnigylalgg] fits |'

this category.

TM G.WIpassive vent patjh arrangement must only be open to be ,

OPERABLE. This Surveillance is required to be performed if the j
eent is being used to satisfy the pressure relief requirements of
sne LC0 3.4.12db. |

.

SR 3.4.12.6 ;

i

The PORV block valve must be verified open every 72 hours to
provide the flow path for each required PORV to perform its
function when actuated. The valve must be remotely verified open i

.

i (continued)
|

|
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BASES (continued) ;

..i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.6 (continued) i

REQUIREMENTS
in the main control room. Ihis1Suttejllancelsiperformed3 fit. he ;

'

l!0REsatisheslthe11.C01

The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor operated valve.
The power to the valve operator is not required removed .and the ,

manual operator is not required locked in the inactive position.
Thus, the block valve can be closed in the event the PORV
develops excessive leakage or does not close (sticks open) after
relieving an overpressure situation.

The 72 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of other
administrative controls available to the operator in the control ;

room, such as valve position indication, that verify that the ,

PORV block valve remains open. i
-

SR ?3:4!1277
.

tiot:Used

Each required "JC suction relief valve she%1 be dc.;enstrated .

0"E"J."LE by verifying its "JC suction velv; d "J suction I

isolation velve are egn end by testing it in eccerire; with the ,

Inservice Testing "regre;;;. Gefer to 5" 3.4.12.4 for the "JO |
'suction velve Surveilleree end for e iscription ;f the'

reyuir;;;nts of the Inservice Testing ."regre;;;.) This ;

Surveillerce is ;nly perfers,ed if tra "J suction relief velv; is !=

being used t; satisfy this LCO.'

,

Every 31 tys the "JO suction isolation velve is verified 1;cked ;

epca, with p;wcr to the velve e greter iceeved, te en;ure thet ;

ecci e ntal cissure will not occur. The " locked epen" velse ;;;ust >

be 1;cally verified in its open p;sitica with the ;;;enuel actuater
locked in its inactive p;sition. The 31 i y Ireg.ercy is based
en engiracring juds ent, is censistent with the preceirel '

;

centrols geverning velve speration, and ensures correct valve
posit 4 err.c

'
,

SR 3.4.12.8
. ;

'

Performance of a COT is required within 12 hours after decreasing
'

RCS temperature to s 275 350*F and every 31 days on each
required PORV to verify and, as necessary, adjust its lift
setpoint. The COT will verify the setpoint is within the PTLR

,
t

:

!

[ (continued)y,
,

*% ^

-
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'

B 3.4.12

O BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.8 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

allowed maximum limits in the PTLR. PORV actuation could
depressurize the RCS and is not required.

The 12 hour 311oWaticig Frequency considers the unlike11 hood of a
low temperature overpressure event during this time.

A Note has been added indicating that this SR is required to be
perforged set 12 hours after decreasing RCS cold leg temperature
to sN5 359'F. The-GOT cannet be perforrad until in tra LT0" ;

r"v''0CF, Jan tra ."0PJ lift setpoint can be reduced to the LTOP
setting. The test must be performed within 12 hours after- ,

entering the LTOP H0 DES.

SR 3.4.12.9

Performance of a CHANMEL CALIBRATION on each required PORV
actuation channel % required every 16 months to adjust the whole
channel so that it responds and the valve opens within the
required range and accuracy to known input.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G.

2. Generic Letter 88 11.

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

4. FSAR, Chapter 15

5. 10 CFR 50, Section 50.46.

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.

'/ . Generic Letter 90 06.
|

8. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI. j
.

9. FSAR, Chapter 5 ]

b) (continued) |i
1

|
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B 3.4.13

>

D B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) |

8 3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

,

'

BASES |

BACKGROUND Components that contain or transport the coolant to or from the
reactor core make up the RCS, Component joints are made by >

welding, bolting, rolling, or pressure loading, and valves
isolate connecting systems from the RCS.

!

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can produce
varying amounts of reactor coolant LEAKAGE, through either normal
operational wear or mechanical deterioration. The purpose of the
RCS Operational LEAKAGE LCO is to limit system operation in the
presence of LEAKAGE from these sources to amounts that do not
compromise safety. This LC0 specifies the types and amounts of '
LEAKAGE,

10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 30 (Ref. 1), requires means for t

detecting and, to the extent practTcal, identifying the source of :

reactor coolant LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45 (Ref. 2) .

A describes acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection

(/ systems.

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely depending on'

its source, rate, and duration. Therefore, detecting and i

_

monitoring reactor coolant LEAKAGE into the containment area is
necessary. Quickly separating the identified LEAKAGE from the'

unidentified LEAKAGE is necessary to provide quantitative
information to the operators, allowing them to take corrective j

action should a leak occur that is detrimental to the safety of |
the facility and the public.

A limited amount of leakage inside containment is expected from ,

'

auxiliary systems that cannot be made 100% leaktight. Leakage
from these systems should be detected, located, and isolated from

'the containment atmosphere, if possible, to not interfere with
RCS leakage detection.

b

This LC0 deals with protection of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary (RCPB) from degradation and the core from inadequate ;

*

cooling, in addition to preventing the accident analyses
radiation release assumptions from being exceeded. The
consequences of violating this LC0 include the possibility of a
loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

,

b, (continued)
.
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3.4.13

n
? h

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Except for primary to secondary LEAKAGE, the safety analyses
SAFETY ANALYSES do not address operational LEAKAGE. However, other operational

LEAKAGE is related to the safety analyses for LOCA: the amount of
leakage can affect the probability of such an event. The safety
analysis for an eiont resulting in steam discharge to the
atmosphere assumes a 1 gpm primary to secondary LEAKAGE as the
initial condition.

Primary to secondary LEAXAGE is a factor in the dose releases
outside containment resulting from a steam line break (SLB)
accident. To a lesser extent, other accidents or transients
involve secondary steam release to the atmosphere, such as a
steam generator tube rupture (SGTR). The leakage contaminates
the secondary fluid.

The FSAR (Ref. 3) analysis for SGTR assumes the thelsecondary
fluid |1s~ released to~theTatmospherelvia:theTatmosphericfelie_f
valves on .the: affected; steam generatot.|1Thi s Lyalve li s assumed :,to
fail;to close Q he| release 1 continues _untilithe.reagto toperators
close.the:assogiated:: block valveLeonteeinsted scccadary fluid is
enly-briefly released vic safety valves and thc majority is~3

(J) stccmcd to the condenscr. The 1 gpm primary to secondary LEAKAGE
\- is relatively inconsequential.

The SLO is mor; limiting for site rcdiation releases. The safety
analysis for the SLB accident assumes 1 gpm primary to secondary
LEAKAGE in one generator as an initial condition. The dose
consequences resulting from the SLB accident are well within the
limits defined in 10 CFR 100 (RefE6). cr the staff cpprovcd

.

licensing basis (i.c., a small fraction of these limits).

Thelsafety; analysis?for RCS mainiloop~ piping!for"GDC-4 (Ref.71),
assumes;1'gpm unjdentjfied . leakage, and monitoring,per;RGi1MSt
(req'.52); ate;ma10tajned1(Ref;.1and 5)]

The RCS operational LEAXAGE satisfies Criterion 2 of thc NP,C
Pclicy Statement- 10CFR50.35(c)(2)(11);

.

LC0 RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:

d. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

A

(V (continued)
4

,

'
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE -|

B 3.4.13 i

i

BASES ;
4

No pressure boundary LEAKAGE is allowed, being indicative
of material deterioration. LEAKAGE of this type is
unacceptable as the leak itself could cause further
deterioration, resulting in higher LEAKAGE. Violation of
this LCO could result in continued degradation of the RCPB.
LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not pressure boundary

t

uEAKAGE.

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE

One gallon per minute (gpm) of unidentified LEAKAGE is ;

allowed as a reasonable minimum detectable amount that the
containment air monitoring and containment sump level
monitoring equipment can detect within a reasonable time
period. Violation of this LC0 could result in continued
degradation of the RCPB. if the LEAKAGE is from the .

,

pressure boundary.

c. Identified LEAKAGE
'

Up to 10 gpm of identified LEAKAGE is considered allowable
O because LEAKAGE is from known sources that do not interfere j

U with detection of ider,tified;jgtdentif1_edjlEAKAGE and is '

well within the capability of the RCS Makeup System.
Identified LEAKAGE includes LEAKAGE to the containment from
specifically known and located sources, but does not
include pressure boundary LEAKAGE or controlled reactor
coolant pump (RCP) seal leakoff (a normal function not
considered LEAKAGE). I,dentifiedILEMdoeFnoR$nc19M
leakaggfEonIportionslof;the:cheatcallandmlumelconttel
$ystenTootsideTpoficontAinmentejshictCcarlitGsol ategifr_cg

.
,

the3Bcs.Eteakage:onth151riatute;;shouldybe reviewedifo.c j
possiblenspacEcht_heJErfmaryicoolaritgoutces1Msth 1_

f,ogtainaggtittpgtan] Violation of this LC0 could result in
'

continued degradation of a component or system.

d. Primary to Secondary LEAKAGE throuah All Steam Generaton
(SGs)

Total primary to secondary LEAKAGE amounting to 1 gpm.

through all SGs produces acceptable offsite doses in the
SL4-accident analysis. Violation of this LC0 could exceed
the offsite' dose limits for this accident. Pri sry to

secondary LEAKAGE must be included in the total allowable
limit for identified LEAKAGE.

|

(continued) ]
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

0
BASES (continued).

e. Primary to Secondary LEAKAGE throuah Any One SG
'f

The 500 gallons per day limit on one SG is based on the
'

assumption that a single crack leaking this amount would
not propagate to a SGTR under the stress conditions of a
LOCA or a main steam line rupture. If leaked through many ,

cracks, the cracks are very small, and the above assumption |
.

1s conservative.
1

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the potential for RCPB LEAKAGE is
greatest when the RCS is pressurized. |
In H00ES 5 and 6. LEAKAGE limits are not required because the
reactor coolant pressure is far lower, resulting in lower
stresses and reduced potentials for LEAKAGE.

LCO 3.4.14. "RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage." ;

measures leakage through each individual PIV and can impact this
LCO. Of the two PIVs in series in each isolated line, leakage
measured through one PIV does not result in RCS LEAKAGE when the

k other is leak tight. If both valves leak and result in a loss of
mass from the RCS, the loss must be included in the allowable
identified LEMAGE.

,
'

ACTIONS Al

Unidentified LEAKAGE, identified LEAKAGE, or primary to secondary
LEAKAGE in excess of the LC0 limits must be reduced to within
limits within 4 hours. This Completion Time allows time to

7

verify leakage rates and either identify unidentified LEAKAGE or :

reduce LEAKAGE to within limits before the reactor must be shut
'

down. This action is necessary to prevent further deterioration 1
'

of the RCPB.

B.1 and B.2
.

If any pressure boundary LEAKAGE exists, or if unidentifiedc

LEAKAGE, identified LEAKAGE, or primary to secondary LEAKAGE
cannot be reduced to within limits within 4 hours, the reactor i

/7 :

Q (continued) ,

I!
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

(D !
( j' BASES

,

ACTIONS 8.1 and B.2 (continued) ,

must be brought to lower pressure conditions to reduce the
severity of the LEAKAGE and its potential consequences. It
should be noted that LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not
pressure boundary LEAKAGE. The reactor must be brought to MODE 3
within 6 hours and H00E 5 within 36 hours. This action reduces
the LEAKAGE and also reduces the factors that tend to degrade the
pressure boundary.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems. In MODE 5, the pressure stresses
acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration is
much less likely. ;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LC0 limits ensures the

[3G) would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and can only be
integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure boundary LEAKAGE

positively identified by inspection. It should be noted that
LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not pressure boundary LEAKAGE.
Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified LEAKAGE are determined by

'
performance of an RCS water inventory balance. Primary to
secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of an RCS water ;

inventory balance in conjunction with effluent unitoring within
the secondary steam and feedwater systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be met with the reactor at
steady state operating conditions and near operating pressure. '

Therefore Olot_ ens"addedlelloWiMithet this SR is not required
to be performed in "005 2 end 4 until 12 hours of RLteg
establisMogisteady state operation near operating pressure.-heve
bc;n catablished. EIheZ121houcallowancEptoy1 des 30ffjcient ;

'

$1me2toicollect3nd:ptocess3pcessgyMalaIalterislable,ipla_DI
g@djtioD814te3 stab],13hed2 ,

Steady state operation is required to perform a proper inventory !
.

balance since calculations during maneuvering are not useful and ,

e Ste requires the Srvcillerec te be met Jan steady state-+s |

established. For RCS operational LEAKAGE determination by water j

,

?
'

(,/ ' (continued)

!
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- RCS Operational LEAKAGE !'

.

B 3.4.13.
.

!

e BASES.
:I a

:

..
}

. SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1 (continued)
~

{j'
REQUIREMENTS '

inventory balance, steady state is defined as stable RCS.
. .

.t

pressure, temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank !-

levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal injection and return .i
flows. An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or 1j

.

- unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems that !

monitor the containment atmos h re radioactivity and the-
containment sump level. It s1ould be noted that LEAKAGE past j

seals and gaskets is not pressure boundary LEAKAGE. These ;

leakage detection systems are specified in LCO 3.4.15. "RCS I

!Leakage Detect 1on' Instrumentation."
,

The 72 hour Frequency is a reasonable interval to trend LEAKAGEI'
'

.and recognizes the importance of early leakage :

detection in the prevention of accidents. A Ote ur.i r the ;

-, .....~ .. . ..... ,..,,w...- .. be i,ern, d-
. '

,,y...,
i r u; eteady state -i-eret ka. @ertnon3teadyistate: operation
gecludes sorye111ance:performanceshe: surveillance:should be :

performed 11n:alreasonableltimegettW:gommensuute withithe .!
surW111appCperforangellmsticonce steady; state,;operatjon:has !
been achieved;f,proy1ded? greater;than~72: hours;haveTelapsed:since ;

thellastrperformance; Steadylstatelis;defjpediaslT,gchangingiby !

. less"than;5Y/hout;

SR 3.4.13.2 j
!

This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG OPERABILITY
in an operational H0DE. The requirement to demonstrate SG tube ;,

integrity in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube |i

| Surveillance Program emphasizes the importance of SG tube ;

integrity, even though this Surveillance cannot be performed at j

normal operating conditions. Thinsutve1.11ance:doesinotitie i:

directlyitozany;ofitheileakagelctiterjai:1nlthe:LColot;;ofithe !
'

Co@!TIONS:lthemforeifat)ure:to;meetithis:sutveillancelis ;

considered;fstige;topetithelintegtitroo'alCotthe:LC0;and100 ,

E0;3; app]jesa ,

!

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC'(;and 30. |
.- i,

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973. |

3. FSAR, Section 15. )
i! ESARESectlpa;3] ,!

5] NUREGi1061;IVol ume:3 ENovembet219847

0 10;C[lU1002 ]
,

I
i
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

[^/h B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
C

B 3.4.14 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage

BASES

BACKGROUND 10 CFR 50.2,10 CFR 50.55a(c), and GDC 55 of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A (Refs.1, 2, and 3), define RCS PIVs as any two
normally closed valves in series within the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB), which separate the iiigh pressure RCS
from an attached low pressure system. During their lives, these
valves can produce varying amounts of reactor coolant leakage
through either normal operational wear or mechanical
deterioration. The RCS PIV Leakage LC0 allows RCS high pressure
operation when leakage through these valves exists in amounts
that do not compromise safety.

The PIV leakage limit applies to each individual valve. Leakage
through both series PIVs in a line must be included as part of
the identified LEAKAGE, governed by LC0 3.4.13. "RCS Operational
LEAKAGE." This is true during operation only when the loss of
RCS mass through two series valv(s is determined by a water
inventory balance (SR 3.4.13.1). A known component of the
identified LEAKAGE before operation begins is the least of the(o two individual leak rates determined for leaking series PIVs/
during the required surveillance testing: leakage measured'"

through one PIV in a line is not RCS operational LEAKAGE if the
other is leaktight.

Although this specification provides a limit on allowable PIV
leakage rate, its main purpose is to prevent overpressure failure
of the low pressure portions of connecting systems. The leakage
limit is an indication that the PIVs between the RCS and the
connecting systems are degraded or degrading. PIV leakage could
lead to overpressure of the low pressure piping or components.
Failure consequences could be a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
outside of containment, an unanalyzed accident, that could
degrade the ability for low pressure injection.

The basis for this LC0 is the 1975 NRC " Reactor Safety Study"
(Ref. 4) that identified potential intersystem LOCAs as a
significant contributor to the risk of core melt. A subsequent
study (Ref. 5) evaluated various PIV configurations to determine'

the probability of intersystem LOCAs.
,

|

n (continued)
( ) n'

,
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

'

BASES

BACKGROUND PIVs are provided to isolate the RCS from the following ,

(continued) typically connected systems: :

a. Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System:

b. Safety Injection System: snd

c. Chemical and Volume Control System.

The PIVs are listed in the Iechnigal;RequitemeUtsJanuaEFSAR
Secticr. [ ] (Ref. 6),

,

'

Violation of this LC0 could result in continued degradation of a
PIV, which could lead to overpressurization of a low pressure
system and the loss of the integrity of a fission product
barrier.

APPLICABLE Reference o identified pote1tial intersystem LOCAs as a
SAFETY ANALYSES significani. contributor to the risk of core melt. The dominant

e- accident sequence in the intersystem LOCA category is the failure

(~ of the low pressure portion of the RHR System outside of :

containment. The accident is the result of a postulated failure j
of the PIVJ. which are part of the RCPB, and the subsequent
pressurization of the RHR System downstream of the PIVs from the
RCS. Because the low pressure portion of the RHR System is
typically designed for 600 psig, overpressurization failure of
the RHR low pressure line would result in a LOCA outside !

containment and subsequent risk of core melt.

Reference 5 evaluated various PTV configurations, leakage testing
of the valves, and operational changes to determine the effect on ,

the probability of intersystem LOCAs. This study concluded that !
periodic leakage testing of the PIVs can substantially reduce the !

probability of an intersystem LOCA. |

RCS PIV leakage satisfies Criterion 2 of the N|1C Pclicy
Statn..t.10CFB5026(p)_(2)11JU

.

!

LC0 RCS PIV leakage is identified LEAKAGE into closed systems
connected to the RCS. Isolation valve leakage is usually on the
order of drops per minute. Leakage that increases

!

O)
(continued) j

L. |
|
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

f7()- BASES

LCO ,
significantly suggests that something is operationally wrong

- (continued) and corrective action must be taken.

The LCO PIV leakage limit is 0.5 gpm per nominal inch of valve
size with a maximum limit of 5 gpm. ' Tra prev:;;s criterien ;f

'l n,.. fer all velve ;ies; ig;ed en unjustified peralty en tra
4erger velves with;ut providing infer.ati;n en ptential velve
d;;redetien end reeuited in higher preer.nel rediation e,pesures.

$ ? $,, . 5 ?. $... ,5,.?.i,k.." . ?... '. A.. ?
** ** * * ** "**?

--,n - . . .

Reference 7 permits leakage testing at a lower pressure
differential than between the specified maximum RCS pressure and
the normal pressure of the connected system during RCS operation
(the maximum pressure differential) in tW2 types of valves in
which the higher service pressure will tend to diminish the
overall leakage channel opening. In such cases, the observed
rate may be adjusted to the maximum pressure differential by
assuming leakage is directly proportional to the pressure
differential to the one half power.

/'N
s

APPLICABILITY In H00ES 1. 2, 3, and 4 this LCO applies because the PIV leakage-

'

potential is greatest when the RCS is pressurized. In H00E 4,
valves in the RHR flow path are not required to meet the
requirements of this LC0 when in, or during the transition to or
from, the RHR mode of operation.

In.H0 DES 5 and 6, leakage limits are not provided because the
lower reactor coolant pressure results in a reduced potentiel for
leakage and for a LOCA outside the containment.

ACTIONS The Actions are modified by two Notes. Note 1 provides
clarification that each flow path allows separaw entry into a
Condition. This is allowed based upon the functional
independence of the flow path. Note 2 requires an evaluation of
affected systems if a PIV is inoperable. The leakage may have
affected system operability, or isolation of a leaking flow path.

with an alternate valve may have

.

- (continued)
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RCS PIV Leakage ,

! B 3.4.14 i

:

E(OV BASES
,

I

ACTIONS degraded the ability of the interconnected system to perform
(continued) its safety function. ;

:
f

A.1 and A.2 j

The flow path must be isolated by two valves. Required
Actions A.1 and A.2 are modified by a Note that the valves used ,

for isolation must meet the same leakage requirements as the PlVs +

and must be within the RCPB or the high pressure portion of the
[system.

Required Action A.1 requires that the isolation with one valve
must be performed within 4 hours. Four hours provides time to
reduce leakage in excess of the allowable limit and to isolate
the affected system if leakage cannot be reduced. The 4 hour
Completion Time allows the actions and restricts the operation
with leaking isolation valves.

I

Requi red : Action :N.2ispeci fi es: that; t heldoubl eli sol atj on;barrie C '

of t wo;valvesibe testored;by' closing;some;other; valve!qualifjedt

fot;1 solation or; restoring cre ic; king theiRCSlIVitof wjthin !

Os ,11mits/2The22;houricomp]etiongime afterJexceedingithenimit !

allowsifot; the festoratior);otthe21eaking1PIVito;0PERABLE sstajesZ) !

Thi sitime .'ftamercons1_ders| ttleitime'requi ted;tolcompleteIthe
Act1 oft and;the;104 probabi.11 ty'oEalsecond; val ve;failing;durij!g i

21sitimelpetiodj
.

er i
t

TPc 72 hcur Cespletica Time after exceeding the limit allows for I

the-restoration cf the ic: king "IV to OPC"J"LC status. This
tirefrr.;c considers the time required to ccapitte this Actict-end
the low picbebility cf a second valve failing during this per4ed-
("evicwcr Note. Two cptions are provided for "cquired
Action A.2. Thc sccend optica (72 hour resterstica) is I

eppicpriate if isciatica cf a seccad v;1ve would piece the uHt '

in en unenalyzed ccadttteft->

'

B.1 and B.2

If leakage cannot be reduced, the system isolated, or the other
Required Actions accomplished, the plant must be brought to a
H0DE in which the requirement does not apply. To achieve this

(cortinued)

i
|

|
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

)

f3 |V BASES
\

d

status, the plant must be brought to H00E 3 within 6 hours and
H00E 5 within 36 hours. This Action may reduce the leakage and
also reduces the potential for a LOCA outside the containment.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on operating ,

experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

t

Cl

The inoperability of the RHR System:eutcciosure interlock renders
the RHR suction isolation valves capable;qffincepeble ;f i

isolating in respcas; to a high pressure cordition erd preventing
inadvertent opening ;f the valves at RCS pressures in excess of
the RHR systems design pressure. If the RHR Systemieutoclosure i

interlock is inoperable, operation may continue as long as the ,

affected RHR suction penetration is closed by at least one closed >

manual or deactivated automatic valve within 4 hours. This
,

Action accomplishes the purpose of the autoclosure function.

'O
V ;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of leakage testing on each RCS PIV or isolation valve
used to satisfy Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2 is
required to verify that leakage is below the specified limit and
to identify each leaking valve. The leakage limit of 0.5 gpm per
inch of nominal valve diameter up to 5 gpm maximum applies to
each valve. Leakage testing requires a stable pressure condition
DCeaterlthag150;ps,1.g.

I

for the two PIVs in series, the leakage requirement applies to
each valve individually and not to the combined leakage across
both valves. If the PIVs are not individually leakage tested,
one valve may have failed completely and not be detected if the
other valve in series meets the leakage requirement. In this !

situation, the protection provided by redundant valves would be
lost.

.

Testing is to be performed every 18 months, a typical refueling ,

cycle, if the plant does not go into MODE 5 for at least 7 days. [

The 18_monttCFrequency is consistent with 10 CFR 50.55a(g) j|
(Ref. 8) as contained in the Inservice Testing Program, is within

.

(continued)

'i
V
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RCS PIV Leakage- ,

'
B 3.4.14

'|
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() : BASES .|j
!

: SURVEILLANCE SR' 3.4.14.1 M(continued) :
~

frequencyallowedbytheAmericanSodietyofHechanicalEngineers
- (ASME) Code; Section XI.(Ref.:7), and is based on the need to i

;'
.perfom such surveillances under the conditions that apply during - |

'

an outage and the potential' for an unplanned transient if the-t

. Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. j
.

.

!' Inaddition,testingmustbeperformedonceafterthegheg|Gvalve - '|
has been opened by flow or exercised to ensure tight reseating. >

PIVs disturbed in the performance of this Surveillance should .

also be tested unless documentation shows that an infinite>

testing loop cannot practically be avoided. Testing must be . i

.
performedwithin24hoursaftertheghpckjvalvehasbeen i

i reseated. Within 24 hours is a reasonable and practical time -;

limitforperformingthistestafteropeningorreseatingachstg !'

valve. -j'

i
The leakage limit is to be met at the RCS pressure associated b

i with MODES 1 and 2. This permits leakage testing at high :
differential pressures with stable conditions not possible in the !

H0 DES with lower pressures.' -

O :
Entry into MODES 3 and 4 is allowed to establish the necessary i

differential pressures and stable canditions to allow for i
.

performance of this Surveillance. The Note that allows this
; provision is complementary to the Frequency of prior to entry i

iinto MODE 2 whenever the unit has been in H00E 5 for 7 days or
more, if leakage testing has rot been performed in the previous ,

3

j 9 months. In addition, this Surveillance is not required to be ;

performed on the RHR System when the RHR System is aligned to the :a

RCS in the shutdown cooling mode of operation. PIVs contained in !
the RHR shutdown cooling flow path must be leakage rate tested j

:
after RHR is secured and stable unit conditions and the necessary |
differential pressures are established. |'

|iTesting 110iotitsquiteC.focithGitset31gC1RIAt1903BINEBel
frequently 1thargEspr$hCggithese3alvesjetelmotorigperARM3(ith
pontro1Roomasition3ndicationginagvettentiopeningmetlesta :

.

anosystes;htch'ptspsute31 arms - |-

;'

SR 3.4.14.2 c...f SR 3.4.14.3

ytrifyjrig'that!the]UESystan3;txinun antat3ock5TArOREB8RW '
ensures tbatmpres_sge;wil1Inotrptpfstrizelthe;8HBayls ei:

!;I
i

(continued)

ym
:
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

m
BASES

SURVEILLANCE $|tr,3?4514r2 4r.d S" 3.4.14.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

be.900d2125XIof!1tsIde:sjgrCp;riessutp3f160fpsjyM3ntglect
setpointithatlpteventsithelyalvesMIDR1ggicppge#353seg$03t!q
actua1JRCS;pressute;mustJbe3IM232).g130:Spert3tlelyglyesRTbjs
setpointiensuresithe3fRidesjgn~presspte3rillIDotIbelegceededland
the1RIRure]1eflyal yes 's11]Ingt2]jf3IEThel181mo[tth;ffpqY90cyli s
basecon~thelneed;to;perf'ota3he?dmteillancelyndgrangditions
that apply |.duning;a]plantiootageimThe;18;nogthZtequency21 sial _so
acceptabledbased:pr):.constderat10!LpLthe; des 1MTIeliabj.lity1(and
90011!N169:operatipg|expetj ence)1ofi,the;equjpment ;

These S",3 era ir.cdified by Notes clicwir,i; tt,c "JT, eutccissure
fur.ction-to be di:ebied ThisISR;is]1oEapplicable;when using the
RHR System suction relief valves for cold overpressure protection
in accordance with SR 3.4.12.7.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.2.

2. 10 CFR 50.55a(c).

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. Section V GDC 55.

4. WASH 1400 (NUREG 75/014), Appendix V. October 1975.

5. NUREG 0677. Hay 1980.

6. Iech.ni.ca]lReq01temptitsJagual

7. ASHE, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

8. 10 CFR 50.55a(g).

(w
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RCS Lcakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

I 8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.15 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND GDC 30 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref.1) requires means for
detecting and, to the extent practical identifying the location
of the source of RCS LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45 (Ref. 2)
describes acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection
systems.

Leakage detection systems must have the capability to detect
significant reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) degradation
as soon after occurrence as practical to minimize the potential
for propagation to a gross failure. Thus, an early indication or
warning signal is necessary to permit proper evaluation of all
unidentified LEAKAGE.

Industry practice has shown that water flow changes of 0.5 to
1.0 gpm can be readily detected in contained volumes by
monitoring changes in water level in flow rate, or in the
cperating frequency of a pump. The containment sump used to

(] collect unidentified LEAKAGE and air cooler condensate flow rate
V monitor are instrumented to alarm for increases of 0.5 to 1.0 gpm

in the normal flow rates. This sensitivity is acceptable for
detecting increases in unidentified LEAKAGE.

The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when released to
the containment, can be detected by radiation monitoring
instrumentation. Reactor coolant radioactivity levels will be
low during initial reactor startup and for a few weeks
thereafter, until activated corrosion products have been formed
and fission products appear from fuel element cladding
contamination or cladding defects. Instrument sensitivities of
104 pCi/cc radioactivity for particulate monitoring and of
10'' pCi/cc radioactivity for gaseous monitoring are practical for
these leakage detection systems. Radioactivity detection systems
are included for monitoring both particulate and gaseous
activities because of their sensitivities and rapid responses to
RCS LEAKAGE.

An increase in humidity of the containment atmosphere would*

indicate release of water vapor to the containment. Dew point ,

temperature measurements can thus be used to monitor humidity {
levels of the containment atmosphere as an {

f

N

U J
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RCS Leskage Detection Instrumentation.
B 3.4.15>

BASES

BACKGROUW indicator of potential RCS LEAKAGE. . A l'F increase in dew
(continued) : point is well within the sensitivity range of available

instruments.

Since the humidity level is influenced by several factors, a
quantitative evaluation of en indicated leakage rate by this
means may be questionable and should be compared to observed

' increases in liquid flow into or from the containment sumpand
SpadensatelfjoW2ftpa2 Alt [cpq1sts? Humidity level monitoring is
considered most useful as an indirect alarm or indication to
alert the operator to a potential problem. Humidity monitors are
not required by this LCO. ,

Air temperature and pressure monitoring methods may also be used '
to infer unidentified LEAKAGE to the containment. Containment
temperature and pressure fluctuate slightly during plant
operation, but a rise above the normally indicated range of
values may indicate RCS leakage into the containment. The i

'

relevance of temperature and pressure measurements are affected
by containment free volume and, for temperature, detector
location. Alarm signals from these instruments can be valuable
in recognizing rapid and sizable leakage to the containment.

. Temperature and pressure monitors are not requirr' by this LCO.
;J

-

APPLICABLE Ihe;asymmetrJc;1oads;producedjbyIpostulated;breakslatelthaltes41%
SAFETY ANALYSES pfagssumed.pttssurelisbalancanbothMORRrDIL13Ddipsterna11to 3be

RCEEThellsternalissynestricloeds2tsM112tos3Etapid
decomptpssion:theticauses31atgeltranstantiptessute;diffrentLalg
Moog52the:corKharceliAndifuelagsggpljesNThemternal
psyu'ettienoads; result 2cos;the: rapid;depressutization;;onthe
Annulusgegionstsuchas;the:4nnulus:.betwee!Cthe2eactocamm1
antthelshetloallnenecause:3 armIttansient3pressute
dif.fetentialsitelectwnIthe;vesselW.Thesorgiffetenttairprestutt-

loads couldidamage acsIsupportsEcocEccoling equipmentIgristg
2nternalsmThisiconcernmasIfirstadentjftedias3tultiplant
ActionIGP8EDf}OngsWgquently3s3|ntesolgedjalety3 plug
LW)12EE8s>MB8$t1G(IC&;(cads";(Ref 2!)]

Twresolution:ofluSE2iforWestjnghous0PMR$1Wasithelbse:Of
fracture _ mechanics; technology 1 tore 5; piping 210Anchesid1Ametat] i*

(

JRefs5);EThjs1 technology;became~$nown as1]eakibefottibreas
(LSB)EIIncludedyithinitheiLBBinettodologyIwasIthe2equirement

,

|
to:mave7.lealtdetection;systenswapableaofidetectinglaja;0;gpa ;

ItalCitilh1Etouri)]optsmThisileakAgCrAtellsIdesigned tole 0 surg |
that edequate;marginsiettsntoldetectileaksligaltimely;mam
fluting; normal;opetatingIcondilions21Theluselof theiLBB ,

pethodologns:descrJbedi1EtetetenceE |(
|
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

1

(G~')
BASES

APPLICABLE The need to evaluate the severity of an alarm or an indication is
SAFETY ANALYSES important to the operators, and the ability to compare and verify

(continued) with indications from other systems is necessary. The system ,

response times and sensitivities are described in the FSAR
(Ref. 3). Multiple instrument locations are utilized, if needed,
to ensure that the transport delay time of the leakage from its
source to an instrument location yields an acceptable overall
response time.

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely depending on
its source, rate, and duration. Therefore, detecting and
monitoring RCS LEAKAGE into the containment area is necessary.
Quickly separating the identified LEAKAGE from the unidentified
LEAKAGE provides quantitative information to the operators,
allowing them to take corrective action should a leakage occur
detrimental to the safety of the unit and the public.

RCS leakage detection instrumentation satisfies Criterion 1
of the NP,C Policy Stat = cat.- 1.0_CFR50:36(c)(2)_(11);

|

'O LC0 One method of protecting against large RCS leakage derives from

Q the ability of instruments to rapidly detect extremely small
leaks. This LC0 requires instruments of diverse monitoring
principles to be OPERABLE to provide a high degree of confidence
that extremely small leaks are detected in time to allow actions
to place the plant in a safe condition, when RCS LEAKAGE
indicates possible RCPB degradation.

The LC0 is satisfied when monitors of diverse measurement means
are available. Thus, the containment sump monitor, in
combination with a gcssous cr particulate radioactivity monitor
Bnd ;ej thec:alcontaj nment ~~ai r,Zeool ericondensatelf]ow]te' monitot

|

i oC;algaseousitadioactlyitytmonjtop provide an acceptable . minimum

!

APPLICABILITY Because of elevated RCS temperature and pressure in H0 DES 1,
2, 3, and 4. RCS leakage detection instrumentation is required to ,

be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6 the temperature is to be s 200*F and pressure is
maintained low or at atmospheric pressure. Since the
temperatures and pressures are far lower than those for MODEF 1. ,

2, 3, and 4, the likelihood of leakage and crack propagation are i

'much smaller. Therefore, the requirements of this LC0 are not
applicable in H0 DES 5 and 6.

,\(J
|
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation |'

B 3.4.15 :
4 P

O BMES

ACTIONS ActionsTare: modified <byla: Note:thatlindi cates' thatithelpro. vision!
OfiLCO. 3;0. Tare:not applicableETAsia: result;9elj00Eichange:1s
allowed;whenithe; required;containmentisump;nonitGthe;requir# .

3 '

; atmospheric;partjeu]atelsonitor;';thelrequir#1 atmospheric * gaseous
gonitorlor.Ithe2equirediai ricoolericondensa.telflawlatelmogitor5j !

are inoperabl_e!.TThi_slallowancelis provjded becauseIother -

g'Str.umentattortj s; avail able,to;moni toriR_CS11eakage]
,

A.1 and A.2 .

With the required containment sump monitor inoperable. no other |
form of sampling can provide the equivalent information: however. :

the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor will provide ,

indications of changes in leakage. Together with the atmosphere _

'

*

monitor, the periodic surveillance for RCS water inventory '

balance. SR 3.4.13.1. must be performed at an increased frequency
of 24 hours to provide information that is adequate to detect

'

leakage. A notelisiadded: allowing;that* SRI 3W13;111s~not
required to;be; performed:unt11212thoursiafterlestabljshing:ste.ady ;

state;operationi(stable;RCSipressureEtemperatureHpowerlevel? !

pressur,1zerjandimakeupitank 1_evels;7. makeup;and2]etdownHand;BCE
sealijnject.ionIand return; flows)&The;12 hourlallowance:provides1 7

suffi ci.entitimeltoicoll ectiand : process; necessaryidatafaftet i

stab]e planticonditionslarelestablished.? |
i

Restoration of the required sump monitor to OPERABLE status
3

;- within a Completion Time of 30 days is required to regain the !

;
function after the monitor's failure. This time is acceptable.
considering the Frequency and adequacy of the RCS water inventory
balance required by Required Action A.1. .

!

Required Actica A.1 is ;;; edified by a Note that indicates that the
provisions of LC0 3.0.4 er; not applicable. As e result. ; ,"00E ,

change is allowcd when the required centeir.;;nt su;;;p ;;;;nitor is
ineparable. This allowance is provided because other
4nstn. .catation is available to ;;;enitor RCS icekesc. ,

;

B.1.1. B.1.2. and B.2.1. and S.2.2*

With both gessous end the particulate containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitoring instrumentation channels inoperable,'

alternative action is required. Either grab samples of the .

containment atmosphere must be taken and analyzed or water |
inventory balances, in accordance with SR 3.4.13.1. must be

I|iperformed to provide alternate periodic information.
|'

With a sample obtained and analyzed r sater inventory balance -

4 - pd
pe* formed every 24 hours. the reactor may be operated for up to >

- 30 days to allow restoration of the required containment '|
n
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

l

q BASES !<

i-,

atmosphere radioactivity monitors. iternatively, centinucd'

egretion is allow-d if the air ce;1er cer.dcasets flow rete
snitoring systa;;; is 0"E"RE. providcd gret se...ples are token ,

every 24 hours. i

)The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
' adequate to detect leakage. 8" note 3Cadded~al]owingithat]SR,
,

3.4~13.1315'notItequireditEtKperformedfor!t.1.1?RMslattec i
establi shing ;stea@~statelopetationI(stable;RCS; pressure]
temperatureZpowerlleveUFpressutizerland2aakeupitankilevels!
makeup ;andiletdowr!EendjtCPlsealiin,1ectionlagditeturn;flowsl5 i

4 .

!

The'.112thourZaUoWance:ptoy1desIsufficientitimelto:collectrand
process;necessaryidataiafteristable; plant;conditionslare
established] The 30 day Completion Time recognizes at least one -

other form of leakage detection is available. :
,

S

",,equired 'ction"_.1
er.d "equired 'ction 0.2 ore ;;; edified by a

'

_ _ u. . 2, _ 2 2. _ ._ . s _ .u..._. m u.s_-__..,_2.._._.._ n ,. ___ __,_, . rm ,
;

, ,u . . . . y..... .. mov .... .. s .., ves .. . ,

epplicebic. 's a result, e =E change is allowcd w'en the
i.equir;d gescous and perticulate centair. Tent et=spherc
reticectivity s nitor chenrel is ir.eparebic. This ellen ace

;
is proviid becaus; other instrunntation is oveilable to ;r,enitor |

inec , eware
fv__. nm, m-.

!O'

v - , __> ,,
m.. ..m m. ,

"ith the quired cer,tei..; cat air ce;1er condensetc flew rete
E,enitor ;neperable, alternative ection is egein required. Eitter *

5" 3.4.15.1 ;r.ust be perforad or water invcatcry beleries. in
eccorderee with S"_.

3.4.13.1. ;;;ust bc per'erad to prcvide
.s 1 6 s . . .._ A. _ _ n _ 2. v_u ,. o 1._.2..--._L2.__..

n -.2.2 2 _
P.t t A % nkt9"t 2.._J t't it* PL/

. .. . . .. s. . . , .... vimonr. .
perfe..i.J cVery 0 hours or a water i .vcatory balence is perforad

i avery 24 hours, reacter operetion ;r,ey cer.tinue while oweiting
restcration of the conteir. Tent eir cooler cer,densate flew rete |
___u__ i_ nne n , .- _i....
ITIVI . I bV. bv V. b.v1pbb dbubud.

The 24 hour intervel provides periodic infers,etion that is i

_;__... . _ 2_ __, ne c, .ewire-
no. u.ousyuu6s i.v us vu

0.1 and 0.2 C511TMC31i2FCt2ficand'Ci2'2 i

__ _
- .-

t

With the required containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity i.

monitor and the required containment air cooler condensate flow '.
rate monitor inoperable, the ordy means of detecting leakage is !

,

i :
.i

|!
,

b i

d !,
,
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15 |

,

1 BASES

,

ACTIONS Crl?l"tC 1).2FC 2:1'and C:2:2:(continued)

are the containment sump monitor;andithe;conta1.nment; atmosphere
particulate;tadioactLveImonttor] This Condition does not provide i

all the required diverse means of leakage detection. Withibott!
gaseous'contaj pmentiatmosphereiradioactivityimortitorj ng Land i

containment;ai rjcooleticondensatei flow Tatelsoni.toring ;

'instroentation; channels 31noperable;ralternatiye action;is
$ requi rediEEither; grab 2 samples;of(the;containmentfatmosphere!.aust !

bestaken , andianalyzed;or;WateClinventorWbalances7sinlaccordance .<

!withiSR:3;4:13;1A must;belpetformed to'provjde~ alternate petiodic
information; j

!
tThe followup Required Action is to restore either of the

; inoperable required monitors to OPERABLE status within 30 days to i
,

regain the intended leakage detection diversity. The 30 day |
f

) Completion Time ensures that the plant will not be operated in a
reduced configuration for a lengthy time period. :

i

A: note 11s;added allowing;thatlSR.3;4:13&iEnot tequjreditolbe !
,

performed unt11:12Lhouts;after2 establishing Ateady: state |'

operation (stable:RCS; pressure,itemperaturespower.;1eyel,' !:

pressurjzeCandimakeupitank:leyels,': makeup::and]etdown,"and. RCE {
seallinjectionlandireturn: flows);'EThell21 hour;;a110wance; provides i

.

isufficient 1timeltocollect~and: process;necessary;datalaftet4

stable: pl ant; conditions"are:establ 1 shed i

ED.1 and f3L2

If a Required Action of Condition A. B oC C er-G cannot be met,
the plant must be brought to a H00E in which the requirement does

#

not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to
at least H00E 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating j
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full !

,

power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems. |

;

With all required monitors inoperable, no automatic means of ;
-

monitoring leakage are available, and immediate plant shutdown in i
accordance with LC0 3.0.3 is required. ;

i

i
'

O :-

!
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RCS Lcakage Detection Instrumentation
'

B 3.4.15
1

'

, Q]/
' BASES (continued)

!
I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.15.1 [
.

4 REQUIREMENTS
SR 3.4.15.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of the ,

required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor. The check i

gives reasonable confidence that the channel is operating ;

properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on instrument i

; reliability and is reasonable for detecting off normal
conditions.

:

!

SR 3.4.15.2 ,

i

SR 3.4.15.2 requires the performance of a COT on the required 1

containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor. The Mst ensures i

that the monitor can perform its function in the desired manner. i

The test verifies the alarm setpoint and relative accuracy of the
-;.
,

instrument string. The Frequency of 92 days considers instrument ,

reliability, and operating experience has shown that it is proper :

for detecting degradation.
,

SR 3.4.15.3. SRTr4:15?4Mnd'SRW4?15?S

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION for i
each of the RCS leakage detection instrimentation channels. The ,

calibration verifies the accuracy of the instrument string. |

including the instruments located inside containment. The ;

Frequency of lg months is a typical refueling cycle and considers :
channel reliability. Again, operating experience has proven that i

this Frequency is acceptable,

i

i

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. Section IV. GDC 30. i

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45.
e I

3. FSAR, Section 5.2.
r

H |GSEGJA097JAsatdc;BlowdggigoEf)RJPIlma,r] |
sys_te.m_sygiseu ;

5
51 Genedc].L4LtteC84204TiISafetf;EyaluatiorCofiWestj nghouse

Topica); Reports; Deal ing y! th1Elimi nationlflostul atediPj pe i

BteaLS1131MerinaryJainJoops,a ;

'
.

H E M Yfectio01316jB (
!"*"

O '

-

i
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

) B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity

BASES

BACKGROUND The maximum dose to the whole body and the thyroid that an
individual at the site boundary can receive for 2 hours during an
accident is specified in 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1). The limits on
specific activity ensure that the doses are held to a small
fraction of the 10 CFR 100 limits during analyzed transients and
accidents.

The RCS specific activity LC0 limits the allowable concentration
level of radionuclides in the reactor coolant. The LCO limits
are established to minimize the offsite radioactivity dose
consequences in the event of a steam generator tube rupture
(SGTR) accident.

The LC0 contains specific activity limits for both DOSE
E0lJIVALENT I 131 and gross specific activity. The allowable
levels are intended to limit the 2 hour dose at the site boundary
to a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits. The

f_T limits in the LC0 are standardized, based on parametric
() evaluations of offsite radioactivity dose consequences for

typical site locations.

The parametric evaluations showed the potential offsite dose
levels for a SGTR accident were an appropriately small fraction
of the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits. Each evaluation assumes
a broad range of site applicable atmospheric dispersion factors '

in a parametric evaluation.

APPLICABLE The LC0 limits on the specific activity of the reactor
SAFETY ANALYSES coolant ensures that the resulting 2 hour doses at the site

boundary will not exceed a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose
guideline limits following a SGTR accident. The SGTR safety
analysis (Ref. 2) assumes the specific activity of the reactor
coolant at the LC0 limit and an existing reactor coolant steam
generator (SG) tube leakage rate of 1 gpm. The safety analysis.

assumes the specific activity of the secondary coolant at its
limit of 0.1 vC1/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 from LC0 3.7.618.
" Secondary Specific Activity."

V
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RCS Specific Activity t

B 3.4.16 |
t

'

BASES (continued)

i

APPLICABLE The analysis for the SGTR accident establishes the
SAFETY ANALYSES acceptance limits for RCS specific activity. Reference to !

(continued) this analysis is used to assess changes to the unit that could .'

affect RCS specific activity, as they relate to the acceptance
limits. ;

The analysis is for two cases of reactor coolant specific ;
activity. .One case assumes specific activity at 1.0 yC1/gm DOSE ;

EQUIVALENT I-131 with a concurrent large iodine spike that ;;

increases the I 131 activity in the reactor toolant by a factor
of about 50Q immediately after the accident. The second case
assumes the initial reactor coolant iodine activity at
60.0 pC1/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 due to a pre accident iodine
spike caused by an RCS transient. In both cases, the noble gas
activity in the reactor coolant ossumes 1% failed fuel, which ,

!closely equals the LC0 limit of 100/E yC1/gm for gross specific
;

activity.

The analysis also assumes a loss of offsite power at the same
time as the SGTR event. The SGTR causes a reduction in reactor i

coolant inventory. The reduction initiates a reactor trip from a |
low pressurizer pressure signal or an RCS overtemperature 6F]E1Qf

( signal.

The coincident loss of offsite power causes the steam dump valves
to close to protect the condenser. The rise in pressure in the .

ruptured SG discharges radioactively contaminated steam to the |
atmosphere through the SG Ltmo_sphdC pewcr epcreted relief
valves and the main steam safety valves. Mia1Jilte3to316Kof
thOfMsphgjSll311tfMlvpTetCthraLfegled!SG3s31so3ssuggl3
The unaffected SGs remove core decay heat by venting steam to the
atmosphere until the cooldown ends.

The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of an-
SGTR accident are within a small fraction of the Reference 1 dose
guideline limits. Operation with iodine specific activity levels ;

greater than the LC0 limit is permissible if the activity levels
da not exceed the limits shown in Figure 3.4.161. in the
applicable specification, for more than 48 hours. The safety
analysis has concurrent and pre accident iodine spiking levels up

- to 60.0 yC1/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131.
'

The remainder of the above limit permissible iodine levels shown
in Figure 3.4.161 are acceptable because of the low probability
of a SGTR accident occurring during the established 48 hour time-

limit. The occurrence of an SGTR

O
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16 ,

O |

V BASES (continued)
'

APPLICABLE accident at these permissible levels could increase the site
SAFETY ANALYSES boundary dose levels, but still be within 10 CFR 100 dose

(continued) guideline limits.

The limits on RCS specific activity are also used for
establishing standardization in radiation shielding and plant
personnel radiation protection practices.

RCS specific activity satisfies Criterion 2 of the NitC |'clicy
Statm-t.1_0CFR50;36(c)J2)li_1J2

LC0 The specific iodine activity is limited to 1.0 C1/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT I 131, and the gross specific activity in the reactor
coolant is limited to the number of yC1/gm equal to 100 divided
by E (average disintegration energy of the sum of the average
beta and gamma energies of the coolant nuclides). The limit on
DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 ensures the 2 hour thyroid dose to an i

individual at the site boundary during the Design Basis Accident !
(DBA) will be Rithjf) e-smell fracticr. cf-the allowed thyroid dose |

guideline. The limit on gross specific ectivity ensures the j

t 2 hour whole body dose to an individual at the site boundary I
'

during the DBA will be a small fraction of the allowed whole body |
dose. j

:4

The SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that the 2 hour site
boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits. Violation of
the LCO may result in reactor coolant radioactivity levels that i
could, in the event of an SGTR, lead to site boundary doses that
exceed the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature'

a 500*F, operation within the LCO limits for DOSE EQUIVALENT
I 131 and gross specific activity are necessary to contain the
potential consequences of an SGTR to within the acceptable site
boundary dose values.

|

For operation in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature < 500*F, and |
in MODES 4 and 5, the offsite release of radioactivity in the I

event of a SGTR is unlikely since the saturation pressure of the
reactor coolant is below the lift pressure settings of the main
steam safety and;te]Lef valves.

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity ;

B 3.4.16
.

r

|G BASES (continued)~

|

!

ACTIONS A?1Tand T 2
i

!

A Note to the ACTIONS excludes the MODE change restriction of LCO
3.0.4. This exception allows entry into the applicable MODE (S)

!while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may
eventually require plant shutdown. This exception is acceptable i

due to the significant conservatism incorporated into the
specific activity limit, the low probability of an event which is

!- limiting due to exceeding this limit, and the ability to restore ;

transient specific activity excursions while the plant remains ;
'

at, or proceeds to power operation.

A.1 and A.2

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 greater than the LC0 limit,
'

samples at intervals of 4 hours must be taken to demonstrate that <

the limits of Figure 3.4.161 are not exceeded. The Completion '

Time of 4 hours is required to obtain and analyze a sample.
Sampling is done to continue to provide a trend.

'

The DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 must be restored to within limits
within 48 hours. The Completion Time of 48 hours is required, if
the limit violation resulted from normal iodine spiking.

i

B.1 and 0.2

'

With the gross specific activity in excess of the allowed limit,
thCgr]Lt3gtstMpletedligCt10DEnnMcEt!}elr_e[qujtementidaej
DCLtI, app]f en enelysis must be perfersed within 4 h;urs to !

detereire 005: EQUI"ALENT I-131. The Ceaplation Tire tif 4 hours i
4

is required to obtain end analyz; e se pic. i

IThe change within 6 hours to MODE 3 and RCS average temperature
< 500*F lowers the saturation pressure of the reac'.or coolant ;

below the setpoints of the main steam safety valves and prevents !

venting the SG to the environment in an SGTR event. The allowed )
,

;

Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating j
experience, to reach MODE 3 below 500*F from full power J

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems. ,

(continued) !
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

7

V BASES (continued)
_. _

ACTIONS C.J
/ continued)

If a Required Action and the associated Completion Time of
Condition A is not met or if the DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 is in
the unacceptable region of Figure 3.4.16-1, the reactor must
be brought to MODE 3 with RCS uverage temperature < 500*F
within 6 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach H0DE 3 below 500*F from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE F4 3.4.16.1
'tEQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.16.1 requires performing a gama isotopic analysis as a
measure of the gross specific activity of the reacto" coolant at
least once every 7 days. While basically a quantitative measure
of radionuclides with half lives longer than 10 -15 minutes,
excluding iodines, this measurement is the sum of the degassed
gama activities and the gaseous gamma activities in the sample
taken. This Surveillance provides an indication of any increase

eq in gross specific activity.
L ) Trending the results of this Surveillance allows proper remedial''

action to be taken before reaching the LC0 limit under nornal
operating conditions. The Surveillance is applicable in MODES 1
and 2, and in MODE 3 with T ., greater 2than or;equaEto'et-least
500*F. The 7 day Frequency considers the unlikelihood of a gross
fuel failure during the time.

SR 3.4.16.2

This Surveillance ir per formed in H0DE 1 only to ensure iodine
remains within limit during normal operation and following fast
power changes whea f;e1 failure is more apt to occur. The 14 day
Frequency is adequate tc, trend changes in the iodine activity
level considering p:oss activity is monitored every 7 days. The
Frequency, between 2 and 6 hours after a power change 2 15% RTP
w' thin a 1 hour period, is established because the iodine levels
peak during this tine following fuel failure: samples at other
times would provide inaccurate results.

'
) (continued)

t'
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

,-

) BASES,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.16.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A radicchemical analysis for E determination is required every
184 days (6 months) with the plant operating in MODE 1
equilibrium conditions. The E determination directly relates to
the LCO and is required to verify plant operation
within the specified gross activity LCO limit. The analysis for
E is a measurement of the average energies per disintegration for
isotopes with half lives longer than 1015 minutes, excluding
iodines. The Frequency of 184 days recognizes E does not change
rapidly.

This SR has been modified by a Note that indicates sampling is
required to be performed within 31 days after a minimum of
2 effective full power days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation have
elapsed since the reactor was last suberitical for at least
48 hours. This ensures that the radioactive materials are at
equilibrium so the analysis for E is representative and not
skewed by a crud burst or other similar abnormal event.

,-.s

( ) REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, 1973.

2. FSAR, Section 15.6.3.

.

i

!

,7
|
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|

Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Bases |

O |
,

Enclosure 5B contains an electronic (or hand written) mark-up of the Bases portion |
of NUREG 1431. REV. 1. The Bases is descriptive in nature but provides significant
clarification and, in some cases, technical information which supports the
specifications. The version in the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version
has been made plant specific.

To the extent possible, the words of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 are retained to maximize
standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading,
they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant
specific portions of the specifications. ,

The changes are processed as follows:

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases.

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG-1431. Rev.
1 Bases.

3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431, Rev.1
Bases but is being revised for the improved TS. >

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS
or other design basis document into a bracketed portion^

of NUREG-1431 Rev.1 Bases.

The methcdology of identifying the changes is : >

'

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using
the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand).
The deletions are mt identified by a change number or a change
code in the adjacent right margin.

<

Additions - The information beir.g added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Bases in the ,

appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
at identified by a change number or a change code in the ;

adjacent right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
'

NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases is annotated using the strike outO feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised
,

Methodoloy' l of 2 5/15/97
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG 1431 Bases 1

(continued) |
,a

() information is inserted into the Bases in the appropriate :

location and is annotated using the red line feature of
Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The modification is
Dat identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic"
information is " struck out" and the correct material is inserted
using the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the
information is " redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An
identification number to cross reference to an explanation or
justification is nat provided.

Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark-up of NUREG 1431 Rev.1
Bases as part of the markup process. Reviewer notes may be
" struck out" or deleted as preferred.

In summary, " red line" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new
material, " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted
material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify
changes in the Bases.

n

.
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| -DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 !

|

NUREG 1431 Section 3.4

This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked up ,

technical change to NUREG 1431, Revision 1, to make them plant specific to
incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process. ,

The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups. For
enclosures 3A, 3B, 4. 6A and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is
plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific
information in that location.

CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION
t

3.4 01 This change clarifies intent of wording for the allowance
to remove pumps from operation by changing "de energized"-

to " removed from operation" consistent with TSTF-153.
r

3.4 02 This change revis2s Condition A of ITS 3.4.6 to cover any
required loop's inoperability and adds Required Action A.2
indicating that cooldown to MODE 5 is only required if an
RHR loop is operable. Consistent with the current TS,-

this change addresses all possible configurations under
the LC0 and clarifies potentially confusing ISTS language
with regard to the number of loops that are required.
Condition B is deleted.

3.4 03 The current technical specifications allow 1 hour for the
de energization of all RHR pumps. One hour is the time
allowed in the version of the Westinghouse STS from which
the plant specific TS was prepared. The change and its

i basis are not discussed in the documentation for the
improved STS. Plant specific experience has not indicated
that the one hour allowance is unsafe or unacceptable. As
this is the current licensing basis the change to the
improved TS is acceptable. [ ]

3.4 04 Not applicable to CPSES. See Convers' ion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.4 05 This change is being made consistent with the current
assumptions used in the plant' specific analysis. The
analysis credits three operational restrictions below
350*F. to ensure that the reactor vessel is protected. If'

-

any of these restrictions are not met, the LTOP system is
required to be operable in MODE 4. These changes make the
improved TS consistent with the current TS.

3.4 06 These changes are consistent with the current plant !-
specific analysis and are reflective of the current

O' Technical Specifications. The plant specific analysis
does not allow injection from any safety injection pumps

CPSES Diferencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.4 1 $/1587
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CMANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION j

and does allow injection from [two] charging pumps.'

n

(V)
changes are made consistently in the LCO, ACTIONS an
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.

3.4 07 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.4 08 The existing licensing basis as contained in the Technical
Specifications requires performance of this surveillance
on a frequency of 72 hours. The Westinghouse STS used to
develop the plant specific TS did not address the use of
RHR relief valves. The requirement in the current TS was
developed as part of an LAR to remove the autoclosure
interlock which, in part, proposed 72 hours as it was
consistent with the SR for the pressurizer PORV block
valves. The 72 hours was found to be acceptable in the
SER which was enclosed in the license amendment. Plant
experience has not indicated that the existing requirement
is unsafe or unacceptable. The surveillance frequency
does not require reduction to 12 hours.

3.4 09 The plant does not have manual RHR suction isolation
valves. The motor-operated suction isolation valves (2
per relief valve line) are surveilled in accordance with

(V3
SR 3.4.12.4. Therefore this surveillance requirement is
not used.

3.4 10 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).

3.4 11 The plant does not have the RHR autoclosure portion of the
RHR System interlock as the system was deleted from the
plant design. However, the portion of the interlock which
prevents the valves from opening when system pressure is
in excess of the setpoint has been retained. As such the
note referring the autoclosure interlock has been deleted
from improved TS 3.4.14 Condition C and SR 3.4.14.2 [and
SR 3.4.14.2 is modified to be consistent with LC0 3.4.12].
SR 3.4.14.3 is not used.

3.4 12 In conformance with the current TS, the RHR Isolation
Valves which are RCS PIVs are excluded from being retested
following an extended period of operation in H00E 5. The
valves are tested on an 18 month frequency which is
acceptable based on valve type, interlocks. position ,

indication and system alarm functions. These valves meet i

the criteria for testing at least every 18 months but do |
not require additional testing based on when the unit isg

yi- in cold shutdown or based upon being moved from a closed
position.

i

?
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION ]
l

3.4-13 In conformance with the current TS. the RHR Isolation
(m) Valves which are RCS PIVs are excluded from being retested i

k2 following flow through the valves. The remainder of the
PIVs are check valves and therefore the requirement has
been reworded to apply to flow through check valves only.

3.4 14 Revises grouping of required detectors to be consistent
with the current TS and with Reg. Guide 1.45 Regulatory
Position C.3.

3.4.15 LC0 3.0.4 is applicable to Condition [D] of ITS 3.4.15
(required containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity
monitor and containment cooler condensate monitoring
system inoperable) because other mechanisms (i.e.,
containment atmosphere samples, RCS inventory balance,
containment sump monitor, etc.) exist which are capable of
adequately detecting RCS leakage and because a 30 day A0T
is usually accompanied by a LC0 3.0.4 exception (e.g., PAM
and Remote Shutdown Technical Specifications). Therefore,
an exception to LC0 3.0.4 was added to Condition [D]. As
there is already an LC0 3.0.4 exception to Conditions A
and B [and LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable to Action C (which
allows indefinite operation),] the LC0 3.0.4 exception was
moved to apply to all actions and the specific exceptions

/'~N for Conditions A and B were deleted. The change is made

U per traveler TSTF 60.

3.4-16 Consistent with current TS requirements (and with
Condition B], a requirement to perform 24 hour containment
atmosphere samples is added when a gaseous monitor is
inoperable [. ] Also, consistent with Conditions A and B,
the performance of SR 3.4.13.1 every 24 hours, as an
alternative to analyzing a containment atmosphere sample,
is allowed. Both of these 24 hour surveillances provide a
compensatory diverse method for detecting RCS leakage to
compliment the remaining operable systems (i.e., sump
level and particulate detection). j

3.4 17 Extends surveillance interval for pressurizer heaters from
92 days to 18 months. The operability of the pressurizer i

|heaters enhance the capability of the plant to control RCS
pressure and establish natural circulation. The purpose of
the surveillance requirement is to detect potential
pressurizer heater degradation. This is done by i

periodically demonstrating that pressurizer heaters are |

capable of producing power at their design rating, by
testing the power supply output and by performing
electrical checks on heater elements. Heating elements

7s
( ) are simple resistive devices which are not prone to

complex failure modes. Moreover, heater banks are made up
of a number of individually powered heater elements such

i

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.4 3 S/15/97
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

n) that a common mode failure of the elements is unlikely.(
The normal power supply to the heaters is in use during
normal power operations and a failure of the power supply
would be immediately detectable independent of the heater
surveillance. The low failure rate experience with
pressurizer heater elements is indicative that the
surveillance interval may be extended without loss in
heater reliability. This surveillance interval extension
is consistent with the guidance of GL 93 05. This
proposed change is consistent with TSTF 93.

3.4 18 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.4 19 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).

3.4 20 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).

3.4 21 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

( 3.4 22 This change deletes REQUIRED ACTION B.1 consistent with
TSTF 28. The deleted ACTION required that SR 3.4.16.2 be
performed within 4 hours. This SR must be performed in
order to verify " restoration" of the specific activity to l

within limits, and does not need to be otherwise required. )
Further, if the Condition is entered and the plant is in !

H0DE 2 in 4 hours or less, the NUREG REQUIRED ACTION is in !

conflict with the NOTE of SR 3.4.16.2 which states that i

this SR is only required in H00E 1. In addition, this ;

action is an unnecessary burden as the plant is required i

to be in H0DE 3 with T < 500 F within 12 hours, exiting
'

m
the Mode of Applicability.

3.4 23 ITS SR 3.4.12.3 is revised to be consistent with the
requirements denoted in LC0 3.4.12. This change clarifies
that the SR (to verify the accumulators isolated) is only
applicable when accumulator pressure is greater than or
equal to the maximum RCS pressure for the existing RCS
cold leg temperature allowed by the P/T limit curves
provided in the PTLR.

3.4 24 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table I

(enclosure 68).

(pj 3.4 25 Consistent with the current technical specifications, the '

gross specific activity limit is added to LC0 3.4.16

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.4 4 S/15/97
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

O Condition B rather than its first reference being in SR
V 3.4.16.1. This is also consistent with the treatment of

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131.

3.4 26 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
'

(enclosure 6B).

3.4 27 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).

3.4 28 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.4 29 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).

3.4 30 An exception is added to the Actions for LC0 3.4.12 This
is consistent with the current licensing basis.
Additionally. circumstances could arise where increasing
N0DE would reduce the risk of a low temperature
overpressurization event. In these cases it would be
unwise to maintain the plant in a lower H0DE
configuration. Increasing plant H0DE may also be the

jo expedient way to exit a low temperature over

d pressurization potential when operating within a
Condition. This option should be retained as exist in the
current Technical Specifications.

3.4 31 These ACTIONS in ITS 3.4.5 and 3.4.9 are modified to
reflect their LCO. The position of the reactor trip
breakers and the power supply status of the CRDHs are not
LC0 requirements; therefore CONDITIONS and ACTIONS are
revised. As worded in NUREG 1431 Rev 1. these ACTIONS
could preclude certain testing in H0DE 3. A more generic
action, which assures the rods cannot be withdrawn.
replaces the specific method of precluding rod withdrawal.
The specific methods are added to the Bases as examples.
The revised ACTIONS still assure rod withdrawal is
precluded and this detail is not required to be in the TS
to provide adequate protection to the public health and
safety. No technical changes result from this change..

These changes are consistent with TSTF-87 Rev.1.

3.4 32 In accordance with industry traveler TSTF 26. the ACTION
would be changed to specify taking the plant to a H0DE for
which the LCO is not applicable. This change maintains *

the consistency between the Mode of Applicability and the-

(-) Required Action which requires the Mode of Applicability
to be exited.

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.4 5 $/1587
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATIQS
,

,

(V) The Frequency of SR 3.4.2.1 to verify operating RCS loop
i

3.4 33
average temperature at or above [551]'F is changed to "12
hours" from the current surveillance frequency of 30
minutes. The SR to verify operating loop average
temperatures every 12 hours is sufficiently frequent to
prevent inadvertent violation of the LC0 and considers
indications and alarn.3 that are continuously available to
the operator in the control room. This change is based on
industry traveler TSTF-27.

3.4 34 The current CPSES licensing basis, which does not require
that the precision RCS flow measurement be current until
after exceeding 85% RTP following each refueling outage,
is retained. As discussed in the Bases, the analyses
supporting this requirement are predicated on the
performance of a gross flow measurement prior to entry
into Mode 1 and the maintenance of a reduced power range
neutron flux - high reactor trip setpoint until the RCS
flow has been verified. Through the use of the Transit
Time Flow Meter and other precision instrumentation which
has been installed by TU Electric, a sufficiently accurate
RCS flow measurement may be made prior to 85% RTP. This

(V3
capability allows for the use of a single power plateau
below 85% RTP for performing required surveillances during
the post refueling power ascension. It also allows the
plant to remain below 85% RTP following a refueling outage
until the RCS flow is verified to meet the required flow.
This change affects the Conditions (a separate condition
is required for the precision flow measurement prior to
exceeding 85% RTP), and the note and frequency associated
with SR 3.4.1.4.

3.4 35 This change adds a note to SR 3.4.11.1 and SR 3.4.11.2
stating that the SRs are only required to be performed in
Modes 1 and 2. The Actions Note "LC0 3.0.4 is not
applicable" is intended to allow Mode changes for testing
purposes (per Bases). This allowance is properly
presented t.s an SR Note. A properly placed exception
(i.e., an SR Note exception) would not allow the SR to be
considered to be met until the appropriate conditions were ;

available for it to be performed without entering the !
actions. The Note to these SRs would allow startup in !
Hode 3 if the SR had not been performed during the l

required frequency, but would limit the exception to prior
to entering Mode 2. The change is consistent with !

traveler WOG 60. |

O,X, |

CPSTS Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.4 6 S/]S/97
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3 3.4 36 SR 3.4.13.1 and ACTIONS for LC0 3.4.15 are revised with(d the addition of a note per TSTF 116. The note addresses'

the concern that an RCS water inventory balarce cannot be
meaningfully performed unless the unit is operating at or
near steady state conditions. The note added to the
surveillance provides an exception for operation at less
than steady state conditions. The RCS water inventory
balance will only be allowed to be deferred for 12 hours
after re establishing steady state conditions.

3.4 37 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

3.4 38 Consistent with TSTF 105, the details on the method by
which the RCS flow rate are verified is moved from the SR
3.4.1.4 to the Bases. Moving this information to the
Bases, allows the use of precision heat balances, elbow
taps, and other acceptable methods in order to perform
this verification and is consistent with the NUREG 1431
philosophy of moving clarifying information and
descriptive details out of the TS to the Bases.

3.4 39 The shutdown requirements of ITS 3.4.11 would require the
,3 plant to reduce T,., to <500 F within 12 hours, rather than-

V N0DE 4. to address the concern of entering [LTOP] LC0
3.4.12 Applicability with inoperable PORVs. For
consistency, the shutdown requirements of ITS 3.4.16 are
also revised to allow 12 hours to reduce T,, to <S00 F.
This change is consistent with TSTF-113.

3.4-40 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

3.4 41 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

3.4 42 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.4 43 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.4 44 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

'3.4 45 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).-3

d
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICAT10N

rm 3.4 46 Consistent with current TS 3/4.1.1.4, " Minimum Temperature ;

\ for Criticality." ITS LCO 3.4.2 and its Condition A and SR
3.4.2.1 are modified to refer to " operating" RCS loops.
Adopting the current TS wording is acceptable since valid

.

!T.,, measurements are not obtainable for a non operating
loop. j

;

3.4 47 ITS SR 3.4.11.1 contains a Note which exempts the cycling
of the block valve when it is closed in accordance with
Required Actions of Condition B or E of LC0 3.4.11.
However, Required Action A.1 also directs closure of the
block valve when one or more PORVs are inoperable and
capable of being manually cycled. The SR Note should also
exempt performance when the block valve is closed in ,

accordance with Required Action A.1 as the block valve
should not be opened when the PORV is inoperable. This
change is consistent with NUR91430 and NUREG-1432 in as
much as the block valve cyc; < is exempted under ,

Conditions A, B, and E. Sin w power to the block valve (s)
is maintained in Required Action A.1, the Note to SR
3.4.11.1 will be revised to not require the surveillance |
performance if the block valve (s) is closed per Condition !

A.1. Since power to the block valve (s) is removed in |

Required Actions B.2 and E.3, the surveillance can not be i

met. Given the wording change " met" to " performed" in the
Note, the wording of SR 3.4.11.1 is revised to accommodate i

'

the Condition B and E exception. This change is |

consistent with traveler WOG 87. j

3.4 48 A note is added to ITS 3.4.8 ACTIONS. indicating that
entry into MODE 5 Loops Not Filled from H0DE 5 Loops :i

Filled is not permitted while LC0 3.4.8 is not met. The '

addition of this note is based on the performance of a i

plant specific LC0 3.0.4 matrix (see CN 1 02 LS 1 of <

the CTS 3/4.0 package). |
:

3.4 49 LC0 3.4.12 "[LTOP] System", provides four different i

methods for pressure relief. Any of the four methods may i

be used. However, Surveillance Requirement 3.4.12.5
requires testing whether or not the equipment is being>

credited to meet the LCO. The proposed change adds the
,

words " required" to the Surveillance to exempt its
performance if the equipment to be tested is not being
used to meet the LCO. In addition, two editorial changes |
were made. The LC0 requirement presentation was I

clarified. Also, the Note to SR 3.4.12.8 was revised to
repiace " required" to be met" with " required to be i

'

.Mormed" since the " performed" nomenclature is'Q n

V appropriate here, consistent with the CTS. This change is |
cor.sistent with traveler WOG 100.

i
*

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - 1153.4 8 S/15/97 |
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CHANGE Ni#EER JUSTIFICATION

Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison tableO 3.4 50
(enclosure 68). ,

;

3.4 51 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

3.4 52 Consistent with traveler WOG 51. the Note concerning
accumulator isolation is moved from the APPLICABILITY to
the LCO.

i

i

!

h

i

\
!

O

.

1

:
:

O>

,
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 - SECTION 3.4 1 or6

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY
'

NUEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK W0lf CREEK CALLAWAY
L

3.4-01 Clarifies intent of wording for the allowance to remove pumps from Yes Yes Yes Yes

operation by changing "de-energized" to " removed from operation"
consistent with TSTF-153.

j 3.4 02 This change revises Condition A of ITS 3.4.6 to cover any required Yes Yes Yes Yes
loop's inoperability and adds Required Action A.2 indicating that
cooldown to MODE 5 is only required if an RHR loop is OPERABLE.
Condition B is deleted.

3.4-03 The current technical specifications allow I hour for the de- Yes Yes Yes Yes
energization of all RHR pumps. [ ]

3.4-04 The symbol >" in DCPP LCO 3.4.8 Note 1.a.. is replaced by the words Yes No No No

"at least".

3.4-05 This change is being made consistent with the current assumptions No. These Yes No-Similar No-Similar'

used in the analysis. The analysis credits three operational cperational analysis analysis
restrictions below 350*F. to ensure that the reactor vessel is restrictions are assumptions assumptions
protected. not part of the not contained not contained

current TS. in CTS. in CTS.
i

3.4-06 Plant specific safety analyses do not allow injection from safety Yes - DCPP Yes - CPSES Yes WCNOC Yes - Callaway
,

inject 1on pumps but do allow CCP injection . analysis asstnes analysis analysis analysis c

one CCP only. assumes two assumes one assumes one
CCPs. CCP only. CCP only. !

3.4 07 The word "all" In the DCPP LCO 3.4.12 APPLICABILITY is replaced by Yes No No No
the word any.

3.4 08 The current licensing basis as contained in the Technical No - DCPP LTOP Yes Yes - See Yes See OL .

Specifications requires performance of this surveillance on a design does not Amendment No. Amendment NO.
frequency of 72 hours. ose RHR relief 49. 42 [

valves. '

3.4-09 The plant does not have manual RHR suction isolation valves. The No - DCPP LTOP Yes Yes Yes
motor-operated suction isolation valves (2 per relief valve line) are design does not
surveilled in accordance with SR 3.4.12.4. use RHR relief

valves.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS 3.4 SM5197
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 - SECTION 3.4 2 or6

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CAL 1AWAY

3.4-10 The DCPP plant specific limiting temperature specified in degrees Yes No No No

below which the RCS must not be subject to low pressure overpressure
is replaced by the ganeric statement "the temperature below which
LTOP is required as specified in the PTLR."

3.4 11 The plant does not have the RHR autoclosure portion of the RIR System No - The valve Yes Yes - See Yes See OL
interlock as the system was deleted from the design. However, the interlock is not Amendnent No. Amendment NO.
portion of the interlock which prevents the valves from opening when in the current 49. 42
system pressure is in excess of the setpoint has been retained. TS

3.4-12 In conformance with the current TS the RHR Isolation Valves which No - RHR valve Yes No - WCliOC No - Callaway
are RCS PIVs are excluded from being retested following an extended testing after does not have does not have
period of operation in MODE 5. MODE 5 operation this this

is not in CTS. exclusion. exclusion.

3.4-13 The RHR Isolation Valves which are RCS PIVs are excluded from being No - This change Yes Yes Yes
; retested following flow through the valves. is out of scope

for DCPP.

3.4-14 This change revises the grouping of required detectors to be Yes Yes Yes Yes
consistent with the current TS and with Reg. Guide 1.45 Regulatory
Position C.3.

3.4 15 LCO 3.0.4 is applied to Condition [D] (required containment Yes Yes Yes Yes

j atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitor and containment cooler
l condensate monitoring system inoperable).
l
'

3.4-16 Consistent with current TS requirements [ and with Condition B] a Yes Yes Yes Yes
I requirement to perform 24 hour containment atmosphere samples is
| added when a gaseous monitor is inoperable. [ ] Also, consistent with
'

Conditions A and B. the performance of SR 3.4.13.1 every 24 hours as
,

an alternative to analyzing a containment atmosphere sample is
allowed.

CPSES Ccmversion Comparison Table -ITS 3.4 S/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 - SECTION 3.4 3 or6

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY

CJMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.4-17 This change revises the pressurizer heater capacity surveillance Yes Yes Yes Yes - Part of
requirement frequency from 92 days to 18 months. current TS per j

Amenchnent 105.

3.4-18 The APPLICABILITY for improved TS LCOs 3.4.10 and 3.4.11. LCO 3.4.12 No DCPP has No - 2 CCPs are Yes Yes
and LCO Note 2 for ITS 3.4.5 are sodified to be consistent with different LTDP allowed per

Icurrent [LTOP] analyses requirements. requirements. CTS.

3.4 19 This change adds an LCO condition to allow RCP start with pressurizer Yes No - Not in No - Not in No - Not in
water level less than 50% per CTS. CTS. CTS. CTS.

3.4-20 This change adds a provision to allow one or acre 51 pumps to be No - Not part of No - Not part Yes Yes
capable of injecting into RCS in MODES 5 and 6 when RCS water level CTS. of CTS.
is below the top of the reactor vessel flange for the purpose of
protecting the decay heat removal function, per CTS.

3.4 21 Two DCPP PORVs have been identified as Class I to make the Yes No No No

distinction between these and the third PORV that is designated non-
Class 1.

| 3.4 22 This change deletes ISTS 3.4.16 Actior. B.1 per TSTF-28. Yes Yes Yes Yes

| 3.4-23 ITS SR 3.4.12.3 is revised to be consistent with the requirements Yes Yes Yes Yes

| denoted in LCO 3.4.12.
|
| 3.4-24 Improved TS SR 3.4.14 requires testing of PIVs prior to entering MODE Yes No No No

l 2 whenever the unit has been in MODE 5 for seven days or longer.
This surveillance is not in the DCPP current TS. In conformance with
the current TS DCPP has chosen not to include this surveillance
frequency.

3.4-25 The gross specific activity limit is added to LCO 3.4.16.1 Condition Yes Yes Yes Yes
f B rather than having its first reference occurring in SR 3.4.16.1.

3.4-26 This change add: surveillance for PORV safety related nitrogen supply Yes No No No

per DCPP CTS.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS 3.4 S/1587
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CONVERSION COPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 - SECTION 3.4 4cr6

. _ _

DIFFERENCE FROM NIJREG-1431 APPLICABILITY

I'9eER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEV CALLAWAV

3.4-27 Applicability for LC0 3.4.12 MODE 6 is revised to include an Yes No No i No
additional qualification if the head closure bolts are not fully

detensioned, par DCCP CTS.

3.4 23 This change adds a DCPP specific description of a secured open valve. Yes No No No

3.4-29 The use of Channel Functional Test (CFT) would be retained from the Yes No No No

current DCPP TS to the improved TS.

3.4-30 An LCO 3.0.4 exception is added to the Actions of LCO 3.4.12 No - This change Yes Yes Yes
is out of scope
for DCPP.

3.4-31 Condition C and REQUIRED ACTION D.1 of ITS 3.4.5 and Condition A of Yes Yes Yes Yes

| ITS 3.4.9 are modified to reflect generic wording to assure that the
| rods are fully inserted and cannot be withdrawn. This change is
| consistent with TS1F-87 Rev. 1.

3.4-32 In accordance with industry traveler TSTF-26, the ACTION would be Yes Yes Yes Yes
changed to specify taking the plant to a MODE for which the LCO is
not applicable.

-

3.4 33 The Frequency of SR 3.4.2.1 is changed to 12 hours". This change is Yes Yes Yes Yes
based on industry traveler TSTF-27.

3.4 34 Retains CPSES current TS which requires that the precision RCS flow No Yes No No
measurement be performed prior to exceeding 85% RTP.

3.4-35 Adds a note to SR 3.4.11.1 and SR 3.4.11.2 stating that the SRs are Yes Yes Yes Yes
only required to be performed in Modes 1 and 2.

3.4-36 SR 3.4.13.1 and ACTIONS for LCO 3.4.15 are revised with the addition Yes Yes Yes Yes
of a note per TSTF-116.

3.4-37 The primary to secondary leakage limits are revised per Callaway OL No No No Yes
Amendment No.116 dated October 1.19%.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS 3.4 5/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 - SECTION 3.4 5 or6

'
DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY

NfJMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMM OiE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.4 38 Consistent with TSTF-105. the details on the method by which the RCS Yes Yes Yes Yes
flow rate is verified are moved from the SR 3.4.1.4 to the Bases.

3.4-39 The shutdown requirements of ITS 3.4.11 would raquire the plant to Yes Yes Yes Yes
reduce T , to <500*F within 12 hours, rather than MODE 4. to address
the concern of entering [LTOP] LCO 3.4.12 Applicability with
inoperable PORVs. For consistency, the shutdown requirements of ITS
3.4.15 are also revised to allow 12 hours to reduce T.,, to <500'F.
This change is consistent with TSTF 113.

3.4 40 The Note to SR 3.4.1.4 would be modified to specify a plant specific No See CN ' No - See CN Yes Yes
power and to provide additional time to perform an RCS precision flow 3.4-51 3.4-34
rate measurement.

3.4-41 LCO 3.4.1 is revised to reference Tables 3.4.1-1 and 3.4.1-2 for RCS Yes Allowance No No No
total flow rate limits for DCPP Units I and 2 respectively. added per'

| Amenchent 60/59.

3.4-42 An exception to SR 3.4.14.1 frequency to leak test PIVs 8802A 8802B Yes No No No
and 8703 has been added. This change is consistent with the DCPP

i

i current TS.
|

3.4-43 A new Condition C is added to LCO 3.4.1 to reflect the current TS of No . No Yes No
Wolf Creek for RCS flow rate.

3.4-44 Steam generator levels for Modes 3. 4 and 5 are specified to ensure No No No Yes
SG tubes are covered. The Callaway current TS did not ensure tube
coverage.

3.4-45 Its 3.4.12 has been revised to move the Note for Required Action B.1 Yes No - Operation Yes Yes
regarding CCP punp swap operations and the Applicability Note for of 2 CCPs are
accumulator isolation to the LCO. as discussed in WOG-51. Plant- allowed per
specific time allowances for exceeding LCO's number of [ECCS] pumps CTS. Alto sw
capable of injecting into the RCS are incorporated. [as discussed in CN 3.4-52.
CN 3.4 18.]

3.4-46 ITS LCO 3.4.2 and its Condition A and SR 3.4.2.1 are modified to Yes Yes Yes Yes
refer to * operating * RCS loops.

|
|

| CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS 3.4 S/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 - SECTION 3.4 6 or6

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY

|COMANCHEPEAK1CLF CREEK CALLAWAYMAEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON -

3.4-47 ITS SR 3.4.11.1 contains a Note which exempts the cycling of the Yes Yes Yes Yes
block valve when it is closed in accordance with Required Actions of
Condition B or E of LCO 3.4.11. However. Required Action A.1 also
directs closure of the block valve when one or more PORVs are
inoperable and capable of being manually cycled. The SR Note should
also exempt performance when the block valve is closed in accordance ,

with Required Action A.1 as the block valve should not be opened when
the PORY is inoperable.

3.4-48 A note is added to ITS 3.4.8 ACTIONS indicating that entry into MODE Yes Yes Yes Yes

5 Loops Not Filled from MODE 5 Loops Filled is not permitted while
LCO 3.4.8 is not met.

3.4-49 . This change reorganizes the presentation of ITS LCO 3.4.12. adds the Yes Yes Yes Yes

word " required" to ITS SR 3.4.12.5. and changes the word " met" to
" performed" in ITS SR 3.4.12.8.

3.4 50 This change is consistent with current TS SR 4.4.9.3.3. The 12 hour No - adopting No - adopting Yes Yes

frequency applies to vent pathway (s) that are "not locked sealed or ITS format. ITS format. i
,

otherwise secured in the open position. The wording added to ITS SR'

3.4.12.5 is also consistent with the format used in similar ITS 3.6
SRs. The 31 day frequency is also revised to be consister.t with
current TS SR 4.4.9.3.3.

3.4-51 The Note for SR 3.4.1.4 is removed. This is consistent with DCPP CTS Yes No No No

4.2.3.5. DCPP conducts a measured RCS total flowrate verification on
the 18 month frequency.

,

3.4 52 Consistent with traveler WOG-51, the Note concerning accumulator No - See Yes No - See No - See.
1 solation is moved from the APPLICABILITY to the LCO. CN 3.4-45 CN 3.4 45 CN 3.4-45

.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS 3.4 5/15M
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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.5 :
,

5/ 2/97
. !

rage 1_ ( Sorted by Current TS )

>
t

Current TS Improved TS- !

Item Code Para Item Code Para

i

3.5.1 LCO 3.5.1 LC0 i

._3,5.1 - ACTION _ a 3.5.1 CONDITION B. !

3.5.1 ACTION a 3.5.1 Q.ONDITION C |

3.5.1 ACTION b 3.5.1 CONDITION A !'

_3.,L.1 - ACT_ ION b _3.5.1 CONDITION C !

,,4,5,1 SR a.1 3.5.1.2 SR |,

_4 5 1 SR a.1 3.5.1.3 SR !

12

_4. (1 SR a.2 15J.1 SR !
_

4,Jti SR b 3.5.1.4 SR i ;;

4.J .1 SR c 3.5.1 5 SR ! t
2

I !

_3 5 2 LCO 1_5. 2 LCO i [1 1

i _3J . 2 APP Note (New)_ 3 5J APP Note 1 |1

_L5 2 APP Note 3 5.2 APP Note 2 r
1 2

_3 5,2 ACTION a J.5.2 CONDITION .A i1

3.5.2 ACTION a 3.5.2 CONDITION B !

_3 02 ACTION b Not Used |
1

4.5.2 SR
_

152,1 SR |
'

a 1

4.5.2 SR a _3.5.1.1 SR

' .y J,5.2 SR b 3.5.2.2 SR |

4.5.2 SR c Not Used

4.5.2 SR d.1 _3.4.14.2 SR !
J1152 SR d.2 3.5.2.8 SR !

,

4.5.2 SR e.1 15,25_ SR :
'

1

_4 5 2 SR e.2_ 3.5.2,6 SR |12

_4J12 SR f{New) 3.5.2.4 SR :
'

44 2 SR_ g.1 Relocated TRH

_1L2 SR g.2 ._3 5.2.7 SR4 1

_4.J,2 SR h Relocated TRH

_4,5.2 SR 1 3.5.2.3 SR'

!

35,3J LCO 3.5.3 LQ.01
'

3.5.3 1 LCO Note (New) 3.4.1.2 LCO.,1 ,

_3J1 131 A_CTJON a 3.5.3 CONDITION B -

_3 5 3,1 ACTION a 3.5.3 CONDITION C12 ,

_3 5,3,1 ACTION b AL3 CONDITION A
, _ _ ,1

3 5,3,1 ACTION c Not Used '

2

. 4 5 3J ,1 SR 3.5.3.1 SR2 1
'

42 bbl. ] SR 3.4.14.2 SR

_4J.3J.1 SR Note Not Used
4.5.3.1.2 SR 3.4.12.2 SR

_ |
-

13 5.h2 LCO 3.4.12 LCO1

3Jt,2 ACTION 3.4 12 CONDITION A t3

O' ._A h 32 AQTION 3.4.12 CONDIIION __G2

4 bh2 SR 3.4.12J SR i
'

a 4

i

r

'

-
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.5
'

,

5/ 2/97

O Fage 2 ( Sorted by Current TS ) :

V

Current TS Improved TS
i

'

Item Code Para Item Code Para

3.5.4 LCO 3J.4 LC0 |
_3J.4 ACTION Ne.: 3.5.4 CONDITION A |

,

._3,5.4 ACIION New 3.5,4 CONDITION C

_15.4 ACTION 3.5.4 CONDITION B
_

.A5,4' ACTION 3.5.4 CONDITION C

._4,5.4 SR a.1 3.5.4.2 SR'

_4 5.4 SR a2 3.5.4.3 SR ,

_4_._5 . 4 SR b _3.5.4.1 SR ;

.

-

.

6

O
:

;

' '
i-

1

'

i

k

$

>

,'

2

!

,

5
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.5

I|5/ 2/97
rege 1 ( Sorted by ITS )

:
f

Current TS Improved TS
'

Item Code Para ' Item Code Para j
b*

AS,1 L_C0 3.5,1 LCO i

3.5.1 ACTION b 3.5.1 CONDITI('N A j

15J ACTION a 3.5.1 CONDITION B [

15.1 ACTION a 3.5.1 CONDITION C !

3 5.1 ACTION .b 3.5.1 CONDITION C !
t

5.03
~

INew 3.5.1 CONDITION D .;

4.5.2 SR a 3.5.1.1 SR ;
2

4.5.1 SR a.2 3.5.1.1 SR !

45J SR a11 3.5.1.2 SR
_ ,c

4.5.1 SR a.1 3.5.1.3 SR t

1 571 SR b 3.5.1.4 SR |

4.5.1 SR c 3.5.1.5 SR '

3.5.2 LCO 3.5.2 LC0

3.5.2 APP Note (New) 3.5.2 APP Note 1 ,

3.5.2 APP Note 3.5.2 APP Note 2
3.5.2 ACTION a 3.5.2 CONDITION A i

3.5.2 ACTION a 3.5.2 | CONDITION B

A _4 5.2 SR a 3.5.2.1 SR
3,

( 4.5.2 SR b 3.5.2.2 SR ;

4.5.2 $R 1 3.5.2.3 SR

4.5.2 SR f(New) 3.5.2.4 SR i

15J SR ed 3.5.2.5 SR |

4.5.2 SR e.2 3.5.2.6 SR

4 5.2 SR g.2 3.5.2.7 SR

4.5.2 SR d.2 3.5.2.8 SR

I

3,5.3.1 LCO 3.5.3 LCO !

3.5.3.1 ACTION b 3.5.3 CONDITION A ,

_3 4 3.1 ACTION a 3.5.3 CONDITION B !

A5.3.1 ACTION a _3.5.3 CONDITION C

4A3JJ SR 3.5.3.1 SR*

.3.5.4 LCO 3.5.4 LCO ;

15.4 ACTION New __3.5.4 CONDITION A

_3.5.4 ACTI0N 3.5.4 CONDITION B

3/at4 ACTION 3.5.4 CONDITION C

3.5.4- ACTION New 3.5.4 CONDITION C

4.5.4 SR b 3.5.4.1 SR
'

4.5.4 SR a.1 3.5.4.2 SR

A54 SR a.2 _3.5.4.3 SR1

_3A52 LCO e 3.5.5 LC01

32 12 APP 3.5.5 APP

O 3 A S.2 ACTION b 3.5.5 CONDITION A

3d.}J ACTION b _3. 5 5 CONDITION B2
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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 3.5
5/ 2/97
Page 2 ( Sorted by ITS ) '

.

Current TS Improved TS
'

Item Code Para Item Code Para

. . .

4.4.5.2A SR b _3 5.5.1 SR2

';
'

!

,

a

|

,

i
:
1

h

,

,

i

.. .

.

,

:

4 i

,

A

2
4

,

f

'
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e
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~iiethodology For Cross-Reference Tables

- The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs,
Actions, Surve111ances. Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the '

. location of items that have been located out of the improved TS,

' The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS:
,

;
;

LC0/SR number (Iles) -

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification. ;'

Requirement corie (Code) - !

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

The LC0 operability requirementLC0 -

The APPLICABILITY requirementAPP -

The ACTION requirementsCONDITION / ACTION -

The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |SR -

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is

; only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with'

different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification ;

in the improved TS).
'

Paragraph (P_ ara) - 1

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used -in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be

; appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,
the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.
Appropriate. entries in this column for these respective actions might be i

" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5, 6, etc." Multiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b"),

i
' Methodology l of3 S/1587
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables jn- '

Q (Continued)

!

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in i

NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS .

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
'

; apply. ;

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross ,

reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location-

in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS. ,

I
Imoroved TS:

;

LCO/SR number (Item) -
;

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated specification or uses the following code:

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control ;

document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference i

location). ;

t
4

Requirement code (Code) - r

;

This column identifies the portien of the specification affected using the
following code: i

LCO The LC0 operability requirement :-

APF The APPLICABILITY requirement
'

CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements4

SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

.

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g., FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures)

Nota: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

- Methodology 2 of3 SMSn7 i
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables
t 1 (Continued)
%)

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1421.

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor
relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already

f] adequately addressed by regulations)
G'

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved
TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to
adequately describe the cross reference. For example, if the
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS.
separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Hultiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs

py such as A.1.1, A.1.2, etc.).

O
Methodology 3 of3 5/IS/97
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ENCLOSURE 2
.
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y

MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS
:
.

A

Mark-up:
,

; SPECIFICATION PAGE

I

3.5.1......................................................................3/45-1 t

3.5.2..........................................................................3/45-3 i

3.5.3.1......... ........ .......... ..... .............................. ... 3/4 5-7 |
3.5 3.2. .......... .......................................................... 3 /4 5-9 :

3.5. 4.~................ .............................. ...................... 3 /4 5- 10

:
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h 3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS :
'u)(

'3/4.5.12 ACCLMJLATORS ,

COLD LEG I!LlECTION

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION
-

,

,

3.5.1' Each cold leg injection accumulator shall be OPERABLE with:

a. The discharge isolation valve open with power removed,

Ib. A contained borated water volume of between 6H9139tIand;6597261} 34i.u

9eHens,

c, A boron concentration of between 2300 ppm and 2600 ppm, and'

' i+M '
d. An nitrogen cover pressure of between 603 623 and 693 6M psig.

,

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, and 3*.

ACIIM:

- a. With j;hteCaccumulatotMERABLEIand one cold leg injection accumulator ; i.w.A

inoperable, except as a result of the boron concentration outside the'

required values, restore the inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE status [
within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and - lea

reducepressurizerRCSpressuretolessthan1000psigwithinthe
following 6 hours,

b. With thr_eCat:cumulatots20PERABLEland the boron concentration of one 3 ,3
cold leg injection accumulator outside the required limit, restore the .

'boron concentration to within the required limits within 72 houra or be
_,

in at least H0f STANDBY within the next 6 hours and reduce presstetter -14A ,

80% pre:sure to less than 1000 psig within the following 6 hours.

.

.

*Presstefter B.QS pressure above 1000 psig. 3,3 ;

.

yy |

(f
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- q EMERENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS ]
' + 1
\.s -

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

4

:
,

'4.5.1 Each cold leg injection accumulator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
'

i

a. At least once per 12 hours by: *

1) Verifying that the contained borated water volume and nitrogen
cover pressure in the tanks are within their limits, and

2) Verifying that each cold leg injection accumulator isolation
valve is open. *

b. At least once per 31 days and within 6 hours after each indicated
Nsolution volume increase of greater than or equal to 101 gallons M by

verifying the boron concentration of the solution in the water filled
accumulator. This surveillance is not required when the volume makeup
source is the RWST and the RWST has not been diluted sinc; verifying i.o7.to
that the RWST beren concentration is equoi to or greater then the ,

eeeumuletor beren concentratica li. Tit. '

c. At least once per 31 days when the RCS pressure is above 1000 psig by
verifying that power to the isolation valve operator is removed.

t
;

,

,

,

t

i

;

.

.

j

'

.

i

2 \
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3.4.5.2 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS T .; > 350*F

(. LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION

241-w3.5.2 Two indepcadent Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) subsystems trains shall
be OPERABLE with sech subsystem cva rised oftv

e. Ora 0"EPXLE centrifugal charging pump,

b. One OPEPX LE safety injection pump.

c. One OPEPXLE PJ|R heat exchanger,

d. One OPEPXLE "Jin pump, and

c. An OPEPXLE flow path capable of taking suction from the refueling
water storege tank on a Safety Injection sigaci and automatically
opening the containacnt sump suction valves during the recirculation
phase of operatieft-

242 uAPPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, end 3* f.

|
|

ACTION: j

24 m |
'

a. With one primore ECCS subsystem trajpg inoperable andl:adeastf.100 Eof __

It!elECCS1 Goy!.equjyalentito.Ia;singleRERMLEiECCS.;traig, restore the
inoperable subsystem trajojs) to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be 241.w
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHlfTDOWN
within the following 6 hours.

24 m*The provisions of Specifications 3.0.4 and 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into
H0DE 3 for the centrifugal charging pumps and the safety injection pumps declared
inoperable pursuant to Specification 3.5.3 provided the centrifugal charging pumps
and the safety injection pumps are restored to OPERABLE status within 4 hours or
prior to the temperature of ena or more All of the RCS cold legs exceeding 375"F,
whichever comes first,

f'Infl0DE!3tboth1Stinjectioniflow:pathsimayibe' isolate.d:by; closing the; isolation 2.c2a
yalye(suin;SR K5RaiffoK2; hours;to:' perform:pressute:jsolatjon:yalve: testing"per:SR
E415Z2]

O
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

'
LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION .

- :

ACTION: (Continued)
.

b. In the escat the CCCS is actuated end injects water into the Reactor
2*nC M ant Systes, a Special Repert shall be prepared crd submitted to j

the Ce.wissica pursuant to Spccificatica S.O.2 within 00 days ;

describing th; circa;;;steries of the octuation and the total ;;cu;;;ulated
actuation cycles tc date. The current value of the usage factor for
each affected Sciety Inject 4cn aczzle shall be provided in this Special ;

Repcrt wieraver its value exceed; 0.70.

)SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

;

4.5.2 Each ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

i .

'a. At least once per 12 hours by verifying that the following valves are in
2&Athe indieeted listed positions with power to the valve operators removed:

Valve Number Valve Function Valve Position |

8802 A & B SI Pump to Hot Legs Closed'

24A8808 A B.C.D Accum. Discharge Open* ;.

k 8809 A & B RHR to Cold Legs Open ''

8835 SI Pump to Cold Legs Open
'

4

8840 RHR to Hot Legs Closed
,

8806 SI Pump Suction from RWST Open

8813 SI Pump Hini Flow Valve Open

'

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position. |

2*wc. By a visual inspectica which veriffes-that nc iccsc debris (ress,
! trash-elething, etc.) is present in the contaircent which could be

transpcrted tc the contefraent su;;;p and cause restriction of the pump
siteticas during LEA conditicas. This visuoi inspection shall be
perfomed-

1) for sil eccessible-erees-of-th; conteiracat prici to estebl+shitig-

60NTAIMiCNT INTECRITY and j

2) At least cace dei 4y-of-the crees effected-*tthin conteiracat-by |
conteir.ent entry and during-the-f4nel-entry when CONTAINMENT |
INTEGRID' 4s-established. )

P ;

!

*Surveillence acquir; cats ccvered in Specificaticn 4.S.1.1. 24A
|
|
,

|

|

CPSL'SMark-up of CTSJM.5 3/45-4 S/15/97 1
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
I
i'

/ ') !
SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

(
?%e

d. At least once per 18 months by:

2-14A
1) Verifying interlock action of the RHR system from the Reactor

Coolant System to ensure that with a simulated or actual Reactor
Coolant System pressure signal greater than or equal to 442 psig
the interlocks prevent the valves from being opened.

2) A visual inspection of the containment sump and verifying that
the subsystem suction inlets are not restricted by debris and
that the sump components (trash racks, screens, etc.) show no
evidence of structural distress or abnormal corrosion.

e. At least once per 18 months *, by: 2-l&A

1) Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct position on Sefety Injccticn actualiorJstmulated , , , , , ,
actuation test signals, and

2) Verifying that each of the following pumps start automatically
upon receipt of e-Sefetydnjectica aniactuallorisimulated 211-n

actuation test signal:
p() a) Centrifugal charging pumps,

b) Safety injection pumps, and

c) RHR pumps,

212mf. By-verifying thct cach cf the following pumps devcicps the indiccted
dffferentici pressurc on recirculctica ficw when tested pursuant to
Specificatica 4.0.5:

1) Ccatetfugal cherging pump E 2370 psid

2) Sefety injection purp E 1440 psid, and

3) R"R pump 170 psid.

Veri fr each' ECCS| pump 's'~ developed @ead|atitheitest: flow: poi nt;i s
.

greatechan ocequalltolthe required developed' head jn~accordance with
the;Inservj celesting1P.rogramltequencys

The surveillenee-test-intervel is cxtended to 24 conths for 2-l&A'

( ) Trairha -Unit-2-tc rcmcin in effeet-ttntil thc complet-ica of thc sccendr

~ reftfeHng-otitoge-for-Unit-2-''

CPSESMark-up of CTS 3N.S 3N S-S S/1587
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EMERGENCY CORE C00L1NG SYSTEMS

. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
s %.}

g. By verifying the correct position of each mechanical position stop for
.

'the following ECCS throttle valves:

i... ,g s_
.

_m__u__, L_..__ ,_,,_.a__ _-- ,_u_ _, ___Lim a. _,,s

n i 6si . , s evVi J i V i s Vw e a ry bVny s s b s ys , V, s uba s vu J b Vn , . ry paf

c 4retion er . eintenance on the valve han the ECCS subsyst .n
-

___ ___..m; i_ L_ __;nn,r.oin r. . . . w . mm bV V. V .m. . , ~

.

2) At least once per 18 months: )
'

i

; CCP/SI System SI System
.

Valve Number Valve Number !
,

!SI 8810A SI 8822A SI 8816A
SI 8810B. SI 88228 SI 8816B ,

SI 8810C SI 8822C SI 8816C
SI 8810D SI 8822D SI-8816D

V ,____ V.,_2,__ ,_,,_.2,__L .__m 2 _t...;_.._

u. . M,.. ys , , V , 2. ._.,_ _ , , _ . .
_ _ _ , _ _

. . ms bJb, ,,, J.~-,,, ,W. .- ,,v 2.is.Lc. V . , . -

__22, i_ iL_ rrec ...L_.._&___ AL.* ., *L.____,_ _, InVMI.u.u___LVHYy I a _ _ W. __ b3IUIb H biVI.J bV bsr5 6bbv J WVJJ J bWIIEJ bl 3W b bE3bI V,s Vs

AL.A...L_._s__ , , _ . . bl IU B Ub bs, 5Jb __ __;_L__._m__2_s2.bJ ..__2,.2,__UI,V F.I 35J ,ly b 5 IU b eJVVJJ J bst,. 5 I VTT

:

4. .s r__ . . _ _ , _L___2__ ___ ,.:___ . .u k - _.:__,. _
h_ _ _ i _2. ,I WyU 1 bE N, y 4 5 Ty VLEH,y 5 , ( Is J , .T 4 b4 I U J . I ly I s 3bsII b.A/ , Vi

e' The ssT.. cf the injection line ficw rates, cxciding the
u, , ,_ < _ _ i . i_ 2. J 3,__m__ i .k . _ __ y, .n,2 e

, , _ . . _
, ,mdb ..V bs,

. __ _ _ . . i_
v. be, b ~ . . V. . bV . J vr .

end- ;

r
f

u vt_ . _ . , _ , , _ . . __._ ,___ .L._ __ _ _ . . _ , ._ een ___
2, .y .__usy 4 IVW 5 ubsV/ UIN bVbMB J lsJJ bl Nil W3 EMWWI kV WVW yysn e

.n ,s . . e. u_ L ,. . 2. 2 _ _ x 2, V. , .. _ , 2. ._m_ J , . .a r e, _ 2, _ _ n. _
r__

r. y . ._ ._ 2. _,v_ .. ,W. Jo b . .ssb b __
_ _. _

..o. . .r .y . b. J .
> >

d

.s vL_ _. _, mL_ __,2 ,__ __ ,2__ , , _ . .
2, _ , _ _ u. V I EM/ sIab J_n V3 byrh kVIu Isy , syvb b i 5.N , . VVT

_ . . _ , sL_ _.s_
_ --_. . .. ..rets_J, m .. 22._ ,_ L.2.

L__s es. v_. . 2. J v mots __ V
LL _ _.

4
Vu . b. m . .mdb . . ,obs, ,

_m..., A_ , man _ _ _ __; ,

cyuu, bv VV yr . . , ~

A_m., _. _ ,, _s.Ls v.t_ y..v . . V.,. 2. J t.L._ __ _ _ . . . , A-_ ,___ r"
V ,F,e

- _ _

u, .m bvbu. . o bs .mJJ m.. V. syou, bv vro, .

,i
_ . _ _ ,

_ . . J. & L,.c .M.t i.n. , _ J _ _1 - _. AL. _.--

V, bm ,
ns

r v .J._m_d,
_, &L.

r __ _ . . J. _V.J, . b. J , , ,3 . e .y....... . b m J.o

,__.
2._.JUb biV.B e. ,I VTT_ . .

_s__2__x1__ ,2__a _ _ s__ sk._ _ _ . . . , s.
2. J_ yi sW b46 bl3WI4 Vi__ syWU. bV' b5 4Uy I .IIN 5Ub5J

,neen - - -
VJb vr .

2.im i1. Prior to entering H0DE 3 yerify;the ECCS pipingIis:fulJIof3atet end
1_. 2 _ _ ._..

2,._
______ __ ____.u__. _u ..u ... u _u a_.2_. fV u .s___

g VTWtily W , lJ HIW I I b bi sul Ns VI VyV. U b I V. BJ Ub b 4 V 4 kJ .Ti t i b 4 3 %. 4 b.43.J bl VII
_,nL. _..s_ L.. .._

r2._Iry_ s Lsv_
reri- _ _._2__ .J --____2L1_ as_ L.-__ 2*Iby_Try bu J 4sry un r%s ubbsJJsu,5 %4 . Jb a N , yUV4 bsis JJ J hsin VJ VbiIb b bbbs

piping high point 1. *

A
:
,

*

i
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.S.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS T < 350*Fx
I, )
V ECCS SUBSYSTEMS

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION

*"3.5.3.1 As a mittimum, cas One ECCS subsysica comprised of the fclicwing tra1J)
shall be OPERABLE:*# m ts-

_

346-A '
c, Onc OPEPXLC centrifugal charging pwp,'

b. Onc OPEPELE PJ|R heat exchee

c. Onc OPEPRLE PJ:R pump, and

d. An-OPEPXLE flow path capable of taking suction frc; the refueling
water-stcragc tank upon being manually realigacd and transfeeHftg
suctica to-the-centtinment sump during the recirculatica pha;c cf
operatica.

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 4.

ACTION:
,m

(, * '8With no ECCS ' entrifugallchargingTpump:(CCP) subsystem OPERABLE beeeuseca.
e'r--the inaperability of either the centrifugal charging pump cr the
ficw path fic; the refueling watar storage tank, restore at least one
ECCS CCE subsystem to OPERABLE status within 1 hour or be in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the next-20 24 hours.

*Mb. With no ECCS tesjdualfheat1removall(RHR1 subsystem OPERABLE becas:e of
thc inoperability cf either the rcsidual heat reactal heat exchanger cr
PJ:R pump. immediately;in1.tiatelaction'to restore at least one ECCS RH8
subsystem to OPERABLE status ee-ma4ntain the 90ccter-Geolant System Tm
4ess-then 350*T by use of alternate heat removel-fasthods.

m ts )A maximum of two charging pumps shall be OPEPXLE capa'ilelofninjectinglinto*

the'RCS whenever the temperature of one or more of the RCS cold legs is less
than or equal to 350*F, except when Specification 3.4,8.3 is not applicable.-

1

( An RH8ittain3ayibe:consideted;0P_ERABLEldtiring~ alignment 3nd.:operatioffor i
decad@tlemoya1Z.1EJapablOf being]nanualjy2etligned tolthe ECCS~ mode NA

I
973kelat1001 |

i

(
/

l
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
,

!

i
;

' - LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION !
,i

ACTIONS- (Continued)
!

_ ,_ it_ _ . . _ _ . it_ erre 2_ u . . m _2 __; 2_2m_ ..m__ 2a_ iu_n__u__ r__,_a
be 633 b4FE & vbu 3b b385 b.b b J 5d ubbuubww usrw I IIgsb b@ pru bEs # 5 ikV b5r5 u sb ub bv5 hvv I ull b

.

,n,srv,u ,,t.,, ,. .L _2 u _2 i ,t _ .c....1.._._2..__..
;vi i__ _ c__2.,c.._ ___ _ t. ____ __; __; i_

bm , u symb.v. b ru . um r eru. so u, - - .bbe. bv b rs
,

pursuant to Spccificatica f,."_,.2 within ^0 days describir,g the -ircu;;;stences j
_, m. _m..m,__ __; m_ ._i ___._.,_i_; _m.._m__ _ . . _ , _ _ i_ 2m_ ,-u _,

vi blr5 ub b u u b vsy usru btus bvbua ubbururu u u bbw uh bwu b I VII bJbsEd kw bgu bu . parb

current value of the usege facter for sech effected Safety Injection aczzle
_u_,, <_ ___.m; . , _ iu. r___2., n___m .m..__ u_ . . , . . . _..___;_ n ,n :

I

J r IU I I us y1 vF3vEu aiI b5I B J dyEhIuI s ib yV 3 b 'tra Ib s FW D V 3 Ibd yuIWE WAbEEud VeEVe

: :

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
3
;

,!.

i

1 f

4.5.3.1.1 The Each ECCS subsyste;r, train shall be demonstrated OPERABLE per the
3-08-A i

applicable requirements of Specifications 1'4.5.2aZ4;5;2dl)M4.5;2d2)R4:5;2f,' ;:

: m LS
'

4:5;2g2)Tand14;5:21Ur
.

4.5.3.1.2 A maximum of two charging pumps shall be OPERABLE capablelof;jnjectjn9 m ts |

intolthe.RCS except when Specification 3.4.8.3 is not applicable. When required, |
E

j vsvs ht rui y I s ry _. _
_L_1, L. J - - _ _ i , i _; J-______L,_4 L.. ..__J,..J.__ iL_i iL_ __i ____ _L__ J _

6ywrvey su su I u vs news du ad b3 u bEu a a vvyvi up a s uJ vsi asy airy bs su & bars issv bus ""
i eketttt-brcehr is secured in the spen pcsition within 4 hours efter entering-H00E

,
, ,--_ unne , __ __2__ i_ u_ i-- __m..__ _, ___ __ ____ _, m_ nee __,2 ,___

, e i vm rivu6. O vi yi s ui bv bees buniyvi u bus s vs vars vi inva s vi 6 irs nbs hviw ivya ,

decreasirig below 325*", d.ichcvcr cccurs first erd yetifyia maximum;ofitwo; charging -

i pumps;are; capable;otipjecting;intolthe3CS at least once per 31 days thereafter 12
'

hours.
;

t

.

:

1

!

,

.
An incperebic pu;r.p may be energized for testing provided the discharge of the'

m t3
pu;;;p has bcca isolated fres, the ",CS by a closed iscletica volvc(s) with powcr
re vved free,the volve cperetcr(M cr by e ;r.onaal isoletion velve(s) secured
in the closed positica. t

,

The IS ;;. cath surveillence test interval is extended to 24 a.caths for Train A. 2-M-A"

Unit 2. tc re. ein in effect until the cca,pletica of 'he seccad refuel;ng
cutesc for Unit-er l

1

l
4

0 ExceptiWhenithelRHR~suctj oQalv.esiate!openito3atisfy3C0i3.;,4 ;813 ! mA

i
a

1

l
i

!

CPSESMarA-up of C153M.S 3M S-8 S/1587 |
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EEMFNCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.5.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS T,; < 350*F
,,

(a) SAFETY INJECTION PUMPS
t

i

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION

mu3.5.3.2 All safety injection pumps shall be inoperable incapableloGigjecting1nt4
the1RCS.

8H00ES 4, 5, and 6 with the reactor vessel head on.APPLICABILITY:

ACTION:

suWith a safety injection pump OPEPABLE. restorc cil safety injection pumps to en
inoperable-stetus within 4 hours gapableloffjnjectiggitnto;the:8CS;iimmediately . mu -IDitiaMZactjpEtoltetiffpo:safetyli.njectfon pumps capablelof;1pjecting;into:the

'
BQSloriwlth1KEhoutsIdepressurj2eithe:JLCS~ andles_ tab]] sh3CS;yent!ofE21983quare
IfMh84

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.3.2 All safety injection pumps shall be dc; castrated inoperabic' by verifying
[ thet the m;tcr circuit breakers era sccured in the spen positica within 4 hcurs

.m

after catering "00: 4 fra ."00C 3 or prior to the te pcreture cf one or more of the'

RCS cold icgs decreasing below 325T. whichever occurs first :nd at ic:st once per
31 deys thercefter ietitieditoJpot;belcapeble~oflinjecting jntolthe;RCS~at3eiast mu '

once! peg 121hout$.

,

An insperable pump acy be erergiced for testing cr for fillins occumuletcrs mu*
;

prcvided the discharge at the pump has tcca isciated fica the RCS by a closed
iscictica valve (s) with powcr reaeved fica the velvc cperetcr(s), or by a
mencel isoletion velvc(s) secured in the cicsed position.

' Except when Specification 3.4.8.3 is not applicable
|

|

(
r

CPSESMarA up ofCTS3H.S 3M 5-9 5n5/97
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!

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS- |

3/4.5.4 REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK
A(). LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION

:
!

3.5.4 The refueling water storage tank (RWST) shall be OPERABLE with: -

a. A minimum indicated borated water level of 95%. - !

b. ' A boron concentration of between 2400 ppm and 2600 ppm of boron, ;

f

c. A minimum solution temperature of 40*F, and >

!

d. A maximum solution temperature of 120*F. t

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4. f

ACIl0ff: [
5"Wi th:the;RWSTii noperable:duetto; boroniconcenttatiptoriborated. watet;temperatute .

notwi thigl imits ;itestote: the _tanMtoiOPERABLE|Jtatuslwi thirL830urs'loribelipiat !

least1 HOT STANDBEWithin'the next16: hours"and;iniCOLDlSHUTDOWN)1 thin;thelfolloW1ng
30;houts,

.

i

With the RWST inoperable forfteasonslotherit,hanibgroniconcentratjon orJboratedJater : 5-az-ts .g.() temperature notNith1A]jmits; restore the tank to OPERABLE status within I hour or
be in at least HOT STANDBY within thelpext 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours. !

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

!

4.5.4 The RWST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
;

,

a. At least once per 7 days by:
'

1) Verifying the indicated borated water level in the tank, and
,

t

2) Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature when the
outside air temperature is less than 40*F or greater than 120*F. ),

:

|

I
i

O |
l
:

CPSESMark-up of CTS 3H.S 3N 3-10 3/]Sn7 i
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Methodology For Mark Up of Current TS

This enclosure conta1'ns the electronic (or hand written) mark up of the current
Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is
performed in accordance with the following guidelines:

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like.

'

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non-.

technical changes ~ have also been included when the changes cannot easily be
determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required
to demonstrate that the change is non technical.

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A.

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
material which is moved to the Bases of the TS).

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions,
etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS.

3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the improved TS.

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material
within the specifications, etc.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The. ,

addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right !
margin. !

!
Hodifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS |using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by )

hand) and the revised information is inserted into the
( specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using !

Methodology 1 of2 5/j$jy7

i
I
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Methodology For Mark up of Current TS
p (continued)
C/ -

the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert
pages). The modification is identified by a change number-in the
adjacent right margin.

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not
correspond with the specification in which that requirement is
located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the
markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in
enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been
located in the improved TS.

-CHANGE NUMBERS: ;

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
the type of NShC used. The change number is of the form 4 13 LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LCO (or group of similar

.n LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the ;

?') Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their |

individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus I

. each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of !

numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within i

a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of |
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of |
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear j
sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A. H. LG. TR, LS, R).

:

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark up. For
electronic mark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike out" is
used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify
technical changes. All technical changes (i.e.. " red line" or " strike-out" items)
require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,,

requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to
provide additional clarification. |

:

I
I

. Methodology 2 of2 St1587
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ENCLOSURE 3A i

-

.

;

. >

DESCRIPTION OF ;
<

'

CHANGES TO CURRENT TS;

4

; Technical Specification Conversion Change Numbers (1 Page)
,

jf Description of Changes (8 Pages) e

..

)
i

.

;

1 ,

!

;;

1 e

!

!
[
,

i

.

I

!
. I

! .
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!

,

. TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NUMBERS ,

SECTION 3/4.5
'

Technical CilG CALLAWAY WOLF CREEK COMANCIIE DIABLO
NO. PEAK CANYON

Accumulators 1 3.5.1 3.5.I 3.5.1 3.5.1

!

ECCS Subsystems 2 3.5.2 3.5.2 3.5.2 3.5.2,

T.,,2 350*F

ECCS Subsystems 3 3.5.3 3.5.3 3.5.3.1 3.5.3

T.,,< 350*F
ECCS Subsystems

ECCS Subsystems 4 N/A N/A 3.5.3.2 N/A
T,,,< 350*F
Injection Pumps

ECCS Subsystems 4 3.5.4 3.5.4 N/A N/A
,

T,,,< 200*F ; *

ECCS Subsystems i

Refueling Water 5 3.5.5 3.5.5 3.5.4 3.5.5
Storage Tank

$

1

.,

]

. U ,
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.5 |
|

This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change
to the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change |
numbers contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications). ;

'

In addition, the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are
'

contained in enclosure 4. Only technical changes are discussed: administrative;

changes (i.e., format, presantation, and editorial changes) made to conform to
NUREG 1431 Revision 1 are not discussed. For enclosures 3A. 3B, 4, 6A and 6B, text
in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to

! all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that i

other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location. r

!

CHANGE

NUMBER ESHC DESCRIPTION ,

4

i

1 01 H In accordance with NUREG 1431 Rev 1, the t indicated tank
level is added to clarify the volume. In addition, the |';

plant :pecific parameters for accumulator tank level and
tank pressure are revised to provide limits that can be ,

directly confirmed using control room instruments. These '

changes are administrative as there are no technical ,

differences in these numbers. There are no technical !
changes to the analyses.

i

1 02 A Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1, the nominal tank volume i

O increase of 101 gallons is clarified to be 1% of tank |
level which is the parameter monitored by the operator. :

This change is administrative as there are no technical (
differences in the two numbers. ;

,

1 03 A Replaces reference to the " pressurizer pressure" with a
'

: reference to the "RCS pressure" ACTIONS a and b require
reducing pressurizer pressure to less than 1000 psig.
However, pressurizer pressure instrumentation does not
have the range to read that pressure. Consequently RCS |
pressure instrumentation is used. For the purposes of |

this LCO. the use of RCS pressure is equivalent.

1 04 LS 8 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B). ;

1 05 LS 9 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table ;

(enclosure 38). !
*

1 06 A Adds the words "with 3 accumulators OPERABLE and" to both |,

| Action statements to make entry in LC0 3.0.3 mandatory ;

with two or more accumulators inoperable. This change is '

consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1 and is considered
p administrative in nature since it reflects current plant i

( practice, i.e., current ACTION Statements a and b are not I
,

entered at the same time on different accumulators."

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.S 1 S/15/97
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!

CHANGE

NUMBER H2iG DESCRIPTION
,

I

(] 1 07 LG The SR currently requires a 6 hour surveillance if the !
V makeup source is the RWST anc he RWST has been diluted !

since verifying its boron conct atration per The RWST LCO. j
The proposed change would move the statement "and the RWST l

has not been diluted since verifying ..." to the ITS SR
3.5.1.4 Bases. This level of detail is not included in
the ISTS and is consistent with the kind of information
contained in the Bases.

1 08 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

2 01 LG Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1. the LC0 and ACTION a are
revised to replace the word " subsystem" with the word
" train" and the descriptive information in the LC0 is
moved to the BASES. Whereas there is no technical change
associated with the replacement of the term " subsystem,"
" train" better describes that all parts of the required
system ( e.g., piping instruments, controls etc..) must
be operable to support the required safety functions.

2 02 LS 1 Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1. a note with respect to
RCS pressure isolation valve testing is added to the LCO.
Plant design requires closure of certain valves in SI

(e injection paths to perform PIV testing. Isolation of the
s

injection paths in H0DE 3 is currently prohibited as it
would constitute entering TS 3.0.3 since both SI trains
would be made administratively inopersble. In actuality,
the flow paths are readily restorable from the control
room and a spurious single active failure is not likely
in the short term (2 hours). The new note will allow '

closing these valves without declaring eithe- SI train
inoperable. This change is consistent with traveler
TSTF 153.

2-03 LS 2 This change revises Action a to allow for increased
flexibility in plant operations under circumstances where
components in opposite trains are inoperable, but at least
100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS
train is available. Due to the design of the ECCS
subsystems, the inoperable condition of one or more
components in each train does not necessarily render the
ECCS inoperable for performing its safety function. The
allowed outage time of 72 hours is unchanged: but it is
to be contingent on being capable of providing 100% of the
ECCS flow equivalent to a single operable ECCS train. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev 1.

2 04 TR 2 Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1. the requirement to
submit a Special Report within 90 days of an ECCS

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.S 2 S/15 M 7
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i
|

CHANGE |

HUMBf3 HSHC DESCRIPTION

r actuation and injection event is deleted. This change is
acceptable because the requirement to submit a report is !
sufficiently addressed by the reporting requirement,

: contained in 10CFR50.73.

2 05 LS 3 This change revises the LCO applicability note to allow i

operation in MODE 3 pursuant to LC0 3.5.3 until "all" cold ;

legs exceed the RCS temperature setpoint in lieu of "one
or more." The previous allowance was [for 4 hours or
until "one or more" cold legs exceed 3757 whichever comes i

first). The 3757 is a nominal temperature selected to !
give time to restore the pump operability without delaying
startup. The four hour limit is unchanged. Changing "one
or mure" to "all" is still bounded by the 4 hour limit. |
This change is consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1. |

f2 06 Not used .-

2 07 A Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1. this change revises the ;

surveillance to make it clear that " listed" valve position ;

is the concern and not indicated position in the control ?
4

room. The surveillance can be satisfied using indicated ;

position in the control room but may also be satisfied |
; .

using local observation. This is an administrative change
since the surveillance acceptance criteria are not !

~

changed. !
i

'

2 08 A The accumulator discharge valves and their note are
functionally part of the ECCS accumulator subsystem
covered by improved TS 3.5.1 and are surveilled by SR i

3.5.1.1 (although the specific valve numbers are no longer ;

,

included in the improved TS). They are not part of the LC0
i function in the ECCS LCO. This is an administrative change ;

to clarify the location of this requirement. '

2 09 LG The visual inspection surveillance performed when ;
_

establishing containment integrity is moved to a licensee ;

controlled document. Hoving this type of requirement is
consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1.

!
2 10 A Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1. the current TS SR for

verifying interlock action of the RHR system is moved to '

improved TS SR 3.4.14.2.

-2 11 TR 1 Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1. the ECCS pump and valve f
actuation SR is changed to allow the use of an actual !

signal if and when one occurs, to satisfy surveillance ;

p requirements. The specific signals used to actuate the !

. ( pumps and valves have been mued to the Bases.
|
!

,

|

.
CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.S 3 S/158 7

}
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,

4

CHANGE I

M EER = HS$ ' DESCRIPTION |

. 2 12 LG The ECCS pump performance is revised to be consistent with
v NUREG 1431 Rev 1. The test method and specific data i

required to verify pump performance is moved to licensee
controlled documents. Specification 4.0.5 no longer exists
in the improved TS: however, the requirement for an
Inservice Testing (IST) Program is moved to Section 5.5.8
of the improved TS. The IST Program is referenced directly
for the frequency of testing.

2 13 TR 3 The CTS allowance, which permits the SCCS throttle valves '

to be declared OPERABLE without verifying ECCS throttle
valve stop position for 4 hours following valve stroke -

testing or maintenance is deleted from the current TS
'

consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1. The ECCS throttle valves
are manual valves and plant procedures governing post-
maintenance test requirements specify verification of
correct throttle position prior to declaring the valves :

OPERABLE. Explicit post-maintenance TS surveillances |
requirements have been deleted because these requirements

'

are adequately addressed by administrative post- |
maintenance programs. '

2 14 A The note providing a one time extension of surveillance :

intervals is administrative 1y deleted since it is no ;

O '
longer applicable.

2-15 LG The surveillance requirement for the flow balance test
following ECCS modifications is moved to a licensee
controlled document. This requirement is not included in

,

NUREG 1431.
,

t.

2 16 LG The specific means by which the ECCS piping is assured to j

be full of water is moved to the Bases. This level of
detail is not included in the ISTS and is consistent with
the kind of information contained in the Bases.

2 17 A Adds the phrase 'that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise !
secured in position' with regard to which valves require (
actuation testing. This change is merely a clarification. j

Valves that are secured in place, are secured in the
,

position required to meet their safety function. The i

actuation testing ensures that valves can move to the i

position that meets their safety function. If the valves |
are secured in the position that meets their safety l
function, no testing is necessary, t

2 18 LG The requirement for venting the ECCS pump casing and !

O' accessible discharge piping high points following any |
maintenance or operations activity which drains portions i

of the system is moved out of the TS consistent with ;
NUREG 1431 Rev 1. Plant procedures governing the j

i

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.S 4 S/1587 |
!
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!

!
4 - CHANGE 1

NUMBER tLTC DESCRIPTION :'

!,

p restoration of equipment after maintenance specify the
( ' appropriate post maintenance testing.3

!
2 19 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table !4

(enclosure 3B). j
'

3 01 LG Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1, the LCO is revised to
replace the word " subsystem" with the word " train" and the !.

descriptive information in the LC0 is moved to the BASES. |.

Whereas there is no technical change associated with the
,

replacement of the term " subsystem " " train" better i

~

describes that all parts of the required system ( e.g.,
'

piping, instruments, controls etc..) must be operable to
support the required safety functions.

,

3 02 LS 4 Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1.- the low temperature
ioverpressure protection limitation on ECCS pumps and

related surveillances are moved to improved TS 3.4.12. The
prescriptive wording related to pump operability is

'
3

changed to wording specifically addressing the pumps'
capability to inject into the RCS. This change is less j*

restrictive on the configuration of the centrifugal
i charging and safety injection pumps but is acceptable ;

because it is consistent with the cold overpressure
analysis requirements and still precludes flow to the RCS.

'

3 03 LS 5 Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1, the LC0 3.5.3 a Action
terminology is revised and the descriptive information+

moved to the BASES. The completion time for COLD SHUTDOWN
due to CCP inoperability is increased from 20 hours to 24
hours. This time is reasonable based on operating -

experience to reach H0DE 5 in an orderly manner, without
challenging plant systems or operators, and is consistent >

with other shutdown action Completion Times to reach H0DE |,

5 from H0DE 4. t

3 04 LG Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1, the ACHON b terminology is
revised. The requirement to restore at least one ECCS.

subsystem is revised to "immediately initiate action to -

restore" an RHR subsystem. With both RHR pumps and heat
exchangers inoperable, it would be unwise to require the plant j,

to go to H0DE 5, where the only available heat removal system 3

is the RHR. Therefore, the appropriate action is to initiate
i

measures to restore one ECCS RHR subsystem and to continue the !

actions until the subsystem is restored to OPERABLE status. '

Also the alternate requirement (if RHR cannot be restored ) to !
maintain T., < 350*F by use of alternate heat removal methods '

Q is descriptive information and is moved to the BASES. The !

U transition to MODE 3 is already prohibited in this scenario by t
'

the ECCS specification for H0 DES 1, 2 and 3. -

|

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.S S $/15i97 |
!
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CHANGE

NUEER HME DESCRIPTION

O 3 05 TR 2 Consistent with NUREG-1431 Rev 1, the requirement to submit a
Special Report within 90 days of an ECCS actuation and ,

injection event is deleted. This change is acceptable because j
the requirement to submit a report is sufficiently addressed i,

'

,

by the reporting requirements contained in 10CFR50.73. )
i

3 06 A Consistent with TSTF 90, a note is added to the LC0 that !

clarifies that an RHR subsystem's ECCS function is operable if
it is capable of being manually realigned to the ECCS mode of ;

operation. This is an administrative change to provide |
clarification.

'

3 07 M The surveillance frequency to verify a maximum of one charging'

pump is capable of injecting into the RCS is changed from "at ;

least once per 31 days thereafter", to "at least once per 12 ;

hours thereafter". This change is more restrictive with regard ;

to surveillance interval, however, the SR can be performed i
using control room indication and administrative controls.

3 08 A A footnote is added to SR [4.5.3.1.1] indicating that the CTS |
SR to verify the RHR interlock action is not applicable when
the RHR suction isolation valves are open to satisfy LCO'

[3.4.8.3]. This LC0 permits the use of the RHR suction relief
valves to satisfy the low temperature overpressure protection

O requirements in [ ] MODE 4. When in this configuration, the i
fRHR suction valves are required to be open.

3 09 H The surveillance frequency to verify a maximum of two charging
pumps are capable of injecting into the RCS is changed from
"within 4 hours after entering N0DE 4 from HODE 3 or prior to
the temperature of one or more of the RCS cold legs decreasing j
below 325'F whichever occurs first and at least once per 31 i
days", to "once per 12 hours". This change is more restrictive !

with regard to surveillance interval, however, the SR can be '

performed using control room indication and administrative
controls.

;

3 10- LS 6 Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1, the requirement to
demonstrate ECCS train operability in MODE 4 in ,

SR[4.5.3.1.1] has been revised to delete the 31 day
surveillance to verify the correct position of each valve in ;,

the ECCS flow path which is not already locked in place and !

the 18 month surveillance to verify automatic actuation of
ECCS pumps and automatic valves.

j

3 11 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table ;

(enclosure 38). (

3 12 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table1

-(enclosure 38).

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.S 6 S/lS/97
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,

CHANGE

NWBE8 HSHC DESCRIPTION

- 4 01 LS 4 In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, the LC0 requirement
to satisfy cold overpressure analysis assumptions on ECCS
injection sources by rendering pumps inoperable has been -
revised to preclude those pumps from injecting into the RCS.
This change revises the LCO, Action Statements, and

. Surveillance Requirements and allows deletion of the note i

dealing with testing and accumulator filling. This change is '

,

less restrictive on the configuration of the ECCS pumps but
does not result in a less conservative operational position :
as flow to the RCS is still precluded. '

;

4-02 H In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1. the action required
if-ECCS pumps in violation of the cold overpressure analyses '

are capable of injecting into the RCS has been changed to
require immediate action initiation. Otherwise, if ;

precluded from compliance, to depressurize the RCS and !
'establish the necessary vent path within 8 hours. This

change is more restrictive regarding the entry into the
immediate action.

,

'

,

4 03 H This change in accordance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1, requires
the verification that the disallowed ECCS pumps are not ;

'

capable of injecting to the RCS on a 12 hour frequency.
G Previously a 31 day verification on breaker position was

required. The increased frequency is more restrictive, i

however, the verification can now be performed using control '

room indication and administrative controls, as discussed in
Bases for ITS SR 3.4.12.1 and 3.4.12.2 in contrast to field
verification. There is no decrease in assurance that the
pumps will remain incapable of injecting into the RCS.

4 04 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

'

4 05 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

4 06 A The existing requirement to verify that the safety injection
pump's motor circuit breakers are secured in the open
position within 4 hours after entering H0DE 4 from H0DE 3 is-

no longer necessary. Equivalent assurance is provided by
the revised SR (see 4 03 H above) which cannot be performed
until Mode 4 is entered from Mode 3 and must be performed
within 12 hours prior to the applicability of this
specification (i.e., LTOP applicability). This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431.

Y 5 01 LS 7 Consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev.1. the completion time to

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.S 7 S/1S/97
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NUMBER HSHC DESCRIPTION

g restore boron concentration or borated water temperature to

(Q within limits is increased from 1 to 8 hours. Changes in
boron concentration and temperature are slow and this
revision provides a more reasonable time in which to restore
limits. The contents of the tank are still available for
injection during the completion time and the range of these
parameters outside the limits is not likely to be
significant to safety.

5 02 LS 10 The shutdown requirement for inoperable RWST is revised to
require achieving H0DE 3 within "the next" 6 hours. This
effectively provides an additional hour to achieve MODE 3.
The 7 hour total time to achieve MODE 3 is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev. 1.

5 03 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

5 04 LS 12 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

,

n
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t
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g
C
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.5 Page 1 of 6
.

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLE!AY.

1-01 The t indicated tank level is added to clarify the volume. No - CTS retained Yes No - CTS retained No CTS retainedM Accumulator tank level and tank pressure are revised to
provide limits that can be directly confirmed using
control room instruments.

1-02 The nominal tank volume increase is revised to be in the No - Already in Yes No - Already in No - Already inA units of the indication in the control room. CTS. CTS. CTS.

1-03 Replaces reference to the" pressurizer pressure" with a Yes Yes Yes No - Already inA reference to the "RCS pressure."
CTS.

1-04 The DCPP Action time for restoration of accumulator Yes No No NoLS-8 operability for other than a closed isolation valve is
increased to 72 hours and the requirement to go to HOT
SHUTDOWN is changed to require reduction of RCS pressure
to 5 1000 psig.

1-05 The DCPP Action time for restoration of accumulator Yes No No NoLS.9 operability for reasons other than boron concentration is
increased to I hour and the requirement to go to HOT
SHUTDOWN is changed to require reduction of RCS pressure
to 5 1000 psig.

1-06 Added the words "with 3 accumulators OPER/SLE and" to both Yes iYes Yes YesA Action statements to make entry into LCO 3.0.3 mandatory
with two or more accumulators inoperable.

I 1-07 The SR currently requires a 6 hour surveillance if the Yes Yes Yes Yes
I LG makeup source is the RWST and the RWST has been diluted
'

since verifying its boron concentration per The RWST LCO.
The proposed change would move the statement "and the RWST
has not been diluted since verifying ..." to the ITS SR
3.5.1.4 Bases.

| CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.S 5/1Si97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.5 Page 2 of 6

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY-

1 08 The accumulator volume for DCPP expressed in cubic feet is Yes No No No
A replaced by * tar.k volume. Also, the surveillance

solution volume is revised from it tank volume (101
gallons) to 5.6% narrow range indicated level, equivalent
of it tank volume.

2-01 The LCO and ACTION a. are revised from subsystem to train Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG and the descriptive information in the LCD moved to the

BASES.

2 02 Allows isolating both SI injection flow paths for up to 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS 1 hours to perform PIV testing in H0DE 3 without declaring

either SI train inoperable.

2-03 Revises Action a to address circumstances where 100% of Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS 2 the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train

is available.

2-04 The requirement to submit a Special Report within 90 days Yes Yes Yes Yes
TR-2 of an ECCS actuation and injection event is deleted.

2-05 Allows operation in H0DE 3 pursuant to the LCO for ECCS No - This note is Yes Yes Yes
LS-3 Subsystems 5 350T until "all" cold legs exceed the RCS not in the current

temperature setpoint in lieu of "one or more*. TS.

2-06 Not used NA NA NA NA

2-07 Clarifies that the surveillance can be satisfied using Yes Yes Yes Yes
A indicated position in the control room but may also be

satisfied using local observation.

2 08 The accumulator discharge valves and their note are No - This note is Yes No - This note is No - This note is
A functionally part of the ECCS accumulator subsystem not in the current not in the current not in the currentcovered by improved TS 3.5.1. TS. TS. TS.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.S S/1S/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.5 Page 3 of 6

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

|

2-09 The visual inspection surveillance performed when Yes - Moved to the Yes - Moved to the Yes - Hoved to Yes - Moved to FSARLG establishing contairnent integrity is moved to a licensee FSAR. TRM. Chapter 16 of the Section 16.5controlled document.
USAR.

2-10 The current TS SR for verifying interlock action of the No - This SR is not Yes Yes YesA RHR system is moved to improved TS SR 3.4.14.2. in current TS.
2-11 The ECCS pung and valve actuation SR is changed to allow Yes Yes Yes YesTR-1 the use of an actual signal to satisfy surveillance

requirements.

2-12 The test method and specific data required to verify ECCS Yes Yes Yes YesLG pump performance is moved to the Bases.

2-13 The CTS allowance, which permits the ECCS throttle valves Yes Yes Yes YesTR-3 to be declared OPERABLE without verifying ECCS throttle
valve stop position for 4 hours following valve stroke
testing or maintenance is deleted from the current TS.

>

2-14 The note providing a one time SR extension is deleted. No - Not in CTS Yes No - Not in CTS YesA

2-15 The surveillance requirement for the flow balance test Yes - Moved to FSAR Yes Moved to TRM Yes Moved to USAR Yes - Moved to FSARLG following ECCS modifications is moved to a licensee Chapter 16 Chapter 16.5controlled document.

!2-16 The method for ensuring the ECCS system is full of water Yes Yes Yes YesLG is moved to the Bases.

2-17 Adds the phrase 'that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise Yes Yes Yes YesA secured in position' with regard to which valves require
actuation testing.

2-18 The CPSES requirement for venting the ECCS pump casing and No Yes No No
; LG piping following maintenance or activity which drains
i portions of the system is moved to the Bases.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.5 5/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.5 Page 4 of 6

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

2-19 Moves the requirement that the 18 month verification of No - DCPP does not No . CPSES does not Yes Yes
LG automatic ECCS valve actuation and ECCS pump actuation be have this have this

performed during shutdown to the Bases. restriction restriction

3-01 The LCO is revised from " subsystem ~ to " train" and Yn Yes Yes Yes
,

LG the descriptive information moved to the BASES.
i

3-02 Low temperature overpressure protection limitation on ECCS Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-4 pumps and related surveillances are moved to Section

3.4.12 in the improved TS. The prescriptive wording
related to pump operability is changed to wording
specifically addressing the pumps' capability to inject
into the RCS.

3 03 The LCO 3.5.3 Action a descriptive information moved to Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-5 the BASES. The completion time for COLD SHUTDOWN due to

CCP inoperability is increased from 20 to 24 hours.

3-04 The LCO action terminology is revised and the descriptive Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG information moved to the BASES.

| 3 05 The requirement to submit a Special Report within 90 days Yes Yes Yes Yes
TR 2 of an ECCS actuation and injection event is deleted.

3-06 A note is added to the LCO that clarifies that an RHR Yes Yes Yes Yes
A subsystem *s E 'rs function is OPERABLE if it is capable of

being manually . aligned to the ECCS mode of operation.

3 07 The surveillance frequency to verify a maximum of one No - Once per 12 No - See 3-09-M Yes Yes
M charging pump is capable of injecting into the RCS is hour surveillance,

| changed from "at least once per 31 days thereafter", to frequency is in
"at least once per 12 hours thereafter". CTS.

3 08 A footnote is added to CTS SR [4.5.3.1.1] indicating that No - Not part of Yes Yes Yes
A the SR to verify the RHR interlock action is not CTS

applicable when the the RHR suction isolation valves are
open to satisfy LCO [3.4.8.3].

,

CPSES C<mversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.S SMS/97
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| CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3!4.5 - Page 5 of 6

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBERfDESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3 09' The surveillance frequency is changed from within 4 hours No - Once per 12' Yes No - See 3-07-M No - See 3 07 M
M after entering MODE 4 from W 3 or prior to the hour surveillance

temperature of one or more of the RCS cold legs decreasing frequency is in
below 325'F. whichever occurs first and once per 31 days. CTS.
to once per 12 hours.

3-10 Delete the 31 day surveillance to verify position of Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-6 valves in the ECCS flow path and the 18 month surveillance

to verify automatic actuation of ECCS pumps and automatic
valves (MODE 4).

3 11' The minimum RCS temperature limit for DCPP below which the Yes No No No
LG CCP and SI pumps must be demonstrated incapable of

injecting is replaced by the statement "the minimum low
temperature / pressure value spectfled in the pressure
temperature limits report (PTLR)."

3-12 The SR to verify that no more than one centrifugal No -See Change No. No -See Change No. Yes Yes
A charging pug and no SI pugs are capable of injecting 4-06-A 4-06-A

into the RCS and the SR exception for 4 hours after
entering MODE 4 from MODE 3 or until the temperature of
one or more RCS cold legs decreases below 325'F. whichever
comes first are moved to i g roved TS SR 3.4.12.1. SR
3.4.12.2 and LCO 3.4.12 Note 2.

4 01 The requirement for having ECCS pump injection sources in No - DCPP does not Yes Yes Yes
LS-4 excess of that allowed by cold overpressure analysis have this TS

assumptions be rendered inoperable, has been revised to
preclude those pugs from injecting into the RCS.

4-02 The action required if ECCS pumps in violation of the cold No - DCPP does not Yes Yes Yes
H overpressure analyses are capable of injecting into the have this TS

RCS has been changed to require innediate action
initiation. Otherwise, if precluded from compliance, to
depressurize the RCS and establish the necessary vent path
within 8 hours.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.S S/1SL97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.5 Page 6 of 6

TECH SPEC CHANGE ' APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON- COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

4-03 This change requires the verification that the disallowed No DCPP does not Yes Yes Yes
M ECCS pugs are not capable of injecting to the RCS on a 12 have this TS

hour frequency. Previously a 31 day verification on
breaker position was required.

4-04 The Applicability Note regarding SI pu g operability in No - DCPP does not No - CPSES CTS does Yes Yes-
A Modes 5 and 6 to protect the decay heat removal function have this TS. not have this note

has been moved to LCO Note 3 of igroved TS 3.4.12.

4 05 The 4 hour A0T for completing actions to make one CCP No DCPP does not No - CPSES did not Yes Yes
,

M incapable of injecting. per current licensing basis, has have this TS. include this A0T.
been save' to improved TS 3.4.12. LCO Note 1. The four
hour A0T for the SI pumps has been deleted.

4-06 The existing requirement to verify that the safety No - DCPP does not Yes No - See change No. No - See change No.
A injection pump's motor circuit breakers are secured in the have this TS. 3-12 A. 3-12 A.

open position within 4 hours after entering MODE 4 from
MODE 3 is no longer necessary.

5-01 The completion time to restore boron concentration or No - The 8 hour Yes Yes Yes
LS-7 borated water temperature to within limits is increased restoration time is

ifrom 1 to 8 hours. already part of
current TS

5-02 The shutdown requirement for inoperable RWST would require No Already part Yes No - Alre5dy part Yes
LS-10 achieving MODE 3 within "the next" 6 hours. of current TS. of current TS
5-03 This change converts the DCPP RWST volume requirement from Yes No No No
A gallons to the equivalent pc-~ nt tank level.

| 5-04' This change modifies the ACTION completion time to restore Yes No - Already part No - Already part No Already part
LS-12 the RWST water temperature from I to 8 hours. of current TS of current TS of current TS

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.S SMSB7
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I. N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION

3(v
In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision
includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are
provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume
of changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no
significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may
contain chapter-specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped
into a category have also been developed. Typically, less restrictive technical
changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain
" change specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or
administrative changes are not marked-up. The change number in the right margin ofe

( the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which
provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC.
For enclosures 3A. 3B, 4, 6A and 6B, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the
information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing
Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have
plant specific information in that location.

(3
b

CPSES No Signljicant Hazards Considerations - 3M.S 2 S/J$/97
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

dg GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
,

chapter. The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the
applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers.
Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, Lr.2, A1 A2, etc).

Administrative

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative)

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content,

' simply reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no
longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes
nontechnical changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard
Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been
marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a
discussion of change or NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for
a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies.
This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative
change that is not obvious and requires an explanation.f

I

Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation) |

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria
are annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC
for a description and evaluation of the change.

Movina information out of Technicai Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying

:

i

O |
'

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3N.S 3 S/15/9.~
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
(continued)

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LC0 but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR. or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and
content.

Technical chance. more restrictive

Reference symbol "M" (More restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to
conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

q Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less
y restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in

this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less
restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A)
for this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Technical chance. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or
less restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

Technical chance. recurrina less restrictive
.

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2. 3. ..." (technical recurring)

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications.

U

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3H.5 4 S/]S/97
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III.' GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ;

"A"
.

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING |

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining ,

requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide !,

and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended
to make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.
Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between
specifications. During this reformatting and rewording procm,. no_ technical
changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were ;

; identified and justified.
: i

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;

} performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted |

below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ;

,

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
S1gnifIcant hazards consideratton, if operation of the fac111ty in accordance ;

with the proposed amendment would not:
,

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an !

, accident previously evaluated; or
'

|

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any |
accident previously evaluated; or-

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." |

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

: 1. ~ Does the change involve a significant ir, crease in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

' The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no
technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this

O
CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3N.S 5 5/158 7
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

'"A"
. (continued)

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed ;

events or, assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or ,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously :,sluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in

,

paraceters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not '

impose any different requirements. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative in
nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

O ;

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
|
,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a '

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i

I

!
f

*
,

,

'y ;
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
p
C/ R"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these
requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and
safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii)
have been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation
addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of
objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating
restrictions should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in

O) the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the
V reactor coolant pressure boundary:

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or oper ating restriction that
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier:

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design |
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or i

presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier: and

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not
meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements.

,

:

| \

w)
|
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1II. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS'

O ,

R"
(continued)

!

.TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other '

Ilicensee contro11 d documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to3

documents that ar., subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that
changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve |
an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other'

licensee documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g. the Quality
Assurance Plan, as described in the FSAR. which is controlled.by 10CFR50.54a). The >

remainder of the requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to
programs that are controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved
TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these

.

requirements. The TS change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi- -|
disciplinary group of responsible. technical supervisory personnel, including onsite
operations personnel. j

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed
change to the current Technical _ Specifications. The required periodic surveillances ;

will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained. ;

Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system '

operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it ;
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed ;

in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below.
i

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in c

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
'

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
signifIcant hazards consideration, if operation of the fac11ity in accordance |
with the proposed amendnent would not:

I, involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an ;

accident previously evaluated; or |
;

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any i;

accident previously' evaluated; or
|

.

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
|

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant |
:. _ hazards consideration standards: |

t

i

o i
!
:

CPSESNo Significant Haiards Considerations - 3N.S 8 5/1S/97
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
n
b "R"

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,
systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion
in the improved STS. The affected structures, systems. components or
variables are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not ;

assumed to mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls
section of the improved STS. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant |

O (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
,() parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not

impose any different requirements and adequate control of information will be
maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

!

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

i The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system. component j
or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any L

future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance ,

procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other !

regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to which the
requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section of the
improved STS, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin
of safety. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

tBased on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with

p NSHC "R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
y significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

:

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3N.S 9 5/IS/97'
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(3' "LG"
'

V
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ,

FOR

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s), ,

actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee
controlled document. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved ;

'

continues to be maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls
which presently exist on the documents where the information is being moved.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

-

below:

"The Cornnisston may make a final determinatfon. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

,
'

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1, Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

'

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

s

,

,

,

O
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O
V "LG"

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases. FSAR, other
licensee controlled documents. The Bases. FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls.

Since any changes to the Bases. FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accio at from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
/N (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
h parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not

impose any different requirements and adequate control of the information will
be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of hccident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this changt involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety enalysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to
be trcnsposed from the IS to the Bases FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will
be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDExATICd DETERMINATION
t

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

'V

' CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3H.S 11 5/15/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

"M" |;

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
!

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE r

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS I
4

f
i

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to {

impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the proposed [
|improved Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

. The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more !

stringent guidelines than previously required. These ~more restrictive modifications -

are being imposed to be consistent with the proposed improved Standard Technical !
Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the :
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive

I technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and
,

remove ambiguities from the specification.
|

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it ;

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

/* performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted |

'b below: :

"The Corraission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in |

50.91 that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility v

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance

iwith the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

'

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three ' categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

.

d

'\
-

1
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"M" :
'

(continued)
~

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the. improved TS.
The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to !

ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained ;
consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this

'

change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Paes the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters. The proposed change does impose different
requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in
the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create ,

'

the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident'

previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by:

i a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,
.

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

d) Providing additional actions,

e) Decreasing restoration tiries, >

I

f) Imposing new surveillances, or i.

|
g) Decreasing surveillance intervals. |

The change is consistent with the safety r.nalysis and licensing basis. Therefore,
this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

,

'O

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3N.S 13 5/15/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
-

O .M.
'

(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION .

I

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with j

NSHC "M" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no i

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
.

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i

i
t

,

;

I

O
|

|

|

:
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 1
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The LC0 applicability is revised to provide a note with respect to pressure
isolation valve testing. The design requires closure of the isolation valves in
both SI injection flow paths to perform PIV testing. Isolation of the injection
paths in MODE 3 is currently prohibited as it would constitute entering TS 3.0.3
since both trains of SI would be made administratively inoperable. In actuality, the
CCP injection flow paths are available. the SI flow paths are readily restorable
from the control room and a spurious single active failure is highly unlikely in the
short term. Operating and testing experience has shown that 2 hours is a reasonable
period of time required to perform the PIV testing. The low decay heat and non-
critical condition of the core allow ample time to take operator action in the event
of a LOCA in H0DE 3 on startup. The new note will allow closing these valves without
declaring either SI train inoperable.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

)j below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
,

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any hardware changes. The ECCS components
covered by this TS are not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event.
The proposed change allows both ECCS train SI injection ' low paths to be

. CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3M.5 IS 5/IS/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

'

NSHC LS 1
(continued)

isolated for up to 2 hours. The proposed Completion Time of 2 hours is a
,

reasonable time to allow both SI trains to be isolated because the ECCS !
.

function is maintained and because of the low probability of a DBA which would i
"

require ECCS. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant !

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of

accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change will allow both SI trains to be isolated for up to 2
hours. The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not create the -

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

! 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? f
t

'p The allowance to have both SI trains to be isolated for up to 2 hours, does
V not have any'effect on accident or transient analysis. There is ample time for

manual restoration of SI flow paths to ensure the ECCS flow assumptions in the
applicable safety analysis are maintained. The 2 hour Completion Time to'

restore the SI flow paths is acceptable based on the small probability of an
event requiring the ECCS to function during this time period and the

Iavailability of the operable ECCS components to mitigate an accident.
Providing the 2 hour Completion Time when both SI trains are isolated will ;

provide an adequate time to perform testing and restore an inoperable SI
train. As such, any reduction in a margin of safety by allowing both SI.

trains to be isolated for 2 hours will be insignificant.
;

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS-1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.,

.O
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS .

' bv' NSHC LS 2 i
'

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR i

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE :

-REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The action statement is revised to provide an allowed outage time for one or both - !

. ECCS trains inoperable. Due to the design of the ECCS subsystems, the inoperable j

condition of one or more components in each train does.not necessarily render the )
ECCS inoperable for performing its safety function. The allowed outage time of 72
hours is unchanged; but, it is to be contingent on being capable of providing 100%
of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single operable ECCS train. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1.

1

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it i
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i4

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted j
'

below:

"The Cwmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating Ilcense for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing tellity involves no
significant hazards consideratfon. If operatton of the fac111ty in accordance

,

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
* hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any hardware changes. The ECCS components
covered by this TS are not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event.
The proposed change allows both ECCS trains to be inoperable for up to 72 ;
hours provided the remaining operable ECCS components can provide the flow 4

equivalent to a single operable train which will ensure 100% of the flow
assumed in the safety analyses. The proposed Completion Time of 72 hours is a

O' reasonable time to allow both ECCS trains to be inoperable because the ECCS
function is maintained and because of the low probability of a DBA which would
require ECCS. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant

CPSESNo Signipcant Ha:ards Considerations - 3N.S I7 5/158 7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

Ob NSHC LS 2
(continued)

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will allow both ECCS trains to be inoperable for up to 72
hours provided the remaining operable ECCS components can provide the flow
equivalent to a single operable train. The change does not necessitate a
physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type of equipment will
be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation,
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The allowance to have both ECCS trains to be inoperable for up to 72 hours,
provided the remaining operable ECCS components can provide the flow
equivalent to a single operable train, does not have any effect on accident or

p transient analysis. Use of the remaining components of the ECCS subsystem
ensures the ECCS flow assumptions in the applicable safety analysis are
maintained. The 72 hour Completion Time to restore the inoperable ECCS trains
prior to requiring a plant shutdown is acceptable based on the small
probability of an event requiring the ECCS to function during this time period
and the availability of the operable ECCS components to mitigate an accident.
Providing the 72 hour Completion Time when both ECCS trains are inoperable
will minimize the potential for plant transients that can occur by providing
an adequate time to restore an inoperable ECCS train prior to requiring a
plant shutdown. As such, any reduction in a margin of safety by allowing both
ECCS trains to be inoperable for 72 hours will be offset by the benefits
gained by avoiding an unnecessary plant transient by providing adequate time
to restore the ECCS trains to operable status when the ECCS function can still
be satisfied.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
.,

NSHC "LS 2" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

'i
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kIV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
L

(~Y !
NSHC LS 3V,

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION j
,

FOR
i

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS |
;

!The action statement applicability note is revised to allow operation in H0DE 3
pursuant to LCO ECCS Subsystem 5 350 F until "all" cold legs exceed 375'F in lieu of
"one or more." Conformance with the- [ Low Temperature Overpressure Protection i

i(LTOP)] specification is necessary below the specification's arming temperature.
Consequently, the [LTOP) specification limits the number of ECCS pumps that are

'

capable of injecting into the RCS in H0DE 4. Therefore, time is needed after entry :1

into MODE 3 to restore the inoperable pumps to operable status. The previous ;
;

allowance was for 4 hours or until "one or more" cold legs exceed 375 F, whichever
:comes first. The 375'F is a nominal temperature selected to give time to restore the

pump operability without delaying startup. The four hour limit is unchanged.
Changing "one or more" to "all" is a small change and is still bounded by the 4 hour ,

limit. Therefore, this is not a significant change. This change is consistent with '

NUREG 1431 Rev 1. |

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
'

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

i - p performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

() below:
,

I"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendvent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no _

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance |

with the proposed amendrnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or :

'

<

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
: accident previously evaluated; or

;

3, Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
t

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
,

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This change ooes not result in any hardware changes. The ECCS components
covered by this TS are not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event.
The proposed change allows both ECCS trains to be inoperable for entry into
MODE 3 until all of the cold legs exceed 375 F. This is still limited by the

; CPSES No Sign (ficant Hazards Considerations - 3M.S 19 SMS/97
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS g

NSHC LS 3
(continued)

4 hours. The difference in availability of the ECCS is insignificant.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? i

The proposed change will allow both ECCS trains to be inoperable for entry
into MODE 3 until all cold legs exceed 375 F. The change does not necessitate
a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type of equipmant will
be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation,
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated. !

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The allowance to have both ECCS trains to be inoperable for entry into MODE 3
until "all" cold legs exceed 375 F in lieu of "one or more" prior to restoring

'

safety injection and charging pump operability does not have any effect on
,

(G accident or transient analysis. The change is acceptable based on the
insignificant probability of an event requiring the ECCS to function during ,

this changed time period and the availability of the operable ECCS components
to mitigate an accident in this H0DE.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

:

.

1

1

?
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,

t
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/]V NSHC LS 4
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFIC /.TIONS

t,

In conformance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, the requirement for having the charging
pumps / safety injection pumps ' inoperable' has been revised to pre 41ude injection
into the RCS. This change is consistent with the cold overpressure analysis
requirements. This change results in the operability statements being revised and
allows deletion of the notes which were in place for testing or accumulator filling.
This change is less restrictive on the configuration of the centrifugal charging and
safety injection pumps but does not result in a less conservative operational
position as flow to the RCS is still precluded.

~This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted-

below:

"The Conmisston may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance'

with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or,

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The intent of specifying that the required number of centrifugal charging
pumps / safety injection pumps be inoperable is to preclude the possibility of
injecting flow into the RCS in excess of that analyzed for the low temperature
overpressure protection system. The method of precluding flow is
inconsequential to the probability or consequences of any previously evaluated

.( accident.
. N

.
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

NSHC LS 4
(continued)

F

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of >

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

'
The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant'

(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation, Thus, this change does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated. |

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged. ,

Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously ,

established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINAT S

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activ.ues 3ssociated withq ,

Q NSHC "LS 4" resulthg from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a

,

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. :

i

,|

.

)

|
|

O
V )
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

NSHC LS 5

3 i 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION !
'"

.FOR

/ ' TECHNICAL ~ CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE |
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ;

e a

,
The Completion Time to achieve COLD SHUTDOWN due to the inoperability of an ECCS
centrifugal charging pump subsystem,1s. extended from 21 to 25 hours. This is ,

j consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1 and is a reasonable time, based on operating !

j experience, to reach MODE 5 in an orderly manner and without challenging plant j

systems or operators.
>

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it [
'

involves no significant hazards consideration'. This determination has been L

j performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted j
below: :

!
"The Comisston may make a final determinatfon. pursuant to the procedures in i

,

50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility .,

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

O. 1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an,

accident prevfously evaluated; or
!

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or*

'

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." \

!The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant'

i hazards consideration standards:
1

'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or |

consequences of an accident previously evaluated? !'

Due to the' stable conditions associated with operation in MODE 4, the i

* probability of occurrence of a Design Basis Accident is low. As a result, the
'

ECCS operational requirements are reduced with only one train of the ECCS CCP
.

Subsystem required to be_ operable. The required action if the CCP Subsystem
,

is inoperable is to proceed to cold shutdown. The current TS allowed time of |,

21 hours is not significantly different than the 25 hours permitted in NUREG- ;

1431 Rev 1. This short extension does not involve a significant increase in 4
'

. the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.4 :

O !
i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
;p.

Q' NSHC LS 5 -

(continued) '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will extend the time allowed for entry into MODE 5<

following the inoperability of a CCP Subsystem in MODE 4. The change does not
necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type of
equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged.
Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously ,

' - established. ;

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 5" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

-

,

5

'

.

.

4

4.

|

.

I

:
!
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|IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
:

Q NSHC LS 6
V 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1, the requirement to demonstrate ECCS train
operability in H00E 4 has been revised to delete the 31 day surveillance to verify
the correct position of each valve in the ECCS flow path which is not already locked
in place and the 18 month surveillance to verify automatic actuation of ECCS pumps
and automatic valves. This change is acceptable because the ECCS operational

,

requirements are reduced due to the stable conditions associated with operation in
H0DE 4 and the reduced probability of occurrence of a Design Basis Accident (DBA). ,

It is understood in these reductions that certain automatic safety injection (SI)
actuation signals are not available. However, in this H0DE, sufficient time exists

! for manual actuation of the required ECCS to mitigate the consequences of a DBA.
~

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted i

below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves nov ,

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the fac111ty in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not: )

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |

accident previously evaluated; or |
1

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any |
'accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." \

l

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant i

hazards consideration standards: ;

1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident r6 mly evaluated? |

.

The above surveillances verify automaW actuations of ECCS components and
correct ECCS valve positions. Due to the stable conditions associated with
operation in H00E 4, the probability of occurrence of a Design Basis Accident

;

is low and sufficient time is available for manual actuation / alignment of-
required ECCS equipment. Thus, this change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of a previously' evaluated
accident.

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3N.S 25 S/158 7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
X(d NSHC LS 6<

4

|(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of !

accident from any accident previously evaluated?
,

The proposed change will delete certain surveillances for MODE 4 operability
'

of an ECCS train. The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes :
in parameters governing normal plant operation,- Thus, this change does not *

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? |

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed -

event. The margin of safety established by the LCOs also remains unchanged.
Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously'

established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 6" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |

|

.

;

i

. ,

!
'

.

.O !
*

.

1
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
im

U. NSHC LS 7
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ,

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
'

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

i The action statement is revised to extend the time required to restore RWST boron .

concentration or borated water temperature to within limits from 1 to 8 hours.
Changes in boron concentration and temperature are slow and the change provides a
more reasonable time in which to restore limits The additional time proposed will
reduce the possibility of unnecessary plant transients and plant shutdowns, thus
improving plant safety and increasing plant availabilty.

.

Increasing the allowed A0T is consistent with recommendations of NUREG 1024,
" Technical Specification Enhancing the Safety Impact." NUREG 1024 states: -

d

" Allowable outage times that are too short will subject the plant to
unnecessary trips, transients and fatigue cycling. Outages times that are too'

short also may result in less thorough repair and post repair testing before
equipment is returned to service."

The contents of the tank are still available for injection during the Completion -

p Time and the range of these parameters outside the limits is not likely to be
V significant to safety. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev 1.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The C07tnission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an !
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

|
CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3N.5 27 S/15/97 i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
g
(~) NSHC LS 7

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any hardware or operating procedure changes.
The ECCS conditions covered by this TS are not assumed to be initiators of any
analyzed event. The proposed change allows a longer time to restore
conditions to within limits. The reactor will be in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, or 4 during
this condition. The consequences of an event occurring during the proposed
completion time are the same as under the current action. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will allow additional time to restore conditions to within
limits: but, it does not alter the activity. The change does not necessitate
a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type of equipment will
be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation,
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind

(, of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
l

!

The additional time to restore conditions to within limits prior to requiring i
'

a unit shutdown is acceptable based on the fact that the contents of the tank
are still available for injection and any violation of these limits should
only result from insignificant deviations from the specified conditions.
Also, the probability of an event during this time is extremely small and
allowing more time will minimize the potential for plant transients that can
occur during the shutdown that might otherwise be required by the previous I
hour completion time. As such, any change in a margin of safety will be
insignificant and offset by the benefit of avoiding an unnecessary plant

Itransient.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC ''LS 7" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

,

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a l
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. l

m
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I
;

,

NSHC LS 10
'

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION 1
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ir

[ REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS *

i

The shutdown requirescat for an inoperable RWST is' revised to require achieving MODE !
3 within "the next" 6'ncurs. This effectively provides an additional hour to 1;

achieve MODE 3 over that allowed by the current TS. This change is consistent with i
NUREG 1431 Rev. 1.

!
This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it |
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been,

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted !
below: L

|"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures n
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ~

i

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no >.

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

|
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an :

accident previously evaluated; or
,

>
'

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any :
accident previously evaluated; or

,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or j
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

{
This change does not result in any hardware or operating procedure changes.:

! The proposed change allows a longer time to achieve MODE 3 if the RWST is not '

'

restored to OPERABLE status within the allowed 1 hour. The extension by 1 hour ;
to achieve MODE 3 is not an initiator of any accident, nor does it increase

!'

the probability or consequences of any accident. The 7 hour total time to i

achieve H00E 3 is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
;

required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and |without challenging plant systems.
t

O !
i i

. .
- (
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m IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 10

(continued)

2, Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will allow additional time to achieve MODE 3 : but, it
does not alter the activity. The change does not necessitate a physical
alteration of the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation. Thus,
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The additional time to achieve MODE 3 is acceptable based on the fact that the
contents of the tank are still available for injection. Also, the probability
of an event during this time is extremely small and allowing more time will
minimize the potential for plant transients.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 10" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

CPSESNa Significant fla:ards Considerations - 3N.S 30 5/1587
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V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC TR 1 |
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION I

FOR

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE -

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS !,

,

This proposed revision involves modifying the existing Technical Specifications to :
additionally allow the use of actual actuation signals for surveillances that
currently call for testing using simulated test signals only. This change achieves
consistency with the proposed improved Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431
Rev 1).'

;

In several specifications throughout the TS, operability of certain equipment is
demonstrated by ensuring that the equipment performs its safety function upon !

receipt of a simulated test signal. The intent of a .' simulated' signal was to be
able to perform the required testing without the occurrence (or without causing) an
actual signal generating event. However, the unintended effect was to require the

.

-performance of the surveillance (using a test signal) even if an actual signal had !'

previously verified the operation of the equipment. This change allows credit to be !
taken for actual events when the required equipment actuates successfully.

While the occurrence of events that cause actuation of accident mitigation equipment
is undesirable, the actuation of mitigation equipment on an actual signal is a
better demonstration of its operability than an actuation using a test signal. Thus '

the change does not reduce the reliability of the equipment tested. The change also
improves plant safety: by reducing the amount of time the equipment is taken out of
service for testing and thereby increasing its availability during an actual event: I

.

and by reducing the wear of the equipment caused by unnecessary testing. I
i,

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comtission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance |
with the proposed amendenent would not: |

1. Involve a'significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

-2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

( 3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

. CPSESNo Signtficant Hazards Considerations - 3M.5 31 5/158 7
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IV. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
.

NSHC TR 1 :
(continued)

;

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change allows the use of an actual actuation signal (when/if it
'

,

occurs) to satisfy surveillance requirements currently requiring simulated
test signals to demonstrate equipment operability. While the change takes
advantage of events that may have occurred, it has no adverse effect on any '

accident initiators or accident consequences. In fact, by potentially
reducing unnecessary testing, it may reduce the probability of an accident

;because the testing itself can increase the probability of an accident. It
may also reduce accident consequences by increasing the equipment availability '

,

(i.e., less time in test). Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or differant kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

] .

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in |

parameters governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not
;

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of -safety?,

The use of an actual actuation signal to satisfy a surveillance requirement,

has either no impact on, or increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing mitigation equipment availability; and*

b) Improving mitigation equipment reliability by potentially reducing wear !

caused by unnecessary testing.
'

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis.
Therefore. this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

l
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V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS i

O as"c Ta 1 -

(continued) s

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with "

NSHC "TR 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
,

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a,

; no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
,

i

i

'
.,

,

i

i

i

;

i

4

,

b

;

a

4

,

l

'
,

1

.

I

i
'

|

!
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V.- RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS' CONSIDERATIONS

(s
( ~

NSHC TR 2
'

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES TliAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This change in accordance with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, removes the requirement for a '

special report to be generated and submitted to the NRC. Reporting to the NRC will
be done commensurate with the reporting requirements of 10CFR 50.72 and 50.73. -

iThis proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted '

below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

,

i

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

, . 1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

,

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: '

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?,

|

This change is purely an administrative reporting change and cannot affect any
accident probability or consequences.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of j

accident from any accident previously evaluated? )
l

This change is puraly an adn:inistrative reporting change and cannot create any
r,ew accident or affect any accident previously evaluated.

3
(O
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IV. RECURRING N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I

i !v NSHC TR 2 i

(continued) j

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
! ;

This change is purely an administrative reporting change and does not affect |
any margin of safety. ;

4 .

'
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluationi it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "TR 2" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no '

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a ;
' no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. :

,

!
,

!

.

I

O
r

;

i

;

i

!

.

;

!

'

.

,

.

(v) ,

!

!
'

!
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V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

) NSHC TR 3

(V 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN TliE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision is to remove reference to specific post maintenance tests
from the current TS. Post maintenance testing programs are controlled via plant
administrative procedures in accordance with Licensee Controlled Document (ITS
Section 5.4.1, Final Safety Analysis Report and Operating Quality Assurance Program)
commitments to NRC Regulatory Guide 1,33, " Quality Assurance Prograr, Requirements
(Operation)" and ANS 3,2 ANSI NIB.7. " Administrative Controls and Coality Assurance
for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants". Specific post maintenance
testing requirements are contingent on the type and scope of maintenance actually
performed as well as the availability and viability of test equipment, techniques,
etc. Removal of specific testing requirements from the current TS and reliance on
normal post maintenance testing programs addressed by Licensee Controlled Documents
allow flexibility to modify testing to address the circumstances of the maintenance
performed while still assuring Operability of equipment returned to service,

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

.

'
\

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in 50.91, l
"

that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed under
50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant hazards
consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed )
amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or 1

l
'

2. Create the possibility of a new or d'f Nrent kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

!

3. Involve a signi icant reduction in a margin of safety."f

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration s'candards: !

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This is an administrative change which removes specific post-maintenance test
requirements from the current TS. The testing, or equivalent testing, to

b/

CPSES No Signipcant fla:ank C.wulerations - 3Mi 36 5/]S/97
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IV. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS :
,

NSHC TR 3-
(continued)

,

assure equipment operability prior to return to service would still be done as ;

required by normal plant maintenance retest programs. Therefore, this change .

would not result in any Increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

*

This Is an administrative change and does not create a new or different
kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

This change is an administrative change and does not affect any margin of
safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
,O NSHC ''TR 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no,

\ significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

'

;

|

.

i
1

4

|
,

,

|
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ENCLOSURE 5A

MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS
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I

I

i

1

|

|

(
,

L

l

;

MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS :
!

,

) Applicable Industry Traveler Information (1 Page) '

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page) .

Mark-up:
1

SIECIFICATION PAGE ,

,

3.5.1...................................................................................................3.5-1
3.5.2...................................................................................................3.5-4 ;

3.5.3..................................................................................................3.5-8
3.5.4..............................................................................................3.5-10
3.5.5...................................................................................................3.5-12 r

2

Methodology (2 Pages)
.

.

5

| |
'

,

!

4

k

|

E

\s ,

a

r

|

_____ _ _ _ - _ _ _ .
J
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1
;

|

!

.

INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.5 .'

TRAVELER # STATUS DIFFERENCE # COMMENTS

TSTF 90, Rev 1 Incorporated 3.5-6

TSTF 117 Incorporated 3.5-1

TSTF-153 Incorporated 3.5 8

TSTF-155 Not NA Not NRC approved as
incorporated of traveler cut off

date.
'

WOG 84 Incorporated 3.5 4 DCPP and CPSES only.

(

.

4

i

o ,

>
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,

#
f
T

! !

NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE

; Soecification # Soecification Title Comments
-

r

:

- - 3.5.6 Boron Injection' Tank (BIT) Not part of plant design. ;

;

i

)

9

i ,

a

I

1 i
'

|

i i
'
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i
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?

.

- Accumulators ;

3.5.1
.

,..

. -3.5. EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) l

3.5.1' Accumulators1 c .

'
.

;

LCO 3.5.1 Ep]g ECCS accumulators shall be OPERABLE..j
8:: 4 ;

-i

' APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2. [
MODE 3 with r. .. . . RCg pressure >R000 psig. c3.5-li :

~

|? B .-

ACTIONS-

!' * CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;

i
:
!A. One accumulator A.1 Restore boron concentration 72 hours

'

inoperable due to boron to within limits. '

concentration not within *

limits. ;
v

( ,

B.. One accumulator B.1 Restore accumulator to I hour ;

inoperable for reasons OPERABLE status.
other than Condition A. .

!

:
C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours '

associated Completion
Time of Condition A or B AND i
not met.

13. 5- 1._sC.2 Reduce pressuruer R_CE 12 hours
.

pressure to s 1plQ psig. :Bi
-

:

I.

LD. Two or more accumulators D.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Imediately
'

,

inoperable.

)

p
' (f

I CPSE$ Mark-y ofNUREG-1431-ITS3.$ 3.5-1 $/15197
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|
1

l
1

Accumulat. - ;

3.5.2 !

,m
( i ~ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

'

, <J
SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.5.1.1 Verify each accumulator isolation valve is 12 hours
fully open.

SR 3.5.1.2 Verify borated water volume in each accumulator 12 hours B-PS-
is a 7053 gallens?9% and s10171 galler.s:.61%.

SR 3.5.1.3 Verify nitrogen cover pressure in each 12 hours B-PS
accumulator is a 385 623 psig and s 461 644
psig.

SR 3.5.1.4 Verify boron concentration in each accumulator 31 days B-PS
is 2 1900 2300 ppm and s 2100:26.00 ppm.

AND

t
N .....N0TE- -

Only required to
be performed for
affected
accumulators
.......... ....

Once within
6 hours after
each solution
volume increase
of 2-gem ons:12 B-PS
.a : a s ..ua

habs PS

not the result
of addition from
the refueling
water storage
tank

_

(continued)

CPSES MarA-up ofNUREG-1431 - 1TS 3.5 3.5-2 5/158 7
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h

t

Accumulators
3.5.1 i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) .

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ;

3.5-1 ;SR-3.5.1.5 Verify power is removed from each accumulator 31 days
isolation valve operator when pressuruer BCJi B-PS- !

i

pressure is > 90001000;psig.
:EO.

,

,

.

,

5

i

;

,

O :
:

i

:

,

i

i

!

;

;

;

.

h

:

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.S 3.5-3 $/1S87 ;
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ECCS-Operating
3.5.2

;,,,
{ s

. (v)- 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS).

. 3.5.2 ECCS-Operating

.

LCO 3.5.2- Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE.

BL--- . .- = - :x. 4,-z w 1 ~: -..- -.___., _ _.,-.N0JES _::, - _ _ _ .~.._ , m .za~v =-:s= y:u m 2-

1] In H0DE 3, both safety injection (SI) pump flow paths may be ;
isolated by closing the isolation valves for up to 2 hours to
perform pressure isolation valve testing per SR 3.4.14.1.

22 Operation in H0DE 3 with ECCS pumps deciered
3*5-8-hpirabli madelncapableiofinjecting, pursuant to

LC0 3.4.12. " Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP)
System," is allowed for up to 4 hours or until the

,

temperature of all RCS cold legs exceeds 2375'F, whichever 'B' -

comes first.W~MLW"::r'rW""m"m;""F:e = 21~ =L = = :: = 1 1 = r -~m~N 'M~
n.,

.

L::::::rz:: .':.~=*=~=11:1::a=~|a:.:::::::'? v ' * =

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.,s ,

I
s

wwes.V I e -
T. .. - ,9 L . L, .L. . f. L ,. J. J . A J. - . f e T, ,S y-,e . i. -. & .L. .....L.1 We -- - f

.. , .~ . . .sm o . ,, r .7 us

isciated by closir.; the isolaticr. valves for up to 2 hours to
perfor;. pressure isciatica velvc testirs per SR 3.4.14.1.

, ~ ,J. ..J.... - ,..J.s.u..ere ,e y-.. " ' " " ' " ' ' "wme , . s..,-.s
. -rs . . . .

3*5-8
ir.cpereble-~@rsynttoLC03.4.12."LouTaer;turer

Overpr, essure Protqticr. (LTOP' Systc,T.," is c11cwcd for up
hcgrsarunti the teaperature cf all RCS ccid legstc p
d i.370'P. Whi'ghcVer cca,es first.sn m, s 1

\

.

G

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.5 3.5-4 S/158 7



ECCS -Operating
3.5.2

( ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more trains A.1 Restore train (s) to 72 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

A80

At least 100% of the
ECCS flow equivalent to
a single OPERABLE ECCS
train available.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

O.v

.

J

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.5 3.5-5 $/15/97
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I

ECCS-Operating
i

3.5.2

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

1

|
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY i

i
i

S8:3;512 3 Verify the following valves are in the .B-PS.
listed position with power to the 12 hours I

valve operator removed.
|

Number Position Function

!8802;A&8 E E C1osed R SIJfumpitolHotilegs
8809'A&B,Z110penZEZRHR;to; Cold Legs
8835 E E 5 0 pen Z 51SI:;PumK to Cold |. Legs
88401f ~i~diClosedEJtHR to; Hot: Legs
8806Eg]2E0peDEILLSIjm . ump;Suctionj fromEi]P

IEU~fETElCCMSI
8813fnEM0penM;SI1 Pump Minif1ow1EE
E ZI T ":2 2 2 Z Z :Jalve

SR 3.5.2.2 Verify each ECCS manual, power operated, and 31 days
automatic valve in the flow path, that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, is in the correct position.

4

50315[213 Verify ECCS piping is full of water. 31 days
Pt.fArltolentry

; into N t3;
>

'

SR 3.5.2.4 Verify each ECCS pump's developed head at the In accordance
test flow point is greater than or equal to the with the'

'

required developed head. Inservice
'

Testing Program

'
4

SR 3.5.2.5 Verify each ECCS automatic valve in the flow 18 months 8.

path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise i

secured in position, actuates to the correct
position on an actual or simulated actuation

,

signal.

(continued) :

t
>

CPSES MarA-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.5 3.5-6 S/]Sn7
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ECCS -Operating
3.5.2

(-
'w/

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.2.6 Verify each ECCS pump starts automatically on
an actual or simulated actuation signal. 18 months B

SR;3,5;2;'l Verify. for each ECCS throttle valve listed 18 months
3 5-3

below, each mechanical position stop is in the
correct position.

B-PS

Valve' Number Ef'Si;?, Valve Number
E.881062ZZ2";;;.8822A;;288.16A
TL88108; E 73 r:2288228 1 881.68
;28810C 2 C 2~272.;8822C C 8816C

~

E88100232mlz88220 y;881.60

SR 3.5.2.8 Verify, by visual inspection, each ECCS train 18 months B
'(q containment sump suction inlet is not") restricted by debris and the suction inlet

trash racks and screens show no evidence of
structural distress or abnormal corrosion.

i
1

|

|
2

f% '

b

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.5 3.5-7 S/2S/97
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ECCS - Shutdown
3.5.3

f] 3.5' EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)
Gi

3.5.3 ECCS-Shutdown

LC0 3.5.3 One ECCS train shall be OPERABLE.

. =:.=.:_r. ==,-_==:. ===~==~NO_TE_== r~ c _- ~t_' m._-'- - = =====n-.- - - .

Ar:3JR;ttair11marbe3onsMered10PE8ABLEMuningialignmentlandJpetattor[fot'decaf 3 5-6beat 2emova1Eircanable of.1being:manuallmeajigned;to thCECCSimodelof

oper,ationg
.

.._ .m=r.,.......,._........_..,.....,............_............._..........._.==.===__=,u=.~:-.m. - _ m. _&.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

62 Required ECCS residual A.1 Initiate ,1ction to restore Immediately
B

heat removal (RHR) required ECCS RHR subsystem

/n subsystem inoperable. to OPERABLE status |
4

V
!

B. Required ECCS high ha d B.1 Restore required ECCS high I hour i

Centrjfuga]ichargtng heWentrifugallCharging B-PS |, _

|Eump subsystem E0mp2subsystemtoOPERABLE
inoperable. status. j

:

i
.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 5. 24 hours
associated Completion |

|Time ofiCondit.i.o[B not B
met.

I.

(m) I
!

v

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.5 3.5-8 S/1587
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ECCS-Shutdown .

!3.5.3

,

\

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

SR 3.5.3.1 "4 E -

An "J|R trein ;;;cy be censidered 0|T"J"LC during
aligant end operation for decay heet reevel. '3*5-6
+f capable of beirs ;;;enually realigned to the
EGGS-;;;sde of operation.

i

1

The following SRs are applicable for all In accordance
equipment required to be OPERABLE: with applicable'

SRs

SR23;5;2;1 SR1315|.:21Z B-PS
'

:S" 3.5.2.3 SR 3.5.2.8
SR 3.5.2.4

!

:

'/ !

r

f

;

I

r

i

.

i;

,

'

O
CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.5 3.5-9 S/?497
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t

RWST

3.5.4 |.

3.5 EHERGENCY. CORE COOLING SYSTEMS-(ECCS)jy-
O 3.5.4 Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST)

.

- -

,

;

LCO 3.5.4 - The RWST shall be OPERABLE. |
~

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3. and 4.

~ ACTIONS-.

-CONDITION ' REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i

,

-Ac RWST boron concentration A.1 Restore RWST to OPERABLE 8 hours ,

not within limits. status,

t

08

RWST bcrated water
temperature not within

f limits.
'(

B. RWST inoperable for B.1 Restore RWST to OPERABLE 1 hour ;

reasons other than status.
,

Condition A.
r

,

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours ;

associated Completion
'

Time not mC. AND

C.2 Be in H00E 5. 36 hours

-
.

!
,

;

4

v: ,

. CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431-ITS3.5 3.5-10 S/]S/97
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I

RWST

3.5.4

%
4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

,

SR 3.5.4.1 c.-um - n -:- -Wig- T- - -3- - -c-:- -_ M7
Only required to be performed when ambient

.B-PS.
.

air temperature is < 35MO*,F or > 400120*F.7|IE
1

:: .:ur.77.v.r_=._:=_r=_.T. m_.= ._r :::w:n]-~-~ m m

4

Verify RWST borated water temperature is a 35 24 hours

: (0*F and s 100 120*F.

,

-

SR 3.5.4.2 Verify RWST borated water volume is 2 455.200 7 days B-PS

Filer.- 95*. -

,

'

SR 3.5.4.3 Verify RWST boron concentration is 2 2000 7 days B-PS-
2400 ppm and s 2000 E600 ppm.

O
.

4

i

|

;

!' .|
l

' -
.

O :

CPSES MarA-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.5 3.5-11 yjy97 i
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Seal Injection Flow
3.5.5

3.5 EhcRGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.5 Seal Injection Flow

B
LC0 3.5.5 Reactor coolant pump seal injection flow shall be s 40 gpm with

RCS ss.... pressure 2-2400
- 3.5-5 --.. 3 . s .. 3 . . 3 r...r . ., s . .. 3, ...~s.

2215 psig indff2255 p.sig and the phargingIf, log control valve
full open.

APPLICABILITY: HDDES 1, 2. and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Seal injection flow not A.:1 Ver:ifyfl100* flow 4LhourA 3.5-4
. _

within limit. equivalent 3to, a ~ single
OPERAB.LEJECCS1 charging

tram;is:available
n
. 0 0

'

A.2-1 Adjust manual seal
injection throttle 472.ihours .3.5-4'

valves to give a flow
within limit with4

centrifugal charging 3.5-5
pap discharge header
RCS pressure .. B

2 2400 2215 psig and.5
.

2255fpsigandthe.'

gharging:,f]oW control
valve full open.

;

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours-

associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

_.

. I

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.S 3.5-12 S/1SR 7,
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Seal Injection Flow
3.5.5

rx

%]' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSf
1

SURVEILLANCE FPIQUENCY
'

,

*

SR 3.5,5,1 ...................N0TE -- - - - - -----

Not required to be performed until 4 hours ,

'

after the Reactor Coolant System pressure
stabilizes at > il215!p~sigIandj7E25Episjg. B

|
...........................................

-

t

Verify manual seal injection throttle valves
are adjusted to give a flow within limit with 31 days '

,

car.trifasc1 chargir.g p=p discharge hcader RCS -3.5-5: .

pressure 2 2400 2215 psig and X 2255'psfg and
'B~

the chargingiqoW control valve full open. ,

:

i
t
,

i

!
t

t

:
I

./

O'

i

i
,

!

t
,

E

!

i

i

t

i

.

!

.,

S
i,j
i
9

i
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG 1431 Specifications

Enclosure 5A contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of NUREG 1431 Revisionpl 1. The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a |1
~ Iplant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed

1areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross-reference to a justification
or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are

-- contained in Enclosure 6A.

There are four types of changes: !

1. Deletions Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

2. Additions This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431,
Rev. 1.

3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431, !

Rev.1 but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG 1431, Rev.1.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :
,

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
P. bracketed areas of NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is annotated using the

strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The
deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin. ,

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431 Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

,

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431 Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of
Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information
is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location
and is annotated using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or

'

hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a
change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components.'

(] Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated

.U using the redline / strike out feature of Wordperfect and

Afethodology 1 of2 S/15/97
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!
!

Methodology For Mark up of NUREG 1431 Specifications ;

(continued)
,

'

( identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All
such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic !

traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the t

bracketed area and that information is not correct for this'
,

plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct i

informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets i

provided in NUREG 1431. Rev. I are deleted. " Red line", " strike-
out" and margin codes are as follows. j

!

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged, !
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'B' (for bracketed |
information) is used as the margin code. !

i

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the ;

plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the {
old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is ;

" red lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code. |

!

3. If the entire Condition, Action, or Surveillance is bracketed Ed
O is aoolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is
( redlined. The text included within the brackets is mt redlined

unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS' margin |
code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were i

made. |

I
If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not i

applicable the entire contents are struck out, redlined words |
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used.

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B.
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A. |

'
;

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark up process. Reviewer |
notes may be " struck out" or deleted as preferred. j

|
'In summary, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG 1431. Rev.1, " red-line" is used

to annotate new material, " strike out" is used to annotate deleted material, and
change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number
or a change code.

Note NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are
, incorporated are indicated using the " redlines". " strike outs" and margin codes-

j discussed above.
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Accumulators
B 3.5.1
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k

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.1 Accumulators

BASES

BACKGROUND The functions of the ECCS accumulators are to supply water to the
reactor vessel during the blowdown phase of a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA), to provide inventory to help accomplish the
refill phase that follows thereafter, and to provide Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) makeup for a small break LOCA.

The blowdown phase of a large break LOCA is the initial period of
the transient during which the RCS departs from ecuilibrium
conditions, and heat from fission product decay, hot internals.
and the vessel continues to be transferred to the reactor<-

coolant. The blowdown phase of the transient ends when the RCS
pressure falls to a value approaching that of the containment
atmosphere.

O In the refill phase of a LOCA, which immediately follows the
blowdown phase, reactor coolant inventory has vacated the core
through steam flashing and ejection out through the break. The
core is essentially in adiabatic heatup. The balance of
accumulator inventory is then available to help fill voids in the
lower plenum and reactor vessel downcomer so as to establish a
recovery level at the bottom of the core and ongoing reflood of
the core with the addition of safety injection (SI) water.

The accumulators are pressure vessels partially filled with
borated water and pressurized with nitrogen gas. The
accumulators are passive components, since no operator or control
actions are required in order for them to perform their function.
Internal accumulator tank pressure is sufficient to discharge the
accumulator contents to the RCS. if RCS pressure decreases below
the accumulator pressure.

- Each accumulator is piped into an RCS cold leg via an accumulator
line and is isolated from the RCS by a motor operated isolation
valve and two check valves in series. The motor operated
isolation valves are interlocked by P 11 with the pressurizer
pressure measurement channels to ensure that the valves will
automatically open as RCS pressure increases to above the
permissive circuit P-11 setpoint andithe;majnIcontrol; board

[d . WijctLjsI1Dithel"a'toJdpojit100. [ReR6]u
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BACKGROUND This interlock also prevents inadvertent closure of the -

(continued) valves during normal operation prior to an accident. The valves
will automatically open, however, as a result of an SI signal.
These features ensure that the valves meet the requirements of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
Standard 2791971 (Ref.1) for " operating bypasses" and that the
accumulators will be available for injection without reliance on
operator action.

The accumulator size, water volume, and nitrogen cover pressure
are selected so that three of the four accumulators are
sufficient to partially cover the core before significant clad
melting or zirconium water reaction can occur following a LOCA.
The need to ensure that three accumulators are adequate for this
function is consistent with the LOCA assumption that the entire -

contents of one accumulator will be lost via the RCS pipe break
*

during the blowdown phase of the LOCA.
I

APPLICABLE The accumulators are assumed OPERABLE in both the large and

SAFETY ANALYSES small break LOCA analyses at full power (Ref. 2). These are the
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that establish the acceptance .

limits for the accumulators. Reference to the analyses for these
DBAs is used to assess changes in the accumulators as they relate
to the acceptance limits.

In. performing the LOCA calculations, conservative assumptions are
made concerning the availability of ECCS flow. In the early
stages of a LOCA, with or without a loss of offsite power, the
accumulators provide the sole source of makeup water to the RCS.
The assumption of loss of offsite power is required by
regulations and conservatively imposes a delay wherein the ECCS'

pumps cannot deliver flow until the emergency diesel generators
start, come to rated speed, and go through their timed loading

.

sequence. In cold leg break scenarios, the entire contents of'

one accumulator are assumed to be lost through the break.'

''

The limiting large break LOCA is a double ended guillotine break
at the discharge of the reactor coolant pump. During this event,
the accumulators discharge to the RCS as soon as RCS pressure
decreases to below accumulator pressure.

!
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'

APPLICABLE As a conservative estimate, no credit is taken for ECCS pump
SAFETY ANALYSES flow until an effective delay has elapsed. This delay

(continued) accounts for the diesels starting and the pumps being loaded and
delivering full flow. The delay time is conservatively set with
an additional 2 seconds to account for SI signal generation.
During this time, the accumulators are analyzed as providing the
sole source of emergency core cooling. No operator action is
assumed during the blowdown stage of a large break LOCA.

The worst case small break LOCA analyses also assume a time delay
before pumped flow reaches the core. For the larger range of
smal breaks, the rate of blowdown is such that the increase in
fuel clad temperature is terminated -solely;primarily;by the
accumulators, with pumped flow then providing continued cooling.
As break size decreases, the accumulators and centrifugal
charging pumps both play a part in terminating the rise in clad
temperature. As break size continues to decrease, the role of
the accumulators continues to decrease until they are not
required and the centrifugal charging pumps become solely
responsible for terminating the temperature increase.

,o
Q This LC0 helps to ensure that the following acceptance criteria

established for the ECCS by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 3) will be met
following a LOCA:

a. Maximum fuel element cladding temperature is s 2200*F:

b. Maximum cladding oxidation is s 0.17 times the total
cladding thickness before oxidation:

c. Maximum hydrogen generation from a zirconium water
reaction is s 0.01 times the hypothetical amount that
would be generated if all of the metal in the cladding
cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding
surrounding the plenum volume, were to react: and

d. Core is maintained in a coolable geometry.
.

Since the accumulators discharge during the blowdown phase of a
LOCA, they do not contribute to the long term cooling
requirements of 10 CFR 50.46.

For both the large and small break LOCA analyses a nominal
contained accumulator water volume is used. The contained

b ,)
v
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APPLICABLE water volume is the same as the deliverable volume for the
SAFETY ANALYSES accumulators, since the accumulators are emptied, once

(continued) discharged. For small breaks, an increase in water volume is a
peak clad temperature penalty. For large brcaks DependingloEthg
RCiapp.tovedimethodologfusedito3nalyze]arge;bre_aks, an
increase in water volume een may;be either a peak clad
temperature penalty or benefit, depending on downcomer filling
and subsequent spill thrcugh the break during the core reflooding
portion of the transient. The analysis makes a conservative
assumption with respect to ignoring or taking credit for line
water volume from the accumulator to the check valve. The safety
analysis assumes values of f6468} 6119 gallons and f6&79}
6597 gallons. To allow for a'St instrument inaccuracy'andla It
tank 3olerance, contro1: room indicated; values of [5520] gallor.3
erd [5820] gallens 39t and 61% are specified and used_in
sutvejllance;

The minimum boron concentration setpoint is used in the post LOCA
boron concentration calculation. The calculation is performed to
assure reactor subcriticality in a post LOCA environment. Of
particular interest is the large break LOCA, since no credit isO taken for control rod assembly insertion. A reduction in the
accumulator minimum boron concentration would produce a
subsequent reduction in the available containment sump
concentration for post LOCA shutdown and an increase in the
maximum sump pH. The maximum boron concentration is used in
determining the cold leg to hot leg recirculation injection
switchover time and minimum sump pH.

The large and small break LOCA analyses are performed at the
minimum nitrogen cover pressurel(6.03.psial, since sensitivity
analyses have demonstrated that higher nitrogen cover pressure

,

results in a computed peak clad temperature benefit. The maximum
nitrogen cover pressure limit (693 psij)Iprevents accumulator
relief valve actuation, and ultimately preserves accumulator
integrity.

Io311oEfor11nsttumentiipaccuracy,5contro]Iroom11ndicatedlyalues~

#E623 Ipsi g and;614Zpsig;atelspeci fi ed;and;used;in~suryeill ance;s

.

(continued)
,
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APPLICABLE The effects on containment mass and energy re1% sea from the
SAFETY ANALYSES accumulators are accounted for in the appropriate aalyses
(Continued) (Refs. 2 and 4).

<

The accumulators satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50:36{cl(21(11)J the
NRC I'clicy Stata.st

LC0 The LC0 establishes the minimum conditions required to ensure
that the accumulators are available to accomplish their core
cooling safety function following a LOCA. Four accumulators are i

required to ensure that 100% of the contents of three of the
accumulators will reach the core during a LOCA. This is
consistent with the assumption that the contents of one
accumulator spill through the break. If less than three
accumulators are injected during the blowdown phase of a LOCA,
the ECCS acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 3) could be
violated.

For an accumulator to be considered OPERABLE, the isolation valve
must be fully open, power removed above ai;nominallRCS| pressure;of

A [2000]1009 psig, and the limits established in the SRs for .

.

contained volume,
boron concentration, and nitrogen cover pressure must be met.

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES I and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS pressure > 1000 psig, the
accumulator OPERABILITY requirements are based on full power -

operation. Although cooling requirements decrease as power
decreases, the accumulators are still required to provide core
cooling as long as elevated RCS pressures and temperatures exist.

This LC0 is only applicable at pressures > 1000 psig. At pressures
s 1000 psig, the rate of RCS blowdown is such that the ECCS pumps<

can provide adequate injection to ensure that peak clad temperature
remains below the 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 3) limit of 2200*F.

In H00E 3, with RCS pressure s 1000 psig, and in MODES 4, 5, and 6,
the accumulator motor operated isolation valves are closed to
isolate the accumulators from the RCS. This allows RCS cooldown
and depressurization without discharging the accumulators into the
RCS or requiring depressurization of the accumulators.

(continued)
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'b
ACTIONS M

If the boron concentration of one accumulator is not within
limits, it must be rr. turned to within the limits within
72 hours. InthisCondition,the3abilitytomaintain
subcriticality or minimum boron precipitation time may be
reduced. The boron in the accumulators contributes to the
assumption that the combined ECCS water in the partially recovered
core during the early reflooding phase of a large break LOCA is
sufficient to keep that portion of the core subcritical. One
accumulator below the minimum boron concentration limit, however,
will have no effect on available ECCS water and an insignificant
effect on core subcriticality during reflood. Boiling of ECCS
water in the core during reflood concentrates boron in the
saturated liquid that remains in the core. In addition, current
enetysis tedniques analyses; demonstrate that the accumulators do ,

not dir, charge following a large main steam line break for the
mederHy of plents. Even if they do discharge, their impact is
minor and not a design limiting event. Thus. 72 hours is allowed
to return the boron concentration to within limits.

|O '
If one accumulator is inoperable for a reason other than boron
concentration, the accumulator must be returned to OPERABLE status
within 1 hour. In this Condition, the required contents of three
accumulators cannot be assumed to reach the core during a LOCA.

'

Due to the severity of the consequences snould a LOCA occur in
these conditions, the 1 hour Completion Time to open the valve,
remove power to the valve, or restore the proper water volume or ;

nitrogen cover pressure ensures that prompt action will be taken to
return the inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE status. The
Completion Time minimizes the potential for exposure of the plant
to a LOCA under these conditions.

.

C.1 and C.2

~

If the accumulator cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a H00E in
which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant [
must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and pressurizer RCS !

'

pressure reduced tos 1000 psig within 12 hours. The allowed '

'

Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to
;

(Continued)

.
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L.J

reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

M

If more than one accumulator is inoperable, the plant is in a
condition outside the accident analyses: therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must
be entered immediately.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Each accumulator valve should be verified to be fully open every
12 hours. This verification ensures that the accumulators are
available for injection and ensures timely discovery if a valve
should be less than fully open. If an isolation valve is not fully
open, the rate of injection to the RCS would be reduced. Although
a motor operated valve position should not change with power
removed, a closed valve could result in not meeting accident
analyses assumptions. This Frequency is considered reasonable in

(3'') view of other administrative controls that ensure a mispositioned7-

isolation valve is unlikely.

SR 3.5.1.2 and SR 3.5.1.3

Every 12 hours, borated water volume and nitrogen cover pressure
are verified for each accumulator. This Frequency is sufficient to
ensure adequate injection during a LOCA. Because of the static
design of the accumulator, a 12 hour Frequency usually allows the
operator to identify changes before limits are reached. Operating
experience has shown this Frequency to be appropriate for early
detection and correction of off normal trends.

Each accumulatot31Eequipped)1th1two11eveHand;t90;ptessure
changel sE onelchannellotleach11 s; designated:the ~ prf marfghannel
and;usedifor;this surveillancEexcept.Nhen; declared;1poperable;.7
Thelsecond: channel"1s'used;to peMorm channelZpheckKandKbackup
toi.the: primary:channelCSurveillances;are routinelyfpetformedlon
both channels;

1
1

/ h
i

v) (continued)
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SR 3.5.1.4

The boron concentration should be verified to be within
required limits for each accumulator every 31 days since the static
design of the accumulators limits the ways in which the
concentration can be changed. The 31 day Frequency is adequate to
identify changes that could occur from mechanisms such as
stratification or inleakage. Sampling the affected accumulator
within 6 hours after a 1% (101 ga]_lon)3 volume increase will
identify whether inleakage has caused a reduction in boron
concentration to below the required limit. It is not necessary to
verify boron concentration if the added water inventory is from the
refueling water storage tank (RWST), andithelRWST;h.asinoK been
diluted;sincCVerj fying;that ;its;.boroniconcentration;sati sfies'SR
3E4;3Ebecause the water contained in the RWST is nominally
within the accumulator baron concentration requirements. This is
consistent with the recomendation of NUREG 1366 (Ref. 5).

SR 3.5.1.5

Verification every 31 days that power is removed from each
accumulator isolation valve operator when the picssurizcr RCS77

V pressure is > 2000 100_0 psig ensures that an active failure could
not result in the undetected closure of an accumulator motor
operated isolation valve. If this were to occur, only two
accumulators would be available for injection given a single
failure coincident with a LOCA. Since power is removed under
administrative control, the 31 day Frequency will provide adequate
assurance that power is removed.

This SR allows power to be supplied to the motor operated isolation
valves when pressurizer RCS pressure is s 2000 1000 psig.-thus
eHow+ng operationci flexibility by avoiding unncccssery delays to

Evenmanipuletc the brcckcrs dueing picnt startups or shutdowns.
with powcr supplied to the valvcs, inadvertent closcrc is prcycnted
by-the CCS pressure intericek associated wHetha valves.

Should closure of a valve occur in spite of the interlock, the SI
signal provided to the valves would open a closed valve in the*

event of a LOCA.

,/ ~\
! )

(continued)

B 3.5-8 S/158 7
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.2

I ) B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 'i.5.2 ECCS-Operating

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The function of the ECCS is to provide core cooling and negative
reactivity to ensure that the reactor core is protected after any
of the following accidents:

a. Loss of coolant accident (LOCA), coolant leakage greater than
the capability of the normal charging system:

b. Rodejectionaccident:

Loss of secondary coolant accident, including uncontrolledc.
steam release or ' ass of feedwater; and

d. Steam generator tube rupture (SGTR).

The addition of negative reactivity is designed primarily for the
3 loss of secondary coolant accident where primary cooldown could add
(C enough positive reactivity to achieve criticality and return to

significant power.

There are three phases of ECCS operation: injection, cold leg
recirculation, and hot leg recirculation. Intheinjectionphase,
water is taken from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) and
injected into the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) through the cold
legs. When sufficient water is removed from the RWST to ensure .J
that enough boron has been added to maintain the reactor

|subtritical and the containment sumps have enough water to supply
the required net positive suction head to the ECCS pumps, suction |

1s switched to the containment sump for cold leg recirculation.
After cpproximately 24 seyetal hours, the ECCS flow is shifted to
the hot leg recirculation phase to provide a backflush, which would
reduce the boiling in the top of the core and any resulting boron !

precipitation. |
|

-

'

The ECCS consists of three separate subsystems: centrifugal
charging (high head), safety injection (SI) (intermediate head),
and residual heat removal (RHR) (low head). Each subsystem ,

Iconsists of two redundant.100% capacity trains. The ECCS
accumulators and the RWST are also part of the

.

'
. ~ _ ,

!
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BACKGROUND ECCS, but are not considered part of an ECCS flow path as

(continued) described by this LCO. ,

The ECCS flow paths consist of piping, valves, heat exchangers, and :

pumps such that water from the RWST can be injected into the RCS !
f

following the accidents described in this LCO. The major
~ components of each subsystem are the centrifugal charging pumps, ,

the RHR pumps, heat exchangers, and the SI pumps. Each of the ,

'

three subsystems consists of two 100% capacity trains that are
interconnected and redundant such that either train is capable of
supplying 100% of the flow required to mitigate the accident .

consequences. This interconnecting and redundant subsystem design ,'

provides the operators with the ability to utilize components from ;

opposite trains to achieve the required 100% flow to the core. ,

'

During the injectio, phase of LOCA recovery, a suction header
supplies water from the RWST to the ECCS pumps. Separate piping
supplies each subsystem and each train within the subsystem. The ,

discharge from the centrifugal charging pumps combines prior to
entering the beren injection teak (CIT) (if tne plent utilizes e
BIT + jfCa~,,commo!OeadeC and then divides again into four supply
lines, each of which feeds the injection line to one RCS cold leg.
The discharge from the SI and RHR pumps divides _and feeds an ;

(
injection line to each of the RCS cold legs. ControlIhrott]e ;

valvesIare set to balance the flow to the RCS. This balance
ensures sufficient flow to the core to meet the analysis
assumptions following a LOCA in on2 of the RCS cold legs. Th(
thtottle;valye.szalso;ptotegtithelsIEpumps3nd3entryugarchatging 1

|

pumpsIfrom:egceedjpgfun6utif]oQates?

For LOCAs that are too small to depressurize the RCS below the
shutoff head of the SI pumps, the centrifugal charging pumps supply
water until the RCS pressure decreases below the SI pump shutoff
head. During this period, the steam generators are used to provide
part of the core cooling function.

During the recirculation phase of LOCA recovery, RHR pump suction
is transferred to the containment sump. The RHR pumps then supply
the other ECCS pumps. Initially, recirculation is through the same'

paths as the injection phase. Subsequently, recirculation
alternates injection between the hot and cold legs.

l

i
.

The centrifugal charging subsystem of the ECCS also
functions to supply borated water to the reactor core following
increased heat removal events, such as a main steam line break i(q) (MSLB). The'11miting design conoitions occur when the negative

j
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BACKGROUND moderator temperature coefficient is highly negative, such as at
(continued) the end of each cycle.

During low temperature conditions in the RCS, limitations are
placed on the maximum number of ECCS pumps that may be OPERABLE.
Refer to the Bases for LC0 3.4.12, " Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection (LTOP) System," for the basis of these requirements.

The ECCS subsystems are actuated upon receipt of an SI signal. The
actuation of safeguard loads is accomplished in a programmed time
sequence. If offsite power is available, the safeguard loads start
4 mediately after'a;one second! sequencer delay in the programmed
time sequence. If offsite power is not available, the Engineered
Safety Feature (ESF) buses shed normal operating loads and are
connected to the emergency diesel generators (EDGs). Safeguard
loads are then actuated in the programmed time sequence. The time
delay associated with diesel starting, sequenced loading, and pump
starting determines the time required before pumped flow is
available to the core following a LOCA.

(~'} Each| ECCS? pump:;i s: provided31 thinormall y1open ' mi ni flow ;11 nes for

U pump protectionETheiRHRiminiflowlisolation;valv_es close;on; flow;to
the:RCS;and:havealtime2delayitoiprevent!themifromclosing:Untfl
the;RHR_pumpsiare;up;tolspeedTandicapableiofidelivering fluid to
the:RCS71The:SI: pump minflow11solationivalveslare:c1o_ sed manually
.from;the: control room;prjot;tojtansfer fromlinjec. tion to
Eecirculation,1The Charging PumptminiflowjsolationLyalves:close.;oD
teceipt offa" safety;1njectior) signal ~andTalternate'minflow
iso]ation valves _open;

The active ECCS components, along with the passive accumulators and
the RWST covered in LC0 3.5.1, " Accumulators," and LC0 3.5.4,
" Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST)," provide the cooling water
necessary to meet GDC 35 (Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE The LC0 helps to ensure that the following acceptance*

SAFETY ANALYSES criteria for the ECCS, established by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2), will
be met following a LOCA:

a. Maximum fuel element cladding temperature is s 2200*F:

b. Maximum cladding oxidation is s 0.17 times the total claddingm
I thickness before oxidation:

-
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APPLICABLE c. Maximum hydrogen generation from a zirconium water

SAFETY ANALYSES reaction is s 0.01 times the hypothetical amount

(Continued) generated if all of the metal in the cladding cylinders
surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding surrounding the
plenum volume, were to react:

d. Core is maintained in a coolable geometry; and

Adequate long term core cooling capability is maintained.e.

The LC0 also limits the potential for a post trip return to power
following an MSLB event and ensures that containment temperature
limits are met.
Each ECCS subsystem is taken credit for in a large break LOCA event
at full power (Refs. 3 and 4). This event establishes the
requirement for runout flow for the ECCS pumps, as well as the
maximum response time for their actuation. The centrifugal
charging pumps and SI pumps are credited in a small break LOCA
event. This event establishes the flow and discharge head at the
design point for the centrifugal charging pumps. The SGTR and HSLB
events also credit the centrifugal charging pumps. The OPERABILITY

p) requirements for the ECCS are based on the following LOCA analysist

assumptions:

A large break LOCA event, with loss of offsite power and aa.
single failure disabling one RHR pump (both EDG trains are
assumed to operate due to requirements for modeling full
active containment heat removal system operation); and

b. A small break LOCA event, with a loss of offsite power and a :

!single failure disabling one ECCS train.

During the blowdown r age of a LOCA. the RCS depressurizes as ;

primary coolant is <]ected through the break into the containment.
The nuclear reection is terminated either by moderator voiding
during large breaks or control rod insertion for small breaks.
Following depressurization. emergency cooling water is injected
into the cold legs, flows into the downcomer fills the lower
plenum, and refloods the core. |

!

i

(G |
)
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ECCS-Operating -
B 3.5.2

1

D BASES
,

b !

,

APPLICABLE

SAFETY ANALYSES

(Continued) ~The effects on containment mass and energy releases are ,

accounted for in appropriate analyses (Refs. 3 and 4). The
LCO ensures that an ECCS train will deliver sufficient water to
match boiloff rates soon enough to minimize the consequences of the
core being uncovered following a large LOCA. It also ensures that ;

Ithe centrifugal charging and SI pumps will deliver sufficient water '

and boron during a small LOCA to maintain core subcriticality. For
smaller LOCAs, the centrifugal charging pump delivers sufficient
fluid to maintain RCS inventory. For a small break LOCA, the steam
generators continue to serve as the heat sink, providing part of !

|the required core cooling.

The ECCS trains satisfy Criterion 3 of 1.0CFR50.3.6(c)(2)(11)_. the :]
NTC I'clicy Stat;;;nt

LCO In MODES 1, 2, and 3, two independent (and redundant) ECCS trains
are required to ensure that sufficient ECCS flow is available,
assuming a single failure affecting either train. Additionally,

I individual components within the ECCS trains may be called upon to
- mitigate the coitsequences of other transients and accidents.

In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, an ECCS train consists of a centrifugal j

charging subsystem, an SI subsystem, and an RHR subsystem. Each j
train includes the piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an 1

OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the RWST upon an -
SI signal and automatically transferring 1qttjating;semil40tomat.tc
: spit.ghojeCof suction to the containment sump.

During an event requiring ECCS actuatwn, a flow path is required
to provide an abundant supply of water from the RWST to the RCS via
the ECCS pumps and their respective supply headers to each of the
four cold leg injection nozzles. In the long term, this flow path
may be switched to take its supply from the containment sump and to
supply its flow to the RCS hot and cold legs.

~

The flow path for each train must maintain its designed !

independence to ensure that no single failure can disable both ECCS
trains. |

i

|

|f3~
b (continued) |
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.2

(m) BASES 1

l
l

LCO (continued) AsJindicated;in: Note 11EtheSIlf] o(paths;may;be:i sol at.ediforJ 2 |

DoutsIt!CMODE13DnderIcontrollediconditjonsZito: perform pressure |

1.olatioQalve3esting periSR13J4EIKITEThelflow: path;1sireadj]ys
festofableIffom3helcontro]~roomlandlaisingle activelfai]urel(Reffe
D;1sinotJassumed: coincident:yith~this testing]Therefore7the:.ECCS
.traj nsf are:consi dered10perabl e;duri ngit_hi .s;j sol ation

As!1 ndicatediitLNote' 2,7 operation iin;H00E13 |with' ECCSj pumps;made
incapabl. ofdinjecting;Ipursuantito;LCO,3(4.125." Low; Temperaturee
Overpressure:ProtectjonZ(LTOP,) SystemiLis:necessary.for_ plants
with an"LTOPfarming:temperatur.e attor near;the:H0DE 31 boundary
temperatureTof'3_5071The: note allows:this; condition:up;)to:375 Eto
ensure _ conditions;arelaboveithe:LT_0Pfarmingitemperature;]
LC0; 3 M.12irequi res ~ that; certa 1. n;pumpsibe: rendered;j ncapabl efof
injecting atland below the;LT0P armjng; temperature.";Whendthjs ;

temperature::1 s;atior; nea rjthe: MODEi3: bo_undary _temperaturen timeji s
'

needed. .toires.toreitheij noperabl e:ptmp_s;to;0PERABLE _.statu.s |

C APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, the ECCS OPERABILITY requirements for the ;

limiting Design Basis Accident, a large break LOCA, are based on
full power operation. Although reduced power would not require the
same level of performance, the accident analysis does not provide
for reduced cooling requirements in the lower H0 DES. The
centrifugal charging pump performance is based on a small break
LOCA, which establishes the pump performance curve and has less
dependence on power. The SI pump performance requirements are
based on a small break LOCA. H0DE 2 and H0DE 3 requirements are
bounded by the MODE 1 analysis.

This LC0 is only applicable in H0DE 3 and above. Below H0DE 3, the
SI signal setpoint is manually bypassed by operator control, and
system functional requirements are relaxed as described in
LC0 3.5.3 "ECCS - Shutdown. "

As-4ndicated in Note 1, thc;ficw path may bc isciated for 2 hours
in-HODE 3. undcr controlled conditions, to perfccm pressurc
iscistion valve test-ing per 2 3.4.14.1. Thc flow pcth is readily
restereMc from the control-room

$

;.

(continued) :
I-

I'
''
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.2 t

BASES

APPLICABILITY As indicated in tiete 2. eparation in tiODC 3 with ECCS trains
(continued) deciered inoperabic; pursuant to LC0 3.4 12. " Low T aperature

Ovcipressurc Protection (LTOP) System," is accessary for plants
with en LTOP arming tesperature et or near the tiOO 3 boundary
ta erature of 3S0*P. LC0 3.4.12 requires that certain pumps bev-

rendered inoperebic et end below the LTOP e ming teaperaturc. " hen
this taperature is et or acer the tiOOE 3 boundary tupcroture,
tiac is n;cded to restore the inoperabic pu ps to OPEPXLC status.

In H0 DES 5 and 6, plant conditions are such that the probability of
an event requiring ECCS injection is extremely low. Cnra enoling
requirements in H00E 5 are addressed by LC0 3.4.7, "RCS
Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Filled," and LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-H0DE 5
Loops Not Filled." H0DE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed
by LC0 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-High Water Level," and LC0 3.9.6, " Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level."

;

ACTIONS /L1

With one or more trains inoperable and at least 100% of the ECCS
flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train available, the
inoperable components must be returned to OPERABLE status within
72 hours. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on an NRC
reliability evaluation (Ref. 5) and is a reasonable time for repair
of many ECCS components.

An ECCS train is inoperable if it is not capable of delivering
design flow to the RCS. Individual components are inoperable if |

they are not capable of performing their design function or
supporting systems are not available.

The LCO requires the OPERABILITY of a number of independent
subsystems, Due to the redundancy of trains and the diversity of
subsystems, the inoperability of one component in a train does not
render the ECCS incapable of performing its function. Neither does
the inoperability of two different components, each in a different

,

i

train, necessarily result in a loss of function for the ECCS. The

O (cont.inued)Q
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.2

.

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

intent of this Condition is to maintain a combination of. equipment
such that 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE
ECCS train remains available. This allows increased flexibility in
plant operations under circumstances when components in opposite
trains are inoperable.

An event accompanied by a loss of offsite power and the failure of
an EDG can disable one ECCS train until power is restored. A
reliability analysis (Ref. 5) has shown that the impact of having
one full ECCS train inoperable is sufficiently small to justify
continued operation for 72 hours.

Reference 6 describes situations in which one component, such as an
RHR crossover valve, can disable both ECCS trains. With one or
more component (s) inoperable such that 100% of the flow equivalent
to a single OPERABLE ECCS train is not available, the facility is

-

in a condition outside the accident analysis. Therefore. LCO 3.0.3
must be immediately entered.

O !

V B.1 and B.2
:

If the inoperable trains cannot be returned to OPERABLE status
within the associated Completion Time, the plant must be brought to
a H0DE in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status,
the plant must be brought to H0DE 3 within 6 hours and MODE 4

;

within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of proper valve position ensures that the flow path
from the ECCS pumps to the RCS is maintained. Misalignment of*

'

these valves could render both ECCS trains inoperable. Securing
these valves in position by removal of power-ee by key iccking
control;bo.ardiswitgh in the correct position ensures that they
cannot change position as a result of an active failure or be

(continued)
.

g('M
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

inadvertently misaligned. These valves are of the type, described
in References 6 arJdjZ, that can disable the function of both ECCS
trains and invalidate the accident analyses. A 12 hour Frequency
is considered reasonable in view of other administrative controls
that will ensure a mispositioned valve is unlikely.EAsinoteddrCLCO
Note 1;tbotOSafety; Injection;pumpIflowJ paths;may;each1be';i so] ated
f0Clwo; hours 11 REM 90Elbfclosure~of'oneTor;more oEtheseyalveg
to: perform)pressureli solatior[yal velte_ sting?

SR 3.5.2.2

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and
automatic valves in the ECCS flow paths provides assurance that the
prop flow paths will exist for ECCS operation. This SR does not ,

'

apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, since these were verified to be in the correct position
prior to locking, sealing, or securing. A valve that receives an
actuation signal is allowed to be in a non accident position
provided the valve will automatically reposition within the proper
stroke time. This Surveillance does not require any testing or

( valve manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that those '
.

valves capable of being mispositioned are in the correct position.
The 31 day Frequency is appropriate because the valves are operated i

under administrative control, and an improper valve position would
only affect a single train. This Frequency has been shown to be
acceptable through operating experience. ,

1
i

l

SR 3.5.2.3 ,l

'

With the exceptica of the spcrating centrifugel chargitig pump, the
EEGS pumps are rarmelly in a standby, reneparating .Tede. As such,.

flow path piping has the pctential to devclop voids and pockets of
entraired gescs. ticinteining the piping from tPs CCCS pumps tc-the
RCS full of Water ensures that the system Will pciform properly,,

4njecting its full cepecity into the RCS upon dc;end. This will
sis; prescat Water h;;,cr pump cavitatien, and pumping of
rencendcasibic ges (e.g., sir, nitrogca, or hydrogen) into the'

reactcr vcssel following en SI signal or during shutdown cooling.
The 21 day frequcacy takes into censideration the gradual nature of
gas occumttistion in the ECCS piping end the precedural controls
sevcining syste; operetion.

(continued)
(
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ECCS-Operating !

.B 3.5.2 ;

O
BASES

l

|
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.3 (continued)

|
REQUIREMENTS

VfUtlDgjofitbe;ECCS pump;casinglandlaccessibl.e;djscharge:pipjDg
'

high30ints:priot;to; entering:MODEi3:and followinglanyMintenance
otapetationslactivitylwhi ch'drai nsipottj onslofjhelsystem Zensores
the[systeali_s1 ulliofiwaterSand will; perform; properly;(iieUXallows ;

f
, 10jectj ngithelfull:ECCS: capacity 11 nto;the. RCS:onidemand),

The;CCPldesjgnland attached;' piping; configuration! allow;thelCCPito 1
'

VegtitWaccomulatedigasesiviaithe attached |suctionland: discharge
pjpjng.T.Econtinuous venting.of_thelsuction| piping.toltheiVo]ume ;

iControlitank;(VCT):and;manualIventing;ofithe discharge:pipjng;high*

Roi.Dts: satisfies the,pumpicasjng.ventjng requirementsiforithelCCPs?
,

:

SR 3.5.2.4
,.

Periodic surveillance testing of ECCS pumps to detect gross
,

degradation caused by impeller structural damage or other hydraulic i;

component problems is required by Section XI of the ASME Code.,

'

This type of testing may be accomplished by measuring the pump
developed head at only one point of the pump characteristic curve. ,

|

O IhelfoBowing1ECCS' pumps;areltequireditoideve)op~theindicated '

diffttentialiptessutgionIecjr.culationif]owi
~

1) CenttjfugalIchatging punpIET237_0jpsid?*

21 Safety;jnjectjon; pump 2 G E 3440;psjd,Tand
1

i 3) RHR; pump Z Z E1170 Ipsid]
This verifies both that the measured performance is within an
acceptable tolerance of the original pump baseline performance and
that the performance at the test flow is greater than or equal to
the performance assumed in the plant safety analysis. SRs are
specified in the Inservice Testing Program, which encompasses |
Section XI of the ASME Code; Section XI of the ASME Code and'the |

Techq1 cal:RequirementsJanualprovidestheactivitiesand j
|

Frequencies necessary to satisfy the requirements. )
.

,

i

SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.5.2.6 |

These Surveillances demonstrate that each automatic ECCS valve
actuates to the required position on an actual or
simulated SI signal and that each ECCS pump starts on receipt of an
actual or simulated SI signal. This Surveillance is not required
for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the
required position under administrative controls. The 18 month !

,

i

O :
(continued) r
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ECCS-Operating -

B 3.5.2

(7 BASES
+

V
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.5.2.6 (continued)
RE0fJIREMENTS ,

Frequency is based on the need to perform these Surve111ances under ,

the conditions that apply during a plant outage and the potential
for unplanned plant transients if the Surveillances were performed
with the reactor at power. The 18 month Frequency is also
acceptable based on consideration of the design reliability (and
confirming operating experience) of the equipment. The actuation
logic is tested as part of ESF Actuation System testing, and
equipment performance is monitored as part of the Inservice Testing
Program.

SR 3.5.2.7
,

Re-TheIcorrec.t: alignment of throttle valves in the ECCS flow path
on an SI signal is necessary for proper ECCS performance. These
manualithrottle valves stelpositionedifollowjngifloCbalancing and
have mechanicaElocks steps to eHow ensure that the proper ,

positioning for restricted flow to a ruptured cold leg. casuring 14 >

majataipediandjthat the other cold legs receive at least the ,

!

required minimum flow. This rveillence is not re aired forn
Q plants with flow li;r.iting crifices. The 18 month Frequency is

based on the same reasons as those stated in SR 3.5.2.5 and
SR 3.5.2.6.

,

,

SR 3.5.2.8

Periodic inspections of the containment sump suction inlet ensure
that it is unrestricted and stays in proper operating condition.
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage,*

on the need to have access to the location, and because of the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were
performed with the reactor at power. This Frequency has been found
to be sufficient to detect abnormal degradation and is confirmed by
operating experience.

.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 35.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

R .

b |
t

'
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ECCS-Operating
iB 3.5.2

. 73 BASES

V ,

t

REFERENCES-

(continued) 3. FSAR, Sections 6:37andH3]

4. FSAR. Chapter 15.. " Accident Analysis."

5. NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R.L. Baer,
"Recomended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS Components,"
December 1, 1975. ,

6. IE Information Notice No. 87 01. .

.,

U BJPLEICSBi18,"J8pp]jgat130otithe:SinglelanutelCtitetialto
-

Ma!wal1Ji_Co!itrolledLEleckicallyi0peratedLValves] ,

-,

t

.

4

O -

,

,

. ,

|tR
- t ) !
. %j .

:
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' ECCS- Shutdown ;

B 3.5.3 |

.y
'B'3.5? EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)-d:

' !

B'3.5.3 ECCS-Shutdown
I
r

BASES ~ q
. ,

!

BACKGROUND The Background section for Bases 3.5.2. "ECCS-Operating," is. ,

~ applicable to these Bases, with the' following modifications. -|.

:

In'HODE 4; the required ECCS train consists of two separate {
subsystems: centrifugal charging (high head) and residual heat :

removal (RHR) (low head). :|.

:

The ECCS flow paths consist of piping, valves, heat exchangers, and )t'

punps such that water from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) ;

can be injected into the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) following the {
_

accidents described in Bases 3.5.2. !

.

1
i' . APPLICABLE The Applicable Safety Analyses section of Bases 3.5.2 also

y SAFETY ANALYSES - applies to this Bases section.

Due to the stable conditions associated with operaticn in MODE 4
and the reduced probability of occurrence of a Design Basis"

Accident (DBA), the ECCS operational requirements are reduced. It ;
-

is understood in these reductions that certain automatic safety |
J

injection (SI) actuation is not available. In this MODE, {
i' sufficient time exists for manual actuation of the required ECCS to

.

mitigate the consequences of a DBA.
i -

Only one train of ECCS is required for MODE 4. This requirement t"

- dictates that" single failures are not considered during this MODE j

i of operation. The ECCS trains satisfy Criterion 3 of !

MC|$5K3HgM2Wigthe =0 |'clicy Statut ;

!
.

LCO In MODE .4, one of the two independent (and redundant) ECCS trains [
is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that sufficient ECCS flow is ,

available to the core following a DBA. !
,

..

. In MODE 4,'an ECCS train consists of a centrifugal charging !2

j . subsystem and an RHR subsystem. Each train includes the piping,- |

1 e instruments, and controls to' ensure an OPERABLE flow |-

; V ,

!' '

-

i:
. .

*
.
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ECCS- Shutdown
B 3.5.3

BASES

C/
LC0 path capable of taking suction from the RWST and |

(continued) transferring suction to the containment sump. |

During an event requiring ECCS actuation, a flow path is required I

to provide an abundant supply of water from the RWST to the RCS via |

the ECCS pumps and their respective supply headers to each of the
four cold leg injection nozzles. In the long term, this flow path
may be switched to take its supply from the containment sump and to
deliver its flow to the RCS hot and cold legs.

This1LC0lsimodjlied_by'a; Note 3 hat;allowsian1RHR trainlto;bei

considered;0fERAB.LEidur,1hglaljgnment and; operation"for|:decaylheat
removalBi fZeapabl e:ofibei ng;manuallyfealj gned3 remoteiortl ogal ).
to the"ECCSimo.de:ofioperation arid:not otherwiseMnoperableEThjs
allowsioperation _in thelRHR' mode:during . MODE M

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the OPERABILITY requirements for ECCS are
covered by LC0 3.5.2.

In MODE 4 with RCS temperature below 350*F, one OPERABLE ECCS train

(O) is acceptable without single failure consideration, on the basis of
the stable reactivity of the reactor and the limited core cooling
requirements.

In MODES 5 and 6, plant conditions are such that the probability of
an event requiring ECCS injection is extremely low. Core cooling
requirements in MODE 5 are addressed by LCO 3.4.7, "RCS
Loops-HODE 5. Loops Filled," and LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5
Loops Not Filled." MODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed
by LC0 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-High Water Level," and LCO 3.9.6, " Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level."

ACTIONS U
.

With no ECCS RHR subsystem OPERABLE, the plant is not prepared to
respond to a loss of coolant accident or to continue a cooldown
using the RHR pumps and heat exchangers. The Completion Time of
immediately to initiate actions that would restore at least one
ECCS RHR subsystem to OPERABLE status ensures that prompt action is
taken to restore the required cooling capacity. Normally, in

n MODE 4. reactor decay heat is removed from the RCS by an RHR loop.
(v)
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ECCS-Shutdown
B 3.5.3

BASES
.

O ACTIONS

4

A l (continued)

If no RHR loop is OPERABLE for this function, reactor decay heat '

must be removed by some alternate method, such as use of the steam ,

generators. The alternate means of heat removal must
continue until the inoperable RHR loop components can be restored
to operation so that decay heat removal is continuous.

With both RHR pumps and heat exchangers inoperable, it would be
unwise to require the plant to go to MODE 5, where the only
available heat removal system is the RHR. Therefore, the
appropriate action is to initiate measures to restore one ECCS RHR
subsystem and to continue the actions until the subsystem is
restored to OPERABLE status.

Ill ,

.

With no ECCS high head subsystem OPERABLE, due to the inoperability
of the centrifugal charging pump or flow path from the RWST, the'

plant is not prepared to provide high pressure response to Design ,

Basis Events requiring SI. The 1 hour Completion Time to restore
at least one ECCS high head subsystem to OPERABLE status ensures
that prompt action is taken to provide the required coolingp
capacity or to initiate actions to place the plant in H0DE 5, where

,

,

an ECCS train is not required.

Cd
.

When the Required Actions of Condition B cannot be completed within
the required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should be
initiated. Twenty four hours is a reasonable time, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 5 in an orderly manner and ,

without challenging plant systems or operators.
3

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

The applicable Surveillance descriptions from Bases 3.5.2 apply.
His SR is edificd by a Note '. hat allows an %|R train to be
eemidered OPEP' OLE during alig,acnt and operation for decay heat
ravel, if capable of being =nually realign;d (res;,cte or local)
to the CCCS ;r,ede of operation and act otherwisc ireperabic. This ;

ellows operation in th; %|R ;rede during tiOOC 4, if necessary.

i

(N REFERENCES The applicable references from Bases 3.5.2 apply. .

__
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RWST

B 3.5.4

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)
(
!

,

V B 3.5.4 Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) j

l

BASES

BACKGROUND The RWST supplies borated water to the Chemical and Volume Control
System (CVCS) during abnormal operating conditions, to the
refueling pool during refueling, and to the ECCS and the
Containment Spray System during accident conditions.'

The RWST supplies both trains of the ECCS and the Cortsinment Spray
Systemthroughseparate,redundanta1 common; suction 31ne'to;each
$fstem*Ksupply headers during the injection phase of a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) recovery. A motor operated isolation valve
is provided in each header to isolate the RWST from the ECCS once ,

the system has been transferred to the recirculation mode. The
recirculation mode is entered when pump suction is transferred to
the containment sump following receipt of the RWST-Low Low
(Level 1) signal. Use of a single RWST to supply both trains of
the ECCS and Containment Spray System is acceptable since the RWST
is a passive component, and passive failures are not required to be
assumed to occur coincidentally with Design Basis Events.

')~

The switchover from normal operation to the injection phase of ECCS
operation requires changing centrifugal charging pump suction from
the CVCS volume control tank (VCT) to the RWST through the use of
isolation valves. Each set of isolation valves is interlocked so
that the VCT isolation valves will not;begin to close-onee unt]],
the RWST isolation valves are fully open. Since the VCT is under
pressure, the preferred pump suction will be from the VCT until the
tank is isolated. This will result in a delay in obtaining the
RWST borated water. The effects of this delay are discussed in the
Applicable Safety Analyses section of these Bases.

During normal operation in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3. the safety injection
(SI) and residual heat removal (RHR) pumps are aligned to take
suction from the RWST.

The ECCS and Containment Spray System pumps are provided with
recirculation lines that ensure each pump can maintain minimum flow
requirements when operating at or near shutoff head conditions.

When the suction for the ECCS and Containment Spray System
pumps is transferred to the containment sump, the RWST flow paths
must be isolated to prevent a release of the containment sump,.s

( ) contents to the RWST, which could result in a release of
v' contaminants to the atmosphere and the eventual loss of suction

head for the ECCS pumps.
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RWST- t

B 3.5.4
,

.

. ' BASES-
A ,

U l
- BACKGROUND This LC0 ensures that: ;

(continued)
a. The RWST contains sufficient borated water to support the

ECCS during the injection phase:
<

b. Sufficient water volume exists in the containment sump to t

support continued operation of the ECCS and Containment Spray
System pumps at the time of transfer to the recirculation
mode of cooling: and

c. The reactor remains subcritical following a LOCA.
,

Insufficient water in the RWST could result in insufficient cooling !
*

capacity when the transfer to the recirculation mode occurs.
'

Improper boron concentrations could result in a reduction of SDM or
excessive boric acid precipitation in the core following the LOCA,
as well as excessive caustic stress corrosion of mechanical a

components and systems inside the containment.
,

,p APPLICABLE During accident conditions, the RWST provides a source of >

-Q SAFETY ANALYSES borated water to the ECCS and Containment Spray System pumps. As'

such it provides containment cooling and depressurization, core
cooling, and replacement inventory and is a source of negative
reactivity for reactor shutdown (Ref. 1). The design basis
transients and applicable safety analyses concerning each of these ,

systems are discussed in the Applicable Safety Analyses section of
,

B 3.5.2. "ECCS-Operating": B 3.5.3 "ECCS-Shutdown"; and B 3.6.6 t

" Containment Spray and Cccling Systems." These analyses are used
to assess changes to the RWST in order to evaluate their effects in<

relation to the acceptance limits in the analyses.

The RWST must also meet volume, boron concentration, aid
temperature requirements for non LOCA events. The volume is not an
explicit assumption in non LOCA events since the
required volume is a small fraction of the available volume.
The deliverable volume limit is set by the LOCA and

.
containment analyses. For the RWST, the deliverable volume is i

different from the total volume contained since due to the design
of the tank, more water can be contained than can be delivered.
The minimum boron concentration is an' explicit assumption in the -

main steam line break (MSLB) analysis to ensure the required ;

shutdown capability. Thc is crtance of its value is =;11 for r

units with a beren'injectica tank '3IT) with a high beren ,

concentratica. Ier units with nc SIT or reduced SIT beren
\ requir;;;.nts The minimum boron concentration limit is an important

assumption in ensuring the required shutdown capability. The :

i

;
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RWST

B 3.5.4

BASES.

APPLICABLE maximum boron concentration is an explicit assumption in the
SAFETY ANALYSES inadvertent ECCS actuation analysis, although it is typically a
(continued) non limiting event and the results are very insensitive to boron

concentrations, &lthough;1tLon]y.haslaiminorceffectCthe maximum
temperature jslusedlinJthel{eed_ljne'breaklandJsma11 break,LOCA
ana]ysesEensteres that the eseunt of cecling provided from the RWST
during the hastup phcsc of a feedline br;;k is consistent with
safety enelysis assu.r.ptions; the minimum temperature]is an
assumption in both the HSLB and inadvertent ECCS actuation
analyses, although the inadvertent ECCS actuation event is

i typically non limiting.
:

The HSLB analysis has considered a delay associated with the"

interlock between the VCT and RWST isolation valves, and the
results show that the departure from nucleate boiling design basis
is met. The delay has been established as 27 seconds, with offsite
power available, or 3? seconds without offsite power. This-,

response time includes 2 seconds for electronics delay, a 15 second
stroke time for the RWST valves, and a 10 second stroke time for
the VCT valves. Plants with ; DIT nc;d ret bc concerned with the*

delay since the CIT uill supply highly bereted water prior to RWSTO |switchever, provided the SIT is betw;;n the pumps and th; core.

For a large break LOCA analysis, the minimum water volume limit of
[4CC.200](28;232 gallons and the lower boron concentration limit
of f20003 2400 ppm are used to compute the post LOCA sump boron 1

Iconcentration necessary to assure suberiticality. The large break
LOCA is the limiting case since the safety analysis assumes that
all control rods are out of the core. The11mits on contained
Water;yolumeZand boronicongentrat1on'ofithe~RWSTIa1so'ensureza
m13tmumlequjlibrjum: sump:pH:off8;251for;the solution;tecirculated

'

WithinicoDiainmeUtIattetZa~ LOCCThisipEleve12 mi nimizeslthe
LvoMion:ofiiod1Miandli nimj zesitheIeffectiofighiotide 'stres s
cotropionion~mechanicalisystemrand: components;

The upper limit on boron concentration of E92003 260R ppm is used'

to determine the maximum allowable time to switch to hot leg
recirculation following a LOCA. The purpose of switching
from cold leg to hot leg injection is to avoid boron
precipitation in the core following the accident.

In the ECCS analysis, the containment spray temperature is assumed
to be equal to the RWST lower temperature limit of EM} 40*F. If

the lower temperature limit is violated, the containment sprayO further reduces containment pressure, which decreases the rate at
which steam can be vented out the break and increases peak clad
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RWST

B 3.5.4

.

BASES.

v
temperature. The upper temperature limit of 9 00} 120*F is used in
the small break LOCA analysis and containment 0"C"2!LITY analysis.
Exceeding this temperature will result in a higher peak clad "EC"!
temperature, because there is less heat transfer from the core to
the injected water for the small break LOCA and higher containment
pressures due to reduced containment spray cooling capacity. For'

the containment response following an MSLB, the lower limit on
boron concentration and the upper limit on RWST water temperature
are used to maximize the total energy release to containment.

'

The RWST satisfies Criterion 3 of 10CFR50iM(c)(2)(ji)? the NRG
.clicy " tat;.x ,t"

.

LCO The RWST ensures that an adequate supply of borated water is
available to cool and depressurize the containment in the event of
a Design Basis Accident (DBA), to cool and cover the core in the,

' event of a LOCA, to maintain the reactor subcritical following a
DBA, and to ensure adequate level in the containment sump to
support ECCS and Containment Spray System pump operation in the
recirculation mode,

To be considered OPERABLE the RWST must meet the water volume, ,

boron concentration, and temperature limits established in the SRs. |
.

,

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, RWST OPERABILITY requirements are dictated ,

by ECCS and Containment Spray System OPERABILITY requirements.
Since both the ECCS and the Containment Spray System must be
OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. the RWST must also be OPERABLE to
support their operation. Core cooling requirements in H00E 5 are
addressed by LCO 3.4.7, *RCS Loops-H0DE 5, Loops Filled," and
LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-HODE 5, Loops Not Filled." H0DE 6 core i

cooling requirements are addressed by LC0 3.9.5, " Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level," and
LC0 3.9.6. " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-Low Water Level."'

,

O
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RWST

: B 3.5.4
?

-

- BASES. ,

!
'

.

~

ACTIONS AJ-
:

With RWST boron concentration or borated water temperature not !
i within limits, they must be returned to within limits within !

'
8 hours. Under these conditions neither the ECCS nor the

!Containment Spray System can perform its design function.
Therefore, prompt action must be taken to restore the tank to ;

OPERABLE condition. The 8 hour limit to restore the RWST !
.

.

temperature or boron concentration to within limits was developed
#

considering the time required to change either the boron'

concentration or temperature and the fact that the contents of the ;

!tank are still available for injection.
d

ill - -f
!

j}
With the RWST inoperable for reasons other than Condition A (e.g.,
water volume), it must be restored to OPERABLE status within4-

1 hour. ;

"
In this Condition, neither the ECCS nor the Containment Spray

| System can perform its design function. Therefore, prompt action
O must be taken to restore the tank to OPERABLE status or to place r

the plant in a MODE in which the RWST is not required. The short ;

time limit of 1 hour to restore the RWST to OPERABLE status is
based on this condition simultaneously affecting redundant trains.

IC.1 and C.2-

If the RWST cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a H0DE in

'

,

which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant ,

7 '

must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5
' within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,

based on operating experience, to reach the required plant ,

conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
,

without challenging plant systems,

.

!SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

The RWST borated water temperature should be verified every |
24 hours to be within the limits assumed in the accident analyses |
band. This Frequency is sufficient to identify a temperature !

A change that would approach either limit and has been shown to be ,

V acceptable through operating experience. j

!
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B 3.5.4 t

t

O BASES :

,O
.

The SR is modified by a Note that eliminates the requirement to (
perform this Surveillance when ambient air temperatures are within !

the operating limits of the RWST. With ambient air temperatures !
within the band, the RWST temperature should not exceed the limits. ;

.

t

SR 3.5.4.2 ,

.
t

The RWST water volume should be verified every 7 days to be above |

the required minimum level in order to ensure that a sufficient
initial supply is available for injection and to support continued
ECCS and Containment Spray System pump operation on recirculation, t

Since the RWST volume is normally stable and the: contained;yolume
requitedjis protected by an alarm, a 7 day Frequency is appropriate
and has been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

ControEBoardlindicatf orCi siused1133helsutveillances;oEthe ;

T. equi tedli ndi cat _ed. RWSEwater'yol ume'oE 955 :whi ch ii ncl udesj 5% ?

measurement ~uncettainty! ,

SR 3.5.4.3

The boron concentration of the RWST should be verified every 7 days
to be within the required limits. This SR ensures that the reactor t

will remain subcritical following a LOCA. Further, it assures that
the resulting sump pH will be maintained in an acceptable range so
that boron precipitation in the core will not occur and the effect :

of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical systems and !

components will be minimized. Since the RWST volume is normally
stable, a 7 day sampling Frequency to verify boron concentration is !

appropriate and has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

-

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter f63 and Chapter f153
,-

.

Y

q-
i
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Seal Injection Flow
B 3.5.5

g

b B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.5 Seal Injection Flow

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO is applicabic caly to thos; units that-Utilize;the
centt+ fugal charging pumps for safety injcctica (SI). The function
of the seal injection throttle valves during an accident is similar
to the function of the ECCS throttle valves in that each restricts
flow from the centrifugal charging pump header to the Resctor
Coolant System (RCS).

The restriction on reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal injection flow
limits the amount of ECCS flow that would be diverted from the
injection path following an accident. This limit is based on
safety analysis assumptions that are required because RCP seal
injection flow is not isolated during SI.

('~') APPLICABLE All ECCS subsystems are taken credit for in the large
SAFETY ANALYSES break loss of coolant accident (LOCA) at full power (Ref.1). The

LOCA analysis establishes the minimum flow for the ECCS pumps. The
centrifugal charging pumps are also credited in the small break
LOCA analysis. This analysis establishes the flow and discharge
head at the design point for the centrifugal charging pumps. The
steam generator tube rupture and main steam line break event
analyses also credit the centrifugal charging pumps. but are act
WFt4ng in their design. Reference to these analyses is made in
assessing changes to the Seal Injection System for evaluation of
their effects in relation to the acceptance limits in these
analyses.

|

The LECCS ~ fl oW:bal ancrassumesLRCP,iseal 'i njectioDIlsRimited3010 )
gpm'With FCV;1217fulropen]ndicentrifugarchargingjump'henderlaj;
130Epsig:069reater3haD;the'ReactoC Coo]aDt! System ~ptessute31Ieq j

the? pressurizer)] l
l
IThis LCO ensures that seal injection flow of s: 40 gpm, with

centrifugal charging pump dischers; hcader RCS pressure 2 221!i psig
and3 2255;psig and charging flow control valve full open, will be
sufficient for RCP seal integrity but limited so that the ECCS
trains will be capable of delivering sufficient water to match

(') boiloff rates soon enough to minimize uncovering of the core
K> following a large LOCA. It also ensures that the centrifugal

charging pumps will deliver sufficient water for a small LOCA and
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Seal Injection Flow
B 3.5.5

BASES

sufficient boron to maintain the core subcritical. For smaller
LOCAs, the charging pumps alone deliver sufficient fluid to
overcome the loss and maintain RCS inventory.

Seal injection flow satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50 36fc)f2)J1D]t ,

'

th ZC ."d ky Stet; Z,t

,

LC0 The intent of the LC0 limit on seal injection flow is to make sure
that flow through the RCP seal water injection line is low enough
to ensure that sufficient centrifugal charging pump injection flow
is directed to the RCS via the injection points (Ref. 2 1).

!The LC0 is not strictly a flow limit. but rather a flow limit based
on a flow line resistance. In order to establish the proper flow
line resistance, a differential; pressure and flow must be known.
The flow line resistance is determined by assuming that the
differential.; pressure;between3he RCS pressure is et acimal

'

operating pressure and that the centrifugal charging pump discharge
pressure is greater than or equal to 145:psidlabove:the;RCS

e pgssure the valuc specified in thit-tGO. The centrifug;l c',arging
pump discherse hc; der pressure rc = ins essentially constant through
all the epplicable ."~'"mCS of this LCO. A reductien t,9G e pr.tssure
would result in acre flow being diverted to the RC" 3GHejection

The valve settingsR . .. . , m ,~,mo, vys o s..,3 r,s . s.

established at the prescribed centrifugal charging pump dischergc
header differential pressure result in a conservative valve
positior, should RCS pressure decrease. The additional modifier of
this LCO, the pharging;flo(control valve (charging flow for fcur !

loop units and air operated scal injectica for three loop unitt)
being full open, is required since the valve is designed to fail
open for the accident condition. With the discharge differenti.a]
pressure greateOhanfor!equaEto 145;psidlaboVelthe~,RCS ptess4te
and control valve position as specified by the LCO, a flow HmR
testtJction is established. It is this flow Hmtt testriction that
is used in the accident analyses.

The limit on seal injection flow, combined with the centrifugal
charging pump discharge header differential pressure limit and an
open wide condition of the charging flow control valve. must be met
to render the ECCS OPERABLE. If these conditions are not met, the
ECCS flow will not be as assumed in the accident analyses.

O
'b i

,
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Seal Injection Flow
,

B 3.5.5

BASES

APPLICABILITY In H00ES 1, 2, and 3, the seal injection flow limit is dictated by,

ECCS flow requirements,- which are specified for MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4. The seal injection flow limit is not applicable for MODE 4 |
and lower, however, because high seal injection flow is less i

critical as a result of the lower initial RCS pressure and decay i

heat removal requirements in these MODES. Therefore, RCP seal !
injection flow must be limited in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure !
adequate ECCS performance.

:

<

!
'

ACTIONS A.1?and'A:2
:

iWith the seal injection flow exceeding its limit, the amount of
charging flow available to the RCS may be reduced. Under this |

Condition, action must be taken to restore the flow to below its ,

limit. Requi red; Action 11; ensures; thatiwi thi n1 hours 3he ;,

rmai ni ng iavail abl e:.ECCS; charging [flowl(wi thout 'a.ssumi ng|an |
additional; sing)e; failure)ljs%100*iof the': assume post LOCA,

charging; flow;; Required Action.A.2;then' allows the operator has i

4 72; hours from the time the flow is known to be above the limit
;

butfstill al10wjng 100*lof the:a_ssumed'postiLOCA.ECCS charging'

iflow,Eto correctly position the manual valves and thus be in'
.

compliance with the accident analysis. The Completion Time
minimizes the potential exposure of the plant to a LOCA with'

! insufficient injection flow and provides a reasonable time to
I restore seal injection flow within limits. This time is cortsjstent ,

cen;crvative with respect to the Completion Times for_oneitrainlof
ECCS Tcf other ECCS LCOs; it is based on operating experience end-

is-stifficient for taking ccirective ;cticas by operations
perscansl.

B.1 and B.2 ;-

;

When the Required Actions cannot be completed within the required
'

'

Completion Time, a controlled shutdown must be initiated. The
'

Completion Time of 6 hours for reaching H0DE 3 from H0DE 1 is a
reasonable time for a controlled shutdown, based on operating
experience and normal cooldown rates, and does not challenge plant ,

safety systems or operators. Continuing the plant shutdown begun ;

in Required Action B.1, an additional 6 hours is a reasonable time,
based on operating experience and normal cooldown rates, to reach !

H0DE 4, where this LCO is no longer applicable.
.

4

OV |

(cont.inued)
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ISeal Injection Flow
B 3.5.5

-/ G
V BASES

|SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.5.1
{

REQUIREMENTS
JhGurveill ance[ensDt!Ls7theZ$eallj njectionif_1_d!L1_sliess;thanI40 |

gpaJitb3harging"beadet;ptessutelgteatetitha@fejNaXtol195'psfg j

[130j psig;f15:psiglfgJigsttumenruncettainty)labo@NeSIpressutel

Verification every 31 days that the manual seal injection throttle
valves are adjusted to give a flow within the limit ensures that
proper manual seal injection throttle valve position. and hence, ,

proper seal injection flow, is maintained. The Frequency of
31 days is based on engineering judgment and is consistent with i

other ECCS valve Surveillance Frequencies. The Frequency has
proven to be acceptable through operating experience.

As noted, the Surveillance is not required to be performed until
4 hours after the RCS pressure has stabilized within a i 20 psig
range of normal operating pressure. The RCS pressure requirement
is specified since this configuration will produce the required
pressure conditions necessary to assure that the manual valves are I

set correctly. The exception is limited to 4 hours to ensure that
\ the Surveillance is timely. {

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6 and Chapter 15.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

f

,

'

s

i

i

,

(
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o Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Base.s !

O
Enclosure 5B contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of the Bases portion
of NUREG 1431. REV. 1. The Bases is descriptive in nature but provides significant |
clarification and, in some cases, technical information which supports the
specifications. The version in the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version
has been made plant specific.

To the extent possible, the words of NUREG 1431 Rev. I are retained to maximize
standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading,
they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant
specific portions of the specifications.

The changes are processed as follows:

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG-1431, Rev.1 Bases.

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431 Rev.
1 Bases.

3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431. Rev.1

h Bases but is being revised for the improved TS.
wJ

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS
cr other design basis document into a bracketed portion
of NUREG 1431 Rev. 1 Bases.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using
the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand).
The deletions are not identified by a change number or a change
code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non-bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Bases in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red-line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
Dol identified by a change number or a change code in the
adjacent right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
G NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using the strike-out
U feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised

Methodology 1 of 2 S/]5/97



Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG 1431 Bases
(continued)

p
! j information is inserted into the Bases in the appropriate

location and is annotated using the red line feature of
Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The modification is
mt identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic"
information is " struck out" and the correct material is inserted
using the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the
information is " redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An
identification number to cross reference to an explanation or
justification is nat provided.

Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark up of NUREG 1431. Rev.1
Bases as part of the markup pr%ess. Reviewer notes may be
" struck out" or deleted as prefecred.

In sumary. " red line" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new
material. " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted
material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify
changes in the Bases.n

; \

()

-(~\)

N ,I
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431

NUREG 1431 Section 3.5

.().V This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked up |

technical change to NURE41431, Revision 1, to make them plant specific or to
incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process.
The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups. . For
enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 6B, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is
plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific
information in that location..

!

CHANGE NUfEEB JUSTIFICATION

3.5 1 Replaces reference to the " pressurizer pressure" with a reference'

to the "RCS pressure" in the APPLICABILITY, Required Action C.2,
and SR 3.5.1.5. Required Action C.2 requires reducing

>

pressurizer pressure to less than 1000 psig. However,
pressurizer pressure instrumentation does nc,t have the range to
read that pressure. Consequently RCS pressure instrumentation is
used. For the purposes of this LCO, the use of RCS pressure is
equivalent. This is consistent with traveler TSTF 117.

3.5 2 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).

O Adds the word " mechanical" with regard to throttle valve positionQ 3.5 3
stop consistent with current TS. These valves have mechanical
stops that maintain the valves in position for proper ECCS
performance.

3.5 4 This change increases the RCP seal injection flow Completion Time
from 4 to 72 hours, with a new added verification that at least
100% of the assumed charging flow remains available. The Bases
for seal injection flow relate the limit to ensuring adequate

.

charging flow during post-LOCA injection. The revised Actions
continue to assure this basis is adequately addressed by
providing an ECCS like Required Action. ITS Specification 3.5.2
allows a 72 hour Completion Time for one ore more ECCS subsystems

4

inoperable if at least 100% of the assumed ECCS flow is
available. The seal injection flow Actions have been modified so
that if the remaining charging flow (with some inoperability in

- the charging system) is greater than or equal to 100% of the
assumed post LOCA charging flow, 72 hours is allowed to restore
Operability. This change is consistent with traveler WOG 84.

3.5 5 Deleted reference to centrifugal charging pump (CCP) discharge
header pressure from the LC0 and ACTION A to reflect CTS
[3.4.5.2]. A description is added to the Bases which provides
the methodology for adjusting the seal injection throttle valves
consistent with plant specific analyses.

>

:

1 5/15/97 ;
CPSESDWirencesfrom NUREG-1431 -ITS3.5

|
_ _ ._ _ _
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!

,

CHANGE NUPEER JUSTIFICATION
.

O 3.5 6 SR 3.5.3.1 Note (An RHR train may be considered OPERABLE during
V . alignment and operation for decay heat removal, if capable of;

being realigned to the ECCS mode of operation) is moved to the
LCO per traveler TSTF 90. The Note is more appropriately placed
into the LC0 because it defines the intended capability of the

.

!ECCS equipment.
|

3.5 7 Not used. |

3.5 8 Noves the Notes from the " APPLICABILITY" for ITS 3.5.2 to thej
"LC0". Also revises the wording in Note 2 from " declared
inoperable" to "made incapable of injecting". The wording change

;

*.

makes the note consistent with the wording used in LC0 3.4.12.
These. changes are consistent with TSTF-153. ,

3.5 9 Not Applicable to CPSESi See Conversion Comparison Table .

(enclosure 68).
,

,

F

O
,

I

.

4

!

CPSESDifferencesfrom NUREG-1431 -ITS3.5 2 S/1587
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.5 Page 1 of 1

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.5-1 Replaced " pressurizer pressure" with "RCS pressure." Yes Yes Yes Yes

.

3.5-2 The Cogletion Time of LCO 3.5.1. CONDITION B is changed No - Not part of No - Not part of Yes - License Yes - Current TS

from I hour to 24 hours to reflect the current TS. current TS current TS Amendment pending. per OL Amendment
No. 91.

3.5-3 Adds the word " mechanical" with regard to throttle valve Yes Yes Yes Yes

position stop consistent with the current TS.
'

3.5-4 This change increases the RCP seal injection flow Yes Yes No - LCO 3.5.5 is No - LCO 3.5.5 is

Completion Time from 4 to 72 hours, with a new added not applicable. not applicable.
verification that at least 100% of the assumed charging
flow remains available.

3.5 5 Deleted reference to centrifugal charging punp discharge Yes Yes No - Not part of No - Not part of
current TS current TSheader pressure to reflect current TS.

3.5-6 SR 3.5.3.1 Note is moved to the LCO per traveler TSTF-90. Yes Yes Yes Yes 4

3.5-7 Not used N/A N/A N/A N/A

3.5-8 Moves the Notes from the " APPLICABILITY" to the "LC0". No - Not part of Yes Yes Yes

Also revises the wording in Note 2 from " declared current TS.
inoperable" to "made incapable of injecting".

3.5-9 The seal injection / return valves (BGV0198-BGV0202) are No - Not part of No - Not part of Yes Yes

included in ITS SR 3.5.2.7 since they are included in CTS current TS. current TS.

4.5.2.g.2).

:
t

5/1587CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.5
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!ENCLOSURE 3B - CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS- .

.

I ENCLOSURE 4 - NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS.
,

.

ENCLOSURE 5A - MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS .

.

ENCLOSURE SB - MARK UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.6
4 5/ 5/97

Poge 1 ( Sorted by Current TS )

i !

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para
J,

_3.6.1.1 LC0 _3 6_.1 LC01 :3.6.1.1 LCO Moved to Bases
_3.6 1.1 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDITION A1

3.6.1.1 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDITION B '
'

4.6.1.1 SR a 3.6.3 CONDITION A
'

- 4.6.1.1 SR a 3.6.3 CONDITION C *

4.6.1J SR a 16.3 CONDITION D
4.6.1 1 SR adote (New) 3.6.3.3 SR1

4.6.1.1 SR a 3.6.3.4 SR
4.6.1.1 SR b 3.6.2.1 SR

jJ2 211 SR b 3.6.2.2 SR

_JJ11.2 LQ0 3.6.1 LC0 "

3.6.I.2 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDITION A
1 6.1 2 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDIT0N B

t-
1

. A 6.1.2 AQTION _5J_.16 a
# 4.6.1.2 SR 3.6.1.1 SR

_4 6,1,2 SR a 3.6.2.1 SR1

4.6,1 2 SR a _3JJ.2 SR

O.
2

4.6 1.2 SR b 3.6.3.7 SR2 '

4.6.1.2 SR c Moved to Bases
4 . 6.,.1. 2 SR d floved to Bases

4

4.6.1 2 S.R e _3J.3.7 SR1

,

3.6.1.3 LCO 3.6.2 LC0
1 6_.1 3 LGO Moved to Bases |

2

3.6.1.3 ACTION Note LNew) 3.6.2 ACTION Notes
_34L3 ACTION a.1 3.6.2 ACTION A.1
_3.6A.3 ACTION a.1 3.6.2 ACTION A.2
3.6.1.3 ACTION a.2 3.6.2 ACTION A.3
3.6.1.3 ACT_ ION a.3 3.6.2 CONDITION D

_3J J.3 AGTION a,4 Not Used
_3J1,3 ACTION b 162 CONDITION C

1 '
2i 3.6.1.3 ACTION b 3.6.2 CONDITION D '

_3 4 1.3 ACTION New 3.6.2 CONDITION B
3.6.1.3 ACTION New 3.6.2 CONDITION D !
4.6.1.3 SR a 3.6.2.1 SR

A6A3 - SR b 16J.2 SR i

,

_3 6.1.4 LC0 3.0,4 LQO !
22

1 6,1 4 ACTION 3.6.4 CONDITION A
16d,4 ACTION 3J.4 CONDITION B
16,1.4 SR

__

3.6.4.1 SR
,

|
3.6.1 5 _LQ0

V_3 6d15 ACTION
_3.6.5 LC01

3.6.5 CONDITION A2

.

d

1

i

. _ - ,
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.6
5/ 5/97
Page 2 ( S0rted by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

_3J1 115 ACTION 3.6.5 CONDITION B
4.6JJ SR _3.6.5.1 SR
4.6.1.5 SR Moved to Bases

;

3.6.1,6 LCO 3.6.1 LC0
3.6.1.6 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDITION A

JJ.1.6 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDITION B
4.6.1.6.1 SR 3.6.1.1 SR
4.6.1.6.2 SR Not Used

J26.1.7 LCO 3.6.3 LCO
3.6.1.7 LCO a 3.6.3.1 SR
3.6.1.7 ACTION New Notes 3.6.3 ACTION Notes
3.6.1.7 ACTION a 3.6.3 CONDITION A

J J.1.7 ACTION a 3.6.3 CONDIT0N E.

JJ11. 7 ACTION b 3.6.3 CONDITION A
3.6.1.7 ACTION b 3.6.3 CONDITION E

_3d.1. 7. ACT_ ION c 3.6.3 CONDITION D
T 3.6.1.7 ACTION c 3.6.3 CONDITION E

3 J21.7 ACTION New 3.6.3 CONDITION B
3.6.1.7 ACTION New 3.6.3 CONDTION E
4.6.1.7 1 SR 3.6.3.1 SR
4.6.1.7.2_ SR 3.6.3.7 SR
4.6.1.7.3 SR 3.6.3.7 SR

3.6.2.1 LC0
- 3.6.6 LCO

3.6.2.1 ACTION 3.6.6 CONDITION A
_3_.6,2.1 ACTION _3J. 6 CONDITION B
4.6.2.1 SR a 3.6.6.1 SR
4.6.2.1 SR b 3.6.6.4 SR
4.6.2.1 SR c.1 3.6.6.5 SR

,

4.6.2.1 SR c.2 3 . 6_._6 , 6 SR
7

_4 6 2.1 SR d _3.6.6.8 SR
'

12

JJ,2 2 LC0
~

_3.6.7 LCO2

Jz6 2.2 LC,0 a _3.6.7.2. SR2

_3J. 2. 2 _ Lfu _, a 3.6.7.3 SR,

316.2.2 6 I b Hoved to B_ases
_3 6.2.2 A.CTION 3 6.7 CONDITION A1

Jd12.32 ACTION 3.6.7
_ CONDITION B

4.6.2.2 SR a 3.6.7.1 | SRT6722 5R b_,1 ~3.6.7.2 ESR
~

.

_4 6.2.2 SR b2 167.3 SR2
2

162 2 SR c 3.6.7.4 SR !
,

_4 d 2.2 SR d
.

. 3.6.7.5 SR

,
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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.6
. 5/ 5/97

/N Page 3 ( Sorted by Current TS )V.
,

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

i

J.6.3 LC0 3.6.3 LCO
3.6 3 ACTION New Note ** 3.6.3 ACTION Note 1, 2

_343 ACT_ ION New Note *** 3.6.3 ACTION Note 2
_3.6.3 ACTION New Note * 3.6.3 ACTION Note 3

1
.

,_3.6.3 ACTION New Note **** 3.6.3 ACTION Note 4
_363 ACTION a Not Used12

3.6.3 ACTION b 3.6.3 CONDITION A

_3.6.3 ACTION c 3.6.3 CONDITION A

_313 A_CTION d _3.6.3 _CONDITI.ON E .

3,6.3 ACTION New 3.6.3 CONDITION B

3.6.3 ACTION New 3.6.3 CONDITION C

3.6.3 ACTION New 3.6.3 CONDITION E

4. 6_ . 3.1 SR Not Used
4.6.3.2 SR a 3.6.3.8 SR

.

4.6.3.2 SR b _Hoved to Bases
4 6.3.2 SR c Moved to Bases
4.6.3.3 SR 3.6.3.5 SR

G 3.6.4.1 LC0 3.3.3 LC0(x 3.6.4.1 LCO Table 3.3.3 1 FUNCT UNIT 11
3.6.4,1 LCO Table 3.3.3-1 FUNCT UNIT 11 Note b
46J.1 ACTION a 3.3.3 ACTIONS Note 1
3.6.4.1 ACTION a 3.3.3 CONDITION A !

_3 6.4.1 ACTION a 3.3.3 CONDITION B
,

<

_3.6.4.1 ACTI_0N a 5.6.8;.

3.6.4.1 ACTION b 3.3.3 CONDITION O
_3.6,4.1 ACTION b 3.3.3 CONDITION E

_3 6.4.1 ACTION b 3.3.3 CONDITION F2

4.6dd SR a _3.3.3.1 SR

_4 6 4.1 SR b 3.3.3.2 SR2
.

1 6.4.2 LCG 3.6.8 LC0
3.6.4.2 ACTION 3.6.8 CONDITION A

_36&2 ACTION 3. 6_._8 CONDITION C1

_3J 4.2 ACTION New 3.6.8 CONDITION B
16d.2 ACTION N_ew _3.6.8 CONDITION C

,

4.6 Q _SR _a 3.6.8.1 SR
4.6.4.2 SR b.1 Moved TRH

11 6.4.2 SR b.2 3.6.8.2 SR
,4 6_4_,.2 SR b.3 3.6.8.3 SR2

.

9
.

I

b

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.6
5/ 5/97
Page 1 ( Sorted by ITS ),

- (

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

~

: 3.6.1.1 LCO 3.6.1 LCO

3 6J22 LCO 3.6.1 LCOt

16,1.6 _ LC0 3.6.1 LCO,

3d.11 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDITION A.2

3 4 1.2 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDITION A
*

341.16 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDITION A

16JJ ACIION 3.6.1 CONDITION B

3.6.1.2 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDIT0N B

3.6.1.6 ACTION 3.6.1 CONDITION B

4.6 1,2 SR 3.6.1.1 SR1

44,_1.6,1 SR 3.6.1.1 SR
'

.

NA _ 3.6.1.2 SR Not Used

3643 LC_0 3.6.2 LCO'2

3JJ13 ACTION No_tojNew) _ _ _3. 6. 2 ACTION Notes
3.6.1.3 ACTION a.1 3.6.2 ACTION A.1

_3J21.3 ACTION a.1 3.6.2 ACTION A.2'

A#.1.3 ACTIQN a.2 3.6.2 ACTION A.3
'

p 3.6.1.3 AGTION New _3JJ CONDITION B

A6.1.3 ACTION b 3.6.2 CONDITION C

A 6 1,3 ACTION a.3 3.6.2 CONDITION Dm

A6 1._3 AQTION b _3.6.2 CQNDITION D1 g
3.6,1.3 ACTION New 3.6.2 CONDITION ID
4.6.1.1 SR b 3.6.2.1 SR

4.6.1.2 SR a 3.6.2.1 SR

4.6.1.3 SR a 3.6.2.1 SR

4.6.1.1 SR b 3.6.2.2 SR

A 6 l.2 SR a _3.6.2.2 .SRt

4_,6J.3 SR b 3.6.2.2 SR

'

3.6.1.7 LCO 3.6.3 LC0
3.6.3 LCO 3.6.3 LC0e

3.6.,3 ACTION New Note ** _3.6.3 ACTION Note _1
16.3 ACTIQN New Note *** __3_. 6. 3 AQTION Note 2.

1 6.3 ACTION New Note * 3.6.3 ACTION Note 3
A63 AGTI0ff New Note **** 3.6,3 ACTION _ hote 41 _

3.6.1.7 ACTION New Notes 3.6.3 ACTION Notes
4.6.1.1 SR a 3.6.3 CONDITION A
3,6.1.7 _ ACTION _ a 3.6.3 ,0NDITION A.

A6.1J ACTIO_N b __3 6.3 CONDITION A1

A6J ACTION c 3.6.3 CONDITION A
3.6.3 ACTION b 3.6.3 CONDITION A

A6_.1. 7 AGTION New 3.6.3 CONDITION B

A6J ACTION _ New 3.6.3 . CONDITION B

9 363 ACTION New 3.6.3 CONDITION C,.

4.6.1.1 SR a 3.6.3 CONDITION C

. . . . - ,
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.6
5/ 5/97
rage z ( Sorted by ITS )

Current TS Improved TS
.-

Item Code Para Item Code Para

.

16J17 ACTION c _3.6.3 CONDITION D

4.6.Al SR a 3.6.3 CONDITION D

3 6) .7 ACTION a ._3.6.3 CONDIT0N E
2

_3.6.1 7 ACTION b 3.6.3 CONDITION E

3.6.1.7 ACTION c 3.6.3 CONDITION E
'

1 4 1.7 AQTION New _ 3.6.3 CONDTION E__

_3_6.3 ACTION d _3.6.3 CONDITION _E

_

1.6. 3 ACTION _ New _3 6.3 CONDITION E1

4 6J271 SR _3.6.3.1 S_Rt 2 . , _ _

_3J.1.7 L.?0 a 3.6.3.1 _SR

NA 1 3 3.2 SR Not Used

A6JJ SR a, NotelNewl _ _3 6.3.3 SRt

4. 6.1.1 - SR a 3.6.3.4 SR
'

163,3 SR 3.6.3.5 SRc
NA 3.6.3.6 SR Not Used s

4.6.1.2 SR b 3.6,3.7 SR i

,
16dx2 SR e 3.6.3.7 SR

Ajd1272 SR 3.6.3.7 SR'

(] 16J173 SR 3.6.3.7 SR
3 ,

V 16,32 SR a 3.6.3.8 SR
'

2

NA _3.6.3.9 SR Not Used ;

NA 3.6.3.10 SR Not Used j
NA 3.6.3.11 SR Not Used

-

3&t114 LCO _3.6.4 LGO |

3J J.4 ACT_ ION 3.6.4 CONDLTION A

16J .4 ACTION _3.6.4 CONDITION B

_4614 SR 3.6.4.1 SR22 t

~

3.6.1.5 LCO 3.6.5 LCO

.3.6.1 5 ACTION 3.6.5 CONDITION A )1

16J15 _, ACTI.ON
_ _3.6.5 CONDITION B

; 4.6.1.5 SR 3.6.5.1 SR i
',

3.6.2.1 LCO 3.6.6 LCO I

_3,ji.1 ACTION 3.6.6 CONDITION A2 ;

3.6.2.1 ACTION 3.6.6 CONDITION B

10J _ LCO 3.6.6 CONDITION C

_4_121 SR- a 3.6.6.1 SR1

NA 3.6.6.2 SR Not Used
NA _3 6 6_._3 SR Not Usedt2

16 2J SR b 3.6.6.4 SR1

16.J11' _SR cJ 3.6.6.5 SR

4 kJ11 SIL c2 3.6.6.6 SR

/ 3 NA 3.6.6.7 SR Not Used
V 4JJ11 SR d 3.6.6.8 SR

|
_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __ __ ._.

I
_
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.6
5/ 5/97
Page 3 ( Sorted by ITS )

Current TS Improved TS '

Item Code Para Item Code Para

.

'3.6.2 2 LCO 3.6.7 LC01

3d.2.2 ACTION 3.6.7 CONDITION A

) 6 2J ACTION 3.6.7 CONDITION B '
2

4.6.2.2 SR a 3.6.7.1 SR

3.6.2J LC_0 a _3.6.7.2 SR

4.6.2.2 SR b.1 3.6.7.2 SR

1612 LCO a 3.6.7.3 SR

1622 SR b.2 3.6.7.3 SR
,

1 .

4.6.2 2 SR c 3.6.7.4 SR2

4.6.2 2 SR d 3.6.7.5 SR

:i I ,

3,6.4.2 LCO 3.6.8 LCO

A64.2 ACTION 3.6.8 CONDITION A12

3.6.4.2 ACTION New 3.6.8 CONDITION B

3.6A2 ACTION 3.6.8 CONDITION C

16A2 ACTION New .3.6.8 CONDITION C
,

4.6.4.2 SR a 3.6.8.1 SR !

.p 4.6.4.2 SR b.2 3.6.8.2 SR

.d 4.6.4.2 SR b.3 3.6.8.3 SR

,

.

4

i

i

,

3

,

* -
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(~T Methodology For Cross-Reference Tables |
U

The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs, )
Actions, Surve111ances. Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the |
location of items that have been located out of the improved TS. j

The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS:

LC0/SR number (Itm) -

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification.

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LC0 - The LC0 operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement

a CONDITION / ACTION - The ACTI0ii requireme6ts

lj SR - The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (fMta) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,
the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.
Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be
" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5, 6, etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b").

\ )
Methodology 1 of3 S/15 8 7



Hethodology for' Cross-Reference Tables .

(Continued)

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in
NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
apply.

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross
reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS.

,

Imoroved TS:

LC0/SR number (Item) -
/'
d This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the

associated specification or uses the following code:

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference

,

location).
.

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LC0 The LCO operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee ;

controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g. , FSAR. TRM. or i

plant procedures) |

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

O '

Methodology 2 0f3 $/1S/97
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'

Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables

, v)( (Continued)

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table Ly a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the .

current TS is moved to'a different portion of the specification
ir the improved TS). '

'

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. .

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1431.

, ,

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor '

relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already
adequately addressed by regulations)

,

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved
TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to'

adequately describe the cross reference. For example, if the
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple |locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross
4

reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS l

may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS,-

separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs
such as A.1.1 A.I.2, etc.).

Methodology 3 of3 S/lSn7
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MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS ,

f

Mark-up:
.

!

'
i

SPECIFICATION PAGE
3.6.1.1................... ...... ...... . ........... ....... .................. 3/4 6- 1
3.6.1.2. ................................................................... .. 3 /4 6-2

'

3.6.13... .............. .................................... .............. 3 /4 6-3
3. 6.1. 4.......... ........ ....... ............................................ 3/4 6-5

( 3. 6.1.5. ......... .......... ........................... ........... .... . ...... . 3/4 6-6
"

3. 6.1.6............................... . ..................................... 3 /4 6-7
3.6.1.7.................. ....................... ................... .......... 3/4 6-8
3.6.2.1. .... ..... ........ .................... ...... .................... .... 3 /4 6- 10 {
3. 6.2.2. ..................................... ..... ............ ........... 3 /4 6- 1 1
3.6 3.. ....... ... .................. ............ .... .. .. .. ...... ........ 3/4 6- 1 2 j

3. 6. 4.1........ .......................... ......... ................. ... ........ 3 /4 6- 14 ,

3.6. 4.2.... . .. .... ......................... ......... .......... ............... 3/4 6- 15 ]
|
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3/k.6' CONTAIMENT SYSTEMS' |

i

3/4.6.1 "R ~^^.Y CONTAllMENT i

A. :
;

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY
'

, LIMITED iBNDITION FOR OPERATION
,

|3.6.1.1 . rinry CONWNMM-MEGHV CoitainneLitjshall be maintainedLOPERABLE. 3,g
"

. !-
.

. MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.: APPLICABILITY:
'

t

| ACTION: ;

'

"ithout prinry COSAitKr :=EC"I"/. With1 Containment; inoperable,~[ restore
Ca"iTA!tKS ISEC"ITY cod %#jmWBiltoERASLElwithin 1 hour or be in at least HOT'

STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

_

-.

4.6.1.1 ."ri;;;ery COSA!tKS ICEC"I"I (pntajament]shall be demonstrated OPERABLE.J

514A . i

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that all penetrations * ( not
.. .

l
capable of being closed by OPERABLE containment automatic isolation i 1*u L'

;

valves and required to be closed during accident conditions are closed
'

'

by valves, blind flanges,-or deactivated automatic valves secured in |
their positions, oCcheclEva]ye3JtMfloWitirougl}Lthe3alve secuted] [16A s ;l
except as provided in Table 2.1.1 of the Technical Requirements Manual;
and2 Jpo]atloglevicesI1EhighTraidiat[@lareaDiafb6;verifiedIbyIUM ?.1*u i !

i pradminiattatiKneans; ;

L !

b. By verifying that each containment air lock is in compliance with the
;', ,4 -

requirements of Specification 3.6.1.3. ;
.

Except valves, blind flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which are*

located inside the containment er.d are icdad, := led er oth,sise secured in i

the ;1csed position. These penetrationsf shall be verified closed,during (1 * ts: i

each COLD SHUTDOWN except that such verification need not be performed more ;

often than once per 92 days. The blind flange on the fuel transfer canal need ;

not be verified closed except after' each drainage of the canal.1
,

,

f PW9PDhtfCd9)pOFDQuj]iVMYtsI4Ddib]IndiflaD9eslthatlatellocked.g |1*u4
Realstr.at38hstw EisecenstElinockadaeal.mcecothetwisezsecurgd: manual
D1#NS110gif]agesz+nosactivated automatgyalvesJite31pseditolsatisfy

: . ADIKIl0N,39;g|M613E,the30sition must7be'verifiedjytimaQe3rifiedjy j

MiGntattativEmeans; j

O CPSESMaEk-up ofCTS3M.6 3N.6-1 5/1587 _j
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS'-

!

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE !

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION

i3.6.1.2 Containment leakage rates shall be limited in accordance with the !JNA
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (refer to Technical Specification Section
6.8.39).

.

5

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2. 3. and 4.
,

ACTION:

With the measured overall integrated containment leakage rate exceeding 1.0 L..
within 1 hour. initiate action to be in HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in '

COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Restore the overall integrated leakage
rate to less than or equal to 0.75 L, and the combined leakage rate for all
penetrations subject to Type B and C tests to less than er aquel t; 0.60 L prior to ; N A'

increasing the C=cter Cecient Syste; t+retura ekvc 200 I thelfjirstluni,t[startie
**following1testingTpetfpraedi1Kaccotdance3dtMtKContainmentgeakagOatelTestipg |

P.CogCas.
B

SEVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
;

,

4.6.1.2 The containment leakage rates shall be demonstrated at the test schedule
and shall be determined in conformance with the criteria specified in the j

Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (refer to Technical Specification Section |

6.8.39), except as noted below:
;

a. Air locks shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE by the requirements w i.of Specification 4.6.1.3:

b. Containment ventilation isolation valves with resilient material seals .mg
shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE by the requirements of

;

Specification 4.6.1.7.2 or 4.6.1.7.3, as applicable:
|

4
c. Safety injection velves 0000A. 00000. and 0040 sheli k icek tasted I

.mwwith : ;:: :t : prc=ure =t ?c:: th= P,. 40.3 psig er with water et
: pr0=re ^^t in: th= 1.1 P,. et interv;is defined in the

Centai.. cat Leekage Reta Testing Progrem (refer to Technicel-

Specificetion Section 0.0.0g);

d. Centair. Tant sprey vehcs |"! 4770 |iV 4777. CT-142, and O' 145 ; hell M-

,mg
leak-tested with w:ter :t : prc=ure net 1c= th= 1.1 P,. et intervals
defired in the Centeir.;;nt L=kege Rete Testing Program (refer t;

A Technical Specificetier, 0.0.39); and
I, /v

e. The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are applicable only to b.

' CPSES Mark-up of CTS 3N.6 3M.64 S/158 7
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|

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

.

. LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION
<

3.6.1.3 Each containment air lock shall be OPERABLE with both doors cic;cd except . m.w
sen the air ic,ck is being a;cd for normal transit entry and exit through thea

centain..;nt, then et least one air leck deer shall be cic;ed.'

mg ,

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. |
'3-02-A

ACTION *L*.$ !**, : mr
i

a. With one oramote;contatnmentiairlockfwith" ope; containment air lock ; mu _
door inoperable] :' '

mu .
1. "eintain et least Verffy the OPERABLE air lock door closed,

WithinJ15hourj and either restore the inoperable air lock door to
OPERABLE status within 24 hours or lock the OPERABLE air lock
door closed:

'
,

, . *"
2. Operation may then centinue until performance of the next

required evere11 eir ic;k icekege test provided that Verifyi# ' wts
the OPERABLE air lock door is verified to be locked closed at
least once per 31 days:

:

3. Otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and,

in COLD $Hur00WN within the follcwing 30 hours; and
:

**4. The prevision; cf Specification 3.0.4 era not applicable. ,

,

b. With the containment air lock inoperable, except as the result of an
inoperable air lock dooripQirilockilDterl_ockleechanisal initiate mu
ppt 1DnitCevaluate pyetal];contajpmenEleakpgCrg)(elj!aediately perlthe
Gontainment;teakage3 ate 2 Testing;PtogtamKteferJtgilechnical
Epesif191100.;SectjpD~f6[8;3gT;Iand] meittt* yptiff at least one air
lock door closed 91.thinIllhourland; restore the inoperable air lock to
OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

Entcy!agC' 81tlis;petsissib]elto:perfornirepaitslofthelaffect_edia,1rilocM :mu3 g
componentsu ,-

-*^
**J SepAtateIcondition:entrylislallowedtfotleach aitlock |

EDier3ppilcableiCoMitionslagdJequ[tedlActions.lofitteEContai nmentXLCO.] -mA
***

_

WheIOJtgKageltegitnigMeW1Dgitheioptell3oDiainmentileakagej
tate] ,

f EntrDMIeK111eficontainmentItsipermissiblelforl72 days'underzadministratlye3 mu
Coht.r#3E1RbothIai rilockslate.li noperable 2

O #2 8tr21gerdetsIjn:highRadiation area.s may;tQerifiedileckediclpsed;bf3 - m.u
adm101strat1Velmeans] .

CPSF.SMark up ofCTS3N.6 3N.6-3 S/1S/97
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

/ LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION (continued)

{NEWTNithioDpl6f; mot (Econta11aehtia,1rIlocksIWith itjelc6ntainmentlairilocKl wu
19966 Mat @anisalinopetabl#2*_**!

LNVetifLORRABLEidooE{sIcjAgditCthle affected?airHqcEW_1thiM1
Mumand]

37EIZri?2EE"ZLo_cklanj0P_ERABLErdoorIclosed11nithe7affyctedia1CloclOf thin]
EEZTJ2EIC3!1houtstrand

EFS"*DXf2VRtiffWXQPJ!NLEid@t1[sflocked.31osedl103 hela [fectedj .mu
GM7]IIEZMfaitRdeklat"1elast~oncQeC31Ldays.g

*

iEiE0t.hent!iseEbeiip;atilea'st?HOTESIANDBHith{nitheTnegt[61hoursland
iniCOLDiSHUTDOWNiyitth_10the;follosing130_hourg

O
V SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMEMTS

4.6.1.3 Each containment air lock shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. By verifying leakage rates in accordance with the Containment Leakage
'

Rate Testing Program (refer to Technical Specification Section 6.8.3g).

b. At least once per 6 2J months by verifying that only one door in each nu
air lock can be opened at a time.

N EJ'Ai rJJ 6ck;dob($,11] Chi ghiradiat16n3rea sImarbeZVyt.tfled;1 ockediclogdlbyl wuC l r administrettye:meang-

**** 2L EntrK ani. 131 t "o ficontai rnentii s~ pefui s si bl eIunde01the:c_ontrollo fia ldedica ted muI EJE1Ddividgt J
|

O
CPSES Mark-up ofCTS 3N.6 3N.6-4 S/15/97
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!
,

,

INTERNAL PRESSLRE

!Il LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATIONt,.
-

:

3.6.1.4' Primary containment internal . indicated pressure shall be maintained between
-0.3 psig and 1.3 psig.

,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

!
ACTION:

With the containment internal pressure outside of the limits above, restore the
internal pressure to within the limits within 8 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY I

within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHllTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
;

r
ia

|:

t

I
,

'

i

!
SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS I,

: i
: >

.

4.6.1.4 The primary containment internal pressure shall be determined to be within fthe limits at least once per 12 hours,*

jc

,

i

|
.

i
!

. '

,

.

!

4 a

k

|

|
1

p- }
* ;
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CONTAINMEhT SYSTEMS

AIR TEMPERATURE j,-.

w/ LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.5 Primary containment average air temperature shall not exceed 120*F.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. t

ACTION:
;

With the containment average air temperature greater than 120*F, reduce the average
air temperature to within the limit within 8 hours, or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

,

,

!

,

;

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

(~

4.6.1.5 The primary containment average air temperature shall be yttrifiettoZb.i .. gy .
R1thtoitts11Joit;the adjusted evereg of two te+ratures at er ekvc th: fc11 swing

,

contair. cat laceticas of which at least cas tu.preture is fra 1; cation c. cr ebeve :
:ad shall be determined at least once per 24 hours:

,

Location

i
!

;; . 0;.c, El. 1000' 5"-

b. Tisor. El. 000* 0"-

.

.

!

!
:

$Qr :

!

CPSES ofark-up ofCTS3M.6 3N.6-6 s/]Sn7 |
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

i

COMTAINMENT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

O
;

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION i

|

3.6.1.6 The structural integrity of the containment shall be maintained at a level
g2,g

consistent with the acceptance criteria in Specification 4.6.1.6.1. !
:

!APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3 and 4.
;

ACTION:. f
!

With the structural integrity of the containment not conforming to the above
{mrequirements, restore the structural integrity to within the limits within 24 hours ,

I?hourfor be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

,

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
{

4.6.1.6.1 Containment Surfaces. The structural integrity of the exposed accessible g a, .

interior and exterior surfaces of the containment, including the liner plate, shall
be determined during shutdown by a visual inspection of these surfaces. This ^|

,

,

inspection shall be perfcrmed in accordance with the Containment Leakage Rate
'

f Testing Program (refer to Technical Specification Section 6.8.3g) to verify no
'

,

'

apparent changes in appearance or other abnormal degradation.

4.5.1.5.2 Raccrts. Any abacr;;;ol degradetion of thc ccatair.ent structurc detected ' um '

during the ebove required inspections shall be reported to the CeT.T.issica in at

Special Report pursuont to Specificetica 5.0.2 within 15 d6ys. This r;pcit shall
include a descriptica of the conditica of the ccacratc. the inspection procedure,
the tolererces on cracking, and the corrective actions takcr,.

i
|

1

|
1

CPSES Mark-up of CTS 3N.6 3N.6-7 S/j5jy7
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CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS

C0KMINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM !

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION
,

v 1

3.6.1.7 Each containment and hydrogen ventilation isolation valve shall be l. . , , , ,
OPERABLE and:

a. Each 48 inch and 12 inch containment and hydrogen purge supply and ;

exhaust isolation valve shall be locked closed, and '

b. The 18 inch containment pressure relief discharge isolation valve (s)
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2, 3 and 4.

- 11-01-LS

' ^
ACTION * M *2* :

3-13-A

a. With any 48 inch or 12-inch containment or hydrogen purge supply
and/or exhaust isolation valve open or not locked closed, lock
close that valve or isolate the penetration {lowpath(s) within 4 11-12 4

hours, otherwise be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With the 18 inch containment pressure relief discharge isolation
p valveM inoperable for any reason other than leakage integrity,
Q close the open 18 inch valve (s) or isolate the penetration

3 3,,,,

floigath(s) within 4 hours. otherwise be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours, and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

c. With a containment pressure relief discharge isolation valve (s)
having a measured leakage rate in excess of the limits of
Specification 4.6.1.7.3 or with the containment and hydrogen purge
supply or exhaust isolation valve (s) having a measured leakage
rate in excess of the limit of Specification 4.6.1.7.2. restore
the ireparabk valvc(s) to OPE"J"LE status within 24 hours 11solate 7-82 LS

the~6(fected:pe0ettationiflo(pathlbyf use:otat21 ea st;onelclosed
and!.deactlyated240tomati civalyeEcl o' sed;manuaE va1 ve J.or; blind
flange 2andIyet1fy;the9eaktate;on~ all[ valves;with' resilientiseal$
Which2 ate:U sedi tof,1, sol a teithelfl ow ~pa th? at3 ea stl every;92_d.ays ,

.

otherwise be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours, and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

*J PepettationifloKpath(s),Yexcept;for;48:1 rich' containment |.and 125 inch]
hydrogen; purge 3alye Jfl ow; paths .1mayibelunj sol atedli.ntermi ttently;undec] 834' L
administrative: controls;

Sepera te;Condi t,1_on ~ ent ry;i sfal l owed ;fo.r;ea ch; penet.rati on;fl ow~ path ? 11424**

*M E0tetIapplicable ' Condit103s;endRguiced ActionsAfithCContainment%LQQ
(n) Whercienkagelesultslin:exceedingitheloveralEcontainmentileakage rat.e; 3,,,,

4

LJ

CPSESMark-up of CTS 3M.6 3 M 6-8 5/15/97
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CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERsTION (continued)
/

(NEW) With one^orJmore:penetrationifloW'pathsiwJthitwo~'isolationIval,Ve$
inoperableiforlanylreasoplotherlthan;]eakageEisolatef theraffected 7"A

penetration;flgpathyithi ndl; hour';by'use;off at31eastione : closed
and;deiactivatedia0tomat,1.c; val.ve sclosed: manual: val ve Aorj blind
flangezotherwise;belln;HOEST6NDBY,ytthinithelecXt:6'hourslandiCOLD
SHWDOWN;wjBinithelnextl301 hours]

.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.6.1.7.1 Each 48 inch and 12 inch containment and hydrogen purge supply and
exhaust isolation valve shall be verified * to be locked closed at least once
per 31 daysZexcept:fot;one:purgelvalvezin."afpenetration~floWJpath wh11elin
betionZ627_c; asia;tesulti.ofumeasuted|11.eakageffa teii niexce s Co fcl.imi t s . ,7'83'A

4.6.1.7.2 # At least once per 184 days and;within:92idaysioCopening thq - 7-io.ts
ya]Ve~cr, ; STA00ERED TEST DASIS, the inboard and outboard isolation valves with '

resilient material seals in each locked closed 48 inch and 12 inch containment | 74Ls
and hydrogen purge supply and exhaust penetration shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by verifying thet-the measured leakage rate, t 1000 than 0.054,-when 7etc
prc:: urised te P,-

4.6.1.7.3 # At least once perg18%daysfand;within 92 dayslof; opening-.the 7-io-ts
y_a]ye,? each 18 inch containment pressure relief discharge isolation valve with
resilient material seals shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying that the 7*u
measured leakage rate e ic:: than 0.05 L,-when prc::urbed te P,.

7-07-LG -

# Leakage yateitestingj'is"not requiredEforZeciitainment?purgeMsolation]
Val ves;wi th:tesj]1ent isealsiwhen;the;penettatjp)fflow; path 11 s;i sol at.ed] 7- m u

by.Jalleattested blanMf]ange;

5 IsolatiorCdevices;in|high: radiation ateas;may;be:Jetjfied:by
administrativemeans 1*u

.O(j !

.

!

CPSESMark-up of CTS 3N.6 JN 6-9 $/1587
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.2 OEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS 4

CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM
i

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION
.

3.6.2.1 Two independent Containment Spray Systems shall be OPERABLE with each;

Sprey Systc;;; cepeble of taking suctica ' a;; the n'iT erd menselly transferring
-

1-

]
suction to tha centeiaTent sump.

7

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

i ACTION:

With one Containment Spray System inoperable, restore the inoperable Containment
Spray System to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY . ,,

.

within the rext 6 hours: restore the inepereble Contair. Tint Spray System to
GPEN SL: status within the rext 40 hours or and be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 39278 hours,7

j SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS,

.-

4.6.2.1 Each Containment Spray System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: |O
V a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,

power operated, or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, i

sealed, or otherwise secured in position is in its correct
pcsition;

b, Verify each containment spray pump's developed head at the flow test .

point is greater than or equal to the required developed head. The
surveillance frequency shall be in accordance with the Inservice
Testing Prog'.am,

c. At least oncc per 18 months, by:

; 1) Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its 18&n
correct position on an pctualfoC;sj!nulated CenteiaTent Sprey actuation

i test signal. and ;s# LG -

2) Verifying that each spray pump starts automatically on an!ac, tup]Ior : son
timulated;,Conteir. Tint Spray actuation-test signals and on a Safety.

Injection test signal. ssLc -

d. At least once per 510jyears by p;rforming e.. air cr sackc flow test through * ''

each sprey h;cder and verifyMg each spray nozzle is unobstructed.
s*Lc

.

b
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM',n

~U' LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION'

3.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall'be OPERABLE with: !

Ia. A spray additive tank indicating a level of between 91% and 94% of
between 28% and 30% by weight Na0H solution, and

ih. ' four sprey additive eductors each cepeble of edding Ne0" solutica fra
'

the chemical additive tenk to e Conteir. Tent Sprey System pump flow.
.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
.

ACTION:

With the Spray Additive System inoperable, restore the system to OPERABLE status ~ ,g~.

within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours, restors the
Sprey Additive System to 0"E"A"L status within the next 40 hours or aKbe in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 Z6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

! a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power operated, or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,'

sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position;

b. At least once per 6 months by:
1

1) Verifying the indicated solution level in the tank;Iand

2) Verifying the concentration of the Na0H solution;by chemical
analysis,

c. At least once per 18 months, by verifying that each automatic valve in wthe flow path thatlign9tIloc_k_qd71galedsrZetherytssechtedlitj
politjopEactuates to its correct position pr1IerCactuaEOCs1|Wtlated '

m
Contei.. ant Sprey Actuation test signal; and

d. At least once per 5. years by verifying ' pfeyIndditivffle3ap)bility -y.to _s
thfoGghisachTed0ctorb- !.

1) The ficw path through the Sprey Additive supply line, and

2; L'ST test water ficw rates of betweca 50 0"M end 100 CPM threugh
the eductor test loop of cech trein -f the Sprey Additive System.

.]
, bl
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.3 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

O LlHITED CONDITION FOR OPERATIGLb
3.6.3 The containment isolation valves shall be OPERABLE. 8

1141-13
APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

-

1142-A

ACTION ** *** **** :
..

311A

*With one or more of the containment isolation valve (s) inoperable, maintain at
least one isolation valve OPERABLE in each affected penetration florpath that is 11 12-A'

open and:

a. Restere thc inoperabic valve (s) to OPEPXLE state-WtMn 4 hours. cr II * A

b. Isolate each affected penetration flow path within 4 hours by use of.

11 12-Aat least one deactivated automatic valve secured in the isolation
position, or

11 12-^c. Isolate each affected penetration flow path within 4 hours by use of
at least one closed manual valve, er blind flange, check valve 1with

*##^
flow through.the. valve secured.,;or

.

d. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

O
C') (NEW)'With~one ~or. more penetration; flow paths'with two; containment; isolation.valyesf ** * *

inoperable,<1solate the 'affected; penetration? flow: path .within~1: hour by use of at
.

1 east one: closed:and~ deactivated. automatic: valve',1c1osedLmanual, valve, or; blind
flange;sor;Be(in!at;1 east.HOTrSTANDBY withinithe;next 6ihours;andlin; COLD. SHUTDOWN
withirl&theMol)owing.30 hours,:

(NEW)]W{th;one;or, more~ penetration; flow paths;of!the'typeTconfigured.with:only one. 1:45-1.s
containment;jsolation valyeland:a: closed.. system,LWith_oneicontainment Lisolation]
valve;1poperable,11solate the:affectedfpenetration f]ow path.withini72_ hour.s_by_use

..

off at least1one~ closed and deactivated'automaticivalve,'iclosed manual; valve,|or
blind ~ f1ange,:or beiin at .] east; HOT STANDBY,within .theinext|.6 hoursia.ndlin COLD
SHUTDOWN . wi.t hi n. .the;,fol l owi ng 130, bours 2

8 The requirements of Specification 3.6.3 do not apply for those valves covered
by Specifications 3.7.1.1, 3.7.1.5, 3.7.1.6, and 3.7.1.7.

* CAUTION: The inoper:ble isolation valve (s) may be part of a system (s?
Isolating the affecmd penetration (s) may affect the use of the system (s).
Consider the technical specification requirements on the affected system (s)
and act accordingly.

!* Penetration: flow path (s),1 except.Lfor 48.| inch . Containment'and|12. inch Hydrogen 1141-1.s ;Purge valve; flow pathsimay be unisolated intermittently under. administrative
controls.

(~~'s ***] SeparateiCondition: entry isfallowed:for;each penetration: flow path;: 1142-A
1

N ,] i

***3 Enter ~ app)icable' Conditions:and Required Actions;'of-the " Containment"|LC0;
when;1eakageTresults11n exceeding the overall..; containment leakage; rate; Sik^r

CPSESMarA-up of CTSJN.6 3M 6-12 S/15/97
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
p
d -

4.5.0.1 The contain; cat isolation valves shall bc dc;enstrated OPE"JaLE prior to
13 ut

returning the valvc to servic; aftcr ;cintenance,-repair or repiecc. cat ork
isperforced on the valve or its associated-eetuator, control or powcr circuit by
performance of a cycling tc-t, and verification of isoletion ti;c.

4.6.3.2 Each 40tometic containment isolation valve thatilWotjoicked,isealed"od 9-oor
othetWise M iked un]positiba shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18
months by:

1107 LG

a. Verifying that on a Phasc "A" Isolation test anAac.._t0..a._lio~rf.s..i.m.u]ated . 11-08-TR
~ ~

actuation signal each Phasc "A" isolation valve actuates to its---
isolation position *: ' ti-io-A

i.f m J. A. 7 .,3- A .L. A. -- - M ,L, , _ t
1. AJ.

_

A. m . A. . J. , 1. . .L. M. .L.. ,-.J .
an* - anaL

... . , .s . . . .. . .. . . ... . 3,,w ,
4 solation valve actuates to its isolation position, and

c. Verifying thet on a Contain; cat "entilation Isciation test signal, 3g7.w
eech pressure relief discharge velve actuate- to its isciation
position.

4.6.3.3 The isolation time of each powcr-operated or automatic valve thatJs~not 11 * ^

lock.ed,rsealed20fotherwise: secured shall be determined to be within its lirait
. "' ' #^

( when tehted pursuaht to Specificafion 4.0.5.
~

v,

f

Thc surveillarce test interval is extended to 24 month- for testing the'

33,33 3

elosure of valve 2 0150 on a "hasc "A" isolation test signal (Train A Unit
E. to rc;ain in effeet-unt44-the completion of the ccend refueling cutage
fee-Unit 2.

O
V.

t
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?

CONTAINMEKT SYSTEMS
s

3/4.6.4 C0295TIBLE GAS CONTROL
112-01-A ;

e HYDR 0 GEN MONITORS .

A
. |

d'
~

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION !

.3.6.4.1 Two independent containment hydrogen monitor trains (with at least one,

channel per train) shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,and2,andl3] J uew'
ACTION:

a. With one hydrogen monitor train inoperable, restore the inoperable
~ ' usu-

.

monitor train to OPERABLE status within 30 days er bc in et 1cest "0T :

STA=cy within the next hours. br; submit:alspeciaDepottiin
~

;

becordance)1th!10CFR5074Xthiftheifollowing [1Cdaysloutl.ini p0the
pCeplanned3 1teenate methodio Emonitoring uthe M ofithea.

"

jnopetetuty,Tand;the:plagsrand; schedule;forleeming;thelhydrogert
monttor1channetsit910tEMBLEistatus}3 The provisions of Specification
3.0.4 are not applicable,

b. With both hydrogen monitor trains iroperable, restore at least one
. t~ uaw' ~

monitor train to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours andI#e11rfESIMDWMIthinithelneed; ;

EINUCS2

.p .

V
'

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.6.4.1 Each hydrogen monitor channel shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: f
'

a. At least once per 31 days by performing a CHANNEL CHECK, and

b. At least once per 92 days en e STACCC"IO E ST " ASIS by performing a 3 nsu :
C@lWELICALIBMIION. celibration scqucac; using se.r.ple ses in
accordenc; with the manufacturer's recczadetiens end by verifying i

thet the current celibretion cenatente ere centeined in the :

microprecesser date baser : """

1

|

|

l

'

|-
3 2

j

|
1
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

ELECTRIC HYDROGEN RECOMBINERS

:
LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION(3

\ i ;

\v/

3.6.4.2 Two independent Hydrogen Recombiner Systems shall be OPERABLE.

i
APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1 and 2. '

l

ACTION: ;

With one Hydrogen Recombiner System inoperable, restore the inoperable system
i

to OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

""
(NEW) WithitwoIhydrogeq1recombinerslinoperable73ettfyNithinir ho' ri:.)d:oncelpedu

12 (hoursitherea f ter,3yfadmi ni strativeJ means;rthatithel hydrc9en: control :

f.unctionji stmaintai ned Eand; restore;one;hydtogenJrecombi nerato .0PERABLEistatuj ;

witt11nldaysloribe51platpleastiHOT!STANDBYlwithinithe~next"61ho. rs] |u

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
1

4.6.4.2 Each Hydrogen Recombiner System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE atgeast gy

onQeMrI1Emonths{

a. At-4 east-cace per 5 months by vcrifying, during By;per_ forming a
Hydrogen Recombiner System functional test,-that thc minimum heater .

,

V( sheath temperature increa:cs to greater than or equal to 700T witMn
s l

% minute:. 'Jpon reaching 7001, increa : the pcwcr ;ctting to maximum
powcr for 2 minutes and verify that the power meter reads greater than
er equal to 50 kW, and

b. At least cacc per-10 manths by. gg

1) "crforming a C!'ANNEL CALIS"ATION cf eli reccabiner.

instrumentation and contrci circuits; j

2) Verifying through a visual examination that there is no evidence
of abnormal conditions within the recombiner enclosure (i.e.,
loose wiring or structural connections, deposits of foreign
materials, etc.), and

3) Verifying the integrity of all heater electrical circuits by og
performing a resistance to ground test fcilowing thc abcvs
required functional tcst. Thc resistance to ground fcr any ,

heatcr phasc shall be grcater then or equal to 10.000 chms. l

/m
( )
LJ
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1-

i
; Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS )

This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark up of the current !
Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is
performed in accordance with the following guidelines: i

!
The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like

|
-

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.
|

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However. some non--
+

~ technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be i
'

!determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required,

to demonstrate that the change is non technical. ;

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A-
,

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A. j
'

!
There are four types of changes: ;

,

1.. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes ;

material which is moved to the Bases of the TS). !
;

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions, !

etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS.
t

'

3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the improved TS.

|
:

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include !
adopting the new format of the improved STS moving the location of material j

'

within the specifications, etc.
;

The methodology of identifying the changes is :
;

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed

; out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

i
'

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in <

the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The,

addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right '

margiri.

Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by
hand) and the revised information is inserted into the
specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using |

Methodologr 1 of2 5/15 8 7.
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:
i

Methodology For Mark-up of Current TS
:

. (continued)
j

the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert {pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the ;

adjacent right margin.
:

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect j
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might:

,'

cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement i

is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not ;

correspond with the specification in which that requirement is
-

located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the '

markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in I.

| enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been >
'

located in the improved TS.
'

|
;

CHANGE NUMBERS:

,

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up, j
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LC0 (or group of similar

j

. g LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the
j^

Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their
individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus ,

each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of*

numbers (i.e.. 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within
a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear

.

sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example) |

indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A. H. LG, TR, LS R).

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark up. For
electronic mark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike out" is
used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify,

'

technical changes. All technical changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items)
require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,'

requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to
provide additional clarification. ,,

O
Methodology 2 of 2 S/]Siy7
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.O |
1

*
1

'
|
,

ENCLOSURE 3A i

,

'DESCRIPTION OF,

CHANGES TO CURRENT TS )
;

!

Technical Specification Conversion Change Numbers (1 Page)4

;
;

Description of Changes (16 Pages)
,

O:

.

$

9

!

i

i

.

#

4

i

~ O
.

t

t
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NUMBERS

p SECTION 3/4.6 .

Technical CliG CALLAWAY WOLF CREEK COMANCHE DIABLO

M - _ _ _ . -_ - , -.- ?# - _ . -_. ,

Containment 1 3.6.1.1 3.6.1.1 3.6.1.1 - 3.6.1.1;

Integrity

Containment L.cakage 2 N/A N/A 3.6.1.2 3.6.1.2 .

Containment Air 3 3.6.1.3 3.6.1.3 3.6.1.3 3.6.1.3-

Locks

Internal Pressure 4 3.6.1.4 3.6.1.4.1 3.6.1.4.1 3.6.1.4.1

Air Temperature 5 3.6.1.5 3.6.1.4.2 3. 6.1.4.2 3.6.14.2

Containment 6 N/A N/A 3.6.1.6 3.6.1.6
Structural Integrity

.

Containment 7 3.6.1.7 3.6.1.7 3.6.1.7 3.6.1.7
Ventilation System

Containment Spray 8 3.6.2.1 3.6.2.1 3.6.2.1 3.6.2.1
System

Spray Additive System 9 N/A 3.6.2.2 3.6.2.2 3.6.2.2

Recirculation Fluid 9 3.6.2.2 N/A N/A N/A
| pli Control (RFPC)'

\ System

Containment Cooling 10 3.6.2.3 3.6.2.3 N/A 3.6.2.3
System

Containment Isolation i1 3.6.3 3.6.3 3.6.3 3.6.3
Valves

flydrogen Analyzers / 12 N/A N/A 3.6.4.1 3.6.4.1a

Monitors

Electric ilydrogen 13 N/A N/A 3.6.4.2 3.6.4.2
Recombiners

liydrogen Control 13 3.6.4.2 3.6.4.2 N/A N/A
System

O
V
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.6

7- This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked-up change
I to the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change

numbers contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications).
In addition, the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are
contained in enclosure 4. Only technical changes are discussed; administrative
changes (i.e., format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to
NUREG 1431 Revision 1 are not discussed. For enclosures 3A, 3B. 4, 6A and 68, text
in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to
all the Joint Licensing Subcocnittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that
other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE

NUMBER H2iG DESCRIPTION

1-01 LG CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is no longer a defined term in
NUREG 1431. The requirements for containment operability,
including the requirements previously found in the
CONTAINNENT INTEGRITY definition, are discussed in the
expanded bases of the containment LCO. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431,

1 02 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, this surveillance requirement
to verify the affected penetration flow path is isolated
is now addressed by ITS 3.6.3 Containment Isolation
Valves, Conditions A. C and [D] and Surveillance
Requirements SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4.

1 03 A The action statements are revised to incorporate the
NUREG 1431 equal alternative isolation method of a " check
valve with the flow through the valve secured." This
isolation method is provided in NUREG 1431 and is
considered an acceptable variation of a de activated
automatic valve.

1 04 LS 1 A note is added to valve and blind flange surveillance
requirements consistent with NUREG 1431. The note allows
verification of valves, flanges and isolation devices
located in huh radiation areas to be verified by use of
administrative means. This change is less restrictive in
that the current TS SR 4.6.1.1 has an exception to valves,
blind flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which are,

located inside containment and are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in the closed position. These valves
shall be verified closed during each COLD SHUTDOWN.
However, under the current TS, if an area outside of
containment became a high radiation area, entry into the
area would still be required to verify the closed

f positions. The ITS would allow verification of all areas
\ that are high radiation areas or become high radiation

areas by administrative means once they had been verified

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS JN.6 1 S/IS/97
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CHANGE

NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

to be in the proper position. This is considered^

acceptable, since access to these areas is restricted for
ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of misalignment-

of these devices, once they have been initially verified
in the proper position, is small.

1 05 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, this requirement is addressed
by SR 3.6.2.1 in ITS 3.6.2 Containment Air Locks. )

!1 06 LS 19 CTS surveillance 4.6.1.1 requires All penetrations not
capable of being closed by an OPERABLE containment
automatic isolation valve (and required to be closed for
accident conditions) be verified closed on a 31 day4

frequency except for valves, blind flanges, and
deactivated automatic valves that are located inside
containment and are locked closed, sealed or otherwise
secured in a closed position. These excepted penetrations
were to be verified closed during each cold shutdown but
not more often than once per 92 days. Consistent with
TSTF 45 only containment isolation valves that are not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured are required to be
verified closed at the once per cold shutdown frequency.
Penetrations (inside or outside containment) which are

,

!

isolated by manual valves and blind flanges that are*

locked, sealed or otherwise secured are not required to be
verified closed, since they are verified to be in the
correct position prior to locking / securing.

,

CTS surveillance 4.6.1.1 is incorporated into ITS SR
3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 and into the redundant requirements
of ITS 3.6.3 Required Action A.2, C.2, and [D 2]. As

,

discussed above, the ITS surveillances were modified<

consistent with TSTF 45. The redundant Required Actions
were also modified in a subsequent Traveler (WOG 91). The
TSTF 45 modifications to the ITS Surve111ances and the
WOG 91 modifications to the Required Actions, while.

similar, differed in that the Required Actions still
require some verification of position of valves, blind
flanges, and deactivated automatic valves that are locked
closed, sealed or otherwise secured , although this
verification may be performed via administrative means.
The surveillances require no additional verification.

2 01 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, the Containment Leakage LC0 is
now included in the ITS 3.6.1 Containment LCO.

2 02 A The wording " prior to increasing the Reactor Coolant
O System temperature above 200'F" is replaced by the

equivalent requirement of " prior to the first unit startup
following testing performed in accordance with the

CPSES Descripion of Changes to CTS 3N.6 2 S/158 7
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CHANGE

$JMBER HSBC DESCRIPTION

r~T Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program." The fact that
_

'

() the Applicability of the new Containment LC0 is Mode 14,
and that SR 3.0.4 requires surveillances to be performed-
before entering the Mode of Applicability, ensures that
the required leakage rate testing is performed and that.
the as left test acceptance criteria are met before entry
into Mode 4. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431.
This requirement is now included in ITS 5.5.16, the ,

Containment Leak Rate Test program.
I!

2 03 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, testing requirements for
containment air locks are now provided in ITS 3.6.2.

2 04 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, the LCO and surveillance
requirements for containment ventilation / purge valves are
now included in ' ITS 3.6.3 for Containment Isolation
Valves.

2 05 LG Consistent with the level of detail provided in NUREG-
1431, the descriptive material identifying those valves
which are or may be tested with water is moved to the
3.6.1 Bases. The requirement to perform Testing remains
in ITS 3.6.1.1 while the description on how to test is
moved to the Bases. ;

2 06 A Consistent with industry traveler TSTF-52, the leakage
rate acceptance criteria is revised to < 0.60 La for Type
B and Type C tests, rather than s 0.60 La. There is no'

significant difference between the two expression.

3 01 LG The descriptive information in the LC0 regarding
operability of the air locks is moved to the 3.6.2 Bases.
This change is consistent with NUREG 1431 and the approach
of discussing operability in the bases of the TS.

3 02 A This note revises actions to permit separate condition
entry for each airlock consistent with NUREG 1431. The
note provides guidance and clarification for the use of
the TS and is considered administrative in nature.

3 03 LS 3 Consistent with NUREG 1431, this note allows entry and
exit into containment via the air locks for up to 7 days
if both air locks are inoperable and administrative

;

controls are provided. With both air locks inoperable
containment entry may be required on a periodic basis to
perform Technical Specification Surveillances and Required
Actions, as well as other activities on equipment inside :
containment. This note provides allowance for these t

activities to be performed.,

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.6 3 SMS/97



CHANGE.

Mf.B E DESCRIPTION |

!A 3 04 H The CTS ACTIONS [ ] are revised to be consistent with theU NUREG 1431 LCO 3.6.2 Actions A.1 and A.2. The NUREG 1431
actions establish a one hour time limit for verifying the ;

OPERABLE air lock door closed. The current requirement
does not specify a time for verifying an air lock door
closed.

3 05 LS 4 The allowance [ Jto continue operation with one air lock
door inoperable has been modified to remove the '

restriction which limits this condition until the next
required overall air lock leakage test. This restriction
was removed because the air lock remains capable of
performing its safety functions with the remaining
operable door. Therefore, continued operations may *

proceed indefinitely subject to the other restrictions of
the TS (continuing to meet the actions and applicable
surveillances). This change is consistent with NUREG-
1431.

3 06 LS 5 Consistent with NUREG 1431. this note modifies the
requirement to verify an air lock door locked closed every
31 days. The note allows the verification of locked

,

closed air lock doors located in high radiation areas to -

c be performed by use of administrative means. This change
is less restrictive in that the current TS does not allow
this exception due to current design and capability to
verify the inner door locked from outside the containment
airlock. Under the current TS, if an area outside of
airlock became a high radiation area, entry into the area
would still be required to verify the closed positions.
The ITS would allow verification of all areas that are
high radiation areas or become high radiation areas by
administrative means once they had been verified to be in
the proper position. This is considered acceptable, since
access to these areas is restricted for ALARA reasons.,

'

Therefore, the probability of misalignment of the air lock
doors once they have been initially verified in the proper
position, is small.

3 07 M Consistent with NUREG 1431. this action addresses any air
lock inoperability other than an inoperable air lock door
or air lock interlock mechanism. This includes two air
lock doors in the same air lock. A new TS requirement,
that is current operating practice conducted under the
Containment Leak Rate Testing Program, is included to
immediately initiate action to evaluate the overall
containment leakage rate per the containment operabilitys

LCO. In addition. this change establishes a one hour timeA limit to verify one air lock door closed in the affected
air lock. The current TS does not specify a time.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.6 4 S/158 7
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3 08 LS 6 Consistent with NUREG 1431, actions have been added which
v/ allow continued operation when the personnel air lock is

inoperable due to an inoperable interlock mechanism. Use
of the air lock is permissible under the control of a
dedicated individual since an equivalent level of
assurance that only one door will be open at a time is
provided. The actions and modifying notes provided for
the interlock mechanism are consistent with the actions
and notes for an inoperable air lock door. These actions
ensure that an operable door is closed and locked and
entry or exit is controllea by a dedicated individual.
While this change provides a slightly less restrictive TS
requirement, the overall impact on plant safety is
negligible due to the Required Actions implemented.

3 09 LS 7 Consistent with NUREG 1431, a note is added to allow
access (entry and exit) to repair air lock components in
an inoperable air lock. The action requirement to close
and lock an air lock door remains applicable with the
exception of the brief entry and exit of the air lock to
perform necessary repairs. The allowance to enter and
exit through the air lock door required closed by the
actions is acceptable based on the low probability of an
event occurring that could challenge the containment

( boundary during the short time the door is open for entry
and exit. In addition, this allowance reduces the
potential risk incurred during a plant transient that may
result from a shutdown required by TS due to the
inoperable air lock.

3 10 LS 8 Consistent with industry traveler TSTF 17, the
surveillance frequency on containment airlock interlock
mechanisms is extended from 6 months to 24 months. The 24
month frequency is based on engineering judgement and is
considered adequate given that the interlock mechanism is
not normally challenged due to procedural and Operator
controls when the containment air lock door is used for
entry and exit. The 24 month frequency is needed to allow
the surveillance to be performed under conditions that
apply during a plant outage due to the potential for loss
containment OPERABILITY if the surveillance were performed,

with the reactor at power.

3 11 Not used.

3 12 A The statement that Specification 3.0.4 does not apply is
no longer needed as revised Actions, consistent with

Ov NUREG 1431, permit continued operation for an unlimited
period of time.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.6 S 3/15/97
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3 13- A Consistent with NUREG 1431, a note is added to the Actions
y) to enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of the

'' Containment" LC0 when leakage results in exceeding the
overall containment leakage rate. This is current
operating practice per TS requirement CTS 3.6.1.1.
Therefore, this change is considered an administrative
change in format.

5 01 LG The method for calculating containment average temperature
and the locations where measurements are taken are moved
to the bases. This level of detail in the TS is not
consistent with NUREG 1431. The improved STS bases is
licensee controlled under the bases control program in the
Administrative Controls section of the improved STS.

6 01 Not used.

6 02 A The inspection requirements associated with structural
integrity of the exposed accessible interior and exterior
containment surfaces, are contained in Appendix J, Option
B and in RG 1.163. The requirement to perform visual
inspections is in ITS SR 3.6.1.1 which refers the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program as controlled by
ITS 5.5.16. The structural integrity requirements of

( containment are contained in LC0 3.6.1.

6 03 TR 2 Consistent with NUREG 1431, the reporting requirement is
being deleted. 10CFR50.72 and 10CFR50.73 establish the
reporting requirements.

6 04 H The action is moved to ITS 3.6.1 Condition A and B. The
ITS requirements are more severe in that only a one hour

i

A0T is provided while the CTS provides a 24 hour A0T. The J

shorter A0T is acceptable because a containment which may
not be able to act as a boundary as designed could have a
significant adverse impact on the consequences of an
accident.

1

7 01 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, the LC0 and surveillance
requirements for containment ventilation / purge valves are
now included in ITS 3.6.3 for Containment Isolation,

Valves.

7 02 LS 9 Consistent with NUREG 1431, the required action for a
containment ventilation / purge valve with a leakage rate
which exceeds the acceptance criteria is revised to allow
continued operation if the penetration flow path is

O isolated within 24 hours. This action is in lieu of
U requiring a shutdown if the valve leakage rate is not

restored to an acceptable value within 24 hours. This is
;

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.6 6 $/15/97
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acceptable because with the associated penetrations
,

~ y isolated per the proposed Action requirements, no accident
as a result of the leaking valve is credible.

7 03 A A change [ ] cor.sistent with NUREG 1431 SR 3.6.3.1 is
added to provide an allowance for one isolation valve in a
penetration flow path to be open when performing the
Required Actions for leakage not within limits. This is
actually a consistency change which goes with the revised ,

required actions (see 7 02 above). The required action t

allows continued operation with leakage not within limits -
and this change to the SR allows a valve to be opened to
repair the excessive leakage.

7 04 R ' Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table '

(enclosure 38).

7 05 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, an action is added for two
valves inoperable in one penetration flow path. The
change is administrative since the current TS would have
relied on LC0 3.0.3 which has essentially the same
requirements.

7 06 LS 11 Consistent with NUREG 1431. the leakage rate testing
'

,t frequency for containment isolation valves with resilient J

\ seals is revised to 184 days based on the NRC resolution
of Hulti Plant Action No. B 20, " Containment Leakage Due
to Seal Deterioration." Testing on a staggered test basis
is no longer required. A new requirement has also been

' added to perform a leakage test within 92 days of opening
,

the valves to recognize that cycling the valve could i

introduce additional seal degradation beyond that
occurring to a valve that has not been opened.

7 07 LG Consistent with NUREG 1431, the leakage rate test
acceptance criterion for containment isolation valves with
resilient seals is moved to the Bases. This criterion is
appropriately moved to the Bases as this leak rate does
not directly tie to safety but indicates degradation of-

resilient seals. ITS SR 3.6.1.1 is the leak rate which
ties directly to safety. [ ] ),

7 08 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

7-09 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table )
(enclosure 3B). i

.

.b

!
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(] 7 10 LS-9 A note is added to clarify that leakage rate testing is
V not required for containment purge valves with resilient

seals when the penetration flow path is isolated by a leak
tested blank flange. The purpose of the leak testing
requirement is to ensure containment leakage integrity,

during an accident, and thereby limit accident
consequences. Isolation of the flow path with a leak
tested blind flange accomplishes this safety function and
additional leak testing of the valves in the flow path is
redundant and unnecessary.

7 11 LS 25 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

8 01 LG Consistent with NUREG 1431, the LC0 references to suction
flowpath and manual transfer of suction to containment
sump have been deleted. These details are included within
the operability requirements of the Containment Spray
System (as required by SR 4.6.2.1 and as further described
in the Bases). There is no technical change resulting
from this deletion.

8 02 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, the action statement is
o revised by replacing the reference to restoring the(j Containment Spray System to operability within 48 hours or

be in cold shutdown within the following 30 hours, with
the requirement to be in cold shutdown within 78 hours.
The time allowed to be in cold shutdown has not changed.
The requirements of the action statement have also not
changed, since as discussed in the Bases, the extended
interval to reach cold shutdown allows 48 hours for i

restoration of the system operability and an additional 36 '

hours to achieve cold shutdown. l

8 03 TR 1 The actuation surveillance is revised consistent with
NUREG 1431 to clarify that an actual signal as well as a
test signal may be used to verify actuation.

8 04 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

i
8 05 LS 12 Revises the frequency of the surveillance to verify

unobstructed spray nozzles, from every 5 years to every 10
|

years, consistent with NUREG 1431. The spray header ;

containing the nozzles is a passive device that is not '

normally exposed to fluids or debris. Industry experience
presented in NUREG 1365 indicated that problems associated!ni
with nozzle obstruction were associated with plant

i
construction and did not result form normal operation.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS.tM.6 8 5/1587
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,o 8-06 LG The details on flow testing for nozzle obstructions and
() specific actuation signals that apply for automatic
'

actuations are moved to the Bases. This is acceptable as
the requirement to test remains in the Technical
Specifications and this level of detail is not contained
in NUREG 1431 specifications.

8 07 Not used.

8 08 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

8 09 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

8 10 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

8 11 LS 2 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

9 01 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).,

/~~'N
() 9 02 LG The descriptive information in LC0 3.6.2<.2 regarding

operability of the Spray Additives System is contained
within the definition of operability as described in the
ITS 3.6.7 Bases. This is consistent with NUREG 1431 and
is acceptable because while the descriptive detail is
moved to the Bases, the basic requirement is retained in
the LCO.

9 03 A Consistent with NUREG 1431. the action statement is
revised by deleting the reference to restoring the spray
additive system to operability within 48 hours or be in
cold shutdown within the following 30 hours. The revised
action statement contains a requirement to be in cold
shutdown within 78 hours. The time allowed to be in cold
shutdown has not changed. As discussed in the Bases, the
interval to reach cold shutdown allows 48 hours for
restoration of the system operability and an additional 36.

hours to achieve cold shutdown.

9 04 A Consistent with NUREG 1431, adds the phrase 'that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position * with
regard to which valves require actuation testing. This
change is merely a clarification. Valves that are

'- ) secured in place, are secured in the position required to
meet their safety function. The actuation testing ersures

CPSESI)escriptio ofChanges to CTS 3N.6 9 5/15/97
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q that valves can move to the position that meets their
U safety function. If the valves are secured in the

position that meets their safety function, no testing is
necessary.,

9 05 TR 1 The specific actuation signal (a Containment Spray
Actuation test signal) for the surveillance was replaced
with generic words that allow credit for an actual or

.

simulated actuation. Identification of the signal is
moved to the BASES.

9 06 LG Consistent with NUREG 1431, specific details in the
surveillance requirement with regard to verifying flow
path and the RWST water flow rates of between 50 and 100
gpm through the eductor test loops are removed from the

; TS, and a general requirement to verify flow capability
'

through each eductor is added. These details are now '

'

contained in the Bases. This is acceptable because the
basic test requirement is retained in the Technical
specifications.

.

9 07 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38). >

( 10 01 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

10 02 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

10 03 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

11 01 LS 13 Consistent with NUREG 1431 LCO 3.6.3, a note is added to
the Actions that apply to all containment isolation valves
to allow containment isolation valves that are required to
be closed, [except for the containment and hydrogen purge
supply ar.d exhaust valves.] to be opened under
administrative controls. This is acceptable based on the
administrative controls consisting of a dedicated operator
at the valve in continuous communication with the control
room. This control provides protection equivalent to the -

automatic isolation system. [The containment purge and
hydrogen purge valves are excluded because they are not -

qualified for automatic closure from their open position
under DBA conditions and due to the direct flow path from
inside containment to the outside atmosphere. Opening onf an interim basis under administrative controls is allowed

\ for certain valves by references made from sections 1.7
and 4.6.1.1 of the current TS.]

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.6 10 St]5jy7
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,

11 02 A Consistent with NUREG 1431. a note is added to the'( actions to allow separate condition entry for each-

,

penetration flow path. The note provides guidance and
clarification for the use of TS and is considered !
administrative in nature. '

. 11 03 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

11 04 A NUREG 1431 adds a new condition to the current Containment
Isolation Valve TS to cover the case where two containment
isolation valves in a penetration flow path are
inop2rable. The current TS addresses only de condition
of one valve inoperable in a penetration flow path. If
two valves were inoperable on the same penetration. LC0
3.0.3 would be entered. Consistent with NUREG 1431 a
completion time of 1 hour is provided to isolate the

,

4 penetration flowpath. This is the same amount of time '

allowed by LCO 3.0.3 before a power reduction action is
specified and is administratively similar to the existing
requirements.

11 05 LS 14 A new condition is added to the current Containment
Isolatinn Valve TS to cover the case where one containment >

isolation valves is inoperable in a penetration flow path
of the type configured with only one containment isolation
valve and a closed system. General Design Criteria 57

*

allows the use of a closed system in combination with a 4

containment isolation valve to provide the two containment
barriers against the release of radioactive material
following an accident. Traveler TSTF-30 provides the
bases for extending the completion time for this condition
to allow 72 hours to isolate an inoperable isolation valve

,

1

associated with a closed system. The current TS LCO 3.6.3
|

does not allow the use of a closed system to isolate a 1

failed containment isolation valve even though the closed
system is subjected to a Type A containment leakage test. |
1s missile protected, and is seismic category I piping. ;
Also, a closed system typically has flow through it during i
normal operation such that any loss of integrity could be

{
,

observed through leakage detection systems within
containment and system walkdowns for closed systems

.

outside containment. As such, the use of a closed system )is equivalent to isolating a failed containment isolation
{valve by use of a single valve as specified in NUREG 1431 !

Required Action A.I. The 72 hours provides the necessary |time to perform repairs on a failed containment isolation
!

O valve when relying on an intact closed system. A |

completion time of 72 hours is considered appropriate
given the reliability of the closed system and that 72

CPSES Description ofChanges to CTS 3N.6 1' $/15/97
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hours is typically provided for losing one train of
/] redundancy throughout the NUREGs. If the closed system
V and associated containment isolation valve were both

inoperable, the plant would be in LC0 3.0.3 since there is
,

no specific Condition specified.
'

11 06 TR 3 Consistent with NUREG 1431, the current TS surveillance
requirement to demonstrate the operability of each
containment isolation valve by performance of a cycling
and isolation time test prior to returning the valve to
service after maintenance. repair or replacement work on
the valve or its associated actuator, control or power
circuit has been deleted. Any time repairs, maintenance
or modifications have affected the operability of a system
or component, post maintenance testing is required to
demonstrate operability of the system or component.
Particular surveillance requirements needed to demonstrate
operability of the system must be evaluated for each ,

maintenance or modification performed. Explicit post-
maintenance TS surveillances requirements have been
deleted because these requirements are adequately
addressed by administrative post maintenance programs.

11 07 LG Consistent with the NUREG 1431 level of detail, the,

descriptive materici regarding the required containment
"O. 1 solation valve actuation signals in the current TS

surveillance requirement is moved to the revised expanded
; bases. This is acceptable as the requirement to verify

actuation of the valves is retained in the Technical
Specification while the identification of the applicable
actuation signals is moved to the Bases.

:

11 08 TR 1 The actuation surveillance is revised consistent with,

NUREG 1431 to clarify that an actual signal as well as a
test signal may be used to verify actuation. The
actuation signal is moved to the bases.

11 09 A Consistent with NUREG 1431 and industry traveler TSTF 46,
the isolation time surveillance is revised to delete the
reference to verifying "each power operated" containment
isolation valve and only require verification of each
" automatic isolation valve." Containment isolation valves
which are power operated (i.e. can be remotely operated)
but do not receive a containment isolation signal, do not
have an isolation time assumed in the accident analyses
since they require operator action. Therefore, deleting
the reference to power operated isolation valve time '

testing is a clarification that reduces the potential for
b misinterpreting the requirements of this SR whileV mairtaining the assumptions of the accident analysis, i

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.6 12 S/15/97
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/N
h 11 10 A Deletes [a note] providing a one time test interval ~

t

extension that is no longer applicable. '

11 11 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

11 12 A The phrase " flow path" is added for clarification and
consistency with NUREG 1431. This specification is based
on GDCs 55. 56. and 57 which address the proper isolation
for each "line" that penetrates containment. It is>

recognized that multiple lines can share the same
penetration. Licensees have always been required to
assure that proper protection is provided for each line or
flow path that passes through containment even if multiple
flow paths share the same penetration. In this
specification, the term " penetration" has always meant
each flow path that penetrates containment. Adding the
words " flow path" to the specification clarifies this
meaning.

11 13 LS-22 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

11 14 A Con:;istent with NUREG 1431, the phrase 'that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position * is added.

,

for clarification in regard to which valves require
isolation time testing. Valves that are secured in place,
are secured in the position required to meet their safety
furction. The isolation time test 1ng ensures that valves
can respond to the position that meets their safety
function in the time assumed in the safety analysis. If
the valves are secured in the position that meets their
safety function, no testing is necessary.

'
11 15 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table

(enclosure 38).

11 16 A Even though it is not specified in ITS 3.6.3 Required
Actions, the Action to restore the inoperable valve stated
in CTS 3.6.3.a is understood as always the primary,

objective and a continuous option to be performed during
any Completion Time.

11 17 Not used.
~

11 18 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
.

(enclosure 3B), '

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.6 13 $/15/97
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12 01 A(q Consistent with NUREG 1431, the hydrogen monitoring
,

/ specification is moved to ITS section 3.3.3 concerning
Post Accident Monitoring instrumentation (PAH).

12 02 M Consistent with the MODE of applicability for PAM
instrumentation in NUREG 1431, the MODE of applicability I

for the hydrogen mor,1 tors is extended to MODE 3.

12 03 LS 15 Consistent with NUREG 1431 the action is revised to
require a special report be submitted with 14 days in lieu
of being in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours, if one train of ,

,
hydrogen monitoring cannot be restored to operable within <

30 dayc. This is acceptable because the report is
required to identify alternative methods for monitoring
and plans and schedule for restoring the instrumentation
before a loss of functional capability occurs. (See
improved TS LC0 3.3.3 and Specification 5.6.8)

12 04 H Adds the requirement to be in HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours
if both trains of hydrogen monitoring are inoperable and
one train was not restored within 72 hours. This is a .

'

more restrictivo requirement than is currently applied and
is being done to be consistent with the PAM requirements i

in NUREG 1431.

O ;

12 05 LS 16 Revises the frequency of the hydrogen monitor surveillance ;
.

to perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION from 92 days on a staggered !test basis to once per [92 days, deleting the staggered
i

test basis] consistent with NUREG 1431. The hydrogen i

monitors are part of the Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) ;
instrumentation and their primary function is to detect

i
high hydrogen concentrat'on conditions that may occur

!
during accident situations. This change is acceptable !
because the primary means of reducing hydrogen
concentration during accidents is via the independent,

#

'

hydrogen recombiners[ and hydrogen purge systems].
Failure of the monitors would not affect the capabilities
of [these systems). Further changing the channel !'

calibration surveillance interval from 92 days (on a i

staggered test basis) to every [92 days) is not expected
to effect the reliability or performance of the hydrogen

4

'

monitors based on industry operating experience. :
i

12 06 LG The details provided for performing the CHANNEL !,

CALIBRATION are moved out of the surveillance requirement.
This information is procedural in nature and is not
consistent with the level of detail in NUREG 1431. The
information is being moved to the Bases for ITS SR

C 3.3.3.2.

i

CPSESDescription ofChanges to CTSJM.6 14 5/15/97
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m 12 07 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table i
l (enclosure 33). '

13 01 LS 17 A new Condition has been added to this specification. This
condition describes the Required Action for two hydrogen

|
recombiners inoperable. Whereas in the current '

'

specification LC0 3.0.3 applied, this change allows up to i

7 days to restore on hydrogen recombiner to OPERABLE
status, based on the availability of the containment

,

Hydrogen Purge System to provide the required safety
function. In order to use this action time, the Required
Actions require that the hydrogen control function be
verified available within 1 hour and once every 12 hours

;

thereafter. This administrative verification will assure t

that the hydrogen purge system is capable of performing
the safety function if an event occurs. Also, the bases
for operation of the recombiners indicates that if a *

i design basis event occurs, approximately [8 days] would
elapse before the containment atmosphere approached the

,

'

lower explosive limit for hydrogen. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that the inoperability of two
hydrogen recombiners will not significantly jeopardize the
capability of the facility to respond to a design basis
event. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

'O '

13 02 LS 18 The current surveillance requirement to perform a hydrogen
recombiner functional test every 6 months is revised to
every 18 months consistent with NUREG 1431. This change is '

considered acceptable due to the redundancy and proven high ;

reliability of the system. Hydrogen recombiner operating
-

experience has shown that functional test failures are
rare. In addition, the fully redundant and independent
hydrogen purge system provides an alternate, and equally
effective, method of controlling hydrogen. The proposed
change is in accordance with NUREG 1366, " Improvement to ;
Technical Specification Requirements" and NUREG 1431.

13 03 LG Descriptive information regarding the current hydrogen
recombiner surveillances is moved into the bases. The
proposed changes to the surveillances are consistent with
the wording and detail present in the NUREG 1431
surveillance requirements.

13 04 LG The surveillance requirement to perform a Channel
calibration on all the hydrogen recombiner instrumentation
is moved to a licensee controlled document. These
calibrations and any necessary compensatory measures

' p( ,/ (i.e., substitute test instrumentation) will be controlled
administratively by the plant preventive maintenance and
operational procedures. This change is acceptable based

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.6 15 S/1587
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on the system redundancy, available alternate means of

O ;

controlling hydrogen, the fact the recombiners ares

controlled manually, and the instrumentation does not !

provide essential control or interlock function. In ;
1

addition the functional test required by the TS every 18
months verifies the operation.of the hydrogen recombiner |
instrumentation. This change is consistent with NUREG- ;

_ 1431. ;'

i

13 05 LS 23 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38). ;

;
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TECH SPEC CHANGE IAPPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

01 01 CONTAlffENT INTEGRITY is no longer a defined term in Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG NUREG-1431. The requirements for containment

ogrability. including the requirements previously found
in the CONTAlffENT INTEGRITY definition, are discussed in
the expanded bases of the containment LCO.

01-02 This requirement to verify the penetration flow path is Yes Yes Yes Yes
A isolated is addressed by ITS 3.6.3 Containment Isolation

Valves

01-03 An equal alternative isolation method of a * check valve Yes Yes Yes Yes
A with the flow through the valve secured" is added to the

action statements.

01-04 A note is added allowing valves. flanges and isolation Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS 1 devices located in high radiation areas to be verified by

use of administrative means.

01-05 This requirement is addressed by ITS 3.6.2 Containment Yes Yes Yes Yes
A Air Locks Required Actions.

01 06 Only containment isolation valves that are not locked. Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-19 sealed, or otherwise secured are required to be verified

closed.

02-01 The Containment Leakage LCO is now addressed by ITS Yes Yes Yes Yes
A 3.6.1 Containment LCO.

02 02 The wording " prior to increasing the Reactor Coolant Yes Yes No - (3.6.1.2 not No - (3.6.1.2 not
A System temperature above 200*F* is replaced by the in CTS) in CTS)

equivalent requirement of " prior to the first unit
startup following testing performed in accordance with
the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program."

02-03 CPSES testing requirements for containment air locks are No Yes No No
A now provided in ITS 3.6.2 for Containment Air Locks.

|

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.6 5/IS M
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TECH SPEC CHANG 1 APPLICABILITY
NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK TALLAWAY

.

02-04 LCO and surveillance requirements for containment No - CTS does .at No - (3.6.1.2 not No - (3.6.1.2 notA ventilation / purge valves are now included in ITS 3.6.3 contain this in CTS) in CTS)for Containment Isolation Valves,
requirement.

02 05 The descriptive material contained in the CPSES CTS No Yes No NoLG identifying those valves which are or may be tested with
water is moved to the 3.6.1 Bases.

02-06 Consistent with industry traveler TSTF-52, the Yes Yes No - (3.6.1.2 not No - (3.6.1.2 notA leakage rate acceptance criteria is revised to
in CTS) in CTS)< 0.60 La for Type B and Type C tests.

.

03-01 The descriptive information in the LCO regarding Yes Yes Yes YesLG operability of the air locks is moved to the 3.6.2 Bases.

03 02 This note revises actions to permit separate condition Yes Yes Yes YesA entry for each airlock consistent with NLREG-1431. The
note provides guidance and clarification for the use of
the TS and is considered administrative in nature.

03-03 This note allows entry and exit in o containment via the Yes Yes Yes YesLS-3 air locks for up to 7 days if both air locks are
inoperable and administrative controls are provided.

03-04 This action is revised to establish a one hour time limit Yes Yes Yes YesM for verifying an inoperable air lock door closed.

03 05 The allowance to continue operation with one air lock Yes Yes Yes Yes* LS 4 door inoperable is modified to remove the restriction
which limits this condition until the next required
overall air lock leakage test.

03 06 This note modifies the requirement to verify an air lock Yes Yes Yes YesLS-5 door locked closed every 31 days. The note allows the
verification of locked closed air lock doors located in
high radiation areas to be performed by use of
administrative means.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.6
S/2S/97
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NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
#

03-07 This action addresses conditions other than a single Yes Yes Yes Yes |-M inoperable air lock door or air lock interlock mechanism
in an affected air lock. ,

A new requirement is included to immediately initiate
action to evaluate the overall containment leakage rate
per the containment operability LCO. This change also
establishes a one hour time limit to verify one air lock
door closed in the affected air lock.

03-08 Consistent with the actions and modifying notes proviOxi Yes Yes Yes Yes'5-6 for an inoperable air. lock door, actions are added which
allow continued operation when the personnel air lock is

iinoperable due to an inoperable interlock mechanism.
i

03-09 A note is addad to allow entry and exit to repair air Yes Yes Yes YesLS-7. lock coupon <1ts in an inoperable air lock.

03-10 Consistent with industry traveler im-17 the Yes Yes Yes Yes
,

LS 8 surveillance frequency on containment airlock interlock .

mechanisms is extended from 6 months to 24 months.

03-11 Not used. NA NA NA NA

03-12 The statement that Specification 3.0.4 does not apply is Yes Yes Yes YesA not needed as revised Actions permit continued operation
for an unlimited period of time.

03-13 A note is added to tid Actions to enter applicable Yes Yes Yes YesA Conditions and Required Actions of the 'Contat ment" LCO ,

when leakage results in exceeding the overall containment ,

leakage rate. ,

'

05 01 The method for calculating containment average Yes Yes Yes YesLG tenperature and the locations where measurements are
taken are moved to the bases. i

06 01 Not used NA NA NA NA

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.6 5/15/97
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6-02 The inspection requirements associated with structural Yes Yes
r

A integrity of the exposed accessible interior and exterior No - (3.6.1.6 at No - (3.6.1.6 not
'

in CTS) in CTS) "

containment surfaces.' are contained in Appendix J. Option
B and in RG 1.163.

6-03 Reporting requirements for Containment Structural Yes Yes No - (3.6.1.6 not No - (3.6.1.6 not
_

TR-2 Inte;1rity are deleted.
in CTS) in CTS)

6 04 ACT for Containment Structural Integrity not established Yes YesM decreased from 24 hours to I hour. No - (3.6.1.6 not No - (3.6.1.6 not
in CTS) in CTS)

07 01 The LCO and surveillance requirements for containment Yes Yes Yes YesgA ventilation / purge valves are now included in ITS 3.6.3
for Containment Isolation Valves.

07-02 The required actions for a containment ventilation / purge Yes Yes Yes Yes

.

LS 9 valve with a leakage rate which exceeds the acceptance
criteria is revised to be stated on a per penetration
flow path bases. ,

,

t

07-03 A clarification is added to allow one isolation valve in Yes Yes Yes YesA a penetration flow path to be opened for repairs when
performing the Required Actions for leakage rate not
within limits. ;

07-04 The tire limit restrictions on opening the [ mini-purge Yes - Relocated to No - CPSES does not Yes Relocated to Yes - Relocated toR supply and exhaust valves] and the requirements to ECGS. have restrictions USAR Chapter 16. FSAR Chapter 16.periodically accumulate the time that the valves have these valves.been open would be relocated to licensee controlled
documents. i

,

07-05 An at.. ton is added for two valves inoperable in one Yes Yes Yes YesA penetration flow path.

07-06 The leakage rate testing frequency for containment Nc - See 11 13-LS- Yes Yes Yes iLS-11 isolation valves with resilient seals is revised to 184 22. '
days and testing on a staggered test basis is no longer
required. A new requiresc. nt is air.o added to perform a
leakage test within 92 days of opening the valves.

|

,

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.6 5/158 7 '
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NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY-

07-07 The leakage rate test acceptance criteria for containment No -Criteria Yes Yes YesLG isolation valves with resilient seals is moved to the already moved from
Bases.

CTS.

07-08 Adds new requirement to perform a 31 day surveillance to No - CTS already No - CPSES does not Yes Yes-

.

M verify closure of the mini-purge valve. contains this have any closure
requirement, restrictions on

this valves.
07-09 Details regarding the valve size and isolati.n No - CTS does not No - This detM1 is Yes YesLG requirements have been moved to the ITS bases contain this not in the cun 1

requirement. TS.
,

07 10 A note is added to clarify that leakage rate testing is No - CTS does not Yes Yes YesLS-9 not required for containment purge valves with resilient contain this
seals when the penetration flow path is isolated by a requirement.
leak tested blank flange.

,

07-11 Removes the requirement to blank flange the containment No - That No .That Yes YesLS-25 shutdown purge supply end exhaust isolation valves and requirement was not requirement was notrevises the surveillance requirement for verification of part of CTS. part of CTS.
closed shutdown purge valves and flanges inside
containment.

08 01 The LCO references to suction flowpath and manual Yes Yes Yes YesLG transfer of suction to containment sum have been
deleted. These details are included within the
operability requirements of the Containment Spray System, ,

' '

as described in the Bases.
; 08-02 This change revises the action statement by replacing the Yes Yes Yes YesA reference to restoring the Containment Spray System to

operable status within 48 hours or be in cold shutdown
within the following 30 hours, with the requirement to be
in cold shutdown within 78 hcurs.

i

I

!

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.6 S/l587
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TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
NtMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

09-03 The actuation surveillance is revised to clarify that a1 No - LA 114/112 Yes Yes YesTR-1 actual signal as well as a test signal may be used to made this part of
verify actuation. The specific actuation signals tha t CTS.
apply for automatic actuation are moved to the Bases.

08-04 The LCOs for containment spray system and containment Yes No - CPSES current Yes YesA coolers are combined into one LCO per N'JREG-1431.
TS does not have a
containment cooler
specification.

08 05 This CPSES specific change revises the frequency of the No Yes No NoLS-12 surveillance to verify unobstructed spray nozzles, from
every 5 years to every 10 years.

08-06 The details on flow testing for nozzle obstructions and Yes Yes Yes YesLG specific actuation signals that apply for automatic
actuations are moved to the Bases.

08 07 Not used.
NA NA NA NA

08 08 The specific pump discharge pressure value would be moved Yes No - Containment Yes YesLG to the inservice testing program.
Spray pump
parameters were
moved to the TRM in
LA 37/23

08-09 Moves the requirement that the 18 month verification Of No - CTS does not No - Current TS Yes YesLG automatic containment spray actuation and containment require during does not require
spray pump actuation be performed during shutdown (plant shutdown. performance duringoutage) to the Bases.

shutdown.

CPSES Conversion Compiarison Table - CTS 3M.6
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NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

8-10 ITS Condition F specifies two containment spray trains or Yes No - CPSES has only Yes YesA any corbination of three or more trains inoperable to two Containmententer 3.0.3. Even though this condition is not specified spray trainsin the CTS, 3.0.3 would be entered. covered by this
specification. Loss

of both of those
trains is outside,

the CTS and 3.0.3
is automatically'

invoked.
8-11 A "from discovery of failure to meet the LCO* provision Yes No - CPSES current Yes YesLS-2 has been added to the completion time for one train of TS does not have a

containment spray / cooling systems inoperable. This containment cooler
change is considered Less Restrictive in that the 10 days specification,
allowed in the ITS not to meet the LCO is greater than
the CTS would allow.

09 01 The DCPP units for the spray additive tank volume limits Yes No No NoA are changed from gallons to percent.

09-02 The operability of the spray additives eductors is Yes Yes Yes YesLG contained within the definition of operability for the
spray additive system as described in the Bases.

i

,

09-03 This change revises the action statement by replacing the Yes Yes Yes YesA reference to restoring the Spray Additive System to
,!

operable status within 48 hours or be in cold shutdown
within the following 30 hours, with the requirement to be
in cold shutdown within 78 hours.

09-04 This change adds the phrase 'that is not locked, sealed. No -This condition Yes No - Current No - CurrentA or otherwise secured in position * with regard to which is already in CTS. practice per CTS SR practice per CTS SRvalves require actuation testing. 4.6.2.2. 4.6.2.2.

CPSES Conversion Contparison Table - CTS 3M.6 S/15/97
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09-05 The specific actuation signal (a Containment Spray Yes Yes- Yes YesTR-1 Actuation test signal) for the surveillance was replaced
with a generic words that allow credit for an actual or
simulated actuatica.

09-06 This change moves specific details in the surveillance No - CTS does not les - Surveillance Yes - Surveillance No Callaway doesLG requirement with regard to verifying flow path and the contain this details are mved details are moved not have thisRWST water flow rates of between 50 and 100 gpa through detail. to the Bases, to the Bases, system.the eductor test loops out of the TS, and adds a general
requirement to verify flow capability through each
eductor.

9-07 The surveillance for DCPP is modified to require Yes No No . NoM demonstration of flow through each solution flow path.
,

10 01 Moves details regarding the number of fans in each No CTS based on No - CPSES does not Yes YesLG cooling system train to the Bases. different design. have this
specification.

10 02 Details regarding the automatic functions to be tested No - CTS does not No - CPSES does not Yes YesLG and the cooling water flow rate would be moved to the have this detail. have thisBases,
specification.

10-03 The CCPP specific note cautioning that CFCU flow rate may Yes No . No NoLG not be achieved during Section XI testing and RHR ,

cperation is moved to the Bases.

11-01 This note is added to the Actions to allow contairaent Yes Yes Yes YesLS 13 isolation valves that are required to be closed. [except
for the containment and hydrogen purge supply and exhaust
valves.] to be opened intermittently under administrative
controls.

11-02 This note is added to the Actions to allow separate Yes Yes Yes YesA condition entry for each penetration flow path.

11-03 This note is added to the Actions to enter applicable Yes No - A cautionary Yes YesA Conditions and Required Actions for systems made note is already
inoperable by containment isolation valves. part of current TS.

CPSES Conversion Consparison Table - CTSJM.6 S/25/97
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I NUPIG-1431 adds a new condition to the current11-04
Yes Yes Yes YesA- Containment Isolation Valve T5 to address the case where'

two containment isolation valves in a penetration flow
path are. inoperable.

11-05 A new condition is added to the current Containment Yes Yes No - Wolf Creek No Callaway doesL5+14 Isolation Valve T5 to cover the case where one
does not GDC 57 not GDC 57 valves.contai'iment isolation valves is inoperable in a
valves.penetration flow path of the type configured with only

one containment isolation valve and a closed system.
Also, the coupletion time for this condition allows 72 .

'

hours to isolate an inoperable isolation valve associated
with a closed system. i

11-06 The current T5 surveillance requirement to demonstrate Yes Yes Yes YesTR-3 the operability of each containment isolation valve by
performance of a cycling and isolation time test prior to
returning the valve to service after maintenance, repair
or replacement work on the valve or its associated
actuator, control or power circuit, has been deleted.

11-07 The descriptive material regarding the required Yes Yes Yes YesLG containment isolation valve actuation signals in the
'

current T5 surveillance requirement is moved to the
Bases.

11-08 The actuation surveillance is revised consistent with Yes Yes Yes YesTR-1 N'JREG-1431 to clarify that an actual signal as well as a ,

test signal may be used to verify actuation.

11-09 The isolation time surveillance is revised to delete the Yes Yes Yes YesA reference to verifying "each power operated" containment
isolation valve and only require verification of each
" automatic isolation valve".

,

11-10 The note providing a one time test interval extension. No DCPP does not Yes No - Wolf Creek YesA that is no longer applicable. is deleted. have this note. does not have this
note.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.6 5/1S/97
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NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

'

J

11-11 A note is added to the containment isolation Yes No - already part Yes YesA specification that the LCO is not applicable MSSVs. of current TS.MSIVs FIVs. [ associated bypass valves) and steam
generator relief valves.

11-12 The phrase " flow path" is added for clarification and Yes Yes Yes Yes-A consistency with NUREG-1431.

11-13 1his change revises the DCPP containment Ventilation Yes No No NoLS-22 Isolation valve surveillance frequency from 30 months to
every 184 days and from 24 hours to 92 days. ,

11-14 The phrase 'that is tw locked, sealed, or otherwise Yes Yes Yes Yes
4

A secured in position * is added for clarification in regard
to which valves require isolation time testing.

11-15 A Callaway specific note to 3.6.3 regarding testing is No No No YesA deleted Lased on ITS LCO 3.0.5.

11-16 Even though it is not specified in ITS 3.6.3 Required Yes Yes Yes YesA Actions the Action to restore the inoperable valve
stated in CTS 3.6.3.a is understood as always the primary
objective and a continuous option to be performed during
any Completion Time.

11-17 Not used. NA NA NA NA

11-18 The words "during the COLD SSRITDOWN" or REFUELING MODE' No - Not in CTS. No Not in CTS. Yes YesLG are moved to the Bases.

12-01 Consistent with NUREG-1431. the hydrogen monitoring Yes Yes No - CTS Hydrogen No - CTS HydrogenA specification is moved to ITS section 3.3.3 concerning monitoring monitoringPost Accident Monitoring Instrumentation (PAM). requirements are requirements are
,

*

not in this not in this section
section.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.6 5/ ISM 7
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NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY4

12-02 The MODE of applic2bility for the hydrogen monitors is Yes YesM extended to MODE 3. No - CTS Hydrogen No - CTS Hydrogen
monitoring monitoring
requirements are requirements are
not in this section not in this section

12-03 The action is revised to require a special report to be Yes YesLS-15 submitted with 14 days in lieu of being in HOT STANDBY No - CTS Hydrogen No CTS Hydrogen
within 6 hours. if one train of hydrogen monitoring monitoring monitoring

requirements are requirements are
-

cannot be restored to operable within 30 days.
not in this section not in this section

i 12-04 Adds the requirement to be in HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 Yes Yes No - CTS Hydrogen No - CTS Hydrogen
p

M hours if both trains of hydrogen monitoring are
inoperable and one train was not restored within 72 monitoring monitoring'

hours. requirements are requirements are
not in this section not in this section i

12-05 Revises the frequency of the surveillance to perform Yes YesLS-16 CHANNEL CALIBRATION from 92 days on a staggered basis to No - CTS Hydrogen No - CTS Hydrogen
once per [92 days]. monitoring re itoring

requirements are re y'*ee nts are
not in this section not in this section

12-06 The details provided for performing the CHANNEL Yes Yes No - CTS Hydrogen No - CTS HydrogenLG CALIBRATION are moved out of the surveillance
requirement. The information is moved to the Bases. monitoring monitoring i

requirements are requirements are
not in this section not in this section

12 07 A new SR is added for DCPP requiring a CHANNEL CHECK Yes No SR already in No CTS Hydrogan No - CTS Hydrogen

,

H every 31 days for the hydrogen analyzer monitors.
CTS. monitoring monitoring

requirements are requires?nts are
not in this section not in this section

13-01 A new Condition has been added to this specification. Yes Yes Yes Yes

'

LS 17 This condition describes the Required Action for two j
hydrogen recombiners inoperable.

!
13 02 The current surveillance requirement to perform a Yes - CTS requirea Yes Yes NO - CTS already

i
'

LS-18 hydrogen recombiner functional test every 6 months is refueling interval
has 18 monthsrevised to every 18 months. changed to 18

months.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.6
S/lS/97
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1343 Descriptive information regarding the current Yes Yes Yes YesLG hydrogen reconbiner surveillances is moved into the
bases.

13-04 The surveillance requirement to perform a Channel Yes - Moved to Yes - Moved to TRM. Yes - Moved to USAR Yes - Moved to FSARLG calibratica oc all the hydrogen recombirer ECGS.
Instrumentation is moved to a licensee controlled Chapter 16. Chapter 16.
document.

13-05 Added statement that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable to Yes No - Current YS Yes YesLS-23 Action.
already has the LCO
3.0.4 not ,

applicable.
statement.

I

,

>

|

!

,

.
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I. N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION

(0
In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision
includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard

,

i

Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing ,

that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are '

provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume
of changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no
sig " cant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may
contain chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped
into a category have also been developed. Typically, less restrictive technical
changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain
" change specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriete
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or
administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of

O- the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which
provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC.
For enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the
information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing
Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have
plant specific information in that location,

i

:

i

'

O
CPSES No Significant Hazards Considerations - 3N.6 2 S/15/97
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

O ceneate "o stostetc^"r "Az^aos consiosa^Tions

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
chapter. The reference synnols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the
applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers.
Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2, A1, A2, etc).

Administrative

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative)

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content,
simply reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no
longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes
nontechnical changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard
Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been
marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a
discussion of change or NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for
a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies.
This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative
change that is not obvious and requires an explanation.

U Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in :

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria
are annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R" j

designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC j

for a description and evaluation of the change. ]
.

Movina information out of Technical Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying
I*

1

l

lG
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

,/~'T
C) GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(continued)

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LCO but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR. or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG-1431 format and
content.

Technical chance. more restrictive

Reference symbol "M" (More restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to
conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

o Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less

Q restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in
this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less
restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A)
for this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Icchnical chance. less restrictive1

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or
less restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

Technical chance. recurrina less restrictive

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2, 3...." (technical recurring)

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications.

(
V

.
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,
,

V "A"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide
and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended
to make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.
Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between
specifications. During this reformatting and rewording process, no technical
changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were
identified and justified.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility

\ licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
(G significant hazards consideration, if operatton of the fact 1ity in accordance

with the proposed amendnent would not:

1 Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident prevlously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no
technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this

(VD
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O "A"
(continued)

;

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation r' accidents or transient events. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or

- consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
.
'

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not
impose any different requirements. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident>

'

previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative in
nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

!O
N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

O
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"R"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

1his proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these
requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal '

situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and
safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11)
: have been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation
addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of i

objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating ;

restrict.'ons should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:
~

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in -

the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary:

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of o presents a
challenge to the. integrity of a fission product barrier:

,
.

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or,

presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and
E

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
-

probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not
'

meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements.

Od
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

~O a-
(continued)

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to
documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that
changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve
an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other
licensee documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality
Assurance Plan. as described in the FSAR. which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The !

remainder of the requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to
programs that are controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved
TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these
requirements. The TS change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi-
disciplinary group of responsible. technical supervisory personnel, including onsite
operations personnel.

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed
change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances ,

will . continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained. |
.

Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system'

operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed
in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Corimission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ,

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
?significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance

with the proposed amendment muld not: 1

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an .

accident previously evaluated; or -

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

'

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." {

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant ,

hazards consideration standards:
:

~

O
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III, GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O "R"v
(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated? |
!

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures. |
isystems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion

in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables-
,

are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to
'

mitigate accident.or transient events. These relocated operability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to

'

which the equirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls
section of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a

,

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
'

previously evaluated.

! 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in<

O parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not i

impose any different requirements and adequate control of information will be
maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? |

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component
or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance,

procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other
regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to which the
requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section of the
improved TS, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of

' safety. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a
,

margin of safety, ;

'

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC 'R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no |

O.
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a '

no significant hazards consideration finding is justi#ied.
;

;
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

!"LG"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION I
-

FOR -

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL |
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),
' actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee
controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the

.

improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the '

public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be i

maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently ;

exist on the documents where the information is being moved. .

4 This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

.

below:

"The Corrinission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in'

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ''

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if ooeration of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendrnent would not-

.

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
i hazards consideration standards:.

,

,Q '

V
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"LG",

(continued)
J

'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or~ >

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
'

.

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR. other
licensee controlled documents. The Bases. FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the4

provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls. ,

Since any changes to the Bases, FSAR. or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate

4

;

regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
,

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore. '

this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or :
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. !

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?.

>

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
'g (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in

parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not
impose any different requirements and adequate control of the information will *

be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to
be transposed from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
docue nts are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will
be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate

'

regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
'

margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

'

.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

.

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a ,

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"H"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
'

impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the proposed
improved Standard _ Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications
are being imposed to be consistent with the proposed improved Standard Technical'

Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
technical changes have been made to achieve consistency corract discrepancies, and
remove ambiguities from the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted '

below:

"The Cwmfsston may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or,

i

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant,

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

.

)
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

M"

(continued)

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS. -

The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to
ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained
consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. The proposed change does impose different
requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in
the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

Q)
f~

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

d) Providing additional actions,

e) Decreasing restoration times,

f) Imposing new surveillances, or-

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore,
this change does not involve a reduction * a margin of safety.

m
,/
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"M"
(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
|- NSHC "M" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no ,

i significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a I
' no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|

|

|

| O
|

|

|

.

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

- t NSHC LS-1
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR i

|

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A note is added to valve and blind flange surveillance requirements consistent with
NUREG 1431. The note allows verification of valves, flanges and isolation devices
located in high radiation areas to be verified by use of administrative means. This
change is less restrictive in that the current TS SR 4.6.1.1 has an exception to ,

valves, blind flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which are located inside
containment and are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the closed position.

|
'These valve.s shall be verified closed during each COLD SHUTDOWN. However under the .

|- current TS, if an area outside of containment became a high radiation area, entry
into the area would still be required to verify the closed positions. The ITS would ;

allow verification of all areas that are high radiation areas or become high |

| radiation areas by administrative means once they had been verified to be in the {
proper position. This is considered acceptable, since access to these areas is

'

restricted for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these
devices, once they have been initially verified in the proper position, is small.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
| ~N involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
! (d performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

below:!

'

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility'

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment wuld not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
.

. The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

O
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

{
n
I ) NSHC LS 1'#

(continued)

The proposed change involves upgrading the Containment Isolation Valve TS to
more closely agree with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) and does
not result in any hardware changes. The isolation devices affected are not
assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. The isolation devices are
passive and serve to limit the consequences of accidents. The proposed change
ensures the isolation devices remain positioned to limit the consequences of
design basis events as described in the FSAR and that the results of the
analyses in the FSAR remain bounding. Additionally, the proposed change does
not impose any new safety analyses limits or alter the plant's ability to
detect and mitigate events. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves upgrading the Containment Isolation Valve TS to
more closely agree with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) and does
not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type
of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normalO plant operstion. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new'd or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change, which upgrades the Containment Isolation Valve U to be
consistent with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431). does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. The proposed change has been
developed considering the importance of the isolation devices in limiting the
consequences of a design basis event and ALARA concerns for the plant personnel.
The proposed change and ALARA access restrictions still ensure the isolation

| devices are properly positioned to limit the consequences of a design basis
i

event. In addition, the proposed change eliminates unnecessary exposure of plant
personnel to high radiation areas.

| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERHINATION

'

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,c
#O

1
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONC
o
C NSHC LS-3 |

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |

FOR

TECH C AL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

|
Con.sistent with NUREG 1431, a note has been added the Containment Air Lock TS to

|

allow entry and exit into containment via the air locks if both air locks are |
inoperable and administrative controls are provided. This is permitted for up to 7 )
days. With both air locks inoperasle, containment entry may be required on a
periodic basis to perform Technical Specification Surveillances and Required
Actions, as well as other activities on equipment inside containment. This note
provides allowence for these activities to be performed.

| This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Corrmission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in 1
'50.91. that a prcoosed amendment to an operating license for a facility

! Itcensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
p significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
'd with the proposed amendment would nct-

.l . Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

| 2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

|

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
|
|

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant !
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves upgrading the Containment Air Lock TS to ;nore
closely agree with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) and does not
result in any hardware changes. The containment air lock is not assumed in
the initiation of any analyzed event. The role of the containment air lock is
in containing releases to the containment during a design basis accident, and
thereby limiting consequences. The requested change does not allow continuous
operation such that a single failure could allow a release from containment

h during a design basis accident. The proposed allowance would only apply for 7 |v days. Additionally, during the period when this allowance applies, entry and
exit is supervised by personnel such tF.a': in the event of an accident the
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NSHC LS 3

(continued)''

operable air lock door could be quickly closed, thereby re establishing the
containment boundary. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant ;

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously j

evaluated.
'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves upgrading the Containment Air Lock TS to more
closely agree with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) and does not
necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type of
equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will still ensure the containment boundary is
capable of being maintained. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change, which upgrades the Containment Air Lock TS to be consistent

(]
with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG-1431), does not involve a significant

C reduction in a margin of safety. The allowance to permit entry and exit under
administrative controls is acceptable based on the small probability of an event
requiring the containment air lock to mitigate consequences of design basis
accidents. The requested change provides the ability to repair an inoperable air
lock door or enter containment to perform surveillances with both air locks
inoperable. The exposure of the plant to the small probability of an event
requiring the operable containment air lock to be closed during the short time
period it is opened to permit entry and exit under administrative controls is
insignificant. Additionally, this chame provides the benefit of avoiding an
unnecessary plant shutdown transient uy allowing entry and exit to perform
Surve111ances or Required Actions.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration start of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration find mg is justified.

,
.,

G
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

'

O assc 's 4
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The allowance to continue operation with one air lock door inoperable has been
modified to remove the restriction which limits this condition until the next
overall air lock leakage test. This restriction was removed because the air lock
remains capable of performing its safety functions with the remaining operable door. *

Therefore, continued operations may proceed indefinitely subject to the other
restrictions ~of the TS (continuing to meet the actions and applicable
surveillances). This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted '

below:

"The Comission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in ,

50.91, that a proposed amendrnent to an operating !! cense for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves noO significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previnusly evaluated; or

2. Create the pGssibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." ,

1

The following evaluation is provided for the tFree categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
'

conwquences of an accident previously evaluated?
'

.

The proposed change does not result in, any hardware changes. An inoperable
air lock door is not assumed to be an initiator of any accident previously
evaluated. The change allows operation to continue if the overall air lock
leakage test passes since the containment boundary is maintained intact in
this condition by the remaining operable door. Administrative controls are

y implemented to provide an interlock function such that containment integrity4

Q is not jeopardized. As such,' no increase in the probability or consequences
,

- of an accident is involved with this change.
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,

,

'

NSHC LS 4

(continued)
,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind' of-accident
'

,

from any accident previously evaluated?c

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant ,

(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will,

provide an allowance to continue operations indefinitely uith one air lock
door inoperable subject to the other restrictions of tne specification. Thus,

i this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?'

No reduction in a margin of safety is involved since the containment boundary
remains intact and compensatory administrative controls are invoked such that
there is no adverse impact created by this change. In addition, this change
provides the benefit of aciding an unnecessary plant transient required by TS ;

,'

when overall leakage is still within limits.
,

NO SIGNIFICANT 4AZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION j

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC |
"LS 4" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no

,

significant hazards consideration finding is justified,

,

4

i

i

I

.

pC -
I
.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

) NSHC LS-5

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with NUREG 1431, this note modifies the requirement to verify an air lock
door locked closed every 31 days. The note allows the verification of locked closed
air lock doors located in high radiation areas to be performed by use of
administrative means. This change is less restrictive in that the current TS does
not allow this exception due to current design and capability to verify the inner
door locked from outside the containment airlock. Under the current TS if an area
outside of airlock became a high radiation area, entry into the area would still be
required to verify the closed positions. The ITS would allow verification of all
areas that are high radiation areas or become high radiation areas by administrative

. means once they had been verified to be in the proper position. This is considered
acceptable, since access to these areas is restricted for ALARA reasons. Therefore,
the probability of misalignment of the air lock doors once they have been initially
verified in the proper position is small.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has beenO
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

.

|

below:
|

"The Comission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

,

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Inw1ve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant inrrease in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

p The proposed change involves upgrading the Containment Air Lock TS to more
Q closely agree with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) and does not

result in any hardware changes. The air locks are not assumed to be an
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NSHC LS 5

(continued)

initiator of any analyzed event. The air locks are passive and serve to limit
the consequences of accidents. The proposed change still ensures the air
locks remain closed to limit the consequences of design basis events as
described in the FSAR and that the results of the analyses in the FSAR remain
bounding. Additionally, the proposed change does not impose any new safety
analyses limits or alter the plant's ability to detect and mitigate events.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluates?

The proposed change involves upgrading the Containment Air Lock TS to more
closely agree with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) and does not
necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type of
equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
/-'s

The proposed change, which upgrades the Containment Air Lock TS to be consistent
with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431), does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety. The proposed change has been developed
considering the importance of the air locks in limiting the consequences of a
design basis event and ALARA concerns for the plant personnel. The proposed
change and ALARA access restrictions still ensure the isolation devices are
properly positioned to limit the consequences of a design basis event. In
addition, the proposed change eliminates unnecessary exposure of plant personnel
to high radiation areas.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 5' resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

v
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I'i NSHC LS 6
d 10 CFR 53.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ;

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with NUREG 1431 a Condition and associated Required Actions have been
added which allows continued operation when the personnel air lock is inoperable due
to an inoperable interlock mechanism. Use of the air lock is permissible under the
control of a dedicated individual since an equivalent level of assurance that only
one door will be open at a time is provided. The actions and modifying notes
provided for the interlock mechanism are consistent with the actions and notes for
an inoperable air lock door. These actions ensure that an operable door is closed
and locked and entry or exit is controlled by a dedicated individual. While this
change provides a slightly less restrictive TS requirement, the overall impact on
plant safety is negligible due to the Required Actions implemented.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. 7 is determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

O "The Corin11ssion may m3ke a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
) 50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards considerat1on. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consmuences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes. The air lock
door interlock mechanism is not assumed to be an initiator of any accident
previously evaluated. The function of the air lock door mechanism is to
prevent simultaneous opening of both doors in a single air lock thus providing,,

( ) a release path from containment to the environment. Both the inner and outer
' ' doors of an air lock are designed to withstand the maximum expected post-
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NSHC LS-6

{q} (continued)

accident containment pressure. During the time when the air lock door
interlock mechanism is inoperable, and ingress and egress of containment is
necessary, the use of a dedicated individual is provided to ensure only one
air lock door is opened at a time. This method of control is reasonable since
an equivalent level of assurance is provided that one door, in a single air
lock will remain closed thereby ensuring that containment remains operable.
The consequences of an event occurring during the indefinite operation with
the air lock door interlock mechanisms inoperable are the same as the
consequences of an event occurring for the current allowance of 24 hours.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
frcm any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposec' change adds a new
Condition and associated Required Action which allows continued operation when
the personnel air lock is inoperable due to an inoperable int.erlock mechanism.
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind

[] of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
v

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed allowance to use a dedicated individual to ensure one air lock door
in a single air lock is maintained closed when the air lock door interlock
mechanism is inoperable does not have any effect on accident or transient
analysis. As a result, the proposed change deletes the requirement tc place the
plant in MODE 3 when the air lock door interlock mechanism is inoperable. This
is considered acceptable since the dedicated individual serves the function of
the interlock mechanism to ensure one air lock door is always maintained closed. |
The closed single air lock door is designed to withstand the maximum expected I
post accident containment pressure and thereby ensures the assumptions of the j
applicable safety analysis are maintained. As such, any reduction in a margin !
of safety created by allowing the air lock door interlock mechanism to be
inoperable for an indefinite time will be offset by the benefits gained by
avoiding an unnecessary plant transient when an adequate compensatory measure ,

'exists.
|

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based ca the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 6" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

o significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
() significant hazards consioeration finding is justified.
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|

NSHC LS-7
/^s 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
U FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with NUREG 1431 a note is added to allow access (entry and exit) to
repair air lock components in an inoperable air lock. The action requirement to
close and lock an air lock door remains applicable with the exception of the brief
entry and exit of the air lock a perform necessary repairs. The allowance to enter
and exit through the air lock door required closed by the actions is acceptable
based on the icw probability of an event occurring that could challenge the
containment boundary during the short time the door is open for entry and exit. In
addition, this allowance reduces the potential risk incurred during a plant
transient that may result from a shutdown required by TS due to the inoperable air
lock.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Cocmission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

0 licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
O significant hazaros consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance

with the proposed amendmeat would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Th;- proposed change involves upgrading the Containment Air Lock TS to more
closely agree with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) and does not
result in any hardware changes. The containment air locks are not assumed to
initiate any analyzed event. The containment air locks are assumed closed in
the safety analyses to limit the consequences of accidents. The proposed
change allows the locked closed door to be opened briefly to facilitate en'if

O)( and exit for repairs. The brief time the door is open for entry or exit is
acceptable based on the extreme low probability of an event occurring that
would challenge the containment boundary in the brief time it takes to enter
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NSHC LS 7
m (continued) i

or exit through the air lock door. The proposed change doas not alter the '

intent of the TS requirement which, in effect, still ensures that the
containment air locks will remain closed to limit the consequences of design
basis events as described in the FSAR and that the results of the analyses in
the FSAR remain bounding. Additionally, the proposed change does not impose
any new safety analyses limits or alter the plant's ability to detect and
mitigate events. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed chang' involves upgrading the Containment / 'r Lock TS to more
closely agree with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) and does not
necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type of
equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

/ The proposed change, which upgrades the Centainment Air Lock TS to be consistent
b with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG-1431), does not involve a significant

reduction in a margin of safety. The proposed change allows the locked closed
air lock door to be opened briefly to facilitate entry and exit for repairs. The
brief time the door is open for entry or exit is acceptable based on the extreme
low probability of an event occurring that would challenge the containment
boundary in the brief time it takes to enter or exit through the air lock door.
Therefore, the proposed change does not alter the intent of the TS requirement
which, in effect, still ensures that the containment air locks will remain closed
to limit the consequences of design basis events as described in the FSAR and
that the results of the analyses in the FSAR remain bounding. In addition, the
proposed change reduces the potential risk incurred durir.g a plant transient that
may resuit from a shutdown required by TS due to the inoperable air lock.
Therefore, any reduction in the margin of safety is insignificant and offset by
the reduction in potential plant transients.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
''LS 7" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards considaration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideratien finding is justified.

.,%

,
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(, NSHC LS-8
( OFR 50.92 EVALUATION !

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with industry traveler TSTF 17. this change would extend the testing
frequency for the containment airlock interlock mechanisms from 6 months to 24
months.

Airlock interlock mechanisms are typically enabled after each refueling outage, then
verified operable with this surveillance, and not disturbed until the next refueling
outage. Should the need for maintenance on an interlock mechanism arises while the
interlock is required, performance of this surveillance would be required following
the interlock maintenance. In addition, when an air lock is opened during the time
the interlock is required, the operator first verifies that one door is completely
shut before attempting to open the other door. Therefore, the interlock is not
normally challenged except during actual testing of the interlock. Consequently,
testing of the interlock on a 24 month interval is sufficient to ensure its proper
operation.

Testing of the airlock mechanism is accomplished through having one door open, then
attempting to open the second door. Failure of the interlock as a result of this

(] surveillance would effectively results in a momentary loss of containment integrity
V until one door could be re closed. The airlock interlock mechanism is not

challenged during ingress and egress based on training, procedures, and conservative
operating practices. One door is opened, all personnel and equipment as necessary
are placed into the airlock and then the door is completely closed prior to
attempting to open the second door. Performance of this surveillance when the
interlock function is required is contrary to conservative operating practices and '

training. In addition, failure rates of the interlock mechanisms are very low due
to their design. Also, the door interlock techanisms cannot be readily bypassed
and are under the control of station administrative processes. By adopting a
24 month interval for the require testing frequency, the number of challenges to
containment integrity due to interlock testing would be reduced.

Historically, the interlock verification frequency has coincided with the frequency
of the overall airlock leakage test which, in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J,
Option A, is once per 6 months. With the adoption of Appendix J. Option B, the
overall airlock leakage test frequency requirement is 30 months. By changing the
required interlock test surveillance frequency to 24 months, the interlock testing
frequency would more clearly correspond to the overall air lock leakage test
frequency allowable under Option B.

The 24 month interlock frequency is based on englaaering judgement and is considered
adequate given that the interlock mechanism is not normally challenged when the

Q containment Mr lock door is used for entry and exit.
V
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NSHC LS 8

(continued)

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"1he Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in 50.91,
that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed under
50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant hazards
consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed
amendnent would not:

1, Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

1
2, Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

'

accident previously evaluated; or"

a 3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change extends the testing frequency of containment
airlock interleck mechanisms from 6 munths to 24 moni.hs. This change
is consistent with the change proposed to the Westinghouse ISTS (NUREG- ;

-

1431) by industry traveler TSTF 17. This change does not result in rny
hardware changes. The 24 month interlock frequency is basd on ;

engineering judgement and is considered adequate given that the
interlock mechanism is not normally challenged when the containment air

.

lock door is used for entry and exit. Therefore, the proposed change'

does not involve a significant increase in the probability of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of"

accident from any accident previously evaluated?'

,

The proposed change extends the testing frequency of containment
airlock interlock mechanisms from 6 months to 24 months. The change
does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in

e parameters governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does'

-( ' not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.
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NSHC LS 8p (continued)gj

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any
analyzed event. The interlock mechanism is not normally challenged when,

the containment air lock door is used for entry and exit. By adopting a
24 month interval for the require frequency the number of challenges to ,

containment integrity due to interlock testing would be reduced. Thus
there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERHINATION
.

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS 8" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c):

,

and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is :

justified.

O |
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|
O NSHC LS-9 |

b 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |
FOR !

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The required action for a containment ventilation isolation valve (CVI) not within
its leakage limit is revised to allow the penetration to be isolated using a closed
and deactivated automatic valve, a closed manual valve or a blind flange and does
not require the isolation valve to be restored to operable status. This is an
option not explicitly available in the current TS. The Completion Time of 24 hours
remains the same as in the current TS. :If valves with resilient seals are used to
isolate the flow path, the leakrate of these valves must be verified at least every
92 days. If a leak tested blind flange is used to isolate the penetration flow
path, the valves with resilient seals whose flow is isolated by the blind flange are
not required to be leakrate tested. Isolation of the flow path with a leak tested
blind flange provides the required leak barrier and additional leak testing of the
valves in the flow path is redundant and unnecessary.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been detemined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility >

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordw
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes. The role of
_ these valves during an accident is to isolate containment. and thereby limit

] accident consequences. The proposed actions will not allow continuous
b operation such that containment leakage after an accident will exceed assumed

values. With the associated penetrations isolated per the proposed Action

' CPSESNo SignifIcant Hazards Considerations - 3N.6 30 S/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

'

NSHC LS 9

(continued)

requirements, no accident as a result of the leaking valve is credible.
Further, with the line isolated it cannot contribute to the consequences of a '

previously evaluated accident. Therefore, this change will not involve a
'

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident ,

previously evaluated.
!

2. Does' the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident ,

from any accident previously evaluated?
,

,

i The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated."

'

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change is acceptable since the isolated penetration provides
protection equivalent to restoring the valve to operable status. Providing the
option to isolate the penetration will minimize the potential for plant ,

|
transients that could occur during a shutdown required by TS if the isolation ,

!O valve could not be restored to operable status. In addition, the isolation of

-d the line (in accordance with the proposed Required Action) ensures that leakage
through the associated penetration is within limits. As such, any reduction in
a margin of safety will be insignificant and offset by the benefit gained through
avoiding an unnecessary plant transient.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
'

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
,

"LS 9" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no'

significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
,

:
.

J,

: i

| 1

|-

-(:

|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

NSHC LS 11
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The leakage rate testing frequency for containment isolation valves with resilient '

seals is revised to 184 days based on the NRC resolution of Multi Plant Action No.
B 20. " Containment Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration." (MPA B020 integrated into MPA
B024, August 1980). Testing on a staggered test basis is not required.
Additionally, a requirement ha3 been added to perform a leakage test within 92 days
of opening the valves. Cycling the valve could introduce additional seal
degradation beyond that occurring to a valve that has not been opened. Thus,
decreasing the interval (from 184 days) is a prudent measure after a valve has been
opened. This change is consistent with Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431).

,'

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
,

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been "

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Corunission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50,91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no ;

u significant nazaros consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an i
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
]

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
,

The proposed change involves upgrading the Containment Isolation Valve 1S to
be consistent with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) by revising the
leakage rate testing frequency for containment isolation valves with resilient
seals to 184 days and adding a requirement to perform a leakage test within 92
days of opening the valves. The proposed change does not result in any

<O l

4
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j IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
e i

g NSHC LS 11 |

(j (continued)

hardware changes. The 184 day frequency is based on the NRC resolution of'

Hulti Plant Action No. B 20. The decreased interval requirement to perform a
leakage test within 92 days of opening the valves is a prudent measure
recognizing that cycling the valve could introduce additional seal degradation

-beyond that occurring to a valve that has not been opened. Therefore, this
proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not
create the possibility of a nw or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the acceptance criteria for any analyzed
O event. The proposed change has been developed considering the importance of the
d containment isolation valves in limiting the consequences of a design basis

event. Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from that previously
established.

,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the abuve evaluation, it is concluded that the activitics associated with NSHC
"LS 11' resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no |

'

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|.

|

!

I
|

&-
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-12
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

(] FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The frequency of the surveillance for verifying the spray nozzles are unobstructed
is revised from 5 years to 10 years consistent with NUREG 1431 and the
recommendations of NUREG 1366. The spray header containing the nozzles is a passive
device that is not normally exposed to fluids or debris. In NUREG 1366. plant
operating history was evaluated to determine the problems discovered when performing
this surveillance. In all cases, the problems discovered were related to
construction errors and not the result of normal operation. At CPSES this
surveillance was successfully performed after construction. The extension of this
surveillance from 5 years to 10 years for CPSES is reasonable based on the passive
nature of the spray header and existing operating history. 1

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no1

*j significant hazards consideration. if operatton of the fac11ity in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any'

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduccion in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
'

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

.

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes. The containment
spray trains (including nozzles) are not assumed to be initiators of any
analyzed event. Extending the Surveillance Frequency for performing the
containment spray nozzle obstruction test from 5 years to 10 years does not
represent a significant increase in the probability of an accident because*

obstruction of the containment spray nozzles is not a precursor to any
accident analyses. 'The containment spray trains and nozzles function to4

CPSESNo Significant Hazards Considerations - 3/4.6 M 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICAN1 HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ;

NSHC LS 12

(continued)O mitigate consequences of an analyzed event by providing spray flow to
containment during an accident. The proposed change still provides assurance
that the containment spray train nozzles will be maintained operable, due to
the passive design of the nozzles. Therefore, the extension of the
Surveillance Frequency does not significantly increase the consequences of an
accident since the nozzle will still be maintained operable between
Surveillance intervals.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will still
ensure containment spray nozzle operability is adequately maintained. Thus,
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The increased interval between the containment spray train nozzle obstruction
test is acceptable based on the passiw nature of the design of the nozzles
and on the industry operating experience. Therefore, the increased interval( is coasidered acceptable for maintaining nozzle operability and does not
constitute a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

,

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC ''LS 12" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

;

i

l

!

|

OO,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 13
m 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
i

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ;
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

'

A note is added to the Actions in accor:ance with the NJREG 1431 LCO 3.6.3,
Containment Isolation Valves which provides an allowance to open, under
administrative controls, containment isolation valves required to be closed.[ except
for the containment purge supply and exhaust valves.] This is acceptable based on
administrative controls consisting of a dedicated operator at the valve in
continuous communication with the control room. These controls provide for the
capability to manually close the isolation valve should an automatic isolation be
required. [The containment purge valves are not included because they are not
qualified for automatic closure from their open position under DBA conditions and
'due to the direct flow path from inside containment to the outside atmosphere.]

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoteu
below:

"The Cmmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

-(% licensed under 50,21 (b) or SC.22 or for a testing facility involves no\ significant hazdrds considerition if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendrnent would not:

.

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or"

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previousIy evaluated; or+

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluaticn is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. i ses the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

.

The proposed change involves upgrading the Containment Isolation Valve TS to
be consistent with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431). The change
does not result in any hardware changes. The affected isolation valves
function to isolate containment penetration flow paths in the event of

G
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 13

(continued)-

a design basis accident and to limit the consequences of accidents. The
proposed change continues to ensure that the isolation valves will perform
their required function and limit the consequences of design basis events as
described in the FSAR and that the results of the analyses in the FSAR remain
bounding. The proposed change does not impose any new safety analyses limits
or alter the plant's ability to detect and mitigate events. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves upgrading the Containment Isolation valve TS to
be consistent with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) and does not
necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type of
equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or ,

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change upgrades the Containment Isolation Valve TS to be consistent
p with the Westinghouse Standard ITS (NUREG 1431) and does not involve ad significant reduction in a margin of safety. The proposed change has been4

developed considering the importance of the containment isolation valves in
limiting the consequences of a design basis event and the concerns for the
piant's ability to perform required operational support functions with necessary
systems isolated. The proposed change allows for protection commensurate with
that provided by an automatic isolation system. Considering the probability of
an event that would challenge the containment boundary, the alternative
protection provided by this change and the operational requirements to
occasionally open these valves, the proposed change is acceptable and any
reduction in the margin of safety would be insignificant.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 13" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

NSHC LS 14 ;

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATIONp '

'V FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE :

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A new Condition and Required Actions consistent with NUREG 1431 and modified in
accordance with TSTF 30, is added to the current Containment Isolation Valve TS to
cover the case where or,e containment isolation valves is inoperable in a penetration

,

flow path of the type configured with only one containment isolation valve and a
closed system. General Design Criteria 57 allows the use of a closed system in
combination with a containment isolation valve to provide the two containment
barriers against the release of radioactive material following an accident. The
current TS LC0 3.6.3 does not allow the use of a closed system to isolate e failed'

containment isolation valve even though the closed system is subjected to a Type A
containment leakage test, is missile protected, and is seismic category I piping. A
closed system also typically has flow through it during normal operation such that

,

4 ,

any loss of integrity could be continually observed through leakage detection
~ systems within containment and system walkdowns for closed systems outside
containment. As such, the use of a closed system is no different from isolating a
failed containment isolation valve by use of a single valve as specified in NUREG-

; 1431 Required Action A.1. Therefore. in accordance with NUREG 1431 and traveler
TSTF 30, the required action for this condition allows 72 hours to isolate a failed
valve associated with a closed system. 72 hours provides the necessary time to

p perform repairs on a failed containment isolation valve when relying on an intact
i closed system. A completion time of 72 hours is considered appropriate given that

certain valves may be located inside containment, the reliability of the closed
i system. and that 72 hours is typically provided for losing one train of redundancy

throughout the NUREGs. If the closed system and associated containment isolation-

valve were both inoperable, the plant would be in LC0 3.0.3 since there is no
,

specific Condition specified.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Ccalsston may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accicent previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or,-

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
:
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 14 ;

O (continued)
O

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Consistent with NUREG 1431 as modified in accordance with industry traveler
TSTF 30, the proposed change adds a new Condition and Required Actions to the
Containment Isolation Valves specification for the case where one containment
isolation valves is inoperable in a penetration flow path of the type
configured with only one containment isolation valve and a closed system. GDC
57 allows the use of a closed system in combination with a containment
isolation valve to provide two containment barriers. This change does not
result in any hardware changes or alter the plant's ability to detect and
mitigate events. The use of a closed system is no different from isolating a
failed containment isolation valve by use of a single valve. A completion
time of 72 hours is appropriate given that certain valves may be located
inside contair nent, the reliability of the closed system, and that 72 hours is
typically provided for losing one train of redundancy throughout the NUREGs.
Therefore, this change will not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation, and does not impose any new )
safety analyses limits. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of
a new or uifferent kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated,

i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The proposed change adds a new Condition and Required Actions to the Containment
i Isolation Valves specification to be consistent with the Westinghouse Standard

ITS (NUREG 1431) and does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety. The proposed change has been developed considering the importance of thef

containment isolation valves in limiting the consequence of a design basis event
and the reasonable time to perform repairs on a failed containment isolation
valve when relying on an intact closed system. Considering the probability of

,

| an event that would challenge the containment boundary and the reliability of the |

| closed system, the proposed change is acceptable and any reduction in the margin
of safety would be insignificant.

f.q As such any reduction in a margin of safety will be insignificant and offset by |

.Q the benefit gained through avoiding an unnecessary plant transient. ;

i

|
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS i

NSHC LS 14
,

(continued) |

O I

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION I

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 14" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a'

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

4

I

|

|

|
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|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
)

NSHC LS-15 |

O 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
V FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The requirements for the hydrogen monitors are combined into the new PAM TS and
revised to be consistent with other PAM instrumentation. The current containment
hydrogen monitor action statements are replaced by the specified NUREG 1431
Conditions. These conditions are based on the Required Channels operable column.
The 30 day Completion Time allowed by the NUREG 1431 is based on operating
experience and takes into account the remaining operable channel and the passive
nature of the instrument (no critical automatic action is initiated from this
instrumentation). The requirement to submit a Special Report in lieu of a plant
shutdown is appropriate since alternative actions are identified before a loss of
functional capability occurs and given the likelihood of unit conditions that would
require information provided by this instrumentation. These changes are consistent
with NUREG 1431.

This proposed TS change has been evaluatea and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

O,o
"TFc Corunission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50,21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
signifIcant hazards consideration. if operation of the fac11ity in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
.

accident previously evaluated; or '

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin t! safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
;

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. The proposed changes
affect instrumentation that would be used to assess the condition of the plant

(m'~') during and following an accident. As such, the changes can have no effect on
the probability of any accident previously evaluated since the hydrogen

CPSESNo Significant Hazards Considerations - 3N.6 u S/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 15

(continued)O I

monitors have no bearing on initiating events. The proposed changes will
continue to ensure the capability to monitor plant conditions during and!

following an accident by requiring redundancy or diversity and timely
-

corrective action in the event of inoperable instrumentation. Therefore, the
-

proposed changes will not significantly increase the consequences of any
accident previously evaluated.

.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated? ;

The proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind !

of accident from any accident previously evaluated. The proposed changes
affect the operability and action requirements for the post accident i
monitoring instrumentation system. Accordingly, the proposed changes do not
involve any change to the configuration or method of operation of any plant '

equipment, and no new failure modes have been defined for any plant system or
component nor has any new limiting failure been identified as a result of the
proposed changes. Therefore. the proposed changes do not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously,

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

The proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
,

safety. Tne intent of the existing TS requirements is.to ensure the |capability to monitor the plant condition during and following an accident so '

that the operators will have the information necessary to monitor and evaluate,

the course of the event and take any necessary action. Under the proposed
changes this capability will be mr.intained by ensuring redundancy or diversity
and by requiring timely corrective action in the event of inoperable
instrumentation. In addition the proposed changes would avoid unnecessary,

plant shutdowns by specifying an appropriate level of action in response to
,

I
,

inoperable instrumentation. Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

1

!
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION l

!

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with I

^
NSHC "LS 15" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no '

significant hazards consideration standards of 20 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i
!
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDEPATIONS

NSHC LS 16

'') 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
'

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Revises the frequency of the hydrogen monitor surveillance to perform CHANNEL
CALIBRATION from 92 days on a staggered test basis to once per [92 days, deleting
the staggered test basis] consistent with NUREG 1431. The hydrogen monitors are
part of the Post Accident Monitoring (PAH) instrumentation and their primary
function is to provide infonnation required by the control room operator during
accident situations. The hydrogen monitors are provided to detect high hydrogen
concentration conditions that represent a potential for containment breach from a
hydrogen explosion.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Cortmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendrnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three catepries of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The hydrogen monitors provide information required by the control room
operator during accident situations and their failure would not-

inc.' ease the probability of an accident previcusly evaluated.

The failure of the hydrogen monitors could potentially increase the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated if hydrogen were
allowed to accumulate during an accident situation. However, the
primary means of reducing hydrogen concentration during accidents isc

( via tne independent hydrogen recombiners [and hydrogen purge system).'
Failure of the monitors would not affect the capabilities of [these
systems], Further changing the channel calibration surveillance
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

NSHC LS 16

(continued)

interval from 92 days (on a staggered test basis) to every [92 days] is not |

expected to effect the reliabHity or performance of the hydrogen monitors |
'

based on industry operating experience. Also, this surveillance internal'is
[ conservative with respect to] the frequency of other PAM instrumentation.
Therefore the [ elimination of the staggered test basis from] the surveillance ;

interval would not involve a significant increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

.

The proposed change affects the frequency of a surveillance requirement for
the post accident monitoring instrumentation system. It does not involve any
change to the configuration or method of operation of any plant equipment, and !

no new failure modes have been defined for any plant system or component nor <

has any new limiting failure been identified as a result of the proposed
change. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a ,

new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated. .

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
.

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are !

,p consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for Operation. |

' V The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is no change in
the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria remain valid.

.
Further. the proposed change has no affect on any actual or regulated failure
point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion. Because there is no ,

change in any failure point nor in an.v event acceptance criteria, there is no ,

!reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION f
I;

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC |'

!"LS 16" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no :

1 significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |
|

1

:

|, .

,

1

O |
!

:
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IV. SPECliIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 17
O 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATIONL'

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A new Condition and Required Action have been added to this Specification. This
Condition describes the Required Action for two hydrogen recombiners inoperable.
This change allows up to 7 days to restore one hydrogen recombiner to OPERABLE
status, based on the availability of the containment Hydrogen Purge System to
provide the required safety function. In order to utilize this action time, the
Required Actions require that the hydrogen control function be verified available
within i hour and once every 12 hours thereafter. This administrative verification
will assure that other means of controlling hydrogen, e.g., hydrogen purge, are
capable of performing the safety function if an event occurs. Also, the bases for
operation of the recombiners indicates that if a design basis event occurs, approxi-
mately [8 days] would elapse before the containment atmosphere approached the lower
explosive limit for hydrogen. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the
inoperability of two hydrogen recombiners will not significantly jeopardize the
capability of the facility to respond to a design basis event. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1431.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
p involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been j
Q performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

below:

"The Carimission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideratlon if operation of the fac11ity in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accider: previously evaluated: or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluMed; or '

3. Involve a significant reuxtion in a margin of safety. "
.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

(O This change does not result in any hardware changes. The hydrogen recombiners
\

are not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event. The proposed change

CPSESNo Significant fla:ards Considerations - 3M.6 45 S/15/97



IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

p NSHC LS 17d (continued)

allows two hydrogen recombiners to be inoperable for up to 7 days provided an
alternate hydrogen control function is available. The alternate hydrogen
control capability is provided by the Containment Hydrogen Purge System. This
method of hydrogen control is acceptable since the Hydrogen Purge System is
capable of maintaining the hydrogen concentration in containment below
flammability limit, thus ensuring the pressure and temperature assumed in the
Applicable Safety Analysis are not exceeded. A 1 hour Completion Time to
initially verify the availability of the alternate hydrogen control function
and additional verification once per 12 hours thereafter, is an acceptable
frequency to ensure the alternate hydrogen control function is maintained.
The proposed Completion Time of 7 days is a reasonable time to allow two
hydrogen recombiners to be inoperable because the hydrogen control function is
maintained and because of the low probability of a DBA which would generate
hydrogen in the amount capable of exceeding the flammability limit.

While the hydrogen purge system maintains the hydrogen concentration below the
lower flamability limit during a LOCA, its operation is fundamentally
different than the operation of the hydrogen recombiners. The hydrogen
recombiners process containment atmosphere entirely within the containment
(i.e., suction and discharge remain in the containment), whereas the hydrogen
purge system takes suction on the containment atmosphere, processes it outside

('d containment via atmospheric cleanup units (particulates, iodine absorbers,#

HEPA filters), and exhausts the t lansed air [through the vent stacks. Vent
stack radiation monitors] ensure the exhaust remains within discharge limits.
Outside air replaces the exhaust air to maintain containment pressure. The
operation of the hydrogen purge system allows some gaseous radioactive
products to escape the containment (e.g., noble gases), and may increase the
potential of an inadvertent radioactive release. However, the design of the
hydrogen purge system complies with Regulatory Guide 1.140 " Design Testing and
Maintenance Criteria for Normal Ventilation Exhaust System Air Filtration and
Absorption Units of Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants" [(except minor
differences described and justified in the CPSES FSAR)]. These design and
testing requirement, as well as the [ vent stack] monitoring ensure that
operation of the system does not significantly increase the potential for
releases in excess of accidents previously evaluated. Therefore, the proposed
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will allow two hydrogen recombiners to be inoperable for
up to 7 days provided an alternate hydrogen control function is maintained.
The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3N.6 46 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
n() NSHC LS 17

(continued)

governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The allowance to have two hydrogen recombiners inoperable for up to 7 days,
provided an alternate hydrogen control function is available, does not have
any effect on accident or transient analysis. Use of the Hydrogen Purge
System as the alternate hydrogen control function ensures the temperature and
pressure assumptions in the applicable safety analysis are maintained. The 1
hour Completion Time to initially verify the availability of the alternate
hydrogen control function, and the additional verification once per 12 hours
thereafter, is an acceptable frequency to ensure function of the Hydrogen
Purge System is maintained. The 7 day Completion Time to restore the
inoperable hydrogen recombiners prior to requiring a plant shutdown is
acceptable based on the small probability of an event requiring the hydrogen
recombiners to function during this time period and the availability of the
Hydrogen Purge System to control hydrogen concentration in containment.
Providing the 7 day Completion Time when two hydrogen rdubiners are

( j inoperable will minimize the potential for plant transients that can occur by
V providing an adequate time to restore an inoperable hydrogen recombiner to

operable status prior to requiring a plant shutdown. As such, there is no
reduction in a margin of safety by allowing two hydrogen recombiners to be
inoperable for 7 days. The increase of the potential for release while
running the Hydrogen Purge System due to the inoperability of the two
recombiners will be offset by the benefits gained by avoiding an unnecessary
plant transient by providing adequate time to restore a hydrogen recombiner to
operable status when the hydrogen control function can still be satisfied.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 17" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

b(3
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-18<

p 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |
FOR ;'

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE j.

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
'

,

The current surveillance requirement to perform a hydrogen recombiner functional -

'

test every 6 months is revised to every 18 months consistent with NUREG 1431. This
change is considered acceptable due to the redum.dancy and proven high reliability of
the system. Hydrogen recombiner operating experience has shown that functional test
failures are rare. In addition, the fully redundant and independent hydrogen purge :
system provides an alternate, and equally effective, method of controlling hydrogen. |

The proposed change is in accordance with NUREG 1366, " Improvement to Technical
Specification Requirements" and NUREG 1431.'

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted ;

below: !
!

"The Cortmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
'

50.91 that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance ;

with the proposed amendrnent would not:

1 Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of ani
,

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

_

e !

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

1 The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

.

I. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or |
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change, to extend the surveillance interval for the hydrogen
combiner functional tests, does not result in any hardware changes. The'

hydrogen recombiners are not assumed in the initiation of any analyzed event.
Their role is in reducing hydrogen concentration in containment, and thereby
limiting potential accident consequences. Hydrogen recombiner operating i

Iexperience has shown that functional test failures are rare. Thus the
extended surveillance interval will not result a loss in the capability to

/ reduce hyorogen concentration in containment. Additionally, in the unlikely% '

-( event both recusbiners fail, a diverse method of reducing hydrogen
concentration is available utilizing the Containment Purge System.

CPSESNo SignificantHa:ards Constderations -3N.6 48 SM587
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I

!
.

NSHC LS 18 |

p. (continued) |,

J .

|2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident .
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant,

(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in !

parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will still'

ensure the recombiners are maintained operable. Thus, this change does not )

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any .'
,

accident previously evaluated.

3 Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The increased interval between hydrogen recombiner functional tests is
'

acceptable based on the relative simplicity of the recombiner system and
industry experience which indicates that the recombiner availability can be ;

'assured with reduced testing. As a result, any reduction in a margin of
safety will be insignificant.<

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION !'

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
I NSHC "LS 18" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no ,

'

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

h

|
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-19

(] 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION FOR
L' TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This change would specify that containment isolation valves which are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured are not required to be verified closed during periodic
surveillances since these were verified to be in the correct position prior to
locking, sealing, or securing. If locked, sealed or otherwise secured manual
valves, blind flanges, and deactivated automatic valves are closed to satisfy an
ACTION (e.g., 3.6.3) the position must be verified but may be verified by
administrative means. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431 rquirements for
other valves required to be in the correct position prior to an accident, i.e. ECCS
(SR 3.5.2.2), AFW (SR 3.7.5.1), and SW (SR 3.7.8.1) and is in accordance with
industry travelers TSTF 45 and WOG 91. The probability of misalignment of these
devices, once they have been initially verified in the proper position is small.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined t5at it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. tnat a proposed emendment to an operating license for a facility

3 licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
(G significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

I. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change, to not require that containment isolation valves which
are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured be verified closed during periodic
surveillances, (or to verify their position via administrative means if their
closure was required by a required act'.on) involves upgrading the Containment
Isolation Valve TS to more closely agree with the Westinghouse Standard ITS
(NUREG 1431) and does not result in any hardware changes. The isolation

{Q devices affected are not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event.
g

The isolation devices are passive and serve to limit the con::equences of
accidents. The proposed change would ensure that the isolation devices remain

CPSESNo Significant Hazards Considerations - 3N.6 SO S/15/97
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SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONSIV.

O'

NSHC LS-19

(continued)
|

positioned to limit the consequences of design basis events as described in |
the FSAR and that the results of the analyses in the FSAR remain bounding.'

Additionally, the proposed change does not impose any new safety analyses :L

.
limits or alter the plant's ability to deiect and mitigate events. Therefore, I

~

this change does not involve a significant increase ir, the probability or j

consequences of an accident previously evaluated. i

|
4

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

d

I The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant !

(no new or different types of equipment will be installed) or changes in |
'

parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change would ensure
that the isolation devices remain positioned to limit the consequences of |
design basis events as described in the FSAR and that the results of the {

.

analyses in the FSAR remain bounding. Thus, this change does not create the
~

'

possibility of a new or differer.t kind of accident from any accident
,

previously evaluated. :

i

3 Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

'This change would specify that containment isolation valves which are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured are not required to be verified closed during ,

prior to locking, sealing, or securing. The proposed change still ensures
~|periodic surveillances since these were verified to be in the correct position

that the isolation devices are properly positioned to limit the consequences |
of a design basis event. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a

.

significant reduction in a margin of safety.4

:,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION ]
'

|Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with i

i NSHC ''LS 19" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
: significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
; ~ no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

;

b

O.

!
t

1
,
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V. RECURRING N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC TR 1

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION(q/ FOR

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES iAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE I

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the existing Technical Specifications to
additionally allow the use of actual actuation signals for surveillances that
currently call for testing using simulated test signals only. This change achieves
consistency with the proposed improved Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG-
1431).

In several specifications throughout the TS, operability of certain equipment is
demonstrated by ensuring that the equipment performs it safety function upon receipt
of a simulated test signal. The intent of a * simulated signal was to be able to
perform the required testing without the occurrence (or without causing) an actual
signal generating event. However, the unintended effect was to require the
performance of the surveillance (using a test signal) even if an actual signal had
previously verified the operation of the equipment. This change allows credit to be
taken for actual events when the required equipment actuates successfully, ,

While the occurrence of events that cause actuation of accident mitigation equipment
is undesirable, the actuation of mitigation equipment on an actual signal is a
better demonstration of its operability than an actuation using a test signal. Thus
the change does not reduce the reliability of the equipment tested. The change also

O improves plant safety: by reducing the amount of time the equipment is taken out of
b service for testing and thereby increasing its availability during an actual event:

and by reducing the wear of the equipment caused by unnecessary testing.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

,

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

4

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

CPSESNo Sigmficant Hazards Consideradons - 3N.6 S2 5/15/97
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IV. RECURRING N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS COISIDERATIONS

NSHC TR 1 t

(continued) . ;

[Y
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards

|
'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
'

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change allows the use of an actual actuation signals (when/if it
' occurs) to satisfy surveillance requirements currently requiring simulated |-

test signals to demonstrate equipment operability. While the change takes
advantage of events that may have occurred, it has no adverse effect on any
accident initiators or accident consequences. In fact, by potentially ,

reducing unnecessary testing, it may reduce the probability of an accident !

because the testing itself can increase the probability of an accident. It !

may also reduce accident consequences by increasing the equipment availability 1

(i.e., less time in test). Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated. .

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? j

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant'

O (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
A ,/ parameters governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not !

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated. !

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The use of an actual actuation signal to satisfy a surveillance requirement
has either no impact on, or increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing mitigation equipment availability, and,

b) Improving mitigation equipment reliability by potentially reducing wear
caused by unnecessary testing.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis.
Therefore, this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "TR 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a

p),( no significant hazards consideration finding is justified, ,
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fV. : RECURRING TECHNICAL NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

TR 24

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
'

: FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS'

'

This change in accordance with NUREG 1431 Rev. 1 removes the requirement for a
L special report to be generated and submitted to the NRC. Reporting to the NRC will

done comensurate with the reporting requirements of 10CFR 50.72 and 50.73.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it;

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
.

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted s

.below:
;

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility,

; licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
i significant hazards consideration, if operation af the faci 1ity in accordance

with the proposed amendment would not
i

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |
accident previously evaluated; or -

4 I
i 2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
'

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
: hazards consideration standards:
|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

:

: This change is purely an administrative reporting change and cannot cffect any
accident probability or consequences.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
: from any accident previously evaluated?

I This change is purely an administrative reporting change and cannot create any
new accident or affect any accident previously evaluated.-

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

This change is purely an administrative reporting change and does not affect
any margin of safety. I

;o
CPSESNo Significant Ha: ants Considerations - 3N.6 54 S/15/97 i
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V. RECURRING TECHNICAL NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"TR 2"
(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the foregoing information, it has been determined that the proposed changes
associated with NSHC "TR 2" do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it
is concluded that the proposed change meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and
does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

OtO

l

l

|

O
b
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V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC TR 3

h 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
O FOR

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision is to remove reference to specific post maintenance tests
from the ITS. Post maintenance testing programs are controlled via plant
administrative procedures in accordance with Licensee Controlled Document (ITS ;

Section 5.4.1. Final Safety Analysis Report and Operating Quality Assurance Program)
commitments to NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33. " Quality Assurance Program Requirements

,

(Operation)" and ANS 3,2 ANSI NIB.7. " Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance
for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants". Specific post-maintenance
testing requirements are contingent on the type and scope of maintenance actually
performed as well as the availability and viability of test equipment, techniques,
etc. Removal of specific testing requirements from the ITS and reliance on normal
post-maintenance testing programs addressed by Licensee Controlled Documents allow
flexibility to modify testing to address the circumstances of the maintenance
performed while still assuring Operability of equipment returned to service.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determir.ation has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted 1

below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in 50.91
that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed under
50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant hazards
consideration if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any i

accident previously evaluated; or
,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: '

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This is an administrative change which removes specific post maintenance test
requirements from TS. The testing. or equivalent testing, to

,

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - 3N.6 S6 5/]S/97
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IV. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
|

NSHC TR 3 :

(continued)
'

.
assure equipment operability prior to return to service would still be done as
required by normal plant maintenance retest programs. Therefore, this change
would not result in any Increase in the probability or consequences of an ]

|
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of '

4

accident from any accident previously evaluated?
!

This Is an administrative change and does not create a new or different '

kind of accident from any previously evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

This change is an administrative change and does not affect any margin of ,

safety,
:

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION i
, . ,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "TR 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

J
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS
,

,

Applicable Industry Traveler Information (1 Page)

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page)

Mark-up:

'

SPECIFICATION PAGE
3.6.1.................................................................................................3.6-1
3.6.2...................................................................................................3.6-3
3.6.3.................................................................................................3.6-8
3.6.4................................................................................................3.6-19
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D 3.6.8..............................................................................................3.6-27 i

i
,

s 3.6.9....................................................................................................N/A
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.
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3.6.15..................................................................................................N/A
3.6.16..................................................................................................N/A
3.6.17................................................................................................N/A
3.6.18..................................................................................................N/A
3.6.19..................................................................................................N/A
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-INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.6

' OMMENTSTRAVELER # STATUS DIFFERENCE # C
,

TSTF 17 Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.6-2 NRC approved.

TSTF 30 Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.6 4 Not ' applicable to Wolf
Creek and Callaway

9

TSTF-45 Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.6 5 NRC approved.
.

*

TSTF-46 Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.6 7 NRC approved.

TSTF 51 Not incorporated. NA Not NRC approved as of
traveler cut off date.

iSTF-52 Incorporated 3.6 1

TSTF 145 Not incorporated NA Not NRC approved as of
traveler cut off date.

,

WOG 91 Incorporated 3.6 11
3.6 12 '

.
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NUREG-14313.6 SPECIFICATIONS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE

Specification # Specification Title Comments

3.6.4B Containment Pressure (Subatmospheric)

3.6.5B Containment Temperature (Ice Condenser)

3.6.5C Containment Temperature (Subatmospheric)

3.6.6B Containment Spray (No credit for iodine removal)

3.6.6C Containment Spray (Ice Condenser)

3.6.60 Containment Spray (Subatmospheric OS)

3.6.6E Containment Spray (Subatmospheric RS)

3.6.9 Hydrogen Mixing System

3.6.10 Hydrogen Ignition System

3.6.11 Iodine Cleanup System

3.6.12 Vacuum Relief Valves

3.6.13 Shield Building Air Cleanup System

3.6.14 Air Return System

3.6.15 Ice Bed

3.6.16 Ice Condenser Doors

'

3.6.17 Divider Barrier Integrity

3.6.18 Containment Recirculation Drains

3.6.19 Shield Building

O



-

Containment (Atrosphcric. Subatacspheric. I;c Candenscr. and DuaB i

3.6.1 : PS -. |

!

p.- ~

(_,) 3.6 COWAINHEM SYSTEMS

3.6.1 Containment (Atresphcric. Subotresph;ric. Ice Cordenxi, and Duod
' PS '

l
1

LCO 3.6.1 Containment shall be OPERABLE. ,

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Containment inoperable. A.1 Restore containment to I hour
OPERABLE status.

A B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours

(d associated Completion ;

Time not met. AtlD |
i

1

B.2 Be in H00E 5. 36 hours

I,

1

.

( \ |

V |

1

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-1 S/]Sn7 ;
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Containment (At,;cspPeric. Subets,aspteric. Ice Conden cr. and Duci) .

.3.6.1 PS .

/mi\v/ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

_

SR 3.6.1.1 Perform required visual examinations and ZTE - --

.3.6 1 :

leakage rate testing except for containment air' SR 3.0.2 is not
lock testing.'in accordance with 10 Cr" 50, applicabic

~ Appendix J. es . edified by epproved exm..vtiens.

The icekage rate acceptance criterica is
3 1. 0 L,. "swcycr. during the first unit In accordance. ,

startup fcilowing testing perforr.ed in with 10 Cr" 50,
accordancc with 10 CFR 50. Appendix J. es Appendix J. as

,,,_; m.. _____.._; _..--- ,___ .<_ , __;,,,_;t..

.B.Eu WJ uyy.vvwu Enw..y b . vs J . brrv s HIVu . . I s u MJ

rate = cept =cc criteetc arc - 0.5 t,--- for the approved
1. ,__r. o. _a v..,r. r. ._,.. .- _a - n. . ,. e, , _.. .v ...sthe

,__ .<_ - , _ _ -
. ._

. . . ... . .. . . . . .,

Trre A test. contairment
the: cont.ainment; Leakage 18 ate:TestinglEtogtam] Leakage: Rate

Iest1PglEogtag

.

'

Ci -u__,,.. __ _ ,_ _____;
SR , . , . ,. . ., 41s .., m . a _ _ _ _ ., . _ . . . . _ _ , , _ _ _ _ , , . . , _ osm,oane'. n ..~ o _.. .s b u. . . . n sy, . . ... ...-( y B PS ,

_____;____..,.u .uP___,__.._. r__2__ .. m mu_
obbut W.3 Nb N . bil b4IL W13 b 3.rrwe g b g b a uwVI . N 3 bl b4IS

so . . , i.1. .- _m_ s_ mu s J. ._.~_ _. A.
P... p____ P__._

.s. . . . . . . . ,.

Tenden
Surveillence
Progeem

,

4

.f 3,

-

4

CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-H31 -ITS3.6 3.6-2 $/15,97
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Containment Air Locks 'Atr,.; spheric, Cubata,espheric. Ice Corde ,ser. ;rd Ouel) ps
3.6.2

3.6 CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS'

3.6.2 Containment Air Locks fAtr,;spt,;ric. Sabata,espheric, Icc Cordcr,ser. erd 'ps

BueH
'

;

B'LC0 3.6.2 Did] containment air lockg shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICA8ILITY: H0 DES 1. 2. 3, and 4.
:

ACTIONS

..................................... NOTES - - - -- - - --- --- ---

1. Entry and exit is permissible to perform repairs on the affected air lock
components.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each air lock.
.

l
3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1. " Containment." '

when air lock leakage results in exceeding the overall containment leakage rate.
; ..............................................................................

,

\ )

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;

;

A. One or more containment NOTES - --

| air locks with one 1. Required Actions A.1. A.2.
containment air lock and A.3 are not applicable ,

'

door inoperable. if both doors in the same
air lock are inoperable and
Condition C is entered.

2. Entry and exit is
permissible for 7 days
under administrative

I controls jf tathlairloch B
WreIII!operabM.

.

.............................
,

(continued)

(
CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -JTS3.6 3.6-3 5/]S/97
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Containment Air Locks (Atmospheric. Sabatmosphcric. !ce Condcascr. and Duci) |

3.6.2 ps .- 1

A
iv/ ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

A, (continued) A.1 Verify the OPERABLE door is 1 hour

closed in the affected air
|lock.
|
i

M

A.2 Lock the OPERABLE door 24 hours

closed in the affected air
lock.

M

A.3 NOTE - -

Air lock doors in high
radiation areas may be
verified locked closed by
administrative means.
.....................

k

Verify the OPERABLE door is
locked closed in the Once per 31 days

affected air lock.

(continued)

.
4

Y/

3.6-4 S/j$g7
CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6
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iContainment Air Locks (At;;;;;pteric. Sabat;r.;;ptaric. Ice Corder.;cr. erd Oual)
3.6.2 'ps_

ACTIONS (continued)

_ CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

t

B. One or more containment - - NOTES - - -

air locks with 1. Required Actions B.1, B.2.
containment air lock and B.3 are not applicable
interlock mechanism if both doors in the same
inoperable. air lock are inoperable and

Condition C is entered.

2. Entry and exit of
containment is permissible t

under the control of a
dedicated individual.

.............................

!

B.1 Verify an OPERABLE door is
closed in the affected air
lock. I hour

.

ANQ -
,

B.2 Lock an OPERABLE door
closed in the affected air'

lock. 24 hours
1

;

AND
;

.
B . 3 - - NOTE - - - -

' Air lock doors in high
radiation areas may be ;

: verified locked closed :

' by administrative
means
.....................

Verify an OPERABLE door
is locked closed in the
affected air lock. Once per 31 days

(continued)

|

O |
'

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-5 5/]Sn7
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1

1

Containment Air Locks (Atmapt.cric. Substaspt,cric. Ice Car,d;r,;cr. cr,d Ducl)
3.6.2 Ps.

i

t ACTIONS (continued)
!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
I

s
'

,

. C. One or more containment C.1 Initiate action to evaluate Immediately- |
air locks inoperable for overall containment leakage :

reasons other than rate per LCO 3.6.1. |
|' Condition A or B.

@

C.2 Verify a door is closed in
the affected air lock. 1 hour,

,

M

C.3 Restore air lock to |

OPERABLE status.
24 hours

.'
'

l

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

associated Completion
Time not met. M

D.2 Be in H00E 5. 36 hours'

i
i

|

:

.

.

\

' CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-6 S/1S37
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Containment Air Locks 'Atr; spheric. Subata.caphcric. Ice Condenscr. end Dual)
3.6.2 ' PS -

f3
L) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS _

SUREILLANCE FREQUENCY

. -.

SR 3.6.2.1 - - - - - - NOTES -- -- - --- 3,s.1"

1. An inoperable air lock door does not
invalidate th( previous successful
performance of the overall air lock
leakage test.

2. Results shall be evaluated against
acceptance criteria c7 appljicableltci
SR 3.6.1.11 in acco.'fance with 10 C"R 50
Appendix J. es .editied by approved
exeastier.s.

...........................................
mer
.vv46-

Perform required air lock leakage rate testing SR 3.0.2 is not
in accordance with 10 Crn 50. Appendix J. :s applicabic
w. edified by approved exc..ptions.

The acceptance criteria for cir lack testing In accordancemf with 10 CTR 50ere:-
i

\ Appcadix J. as
o. Overall cir lock ic kege rete is Eedified by

,

, [0.05 L,] wher, tested :t e-P,- eppeeved '

exoastionsithe |
!

b. For ::ch decr.10:k:ge r:t 1: : [ .01 L,3 Contajnsent
When tested et 2 [ psig]. L_eakageAate'

LthelContainmanEleekagelgateHfitinglProgrami Iest1Jg2cogte

SRY3IE2R NOT"- --

Only required to be perfora.ed upon entry cr
exit through the centair.T. cat air lock.

.

104 days

Verify only one door in the air lock can be 2Emonths 3.62:-

opened at a time.

in
't

\ ;

' i
1

. CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-7 S/]SS7 ;
i
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Containment Isolation Valves (Atrespteric. Subetrospteric. Ice Cordenxr ord Dual) P.a3.6.3

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

r
I T 3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves (Atrespteric. Substaespteric. Ice PS.
V Cor,dercer. and Cual)i

b;g ='~rW : : 6 w- sa Misuit.-:- :-x E-T t -+ r.- -- ?T97~-* - E-M-7 3.6-3
tiotIapplicab]EtolMa1DlSt#amlSafityiVMyeG!tiSygIHa31Ste_am1Isolatjon?,yalVeg
IMSIIsmEeedwategIsolation:vahtGEIVsand7Assglaledisyp^aisya1.1emand Steam
Gene:tatbM8tmospheric1 Relief;yaVesJlA_RVsU

;

_ = = = . - - -r= = ===2..w........ ~ =.u_-m _..= _=r=_. _= = _.~.m-
a.n ~ ~..- _ ~

LC0 3.6.3 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.
i
-

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
.....................................N0TES --- - --- -- ----------

1. Penetration flow path (s) exceptifoc!42L4831nchicontainmentland;1211nch? hydrogen g.p3 7

Purgelva]ve; flow ~,' paths may be unisolated intermittently under administrative
c

controls.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path.

3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made inoperable by
containment isolation valves.

4. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.6.1, " Containment,"
when isolation valve leakage results in exceeding the overall containment
leakage rate acceptance criteria..

....................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME<

A. - --- NOTE - - A.1 Isolate the affected 4 hours

Only applicable to penetration flow path by
penetration flow paths use of at least one closed -

|
with two containment and de activated automatic
1 solation valves. valve, closed manual valve,

blind flange, or check......................

One or more penetration valve with flow through the i

!
flow paths with one valve secured..

containment isolation
valve inoperable ggcept 6NQ

foricontainment: purge; ;

B PS |hydr 6genJpurgeZot
|ContaignentIhressute
ltelletLvalvepMewq

-Q buHding bypass 31eakagt
Dot ~Vjthjn ]imit. (continued)

.

'

CPSESMarAny ofNUREG-N31 -ITS3.6 3.6-8 5/15/97
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Containment Isolation Valv:s (At;r.capheric.
Subst:r.cspheric, Ice Corder.ser, ard Dual) p3

3.6.3

V(3 ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) . . 2 - - - - NOTES
- - - - -^

12 Isolation devices in
high radiation areas

~

may be verified by use
of administrative
means.

gfd' Iso]atiodn deliceEthat 3.611
.Atello_ckedZsealedlot
bthdrWtW~~s@ute_d pay
belverifiediby
administratiyeImearls]

.........................

Once per 31 days
Verify the affected for isolation
penetration flow path is devices outside
isolated. containment

O =
Prior to entering
H00E 4 from
H0DE 5 if not
performed within
the previous
92 days for
isolation devices
inside
containment.

.

(O4v

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-N31 -ITS3.6 3.6-9 S/158 7
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I

Containment Isolation Valves (Atir,;3pheric,
Subet;r,; spheric, Ice Cer. denser, and Duel' p3 ;

3.6.3 !
!

.,a

U ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. -- - NOTE - - B.1 Isolate the affected I hour
Only applicable to

.

penetration flow path by
penetration flow paths use of at least one closed
with two containment and de activated automatic
isolation valves. valve, closed manual valve.

or blind flange.......................

One or more penetration i

ficN paths with two
containment isolation y

valves inoperable except B PS
10f30!!ta.1J!s!entIpttrgy
tm$togeOggeJ9C
@ntA1ges!tt3tessote
C#11efivalger shield
buildir,; m ass,Ueakage
got3t1tMii;1.1.mit.

'O (continued)
'V

!

;.

I

|
'

.

t

i

!

!

. g-)
-

L r

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-10 gj3gy
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Containment Isolation Valves { Atmospheric,
Sub;tacspheric, Ice Condenser, and Dual)

: Ps ~
3.6.3

r^s
'V ACTIONS (continued) :

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
. i

C. C.1 Isolate the affected 422 hours ;
.3.6-4s.........N0TE- - - - - penetration flow path by-

Only applicable to use of at least one closed
penetration flow paths and de activated automatic
with only one valve. closed manual valve.
containment isolation or blind flange.
valve and a closed
system. ANQ
......................

C.2 -- NOTES - - - -
One or more penetration II Isolation devices in
flow paths with one high radiation areas
containment isolation may be verified by use
valve . inoperable, of administrative

means.

2J lsolatio[delicesithat
arClockedZseal,edfor

: 316' 11-
-

gpTfjedjy ~~ ~' jO o'therwiselsecured maV
admiflist.rative;means]

........................

Verify the affected Once per 31 days
penetration flow path
is isolated.

._

p20hield building bposs 0.1."; store 1;;kege within 4 hours
' B PS1;;k;;; not within HmM-

li;;;i t.

<. _ . _

CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-11 S/153 7
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Containment Isolation Valves 'Atir,capheric,
Subet;rcapheric. Ice Condenser, and Dual)

Ps-
3.6.3

^
/N
Q ACTIONS (continued) 4

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

DIE-One or more DE.1 Isolate the affected 24 hours
penetration flow penetration flow path
paths with one or by use of at least one
more containment #16sedDidEactivated -B PSpurgeZbfd M p0tgelod &Qtgm6_tjfvalVeKglo' sed

~

~contajj1mefgIgrg(jliult pattualrV&lVeEofiblijfdr
telief valves not nange.
within purge valvc
leakage limits. 68Q

{ continued)

>

['TG 1

|

|

|
1

)

f~\O
|

CPSESMa.-kup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-12 S/1587
|
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1

Containment Isolation Valves (Ata,csphemer
Subets.cophoric, Ice Condensar, and Ouel) p3

3.6.3 :

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

!

DE. (continued) (!E.2 - -- NOTES - --- ED
'

)]] Isolation devices in
high radiation areas may be
verified by use of
administrative means.

:
2ilsolatigdeyices1 hat
atell_o_ckedfis.ealeid;or

3'6 11-etherntjjeisscored maylbs
YetifiedibD*inistotDe
means]
.......................

Verify the affected Once per :
'penetration flow path is 31 days for

isolated. 1 solation1

devices outside
containment

O ;

E

Prior to :

entering H00E 4 |
from H00E 5 if
not performed |

within the l
previous |

92 days for
isolation
devices inside ,

containment
M

RE.3 Perform SR 3.6.3.7 for Once per
the resilient seal 92 days ED

' purge valves closed to g
comply with Required
ActionEQ.1.

i

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-13 $/15,97
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Containment Isolation Valves 'Atii;capheric,
Subet;;;; spheric. Ice Condenser, cad Dual) pg.

3.6.3

ACTIONS ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

[f. Required Action and
associated Completion [F.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours
Time not met. ED- ,

8NQ

EF.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

,

5

i

,

!
,

,

1

|

l
i

e

i

|

i

CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 -1TS3.6 3.6-14 S/15/97
|
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Containment Isolation Valves (At;respheric,
Subet;r,cspheric, Ice Condenser. and Ouel' p3-

3.6.3
'r3
d'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS <

!

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY I

|
,

SR l 61311 Verify each 42 48 inch Conta~1nment20.rgJe_ndlig 31 days i

inchiliydrfgen2 urge valve is sealed :B PS ;

closed, except for one purge valve in a
penetration flow path while in Condition;DE ED -

;
,

of this LCO.

.

SRJ.3 6 _:3.'2 Notiused. . n M m 7 E.ya n.g p q~_P " lWWM ap ;& ;
m-2uandmm- - - .r e4

,

"arify each 0 inch centair.T.;nt purge valve is B PS . ;

closed, cxcept when the S irch centair. Tent
purge volves arc spen for pressure centrol.
A|.#A or air quality considerations for
personnel entry, or for Suricillere;s th;t ;

icquire the valves to k spen. ;

O
SR 3.6.3.3 - - - - NOTE - -- - - -- -----

Valves and blind flanges in high radiation
areas may be verified by use of administrative
controls.
...........................................

Verify each containment isolation manual valve 31 days
and blind flange that is located outside >

'

containment E_n.d_?not7.o.c..ked. .T_seaJe_d,7or
. '

pthergise3ecored and required to be closed - 3.6 5-_ .-

:
during accident conditions is closed, except |
for containment isolation valves that are open j
under administrative controls. ;

,i
1

(continued) i-

i

!

!
,

f

r

(
;

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-15 5/15/97
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Containment Isolation Valves (Atacspheric,
S ietmospheric, Ice Condenscr and Du; M p3

.
3.6.3

r
? 1 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued),w

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

:
,

SR 3.6.3.4 -- NOTE - - - - ---
|

}f1 Valves and blind flanges in high radiation !

areas may be verified by use of administrative j
means.

'

EElbej blindifl angelorEthe2fuelEtransfetji
canalineed:not:be:verifiedislosed:except] : 3.6-6

. af_terreach31rainage oflthh3 anal]
...........................................

Verify each containment isolation manual valve Prior to
and blind flange that is located inside entering MODE 4 ;

containment andMtilocited2sealedF_og from H0DE 5 ff,

pthetwiselsecuted and required to be closed not performed 3.6 5

during accident conditions is closed, except within the
for containment isolation valves that are open previous 92 days
under administrative controls.<

.

3.64:
SR 3.6.3.5 Verify the isolation time of ecch powcr InF"NMm

operated and each automatic po_we_t;opented aiccordance r m !
containment isolation valve thallislDotlop4ed] n!1_th;the 7 C M l~.612
MlledjioCothetwhelse@te!! inIpd.sition is 10setkice N J E 2 >

within limits. Testing T M |
EEogramer EB PS !,

02 days t

.

.

SE3; gig,# Mct2Used 02 deys ;

Cycle each weight er spring icoded check iB-PS- |
volvc testabic during operatica through
ene ccapiste cycle of full travel, end-

vectfy cach check valve ic.; ins cissed whcn
the differ;ntial pressure in the direction
of fl;W i; [1.2] psid ;nd Op;n; When th; ;

~

differential pressure in the direction of !

flew is 2 [1.2] psid and : [5.0] psid.- ,

,

(continued)

/ i
t >

I

i

:
t

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -JTS3.6 3.6-16 5/1S M .
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i

Containment Isolation Valves (At;r,ospheric,
Subat;r.; spheric. Ice Condenser, sad Ouel) p3

3.6.3 !

~ h SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

i SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

} SC3161M1 TE ii.11Ti E = -1 9 0TE-7 '& & = = 2 3
: Ih1 Esorae111ancells.ln@2eq41tedI@enitM 3.6 13:

pentrationIfloiCpstMiGi@laMdlhMIdeak
te~ ted:htanlEilarigea;ewmua,ea |si

E FIfj F'H = 9z-XTi m e-u d FI;;;" E Eig.
a
a

Perform leakage rate testing for 184 days
containment purgeE hydrogenIpurgeland iB-PS-
contairment~ptessyreleliefvalveswith AND

i

resilient >

i

seals. Within
92 days !
after I

opening '-

the valve :

r

i

SR 3.6,3.8 Verify each automatic containment isolation
valve that is not locked, scaled or otherwise

,

secured in position, actuates to the isolation 18 months B
'

; position on an actual or simulated actuation !
signal. '

; ,

,

en , , , n r._,_ ___u . . , _u __ ___2__ ,__2_; _ u _ _ i. ,n ___ c_
wn vev.WeJ VJblU E ubl 5 TWE 53i3b Vi Jyt III) IVWWEM b i fVVfk &V IffV5 B blIJ

valve not testable during operetier, B PS
thieugh er,c corylate cycle of full travel, i

,

er,d verify e;ch ched valve rc;.; ins closed I

whendhe-differential pressure in the
direction of flew is > [1.2] psid and opens

;

when the differential pressur; in the
direction of flow is 2 [1.2] paid end ;

ee n, __n
' LdeuJ fJ8Me

|

en 6 e 6 ,n u__2r.,_._L r 9 J__L ___t_a_- _A _ . . _ _ _

sn s.v.w.4v usi isy s uws : L J sirwis vvi s 6 u i s =iivi r 6 yui ys

valve is blocked tc restrict the valve fret. [1 ] ir.enths
' openir,g i [S^] h
,

-
B PS- i

,

(continued)

O
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_ _ _ _ . .

Containment Isolation Valves fAtmospheric, ;

Subets.cspheric, Ice Condenser, and Occi) p3
3.6.3

s\(V SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

en , , , ,, u__J,.. iL_ ___o___, , _ _ , . _ _ _ __ _ ,__ ,, m,.e
.71, w.VeveAA vst II/ 44is bvvves t . rsu I w u rsuys a u ms avi u4i riv i 6 -

_ L. J. _1. .J- . . .J J. ,_,3 r y . 1. ,.__ L ._ ,_s_r. m .L.._J,s
L..J, _ L.____ __ , n ,

.,ne,s . 8 PS.. . ....m

: [ L,] Jen pre;surized to 2 [ psig]. is not
applicable

,

,

i V5 M II

j .

2. & .L.

-lM /* f"n, ., nP
o m. . v,

,

Appendix ',
es I.;di'ied.

by approved
excm.ptions

;

{u.)

4

.

)
J
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\

l

Containment Prsssure (Atrcaphcric. Cual, erd Ice Corder.scr)
3.6.4A .PS

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.4A Containment Pressure (Ata. aspheric. 0 21. ord Ice Cerder.scr) PS :' |
|
|

. - |

LCO 3.6.4A . Containment pressure shall be 2 yg psig and s + }.g 1-5-psig. :B PS

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Containment pressure not A.1 Restore containment E8 hours ' 3.6-8

within limits. pressure to within limits.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
T associated Completion

- Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

.

:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
:

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

i

SR 3.6.4A.1 Verify containment pressure is within limits. 12 hours !
!

r.

i

!

O '

.
:

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-19 S/15/97
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Containment Air Temperature 'Atacapheric and Dual)
3.6.5A PS

,

(v) 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

PS3.6.5A Containment Air Temperature (Atmospheric and Dual)

LCO 3.6.5A Containment average air temperature shall be s 12.0*F. B

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2. 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Containment average air A.1 Restore containment average 8 hours
temperature not within air temperature to within
limit. limit.

3 B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
(O associated Completion |

Time not met. MQ !
|

B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

I
1

1

j

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
=_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

l
1

|

SR 3.6.5A.1 Verify containment average air temperature is 24 hours |
within limit. |

|

1

-3

A

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -1153.6 3.640 $/]S/97 j
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|
i

ContainmentSpraySystemEr.dCccling' Systems (Ateesphericer,dDuci)
3.6.6A ~ PS --

,

e

.]m.
,

'

(

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.6A Containment Spray $Fstem end Cooling Syst;;; (Ateespheric and Ouel)
(Credit taken for iodire rereval by the Centeira,xat Spray System) : PS '

LCO 3.6.6A Two containment spray trains er.d [ta] cer.tair.xnt cooling treins (3.6 9:
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

.

ACTIONS
,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ,

,

(~^ A. One containment spray A.1 Restore containment spray 72 hours
's train inoperable. train to OPERABLE status.

M
'3.6-9

10 days fre;
discovery of
feilure to ;;;t

the LC0

8. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not M :

met.
B.2 Be in H00E 5. 84 hours

;

:

,

:' '

y
,

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-21 S/]S/97
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_ . _ _ _ _ _

Containment Spray Systeg and Cooling *,ystes.s ''tr.; spheric and Ouel)
3 6 6A |PS- ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

q :

, n__ r___.,__2, , , n__i___ r___.,__2,

Lisyviivv7w.a nws svi s
g i syu . i swJ , , _ _.. viss

___ ___,,__ __,_ , 3.6 9___

m..m
,____m ;

m,..
,____.___.

...,~...mv..., .. . . . .,...~ .. w...,

A._._,._. ,______L1._. A
. m.

t . . _ Mnnenaner _ ,

. . . . ~n . .. m,-m ... ,

,a J..._ s___
aw wuga a a vrvi f

discovery of
ifeilure to ;;et

LL_ 1ra
bits mW

I

(continued) j

Dr Two [ required] 0.1 "estore en [ required] 72 hours
cer,teir.T. cat coeling centei,. Tent cooling train '3.6 9
tre,i... ..~ r. .L,e- i.._ norn a n ,- . . . . ___ ,______

_.. .... .. .mmm

I

.e .L_..__
'

r- uA ..._; n__..,__J a_A,__ r g u_A ..__J n. 2 unnr- e
IV M . =3e ITV b WJbu nb yW 8 . L M F 1b b . VI I b. e a ITV b uJUM Wb II. I IVW m .# e

and associated : 3.6 9 '
Gompletion Tin; of M .

;,__J2a__r __ n __m
iw wiiu w a via v vi w . rv w

met ,. J.._ .MMM f" I".. $,f* L_..
,_ |c9 n_

. us .. -m . . .~m.

,

CF. Two containment spray CF.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Imediately ED

trains inoperable.

fE

Any cva,Lir,eticr of three
. er 7. ore trains !3.6-9
| ineparable.

.

|

|
. !

'

SURVEILLANCC REQUIREMENTS

n.,/

.
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Containment Spray System ord Cooling Systcas (Ata; spheric and Ocal)
3.6.6A PS - f

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.6A.1 Verify each containment spray manual, power 31 days
operated. and automatic valve in the flow path
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position is in the correct position.

(continued)

SR 3.6.6A.2 Not;;u_ sed Operate sech [ required] contair.T, cat --31 days
cooling train fan unit for 2 15 minutes. 3.6 9

SR 3.6.6A.3 Mtius~ d "crify cach [ required] contair.T. cat 31 dayse
,

cooling train cooling water flow rate is 3.6 9
2 [700] sT..

\.] <

!

SR 3.6.6A.4 Verify each contain:nent spray pump's developed In accordance
head at the flow test point is greater than or with the
equal to the required developed head. Inservice

Testing Program

SR 3.6.6A.5 Verify each automatic containment spray valve 18 months .B l

in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, actuates to the
correct position on an actual or simulated 1

actuation signal.
I
1

,

SR 3.6.6A.6 Verify each containment spray pump starts 18 months
automatically on an actual or simulated B

actuation signal.

<

|

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.6 3.6-23 S/15/97
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Containment Spray SyAtes) and Cooling Syste;;; CAta.03pheric and Duci)
3.6.6A PS

e ~.

U. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.6A.7- tLot gstj verify each ; required] contair.T,cr.: [10] .T.;nths .3.6 9
cooling trein starts auto;actically on en actuhl
or sia;ulated actuation signal.

(continued)

At first

SR 3.6.6A.8 Verify each spray nozzle is unobstructed, refueling B PS

stfB

10 years

(
s

|
d

|

1

|
1

i
l

I

l

/*%
! \
V.

|
|

|
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Spray Additive System (Atr; spheric. Sitssparic. Ice Cer. der.scr. er,d ial) ; p3 .
3.6.7

m
b 3.6 CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS

3.6.7 Spray Additive. System (Atzsparic. Sit;;;ssparic. Ice Cor. der.sar ;r.d c ps ..
N;1) -

|
r

LCO 3.6.7- The Spray Additive System shall be OPERABLE.*

>

:
!

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2. 3, and 4. !

ACTIONS i

:
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;

>

A. Spray Additive System A.1 Restore Spray Additive 72 hours
inoperable. System to OPERABLE status. ;

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. 8NQ !

B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 84 hours |
i

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

!
SR 3.6.7.1 Verify each spray additive manual, power 31 days

~

operated, and automatic valve in the flow path
,

that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position is in the correct position. !

- ;

(continued)

'(v~b. i
,

'
.

|
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,

Spray Additive System (Atzsp,;ric. Subst=sp,eric, Ice Cor, denser, erd Ouel) ps-
3.6.7

t. SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (:ontinued)

SLAVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.6.7.2 Verify spray additive tank solution vola a is 184 days
a 2500 gel erd ; 4000 gel LefelHsjE91Jj3Lnd ~3.6 10e 1

DM-

SR 3.6.7.3 Verify spray additive tank Na0lj solution 184 days
concentration is a 30 2St and s 32 30% by B PS-
weight.

:

SR 3.6.7.4 Verify each spray additive automatic valve in IQ months >B
the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, actuates to the
correct position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.,

:O
SR 3.6.7.5 Verify spray additive flow rate from each 5 years B PS

solution's flow path.

. ,7)
(/
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Hvdrogen Recombiners (Atm ;phcric. Subata npheric. Ice Conden;cr. and Dual) ' ps
'

3.6.8

,

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMSp
b 3.6.8 Hydrogen Recombiners (Atz spheric. Substu spheric. Ice Condenser, and -ps-

Dual; (if permaently ir,stelled)

LC0 3.6.8 Two hydrogen recombiners shall be OPERABLE.4

.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1 and 2. ;

1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One hydrogen recombiner A.1 - - - - NOTE - - - -

inoperable. LCO 3.0.4 is not
applicable.
.....................

1

Restore hydrogen 30 days

,( recombiner to OPERABLE
( status.

i

B] Two hydrogen B.1 Verify by administrative 1 hour B.
recombiners means that the hydrogen
inoperable. control function is E

maintained.
Once per
12 hours

'

E thereafter

B.2 Restore one hydrogen
recombiner to OPF3ABLE 7 days j

status, j

-

i

6 hours
C. Required Action and C.1 Be in H00E 3.

associated Completion
Time not met.

(% .

O

CPSES3iatkup ofNUREG-1431 -1TS3.6 3.6-27 S/1S/97
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Hydrogen Recombiners (Atr.c;phcric Subatr.ospheric. Ice Condcascr. and Dual) ps
3.6.8

-SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSp)'n
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.8.1 Perform a system functional test for each 1.8' months B-
hydrogen recombiner.

SR 3.6.8.2 Visually examine each hydrogen recombiner 18 months B
enclosure and verify there is no evidence of
abnormal conditions.

SR 3.6.8.3 Perform a resistance to ground test for each 18; months B
heater phase.

(~s
(.

.

C
(
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Hethodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications

b(7
Enclosure SA contains an electronic (or hand written) mark-up of NUREG 1431 Revision
1. The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a
plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed
areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross reference to a justification
or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are
contained in Enclosure 6A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NfJREG-1431,
Rev. 1.

3. Modifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431,
Rev.1 but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-m

bracketed areas of NUREG 1431. Rev. 1 is annotated using the
strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The
deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of
Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information
is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location
and is annotated using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or
hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a
change number or a change code in the adjacent right marg 1n. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components.

[] Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obvioudy editorial are annotated
b using the redline / strike out feature of Wordperfect and

MethoJology 1 of2 S/1SR7
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG 1431 Specifications
(continued)

() identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All
such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes. i

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct for this
plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct
informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackr s
provided in NUREG-1431, Rev.1 are deleted. " Red line", strike-
out" and margin codes are as follows:

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged,
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'B' (for bracketed
information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the
plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the
old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is
" red lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information) !

is used as a margin code.

3. If the entire Condition Action, or Surveillance is bracketed and
,

is aoolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is(V)
,

I

redlined. The text included within the brackets is nat redlined
unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS* margin
code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were i

made.

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not !
applicable, the entire contents are struck out, redlined words |
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used. I

l

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B, |
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A. j

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark up process. Reviewer
notes may be " struck out" or deleted as preferred.

In summary, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG 1431. Rev.1. " red-line" is used
to annotate new material, " strike out" is used to annotate deleted material, and
change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number
or a change code.

l

Note NUREG 1431, Rev. 1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are !
fG incorporated are indicated using the " redlines". " strike outs" and margin codes |Q discussed above. l

1
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ENCLOSURE 5B

MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES
i
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES CONTENTS

Mark-up:
,

|

BASES PAGE
3.6.1....................................................................................B3.6-1
3.6.2............................................................................................B3.6-6
3.6.3.............................................................................................B3.6-13
3.6.4....................................................................................................B3.6-31
3.6.5..................................................................................................B3.6-34
3.6.6............................................................................................B3.6-38
3.6.7..............................................................................................B3.6-49
3.6.8...........................................................................................B3.6-55

,

3.6.9.................................................................................................N/A
3.6.10................................................................................................N/A
3.6.11............................................................................................N/A
3.6.12..................................................................................................N/A

O 3.6.13..................................................................................................N/A
V 3.6.14................................................................................................N/A

3.6.is..............................................................................................N/A
3.6.16..............................................................................................N/A
3.6.17................................................................................................NA
3.6.18................................................................................................NA
3.6.19...........................................................................................NA

,

?

Methodology (2 Pages)

p.
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Containment (Atacspheric)
B 3.6.1

B 3.6 CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS

V B 3.6.1 ' Containment (Ata; spheric?

BASES
--n

BACKGROUND The containment consists of the concrete reactor building.. its
steel liner, and the penetrations through this structure. The
structure is designed to contain radioactive material that may be
released from the reactor core following a design basis toss 3f
f,oo]antAccidentf00A). Additionally, this structure provides
shielding from the fission products that may be present in the
containment atmosphere following accident conditicns.

The containment is a reinforced concrete structure with a
cylindrical wall, a flat foundation mat i!tLtKalreactoriqaii_tgit
projection, and a shsilow hemi.sphetical dome roof. The inside
surface of the containment is lined with a carbon steel liner to
ensure a high degree of leak tightness during operating and
accident conditions.

For conteir.T.;nts with ungrouted tendens, the cylinder well is
prestressed with a post tensioning system in the vertical and

p heMtontal directicas, and the de,Te reef-ts prestressed utilizing() c thrc; way post tensioning system.

The concrete reactor building is required for structural
integrity of the containment under De_sjgnIBatjs] Accident (DBAl
conditions. The steel liner and its penetrations establish the
leakage limiting boundary of the containment. Maintaining the
containment OPERABLE limits the leakage of fission product
radioactivity from the containment to the environment.

,

SR 3.6.1.1 leakage rate requirements comply with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J](Ref.1), as modified by approved exemptions.

The isolation devices for the penetrations in the containment
boundary are a part of the containment leak tight barrier. To.
maintain this leak tight barrier:

a. All penetrations required to be closed during accident
conditions are either:,

1. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic
'

containment isolation system, or

r\i

b
(continued)

i
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Containment (Atr,cspheric)
B 3.6.1

.

|
|
!

BASES

BACKGROUND 2. closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or
(continued) de activated automatic valves secured in their closed

positions, except as provided in LC0 3.6.3, ,

" Containment Isolation Valves"
'

b. Each air lock is OPERABLE, except as provided in LCO 3.6.2,
" Containment Air Locks":

. c. All equipment hatches are closed: and

d. The pressurized sealing mechanism associated with a
penetration fe,igEW(l_dsEbellowsEorJ0;;r_1,ngst is OPERABLE.
except as provided ir, LCO 2.5.[ ].

APPLICABLE The safety design basis for the containment is that the
SAFETY ANALYSES containment must withstand the pressures and temperatures of the

limiting DBA without exceeding the design leakage rate.
<

The DBAs that result in a challenge to containment OPERABILITY

O, from high pressures and temperatures are a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA), a steam line break and a rod ejection accident
(REA) (Ref. 2). In addition, release of significant fission
product radioactivity within containment can occur from a LOCA or
REA. In the DBA analyses, it is assumed that the containment is
OPERABLE such that, for these DBAs involving release of fission
product radioactivity, release to the environment is controlled
by the rate of containment leakage. The containment was designed
with an allowable leakage rate of 0.1% of containment air weight
per day (Ref. 3). This leakage rate, used to evaluate offsite
doses resulting from accidents, is defined in 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J (Ref.1), as L,: the maximum allowable containment
leakage rate at the calculated peak containment internal pressure
(P.) resulting from the limiting DBA. The allowable leakage rate
represented by L, forms the basis for the acceptance criteria
imposed on all containment leakage rate testing. L, is assumed
to be 03% 9ficontainmentlair;Wefght per day in the safety

'

analysis at P = 383 psig (Ref. 3), e

.

Satisfactory leakage rate test results are a requirement for the
establishment of containment OPERABILITY.

The containment satisfies Criterion 3 of the ZC |'clicy
Stetement-10CfR50136(clI21(til.

(continued)
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Containment (Atmospheric)
B 3.6.1

1

|

BASES,

v

LC0 Containment OPERABILITY is maintained by limiting leakage to s
1.0 L,, except prior to the first startup after performing a
required 10 Cri! 50, Appendix J. Contairpent3eakage:Ratelesting
Program leakage test. At this time, th; combined Type 0 and C
leakage must be ' O.5 L,, and the overall Typc A leakage must be
' O.75 L, the3pplicableIle.a.kage~1Jmits;must~be~ met.

Compliance with this LC0 will ensure a containment configuration,
including equipment hatches, that is structurally sound and that
will limit leakage to those leakage rates assumed in the safety
analysis.

Irc idual leakage rates specified for the containment air lock
(LCO 3.6.2) andicontainment purgei'Jiydrogen purge zand
containmentipressure relief valves with resilient seals
(LC0 3.6.3) are not specifically part of the acceptance criteria
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. Therefore, leakage rates exceeding
these individual limits only result in the containment being
inoperable when the leakage results in exceeding the overall
acceptance criteria of Appcnex J 1.01

V
APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of

radioactive material into containment. In H0 DES 5 and 6, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due to
the pressure and temperature limitations of these H00ES.
Therefore, containment is not required to be OPERABLE in H0DE 5
to prevent leakage of radioactive material from containment. The
requirements for containment during H0DE 6 are addressed in
LC0 3.9.4, " Containment Penetrations."

ACTIONS U

In the event containment is inoperable, containment must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. The 1 hour Completion
Time provida a period of time to correct the problem
commensuratc with the importance of maintaining containment
during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. This time period also ensures that
the probability of an accident (requiring containment
OPERABILITY) occurring during periods when containment is
inoperable is minimal,

b
(continued)

.
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B.1 and B.2

If containment cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
required Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a H00E in
which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant |
must be brought to at least HODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 '

within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining the containment OPERABLE requires compliance with the
,

visual examinations and leakage rate test requirements of the '
m

Containment:LeakagelRateTesting.: Program:10 Crn 50, AppeMw-J
Gef.1), as redified by approved exemptions. Failure to

3 meet air lock and purge valve with resilient seal leakage limits '

(-w) specified in LCO 3.6.2 and LC0 3.6.3 does not invalidate the |

V acceptability of these overall leakage determinations unless
their contribution to overall Type A B, and C leakage causes
that to exceed limits. As-4 eft icckage pricr to-the first
stcrtup after pcrfccming a required 10 Crn 50. Appendix J,
4eakage test -is required tc be ' O.5 L, for combined Typc 0 cad C
leakage, nd ' O.75 L,-fcr overcil Typc A icckcge. At all other
times-between required icckcge retc tests, the-eeecptenee
er4teri: is based on :n ever:11 Type A leakage limit of : 1. 0 L,--
At 1.0 L,-the offsite dose consequences are bounded by the
esstapticas cf the safety enclysis. SR Frequencies are as
required by Appendix J, as modified by approved exemptions the
Containment;te.akagetRateJesting:frogram. Thus, SR 3.0.2 (which
allows Frequency extensions) does not apply. These periodic
testing requirements verify that the containment leakage rate
does not exceed the leakage rate assumed in the safety analysis.

Leakageltate;testingIs:petformed;jn accordance:Wjth:the
Containment' Leakage: Rate; Testing 1 Program;2gesting~.with3atet:as
an:alternativelisZa]] owed;for;specificlsystem:confjgQtatjons]
Cted1LmayibeltakeqIfotfa2302dayiwatetisealithatyjlllbe
M10taj nedito' preye0ccontaLnment ~ atmosphere;] eakagelthtou,qhlthe
pe.Dettation' to;thelenyltonmentELThelfo]]owjpgii sla]]stlofithe

G @gtatnmentitsola tLon3al yKthat;meetdhis3ystem:co;nfiggratj oDfv)t
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REFERENCES 1. 10CFR50,AppendixJi
,

2. FSAR. Chapte: 15. .:
(

|
3. FSAR, Section 6.2.

)

4. nci,uistory Ouide 1.35, ncaisier. [1]. )
J

|
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Containment Air Locks fAtmosphcric. Subetsspheric. Ice-Ccadcassr. caddhteH ,

B 3.6.2 |

1

f3 B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
|(") B 3.6.2 Containment Air Locks (Atacaphcric. Subatasspheric. Ice Ccad e |

cad DuaM |
.

BASES
_

BACKGROUND Contcinment air locks form part of the containment pressure
boundary and provide a means for personnel access during all N0 DES
of operation.

Eeeh The petsonnel air lock is nominally a right circular cylinder.
M approximately;9 ft in diameter, with a door at each end. The
emergencyZaj rJ lockii slapproximatelvfiftl9_i nli nsj de"Ai ame.tetAi tt)
al22ft l i gdoorlat;eactCend? The Oniboth:airjjocks; doors are
interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening. During periods when
containment is not required to be OPERABLE. the door interlock
mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of an air lock to
remain open for extended periods when frcquent contcifment-entri is

Each air lock door has been designed and tested tonecessary.
certify its ability to withstand a pressure in excess of the
maximum expected pressure following a Design Basis Accident (DBA)

;g) in containment. As such, closure of a single door supports
'' containment OPERABILITY. Each of the doors contains douale

gasketed seals and local leakage rate testing capability to ensure !

pressure integrity. To-effect a lack tight scal. the cir-4eck
design uses pressure scated dcors (i.c.. an incrcasc in containacnt
+nternal pressure restrits in incrcascd scaling = force an cach dcor).

Each personnel air lock is provided with limit switches on both
~

doors that provide control room indication of door position.
Addttiencily, ccatrol reca indicstica is provided to eh Pt-the
operatcr whencycr en air lock dccr intcricck rechanis is defeated-

The containment air locks form part of the containment pressure
boundary. As such, air lock integrity and leak tightness is
essential for maintaining the containment leakage rate within limit
in the event of a DBA. Not maintaining air lock integrity or leak
tightness may result in a leakage rate in excess of that assumed in
the etnit safety analyses.

APPLICABLE The DBAs that results in a release of radioactive material within
SAFETY ANALYSES containment are a loss of conlant accident and a rod ejection

(3 accident (Ref. 2). In the analysis of each of these accidents, it
A) is assumed that containment is OPERABLE such that release of

Cl3ES MarA-up ofNURii&l431 Bases -ITS3.6 B 3.6-6 S/15/97
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BASESx
;

\

fission products to the environment is controlled by the rate of
containment leakage. The containment was designed with an
allowable leakage rate of 03% of containment air weight per day
(Ref. 2). This leakage rate is defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix ;
(Ref.1), as4, = T.it of cer,teir.T.c. t air weight per day, thei

maximum allowable containment leakage rate at the calculated peak
containment internal pressure P, = 14.4 psig, following a BBA design
basjisiLOC6. This allowable leakage rate forms the basis for the
acceptance criteria imposed on the SRs associated with the air

,

locks.

The containment air locks satisfy Criterion 3 of of the NPC Pclicy
Stetc. : .t 1.0CF_R50136]c)J2)J11).

LCO Each containment air lock forms part of the containment pressure ,

!

boundary. As part of the containment p_ressureiboundary, the air
lock safety function is related to control of the containment ;

leakage rate resulting from a DBA. Thus, each air lock's
;

structural integrity and leak tightness are essential to the
successful mitigation of such an event.

,

Each air lock is required to be OPERABLE. For the air lock to be i

considered OPERABLE, the air lock interlock mechanism must be
OPERABLE, the air lock must be in compliance with the Type B air i

lock leakage test, and both air lock doors must be OPERABLE. The i

interlock allows only one air lock door of an air lock to be opened
at one time. This provision ensures that a gross breach of
containment does not exist when containment is required to be |

OPERABLE. Closure of a single door in each air lock is sufficient |
fto provide a leak tight barrier following postulated events,

Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lock is not i'

being used for normal entry into end or exit from containment.

|
,

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6 the !

probability and consequences of these events are reduced due |
.

to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES. ;

Therefore, the containment air locks are not required in MODE 5 to j

prevent leakage of radioactive material from containment. The |

requirements for the containment air locks during MODE 6 are |

addressed in LC0 3.9.3{. " Containment Penetrations." |

r] j

LJ \

.

|
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Containment Air Locks (Ataespteric, i betrespteric. Ice Cendcasar, and Occi) |

B 3.6.2

BASES
\

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note that allows entry and exit to
perform repairs on the affected air lock component. If the outer
door is inoperable, then it may be easily accessed for most
repairs. It is preferred that the air lock be accessed from inside
primary containment by entering through the other OPERABLE air >

lock. However, if this is not practicable, or if repairs on either ;

door must be performed from the barrel side of the door then it is
permissible to enter the air lock through the OPERABLE door, which
means there is a short time during which the containment boundary ;

is;not intact (during access through the OPERABLE h or). The
ability to open the OPERABLE door, even if it means the containment
boundary is temporarily not intact, is acceptable due to the low
probability of an event that could pressurize the containment |
during the short time in which the OPERABLE dxc is expected to be
open. After each entry and exit, the OPERABLE door must be i

immediately closed. If ALARA conditions permit entry and exit ;

should be via an OPERABLE air lock.

A second Note has been added to provide clarification that, for
this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each air lock.
This is acceptable, since the Required Actions for each Condition |

O provide appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable air
lock. Complying with the Required Actions may allow for continued
operation, and a subsequent inoperable air lock is governed by
subsequent Condition entry and application of associated Required
Actions.

In the event the air lock leakage results in exceeding the overall
containment leakage rate, Note 3 directs entry into the applicable
Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.6.1. " Containment."

A.1. A.2. and A.3

With one air lock door in one or more containment air locks
inoperable, the OPERABLE door must be verified closed (Required
Action A.1) in each affected containment air lock. This ensures
that a leak tight containment barrier is maintained by the use of
an OPERABLE air lock door. This action must be completed within

*

1 hour. This specified time period is consistent with the ACTIONS
of LCO 3.6.1, which requires containment be restored to OPERABLE
status within 1 hour.

In addition, the affected air lock penetration must be isolated by
locking closed the OPERABLE air lock door within the 24 hour

p Completion Time. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable for
O

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 Bases - ITS 3.6 B 3.6-8 S/]S/97
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G

locking the OPERABLE air lock door, considering the OPERABLE door
of the affected air lock is being maintained closed.

Required Action A.3 verifies that an air lock with an inoperable
door has been isolated by the use of a locked and closed OPERABLE
air lock door. This ensures that an acceptable containment leakage
boundary is maintained. The Completion Time of once per 31 days is
based on engineering judgment and is considered adequate in view of
the low likelihood of a locked door being mispositioned and other
administrative controls. Required Action A.3 is modified by a Note
that applies to air lock doors located in high radiation areas and
allows these doors to be verified locked closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by administrative
means is considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of misalignment
of the door, once it has been verified to be in the proper
position, is small.

The Required Actions have been modified by two Notes. Note 1
'

ensures that only the Required Actions and associated Completion
Times of Condition C are required if both doors in the same air |

lock are inoperable. With both doors in the same air lock
inoperable, an OPERABLE door is not available to be closed.
Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are the appropriate remedial actions.
The exception of Note 1 does not affect tracking the Completion
Time from the initial entry into Condition A, only the requirement
to comply with the Required Actions. Note 2 allows use of the air
lock for entry and exit for 7 days under administrative controls if
both air locks have an inoperable door. This 7 day restriction
begins when the second air lock is discovered inoperable.
Containment entry may be required on a periodic basis to perform
Technical Specifications (TS) Surveillances and Required Actions,
as well as other activities on equipment inside containment that
are required by TS or activities on equipment that support
TS required equipment. This Note is not intended to preclude
performing other activities (i.e., non TS required activities) if
the containment is entered, using the inoperable air lock, to

perform an allowed activity listed above. This allowance is
acceptable due to the low probability of an event that couid
pressurize the containment during the short time that the
OPERABLE door is expected to be open.

80941 Ced: ActioKK.3its2 modi fl ed;by;a' No.teithatlappljesitoli irllock
@orclocatedno;hjWcradiatjon.;ateaEardla11WGhesEdc<'cs:tolbe

t] Veti fie.d30cked;closedlby 'usCoCadministratiyeimeans all owingV VetiUcation'byfadministrativelmeans11s:co.nsideted accertabl.e2
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s[0cKaccessitEtheselatea_sKtypipal]y2gstrictedf2Thereforej
theprobabilityofJisalignmentIoLthe;doorZonojilit]}as; bee 0
yeriff ed? tolbe'1DIthCpropeCposjd 00ZLsIsmAll?

B.1. B.2. and B.3

With an air lock interlock mechanism inoperable in one or more air
locks, the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
consistent with those specified in Condition A.

The Required Actions have been modified by two Notes. Note 1
ensures that only the Required Actions and associated Completion
Times of Condition C are required if both doors in the same air
lock are inoperable. With both doors in the same air lock
inoperable, an OPERABLE door is not available to be closed.
Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are the appropriate remedial actions.
Note 2 allows entry into and exit from containment under the
control of a dedicated individual stationed at the air lock to
ensure that only one door is opened at a time (i.e., the individual
performs the function of the interlock).

O Required Action B.3 is modified by a Note that applies to air lock
V doors located in high radiation areas and allows these doors to be

verified locked closed by use of administrative means. Allowing
verification by administrative means is considered acceptable,
since access to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore,
the probability of misalignment of the door, once it has been
verified to be in the proper position, is small.

C.1. C.2. and C.3

With one or more air locks inoperable for reasons other than those
described in Condition A or B, Required Action C.1 requires action
to be initiated immediately to evaluate previous combined leakage
rates using current air lock test results. An evaluation is
acceptable, since it is overly conservative to immediately declare
the containment inoperable if both doors in an air lock have failed
a seal test or if the overall air lock leakage is not within
limits. In many instances (e.g., only one seal per door has
failed), containment remains OPERABLE, yet only 1 hour (per
LCO 3.6.1) would be provided to restore the air lock door to
OPERABLE status prior to requiring a plant shutdown. In addition,
even with both doors failing the seal test, the overall containment
leakage rate can still be within limits.

V
_

(continued)
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Required Action C.2 requires that one door in the affected
containment air lock must be verified to be closed within the !

I hour Completion Time. This specified time period is consistent ;

with the ACTIONS of LC0 3.6.1, which requires that containment be
.

restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. I
!

Additionally, the affected air lock (s) must be restored to OPERABLE |
status within the 24 hour Completion Time. The specified time

i

period is considered reasonable for restoring an inoperable air '

lock to OPERABLE status, assuming that at least one door is
maintained closed in each affected air lock. '

,

D.1 and 0.2

If the inoperable containment air lock cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the plant must
be brought to a H00E in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve :

this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6
,

hours and to H00E 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times '

are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly

- manner and without challenging plant systems.

!

i
|SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.1 '

i
REQUIREHENTS

Maintaining containment air locks OPERABLE requires compliance with
|

the leakage rate test requirements of 10 CTR 50, Appendix J
fRef-1), es redificd by approved exes.pticas the1Contajnsentleak.a'gg
BatejlestingIPIggtg. This SR reflects the leakage rate testing I

requirements with regard to air lock leakage (Type B leakage !

tests). The acceptance criteria were established during initial
air lock and containment OPERABILITY testing. The periodic testing
requirements verify that the air lock leakage does not exceed the
allowed fraction of the overall containment leakage rate. The
Frequency is required by Appendix J (Ref.1), as modified-by
epproved exa tions. Thus, OR 3.0.2 (d.ich allows frequcacy iv
extensions) docs ret opply the1 Containment 1 Leakage'Ratelesting i
P.to9 Cam.

The SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 states that an
inoperable air lock door does not invalidate the previous
successful performance of the overall air lock le% age test. This
is considered reasonable since either air lock dsor is capable of

(continued)
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p -BASES (continued)

providing a fission product barrier in the event of a DBA. Note 2
.

has been added to this SR requiring the results to be evaluated
against the acceptance criteria of whjch;jKapplicablKto
SR 3.6.1.1. This ensures that air lock leakage is properly
accounted for in determining the cverall combinedJype1 Bland;C !
containment leakage rate.

SR 3.6.2.2

The air lock interlock is designed to prevent simultaneous opening
of both doors in a single air lock. Since both the inner and outer
doors of an air kck are designed to withstand the maximum expected
post accident containment pressure, closure of either door will
support containment OPERABILITY. Thus, the door interlock feature
supports containment OPERABILITY while the air lock is being used
for personnel transit in and out of the containment. Periodic
testing of this interlock demonstrates that the interlock will
function as designed and that simultaneous opening of the inner and
outer doors will not inadvertently occur. Due to the purely
rechanical reliab1p nature of this interlock, and given that the
interlockmechanismisof97notinorma]lychallengedwhenthe
containment air lock door is opened usedfor,. entry |,andlexj.t
Iproceduresrequire-

sttictiadhetepceitoisjflgleidoonopenjng)., this test is only
required to be performed upon catering cr exiting a contain cat air
isck but is ret rcquired scre frcquently than cvtry IM days eteff
;!4ImonthsE.The:2EmonthTrennency;1sIbasedlooireducing;the
potentialifor loss,loffcontainment 0PERAB.H:I]yIWhenithe Surveillance
j s; performed:witiLtheJfeactoCat ~ power;Mperati ng:experj encKha.s
shown;these;componentsIusualJy; pass;the;5urve11]a(1ceJeher1
petformedl The IM day 20 month FmouNcy is based on engineering
judgement and is considered adcquote w-vfew
Containment Air Locks fAtresphcric. Subatrespheric. Icc Condensee--
end-DueM -ef other indications of deer and intericck rechanism
status aveilabic to operations perscarel giveKthat~the]]Dterloc8
1sinotcha]jengedduring:Use:ontheiairjock.

i

|. - -

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J.

3 2. FSAR. Sectioni3;_B,T.6;27 Zand;15.

I
f

'
|

( . j

(continued)
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B 3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves (Atme:pheric. ibetr.c pheric. Ice
Condenser. er,d DeeH .

!

BASES !

:

BACKGROUND The containment isolation valves form part of the containment i
'

pressure boundary and provide a means for fluid penetrations
flo<pathCnot serving accident consequence limiting systerns i
to be provided with two isolation barriers that are closed on i'

a containment isolation signal. These isolation devices are i
either passive or active (automatic). Manual valves.

|
de activated automatic valves secured in their closed
position (including check valves with flow through the valve '

secured), blind flanges, and closed systems are considered>

: passive devices. Check valves, or other automatic valves >

designed to close wi.tror;without operator action following
i

an accident, are considered active devices. Except01D
7,pecia]; cases _;descrjbedlinithelESARjlRefE2],%two barriers in
series are provided for.each penetration f]ow1; path]so that no ,

single credible failure or malfunction of an active component
can result in a loss of isolation or leakage that exceeds

( limits assumed in the safety analyses. One of these barriers
A may be a closed system. These barriers (typical-ly i

centair .;at is;1etica velvcs {A'11stingrof: containment '

Molation~VaNeslis~proVj defj p2 Tech 01cali8equjrements')(anjal
lablC2flgt)makeuptheContainmentIsolationSystem.

Automatic isolation signals are produced during accident>

conditions. Containment Phase "A" isolation occurs upon ,

receipt of a safety injection signal. The Phase "A" '

isolation signal isolates nonessential process lines in order :to minimize leakage of fission product radioactivity.
Containment Phase "B" isolation occurs upon receipt of a
containment pressure "igh "igh Highi3] signal and isolates the
remaining process lines, except systems required for accident
mitigation. In addition to the Rha.seZA"31 solation signals
listedabove,theContainment] Purge,iHydrogen;Eurgeland
Contajnnect[ Pressure:Re]jetiisolatiop7~rsc end cxhmt

,

valves receive en aiContainment3entilation Isolation signal
on a containment high radiation condition. $ThisIradiation

,
.

i

signa 121 sinot;;creditedlin;t he2accidentanalysi s;and;tsino.t
fully; safety; grade 3 As a result, the containment isolation
valves (and blind flanges) help ensure that the containment
atmosphere will be isolated from the environment in the event
of a release of fission product radioactivity to the
containment atmosphere a: a result of a Design Basis Accident

n (DBA).

-d-
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Containment Isolation Valves (Atra pheric, '

Subet.;~ spheric, !ce Ca. denser, ;nd Ouel)
B 3.6.3

BASES '

!

The OPERABILITY requirements for containment isolation valves !
help ensure that containment is isolated within the

; time limits assumed in the safety analyses. Therefore,the ';

. OPERABILITY requirements provide assurance that the :
i containment function assumed in the safety analyses will be

maintained.
;

Shutdan Contairmant Purae System (46 .nch ourae valves)
'

The Shutdown Containment Purge System operates to supply I

outside air into the containment for ventilation and cooling4

i
or heating needediforiprolonged[ containment] access 1following

,

; E shutdown ~andfduring refueling Mend |Theisystemimay also be
<

. used to reduce the concentration of noble gases within !'

containment prior to and during personnel access. The supply !
and exhaust lines each contain two isolation valves. Because !of their large size, the 48 inch ContainmentTurge valves 9

|sa units are not qualified for automatic closure from their ',

open position under DBA conditions. Therefore,the48 inch
Containment Purge supply:and~exhaustusolation] valves are,

normally maintained closed in H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure
the containment boundary is maintained.

j
r

; Hydrocan" Puras? System' (12 M nch t nuraerval ves)

The:Hyd@ Den Purge 2 System:1sIa: supplementary 3fstemIfodthe
.

i

electric 1hydmgen;recombinerstandloperatedifor; hydrogen'

diluttooin:the'contairmentifollowingialLOCronce: pressure 31s
below!5;psigm8ecause 3he!1211pch;Contai nmentJydtogen:Rutgt
. supply:and: exhaust:ivalvesiarei:not qualifiedJoriautomatig -

Closureyromtheir2open7 position 1under21nitialrD64
:4

conditions,1they;are;normallyZmaintained; closed;in]lODESIll '

R&3Eendito;ensureithelcontainmeDtiboundarylis ma10taj_ned].7
;-

!

Minicuru S=te;;; Contairmant1 Pressure # Relief 1(18 inch eueee.

discharce*1 solation valves),

T

tThe Miniprg Syste- ContaigntjPressure;Rel.jefJvalves;are '

operatesd to t, .

:

iReduce the conc;ntrati;n of achic gases withina.

centeir.;;nt prior to end during pcrsonnel eccess, end

b equalizecontainmentinternalandexternalpressures.
:
'

,

(continued)

'
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Containment Isolation Valves (Atr~ spheric.
"dntrespheric. Icc Conden;cr. end Ouel)

, . B 3.6.3. f'
BASES !

:

IhCpenettp11oGaCareffect1Vp311Janetet[ctfithtgE1nche$ k,

ProvidedjWittEinstallationIofzaTdebrisiscreen LepveErWe

pontainment2] '

Sincethe18j1ngMContainmentLPres_sur_e2Reliefjvalvesusedin4

,

tre "inipurge ';ystci are designed to meet the requirements;

: for automatic containment purge] isolation valves [RefE3,M'
j andl,8Eand; hate]anleffectjye;openjng ofioglyl31nches, these
] valves may be opened as needed in MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4.
J

1 1
:i

; APPLICABLE The containment isolation valve LC0 was derived from the- !'
SAFETY ANALYSES assumptions related to minimizing the loss of reactor i

; coolant inventory and establishing the containment boundary
during major accidents. As part of the containment boundary, i

.

containment isolation valve OPERABILITY supports leak.

tightness of the containment. Therefore, the safety analyses4

of any event requiring isolation of containment is applicable
. to this LCO.*

:
'

The DBAs that result in a release of radioactive material [
within containment are a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and i

'

a rod ejection accident (Ref.1). In the analyses for each -

of these accidents, it is assumed that containment isolation
i

>

valves are either closed or function to close within the irequired isolation time following event initiation. This
ensures that potential paths to the environment through ji

'

containment isolation valves (including cent i. cat-purge the
i

,

C6qtainnertt[PurgeZK9dtogen,?urgeZand[C6ntajnseptTrepsure
itetl_1pf] valves) are minimized. The safety analyses assume :

i thatthe38inchContainment'PurgeCandjl22ifch!Nyd_rogequrge;
valves are closed at event initiation.

I

MWA,lWBG%Mt3fo31pt.laorme1Jy!ptovidelafdf rectlactivityi

teleas_ ;pethn,;.4rmentnthe osA analysii~ asitines that, i;

pt~theR1melefathq3ccjdent] within 50 sec; ads after tra !2;

; eccidcat. -isolation of the containment is complete and
leakage gene 1NLted except for the design leakage rate. L.. i

The containment pr.essureleMefjisolation total response time.

of 5 60-seconds includes signal delay, disscl gen; rater
,

startup (for loss of offsite powcr), and containment :

1 solation valve stroke times. t

!
:

(continued)
;
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Containment Isolation Valves (Ata spheric, [
Subet s sptaric, Ice Ceadenser, end Ouel)

|
B 3.6.3 ;

.

BASES (continued)

!

The30GAland;REA:offsjte dose analys1sfassumesileakage;from
thelgontainmentiat~almaximumileatrate off0;10:percentiofithg
Cofgairuspntivoltane petidayLforithejfirst:24ihour K and sfot 1,

LOCAZat1010Epercentiofc.the; containment.iyolume peridayloc
thelduration|of;the:accidentd The;ContainmentJ Pressure.

Be) 1et penetration 11 sithelonly ; flowpath;expljcityI4ddressed
inithefdose:ana. lysis',Xsinceiit?provides.;aldirectlactjytty ,

releaseipathifromithelcontainmentitostheTenvironmenti^HitE1sj
'

assumedito11solate;within 52 seconds 1from:whenithelsonitoted
parameterd(PtessurizerjPressure)1exceedsiits;setpoint2

,

i

The single failure criterion required to be imposed in the !.

conduct of plant safety analyses was considered in the, ,

:

original design of the 18; inch 30ateir.aat purge Containment
i Rressure;Reli,e.fjvalves. Two valves in series ca each purse

W e provide assurance that both the : apply end exhaust
line-s cottid can;be isolated even if a single failure j

occurred. The inboard and outboard isolation valves m. -.

W e are provided with separated; diverse power sources, s tor
eperated and pneumatically oper(ted spring closedr j
respectively and:failTclosed;onMEloss'ofjpower or;ait. M '

{- debris ~screenlis;providedjnsidelcontainmentionitheA0] eta
This arrangement was designed to preclude common mode j

failures from disabling both valves on a purge line.

The 48]inchiContainmentRutgejand21211nch]iydrogenfurge !
valves may be unable to close in the environment following a ;

LOCA. Therefore, each of the Containment: Purge and1Hyd' ogen |t
Rurge valves is required to remain sealed closed during.

N0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. In this case, tra single failure
crittrica re xias e glicebic to the csatoir.i..; purge volves
due tc failure in tie centrol circuit esscciated with sech
Velve. Aseim Ihe Containment 2utge:and:.Hydrogerdurge
system valve design precludes a single failure from
compromising the containment boundary as long as the system
is operated in accordance with the subject LCO.

The containment isolation valves satisfy Criterion 3 of the
NP.CPolicyStatenat10CFB5.0J36(c)(2)(ji).

LCO Containment isolation valves form a part of the containment
'

boundary. The containment isolation valves' safety function
is related to minimizing the loss of reactor coolant
inventory and establishing the containment boundary during a
DBA.

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (At;r,espraic. {
Subetnespheric, Ice Cendcasar, and Ouel)

|
B 3.6.3 '

'
BASES (continued)

The automatic power operated isolation valves are required to
have isolation times within limits and to actuate on an
automatic isolation signal. The 18 inch ContajnsentI2 urge

,

andjl231ncKHydrogeg2 urge valves must be maintained sealed
closed [cr have bixks instelicd to prcient full spaning].

; EBiscked purge velves als; utuetc en en eute;;; etic signei.]
The valves covered by this LC0 are listed along with their
associated stroke times in the FSAR TechnjcallRequirements |
Manual (Ref. 2 6).

; ,

The normally closed conta1Deent] isolation valves are
considered OPERABLE when manual valves are closed, automatic
valves are de activated and secured in their closed position,
blind flanges are in place, and closed systems are intact.
These pessive isolation volves/ devices are those listed in
ncfareue 1.

;

Contai nrmnt;PurgeEHydroge!gPurgeZand; Containment],tes,sury
Relig valves with resilient seals [end secondary centein .ent
bpess volvcs) must meet additional leakage rate

,

'

requirements. The other containment isolation valve leakage i

rates are addressed by LC0 3.6.1, " Containment " as Type C
t, testing.

M H LC0 3;69 provides assurance that the applicable i
containment isolation valves end purge velves will perform !

their designed safety functions to minimize the loss of
reactor coolant inventory and establish the containment
boundary during accidents.

LG02316JIjs;nodifjedibyZa@tesstating;thetithe;Ma1D$tgg,

safetyivalvesEMaircsteam:IsolatioKValvesneedvater2
Isolation: Valve'slandAssociated?8ypass;ValvesNand1 Steam]

,

V
l

Generator AtmospheticiReljeflyalveCare not9ddressedJnith1] {l.COGIheselcontainment:penetratioEtlow;pathsIcredjtithen i
steam;generatorsiand|pipjpgiinsidezcontainmentsas;a: passive J

pontatquentiisplationibarCter2(L:#!,T. closed: system)mThese
containmentiisolatjonwalyeslareladdressediby1LCoi3;7MMajr)
Steam @fetyiyalVesT(MSSVs)MLC013;7;2ZMainiSteamRsolation
Valves:(MSIVs)1:2LCO 3;7:3|2Feedwater; Isolation ValyesI(f1VJ1
and Associated Eypass,Valyes"#Jand;LC013i714." Steam;Generatot-

AtmosphericERelieff yalvest(ARVs)Dhich_ provide:the
aPPropriateiRequjfediActioDslinitheleventitheseNa]vesZarp
jnoperable2,

4

1

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (Atmospheric.
Subetrespheric, Ice Condenscr, and Ducl)

B 3.6.3
79
(,) BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
Therefore, the containment isolation valves are not required
to be OPERABLE in MODE 5. The requirements for containment
isolation valves during MODE 6 are addressed in LCO 3.9.4,
" Containment Penetrations."

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note allowing penetration flow
paths, except for 48 inch Containment ~ Purge andf12;1r]ct)
Hydrogen Purge valve penetration flow paths, to be unisolated
intermittently under administrative controls. These
administrative controls consist of stationing a dedicated
operator at the valve controls, who is in continuous
communication with the control room. In this way, the
penetration can be rapidly isolated when a need for
containment isolation is indicated. Due to the size of the
containment purge line penetration and the fact thatjthose
penetrations exhaust directly from the containment atmosphere

n to the environment, the penetration flow path containing

(' ') these valves may not be opened under administrative controls.
A single valve in purge e penetration flow path may be opened
to effect repairs to an inoperable valve, as allowed by 1

SR 3.6.3.1.

1

A second Note has been added to provide clarification that, !

for this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each
penetration flow path. This is acceptable, since the
Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate ;

compensatory actions for each inoperable containment i

isolation valve. Complying with the Required Actions may ;

allow for continued operation, and subsequent inoperable
containment isolation valves are governed by subsequent
Condition entry and application of associated Required
Actions.

ACTIONS

(Continued) The ACTIONS are further modified by a third Note, which
ensures appropriate remedial actions are taken, if necessary,
if the affected systems are rendered inoperable by an
inoperable containment isolation valve or;bytheLLCO. Requited
ActionsJuO toIarEinoperable:contai nmentli sol at.1onJval ve :

p
C/ (continued) I
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Containment Isolation Valves (Atmospheric, |

Subetasspheric, Ice Condcaser, and Duel) |
B 3.6.3 i

g.
U BASES (continued)

|

In the event the air lock conta1_nmentli_solat. ion 7 valve leakage ;

results in exceeding the overall containment leakage rate >

beceptance!,crjiteria, Note 4 directs entry into the applicable
Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.6.1.

A.1 and A.2*

In the event one containment isolation valve in one or more
penetration flow paths is inoperable E except for purge
pontainment;PurgeXHydtogeg2urgeland;ContainmentPCessure
RelleCisolatiou valve or shield building bgess leakage not
within limit 3. the affected penetration flow path must be
isolated. The method of isolation must include the use of at.

least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely affected
by a single active failure. Isolation barriers that meet i

this criterion are a closed and de activated automatic
centeir.. cat isciatica valve, a closed manual valve (this
includes"po6!eKoperated1alves31th,powerfremoved), a blind
flange, and a check valve with flow through the valve !
secured. For a penetration flow path isolated in accordance

'

with Required Action A.1, the device used to isolate the 1

penetration should be the closest available one toO containment. Required Action A.1 must be completed within
4 hours. The 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable,

.

considering the time required to isolate the penetration and
'

the relative importance of supporting containment OPERABILITY
during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

.

For affected penetration flow paths that cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the 4 hour Completion Time and that
have been isolated in accordance with Required Action A.1,
the affected penetration flow paths must be verified to be
isolated on a periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure
that containment penetrations required to be isolated
following an accident and no longer capable of being
automatically isolated will be in the isolation position t

should an event occur. This Required Action does not require
any testing or device manipulation. Rather, it involves
verification, through ; systca welkdown, that those isolation

*

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) ,

devices outside containment and capable of being -

mispositioned are in the correct position. The Completion
,

Time of "once per 31 days for isolation devices outside
containment" is appropriate considering the fact that the

m
'

(continued) ;
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Containment Isolation Valves fAtm3pheric.
Subatm 3phcric. Ice Ocndenscr. ond Occi)

B 3.6.3
/"'
()N BASES (continued)

devices are operated under administrative controls and the
probability of their misalignment is low. For the isolation
devices inside containment, the time period specified as
" prior to entering H0DE 4 from H00E 5 if not performed within
the previous 92 days" is based on engineering judgment and is
considered reasonable in view of the inaccessibility of the
isolation devices and other administrative controls that will
ensure that isolation device misalignment is an unlikely
possibility.

Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that this
Condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths
with two containment isolation valves and;t.hoselspecialscases
With cne containment >1 solation:valveias| described onlthe1SAR
[Ref.12] . For penetration flow paths with only one
containment isolation valve and a closed system. Condition C
provides the appropriate actions.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
isolation devices located in high radiation areas and allows
these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative
means. Allowing verification by administrative means is

( considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
\ typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of

misalignment of these devices once they have been verified to
be in the proper position, is

Msecond;NotChasibeenla.dded to:RequitedMetiong.2Itos

proyide:cl ati fi cati on sthatithe; action' to: peri.odi callylyerify
the|affected penetrationiflow;pathlisli_solated;mayibe
ver.1fjed,by admin 1_stratjye:meansMorgiso]ation;deviceEthat
a re j ocked ,7 seal ed , lor? otherwl selsecured.IThisjjs~acceptab]e
since;these~were;verifi.edito be:jnitheigorregt posjtlonJpriot
to30ckingEsealingCor: securing |

EL1

With two containment isolation valves in one or more
penetration flow paths inoperable, the affected penetration
flow path must be isolated within 1 hour. The method of'

isolation must irclude the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a
closed and de activated automatic valve, a closed manual
valve (thi d ncludes~ power; operated; valves:with powet

p
b (continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (Ata;pheric.
. mo m.m y. ,s . ..m ov, mm~s . . mm --o v

B 3.6.3>f) \b BASES (continued)

:

temoyedl, and a blind flange. The 1 hour Completion Time is
consistent with the ACTIONS of LC0 3.6.1. In the event the
affected penetration is isolated in accordance with Required !
Action B.1. the affected penetration must be verified to be )
isolated on a periodic basis per Required Action A.2 which

;

remains in effect. This periodic verification is necessary
to assure leak tightness of containment and that penetrations
requiring isolation following an accident are isolated. The
Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate
considering the fact that the valves are operated under
administrative control and the probability of their.

misalignment is low.,

Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition'

is only applicable to penetration flow paths with two
containment isolation valves. Condition A of this LC04

addresses the condition of one containment isolation valve
inoperable in this type of penetration flow path.

,

C.1 and C.2

With one or more penetration flow paths with one containment
1 solation valve inoperable, the inoperable valve flow path I.

must be restored to OPERABLE status or the affected
: penetration flow path must be isolated. The method of

isolation must include the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a
closed and de activated automatic valve, a closed manual i

valve Ithis]M]udesjpoweriopetatedlyalves!with;powec
[gnotedl and a blind flange. A check valve may not be used

:
to isolate the affected penetration flow path. Required
Action C.1 must be completed within the f43 72 hour
Completion Time. The specified time period is reasonable
considering the relative stability of the closed system
(hence, reliability) to act as a penetration isolation
boundary and the relative importance of maintaining
containment integrity during MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4. In the
event the affected penetration flow path is isolated in
accordance with Required Action C.1. the affected penetration
flow path must be verified to be isolated on a periodic
basis. This periodic verification is necessary to assure
leak tightness of containment and that containment'

penetrations requiring isolation following an accident are_l'
isolated. The Completion Time of once per 31 days for

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (At;;sphcric.
Subetaesptaric, Ice Condenser, and Ouel)

'
B 3.6.3

: BASES (continued)

1

-

verifying that each affected penetration flow path is
!

isolated is appropriate because the valves are operated under I

administrative controls and the probability of their |misalignment is low.
|

;

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that this !
Condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths2

with only one containment isolation valve and a closed -

system. The"closedTsys. ten meetsithe' equirementslofJ
Reference,3] This Note is necessary since this Condition is
written to specifically address those penetration flow paths

,

',

_
in a closed system.

!4

Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
i

; valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas and
!

: allows these devices to be verified closed by use of i
administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access
to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the,

. probability of misalignment of these valves, once they have
! been verified to be in the proper position, is small. i

,

:
AlsecondiNotelhaslbeen;addeditoLRequjred; Action 1Cj2Lio l
PtovideIclari fication ;that ithe;;actjon;to:periodtca]]yJerify '

thelaffected: penetration 1 flow;pathMsiisolatedimay be
'

performed: by;administrati ve;means]fot31 solationtdevicesithet
acellocked asealed Eot;othe_rwise:secuted 21Thjslisiacc pt @]g !J,

since3these)ere1 verified .tolbdnitheicorrect positionjprioJ !

tollockingaealtaggorisecurtoss
ilhi

!!ith the shield building by;ess icekese rete not within
limit, the assumpticas ;f t2 safety onelyses are not rat.'

TPar;fere, tra ic;kege must be restored to within limit
within 4 hcurs. Restoration can be acc vlished by isoleting
the pcratration(s) that ceased the limit to be exceeded by;

use of era closed end de activated out;; etic velva, closed-

;enuel velve, or blind fienge. 'Jhen a gnetretion is.

isoleted the icekege' rete for the isolated peretration is,

t

essumed-to be the actuel pathway icokege through the'

heletica device. If tWc isoletion devices cre ased-to
h elete the peretratica. the icekeg; retc is essured to be
the icsser actuel pathway icekage ;f the two deviccs. The'

4 hour C-vietion Time is reasonable censidering the time
rquired to restere the icokege by isolating the
Fratretion(s) and the relativc importance of secondary

i.
-

(continued)
i
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Containment Isolation Valves (At.T.espheric.
Subet.T.espheric, Ice Cerden~;cr, erd OueH

B 3.6.3 ;

BASES. (continued) -

centair.;;at bypess leakege to the everell centair. cat
furetion.

DE.1.DE.2. and DiL3

In the event one or more Containment RurgeTJydrogenfurge]
oCContainmentTressore3elleflisojatior) valves in one or
more penetration flow paths are not within the purgc valve
leakage limits, purg; velve leakage must be restored edu~cidt
to within limits, or the affected penetration flow path must
be isolated. The method of isolation must be by the use of
at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely-
affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers that ;

meet this criterion are a -f closed and de activated
~

automatic valve, closed manual valve (this11nclude_sjpower
opetated; valves;With power.remov.ed), or blind flange-}. A
purgeContainmentiPurge7; Hydrogen;PurgeZoriContainment ;

Etepsureje11egisolation valve with resilient seals utilized
to satisfy Required Action DE.1 must have been demonstrated
to meet the leakage requirements of SR 3.6.3.7. The, >

specified Completion Time is reasonable, considering that one
centein ent purge valve remains closed so that a gross breach ',

of containment does not exist.

In accordance with Required Action DE.2, this penetration
flow path must be verified to be isolated on a periodic
basis. The periodic verification is necessary to ensure that
containment penetrations required to be isolated following an "

accident, which are no longer capable of being automatically
isolated, will be in the isolation position should an event
occur. This Required Action does not require any testing or
valve manipulation. Rather, it involves verificationr
through a systes welkdown, that those isolation devices ;

outside containment capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position. For the isolation devices inside
containment, the time period specified as " prior to entering
H0DE 4 from H00E 5 if not performed within the previous
92 days' is based on engineering judgment and is considered

ireasonable in view of the inaccessibility of the isolation
devices and other administrative controls that will ensure i

that isolation device misalignment is an unlikely.

possibility.

For the Containment PurgenHydrogenTurgeZoriContainment
Pressure;ReliefitsolaMon valve with resilient seal that is
isolated in accordance with Required Action E.1, SR 3.6.3.7
must be performed at least once every pa days. This assures

O
V

(continued) !
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Containment Isolation Valves (Atr.; spheric,
Subet;r.; spheric. Ice Cend; ser, and Ouel) |

B 3.6.3 i

;

% BASES (continued) i
'

'
.

that degradation of the resilient seal is detected and
confirms that the leakage rate of the containment purge valve
does not increase during the time the penetration is '

isolated. The normal Frequency for SR 3.6.3.7. 184 days, is
based on an NRC initiative. MultilflantEAction:Nol B 20
(Ref.34). Since more reliance is placed on a single valve |
while in this Condition, it is prudent to perform the SR more !
often. Therefore, a Frequency of once per g days was chosen

'
1

and has been shown to be acceptable based on operating
experience.* '

'
&second;.Notelhas!been!added;to1 Required: Action:CJ2ito

: provide; cl ari fication1thatithe;actionito;perjodical lyitetify
theaffected; penetration] flow; path;is,Jsolatedimay;be ;

performed byfadministrative:means;forlisolation;devi.ces2that-

aredocked;? sealed; tor;otherwi se;securyd wni s a s; acceptable :
linceltheserwereiverifted to;be31nithe~correctrposition*pIjog ii
to3ockingnsealingEot:secuting;

,

EF.1 and EE2 :

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are !

not met, the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the LCO i
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are

,

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the i

required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Each 38 inch Containment Eurge andl12ii_nchjivdrogerQurgt
valve is required to be verified sealed closed at 31 day
intervals. This Surveillance is designed to ensure that a
gross breach of containment is not caused by an inadvertent
or spurious opening of a Containment Eurge pt;NidrogerfPergt
valve. These;valvesZatelnotIdesigneditolbelopenejdjn!MODESl1

,1033 Octailed analysis of the arse @n valves failed to i
'

conclusively dcaen;trate their a;ility to cisse during a LOCA-

in tis.e to limit offs 4te deses. Therefore, these valves are
required to be in the sealed closed position during MODES 1
2. 3, and 4. A Containment Burge oriKydrogenTurge valve
that is sealed closed must have motive power to the valve

s
operator removed. This can be accomplished by de energizing i

the source of electric power or by removing the air supply to

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (AtmospheHe-
Subatacapheric, Ice Ccadenscr. and Osa H

B 3.6.3

C( BASES (continued) -

the valve operator. In this application, the term " sealed"
a has no connotation of leak tightness. The Frequency is a

result of an NRC initiative, Multi,itlant. Actjo0INol B 24
(Ref, 4 5), related to containment purge valve use during i

plant operations. In the event Containment: Purge orZHydrogea '

Purge valve leakage requires entry into Condition;DE, the
Surveillance permits opening one purge valve in a penetration
flow path to perform repairs.

:

SR 3.6.3.2 (Not;Used).

This S" ensures-thet--the minipsige;velves are closed as I
required cc, if egn, cpen for en alicw;ble rcesca. If a
prge #ve is cpcn in vicletica cf this 5", the velic is

'censidered insp rebic. If the ineperable velve is not
ctherwise knesa tc have excessive icekage when closed, it is
not censiderej to have ic;kage cutside of limits. The 5" is
not required to-bc act when the mini mrsc valves are eg n for
the reescas stated. The valves may x cpened for pressure
contrci, ALA"A cr air quality censiderations for perscaral
entry, er for Surv;illon;;; th;t requir; th; volv;; t; b;O ,

cgn. The minipurge valves arc capable of closing in the iV envircr. Tent icilowing e LOCA. Thereforc. thcsc volves are l

alicued to be open for limited grieds of ti;c. The 31 day
freqvcrey is consistent with attar centair.;cnt iscistion
valve requirc. Tents discussed in 5", 0.5.3.3.

SR 3.6.3.3

This SR requires verification that each containment isolation
manual valve and blind flange located outside containment and
not locked;*sealedEorlothetwiseZsecured and required to be
closed during accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to
ensure that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids or
gases outside of the containment boundary is within design
limits. This SR does not require any testing or valve
manipulation. Rather, it involves verification--threggh a
system-welkdown, that those containment isolation valves
outside containment and capable of being mispositioned are in
the correct position. Since verification of valve position-

for containment isolation valves outside containment is
relatively easy, the 31 day Frequency is based on engineering
judgment and was chosen to provide added assurance of the
correct positions. The SR specifies that containment
isolation valves that are open under administrative controls
are not required t; meet the SR during the time the valves
are open.

C
(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves U,tregeric,
. Ssetrep,eric, Ice Cer,deraer, er,d Oval)

B 3.6.3

BASES

The Note applies to valves and blind flanges located in high
radiation areas and allows these devices to be verified
closed by, use of administrative means. Allowing verification
by ahinistrative means is considered acceptable, since
access to these areas is typically restricted during MODES 1,
2, 3 and 4 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these containment isolation valves, once they
have been verified to be in the proper position is small.

.

I

SR 3.6.3.4 i

This SR requires verifirS,vn'that each containment isolation
manual valve and blind flange located inside containment and
notDockedEscaledEgriotherwise,isecured and required to be
closed during accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to .

ensure that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids or j
gases outside of the containment boundary is within design ;
limits. For containment isolation valves inside containment, I

the Frequency of " prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not !

performed within the previous 92 days" is appropriate since !
these containment isolation valves are operated under i

O administrative controls and the probability of their !

misalignment is low. The SR specifies that containment :
1 solation valves that are open under administrative controls !

are not required to meet the SR during the time they are - !
open. 1

Mts IKfjtst; Note allows valves and blind flanges located
in high radiation areas to be verified closed by use of |

administrative means, Allowing verification by |
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access
to these areas is typically restricted during MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4, for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these containment isolation valves, once they
have been verified to be in their proper position, is small.

AT4econdiNotC.3041f#GheIraquirementitoWettffitKbitpdj
flange:en;tholtpettransfer;cansMThe ; refueling;cavaityj
area 11Kcaitatment1rfloodedionly;during p1mt; shut @wn]
forarefuelingEIhCflame11sionly;temovedito.isupportj*

refuel.ing : operationszand feplacediafterldrainage, ofithe; canal.i

Whenino:more.;fueKttansfersibetweenl%helfuellhandling]
twildingland;.thCcontainment)ri1EoccutE0nce: replaced;1the]
thngelicotJtemondragainlunt113hoextIrefuelingESince]
thaltspoyalloGb1Alflangesis311 mite # toirefueling]
cMrationsgandratessItstitsIrestuctedWing3cogsmW

O " " ~ " * " " ~ "' ~
(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (At;r.cspheric,
Subatm.cspheric, Ice Condenser, and Duel)

B 3.6.3

n
,V BASES

!

~

i

tefuelings;isismallgiTherefoteritas teasonable3hatntIts]
only:tequired tolbe; vet 111ed ~ closed.lanerzeach drainagelo.fj
the'. canal]]

SR 3.6.3.5 i

Verifying that the isolation time of each powcr epcreted and
automatic powerioperatedicontainment isolation valve thatilA
Dotilocked; sealed _otiotherwiseisecoted is within limits is
required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. An;automaticpowet -

operated containment; isolation;valvelis'a containment,

1 sol ation: val veAichli s ' requi red ito;be : closed. bylan
automaticMUemotherithanloperatotmanua)Eactuation' signal
and: 1 s' powered | by[other; than_ manuallactuationi(eig,Z by;an
airior;igotocoperator)|: The isolation time test ensures the
valve will isolate in a time period less than or equal to
that assumed in the FSARi[Ref?2]?3 safety caelyscs. The
isolation. time 7andiFrequency:ofjthis SR1are"1_n]acco'rdance .

with theHechnicaliRequjrementsjianual2a_ndithe11nsetytce :
lesting fr9gr.an2 or 02 days.

SR 3.6.3.6 (NotlUsed)

In subetsspheric centair.vants, the check velves that serve e
centeir.ve.t isolation function ere weight er spring leed;d to

' provin positive cissure in the direction of flew. This
ensures that trase check valves will rcain closed when the
insii conteirrent etssphere returns to subet= spheric ;

conditicas fcilowing e OSA. SR 2.5,2.5 requires verification ,

of the epcretion of the check velycs that orc testabic during
unit operation. The frequency of 02 days is censistent-with
the Inscrvice Testing Progrer, requircnnt for valve test 4ng
on a 02 day Trcqucacy.

SR 3.6.3.7

tFor Containment Eurge',; Hydrogen Putge[and@ntal_nment
Pressure' Relief valves with resilient seals, additional
leakage rate testing beyond the test requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix J is required to ensure OPERABILITY.
Operating experience has demonstrated that this type of seal
has the potential to degrade in a shorter time period than do !

other seal types. Based on this observation and the '

importance of maintaining this penetration leak tight (due to .

the direct path between containment and the environment), a :
'

Frequency of 184 days was established as part of the NRC
resolution of Multif lant1 Action ~Nol B 20. " ContainmentP

*

/] Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration" (Ref. 3 f).
V ;

(continued) F

:
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Containment Isolation Valves (f tsspteric.
Subetz ;pteric. Ice Cenden;;r. end Ouel) ,

B 3.6.3

i

O ==s 1

!

/,dditionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days after i

opening the valve. The 92 day Frequency was chosen i
recognizing that cycling the valve could introduce additional :
seal degradation (beyond that occurring to a valve that has t

Inot been opened). Thus, decreasing the interval (from,

184 days) isla prudent measure after a valve has been opened. ;

The!contajnsentpurgeHhydrogenipurgeEandicontainment !

pres.sureRelieflyalves!are;testgd si n;accordance|wi thithe ;-

Conta15mentileakage1 Rate: Jesting?P.rogramalleak_agejrate i

acceptancelcrjterja appljesfasjfollows( i
,

11 The11 nboard :andIoutboardli sol ation3aliesiki th] i
resilient 1 material? seals;in eachMocked:closedj48] i

i nch1 containment;purgelandil2;j nch3ydrogen ~ purge] !
supply.|.andlexhaust!penetrationlmeasuredileakageltat_ej !

isE0;05 L,1whenjpressunized1tof,7 ;

21 Each i1831nch!contaj nsent2 pressure;relj ef1di scharge] $

1 solation:Valyeyithitesilient:materialisealsj i

measured)]eakageltateltsLQ 06%twhenipressuti zed 3
4

tofd
1

Ihe1 Note 11.s:alcl.prjUcationithat;1eakageJreteltestjng:JMnp3
tequitedEfot0conteirapntipurgewalves;witMres111entisea] 4 !

WhteGhegpenettatj oclognath11 sjit solaterby;a lleakitestg !

b]aniffangea
. ,

SR 3.6.3.8

Automatic containment isolation valves close on a containment
isolation signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material !
from containment following a DBA. This SR ensures that each-

automatic containment isolation valve will actuate to its .

'
1 solation position on a containment isolation signal. This
surveillance is not required for valves that are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in the required position under

'
administrative controls. The 10 a.enth frequency is based on
..m . .. . . es . . , ......~.......n.s .. ms . .. m svi m . .....

th;t opply during ; pl;nt Gute.;; and th; pet;nti;l for en !
unplanced transient if the Surveillence were perfora.ed with i

'

the reactor et oc.;;r. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass this Surveillance when |

performed at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the ?

Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint. !

SR 33.33 jq
NJ i

(continued) f
;
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Containment Pr;ssure 9tmosphcric. Oval, and Icc Ocadenser)
B 3.6.4A

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

g) B 3.6.4A Containment Pressure S tacspheric. Dual. and Ice Conderscr)!

BASES

BACKGROUND The containment pressure is limited during normal operation
to preserve the initial conditions assumed in the accident
analyses for a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) or steam line
break (SLB). These limits also prevent the containment
pressure from exceeding the containment design negative
pressure differential with respect to the outside atmosphere
in the event of inadvertent actuation of the Containment
Spray System.

Containment pressure is a process variable that is monitored
and controlled. The containment pressure limits are derived
from the input conditions used in the containment functional
analyses and the containment structure external pressure
analysis. Should operation occur outside these limits
coincident with a Design Basis Accident (DBA), post accident
containment pressures could exceed calculated values.

--

[]' APPLICABLE Containment internal pressure is an initial condition used
V SAFETY ANALYSES in the DBA analyses to establish the maximum peak containment

internal pressure. The limiting DBAs considered relative to i

containment pressure, are the LOCA and SLB which are
analyzed using computer pressure transients. The worst case
LOCA generates larger mass and energy release than the worst 1

case SLB. Thus, the LOCA event bounds the SLB event from the
containment peak pressure standpoint (Ref. 1).

The initial pressure condition used in the containment
analysis was 16;2 W-7 psia (1~5?3-Ofpsig ). This resulted ,

in a maximum peak pressure from a LOCA of 53-9 <[L4813 psig. l.

The containment analysis (Ref. 1) shows that the maximum peak
'

calculated containment pressure. P., results from the limiting
LOCA. The maximum containment pressure resulting from the
worst case LOCA 44-1 G 8;3 psig, does not exceed the
containment design pressure. 55 50 psig.

The containment was also designed for an external internal |

pressure load equivalent to 53 5 psig. The inadvertent
actuation of the Containment Spray System was analyzed to
determine

(p! '
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Containment Pressure (Atmosphcric. Oval, and Ic; Condcascr'
B 3.6.4A

BASES7,

! \
\J APPLICABLE the resulting reduction in containment pressure. The~

SAFETY ANALYSES initial pressure condition used in this analysis was
(continued) -0-3 0;j psig. This resulted in a minimum pressure inside

containment of fM793-0 psig, which is less than the design
load.

For certain aspects of transient accident analyses,
maximizing the calculated containment pressure is not
conservative. In particular, the cooling effectiveness of
the Emergency Core Cooling System during the core reflood
phase of a LOCA analysis increases with increasing
containment backpressure. Therefore, for the reflood phase,
the containment backpressure is calculated in a manner
designed to conservatively minimize. rather than maximize,
the containment pressure response in accordance with
10 CFR 50, Appendix K (Ref. 2).

Containment pressure satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Stetcmcat-10CFR50736(c).(2)(iS

LCO Haintaining containment pressure at less than or equal to the
LC0 upper pressure limit ensures that, in the event of a DBA,

(O the resultant peak containment accident pressure will remain
s~) below the containment design pressure. Maintaining

containment pressure at greater than or equal to the LC0
lower pressure limit ensures that the containment will not
exceed the design negative differential pressure following
the inadvertent actuation of the Containment Spray System.
An; instrument 3uncettainty of|1;0:2Tpsi;js"conseryatively
i ncl uded fi nEthelpre.ssurell imits; E 0. 31to:1113_ psj g)1to.;all.oW
theluseloLinstalledjfnstrumentation;foriptessure
measuremep_ts]

APPLICABILITY In H00ES 1. 2. 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. Since maintaining
containment pressure within limits is essential to ensure
initial conditions assumed in the accident analyses are
maintained, the LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

In H0 DES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. Therefore, maintaining
containment pressure within the limits of the LCO is not
required in MODE 5 or 6.

'p
4

LJ

(continued)
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Containment Pr:ssurc (At;r.caphoric. Duel, and Ice Cor, denser)
B 3.6.4A

j] BASES

Gi
,

-

ACTIONS Ad

When containment pressure is not within the limits of the
LCO, it must be restored to within these limits within-1 '

Shours. The Required Action is necessary to return
operation to within the bounds of the containment analysis.
The4I8 hour Completion Time-is neasortaJb pJtoItetotrEptpssore

~

$cr;DGD41. Consistent With the ACTIONS Gf LCO 3 51-

"Conteir..;nt " 2.ich requires that centair..;nt be restored to
0"E"A"L status within i hour.,

8.1 and B.2

If containment pressure cannot be restored to within limits
within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
H0DE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full

(],/ power conditions in an orderly manner and without challengingr
plant systems,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4A.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying that containment pressure is within limits ensures
that unit operation remains within the limits assumed in the
containment analysis. The 12 hour Frequency of this SR was
developed based on operating experience rdated to trending
of containment pressure variations during the 2.nplicable
MODES. Furthermore, the 12 hour Frequency is considered
adequate in view of other indications available in the
control room, including alarms, to alert the operator to an
abnormal containment pressure condition.

*

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 6.2.

2. 10 CFR 50. Appendix K.

p
(
w_ -
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Containment Air Temperature (Atacspheric and Dual)
|

B 3.6.5A

m
!I ') B 3.6 CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS Iv
i

B 3.6.5A Containment Air Temperature (Atacspheric ar,d Du 9)

BASES

BACKGROND The containment structure serves to contain radioactive '

material that may be released from the reactor core following
a Design Basis Accident (D8A). The containment average air
temperature is limited during normal operation to preserve
the initial conditions assumed in the accident analyses for a
loss of coolant accident (LOCA) or steam line break (SLB).

The containment average air temperature limit is derived from
the input conditions used in the containment functional
analyses and the containment structure external pressure
analyses. This LC0 ensures that initial conditions assumed
in the analysis of containment response to a DBA are not
violated during unit operations. The total amount of energy
to be removed from containment by the Containment Spray and
Cooling systems during post accident conditions is dependent
upon the energy released to the containment due to the event,
as well as the initial containment temperature and pressure.
The higher the initial temperature, the more energy that mustO

,b be removed, resulting in higher peak containment pressure and
temperature. Exceedir.g containment design pressure may |result in leakage greater than that assumed in the accident I

analysis. Operation with containment temperature in excess i

of the LC0 limit violates an initial condition assumed in the ,

accident analysis. |

|

APPLICABLE Containment average air temperature is an initial condition
SATETY ANALYSES used in the DBA analyses that establishes the containment

environmental qualification operating envelope for both
pressure and temperature. The limit for containment average
air temperature ensures that operation is maintained within
the assumptions used in the DBA analyses for containment
(Ref. 1).

The limiting DBAs considered relative to containment
OPERABILITY are the LOCA and SLB. The DBA LOCA and SLB are.

analyzed using computer codes designed to predict the
resultant containment pressure a.nditempe nture; transients.
No two DBAs are assumed to occur simultaneously or
consecutively. Thc postulat=i DSAs ars

V
(continued)

i
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Containment Air Temperature (Atmospheric and Dual)
B 3.6.5A

BASES
( \
\ ;
o

APPLICABLE analyzcd with regard to Enginccred
SAFE 1Y ANALYSES Safety Tcaturc (ESP) systems, assuming the loss of onc E-SF

(continued) bus, which is the worst casc singic active failurc. resulting
in cac train cach of the Containmcat Sprcydystcm. Residual
Heat Rcmaval System, and Containment Cocling Systcm being
rendcred inoperable.JA' spectrum of DBAs werefanalyzed
a s sumi ng_the_ worst 1s1. ngl e. a cti ve _fai l ureij

The limiting DBA for the maximum peak containment air
temperature is an SLB. The initial containment average air
temperature assumed in the design basis analyses (Ref.1) is
120*F. This resulted in a maximum containacnt air
temperature of [340.9]'I The design tcaperetttec is [320]'I

The spectrumjof DBA"casesja.re tempcroturc limM-4s used to
establish the environmental qualification operating envelope
for containment. The performance.of.requ_1 red safety ~related
equipment.^1ncluding,the containment ; structure. itself,nis
evaluated against this operating envelopeLto ensure the
equipmenti can_ perform itsisafety, function. Thc maximum peak
eenteffiment air temperature was calculated tc cxceed the
containment dcsign tcmperaturc for caly a fcw seconds during
th; transient. The basis of thc containment dcsign

TN temperaturc. hcwcycr. is to casur; the perfcraunce of safetyC) . elated equipmcat inside containment (Ref. 2). Thcrmal
enelyscs showcd that the time iftterval during whit 4t-the
centainmcat air tempcroturc exceeded thc containmcat dcsign
tempereturc was short encugh that the equipmcat surface
temperettsrcs remained below the-des 4 n temperattfee--9
Thereforc, it is concluded that the calculated transient
conteir.mcat air temperaturc is acceptable -fee-the DCA SLO.

The temperature limit is also used in the depicssurizatica
Contaiement:externalfpressure analyses to ensure that the
minimum pressure limit is maintained following an inadvertent
actuation of the Containment Spray System (Ref.1).

The containment pressure transient is sensitive to the
initial air mass in containment and, therefore, to the
initial containment air temperature. The limiting DBA for
establishing the maximum peak containment internal pressure
is a LOCA. The temperature limit is used in this analysis to
ensure that in the
event of an accident the maximum containment internal
pressure will not be exceeded.

Containment average air temperature satisfies Criterion 2 of
the NRC Pclicy Stetement-10.CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

(
; i

V

(continued)
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Containment Air Temperature (At;r.ospheric erd Del)
B 3.6.5A

BASES,

1
LC0 During a DBA, with an initial containment average air

temperature less than or equal to the LC0 temperature limit,
,

the resultant peak accident temperature is maintained below ;
the' containment design temperature. As a result, the ability i

of containment to perform its design function is ensured. !

i

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3. and 4, a DBA could cause a release of !
radioactive material to containment. In H0 DES 5 and 6, the !

probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
Therefore, maintaining containment average air temperature ,

within the limit is not required in MODE 5 or 6.

ACTIONS LJ -

!

When containment average air temperature is not within the
limit of the LCO, it must be restored to within limit within -

8 hours. This Required Action is necessary to return
,

operation to within the bounds of the containment analysis. tO The 8 hour Completion Time is acceptable considering theV sensitivity of the analysis to variations in this parameter
and provides sufficient time to correct minor problems. ,

B.1 and B.2

If the containment average air temperature cannot be restored
,

to within its limit within the required Completion Time, the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to i
at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours and to H0DE 5 within 36 hours. t

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience,

!
i

'

ACTIONS IL Land B.2 (continued)
I

to reach the required plant conditions from full power I
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant J

systems.

O i
i

(continued) |
l
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Containment Air Temperature (At.T,osphcric e,d-OueB i

B 3.6.5A

n BASES (continued)
f 1

V
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5A.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying that containment average air temperature is within
the LCO limit ensures that containment operation remains
within the limit assumed for the containment analyses. In
order to determine the containment average air temperature,
an er4thmet4e aMustedjaverage is calculated usingi,tilo
tagggg!3 measurements.16nifjXed;orppttabJF#pstmeegt;s2]
ItC&AOPDGIDCEA#DVDilillentsJitpJtaken atittplgl]oMng
J ocationsE8EtheIcontaijunentidogi" Tat [orfaboye:Elava_tioD
100026" Q )1the; containment T oocEat"or2above Ele #ation
860 '10 KEAt il eastIone?ofitheltemperaturesystIbeltaken Tat
at,;orzaboveJ1evation:1000262 hit _hejlee.ations within the r

containment wer_ejselected to provide a r2 presentative sample
of the overall containment atmosphere. The 24 hour Frequency
of this SR is considered acceptable based on observed slow
rates of temperature increase within containment as a result
of environmental heat sources (due to the large volume of
containment). Furthermore, the 24 hour Frequency is
considered adequate in view of other indications available in
the control room including alarms, to alert the operator to
an abnormal containment temperature condition.

O
REFERENCES 1. FSAR Section 6.2.

,

2. 10 CFR 50.49.

,

t

.

O
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i Containment Spray and Cccling Systcm 'Atz spheric end Ouelt
B 3.6.6A

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.6A Containment Spray end Cccling Systems-4At;r.csiseric end Ouel) ;

(Credit tek;n for icdiac rem, vel by th Conteir.ent Spray System)
|

|

BASES |
1
,

BACKGROUND The Containment Spray and Conteiraent Cccling system provides
containment atmosphere cooling to limit post accident ,

pressure and temperature in containment to less than the
design values. Reduction of containment pressure and the
iodine removal capability of the spray reduces the release of
fission product radioactivity from containment to the
environment, in the event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA),
to within limits. The Containment Spray and Conteir. cat '

Occling system are is; designed to meet the requirements of-

10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 38, " Containment Heat Removal," ,

;GDC 39, " Inspection of Containment Heat Removal Systems."
GDC 40, " Testing of Containment Heat Removal Systems," t

GDC 41, " Containment Atmosphere Cleanup," GDC 42, " Inspection
of Containment Atmosphere Cleanup Systems," and GDC 43,

'
" Testing of Containment Atmosphere Cleanup Systems"
(Ref.1)., or other docu.ents that were appropriate et the

,

tir.e of licensing (identified on a unit specific basis).

The Conteir. cat Cecling Systs;;; and Containment Spray System !

ere 1sjar) Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) system. They are :
FItiis designed to ensure that the heat removal capability4

required during the post accident period can be attained. !

The Containment Spray System and the Conteir.ent Cooling I
System provides a redundant methods to limit and maintain

'

post accident conditions to less than the containment design
values. ,

|
Centein. cat Screv System

The Containment Spray System consists of two separate trains
of equal capacity, each capable of meeting the design bases.
Each train includes twQ e containment spray pumps, spray
headers, nozzles, valves, and piping. Each train is powered
from a separate ESF bus. The refueling water storage tank
(RWST) supplies borated water to the Containment Spray System.

during the injection phase of operation. In the 1

recirculation mode of operation, containment spray pump j
suction is transferred manuallyjfrom the RWST to the
containment sumps.

[~
\ (continued)
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|

Containment Spray end Cooling Systems-(Atmospheric and Duci)*

B 3.6.6A |

7
) BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The Containment Spray System provides a spray of cold borated i
water mixed with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) from the spray
additive tank into the upper regions of containment to reduce

,

the containmeni. #ssure and temperature and to reduce 1

fission products from the containment atmosphere during a
DBA. The RWST solution temperature is an important factor in
determining the heat removal capability of the Containment
Spray System during the injection phase. In the
recirculation mode of operation. Nat is remo/ed from the
containment sump water by the resiael heat removal and
containment; spray 3 eat =exchangers. cccicrs. Each train of
the Containment Spray System provides adequate spray coverage
to meet the system design requirements for containment heat
removal.

The Spray Additive System injects an NaOH solution into the
spray. The resulting alkaline pH of the spray enhances the
ability of the spray to scavenge fission products from the
containment atmosphere. The NaOH added in the spray also
ensures an alkaline pH for the solution recirculated in the
containment sump. The alkaline pH of the containnent sump
water minimizes the evolution of iodine and minimizes the,o

( ') occurrence of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on
mechanical systems and components exposed to the fluid.'~

The Containment Spray System is actuated either automatically
by a containment High 3 pressure signal or manually.EAn;"S]
sfgnal, automatically cctuctica opcas the conte +nment-sprey
pump-dischcrge valves. starts the two fourfcontainment spray
pumps.;If|containmsnt~ pressure' cont _inuesto; increase 7a'"Pj
FignalE(Containment PressureiHi-3)". opens ~the' containment
spray _ pump;dischargeTyalvesland begins the injection phase.
A manual actuation of the Containment Spray System requires
the operator to actuate two separate switches on the main
control board to begin the saine sequence. The injection
phase continues until an RWST level emp.ty;tMo-alarm is
received. The emptyft& level alarm for the RWST eetttates
vehes to align the ConMinment Spray System pump saet4en
with-the-eenteinmcat sump end/cr signals the op(rator to
manually align the system to the recirculation mode. ijThe
Containment Spray System in the recirculation mode maintains
an equilibrium temperature between the containment atmosphere
and the recirculated sump water. Operation of the

-

(continued)
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Containment Spray ord Coolir,- Systcm 'Ata pk ric ord Ouel) t

B 3.6.6A- ,

BASES -(continued).n i

V |

Containment Spray System in the recirculation mode is,

controlled by the operator in accordance with the emergency
operating procedures.

4
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APPLICABLE The Containment Spray System erd Certeimert Ccclir,- Systeo
,

SAFETY ANALYSES limits the temperature and pressure that could be experienced
following a DBA. The limiting DBAs considered are the loss,

of coolant accident (LOCA) and the steam line break (SLB).
The LOCA and SLB are analyzed using computer codes designed
to predict the resultant containment pressure and temperature
transients. No DBAs are assumed to occur simultaneously or

T
. .

1

,

(continued)
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Containment Spray and Cocling Systems (Atircapheric and Duel)
B 3.6.6A

BASES (continued)

C
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES consecutively. The postulated DBAs are analyzed with regard

(Continued) to containment ESF systems, assuming the less of cre ESF bus,
which is the worst case single active failureslforit,he
respectiXDBAsZ[Ref.T3] and results in one train of the
Contair. Tent Spray Syste;;; and Contair. Tent Cccling Syste;;; being
rendered inoperable.

The analysis and evaluation show that under the worst case '

scenario, the highest peak containment pressure is 44.1
f48;3 psig (experienced during a LOCA). The analysis shows
that the peak containment temperature is 304-5.<.[345'F
(experienced during an SLB). Both results meet the intent of
the design basis. (See the Bases for LCO 3.6.4. " Containment
Pressure." and LC0 3.6.5 for a detailed discussion.) The
boundingianalyses and evaluations assume a unit specific
power level of H0% folr the;LOCAland20*LforithelSLB one

,

containment spray train and cas contair.;;nt ecoling train
cperating actuates, and initial (pre accident) containment
conditions of 120*F and 1J5 psig. The analyses also assume a ,

.

response time delayed initiation to provide conservative peak
calculated containment pressure and temperature responses.

[ For certain aspects of transient accident analyses,
maximizing the calculated containment pressure is not
conservative. In particular, the effectiveness of the
Emergency Core Cooling System during the core reflood phase
of a LOCA analysis increases with increasing containment
backpressure. For these calculations, the containment
backpressure is calculated in a manner designed to
conservatively minimize, rather than maximize, the calculated
transient containment pressures in accordance with 10 CFR 50
Appendix K (Ref. 2).

The effect of an inadvertent containment spray actuation has
been analyzed. An inadvertent spray actuation results in a
E.7j 2-0 psig containment pressure and is associated with

the sudden cooling effect in the interior of the leak tight
containment. Additional discussion ir provided in the Bases
for LC0 3.6.4A.

The modeled Containment Spray System actuation from the '.

containment analysis is based on a response time associated
with exceeding the containment Z fsigna] (High 3) pressure
setpoint to achieving full flow through the containment spray
nozzles.

OV
(continued)
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Containment Spray end Cccling Systems (Atmesp'eric and Ouel) |

B 3.6.6A I
;

BASES (continued)s

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(Continued) The Containment Spray System total response time of
[50] seccada includes diesel generator (DG) startup (for
loss of offsite power), Meek sequenced loading of equipment,

i
containment spray pump startup, and spray line filling
(Ref. f -3).

!

Conteir. Tent cooling train performance for post accident
conditions is given in Referencc 4. The result of the
snelysis is that coch train can provide 100t of the required
peek cooling cepecity during the post eccident condition.
The train post accidcat cooling cepocity under varying
conteir. Tent ambient condMiens, required to perfora; the
occident onelyses, is also shown in Rcfereree 5.

The modeled Centeir. Tent Cocling System actuation fcca the
centair. Tent enelysis is based upon a response tiac essociated
.a.c___m__ .t_ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . m _u , _____..__ __ __,_b ._
H 3 bi s LAbEE M53Fy birb kVli b U E I .syw e l b E l l yll J yl EJJW3 b db bfV 18 8 b bV '

achieving full Conteir. Tent Cocling System air erd safety
grade cooling watcr ficw. The Conteir. Tent Cooling System
total respense tiac cf [60] seconds, includes signol delay.
00 startup (for icss of offsite pcwcr), and service water

l', pump startup times (Ref. 5). '

\ i

|

The Containment Spray Systcm and the Conteir. Tent Cooling .

System satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Stetcmcat |
1pCFR50,36(c)(2)(11). l. .

1

!
,

LC0 During a DBA, a minimum of one centair. Tent coeling train and.

one containaent spray train jg ere required to maintain the
containment peak pressure and temperature below the design
limits (kefs. E 3), Additionally, one Thejcontainment spray
train is aiso required to remove iodine from the containment
atmosphen; aad rnaintain concentrations below those assumed in
the safety analysis. To ensure that tMs these requirements
are met, two containment spray trains and two conteir. Tent
etcHr,9-teetns must be OPERABLE. Therefore, in the event of
an accident, at least one train in each system operates.
assuming the worst case single active failure occurs.. .

Each Containment Spray System trajn twicelly includes"e two
spray pumps, spray headers, nozzles, valves, piping,
instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path
capable of taking suction from the RWST upon an ESF actuation
signal end outcmetically transferring .;10poCact0atjo_nlofj

J i
!
,

(continued) !
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Containment Spray and Cocling Systems 'Atz spheric and Dual) !

B 3.6.6A !
1
1

i
BASES (continued) :n

! \ !

G'
LCO (continued) Re|RSEemptDias;1thelsectlo.gIGgppa_tifajstibe~ capable ~of

hp g aa @ l]yitrarlsfered]to the containment sump.
4

j

Cech Contair.ent Cooling System typically includes
daisters, cooling ccils, dampers, fans, instru ents and

,

controls to casure en OPEPJOLE flow path. 1

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2. 3, and 4. a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment and an increase in
containment pressure and temperature requiring the operation
of the containment spray trains and conteir. Tent cooling
treffts.

In H0 DES 5 and 6. the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature ,

'

limitations of these MODES. Thus, the Containment Spray
System and the Containment Cooling Systc; crelis not required
to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 5 and 6.

i

l
i

l

ACTIONS M

With one containment spray train inoperable. the inoperable
containment spray train must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 72 hours. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE
spray end cccling trains-ere is adequate to perform the
iodine removal and containment cooling functions. The
72 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundant heat
removal capability afforded by the Containment Spray System,
reasonable time for repairs, and low probability of a DBA
occurring during this period.

The 10 day portion of the Ocmpletica Tire for Rcquired j
Actica A.1 is based u>sa cagirecring judgent. It takcs into l
account the icw proba;ility of coircident entry into two j
Conditions in this Specification coupicd with the low
probability of an accidcat occurring during this time. Rcfar
tc Section 1.3. "Completica Times." for a acre detailed
discussica cf the purpesc of the "frca disccvery of failure !
to-meet-the LC0" portion of the Completion Time-

!
'

,,

(s

(continued)
1
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Containment Spray and Cccling Systems (Atacaphcric and Dual)
B 3.6.6A

i
\

BASES (continued) l,_s

x l,

i 3

|s

%/

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable containment spray train cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the
plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to
at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours and to N0DE 5 within 84 hours.
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach H0DE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems. The extended intervsl to reach H00E 5 allows
additional time for attempting restoration of the containment
spray train and is reasonable when considering the driving
force for a release of radioactive material from the Reactor
Coolant System is reduced in H0DE 3.

firl

With onc of the requtred containmcat cooling trains
incperabic, the inoperable required contair.mcat cccling-train
_._. L. ___1___; .. nnen,m r _. .._ .a.uJ_ , ;_.._ vu_
83rWJ b VV 4 EJ bVI Eu bV Vs 6#Vv66 abWbWJ 85Ibizass s uuj J . icis

compcacnts in this degraded conditica providc iodinc removal
(3 capabilities and are capable-of providing at least 100% of

.

(_ ,/ thc heat removal accds. Thc 7 day Completion Tim ^ wa- I

dcvcloped taking intc account the redundant heat reacval I

capabilitics afforded by combinations of thc Containmcat |
Spray System and Containment Cooling System and th- low i

probebility of DBA occurring during this period. |
|

The 10 day portica of the Completion Tire for ."icquired
Action C.1 is based usca caginccring judg= cat. It takcs into 1

acccunt--thc icw probacility of coincident catry into two i

Genditicas in this Specification coupled with the ica
prebebility cf an accident occurring during this timc. ",efer
to Sectica 1.3 fcr a more detailed discussi n of the purpose |
ef the 'frca discovery of failure to mcct the LC0" portion-cf |the Completica Timc. '

1
1

l

Dri l

Wtth-two-regtdred conteirc, cat cccling trains incpcrobic, one I
cf thc rcquired contair.mcat cooling trains must bc restored
. nnen a ni r _u..._ ..J.LJ- in L_..m_ TL_ __--____._ J. .LJ_
bV VI 63 V%# 66 Jbubus TV I b 513 5 4 Jk I IV u l J. IIIb bVIITyVi nbi t b J als bili J

degraded condition provido iodinc rcmoval capabilities and
,

are capable cf providing-et-least 100% of the heat rescval I

,,
/

! -! !

nJ i
|

(continued) |
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Containment Spray end C;; ling Systems (Atr;sphcric end Ouel)
,

B 3.6.6A

:BASES (continued)-
,

y
t

recds efter en e xident. The 72 hear 0 yletien Tite was '

'J-.-1--A L L2-- 2L- ----.L LL- J- J - L L- L -----S
ubvsavyWM bur %5srg s IIbv uwbyws s b bssw , wwws rwus i b a #% U b I G5ssW Y u 5

e --- L212L2-. .se J J L.. - s-2 L2--- z LL- e-x2---x
b=y=.#5I5b5Ed U i , WI www MJ kWWIIWI5ru b5VIsd W4 b3FE WWI 3 b u 5 s urem a I b

SpNy Syst a er,d Centair.a nt C;; ling Syst s , the i; dire
rea vel furetien ;f the Centeir.~nt Spray Systs, and tFe
low prebebility of 0"A eccurring during this pcried.

[.1 :,nd C.2 '

TX LL- n-2-J A L 2 -- -J -----2 L J e- 1 LJ-- *r 2 _- f
4I bsib ITEyU i I EW T'N b I V3 3 U3IM UJJVb3UbEM W Q IE bE V38 I E FITb VI
Condition C cr 0 of thi- LCO ere not ret. the plent est be
br;ught to e ,"000 in which th LCO does not apply. T;
echieve this status, the plent ,T.ust be bivud,.t te et icest
,m_me , . 2.L o... ., .L-.._. M.,J L.- . 2. L u. . . , . .L

. _ . , L.s-
,

m b -.. _ mme e
,b ,-m ., b. . .. o ,

ell;wcd C=pletion Tix are resseneble, be ed on spcreting ,

expericace, to rcech the rcquired plant conditions frea, full '

p;wcr conditions in en orderly ,T.enrer end without chelicasing
p';,Tt :y;t = :.

i

,

CEal

With two containment spray trains or any c Linetien of three
or Tore centeir. Tent sprey and malir,g trains inoperable, thes

unit is in a condition outside the accident analysis.
Therefore. LC0 3.0.3 must be entered imediately.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.6A.1
i

REQUIREMENTS |

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated. |
i

and automatic valves in the containment spray flow path
provides assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ,

:
Containment Spray System operation. This SR does not apply
to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in ,

'

position, since these were verified to be in the correct
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR |
does not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, i

>

it involves verification, through a systs welkdown, that
those valves outside containment (only check valves are

,

inside containment) and capable of potentially being !mispositioned are in the correct position. '

-l
.

1

4

!

(continued)
--

- - -

,
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Containment Spray and C;;1ing Systc;s (At;;sptaric erd Ouel)
B 3.6.6A

BASES .(continued)
g(J1

SR 3.6.6A.2NotlU_ sed

Opreting enh [re uired] centeir. Tent coeling trein fen unit
for 2 15 ;inutes ensarcs that eli treins are 0^C"XL end
thet all enxieted centreis are furetiening pepriy. It
els; ca;;res that bisckege, fan er ;r.;ter failure. cr
excessivc vibretion can be detected for arrective ectier,-
The 31 iy freqarcy was kvalegd consiiring the known
reliebility of the fan units ord centrols, the two trein !
rcdurdercy eveilabic, end the low probability of significant
igreition of the anteir.,xat cocling train occurring

' betun a surveillences. It has als; ha n sh;wn t; he
ecceptchie threugh operating cxperience. !

SR 3.6.6A.3LNot.;Used

"crifying that enh [ required] watoir.xat ac,1ing trein Esu,

coeling flew rete t; sech ce;1ing unit is a [700] sp. -

previis usurerce that the design flew rete enu id in the -

safety erelyses will bc achieved ("ef. 3). The frequcacy was
,

inieped ansiiring the known reliebility of the C;; ling
ueter Syste;. the tw; trein redurdency eveilable, and the low,

'O probability of a significent igradetion of flow occurringC betu n n surnillorces.

SR 3.6.6A.4

Verifying each containment spray pump's developed head at the
flow test point is greater than or equal to the required
developed head (specifiedilpD2e' hn[calj,Requitementi; c
knua])]ensuresthatspraypumpperformancehasnotdegraded
during the cycle. Flow and differential pressure are normal,

tests of centrifugal pump performance required by Section XI
of the ASME Code (Ref. 8 5). Since the containment spray

,

pumps cannot be tested with flow through the spray headers. '

they are tested on recirculation flow yjraltestIbeadet. *

This test confirms one point on the pump design curve and is
;

indicative of overall performance. Such inservice tests '

confirm component OPERABILITY, trend performance, and detect
,

incipient failures by abnormal performance. The Frequency of ',

the SR is in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.
t

SR 3.6.6A.5 and SR 3.6 6A.6
!

These SRs require verification that each automatic '

containment spray valve actuates to its correct position and

0:
(continued) ,

i
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Containment Spray end Cooling Systems 'AtrespPeric end Duel)
B 3.6.tm

(M
(D BASES (continued)

that each containment spray pump starts upon receipt of an
actual or simulated actuation of a containment FSjl(High M -3
gndR3Highi3Epressure signals. This Surveillance is not
required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in the required position under administrative
controls. The 10 renth Trequcacy is based on the recd to
perform these Surveillances under the conditicas that apply
during a plant categc end the pctential for en unpler. red
transient if the Surveillerecs were perferred with the
rcactor at powcr. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillances when performed at
the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was.

concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

The surveillencc of conteir. Tent sump isolatica velves is also
required by S",O.S.2.5. A singic surveillence may be uscd to
u tisfy both requirc. Tents.

SR 3.6.6A.7(NotiUsed

This S", requircs verification that each [ required]
conteir. Tent cooling train actuates upon reccipt of en actual

/_ cr simulated safety injection signal. The [10] senth
\ freqvcrey is based on caginccring juds-ent end h;s tcca shown

to be ecceptebic through operating expericree. See
S" 3.5.5A.5 end S" 2.5.0A.S. ebove. for furtter discussion of
th basis for the [10] renth frequency.

SR 3.6.6A.8 !

With the containment spray inlet valves closed and the spray
header drained of any solution, low pressure air or smoke can -

be blown through test connections. This SR ensures that each
spray nozzle is unobstructed and provides assurance that
spray coverage of the containment during an accident is not
degraded. Due to the passive design of the nozzle, a test at :[tte first refueling erd at]--10 year intervals is considered
adequate to detect obstruction of the nozzles. t

i

.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 38, GDC 39. GDC 40. GDC 41, i

GDC 42, and GDC 43,

2. 10 CFR 50 Appendix X.

3. FSAR. Section 6.2.1.
imy)-/

4. FSAR. Section 6.2.2. ;

5. ISA". Sect 4en-E-3-
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Containment Spray or.d Coolir,; Systeas ('taespheric ar.d Ouel)
.

B 3.6.6A

f%Q BASES (continued) ;
,

,

f PPan P__12__ r 1
.. . ms , m e . .. , 6 a.

can c ->.. e , ;,
c, m , .e ,. m e . .. . t a. :

6:5 ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.
'
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Spray Additive System fAtasspheric, Substm sphcric, Ice Condcascr, and Duci)
B 3.6.7

b) B 3.6 C0fRAINMENT SYSTEMS
a

B 3.6.7 Spray Additive System (Atasspheric, Subatmospheric, !cc Condenser,
end DucM

BASES

BACKGROUND The Spray Additive System is a subsystem of the
Containment Spray System that assists in reducing the
iodine fission product inventory in the containment
atraosphere resulting from a Design Basis Accident (DBA).

Radioiodine in its various forms is the fission product of
primary concern in the evaluation of a DBA. It is
absorbed by the spray from the containment atmosphere. To
enhance the iodine absorption capacity of the spray, the
spray solution is adjusted to an alkaline pH thet prcmotes
iodine hydrolysis, in which iodine is converted to
nonvolatile forms. Because of its stability when ey. posed
to radiation and elevated temperature, sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) is the preferred spray additive. The NaOH added to
the spray also ensures a pH value of betweeni8;25 &S-and
1015 H-0 of the solution recirculated from the
containment sump. This pH band minimizes the evolution of

77 iodine as well as the occurrence of chloride and caustic
j stress corrosion on mechanical systems and compenents.

Eductor Iccd Systems Oniv

The Spray Additive System consists of one spray additive
tank that is shared by the two trains of spray additive
equipment. Each train of equipment provider. a flow path
from the spray additive tank to e two containment spray
pumps and consists of an eductor for each containment
spray pump, valves, instrumentation, and connecting
piping. Each eductor draws the NaOH spray solution from
the common tank using a portion of the berated water
discharged by the containment spray pump as the motive
flow. The eductor mixes the Na0H solution and the borated
water and discharges the mixture into tne spray pump
suction line. = The eductors arc desigrad to casure that
the-pH-of-the sprcy abeturc is betweer. 0.5 and 11.0

(~s) (continued)
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Spray Additiv3 System (Atmosphcric, "ubstmospheric, Icc Condcascr. and Dual) i
B 3.6.7 I

I

|

r') BASES |?

R |,,

BACKGROUND Cravit , Ictd "vstems Onh

(continued) |
A JJ J L J . .. P..- -- -.- J La -#_-- .JJJLJ..,TL- P--.[ nWuIbayb <

vy3 W wyJ bus bVi 3J i J bJ VI Viss Jys WJ- - - . . . WWW4bayb '338b

tenN, tWO PCICllcl reduIdanI acIcr c'reTOIed v0lves in Ihe
L L.--- LL- JJ J L J . ., L . 1. -J L .- C. 1 J - -,. . . . L mn

iib VU b rvb b 4 3 blab WWUIb5vb bulin W B 1W ~ b
.

sElWU3 glly vv u beltb

L--.-- 6 - t- # fit fcT % J -L ._a L.LJ. -J --J--.1.6J--4wbV4Wyb b u l in gi\rud i / , p ila bi usub s I kW b I VI s , ussu 1 bb 5 I bu 3 u b s VII

yWI3Ef J . I3lb A1WVI 5 JViWbIVII 4J WWWWW bV b3ab J -...
...L-- L., .- - - - TL- kl Al l - 1..LJ-- 4- .JJ J L= AL.

- G WJ rv W b b 5 MJ u
L.1--- J -suJL, E- J E--- LL- JJ J L J ., L t, L L -- . . L LL-
UW a wilbgu yiwysby asbu i a Vua b3ab wuvIbcyU kwisn bs si VWys I b3sU

---- LJ-- J J-- J L- . .J ..JLLJ- LL- nt fcT TL--- JL
L93 ilIVb b II FW y I y i 5 sy I # s kV u rvb I I WT5b3IIII b4ab I \rs J s . I e #b 6 b. Ib

N c Ebbe Nb bbs cN bh bc b Ib by b[ hubh
suctica. Oscausc of the hydrostetic bcicace betwcca the
A.m L.f- LL, ri _. . .L- # LL. U .nt t J- -- L - 11 J L.. LL-
T rTV LW3 4nJ . bi sb i s Vrv a u bs VI bisb I E WVi l 5J bVllb3 VI IEW WJ 68'G

volumc per feet-of-heSht retic of the two tanks. Thts
it LL L J- - n P .J 11 n

Jy
, _ QL..--- - . . - - + -

uy . . . ,s u ui s yii bi2b iJ c V.s us w 2 LL.v.ei sawi bJ -u

INIGird.CnI SpTGy-SystCm CCIvatica signGl opCas Ihe
,,1..-- 2--- LL-

- - - . . wuufbsyk busin bV basU Jy8- - - . . . yWilly
JJJLA.- L. L k- LL- --

TusT5J 3 3 Vsu bits Jyt uj WJ

suctions or the contaira. nt spray pump start signal opens
the valves fic; the sprey-edditivc tank efter e 5 minute
_ , , - . . TL- ,o L- em u no - 1...J-_ J- J-_.._ J_.m .u-
WU3UJ. sI(V bv1 kV wL1 s t uvi I JV 3 u b I VII 5J us Wyvii iiIbV b4IV

- - - - . . -. _ ... La- . TL. - - - . . . WuuIbavw butan WWyWb4bJ.JJJLJ.- L . t. ----26..
Jyi WJ yumy JubbIVgsd. issu Jys WJ

J-- #-- LL- .JJJLJ-- t U nff - 1..LJ-- L. .11 # LL
bssehO DEJ s Vs bi FU WVu I b 8 Vs a V5 c i u vi i JV 3 u b 6 wii bV uss V#

m weter sprayed fica the-EST into conteitsent. The percent
I I sehttica and volumc of solution sprayed ietc conteir.acnt
V ensure a long term conteitsent sump p'| cf ^.0 and

s ".5. This casures-t',e continued iodinc retention

eHectiveness of thc sump water during thc rceirculation
phesc of spray operatica and alsc minimizc3 the occurrence
of chlorid- induced-steess coricsica cracking cf the
steMess-steel recirculetica piping-

APPLICABLE The Spray Additive System is essential to the removal of
SAFETY ANALYSES airborne iodine within containment following a DBA.

Following the assumed release of radioactive materials '

into containment, the containment is assumed to leak at
its design value volume following the accident. The
analysis assumes that IM4 S6.3% of the containment freer
yojumeiscoveredbythespray(Ref.1).

,

The DBA response time assumed for the Spray Additive
System is the same as for the Containment Spray System and
is discussed in the Bases for LCO 3.6.6 " Containment
Spray end-GeoHng-Systems."

n

()\ (continued)
i

.
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|
Spray Additive System (Atmospheric, ',ubatmospheric. Ice Certeaser end Ouel)

,

B 3.6.7 ;
;

>
BASES

O 1

APPLICABLE The DBA analyses assume that one train of the Containment.

SAFETY ANALYSES Spray System / Spray Additive System is inoperable and that
.*

'

i '(continued) the entire spray additive tank volume is added to the '

remaining Containment Spray System flow path. J

The Spray Additive System satisfies Criterion 3 of the 20 !
PoHey Stat; ~c.; 1.0CFR50j36(cM2K1R.

.

LC0 The Spray Additive System is necessary to reduce the release
,

of radioactive material to the environment in the event of a i

DBA. To be considered OPERABLE, the volume and concentration
of the spray additive solution must be sufficient to provide ,

Na0H injection into the spray flow until tra C;ntai..T.;at
Sprey Systc; suction p;th is switch;d free the L'ST to the
- .......~.. m . ..~ to raise the average Jong3ers <

conitainmentIsump sprey-solution pH to a level conducive to '

iodine removal, namely, to between 8+8;25 and-&910I5.
This pH range maximizes the effectiveness of the iodine
removal mechanism without introducing conditions that may
induce caustic stress corrosion cracking of mechanical system i
components. In addition, it is essential that valves in the
Spray Additive System flow paths are properly positioned, andO that automatic valves are capable of activating to their4

'

correct positions.Tand3hatitheleductors;ateIcapable:of
g@[ing; thel # acte $olutionito thelCSSMlow.2

;

3

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1. 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of>

radioactive material to containment requiring the operation,
'

of the Spray Additive System. The Spray Additive System
assists in reducing the iodine fission product inventory l

; prior to tMs reducing!potentialIreleases to the environment. j
,

'

In H0 DES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations in these MODES. Thus, the Spray Additive System ;

,

3- is not required to be OPERABLE in H0DE 5 or 6.
;

.' j

!
'

.

l

{ACTIONS Al
|

If the Spray Additive System is inoperable, it must be
restored to OPERABLE within 72 hours. The pH adjustment of

O
'

(continued),
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Spray Additive System (Atacspheric, Substaosphe.ic. Ice Cor,deracr. or,d Dual)
B 3.6.7

BASES
,

ACTIONS dul (continued)

the Containment Spray System flow for corrosion protection
and iodine removal enhancement is reduced in this condition.
The Containment Spray System would still be available and
would remove some iodine from the containment atmosphere in
the event of a DBA. The 72 hour Completion Time takes into
account the redundant flow path capabilities and the low
probability of the worst case DBA occurring during this
period.-

,

B.1 and B.2 *

,

If the Spray Additive Systea cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Ce>mpletion Time the plant must be
brought to a H00E in which the LC0 does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
H0DE 3 within 6 hours and to H00E S within 84 hours. The ,

allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on i

operating experience, to reach H00E 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems. The extended interval to reach N00E 5 allows

<

48 hours for restoration of the Spray Additive System in--

( N0DE 3 and 36 hours to reach MODE 5. This is reasonable when'
considering the reduced pressure and temperature conditions
in MODE 3 for the release of radioactive material from the
Reactor Coolant System.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.7.1
REQUIRENENTS

'

Verifying the correct alignment of Spray Additive System
manual, power operated, and automatic valves in the spray
additive flow path provides assurance that the system is able

.

.

to provide additive to the Containment Spray System in the '

event of a DBA. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since these
valves were verified to be in the correct position prior to
locking, sealing, or securing. This SR does not require any
testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it involves

'

verification, threugh a system walkdowr, that those valves
outside containment and capable of potentially being
mispositioned are in the correct position.

;

(continued)
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Spray Additiva System ( - r. .... _ ,y ~.. . ..._.....) i
B 3.6.7- i

BASES !

L

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.7.2
. REQUIREMENTS t

(continued), To provide effective iodine removal. the containment spray .!
must be an alkaline solution. Since the RWST contents are !

normally acidic. the volume of the spray additive. tank [; . must provide a sufficient volume of spray additive to-
adjust pH for all water injected. . This SR is performed to .

i verify the availability of sufficient NaOH' solution in the '

1EE3DM"

| the]$pradddW3Ha%@igMMTespAndsM30tna:391 1.

ljnit ? bagioG900fgangnsMJ310allonsateggfM}n
and3pel.udesIal3136*lgasg!!NgEdgcerfainty! The 184 day :)
Frequency was developed based on the low probability of an !

-

undetected change in tank volume occurring during the SR
interval (the tank is isolated during normal unit !,

operations). Tank level is also indicated and alarmed in :
the control room, so that there is high confidence that a !

.

substantial change in level would be detected. ;
n

|;SR 3.6.7.3
'

.
. )This SR provides verification of the ROH concentration in ,

the spray additive tank and is sufficient to ensure that ''
.

the spray solution being injected into containment is at. ;

the correct pH level. The 184 day Frequency is sufficient i
1

to ensure that the concentration level of NaOH in the jspray additive tank remains within the established limits.
i

'
This is based on the low likelihood of an uncontrolled i

-
change in concentration (the tank is normally isolated) !and the probability that any substantial variance in tank

]volume will be detected. <

SR 3.6.7.4

This SR provides verification that each automatic valve in },

- the Spray Additive System flow path actuates to its
-

correct position. This Surveillance is not required for
valves that are locked, sealed. or otherwise secured in
the required position under adninistrative controls. The
18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this,

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a 'j-
-

plant outage'and the potential for an unplanned transient,

if.the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at
power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at
the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

(continued)

:
,

.
,
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Spray Additive System (At;;;espFerk, Subet;;;cspheric. Ice Cericaser, and Duel) ;
B 3.6.7 !

;

BASES

O
V

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.7.5 ,

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) To ensure that th; correct DPERIUtf'DfMhiF"S6fRFTAddit1V( >

D814Q pii icvci is established in the berated water '

selutien previded by tra Centeir.nnt Sprey Syste;;;, the
'

flow rete in thttlygfj the Spray Additive System!gppteN is
'

verified once every 5 years. 00EllDJ!ggin3LW100
IENGh!NpgigthCJildugoGtestM14pdiffgEthe
RNS.DI511mlateyd)oEfMR3htLN128ditjgHanig Ihe
fisWnteltiroug42tK2dagor4214iiligtJct320EDecauseithe
er!tirs chemicaredditive7tre ggesOGn1891e61ptior
tollsplation,J This SR prevides essurerac that the correct >

eeant of Ne0|| will be atered inte the fic/a path uper,
Centair.nnt Sprey Syste;;; initiation. Due to the passive
nature of the spray additive flow controls, the 5 year
Frequency is sufficient to identify component degradation
that may affect flow rete.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter Q .

/ 1
I i

!

;

>

I

,

!

.

'

O
'pl
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Hydrogen Recombiners (Atrcsphcric. Cubatm.capheric. Ice Condenscr. and Dual)
B 3.6.8

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS,-

C')t

8 3.6.8 Hydrogen Recombiners (Atr.cspheric. Substacapheric. Icc Condcascr.
. ~ umo., s.. r . mo. m . m . ., . m ..mu,

BASES
|

BACKGROUND The function of the hydrogen recombiners is to eliminate
the potential breach of containment due to a hydrogen
oxygen reaction.

Per 10 CFR 50.44. " Standards for Combustible Gas Control
Systems in Light Water Cooled Reactors" (Ref.1). and
GDC 41. " Containment Atmosphere Cleanup" (Ref. 2).
hydrogen recombiners are required to reduce the hydrogen
concentration in the containment following a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) or steam line break (SLB). The
recombiners accomplish this by recombining hydrogen and
oxygen to form water vapor. The vapor remains in
containment, thus eliminating any discharge to the
environment. The hydrogen recombiners are manually
initiated since flammable limits would not be reached
until several days after a Design Basis Accident (DBA).

A Two 100% capacity independent hydrogen recombiner systems

V are provided. Each consists of controls located in the i

control room, a power supply and a recombiner. ;

Recombination is accomplished by heating a hydrogen air |

mixture above 1150*F. The resulting water vapor and
discharge gases are cooled prior to discharge from the
recombiner. A single recombiner is capable of maintaining
the hydrogen concentration in containment below the 410
4-1-volume percent (v/o) flammability limit. Two i

recombiners are provided to meet the requirement for
redundancy and independence. Each recombiner is powered
frora a separate Engineered Safety Features bus, and is i
provided with a separate power panel and control panel. j

i

!

APPLICABLE The hydrogen recombiners provide for the capability of !
SAFE 1Y ANALYSES controlling the bulk hydrogen concentration in containment i

to less than the lower flammable concentration of EO.

4-1-v/o following a DBA. This control would prevent a :
containment wide hydrogen burn. thus ensuring the pressure )
and temperature assumed in the analyses are not exceeded. i
The limiting DBA relative to hydrogen generation is a |

'
LOCA.

> :

V (continued)
,

|
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Hydrogen Recombiners (Ata;; spheric. Osbata;oaphcric. ke Condcascr. and OgaB
B 3.6.8

,

b, BASES'

APPLICABLE Hydrogen may accumulate in containment following a LOCA as
SAFETY ANALYSES a result of:

(continued)
a. A metal steam reaction between the zirconium fuel rod

cladding and the reactor coolant:

b. Radiolytic decomposition of water in the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) and the containment sump:

c. _ Hydrogen in the RCS at the time of the LOCA (i.e..
hydrogen dissolved in the reactor coolant and
hydrogen gas in the pressurizer vapor space): or

d. Corrosion of metals exposed to containment spray and
Emergency Core Cooling System solutions.

To evaluate the potential for hydrogen accumulation in
containment following a LOCA, the hydrogen generation as a
function of time following the initiation of the accident
is calculated. Conservative assumptions recomended by
Reference 3 are used to maximize the amount of hydrogen

- calculated,

Os Based on the conservative assumptions used to calculate ;

the hydrogen concentration versus time after a LOCA. the ;

hydrogen concentration in the primary containment would i
reach 3.5 v/o about 8 6-days after the LOCA and 4.0 v/o |

about 3:.2-days later if no recombiner was functioning ,

(Ref. 53). Initiating the hydrogen recombiners when the 1
|primary containment hydrogen concentration reaches 3.5 v/o

will maintain the hydrogen concentration in the primary
containment below flammability limits.

i

i- The hydrogen recombiners are designed such that, with the
'

conservatively calculated hydrogen generation rates-

discussed above, a single recombiner is capable of
limiting the peak hydrogen concentration in containment to
less than 4.0 v/o (Ref. 4). The Hydrogen Purge System is
similarly designed such that one of two redundant trains
is an adequate backup to the redundant hydrogen
recombiners.

'
The hydrogen recombiners satisfy Criterion 3 of the "|1C
W Statant 10CDIM2361cl(2 mis

.

O
_

(continued)
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Hydrogen Recombiners (Atacaphcric. Substacspheric. Icc Condcaser, and Duci)
B 3.6.8

|

,3 BASES (continued)

N_] |
LCO Two hydrogen recombiners must be OPERABLE. This ensures i

operation of at least one hydrogen recombiner in the event i

of a worst case single active failure.

Operation with at least one hydrogen recombiner ensures
that the post LOCA hydrogen concentration can be prevented I

from exceeding the flamability limit.

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1 and 2. two hydrogen recombiners are required to
control the hydrogen concentration within containment
below its flamability limit of 4]0 4+v/o following a
LOCA, assuming a worst case single failure.

In N0 DES 3 and 4. both the hydrogen production rate and
the total hydrogen produced after a LOCA would be less
than that calculated for the DBA LOCA. Also, because of
the limited time in these MODES. the probability of an
accident requiring the hydrogen recombiners is low.
Therefore, the hydrogen recombiners are not required in
H00E 3 or 4.

O In H00ES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of ab LOCA are low, due to the pressure and temperature
limitations in these MODES. Therefore, hydrogen
recombiners are not required in these MODES.

ACTIONS M

With one containment hydrogen recombiner inoperable, the
inoperable recombiner must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 30 days. In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE
hydrogen recombiner is adequate to perform the hydrogen
control function. However, the overall reliability is
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE
recombiner could result in reduced hydrogen control
capability. The 30 day Completion Time is based on the
availability of the other hydrogen recombiner, the small
probability of a LOCA or SLB occurring (that would
generate an amount of hydrogen that exceeds the
flamability limit), and the amount of time available
after a LOCA or SLB (should one occur) for operator action
to prevent hydrogen accumulation from exceeding the
flamability limit.

,m,
( \'w)

(continued)
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Hydrogen Recombiners (Atacspheric. Subctmosphcric. Ice Condcascr. and Occ1)
B 3.6.8

(

q BASES

V
ACTIONS L1 (continued)

Required Action A.1 has been modified by a Note that
states the provisions of LC0 3.0.4 are not applicable. As
a result, a H00E change is allowed when one recombiner is
inoperable. This allowance is based on the availability
of the other hydrogen recombiner, the small probability of
a LOCA or SLB occurring (that would generate an amount of
hydrogen that exceeds the flammability limit), and the
amount of time available after a LOCA or. SLB (should one
occur) for operator action to prevent hydrogen
accumulation from exceeding the flammability limit.

B.1 and B.2

With two hydrogen recombiners inoperable, the ability to
perform the hydrogen control function via alternate
capabilities must be verified by administrative means
within 1 hour. The alternate hydrogen control
capabilities are provided by the containment Jydrogen
EurgejSystem. The 1 hour Completion Time allows a.

reasonable period of time to verify that a loss of
hydrogen control function does not exist. In addition,g

s j the alternate hydrogen control system capability must be
V verified once per 12 hours thereafter to ensure its

continued availability. [Both the initial, verificationland
ales @sequentIverffgat_lons may be performed as an
administrative check by examining logs or other
information to determine the availability of the alternate

| hydrogen control system. It does not mean to perform the
Surveillances needed to demonstrate OPERABILITY of the
alternate hydrogen control system. If the ability to

' perform the hydrogen control function is maintained,
continued operation is permitted with two hydrogen
recombiners inoperable for up to 7 days. Seven days is a
reasonable time to allow two hydrogen recombiners to be
inoperable because the hydrogen control function is
maintained and because of the low probability of the
occurrence of a LOCA that would generate hydrogen in the
amounts capable of exceeding the flammability limit.

L1

If the inoperable hydrogen recombiner(s) cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion
Time, the plant must be brought to a H00E in which the LC0
does not apply. To achieve this status the plant must be
brought to at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours. The Completionp Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating

V
(continued)
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B 3.6.8

BASES

t

L/
experience, to reach H00E 3 from full power conditions in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of a system functional test for each hydrogen
recombiner ensures the reunbiners are operational and can
attain and sustain the twgrature necessary for hydrogen
recombination. In particular, this SR verifies that the
minimum heater sheath temperature increases to a 700*F in
s 90 minutes. After reaching 700*F, the power is
increased to maximum power for approximately 2 minutes and
power is verified to be 2 60 kW.

Operating experience has shown that these components
usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
18' month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.8.2

Q This SR ensures there are no physical problems that could
V affect recombiner operation. Since the recombiners are

mechanically passive, they are not subject to mechanical
failure. The only credible failure involves loss of
power, blockage of the internal flow, missile impact, etc.

A visual inspection is sufficient to determine abnormal
conditions that could cause such failures. The1.8.: month
Frequency for this SR was developed considering the !

incidence of hydrogen recombiners failing the SR in the )past is low.
;
1

SR 3.6.8.3

This SR;;Nhict)1s;pptfqrmed,;fo]]opingitKfunctiondtbst
pfSB?3 6_.8.1;' requires performance of a resistance tot

ground test for each heater phase to ensure that there are i

no detectable grounds in any heater phase. This is i

accomplished by verifying that the resistance to ground =

for any heater phase is a 10,000 ohms.
I

The 18 month Frequency for this Surveillance was developed |
considering the incidence of hydrogen recombiners failing j
the SR in the past is low. |

O
N]~

(continued) j
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BASES ,

( !__

:!
t

'ft.

REFERENCES- 1. '10 CFR 50.44.
{

'

.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 41. !
'!

3.- Regulatory Guide 1.7, Revision 2. ;-

i

4. FSAR Section 6.2.5. !
!
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG-1431 Bases

Enclosure SB contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of the Bases portion
of NUREG 1431. REV.1. The Bases is descriptive in nature but provides significant
clarification and, in some cases, technical information which supports the j

specifications. The version in the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version
has been made plant specific.

To the extent possible, the words of NUREG 1431. Rev. I are retained to maximize
standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading,
they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant
specific portions of the specifications, j

The changes are processed as follows:
'

There are four types of changes:

!

1. Deletions - Material wnich is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases.

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431. Rev.
1 Bases.

:
- 3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431. Rev.1

Bases but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS |
or other design basis document into a bracketed portion
of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases. |

The methodology of identifying the changes is : i

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG 1431. Rev. 1 Bases is annotated using
the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand).
The deletions are mt identified by a change number or a change
code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Bases in the.

appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
,

of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is i

mt identified by a change number or a change code in the I

adjacent right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of

O- NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using the strike out
feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised

- Methodology I of2 $/]S/97
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG 1431 Bases :

(continued) '

information is' inserted into the Bases in the appropriate !
location and is annotated using the red line feature of '

Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The modification is
mt identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin. '

-P

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed i|

area. If " generic" information had been provided in the -

bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic" !
information is " struck out" and the correct material is inserted
using the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the ,

information is " redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An !

identification number to cross reference to an explanation or i

justification is mi provided.
!

Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark up of NUREG 1431, Rev. 1 i

Bases as part of the markup process. Reviewer notes may be ;

" struck out" or deleted as preferred. !

In summary, " red line" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new
,

material, " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted i

material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify i

!

O
. changes in the Bases.

'

|

:
:

;

!

O
Methodology 2 of2 S/1587
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,

DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 .

;
4

-

Descriptions of NUREG-1431 Differences (4 Pages)

1
,

1

;
.

8
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,
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1431

Section 3.6

This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked up ,

technical change to NUREG 1431 Revision 1, to make their plant specific or to
incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process.
The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups. For
Enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A, and 6B, text in brackets ''[ ]" indicates the information
is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific
information in that location.

CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.6 1 This change supports implementation of the 10CFR50 Appendix J
Option B for performance based leakage rate testing by .

referencing the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program |
described in the Administrative Controls section. This change is

: consistent with the CTS and Traveler TSTF 52. ,

(

3.6 2 Consistent with Traveler TSTF-17, this change would extend the
testing frequency of containment airlock interlock mechanisms
from 184 days to 24 months and delete the SR Note per

O implementation of Appendix J, Option B. SR 3.6.2.2 would be
revised to require testing of the air lock door interlocks at an
interval of 24 months. Typically, the interlock is installed
after each refueling outage, verified operable with this
surveillance and not disturbed until the next refueling outage.
If the need for maintenance arises when the interlock is

,

required, the performance of the interlock surveillance would be 1

required following the maintenance. In addition, when an air
lock is opened during times the interlock is required, the
operator first verified that one door is completely shut and the
door seals pressurized before attempting to open the other door.
Therefore, the interlock is not challenged except during actual
testing of the interlock. Consequently, it should be sufficient
to ensure proper operation of the interlock by testing the
interlock on a 24 month interval.

'

3.6 3 Consistent with the current TS a note has been added to clarify
'

that the valves listed are not addressed in LC0 3.6.3. These
valves utilize the steam generators and associated piping as a !

closed system inside of containment. These valves also have
separate LCOs that provide the appropriate Required Actions in
the event these valves are inoperable.

PSES Iqferencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.6 1 S/1S/97
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CHANGE NI#BER JllSTIFICATION

O
3.6 4 Consistent with TSTF 30, this change takes credit for a closed

system for isolating a failed containment isolation valve. The ;

change would extend the Completion Time for a closed system flow
,

path with an inoperable isolation valve to 72 hours. General
Design Criteria (GDC) 57 allows the use of a closed system in'

combination with a containment isolation valve to provide two
containment barriers against the release of radioactive material,

following an accident. Currently, LCO 3.6.3 does not allow the ,

use of a closed system to isolate a failed containment isolation ;

valve even though the closed system is subjected to Type A ,

containment leakage testing, is missile protected, and is seismic
category I piping. A closed system also typically has flow !

through it during normal operation such that any loss of
integrity could be continually observed through leakage detection ;

system within containment and during routine system walkdowns for !

closed systems outside containment. As such, the use of a closed ,
'

system is no different from isolating a failed containment
isolation valve by use of a single valve as specified in Required ;

Action A.1. Therefore. LC0 3.6.3, Required Action C.1 is revised
to allow 72 hours to isolate e failed valve associated with a
closed system. This 72 hour period provides the necessary time
to perform repairs on a failed containment isolation valve whenO relying on an intact closed system. A Completion Time of 72
hours is considered appropriate given that certain valves may be
located inside containment, the reliability of the closed system,
and that 72 hours is typically provided for losing one train of i

redundancy throughout the NUREG 1431. If the closed system and ;

associated, containment isolation valve were both inoperable, the i

plant would be in LC0 3.0.3 since there is no specific Condition I

specified.

3.65 This change is in accordance with TSTF 45 and revises SR 3.6.3.3
and SR 3.6.3.4 to specify that only containment isolation valves
that are not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured are required to
be verified closed. The position of the locked, sealed or
secured valves was verified before the valves were locked, sealed '

or secured.

' 3.6 6 Consistent with the current TS, a note is added to SR 3.6.3.4 to
clarify that the blind flange on the fuel transfer canal need
not be verified closed except after each drainage of the canal.
The fuel transfer canal is considered to be more of an equipment
hatch than a piping system. Unless the fuel transfer canal has
been used there is no need to check the blind flange.

C) :
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(7 CHANGE.Nul6ER JUSTIFICATION
,d i

3.6 7 This change is in accordance with TSTF 46 and revises SR 3.6.3.5. I

i to delete the reference to verifying the isolation time of "each
,

power operated" containment isolation valve and only require "

verification of each " automatic isolation valve." Valves
credited as containment isolation valves which are power operated
(i.e. can be remotely operated) that do not receive a containment |
1 solation signal do not have an isolation time as assumed in the t

accident analyses since they require operator action. Therefore,,

deleting reference to power operated isolation valve time testing i

reduces the potential for misinterpreting the requirements of *

this SR while maintaining the assumptions'of the accident
analysis.

'3.6 8 Revises the completion time for the restoration of containment
t

pressure from i hour to [8] hours. The [8] hour completion time !

is consistent with the current TS. The [8] hours [is consistent
with the completion time to correct temperature problems (ITS

.

'

3.6.5, Condition A) and] allows the operation time to take all
required actions in a controlled manner.

,

3.6 9 These portions of the specification do not apply since a *

containment cooling system is not part of the plant design.m

U 3.6 10 Replaces the Chemical Additive Tank volume limits in gallons with
a tank level limits in percent [ consistent with the current TS).

3.6 11 A new Note is added to ITS 3.6.3 Condition A.2 [and C.2] in ;

accordance with traveler WOG 91. The additional note applies to |
1 solation devices that are locked, sealed or otherwise secured in
position and allows these devices to be closed by use of
administrative means. It is sufficient to assume that initial
establishment of component status (e.g., isolation valves closed)
was performed correctly. Subsequently, verification is intended
to ensure the component has not been inadvertently repositioned.
Given that the function of. locking, sealing or securing !
components is to ensure the same avoidance of inadvertent
repositioning, the periodic reverification should only be a
verification of the administrative control that ensures that the j

component remains in the required state. It would be appropriate '

to remove the lock, seal, or other means of securing the
4

component solely to perform an active verification of the I
required state.

,

3.6 12 Consistent with SR 3.6.3.8 which provides that actuation position
testing is not required for valves locked, sealed, or otherwise

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-H31 - ITS 3.6 3 S/1S/97
<
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i

;

'

CHANGE NUPEER JUSTIFICATIONq
v r

secured in their required position under administrative control. '

this change would provide that isolation time testing is not
required for automatic containment isolation valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in their required position -

e

under administrative control. i

3.6 13 A clarifying note is added to SR 3.6.3.7 that would allow that !leakage rate testing for. containment purge valves with resilient
|seals is not required when the penetration flow path is isolated '

by a leak tested blank flange. The blank flange provides the
required isolation and additional testing of the valves is i

unnecessary.

3.6 14 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

.i

r

3.6 15 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

,

3.6 16 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

3.6 17 Not applicable. See conversion comparison table (enclosure 68).
>

3.6 18 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table $
(enclosure 6B).

3.6 19 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table <

(enclosure 68). ;

3.6 20 Not used. '

3.6 21 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

3.6 22 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

3.6 23 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table.

(enclosure 68).

i

SES Differencesfront NUREG-14.11 - ITS .f.6 4 5/1Si97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFITRENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3,6 rage 1 of 4

TECH SPEC CHANGE
APPLICABILITY

WJtBER DESCRIPTION
DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WDLF CREEK CALLAWAY

,

3.6-1 This change supports implementation of 10 CFR 50. Appendix Yes Yes in current TS Yes Yes - tv,4v M as-J. Option B approved in Novester 1995. Testing is
performed in accordance with the Containment Leakage Rate Amendment #111
Testing Program as described in the Adeinistrative ' '

Controls section. This change is consistent with current
T5 and in accordance with industry traveler T5TF-52.,

3.6-2 This change would extend the testing frequency of Yes Yes Yes Yescontainment airlock interlock mechanisms from 184 days to
24 months. This change is in accordance with TSTF-17 . ;

'
i

3.6-3 Consistent with the current TS. a note has been added to Yes Yes Yes Yesclarify that the valves listed are not addressed in LCO ;

3.6.3. .These valves utilize the steam generators and
associated piping as a closed system inside of r

containment. These valves also have separate LCOs that *

provide the appropriate Required Actions in the event -,

,

these valves are inoperable.

3.6-4 This change would extend the Completion Time for a closed Yes Yes No - Wolf Creek No - Callaway doessystem flow path with an inoperable isol:ation valve to 72 ;
hours. This change is in accordance with T5TF-30. does not have GDC. not have GDC 57 '

57 valves. valves. >

3.6-5 This change would revise SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 to Yes Yes Yes Yesspecify that only containmer:t isolation valves that are
net locked, sealeo, or otherwise secured are required to
be verified closed. This change is in accordance with,

TSTF-45.

3.6+6 Consistent with the current CPSES TS. this change would No Yes No Noadd a note to SR 3.6.3.4 to clarify that. the blind flange
on the fuel transfer canal need not be verified closed )

Lexcept after each drainage of the canal.

|

,

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.6
5/15197
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TAELE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECrlON 3.6

_

Page 2 cf 4

TECH SPEC CHANGE
APPLICABILITY-

NVIEER DESCRIPTION
DIABLO CANYON COMANQ1E PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLMIAY

3.6-7 This change would revise SR 3.6.3.5 to delete the Yes Yes fes Yesreference to verifying the isolation time of "each power
operated 1containmentisolationvalveandonlyrequire
verification of each " automatic isolation valve." This
change is in accordance with T5TF-46.

3.6-8 This change would revises the %1etion time for the Yes Yesrestoration of containment pressure from I hour to [8] No - CTS has I hour No - CTS has I hour
'

hours. The [8] hour ccepletion time is consistent with coupletion time. coupletion time.
the current TS.

3.6-9 These portions of the specification do not apply since a No Yes No Nocontainment cooling system is not part of the CPSES plant
design.

3.6-10 This change would replace the Chemical Additive Tank Yes Yes No - CTS in gallons No - Callaway doesvolume limits in gallons with tank level limits in
percent. not have this

system.

3.6-11 This change would provide that the Required Action to Yes Yes Yes Yesperiodically verify the affected penetration flow path is
isolated does not apply to manual valves and blind flanges
that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured since these
were verified to be in the correct position prior to
locking. sealing. or securing.

3.6 12 Consistert with SR 3.6.3.8, this change would provide that Yes Yes Yes Yesisolation time testing is not required for automatic
containment isola::1on valves that are locked. sealed. or
otherwise secured in their required pcsition under
administrative *.catecl.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.6
5/15197
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.6 Page 3 of 4

TECH SPEC CHANGE
APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION
DIABLO CANYON C0HANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY-

3.6-13- A clarifying note is added to SR 3 6.3.7 that would allow Yes Yes Yes Yes'that' leakage rate testing for containment purge valves i

with resilient seals is not required when the penetration '

flow path is isolated by a leak tested blank flange.

3.6-14: This change would incorporate DCpP specific operability Yes No No No

t-

criteria for containment fan cooler units required to meet
design functional requirements.

3.6 15 SR 3.6.6.7 would be modified to reflect Callaway plant No No No Yesspecific requirements for cooling water automatic
functions as well as containment cooler functions.

3.6-16 Consistent with the current TS. this specification has No No No Yesbeen modified to reflect the Callaway Recirculation Fluid
pH Control System.

3.6-17 The ACTIONS and SR's of ITS 3.6.3 are modified to reflect Yes No No Nothe DCPP current TS allowance to open at one time any 2 of
the 3 DBA qualified 48 inch purge supply and/or exhaust
valves and 12 inch vacuum / pressure relief valve.

3.6 1B Consistent with CTS 4.6.1.7.2 a new SR is being added to No CTS does not No - CTS does not Yes Yesperform leakage rate testing for the 36 inch containment contain 24 month have the 24 month
purge valves and associated blank flanges".once per 24 requirement. frequency.months and following each reinstallation of the blank
flange.

3.6-19 Consistent with CTS 4.6.1.7.4. SR 3.6.3.7 is being revised No - DCPP does not No - Not in CTS. Yes Yesto cover the leak rate testing of the mini. purge valves have mini-purge
with resilient seals after opening for testing once each system.
184 days and within 92 days after opening the valve.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.6 5/IS/97
F
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFF RENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.6 cage 4 cf 4

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CAllAMAY

3.6 20 Not used. NA NA NA NA

3.6-21 Consistent with Wolf Creek CTS 4.6.2.3.b. SR 3.6.6.3 is No No Yes Nobeing deleted and included as part of SR 3.6.6.7. The
current licensing basis only requires for the flow rate to
be tested as part of the actuation test every 18 months
not the 31 days frequency required in ITS SR 3.6.6.3.

3.6-22 This change deletes the note to ITS 3.6.3 Conditions A No - ITS wording No - ITS wording Yes Yesand B. retained. retained.

3.6-23 This change deletes the ITS 3.6.3. Condition C. No - ITS wording No - ITS wording Yes Yes
retained. retained.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.6 S/15/97
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IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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CROSS-REFERElCE TABLE 3/4 7
5/ 7/97

-. Page '1 ( Sorted by Current TS )
.

Current TS Improved TS
,

Item Code Para Item Code Para
,

3.7.1.1 LC0 3.7.1 LCO |
3.7.1 1- ACTION a 3.7.1 CONDITION A

.

'

_3.7.1 1 ACTION a_ 3.7.1 CONDITION B
1

_34L_1 ACTION __.h__,, Not Used ,

_4.7 }J SR Neg 3.7.1.1 SR

_ Tab]e3.71 Table 3.7.11^ '

lable3.72 Table 3.7.1-2

3.7.1.2 LC0_ 3.7.5 LCO

_34 1J ACTION a 3.7.5 CONDITION B'
'

31L2 ACTION a 3.7.5 CONDITION C
'

311J ACTION b 3.7.5 CONDITION C

._3.7.1,2 ACTION c 3.7.5 _ CONDITION D

_3 7.1.2 ACTION d 3,7.5 CONDITION A i
'

3. 7.1_J ACTION d 3.7.5 CON _DITION C

4.7.1.2 SR a 3. 7_,5.1 SR

4.7.1,2 SR b 3.7.5.2 SR

SR c.1 3.7.5.3 'SR4.7.1.2
~- SR c.2 3.7.5.4 SR |

,

4.7.172

3.7.1_.3 LCO 3.7.6 LCO'

.,_3 4 1.3 ACTI_04 a 3.7.6 CONDITION A

_3.7.1 3 ACTI6N a 3.7.6 CONDITION B
'

4 1

_3.7.1.3 ACTI_0N b 3.7.6 CONDITION A

3.7.1 3 ACTION b 3.7 6 CONDITION B
1

_4,7).3.1 SR 3.7.6.1 SR

_44112 54 New 3.7.6 CONDITION A (New)

3.7.1.4 J.Q0 3.7.18 LC0_ New i

_3 1 1,4 _AQl10N 3.7.18 CONDITION A. New

4.7.1.4 . __S_R 3.7.18.1 SR New

_ Table 4.71 3.7.18.1 SR New

_3.7.1.5 LC0 3.7.2 LCO

_311.5_ ACT_ ION _HODE 1 3.7.2 CONDITION A
..

__34J,.5 ACTION H0DE 1 3.7.2 COND.ITION B

3.7.1.5 ACTION H0 DES 2 & 3 3.7.2 CONDITION C

._3 4 1 5 _AQTION H0 DES _2 & 3 3.7.2 CONDIlION D1

A 7 1_.5 ACHON New 17.2 CONDITION D2

_34]A., ACTION New 3.7.2 CONDITION E

3.7.1.5 ACTION MODES 2 & 3 3 7._2 CONDITION E

4.7,14 SR 3.7.2.1 SR

4. 7.lJ SR New 3.7.2.2 SR
,

J1(6 LC0 _3.7,3 LC0

_3.7_,J.6 APPLICABILITY New- 3.7.3 APPLICABILITY New

.- - . . . - .
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE-3/4.7.
5/ 7/97
Page 2- ( Sorted by Current TS )

'

Current TS Improved TS ;

Ites Code Para Item Code Para
t

3.7.1 6 ACTION N00E 1 e 3.7.3 CONDITION A
2

3.7.1.6 ACTION H0DE 1 a 3.7.3 CONDITION C
'

_3J J 6 ACTION N00E 1 b
_

3.7.3 CONDITION B
,

3.7.1.6 ACTION H0DE 1 b 3.7.3 CONDITION C ;

_3J11.6 ,,ETION N0DE 1 c _3 7.3 CONDITION B r
2

_3Jzl 6 _AQTION N00E 1 c 3.7.3 CONDITION C i
2

_3 7 1,6 ACTION H0DE 1 (New) 3.7.3 CONDITION A. B. C !

12

JJ1J16 ACJ_ ION H0 DES 2 &_3, a 3.7.3 CONDITION A ;

J. 7.1. 6 ACTION H0 DES 2 & 3 a 3.7.3 CONDITION C '

m '

_3J.1 5 ACTION N0 DES _2_& 3. b 3.7.3 CONDITION B
2

_3JJ.6 ACTJON _ HOD _ES_2 & 3 mb 3.7.3 CONDITION C

_37 1J ACTION H00ESJ_&3.c 3.7.3 CONDITION B
22

JJ12p ACTION H00ES_2_& 3 c 3.7.3 CONDITION C
"

1 '

3.7.1.6 ACIl0N N0DE_5 2 & 3 (Ne_w) 3.7.3 CONDITION A. B. C

_4 7 1.6 SR - 3.7.3.1 SR i'

12 '

4.7 1.6 _ SR New 17.3.2 SR
1 '

4.7.1J _SR New 3.7.3.3 SR

4.7.1.6 SR New 3.7.3.4 SR

LCO 3.7.4 LC0

[3.7.1.7d 3J J.7 ACTION a _3.7.4 CONDITION A

_3,7.1.7 ACTION a 3.7.4 CONDITION D'

3.7.1.7 ACTION b 3.7.4 CONDITION B

3.7.1.7 ACTION b 3.7.4 CONDITION 0

_3J,1. 7 Adj0N INew 3.7.4 CONDITION C

_47_17 SR 3.7.4.2 SR
1 ,

4.7.1.7 SR a Hoved Bases /TRH .

4.7.1 7 SR b [377.4.1 SR 1

2

l

3.7.2 LQO Relocated _ TRH j

- 3.7.2 _ ACTION Relocated TRH

_4 7.2 SR Relocated TRHs
.

;

_3J23 __

LCO 3.7.7 LCO

JJ23 ACTION 3 7.7 CONDITION AT1

JJ13 ACTI0N 3.7.7 CONDITION B r

_4J23 SR la 3,7.7.1 SR

_4 1 3 SR Ib.1 3.7.7.2 SR
2

4.7.3 - SR b.2 3.7.7.3 SR

,

_3J2 a1 LCO _3.7.8 LCO4

3.7.4.1 ACi.0N a 3.7.8 CONDITION A

JJm241 ACTION a 3.7.8 CONDITION C |

3,7AJ ACTION b _3.7.8 C0_NDITION B (New) |

f3.7.4.1 ACTION b 3.7.8 CONDITION C

,._/ _4.7.4,1.1 SR a d ot_e_(New) 3.7 8_.1 SR Note j1_
'

i

:
!

.

. _ _ _ _ . , ,
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.7
5/ 7/97

O 'Page 3 ( Sorted by Current TS )
v

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para
.

4.7.4.1.1 SR b 3.7.8.3 SR

4 7.4.1.2 SR 3.7.8.2 SR1

3242 LCO 3.7.8 LC0

_3 7.4.2 ACTION a Note (New) 3.7.8 _ CONDITION- A2

_3. 7_,12 ACTION a _3.7.8 CONDITION C
.

_3.7.4.2 ACTION b 3.7.8 CONDITION B (New)

_3 7Jt2 ACTION b 3.7.8 CONDJIION _C2

_3 7d.2 ACTION c 3.7.8 CONDITION L_(New)B2

1 7 4.2.1_
ACTION 'c 3.7.8 CONDITION C_3Jd._2 _
SR See 4.7.4.1.1.a 3.7.8.1 SR

4.7.4.2.1 SR See 4.7.4.1.1.b___ 3.7.8.3 SR

_4 1 4_.2.2 SR 3.7.8.2 SR
'

,

3.7.5 LCO 3.7.9 LC0

AL.5 LC0 a 3.7.9.1 SR

3.7.5 LCO b 3.7.9.2 SR >

'

3.7.5 LCQ c Relocated TRH

N _JA5 ACTION a. New 3.7.9 CONDITION A
g

( 3.7.5 ACTION a 3.7.9 CONDITION B

_345 ACTION b Relocated TRH
,

4.7.5 SR a 3.7.9.2 SR

4.7.5 SR a _3.7.9.1 SR

4.7.5 SR b Relocated TRH

4.7.5 SR c. Reloca[ted TRH
~

._346 LCO Relo_cated TRH

_3.7,6 ACTION _R. elocated TRH
.

_4 7.6 SR _ Relocated TRH2

_3 7,7.1 LC0 _3aL10 LCO1

_3241 ACTION H00ES__1 4 3.7.10 C_0NDITI0. N A1

_3ALI ACTION H0 DES _1 1 3.7.10 CONDITION B

_3,7.7.1 ACTION H0 DES 1 4 LNew) 3.7.10 CONDITION H
3.7.7,1 A.QTION H0DE_S 5 etc _a 3. 7.1_0 CONDITION A

3.7.7.) ACTION H0 DES 5 etc, b 3.7.10 CONDITION C

3.7.7.1 ACTION H0 DES _5 etc, b 3. 7.1_0 CONDITION G

44L1 SR a, New 3.7.10.1 SR

_417.1 SR bh 5.5.112

_4.LLI SR bh 3.7.10.2 SR
4.7,7.1 SR 1 3.7.10.3 SR

4J_11 SR j 3.7.10.4 SR
,

ALL2 LCO _3.7.11 LCOm
1722 ACTION H0 DES 1 4a 3.7.11 CONDITION A.

_3. 7_. L 2 [ ACTION H0 DES _1 4a 3.7.11 CONDITION B

!

-
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CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.7 .

5/ 7/97
Page _4 :( S0rted by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para -

_32L2 ACTION H0 DES 1 '4b. New 3.7.11 CONDITION E. New ;

_3.7.7.2 ACTION H0 DES _5 etc. a 3.7.11 CONDITION A |
ACTION H0 DES 5 etc. a 3.7.11 CONDITION C3.7.7.2 T ,

'
_37122 ACUON H0 DES 5 etc. b 3.7.11 CONDITION D

~
_3 1 7.2 , ACTION H0 DES 5 etc. c 3.7.11 CONDITION D

4.7.7.2 SR I 3.7.11.1 _ SR

_3,7.8 LCO 3.7.12 LCO

_3.7.8 ACTION a 3.7.12 CONDITION A

_348 ACTION a _3.7.12 CONDITION D

_3,7.8 ACTION b_ 3.7.12 CONDITION C. New

_348 ACTION b 3.7.12 CONDITION D ;

_3A8 ACTION c 3. 7.1_2 CONDITION BuNew !

17,8 ACTION c 3.7.12 CONDITION D

4.7.8 SR a 3.7.12.1 SR

4,7.8 SR bf 3.7,12.2 SR

4.7.8 SR bf 5.5.11 _

4.7.8 SR d.2 3.7.12.3 SR

O\ Id.4 3.7.1.2.4 SR
4.7.8 SR Id. New 3.7.12.6 SR New

4.7.8 SR

17.9. LCO Relocated TRH

._3 4 9 ACTION Relocated TRH

A79 SR Relocated TRH -

a

1 7 10 LC0 Relocated TRH2 ,

J 1 1.0 ACTION Relocated TRH |

_4 L10 _ _SR _ Relocated TRH |a

_ Table 3.7 3 R_elocated TRH
|

3.7.11 LCO 3.7.20 LCO

1 7 ll ACTION 3,7.20 CONDITION Aa

_3 4 11 ACTION 3.7.20 CONDITION B

A 7 11 1 SR _3.7.20.2 SRa 2

4 7A 1.2 SR 3.7.2_0.1 SR

_3 4 11P LC0 New 3 1 20P LCO New i

3.7.11P ACTION a New 3.7.20P CONDITION A. Newm ,

3.7.11P ACTION a. New _3 4 20P CONDITION C. New
M 11P ACTION b,_New _3.7.20P CONDITION B. New )
_3,7 J1P ACTION b, New 3.7.20P CONDITION C. New '

A7J1P -ACTION c ,New 3.7.20P CONDITION C. New
4.7.11P.1 SR New 3.7.20P.3 SR New
4.7,11P 2 SR New 3.7.20P.2 SR New2

4.7,11P 3 SR New 3.7.20P.1 SR New: 2

ALJ2_ l.C.0 _3.7.19 LCO New

|

!
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.7 :

5/ 7/97
!page . 5. ( Sorted by Current TS )
i

.

ij

| Current TS Improved TS |

-Ites Code Para Item Code Para ;

i

3.7.12 ACTION 3.7.19 CONDITION A. New
3.7.12 ACTION 3.7.19 CONDITION B. New

~ M2 SR a. New Note 3.7.19.1 SR New
!

4.

4.7.12 SR b 3.7.19.2 SR New

:
| 3.7.13 LCO Relocated TRM i

._.3,L.13 Ad_ TION Relocated TRH
4

.

_4.7;13 SR Relocated TRM !;
t

I

l f

|
>

h
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|

|
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.7 ;
5/ 7/97' '

O Page. 1 ( Sorted by ITS )_U
i

Current TS Improved TS ;

Item Code Para Item Code Para
~

'

3.7.1.11 LC0 3.7.1 LCO

JA11 ACTION a _3.7.1 CONDITION A1

3.7.1.1 ACTION [a 3.7.1 CONDITION B ,

'

4411 SR 'New _3.7.1.1 SR1

Jable_3.7 1 Table 3.7.1 1
Table 3.7 2 Table 3.7.1-2 j

_3 1 1,5 LCO 3.7.2 LCO

JAh5 ACTION H0DE 1 3.7.2 CONDITION A

JALS ACTION
'

H00E 1 3.7.2 CONDITION B
'

3 7_ A 5 ACTION H0 DES 2 & 3 3.7.2 CONDITION C1

3.7.1.5 ACTION H00ES 2 & 3 3.7.2 CONDITION D
'

[3.755 AdION lNe ~3.7.2 CONDITION D

3&h5 - ACTION N00E_S_2._& 3 3.7.2 CONDITION E

3_.7.1 5 ACTION New _3.7.2 CONDIT_ ION E2

4.7.1.5 SR 3.7.2.1 SR
,

4.7.1.5 SR New 3.7.2.2 SR ,

O J127 1.6 LC0 3.7.3 LCO

V 3.7,1.6 APPLICABILITY New ._3.7.3 APPLICABILITY New ,

3 A 1,6 ACTION H0DE1_{New)_ ____3. 7. 3 CONDITION A. B. C t

3.7.1,6 AQTION H0 DES _2 & 3 LNew) _3.7.3 CONDITION A. B. C t

3.7.1,6 ACTJON H0DE I a _3.7.3 CONDITION A ,

341J ACTION H0 DES 2 & 3.,_a 3.7.3 CONDITION A l

3.7.1.6 ACTION H0DE 1 b _).7.3 CONDITION B

3 7.1.6 ACTION H0DE 1 c _ __3. 7. 3_ CONDITION B r
1

3 A 1.6 ACTION H0 DES 2 &_3 b _3.7.3 CONDITION Bm

3.7.1t6 ACTION H0 DES 2 & 3. c 3.7.3 CONDITJON B

J,12.1. 6 ACTION H0DE I a 3.7.3 CONDITION C

J.7.1.6 ACTION H0D_E 1 b 3.7.3 C0_NDITION C

3 7.1.6 ACTION H0DE 1 c 3.7.3 CONDITION C2

3 A 1,6 ACTIO.N N00ES_2_& 3. a 3.7.3 CONDITION C

3.7.1.6 ACTION |r0 DES 2 & 3. b 3.7.3 CONDITION C

3 4 1.6 ACTION H0 DES 2 & 3. c 3.7.3 CONDITION C

4.7.1.6 SR 3.7.3.1 SR

4.7.1.6 SR . New 3.7.3.2 SR

_4.7.1,6 _ SR New 3.7.3.3 SR

_4_,,7 1 6 SR New 3.7.3.4 SR2
!

3Ah7. LQO 3.7.4 LC0
3.7.1.7 ACTION .a 3.7.4 CONDITION A

_3.7.17 ACTION b .,_3. 7. 4 CONDITION B :
141] ACTION New _ 3.7.4 CONDITION C !

p 3.7.1.7 ACTION a _3.7.4 CONDITION D

Q 3 7 A .7 ACTION b 3.7.4 CONDITION ,D2 ,

J A 1.7 SR ,b 3.7.4.1 SR I

!
1

i
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.7- |

5/ 7/97
Page 2 ( Sorted by ITS )

g

!

Current TS Improved TS !

,

Item Code Para Item Code Para
~

:.

4 7.1.7 SR 3.7.4.2 SR !

' 3.7.1.2 LC.0 3.7.5 LC0

y - 3.7.1 2 ACTION d 3.7.5 CONDITION A
'

1

3.7.1.2 ACTION a 3.7.5 CONDITION B

3.7.1.2 ACTION a 3.7.5 CONDITION C |

3.7.1.2 ACTI_0N b _3.7.5 CONDITION C

ALI.2 _ ACTION d 3.7.5 CONDITION C

3.7.1 2 ACTION c 3.7.5 CONDITION D1

Not Used 3.7.5 CONDITION E Not Used
I 4 7 L2 _ S.R a 3.7.5.1 SR12

4.7.1.2 SR b 3.7.5.2 SR ,

4.7.1.2 SR c.1 3.7.5.3 SR |
'4.7.1.2 SR c.2 3.7.5.4 SR

Not Used 3.7.5.5 SR Not Used

AL13 LC0 3.7.6 LCO1
'ALL3 ACTION a 3.7J C_0NDITION A

J 4 .1.3 AC.TJON b 3.7.6 CONDITION A

h 1 7a1 3.2 SR New 3.7,6 CONDIJLON A (New)1

ALL.3 ACTION a __3.7.6 Q0NDITION 8

3 1 1_3_ ACTION b _32 6 CONDITION B {
LLI .3.1 SR 3.7.6.1 SR

i

| 3A3 _LCO 3.7.7 LCO :

_3.7.3 ACTION 3.77 CONDITION A2

313 ACTION 3.7.7 CONDITION B

4 7.3 SR a _3.7.7.1 SRm
AL3 SR bl 3.7.7.2 SRa

.i.13 SR b.2 3 7.7.3 SR
'

2

A7Al LCO 3.7.8 LCO

3 7 4.2 LC0 3.7.8 LC012

A7.4.1 ACTION a 3.7.8 CONDITION A

3J2L2 _ ACTION .a Note _LNew) _3.7.8 CONDIT_ ION Am

17.4.1 ACTION b 3.7.8 CONDITIOR B_(New)
3.7.4.2 ACTION b 3.7.8 LCONDITION B_(N_ew)
3.7.4.2 ACTION c _3.7.8 CONDlIION BJNew)
3.7.4 1 ACTION a 3.7.8 CONDITION C2

17A1 ACTION b _ 3.7.8 CONDITION C
_

A7A2 IAQTION a 3.7.8 COND.ITION C

1 7.4.2 ACUON b _3.7.8 CONDITION C

3JA2 ACTION c 3.7.8 CONDITION C

_4 J . 4 .1.1 _ SR a,_NotejNew) 3.7.8.1 SR Note

Q 17.4,1.2 SR 3.7.8.2 SR

Q 4.7.4.2 1 SR See 4.7.4.1.1.a 3.7.8.1 SR1

,

I



ss. REFERENCE TABLE 3 7
5/ 7/97

_ Page 3 ( sorted by ITS )
V

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

.

17A2j _SR 3.7.8.2 SR

4.7.4,1.1 SR b 3.7.8.3 SR

4.7.4.2.1 SR See 4.7.4.1.1.b 3.7.8.3 SR

3.7.5 LCO 3.7.9 LCO

ALS ACTION a _New __3.7.9 CONDITION At

AZ15 ACTION a 3.7.9 CONDITION B

4.7.5 SR a. 3.7.9.1 ___ LSR
3.7.5 LCO a 3.7.9.1 SR

3.7.5 LCO b 3.7.9.2 SR

,4,L 5 _ SR a 3.7.9.2 SR

Not Used 3.7.9.3 SR

Not Use_d _3.7.9.4 SR

17 ZJ LCO
~

2 _

3.7.10 __ LC0

_3 Z1Z,1 ACTION H0 DES 1 - 4 3.7.10 CONDITION A1

3.7.7.1 . ACTION . MODES 5 etc._a _ 3.7.10 CONDITION A

3.7.7.1 ACTION H0 DES 1 4 3.7.10 CONDITION B

O AL11 ACTION H0 DES 5 ete b ___ 3 . 7.10 CONDITION Cm
3.7.7.1 ACTION Not_Used 3.7.10 CONDITION D_{New)
ALZd ACJION Not_Used 3.7.10 CONDITION EjNew)
17.7.1 ACTION Not Used 3.7.10 CONDITION F_{New)
3.7.7.1 ACTION H0 DES 5 etemb 3.7.10 CONDITION G

3.7.7.1 ACTION . MODES 1 4 (New) 3.7.10 CONDITION H

4.7.7.1 S_R a d ew 3.7.10.1 SR

12J.1 SR bh 3.7.10 2 SR1

AIJ.J .SR 1 3.7.10.3 SR2

4 Ll 1 SR._ j 3.7.10.4 SR

_3 Zm7.2 LCO 3.7.11 LC0a
ALL2 AQTION H00ES_1 4a 3.7.11 CONDITION A

3J1L2 ACTION H0 DES _5_ete a 3.7.11 CONDITION Am

_3.7.7.2 ACTION H0 DES _.1 4a _,3,7.11 CONDITION B

3J,7,2 ACTION H0 DES 5 ete a 3.7.11 CONDITION Cm

321L2 AGIION_ HODES 5 etc b _ _3.7.11 CONDLTION Du

17JJ ACTION H0 DES _5_etc c _3.7.11 CONDITION Du_
.)J,7. 2 ACTION H0 DES 1 4b uNew 3.7.11 CONDITION E d ew
_4 7.7.2 SR 3.7.11,1 SR2

3.7.8 LCO 3.7.12 LCO

32 8 ACTION a 3.7.12 CONDITION A.

ALB ACTION c _3,L.12 CONDITION B J ew
3a7.8 _ ACTION b 3.7.12 CONDITION C m _ewN

h 3 L8 AQTION a _3.7.12 CONDITION D1

! 3.7.8 ACTION b 3.7.12 Q0NDIT_ ION D
V U.8 ACTION c 3.7.12 CONDITION D

_. ._
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.7
5/ 7/97- i

i Page' 4- ( Sorted by ITS ) '

Current TS- Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

.

4.7.8 SR a 3 2 12.1 SR

4.7,8 SR bf 3.7.12.2 SR-

4.7.0 SR d.2 3.7.1.2.3 SR

4.7.8 SR d.4 3.7.12.4 SR

4.7.8 _SR Not Used 3.7.12.5 SR Not Used

418 SR d. New 3.7.12.6 SR New

Not Used 3.7.13 Not Used

Not Used 3.7.14 Not Used

3.9.10 LCO 3.7.15 LCO

3.9.10 ACTION a 3.7.15 CONDITION A

l.9.10 ACTION b _3.7.15 CONDITION A Note
1920 SR 3.7.15.1 SR

Not Used 3.7.16 Not Used

f) Jt) .1 e 3.7.17 LCO6

(/ 5.6.1.1 f 3.7.17 _ LCO

5.6.1.1 e 3.7.17 CONDITION A

J 1 1.1 f 3.7.17 CONDITION _ A
,

5111 e 3.7.17.1 SR2

16J.1 f 3.7.17.1 SR
l Figure 5.61 Figure 3.7.17 1 l

J A 1.4 _LCO 3.7.18 LCO New

3 4 1,4 _ ACTION 3,7.18 CONDITIO,N A. New
4.7.1.4 SR 3.7.18.1 SR New

lable_4_ 7 1 _ _3. 7.18.1 SR New

3 A 12 LCO 3.7.19 LCO New

3A12 ACTION 3.7.19 CONDITION A,_New

3A12 ACTION 3.7.19 CONDITION B. New
4.7.12 _SR a. New Note 3.7.19.1 SR New

4_.7_12 SR b 3.7.19.2 SR New |.2

3 A 11_ LCO 3.7.20 _LCO

3.7.11 ACTION 3.7.20 CONDITION A

3.,L 11 ACTION 3.7.20 CONDITION B

4M1J SR __3.7.20_1 SR

4.7.11,1 SR 3.7.20 2 SRt

3.7.11P LCO _ New 3.7.20P LCO New |

q 3 1 11P ACTION adew ___ 3 . 7 . 2.0 P C0fjDITION A. New '

Q _3 4 11P ACTION, b. New _3 4 20P CONDITION B New1

3,7.11_P ACTION a. New _3.7.20P CONDITION C._New

;

r

b

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.7
,

5/ 7/97 i

/ Page 5 ( Sorted by ITS )
i
i

Current TS Improved TS |

Item Code Para Item Code Para i

'

_3.7.11P ACIION b. New __ _3. 7. 20P CONDITION C. New i

3.7.11P ACTION c. New 3.7.20P CONDITION C. New
4,7.11.P.3 SR New 3.7.20P.1 SR New

_4AHP 2 SR New 3.7.20P.2 SR New2

4.7.11P.1 SR New 3.7.20P.3 SR New

'
.

l

|

|

!

<

|

l
|

1

!
|

|

1

.
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Methodology For Cross Reference Tables

The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs. .,

'
'. Actions, Surveillances. Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the

location of items that have been located out of the improved TS.

The cross reference table contains the following columns:
1 .

Current TS:
1

1
i

LC0/SR number (Item) -
,

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the !
associated technical specification.

Requirement code (Code) - )

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

,

|

LC0 The LCO operability requirement )
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

I Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with

.' different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS. or a footnote in the applicability of the

,

current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (EAEA) -,

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1.

,

the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2. 3. & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. ,

Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be j
" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5. 6. etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the |
same row (e.g. "a and b"). j

Methodology 1 of3 S/1S/97
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tablesg

(v) (Continued)

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in
NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not >

apply.

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS. a new entry is made for each cross
reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS. - - -

Imoroved TS:

LC0/SR number (Item) -

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated specification or uses the following code:

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference
location),

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO The LC0 operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirenents
SR The SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

.

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g., FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures)

Note: The npplicability of a current specification is assumed to .

x trar.:,fer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

Methodology 2 of3 5/1587
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables ;
f

(Continued)

i
.

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross- 3

reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
,

different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS). ,

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. ;

'
New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not

addressed in the NUREG 1431.

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS. nor
relocated to another document (e.g. requirements already ;

adequately addressed by regulations)

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved i

TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to I
adequately describe the cross reference. For example. if the |
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is ,

:appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

i

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple j
locations in the improved TS a new entry for each cross !

reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS.-

separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs ,

such as A.1.1, A.1.2, etc.). i

V '

Methodology 3 of3 S/j$ty7 |
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ENCLOSURE 2

MARK-UP OF CUR. RENT TS
.

. Mark-up:

SPECIFICATION PAGE '

3.7.1.1... ........ ........... ................. ....... ............... .......... 3 /4 7- 1 ;

'

3. 7.1.2........ ......... ............ ......... ..... ............ . ............... . 3 /4 7-3

3.7.1 J . ............ .. .............. ......................... ................ 3/4 7-5
q 3.7.1. 4........ .. ........................................ ................. .....J /4 7-6'

1

.
3.7.1.5. ....................... .. .............. .......... .... ... .... .. .. ... .... 3/4 7-8 !

3.7.1. 6......... ...................... .. .......................... ... ........ 3 / 4 7-9
3.7.1.7........... ....... ............... ........................... .... ....... 3 /4 7- 12
3.7.2..........................................................................3/47-13
3.7.3..........................................................................3/47-14
3.7. 4.1.. ... .. ... ....... . ........ .. .. . . ...... ... ......... ....... ... .. . ....... 3 /4 7- 1 5

3. 7. 4. 2.... . . .. . .............. ..... .. ... ... ... ... .............................. 3 /4 7- 16

3.7.5..........................................................................3/47-17
3.7. 6....... ... .............. .......... ......... ......... .....................J /4 7- 1 8
3. 7. 7.1.................... .. ............. .......... ....... ... . ................ 3 /4 7- 1 9

3. 7.7.2..... ......... . .................... ...... ........... . .......... ......... 3 /4 7-23

3. 7. 8... ........ . ................ . ............. ..................... ..... .. ... 3 /4 7-2 4

3.7.9. .......... ......... ...... ...... ........... ..............................J/4 7-2 7

3. 7.1 0............. .... .... ...... .. ............... ............... ........... 3 /4 7-2 8

3.7.11 (without LAR 96-004)..................>................J/4 7-30
3.7.11 (with LAR 96-0 0 4)....................................... 3/4 7-31-

3. 7.1 2. .. ............... ...................... ...................... ........ 3 /4 7-3 2
3.7.13.... ....... ...... .............. ................... ... ................. 3/4 7-3 3

|

. - Methodology (2 Pages) I
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3/4:7 -PLANT SYSTEMSJ
~

3/4.7.1 TURBINE CYCLE
,

SAFETY VALVES ,
,

:+

. LIMITING ColOITION FOR OPERATION ;

a
t

'

3.7.1.1 All main steam line Code safety valves associated with each steam generatorL

shall be OPERABLE with lift settings as spcified in Table 3.'' 22 {
i 3*^

<

i.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, and.3.
i

f
2 *"

ACTION:*

a. With four reactor coolant loops and associated steam generators in j: .

operation and with one or more main steam line Code safety valves- |
iinoperable, operation in H0 DES 1; 2. and 3 may proceed provided, that

within 4 hours, either the inoperable valve is restored to OPERABLE .

'

status ' orlpoWer?ls3gducedito;)esjsithag"otLequa]Itolthe3!asjamCA. ]JoWed ; 3y,'

EgArZ11Medi1]EIaMe:UZI12and;Mthi_n;thG2iMs the Power Range _|
.

Neutron Flux High Trip Setpoint is reduced per Table 3.71: otherwise, !

be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN
: within the following 6 hours.

2*M '
F b. The i,revisiens of Speificet;e ,3.0.4 era act erfliceble.

,

f

INW[ Mithlgpelotlillotelsteam!gegeratorsMth11essitha!Ej@olMs3Rg885$1hg , y r

irENKISIMDBJIMtMrcthe:nept; sit @uts andj!gistfulplNW11M63M )
'

' '

:at11etinsMK11 outs?
||

:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS- )
|

'

**4.7.1.1' Me edditionel requir;.T. cats other then these required by Sgeificationc
N Iffg ficach2 equired HSSVjlj ft;setpointlp#t?Jablel32i2ii njaccordance[With ;o,

ib the3assenet281os2tostas n.Iifo]Jojt1Kttsting11jitZsgttings3hallitGth10 ' -87 ^ - 1

DER.

*
- ....................

teu :mil 8k3RR3kdfftiligis!alloigdifotle~ ch]tSSV!a

**ionlylt3gidtedit(be petformedi10310 DES"1Earx!;2,3 ; i#n.'

i
i'

: CPSE.SMark.4 ofCTS 3N.7 3N.71 5/15/97 .!

'

; |
!

-
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i
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(~') TABLE 3.7-1

G 1

MA. IMU" ALLOWABLE POWER PECE NEUTRON FLUX !!IOli SUPOINT WIEi |V

INOPEPELE SEA" LINE SAFE" VALVES OPERABLE' Main':Steai10SafetV* Valves *versus |

Aonliceble Power"in Percent ~of RATED" THERMAL ^ POWER j

|
|
;

HAHMJH NUMBER OF INOPERABL-E MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE POWER RANGE im.Ls

SAFETY VALVES EE8 ON-ANY NEUTRON FLUX HIGH SETP0 INT MAXIMUM

OPERAT4NG STEAM GENERATOR OPERABLE (PERCENT ALL.0WABLE_

OPERABLE OF RATED THERMAL POWER) POWER 7%RTP)

i 67

2 65 33 R40

3 43 65 R60

4 82 E80
-

5 N@ WA

TABLE 3.7 2

m STEAM LINE SAFETY VALVES PER LOOP
)i

'"'

VALVE NUMBER LIFT SETTING (i 13 %)* ORIFICE SIZE

LOOP 1 LOOP 2 LOOP 3 LOOP 4
1 10-LG

HS 021, 058, 093, 129 1185 psig M-4#
1-11-LG

HS 022, 059, 094, 130 1195 psig M-4#

HS 023, 060, 095, 131 1205 psig M-4#

MS-024, 061, 096, 132 1215 psig M-4d

MS 025, 062, 097, 133 1235 psig M-4#

'

The lift-setting pressure-shcil correspond-to-emMent-eend+ticas of the*

I'I"'Gvcive et nominel cpcrating tempcreturc and pressure.

,m
e i

_
,

CPSESMark-up ofC153M.7 3M. 7-2 S/l5/97
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PLANT SYSTEMS

AUXILIARY FFrnWATER SYSTEM

't) ' |LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
.

t

3.7.1.2 At least three independent steam generator auxiliary feedwater pumps and
2e--associated flow paths shall be OPERABLE with: 1

s. Two motor-driven ;uxiliary feedwater pumps, a;d capable of
being pca red fre; separate ;;;rgency busses, and

b. One ste:; turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump capable of
being pea rcd frem two OPEPX L stc;; supplies. |

' APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1. 2, and 3.

ACTION:

2s4
a. With one auxiliary feedwater pump or associated flow path

inoperable (fotfrea$onslotherlthan;onelsteam;supp]y;to the
!turbineIdrMerNKpump11pppetable),, restore the required

auxiliary feedwater pump or associated flow path to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours {ANDyithiK10;daysIf_tomidiscoVerylof -2eu

,

failurftoimeetithe3.C0), or be in at least HOT STANDBY within 2-2Suthe next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6'

la hours.

b. With two auxiliary feedwater pumps or associated flow paths
inoperable, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in

2-2SuHOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 12 hours.

c, With three auxiliary feedwater pumps or associated flow paths
inoperable. immediately initiate corrective action to restore :

at least one auxiliary feedwater pump or associated flow path
245-Ato OPERABLE status as soon as possible*.

d. With only one OPERABLE steam supply system capable of.
2*Mproviding power to the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater

pump. restore the required OPERABLE steam supplies within 7
days IAND3Lth1010;dQCftom;discopiery;to'meetithe:LCO). or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT 2 2u.s'

SHUTDOWN within the following 6 1_2 hours,

i

(mwn:%7mWW5MWq
filC.Q2EaM3]]lo@gtLC0;1EWIBEDiA;TIONSire.quiting H0DE;changeslarelsuspendej 2-05-A

p pntil MneEAFW3ttALn21Westoredjto70PERABLEsstat0s]
.t/
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SIEVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

- 4.7.1.2 . Each auxiliary feedwater pump and associated flow path shall be
'

pb ,

demonstrated OPERABLE: ,

i a. At least once per 31 days by: .;

1) Verifying that each aca autsa,et4e ma.nual.j power, operated. and i
.

2mtautomatic valve fexceptitheMoWicontrollva]ves) in the flow path
andi1EMtitsteamisupplc]fnesitoith. eitutbig;dtiveam pump;

,

!
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position! is

,

in its correct position: and

2)' Verifying that each auxiliary feedwater flow control end
2mt .isciation valve in the flow path is in the fully open position

whenever the Auxiliary Feedwater System is in standby for.
auxiliary feedwater automatic initiation or when above 10% RATED
THERMAL POWER. :

i

b. At least cace per 02 days on a STA00EREO TEST SASIS In;accordance~With : 2ats -

thelfrequency;inithellnserjicege_st Program by: i

1) Verifying that each motor driven pump devclaps e differential ,
- 2-15-LGpressure of greater then er equal to 1372 psid at a ficW of .

greater then or equal to 430 v. ' eVelopediheadiatithe~ flow; testd
poiDtlis; greater 2than!oriequalitoltheire. quired developed head: .

\ \

J
2) Verifying that the steam turbine driven pump # devcicps-e !

2-l *differentiel pressurc of greater then or equal to 1450 paid at a
test ficw of greater then er equal to 050 sps, deyelopedjhead;at 2-15 to
themp[testIpointMCgteatetithan;otlequa]Lto|.the,fegujred ;

pgV_ejopedihead when the secondary steam supply pressure is ;

greater than 532 psig. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are |

not applicable for entry into MODE 3
1

c. At least once per 18 months by:
]

1) Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to
its correct position upon receipt of an Auxiliary icedwater : 2-12- n

|
Actuation test #ctuaJloir21mulatedlactuation signal, and 1

|
2) Verifying that each auxiliary feedwater pumpf starts as designed

automatically upon receipt of an Auxiliary Icedwater Actustion . 2-17-A
.

test actua]fg2simulat.@Eactuation signal *. The provisions of : 2-12 n '
Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable to the turbine driven
auxiliary feedwater pump for entry into MODE 3.

The survcilience test-intervel-+s-extcaded to 24 months-for tcstifig the stcrt*

. Of the Unit 2. Train A fictor Driven Auxiliary Icedwater Pump upon receipt of 2 17-A

an Auxiliary Teedwater Actuat4on-test-s4gaci, to remaitr4rreffeet-tmtil the
a cea,pletion of the sccord refueling categc for Unit 2.

@AMML2iKs3E1Etratyam;genetator)
FAgnted.3sgperiformedlforiithe turbine ~drivenlAFW; pump;untilj24, hours;aftetr

:-im

|
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PLANT' SYSTEMS - ' l
;

C0f0ENSATE STORAGE TANK

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ;

,

|

3.7.1.3 The condensate storage tank (CST) shall be OPERABLE with an indicated water
level of.at least 53%. i

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1. 2. and.3. !

!ACTION:

With the CST inoperable, within 4 hours either:
.

a. Restore the CST to OPERABLE status or be in at least HOT STANDBY ,

within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHLITDOWN within the following 6 12
hours. or

2-20-LS '

b. Demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the Station Service Water (SSW) system
as a backup supply to the auxiliary feedwater pumps and restore the CST
to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within

,

the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 612 hours. 2 2-2SLS
,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1.3.1 The CST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 12 hours by ;

verifying the indicated water level is within its limits when the tank is the supply 3

source for the auxiliary feedwater pumps. |

|
'4.7.1.3.2 The SSW system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by;admittistfat,1yelmea'ns at

least once per 12 hours whenever the SSW system is being used as an alternate 3-o3-to
supply source .~ . n. . ... , . s so . ,s . y. r. u, .s. . . , . , ...s . ,, m.. m m.mm

i
end c;ch ;r. ster operated velve ktw;;n the SS" syste;r. end c;ch OPEPXLE cuxiliary '

feed ;ter in..p is 0"CPX LE. >.

1

i,

,

)
J

:

i

k
-t

- f"%.

'Q 1

!

I
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PLANT SYSTEMS

/ SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

NJ' .

. -t
1.l|4ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION -;

;
,

3'.7.1.4 The specific activity of the Secondary Coolant System shall be less than or
'

equal'to 0.1 microcurie / gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131.

APPLICABILITY: 'H0 DES 1, 2, 3 and 4. ;

'

ACTION:-
t

With the specific activity of the Secondary Coolant System greater than 0.1
microcurie / gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

(
SURVEllLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1.4 The specific activity of the Secondary Coolant System shall determined to
be within the limit by performance of the sampling and analysis program of Table
4.7 1.

.

O

CPSESMark-sp of CTS 3N.7 . 33.7-6 5/15/97
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TABLE 4.7 1

SECONDARY COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY-.

i
:

-s(
\
'

SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM

<

,

TYPE OF HEASUREMENT . SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS

-AND ANALYSIS FREQUENCY

___ 2 .. ,___. ____ ___ ,, t_..__
n _ m. VU b b . . 2. i,. .

, r.____
nuo b nb .muJb V .bs vs. ,e I ~u. J ... -, V J J

h_ A - -
2. ._.u_ L 2. V.

6 4e21s ,

__

Vs bs. . b
!

2. Isotopic Analysis for DOSE a) Once per 31 days, 2,;r,ever
EQUIVALENT I 131 Concentration the gress radioactivity 4.o1411

J_m___2_. 2__ 2_J,_ __

us b5I na 5 3 fu b i Vs A s a su I bu b5 J
'

eeneentret'_. .13 greater ther.10*_, .u_ ,, .u,_ ,2_,. , _ _

Vi baub ussVnuush i smsb IVe

redioicdir.cs.

e: o n___ ___ V suvi i bs sJ , ni sb u as y s s 5.s sw
e ___ u. .1___..__ .u_

us Vi sbv ywa
__ n _-_a2. t. uu i vub b i ,.2 .._--._

ibJy VJJ
J_x__2-.s2__ 2_n ..a..
VV bel ut i 3 su b 4 VIi 4 s fM 4 bu b5 J

______._. 2___ ,___ it._ __

bVI rbEri b 5 U b i VilJ 4LJJ blIUI4 VI
__..1 &_ 1A& _ SAL _ .1 1_. . . L 1.
Equuu kV Avg V4 bits usivnuves

12_2A t_ _ . J J . J __ J J
avusViVuas Ds u rn i b a Vi

,
\

,

T

.

e

,

;

_ _ J a _ - _.s 2 . 2 L . .1.._2. _L_1n ____2_s _e sL_ _. . . r e nt 2 . . _ __....-_-_ ss n _-___ 5 UM i Vub b 4 y 5 by UIlu IJ J t J Ji IU 5 3 hvipd3Jb Vg birw quut 4 b i bub I yL Hig u J ul wusw a i bn yiVJJ
_s AL. AAs _ _ _ _2 s a . __is.2A.. .s AL_ _____J._.. ___1__t _____t s._

. N)*b* 'VE b335 bVbut JyEbl5lb ub b I T 4 bJ Vi bish JbbVl yVu t J bVV i ull b UAbbyb G V3
_.Ja_ .._121__ . 2 su L .s e 12. ._ _ 1 __ LL__ in _2_..L__ n_L_-_2 La__ _e LL.
IUu5VIIVb45VLJ n 5 beI 5 su 3 5 5 IVbJ 8UJJ bl ru g 3 Av m ( I fu b b J . VE L E E mi b IV45 VF bIIU

bVilba I VV bv1 J bV berb yuVJJ JyWh58 sb ubbsyIby Jiiu s i VU VuJwu . . _ _ _ tt___ _ _ _ _ _ . .___i_2t..___ &_ it. _____ ____2 ,2. __ia.2t.. _u.3, t. t. _J
Vpl a ks IV J b b e sW E gy

__.L_ J J _ _L J t 2 Li _ . .J A L - nf& ___E2J____
1 _ . . _ L.

8

ywuna a us s # b i I luVrb n i bas u .r r1 bVi s i s us a rbb ibubi

I

I

- ,t
- \s
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PLANT SYSTEMS

.m HAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES
f )

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.5 Four HSIVs shall be OPERABLE.

. APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2 and-3
MODES.!2 apC31except3 hen?alllHSIVslatelcl_oseCandideactjvated.? m ts

ACTION:

H0DE 1:

With one HSIV inoperable but open, POWER OPERATION may continue provided the
inoperable valve is restored to OPERABLE status within 8 72* hours: otherwise m ts
be in STARTUP within the next 6 hours.

H0 DES 2* and 3*:

With one ee-mere HSIVs inoperable, subsequent operation in H0DE 2 or 3 may
proceed provided the HSIV is closed within 8 Z21 hours and verified closed m ts

,

( ) once per 7 days. Othenvise, be in HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
'v'' HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours. !

i

LNW1 KitbltWolorimorf3HSlys1(nopetable;Isubsequent3pgtat_ tog 11EMODE2Zo.rJ3 m_ay )J
PIoceediptovidedithe;MSIVii siglos _ed31thja18300tslandly;e.tjfj ed; clos,ediong.q ssLs

Rt27;daysatheofisezbe;1gHOIiSLANDBDithinitje nextI6;hourXanCinTH0I
PlMWNJithEtheMollop10g:6300rs]

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1.5 Each HSIV shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying full closure time
within 5 seconds when tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5*$. The provisicas of - mu
Specificat4cn 4.0.4 are not appliecbic for entry into tiOCC 3.

GEW1 EVerjfyleact[MSIVlactuates;tolthelsolatio~n~positfonlonlaCact0al~bI seu
'

pimulaledisi gnalleveryS81 mouths **J

* Separate entry times into Action Statement is allowed for each MSIV.
00]y2M01teditoibe:performedlin1HODES!1I~ahdI21 sets**

,

( )
.3
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PLANT SYSTEMS

MAIN FFFnWATER ISOLATION VALVES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION.

3.7.1.6 - Each main feeieter liac shall have fourZEIVs;and' associated |bypassIW1veg 7_ei.A

phal]jhe OPERABLE a fcciater isciation valve. feeiater isciation bypass valyc, and
fee s ater preheater bypass valve.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, and 3 except;whenithelfeedwaterffsolatjogfya]ve? 7 o2-ts

feedWaterZj sol ationdbypa ss; Val ye' ordfeedwatedpreheateribypa ss;va1 ve;j siclosediand i
'

defattivatediorli so] ated;byla_c]osedimanuaDaly_e .

ACTION: NOTECSeparate;;entrK1s allowedifoteach;yalve? 7ats

H00E 1:

a. With one or;more feedwater isolation valve inoperable, but open, operations 7o6-ts

may continue provided the|;feedwatercorttroliand_ associated bypass _ valves.are 7 ,t3

ava1]ablelfoCfeedwaterjisolation* and,the inoperable feedwater isolation
7stsvalve is restored to OPERABLE status 21solated;or_ closed ** within -4- 72,

hours, otherwise be in HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours. 7.ii.y

e b. With one or more feedwater isolation bypass valves inoperable, operations may 7.os.ts

( continue provided theleedwatericontrollandiassociated;bypasOa]ves;are
availableloC[eedwaterHso]ation*;"and each affected feedwater isolation !7su
bypass valve is restored to OPERABLE statusDsolated or closed ** within --4-4

Za hours. otherwise be in H0T STANDBY within the next 6 hours. 7-1141
,

l

c. With one or more feedwater preheater bypass valves inoperable, operations may 7 4 Ls
continueprovidedthe;feedwatericontrollantassociated' bypass 2valveslate i

avai.lablelfoC,feedwateCjsolation* and each affected feedwater preheater I

: 74LSbypass valve is restored to OPERABLE status 71 isolated or closed $ within -4-
72 hours otherwise be in HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours. 7-11 4

INEW) WitKanyLfeedRaterliso]ation:or; associated.bypassivalvelinoperab] eland;the 7.o,-ts

feedwateCcontroliand,associatedibypassivalye;jnfthelsame; flow pa_th.

unavail ableEoperations;mayJconti nue'provi_dedithe;a f fected : fl ow ^ path;i s
iso. lated;oriclosed**;withipl8; hours:;otherwiselbe;in#0T STANDBY _within_the
nexti6pors]

71141

YettfKwith101 hours;tN3eedwatetcontr_olland;a ssoci ated;bypa s s;va] ves;a te*
vau

availabl.e' foCfeedwaterli solatiog

M yettfy;yal.yeli sij sol atedi.oCcl o sed;once. pet [71 days ! 7.ii.n

CPSESMarA-up of CTS 3N.7 JN. 7-9 SMS/97
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l
i

PUNT SYSTEMS ' !
J

MAIN FEEDWATER ISOLATION VALVES )
i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
I

~H0 DES 2 and 3:
,

_

W
'

. ith one or more feedwater isolation valves inoperable, operations may. 7.es.u
'

a.
y proceed prottdedithelfpedwaterZcontro]Iandlassocjated_bypassiyalves ate !

)tajlgbit?[C(gedWalerlisolatiop*Jand the affected feedwater isolation 7-11-M - !

valve (s) is restored to OPERABLE statusXisolated or closed ** within -4- 72 .
~

' 7"" 'hours, except that the valve may be opened as needed for a period of up to 1
. hour for post maintenance testing: otherwise be in HOT STANDBY within the 7-17-A !

l' next 6 hours and.in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours,

ib. With.one or more feedwater isolation bypass valves inoperable, operations may 2 7.es.Ls

Proceed provided thelfpedwatentpontrollandiassocjgtedibypass;yaljeface
:DYA11gblgitprHg@ratetilsolatfoEgnd the affected feedwater isolation 7-11 M :: ,<

bypass valve (s) is restored to OPERABLE status or isLisolated or closed *J
~ 7"" 7within -4- Z2 hours, except the valve may be opened as needed for. a periodv

of up to I hour for post maintenance testing: otherwise be in HOT STANDBY 7-17-A - -

4

3

within the next 6 hours, and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

c. With one or more feedwater preheater bypass valves inoperable, operations may L 7.os.u.
proceedprovidedthelfeedwaterlpoDtro]IandIassociatedibypasslyalvesAre~

,

p ' ayallabjelfor2fpedwaterItsolatjonMand the affected feedwater preheater , 7-11-M !

bypass valve (s) is restored to OPERABLE statusKisolated or closed ** within4
74u -

4- R hours, except the valve may be opened as needed for a period of up to
;

I hour for post maintenance testing; otherwise be in HOT STANDBY within the .7-17-A '

next 6 hours, and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

j !20!! WilblaDFlff94||@fljalatloglor associpledibypass3alvelinopetableZandithe 1*u
fdthlattb391RfA12Andipssocia_tedipspAaslyplyesiinItheIsamelnow path -

'

9DRl9114bJ#T&perat1MjLulyIptocted!ptgyJdeditheraffectediflo[pathli s :
~7'"'"'1#elatedroglosedR*ith1Ehourmexceptitheivalye:maylbezopened astneeded .

fArlaIpetLod3fLEt011thourlfor;pogt;matptenanceitesting:IotherWisejbe11G
,

HIESIA28YMthinithelnext16; hours 7:andlin~ H0JiSHUIDOWN)f thj nithelfolloiting A 7-17-A : |

61 hour G - !

!
.

1

1

'

|.

.

-
<

!

S- '

! YetifflWithffn1h.outsithat;thdeedwaterlpontrollandlass.ociated hypassivalyes-

7.os-ts
- Atelayajlablelfor feedwater;j so] att opi j

*} - - 1erf fyhaltpljnglosedlotlisolated Agceipet2,?idays] ;

_713 n .

~
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,

F

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.7.1.6 Each feedwater isolation valve, feedwater isolation bypass valve, and
'

feedwater preheater bypass valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying full
closure within 5 seconds when testedjpursuant to Specification 4.0.5

:

{NEW1 ifJggfagblttEcRD1collWalve'andl#Aggfa_tedifcadwalttigopftellbypass3alyg
_

li@991MatDill11.11731s.3J!!1Dg.MijfditoJM!gplyMithMn1AC]1@J1hgiibKdemonstr:ated , , , ,

DVi114ttlCDEIEttIDian]RllJ212McEllitLtil1E536endsreverK18? months?

I!MX EMSCIEllEtliteedtofe!CLWlationTvalve2feg[d!! aft 9Gliolation3 bypass _Ivalyel 5.es.u -
'

hjdifewJtest!tetpeatMbypassiyalysEagtoates3toMit solatiarCposit16 f3rnIanl6ctual
j dtintaufpledMl0913tVeIYi10!ontht]

INEW1 VetiffdeactEftedwatetscontroNXalve2(!dIass@iatedifeedwateccoptrolibypas,s 7 38.y

yajye7JWhosEdvajle#111tylislbejngIDs_edJtdisdep],EnttthianIACTIONlshal]Ibea
; demonsttat_edjgg.11gpleibXyerjfyjngiactuatignitpIthelisolationiposition"o.n an, actual 5-08-M '

oCsimul ated31gna]IeVeryI18; months ?
,

L

4

O
'

'
,

, .

J

!

.,

e

.

i

;

!

O |

^
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PLANT SYSTEMS !

STEAM GENERATOR ATMOSPHERIC RELIEF VALVES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
,

v

3.7.1.7 At least four atmospheric relief li.ne.s valv;; and associated re ,ete r.onaal g3.y
ccatrois shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2 and'3,

ACTION:
, .

a. With one less than the required atmospheric relief lines vehes OPERABLE, ,g3g
restore the required atmospheric relief lines vehes to OPERABLE status i

within 7 days *: or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in : u2-u .-

HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 12 6 hours and place the required RCS/RHR 2 20-ts -
; loops in operation for decay heat removal. 6-10-A 1

b. With two less than the required atmospheric relief ]jnes vehes OPERABLE,<

. gy .
restore at least three atmospheric relief Jines vehes to OPERABLE status

,

within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in . 2-2Sts -
HOT-SHUTDOWN within the following 12 6 hours and place the required RCS/RHR I

'loops in operation for decay heat removal. c61SA

I
r { dew 1 Mithithreelotimore113ssIthap;the2equirediptmosphericire]ieLQinesIDFERABLEf c us-ts

'

restotelatlleastitwolatmospherj. cite]ji efiliges3o;0PERABLElstatuslwithj p224
hopts;otibe:j n!at21eas.t;H0J1STANDBYIW.i thj n;theInext;6; hoyrsIandfj nlH0J &l0 A
SHUIDOWN ;withinithej fol10wi ng112ihoursland;pl acelthelrequi rediRCS/[tHRjl oops
1tCopetatf oDiforldecaylheat; removal]]

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

|
'

\

4.7.1.7. Each atmospheric relief valve endleach2MViblocklya]ve and associatedv >mu- ' "- ' shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by: i

s. At least cacc per 24 hours by verifying that the air occur.ulator tank j
is at pressure greater then or cquel to 00 psig. l

I

b- Testing pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.
i
.

'

ELCO2.0;QsihotlapplJcable? u2-ts

)
,

I

|L

.

.

;

P

$
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PLANT SYSTEMS

,

3/4.7.3 COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM

(l LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

V
3.7.3 At least two independent component cooling water loops shall be OPERABLE.

' APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
t

'

ACTION:
:

With only one component cooling water loop OPERABLE *, restore at least ,two loops to 8-02-A

OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least H0f STANDBY within the next 6
hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.7.3 Each component cooling water loop shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power operated, or automatic) inithelfloW:pathiservicing safety related s*A

equipment that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position
8"^ 'is in its correct position **: and

b. At least once per 18 months!, by verifying that: ' 217-A

1) Each automatic valve *** servicing safety related-equipment 8-05-A

actuates to its correct position on its associated enginc: red
safety feetwe aniactua]IotIsimdlated actuation signal, and s*n

2) Each Component Cooling Water System pump starts automatically on
8"")MBsWaEots1glated3ctua110D c ssfety injection te n

signal.

* The surveillence test interval is exterdad to 24 ;;;onths for 2-17-A

Trcia A. Unit-2, to rc=in in effect until the ca,piction of the sccord
refueling outage for Unit 2.

! Enter'Iappli_cablel8ggef red Fact 1@s3fE0J3:47Q3r_LR_C_S;HotlS_hutdoLinZffol
_ , s-az-A .

tejlsidalWAtite!Loya]H@pfMdeTinoperable"bylCCM

*1 IsblanprpEccWitloco3pdtyJdualicomponentsidoesinoticenderitKccWaystem . u.i
*

1DoptableTs1

L3 IhaftDEMtufchedZsealedzorlotherpiscsecoredlinMsitibn] S&A

J
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PLANT SYSTEMS [
'

3/4.7.4 STATION SERVICE WATER SYSTEM-

O OPERATINGd ,

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION '

'L I
;

3.7.4.1 At least two independent station service water loops per unit and the .

cross connect between the Station Service Water Systems of each unit shall be
OPERABLE.

,

' APfLICABILITY: Units 1 and .2 in H0 DES 1. 2. 3 and 4. ;

; ACTION:
. ,

a. With only one station service water loop in a unit OPERABLE.* restore 9 02.A

.at least two loops per unit to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. or for
the unit (s) with the inoperable station service water loop be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within i

the following 30 hours. ;

b' . With one or more of the cross connects inoperable, within 7 days [
restore the cross connect (s) to OPERABLE status. Otherwise be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within i

the following 30 hours.

O
V SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

'

4.7.4.1.1 Each station service water loop sha3: be demonstrated OPERABLE:

!a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual. 9 m.A-

power operated, or automatic) servicing safety related equipment that ;
is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position is in its i

correct position 2 : and j

|

b. At least once per 18 months * during shutdown, by verifying that each 217-A
station service water pump starts automatically on e Safety Injection
test anlactual?pCsimulatediacfdetio3 signal. 9-05-TR

4.7.4.1.2. At least once per 92 days the cross connects shall be demonstrated ,

OPERABLE by cycling the cross connect valves in the flow path or verifying that !

these valves are locke.1 open.
,

The surveillerie test interval is exter.ded to 24 r.enths for 217-A
'

Tr;in A. "att 2. to .; cia in ;ffKt until th; ;;41; tion of tt,; ;Ker,d !
'refuelir,g oute,e for " nit 2.

$ EgeCapp11cabl(Re.guitedlActionCofiLC03/.(MQI3MCSLHotiShutdown71fot 9-02 A -

Mt16#1". beat 2mnKL@p_sI!stdq11BopgableXMt

O ==aisiaaa11c 61 ".*1t cact'*a ~~r4'coaz+:82teacmate *=oaer*11=1<er-

juleamWIdiettuotLiebtMrInndgI11Loperable:byls_SMi2 -

$$ }]D1511@IoESSWlRcEtR1(difidp4EataponentsidoesTnotItendersSwS , .i

Inopetable]'
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PLANT SYSTEMS

t

STATION SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

-/O ONE UNIT SHlITDOWN
V

'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.4.2 At least two independent station service water loops in the operating unit *,.
at least one station service water pump in the shutdown unit ** and the cross connects
from the OPERABLE station service water pump (s) in the shutdown unit to the station ;

service water loops of the operating unit shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Unit 1 (Unit 2) in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 '

Unit 2 (Unit 1) in H0 DES 5, 6 and Defueled
ACTION:

a. With one station service water loop in the operating unit inoperable', . 9 02-A ,

restore two loops in the operating unit to OPERABLE status within 72
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHtITDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With one or more of the cross connects between the OPERABLE station
service water pump (s) in the shutdown unit and the station service water
loops in the operating unit inoperable, within 7 days restore the
cross connect (s) to OPERABLE status. Otherwise place the operating unit
in at least H0T STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWNq

Q within the following 30 hours. ;

,

c. If neither station service water pump in the shutdown unit is OPERABLE.
restore at least one pump to OPERABLE status within 7 days or place the
operating unit in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
!

4.7.4.2.1 Each station service water loop in the operating unit shall be 2-n A
~ demonstrated OPERABLE per the requirements of Specification 4.7.4.1.1.*** i

4.7.4.2.2 At least once per 92 days the cross connect (s) between the OPERABLE station
service water pu@(s) in the shutdown unit and the station service water loops in the ;

operating unit shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by cycling the cross connect valves in
the flow path or verifying that these valves are locked open.

1
.

A unit in MODE 1, 2, 3 or 4 is designated as the " operating unit". !*

** A unit in H0DE 5, 6 or Defueled is designated as the " shutdown unit".
The surveillance test-interval fcr the 18 acnth requir; ent is cxt;nded to 24 . 2-17-A

**'

months fcr Trefn A. Unit 2. to r;;;in in effect until the completion of the
ascend refueling cutogc fcr Unit 2. ;

( Etttetrapplic.ble1Rguitei,Actjons!qfLLC0:3[4Kii3 ERCS HotrShutdown,1for 9-02-Aaj ,) te151Wa19)eatIEemoValfloops'madelnopetabletbyiSSWS] 3

,

'

Enterlapp]f cablegequi redJActionslof;LC0][4!8 %I ACISources 10peratj ng.T for
emergency;dj e'se]3)enerator;made:j nopetabl e;by;S.SWM

|
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.5 ULTIMATE HEAT SINK

T3 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
\ |v

3.7.5 The ultimate heat sink (UHS) shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A minimum water level et or above elevation 770 fei; Hean Sea Level USGS
datum,

b. A station service water intake temperature of less than or equal to 102"F,
and

c: A maximum everage sediscnt depth of less than or cqual to 1.5 feet in m3.a

thc service water intake channel-

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION: (Units 1 and 2)

a. With the above requirements for watcr level and intake temperature not
satisfied, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. With_thelabovej equiremen_ts 13-os.t.s

foC3atRtil evejinot'satisfi_edZfestoreTl eveDLthiffdayforbeXat
least HOESTANDBJJWithi&6Lhouts~and;1ni?.0LDJSHUTDOWN withinithe~f_ollowing

(3 }0;hopts1
'. )

b. Wth-the averagc sediment depth in the service water intake channel
greetee-than-h5-feet, preparc and submit to the Commission within 20
days, pursuant to Specificatica 5.0.2, a Special Report that provide 3 13 03-R

6-record of all surveillances performed pursttent to Specification )
4.7.5c and specify what acasurcs will be empicycd tc remove sediment from 1

the scrvice water intake channcl.
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ,

i

1

4.7.5 The ultimate heat sink shall be determined OPERABLE: I

a. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the station service water intake .

'
temperature and UHS water level to be within their limits.

l

b. At-leastinCe per 12 i"rsnths by visually inspsCtifMy-the dam and 13-03 a
,

verifying no abacraci degradet4cn cr crcsion, and

e. At least once pcr 12 months by scrifying-that the average sediment depth 13 03.a j

4ti the servic; watcr intake channel is less-than cr equal to 1.5 feet. |
!

.

|

t i
N.J
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.7 CONTROL ROOM HVAC SYST @

(3
) CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY FILTRATION / PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM

OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.7.1 Two Control Room Emergency Filtration / Pressurization System trains shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2. 3. 4, 5. 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies.

ACTION:

H00ES 1, 2. 3. and 4:

With one Control Room Emergency Filtration / Pressurization System train mau
inoperable, except for~1nabiljtyitojgauntainX0.12511rcheslo.f water: gauge
in the; emergency |Iecirculation. mode oCoperation; restoce the inoperable
train to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

INEWJ WitKControllRyom?PressureInoticapable of;being maintainedE0;125;incheslo.fm amu
(U Watet;gaugeljgithelemetgency;recircul a tj onimode:o fiopera tj_on;2 restore) e

capab.tlity;talmaintairrpres sureJWithi n31mit;Wi thin:241 hours!or[bMin1 HOI
STANDBY (withjn16_hoursand, COLD; SHUTDOWN;withtp~thelfollowing;303oqtsj

,

HEH1 WitMtwCContro]IRooIEmerg(ncy211ttationLPre.ssutization; System; trains |.m
lboperablerexcfptitqccapability;to"majnta101CR;ptessute,~i. ntet LC020j3e I

.immediately?

H00ES 5. 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies:

a. With one Control Room Emergency Filtration / Pressurization System train
inoperable. restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE status within 7
days or immediately place the OPERABLE Control Room Emergency
Filtration / Pressurization System train in the emergency recirculation
mode or immediately suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies.

b. With two Control Room Emergency Filtration / Pressurization System trains
inoperable immediately suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies.

MEW 1 WitMControl; Room; Pressure potici,pable:of;being maintained 107125;inchesZof .mau
Rater,: gauge:inthe; emergency; recirculation;modeloCoperation;1mmediately

(3 pleenthe;0PERABLE;CoattoERoomJmetge.ncylilttatto.n/Pf.essotj zatj on' System
C/ tr~41!Cin]the;emergencylec.1;tculatiopnimodeland3uspend CORETALTERATIONS7 ant!

MygmentioQttadia tedifUel Zatsembl.jeM

CPSES Mark-up ofCTS 3N.7 3N. 7-19 S/1Si97
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3/4/7.7 CONTROL ROOM HVAC SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMEMS (Continued)

I 4.7.7.1 Each Control Room Emergency Filtration / Pressurization System train
k shall be demonstrated OPERABLE-

,

a. At least once per 31 days by operating each Control Room Emergency
'

Filtration / Pressurization System train Emergency: Pressurization: Unit imu
for 210 continuous hours with the hea'.ers operating and the Emergency
E111.taltiRn; Uni t;.forR15J mi nutes .

b. RetformitequiredConttol1@c;G.mergency;Fjlttatj on/Eressurizatior} 3.
S s_tgs;testinglin|ac_ cord:: lice 31thitheJentilationlF,ilterZTestingJ
EgggggpIGHE)2 At least once per 18 months or (1) after any
structural maintenance on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or
(2) following painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by :

(1) Verifying that the filtration unit satisfies the in place
penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less
than 0.05% by using the test procedure guidance in Regulatory
Position C.5.a. C.5.c and C.S.d of Cagulatory Guide 1.52, Revision
2. March 1978* and the emergency filtration unit flow rate is 8000
cfm 10%, and the emergency pressurization unit flow rate is 800
cfm i 10%;

,

O (2) Verifying withir, 31 days after rea,0 vel, that a laboratory imu :(_) analysis of a representative carbon sample obtained in '

accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide
1.52. Revision 2. March 1978*, meets the laboratory testing
criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a Regulatory Guide 1.f 2,,

Revision 2. March 1978*. for a methal iodide penetration c f less I H 8-A |
'

than 0.2% when" tested'inlaccord.ance311h~ ASTM _D3803i1979 fat]
tempetaturefoCC30' Czar}d~greaterlthan orleguaEto;70t~ relative
humidity; and j

(3) Verifying an emergency filtration unit flow rate of 8003 efm i 10-17-A

10% and an emergency pressurization unit flow rate of 800 cfm i
10% during system operation when tested in accordance with ANSI
N510 1980.

c. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber; operation, by verifying, imu
withir. 31 deys-efter rea, eval, that a laboratory analysis of a
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory-

Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52 Revision 2, March 1978*, meets the
laboratory teting criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2. March 1978*, for a methyl iodide penetration of less I
than0.21:

* ANSI N510 1980 and ANSI N509 1980 shall be used in place of ANSI N5101975 and |
'

ANSI N509-1976, respectively.

|
CPSESMarA up ofCTS3N.7 3N.7-20 5/15M7
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3/4/7.7 CONTROL R00H HVAC SYSTEM

ID SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS (Continued)
U

d. At least once per 18 months by: m

(1) Verifying that the total pressure drop across the combined HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 8.0 inches water
guage while operating the emergency filtration unit at a flow rate
of 8000 CFM 10%. and is less than 9.5 inches water guage while
operating the emergency pressurization unit at a flow rate of 800
cfm ! 10%: and

(2) Verifying that the heaters in the emergency pressurization units
dissipate 1011 kW when tested in accordance with ANSI N5101980:

After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank in thee.
emergency filtration unit (s), by verifying that the unit satisfies the
in-place penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of
less than 0.05% in accordance with ANSI N5101980 for a DOP test
aerosol while operating the unit at a flow rate of 8000 cfm 102:

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber bank
in the emergency filtration unit (s), by verifying that the unit

A satisfies the in place penetration and bypass leakage testing

() acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% in accordance with ANSI
N510 1980 for a halogenated hydrocarbon rafrigerant test gas while
operating the unit at a flow rate of 8000 cfm 110t:

g. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank in the ,

emergency pressurization unit (s), by verifying that the unit satisfies
the in place penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria j

of less than 0.05% in accordance with ANSI N5101980 for a D0P test i

aerosol while operating the unit at a flow rate of 800 cfm 10%;

h. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber bank
in the emergency pressurization unit (s), by verifying that the unit
satisfies the in place penetration and bypass leakage testing
acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% in accordance with ANSI
N510 1980 for a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas while
operating the unit at a flow rate of 800 cfm 10%;

|
|

|

O)
/

)
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3/_4/7.7 CONTROL R00H HVAC SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

O >

.U .

1. At least once per 18 months * by verifying that each Control Room 2-t u .

Emergency Filtration / Pressurization System train actuates on an actual
or simulated actuatjonlUgnal Safety Injection, Loss of- Offsite toiSrn

Tcu r , or Intake Vcat ||igh Redietion Signal : and
,

i

j, At least once per M 362 months on 4AtaggegMj,Ltettibasjs by verifying
2 *2 l"that each Control Room Emergency Filtration / Pressurization System

train can maintain a positive pressure of a 0.125 inches water guage, 3,3y

relative to the adjacent areas during the pressurization emergenc9
tecitculatto[ mode of operation at a makeup flow rate of s 800 cfm.

O]
1

t I

I
)
i

!

|

,,

,

The surveH4ence test interval is extendcd to 24 acaths for testing the i
'

ectuatica of the Ocatrci Roca ||VAC syste;;; in the gersency recirculttien l

acdc on Loss-Of OffsMe Pcur for Train A Unit 2, to r; rein in effect until

the ccepletien of the second refueling outege for Unit 2.

b
i
!
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PLANT SYSTEMS
i

CONTROL ROOM HVAC SYSTEM ;

~ (~N CONTROL ROOM AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM (CRACS)

V
~

-LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION'
_

I

: 3.7.7.2 Two CRACS trains shall be OPERABLE

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies.

t

ACTION:

~

MODES 1. 2, 3 and 4:

a. With one CRACS train inoperable, restore the inoperable train to
OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at least H0T STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

:

b. With two CRACS trains inoperable and at least 100% of the required heat
removal capability equivalent to a single OPERABLE CRACS train .

available, restore the inoperable trains to OPERABLE status within 30
days or be in et icest |0T STANOBY within the rext C hours Ond in COLO
0|iUT"J within the icilowing 30 hours. inter 2LC01310J3] ' i&is-1.s

H0 DES '5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies:

a. With one CRACS train inoperable, restore the inoperable train to
OPERABLE status within 30 days or imediately place the OPERABLE CRACS ]
train in operation or immediately suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and movement
of irradiated fuel assemblies,

l

b. With two CRACS trains inoperable and at least 100% of the required heat
removal capability equivalent to a single OPERABLE CRACS train
available, restore the inoperable trains to OPEP.ABLE status within 30
days or imediately suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated !

|fuel assemblies.

c. With two CRACS trains inoperable and with b. above not applicable.
. immediately suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies.

.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.7.7.2 At least once per 18 months verify each CRACS train has the capability
to remove the assumed heat load.

G ,

;
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.8 PRIMARY Pl>NT VENTILATION SYSTEM - ESF FILTRATION UNITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.8 Two independent ESF. Filtration Trains shall be OPERABLE.
.

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2. 3, and 4.

ACTION: ;

a. With one ESF Filtration Train inoperable, restore the inoperable ESF'

Filtration Train to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30
hours.

'

b. With the inability to reach and maintain a negative pressure in the negative
pressure envelope of the Auxiliary, Safeguards, and Fuel Buildings greater
than or equal to 0.05 inch water gauge, restore the PRIMARY PLANT VERTILATION
SYSTEM to CPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

c. With the inability to reach and maintain a negative pressure in the negative
pressure envelope of the Auxiliary, Safeguards, and Fuel Buildings greater
than or equal to 0.01 inch water gauge, restore the PRIMARY PLANT VENTILATION

c SYSTEH'S ability to maintain a negative pressure of greater than or equal to

( 0.01 inch water gauge within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
- next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-.~

4.7.8 Each ESF Filtration Train shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days on a STAOCERED lEST OASIS by initiating, frG 12 & A
the centrci res flow through the HEI'A filters and cherceal adscrber;
and verifying that each ESF Filtration Train operates for at least 10 ;''"
continuous hours with the heaters operating: !

1
b. BKpetforsjjigIteguirjnE_SEfjltrationlUnit~lilteratestinglin

~

Actotd@t2ttEtK@tttH#tipCUlteMestjgP_rAgrg(YEP)] At
least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance on
the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following-

painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by:

1

O
i
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PLANT SYSTEMS - |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
,

. (D ,

(/ 1) Verifying that each ESF Filtration Unit satisfies the in place
1**penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of ;

less than 1.0% by using the test procedure guidance in ,

Regulatory Positions C.5.a. C.S.c and C.S.d of Regulatory Guide :

1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, and verifying the flow rate is<

*

15,000 cfm ! 10% per ESF Filtration Unit when tested in
accordance with ANSI N510 1980: and

,

2) Verifying, within 21 d ys after reaev;1. that a laboratory 3mg ,

analysis of a representative carbon sample obtained in
,

'accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide
1.52 Revision 2. March 1978*, meets the laboratory testing :
criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52.
Revision 2. March 1978*, for a methyl iodide penetration of less ;

than 1.0% whoriteftedlinTaccorda.ngejwith: ASTH:03_803 19_791at;a INA

temperature;of:s30"C and greater;than:oriequallto70t' relative :
'**.

hum.jdity:

c. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation, by verifying, imu
< Rhin 31 days after reaevel, that a laboratory analysis of a
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2, March 1978*, meets
the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of

O Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, for a methyl iodide ;

penetration of less than 1.0%; |

d. At least once per 18 months by:

1) Verifying that the total pressure drop across the combined HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 8,5 inches water
gauge while operating each ESF Filtration Unit at a flow rate of
15 000 cfm 1 10%,

2) Verifying that each ESF Filtration Unit starts on an 5ctua'],(or Imn

njmulated actuation Sefety Injectica test signal *,
^

3) Verifying that the heaters dissipate 10015 kW when tested in
accordance with ANSI N510 1980, and

.

* ANSI N510 1980 and ANSI N509 1980 wall 'oe used in place of ANSI N5101975 and
ANSI N509 1976, respectively.
The surveillence test interval is cxtended to 24 acnths for testing the'

1

2.U.A
eutcaetic start-of the ESF Filtration Unit on Safety Injectica test signal
for Train A, Unit 2. to rc;;in in effect until the completion cf the second
refueH ag cutage for Unit 2.,

I
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PLANT SYSTEMS ,

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

O
4) Verifying. 9EplSJgiEJgg1(SJilMJIS, that the train maintains

the negative pressure envelope of the Auxiliary Safeguards, and
Fuel Buildings at a negative pressure of greater than or equal
to 0.05 inch water gauge relative to the outside atmosphereiand

'

@EM Vetifyjtig3hatIRd1MIESF.itafstoksManlad0allst?simulat_ed
PFlfaOctuatioDignall |

""
>

e. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank, by '** I
verifying that the associated ESF Filtration Unit satisfies the
in place penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of
less than 1.0% in accordance with ANSI N510 1980 for a D0P test aerosol
while operating the associated ESF Filtration Unit at a flow rate of

'

15,000 cfm ! 10%: and

!f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
' * * *

bank, by verifying that the associated ESF Filtration Unit satisfies
the in place penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance
criteria of less than 1.0% in accordance with ANSI N5101980 for a
halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas while operating the
associated ESF Filtration Unit system at a flow rate of 15.000 cfm i

.10%.

i

L

.

O)L
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PLANTSYSTEMS)
'

3/4.7.11 UPS HVAC SYSTEM [W11tjn0tMM303]
_

(] OPERATING

V
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

.

:

3.7.11 Two independent UPS HVAC trains shall be OPERABLE. ,

,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2.'3 and 4.

ACTION: (Units 1 and 2)

With only one UPS HVAC train OPERABLE. restore the inoperable system to OPERABLE '

status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in ,

COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.11.1 Each UPS HVAC train shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 2-17.A~

months *-by:

Verifying that each UPS HVAC train starts automatically on a Ofstya. . * *
Injectica test KctieDCsj!dgatM3ictuatiorj signal.

'!;gfying thet ;;d U,"5 "!AC train starts automatically en e Siescutb.
e v. . . ..,m..

4.7.11.2 Each UPS HVAC train shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 31
days by starting the non operating UPS HVAC train and verifying that the train
operates for at least I hour. I

,

l

I.

i

|

J

|
|

!

/7- The surveillaneedest-4nterval ts-extended to 24 asnths-fee-' 2m

O M- Train A. Un+t- 2. to-rcmcin in ef fect until thc complet4en-of the sccends

t refueling cu+,49s for Unit 2.
!
I

.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.11P UPS HVAC SYSTEM [WJth; TAR'jHij004) ;

e
i

OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION j

!

3.7.11P; The Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) HVAC System shall be OPERABLE 2mc
^ such that ;;;h UPS & Distribution Roeir, is supported by cither.

i

c. An OPEPELE UPS R;;;;; ran Coil Unit. or j

:

b. An OPEPX LE UPS Air Conditi;ning A/C Train which is the 30;c
trsin as the UPS in the room. |

|

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3 and 4. j

ACTION:

With one or more UPS & Distribution Room supported only by an OPERABLE |a.
UPS A/C Train, which is not the same Train as the UPS in that room, |
restore the required support for each UPS & Distribution Room to an
OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. j

. b. With one or more UPS & Distribution Room not supported by an OPERABLE
UPS Fan Coil Unit or A/C Train, but with a UPS A/C Train circulating
air, restore the required support to an OPERABLE status within'72 hours
while complying with Technical Specification 3/4.7.10 for the UPS Room
or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

|

With one or more UPS & Distribution Room not supported by forced |c.
cooling or circulating air, restore the required support within 1 hour, |

!

or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

1

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

I

4,7.11P.1 Each required UPS A/C train shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once
per 18 months by verifying it actuates on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

4.7.11P.2 Each required UPS A/C train shall, be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once l

per 31 days by verifying that the train operates for at least 1 bour.

~4.7.11P.3 Each required UPS Room Fan Coil Unit shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at j

least once per 31 days by verifying that the UPS Room Fan Coil Unit operates for at |

least one hour. |

O
|

CPSES Afark-up of CTS 3M.7 3M.7-31 S/]S/97
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PLANT SYSTEMS- ;

3/4.7.12 SAFETY CHIliFD WATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION.r](v/
3.7.12 At least two independent safety chilled water trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With only one safety chilled water train OPERABLE, restore at least two trains to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours and in COLD SHlfTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4,7.12 The safety chilled water trains shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, powera.
operated or automatic) servicing safety related equipment that is not'

locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct
,

position.2 is.01-A

b. At least once per 18 months * by demonstrating that each safetyr
* ~ ' ' ' ^*

chilled water train pump and chiller end clectrical switchgcer crea
cacrgency fen coil units start on a $1m0leteCoOctuallactQatioO is-02-t.c

Safety Injection test signal.
18-03-TR

' 2-17-A
Ih6 SurVCillenCG I2st intGrVal IS CXtindCd IG 24 GGath3 fGr*

Trsin A, Unit 2, tc r;;;in in effect until the ceVglatica cf the accond
refucling outage for Unit 2.-

BMati)D13afet93hillydJWetieCflog[tGridijidG612compo@ntEdoesIgot** , 3,,,,,3 ,

teMeC3Ksafety3h111edyatergsyst_eelrionetable2

;
+

\

(w]
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'

Methodology For Mark-Up of' Current TS !

-{ This enclosure contains the electronic (or, hand written) mark-up of the current 6

Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is !
'

performed in accordance with the following guidelines:'

!The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like~.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.'

;

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non--.

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be
determined to be non technical. by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required
to demonstrate that the change is non technical.

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A.

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A. |

1

There are four types of changes:'

a

1. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes . ;

material which is moved to the Bases of the TS). .

I
2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions.

!etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS.

Q 3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
D but are being revised in the improved TS. !

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material
within the specifications, etc.

The methodology of identifying the changes is : )

Deletions - The portfon of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line

'feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The
,

addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right
margin.

'Hodifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by
hand) and the revised information is inserted into the
specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using

G \

Methodology 1 of2 5/1S/97
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Methodology For Mark-up of Current TS
(continued)

the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert
pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the
adjacent right margin.

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not
correspond with the specification in which that requirement is
located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the
markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in
enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been
located in the improved TS.

CHANGE NUMBERS:

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LC0 (or group of similar
LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the

G Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their
(,/ individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus

each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of
numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within
a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear
sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A, H. LG, TR, LS, R).

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark up. For
electronic nark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike-out" is
used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify
technical changes. All technical changes (i.e. , " red line" or " strike out" items)

,

require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g., J
requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to |

'provide additional clarification.

l

,- 7

~j

Methodology 2of2 S/IS/97
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ENCLOSURE 3A- :
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'
'

DESCRIPTION OF
CIIANGES TO CURRENT TS ,

,

Technical Specification Conversion Change Numbers (2 Page)'

'

Description of Changes (16 Pages)

.

O .

:
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TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NUMBERS

SECTION 3/4.7
Y

Technical CIIG CALLAWAY WOLF CREEK COSIANCIIE DIABLO

NO. PEAK CANYON
Snecifiention Title

Turbine Cycle 1 3.7.1.1 3.7.1.1 3.7.1.1 3.7.1.1

Auxiliary Feedwater 2 3.7.1.2 N/A 3.7.1.2 3.7.1.2

System

Condensate Storage 3 3.7.1.3 3.7.1.3 3.7.1.3 3.7.1.3

Tank

Speelfic Activity 4 3.7.1.4 3.7.1.4 3.7.1.4 3.7.1.4

Alain Steam Isolation 5 3.7.1.5 3.7.1.5 3.7.1.5 3.7.15

Valves

Stain Feedwater 7 3.7.1.6 3.7.1.6 N/A N/A r

System

blain Feedwater 7 N/A N/A 3.7.1.6 N/A

Isolation Valves

blain Feedwater 7 N/A N/A N/A 3.7.I.7

Regulating, Bypass
and Isolation Valves

Steam Generator 6 3.7.1.7 3.7.1.6 3.7.1.7 N/A
;

A Atmospheric [ Relief]
Valves

Steam Generator 10% 6 N/A N/A N/A 3.7.1.6

Atmospheric Dump
Valves

Steam Generator 14 N/A N/A 3.7.2.1 N/A

Pressure / Temperature
Limitation

|Vitalj Component 8 3.7.3 3.7.3 3.7.2.2 3.7.3.1

Cooling Water

Station Service Water 9 N/A N/A 3.7.4.1 N/A

System (operating)

Station Service Water 9 N/A N/A 3.7.4.2 3.7.2.3

System (One Unit
Shutdown)

'

Essential Senice 9 3.7.4 3.7.4 N/A N/A
|Water System

Auxiliary Saltwater 9 N/A N/A N/A 3.7..f.!

System

Ulitmate llcat Sink 13 3.7.5 3.7.5 3.7.5 3.7.12

Iv ;

I of 2
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Technic | CitG CALLAWAY WOLF CREEK C05fANCIIE DIACLO
NO. PEAK CANYON*incelflention Title

f% Flood Protection 15 N/A N/A 3.7.6 N/A

% Control Room IIVAC 10 3.7.6 3.7.6 3.7.7.1 3.7.5.1

System

Emergency Exhaust 12 3.7.7 3.7.7 N/A N/A
System

Primary Plant 12 N/A N/A 3.7.8 N/A
Ventilation System

Auxiliary 11ullding 12 N/A N/A N/A 3.7.6.1

Safeguards Air
Filtration System

Snubbers 16 N/A 3.7.8 3.7.9 N/A

Aren 'I emperature 17 N/A 3.7.12 3.7.12 N/A
Monitoring

UPS IIVAC System N/A N/A N/A N/A

Safety Chilled Water 18 N/A N/A N/A N/A
System

Main Feedwater 19 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Isolation Valve
Pressure / Temperature
Limit

k Scaled Source N/A 3.7.9 N/A N/A
Contamination

.

N] '
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SECTION 3/4.7'

This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change .

to current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change numbers
contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications). In
addition, the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are contained

; in enclosure 4. All technical changes are discussed; administrative changes (i.e., -

format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to the NUREG 1431
Revision 1 are not discussed. For enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets '

"[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint
Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants
may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE

IMBB tL9]C DESCRIPTION

01 01 A A reference to Table 3.7 2 is deleted from the Limiting
Condition of Operation (LCO) and moved to the Surveillance
Requirement (SR) (refer to change 01 07 A). This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431.'

01 02 LS 1 A note is added to allow separate entry for each main steam
safety valve (HSSV). The current specification requires that
all HSSVs discovered to be inoperable, be returned to OPERABLE
within the initial four hours provided for the first
inoperable MSSV. For example, if a second inoperable MSSV
were discovered three hours into the action statement of the
first inoperable MSSV, both MSSVs would have to be returned to
OPERABLE within the following one hour or the plant power
level would have to be reduced to that specified in Table 3.7-
1. The addition of the note allowing separate entry for each
inoperable MSSV provides the full four hours for each
inoperable MSSV.

01 03 LS 2 The CTS Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) requires that
each MSSV "as found" setpoint be within ilt of the nominal4

lift pressure. The MSSVs are tested in accordance with the
Inservice Testing (IST) program. If the MSSV is found outside
of the ilt of the nominal lift pressure, the lift setting is
ad,iusted (i .e. , "as left") to within 11%. The non conforming
as found condition is documented in a Licensee Event Report
(LER). The NUREG 1431 tolerance for the as found lift i

pressure is 14 - '? retaining the ilt as left tolerance. |
The net result i Ais change is the elimination of the,

requirement to n =ue an LER when HSSVs are found to be outside
the ilt tolerance but within the i3% tolerance.

!

O
)

CPSES Description of Changes to C153N. 7 I S/2$/97
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CHANGE

ggER HSBC DESCRIPTION

(V9
01 04 LS 3 The CTS allow continued operation with inoperable HSSVs if the

power range neutron flux high trips are reduced. [NUREG 1431

as modified by] industry traveler WOG 83, Rev. O and draft
Rev. 1, provided revised ACTIONS to require that: 1) the
reactor power be reduced to compensate for the loss of
pressure relief capacity to a maximum allowable power
determined in accordance with Westinghouse NSAL 94-001 and NRC
Information Notice 94 60, 2) the power range neutron flux high
trip setpoint be reduced for inoperable MSSVs if a positive
moderator temperature coefficient (HTC) exists at the allowed
percent rated thermal power in H00E 1, and 3) the power range
neutron flux high trip setpoints be reduced to account for a
control rod withdrawal at partial power with more than one
HSSV inoperable. In addition, the completion time for
resetting the high flux trips is revised from four hours to 72
hours and the ACTION is revised to specifically require an
appropriate power reduction within four hours. This is a
relaxation since the CTS require the high neutron flux trip
setpoint to be reduced as required within four hours for
inoperable MSSVs regardless of the HTC value. Pending
approval of draft Rev.1 of WOG 83, the changes proposed in
the traveler have been modified to retain the current TS
requirement to reset the power range neutron flux high trip
setpoints based on the number of HSSVs inoperable to a maximum(q allowable power determined in accordance with calculations or) analysis to account for Westinghouse NSAL 94 001 and NRC
Information Notice 94 60. However, the completion time of 72
hours proposed by WOG-83 has been retained and is justified
based on the low probability of an event occurring during this
time and the need to provide sufficient time to reset the
channels in an orderly manner without inducing a transient due
to human error. Retention of the CTS requirement for
resetting the reactor trip setpoints is acceptable because
this requirement is more conservative than the ACTIONS
specified by either the ISTS or W0G 83, as revised.

01 05 H The exception to TS 3.0.4 is no longer needed due to the note ,

associated with the revised surveillance. The exception was
allowed to 3.0.4 due to the fact that the applicable MODES
must be entered in order to perform the required surveillance
(if the HSSVs are tested,in place) and to allow Mode changes
to be made if the applicable action was met. In the CTS H0DE
1, 2 or 3 could be entered. In NUREG 1431 the surveillance
is modified by a more restrictive note that specifies that the
surveillance need only be current prior to reaching H00E 2.
The surveillance note still allows H0DE changes into the MODE
of APPLICABILITY of the LCO, i.e., MODE 3 for testing

O purposes.
'w)

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.7 2 S/15/97
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CHANGE

NUMBER HSBC DESCRIPTION

N 01 06 M The new ACTION adds an explicit requirement to be in MODE 3 in

(h . 6 hours and MODE 4 in 12 hours if any steam generator (SG)t I

.
loop has less than two MSSVs operable. NUREG 1431 requires
that the plant only be placed in a mode where the
specification is no longer applicable, which in this case
would be MODE 4. The CTS would require the plant to enter TS
3.0.3 because operation with less than two MSSVs OPERABLE per ,

SG is an undefined condition and thus not permitted. f

Therefore, the new ACTION eliminates the one hour allowed for 7

action via TS 3 0.3. This requirement is more restrictive |
'

with the loss of the one hour for actions required by TS
-

3.0.3.

01 07 A The CTS SR is revised to specifically reference the In service
Testing (IST) Program developed per TS 4.0.5 and contained in
the Administrative section of the ITS. The surveillance
directly references Table 3.7 2 for lift points and
incorporates the requirement that the MSSV as left lift
points to be within it of the nominal setpoint.

01 08 Not used

01 09 LS 31 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

( 01-10 LG The note on Table 3.7 2 stating that the set pressures of the
HSSVs shall correspond to the ambient conditions of the valveN

at normal operating temperatures is moved to the Bases of ITS
SR 3.7.1.1. This change is acceptable because it removes
details from the TS that are not required to protect the
health and safety of the public while retaining he basic
lir a,.ng condition for operation.

01 11 LG The MSSV line orifice size is moved from Table 3.7 2 to a
licensee controlled document. This is design information that .

lis not required in the ITS for operating or OPERABILITY
Concerns.

,

01 12 LS 32 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

02 01 LG The descriptive material related to the definition of an
auxiliary feedwater (AFW) train, is deleted from the LCO and,

moved to the Bases. This change is acceptable because it
removes details from the TS that are not required to protect
the health and safety of the public while retaining the basic
limiting condition for operation.

02 02 LS 5 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).p)

\.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N. 7 3 S/15/97 ,
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CHANGE

NUMBER H2]C DESCRIPTION

02 03 H The ACTIONS are modified to require restoration of the systemsp
Q to meet the LCO within 10 days of discovery of failure to meet

the LCO. This new requirement is intended to prevent multiple
overlapping ACTION entries such that the intended A0T is
exceeded. This proposed change is acceptable because it
results in more stringent TS requirements that are both
appropriate and consistent with NUREG 1431.

02 04 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

02 05 A Although previously implied, the addition of the footnote for
three inoperable AFW trains assures that LC0 3.0.3 will not be
entered and that no other ACTION statement for other
inoperable components will be applied that might force the
unit into an unsafe condition.

02 06 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

02 07 H Tim surveillance to verify valve alignments is revised to
include automatic valves. This proposed change is acceptable
because it results in more stringent TS requirements that are
both appropriate and consistent with NUREG 1431.

02 08 LS 6 The surveillance interval for the AFW pump performance is
changed from once per 92 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS (STB)
to "in accordance with the IST Program." This proposed
change will eliminate any potential ambiguity associated with
AFW pump testing as a result of ASME changes and results in
consistent presentation of pump testing throughout the TS.

02 09 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

02 10 LS 21 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table ]
(enclosure 38).

02 11 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table ,

(enclosure 38). 1

02 12 TR 1 The respective valve and pump SRs are revised to allow credit
for an actual actuation, if one occurs, to satisfy the SRs.
The identification of initiating signals is moved to the'

Bases.

02 13 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

02 14 H The note for tetting of the steam TDAFW pump is revised to
explicitly efine when the testing must be performed.
Previously, the time period was unspecified.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS JM.7 4 S/15/97
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LTEB &%iC DESCRIPTION

02 10 LG The pump performance testing is revised to move thep
g acceptance criteria to the Bases.

02 16 A ACTION a. is clarified to note that ACTION [d.] conditions are
not included. This is not a technical change.

02 17 A The note with respect to Unit 2 Train A is administrative 1y
deleted as 2RF02 is complete.

02 18 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
f enclosure 3B).

02 19 LG Nct applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

02 20 LS 35 The time from failure to meet the ACTION requirements co shut
the plant, down would be revised from achieving HOT ST44DBY
within the next 6 hours and H0T SHUTDOWN within the i)llowing
6 hours to achieving HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
HOT SHUTDOW within the following 12 hours. This is
reasonable etnsidering the auxiliary feedwater system
capabilities would be limited and is consistent with cooling
down at a rate to avoid challenges to plant systems. This
change is associated with the justification of differences of ;

o 3.7 04.

02 21 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

03 01 A Not applicable to CP3ES. See Conversion Comparison Table !
(enclosure 38). |

1

03 02 LS 22 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table ;

(enclosure 38).

03 03 LG The description of how to verify the operability of the
service water system when acting as backup to the CST for AFW
supply is moved to the Bases. The surveillance will now
require that the operability of the backup system be verified
"by administrative means."

04-01 H The revision requires isotopic analysis for DOSE EQUIVALENT I.
131 concentration to be performed on a 31 day frequency. The !.

!conditional performance reauirements in the current
surveillance (i.e., based on 10 percent of the allowable limit j

for radionuclides contained in Table 4.7-1) are deleted. This |
results in a more restrictive requirement for the isotopic I

analysis. I

!

b(3 I

1
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CHANGE '

NUMBER HSt|C DESCRIPTION

A
V 04 02 LS S The SR of Table 4.71 to determine Gross Radioactivity is

deleted. The change is acceptable because radioiodines and
the resulting thyroid dose are limiting: not noble gases and
whole body dose. The primary to secondary leakage limits and
dose equivalent I-131 limits ensure the dose analyses in the ,

[ Final Safety Analysis Report] remain valid.

05 01 LS 9 The H00E of APPLICABILITY for the main steam safety valves
(HSIVs) is revised to clarify that in H0 DES 2 and 3 with all
MSIVs closed [and de activated]. the safety function of the
HSIVs is already met. Thus, operability of the HSIVs in this

'condition is not required.

05 02 LS 11 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

05 03 LS 12 The Completion Time for closing one inoperable HSIV is
extended to 72 hours and separate Required Actions are
included for either one HSIV inoperable or two or more HSIVs
inoperable in Modes 2 and 3. The completion time of 72 hours
is considered appropriate because the Main Steam System is a
closed system. The closed system is subjected to Type A
testing, is seismic Category I piping, is missile protected,
and typically has pressurized flow through it during normal i

operation such that loss of integrity would be expected to be ]
observed through leakage detection systems' and during
walkdowns of the system. This is consistent with the 72 hour

^

restoration time for containment isolation valves on closed
systems. This change is consistent with WOG 64.

05 04 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

05 05 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

05 06 Not used.

05 07 LS 23 A footnote is added to the SR to indicate that demonstration
of HSIV OPERABILITY is only required to be performed for entry
into (and continued operation in) H0 DES 1 and 2. The footnote
is added in lieu of the current exception to CTS 4.0.4. While

- the footnote is intended to establish the same exemption, it
is in fact less restrictive because the footnote permits an
indefinite stay in H0DE 3 while the exception to CTS 4.0.4
requires testing within 24 hours of establishing the necessary
plant conditions per TS 4.0.3 as described in Generic Letter
(GL) 87 09.

OV
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f) 05 08 H This change creates a new SR for the HSIVs [and feedwater
v isolation valves] to distinguish between the IST and the

automatic actuation testing of these isolation valves. The
surveillance allows credit for an actual actuation, if one
occurs, to satisfy the SRs. This change is consistent with
W0G 98. This proposed change is acceptable because it results
in more stringent TS requirements that are both appropriate
and consistent with NUREG-1431.

06 01 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

06 02 LS 14 This change adds an exception to LC0 3.0.4 for the 7 day
ACTION to restore the atmospheric [ relief] valves OPERABILITY.
This revision allows the plant to change MODES if one
atmospheric [ relief] valve is found inoperable while in H0DE 2
or 3. Allowing H0DE transition with an inoperable atmospheric
[ relief) valve does not significantly increase that risk since
the remaining valves are OPERABLE.

06 03 H Consistent with NUREG 1431, the specification is revised to be
applicable to the " atmospheric [ relief] lines" rather than
only to the atmospheric [reliefl valves [and associated
controls]. This terminology extends the applicability of the
specification to include the atmospheric [ relief] [ block]p/t valve. This is more restrictive than the current
specification.

06 04 H A surveillance is added that requires the manual cycling of
the atmospheric [ relief] valve [ block] valves [in accordance
with the IST program). This proposed change is acceptable
because it results in more stringent TS requirements that are
both appropriate and consistent with NUREG 1431.

06 05 LS 24 This change adds a new ACTION for three or more inoperable |
!

atmospheric [ relief] valves that requires action within 24
hours. The CTS would require entry into TS 3.0.3 for three
inoperable atmospheric [ relief] valves. However, NUREG 1431
recognizes the low probability of an accident requiring the
atmospheric [ relief] valves, thus permitting this i

configuration.

|

q
K.
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NUMBER HSHC DESCRIPTION

06 06 LG This change moves the requirements for the surveillance to thep)( Bases. The details of the specific test requirements such as
those dealing with the " remote manual controls" are not
included in the STS, but are included in the Bases section for
the SR. [ Accumulator testing is moved to licensee controlled
documents.] This change is acceptable because it removes
details from the TS that are not required to protect the
health and safety of the public while retaining he basic
limiting condition for operation.

06 07 LS 25 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

06 08 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

06 09 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

06 10 A The ACTION 2.b requirement to place RCS/RHR in operation for
decay heat removal is included in ITS 3.4.6.

07 01 A The LC0 is changed from the OPERABILITY of aach main feedwater
line to the OPERABILITY of four feedwater [ ] isolation
valves [and associated bypasses]. [ ]

()
( ) 07 02 LS-37 The LC0 APPLICABILITY is revised to exclude [ valves] that are

closed [and deactivated or isolated by a closed manual valve].
NUREG 1431 recognizes that if one or more of the valves are
closed [and de activated] and verified closed, their safety
function is being fulfilled and there is no need to enter the
ACTION statement.

07 03 LS 15 The CTS are written on a per feedwater line basis and NUREG-
1431 is written for four lines. A note is added to the ACTION
statement that allows separate condition entry for each
inoperable valve. The addition of the note allowing separate
entry for each valve inoperable in a flow path provides the
full A0T for each of the inoperable flow paths.

07 04 LS 16 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

U(.\
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HUlEER 82]C DESCRIPTION

07 05 LS 17 The action for inoperable feedwater isolation valves in MODE 1(q,/ is revised to include the option to isolate or close the
inoperable valve and the restriction of the action to an
inoperable ''but open" valve is deleted. The action for
inoperable feedwater isolation valves in H0 DES 2 and 3 is
revised to include the option to isolate the inoperable valve.
The actions for inoperable feedwater isolation bypass valves
in H0 DES 1, 2 and 3 are revised to include the option to
isolate the inoperable valve.

07 06 LS 33 This enange revises the ACTION to apply to one "or more"
[feedwater isolation valves] inoperable. This is less
restrictive than the CTS which applied to only one inoperable
valve. The proposed change is acceptable due to the low
probability of an event for which the feedwater isolation
valves are required to be OPERABLE and the availability of
alternate methods of performing the required function.

07 07 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

07 08 LS 26 NUREG 1431 allows a 72 hour COMPLETION TIME for feedwater
isolation valves based on the redundant isolation provided by
the feedwater control and associated bypass valves. The
action completion times are changed from four to 72 hours when,,

( ") credit for the feedwater control and associated bypass valves
may be taken and is verified within 4 hours.'

07 09 LS 10 A new action is added which retains the action requirements
which were modified by Change Number 07 08. The Completion
Time for this ACTION is further revised from 4 to 8 hours.

07 10 H A new surveillance for each feedwater control valve and
control valve bypass is added.

07-11 M A new requirement for a 7 day periodic verification of the
closure [or isolation] of inoperable isolation valves is
added. This proposed change is acceptable because it results
in more stringent TS requirements that arc both appropriate !

and consistent with NUREG-1431. 1

i

07-12 LS-4 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table j

(enclosure 3B).

07 13 Not used

07 14 Not used |

07 15 Not used

07 16 LS 34 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Tablen

() (enclosure 3B).

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M. 7 9 SMSB7
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NUMBER HSE DESCRIPTION

p 07 17 A The allowance to open a valve closed per an action in this

d specification is enveloped by ITS SR 3.0.5.

08 01 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table !

(enclosure 38).

08 02 A A note is added to the ACTION that references a potential 1

interaction with ITS 3.4.6 dealing with operability of the
RHR system in H0DE 4. The Note requires that the applicable
TS be entered for the RHR train made inoperable by the
inoperable (component cooling water (CCW)] System. The
ACTIONS of the referenced TS (RCS Loops H0DE 4) require more
imediate action than are required by the [CCW) ACTIONS.

08 03 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B),

08 04 A A note is added to the [CCW) surveillance that clarifies that
the system is not made inoperable by the isolation of
individual components. This change is in accordance with
NUREG 1431. Rev.1, and provides clarification only.

08 05 A The surveillance is modified to clarify that valves that are
locked, sealed or otherwise secured in their correct position
are not required to be tested. This change is in accordance

!

A with NUREG 1431, Rev.1. and provides clarification only.

08 06 TR 1 The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, if
one occurs, to satisfy the SRs. The identification of the
initiating signals is moved to the Bases.

'

08 07 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

08 08 A The surveillances are revised to clarify that only
verification of the correct position of the valve in the
flowpath is required.

08 09 Not used.

08 10 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

09 01 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
.

(enclosure 38).

09 02 A A note is added to ACTION that explicitly references the LCOs
which must be entered if equipment becomes inoperable due to
loss of [ ] service water. The ACTIONS of the referenced LCOs j

require more immediate action than the [ ] service water ;

ACTIONS. |

0 |
'V
!
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;

09 03 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table |

U (enclosure 3B). |

09 04 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
i

(enclosure 38).
'

09 05 TR 1 The surveillance requirements are revised to allow credit for
an actual actuation, if one occurs, to satisfy the
surveillance requirements. The identification of initiating |'

signals is moved to the Bases.

09 06 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
i

(enclosure 3B).

09 07 A A note is added to the [SSW] surveillance that clarifies ,

system operability requirements. Isolation of [SSW) flow to {

individual components does not render the system inoperable. !
f

10 01 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

10 02 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

10 03 LS 7 The surveillance requirement for control room (CR) ventilation
system is revised to require the filtration units without

O electric heaters to be tested for only 15 minutes instead of
10 hours. The filtration units without heaters need only be ,

operated for 215 minutes to demonstrate the function of the
system and results in less wear. The frequency of the
surveillance is not changed.

10 04 A A new ACTION Statement is added by NUREG 1431 to require
entering TS 3.0.3 immediately if two trains of the CR ,

ventilation system are inoperable in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The ;

CTS requires entry into TS 3.0.3, since the condition of two
trains inoperable is undefined, therefore, the revision has
been classified as administrative.

10 05 LS 18 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

10 06 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

10 07 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

OU
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CHANGE.

Nul6ER NSHC - DESCRIPTION
i
l

-Q 10 08 A The description of the ventilation filter specific testing 1

() requirements and the required surveillances are moved to the
Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) as defined in the !

Administrative Controls of the ITS. No technical changes to '

requirements or test specifics except as noted by separate ,

change numbers are made. A new SR is added that requires [CR j

ventilation and primary plant ventilation] system filter i

testing in accordance with the VFTP. The requirements of
this specification are: 1) moved to Sectir.n 5.5.11 of the ITS, ;

!

or 2) deleted since they are duplicated in Regulatory Guide
(RG) 1.52, revision 2, [ ANSI N510 1980, or ANSI N 509 1980.]. |

10 09 LS 27 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversian Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B). ,

10 10 TR 1 The SR is revised to all,w credit for an actual actuation, if i

one occurs, to satisfy the SRs. The identification of the
initiating signal is moved to the Bases.

!
10 11 LS 19 The frequency of the surveillance requiring verification of

the CR ventilation system capability to maintain a positive
pressure is relaxed to 18 months on a STB, consistent with
NUREG 1431. The new frequency requires one of the 2 trains to
be tested every 18 months instead of both trains every 18
months. The most likely cause of a failure to achieve the

< s
required pressure is a failure of the ventilation pressure(' boundary. Thus when one train successfully demonstrates the i

ability to maintain the pressure, in all likelihood the other ;
'

train will also. This results in less testing of the CR
ventilation system than is required by the CTS.

10 12 LS 32 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table .

(enclosure 38).

10 13 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B; .

10 14 / Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

10 15 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

.

10 16 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosr,re 38).

10 17 A The SR to measure ventilation system flow rate is not
identified as a separate SR in the ITS because it is verified
during the other in place filter tests (see ITS 5.5.11).

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.7 12 S/1Si97
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O 10 18 LS 36 The action shutdown requirement is revised from H0DE 3 in the
( ,/ next 6 hours and H0DE 5 in the following 30 hours to enter LC0

3.0.3. This effectively adds up to one hour to the completion
time.

10 19 A Clarifies that, for CPSES, the " pressurization" mode is called
the " emergency recirculation" mode.

10 20 LS 39 This change establishes appropriate Required Actions and
Completion Times for ventilation system pressure envelope
degradation. The proposed change w;uld i:llow 24 hours to
restore the capability to mainta M the proper pressure by
allowing for routine repairs beforti requiring the unit to
perform an orderly shutdown. This change reccgnizes that the
ventilation trains associated with the pressure envelope would
still be'0PERABLE and providing the appropriate flows even if
the required pressure limit cannot be met. These changes are
consistent with WOG-86.

10 21 LS 38 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

10 22 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(anclosure 3B).

10 23 LS 13 The "within 31 days after removal" requirement for completion
(Q,,/

,

'

of laboratory analyses is deleted. This requirement is not
contained in the ISTS nor is it contained in the RG 1.52 or
the applicable ANSI standards. Failure to complete an
analysis within 31 days has insignificant safety consequences
because the results would be available within approximately
the same time period and it is very unlikely that the
charcoal would be degraded to the extent that there would be a
complete loss of a safety function.

10 24 A The 30*C temperature specified for laboratory testing of
filter carbon samples is added to be consistent with NUREG-
1431. [The requirement to test per ASTHD 3803-1979 at 2 70%
relative humidity is added per current TS.] This proposed
change is acceptable because it adds a requirement already
required to be performed when testing in accordance with the
standard already specified in the TS: no change to the
technical requirements would result.

11 01 M Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

11 02 LS 28 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

A
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A 12 01 LS 29 The frequency of the surveillance requiring verification of l

() the -[ Primary Plant Ventilation (PPV) System] capability to i

maintain a' negative pressure relative to atmospheric pressure 1

is revised to 18 months on a STB. The new frequency requires |
one of the 2 trains to be tested every 18 months instead of
both trains every 18 months. The most likely cause of a ;

failure to achieve the required negative pressure is a failure |

of the ventilation pressure boundary. Thus when one train- |

successfully demonstrates the ability to maintain the negative'

pressure in all likelihood the other train will also. This '

results in less testing of the ventilation system than is ;

required by the CTS.'

12 02 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table I

(enclosure 38).

12 03 Not used.

12 04 TR 1 The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, if ;

one occurs, to satisfy the SRs. The identification of the |
;

specific signals that initiate the change in state of the i

equipment is moved to the Bases,
l

12 05 LS 32 This change deletes the staggered test basis (STB) for the 31 i

day testing to be consistent with the NUREG 1431 change in the |
definition of STB.

12 06 - LG The descriptive material and details of the retained
ventilation surveillance testing are moved to the Bases. The'

change is acceptable because it removes detail no longer )
'

required in the TS to protect the health and safety of the
public while retaining the basis limiting condition for
operation. |

12 07 H A new surveillance for CPSES to verify that non ESF fans
automatically stop upon initiation of an actual or simulated
ESF Filtration train actuation signal (safety injection
signal) is added. Stopping the non ESF fans is required to
prevent bypass of the ESF Filtration trains. This function is,

equivalent to the filter bypass damper function described in
NUREG 1431.

|)
12 08 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table.

(enclosure 3B).

.12 09 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

12 10 H Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 3B).

I'i
LJ
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13 01 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table,q
(y (enclosure 3B).

13 02 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

I

13 03 R The LCO for sedimentation depth and the Surveillance |

Requirements for SSI Dam inspections and for sedimentation
depths are relocated to a licensee controlled document.

l

13 04 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
!(enclosure 38).

13 05 LS 30 The ACTION associated with the restoration of SSI level is l

revised to allow 7 days for completion of the required ACTION. |

The SSI level being less than required is similar to an |

inoperable fan in a cooling ta er. |

l's 06 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
>

(enclosure 38).
I

13 07 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table |

(enclosure 38). |

13 08 M Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 38).

\(3
! ) 13 09 A Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

'

(enclosure 38).

14 01 R The Steam Generator Pressure / Temperature Limitation TS is
relocated to a licensee controlled document. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431 since this specification is not
included in the ISTS.

15 01 R The Flood Protection TS is relocated to a licensee controlled
document. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431 since
this specification is not included in the ISTS.

16 01 R The Snubbers TS is relocated to a licensee controlled
document. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431 since
this specification is not included in the ISTS.

17 01 R The Area Temperature Monitoring TS is relocated to a licensee
controlled document. This change is consistent with NUREG-'

1431 since this specification is not included in the ISTS.
1

p]L
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g)MlER HSE DESCRIPTION

t"T 18 01 A A clarifying footnote is added concerning isolation of safety
L) chilled water flow to individual components. NUREG 1431 does

not have a corresponding specification. The conversion of
this specification to the ITS format is modeled after the 1 rS
CCW specification (which is a similar specification). T ITS

CCW specification has this note and thus the addition of the
rete maintains consistency between these similar
specifications.

18 02 LG The surveillance of the CPSES electrical switchgear area
emergency fan coil units is moved to a licensee controlled
document. The change is acceptable because it removes detail
no longer required in the TS to protect the health and safety
of the public while retaining the basis limiting condition for
operation.

18 03 TR 1 The safety chilled water system actuation surveillance is
revised to allow the use of an actual signal to verify
actuation. The identification of initiating signals is moved
to the Bases.

19 01 R The Main Feed Water Pressure / Temperature Limit TS is relocated
to a licensee controlled document. This change is consistent
with NUREG-1431 since this specification is not included in
the ISTS.,- S

(v) 20 01 LG Hoves details of what constitutes an operable UPS train to the
Bases. The change is acceptable because it removes detail no
longer required in the TS to protect the health and safety of ,

the public while retaining the basis limiting condition for !

operation.

20 02 TR 1 The UPS train activation surveillance is revised to allow
credit for an actual actuation if one occurs, to satisfy the
surveillance requirements. The identificati,n of initiating
signals is moved to the Bases. i

|

|

l
I

i
i

|

A
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TMLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.7 1 *II8

_. .,
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

i

NtJ6ER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

01-01 Reference to Table 3.7-2 is deleted from the LCO and moved to YES YES YES YES

A the SR (refer to 01-07-A).

01-02 A note is added to allow separate condition entry for each MSSV YES YES YES YES

LS-1 which allows the full four hours for each inoperable MSSV.

01-03 This CPSES specific revision relaxes the as-found MSSV lift NO: YES NO NO

LS-2 tolerances from +/ 12 to +/- 31. LA 108/107
issued 10/1/95
to relax
setpoint (refer
also to 01-13-
LS20).

01-04 Revised ACTIONS for inoperable MSSVs: 1) specifically requires YES YES YES YES

LS 3 a power reduction within four hours and 2) requires the reactor
power neutron flux high trip set point to be reduced within 72
hours.

01-05 The ACTION of the CTS which allowed an exception to TS 3.0.4 YES YES YES YES {
M is deleted due to the note associated with revised SR 4.7.1.1

!which allows a MODE change into MODE 3. one of the MODES of
APPLICABILITY of the LCO.

01 06 The new ACTION adds an e glicit requirement to be in MODE 3 in YES YES YES YES

M 6 hours and MODE 4 in 12 hours if any SG loop has less than 2
MSSVs operable. This is one hour less than allowed by LCO 1

"

3.0.3.

01-07 The CTS SR is revised to specifically reference the IST YES YES YES YES

A Program. The surveillance directly references Table 3.7 2 for
lift points and incorporates the footnote from the table
requiring the MSSV as left setpoints to be within +/- 12 of the
nominal setpoint.

01-08 NOT USED hA NA NA NA

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.7 5/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.7 2 of16

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NtPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON CCMANCE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

01-09 This DCPP specific change revises maximum power range neutron YES: NO: refer to NO: refer to NO: refer to
LS-31 high flux trip setpoints required for one or more inoperable LAR 97-06 01-04-LS-3. 01 04-LS-3. 01 04-LS 3. e

MSSVs in accordance with the recomendations of Westinghouse submitted
NSAL 94-001 dated January 20, 1994 and specific analysis and justifying
calculations performed to confirm the conclusions of the revised high
Westinghouse NSAL. flux trip set

points for

inoperable
MSSVs.

01-10 The note on Table 3.7-2 stating that the set pressures shall YES YES YES YES
LG correspond to the ambient conditions of the valve at normal

operating tegeratures is moved to the Bases of ITS SR 3.7.1.1.

01-11 The MSSV line orifice size is moved to a licensee-controlled YES: moved to YES: moved to YES: moved to YES: moved to
LG documents. FSAR. FSAR. llSAR. FSAR.

01 12 The proposed change would require that the plant be placed in NO. already NO: part of CTS. YES YES

A HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours instead of COLD SHUTDOWN within 36 part of CTS,
hours.

02 01 The descriptive materia 1 definition of an AFW train in the LCO YES YES YES YES
LG is moved to the Bases.

02-02 The ACTION specifies the requirements for A0T should one of the YES NO: part of CTS. YES YES

LS-5 steam supply valves to the TDAFW pug become inoperable.

02 03 ACTIONS are modified to require restoration of the systems to YES YES YES YES
M meet the LCO within 10 days of discovery of failure to meet the

LCO.

02 04 In this DCPP specific revision, the APPLICABILITY and ACTIONS YES NO NO NO
M are revised to include MODE 4 when the SGs are relied upon for

heat removal.
,

. _

!
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY
s

NfJMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALIAiAY
,

02-05 The addition of the note for three inoperable AFid trains YES YES YES YES
A assures that TS 3.0.3 will not be entered and that no other

action statement for other inoperable components will be
applied that might force the unit into an unsafe condition.

02-06 The change would move details regarding AFW motor operated NO: descriptive NO: descriptive YES YES
LG discharge valves and ESW supply valve descriptions to the material not material not

Bases. part of CTS. part of CTS.
,

02-07 The verification of valve aligruents is revised to include YES YES YES YES
M automatic valves.

02-08 The surveillance interval for the AFW pump performance is YES YES YES YES
LS-6 changed from 31 days on a STB to in accordance with the IST

Program.

02-09 This DCPP specific surveillance is revised to combine the water YES NO Rd NO
A and steam flow paths.

02-10 The time to achieve HOT SHUTDOWN if actions are not coupleted YES: also refer NO: refer to 02- NO: refer to NO: refer to
LS-21 is changed from 6 to 12 hour. This time is reasonable to reach to 02-04-H. 20-LS-35. 02 20 LS-35. 02-20-LS 35.

the required conditions under the circumstances since the SG
heat removal system is the system performing the cooldown to
MODE 4.

02-11 In this DCPP specific revision, the testing requirements for YES NO NO NO
A punps and valves are separated into two SRs.

02-12 The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation and YES YES YES YES
TR-1 moves signal specifics to the Bases.

02-13 In this DCPP specific revision. the verification that the fire YES NO NO NO
A water storage tank is cap & ole of realignment as an AFW water

source is moved to the AFW ITS.

02-14 The note for testing of the steam turbine-driven AFW pump is YES YES YES NO: part of
M revised to explicitly define when testing must be performed. CTS.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.7 S/1S/97
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE - CURRENT TS-3/4.7- 4 */16

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

02 15 The pump performance testing is revised to move the acceptance NO. acceptance YES YES YES
LG criteria to the Bases. criteria not

specifled in

CTS.

02-16 ACTION a. is clarified to note that ACTION [d.] conditions are NO. CTS does YES YES YES
A not included. not contain an

Action for TDAFW
punp supplies.

02-17 The CPSES specific note with respect to Unit 2 Train A is NO YES NO NO
A deleted since 2RF02 is complete.

02-18 The surveillance is revised to be consistent with NUREG-1431 NO: Flow path NO: SR not in YES YES '

M which requires verification of flow from the CST to each SG. verified at each CTS.
startup.

02-19 The Callaway specific ACTIONS b. and d are deleted since the NO NO NO YES
LG LCO now refers to AFW trains versus pumps.

02-20 The time from failure to meet the ACTION requirements to shut NO: Refer to YES YES YES
LS-35 the plant down would be revised from achieving HOT STANDBY change 02-10-LS-

within the next 6 hours and HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 21
hours to achieving HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following 12 hours.

02-21 The Callaway specific requirement to perform the 18 month NO NO NO YES
LG surveillance "during shutdown * would be moved to the Bases.

03-01 The DCPP specific description of the AFW supply pathway and the YES NO NO NO
LG required surveillances are moved to the AN ITS and Bases.

03-02 The requirement to verify the operability of the ESW system NO: the service NO: refer to 03- YES YES
LS-22 when acting as backup to the CST for AFW supply by verifying water system is 03 LG.

the system is in operation is deleted. The surveillance will not a credited
now require that the operability of the backup system be AN supply
verified *by administrative means". backup.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3H.7 $/1587
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

03 03 The CPSES specific description of how to verify the operability NO. The service YES NO: refer to NO: refer toLG of the service water system when acting as backup to the CST water system is 03-02-LS-22. 03-02 LS-22.for AFW supply is moved to the Bases. The surveillance will not accredited
now require that the operability of the backup system be AFW suppiv
verified 'by administrative means." backup.

04-01 Isotopic analysis for DOSE EQUIVALENT I-I31 concentration is to YES YES YES YES iM be performed on a 31 day frequency. The conditional
performance requirements in the CTS are deleted.

04-02 The SR of Table 4.7-1 to determine Gross Radioactivity is YES YES YES YESLS-8 deleted.

05-01 The MODE of APPLICABILITY for MSIVs is revised to clarify that YES YES NO: maintaining NO: maintainingLS 9 in MODES 2 and 3 with all MSIVs closed [and de-activated]. the CTS. CTS.safety function t,T the of the MSIVs is met.

05-02 This DCPP specific change revises the ADT/ completion time for YES NO NO NOLS-11 an inoperable MSIV from 4 hours to 8 hours in MODE I and in
MODES 2 and 3. This change also deletes the MODE 1 requirement
to place the plant in MODE 3. and then MODE 4 due to an
inoperable MSIV and only requires entry into MODE 2 since the
ACTIONS for MODE 2 or 3 operation would then be applicable.
Operation in MODES 2 and 3 is revised to allow more than one
MSIV to be inoperable and by a note to allow a separate
condition entry for each inoperable MSIV.

05-03 The completion time for closing one inoperable MSIV is extended NO - Refer to YES YES YESLS-12 to 72 hours and separate Required ACTIONS are included for 05 02-LS-11
either one MSIV inoperable or two or more MSIVs inoperable in
MODES 2 or 3.

05-04 The LCO is changed from the OPERABILITY of each MSIV to the YES NO: already in YES YESA OPEPABILITY of four MSIVs. CTS

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3H.7 5IISM7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.7 6*/16

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NLPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY-

05 05 A new requirement for a 7 day periodic verification of the YES NO: already in YES YESM closure [or isolation] of inoperable isolation valves is added. CTS

05-06 NOT USED NA NA NA NA

05-07 A footnote is added to the SR (in lieu of the current exception YES YES NO: part of NO:-part ofLS 23 to TS 4.0.4) to indicate that demonstration of isolation valve CTS. CTS.operability is only required to be performed for entry into
(and continued operation in) MODES 1 and 2.

05 08 This change creates a new SR for the MSIVs and feedwater YE$ YES YES YESM isolation valves to distinguish between the IST and the
automatic actuation testing of these isolation valves. The
surveillance allows credit for an actual actuation if one
occurs, to satisfy the SRs.

06-01 This DCPP specific change revises the LCO to move the YES NO NO NOLG descriptive material to the Bases.

06 02 Adds an exception to LCO 3.0.4 for the 7 day action statement YES YES NO: part of NO: part ofLS 14 to restore the [ARV] Operability.
CTS. CTS.

06-03 Revises the specification to be applicable to the [ARV) lines. NO. CTS YES YES YESM rather than only to the [ARV]. This includes the [ block] includes the |valves. block valves.
06 04 Surveillance is added that requires the mar:ual cycling of the YES YES YES YESM [ block] valves every 18 months.

06 05 Adds a new ACTION for three or more inoperable [ARV] that YES YES NO: stallar NO: similarLS 24 requires action within 24 hours. requirement in requirement in
CTS. CTS.

06-06 Moves the requirements for the surveillances to the Bases and YES: testing YES: testing NO: not in CTS. NO: not in CTS.LG the testing specifics to licensee contolled documents. specifics moved specifics moved
to FSAR. to TRM.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.7 S/158 7
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE
APPLICABILITY

' N' MBER ' DESCRIPTIONJ
DIABLO CANYON COMANCE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

06-07 The ACTION for ADVs irsperable due to seat leakage is deleted. NO: CTS does NO: CTS does YES YESLS 25 Seat leakage is no longer a condition of operability. not include seat not include seat
leakage as leakage as
operability operability
criteria. criteria.

06-08 Removes the exemption to TS 3.0.4 from the action dealing with NO. TS 3.0.4 NO - TS 3.0.4 YES YESM more than one inoperable ADVs. exemption not in exemption not in
CTS. CTS.

06-09 This DCPP specific change revises the LCO to refer to the ADV YES NO NO NOA lines versus ADVs.

06-10 The CPSES specific action to place RCS/RHR in operation is NO YES NO NOA included in ITS 3.4.6.

07 01 The LCO and ACTIONS are changed from the OPERABILITY of each YES YES N0; refer to NO: refer toA
main feedwater line to the OPERABILITY of four [feedwater 07-16-LS-34 07-16 LS-34,isolation flow path isolation valves and associated bypass
valves]. [ ]

07 02
The LCO APPLICABILITY is revised to exclude valves that are YES YES No maintaining No: maintainingLS-37 closed [and de-activated or isolated by a closed manual valve].

CTS. CTS.
07-03 A note is added to the ACTION statement that allows a separate YES YES NO: refer to NO: refer toLS 15 condition entry for each inoperable valve.

07 16-LS-34. 07 16 LS 34.
07-04 The DCDP specific A0T is revised for an individual inoperable YES NO NO NOLS-16 valve from 4 hours to 72 hours. The ACTIONS are revised to add

a new action and 8 hour A0T for two inoperable valves in the
same flowpath to address the loss of isolation capability.

|

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3N.7
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j TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

07-05 The CPSES specific action for inoperable feedwater isolation NO YES NO NO
LS-17 valves in MODE 1 is revised to include the option to isolate or

close the inoperable valve and the restriction of the action to
an inoperable "but open" valve is deleted. The action for
inoperable feedwater isolation valves in MODES 2 and 3 is
revised to include the option to isolate the inoperable valve.
The actions for inoperable feedwater isolation bypass valves in
MODES 1. 2 and 3 are revised to include the option to isolate
the inoperable valve.

07-06 This change revises the ACTION to apply to one *or m re" YES YES YES YES
LS-33 feedwater valves inoperable.

07-07 The ACTIONS were revised that require achieving MODE 4 within NO: part of NO: part of YES YES
A 12 hours when the ACTIONS or COMPLETION TIPEs are not met. CTS. CTS.

07-08 The CPSES specific allowed completion time for an inoperable NO YES NO NO
LS-26 feedwater isolation valve is revised from 4 to 72 hours when

credit for the feedwater control and associated bypass valves
may be taken and is verified within 4 hours.

07-09 A new CPSES specific ACTION is added that retains the ACTION NO YES NO NO
LS-10 requirement which was modified by CN 07-08-LS-26 and revises

the Completion Time from 4 to 8 hours.

07-10 A new CPSES specific surveillance for each feedwater control NO YES NO - NO
M and associated bypass valve is added.

07-11 Verification of valve [ isolation or] closure once every 7 days YES YES 1ES YES
M is added.

.

'

07-12 The ACTIONS associated with inoperable MFIVs would be revised NO: part of CTS. NO: refer to YES YES
LS-4 to provide the alternative of closing [or isolating] an 07-05-LS-17.

inoperable valve.

07-13 NOT USED NA NA NA NA

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.7 S/15/97
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE
APPLICABILITY

! NLPEER DESCRIPTION
DIABLO CANYON COMANCE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

07-14 NOT USED
NA NA NA NA

07-15 NOT USED
NA NA NA NA

07-16 CTS are revised to add a note to allow separate condition entry NO: Refer to NO: Refer to YES YESLS-34 for each inoperable MFIV. change 07-03-LS. change 07 03 LS-
15. 15.

07-17 The CPSES specific allowance to open a valve closed per an NO YES NO NOA action in this specification is enveloped by ITS SR 3.0.5.

08-01 The requirement to perform ACOTs and Channel Calibrations would NO: not in CTS. NO: not in CTS. YES: moved to YES: moved toLG be moved to licensee controlled documents.
USAR. FSAR.

08-02 A note is added to ACTION that references potential interaction YES YES YES YESA with ITS 3.4.6 for RHR MODE 4 operability.

08-03 The requirement to perform the 18 month surveillance *during NO: not in CTS. NO: not in CTS. YES YESLG shutdown' would be acved to the Bases.

08-04 A Note is added that clarifies [CCW] operability. YES YES YES YESA

08 05 Surveillance is modified to exclude valves that are locked. YES YES YES YESA sealed or otherwise secured in their correct position.

08-06 The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation and YES YES YES YESTR-1 moves signal specifics to the Bases.

08-07 A new surveillance specific to DCPP is added that requires YES NO NO NOM verifying that each CCW pump starts automatically on an actual
or simulated signal actuation at least once per 18 months.

08-08 Surveillance is modified to only be applicable to flow path YES YES YES YESA valves.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.7
5/158 7
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHAVGE
APPLICABILITY

NtPEER DESCRIPTION
DIABLO CANYON COMANCE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALUWAY

08-09 Not used.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

08 10 The Callaway specific note applicable to cycle I surveillance NO NO NO YESA requirements is no longer needed.

09-01 A DCPP existing sureveillance is revised that requires YES NO NO NOM verifying that a motive source is available that would allow
the required valves to be repositioned.

09-02 A note is added that requires entry into applicable LCOs if an NO: ASW YES YES YESA
inoperable [ service water] system makes the affected equipment supplies onlyinoperable.

CCW heat
exchangers.

09-03 The DCPP specific surveillance is reworded and the requirement YES NO NO NOA to verify the position of automatic valves is deleted since the
DCPP ASW system has no automatic valves.

09-04 A new surveillance specific to DCPP is added that requires YES NO NO NOM verifying that each ASW pump starts automatically on an actual
or simulated actuation signal at least once per 18 months.

09-05 The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation and NO. Refer to YES YES YESTR 1 moves signal specifics to the Bases. 09-04-M: this
requirement did
not previously
exist.

09 06 A new surveillance specific to DCPP is added that requires YES: also refer NO NO NOM verifying that each valve in the flow path that is not locked, to change
sealed or otherwise secured in position is capable of being 09-01-M.
placed in the correct position in accordance with the IST
Program.

!

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.7
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE
APPLICABILITY

<

NUMBER DESCRIPTION
DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

09-07 A note is added to the [SSW) surveillance that clarifies system NO: ASW only YES YES YESA operability requirements. Isolation of [5SW] flow to supplies CCW
individual cvv a,ents does not render the system inoperable. heat exchangers.

c-

10-01 The DCPP specific text description. definition of a ventilation YES NO NO NOLG
train. is deleted from the LCO and moved to the Bases.

10-02 The APPLICABILITY and ACTIONS are revised to include "during YES NO: part of CTS. YES YESM movement of irradiated fuel assemblies."

10-03 The SR for the control room ventilation system is revised to NO: Plant YES NO: refer to NO: refer toLS-7 require the filtration units without electric heaters to be configuration 10-22 M. 10 22-M.tested for only 15 minutes instead of 10 hours. includes
heaters.

10 04 An ACTION statement is added to require entering 3.0.3 if two YES YES YES YESA trains of the control room (CR) ventilation filter system are
inoperable in MODES 1. 2, 3. or 4.

10 05 A new option is added to the ACTIONS by NUREG-1431 that allows YES NO: part of CTS. YES YESLS-18 the suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated
fuel versus placing the ventilation system in the recirculation
mode.

10-06 The details and description of the required actions and the YES NO: not in CTS. YES YESLG monthly SRs for train operability are moved to the Bases.

10-07 The surveillance that verifies control room tenperature once YES: moved to NO: not in CTS. YES: moved to YES: moved toLG per 12 hours is moved to a licensee-controlled document. ECG. USAR. FSAR.
.

10-08 The description of the ventilation filter specific testing YES YES YES YESA requirements are moved to the VFTP, as defined in the
Administrative Controls of the ITS. or deleted as being
duplicated in the applicable RGs or Standards. A SR is added
that requires [CR ventilation and primary plant ventilation
systeen] filter testing in accordance with the VFTP.

,

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.7
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION
DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

10-09 The action for an OPERABLE ventilation train not being capable NO. Refer to NO: not in C15. YES YESLS-27 of being supplied from an emergency power source is deleted. change 10-16-LG.

10-10 The SR is revi'ed to allow credit for an actual actuation and YES YES YES YES11t-1 moves signal specifics to the Bases.

10-11 Frequency of the surveillance requiring verification of the YES YES YES YESLS-19 control room ventilation system capability to maintain a
positive pressure in the CR is relaxed to 18 months on a STB.

10-12 Deletes the STB for the 31 day testing. NO: CTS NO: not in CTS. YES YESLS-32 surveillance is ,

not STB.

10-13 The DCPP specific footnotes indicating the control room YES NO NO NOLG ventilation system is connon to both units and that the system
may be considered OPERABLE with no chlorine monitors if no bulk
chlorine gas is stored within the SITE BOUNDRY. are moved to
the Bases.

10-14 The statement that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable is deleted based NO: TS 3.0.4 NO: TS 3.0.4 YES YESA upon the new ITS definition of LCO 3.0.4 which does not apply exemption is not exemption is not
in MODES 5 and 6. in CTS. in CTS.

10-15 The ventilation system flow rates would be moved to licensee NO NO YES: to USAR YES: to FSARLG controlled documents. These flow rates are established in
conjunction with flow balancing of the ventilation systems.

10-16 The DCPP specific requirement to have an available emergency YES NO NO NOLG power source for the control room ventilation system is moved
- to the Bases. This change is consistent with the Bases of

NUREG-1431 for ventilation systems required during fuel
movement.

10-17 The SR to measure ventilation system flow rate is not YES YES YES YESA identified as a separate SR in the ITS because it is verfied
during the other in-place filter tests (see ITS 5.5.11).

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.7
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUM3ER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON C0HANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAldAY

10-18 The CPSES specific action shutdown requirement is revised from NO YES NO NOLS-36 MODE 3 in the next 6 hours and MODE 5 in the following 30 hours
to enter LCO 3.0.3. This effectively adds up to one hour to
the completion time.

10-19 Clarifies that for CPSES, the " pressurization" mode is called NO YES NO NOA the " emergency recirculation" mode.

10-20 This change establishes appropriate Required Actions and YES YES YES YESLS-39 Coepletion Times for ventilation system pressure envelope
degradation.

10-21 The action to insnediately suspend positive reactivity changes YES NO: not in CTS. YES YESLS 38 when both trains of control room ventilation are inoperable in
MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
is deleted.

10-22 A requirement to operate the filtration system fans for at NO: the CTS NO: refer to YES YESH least 15 minutes would be added consistent with NUREG-1431. require 10 10-03 LS-7.
hours.

10-23 The "within 31 days after removal" requirement for completion YES YES YES NO: maintainingLS-13 of laboratory analyses is deleted. This requirement is not
CTS.

contained in the ITS nor is it contained in the RG 1.52 cr the
applicable ANSI standards.

10-24 The 30*C temperature specified for laboratory testing of filter YES YES NO: part of NO: part ofA carbon samples is added.[ ]
CTS. CTS.

11-01 A new specification for CR heat removal is added to ensure that NO: not part of NO: part of CTS. YES YESM the CR equipment functions following a DBA. CTS.

11-02 Extends the A0T for an inoperable CR A/C unit from 7 to 30 NO: Refer to NO: part of YES YESLS-28 days. 11-01-H. CTS.

Y

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3/4.7 S/158 7
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TEC1411 CAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NLNBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAblAY

12 01 The frequency of the surveillance for verification of the ESF NO: CTS does not YES YES YES
LS-29 Filtration train capability to maintain a negative pressure require the

relative to atmospheric pressure is revised from 18 months to surveillance.
18 months on a S1B.

12 02 A new ACTION is added to cover the condition when both NO: addressed by NO: addressed by YES YES
H Emergency Exhaust System trains are inoperable in MODES 1. 2. ITS LCO 3.0.3. ITS LCO 3.0.3.

3. or 4.

12 03 NOT USED NA NA NA NA

12-04 The surveillance requirement is revised to allow credit for an YES YES YES YES
TR-1 actual actuation and moves signal specifics to the Bases.

12-05 Deletes the STB for the 31 day testing. NO. STB not YES NO: refer to YES
LS 32 part of CTS. 3/4.9 SRs.

12 06 The details and description of the SR for train operability are YES YES NO: not in CTS. NO: not in CTS.
LG moved to the Bases.

12 07 A new CPSES specific surveillance is added to verify that non- NO YES NO NO
M safety related fans stop upon initiation of an actual or

simulated signal.

12-08 A new Callaway specific surveillance is added to verify the NO NO NO YES
M capability of the emergency exhaust system (EES) to maintain a

negative pressure. A note is added to the APPLICABILITY of the
EES TS to clarify when both EES functions are required to be
OPERABLE.

12-09 The Callaway specific surveillance is revised to specify the NO NO NO YES
A ventilation system line-up that is required for performance of

the negative pressure test.

12-10 The DCPP specific CTS ABVS LCO is extended to the supply fans. YES NO NO NO
M

:
CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.7 5/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.7 1S*/16

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON CCMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

13-01 The DCPP specific note stating that the UHS is common to both YES NO NO NO
LG units is moved to the Bases.

13 02 The Callaway specific descriptive material is moved to the NO NO NO YES
LG Bases.

13-03 The CPSES specific LCO for sediment depth and the surveillances NO YES: relocated NO NO
R for SSI Das inspections and sediment depth are relocated to a to the TRM.

licensee-controlled document.

13 04 This Wolf Creek specific change moves the description of the NO NO YES: moved to NO
LG required das height and the requirement for the related the USAR.

surveillance to a licensee controlled document.

13-05 The CPSES specific ACTION associated with the restoration of NO. YES NO NO
LS-30 SSI level is revised to allow 7 days for completion of the

required action. ,

13-06 This Callaway specific change moves the 18 month visual NO NO NO YES: moved to
LG inspection of the cooling tower fill material to a licensee the FSAR.

controlled document.

13-07 This Callaway specific change moves the 31 day UHS riprap NO NO NO YES: moved to
LG inspection to a licensee-controlled document. the FSAR.

13-08 This DCPP specific change extends the LCO APPLICABILITY to MODE YES NO NO NO
M 4 and revises ACTIONS accordingly.

13-09 The DCPP specific exemption to 3.0.4 is deleted. Placing the YES NO NO NO
A second CCW heat exchanger in service per the ACTION allows

operation to continue indefinitely. thus per NUREG-1431 LCO
3.0.4 is not applicable.

14-01 The CPSES specific Steam Generator Pressure / Temperature NO YES: relocated NO NO
R Limitation TS is relocated t a licensee-controlled document. to the TRM.

15 01 The CPSES specific Flood Protection TS is relocated to a NO YES: relocated NO NO
R licensee-controlled document. to the TRM.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.7 $!!587
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.7 16*/16

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE
APPLICABILITY

N!N ER DESCRIPTION
DIABLO CANYON CCMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

16-01 The CPSES specific Snubbers TS is relocated to a licensee.i

NO YES: relocated NO NOR controlled document.
to the TRM.

17 01 The CPSES specific Area Temperature Monitoring TS is relocated h0 YES: relocated NO NOR to a licensee-controlled document.
to the TRM.

18-01 A clarifying CPSES specific note is added concerning isolation NO YES NO NOA of the Safety Chilled Water flow to individual components to
mimic the CCW TS which is similar to this TS.

18-02 The CPSES specific surveillance for the electrical switch gear NO YES: moved to NO NOLG area emergency fan coil units is moved to a licensee-controlled the TRM.document.

18-03 The CPSES specific SR is revised to allow credit for an actual NO YES NO NOTR-1 actuation and moves signal specifics to the Bases.

19-01 The CPSES specific Main Feedwater Pressure /Temperat::re limit TS NO YES: relocated NO NOR is relocated to a licensee-controlled document. to the TRM.
20 01 Mo*;es what constitutes an operable CPSES specific UPS train to NO YES 30 NOLG the Bases.

20-02 The CPSES specific UPS activation surveillance is revised to NO YES NO NOTR-1 allow credit for an actual actuation and moves signal specifics -

to the Bases.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.7
S/15/97
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I. N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION
7

- y'

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90 this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision
includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are
provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume
of changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no
significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may
contain chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped
into a category have also been developed. Typically. less restrictive technical
changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain
" change-specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or

,r's administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of
C) the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which

provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC.
For enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 6B. text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the
information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing
Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have |

plant specific information in that location.

.

\

i
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs con' tained within this TS I

chapter. The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the ;

applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers. I

Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2, A1, A2,' etc).

Administrative

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative)
'

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the
. movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content,
simply reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no
longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes
nontechnical changes made to ccnform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard

'
Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been
marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a

idiscussion of change or NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for
a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies. |

This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative
change that is not obvious and requires an explanation.

Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria
are annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC
for a description and evaluation of the change.,

Movina information out of Technical Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of.the TS while the underlying
.

'

.

OO
CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 4 S/15/97
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II, DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS
,,,

GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CON'sIDERATIONS
(continued)

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LCO but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG-1431 format and
content.

Technical chance. more restrictive

Reference symbol "H" (Hore restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to
conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

C(N
Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less
restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in
this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less
restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A)
for this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Itchnical chanae. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS*' (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or
less restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

Technical chance. recurrina - less restrictive

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2, 3...." (technical recurring)

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications.

(3
N)

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 5 5/15/97



III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"A"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide
and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended
to make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.
Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between
specifications. During this reformatting and rewording process, no technical
changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were
identified and justified.

This proposed TS chinge has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

O licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideratfon. if operatton of the fac111ty in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?,

|

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current |
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no l

technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this

O
!

QSES No Sign!ficant fla:ards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 6 S/]S/97
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- . III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

-

.A"
(continued)

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or asstmed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore,
this change does.not involve a significant increase in the probability or -
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. - Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any' accident previously evaluated?

~

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
requirements. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previo' sly evaluated.- u

d'

' 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

'
The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. This change is administrative
in nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

: O
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

,

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

4

i

i
.

..
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III, GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
(3
x,;

,, R *'

10 CFR 50,92 EVALUATION

FOR

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

This proposed-TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these .

requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and
safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11)4

have been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation.
addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of
objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating
restrictions should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, anj indicate in
/3 the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of theD reactor coolant pressure boundary: I

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier:

,

!

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity ii a fission barrier; and

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience er !
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to

i
public health and safety.

|
. . !

This proposed. change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not i
.

meet the criteria listed above. .The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B)
|

specifies the proposed location of. these relocated requirements. ,)
).

l

.(
,V {4

l
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III. ; GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
p .

Q ,, R ''
'

f(continued)
.

!

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to ;

documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that
changes to these relocated requiremnts will be limited to those that do not involve

.

an unreviewed safety question. Oth e requirements will be relocated to other |
licensee documents which have similar rsgulatory controls (e.g., the Quality t

Assurance Plan, as described in the FSAR. which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The ,

remainder of the requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to
programs that are controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved
TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these >

requirements. The TS change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi- ;

disciplinary group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel, including onsite ;

operations personnel.

Compliance with the relocated requirements wili rut be affected by th' gr.: posed
change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic wrveillances
will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained. i

Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system
operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

This proposed TS chan.; has been evaluated and it has been determined that it 1

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed
in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

'The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility '

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hLzards consideration. if cperation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendrnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or |

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accirlent from any
accident previously evaluated; or

.

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

' The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
i

hazards consideration standards- !

O '

I
TPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 9 5/15/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

o)-( ,,g . ;

,

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

r

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures, ;

systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion
in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to !
mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability

|
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10 -

CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
;which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls -

section of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a :

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident !
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no i

new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in ,

( controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different ;
requirements and adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus,

!this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of i

accident from any accident previously evaluated.
H

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

r'The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
|impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the relocated

"equirements and surveillances for the affected structure. system, component
or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance
procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other

i

regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to which the
requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section of the
improved TS, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of

i
safety. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a.

margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
i

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
r

g NSHC "R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
- g significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a

|no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
i
I

|
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"LG"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

MOVING INFORMATION FROM. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),
actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the

t

proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee
co.ntrolled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regu'atory requirements, since its inclusion in the
improved TS is not necessary te ad3quately protect the health and safety of the
public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be
maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently
exist on the documents where the information is being moved.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

( '

*
"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideratton, if operation af the fac11ity in accordance {
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
acc1 dent prevtous1y evaluated; or

|
2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

;

1

O
(
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS-

"LG"
(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, other.
licensee controlled documents. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls.

Since any changes to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident frcm any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
p new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
v controlling p6rameters . The proposed change will not impose any different

requirements and adequate control of the information will be maintained.
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the requirements
to be transposed from the TS to the Bases, FSAR. or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases. FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will
be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

CPSES No Significant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 12 5H5/97
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III. GENFRIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDD'ATIONS

g.

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications

;are being imposed to be consistent with the improved Standard Technical
Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and
remove ambiguities from the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Conmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibilit' Jf a new or different kind of accident from any,

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

IO
h

fPSES No Significant fla:ards Considerations - CTS 3d. 7 13 5/1587
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS,

"H"
(continued)

.

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS. i
The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has

'

been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to
ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained ;

; consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or

t
'

: consequences of an accident previously evaluated. !

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
i

accident from any accident previously evaluated?
;

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no -

new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in !
controlling parameters . The proposed change does impose different ;

requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in>

the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create, '
"

the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
'

t

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requir a tts,

'
t

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

d) Providing additional actions,

j e) Decreasing restoration times,

f) Imposing new surveillances, or.

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.
.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore. .
'

this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

O

?PSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 H
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III. -GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS' CONSIDERATIONS
.

g- !
'

(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it.is concluded that the activities associated with ;

NSHC "H" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no i
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a '

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
:

;

L

i

.

!

;

i

O :

i

,

j

l

.

'

O
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'IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS '

;

O NSHC LS-1

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION !
FOR :

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE i

REQUIREHENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A note is added to allow separate condition entry and completion times for each
.

inoperable main steam safety valve (MSSV). In the event of an inoperable MSSV,- the :

current Technical Specifications (CTS) require that any MSSVs discovered to be
inoperable, be returned to an operable condition or that the power range neutron
flux high monitor trip setpoint be appropriately reduced within the four hours -

provided. The most probable cause for an inoperable MSSV is the failure to meet the '

surveillance required as-found lift pressure. The intent of the four hours is to !
allow time to reset the' valve lift point to within required tolerances or reduce ;
power and the power range flux high trip setpoints. The NUREG 1431 action

,

statement and the CTS inferred action for the required power reduction is based on '

an inoperable MSSV per steam generator.
i

The CTS requires that all MSSVs discovered to be inoperable be returned to an
OPERABLE status within the four hours provided for the first inoperable valve. For
example, if a second inoperable MSSV were discovered three hours into the action
statement of the first inoperable HSSV, both MSSVs would have to be returned to

.

OPERABLE within the following one hour or the plant power level would have to be
reduced in accordance with CTS. The addition of the note allowing separate entry !
for each inoperable MSSV provides the full four hours for each inoperable MSSV. !

This is acceptable based upon the assumptions used to analyze the plant with
inoperable MSSVs (highest flow HSSV fails to open and the other three MSSVs with :

similar lift points on the other SGs also fail).

The accident scenarios of concern involve a loss of load (LOL) or turbine trip
,

without a direct, or with a delayed, reactor trip. However, although it is not !

credited in the accident analysis (because the analysis was meant to evaluate a LOL
as well as a turbine trip), the reactor protection system will cause a reactor trip
on a turbine trip. This action would avoid excessive heat input into the secondary
side and provide further protection to prevent over pressurization.

The lift pressures of the MSSVs were selected assuming that the atmospheric
[ relief) valve on each steam line conservatively did not function in the licensing
basis analyses. However, the atmospheric [ relief] valves themselves are safety
grade and are expected to function to provide over pressure control, [even though
the automatic pressure control portion of the control circuitry is not safety
grade . However, the control circuitry for manual operation is safety grade:
thus, manual operation of the atmospheric [ relief] valves would be able to relieve
pressure in the long term.] The non safety grade condenser steam dump valves would
also be expected to provide over pressure control in the event of a turbine trip.

' With a loss' of offsite power, the condenser steam dumps will not function due to the
loss of condenser vacuum.

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3H. 7 16 5/15/97 |
|



IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 1 (Continued)

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed emendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

O
1. Do the proposed changes involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes or changes to
operating methodologies. This revision does not affect an accident initiator
of any analyzed accident. This change is bounded by the analysis performed
for an inoperable MSSV on each steam generator which assumed that all of the
valves at the lowest lift point fail to open. Thus, the multiple
conditional entry for one inoperable valve on each SG is enveloped. The
allowed outage time also recognizes the low probability of an event that would
require the MSSVs to function and recognizes the availability of the other
operable MSSVs. the atmospheric [ relief] valves, the reactor trip from
turbine trip and the availability of the condenser steam dumps for transient
pressure mitigation.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

'

2) Does the proposed change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system
O or change the method by which any safety related system performs its function.
U The existing analysis for inoperable MSSVs envelopes the multiple entries

since it assumes that one MSSV on each SG is inoperable. The allowed multiple
condition entry for inoperable valves on the same steam generator is

CPSES No Significant fla:arth Cemsideratione - CTS 3N.7 17 S/1S/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I

'

NSHC LS-1 (Continued)

'

predicated on the low probability of an event that would require the MSSVs to
'

.;

function and recognizes the availability of the other operable MSSVs. the
atmospheric [ relief] valve (s), the reactor trip from turbine trip and the i

availability of the condenser steam dumps for. transient pressure mitigation.

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
,

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
,

3) Does the proposed change involve a significant reduction in a margin of .;

safety?

The proposed change does not change any accident analysis assumptions, initial
.'conditions or results. Consequently, it does not have an effect on a margin

of safety. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant i
reduction in a margin of safety.

,

;

'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

'

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

Os significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration' finding is justified.

,

i

f

. s

i

b.Q
i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

;

(O NSHC LS 2
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR '

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
'

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The current Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation requires that
each MSSV "as found" setpoint be within ilt of the nominal lift pressure. The MSSVs
are tested in accordance with the CPSES Inservice Testing (IST) program. If the
HSSV is found to be outside of ilt of the nominal lift pressure, the lift setting is
adjusted (i.e., "as left") to within ilt. The non conforming as found condition is
documented in a License Event Report (LER). The proposed change revises the
requirement for the as found condition to be within 3% of the lift pressure but
retains the it as left condition. The net result of this change is the elimination
of the requirement to issue an LER when HSSVs are found to be outside the ilt ,

tolerance but are within a 13% tolerance.

The accident analyses are most affected by MSSV lift pressures greater than the
nominal values. Irareased HSSV lift pressures affect the accident analyses through
a higher steam generator pressure. The higher steam generator pressure increases

,

the RCS temperatures and reduce the amount of deliverable auxiliary feedwater. In !

general, MSSV lift pressures below the nominal value allow more heat removal from ,

the RCS, which is beneficial to the relevant event acceptance criteria. In the
accident analyses which support the operation of CPSES, the Main Steam Safety Valves
(HSSVs) are assumed to instantaneously open at 103% of their nominal design opening
pressures. The 103% value has traditionally been allocated as allowance for
accumulation effects. As required by ASME Section III Article NC 7000, safety
valves shall be adjusted to attain lift for the stamped capacity at a pressure not
greater than 3% above their set pressures. When the safety valves are fully open,
they are capable of meeting their required capacities.

As described in the EPRI Safety Valve Test program reports [EPRI NP 2770 LD, Volumes ,

1 and 6 and NP 4306 SR], self actuated spring loaded safety valves of different
vendors (Crosby and Dresser) typically " flutter" as the valve inlet pressures reach
the nominal set pressures of the safety valves, and then " pop" fully open. As the
pressure at the valve inlet reaches the set pressure of the valve, the valve disc
begins to lift off of its seat, and then oscillates in an intermediate position
before popping fully open. This oscillatory behavior is called " fluttering". Of
more importance is the " pop full open" characteristic which the EPRI Test Program. ;

found to be typical of Crosby and Dresser safety valves. The duration of the pop
was found to be on the order of 10 ms.

During the performance of setpoint surveillance testing of the MSSVs, this same
" pop" is used to determine the as found set pressure of the MSSVs. Because the pop
pressure is used, this surveillance test measures the pressure at which the valve is
fully open rather than the pressure at which the valve starts to open. Testing with
this surveillance method 'ncludes the tolerance in the valve set pressure and anys

;

accumulation effects: thus, additional allowances for the set pressure tolerance

TPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 19 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
1 ,

,

NSHC LS 2 (Continued)

O and for accumulation effects are not required. Because the surveillance method used ,

at CPSES provides direct confirmation that the assumptions of the accident analyses
are satisfied, it is not necessary to reserve the 3t allowance in the accident
analyses strictly for accumulation effects. Given the definition of set pressure
used in the surveillance method, it is appropriate to apply the 3% allowance as an
as found tolerance to the nominal set pressure: 1.e., if the as found pop pressure

i is within 13% of the nominal set pressure, the assumptions of the accident analyses
are satisfied. The Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO)
is selected to ensure that the assumptions of the accident analyses are maintained.
Because the increase of the allowable lift pressure tolerance to i3% has no adverse
effect on the conclusions of the accident analyses, it is permissible to change the
Technical Specifications to reflect the higher as found set pressure tolerance.

The lift pressure setpoint tolerance is modified by a note which requires that the
*as left setpoint be within ilt of the nominal lift pressure. The more restrictive

as left tolerance provides an allowance for potential setpoint pressure drift during;

the allowed surveillance intervals.
,

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted'

below:
,

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance :

|with the proposed bmendrnent would not:
|
1

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident prevfously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
. hazards consideration standards:

1. Do the proposed changes involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The HSSVs are provided to mitigate the consequences of an accident, and can
impact the course of an event only by failing to open when required, failing ,

to close after opening, or by failing open. Changes to the HSSV lift set |(g pressure only effect the ability of the valve to open when required. The i
pressure at which the HSSV is required to open is determined by the as-left !

|

: CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 20 5/15/97 i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS .

!

NSHC 1.S 2 (Continued)

set pressure. The as found lift set pressure is used only to verify that the'
drift in the set pressure since the last set point adjustment is within the '

bounds of the accident analyses. Because the MSSV as left lift set pressure
and set pressure tolerance are unchanged and the revised as found lift
pressure tolerance is entirely consistent with the assumptions of the accident
analyses, the change in the MSSV lift pressure tolerance has no adverse effect

;

on the probability of an accident or on the consequences of an accident ;
previously evaluated.

2. Does the proposed change create the possibility of a new or different kind of !
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change to the lift pressure tolerance of the MSSVs is entirely
within-the current assumptions of the accident analyses. It is concluded that
the proposed changes would not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any acciderd previously evaluated.

E

3. Does the proposed change involve a significant reduction in a margin of ;
safety?

i

!

The proposed changes do not affect the failure values for any system. Through
the accident analyses, all relevant event acceptance criteria have been shown i

y to be satisfied; therefore, there is no impact on an event acceptance ;

criteria. Therefore, because neither the failure values nor the acceptance :

criteria are affected, the proposed change has no effect on a margin of
safety. '

140 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION :

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
;

NSHC "LS 2" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no :
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a

;no significant hazards consideration finding is justi'ied.
)
l

I

i

.

|

.

O
d

L
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
.

|~]( NSHC LS 3
\

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR '

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

'

The CTS allow continued operation with inoperable MSSVs if the power range neutron
flux high reactor trip setpoints are reduced. The amount of reduction in the trip
setpoint is dependent on the total number of inoperable MSSV: per SGand is intended
to compensate for the lost relief capacity (heat removal capability and thus
overpressure protection) should a transient requiring their operation occur. In the
proposed specification, the CTS requirement to reduce the power range high neutron
flux reactor trip setpoint is retained; however, the time to complete resetting the
trip setpoints would be changed from four to 72 hours.

The CTS require that, if the MSSV cannot be restored to an OPERABLE status within I

four hours, the power range high neutron flux reactor trip setpoints must be reset
in the same 4 hour period. NUREG 1431 requires that the reactor power be reduced in

;

four hours if the HSSV cannot be returned to an OPERABLE status; however, NUREG 1431
would not require resetting the power range r.eutron flux high setpoints. The
Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) has proposed changes to NUREG 1431 (traveler W0G 83,
as revised through draft Rev.1) that: 1) propose that the completion time for
resetting the power range neutron flux high trip setpoint to compensate for ah positive HTC or a control rod withdrawal event at partial reactor power to be 72
hours, 2) specifies that power level reductions be per the Westinghouse Nuclear
Safety Advisory Letter, NSAL 94 01 and 3) deletes the Maximum Allowable * RTP for S

,

'

HSSVs OPERABLE. However, pending approval of draft Rev.1 of WOG 83, the changes
proposed in the traveler have been modified to retain the current TS requirement to
reset the power range neutron flux high trip setpoints based on the number of HSSVs
inoperable to a maximum allowable power determined in accordance with calculations
or analysis to account for Westinghouse NSAL 94 001. The allowed Completion Time to
reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux trip setpoints is reasonable based on operating
experience to accomplish the required ACTIONS in an orderly manner. The power
levels specified per NSAL 94-001 are based on a conservative algorithm developed by
Westinghouse to bound the required relief capacity.

The above changes are consistent with NUREG 1431 as revised by WOG 83 and NSAL-94-
001.

:

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it.

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1010 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in '

(,) 50.91, that a proposed amendvent to an operating license for a facility
'U licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

r

significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amenabent would not:

: CPSESNo Significant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3M.7 22
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

Ip NSHC LS 3
iV (continued)

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an -

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any ' '

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

t
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant '

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

.

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes or changes to operating
methodologies. This revision does not affect an accident initiator of any analyzed,

accident. The proposed change is based on recognition that 1) Reactor power must ba "

. limited to compensate for lost pressure relief (heat removal capability) 'with |'

inoperable MSSVs, and 2) that there is a need to prevent a reactor power increase
via a reduced power range neutron flux high trip setting, for transients that would
cause added heat transfer to the secondary system. The proposed change also allows ;

i

for an appropriate amount of time to 1) restore the MSSV to OPERABLE or reduce''
power and 2) reduce the power range neutron flux high ' reactor trip setpoints. The
probability of an accident occurring and requiring MSSV operation during the 72 hour
Completion Time would be very small. The time extension allows the reactor trip
setpoint reduction to be performed in a more deliberate manner, thereby reducing the
potential for inadvertent reactor trips introduced during the setpoint reduction.
However, because the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed change, the
consequences of the accident analyses are not affected by this change.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. -

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not require physical alteration to any plant system or
change the method by which any safety related system performs its function. No
changes in plant operation result from the changes, and no new event initiators are

'

introduced. 3

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. ,

'

p
O i

!
.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-3,,

( ) (continued)
v

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not change any accident analysis assumptions. initial
conditions or results. The required reduction in power level and the required
reduction in power range neutron flux high reactor trip setpoints both restore the
assumed margin of safety. The extension of time to reset the reactor trip setpoints
does not have a significant effect on margins of safety because the likelihood of
the initial conditions and the occurrence of the sequence of events that would be
required to challenge the HSSVs during the time period is very small. In addition,
the Completion Time for reducing reactor power remains unchanged. Furthermore, the
accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are consistent
with the TS LCOs. The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is
no change in the accident analyses and al relevant event acceptance criteria remain
valid. Consequently, this change does not have a significant effect on a margin
of safety.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin i
of safety. l

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
1

fq Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated withC ,/ NSHC "LS 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|

|
|

|

l

1
1

i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ;

.NSHC LS 6
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ,

FORs

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ,

'

The surveillance interval for the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Pump performance test is
revised from a frequency of 92 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS to the frequency
specified by the Inservice Test Program (IST). This change will result in all
Technical Specification (TS) pump performance surveillance te'sts referencing the IST
program for frequency and. test requirements. This change will eliminat: any
potential ambiguity associated with AFW pump testing, as a result of ASME changes,
and results in consistent presentation of pump testing throughout the TS. The
inservice tests confirm component operability, trend performance and detect
incipient failures by indicating abnormal performance. This change is classified as

,

a relaxation since the frequency is no longer specified in the TS . The pump
testing frequency will now be controlled by the IST program which may be changed
within the limits of the ASME code without prior NRC written approval per Generic
Letter 89 04, Supplement 1. This change has been proposed as a change to NUREG-

,

i
,

1431 via TSTF 101,'

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50,21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

,

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

1
2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

accident previously evaluated; or.

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."'

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not alter the plant unit configuration or operation
or the function of any safety system. Consequently, the changes do not

,

( increase the probability of an accident as defined in the FSAR Update.

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3M.7 25 S/lS/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-6 (Continued),-

'
' Revising the testing frequency or the reference for the testing frequency for

an accident mitigating system consistent with NRC guidance does not effect the
analyzed accident, its probability or its consequences.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system
or change the method by which any safety related system is tested or performs
its function.

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not alter the basic regulatory requirements or change
any accident analysis assumptions, initial conditions or results.
Consequently, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in

p margin of safety.
U/

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 6" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

n
f 3

LJ
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-7

(] 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
" FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IHPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE -

REQUIREHENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The surveillance requirement for control room (CR) ventilation system is revised to
require the filtration units without electric heaters to be tested for only 15
minutes instead of 10 hours. Although this is a less restrictive requirement (the
existing surveillance requires the' entire train to be run for 10 hours), the
difference is essentially administrative. The filtration units without heaters need
only be operated for 2 15 minutes to demonstrate the function of the system and
results in less wear. The frequency of the surveillance is not changed.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Commisston may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50,22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3, Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.''

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

;.

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

,m NSHC LS 7 (Continued)i \

~),

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes or changes to
operating methodologies. This revision does not affect an accident initiator
of any analyzed accident. The revision recognizes that the frequency of this
surveillance will not affect the probability or consequences of any accident.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system
or change the method by which any safety related system performs its function.

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

f} The proposed change does not change any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions or results. Consequently, it does not have an effect on a margin-

of safety.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICA4T HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 7" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.~
<
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

NSHC LS 8
( ) 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION'"

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IHPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The current Technical Specifications (CTS) require that the gross radioactivity of
the secondary system coolant be determined every 72 hours. This surveillance is
basically only an indicator of the potential offsite whole body dose. Since the
radiciodines and the resulting thyroid dose are limiting, not noble gases and whole
body dose. NUREG 1431 has deleted the 72 hour gross radioactivity surveillance
requirement. Since the limits on primary to secondary leakage and Dose Equivalent
I 131 assure that the dose analyses in the FSAR remain valid, the revised
surveillance is more appropriate. NUREG 1431 also requires that the surveillance
for verification of I 131 activity be performed every 31 days on an unconditional
basis, which is more restrictive that the CTS.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Cmmisston may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facilityO(D licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes or changes to
operating methodologies. This revision does not affect an accident initiater
of any analyzed accident. This change only deletes gross radioactivity
sampling where results are bounded by the primary to secondary leakage and
Dose Equivalent I 131 limits. The consequences of secondary system releases I

(G) whole body exposures received for the noble gases. In addition, the
are limited by radioiodines and their resultant thyroid exposures, not the/

surveillance frequency for verification of I 131 activity has
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-8 (Continued)

been increased to 31 days unconditionally, which is more restrictive than the
CTS. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase -
in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system
or change the method by which any safety related system performs its function.
The change only deletes a surveillance function utilized for trending.

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not change any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions or results. Consequently, it does not have an effect on margins of
safety.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 8" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

J

l
'

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS l

NSHC LS-9 )

(9 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION i
As' FOR I

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The current Technical Specifications (CTS) require that if one main steam isolation j
valve (HSIV) is inoperable in H0 DES 2 or 3, operation may continue if that valve is !

maintained closed. The CTS do not recognize additional MSIVs being closed as
meeting the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO). Thus, if multiple HSIVs are
closed, the unit is required to enter the Action Statement.

NUREG-1431 recognizes that if all HSIVs are closed [and de activated] and verified
closed, their safety function is being fulfilled and there is no need to enter the
Action Statement. If the valves cannot be closed, then NUREG-1431 requires that the
unit be taken to MODE 4 in 12 hours, which is consistent with the CTS ACTION for one
HSIV that cannot be closed. Going to MODE 4 places the unit in a condition such
that the LCO is no longer applicable.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

(D "The Cornnission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
'v' 50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility \

'licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance ;

with the proposed amendment would not
*

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
acc1 dent previously evaluated; or

3, Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

O
_

|

|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 9 (Continued) :

r^N
V The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant j

hazards consideration standards:
.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? ,

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes or changes to
operating methodologies. This revision does not affect an accident initiator
of any analyzed accident. This change recognizes that since the HSIVs are
closed they are performing their intended function, Consequently, there is no ;

need to place the plant in a MODE where the LCO is not applicable.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the ,

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system
or change the method by which any safety related system performs its function.
The HSIVs would be in their accident mitigating position, thus fulfilling
their required function.

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or'

" different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not change any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions or results. Consequently, it does not have an effect on margins of
safety,

Therefore. the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
*LS 9' resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no,

significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

/ -

>i
i. ,

m
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS- j

NSHC LS 10
- 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
v FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS MITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

i

.The completion time for restoring an inoperable main'feedwater isolation valve to .

OPERABLE status, to isolate the flow path, or to close the affected valve is changed
i

from 4 to 8 hours, consistent with NUREG 1431. Eight hours is reasonable based on
'

the normal availability of the main feedwater control and bypass valves to perform
the feedwater isolation function and the fact that the steam generators function as
the primary containment isolation barrier. In addition, feedwater isolation signals
also trip the main feedwater pumps. Providing the additional time will allow the
operator to verify the availability of these alternate isolation valves and
barriers and potentially avoid unnecessary plant transients.

-This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it ,

1involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted ,

below:

"The Comrnission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility

( licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no '

significant hazards con,ideration, if operation of the facility in accordance ,

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
,

accident previously evaluated; or '

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes or changes to :
operating methodologies. This revision does not affect an accident initiator -

of any analyzed accident. The proposed change only recognizes the fact that I

with a main feedwater isolation valve inoperable, means are still available to i

perform its safety functions. '

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

;

i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 10 (Continued),

- 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident'

from any accident previously evaluated? -

; The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant l

: (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in l
parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will still l
ensure the containment boundary is maintained. Thus, this change does not |,

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
)
!The proposed change does not change any accident analysis assumptions, initial

conditions or results. Consequently. it does not have an effect on a margin
of safety.*

' Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.,

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION I

|
Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with ;

NSHC "LS 10" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no lpd significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

-

i
;

j

!

l
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IV. SPECIFIC.N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

.NSHC LS 12
A 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

'

C FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE !

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS |

The current Technical Specifications (CTS) Actions require that with one main steam
isolation valve (HSIV) inoperable and open in MODE 1, OPERABILITY be restored within-
[eight] hours. Also, the CTS Actions require that, with one HSIV inoperable in H0 DES
2 and 3, subsequent operation in H00E 2 or H0DE 3 may proceed provided the HSIV is

.

closed and maintained closed. Failure to meet these conditions would require placing
the plant in at least H0T STANDBY within the next six hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within
the following six hours. The changes to the CTS to be evaluated are:

,

1) The A0T for a single HSIV inoperable would be extended from [8] hours to 72
hours both in H00E 1. The A0T specified in NUREG 1431 was 8 hours. Industry
traveler WOG 64 proposes to revise this to 72 hours. According to the BASES of

,

NUREG 1431, the A0T of 8 hours is justified because of the low probability of an
| accident occurring during this time period that would require HSIV closure and

because the HSIVs are isolation valves in a closed system (the SG and connected
systems) that provide a passive barrier for containment isolation.

,

Extending the A0T from [8] to 72 hours would not alter the argument that the"

j probability of an accident requiring MSIV closure occurring during a 72 hour !

period would remain very low. The HSIVs close to mitigate postulated design l

basis main steam and main feedwater line breaks and SG tube rupture events. |
,

These are Condition IV events (" Limiting Faults") and have an expected frequency
.

of less than one occurrence in a hundred years. i

WOG 64 applies the logic used in another industry traveler (TSTF 30) to extend, ;

to the HSIVS, the A0T of containment isolation valves in closed systems from 8
to 72 hours. The HSIVs are in a system that is effectively an extension of '

containment. The SG systems inside containment are designed to similar ASME ,

standards and have system design pressures many times greater than the !

containment design pressure. Thus, the SG and connected systems provide an
effective barrier similar to that evaluated in TSTF 30.

In addition, the revised A0T would provide a more reasonable time to diagnose
problems associated with an inoperable HSIV and mobilize corrective actions,
obtain administrative clearances, complete the maintenance, restore the valve to
an operable condition, and, where appropriate, perform a post maintenance
verification. The additional time reduces the probability of unnecessary unit!

-

transients and unit shutdowns, thus improving unit safety and increasing unit
availability. The proposed changes to increase the HSIV A0Ts are consistent with
the recommendations from NUREG 1024 " Technical Specifications Enhancing the

,

Safety Impact." NUREG 1024 states in part.

Allowable outage times that are too short will subject the unit to
Q unnecessary trips. transients and fatigue cycling. Outage times that are
G too short also may result in less thorough repair and post repair testing

before equipment is returned to service.

CPSliS No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 35 S/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HA7.ARDS CONSIDERATIONS

/3 NSHC LS-12

C (continued)

2) The MODE 2 and 3 requirements for a single HSIV inoperable would be revised to
extend the time to close the valve to 72 hours. No A0T was enumerated in CTS:
the implication was that the valve would be closed immediately. The A0T
specified in NUREG 1431 was 8 hours. Industry traveler WOG 64 proposes to
revise this to 72 hours. The justification for this proposed change is the
same as provided above for one HSIV inoperable in H0DE 1, i.e., the low
probability of an event requiring MSIV closure and the effective barrier
provided by the SG systems inside containment.

3) Upon failure to meet the requirements for H0DE 1, the plant would be required
to shutdown to H0DE 2 within 6 hours rather than H0DE 3 within 6 hours and MODE
4 within 12 hours. This chanc- is in accordance with NUREG 1431. The CTS
requirement to take the unit u h0T SHUTDOWN if the valve cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status is overly restrictive. Once the transition to MODE 2 occurs,
the ACTIONS of MODE 2 should apply; the CTS allow continued operation in H0 DES 2
and 3 with one HSIV inoperable and closed. The safety function of the HSIVs is
to close when required. Therefore, a closed HSIV is performing its safety
function even if it is not operable. However, an MSIV cannot be closed with the
unit operating in MODE 1 without initiating a unit shutdown. To provide the
option to close the HSIV, the unit must be in at least H00E 2. Therefore, the
proposed change would eliminate an overly restrictive shutdown requirement andgS

i 1 apply a more logical sequence to MSIV OPERABILITY requirements as a unit
shutdown progresses.

4) A new Action Statement, would be added to allow a condition of "two or more"
HSIVs inoperable in MODE 2 and 3 and to add a note to allow separate condition
entry and completion times for each inoperable HSIV. The proposed A0T to be
applied to this condition is 8 hours. These proposed changes are in accordance
with NUREG 1431. Justification for the changes is based on the Required Action
to close and maintain closed the inoperable HSIVS. NUREG 1431 recognizes that,
if the HSIV is closed, it is performing its safety function and that, if other
MSIVs become inoperable, their closure will allow them to perform their safety
function. The addition of the note allowing separate entry for each inoperable
HSIV provides the full completion time / allowed outage time for each inoperable
HSSV. This is acceptable based upon the fact that the action is to close the
valve and also on the low probability of a accident requiring the closure of the
HSIVs in MODES 2 and 3 while in the 8 hour action. Therefore, the condition
that more than one HSIV may be inoperable is offset by the shorter specified
Completion Time.

If any of the proposed Actions cannot be accomplished within the specified
Completion Times, the proposed specificatians require a unit shutdown to H00E 3
within 6 hours and to H0DE 4 within 12 heurs. This is in accordance with CTS.
In MODE 4 the LC0 is no longer applicable.

OV This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

CPSES No Significant fla:ards Considerations - CTS 3M. 7 36 S/25/97
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 12
' (continued)

0s performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Cwinission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 lb) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not.-

I. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.- or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kiad of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.- or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following ev-luation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

I

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or |
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? j

l

The proposed changes to the MSIV TS would not alter the unit configuration or i

operating methods or the function of any safety related systems. Even though i

there is a slight risk increase associated with an increase in A0T owing to the
consequcoces of a postulated accident with an inoperable HSIV, the risk is very
small and not significant. The proposed cher.ges do not increase the probability |
of an accident previously evaluated. 1

The prop sed change to require entry into MODE 2 instead of MODES 3 and 4 with
an inope Lle HSIV in MODE 1 recognizes that since the MSIVs are closed they are
performitig their intended function and there is no need to place the plant in a
MODE where the Limiting Condition for Operation is not applicable.

The proposed change allowing more than one MSIV to be inoperable in MODES 2 and
3 would have an insignificant effect on the probability or consequences of
previously evaluated accidents. These effects would tend to be compensated by
the short Completion Time to close the inoperable valves. !

'

i
'

Furthermore, the increases in Completion Time would provide an increased
opportunity to identify and correct the cause of MSIV inoperability before a
shutdown and cooldown to MODE 4 would te required. This would have the effect ,

of reducing the chances of occurrence for accidents and transients that could
'

occur because of forced MODE changes.

Therefore, the proposed changes would not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

PSES No Significant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3M. 7 37 S/158 7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

!

C' NSHC LS 12

(continued)
:
t2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident

from'any accident previously evaluated?
,

The proposed changes do not require physical alteration to any plant system or
change the method by Nhich any safety related system performs its function. The -

Required Actions ultiu3tely would place the HSIVs in their accident mitigating.

position, thus fulfilling their required function.

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

. The proposed changes do not alter the basic regulatory requirements and do not
change any accident analysis assumptions, initial conditions or results.
Consequently, the proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in
any margins of safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

p.1 Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
s _,1 "LS 12" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no'

;

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

t

.

1
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS.,

'NSHC LS 13 |

'~ s 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
'

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE*

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS :

9

To assure charcoal adsorber OPERABILITY, the SR requires that a laboratory analysis be !

performed and the results obtained within 31 days of removing the charcoal sample. The ,

sample must be sent to an offsite laboratory for this analysis. It is proposed that |.

the time requirement of "within 31 days after removal" for completion of laboratory
analyses be deleted. This requirement is intended to avoid extended plant operation .i

with degraded charcoal filters. This requirement is not contained in the ITS nor is it
~

contained in the Regulatory Guide 1.52 or the applicable ANSI standards. There is no
safety significant basis for maintaining this time limit' as a Technical Speification
requirement. Laboratory analyses are performed under contract with a laboratory on a
prompt basis. and it is not necessary to prescribe a time limit within Technical !

Specifications [for completing the analysis. Failure to complete an analysis within 31
. days has insignificant safety consequences because the results would be available
within approximately the same time period and it is very unlikely that the charcoal -

would be degraded to the extent that there would be a complete loss of a safety ,

function.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:'

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in 50.91,
that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed under 50.21
(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant hazards consideration,
if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident :,

previously evaluated; or |
,

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident \

prulously evaluated; or |
|

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." '

~

'ihe following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant :

. hazards consideration standards
,

i

'

*
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 13 (Continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes or changes to
operating methodologies. This revision does not affect an accident initiator of
any analyzed accident. The revision recognizes that the frequency of this
surveillance will not affect the probability of any accident.

In addition, the results of the charcoal filter testing would be available on
approximately the same schedule as before. Thus, the proposed change would not
have a significant effect on the availability of the filters to perform as
assumed following an accident.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system or
change the method by which any safety related system performs its function.

Therefore, the proposed change does not creats the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change would continue to assure that the charcoal filters perform
as required although the time period for obtaining test results would be removed
from Technical Specifications. However, the results would be available on
approximately the same schedule as before. Consequently, it does not have
significant effect on a margin of safety.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
. LS 13" resulting from the conversion to the 1mproved TS format satisfy the no"

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

O
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-14

r' 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
.

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

An exemption to TS 3.0.4 is added that allows mode transition to occur with a single
inoperable [ARV]. The current technical specifications (CTS) does not permit a Mode
transition with an inoperable. valve. The valve must be returned to an operable
condition within seven days of becoming inoperable before Mode transition is permitted.
The CTS allow an [ARV) to be inoperable in MODES 1, 2. or 3, because the risk of an
accident requiring [ARV) operation has been evaluated and found to be low. Allowing
MODE transition with an inoperable atmospheric [ relief] valve does not increase that
risk since the remaining valves are operable.

This proposed TS change.has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance with the
proposed amendvent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or s

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any ;

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes or changes to
operating methodologies or affect the function of any safety related system. l

This revision does not affect an accident initiator of any analyzed accident.
This change recognizes that the probability of an accident requiring the single
inoperable valve to function is low and is unlikely to occur during the allowed
outage time even with the permitted mode transition.

!

'O
|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS :

i

NSHC LS 14 (Continued)

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
,

probability or. conseq'Jences of an accident previously evaluated.
-

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident ;

from'any accident previously evaluated? '

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system or.
change the method by which any safety-related system performs its function.

I

lTherefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? :

The proposed change does not alter the basic regulatory requirements or change j
any accident analysis assumptions, initial conditions or results.- Consequently, 4

the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of :
safety. .

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC jg
"LS 14" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no

.

significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |

!
,

4

f

I

;

.

|
-

.
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,
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t

!
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 15

,q 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

C/ FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The current Technical Specifications (CTS) is revised to apply to all four feedwater
lines as a group. A note is added to the CTS to allow separate condition entry time
for each inoperable valve. NUREG 1431 recognizes that with one valve inoperable and
open in the flow path, that feedwater isolation, within the assumptions used for
accident analysis, is still functional via the safety grade main feedwater isolation
valves, the [ main feedwater regulating and bypass valves or via the main feedwater pump
trip].

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Carmisston may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the
proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of anO accident previously evaluated; or
'

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or )
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

!
|

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes or alter the !
function of any safety related system. This revision does not affect an
accident initiator of any analyzed accident. This change recognizes that the

'

probability of an accident requiring isolation of the flow is low and recognizes
the availability of the feedwater pump trip upon a feedwater isolation signal
to maintain the consequences of the assumed accident within the analyzed
conditions.

.

!

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the ,,

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.,_

(
V

j
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS,

:.

NSHC LS 15 (Continued)
'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or'different kind of accident '

from-any_ accident previously evaluated? '

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system or.

' change the method by which any safety related system performs its function.*

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.4

,

! 3. Does' this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? |

The proposed change does not alter the basic regulatory requirements or change .

I any accident analysis assumptions,- initial conditions or results. Consequently,
the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of

' safety.

i
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on _the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC ,

"LS 15" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no,
,

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no ;

significant hazards consideration finding is justified. '

'

|

| !
!

!

;

1

i

:

|
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|
1
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 17
^

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
(q -,

) FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
1

. REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS j
.

The action for inoperable feedwater isolation valves in H00E 1 is revised to include i
the option to isolate or close the inoperable valve and the restriction of the action
to an inoperable "but open" valve is deleted. The action for inoperable feedwater
isolation valves in H00ES 2 and 3 is revised to include the option to isolete the i

|inoperable valve. The actions 'for inoperable feedwater isolation bypass valves in MODES
1, 2 and 3 are revised to include the option to isolate the inoperable valve.
Consistent with NUREG 1431, this recognizes equivalent methods of performing an action ,

that ensure the safety function (blocking feedwater flow) in the event of an increase
in decay heat removal transient is maintained. An isolation valve that is closed is
perfoming it's required safety function. If an isolation valve is open but flow is
isolated, the safety function is also being maintained.

|

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: :

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility licensed ,

under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance with the

;
- proposed amendnent would not: 1

.

1 Irivc1;c ? Significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2, Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." |
4

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant -

hazards consideration standards:.

'
.

!

.

. .
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 17 (Continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes provide an equivalent method for terminating a main
feedwater line break event (by isolating the flow path). This does not affect
any accident initiator but does affect the mitigation of an analyzed accident.
However, since equivalent mitigation is provided, the proposed changes do not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not require physical alteration to any plant system.
The changes do not affect the design basis accident for the FIVs ( 1.e., the
main feedwater line break) since the revision provides an equivalent method for
maintaining safety function (i.e., isolation of flow path).

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

O The proposed change does not change any accident analysis assumptions, initial
b conditions or results. Since the revision provides an equivalent method for

maintaining safety function it does not have an effect on a margin of safety.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

1

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
''LS 17" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no !
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

!
'

'

i
i

!|

n |

O
!
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS i

NSHC LS 19
D 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
'd FOR

,

,

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IHPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREHENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The current Technical Specifications (CTS) require that the CR [ emergency filtration
system (CREFS)] trains be tested at least once every 18 months by verifying that the
system maintains the control room at a positive pressure of a [1/8 inches] of Water '

Gauge relative to the outside atmosphere during the pressurization mode of operation.
This testing is currently performed on both [CREFS] trains as required by the CTS.
NUREG 1431 would revise the frequency to at least once every 18 months on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS, which would require testing only one train every 18 months. This revised
testing frequency is consistent with NUREG 0800, Section 6.4 for proving the [CR)
pressure boundary integrity. The test will still evaluate the integrity of the control
room structure and the ability of the [CREFS] to maintain a positive pressure with [

.
respect to the outside atmosphere and adjacent areas every 18 months. The [CREFS]

1 operability verification conducted every 31 days is not revised and will verify
,

operability of the system components.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
. no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in f

i accordance with the criteria' set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:
,

O 'The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant '

hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the
proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |
accident previously evaluated; or '

|
2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any :

accident previously evaluated; or '

;

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "'

i

|

)

.

.G-
.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS i

<

NSHC LS-19 (Continued)

. f~~)%( The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant i
hazards consideration standards: |

t

I. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or f
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? "

<

|

.
The proposed change does not alter the plant configuration or operation or the ,

function of any safety system. Consequently, the change does not increase the !'

probability of an accident as defined in the FSAR Update. Revising the testing
-frequency. to verify the CR pressure boundary consistent with NRC guidance does,

not effect the analyzed accident, its probability or its consequences. ;
,

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the h.

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
'

.

2 .' Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
'

from any accident previously evaluated?-

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system or ,

change the method by which any safety related system performs its function.

'

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

'O
,

3 Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not alter the basic regulatory requirements or change
any accident analysis assumptions, initial conditions or results. Consequently.

. the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
j safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
|

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 19" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no !
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no 1

significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

*

1

2
,

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CCNSIDERATIONS i

i

NSHC LS 23
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATIONp

t FOR

. TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREHENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

: A footnote is added to the Surveillance Requirement that demonstrates that the P.In !

steam isolation valves (MSIV) close within 5 seconds to indicate that the demonstration -
of MSIV operability is only required to be performed for entry into (and continued
operation in) Modes 1 and 2. The footnote is added in lieu of the current exception to
Specification 4.0_4. Exceptions to the corresponding specification in NUREG 1431 (SR.

3.0.4) do not exist. While the footnote is intended to accomplish the same thing, it
is in fact less restrictive because the footnote permits an. indefinite stay in Mode 3
while the exception to surveillance 4.0.4 requires testing within 24 hours of
establishing plant conditions by applying the requirements of specification 4.0.3 as ,

discussed in Generic Letter 87 09..

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
'

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in'

'

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:'

"The Comission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendbent to an operating license for a facility licensed .

under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance with the ,

O proposed amendment would not: ,

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an "

accident previously evaluated; or
1

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accider" from any
accident previously eVJ1Jaled; or

,

i

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant4

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or.
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not result in any hardi e changes. The MSIVs are not-

assumed to be the initiators of any analyzed ev< ... The deletion of the 24 hour
time limit required by 4.0.4 to perform the surveillance in MODE 3 is justified
on the basis of the performance of the valves during testing. Because of the
high reliability of the valves and their consistent performance during testing.
it is highly unlikely that one of the valves would fail to close when required

- . even if testing where to be delayed as allowed by this revision. Therefore.

O this change will'not involve a significant increase in the probability or
V consequences of an accident previously evaluated.,

. CPSES No SignifIcant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 H 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

3 NSHC LS 23 (Continued) !
(O

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously

,

evalu:ted.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?-

The proposed change is trivial and does not alter the bases for allowing entry
into MODE 3 to perform the surveillance, As such any reduction in a margin of
safety will be insignificant and offset by the benefit gained through avoiding
an unnecessary plant transient.

>

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 23" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no

O significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
|

,

|

|

I

.

|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 3

NSHC LS 24

f 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
i FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IHPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
t

.

This change adds a new REQUIRED ACTION for three or more [ Atmospheric Relief Valves] ;

([ARV)] lines inoperable and specifies a COMPLETION TIME of 24 hours to return all but ,

two [ARV) lines to an operable status. NUREG 1431 permits two or more [ARV] lines to (
be inoperable with a REQUIRED ACTION of returning all but one to an OPERABLE status
within a COMPLETION TIME of 24 hours. The 24 hour COMPLETION TIME is based upon the i

low probability of an event occurring that would require the [ARV) lines to function. :

The current Technical Specifications do not specify an ACTION for three or more [ARV] ;

' lines inoperable. Therefore, the plant is required to enter Limiting Condition for
Operation (LCO) 3.0.3. The requirement to enter LCO 3.0.3 ds overly restrictive based4

.

upon the NUREG 1431 allowance of 24 hours, and would subject the plant to unnecessary
down power transients.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:.

"The Cowmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
,

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
'

.

under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant*

hazards consideratfon.1f operatton of the faci 11ty in accordance with the,

proposed amendnent would not:
.

h

1. Involve a significant increase in the probaDility or Consequences of an
accident prevlously evaluated; or ,

,

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a signifIcant reduction in a margin of safety."

,

O
i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 24 (Continued)
('

. !\ -

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?,

The proposed change does not alter the plant configuration or operation or the
function of any safety system. Consequently, the change does not increase the

.'. probability of an accident as defined in the FSAR Update. Revising thes

: conditions associated with an accident mitigating system consistent with NRC
'

guidance does not effect the analyzed accident, its probability or its
: consequences. The revision simply recognizes the low probability of an event

that would require the [ARV] lines to function. and that the condenser steam
dump valves would likely be available.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

'

-The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system or
p change the method by which any safety related system performs its function. !;- g

Therefore. the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or.

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. '

'3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
i

The proposed change does not alter the basic regulatory requirements or change
-

any accident analysis assumptions, initial conditions or results. Consequently.
the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of:

'

safety.

As such any reduction in a margin of safety will bo insignificant and offset by the
benefit gained through avoiding an unnecessary plant transient.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC I
"LS 24" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

bV.,

,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

/'~Y NSHC LS 26
~C/ 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
'

|

Similar to NUREG 1431 which allows a 72 hour action completion time for feedwater |

1 solation valves based on the redundant isolation provided by the feedwater control and i
associated bypass valves, the action completion times are changed from 4 to 72 hours |
when credit for the feedwater control and associated bypass valves may be taken and is I

-

'verified within 4 hours..

The main feedwater regulation valves (Feedwater Control Valves. FCVs) and associated 1

bypass valves are non Nuclear Safety Related and not classified as active valves ,

'

because single active mechanical failure of the main feedwater isolation valves (FIVs)
and associated bypass valves 'Feedwater Isolation Bypass Valves, FIBVs and Feedwater
Preheater Bypass Valves FPBVs) is not assumed in the accident analyses. The FCVs and
associated bypass valves are credited as backup in the unlikely event a feedwater
isolation valve or associated bypass valve fails. The credit for availability of the
FCVs and associated bypass valves as backup is taken in the ACTIONS in lieu of y

requiring operability in the LCO. Because the FCVs and associated bypass valves are
not safety related, they are not in the scope of the IST Program. Therefore, a

! A surveillance on the same frequency as the FIVs is added to ensure availability of these ;

~U valves. Similar to the FIVs, these valves should not be tested at power.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration. if operation of the faci 1ity in accordance with the
proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident prevfously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or'

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
,

.I '

I

t

O
H.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-26 (Continued)
..

- . The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards

,

; 1. Does the change involve a sign.ificant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change does not result in any hardware or safety analysis changes.
The safety analyses already credit the main feedwater regulation valves as
osekup to the feedwater isolation valves to ensure the isolation function is
achieved. The added surveillance ensures the availability of the backup
function. Therefore, this change will not involve a significant increase in the
probability.or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

.

- The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not affect the margin of safety as the main feedwater |

regulation valves isolation function controls and performance are the same as |
2

for the feedwater isolation valves. The isolation response time will be verified'

on the same frequency as the feedwater isolation valves. Because these valves
modulate in normal operation, they are also equivalent to the isolation valves
which are partially stroked (10%) periodically at power. As such any reduction
in a margin of safety will be insignificant and offset by the benefit gained
through avoiding an unnecessary plant transient.

l

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
'

|
!Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC

"LS 26" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no

,

significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
.

j

,

O
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 29-

(\ 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The proposed change would allow the 18-month testing of the [ Primary Plant
Ventilation (PPV) System] ability to maintain the required pressure differential
between the building and the outside atmosphere to be performed on a STAGGERED TEST
BASIS. The current requirement frequency is simply 18 months. NUREG 1431 defines
STAGGERED TEST BASIS such that one train of the system would be tested every 36 months
rather than the 18 months required in the current Specification. This is a relaxation
in testing requirements.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Coamission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50,91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration. if operation of the fac11ity in accordance with the
proposed amendment would not:

f^\ 1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
U accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident prevfously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

V

I. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The [ Primary Plant Ventilation (PPV) System] is an accident mitigation system: i

it is not a precursor to any previously analyzed accidents. Therefore, the
proposed change to the frequency of testing would not affect the probability of
an accident occurring. The proposed change would reduce the frequency of
testing the building pressure reduction feature of the system. However, the
system would still be tested for operability by (1) monthly operation (2) 18
month automatic start, and (3) testing under the Ventilation Filter Test .

!

O Program. In addition, the factors that affect building pressurization, in

(~) addition to the capability of the fans, do not change significantly over time j

and intentional changes to them are performed under administrative controls. !

!
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 29 (Continued)

These factors include alterations to the building pressure envelope (piping and
electrical penetrations, and doors). Since these are controlled and since the i

,

. fan operability is checked monthly, the proposed change would still provide - |

assurance that the [PPV System] remains OPERABLE. Also, primary degradotion of i

the exhaust fans normally occurs over an extended time period. Operating
experience based on maintaining similar equipment further supports the
acceptability of the proposed test interval. Thus, the proposed reduced ,

frequency of testing does not significantly increase the consequences of an ;

- accident. Therefore, the proposed change would have an insignificant effect on
- the consequences of a previously evcluated accident.

.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident~

from any accident previously evaluated?
,

The proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different ;

accident, because the proposed change would not involve new equipment or
'

.

operating existing equipment in a new manner. The [PPV System] is not an
accident initiator. And the proposed change would still assure that the system
could perform its required function. Therefore, this change would not create i

the possibility of a new or different kind of accident. !

!

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
4

The margins of safety in question are those involved with mitigating
radiological consequences of accidents. As noted above, the increased interval
between pressurization operability testing is acceptable based on the other ,

testing done to assure the OPERABILITY of the system and the controls placed on ;

maintenance of the building pressure envelope. Therefore, the proposed change
; would not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. |

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION |

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC I
**LS 29" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no |

e
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no ;

significant hazards consideration finding is justified. j
,

|

.

:

1

1

O ;
.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

-NSHC LS 30
'

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
;

A 7 day completion time for restoration of SSI level less than 770 feet is proposed.
SSI level less than 770 is similar to an inoperable fan in a cooling tower as described

.

in NUREG 1431. Rev.1. Therefore, this change is consistent with NUREG 1431. Although
level is an initial condition for the long term ultimate heat sink volume analysis, it ,

does not affect the related initial conditions assumed in the accident analysis (SSI t

temperature). There is substantial design margin in the SSI thermal hydraulic analyses
which assume the level drops y foot (to El. 769' 6") coincident with a design basis
accident and is evaluated for 39 days with no make up which exceeds the RG 1.274

requirement of 30 days. Level decreases and increases are slow processes for a
reservoir design such as the SSI. During periods of no rain fall, make up to the SSI
is provided by the main reservoir through an equalization channel (bottom elevation
769' 6"). The main reservoir has its own makeup from a pumping station located at
another reservoir.

,

The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability of an accident'

occurring during the 7 days that the level is low, the capability of the SSI to
'

mitigate Design Basis Accidents at lower levels and the time required to reasonably
!

complete the Required Action.'

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
'

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in :
r

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
'under 50,21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant

hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance with the
,

proposed amendment would not:
'

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an ;

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
.

.

!
,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 30 (Continued)

O The following evaluation is provided 1or the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes nor can it initiate
an accident. The proposed change does not affect the mitigation of any accident.
Therefore, this change will not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

O The proposed change would allow operation to continue for 7 days below thed initial conditions assumed in the ultimate heat sink analyses, Because of the
conservatism in this initial value which exceeds the regulatory acceptance
criteria, there is no significant reduction in the margin of safety. Continued
operation while levels are restored is more in the interest of safety than a
forced shutdown. As such any reduction in a margin of safety will be
insignificant and offset by the benefit gained through avoiding an unnecessary
plant transient.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 30" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

f
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

., - NSHC LS 32.

( .

FOR

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The proposed change would eliminate the requirement _to test multi train / multi component
systems on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS while maintaining the testing frequency for
individual trains / components unchanged. As discussed in the NRC's Safety Evaluation

~

Report for Plant Vogtle's TS Conversion . "the intent of a requirement for staggered
testing is to increase the reliability of the component or system being tested. A
number of studies have demonstrated that staggered testing has negligible impact on
component reliability. These analytical and deterministic studies have shown that'in
most cases staggered testing: (a) is operationally difficult, (b) has negligible
impact on component reliability, (c) is not as safety significant as initially thought,
(d) . introduces additional stress on components such as diesel generators potentially
causing increased component: failure rates and component wearout (e) results in more
frequent reductions in system redundancy for testing purposes, and (f) increases the
likelihood of human error by' increasing the number of separate test evolutions..

Therefore, changes of this type are acceptable. Accordingly. many of the staggered
testing requirements in the CTS have been omitted from the improved TS." Based on the
NRC Safety Evaluation, removal of STAGGERED TEST BASIS; testing would have negligible

,

negative impact, and potential positive impact, on plant safety.
:

'O This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
V no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Coranission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility licensed

,

under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration if operation of the facility in accordance with the
proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

:. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
: hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would not have an appreciable effect on any accident
initiators or precursors. The change involves the testing frequency of accident
mitigating systems, and therefore would not significantly effect the probability

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N. 7 59 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(~N NSHC LS 32 (Continued)
t )v

of occurrence of previously evaluated accidents. Also, the change would have a
negligible impact on the availability of accident mitigating systems, so the
consequences of any previously evaluated accidents would not be significantly
increased.

Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant effect on the
probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accidents.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes would not involve any physical alteration to the plant or
systems or change the manner in which any safety-related system performs its
safety function.

Therefore, the proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change would not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial ;

conditions, or results. Consequently it would not have any effect on margins of |p
!

t] safety.

Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant adverse effect on
margins of safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
4

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 32" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

(
Q ,)
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IV. SPECIFIC-NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 33 |

6 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |

t FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

The proposed change would revise the action statement for H0 DES 1 and 2, which
currently applies to one inoperable main feedwater isolation valve [(FIV)}. to apply to
one or more main [FIVs]. This is less restrictive than the current requirements which r

allow only one valve to be inoperable.
i

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves |
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in {
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: '

"The Corrmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant

,

hazards consideration if operation of the facility in accordance with the '

proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |

accident previously evaluated; or
:

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." .

!

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significent '

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would have an insignificant effect on the probability of
occurrence of an accident because the number of inoperable [FIVs] would not
affect any accident initiators. Therefore, the probability of an accident would
not be significantly increased.

i

The operability of [FIVs] could have an effect on the consequences of accidents
that take credit for [FIV] closure. However, these accidents are very low
probability events that are not expected to occur during the lifetime of the ,

unit. Nevertheless, should one of these low probability events occur, the ;

accident analyses assume that various failures of equipment occur, and the ;

failure of an [FIV] is considered in these failure assumptions. Furthermore.
,

other equipment would be expected to function to backup the [FIV] function.

O These include feedwater check valves that prevent backflow through the feedwater
lines. flow control . valves that direct auxiliary feedwater flow away from av
broken feedwater line, and feedwater control valves and feedwater pump trip

CPSES No Significant fla:ards Considerations - CTS 3N.7 61 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 33 (Continued)

circuits that can terminate feedwater flow. Effective decay heat removal from
the unit can be accomplished with only one steam generator. These factors tend
to mitigate the consequences of having more than one [FIV] inoperable if an
accident should occur.

Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant effect on the
probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accidents.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves the number of inoperable [FIVs]. As noted above,
there is other equipment available to backup the [FIVs] should an accident
occur. This equipment assures that an accident sequence would proceed as
expected and analyzed in the plant safety analysis. Although some of the backup
components are not in TSs, they are designed to high standards and are
periodically tested to assure operability. Therefore, the proposed change would
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The change involves the operability of equipment used to mitigate postulated
accidents. As noted in the evaluation of Criterion 1 above, there is backup

I ,) equipment available in the design to assist in performing the [FIV] function.
,

D This equipment is expected to operate and would perform the [FIV) functions in
sufficient time to avoid a significant reduction in any margin of safety.
Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant adverse effect on
margins of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC i
l"LS-33" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i

|

|

O i

U !

|
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS )
|

'

NSHC LS 35 |

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1, the required completion time to shut the plant down
would be revised from achieving HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and HOT SHUTDOWN
within the following 6 hours to achieving HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following 12 hours. An additional 6 hours would be allowed to
achieve HOT SHUTDOWN for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system, the Condensate Storage
Tank, and the [ atmospheric relief valve] lines if they were inoperable. Once HOT
SHUTDOWN was achieved. the pbnt wou|d be in a MODE where the residual heat removal .

'
(RHR) system would be OPERABLE in aodition to the OPERABLE AFW train (s) used to perform
the cooldown to HOT SHUTDOWN conditions. Since the inoperable AFW train (s) may affect
the normal cooldown rate, the ITS allows an additional six hours to achieve H0DE 4.
The added timo provides additional margin to perform an orderly transfer from the SG
method of heat removal to the RHR system to regain the heat removal function without
challenging unit systems.

The AFW system is designed to cool the plant to N0DE 4 entry conditions at which time
the RHR system may be placed in service. The RHR system, which is required to be
OPERABLE, is capable of adequate heat removal. Although AFW may be used for additional
cooldown below 350*F, AFW operability in H0DE 4 is not an assumption of any safety |

q analysis and is not consistent with the current licensing basis. The MODE
,

y applicability for AFW in the current TS is N0 DES 1, 2. and 3. In general, the AFW |

system would be available to remove heat during a normal startup or shutdown and thus
'

would be capable of providing the heat removal function even if not technically
OPERABLE.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in j

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: j

|

"The Corrmission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in |
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed '

under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideratfon. if operation af the faci 1ity in accordance with the |
proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant tncrease in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

i2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." j
,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

)
!
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IV, SPECIFIC N0 SIGIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 35 (Continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?'

The proposed change does not alter the plant configuration or operation or the
function of any safety system. Consequently, the change does not increase the
probability of an accident as defined in accident analysis. The proposed change
permits a longer time to cooldown to RHR entry conditions; however, this would
not affect the consequences of any postulated accidents and is appropriate due
to the need to avoid any transients while cooling down with a potentially
degraded AFW system.

Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant effect on the
probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accidents.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system or
change the method by which any safety related system performs its function. As
discussed above. the change does allow additional time to complete the transfer
from the SG as the method for heat removal to the RHR system, but does not alter
the basic methodology.

(~) Therefore, the proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or
'V different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? '

.

The proposed change does not alter tha bmc regulatory requirements or change
any accident analysis assumptions, ir.it.ial conditions or results.

Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant adverse effect on
margins of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 35" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordir. gly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

{V
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
NSHC LS 36

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

[] TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSU

The action shutdown requirement is revised frcm Mode 3 in the next 6 hours and Mode 5
in the following 30 hours to " enter LC0 3.0.3." This effectively adds up to one hour
to the completion time. This action applies to the loss of both Control Room Air
Conditioning System CRACS trains.

This proposed TS change has been evaluted and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in'

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
ha?ards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the
proposed amendment .vould not:

1. Involve a sifnificant increase in the probability or consequences of an ,

accident prf viously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident prevfous1y evaluated; or

A
(f 3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards coneideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The additional hours allowed by this change is appropriate. LCO 3.0.3 is
specifically designed to allow the operator to prepare for and execute an
orderly unit shutdown in a safe and controlled manner. There is no significant
increase in the probability or consequences of any previously analyzed
accidents.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

,

This one hour increase in completion time for a unit shutdown to Mode 5 has no
potential to create a new or differen : kir.d of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The margin of sfety involves the potential for an event to occur which requiresn
L ;) an operable CRACS train and the time needed to perform a controlled safe
'" shutdown of the unit. LC0 3.0.3 has been deteremined to be correct timing for a

CPSES No Significant fla ards Considerations - CTS 3M. 7 65 5/1587



IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 36 (Continued)

shutdown if outside of the Technical Specifications and this provides the proper and
acceptable margin of safety. . Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant
adverse effect on margins of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 36" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

O

!

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 37 ~!

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION !

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ;
,

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
'

This change exempts from the Applicability of the Feedwater Isolation Valves [(FIVs)]
LC0 the condition where one or more [FIVs] is inoperable in Modes 1, 2, or 3, but the

,

[FIV), feedwater bypass valve or [feedwater preheater bypass valve is closed and '

deactivated or isolated by a closed manual valve].
<

NUREG 1431 recognizes that if one or more [FIVs] and associated bypass valves are ;
closed [an de activated] and verified closed [ ], their safety function is being |

fulfilled and there is no need to enter the Action Statement. If the valves cannot be
closed, then NUREG 1431 requires that the unit be taken to MODE 4, which is consistent
with the CTS ACTION for one [FIV] that cannot be closed. Going to MODE 4 places the
unit in a condition such that the LC0 is no longer applicable.

;

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves :
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in ;

'

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in '

50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant

f hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the
\ proposed amendnent would not.

!

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident prevtously evaluated; or

;

;

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Invahe a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

,

i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
i

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed chcage does not result in any hardware changes or changes to
operating methodo W es. This revision does not affect an accident initiator of
any analyzed accident. This change recognizes that since the [FIVs] and
associated bypass valves are closed they are performing their intended function,
consequently, there is no need to place the plant in a MODE where the LC0 is not
applicable.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

CPSES M Significant Hazards Consideratlas - CTS 3N.7 67 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 37 (Continued)WU
2 .' Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident i

.from any accident previously evaluated? >

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant. system or
.

change the method by which any safety related system performs its function. The |

.[FIVs] and associated bypass valves would be in their accident mitigating
position, thus fulfilling their required function. ;

(
Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or !

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
!

The proposed change does not change any accident analysis assumptions. initial -

conditions or results. Consequently, it does not have an effect on margins of
safety. Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant adverse effect
on margins of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC !

"LS 37" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy +he no significant i

( .

hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no significant i
hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

i

e

,

i

!I;-

1.
i

U
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

^

NSHC LS 39
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

!

.'( FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS;

This change provides specific required actions for failed surveillances designed to;

detect ventilation system pressure envelope degradation. These surveillances require a i

positive or negative pressure limit be satisfied in the area with the associated )
required ventilation train operating. While other surveillances in the same |<

j specification test the operability of the ventilation train, these surveillances ensure
the pressure envelope leak tightness is adequate to meet the design assumptions. ;

1However, there are no corresponding Conditions. Required Actions, or Completion Times
associated with these surveillances. Under the CTS, LC0 3.0.3 must be entered [ ]. 1

The proposed change would allow 24 hours to restore the capability to maintain the
proper pressure by allowing for routine repairs before requiring the unit to perform an
orderly shutdown. These changes have been modeled after the Shield Building"

specification (3.6.19) for a Dual or Ice Condenser containment and provides consistency
with the NUREG. .This change is consistent with WOG 86.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in )
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:;

"The Commisston may make a final determinatfon. pursuant to the procedures in
,

50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance with the
proposed amendnent sculd not: \

,

l

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any ,

'

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." j

'

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or-

,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
,

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes or changes to
operating methodologies. This change recognizes that the ventilation trains
associated with the pressure envelope would still be OPERABLE and providing the
appropriate flows even if the required pressures limits cannot be met. The
change also recognizes the low probability of a Design Basis accident during theb] allowed Completion Time.

!

CPSESNo Significantila:ards Considerations - CTS 3M. 7 69 $/15/97
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!

IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

' LS 39 (continued)

O-
, Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. j
'

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

)

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system or
change the method by which any safety related system performs its function.

Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. >

.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? !

The proposed change does not change any accident analysis assumptions initial ,

conditions or results. Consequently, it does not have an effect on margins of t
-

safety. Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant adverse effect
on margins of safety. ,

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC |

''LS 39" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

p significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no ,

d significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i

i

e

f

.

!

4

-
+

f
'

i

(,

I t
,

h) ~

t2
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i
i
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V. RECURRING N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
NSHC TR 1

j 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
,

\ FOR ,

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE {
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

'

J

This proposed revision involves modifying the existing Technical Specifications to
! additionally allow the use of actual actuation signals for surveillances that currently

call for testing using simulated test signals only. This change achieves consistency
with the proposed improved Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

;

In several specifications throughout the TS. operability of certain equipment is
demonstrated by ensuring that the equipment performs it safety function upon receipt of

,

a simulated test signal. The intent of a ' simulated' signal was to be able to perform
the required testing without the occurrence (or without causing) an actual signal

'

generating event. However, the unintended effect was to require the performance of the
surveillance (using a test signal) even if an actual signal had previously verified the ;

operation of the equipment. This change allows credit to be taken for actual events
when the required equipment actuates successfully. .

,

; While the occurrence of events that cause actuation of accident mitigation equipment is
undesirable. the actuation of mitigation equipment on an actual signal is a better
demonstration of its operability than an actuation using a test signal. Thus the |

,

change does not reduce the reliability of the equipment tested. The change also1

p improves plant safety: by reducing the amount of time the equipment is taken out of' '

V service for testing and thereby increasing its availability during an actual event; and
,

by reducing the wear of the equipment caused by unnecessary testing. ;

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involvesi

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:4

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
: 50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
| under 50,21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant

hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance with the
| proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an ;

accident previously evaluated; or !

'

2'. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
'

.

O
f
r
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V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS l

(~'\ NSHC TR 1

( ,/ (continued)

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change allows the use of an actual actuation signals (when/if it
occurs) to satisfy surveillance requirements currently requiring simulated test
signals to demonstrate equipment operability. While the change takes advantage
of events that may have occurred, it has no adverse effect on any accident
initiators or accident consequences. In fact, by potentially reducing
unnecessary testing, it may reduce the probability of an accident because the
testing itself can increase the probability of an accident. It may also reduce
accident consequences by increasing the equipment availability (i.e., less time
in test). Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

O The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no

~Q new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The use of an actual actuation signal to satisfy a surveillance requirement has
either no impact on, or increases tha margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing mitigation equipment availability, and,

b) Improving mitigation equipment reliability by potentially reducing wear
caused by unnecessary testing.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. |

Therefore, this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety. |
'

l
1

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"TR 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

.

('s)
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|

!|
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ENCLOSURE 5A

MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS
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(
\" MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CO N RENTS

,

.

Applicable Industry Traveler Information (1 Page)
1

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page)

Mark-up:

SPECIFICATION PAGE -

3.7.1.................................................................................................3.7-1
3.7.2...................................................................................................3.7-5
3.7.3...................................................................................................3.7-7
3.7.4...................................................................................................3.710
3.7.5.................................................................................................3.7-12

'

3.7.6...............................................................................................3.7-16
3.7.7...................................................................................................3.7-17
3.7.8...................................................................................................3.7-19 i

r 3.7.9...................................................................................................3.7-21 :

! ,

s

\ 3.7.10................................................................................................3.7-23 |

3.7.11.................................................................................................3.7-26
3.7.12.................................................................................................3.7-28
3.7.13.................................................................................................3.7-30
3.7.14.................................................................................................3.7-31
3.7.15...............................................................................................3.7-32 ;'

3.7.16.................................................................................................3.7-33 ,

3.7.17...............................................................................................3.7-34 l

3.7.18..............................................................................................3.7-36
3.7.19...............................................................................................3.7-37
3.7.20...............................................................................................3.7-38
3.7.20P..............................................................................................3.7-39

Methodology (2 Pages).

|
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INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.7
!

|

TRAVELER ETAIQS JUSTIFICATION COMMENTS
'

NUMBER NUMBER

TSTF 36 Rev 2 Incorporated 3.7 42 Only applicable to DCPP
'

TSTF 51 Not Incorporated Not Applicable Requires plant specific
reanalysis to establish j

decay time dependence for i
fuel handling accident.

TSTF 70 Rev 1 Not Incorporated Not Applicable. TSTF not adopted since
change was not
applicable.

TSTF 100 Incorporated 3.7 05 and 3.7 19 NRC approved.

TSTF 101 Incorporated 3.7 29 NRC approved.

TSTF 139 Incorporated 3.7 29
i

TSTF 140, Rev 1 Not incorporated NA Not NRC approved as of
'

traveler cutoff date.'

!

| WOG 64 Incorporated 3.7 34

WOG 83 Partially 3.7 01 Retained CTS except for
Incorporated the extension to 72 hours

for trip reset.

WOG 86 Incorporated 3.7 57

WOG 98 Incorporated 3.7 56

l
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NUREG-14313.6 SPECIFICATIONS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE' 1

4 i

!

l

- Snecification # Specification Title Comments i

;4
- - ;

,

|3.7 13 Fuel Building Air Cleanup System
:

3.7 14 Penetration Room Exhaust Air Cleanup System4

3.7 16 Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
I

l

a

j .

i

*
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MSSVs

3.7.1 )
!

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMSr

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (HSSVs)
:

LCO 3.7.1 The Eive MSSVs peris _ team || generator;shall be OPERABLE. as specified
-3.7-01~ir, T;bl; 3.7.1-1 or,d I;bl; 3.7.1 2. '

'
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

1

ACTIONS
,

.............................N0TE - - --- - - -

'

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.
......................................................................

<

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Reduce Thermal l ower to 4 hours
3.7 01

MSSVs inoperable. less than or equal to the'

,

applicable Maximum
Allowable] RTP 4+sted-m ;

,o spectfiedi1.0 Table

() 3.7.1-1Lf.or'the'numbeC
of0PERABLE:MSSVs.

AND

62 8e.dugelthe1owerlRange Z21 hour,s 3.7-12
'

liigh.1 Neutron FluxJrip
5etpointj to]esslthanLo.r,
equaEtoltheltRTR
specified in: Table 13.7J11
liiforithe ' number;of

,

OPERABLE MSSVs[E
-.

,

i

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. 6NQ

08 B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours ,

t

One or more steam ,
'

generators with less
B

- than twd MSSVs
OPERABLE.

>

CPSESMark.up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.7 3. 7-1 S/15/97
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MSSVs

3.7.1

( )

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.1.1 - - NOTE - - -- - -

Only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 2.
.......................................

Verify each required MSSV lift setpoint per
Table 3.7.1-2 in accordance with the Inservice In accordance
Testing Program. Following testing, lift with the
setting shall be within 11%. Inservice

Testing Program

O
LJ

l

!!
A
wY
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MSSVs [4

'

3.7.1 ,

.

r ~

- Table 3.7.1 1 (page 1 of 1)
f OPERABLE Main Steam Safety Valves versus 3

Applicable Power in Percent of RATED THERMAL POWER ,

MININUH-NUMBER OF MSSVs tmXIMUM 3 LOWABLE POWER 1RANGEWIGj ;

3.7-12.< jPER STEAM GENERATOR A""LIEA"LE POWER- . NEUJRONILUX
'

"E0"I"E0 OPERABLE (* RTP) SETPOINI;(ERIE)
j. .

a

5 s-100 NA N6-" 'B-PS.

4 s 80 Ef87
i

3 s 60 T5516.5
'

2 s 40 Es;33 :
,

_ _ .

.

..

'
,

O
,

a

,

'

<

1

,

,

r,

i

1-

1

:
.

:^

!

b'

a
' '
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HSSVs

3.7.1
,

~( Table 3.7.12 (page 1 of 1)
Main Steam Safety Valve Lift Settings

VALVE NUMBER LIFT SETTING

P :B-
STEAH GENERATOR

#1 #2 (3 #4,
1

!

8-PS
MS10,21 HS1058 MS1093 MSI129] 1185

.

MSiO22 HSiO59 MSiO94 MS1130j 1195

MSiO23 HS2060 M51095 ljS1131] 120.5

MSiO24 HsiO61 MSiO9.6 MS!132 1215
.

MSiO2.5_ HSf062 MSiO9] MSi133 1235 |
.

O
,

|

!

,

,

t
:
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MSIVs-
3.7.2 |

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

!, =
- ,

.. .

3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves (HSIVs)
L ,

LC0 3.7.2 fous MSIVs shall be OPERABLE. 8

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 1.
MODES 2 and 3 except when all MSIVs are closed and

B '

deactjyat_ed-
:

ACTIONS i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
:

A. One HSIV inoperable in A.1 Restore HSIV to OPERABLE 72;8 hours
H0DE 1. status. 3.7-34

,

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 2. 6 hours
'

associated Completion
Time of Condition A not ,

met.
'

v
C. - |0T C.1 Close HSIV. Z216-hours

Separate Cor.dition-entry ;3;7-34:
is alicw;d for ;;;h 6ND 1

MEIV-
C.2 Verify MSIV is closed. Once per !-

7 days !
!One or ;r. ors MSIVs

inoperable in H0DE 2 |
or 3. |

D1 21?lTiNOTE! emf
Separate 1Conditionleptcy D.1 Close HSIV. Bihout.y
js! allowed;[ogeat:h 3.7-34:e

.NSIV2 AND
'

1:~:.:Lu .:x::.~,:au
D.2 Verify MSIV is closed. OncfperHidays

Tworor;morCMSIVs
1Dopetable'1[.H00E'2 -);

orI31 j

O j
l

i

-|

CPSES hIark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3. 7 3. 7-5 S/l587 |
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MSIVs
3.7.2

fm CONpITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
: } ACTIONS (continued)
%J

EB. Required Action and EB.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours ED-
associated Completion
TimeofConditionCorlD A80
not met.

EB.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

|

SR 3.7.2.1 - NOTE - -

Only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 2. !
I.......................................

B-PS

Verify closure time of each MSIV is s In accordance

O} 4-6 5 seconds. ca on actual or simuleted with the 3.7-56
(/ Mgnel- Insertice

Tes6pdfoiranj .B-PS

cr 38] months

SRJ3;L.2.!2 ===~=3'EN01E==wnnWx==
OnlyRequi.ted itolbe':petformedli n:H0 DES 32andf22 3;7-56-

<_= =.-z.=- - - __..._........= == =:==== . _. -

Veti ff.each]GIVlactua.t_egt.olthe31 sol ati do 18 months
posi ti o!1Tofag)ctualsoGsimul ated 'si gnap

.

n'

v

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.7 3. 7-6 S/15/97



tirIVs and |irRVs FIVs..and Associated Bypass Valves
3.7.3

3./ PLANT SYSTEMS
/m
I ) 3.7.3 Hafn Feedwater Isolation Valves (tir!Vs) (FIVs) cnd ticin TccdwaterN 3'7-11

Regulatiert-Velves (firRVsrianiAssociate.d Bypass. Valves

LCO 3.7.3 FoUt firIVs. [four] tirRVs. [ FIVs and ' associated; bypass ^yalves 3.7-11
shall be OPERABLE.

,. . ;;.= r. ; = ._=_=:=.. . =+.v....., LNOTE 9 - ;- = - - - - -^ ' =. . ~ *. =.- .==. === == '= = =
' n : =

- ~ c . r

The.;a s sociatedibypa s siva] yes~ foCeach f1V,.;a reithe_f.eedwateLi sola11pILbypa ss 3,7.j i
Val ve'and|;.thefa s so~ci a ted;feedwaterJ preheateri bypa s sLval ve

:w..= =_.rm. =:r=:nn= n n~=:r m.v..r......r..=..:n. = =.._. =.=m_= ~.n:.. m . m mu__- . . _

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. and. 3 except when HF4V FIV. |irRV. or[ associated bygs
-B-PSvalve is closed and de' activated or: isolated byf a: closed"manup1J

valve!
ACTIONS

.............................N0TE - - - --- - - - - -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each valve.
......................................................................

-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

A. One or more HF4Vs FIVs Ail;l Veri fy, .' by 4' hours )
PSinoperable. 'l administrative,means.'the ;

( FeedwateGControl,.Va]ve '3.7-11' (FCV);andEassociated
bypass';valvelin,thelsame
flowpath.arejavailablelto i

perform feedwater isolation l

1

hHQ |

M1:2 Closelor|1 sol. ate FIVs2 72ihours

AtlQ

A:1.3 Verify. FIV;is closedTor
isolated. On_ce: pet

72 days

DB
.

A.2.1 Close or isolate HF4V i

FIV. 8 hours
~ '

3.7-26

btlQ
PS'

A.2 2 Verify HF4V FIV is7

(] closed or isolated. Once per
V 7 days

CPSES Mark.up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.7 3. 7-7 5/15/97
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:

MFIVs and MTRVs FIVsland Associated Bypass Valves
.

!

3.7.3
f

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

:
!

0. Onc or trare-HFRVe- 3.1 01csc or isolete MTRV . [72] hours ._ 3,7,3 3
4noperabier

680

0.2 Verify-HFRV is closed or
fseleted: Once per

7-days
.

CB; One or more FIV 0B;111] Verify the FCV,:andj E4Lho0rs ED

{HFRV cr preheater3 associated bypass
bypass valves yalve;in thelsamel 3.7-11

,

inoperable. flowpathlarelayail.able '

tolperform;feedwat.eC
isolatior)

E
\

GBil';2 Closelor; isolate] Z2; bouts
bypass; valve;

E i
i

GB;173 yet1fy, bypass:ValyeUs Once: pet
, ' closed orlisolated! 7_: days

.

08
.

CB.2;1 Close or isolate 8 hours 3.7 2 i
bypass valve.

AtiQ

GB.E;2 Verify bypass valve is Once per 7 days
closed or isolated.

B - Two-velves-%-the-seme D-1-Isol e te-e f-fected-flow-pe t h- B-hettrs ,'' .7 26
flow-path 4noperable- ;

N '

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.7 3. 7-8 S/15 8 7
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6

'MIIVs and MIRVS FIVsrand Associated Bypass Valves
3.7.3

'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME7S
V

EC. Required Action and EC.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours ED

associated Completion
'Time not met. AND

EC '.~ 2 Be~1KHODE;31 12' hours
B

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

In accordance 3,7,3 g
with the

SR 3.7.3.1 Verify the closure time of each HFIV FIV. MIRV Inservice 3'7-56 .

and associated bypass valves is s 7 5 seconds. Testing l

orren-eetttel-e-Metdeted-eettretien signal- Program B-PS
-

.

cr [10] months 1

!

SR23.,13;R yetifylthe'c]osureltj melof;;each;FCrand l 18' months
,

associated _ bypass 3aly.Qhjchlis~being;usedito 3.7 11

compl#te~a.'| req 01redf actjonlis; s 53eco.nds?

181 month.ssri 3]Z;3.) Verj fy' each1FIyland| associ ate.d. bypass ya]yes
a ctuates~ to " theij solation'positionTorgarrhetual 3,7,g3-
orisimul ated ..actuationJ;sj.gna]; j

3.7-56-

-

3.7-11
SR?iZi3;f yeri fy;eacK FCVland ;a s soci a_ted; byp_a.s s73al ye 18 ironths

khich:js:being'useditolgompletea.~ required 3.7-56 ! 1

actjorRactuatesitolthe~iisolation|; position orCar)
actuallorlsimulated Tact 0ation~ signal.' |

|
i

CPSES MarA-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.7 3.7-9 S/1587
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ABVs ARys
3.7.4

.!
i

I
3 PLANT SYSTEMS

O
.7

i
'

3.7.4 Steam'Generatot Atmospheric Bump Reliet Valves (ABVs4 (ARVs). PS-

,

LC0 -3.7-4 Three Eoor; ABV;ARY lines shall be OPERABLE. :,p

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2 and 3 ,

H00E 4 wher stc;; scr.erater is relied upon for heet re weal. 3.7-04

1

.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

e

A. One required ADV ARV A.1 - NOTE- --- -

line inoperable. LC0 3.0.4 is not
applicable.

PS
...................

1

Restore required ADV 7 days ,

ARYlinetoOPERABLE
stiatus.

PS
i B. Two oe-fnere required ADV B.1 Restore all'but one ADV 8Ry 24 12 hours

A...RV lines inoperable. line to OPERABLE status.
-~ 3.7-5 ;

3.7 6

:
.

C1 Ihtee;orimoreitequited C11 Res. tote 3H;but;two~MY 24lhouns 3.7-5
ARVil.inef!j@pefable? 110esf_toIOPERABLElstatus2

-3.7 6

| .

,

t

,

l,
4

O +

(

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-H31 -ITS 3.7 3.7-10 S/1S/97 :
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ADVs ARVs-
3.7.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

G D. Required Action and 60.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours
associated ED

Completion Time not AND

met.
G0.2 Be in H0DE 4 without 18 hours B-

reHence upon :;t =
;iereretor-for heet ' 3.7-04

removah -

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

r

PS jSR 3.7.4.1 Verify one complete cycle of each ADV ARV. 60]ir.snthsO '

In accordance
Withithe 3.7-28 ;

Inservice
testing' Program

!

B
S8]EU2141?, Verify one complete cycle of each ADV My block HB}-months

valve. .p3
!D.,accordan.ce

with"the : 3.7-28 -.

Inser,yice
t.esting frogram

.

|

O
|

' CPSESMark up ofNUREG-1431 ITS 3.7 3.7-11 S/lSM7
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AFW System

3.7.5 -"

3.7. PLANT SYSTEMS.
1

("}- 3.7.5-1 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System
?

'% /,

;8^
LC0 3.7.5 Jhrgg AFW trains shall be OPERABLE.

,

.m-rr.
f vV I n.

Only erc A"J train, which includes a r,cter driven pu;;;p. B-PS
is required to M OPCPAOLE 'ir, "00C 4. ;

c

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, and 3
H00: 4 w-hcn stc=, generator is relied upon for Scot reevch 3.7-4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
<

!
.

i

A7 One steam supply to A.1 Restore steam supply to 7 days
B

turbine driven AFW pump OPERABLE status. ,

inoperable. BiQ !

OV 10 days from ;

discovery of |
failure to
meet the LCO

;

)

B. One AFW train inoperable B.1 Restore AFW train to 72 hours
in H00E 1, 2 or 3 fot OPERABLE status,o

teaforislot_herithArj gg
B

_

ceditiom
10ZdaysIfrom
discope,rXpf
fanurgtg

meetithelC0
i
i

!

(continued)

!

l' |
i i

>( 1

i,
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;

AFW System {
3.7.5

,

!

T-'N.
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

i

V i

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours {
associated Completion
Time for Condition A 8HQ

or2B not met.
C12 Be jn:M00E00 18; hours g.

i

IwoM0ttrAina !
jnoperableZ10HODE31E22 !

'oCi;32

i

i

Dj Three AFW trains D.1 NOTE - -

B- '

inoperable in MODE 1. LC0 3.0.3 and all other
2, or 3. LCO Required Actions i

:requiring MODE changes
are suspended until
one AFW train is

'

restored to OPERABLE
status.
...................

Initiate action to Immediately
restore one AFW train
to OPERABLE status.

E- Regttired AP4 trein E-1-ifritiete actica tc re-tore I.;cdiately
incperable in "00E-47 AP4 train-to OPEPJ2LE 3.7-1

stettis-

O
CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.7 3.7-13 3/1587
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,

AFW System' <

3.7.5
,

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
-

i

e SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !

t s,

.I

i

_-- _ r._ _a;; n NOTE m m _;; = =. _=_W.n.WSR 3.7.5.1 3 7-08
'm .m m m.
I

NoMrequi red jo: belperformed ' forleachjflow
c..o.n_tr_..o_l mvalve?in.Tth._e_;fl_ow7 path. s_~b_n_til._ithe...' A. F. .W_. .

. _ _ . . .

sys.temii sli nf standby 1for2automati c~ actuation:on !
,

'

.

untj l ithe.. uni ti s 'above110.MTEDERMAL :
l

<

POWER;~.whichev. er_~ comes_'f_irst. '_.mp_".7'P".~. r?
.- _ - m ,

Fn':::x='=:=~ :r=::* *.::::.:':Lu

Verify each AFW manual, power operated, and 31 days- !

automatic valve in each water flow path, and^
3

in both steam supply flow paths to the steam -
i turbine driven pump, that is not locked, :

sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in f
the correct position. j

i

!
I

- -

_._. _ ..... _ NOTE ,. _z:z. , _ ..-.-.. _ ,,.. ,SR 3.7.5.2 z u:,z u z: :: ,a z u. ::: J.a s x- -

Not required to be performed for the turbine i4

B-PS
driven AFW pump until 24 hours after 2 -1000

-
532 psig in the steam generator.E._jM,EZM |*, -

_ . . . . _ _ . _ . . . . _ . , . . . _ _ . . . . _-

Lu : 2:u:===12:::.:=?.:::s::=za
a

Verify the developed head of each AFW pump at fal] days on a* 3 3-29the flow test point is greater than or equal to STAGGERCO TEST

the required developed head. BASIS

ID?.accordance
N1t..t!1the
Insetvice*

testing:Progra3'

:

SR 3.7.5,3 - - -NOTE - - - - -

Not appHeeble in tiOOC 4 when steem generator :3.7-4

: is relied upon for heat re;roval.
.......................................

4

4

Verify each AFW automatic valve that is not-
locked, sealed, 'or otherwise secured in 18 months

Bposition, actuates to the correct position on ;

an actual or simulated actuation signal. I
; i

i
!

I

(continued) j

\
!

!
;

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.7 3.7-14 5/15/97 -!
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AFW System

3.7.5

,

V) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continud)
/''

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

,

SR 3.7.5.4 - NOTES - -- -

,

h Not required to be performed for the 'B-PS
turbine driven AFW pump until 24'llogra
after 2H00 532 psig in the steam

. generator.

,, i.____,,_e,_ ,_ onnr , . <__ _ ___
ha fiV b Uyy5 5bUWI5 5Ii 5 IVWh 7 s.I usi a b w uses

3.7-4,cacretor is r; lied upon for heat
re,~ vel r

.....................................

1

Verify each AFW pump starts automatically on 18 months 8~an actual or simulated actuation signal.

,

r B-PS-

{]% 0.7.5.5 ''crify proper cli,....;r,t of the required I'rior to
.

AP.! flew path; by verifying ficw from th; catering
;cadensat; stereg; tank to ;;;h st;; K0C 2.
;;ncrator. Whencver unit

has b;;n in
unne e __ e
Elvv6 .# v1 V

for > 30 d;ys
._

,

.

,

rh

.' (O
>

4

CPSESMarA-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.7 3. 7-1S S/15/97 -
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CST.
3.7.6

' '

3.7- PLANT SYSTEMS

(] 3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank.(CST) -

.V . :

LC0 3.7.6 The CST level shall be a 110.000 gel. 5.~3%. .

B-PS
.

APPLICABILITY: 'H0 DES 1, 2, and 3,
"00C 4 whc st;= ger.erator is relied ;,pc . for.hcot rc . oval.

s 3.7-04 L

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.A. CST . level not within A.1_ Verify by administrative 4 hours
limit, means OPERABILITY of backup

water supply. MD

Once per'

12 hours
MQ thereafter

Y A.2 Restore CST level to within
V limit.

7 days

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. MQ

B.2 Be in H0DE 4. ithout 18 hours ' 3.7-04 :
,m,...~. ..._....m....__

for heat removal.
B>

CST

3.7.6-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

.

SR.3.7.6.1 Verify the CST level is a 110.000 ge h 53%. 12 hours
. ' B-PS

--
-

s 1

V

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431-ITS3.7 3.7-16 5/15/97



CCW System

3.7.7 |

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS |
1

3.7.7 Component Cooling Water (CCW) System^

k_
LC0 3.7.7 Two CCW trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
1

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CCW train A.1 - - -NOTE -- - -

inoperable. Enter applicable
Conditions and Required
Actions of LC0 3.4.6,
"RCS Loops-H0DE 4 "
for residual heat
removal loops made
inoperable by CCW.
...................

Restore CCW train to
/'v) OPERABLE status. 72 hours

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not AND

met.
2

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

1

|

.

I
i

|

|

1

r\
l I
'g.j

|
CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.7 3.7-17 S/1SR7 '
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N

CCW System

3.7.7

s SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMOTS |

SURVEILLANCE. FREQUENCY
,

D.
t

Srt - 3.7.7.1'' - NOTE-
'

- _ -

Isolation of CCW flow to individual components.
does not render the CCW System inoperable.
.......................................

Verify each CCW manual'.. power operated, and
r.utomatic valve in the flow path servicing 31 days-
safety related equipment - that is not. locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in
the correct position.

;

SR 3.7.7.2 Verify each CCW automatic valve in the flow 18 months ,

8path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in_ position, actuates to the correct
position on an actual or simu'ated actuation
signal.

SR 3.7.7.3 Verify each CCW pump starts automatically on an 18 months -

B< |actual or simulated actuation signal.

|
1-

I

1-
:

i

1 |
|

i!
l|
:!

i

. CPSESMark up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.7 3.7-18 S/15B7 i
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SS!!S

3.7.8
3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.8 S,tatiog3 Service Water System (SSWS)q p3

\j

LCO 3.7.8 TwoSSWStrainsan,dia~;SSWJumpfon'the: opposite' unit 31thlits 3 7-30,

a_ssogiated; cross.icontlects;shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One SSWS train A.1 - - NOTES- - -

PS
inoperable. 1. Enter applicable

Conditions and Required ,

Actions of LC0 3.8.1,

"AC Sources-
Operating," for
emergency diesel
generator made
inoperable by SSWS.

2. Enter applicable
Conditions and Required
Actions of LCO 3.4.6.
"RCS Loops-HODE 4." for
residual heat removal
loops made inoperable

by SSWS.
.....................

Restore SSWS train to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

Si Required;SSWJ_umplotthe BJ Restore;a;.SSWJumpLon the 7_ days
3.7-30oppositeitnit~oriits opposite: Unit andlits

~ associated 1. cross 3 associatedfeross connects;to I

connects;inopetable. OPERABLE! status! ;

|

(continued)

,

w]
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SSWS

3.7.8

C0!!DITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,,.

| 's
; !

BC. Required Action and BC.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours''''
ED

associated Completion
Time of Condition A oCB ANQ

not met.

BC.2 Be in H0DE 5. 3b hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
r

.._.r.-

5URVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.8.1 - - - NOTE- -- - - -

PSIsolation of SSWS flow to individual components
does not render the SSWS inoperable.
.......................................

Verify each SSWS manual, power operated, and 31 days
automatic valve in the flow path servicing
safety related equipment, that is not locked,

(ne
l sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is ins

the correct position.

SR 3.7.8.2 /erify one complete; cycle,~of each required {40] months
cross; connect SWS-etitemertie valve in the flow 92' days

~ 3 7-31
path dat is not locked open . scaled, or
otherwise sccured in position-eetuates to the
co rcet position cn on actual or sintleted
eetuation-signet.

SR 3.7.8.3 Verify each SSWS pump starts automatically on 18 months
PSan attual or simulated actuation signal.

.JL
i

_m.,

!

,9,

l, i
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UHS :
'

3.7.9 ;

3.7' PLANT SYSTEMS

-fw 3.7.9 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) !

. t] .
+

LCO 3.7.9 The UHS Sa.felShutdowrCImpolindmentI(SSIl shall be OPERABLE.S
3 ,

!
P

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION. COMPLETION TIME

:

A;! One or acre cooling All Restote cooling tower 7 days
B-PStowers with enc cooling fente SSI11eyellt:o wjthin

'

tower fen inoperable. limits] -3.7-32.

SSI11evel;1ess;thaq ;

required:

B.2 RequiredAction:an.d B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
8

#ssociated;_ Completion
Tjmelo LCondition X not AtiQ

"

met?
B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours ;

Rt1 .

; ;

UHS SSI inoperable fot
pS

teasons?.other2than
#

- -

Condition:A- !

,

t

t

4

|
,

.

J

i

'
,

I %v
-

.,

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.7 3.7-21 S/1S/97 h
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i
UHS !

3.7.9

. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

sPS' i

58!3pZj9;1 Verify water level of UHS SSI is 2 562 770 ft 24 hours :8-PS.
mean sea level.

8

i

SR 3.;7j9;2 Verify average water temperature of 24 hours |

' PS -
URSSSIis:2 90 1.02*F;

B-PS

.

SR 3.7.0.0 Operate coah cccling towcr fan for 31 days
'

,

8-PS-. r , c,;,.2. .

.u. . . m

,

SR 3.7.0.4 Verify ceca ccoling tcWcr fan starts [10] months
'8-PSp cutomatically on an actual or simulated

| V netttet4en signal. ,

.

5

-_ |
1

.

:
!

,

!

,

!

E

I.

f
V

i

!-

I

f
D

i

A
,

'
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CREFS

3.7.10

O 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS .
,

U
3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Filtration /fressurizatior) System (CREFS)

PS -

LLCO 3.7.10 Two CREFS trains shall be OPERABLE.-

~

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3. 4. 52 62 B-PS_
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies .
Ouring CORE ALTERATIONS ,

,

'
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

I
9

A. One CREFS train A.1 Restore CREFS train to
inoperable. OPERABLE status. 7 days

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not AND

met in MODE 1. 2. 3
or 4. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours ,

O'

'

i

B
C.1 NOTE- j

'

C. Required Action and |' lace in toxic gas
associated Completion protection a,cde if

B PS__Time of Condition A not etttematic transfer-to
met inJMODE55;or"6. or toxic gas protection
during movement of r,cdc is inoperabic
irradiated fuel
assemblies M risj Place OPERABLE CREFS

CORE ATERATIONS. train in emergency Immediately'

tecirculatiorj mode.

08 PS

I CJ2/1 Suspend; CORE.

ALTERATIONS?,

Immedjately
B

C.2;2 Suspend movement of
Birradiated fuel

/~ assemblies. Immediately

.

'

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-H31 -ITS 3.7 3.7 23 3/15/97
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,

CREFS

3.7.10 ;

!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
i

1

DJ Iwo,;CREFS; Trains D_;l Restgrezcapabjli_tyitg 2iliogts g;3;7;37sg'

!!1operableiduelto ma1JLtain;ptessutEtnithe
~

.

inoperable;CR boundarff Gogtro]iBoom;91thinIltalt]i

:

E? Required Actioniand En SeUCMODEJ3; 61houts
as_socjated;CompletioD k3ai573~

Time:ofiConditionlD;not alg)

met;jn:H0DE1122:33;i!og ;-

47 E;2 Be"i1h30DE 51 362 hours ,

,

,

[[2 gequtred:ActioMand Ejl 50$perld~COREIALTER6TIONS1 Immediate]y b3.7-55
associated; Completion
lime:of:. Condition:D3iot 8|E
metyjn1H0 dei 5or!6ffot,

duting;.movementiof fig Suspgdimovement;of Immediately

irradiatedJuel ittadiatedifde) Eats'embjies]
1 assemolies;?]

i

|
i

4 |

'

DG. Two CREFS trains BGT1 SuspenECOM lauM|14tejy
B-PS

; inoperable for teason.s, ALJE;BA]l0NS'|
otheGthan; Condition:D2 !

.

JDIM0 del 5;or;67or [3|gl j

during movement of ;

irradiated fuel
assemblies, or i ring OG.2 Suspend movement of Immediately

,8- |

00|'i ALTE"ATIONS. irradiated fuel
' assemblies.

. Etl. Two CREFS trains Eij.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately-

; inoperable in H0DE 1, 2,
3, or 4.

:

,

i
!

(
H

|
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~

CREFS ,

3.7.10

.

4

4 ..4

60 -

. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
*

!

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY-

p 1.
,

2

Emergenck 31 days
Operate each CREFS trajn*p;10!ccntiMfoUsihouts

SR, 3.7.10.1:. .

~ p3 '_

PtehudzatioMUnit for E
-

'

,

|Withit!2;tienters"ogratipgerand1Emergenci :: B-PS :

; - FfitratiorCUnit (for :yste;a with;ut k; tern ,

D5; minutes. ;:
i

1.

.

.

USR:3.7.10.2 | Perform required CREFS testing in accordance In accordance-

.B. .

- with the yen 111ation;FilterJJ. sting 1P,tograq withyQe

IVRM ;
,
. .

f.

4

SR 3.7.10.3 Verify each CREFS train actuates on an actual 1! months'

~8:O or simulated actuation signal.:
tG

! -;

. .
!

v

SR 3.7.10.4 Verify one CREFS train can maintain a positive 18 months on a
'B, <

pressure of 2 OT12fi inches water gauge. STAGGERED TEST

relative to the adjacent turbine buildir.g styag BASIS-'

*

| during the pressurization emergeppy --

&B-PS.. ;tecitculation mode of operation at a makeup-

flow rate of s3000 800 cfm

,

4

1

i

? !-

'

:-

!

:
: s

i

1-

O o
- :

i

'.
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GREATGS CRACS

3.7.11 'PS

r~~1 PLANT SYSTEMS

b .7
3.7.11 Control Room Cmcrger,cy Air Tempemure Control Conditioning System (CRCATCS CRACS)

PS

LCO 3.7.11 Two GREATGS GRACS trains shall be OPEr<ABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2. 3, 4. 5Farid"'62
During movement of 1Fridiated fuel assemblies. B-PS

DUCID9aC0"5AIE"4II0iiS

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CREATCS CRAC.S A.1 Restore GREATGS C.ACS 30 daysR

train inoperable. train to OPERABLE status. PS_
|
.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion

(o) Time of Condition A E
not met in H0DE 1, 2,
3. or 4. B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

C. Required Action and C.1 Place OPERABLE CREATCS Immediately
PSassociated Completion CRACS train in operation.

Time of Condition A
notmetin300E;5',I.oC @ B-PS
6 Cor during movement
of irradiated fuel Ci23 SuspendlGOREMLIERATIONS]
assemblies, cr duM eg Immedratelj

BCORE ALTERAT40NS. M

C.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies. Immediately

fs

(v)
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CREATCS CRACS

3.7.11 PS

~X CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

(b
D. Two GREATGS CRACS D;];I Verifyiatjeast 100tiof Immediately

trains inoperable in the required heat removal 3.7-36

M00E251or l ot capability;equival_entJo I
'

during movement of alsingl.e'0PERAB.LE train
irradiated fuel availablef|
assemblies.--cr during
GORE-AL-TERATIONS. 6110

DrL2 Restore;the:CRACSjtrains 301 days

to10PERABLE,statusf

E

D. 2.,1 Suspend.,C0Q ALTERATIONS. Immediate]y
B

6tfD

D.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

/^%
(,j E. Two GRGATES CRACS E.1;1 Verjfy at:least110.0 Eof ImmediateJyt

trains inoperable in theffequired heatiremeyal, -3.7-36
MODE 1, 2. 3. or 4. capabiljtylequivalentltq

a: single;0PERABLEitr,ain
availab}e;

AtiQ

ETE2 RestoreJone;CRACS1 trains 30ldays
,to;0PERABLE status?

E

E2 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY I

5R 3.7.11.1 Verify each GREATGS CRACS train has the capability 18 months PS

to remove the assumed heat load.

(V
|
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,

PPVSEESF,lF,.iltratjonKrains;ECCS PREACSj i

: 5 E'ad? . .S .) 0i M M ? 2 5 T M E "E h E 2 2 2 iILD T L M 3+7 12 * PS8

3,7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.12 Emcrgency Ecre Cooling System (ECCS) Pump Roca Cxhaust Air Cleanup ;

System (PREAC H PtimarylPlagt2entilatjo fSyst_em RPEVS),Z ESE PS."

Filtration. Trains ,
,

;

. LCO 3.7.12 Two ECCS PRCACS EPVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

.

: APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. .

4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

t

J

A. One PPVS ECCS PREACS A.1 Restore PPVS ECCS PREACS 7 days :PS

train inoperable forf any train to OPERABLE status.
reason,exceptifailure Lto :

<

maintain /alnegative ?3.7-37 ;
'

pressurej envelope ||fn';the
AuxiliaryCSafeguards|
and Euel Buildings:20;05> g inch'wateriguage.'

| B; With?one!or;more:fPVS BIl flestore~abi11t.ro,fjPEVS 71 day (

trainsLunable;to trains?to maintain?a '3.7-37'

maintain alnegati.ve pegatiyp;pressur.elenvelope
pressureienvelope'in~the o D 010151nch] aterigauge
Auxiliary,; Safeguards =| pr_es_surej
and|FuetBu11 dings:20;01

! inch water;guage^| 1z J

G1 Restore ~iPPVSitrajnsito 3021aysPC]; Withlonefor:more;PPVS
trainslunabl.e:to OPERABLCstatus2 '3.7-3 7 -

maintain ~a' negative
pressure;envelopeg.in the
Auxiliary || Safeguards?
andj Fuel . Buildings 20;0!i ;

.

.

inch;watertguage?

I

DJ Required Actions and D;1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours i

' associated Completion ED ;

Times not met. AND |
.

.O D1 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours: L j -

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.7 3.7 28 S/15/97
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PPVSE~.,ESF FiltrationiTrains:ECCS PREAC4
"1

p3
3*7*12 I,

, .. , , _ _ - - ,.
,.- ,e m. . . . , , .

.<- sN.. A r +N N e- u .i a .m $.|5sA.w. w J 'as e >2| .& A . YN . $ |.~5ssi 54+mid,ael d a &&N.vN

/T SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS
''

V
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.12.1 Operate each ESFifjltratior) ECCS PREACS train 31 days 1
PS '

foCA 10lg.ontinuou ChourEwith the~ heaters
operating ee-+ fee-systems withottt-heatere B-PS
2-15-mintites.

SR 3.7.12.2 Perform required ESF Filtration Unit EGGS In accordance
PREACS filter testing in'acc'ordance with the with the VFTP B

~

yentilationFilter_ Testing. Program 1(VFTP).
PS

SR 3.7.12.3 Verify each P.PVS ECCS PREACS train actuates on 1.8 months B

an actual or simulated actuation signal.

PS

n\!

V
SR 3.7.12.4 Verify one EPVS ECCS PREACS train can maintain 18 months on a PS

a pressure s GdE5 0.:05 inches water gauge STAGGERED TEST

relative to atmospheric pressure during the BMIS B-PS
post accident mode of operation, et-e-f4ew-rete
of a [3000] cfm- 3.7-38

SR 3.7.12.5 Not~Used;VeH fy cach ECCS PREACS fHter bypass 10 months B-PS
damper can-bc closed.

3.7-39
SR732(12.6 Veriffeach'PPySTnon?ESF; fan'stopslonlan~a.ctual_ 18; months

or|simula_ted:agtuation ~ signal)
s=

4

)
n
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FBACS ,

wmmm *mnmrm_ 77. m*meram-mmp s -'m 3.7.13. ram::en-;y r;7r,Jamamhmawn..a,..Alah m.,M..u"-g. .uawsau.unungsawa, .m u
uawam .--

3.7 PLAMT SYSTEMS

3.7.13 FUEL BUILDING AIR CLEANUP SYSTEM (FBACS)

,

NOT USED

f

4

1

(
s

i

A

4

i :

-
|*

,

1-

\

]

I
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.3

PREACS

ESL?2TiEENHiTrdEEE2H55E5dITfii3EUiWMiGl~ETE003 714'

;

|

1

'
- 3.7 Pl. ANT SYSTEMS

3.7.142 PENETRATION ROOH EXHAUST AIR CLEANUP SYSTEM'(PREACS)

, - NOT USED-

i

!

|

J

i
.

!
,

;
e

:

.

!

!
!

|

0 !
.:

t

;

r
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i
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!
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,
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,

:
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!
1
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. .

,
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.

4

4
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'

.
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,
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h

'
:
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f
i
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
3.7.15

s

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.15 Fuel Storage Poel 6 tea Water Level
~ 3.7-45

.

LC0.3.7.15 The fuel storage poel, area water level shall be 2 23 ft over the
top of irrediated fac1 es: ..blies scoted ir. the storage racks. 3.7-46'

,

4

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in thela; spent
; fuel storage peel Area. 3.7-45

i
.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ,

$ L A. Fuel storage peel atea A.1 - NOTE - - -

water level not within LCO 3.0.3 is not 3.7-45'<

limit, applicable.;
...................

*

.

Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel

,O assemblies in the fuel
storage peel atea.

;

;
.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

1

SR 3.7.15.1 Verify the fuel storage peel area water level 7 days'

is a 23 ft above the top of the-feradiated fuel 13.7-45L'

the storage racks. i
i.

3.7-46
,

( l

|

'|

i

O:
l

s
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..

..,,

-

.
.

FUEU STORAGE P00L' BORON CONCENTRATION ,

TfMFiT32FJiffLW2LPMW3EMm1 03FINUFNiishtE"23,7.16 !;;
. .

.

5 -

!

p . 3'.7 -f PLANT. SYSTEMS j
,

i .
3.7.16- FUEL STORAGE POOL-BORON' CONCENTRATION ti

i

; ~

: NOT USED 1

i1- ,

* |
<

!' ,

a

4-
<
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4<

,
,5d

: . 1
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n

i.

i
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e ,
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.

.
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:
-

E

e

4
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1
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.
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:

4
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:
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:
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
3.7.17

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3J7il? Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

LCO 3.7.17 .The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each spent
fuel assembiv stored in a; checkerboard'patitern.iin319h' density 'B-PSi'

racks shall be within the Acceptabic [Surnup Domcin] 2 lout;of;4
storage alloweCregion of Figure 3.7.17-1 or shal.1]be stored;inian
expandeCchecketboardipatterninaccordancewith
Specification 4.3.1.1..

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in high dens.1tyyacks of the ,

1B-PS.
,

spent fuel storage pool.
i
,

ACTIONS !

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

d

-A. Requirements of the LCO A.1 - -- NOTE - - -

not met. LC0 3.0.3 is not
applicable. |*

...................

!

Initiate action to move Immediately
the noncomplying fuel B-Ps
assembly from*

s
c.heckerboardistorage .

I
pattern ~dn31ghldensity\

tacks.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMEN'. ,

1

_ ~ -
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

1-

SR 3.7 17.1 Verify by administrative means the initial Prior to
enrichment and burnup of the fuel assembly is storing the .B-PS-
in accordance with Figure 3.7.17 1 or fuel assembly
Specification 4.3.1.1. in a

checkelfboard
pattern;10;high

,

4

density! tacks
i

-
.

5

A
V

'
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!
' '

Spent Fuel Assembly Storage,

3.7.17-
'

a

: B PSL

'r

,

z)

!

2 0 "',

>

b 2 out of 4 [
'

Jiterage_
'

,

-
- 11 owed

_.

/*/-

De

[/8 ,,
g /5 ,

/g- / .
M

f3 5. |A.s
2 cut of 4j

# I! to' rage Rot,

/H

A:. lo<we dx
| |/

/
'

/i

: / :.0 ,

2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.* 4.4 4.8 4.8 5
;

INITIAL U-235 ENRICHMENT (w/o)
.

b

i-

i
i

.

FIGURE 3.7.171 (page 1 of 1) 4,

Fuel Assembly Burnup Limits in Region 2
.-z

'

'
.

J-

!
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Secondary Specific Activity )
3.7.18

i3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
!

3.7.18 . Secondary Specific Activity |

I i \

,

R ,'
LC0 3.7.18 The specific activity of the secondary coolant shall be

8
s 0110 C1/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131.

;

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4.

' ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Specific activity not A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
within limit.

AlfD

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

/~ ..

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.18.1 Verify the specific activity of the secondary 31 days
B ,

coolantiss.030pCi/gmDOSEEQUIVALENTI131.

-_

.

;

,r\
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Safety Chilled Water
3.7.19

3,1;TLNiT; SYSTEMS

;O 32]I9TJSafety;Chilledyater ,

3.7-47%!
LQ0;I3|7;19 Twolsafetyfch111ed_watet trains:shallibeJPERABLE;

APPLICABILITY; M00ES;1,|2,13.iand;4;
.

ACTI0t4S

CONDITION REQUIREDfA?TI0ff COMPLEII0fqTIME
,

- _ _ _

A|.1 One'isafetylchilled A' 1 Restore"| safety' chilled 721 hours
water trainlinoperab]ei water trainjto,0PERABLE

status

B| Required! Action and B|1 Belin M00E.3? 6; hour)

associ.ated| Completion
Timelof, Condition.'._A_not 680
met |

B.i2 Be;inJ0DE.5) 36; hours

o) SURVEILLANGE,RE0VIREMENTS!

SURVEILLANCE EREQUENCY

y=5.=py=.N0TE5";~T:E==|:Ei'=D
I sol at i o n :o fisa fe ty.' ch1] l e_d]a terifl og jo
individua1Tcomponents:doesinot:renderlthe
safety. chil. led water systemlinoperable;'
.y 9;;.g=gg.n1;gy. . .:.7.zgggp3

SRE3;7.19|1 yeti fy;eachi sa fety;' chill ed|waterimanua]HpoRet
operated.Tand automatic yalveTservicing safety 3Edays
related equipment.1,thatii.s;not'lockedft| sealed |
or"otherwisesecurgd:,in~ position;21_s~.in1he
correct' position;.

|-

SRl3.7.19,2 Verify |each' safety; chi.11ed water _. pump |and 18' months i

chiller'startron ~an ~ actual or' simulated
actuationis1'gnalj' ~~

^ ^ " ~ " ~ '

'
=

-
,

%
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UPS;.HVACiSystem

. wa . ;an w 7n.,3. ;.y,gn...m.
' s1. a :n.,w.w, , g .. ,, ,&,, ,e a , , ,Lxw,,,m,. ,,..

,,, . , --.~ -

12ax w ..~.:
_

. ..w. was a.uw au.u .

32gPLANT; SYSTEMS |

('''i 3:7 20EUPSAVAC; System'[WithoDtR9jl004]
v

L.?023)A20 Two;UPSMACiSystem3rainsishallibeJPERABLE;

APPLICABILITYj @ DES'1;12i;3;1anL4,
|

ACTIONS

CONDI.II0ti REQUIRE 0JH10ij COMPLETIONiTIME |

:

A2 One;UPS|.HVAC System A'1 Restore ~beth'UPS'HVAC 7Zdays

train;;inoper3bl22 trains.to~ OPERABLE
status.:

Bj Required"ActionTand BJ1 B_elin;M00E;3. 6| hours
associated: Completion
Tim.e not met?! 68Q

Belin':. ODE' 5! 36; hoursMBi2
i
1

l

(3 |.() |

!

SURVEI.LLANCEl. REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILL/nCE EREQUENCY

|SR"3;712.0;1 Veri fyleach'trai n:sta ttf andloperates' forJat 31:dafs
|

leastoneJout? lz

1

i

SR;Z3;Z:20,2 Verify each trainiactuateslon:an: actual:oE 181 months |
sim'J]ated: actuation; signal] |

!
l

/S.
f |

'% j
|
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UPSlHVAClSys. tem
y , w _ f.. w ,m c N.n "" w" " 3;7>.'2.0m mmprm. y.rryww 37mem,a~ma:n. m

.
n . ~ ,..w. n r asu. - -, . - -, . , ~ .

: 3)7XPLANT,;;SYSIEMS

s 3 E 20PJ UPS2HV6C1 System
:3.7-48 '

LCOE L E20E TguPSMACiSystem;lrains;shallibe10PERA8.LE] ,

APNCABILIM N00ES~I.;22Ti3;Iand;4

ACTIONS

C0NDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMP 1EIIONiTIME

.

A? ' Ope;UPSiHVAClSystem A3 Verifylthelaffect.ediUPS;& Immediat.ejy

train;1_noperable; Distrjbution: Room;is
suppotted.Lbyfan10PERABLE
UPS A/C;: Train;

8NQ !

A22 Restore;the'1_noperable;UPS 30; days
tiVACitrain to;0PERABLE
status!

B] Two:UP.S;HVACiSys_ tem Bil VerifyTair~circulati.on';is Immediate]f ;

trains!1noperable maintained byfat*1 east'one ,

- UPSWCJrain?
DB

8HD
Required:Ac.tlo g Eand ,'

as_sociatedJomp]et.1og B;2 Verifylthe airtemperatur,e 121houtt |

Umelnotimet( .inithelaffectediUPS18
Distribution ~ Room _(s) does AND

,

notiexceed, the~maximuu
temperaturellimit forithe OnceIpeG121ho.u;rs

toom(s)] theteaGet

aNo

B;3 Restore 1UPS HVACiSystem 7_2fttout!.

train,to_0PERAB.EJstatusL
;

~

EEEI(continued 1

,

l!

p 1

J
i

i
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10PS;HVAC
. m w' w'" *_3_._7.20P

,- , . . . . ,.,.x_.' ~ ' ' ~
_ ~ m.a .; -. u a a .mm..&.., . :. _ u.a. _ m

_s., . _ . . . _m.
m.m. .. & ._

(],// ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ~6CTION COMPLETI0LTIME'

C Required; Action"and C.;l Restore;the; required 11 hour;

associated; Completion support;'
Timeiof.iRequired| Action':
A.2 or_ Condition'B not Og

met:
Q,21 Be?jniMODE;3; 6;; hours

AND

C.2.2 Be;in, MODE 150 36, hours

SURVEILLANCE ~ REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

/7 SRl3;L20P 1 Verjfy;each; required;UPS;&;.DistributionRoom 31; days
1

V. Ean1Co1 E Uni tloperatesi:t11;c_ontinuous; houri

S ?;3;7.20P.2 Veri fy ,each. requi red , UPS"A/?f _t rai n ' operates tf_ot 3.1~ daysR
:t;;11 continuous hour.

Verify eachir quired:UPS:A/C3rajn'actua.teslon 181 monthsSR,3.L 20R.3 e

an;actuallor; simul ated. actuation isi.gnal ;

(3V
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Methodology For' Hark-up of NUREG 1431 Specifications

Enclosure SA contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of N'JREG 1431 Revision

V] plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed
/ 1. The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a ,

areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross reference to a justification +

or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are
contained in Enclosure 6A.

'

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1.
,

'

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431.
Rev. 1.

3. Modifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431. ;

Rev. I but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts. These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-,

a bracketed areas of NUREG 1431, Rev. 1 is annotated using the

Q strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The
l

deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature i,

of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of i

Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information
is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location :

land is annotated using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or
- hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a'

change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change

'
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components. j

Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated
I using the redline / strike out feature of Wordperfect and |

Methodology 1 of2 S/15/97
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; Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications
'

(continued)

O identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All !

V such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes, i

! Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
- area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
i bracketed area and that information is not correct for this

plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct
,

informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets;

provided in NUREG 1431 Rev. I are deleted. " Red line", " strike-a

out" and margin codes are as follows:
i

1. If the bracketed wording.or parameter values remain unchanged.
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'B' (for bracketed.

information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the
plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the
old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is"

" red lined" and 'B PS* (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code. .

3. If the entire Condition, Action, or Surveillance is bracketed trtd !
"

O is aonlicable, the letter / number designator for the item is
( redlined. The text included within the brackets is DQt redlined ;

unless plant specific changes are made. The *B' or 'B PS' margin
i code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were

mada
|

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not |
applicable, the entire contents are struck out, redlined words
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B-PS' margin code is used.

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B, |
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A.

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark-up process. Reviewer
notes may be " struck-out" or deleted as preferred.

|
In sumary, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG 1431 Rev.1. " red line" is used

* to annotate new material, " strike-out" is used to annotate deleted material, and
change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these,

changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number,

or a change code.

. Note. NUREG 1431 Rev. 1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are
incorporated are indicated using the " redlines", " strike outs" and margin codes

.

*

7) discussed above. !;V {

Methodology 2 of 2 S/15/97
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C
MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES CONTENTS

Mark-up:

BASES PAGE

3.7.1.................................................................................B3.7-1
3.7.2............................................................................B3.7-7
3.7.3........................................................................................B3.7-14
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s

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

U B 2.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (HSSVs) !
9

BASES i

'

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the MSSVs is to provide overpressure
protection for the secondary system. The HSSVs also provide

i

protection against overpressurizing the reactor coolant pressure
boundary (i CPB) by providing a heat sink for the removal of
energy from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) if the preferred . ;

heat sink, provided by the Condenser and Circulating Water
-

System, is not available.

Five MSSVs are located on each main steamljne heeder..outside
containment, upstream of the main steam isolation valves, as
described in the FSAR. Sectier, 10.0.1 (Ref. 1). The MSSV
capacity criteria is 110% of rated steam flow at 110% of the
steam generator design pressure. This meets the requirements of
the ASME Code, Section III (Ref. 2). The MSSV design includes ,

'

staggered setpoints, according to Table 3.7.1-2 in the
accompanying LCO, so that only the needed valves will actuate.
Staggered setpoints reduce the potential for valve chattering~% ,

(d that is due to stem pressure insufficient to fully open all
'

valves following : turbine reactor trip.

OperatioD3ritKone~ot;more11noperableXSVs3slallowableltEthe
reactotipowetlis3ppropriate]yIrfduced,EIbifactionzensoresMat
if;6n eyent:were troccEtgopetable;tiSStsyou]dicontipoelta 4

proLide3dequate~overptWure protection 3

APPLICABLE The design basis for the MSSVs comes from Reference 2
SAFETY ANALYSES and its purpose is to limit the secondary system pressure to t

s 110% of design pressure when passing 100% of design steam flow.
This design basis is sufficient to cope with any anticipated
operational occurrence (A00) or accident considered in the Design
Basis Accident (DBA) and transient analysis.

.

The events that mo'st:significantly; challenge the relieving
capacity of the MSSVs, and thus RCS pressure, are those
characterized as decreased heat removal events, which are

,

( (Continued)
U
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n
Q"19 presented in the FSAR. Section 152 (Ref. 3). Of these, the full5

power turbine trip without steam dump is the limiting A00. This
event also terminates norsal feedwater flow to the steam
generators.

The transient response for turbine trip without a direct reactor
trip presents no hazard to the integrity of the RCS
or the Main Steam System. If a minimum reactivity feedback
is assumed, the reactor is tripped on high pressurizer
pressure. In this case, the pressurizer safety valves open, and

,

i

RCS pressure remains below 110% of the design value. The MSSVs
also open to limit the secondary steam pressure.

If maximum reactivity feedback is assumed, the reactor is tripped
on overtemperature cf N1161cEsteamigeneratorfwaterIleve1EoW3 ;

JoM. The departure from nucleate boiling ratio increases
throughout the transient, and never drops below its initial ,

|
value. Pressurizer relief valves and HSSV are activated and
prevent overpressurization in the primary and secondary systems.
The MSSVs are assumed to have two one active cr.d era passivc
failure modes. The active failure modes src spuricus js~aD
inadver ent opening and failure to reclose once opened. Thet

/7 pessive failurc ;r,odc is Failure to open upon demand isZnot
O assumedi(Ref;23).

1

The MSSVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NP,0 Policy Statement-
10CFR50:36{c1(2Mjj)I.

i

l
,

LC0 The accident analysh requires four HSSVs per steam generator 5
provide overpresst9v (rotection for design basis transients i

occurring at 102% kip. An MSSV will be considered inoperable if ;

it fails to open en-eeaandNhenitheIptocegisIpressutEis]Lth10 (
th0ljftisetJptessuteltolerancg. The LC0 requires that five
MSSVs be OPERABLE in compliance with Reference 2. even though
this is not a requirement of the DBA analysis. This is because |

operation with less than the full number of MSSVs requires i

limitations on allowable THERMAL POWER (to meet ASME Code |
requirements) xse lirtitations are according to Table 3.7.11 l

in the accow.mying LCO. and Required Action A.2.
The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to open
within the setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generator
overpressure, and reseat when pressure has been reduced. The

1

|
\(

(Continued) |(/ I

i
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n
b OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is determined by periodic surveillance

testing in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

The lift settings, according to Table 3.7.1-2 in the accompanying
LCO, correspond to ambient conditions of the valve at nominal ;

operating temperature and pressure. |

This LC0 provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform
their designed safety functions to mitigate the consequences of i

accidents that could result in a challenge to the RCPB. |
1

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1 above 40% RTP, the number of MSSVs per steam generator I
required to be OPERABLE must be according to Table 3.7.11 in the |
accompanying LCO. Below 40% RTP in MODES 1, 2, and 3, only two j

MSSVs per steam generator are required to be OPERABLE. |
In MODES 4 and 5, there are no credible transients requiring the
MSSVs. The steam generators are not normally used for heat ;

:removal in MODES 5 and 6, and thus cannot be overpressurized-

n there is no requirement for the MSSVs to be OPERABLE in these |

(,) MODES.

I

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table is codified by a Note indicating that separate ;

Cor:dition entry is allowed for each MSSV.
7

/L1

With one or more MSSVs inoperable, reduce power so that the
'

available MSSV relievirg capacity meets the Refererre-2
requirements for the applicable THERGL POWER asispecjfjed]r)
Table;32f_lil;

Operation with less than all five MSSVs OPERABLE fcr each steam
generator is permissible, if THERMAL POWER is proportionally
limited to the relief capacity of the remaining MSSVs. This is
accomplished by restricting THERMAL POWER so that the energy
transfer to the most limiting steam generator is not greater than
the available relief capacity in that steam generator. For
example, if one MSSV is inoperable in one steam generator, the ,

'

relief capacity of that steam generator is reduced by,

4

- (Continued)
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q
b approximately 20%. To offset this reduction in relief capacity, :

energy transfer to that steam generator must be similarly reduced !

by at least 20%. This is accomplished by reducing THERHAL POWER *

by at least 20%, which conservatively limits the energy transfer
to all steam generators to approximately 80% of total capacity,
consistent with the relief capacity of the most limiting steam '

generator. .

For each steam generator, at a specified pressure, the fractional ;

relief capacity (FRC) of each HSSV is conserJati'vely7,appro81_ mated ;

dete n.ir,ed as follows:

FRC =

;

where:
,

the relief capacity of the MSSV: andA =

the total relief capacity of all the MSSVs of theB =
,

steam generator. -
>

.,

The FRC is the relief capacity necessary to address operation
- with reduced THERHAL POWER. |.

The reduced THERHAL POWER levels in the LCO prevent operation at
.

power levels greater than the relief capacity of the remaining
MSSVs. The reduced THERHAL POWER is determined as follows: ,

+ N, x FRC { x 100%'l - h, x FRC, + N x FRC +
| RP = 52 2

where:

Reduced THERHAL POWER for the most limiting steamRP =

generator expressed as a percent of RTP:

N , N,, . . . , N represent the status of the HSSV 1, 2 . .. 5
3 3

respectively,
'

0 if the HSSV is OPERABLE,=

1 if the HSSV is inoperable:=

,
,

FRC , FRC , ..., FRC - the relief capacity of the MSSV 1, 2.
3 2 3

... 5, respectively, as defined above. .

.

1:
>n

(Continued)
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i
DeMsquaG4pD14a;poweriregg*1ons:have2beenwerifiedwA-

01MDIEit10AtlE

M2- i

UWetDionelplantls90dit19ns3fbanlopetat1RO11Cred.oceccet
le_elEtheJGDLettogfollowinraitarbineltrJpleventrcouldNs01t
ID3cp3 Die!SiW#isOhicDefetit!erettenuated mit. hog
92Rtpressgjl1I8GbO!sitOleAN191teKE93DfMl@e!3Dif
em!D1190Z4GNition12aguitgest*ILGspMcE19Itseleir_tM
powerirangelneutr_onJfluxmhighltenetgr tnip;setprointmplaIml
levellconsistentMttbithoumber19fropptableissfetyyaMesmTM
adequacy!ontheLredocedisetpoirits;hasIbeenivelitied:onla plan _tr

spmittc; bas 1ERIbelcomple11onittmelorazanotslis"teasoltabje
b._esed3Ncplantiopftaitog;eyperiene2

t

B.1 and B.2

If the MSSVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, or if one or more steam generators
have less than two MSSVs OPERABLE, the unit must be placed in a
H00E in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, !

~

f^ the unit must be placed in at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours, and in
i

(_ H00E 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required
unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner

'

and without challenging unit systems.

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1 :
i

REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the MSSVs by the verification
of each MSSV lift setpoint in accordance with the Inservice
Tasting Program. TheASMECode,SectionXI(Ref.4E), requires

; that safety and relief valve tests be performed in accordance
,

with ANSI /ASME OH 11987 (Ref. 5 6). AccordingtoReference5Q,-

the following tests are required:

a. Visual examination;'*

b. Seat tightness determination;

c. Setpoint pressure determination (litt setting):
,,

!'
d. Compliance with owner's seat tightness criteria; and

(Continued)
.

l<
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I
'

e. Verification of the balancing device integrity on balanced
valves.

The ANSI /ASME Standard requires that all valves be tested every |
5 years, and a minimum of 20% of the valves be tested every !

24 months. The ASME Code specifies the activities and |
frequencies necessary to satisfy the requirements. Table 3.7.1- )

_

I2 allows a 13% setpoint tolerance for OPERABILITY: however, the
valves are reset to ! It during the Surveillance to allow for
drift.

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into and
operation in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. The MSSVs may be ,

either bench tested or tested in situ at hot conditions using an ;

assist device to simulate lift pressure. If the MSSVs are not ,

tested at hot conditions, the lift setting pressure shall be ;

corrected to ambient conditions of the valve at operating i

: temperature and pressure. ,

!

!

REFERENCES 1. FSAR,Section10;311.
1.p

b 2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section III,
Article NC 7000, Class 2 Components.

3. FSAR, Secticr. Cftapi;ed 15

4. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

5. ANSI /ASME OH 1-1987.

)

,

'

,

;

ie

|

O l
l

i

,
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B 3.7. PLANT SYSTEMS' ;m
,

.

B 3.7.2: Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) l.

BASES .

$
!

i

i
~

'lThe MSIVs 'solate steam flow from the secondary side of the steam -BACKGROUND
generators.following a high energy line break (HELB). MSIV closure

. terminates flow from the unaffected (intact) steam generators.
!

One MSIV is located in each main steam line outside, but close to, !

containment. The HSIVs are located downstream from the main steam |

safety valves (MSSVs), the:;skaufgeneratorfatmospherjc;felief |
talyes!(ARVs), and auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump turbine steam |

. supply, to prevent MSSVEARV and AFW isolation from the steam 4

generators by MSIV closure. Closing the MSIVs isolates each steam |

generator from the others, and isolates the turbine. Steam Bypass
Dump System, and other auxiliary steam supplies from the steam
generators. ;

The MSIVs close on a main steam isolation signal generated by
either low steam gerareter ] igg pressure? or high containment
pressure orihighlsteamBine ptps.qurplate. The SIVs feil cissed ;

O ca isss cf ;catrol er ;;tuatica ri.;;r. Each]EIVihaslan3]Mttjcal '

r
mettaireodu]Eto msutelths%LtMyaltes:cauMIclosedMenJit
Queittajgfa11tM7heTyalve~T41897A11Cloped on~10sCof)ydreu11gs

fluid!

Each MSIV has an MSIV bypass valve tihjgi$:Lckedic1Ased:dutjpg
poptoperatjons? A1 ~,. . ,r.~ .. . .. .. .~ .. . .,

cissed, the3 receive the ss; sergacy cicsure sign:1 as do their
essociated "SIVs. Qur.fr)g! start 0pWistantbfand[hotIshut|doWDI png
tgIVlbypass;yp1V.e:payIhalop~ ntOtoYidedithelotherithtee: bypasse;

yalyeote;]ocpdic.1psedIanditheitrassociate[HSIVs: ate closed] The 1

MSIVs may else be actuated manually agCgtgDpIgrl1DdlyiduallyJif

| tequired.

A description of the MSIVs is found in the FSAR, Section 10j]
i (Ref. 1).
b

*

APPLICABLE
"'

SAFETYANALYSES3 The design basis of fot the MSIVs operabj.liti is established by the !
h

; eenteimment ;n:1ysis for the 1erge st = line bred (SLS) inside !

contai.;;r.t. discussed in the TS'f. Sectica [S.2] (Ref. 2) $ttyed -i'

frositheltZasLumedioperat19021Ethgaccidentlanalyseslofdthe]breal!
i

; initheTsecondatfZsygtLaJm ptigjg1]f,Zsteamljgelttteaj);. It is als; |
i

(Continued)

, ,

'
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%,/ e,l m __ _ ___.__ _; J._

,__ _; L.. .L_ ___o__. . _ _ , . . . , _ _, .L. c, n _. snbd r.sJsubsm oi mm.uu WJ wN us.b . us. n. WIN.JJ.J V, .N sw

the TSA", Sc-t4cn [1S.1.S] ("cf. :0. The design ofitheIsecond.ary
system precludes the uncontrolled blowdown of more than one steam
generator, assuming a single active component failure (e.g., the
failure of one HSIV to close on demand). InladditjonZthe;}tSIVs
ar.e. !cr_edi_ ted_ Tin;th_e_'ana. l. ys. e. s_~ofith.e"steamTgenerator" tube. _" r_upt,ure

. - u -,

accidents.?-- -

ru_ ,a_J J__ _ . _ ,__ .L. ___ a____. . _ . , a. J. .L_ c, n J_.u_
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__..J______ 1_,_ _s
. rV . V.IV .. Wm.. . b,I

ee._; .._.;s.2,..__ _, iL_ uceu . iL_
bEM J b b uHeUe N 1WI I WI E VI bin 5 4J & 5 vis b4f5 6

generator to closc. At lowcr poders, the steam gCGCrotor
invcatory and temperature arc et-their maximum, maximizing
.L_ __.s.. a _... __; _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ , _ .L_ ___.a____. n.._ ._
b41U Wa lu l y &Eu Hiu J 7 WifW EI N A yJ | EREL blIV W31 W 8 8 tillbi l b . WWE W

reverse flow and railure of the ",Siv to close, the additienci mass
and cncrgy in the stcom hc;ders downstream frc; the othcr "SIV

p.. ._ .L. ., __,____ . ... a . L _ __.. ___.J.._ _a
.

e WL4 b 5 W b3lb WW4 854LuJL. Fu l blI- bl N HIVJb 4Lubbiyb aVM

cluster contrci cssc;bly assmed-stum in the fully withdrawn
position-there is an increased possibH4+y-that the corc wi-H

b, b m.u . u, N . m W. .. W r_ . . N m.m
. ..,.J_._,.. . L..._. _o.J_., __; __..._ .. _ _ . . _ _

v. .u _ ____ J. Jbem_ _ i.N u , b m,Iu W . , J. N b

;_.._L.. .L L _ ._ J . ._Ja J J__.J_ ;_,J.,__J L., .L. P______.. e_PeWUUTTI I WJ b.8 3% UVI ib ubfM Il dyEb b 4 WI B uh5 I W O I LM WJ b4 N b.HN 4 WWI NJ

cooling System.

/3 .. ._a_..Jb __., n aa __ . e, n.__u__. ._.,.._J ____.__.

( Iu_ b __ .b. n.J uvu . nJ i.unuisJ.. .. si u . uiiivisub swJ wmrui sdnu ubb usnb
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LE yVFvb s 4VE 4VFW4Ity bul WBBN bI By. r1 I b l ( Ui 4 jib 5 VVTT b i

availabic, the reactcr cociant pumps continua to circulate cociant
u _ _ . . _L .L_ . m _ _____. __. _.a_Jo__ .u_ n_ .__ r__,__. e...__
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failure of cr tiSIV tc closc.

Ethe: safety;analysesssey.eral;differentISLBleyents are: compared
against~ d.1f ferentleyaltrac_ceptancel11mits2Aldoubl eJended
guilloti ne;SLBlatlhotizero:po.weCi sitheilimitingica s.e31th:te|spect-

toIcore2responseZI_heldo0bleiended gdilloti_nelSLBloutsids
contai nment~ 1 sHimitingYorlof_fsj te: dose:consequenc.esHAispectrum
of;nonimechanisticIbreakIupstream~ofthe2tSIVslinathe steamitunnels

.

fromTat;powerZeonditionsrare~11miting31thlrespect;to3nytronmen_tal
qualifi cationIKtheisteam; tunnel seal though'a: break:Kthis;short
sectj on:offpj p10g;haCOerg,loKproAabilj Kandli sipostulateEfoc

/aO' -

(Contmued)
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O
enfjDMRegtAlWalifiSation! purposes 30]yMJarge;SLBlathjghet
poReclevelsItsillaitingMth! respect 1toicontainmentitemperatutt
useEgequipmentIqualiticationEIn3hCanalysisioGreedvaternine
hoggkAg!;41pgsgeJgratoritubeTrjiptore Taccidet$sIit_he;MSIVfatt
stemsLT9r4. TRAC 96Jteratarztsplat1MEsignificantifallett
ggggij$tedifofa]]Isayslisithe;failurezofia MSIVito2 clos'e]

The HsiVs serve only a safety function and remain'open during power |
operation andithejrlsafetyifunction21sitEcloselonidemand. These 1

valves atelassumeditq operate under the following situations.
:

a. An HELB (SLBlorHLB). inside containment. In order to |

maximize the mass and energy release into containment, the ;
*

analysis assumes that the HSIV in the affected steam
generator fails to close. For this accident scenario, steam
is discharged into containment from all steam generators i

until the remaining MSIVs close. After MSIV closure, steam ,

is discharged into containment only from the affected steam
generator and from the residual steam in the main steam
header downstream of the closed MSIVs in the unaffected
loops. Closure of the HSIVs isolates the break from the .

unaffected steam generators.

b. A break outside of containment and upstream from the
HSIVs is not e centeinant pressurizatica cencern. ,

Tra greentrolled biswdown of . Tere tren en; sta; scriretor
must be pr;;ated to limit tra potentiel for urcentrolled RSS
ce;1down end positive ree tivity eddition. Closure of tha ;

MS!Vs isolates tra brak end limits tra blewdown to e single i

sta seiereter. po'stulated310eltolthelbreaEex_c]#sjoDIdesjgrj
QfitheIpjpjgZLNQI.E.E&llhodgEalktpa!CID1thjEatea21s, I!joj
alsuDdifptlac_cjdentianalyseCEarnonimeshanisticJp.jpelcInch
1sipostu]ated;for3sG1puent!qualificatfgnD

c. A break downstream of the HSIVs will bc iscleted by tFa
closure of tra MSIVs isInot3]coDtialgebat3itessurtzetjorji ,

concernTHheruocoltttolted?bloissown oEmoteIthaolonelstem
generatotinust]helpte_yenleditg;]1mititheIpotentialifgt ,

uneostc6]Jed:RcS; cop]doiga:andIposittgeIteactivity3udttiona
Glos 0te oftMMSIVslisolateGthelt@akland;11mitEthe'

blowd@[toXsingleIsteam generatorIJ
,

d. Following a steam generator tube rupture, closure of the
HSIVs isolates the ruptured steam generator from the intact
steam generators to minimize radiological releases.EIrj
MditionitEminimizing tadiologicalwelease4Etjis;jhblej!

(Continued)
E
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( t@l?MfetsManifjtli]Et@IpM$1DfEoft @I$ Man 3RfleTeltE ;t

W R1theIcop1tuted3abratitWMssy3etmotgegeysary
stepItoWardiso],atjpgithelflotiritAtopgQhe'10ptorp2

e. The HSIVs are also utilized daring other events such as a
feedwater line break andjM(foricontai_nmentisolatiorJ)..
This cver.t is The.seleyentstare less limiting so far as MSIV
OPERABILITY is concerned. ,

T

The HSIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the N|1C Policy Statcr.c.,t.
10CFR50.36_(g),(2)11]],.

LCO This LC0 requires that fourj HSIVs in the steam lines be OPERABLE.
The HSIVs are considered OPERABLE when the isolation times are
within limits, and they close on an isolation actuation signal.

This LC0 provides assurance that the HSIVs will perform their
design safety function to mitigate the consequences of accidents
that could result in offsite exposures comparable to the 10 CFR 100
(Ref.1) limits or the NRC staff approved licensing basis.

APPLICABILITY The HSIVs must be OPERABLE in H0DE 1, and in H0 DES 2 and 3, except
when closed and de activated, when there is significant mass and
energy in the RCS and steam generators. When the HSIVs are closed,
they are already performing the safety function.

In H0DE 4, normally most of the HSIVs are closed, and the steam
generator energy is low.

In H0DE 5 or o, the steam generators do not contain much
energy because their temperature is below the boiling point of
water: therefore, the HSIVs are not required for isolation of
potential high energy secondary system pipe breaks in these MODES.

.

ACTIONS U ,

With one HSIV inoperable in H00E 1, action must be taken to restore
OPERABLE status within 822), hours. Some repairs to the HSIV can be !;

l'\
U (Continued)

,
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'

,

O
V maw with the unit hot. The 824 hour Completion Time is

reasonable, considering the low probability of an accident |
occurring during this time period that would require a closure of
the HSIVs. t

i

The 822 hour Completion Time is greater then te[Lsjf,teritIWittgthat
normally allowed for containment isolation valves bec;ust the "SIVs ,

I

cre volv;s that isolate a closed system penetrating containment.
These velves di'rht fre . cther centeir.T.;nt isolation volves in thatT '

the closed vdem RttsitimeX1smregsgeablendueltoltheItalative -
stabiljtCotthe31o;seCsysteeMtichJprovides an additional passjve

1

means for containment isolation. ,

IL1

If the HSIV cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 8172 '

hours, the unit must be placed in a H0DE in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in MODE 2 ,

within 6 hours and Condition C would be entered. The Completion !
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach

'

H00E 2 and to close the HSIVs in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems. ;

C.1 end-C.2 rD!1tand D'2
~ i

Condition Q G is modified by a Note indicating thatHRhe03WoI9t
RotfMSIVs3t911DopetablO separate Condition entry is allowed for ,

each MSIV. |

Since the HSIVs are required to be OPERABLE in H00ES 2 and 3, the
~

;

inoperable HSIVs may either be restored to OPERABLE status or
closed. When closed, the HSIVs are already in the position

!required by the assumptions in the safety analysis.
:

The 822 hour Completion Time pf3equiragN: tion'Jf1]is consistent !

with that allowed in Condition A3fgge3I_SEj_nopetable5forltsj i

ofmote]lSIVslinopetableZallm8'eIceittigliegospletiMI1glofi8 |f

houtsas;impojted;byleguitedActioroll. i

For inoperable HSIVs that cannot be restored to OPERABLE status*

within the specified Completion Time, but are closed, the
inoperable HSIVs must be verified on a periodic basis to be closed.
This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions in the safety -'

analysis remain valic'. The 7 312 day Completion Time is reasonable,
; based on engineering judgment, in view of MSIV status indications
,

O (Continued)
.

4
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BASES

available in the control room, and other administrative controls,
to ensure that these valves are in the closed position.

EB.1 and EfL2

If the HSIVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status or are not
closed within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be
placed in a H00E in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the unit must be placed at least in H00E 3 within 6 hours,
and in H00E 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required
unit conditions from H0DE 2 conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 7.L1-

REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies that MSIV closure time is s {t&} 5 seconds,

LKh'ndZsgitch'maylbion en estuel or sir.ulated actuatica signal. a

n !!sediaslt!!pIactuationisignla to:perfogi!LtttisisotyeinageXffhe

Q MSIV closure time]is assumed in the accident and containment
analyses. This Surveillance is normally performed upon returning
the unit to operation following a refueling outage. The "SI"s
should act be tested et pc.;cr. since evc e part stroke exercise
ireresses the risk of a velve cicsure .Mn the unit is gerereting
powee- As the HSIVs are not ful]Isttgkg tested at power, they are
exempt from the ASME Code Section XI (Ref. 5), requirements during
operation in H0DE 1 or 2.

The Frequency is in accordance with the Inser.11t%Iesting1(IS_T).
Etogtam;orISs.;nths., The [10] ;.snth Trcquercy for volve closure

,

time is based on the refueling cycle. Operating experience has
shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when

*

performed at the [10] s.enth frequency specifiedibyitheIISUptogr;am.
Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

.

This test is a].lowedito~bq conducted in H00E 3 with the unit at
4

operating temperature and pressure, as discussed in Reference 5
exercising requirements.' This SR is modified by a Note that allows
entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR.
This allows a delay of testing until MODE 3, to establish

' t

(Continued)

.
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)(O '

ks' conditions consistent with those under which the acceptance4
.

criterion was generated.

SR237.2:2

IhE4ptyeilTanct3 err 16sreFch'MSIVIc1diurforag3ct0a]3t '

Linolateursetuatj62n 11glaliY: Tite 3ftequggig181mnths2

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 10.3.

2. FSAR, Section 6.2.

.3 . FSAR,Sectica15.1.5ChapteC15.

4. 10 CFR 100,11.

5. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section XI.

f',

t

4

f)')%
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MIIVs and MIRVS [ FIVs and A.ssociated Bypass Valves}
'

B 3.7.3
|

b,a
8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

i

B 3.7.3 Hefn Feedwater Isolation Valves (MrIVs) (FIVs) sad Main Fc;dwater i
.

1

Regulatisa Velvcs (MIRVS) [ar.d Associated Bypass Valves 3
,

,

BASES i

s

BACKGROUND The HFEVs safety;gradel,FIys isolate main feedwater (MFW) flow to
the secondary side of the steam generators following a high energy
line break (HELB). Each FIVihasla FIV_ Bypass; Valve;(FIBV) and a
Eeedwater Preheater; Bypass; Val _ vel (FPBV)3!hichiare~jts|. associated
hypas.syalvesfj The sefety related associatedjfunction of the
HFRVsEeedwate6 Control |Nalves;(FCVs) land;theirjassociatedbypass
fa] vee (F.CBVs). is to provide the sc cad backup isolation of HFW
flow to the secondary side of the steam generators following an |

'

HELB. Becaus_e;an earthquake;isinotjassaied'to~o~ cur; coincidentc

gith'a spontaneousibreak_of; safety re]at_ed; secondary; piping,1]oss
#f theinon: safety;gradeJCVs11s;notiassumed:[Ref;13].eILtheisingly
afetiveZfajlure postulated;for, alsecpndarylpipelbreak3s:the;failufe
Rflasafety~ grade;FIV;to;clo_sp,~;thenlcreditiisitaken;forcipsingA

Q theinosafety; grade ECEoLGtrjpping;the;fe.edwiater" pump;in;that
'

lig[Ref.13] ClosureoftheHFIVsEIVsandassociatedbypass
valves or HFRVs FCVs and associated bypass valves terminates flow
to the steam generators, terminating the event for feedv.e line
breaks (FLB-f%Bs) occurring upstream of the HFIVs FIVs 9r MFRVs
FCJs. The consequences of events occurring in the main steam lines
or in the HFW lines downstream from the HFIVs FIVs will be
mitigated by their closure. ClosureoftheHFIVsFIVsand
associated bypass valves, or HFRVs FCVs and associated bypass
valves, effectively terminates the addition of feedwater to an
affected steam generator, limiting the mass and energy release for
steam line breaks (SLBs) or ELB-fEBs inside containment, and
reducing the cooldown effects for SLBs.

The HFIVs EIVs and associated bypass valves, or MIRVS and
essociated bgass andithelmain feedwater, check valves, isolate the
nonsafety related portions from the safety related portions of the
system. In,the; event;of alfeedwater pipefupture'inLthe nonsafety'

m

@rtjon of thefsystem'~;the:checklvalves_will _c]ose;to ,termina_te;the,

losslofifluidifromltheis_econdary side In the event of a secondary
side pipe rupture inside containment, the FIVSiand associated
bypass valves limit the quantity of high energy fluid that enters
containment through the break, and provide a pressure boundary for

-
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the controlled addition of auxiliary feedwater (AFW) to the intact
loops. 1

9

One HF4V FIV and anjassociated bypass valve (FIBV), and one HFRV |

FCy and its associated bypass valve, are located on each MFW line,
outside but close to containment. The'pp_ reheater _bypas~s; valve
#ssoci ated.withithe11Vii s_l ocat_ed.,jnX branch 3 preheatetibypa s's),
110e:downstr.eam;bf.ithelF_Cy_between thefeedwaterij
isol.ation;pheck! val ve' and ' FIyjEThe"AFW;i njecti on' poi nt _i sii n;th.(
Ete_ heater bypass line;outsjdelbut31osie~to;containmentJ The HF4Vs
preheaterlbypas's;Va]yves and MFRVs FCVs are located upstream of the
AFW injection point so that AFW may be supplied to the steam
generators following HF4V preheater7bypasCvalve or NFRV FCV

Ihe2LVsZare'l o~catedlign3eparate!pj ping ~ from ~t.he:AFEsdclosure. s

that. E W_mayibe3 upplied to'thels_te.am; generators foljowing;EIY
glosur.eQThe piping volume from these the,EIV and ~ associated
byp_assjvalves to the steam generators must be accounted for in
calculating mass and energy releases, and purged refilled prior to
AFW reaching the' steam generator following either an SLB or FWLB.

The HF4Vs Flys and associated bypass valves, and MFRVs ECVJ and
associated bypass valves, close on receipt of a safety;jnjecjior)
}BnaljT -Low coincident with reactor trip (P 4) or steamm
generator water level-high high signal. They may also be actuated
manually a:s'a groupIor2 individual]y, Each1FIViand:as,sociat_ed
kyas_sIvalvesIandlegg_h'JF.CV76nd" associated bypasCya]y_elis'a'ted
trairEvalve31;eIzbgtKTrajmand3taj0 B:gontrol.s~; ate
independently.;ptqttdedito perform ~thelclose;[ungtionZThetefotel
lin~gleJctive2 failure of;the FIVla_nd]pss~ociated|byp_ ass ~valvesMs
bot: ass.umeE_hoWeyetZthe'FCVsland assocjated_bypassIyalv_e:s~ats
RCoyided;aCalbalck0pi10Ithe3nlikely event aimechanica];faRur(
pteveDtedithe~ primary;is.qTatjonIyalvesj,fromjfulJy closing? -111
eddition to the MIIVs and asscciated bypass vaivcs. and the MIRVS
and associated bypass volves, c check valvc insidc conte' ament is
eyeilabic. The chc;k valyc isciates the fccd;;tcr linc,
penetrating ccatainmcat, and casures that the conscquences of
events do not cxceed the-capacity of the ccatainment heat removal

,

systems.
J

A description of the MF4Vs FIVsland associated bypass; valves] and
MFRVs the FCVs'and associated bypass valves is found in the FSAR.
Chapters,6J7Z 10 and 15 Section [10.4.7] (Ref. 1). |

|

|

O )
|
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Mf!Vs end MIRVS [ FIVsjand Associated Bypass Valves 3
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(') BASES

APPLICABLE The design basis of the HFIVs FIVs ard MIRVS is established
SAFETY ANALYSES by the analyses for the large SLB. It is also influenced by the

accident analysis for the large [LI}-fMB. Closure of the HFIVs'

EEs and associated bypass valves, or MIRVS and associated bypass
velves, may also be relied on to terminate an SLB for core response '

ana'iysis and excess feedwater event upon the receipt of a steam
generator water level-high high signal or a feedwater isolation
sfgnal on high st :: generator icycl.

Failure of an NF4V EIV. MFRV. or the associated bypass valves
to close following an SLB or ELB-fMB can result in additional mass
and energy being delivered to the steam generators, contributing to
cooldown. This failure also results in additional mass and energy
releases following an SLB or F,_LB-FWEB event. ThiFCVsandl
fledWiterlplap;ty.gfate cr,edite[inithe~ safety analyse ~slas'b_a;cM
DEGICt_heleveint'oEsuch'fa11 ures]

The HF4Vs FIVs and MFRVs and ~a'ssociated'bjpa(Qalvej satisfy
Criterion 3oftheNRCPolicyStat;;;nt.10CFR5,0,*3Mc)(2)11J)J.

.

I
\

LC0 This LCO ensures that the HFIVs [.IVs. MIRVS , and their associated
bypass valves will isolate MFW flow to the steam generators,
following an [LB-FWEB or main steam line break. These velvcs, will
else isci;te the r,castfety related porticas fica the safety related
pertions of the system.

This LC0 requires that Efour3-hf4Vs FEs and associated bypass
valves and [four] MTRVs [and associated bypass valves] be OPERABLE.
The HF4Vs [I_Vg erd MIRVS and the associated bypass valves are
considered OPERABLE when isolation times are within limits and they
close on an isolation actuation signal.

,

Failure to meet the LCO requirements can result in additional mass
and energy being released to containment following an SLB or FLB
FWEB inside containment. Because3f--a feedwater isolation signal

.s

on high steam generator level is relied on to terminate an excess
feedwater flow event, failure to meet the LCO may result in the
introduction of water into the main steam lines.

Q)
(

.
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APPLICABILITY The HHVs FIVs ard MIRVS and the associated bypass valves must be
OPERABLE whenever there is significant mass and energy in the

- Reactor Coolant System and steam generators. This ensures that, in
the event of an HELB, a single failure cannot result in the
blowdown of more than one steam generator. In MODES 1, 2, fand 33,
the HF4Vs FIVs ard MIRVS and the associated bypass valves are
required to be OPERABLE to limit the amount of available fluid that
could be added to cortainment in the case of a secondary system
pipe break inside containment. When the valves are closed and
de activated or isolated by a closed manual valve, they are already

'

performing their safety function. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, steam
generator energy is low. Therefore,
the HHVs EIM, MIRVS. and the associated bypass valves are ,

|normally closed since MFW is not required.

.

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate
Condition entry is allowed for each valve.

O I\j A.1 and A.2

With one MHV ELv in one or more flow paths inoperable, action must
be taken to gedfrb.73dsthi$tr8tiVehenrth8t3 tie' bEk1Tg.
T4614t15H'fGrictiofij$3?a1 Tablet 91 thin'"4 h6Urs'randituirestore the
affected valves to OPERABLE status, or to close or isolate
inoperable affected valves within 7J.ihours. IfithLb]]LEup
fu_nctLoCis3L6Kavailabj el.itte31fgLetef1_nopdrbb.LeHaTvesyntibde

glo16M83|pKij When these valves are closed or isolated, they
are performing their required safety function.

.

The Z2 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy
afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves and the low probability
of an event occurring during this time period that would require
isolation of the MFW flow paths. The Zg hour Completion Time is
reasonable, based on operating experience.,

EithTfjV;i n6pdrableIand;FCVs"and ~a'sso~ci atedibypiass2alVs1
.

Maleilablelin7the3ams'flos; pated" ttiere'mayIbeZnoTredundaILtlsZs_t_e!!
LCop6 tate. "aQtombtjsalJy;and~perfo_rmithelequited ~safeFlusc.t16G
UndeCthese~c6nditfo~nis;3]iffeg16d Valves'in3ach'florbithTmustTbd
testyted_to'0PERABLElstatdsZiorithie affected' flor _3fath isblated
nithini8ihours3n

U
9
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,

Inoperable HFIVs EIVs that are closed or isolated must be verified
. on a periodic basis _that they are closed or isolated. This is

necessary to ensure that the assumptions in the safety analysis
remain valid. The 7 31 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on
engineering judgment, in view of valve status indications available
in the control room, and other administrative controls, to ensure
that these valves are closed or isolated.

I

B.1 and B.2

With cae |ifRV in one or ;cre ficw path- incperabic, actica ;Ust be
taken to restore the affected valves to OPE"'EL: states.-ee-to
close cr isolate ir,cperable affected valves within [72] hours.
'#,en these valves are cicsed or isolated, they are performing their

i required safety function.

w_ r,,, u_.._r.__,_a__ ,.,__ m __ ,_._ ____.._ .u. __;.._;__..
3 sms bunEJ lis bw w wwv utab bars a wwul fwwi swJIsr5 L i &.J I FVul uvr; p I E b s w s s

efforded by the rc;;ining OPEPXLC velvcs and the low probability
p of an cv^nt occurring during this tiac pericd that would require
V isciatica of the tiro' ficw paths. The [72] hour CVapletion Tim is'

re;;;nobi; b;;;d on cper; ting ;xp rience.

,_____u,_ o re ,, _ r ei,_ .u.. ___ _,___; __ ,__,; _ . . _ . u_
]A I TVyU s Wu 3 5 s as nY J fu7J, blfu b Ws L wIVJEM VB 4JVsWbEM, IsIWJ b ME

verified on a periodic basis that they are closed or isoleted. i

This is necessary to casure that the assumptions in the safety )
analysis r;;;in valid. The 7 day Ceapletion Time is reasoneMe- I
based en engiaccring jud;,;nt, in vicw of velve ;tetus indications i

eyeilabic in the contrci roca, and other administrative contrcis to I
ensure-that the valves are cicstd cr isolated. I

1
1

r , __; e e
g uisu u.t

.

With one associated bypass valve in one or more flow paths
'

inoperable, action must be taken to toJerlifylbi~}dministrative
!!ggsithat3he]Fckiupitsolat;1offunctiofis;ayajlable31 thin 3
hoJits~andrestoretheaffectedvalvestoOPERABLEstatus,orto

,

close or isolate inoperable affected valves within 72 hours. When
these valves are closed or isolated, they are performing their
required safety function. |

;

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy
afforded by the rcacining OPEPRL: valvcs FCV'and'~ associated: bypass

h galve and the low probability of an event occurring during this
time period that would require isolation of the MFW flow paths. If

1
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Lhe~ bacEup;fonction~1sinot 7 avail abl e,'EtheIj.poperabl ejaffectedt

Valvesim0_stibe3:losedlig;8 N uts] The 72 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, based on operating experience.-

WithTa'FIV2b'yp3ssNalvs!inop r,abis'and~the~ECVNnd7assqciatecje

byp~6ss]/iWeruriaVRTable2hTtheTslimiEfl_owJath2t. hetelmaPlbein]
.

tedpadantisystemToTppetatE60tomsti_gia]]ylandJet{qrm;thels~qGjtifd
SAfetffjtngtibnMUp_detitheseIcoridi tionC3f_fect_edlalyes!1nlea~ch
flofpat_h'adstIbe'Yestoredlo 0PERABLE 2: tat]LC"~or'the'~nffected~ flow

_

Fa21sylatbdNfthin'8;h60[s2

Inoperable associated bypass valves that are closed or isolated
must be verified on a periodic basis that they are closed or
isolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions in the
safety analysis remain valid. The 7 day Completion Time is
reasonable, based on engineering judgment, in view of valve status
indications r,vailable in the control room, and other administrative
controls, to ensure that these valves are closed or isolated.

O 0I
!v/

Mith two incperabic volvcs in the 3;;; ficW path, there may be ac
redundant system to operate automatically and perform the required
safety function. Although the contain, cat can be iscleted with the
failure of two valves in parallel in the som; ficw path, thc double 1

feilure can bc on indicatica of a ccaman mode failurc in the valves |
Iof this flow path, and as such, is trcated the sea; as e loss of

the isciatica capability of this ficw path. "nder these
conditicas, effected valves in c;;h ficw pcth must be rcatceed te
OPEPXL: status, or the affected ficw path isolated within 0 bcurs. J

This action returns the systcm tc thc candition where et least onc l

velvc in c;ch flow pcth is performing the required safety function.
The 0 hour Ceepletion Tim; is reason;bic, based on operating
expcriencc, to ccmplete the actions required tc closc the MII" cr
MII", or otherwisc iscicte the effected flow path. j

S
CE.1 and CE.2

If the MII"(s) EIVg and MIR" and the associated bypass valve (s) !
cannot be restored to OPERABLE states, or closed, or isolated j

within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a !

H0DE in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the {
unit must be placed in at least H00E 3 within 6 hours.Ianni;0 -

g
(] N00ElwithirQ21houts. The allowed Completion Times are j

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required'
1

1

|
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|if!Vs and MTRVs [ EIyCand Associated Bypass Valves-}
B 3.7.3

(A)
%> BASES

unit condii. ions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the closure time of each HF4V FIyl.-MIRV. and
associated bypass valves is s 7 5 seconds. on :n ;;tu;l or
simulated octuatica signal. The MF4V FI] end-HFRV closure times
are assumed in the accident and containment analyses. This
Surveillance is normally performed upon returning the unit to
operation following a refueling outage. These valus should not be
tested at power since even L part stroke exercise increases the
risk of a valve closure with the unit generating power. This is
consistent with the ASliC Code. Scction XI (Rcf. 2', quarterly
sticke rcquir mcats during operation in 1i000 1 and 2. RGT222
Eef>ZO

(m(,) The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with the Ins'et9fc6 i

Testin~g PrWJram] cr 10 months The IST 10 month Frequency for valve
closure is based on the refueling cycle. Operating experience has .

shown that these components usuaily pasc the Surveillance when |
!

performed at the IST 10 acath Frequency.

5'D3:7:3:2

IIllCSKYe.rj,fggthst3he3tlo_skrel4j melo.filachTECVlaj)dla ssd~cla tel
bypssDa]feWJh ch3s3eing31seditoIc_omple_t_e~iles0 fred"actidnlis
$N:52secondsTFPac(figZa~du~stments70n the'JCV:Wf1Diotiinifalidats ;

_

thi s:Speeg.1r.3hf3altelespondsito3Erm_aliconttpKcommands
it[cl_osotd' time Wf1Trndt:beTaffe~ te~dEJThtC50ryst116hreifJc
OoIma]]y;petfqttned3positeturfing3heZun t2,toJpeitatjohlfpilfw. igdi
tefueling'ojtageMThese" Valves',should|:nd,tibeltesteld akpgie,t31 rice
MDIa;patttIstroksWeltrsiel10ctelssEt, he_11sDD3alvfc]oNte
91th3he'unitIgs_n1e 8tjng pg.ger.3n

,

IbeJ81 month 1Ffe3(dencLfot;palye:c]osorfi_s b'a~ sed ^on thd~refeelingf

cycle:Z,0petating expetience'has:sho9nithat3hess; components
us0a]]y,,pasCthe Surileillance3 hen ~perfortned atithe]8' month
Frequency;
,

V
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|
"IIVs end "E"3s [ FIVsfand Associated Bypass Valves} ,

B 3.7.3 i
'

>f
( BASES ]

SR :3 /7.3.3
1

lhis.SR3erifies;that ;each|fIV, and_associatedibypassja]ve; closes-

pfan ~ actual _otlsimul ated iactuationisignal';EThi s 'Surveill ance ti s
,

90! Pal. y; performed.lupo32eturning ',the.lunitito'gperationifo] lowing ~jl
tifMling3utagez:g[heseyalyesis_hou]dyt be; tested;at powerlsince'

!']en aIpart:strokeleXeretselincrenses'jthertisk;ofla;yalve;closur) .e
With the unit:generati_ngrpower2

Lhe218.monthJrequencyifor yalve;closute3s based on.;the2efuelingl
'

.

sycle.R0perating;experj ence:hasishown;that~the_se ; components
Osually;passithe;Suryejll ance3 hen ' performed 'at;the:18' month

: Erequency; ;

.

SR'3'7:3:4. .

Lhis;SR yerifies;that'e.ach;F_CV,and bypass' valve;whichiis;being;0.s,ed
MIcomplete:a; required 3gtfon c]oses;on'an: actual;or: simulated
actuation'sjgnalE;LhisiSurve1 Dance ,is;normally;performedlupoD

,

teturningitheTynttito; operation fo1]owingrairefueling outagez
.

Ibeselvalle_sZsfjoeld2notlbeltest_ed"afpowetZsince eyen~a!part7 stroke
.

'

; FXerci selincreasiesltheJrisjfofXvalvelclosureyj th;t_he: unit
-

Denerating: poser]]

LheJ8_ month Frequency;forivalve~closur.e_'isibasedionithelefueljns
snle E0petat10' :e8pecienceAs ~shokn', t_hatIthese30mponentsg
gsnallyspass;the1Suryeplance:whenpetformediatithe:18; month
Etequency;

y,mmw~mw ' =r-~wm=.wmv m=wwwnwn- wmma i

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, &4-71 Chapters;6',"J210 land;152 |

2. ASME. Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

3J NUREG 0.1_38_,EStaff; Discussion;o[LEjfteen~Iechnicaljlssues !

Listed |Jn:At_t.achmentitolNovember g i1076' Memorandum"from |

Director |1NRRito;NRR. Staff,;"Jiovembet:1976..-

41 . RG;1.2271" Periodic; Testing 'of Protection System'. Actuation
FpngtionsD2[17/72);

i

i
1
1

'

l
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ABVs Mys
,

B 3.7.4 4

-( :
'

B 3.7' PLANT SYSTEMS
.

B 3.7.4 SM1|rHS6fator?. Atmospheric Bump Reliet Valves 90Vst LARV_s]-

BASES

BACKGROUND Re ABVs MVg provide a method for cooling the unit to residual
heat removal (RHR) entry conditions should the preferred heat sink

'
via the Steam Dump Bypees System to the condenser rot be available.
as discussed in the FSAR, Section 10:3](Ref.1). This is done in

,
,

conjunction with the Auxiliary Feedwater System providing cooling ,

water from the condensate storage tank (CST). The ARBS ARVs may* .

also be required to meet the design cooldown rate during a normal-

cooldown when steam pressure drops too low for maintenance of a
vacuum in the condenser to permit use of the Steam galq$ Byptres .

System.

One ABV gy line for each of the f_oGrj steam generators is provided.
Each ADV gj! line consists of one ABV gy and an associated block (

,

valve. i

*(] The ADVs ARVs are provided with upstream block valves to permit I

V their being tested at power and to provide an alternate means of !
'

isolation. The ABVs ARVs are equipped with pneumatic controllers
to permit control of the cooldown rate.

The ABVs MVg are usueRy provided with a pressurized 1p] 3

liian01ators gas supply of botticd nitrosca that, on a loss of j
pressure in the normal instrument air supply, automatically supply i

'

nMeegen Mt to operate the ADVs ARVs. EttE80 psKpffiiRfrM the
aitresca dir7Eccom01atdriThhVe750fficientienpicity; supply i3 siccd
to previdc the sufficient pressuriced gas to operate the ABVs gyi !

for the time required for StelmEBenerat0r1TobeTRupturraitrostigd i
Reseter Coolant Systcs cocidow. to PJC catry conditicas. In j
addition, handwheels are provided for local manual operation iblu]s i

t!Lelilcumulatofptersate7falT t0'the36tntTheTreTitTc8hTrid3btise] ;

gop1rojit_he ABVs ARVs.

A description of the ABVs-gy! is found in Reference 1. The ABVs
.

ARVs are OPERABLE with only a DC power source available, hoWever]
thelautomatic~coltttolslot;theMRys do]ptlpetfopCaQ[af_et.V 1

fun _ctiog

b '
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ABVARY l
B 3.7.4

BASES

$

/

APPLICABLE The design basis of the ABVe-A_RVs is established by the
SAFETY ANALYSES capability to cool the unit to RHR entry conditions. The design

rate of 75 50*F per hour is applicable for two steam generators,
each with one ADV-ARV. This rate is adequato to cool The unit carj
belcooledjto RHR entry conditions with only one steam generator and
one ARYA 9V, utilizing the cooling water supply available in the
CST.

In the accident safety analysis presented in References 1 and,;2,
the ABVs ARV_( are assumed to be used by the operator to cool down
the unit to RHR entry conditions for even,ts accident-s accompanied
by a loss of offsite power. Prior to operator actions to cool down
the unit, the ADVs cnd main steam safety valves (HSSVs) are assumed
to operate automatically to relieve steam and maintain the steam
generator pressure below the design value. For the recovery from a
steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event, the operator is also
required to perform a limited cooldown to establish adequate
subcooling as a necessary step to terminate the primary to
secondary break flow into the ruptured steam generator. The time
required to terminate the primary to secondary break flow for an
SGTR is more critical than the time required to cool down to RHR

O conditions for this event and also for other accidents. Thus, the
kJ SGTR is the limiting event for the ABVs MV$. Ecut Thc nuser of

ADVs ARyg ate required to be OPERABLE to satisfy the SGTR accident
analysis requirements based; depends upon the nuser of unit loops
and on consideration of efty single failure assumptions regarding
the failure of one CCtio;ADV MVs to open on demand.

The ABVs ARVs are equipped with block valves in the event an ADV
My spuriously fails to opens or fails to close during an',ST_G8
event ttse.

The ADVs Alyg a_ndibloskRalv~esjsatisfy Oriterion 3 of the-NRG
Policy Stttement-- 1_0CFR5013McM2)_Q1)2

.

LCO EoUt Thrce ADV MV lines are required to be OPERABLE. One ABV M y
,

line is required from each of four steam generators to ensure that I

at least one ADV ARV line is available to conduct a timely unit
cooldown following an SGTR, in which one steam generator becomes
unavailable, accompanied by a single, active failure of othet
second ADV ARV lines on en-unaffected steam generator (s).. The
block valves must be OPERABLE to isolate a failed open ABV ARV

(~N line. A closed block valve dccs not renders +t-er its ABV ARV line |

, y
~ - I

v

1
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ABV E
B 3.7.4

BASES

(D
C/ .

,

inoperable . .r . . . . . . . . . . , r . . . m u.m . .. ..

supported in the eccidcat analysis hT"it7cTnnotibe~oberated
tMotelylt6m~th~eXo~ntfo1Lrug.

Failure to meet the LCO can result in the inability to cool the.

unit to RHR entry conditions following an event in which the
condenser is unavailable for use with the Steam DM S> pass System.

An ABV A_RV is considered OPERABLE when it is capable of providing '

controlled relief of the main steam flow and capable of fully
opening and closing on demand @frigIa'sWeiate'dTemotiOh8hONT,
tontrol.

.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in "00E 4. hen a stcom. gcncretor is
bcing relied uper. for heat re eval, the ABVs ARVs are required to
be OPERABLE.

In MODE 4_2 E or 6, an SGTR is not a credibic event.

O
V ACTIONS U

With one required ABV-g line inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. Tne 7 day Completion Time
allows for the redundant capability afforded by the remaining
OPERABLE ADV M lines, a nonsafety grade backup in the Stemn Q@
Bypees System, and HSSVs. Required Action A.1 is modified by a
Note indicating that LCO 3.0.4 does not apply.

IL1

With two e-more ABV E lines inoperable, action must be taken to
restore all but one ABV E line to OPERABLE status. Since the
block valve can be closed to isolate an ARV, some repairs may be
possible with the unit at power. The 72 E4-hou.- Completion Time is
reasonable to repair inoperable ABV-g lines, i mi on
the availability of the Steam Dgi Bypees Syste; and MSSVs, and the
low probability of an event occurring during this period that would
require the ABV M lines.

El

K T th_r_ee'pr'InorCARV 11nesMno- ernble-~actio'nwstib' 7ake'n idp e,s

-( ') te;,totelall b0tioneTARVJineIt5 0PERABLEtthtuY%nSinfCth~e7TdtM
\ ' BlVe3Ebe31 pled 3(ij316tyn]fy_7is_om6XegfrsTui87b]e p5TsibT4''

R1Etheyn_it3t;pogetnLhe 24;h00r:Complenon3XLs261mabis
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BASES
p
( )

mz
loir _epai r*indpetabl e'ARV211ne's ? ba sedJn3he7 pail abil i tyTdRther
Steam ~ Dump 1 System 7nQSSVsZjthditheJ orprobabjlttCofinnTeVentS

ydcgrr.j79 dOP1_ng'Ahis; period ~thatWdidit@0Ethe:ARVllin~ll
-

e

GD.Fand'GD?2

If the ADV AAV lines cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within
the associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a H0DE
in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be placed in at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours, and in H0DE 4,
without relience upon stcom scacretor for heat removal, within
M hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

To perform a controlled cooldown of the RCS, the ADVs MVs must be
able to be opened either remotely or 1ccally and throttled through
their full range. This SR ensures that the ABVs ARVs are tested,-m

! ) through a full control cycle at least once per fuel cycle.
'# Performance of inservice testing or use of an ABV My during a unit

cooldown may satisfy this requirement. Operating experit oce has
shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the [plsilijfe7ejtjgg~fftogtalCIC acnth Frequency. The
Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR~3:774~2

The function of the block valve is to isolate a failed open ARV.
Cycling the block valve both closed and open demonstrates its
capability to perform this function. Performance of inservice
testing or use of the block valve during unit cooldown may satisfy
this requirement 8tildsst oscy3bfrfue]Icicld. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the Jiys.edice TestingTCogram

-

M-menth-Frequency. The Frequency is acceptable from a reliability
'

standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR,SectLojis319B',~5A',~9.3:and10.3.

2) FSAR,1Chapterl15]

,~.
,

x /
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AFW System

B 3.7.5
;

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS-
i

B 3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Systems

s

*

BASES

t
.

BACKGROUND The AFW System automatically supplies feedwater to the steam
generators to remove decay heat from the Reactor Coolant System ,

upon the loss of normal feedwater supply. ThemotoridrfvenAFW
pumps take suction through Ocommon3uctibnlige"and;the;turbinje
dtjie!EplacGakesisliction'thr_oughlaj separate and independent
suction lines from the condensate storage tank (CST) (LC0 3.7.6)
and pump to the steam generator secondary side via separate and
independent connections to the main feedwater (MFW) piping outside i

,

containment. The steam generators function as a heat sink for core
decay heat. The heat load is dissipated by releasing steam to the
atmosphere from the steam generators via the main steam safety
valves (MSSVs) (LCO 3.7.1) or atmospheric dump reljef valves
(LCO 3.7.4). If the main condenser is available, steam may be
released via the steam hypees dump valves and recirculated to the !

CST. i

The AFW System consists of two motor driven AFW pumps and one steam(
i

turbine driven pump configured into three trains. Each motor |

driven pump provides 100% of AFW flow capacity, and the turbine j
driven pump provides 200* of the required capacity to th9 steam ;

9enerators, as assumed in the accident analysis. The pumps are ;

equipped with irigrint mJniflog recirculation lines to prevent j

pump operation against a closed system. LheTa1.01floellinelfofitM |

eloJ.Ed.tlycCpK80tbeatiga]].Esolat.e3nTfloW31D6aL3
einiflow 11rieifort_helut ine;driyen puscdoes20t11:solate3ndb
DepMls opgC@ ting!p.Laplope'tption1 Each motor driven AFW pump is
powered from an independent Class 1E power supply and feeds two
steam generators, although each pump has the capability to be
1b3c 11f realigned f.w the cc,ntet,1-rees to feed other steam
oenerators. The steam turbine driven AFW pump receives steam from
two main steam lines upstream of the main steam isolation valves.
Each of the steam feed lines will supply 100% of the requirements
of the turbine driven AFW pump. The AFW System is capable of
supplying feedwater to the steam generators during normal unit

.

startup, shutdown, and hot standby conditions. Each st.'eam; feed'11 M
islprovidedlith33hecksva]ve that;pr.eyents; loss ~oLsteam;supp]f
tolthe; turbine' driven' pump 3hguld ~a:pjpjpgifa1]ure; affect 'the
secondary;sidelof_the" steam ~ generator;forithatisupplyili neFj

i

.
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

O
BACKGROUND The turbine driven AFW pump supplies a common header capable of

(continued) feeding all steem generators with norma]Jylopen; DC poweredZaid

_conggyaly,esjggggygg ygy.g,gggg]3tjrgjg37,.se.e.WOne..e , ....e m...... ,, m e... me. ~., . e . ,v . . . m.

pump at full flow is sufficient to remove decay heat and cool the
unit to residual heat removal (RHR) entry
conditions. Thus, the requirement fer diversity in motive
power sources for the AFW Systed is met.'

I

*.

The AFW System is designed to supply sufficient water to the steam
generator (s) to remove decay heat with steam generator pressure at
the loWes,_t setpoirit- setyr_epgrIof the MSSVs p~10s accumulatfort.
Subsequently the AFW System supplies sufficient water to cool the

4

; unit to RHR entry conditions, with steam released through the ABVs
OBV!-

The AFW System actuates automatically on steam generator water
I

level-low low by the ESFAS (LCO 3.3.2). The system also actuates
on loss of offsite power, safety injection. and trip of all HFW
pumps. DuCID9100rmaliplafttZopdfitionsBt_helAF_WisysteCr0riden
sygiconttoLdslusetto3aint:alrcs. s water:neverJ

The AFW System is discussed in the FSAR. Section 10.4.9 (Ref. 1).

l

APPLICABLE The AFW System mitigates the consequences of any event with
SAFETY ANALYSES loss of normal feedwater.:

The design basis of the AFW System is to supply water to the steam |
'

generator to remove decay heat and other residual heat by
delivering at least the minimum required flow rate to the steam'

generators at pressures corresponding to the lowest steam generator
safety valve set pressure plus 3% [Qj;0golttigD. |

'

In addition, the AFW System must supply enough makeup water to j

replace steam generator secondary inventory lost as the unit cools |

to MODE 4 conditions. Sufficient AFW flow must also be available i
lto account for flow losses such as pump recirculation and h3 line
lbreaks.

The limiting Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) and transients for the
AFW System are as follows:

a. Feedwater Line Break (FLB-fWEB): and

b. Loss of HFW.

.
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AFW System

|
B 3.7.5

|

; BASES

APPLICABLE In addition, the minimum available AFW flow and system
SAFETY ANALYSES characteristics are serious considerations in the analysis of a
(continued) small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

The AFW System design is such that it can perform its
function following en a FLB-FWEB betaca the MIJ isci; tion v;1ves
end conteira. cat combined with a loss of offsite power following
turbine trip, and a single active failure of the stc;m turbine
dHven one AFW pump. In such a casc. the ESFAS logic may rct
detect the ;ffc:ted stcom scacretor if the. beckflow check velvc to
the affceted firJ header workcd properly. Flow to_ the faulted; steam
genetator;js~restrjeted;to")im.it|the: mass. and energy release;_intd.
pontainment) One motor driven AFW pump and the , turbine driven'p0mp
would deliver to the broken tiFW header at the pump runcut maxLmum
flowfof]380fgpm,~;11mited.by' flow restricters.installedlin theLAFW
lineszuntil the probica was detected faulted loop:was~ identified,
and flow terminated by the operator using either_ithe motor 3perated
tsolation valve;oriflowicontrol valve'in each| supply,line;7Eact)
OKcontrol' Valve ~has~an' air ~ accumulator'with ~ sufficient" capacity
to31ose~thelvalve;and maintain 11t; closed _for..up to 30_ minutes.

.

Sufficient flow would be delivered to the a.t leastitwo intact steam
generators by one:ofjthe redundant motoridrjtyen_ pumps;or by~one"of
the motpridrjven pumps;and:thelturbine~drjven AFW pump.p

G The ESFAS automatically actuates the AFW turbine driven pump end
asscciated powcr cperated valves and controls when required to
ensure an adequate feedwater supply to the steam generators during
loss of power. DC poweredZait operated valves are provided for
each AFW line to control the AFW flow to each steam generator.
Ibese valves 3aitogo on loss:of;atrcatraccumulators:are
Provided;to31oselthemlif, required.lIf_ instrument airif.s
UnaVajjableEt_he flowimay_bercontrolled;by.]ocalmanualioperatioD
b,_fithe f_1_ow; control;valyes;

BotXsteam' supply;11nes arefequired,tof be.0PERABLE .to; mitigate
secondary' side: pipe;failuresisince:onei.of the twoimightibef. lost!dde
IEtheldi rect;ef f.ectslof, the| fail ure.7

The AFW System satisfies the requirements of Criterion 3 of the imC
I'clicy Statc; cat-- 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LC0 This LC0 provides assurance that the AFW System will perform its
design safety function to mitigate the consequences of accidents
that could result in overpressurization of the reactor coolant
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BASES
!

:

pressure boundary. Ihted independent AFW pumps in tige LCO
'

diverse trains are required to be OPERABLE to ensure the ;

!

;' availability of de~ci3PhNtYebkWa];,RHR-capability for all events i

accompanied by a loss of offsite power and a single failure. !

This is accomplished by powering two of the pumps from independent j

emergency buses. The third AFW pump is powered by a different !, *

means, a steam driven turbine supplied with steam from a source j

that is not isolated by closure of the MSIVs. j

,',

I The AFW System is configured into tjggej trains. The AFW System is
considered OPERABLE when the components and flow paths required to |

!
provide redundant AFW flow to the steam generators are OPERABLE.|

This requires that the two motor driven AFW pumps be OPERABLE in ;
.

tgj diverse paths, each supplying AFW to separate steam generators. |
-

The turbine driven AFW pump is required to be OPERABLE with |
redundant steam _ supplies from each of 190 main steam lines upstream j

,

of the MSIVs, and shall be capable of supplying AFW to any'

of the steam generators, The piping, valves, instrumentation, and |

controls in the required flow paths also are required to be !
.

OPEPABLE. ,

4

.

The LCO is edified by ; %etc indicatin;; th;t era AIJ train, which i
'

( includes e eter driven pt p, is required t; b; OPC=L: in OC 4. |-

This is becesse ;f the reduced h;;t rai;l requircKats end shert }'

period ;f tix in 2 4 durirs which th; AIJ is required end the !
i

4

4ftsttfficient ;t;= eveilable in = 4 to p;w;r the turbiac driven
i

n,191 m-A#

: m .,,.
.

i

j .!

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the AFW System is required to be OPERABLE in i'

the event that it is called upon to function when the NFW is lost. i

In addition, the AFW System is required to supply enough makeup .

-

I
water to replace the steam generator secondary inventoryr lost as '

the unit cools to MODE 4 conditions.

In MODE 4. the AFW System may be used for heat removal via the
steam genentors. See3ffBASES'for3RJ

,

In H00E 5 or 6 the steam generators are not normally used for heat
.

removal, and the AFW System is not required. .

:

O
-

,
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AFW System
! B 3.7.5

BASES

O
b ACTIONS &~1

If one of the two steam supplies to the turbine driven AFW train is
inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within
7 days. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on the
following reasons:

The redundant OPERABLE steam supply to the turbine driven AFWa,
pump:

b. The availability of redundant OPERABLE motor driven AFW
pumps: and

The low probability of an event occurring that requires thec.
inoperable steam supply to the turbine driven AFW pump.

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of Conditions
to be inoperable during any continuous failure to meet this LCO.

The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitation time allowed in
this specified Condition after discovery of failure to meet the
LCO. This limit is considered reasonable for situations in whichp Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The E connectorV between 7 da,n and 10 days dictates that both Completion Times
apply simultan.tously, and the more restrictive must be met.

IL1

With one of the required AFW trains (pump or flow path) inoperable
in H0DE 1, 2. or 3 fo_r!rea~soris~other'.thaiConllt,1 G action musto

be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 72 hours. This
Condition includes the loss of two steam supply lines to the
turbine driven AFW pump. The 72 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, based on redundant capabilities afforded by the AFW
System, time needed for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this time period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of Conditions
to be inoperable during any continuous failure to meet this LCO.

The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitation time allowed in
this specified Condition after discovery of failure to meet the
LCO. This limit is considered reasonable for situations in which
Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The E connector

n

.
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AFW System

B 3.7.5

BASES

0 between 72 hours and 10 days dictates that both Completion Times
apply simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met.

C.1 and C.2
.

When Required Action A.1 or B.1 cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, or if two AFW trains are inoperable in
H0DE 1, 2, or 3, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in
at least H00E 3 within 6 hours, and in WDE 4 within M hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

In MODE 4 with two AFW trains inoperable, operation is allowed to
continue because only one motor driven pump AFW train is required
in accordance with the Note that modifies the LCO. Although not
required, the unit may continue to cool down and initiate RHR.

"
O If a11JAhrfeJFW trains are inoperable in H0DE 1, 2, or 3, the unit

is in a seriously degraded condition with no safety related means
for conducting a cooldown, and only limited means for conducting a
cooldown with nonsafety related equipment. In such a condition,
the unit should not be perturbed by any action, including a power
change, that might result in a trip. The seriousness of this
condition requires that action be started immediately to restore
one AFW train to OPERABLE status.

Required Action D.1 is modified by a Note indicating that all
required H0DE changes or power reductions are suspended until one
AFW train is restored to OPERABLE status. In this case, LCO 3.0.3
is not applicable because it could force the unit into a less safe
condition.

fi:1-

in tiOOC 4. cither the raccter coolant pur.ps er the "J " leeps can be
used to provide forced circulation. This is eddressed in
LCO 3.4.0, '"00 Leops "00: 4. " 'dith enc required A"J train
inepcrebic, actier. ;r,ust be tekca to i.;cdiately resters the
inopereble train to 0"E"XLE stetus. Thc ir.Tediate Ca,piction Ti;;;c

) is censistent- with LCO 0.4.5.
.
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AFW System |
B 3.7.5.

i-

BASES (continued) :

O i
|

SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.7.5.1- ;

;
REQUIREMENTS t

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and !#

'

!
,

. automatic valves in the AFW System water and steam supply flow
.

paths provides assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ,

AFW operation. .This SR does not apply to valves that are locked.* *

1 sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since they are verified
to be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or
securing. This SR also does not apply to valves that cannot be
inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves. This Surveillance t

does not require any testing or valve manipulation: rather it
,

involves verification that those valves capable of being ;

mispositioned are in the correct position.i :

,

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is ;

consistent with the procedural controls governing valve operation, !
,

and ensures correct valve positions. |
'

~

.

i Rfs SIUirtuMfiddIbfZaTndte iridichti,ng1that;tKSR~is iibt
DRletrpf"unti];plantTandlsistlemIconditionrareTappropriate2Mithii .

.

Refettal_is2mluiredjecausle the~fl#Croott#13talterJJrbernant ;F

O iasttttcrx 1ttair=212"1>=*' "=rr 'rv a******==ri i

OdtRefUslliRPRGiti]3.h.e3hte!Cf3s 1agnf,IID.tI!iMJ !

i SR 3.7.5.2
!,

Verifying that each AFW pump's developed head at the flow test i

point is greater than or equal to the required developed head i<

ensures that AFW pump performance has not degraded during the
'

cycle. Flow and differential head are normal tests of centrifugal
pump performance required by Section XI of the ASME Code (Ref 2). i

DOpipOriverEMapT3ho0Tdideie,lopfdiffgrentDIpirds'511NGDEE :
'

MZiLW1giatymoirfrao:gpe;ghe3utbioe:drivin3LagrEntma "

,

kVAlopIaTdiffereht9J3itetsur,e3E14.50, psid;atTflorof21860e ,
,

gal *JBecause it is undesirable to introduce cold AFW into the4

steam generators while they are operating, this testing is
performed on recirculation flow. This test confirms one point on
the pump design curve and is indicative of overall performance. :

i Such inservice tests confirm component OPERABILITY, trend ;
-

performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating abnormal ,

performance. Performance of inservice testing discussed in the
ASME Code, Section XI (Ref 2) (only required at 3 month intervals) :
satisfies this requirement. ..~.....,..m.m., . . . . . - . .

... m dr.; ;; f. p g 07,;; ;;;Ty 3 ,;T.OG, ;- ;...-,.w.o

.e n ed by .;fe eac; 2." -

I
;

;
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AFW System ,

B 3.7.5 |
<

:

'

BASES (continued)
;

'

- This75Rtignodi f_isd'bwNotCi@iceti noLthstIthe?SR'~sho01d ' tid j

RittdRLM&tlHDitatt1Etitt35ndit16natGLs14#T5theidEThff ,

)
Rf#fabjDyguff'edib6caEst3hers'fs70sUff1CTentJstnhis3rFs3Uri
MPEfEOhimerst'3

' ,

SR 3.7.5.3 e
*

!

This SR verifies that AFW can be delivered to the appropriate steam
generator in the event of any accident or transient that generates
an ESFAS, by demonstrating that each automatic valve in the flow ,

t

path actuates to its correct position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal. This Surveillance is not required for valves that i

are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the required position ;

under administrative controls. The g month Frequency is based on ,

the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that |
i !

; apply during a unit outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance wre performed with the reactor at
power. The g month Frequency is acceptable based on operating

.

,

!4

experience and the design reliability of the equipment.
i
'

This SR is redified by e |tte that stetas the 50 is not required in
C C 4. In |i000 4, the required An' train is circedy siisned and |
eperating.

>SR 3.7.5.4
i

.

This SR verifies that the AFW pumps will start in the event of any
accident or transient that generates an ESFAS by demonstrating that ,!

each AFW pump starts automatically on an actual or simulated
actuation signal in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODE 4, the required :

!
pump is already operating and the autostart function is not
required. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit ;

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. |

t

This SR is modified by ( gg3Mt tw !btes, tute 1 -indicates ,

i

that the SR be deferred until suitable test conditions are
established. This deferral is required because there is ,

insufficient steam pressure to perform the test. !bte 2 states -

that the SR is not required in !0OC 4. In t00C 4 the required !
.

pap is already operating end the ;utostart functica is not |

. _ _. . u. , m .. 7
-

mv

This SR is .. edified by a tutc indicating that the SR shovid bc .;
T

; deferred until suitable test cendition', are established. This i
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AFW System
. B 3.7.5
b

BASES (continued)

/~T
t
Q ds_ a. s_ ._ _ W is. d 2. d a. _.du . s a b . s. A

_..s .s__ .A___ - _ _ _ _ . . _ __, - __..>__; L__...._ AL___ . . b d w .. yisddu u, y. . . s.u Vvbuudb bim..
4

te _n_ _. sVi m_ _ A L. m.
3A__A

b bs ., b .
i

|

|

e_ m , e e
J1 J.r .2.a

.

.n, ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . . .,,__; L.. ..__,,..,_m.

m. m_w2. en . . _ _ . , , , _ _ u_A
b ns ys Id yaVybs sg u s . ys shw WJ 'w' ''J81'M 688V i. B ig e d Vi n TLs IT IEJ bl au b

y. J _ ba.A__J
___ A_

__b5. 45fysi_.,__AL. s __ AL_ Pet A. ___L _a.___ ______A__
IV8 kV

3 B VTT yubl&d 3 5 Vil3 b6fL had t kV Eub I d b b usra ybs N4 M bVI

Lann e- e _sA__ ____ AL__ en ;_._ 2_ tanne e __ e nnen ante tyv _s a r, r

IWh 6. W4bE8 ITN. b b6IUsi VV wwgd 5ss s #Vb b. W V5 W. VI 64 VW & b e 5 4 V5 na n

...ssJ .J.585b
____ L__A J.__A

. . _ _ J s 2. b M L _ rV.___
_J#1_. . __AL. _.._A L.

dW4 5 8 he kV, b 8 IW W b 4d
Tb6 55 Wb E5 5 vvu yW b5Id HWWJ b VL

_____A2V4 A .L _ 2 ._e3IV._
._ _s a rm r e.._A__

______A ; ALA . .. . 1 ; ___.2__ AL.
Wb V5 k N A4 M WJ J bEI35 WWI i

yb. Ib. WbbW b4 IU b UWVht I W 5 Egb5 s e E bl IE Vyb.
______L1- L..__J __

.limbov _ h.~_ e._y__.__m,.. J.._._L..AJ-.
_ ...L.._..___A

... . b, m .b.dv.mv.m. V. .m W V. ,
. .V d ym. . . b AL_t

M us358I.r
A.__t .... kV 4 . A _ _1._ a_. 2 a _._b4VEd b4 IW h be...__..JWB E____2____2__ 2..;_-___m __; _AL__

8 J b4 Wh TbElly 15 dVb s tify g usdybasaba g b ustM V bl iss am
s.1. ._. . _ __ _ a _ nn. .en,_a n t e v.V s,W AL-_ _ _ . . _ _ n. .e e,. . _ A ____AL. . ..

b. m . .. .d W. mALA , dbem
y o bi.J .b..~,,5 V . .b mb

_ .J s _1 1_. 2 ._ _ . . . A _ ._ ; _ ;

. . _ _ a s. a. E W.-___A s1_. . __AL nnentet,tyv e_
Vb4 I 8VI BVvt3633 EAb5.fubwk y3 utubi s b . E i VTv yu bl e VI 45)na.J4 644i nJ

*

v.L2._..A____ A. ;_A-_ t-- -- 2 _ _1 ; - -_ A _s..1.__ L__. ___..-_;
Bsid

VWbuy%d bV Wb bel iss l i sh B iv III n d u s e g ' susb a l b Vi vu FLJ I EW J vbbWB 4 bW.
___ . riev A. AL. _A___ ______A___

s. I Vist A L. Nen ___..___ AL.A AL. r1 . . __AL
b wd5 kV b435 d bb bsna yL. IW 4 M bVI J

JIT 51.d ts. E J bi 3W b bl tb 5 I Vyv yu bli

2. d _______1.,.. 1. a ,_ _ _ ; ev. t.2. d e,n,, 4. _
._ _ _ . 4. _ s_. m;L,., A L, m_ _m. _ . ._ e. a . A .L _ A__A

I ,,,W. . . . J ,mb .w.. V b . bu. . bd b m
_ r. Vr .

a rm s s__ _____1 _A__A... __2 _ L . . A A. _ s

. . _ _ na M 6 VB 5 iVI mu I d but bWy us N du tw bWVve. 4, Judb

REFERENLES 1. FSAR Section N 3raTM 10.4.9.
:
N

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section XI.

.m
v)i

.
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CST

B 3.7.6
|

B 3./ PLANT SYSTEMSn
! \

'v' B 3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank (CST)

BASES

.

BACKGROUND The CST provides a safety grade source of water to the steam
generators for remor'.ng decay and sensible heat from the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS). The CST pr t/ ides a passive flow of water, by
gravity, to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System (LCO 3.7.5). The
steam produced is released to the atmosphere by the main steam
safety valves or the atmospheric dump reliefj valves. The AFW pumps
operate with continucus mijlifloW recirculation to the CST as

,

Ce901E@
*

When the main steam isolation valves are open, the preferred means
of heat removal is to discharge steam to the condenser by the
nonsafety grade path of the steam bypees dump valves. The condensed
steam is returned to the CST by the condensate transfer pump. This
has the advantage of conserving condensate while minimizing
releases to the environment.

Because the CST is a principal component in removing residual heat

(O from the RCS. it is designed to withstand earthquakes and other
/ natural phenomena, including missiles that might be generated by

natural phenomena. The CST is designed to Seismic Category I to
ensure availability of the feedwater supply. Feedwater is also
available from alternate sources. TheJtie_ty~hlated3ta_cBp ,

_

|Hipplyls3LtVfded'bEmanual?sWitchofer3EASCpump"$0ctions~toithe
Station'SerRe'WatetiSis_temHI solati on~oEt, helcondensate
m, Jake 0pKeje'ct 11rie~froni:the~CSEis also' required forlopelabil.itf]r

|

A description of the CST is found in the FSAR. Sectica 0.2.5 |
(Refg.12 3X5).

APPLICABLE The CST provides cooling water to remove decay heatjand to cool |

SAFE 1Y ANALYSES down the unit following all events in the accident analysis as !

discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 3). For anticipated !
-

operational occurrences and accidents that do not affect the
OPERABILITY of the steam generators, the bounding analysis
assumption is gencrally 20 minutes;4_ hours;at MODE 3. steaming
through the MSSVs, followed by a cooldown to residual heat removal ;

(RHR) entry conditions at the design cooldown rate:oC50 F/hou.c |

{RefsMand 5).TThi.siassumption~doesinot~ include reactor,; coolant j
n . .

(v) punpiheat. |
i

|
.
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CST .

I

B 3.7.6

I

BASES 1

|
,,

-

i

b APPLICABLE The 1-imiting cvcat for the condensat; volumc is the |
< \

SAFETY ANALYSES icrge feedwet - line brcok coincidcat with e isss of offsito |
I

(continued)
- _ . . _ , u. ,. b __s Woe ___ ., um. _..._,22.W.,.__

,_ a....__ .... _,u ,_.. _,
.o s. o b ,s. . ,V . V. . . m W bi VWb V._. . . . .

yV m. . I.

e--.u a.- ,n 2-.... , . . . ., u...-. .s u.s. , ...2-.

su. . . _ V 5 L W r% i VI eV all 4 i AW b b J , pIWJ 4 4 AVW4 J Wb 8 IVMb d J b b Weas a 4 ly
bliU y3yb
st-_._t su. uccu. c.1 1_. . . ; u.. _ _ _1 ; _ . ._ s. - - . 2 2. . 1 c .s --_...t

b3 33 VWy3 I b 3 ab 5 6V W W J e 3 V I 5 bv Fvb 6A VJ bVV 5 MVrvi 4 bV 3 LJlMWW4 4 ab W i. 4 4488V V W 5

s. W i.29.. ,. W . r. b s. sue..sums 1.. .s ..s
i n t !,u

c a -
1. b.-s_ -- Jasa___

uu .n s b o b a ,. . i Wi b buWb WI V bo ,
womsb.Vo . V m ig

event includc the felicwing;

. e.2,.._. .a s u. >>..., .... ...- ....s-- su. -s-- 2:..-- m,

We 4 W 4 i WI L V4 blIb W3bJbi $blib a W bVI yVrv b s ai33 ksEU isrs bVI WI Aybs ru rv

. . . - - s- rL. . . . . g_g . . . 2 .s..- - -.. -- r.....: :-- .J2:s2-- ,

bW b8 ib WilWT I b b b b wa a b b Wain 3 61444 u bWs g e bgW s s issy ssWW s b 4 Vi asi s
f Wauf
5tccm to drivc thc rcacining APJ pump turbinc', and

b. Icilurc of the stecm driven APJ pump 'rcquiring a icngcr time
for cocidawn using caly onc motor drivcn APJ pump).

Thcsc crc not usucily the limiting fciiurcs in terms of
co_e_ w__..____.

,__ st_._
b

__s._.

u W s. um. . ,V. b ob o s. bobe.

n - sa_isa ...-s -- 22_ a a- r em- :-....s -~ A s.- a- sa--. 2. .

fT I IV I I I litiT b lily bybasb kV43JiubabW isa sed a a s s a bilbwi J ub bb t 684 8 31W b l VilJ tw W

breck in cither the main fecdwater or APJ line near wherc the two
join. This break has the pctcatici for dumping condcasatt until
terminated by operator action, since the " trgency Iccdwater
Actuction System would not detect a diffcccace in pressurc bctweenD the-etcom generators for this brcck iccation. This icss of'

condensate invcatery is part+elly compensated for by the retcntion
of-stccm generator invcatcry.

The CST satisfies Criterion 3 of thc ""C "clicy Statcmcat.
10CFB50;36(c).(2)(ij)'

LC0 To satisfy accident analysis assumptions, the CST must contain
sufficient cooling water to remove decay heat for D0 minutes]
following a reactor trip from 102% RTP, and then to cool down the
RCS to RHR entry conditions, assuming a coincident loss of offsite
power and the most adverse single Mtjiejfailure. In doing this,
it must retain sufficient water to ensure adequate net positive
suction head for the AFW pumps during cooldown, as wcli as cccount
for any icsses from thc stccm driven APJ pump turbinc, or before
feeleting APJ to a broken line.

The CST icvci required is cqu;valcat to a usabic volumc 2.[110.000
cilons'J , which is bcscd on holding level ofiS3t71s~arin'dicitud766U

the; main; control _ board ;andJsibased;pn~alequired Nolume 'oL249J10,0
ga..llons"(includes'a]lowancesifor Un91sabJ.e~ volume and~7instrum_en__t_,-x
Onc.erta.i.n. ti. e.s..).N+ T.hi. s*v..ol.um.e71.s.~.s. ufficie.n. t to* hold.. the unit in( ) --
- -

~. - -
j\

-
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CST

B 3.7.6

BASES

g

h LC0] H0DE 3 for 4 hours, followed by a cooldown to RHR entry conditions
(Continued) at 50*F/ hour foe 5_11ours. This basis is established in Referenceo

4 5 and exceeds the volume required by the accident analysis.

The OPERABILITY of the CST is determined by maintaining the
' tank level at or above the minimum required level.

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, and in "00: 4, whcn stc;c gencretor is being
rclicd upon for heat ccacval, the CST is required to be OPERABLE.

In H0DE f2 5 or 6, the CST is not required because the AFW System
is not required.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If the CST level is not within limits, the OPERABILITY of the
backup supply should be verified by administrative means within
4 hours and once every 12 hours thereafter. OPERABILITY of the
backup feedwater supply must include verification that the flow

( paths from the backup water supply to the AFW pumps are OPERABLE,
and that the backup supply has the rcquired vcluac of water
eveHeW SSWS3E0petable. In~additionZea~chimotorTopie_r_atef?alVe
between~the SSWS~and~each'Opblable AFW~pgnp~1n0st7beTPERABLE3 The
CST must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days, because the
backup supply is@t~condensateTorade~ Water 7 may be pcrforming this
function in cdditica to its normal functions. The 4 hour
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
verify the OPERABILITY of the backup water supply. The 7 day
Completion Time is reasonable, based on an OPERABLE backup water
supply being available, and the low probability of an event
occurring during this time period requiring the CST.

B.1 and 8.2

If the CST cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4.
wtthout relicacc on th; stsc.a generator for hcot rcacval, within
18 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience. to reach the required unit conditions from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging

(~] unit systems.
V
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CST

B 3.7.6 !
!

BASES
r

fSURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the CST contains the required volume of
cooling water. (The required CST voltme EGr:ilEIIERSBMiliS3r21eirel |

IOt8MiroV13he31sfoDey bc 31sdFEtiURU3 kit!Rit9fF'W|Rh
Bg2DtleM:5Df6EEr% - --- - m sir.gic v:1;c sr a fur.cticr.~

Of "CS cenditions.' The 12 hour Frequency is based on operating
!

experience and the need for operator awareness of unit evolutions '

that may affect the CST inventory between checks. Also, the
12 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of other
indications in the control room, including alarms, to alert the' ,

:operator to abnormal deviations in the CST level.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Sections 23 X "7E H nd 9.2.6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 6'

3. FSAR, Chapter 15. ,

{] B_Tf!_RSlB 51120effgrGReddira=Mti #Gthi~RssidG6TiHeutiReniovbl>

[fstelij.

E ESAR7Appelid1L56

,

i

:O
.
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CCW System

B 3.7.7

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMSm
' 1

B 3.7.7 Component Cooling Water (CCW) System

BASES

.

BACKGROUND The CCW System provides a heat sink for the removal of process and
operating heat from safety related components during a Design Basis
Accident (DBA) or transient. During normal operation, the CCW
System also provides this function for various nonessential
components, as well as the spent fuel storage pool. The CCW System
serves as a barrier to the release of radioactive byproducts
between potentially radioactive systems and the Service Water
System, and thus to the enviroment.

Lhe A-tgicci CCW System is arranged as two independent, full
capacity cooling loops (safeg0ardsJoopsb and has isolatable
nonsafety related components. [commonnon: safeguards ~1oop]s
(fr.oyfded'for~non~ets~ ntial'c~oolirig3oadsIrs''WelFaCstient;fueLWT.e

'c_ool_ing? Each safeguards ~1oop safety rciated train includes a full
capacity pump, surgc tank, heat exchanger, piping, valves, and
instrumentation. Each safety related train is powered from a
separate bus. An open surge tank in the system provides pump trip,

protective functions to ensure that sufficient net positive suctionU
Ihead is available. The pump in each train is automatically started

on receipt of a safety injection signal, and t_heInonisafegUafg
loop 2s cil acac;sentici components cre isolated dnIric6]pt~oQ

!

CojitainmeJLtISporActuattogSjgnab
i

Additional information on the design and operation of the system, ,

i

along with a list of the components served, is presented in the
FSAR, Section 9.2.2 (Ref. 1). The principal safety related 1

function of the CCW System is the removal of decay heat from the
reactor via the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System. This may be ;

during a normal or post accident cooldown and shutdown. )

|

APPLICABLE The design basis of the CCW System is for one CCW train to )
SAFETY ANALYSES remove the post loss of coolant accident (LOCA) heat load from the i

containment sump during the recirculation phase, with a maximum CCW ,

-

temperature of-420;135'F (Ref. 2). The Emergency Core Cooling |

System (ECCS) LOCA and containment OPERABILITY LOCA each model the ;

maximum and minimum performance of the CCW System. respectively. |

Thc normei temperature of the-CC'J i; 11TT. and. during unit j

soolder to MODE S (T : 200"T'. c maimum
/ \

I )v
.
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CCW System |

B 3.7.7 |
t

-

BASES i

i

iO '

; APPLICABLE tgatar-e-of 122'F i: c; sed. This prevents the containment
SAFETY ANALYSES sump fluid from increasing in temperature during the

(Continued) recirculation phase following a LOCA,'and provides a gradual ;

reduction in the temperature of this fluid as it is supplied to the !

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) by the ECCS pumps.
|-

! The CCW System is designed to perform its function with a single
|failure of any active component, assuming a loss of offsite power.i

TXnormalitJuntaturfbfithe~,CECrs71esEthan308?Dennd2during
RhitTeoo1@inEM110DE?FXTgf200*ERE4]n' Xiaruim~tenWatifrOf ;a

.

L22*RitJaaintaletdj ;

(
I The CCW System also functions to cool the unit from RHR entry

conditions (T,,,<i350*F), to MODE 5 (T.,, < 2_0g*F), during normal and :;
~ post accident operations. The time required to cool from 3_5.g*F to !

2J0. *F is a function of the number of CCW and RHR trains operating. [
One CCW train is sufficient to remove decay heat during subsequent ;

.

operations with T.,, < 20g*F. This assumes a maximum service water .

temperature of 95-102*F occurring simultaneously with the maximum i

g!] heat loads on the system. >

.

The CCW System satisfies Criterion 3 of the =C Pclicy Stetscat. ,

10_CfR50TJ6Cc7(21(, flu

!
=

!

LCO The CCW trains are independent of each other to the degree that
each has separate controls and power supplies and the operation of
one does not depend on the other. In the event of a DBA, one CCW'

train is required to provide the minimum heat removal capabilityi

assumed in the safety analysis for the systems to which it supplies
cooling water. To ensure this requirement is met, two trains of '

-

CCW must be OPERABLE. At least one CCW train will operate assuming -

| the worst case single active failure occurs coincident with a loss
; of offsite power,
t

!- A CCW train is considered OPERABLE when:
:
''

a. The pump and associated ptfrtionTof the surge tank are
OPERABLE: andp

b. The associated piping, valves, heat exchanger, and'

instrumentation' and controls required to perform the safety
related function are OPERABLE.

The isolation of CCW from other components or systems not required-

for safety may render those components or systems
-
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"
i CCW System'

.B 3.7.7 |

BASES ')

LLCO . .

inoperable but does not affect the'0PERABILITY of the'CCW
(Continued) . System,

i i

-iAPPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3. and 4, the CCW System is a normally operating
system, which must be prepared to perform its post accident safety !

functions, primarily RCS heat removal, which is achieved by cooling
the RHR heat exchanger. |

'

1

In H0DE 5 or 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the CCW System are
'

,

determined by the systems it supports.

1

i

1.
.. ACTIONS M >

t

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicat* " "9
applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCi ;

Loops-H0DE 4," be entered if an inoperable CCW trah. ......; in an
,

inoperable RHR loop. This is an exception to LC0 3.0.6 and ensures !
i

; the proper actions are taken for these components.

If one CCW train is inoperable, action must be taken to restore ,

OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this Condition, the remaining i

h OPERABLE CCW train is adequate to perform the heat removal .

function. The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on the ;

redundant capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE train, and the low j
probability of a DBA occurring during this period. !

>

f
'

B.1 and BJ
-;

If the CCW train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the !
'

associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a H00E in ;

which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be placed in at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours and in H00E.5 !

..

within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,'-

based on operating experience, to reach the required unit
,

conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
*

i. without challenging unit systems.
,

1

-

.
~
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| CCW System
i B 3.7.7 l

1
BASES

'

n
( )

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the isolation of the
CCW flow to individual components may render those components
inoperable but does not affect the OPERABILITY of the CCW System.

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and
automatic valves in the CCW flow path provides assurance that the
proper flow paths exist for CCW operation. This SR does not apply
to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, since these valves are verified to be in the correct
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR also does
not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such
as check valves. This Surveillance does not require any testing or
valve manipulation; rather, it involves verification that those
valves capable of being mispositioned are in the correct position.

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve operation,
and ensures correct valve positions.

/] SR 3.7.7.2
C

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCW valves on an
actual or simulated actuation signal. The CCW System is a normally
operating system that cannot be fully actuated as part of routine
testing during normal operation. This Surveillance is not required
for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the
required position under administrative controls. Thelamonth
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under
the conditions that apply during a unit outage and the potential
for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with
the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
IgmonthFrequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a
reliability standpoint.

SR 3.7.7.3

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCW pumps on an
actual or simulated actuation signal. The CCW System is a normally
operating system that cannot be fully actuated
as part of routine testing during normal operation. The 18' month
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under

p the conditions that apply during a unit outage and the potential() for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed
.
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CCW System

B 3.7.7-

BASES
i

( -

'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS >

' with the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that -

: these components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at ,

the E month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable'

.,

- from a reliability standpoint.
,

i

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, SectionKB21B'Ellullait! 9.2.2.
,

t

2. FSAR, Section 6.2.,

1

I

>

>

|
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SSWS-

B 3.7.8

-B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS;m}
v

'B 3.7.8 StaMod Service Water System (SSWS)

,

BASES
,

!
,

BACKGROUND. The SSWS provides a heat sink for the removal of process and
operating heat from safety related components during a Design Basis
Accident (DBA) or transient. During normal operation, and a normal
shutdown, the SSWS also provides this function for various safety |

related and nonsafety related components. The safety related
function is covered by this LCO.

The SSWS consists of two separate,100% capacity, safety related, _
cooling water trains. Each train consists of two 100% capacity
pumps, enc caponcat cocling water (CCW) heat exchangcr, piping,
valving, and] instrumentation, end twc cycicac separators. The
pumps and valves are remote and manually aligned, except to~bs ,

@etablejin the unlikely event of a loss of coolant accident :

(LOCA). The pumps aligned to the critical loops are automatically
started upon receipt of a safety injection signal, and all"

,

essential vaiva; era eligncd to their post accidcat positions. The
SSWS also providcs acrgency ;deup t; the spent fuci peel and CC"
System and is the backup water supply to the Auxiliary Feedwateri %
System.

Gr#[sicbnnsi:tionslaKp_rplideditet@sr[itains and~betssbgniiti! l
1. Ugh ~ tha,t3pf! pump 3a[supp]f~h nf3tt_heCpump32equifed ~fl oW;

Italplisol ation~byltio2igtma11y3:Joied2alvesIin_*settesIo;rfongo
Locked: closed 2alveIrsytoy1ded;togtisff;socI4gunit isolatitrri
fab 31Lc3k DNsNI2alre35mto11deo.Esatisrypcis;

IEtheleyeatJ6fra' tota 12Asaf;Sta_tfortServiceyaterILLOSSR)Tevent
Kolenttrat; coma _ncheaeakabackup;coolirig capat!]ityIts!

4Vailable191alaicroysIgonnect3e_twebO"theltwo3nitsICRefgtg0 celi 3
10di4) man ~0f_E_RABLEIpump'is:mancally~tgaligged30 if,loKbalan@dd

to35tpvideicoo11ngitoIessenti allheat20adsitoloneiofiboth~3ni ts,la~gt

M101redfGhe0PJRABILITJZofith_e~urift3ros_sipbnne_clt al_ong3fth~ll
Sta_tipn~Servlce yatet! pump;j n;the~shotdoen~ unit *~ ensures ~the-

atailabiljty~orsatticienticedundant coo 11og: capacity 3orithg
bperating)pitfEThellimiting;Condi tf orCof;0peration~Williensutelg
lj gnj [icant~ tisk~reductionlasiind.icatediby;the3nalyses; pea;Lof!
bLstation:SeryJ ce. Wa_ter: System: event .3The; surveil] ance
requirements ~ ensure;the;shott~and Jongit_erm:0PERABILITCofithe

p Statj on:Setvj celatet;Sys. tem!and ;crossiconnegt'between~the;twA
.d Onits;
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SSWS
B 3.7.8

BASES

(o) BACKGROUND IhelStaticiniS_erfgeJatejrl$ystem",cr_ossiconnb~fbet9 pen thf3@c,

(Continued)] Onits con'sDtszofiappr_opriate~ piping'a_n_d~crto_sEcbgt3a19.g;c
Ednn6cting7 the'di stha ry~o f]thb75ta tfoCSe'rvic~e'Watsr ~ pomp ~sTo fiths
tKunilsZ[By'ltlignidg~the~c~r6Ys7connsct florpathfa~dditlogaJ
tedundanEcooljngTcapicitylto!Cpne! unit 3sla ailableitoitlLsR
5,tatio~n~Se_tylce~ Water'SystgCoEth_e othe_rlun_it]

Additional information about the design and operation of the SSWS,
along with a list of the components served, is presented in the
FSAR, Section 9.2.1 (Ref.1). The principal safety related
function of the SSWS is the removal of decay heat from the reactor
via the CCW System.

APPLICABLE The design basis of the SSWS is for one SSWS train, in
SAFETY ANALYSES conjunction with the CCW System and a 100% capacity containment

cooling system, to remove core decay heat following a design basis
LOCA as discussed in the FSAR, Section 6.2 (Ref. 2). This prevents
the containment sump fluid from increasing in temperature during
the recirculation phase following a LOCA and provides for a gradual
reduction in the temperature of this fluid as it is supplied to the,

Reactor Coolant System by the ECCS pumps. The SSWS is designed to,m

( ) perform its function with a single failure of any active component,
assuming the loss of offsite power."

The SSWS, in conjunction with the CCW System, also cools the
unit from residual heat removal (RHR), as discussed in the
FSAR, Section 5.4.7 (Ref. 3) entry conditions to MODE 5 during
normal and post accident operations. The time required for this
evolution is a function of the number of CCW and RHR System trains
that are operating. One SSWS train is sufficient to remove decay
heat during subsequent operations in MODES 5 and 6. This assumes a
maximum SSWS temperature of 95102*F occurring simultaneously with
maximum heat loads on the system.

The SSWS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NP,C Policy Statemc .t.
10CFR5.0,;36Lc)(2)(ii) .'

LC0 Two SSWS trains are required to be OPERABLE to provide the required
redundancy to ensure that the system functions to remove post
accident heat loads, assuming that the worst case single active
failure occurs coincident with the loss of offsite power.

{V)
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SSWS>v

B 3.7.8 - j
:

-

BASES I

'

'LCO.
_

An SSWS train is considered OPERABLE during H0 DES 1, 2. 3, and 4 |
(Continued) when: ,

: a. The pump is OPERABLE: and

'

b. The associated piping, valves, heet excegr. and
,

instrumentation and controls required to perform the safety |

- related function are OPERABLE. |

'

EiLSWlay onrthe~ opposite 3ni_t71s OPJ.RABLElaQacklugOnthele9ent :

ROILOSSW3 Jilt 3s3ap~ bre ,ofipr~ vidinghgoiredmo[rategej !a o
~ '

MitseM3tiesergeDecato~rlinjersoutK1EnotlequiredMatisq
Nss orasffsiteJtowpr:is3mtIaisstsed co_i_ncfdentwitica~ 0SSWreven_tJ .

'

Ecr0551cognectlalve3 COP _ERABLElif?itica~n'be;cycledionis~ locked
DLe!rEE;algelhatIcannotrbs:demoristret_edJPEILABL_Eiby'cyc]fngTli
CB114eteCinpperable;pnt.111the3alyelsImtgel11edxn the: Jog _ed
gpg)psftjpJnZEtioweietat[11eastione: cross 3'onnectWalyeZbetweeD i

EltmCtMoireditoEbelmaLntairjed31osegnIascoMageyttK.GDCl5
Bleis_s]rA901 red 39tIflushing;,ot31ue3o.[,to_tallossTofStationt ,

Stife.ela_tfelMLap_s3ofeitheruni_t] i' o

APPLICABILITY In H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the SSWS is a normally operating system ,

that is required to support the OPERABILITY of the equipment j

serviced by the SSWS and required to be OPERABLE in these MODES. ;
>
1

In H0 DES 5 and 6 the OPERABILITY requirements of the SSWS are !;.
idetermined by the systems it supports.-

'

)
ACTIONS L1 |

!

If one SSWS train is inoperable, action must be taken to restore ;

OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this Condition, the remaining i
,

,

OPERABLE SSWS train is adequate to perform the heat removal i

function. However, the overall reliability is reduced because a j

single failure in the OPERABLE SSWS train could result in loss of j-

SSWSfunction. Required Action A.1 is modified by two Notes. The |
Ifirst Note indicates that the applicable Conditions and Required

Actions of LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," should be entered if
an inoperable SSWS train results in an inoperable emergency diesel
generator. The second Note indicates that the applicable
Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-H00E 4."

,

l
).,
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35WS !
B 3.7.8 |'

|

BASES 1
i

O
i
:

should be entered if an inoperable $5WS train results in an i

inoperable decay heat removal train. This is'an |
exception to LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the proper actions are taken for |

.
,

| these components. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on the ;

redundant capabilities-afforded by the OPERABLE train, and the low |.

probability of a DBA occurring during this time period. !
*

i

B.1 rd ".2

1.OOSEMLIEdMEMep651te7mitM11tt"W86GiggiQrplE !
,

E klds$ N 311MQ1SD I'

t!stialetneretet2DrI6sswstattucentivsateniystem i
'

'

EQS$WS)lWtLtDTeaf3#mpittMrctfineMi38is[edT6n'the3sl
Rebabt11tEprCDASNBhltinGittG1JI!Qttlef2

CTYnd'C3

If the SSWS train QGh35W2 tup 1Che MppDitte3init3nirits _j-

[$M:iatgificroisMiseII cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
.

within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a ;,

H0DE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the j

!' unit must be placed in at least H00E 3 within 6 hours and in H00E 5 |
within 36 hours. ;

,-
i

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating j

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from. full power j
# - conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit j

systems. ;

*

4 I

L SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.8,,1 j.

REQUIREMENTS ,
;

i This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the isolation of the ;

$SWS components or systems may render those components inoperable,t

but does not affect the OPERABILITY of the $5WS.
i :

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, ard"

automatic valves in the $5WS flow path provides assurance that the
,

proper flow paths exist for SSWS operation. This SR does not apply !

to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in |
~

'position, since they are verified to be in the correct position'

prior to being locked, sealed, or secured. This SR does not
require any testing or valve manipulation; rather, it involves
verification that those valves capable of being mispositioned are 1

in the correct position. This SR does not apply to valves that {
cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.

;.
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SSWS

B 3.7.8

BASES

\ s: The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment. is'

consistent with the procedural controls governing valve operation,
and ensures correct valve positions.

SR 3.7.8.2

This SR verifics proper catcmatic cpcratica of the SWS .civcs ca en
eettral or simulcted actuctica signal. Thc SWS is a normally
epcrating system that canact bc fu11y actuated as part of noraci
testing. This Surycilience is act rcquired for valves that are
1ccked. sccied, or otherwisc sccurcd in the rcquircd position under
edministrativ; controls. The [1S] month frequcacy is based on the
accd to perform this Surveillancc under the conditions that apply
during a unit cutag; and the potent +eMer an unplanncd transient
if the Surveillance wcrc pcrformed with the reactor at pcwcr.
Operating experiencc has shown that thcs; components usually pcss
the Survciliencc when perforacd at thc [10] month Ircquency.
Thereforc, the Ircqucacy is acceptcble frem a reliability
standpoint. ThfrSRTVsrifiesTptopeGpo~sition or' man ~ual~operationM
tttelcroJsic~ohnect' Val ves'between ~ uni t s 7"The'923 fay;frequencyji s
MieLofthCILequencffn2SMEX(Rel.2Z)lfo6tes_tMgloECatbgory
DDdjB2alves"and3Econsis,tegyjth GenerJc.'t.etteQ1J13~@ef..]

O 11Zi
(v)

SR 3.7.8.3

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the SSWS pumps on an
actual or simulated actuation signal. The SSWS is a normally
operating system that cannot be fully actuated as part of normal
testing during normal operation. The 18 month Frequency is based
on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that i

apply during a unit outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at
power. Operating experience has shown that these components
usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a
reliability standpoint.

I

m
\.

Y.,
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ESWS
B 3.7.8

- BASES
___

!

REFERENCES 1. FSAR Section 9.2.1.
'

'

2. FSAR Section 6.2.

3. FSAR, Section 5.4.7.
.

-
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UHS

B 3.7.9

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS _

B 3.7,9 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

BASES

BACKGROUND 1hdEtEforibotECPSESJunits1(11&f 2Risfthe25afe15histdoe0 i

! ]gLDondseht'3eif SSIJisiforiFed~by]~ceve 6f5Saijag Creek'Regeriofri |
r

IMBndM2etained;bp7rsefsmircatsliorKIldaOSEDamJ3Thd 1

norm &11SCR/SSITelevattorris787701feetineanisealleve171AD
ltqua11zattecchannellbetWeen;the:SSIland_SCR1haslan11pver.) |

BI Hetj g 4f3769* Ertlo entureithelegafred~5SIWolume*1sTetained I

'

Et[pJilditheMin:SCR dam ~ fair) The UHS SSI provides a heat sink for
I

processing and operating heat- from safety related components during'

a transient or accident, as well as during normal operation. This
is done by utilizing the S_tationjService Water System (SSWS) and 1

-

the Component Cooling Water (CCW) System. |
'

The UHS 5}] has been defined as that caplex ;f water sources.
including necessary retaining structures (e.g., a pond with its

,

dam, x e river uith its de;) and the ceneis or conduits |

connecting the sources with intake ~chantel;enterjnji but notj

including, the cecling service water system intake structures as
discussedintheFSAR.Section2143ndj9.2.53(Ref.1). If
cooling texrs or portiens thereof are required to xceplish the :
b"|S safety furetiens, they should x;t the sex requircnnts es the
s+nk- The two principal functions of the UHS SSI are the J|
dissipation of residual heat after reactor shutdown, and ;'

dissipation of residual heat after an accident. |

A variety of c.plexs is used t: ;xt the requir;nats for e b"5. i

A lake or en eceen aey qualify es a single source. If the cecicx |

includes a water source contaired by a structurc, it is likely that |

e 3;;;nd seur;; will b; required.

The basic performance requirements are that a 30 day supply of I
water be available, and that the design basis temperatures of i

safety related equipment not be exceeded. FCPSES1 thermal!
tLWrlu]N3hs]fsjAofitKSSIlassumed:rxtuakerup~WaterJas addedf

[or299t10d~ofL391dafs1T_helanalysis s.h,oRsithatithQeaKS_SJ4 '

~]
tempetitorDLouldloccliOpproximatelyla]ee);;foljosingXde[igrj
bniment; sesins of cecling toxrs genere11y include itss then e'

30 dey supply of weter, typicelly 7 days or less. A 30 day supply:

would bc dependent on other sourx(s) cad makcup system (s) for
replenishing the source in the cecling toucr basin. - Tcr sx11er
basin sources, which may bc es smell es e i dey supply, the syst;;s
for replenishing the basin end the backup source (s) bece a of j

strfficient importance that the makeup system itstif mey bc requircd
tc x t the sc.x design criterie as en Enginc; red Sefety feature

1
-

,
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|

'' UHS

i
'

B 3.7.9 ,

i

O BASES
)

A/ !

(e.g., singic failure 2n;ideraticas), end multipic skaup nter
scuree; may be required.

Additional information on the design and operation of the.

system, along with a list of components served, can be found in
Reference 1. {

i

,

'!

APPLICABLE The UHS SSI is the sink for heat removed from the reactor core
SAFETY ANALYSES following all accidents and anticipated operational occurrences in

which the unit is cooled down and placed on residual heat removal
(RHR) operation. Icr units that use L"!S es th; normal heat sink
for acaden;er ce; ling vie the Circulating ''eter Sy; tem, unit '

ep;retion et full pcar is its m;ximum heet iced. Its maximum post
'

accident heat load occurs bpptogmately 20 minutes after a design
,

basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Near this time, the unit
~

switches from injection to recirculation and the containment
.

cooling systems and RHR are required to remove the core decay heat.'

The operating limits are based on conservative heat transfer
dp analyses for the worst case LOCA. Reference 1 provides the details

of the assumptions used in the analysis, which include worst ,

expected meteorological conditions, conservative uncertainties when '

calculating decay heat, and worst case single eet+ve failure (e.g.,
s+ngle failure of a men =de structure thn461n~ cooling reservoid ,

Billi). Ihelthe~rmlibidrMJfADa]ysiCeMaieDfj3nithrelentfyd
pff3L0Eeet~ menti' sea 3efeJZWitch;dr' p,sito769'26"icbfriciden,tiliitho -

$ttelDRdgnlBajlsIEy_e01] The UHS SSI is designed in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.27 (Ref. 2), which requires a 30 day supply of
cooling water in the UHS S_SI.

The UHS SSI satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Stet .xat. .

19CFR5013_6(c),(21,(112

LCO The UHS SSI is required to be OPERABLE and is considered OPERABLE |

,

if it contair.s a sufficient volume of water at or below the maximum |
temperature that would allow the SSWS to operate for at least ;

30 days following the design basis LOCA without the loss of net |
positive suction head (NPSH), and without exceeding the maximum |

'

design temperature of the equipment served by the SSWS. To meet
thiscondition,theUHSSSItemperatureshouldnotexceed90102*F
and the level should not fall below ZZO S62-ft meanZserlevel
during normal unit operation. .~

)
1

l
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UHSs
B 3,7.9

BASES

s
APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 the UHS SSI is required to support the

OFERABILITY of the equipment serviced by the URS SSI and required
to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

| . In H00E 5 or 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the UHS SSI are
determined by the systems it supports.

ACTIONS El

If enc si serrcecling towers hev; one fan ireperabic (i.c.. up to
one fan per ' waling towcr inoperabic) the;jevel;dropsibelow;that
tegir_ed, action must be taken to restore the ireperable cooling
t;wcr fen (s) SSI, to OPERABLE status within 7 days. Theiassomptfort
6, hthe;]a;ss?ofithe,mai nireseryoi rla.nd;thelanalysi s forl39; days;Erf_tj
n_oImake34Cate3onservatisas.,jn theJvaluation'of,waterT9olime that

~

D'cVidEdesigrEmatgig exceeding;the; margin;of~s.a.fetylinJtG;1127Jr
lhelSSliha s'suf ficient Tvol ume;below;thelequi ted ' l eve.lf to;mect;RG
}I2.7.ir.e,q0i_rmsnts f.orl30ldays ofcooJjng;voJumeZIn;the;unJJkely
fientithe;SC_R/SSI* elevation ~ drop [bc]oOw]p&'Cej syat100sl:a_keJ@
to:SCRIand/gyain?[a]1 are:1.,1ke]y~to;Ies_torellevels'toincrmal_.]1q

C'
~ The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable based on the low

probability of an accident occurring during the 7 days that ene
coeling towcr fan is inoperable (in enc or m. ore coeling t;Wcrs),
the nur.ber of availabic system the level'is71oe. he capabilitylof3
the'SSIito~ mitigate;DesignJasis'.f.ccidents;at;1owetilevels, and the
time required to rer.sonably complete the Required Action.

B.1 and B.2

Ifithe coeling tcwcr f an level cannot be restored.to 0PERABLE
RatusJwithinithe~ ass,ociated_gomp].etionJ(meCot if the UHS SSI is
inoperable for reasons other than Condition A, the unit must be
placed in a H00E in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this
status, the unit must be placed in at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours
and in H00E 5 within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.
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UHS

B 3.7.9

'm BASES

SURVEILLANCE sir 3:7:9:1

REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies that adequate long term (30 day) cooling can be

. maintained. The specified level also ensures that sufficient NPSH
'is available to operate the SSWS pumps. The2_(hourFrequencyis

based on operating experience related to trending of the parameter
variations during the applicable MODES. This SR verifies that the i

WHS SSI water level is a 562 7_70~ft%enn~seanevel.

SR~~3:7:9:2

|

|
This SR verifies that the SSWS is available to cool the CCW System
to at least its maximum design temperature with the maximum

i

| accident or normal design heat loads for 30 days following a Design
Basis Accident. The 24 hour Frequency is based on operating
experience related to trending of the parameter variations during
the applicable MODES. This SR verifies that the average water
temperature of the WHS SSJ is s90102*F.

!

UI 3.7.0.3
s

Operating cach cooling towcr fan for 2 [15] minutes casures that
oli fans are OPE"ASLE erd that eli essociated centrols are
furetioning properly. :t eisc casures that fen or retor failure.

Jor excessive vibration, can be dctected for correctivc action. Thc
,

31 dey frequcray is based on epcrating experierec, the krewn'

reliability of the fen units. the redundancy eveilable, ere: the icw
prebebility of significant degradetica of the b"5 cecling 1.twee
fen; 0;;urring betu;;n ;urveillen;;;.

_ _

S" 3.7.0.4

This sis verifies thet cech cooling towcr fen starts erd op; rites cr.
en actual cr simulated actuation signal. The [10] senth frequency
is censistent with the tgical refueling cycic. Opcre W g
experience has shown that thes; cca enents usually pess-thevt

Surveilleree when perfer;.cd et the [10] renth Trequcacy.
Therefert, the frequency is acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

-

REFERENCES 1. FSAR.SectionsI32714~and9.2.5.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.27.

'(s
.
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CREFS

B.3.7.10
l'

X-/

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Filtration {P,ressurizatjon System (CREFS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The CREFS provides a protected environment from which operators can
control the unit following an uncontrolled release of
radioactivity.

The CREFS consists of two independent, redundant trains that
pressurize; recirculate and filter the control room air. Each
tr~ain-~contains;twolfjltrationZunitsl~ian;emergengy pr.essurizatiod
unit ~and an~, emergency; filtration ~Dnit? Each trete filtration unft
consists of a prefilter or demister, e high efficiency particulate
air (HEPA) filters, an activated charcoal adsorber section for
removal of gaseous activity (principally iodines), and a fan.
Ductwork, valves or dampers, and instrumentation also form part of
the system, as well as demisters to remove water droplets from the
air stream. A second bank of HEPA filters follows the adsorber.m,

('") section to collect carbon fines and provide backup in case of
failure of the main HEPA filter bank. In*additionZthe~emFr.gency
ggg gtzatjy f uni _ts:?ontain T demis_tst:and.~a:hiatecito~maihtald
the:humiditfofithe2]ncoming' air 7beloW 70E
_

The CREFS is an emergency system wholly; contained Rithiniths
_

Contro1' Room * Air' Conditioning 3yster!, parts of which may also
_

operate during normal unit operations in the standby asdc of
operation. Upon receipt of the actuating signal (s), normal air
supply { arm to thq control room +s att isolated, and the stream of
ventilation air is provided bylthelemerge_ngf;ptessurizatjofunits
'Erid7then ree'rculated through the systcm filtcr trains em/. genjcy2
filtration ~unjts. The prefilters or demisters arid ~he~aters~1n tM
gmetgency pre _ssurjza. tion 0 nits remove any large particks in the
air, and any entrained water droplets present, to prevent excessive !

loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. Cantinuous-

operation of each train's1 emergency pre.ssurization Onitjfor at
least 10 hours per month, with the heaters on, reducts moisture
buildup on the HEPA filters and adsorbers. Both the demister and
heater are important to the effectiveness of the charcoal
adsorbers. |

!

Actuation of the CREFS by a: Safety,InjectionELos; of_Offsite:Powet {
/ i orJntakeJent;HighJadjatjon signal places the rystem in e+thee-ef
V twc separetc states (cmcrgsacy radictica stats of |

.
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CREFS
'

B.3.7.10
BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND (continued),

isolation state' cf the ;;;rgercy ;.ede ;f eperation, depcading on
the initietien signal th~Temergenpf re~frc0Tatton~fuode. Actuation i

e c
of the system to the emergency radiation stat; ;f the c;;rgency ,

4

. riecirculatiog mode of operation, closes the unfiltered outside air
intic and unfiltered gapplyJpa_tDad1he'}htpg exhaust dampers.
[ygisMWsOtiplyTriUT2haU$tifangand aligns the system for i

recirculation of the control room air through the redundant trains !
of HEPA and the charcoal filters. The emergency rediation stetc 3

ote_1rculationyode also initiates pressurization and filtered
ventilation of the air supply to the control room.

Outside air is filtered, and added to the air being recirculated ,

from the control room. Pressurization of the control room prevents
infiltration of unfiltered air free the surrounding areas of the ,

buildingpIstI. The ections t h a the isoletion stetc erc thet
3;.;;. cxcept that the signal switches centr:1 r;en vcatilation t;
en is;1stion elign;;nt t; prevant cutside air fr;; catering the '

centrel resa.
,

| The air entering the control room is continuously monitored by
radiation detectors. One detector output above the setpoint will '

cause actuation of the emergency radiation stets or isolation |

state, es required @lrc lati6tC_ adde. The actions of the ;N

isolation stetc are s.;re restrictivc. and will ;vccridc the actions
~

of the ;;;rgency rediation statt-
,

A single train will pressurize the control room to about '

9325incheswatergauge. The CIEFS operation in maintaining the -
control room habitable is discus:ted in the FSAR. Sections ~23] 6.4]'

;

6~577T and1974 (Ref.1).:

Redundant supply and recirculaticn trains provide the required
filtration should an excessive pressure drop develop across the
other filter train. Normally spen isolation d;;pers are errenscd
h series pairs 3; that the feilure of en; dr.;.per t; shut will
not result in a breach of issistion. The CREFS is designed in i

accordance with Seismic Category T requirements.
!

; The CREFS is designed to maintain the control room environment for !
*

30 days of continuous occupancy af ter a Design Basis Accident (DBA) !
'

without exceeding a 5 rem whole body dose or its equivalent to any'

part of the body. I

i

1
i

1
.
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B.3.7.10

BASES (continued)

,

) APPLICABLE The CREFS components are arranged in redundant, safety related ,

SAFETY ANALYSES ventilation trains. The location of components and ducting i
,

within the control room envelope ensures an adequate supply of !
I

filtered air to all areas requiring access. The CREFS provides
airborne radiological protection for the control room operators, as
demonstrated by the control room accident dose analyses for the
most limiting design basis loss of coolant accident, fission
product release presented in the FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2).

The analysis of toxic gas releases demonstrates that the toxicity
limits are not exceeded in the control room following a toxic
chemical release, as presented in Reference 1. Is61atiori~of;ths
tblit'rb1Irboin'irh6t 60t~ maticifo~rTtbxicTchemical~ release *evsnt;]o

The worst case single active failure of a component of the CREFS,
assuming a loss of offsite power, does not impair the ability of
the system to perform its design function.

The CREFS satisfies Criterion 3 of the ZC Policy Statc cat.
10CFR50736(cM2)Jfil.!

O LCO Two independent and redundant CREFS trains are required to be
V OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available as9 ming a single

failure disables the other train. Total system faGure could
result in exceeding a dose of 5 rem to the control room operator in
the event of a large radioactive release.

The CREFS is considered OPERABLE when the individual components
necessary to limit operator exposure are OPERABLE in both trains. 1

A CREFS train is OPERABLE ishen both'filtratioYGinitTXf7e;.aths
I!![elgupMpre.ssurfilt.jun3TJj_t1(EPUDndIsmnr)sjip?Hjtltr,a_tj,brQdit
IE@JE8tEOPERABLE"A7fRtrbtf6n31nitifs3)PERABLEwhen the
associated:

a. Fan is OPERABLE:

b. HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers are not excessively
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their filtration
functions: and

Heaterl(EW,~only)., demister (EPU;on.ly), ductwork, valves, andc.
dampers are OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.

In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained.

(V]
including the integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings, ductwork,
and access doors.
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B.3.7.10
BASES (continued)

,

. ,,
I

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4. EU and during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies and during 00RC ALTERATIONS. CREFS must be OPERABLE to
control operator exposure during and following a DBA.

,

In1M00EiS~or;6; the CREFS is required to cope with the release from
the rupture of an outside waste gas tank..

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies and COR ALTERATIONS,
the CREFS must be OPERABLE to cope with the release from a fuel
handling accident.

,

ACTIONS U

When one CREFS train is inoperable, action must be taken to restore
OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this Condition, the remaining
OPERABLE CREFS train is adequate to perform the control room ,

protection function. However, the overall reliability is reduced
because a single failure in the OPERABLE CREFS train could result
in loss of CREFS function. The 7 day Completion Time is based on |
the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and
ability of the remaining train to provide the required capability.

[L1 and B.P. :

i
In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the inoperable CREFS train cannot be

'

restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time,
the unit must be placed in a H00E that minimizes accident risk. To ;

achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 |
within 6 hours, and in H0DE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

C.1. C.2.1. and C.2.2

ItQ10025'D16] g during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, f,

' or during COR ALTERAT!0'iS if the inoperable CREFS train cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion'

Time, action must be taken to immediately place the OPERABLE CREFS :

train in the emergency mode. This action ensures that the
remaining train is OPERABLE. that no failures preventing automatic ;
actuation will occur, and that any active failure would be readily I
detected. ]

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately suspend
activities that. could result in a release of radioactivity that |

:
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CREFS i
B.3.7.10 |

.' BASES'(continued) !
t

'!

might require isolation of the control room. ' This places the unit !
! in a condition that minimizes risk. This does not preclude the

movement of fuel to a safe position.
!

Required Action C.1 is aedified by ; %te indicatin; te piece the
syste; in th; t;xic ;;; getection med; if ;;t;; etic tren;fer te.

i t;xic ;;; getection redc is ireparable. ,

Dl1 |

If.i.theControliRoom1 Pressure;isinot;capablelofbeing; maintained
i Dreater{than;orftqualito0.125; inches watetIgauge;iaction mustibe

taken toirestore; capability;to'|pressurjzeithefcontrollroom.31thirj.

; 24] hours;. Ethel 24_.houricompletionitime:js1 reasonable 1 based}n the ;i
loCprobabijlity;of;a;DBA;occutring durJngithisitime: period'Ianditig
availabiljty of_CREfsito filter ~the ait and:provjde:ptes.sure~jnside - {'

i lihe:controlloon31he;2,4; hours |Jalso;al]ows;reasoriabje tjme;to |

fac111tateIrepairs] !
.

; ;

1 Erl'and 1 2 :

|
'

'

M!en11 n;.H00E11 E22320tI4EiLthe'Contro1 ~ Roon~pressere;cang6 tit @ !

EgstoteCto:gteaterlthan;oriequal ;to'011.Z511 nches~wcter ' gauge !

R1 thin;t.he requjte[CompJetfon211 menthe ~hnitinGst;belp]acedJn,Ig !

ILODE3hatininjeizes.:aci:1 dent r.iskMTo; achieve 3his.IstAtusEt.M |l k'

; @jtimust;be:plagedjinIat~1 east;@DE3,withini6", hours;Iand]t0_0Q j
RLthiq13t hoursT5TheIallowed;ComplettorEtimesZareTeasonablel :

gsedion operating:experienceEto~teachit_helequited]atit !
'

IL69 ttjonsifromifulliposericonditions in'an~orde.tlylma.n_nerZhM id

githout cha]Jenging]snjtIsystemsf.? j
:

Fil? F 2'and T:3 1;

;

Mien;i n'.H00E;5;orL6Horidurj ng ; movement:.of;1 rtadt ated; fuel,
i Lssembljes'|Iotiduring:COREJ. ALTERATIONS;j CtheJonttol]tos;pte![sytg I
: cannot;be: restored;.to;gre:atet;than'otlegual to;o112Deftesyatg !l

g@gelwlthinJhe~tequired ComoletionJjneZt_heIunit~adst be pl[c] i

10ZR3:ondit. ion;thatininimizeslacgildentiriskDo;aghievelthjj |
| Status;IanyiOPERABLEiCREFSJrairEshouldibe placed11npperatiofag i

COREJALTERATION3and movement of irradiatedifuelas.simbliesTaust~be ]*

sospendedjamediately{
,

BG.1 and E 2

M. MODE 5or6,;'.ot during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies end during 00RC ALTERATIOZ. with two CREFS trains
inoperable, action must be taken immediately to suspend activities j

that could result in a release of radioactivity that icight enter
the control room. This places the unit in a condition that j

y .

1
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B.3.7.10 I
BASES (continued)

) minimizes accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of
U fuel to a safe position.

I

EtL1
:

If both CREFS trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2. 3. or 4. the.

CREFS may not be capable of performing the intended function and
the unit is in a condition outside the accident analyses.
Therefore. LC0 3.0.3 must be entered immediately

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they
function properly. As the environment and normal
operating conditions on this system are not too severe, each train
once every month provides an adequate check of this system. ;

Fonthly heater operations dry out any moisture accumulated in the
charcoal from humidity in the ambient air. Systc;; Fjltratfort
glitj 91_tK.h.eAteFaustibe3pentedifor2103ontinuods2houfs31th
gbG@ters egegC2 ystems Eiltr'a,tjorL' units 91thoutNeatbt(S

IMdidDU;belope;t(t~eCfprGIEmin0tes3o demonstrate 1thb" fen tfddc
D pf1ttleIsy_ stem. The 31 day Frequency is based on the reliability of
( the equipment and the two train redundancy availability.

SR 3.7.10.2 *

This SR verifies that the required CREFS testing is performed in
accordancewiththe1 Ventilation:E11_tergeistin<ritogram;(VFTPl. The
CREFS filter tests are in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52
(Ref. 3). The y3 includes testing the performance of the HEPA
filter, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum flow
rate, and the physical properties of the activated charcoal.
Specific test Frequencies and additional information are discussed
in detail in the V_FTij.;

SR 3.7.10.3

This SR verifies that each CREFS train starts and operates on an ;

- actual or simulated actuation signal. The Frequency ofl18,; months
is specified in Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 3). Ea.ch;a.ctuation
Ignallmust Lbe3erifled ,{overlappj ng . testj ng li s;acceptabl.e)] ;

SR 3.7.10.4 )

'gs This SR verifies the integrity of the control room enclosure, and
-( ) the assumed inleakage rates of the potentially contaminated air."

The control room positive pressure, with respect to potentially i

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 Bases - ITS 3.7 B 3.7-$9 S/]S/97 |
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CREFS |

B.3.7.10 !

BASES (cont 1Eued) ;

!

contaminated adjacent areas, is periodically tested to verify,

proper functioning of the CREFS. . During the emergency |.

3 v + ... ,,, .. of operation, the CREFS is' designed to |
'

.
-

- pressurize the control room a M inches water gauge positive .

pressure with respect to adjacent areas in order to prevent. ,

:

unfiltered inleakage. The CREFS is designed to maintain this :.

positive pressure with one train at a makeup flow rate of3gg 3000 |
cfm. The Frequency of 3 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG 0800 (Ref. 4).

,

,

;

.

.
REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section M 6.4 m 1 F @ 3.

,

i
2. FSAR, Chapter 15. |

;

|. 3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 Rev. 2.

j 4. NUREG 0800, Section 6.4, Rev. 2. July 1981.
'
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CREATCS CRACS

9 3.7.11

B 3.7 PUWT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.11 Control Room E;;rgency Air Tc;pcraturc Ocatrol Air 2Gondition_ing System
(GREATGS[R6GS)

BASES
C

BACNGROUND The CREATCS @Cj provides temperature control for the control room
10fingNma17andfemelgegy operatioin2 cad following isciation of
the control room.

The GREATGS (RACS consists of two indspendent and redundant trains
that provide cooling and heating of recirculated control room air.
Each CRACS train includes;two; heating and g;ooljng Unj.tg consists of
heet4ng coils, cooling coils, instrumentation. and controls to
provide for control room temperature control. EathTc6o11ng7 nit
!!rgidesI50Eofithgmaxim0nChebtIrlemXal~capebilitylor2Ltj
tespective~fra~in; The GREATGS C_,P.ACS is a subsystem providing air
temperature control for the control room.

The CREATCS CRACS is an emergency system. parts of which may also
operate during normal unit operations. A single train will provide
the required temperature control to maintain the control room
between [0*F and BS 80*F. Eath'CPSES~~ Uni t?ha sitECRACS 7,ttainsifo_rj

;,- ) 8~to, tal;oEfoldr36011 Og3nitsMailab1_eltoTg6orthC@mm6nTeorltL61
toom] The GREATES CRACS operation in maintaining the control room'"

temperature is discussed in the FSAR. Sectiong 6.4 (Ref.1) )_nd
9.*4;11(R_e,f_121

APPLICABLE The design basis of the CREATCS GRACS is to maintain the
SAFETY ANALYSES control room temperature for 30 days of continuous occupancy.

The GREATES CRACS components are arranged in redundant, safety
related trains. During riormalia_nd emergency operation, the CREATCS
CRAC)maintainsthetemperaturebetween70*FandBS80*F. A single
active failure of a component of the GREATES CRACS, with a loss of
offsite power, does not impair the ability of the system to perform
its design function. Redundant detectors and controls are provided
for control room temperature control. The GREATGS CJBCS is,

designed in accordance with Seismic Category I
,

-

requirements. The C4EATES CRACS is capable of removing sensible
and latent heat loads from the control room, which include
consideration of equipment heat loads and personnel occupancy
requirements. to ensure equipment OPERABILITY.

''S The GREATGS CRA_CS satisfies Criterion 3 of thc NRC Policyj
'j Stetement- 10.C_F_R50;36(9)J2)(iil;

.
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CRCATCS CRACS
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BASES

,y

LC0 Two independent and redundant trains of the CRCATCS CRACS are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available,
assuming a single failure disabling the other train. Total system
failure could result in the equipment operating temperature
exceeding limits in the event of an accident.

The GREATGS CRACS is considered to be OPEPABLE when the individual
components necessary to maintain the control room temperature are
OPERABLE in both trains. These components include the heating and
cooling coils and associated temperature control instrumentation.
In addition. the GREATGS CRACS must be operable to the extent that
air circulation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5'''and'6, and during movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies sad during CORC ALTCRATIONS, the CRCATCS ACS must
be OPERABLE to ensure that the control room temperature will not
exceed equipment operational requirements folicwing isciation of
th; control rcom.

e rn e n,.re u ___.a__; ,__u___
, _ _ 2. , 2. 2. m_ _

,_ unne ,e __

v, mm . m. __.__,m_. . ww . . mm .m u ~emm . ~ m. .. .v. ..m, .~

f) that do not rcquirc automatic ccatrol room isolatica.
O

ACTIONS &,1

With one GREATGS CRACS train inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 30 days. In this Condition, the
remaining OPERABLE CRCATCS CPACS train is adequate to maintain

the control room temperature within limits. However, the overall
reliability is reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE
CRCATCS CRACS train could result in loss of CRCATCS CRACS
function. The 30 day Completion Time is based on the low
probability of an event i:halleingijg;tifszeindininfilsits a~ rid
requiring contrci rccm isolation, the consideratior, that the
remaining train can provide the required protection;. and that
etternetc s;fcty or nonsfaty related cocHng mccas arc eveilabic.

B.1 and B.2

In H0DE 1, 2, 3, or 4. if the inoperable CRCATCS CRACS train cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time,

n the unit must be placed in a H00E that minimizes the risk. To
() achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least H00E 3

within 6 hours,. and in H0DE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
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CREATCS CRACS

B 3.7.11

BASES

im
i \

V Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience. to
reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

,
C.L C.2.1. and C.2.2

In~MODEiS~ori6. er and during movement of irradiated fuel cr during
CORC ALTERATICNS, if the inoperable CREATCS CRA.CS train cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time,
the OPERABLE CREATCS CRACS train must be placed in operation
imediately. This action ensures that the remaining train is
OPERABLE. that no failures preventing automatic actuation will
occur, and that active failures will be readily detected.

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately suspend
activities that present a potential for releasing radioactivity
that might require isolation of the control room. This places the
unit in a condition that minimizes accident risk. This does not
preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.

D.1 and D.2

Ln ]!00E 75 "or'6;3rldurj ngimovement_o ffi rradi ated; fuel ;a.ssembl i es]]p)( Wit [twolCRACS trainlinopetableland .atjeast;100%~otthe,Tequirsd
beat'_ removal |capab1] 1 tylequi val ent _tola:si ngl e:0PERAB,LEltra,10
M'Allabje;;agtion;mus.t;b.eit.aken to restore'0PERABLE~ status 71n130
Liays'. J.Inithis" condition,1the' remaining"0PERABLE air conditioning
Onits'in either~ train ate:adequatLeito3aintain the:co.ntto17 opsn
temperature)1 thi nj imitsFJoweveratheloyerailleli abjli ty]

.

teduced_because:alsingle;failurelin_the'0PERABLEiCRACS; air
E9.nditioning]! nits:couldf r_esultiin losCof;CRACS;fungtion@70
payJCompletion~ Time;ts; based;pn3he3oW~p~tobabiliti;of3nle?. erit
shallenging;the:r.emainipginitsland3he con _siderationithat~the
f.emaining; train:can provide ~the:tequir.ed protection;

.

Itt-HOC S cr 5, cr during mcycm:nt of irredictcd fuel assemblics,
cr during CORC ALTERATIONS. with two CREATCS CRACS trcins
inepereMe-eet4cn must be taken An; alternative _to3e.quited ActioD
Q?fis|toiimmediately to suspend activities that could result in a
release of radioactivity that might require isolation of 'che
control room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes
risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe
position.

,/ h

(v)
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('} .

E.17andT'2

IC,hbth'IRACS~'ttninDYe3ridtidfible3n~'nuutusz5SXpGl3RitiCZBt
'i

le6tE10STTefithe2ktlettiRDet22m5ffil2Bibb1111Z3GDURIeht203
Eff8115~DPERABIBEFCKEM1J@.

MLE3 tat.G.s3M ,

R[.R_A_BT~afrZeiddiffdRffnDJ6115Nn3TttiteWKin11re' Eden 0bttYd
!Niintajn;the]ontrg],2gos3th@YLtUfEWithinIlimitsN
ove911Re11atinttnneweenEnosvrsindicatlutm!ut2M
E88BEERACE8E| lie 0 tid 11T5nitIDRiitGnuM2iH01131290GNLTRACS
E!ttfonmletidtfHime331W8tett'mithe;.1_gg
Etbbhbt11ty"ofain'Wtnt7citR11ejgBCt@2emeining'Dnfts3rEthu
Kri3fdeFatfoti7thatTtheTrieb1W1hifNrbin~C8h p_toVide7theTrtt|01ej
Iteje? tion.g'

If both CRCATCS QBGE trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4,
the control room C4EATGS GRA_C] may not be capable of performing
its intended function. Therefore,9Jit'8tnilterJeti veito'lesGf red
Ac_tfonEM LC0 3.0.3 e69 mttst-be entered immediately.

-
,

O SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.11J,V REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the system is
sufficient to remove the heat load assumed in the VafetE&t21Vs&M;

'in the control room. This SR consists of a combination of testing
and calculations. The lg month Frequency is appropriate since -

significant degradation of the CREATGS CRACS is slow and is not
expected over this time period.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR Section 6.4.
U ESAR,3,59c.tiotC9 43

,.

i
.

I

C(A
.
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CCCS PRCAC PPVS
_

B 3.7.12

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS-
l
i

: B 3.7.12 Cargarey Core Occling Syste; (CCCS) Pump Res; Exhaust Air Cle:nup
ISysta (mCACS) Prfmary P] ant)Ventjjation System (PPVS) 'ESF Filtratjon32Eg

wh

i BASES
a i

: 1.

i

BACKGROUND K Ptjaary PlantiV.entj]ation' System (PP,VS); serves al.1 thelar.ea.s |
!!ousing; engineered; safety featutes_ equipment _as well;asithe 1

tadwa stefa reasiand ,the ~ fuel _handl i ng )ndistorage ~a rea s 1The _PPVS '

supply fconsis.tsf ofleight,nonJsafetyirel ated;; primary ~ pl antrsupp]] ;

fags;(30,"000isgfm:each); sharing:qoamon;ductwork~and dampers anditWp
~

DoGisafety;te]ated;1 vent 11ation;equipmentiroomisupply fansfl;,The i

RPyS;exhaqs.t consistslof_twelveTnon ESFjfiltration units;andifans j

115;000;scfmfeach)ZfourlESFjfiltrationiunitsland fans _(15,000iscfm |
Heh)Kand;two'nonisafety;related.~ve.ntilatjon equipment; room ;

phaustlfan.sUAn odd.numbetof;exhaustlunits'are;run;during; norm _al :
!conditions;to provide:ais]ightlyincgative: pressure'in;the:prjaarf_

plantiateasHFot.,examplentf_5_ supply _fansiare_runnning ;toIprovide :

fgoling1150;000 scfm)Z1132X5+1);ateltunnjng to' exhaust'165i000 :
-

ism |
!PPyS~su~ ply" fan _s;protideIcoo71ng;ajrIduring normaljperation]Lhe: p

M.gonJESF'e.xhaustJft1tratloglunijtsifjltenaiff(. rom;eachlu_nj ts i

Etteguatds;buildjpg'and f(tomit_helconnon2uxiljaryland Euel ;
t!q11 dings;during normatoperation; The CCCS PRCACS PPVS" exhaust 4

IFEF11ttationiunits filters air from the eres of these3rearTvhich
!fog ~ tain the active ECCS components during the receculation phase

of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The~ESF_jaltration~0nitsial! I

helused jg; norma]'opetation3Gthe capacity;ofit.he noniESF_3:11ts3g ii

~111suf_fi cient 7 for ~a 'condi ti on3eig Emaxj eusloutdoo rf.de_si grj lx
coDditions);oF~a]Imode;(e;gZcontainment~ purge)'or~ifr 'ron:ESF 1a

iOnit;isL0nayailableCIThe CCCS PRCACS, in conjunctim with other
nerally operating systs;. :130 provide; cnvirer. ental centr;l ;f
t w aretur and humidity in tre CCCS pump re s ;ra and the 1;;;r
re;;he; cf tFi euxiliary building.

The CCCS PRCACS RPVS exhaust consists of two elect.rically
independent and redundant trains sharjng; common _ductwork_and
PlegumSEEac.hittain;has;six'non ESF Filtration;unitsland;two1ESF ;

Ftl.tratjonunits. Each trein E.SE.FiltrationTunit consists of a !
*

_

heater, a prefilter cr demister, a high efficiency particulate )
air (HEPA) filter. an activated charcoal adsorber section for !

removal of gaseous activity (principally iodines), and a fan. ,

'

Ductwork, valves or dampers, and instrumentation also form part of
the system as well as demisters functioning to reduce the relative :

humidity of the air stream. A second bank of HEPA filters follows i

the adsorW section to collect carbon fines and provide backup in |
case the main HEPA filter bank fails. The downstream HEPA filter

|
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B 3.7.12- '

' BASES !
!

is not credited in' the accident analysis, but serves to collect |
'

charcoal fines, and to back up the upstream HEPA filter should it '
develop a leak. The system initiates filtered ventilation of the i

S

pimp-feen Safegoatt|RERR111erand7UeT301Tdions following' l
receipt of a safety injection (SI) signal (NDfthMCIMit. j

'

!

i. The EGGS-PREAGS E is a stent.,3 6titWaMRthig system,
aligned to bypass the system ($F HEPA filters and charcoal |

l' adsorbers. During emergency operations, the EGGS-PREAGS P23 i

du.,,cis ere reeli, cad, 65tFESFqahs7tf3ti@p_ej! and E_SE fans are
started to begin filtration. Upon receipt of the actuating ;
Enginnred Sef;ty iceture Actuation Syste; signa 1M, ---- ' " :

disctersc ; free tFa 5000 pe;p resa isolete, end the stream of-~ |
ventilation air disci:arges through the system ESJ filter trains. t

The prefilter; r. sc en3 large puticles in the air, end dihDtit3 i

MMpjNGany entrained water droplets present, to prevent excessive |
5 loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. ;

i

| The EGGS-PREAGS E is discussed in the FSAR, Sections f6.5.13, !
f9.4.53, and f15.6.S3 (Refs.1, 2, and 3, respectively) since it ..

-

; may be used for nomal, as well as post accident, atmospheric j
'

cleanup functions.- The primary purpose of the j
heaters is to maintain the relative humidity at an j

; acceptable level, consistent with iodine removal efficiencies per |
;3 Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4).

|
!
'

i ..

f

; APPLICABLE The design basis of the ECCS "REACS E is established by-
SAFETY ANALYSES the large break LOCA. The system evaluation assumes x w + W s'

BBSg4JCBfM3tgGDREZRigC|IntJfGM '
,

ETE!OcDhtHluBBBDstROGAIB8350'Ifemtbe32EME2BEEEllt i
EttRiattf7f2Wul55ERFMJ$FEidUfoulectWe8Ridi!' ElGRilB12tijdJ '

E E El|Rl M I G IR31Bl113 7.DMRallBIG M 6. !
EH!XBaCENGEMEN.NE9EEURiefts?smithdRhllst3WDCMIEIR ;-

RIB]yts!!,l'theI5fstect37tise tteditett Hith'2IKaitEstIntCD1 a ;..

; passive failure of the ECCS outside containment, such as an SI E ;

M pump seal failure, during the recirculation mode. In such e i

;ese, the systes limits radicective rele;se to kithin the !,

10 00100 ("ef. 5) limits. er the =0 steff epprevcd .!
licen;ing besis (e.g., e specifi;d frection of Reference 5-

li;its). The analysis of the effects and consequences of a large
break LOCA is presented in Reference 3. The EGGS-PREAGS E also
actuates following a small break LOCA,.in those cases where the
ECCS goes into the recirculation mode of long term cooling, to i

'

clean up releases of smaller leaks, such as from valve ster
'

packing ' {
. - n, . v . ..r-.......,_,,...m ......_...a - i

enelysis. caglete-less ;f function, and excessive LEAXACE. |
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ECCS PREACS;PPVS l
'

B 3.7.12. i

' BASES ~ -i

4

Jither type ef_ f;ilure ;;;ey re; ult in ; 1; cr efficierai ;f caeval j
for ;ny ge;;;s; end perticulate ;;tivity relee;ed t; the ECCS pu;;;p !

7;;;,; foll;ein; ; LOCA. {

The ECCS PREACS PES satisfies Criterion 3 of the ,"RC P;1 icy

,

Stet;;;nt.}jLCFB50:36(cl(2)fi,1R

t.,
5

|
LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the CCCS PREACS E are

'

'

'

required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available,'
assuming that a single failure disables the other train coincident ''

'

with loss of offsite power. - Total system failure could result in-
the atmospheric release from th ECCS pu;;;p reem ESFLifqu_fpmeht !
Igskage exceeding 10 CPR 100 reguil_atorj limits in the event of a !
Design Basis Accident (DBA). t

t

I
: , ECCS PREACS EPVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual

components necessary to maintain the ECCS pu;;;p r;;;;; M filtration,

{ are OPERABLE in both trains. !
J

62P,V_SHtain'isI@!LsiderediOPJRABL,Eyenji,tislindividuaLTcttepolibnt3 |
~

.

RQttsarnoakttAtstMIStfilttatioDJCe'#elable tecthitntiis ;:

' [Muirg))egativeIpressureIcan;belmaintai_nedjin7 tite,
I kxillag;ancateggtdLbuildingsZ2NoteT71f~onbTofith' 7tiEESE ie

filtr~ation'istitGniiltrain~canlaaintiirCtheTriR[uired'tiiRiatij !>

R#s30rCalotle'~ ft'Woh]#:5atisff theToperJb111ty Nt101relientf1 ;

i

An CCCS PREACS trein A*PPVSiESFIFiltrati_on1 Unit is considered j

OPERABLE when its associated:
~

:

a. Fan is OPERABLE: i
'

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorbers are not excessively |
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their .

filtration functions; and I

i

c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE
and air circul;ti;n flow can be maintained. ;

*

APPLICABILITY 'In H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4. the ECCS PREACS P.P_VS is required to be-

OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the ECCS.
|
;

In MODE 5 or 6 the ECCS PREACS PPVS is not required to be OPERABLE
since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

,

!

'

,

!
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ECCS PRCACS'EPVS
B 3.7.12

BASES-

ACTIONS L.1 !

With one CCCS PRCACS Pf@ train inoperable, for. zany!,refiUNdifp]
lajJDr47to'iniintairtT&Thega_tjveTrtssGNEeryVelopb1rt?theTAIR1TigPy]

. Ealigo&rdp4fEFUe1301TdfMl!CitT35?[ficEliattr350 girl action must
_

be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this
time the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform the EGGS
PREAGS PEVJ function.

Lxielto theveyootrofIthe;gSF[egeipaint]tatiffsrito3thd'AGifMFry
ar5sfeau][tEDU11diffgs])ndithEdes10nTdf3ht'EVS"$0tipJy]]Lrid
Mssustxfailutelt_o3_a1pt_ain2t_heltenottidLn_egative7ttYsure d6e!
IBt3dristitute'TB116sTDf2thCsafetffunttf6tFNndratt15tFMINDTd
f 6tIEppTVTEKs 1FnglisTair3fibeTs YchteifibleTMHisitTa119 alt?ESEi
leMagdyodldibe21Lt_efe_dITnd3khaTjftlpfthidEV1

The 7 day Completion Time is appropriate because the risk,

contribution is less than that for the ECCS (72 hour Completion
Time), and this system is not a direct support system for the ECCS.

| The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this time period, and ability of the remaining
train to provide the required capability.

O Concurrent failure of two CCCS PRCACC Egy] trains would result in
,

the loss of functional capability: therefore. LC0 3.0.3 must be
entered immediately.'

.

Ill

Ultb3hhE6tli_s6ri!EESFTiltMitiori3FaTn's'ijnablEto341rit~a.Jgs
GRgal19e prsnurrenfelobirdn~theTAURfirai'VIdg.fg~gJfrjis7T4Frid'F0e1f

Ep1Td1Nedpipl Trich"94terdNM7settbtrwrstilrennK6trtoTNrstWr:n
'

Of%RABLE3 tat 0s3rithfrlUIdayil

IMH31aIscipletl6XItse3Ca#nerDtu3eci@22b611st 4

P#tttibot16rr;Ls lesEthanthatit6raheliu o2acorTComblutf6r1
1191!T,14hdithiOfstem]1$ThotICdirttt30pp5ftT11Yiteisif6Fith67CCS 4
IbEUllePIfAspidtf6ETimeT,isIbaieOJEthtToEllroblabUlty UfI(CDB6<

: Etutrihg3tgggithXcLaielgr_fegLicrdentin' ufithEboildthog
.

IncludedXthin theme ~gatjicptes_soreTenvelope2LhelbuildJngs3tg
delleriest;suchlthatit_heJrooms'WithTswrtis bffpbtFntial ECCSSlp4kF96

,

ftte'beloQradfor; int #rn412te the'3trVct0fi3flthbre~buildinU! |_

thus3toitding a;baffe~rlzbaelto egterya13eakagega.

El

Efth3ne brZmotCESEFi]tratiorttrajaslonabjeltd~ maintain]
DegatiVCpressutelepy.elopeli n;the30s1Ltary:ESafsgdatdsJ;'ayJ1F_uel
boJJdLngsM0iO511nchJaterigaugeZ6ctiormest3 git _ajen~to tistdte
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BASES

m
! )

OPERABEEsit&t05Nith~ih730TdaysEDdrlhgTthisitime'.the ESF
EllttatiomttiinsTmTstliaTnt#in%f0I01T5nch3alergaUgbZThiis
,ggatiVe3r_e]stgelillistillTsnsofeithat~unfilte~ red airJdoesinot
p_s:c)pelthQtejssufd'eQelopeg

Rg[3_Oldiy1C6. fnpletT6n~ Time 31]Ofppffptfit'e% Tau's'eTanZide;qiald
KeyatitEprissidPZ]6nfeLolelisist111Taisintath6d"jl

3.1 and 0.2 D' n nd'DI2

If the CCCS PREACS PPVS train 5rMahe,yfe'ssufeTeriV61op! cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion
Time, the unit must be placed in a H00E in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in H0DE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.12.1
REQUIREMENTSO(d Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they

function properly. As the environment and normal operating
conditions on this system are not severe, testing each train once a
month provides an adequate check on this system. Monthly heater
operations dry out any moisture that may have accumulated
in the charcoal from humidity in the ambient air. Syst_bms3ir th
heatbr$~1n0~$ttbe-@BP8tedfl0Tc5ntih060sThoDPs71th7theThd&tnFs
knergfgedlith?floWithroUg!Eths3(EPA 7filt&fs'and?chMPeoal
Msorbers? Op6tstion~1sitolbe'initiatedIfr6scth61Coittr51IRodial
Systems without heaters nccd caly bc cperated for 2 15 minutes to
demonstretc the functica of the systcm.] The 31 day Frequency is
based on the known reliability of equipment and the two train
redundancy available.

SR 3.7.12.2

This SR verifies that the required ECCS PREACS P,2V.S testing is
performed in accordance with the Y_e.ntHatiofE11terle_s.tMg2t@taj
[Yf1D. The ECCS PREACS filter tests are in accordance
with Reference 4. The yEE includes testing HEPA filter
performance, charcoal adsorbers efficiency. minimum system flow
rate, and the physical properties of the activated charcoal
(general use and following specific operations). Specific test

\n Frequencies and additional information are discussed in detail in
) theVEB.

.
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i /v
SR 3.7.12.3

This SR verifies that each CCCS PREACS PP15 train starts and
operates on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The L8 month
Frequency is consistent with that specified in Reference 4.

SR 3.7.12.4

This SR verifies the integrity of the ECCS pump rccm cnclosure
@tigatjiOfefite7)!!LeloM. The ability of the ECCS pump rccm
608111atyMSifeg0atds'bd1Ldin s3o maintain a negative pressure,e j
with respect to potentially uncontaminated adjacent areas, is
periodically tested to verify proper functioning of the ECCS PREACS
E.P1S. During the Epost accident-} mode of operation, the EGGSP

PREAES P_P,yS is designed to maintain a slight negative pressure in
the ECCS pump room aux.111_ary,"lF_0e13ndlafegG~aldfb_uL1dgg]. with
respect to adjacent areas to prevent unfiltered LEAKAGE. The ECCS
PREACS is desigacd to acintain a ; [-0.12S] inches water gauge
relative to at;cspheric pressur; et a flow rate af-0000] cfm fica
the CCCS pump room.- Ihe][c_ceptanedTc~r_iterfaZofTh-0IO5;inche~s Walg
Da_0ge2ela_t1Mto'a'tmosphdtfOleW0Fe3as'seTecteQs"a21asola_blg

7m lipaTorbTdffthe3nt6gdtfci.GthelgatiV87pfss30rFb50iid' r]g Thea

(#) Frequency of IEmonths is
' consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG 0800. Section 6.5.1

(Ref. 6).

This test is conducted with the tests for filter penetration; thus,
an 18 month Frequency on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is consistent with
that specified in Reference 4.

SR 3.7.12.5

NotTu' sed)

SR~3 7512:6

Operating the ECCS PREACS bypass dampcr Vettf_i_ cation of3hde

ttipp, Lng'dEelch~bdnlESF fan"ohTan'SLs.ignal is necessary to ensure
that the system functions properly. The OPERACIEI"! cf thc ECCS

'

PREACS bypass dampcr is vcrified if it can bc spccificd in
Rcfercacc 4.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 6.5.1.
7,
i a

V 2. FSAR.Section9,.f.33nd9.4.5

3. FSAR. Section 15.5.5 Chapt.erJ 5.
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'

B 3.7.12 :

. BASES

O
'

4. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 2). -

5. 10 CFR 100.11. !
!

6. NUREG 0800 Section 6.5.1, Rev. 2. July 1981. ;.
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level |

B 3.7.15

(q/ 8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.15 Fuel Storage Peet /Lre14 Water Level -

BASES

.

BACKGROUND The minimum water level in the a fuel storage poet ales meets the
assumptions of iodine decontamination factors following a fuel '

handling accident. The specified water level shields and minimizes
the general area dose when the storage racks are filled to their
maximum capacity. The water also provides shielding during the
movement of spent fuel.

EL6Talinisiosla.tfCdep1hi.fot;desfKfor~fue];handlfrigienstJfdEthetI( ;

HQLittiaT323*feetInf%atdGfislaatntainediaboveltheTtopZofraTdamigej
Mf613Temb1T 47X16topTthe~ftielZstota g iacksle_ndl haj;Il0 fitt
p'fNaljtr,Ishfeldi,M31sisiaJntained;aboVeJtie]3ssemb]Jes[beM'aio~vJdj

A general description of the fuel storage pool design is given in
the FSAR, Section 9.1.2 (Ref.1). T_helnIcioiit'aTrim~ ntTfubMfoTI94e
BPdB'1s'de3tribedtin7FSARJe_c, tion 19J1J23Ref.31]] A description of

(n\] the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System is given in the
FSAR, Section 9.1.3 (Ref. 2). The assumptions of the fuel handling ,

accident are given in the FSAR, Section 15.7.4 (Ref. 3).

APPLICABLE The minimum water level in the g fuel storage poet it## meets
SAFETY ANALYSES the pgpT' deco ~nths|1MtfonifattoWorJ0_0 assumptions of the fuel ;

handling accident described in Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4). The
resultant 2 hour thyroid dose per person at the exclusion area
boundary is a rail frecticr of sell;wjthjn the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 5)
limits [Refet,nc6Tund'7]. !e

According to Reference 4, there fs Lho0ld'b( i" nominal 23 ft of
water between the top of the damaged fuel bundle and the fuel pool
surface during a fuel handling accident. With 23 ft of water, the
assumptions of Reference 4 can be used directly. In practice, this
LC0 preserves this assumption for the bulk of the fuel in the-

storage racks. In the case of a single bundle dropped and lying
horizontally on top of the spent fuel racks, however, there
may be < 23 ft of water above the top of the fuel bundle and the
surface, indicated by the width of the bundle. To offset this
small nonconservatism, the analysis assumes that all fuel rods

/'T fail, although analysis shows that only the first few rows fail
V from a hypothetical maximte drop. Tne fusi storage pool water level

satisfies Criterion 2 of the ZC I'clicy Statsent.
LOC [R50@6(cM2Hij};
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3.7.15

n BASES (continued)

(v)
LC0 The fuel storage poet ite] water level is required to be 2 23 f t

over the top of irradiatcd fuel as cablics seated in the storage
racks. The specified water level preserves the assumptions of the
fuel handling accident analysis (Ref. 3). As such, it is the

'

minimumrequiredforfuelstorageandmovementwithinthespe]|t
fuel storage poetjfreg.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 applies during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the spe~nt fuel storage pee + areas, since the potential for a
release of fission products exists.

ACTIONS dul

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that LC0 3.0.3
does not apply.

When the initial conditions for prevention of an t.ccident cannot be
.D met, steps should be taken to preclude the accident from occurring.[O When the ep,ent fuel storage poet frVal water level is lower thanen

the required level, the movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the %ght fuel storage poe+ KrTeTs is imediately suspended to a
safe position. This action effectively precludes the occurrence of
a fuel handling accident. This does not preclude movement of a
fuel assembly to a safe position.

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in H0DE 5 or 6,
LC0 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving irradiated fuel
assemblies while in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the fuel movement is
independent of reactor operations. Therefore, inability to suspend
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason to
require a reactor shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.15.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies sufficient fuel storage pool water is available in
the event of a fuel handling accident. The water level in the fuel
storage pool must be checked periodically. The 7 day Frequency is
appropriate because the volume in the pool is normally stable.
Water level changes are controlled by plant procedures and are

p) acceptable based on operating experience.
\

During refuelin,g operations, the level in the fuel storage pool fs
+n equilibrium with the refueling cenal, and the icycl in the

CPSES3farkup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS 3.7 B 3.7-75 $/]Sg7
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3.7.15 .

BASESg-

refalirs ;;ael is checked daily in accordance with SR 3.9.6].1 E
M.

.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 9.1.2.

2. FSAR. Section 9.1.3.

3. FSAR. Section 15.7.4r
.

4. Regulatory Guide 1.25. Rev. O.

5. 10 CFR 100.11.

E WCNLMI5Ditil1NMDBIDEliaMTFRJ :

EcidenMIEllGEtZE
i,

B IMtE N S M 41 ;

.

I

!

,

L

.
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.7.17

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B.'37B7MSpWt3ELTerAs3emblylSJ;orage

'
BASES

.

BACKGROUND In the HeMaum ljigt) Density Rack (NOR+ fl0R), [(Refs.1 and 2)]
- design, the tWo~s_ hared spent fuel storage pec1 is p~oors'ar.g]

6@inistratively2 divided into two thr## separate and distinct
regions which, for the purpose of criticality considerations, are
considered as separate pools, {Reven-13 CoCDehtityJtacidPfEE,
with E136} 55% storage positions, 4s sg designed to accommodate
new fuel with a maximum enrichment of E4-653 510 wt* U 235, or
spent fuel regardless of the discharge fuel burnup. [Regica2]
Hfgh'DensitfRack), withe 2670}1470 storage positions, is designed

'

to accomodate fuel of various initial enrichments which have
accumulatedminimumburnupswithintheacceptabledomainaofTohd
6Dtiof'foDf76rItwoT60t~6fAfoDr'~stof(ge according to
Figure 3.7.17-1, in the accompanying LCO. Fuel assemblies not
meeting the criteria of Figure f3.7.17-13 shall be stored in
accordance with paragraph 4.3.1.1 in Section 4.3. Fuel Storage.

|

The water in the spent fuel storage pool normally contains soluble
;

boron, which results in large subcriticality margins under actual
|

operating conditions. However, the NRC guidelines, based upon the '

O' accident condition in which all soluble poison is assumed to have
been lost, specify that the limiting k,,, of 0.95 be evaluated in the
absence of soluble boron. Hence, the design of both regions is i
based on the use of unborated water, which maintains each region in
a subtritical condition during normal operation with the regions
fully loaded. The double contingency principle discussed in
ANSI N 16.1-1975 and the April 1978 NRC letter (Ref. 3) allows
credit for soluble boron under other abnormal or accident
conditions, since only a single accident need be considered at one
time. For example, the most severe accident scenario is associated
with the movement of fuel from [Regica 1 to Regica 2] LDRiorTohd
Moflo_UrM3torige, and accidental misloading of a fuel
assembly in [Regica 2] o_ne~g0fbfo_ne'HDRIstosigd. This could
potentially increase the criticality of [ Region 2] HDR stor~fgd. To
mitigate these postulated criticality related accidents, boron is
dissolved in the pool water. Safe operation of the NOR LIDl3 with no
movement of assemblies may therefore be achieved by controlling the
location of each assembly in accordance with the accompanying LCO.
!'rior to acvacnt of an asscely, it is necessary to perform
SR 3.7.15.1.

;

p. |

O
.
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.7.17

BASES (continued) j

O
APPLICABLE The hypothetical accidents can only take place during or as
SAFETY ANALYSES a result of the movement of an assembly (Ref. 4). For these

accident occurrences, the presence of soluble baron in the spent !

fuel storage pool (ccatrolicd by LCO 2.7.15. " fuel Storage Poci
Ocren Concentration 9 prevents criticality in both regions. By
closely controlling the movement of each assembly and by checking
the location of each assembly after movement, the time period for
potential accidents may be limited to a small fraction of the total<

operating time. During the remaining time period with no potential
for accidents, the operation may be under the auspices of the
accompanying LCO.

The configuration of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool
satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Stat;;;nt.
LOCER50736CcT(2Rif75

LCO The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblies within the
spent fuel pool, in accordance with Figure 3.7.171. in the
accompanying LCO, ensures the k,rr of the spent fuel storage pool
will always remain < 0.95, assuming the pool to be flooded with

t j unborated water. Fuel assemblies not meeting the criteria of
V Figure E3.7.17 13 shall be stored in accordance with'

Specification 4.3.1.1 in Section 4.3.

.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in [Regica 2]
MghTdentitBsck3 of the fuel storage pool.

ACTIONS U

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.3
does not apply.

When the configuration of fuel assemblies stored in [ Region 2] DJgf]
geistt.Erla~ckrd( the spent fuel storage pool is not in accordance

'

with Figure 3.7.171, or paragraph 4.3.1.1. the imediate action is
to initiate action to make the necessary fuel assembly movement (s)
to bring the configuration into compliance with Figure 3.7.171 or
Specification 4.3.1.1.

O

CPSES Afarkup ofNUREG-1431 Bases - ITS 3.7 B 3.7-79 S/1S/97
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.7.17

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A l (continued)

If unable to move irradiated fuel assemblies while in H0DE 5 or 6
LCO 3.0.3 would not be applicable. If unable to move irradiated

- fuel assemblies while in H0DE 1, 2. 3, or 4, the action is '

| independent of reactor operation. Therefore, inability to move
I fuel assemblies is not sufficient reeson to require a reactor

shutdown. 1

|

| SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.17.1
REQUIREMENTS

| This SR verifies by administrative means that the initial
! enrichment and burnup of the fuel assembly is in accordance with
| FigureE3.7.1713 in the accompanying LCO. For fuel assemblies in

the unacceptable range of Figure 3.7.171, performance of this SR
will ensure compliance with Specification 4.3.1.1.

!

REFERENCES 1. Call;w;y TSAR, Appendix 0.1A, "The tiexi;rm Ocasity Rack OiOR)
( Oasign Concept.* FS_AR1 Sectio ~ '931n

2. Oc:cription end Ovel;;; tion for Preposed Chensc; to recility
| Operating Licenses DPR-30 end OPR 40 (Zica Peacr Station).

[[c~inid. *fgind iejtti|@Dbit193L22JiSp@tlFjeXStofsgela)EttyL
Incrifs'67sDo~cket N0.'S150143S''and1502446'PCP_SESE

3. Double contingency principle of ANSI N16.11975, as specified ;

in the April 14. 1978 NRC letter (Section 1.2) and implied in I

the proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.13 (Section 1.4,
Appendix A).

4. FSAR, Section IE2-4

.

.

.
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.18

[] B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
J

B 3.7.18 Secondary Specific Activity

BASES

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam generator tube
o'Jtleakage from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). Under steady
state conditions, the activity is primarily iodines with relatively
short half lives and, thus, indicates current conditions. During
transients, I 131 spikes have been observed as well as increased
releases of some noble gases. Other fission product isotopes, as
well as activated corrosion products in lesser amounts, may also be
found in the secondary coolant.

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power
operatio1 minimizes releases to the environment because of normal
operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and accidents.

This limit is lower than the activity value that might be expected
from a 1 gpm tube leak (LCO 3.4.13. "RCS Operational LEAKAGE") of

n primary coolant at the limit of 1.0 yC1/gm (LCO 3.4.16. "RCS
) Specific Activity"). The steam line failure is assumed to result

in the release of the noble gas and iodine activity contained in
the steam generator inventory, the feedwater, and the reactor
coolant LEAKAGE. Host of the iodine isotopes have short half
lives (i.e., < 20 hours). I 131, with a half life of 8.04 days,
concentrates faster than it decays, but does not reach equilibrium
because of blowdown and other losses. 1

With th; specificd tetivity limit, the rcsultant 2 hour thyroid
dcsc to e person at th; cxclusion arc; boundary (CAS) sculd bc |

ebout 0.50 ccm if tite main stcom safcty valvcs OiZ'!s) cpcn for |
2 hours- following a trip frcm full pcwcr i

Cpcrating a unit et the ellcwsbic limits could rcsult in a 2 hour
EAD cxposurc of a small fraction of the 10 CIR 100 (Rcf.1) limit +r ,

'er the limite-estetMshed-c3 the NRC staff appicvcd liccasittg
bes %

.~

i i
/

.
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Seconda y Specific Activity
B 3.7.18

g BASES (continued)
(

APPLICABLE The accident analysis of the main steam ime break (HSLB),
SAFETY ANALYSES as discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2) tssumes the initial

secondary coolant specific activity to have a radioactive isotope
concentration of 07_10 pCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131. This
assumption is used in the analysis for determining the radiological
consequences of the postulated accident. The accident analysis,
based on this and other assumptions, shows that the radiological
consequences of an HSLB do not exceed a small fraction of the unit
EAB limits (Ref.1) for whole body and thyroid dose rates.

With the loss of offsite power, the remaining steam generators are
available for core decay heat dissipation by venting steam to the
atmosphere through the MSSVs and steam generator atmospheric re]j]Lt
dump valves (ARVs). The Auxiliary Feedwater System supplies the
necessary makeup to the steam generators. Venting continues until
the reactor coolant temperature and pressure have decreased
sufficiently for the Residual Heat Removal System to complete the
cooldown.

In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this
accident, the activity released from the steam generator connected

fT to the failed steam line is assumed to be released directly to the
V environment. Theunaffectedsteamgeneratorslar_ sis-assumedto

,

discharge steam and any entrained activity through the HSSVs and
ARVs during the event. Since no credit is taken in the analysis
for activity plateout or retention, the resultant radiological
consequences represent a conservative estimate of the potential
integrated dose due to the postulated steam line failure.

Secondary specific activity limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NP,0
Policy Stetement- 10CER5_0I36(g)12)fijl2

LC0 As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific
activity of the secondary coolant is required to be s OJ03C1/gm
DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 to limit the radiological consequences of a
Design Basis Accident (DBA) to a small fraction of the required
limit (Ref. 1).

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant
ensuresthat when secondary specific activity limits are exceeded,
appropriate actions are taken in a timely manner to place the unit
in an operational MODE that would minimize the radiological

p consequences of a DBA.

V
,
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.18

h BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the limits on secondary specific activity
apply due to the potential for secondary steam releases to the
atmosphere.

In H0 DES 5 and 6 the steam generators are not being used for heat
removal. Both the RCS and steam generators are depressurized, and
primary to secondary LEAKAGE is minimal. Therefore, monitoring of
secondary specific activity is not required.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 exceeding the allowable value in the
secondary coolant, is an indication of a problem in the RCS and
contributes to increased post accident doses. If the secondary

.

|

specific activity cannot be restored to within limits within the
associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be placed in at least H0DE 3 within 6 hoars, and in MODE 5

4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
"v based on operating experience, to reach the required unit

conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
!without challenging unit systems.

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.18.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the secondary specific activity is within the
limits of the accident analysis. A gamma isotopic analysis of the
secondary coolant, which determines DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131, confirms
the validity of the safety analysis asswptions as to
the sourc.e tcnns in post accident relr.ases. It also serves to
identify and trend any unusual isotcpic concentrations that might
indicate changes in reactor coolant activity or LEAKAGE. The
31 day Frequency is based on the detection of increasing trends of )

- the level of DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131, and allows for appropriate
action to be taken to maintain levels below the LCO limit.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

n
~

.
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E!iEEEmpp!IF.wscs x Safety Chilled Water,,Systej .

B 3 7.1!i! |
|
|

EBEE2GBl3 SYSTEMS |
|

-
. en N dChilled Water System |

!

macss i
-

_ _ _ . _ - ,_ .. .. ;_

-

- --. __. . . . - . - {
'

t

.J.9M IttelSafety Chilled, Water System providesiessentjalicMjlled water] !
'

Is the; emergency; fag; coil unjts:(EFCUs);during| normal'and;accjdebt j
gppdftionsiEFCOsiare.provided_1n motorf. driven ESF pump ~ rooms J

-(Di fCentrifugal_ Charging; Pump. roomsv. Safety;Injectjpg; Pump
'

rponsJResidual: Heat Remova1 (RHR) Pump rooms.iContainment_Sptay ;

B8HpiroomsZand_the motoridriven Auxj)Jary F_eedwater2(AFW);fump |
| I!LossM.jg_the;5 pent Fuel ' Pool. Cooling . Pump rooms,Tinf the;Comporggt ;

Gooling Water 2(C.CW); Pump |roomsL and;in.the. Class;1E_e]ectrjcal
gritchgearirooms.EThe system. is; designed _to"prgvideichilled_Walpr
1olmaintajnithe ambient; air; temperature wjthig_the desjgn;11mits3t{ :

.

1helessentiallequipment(served by the system! !
4

!

IhCsafetyirelated; equipment;and. respective .EF.CUs. are:of_thelsame4

gfety; train.;as;the~ associated; chilled water' train 5ThusFa powje }
faflure ~orlother ;sjngle_ failure to_onelcooljng. system;ttain~will,. s''

D932pteyegt'the_ coo]ing;offedundantiequipment in;thelother;traj,n2 (a
,

i

O Ihe;Safetyichilled Water;Systemiforleach' unit" consists 'of two i

LepAtate;andlcompl etely; redundant;sa fe_ty, trai nsr EactCtrain j

: CRIlsists'.,ofione: packaged _centrifuga).; chi]ler,'ione.; centrifugal !

!' CtL111ed watet, recirculation; pump,~ifter. connecting.'pipj.gg,~)talyejig ;

EILhtrols~and.jnstrumentationTIhereZate]ofautomatfclialyves~1n thi
lyftem;" Addit _tonallyGtheitwoitrain. Zshare?a~; common' chillediwate]s ,

IPf9e3expansign);tankUpartitjoned.;in_the; middle;into;twoIsepattti ;

Compattmegtsito~ provide: compl ete; separation'oltheltwoltrains3t_ hat .

Metignito; ensure; sufficient; net positive: suction; head ^1s ,

; Railable
*

IDIadditj on ;to,manu a12sta tt _ capabj lj ty,': automati c..sta r.tlo f_the''

Blety;ChilliWatet; System'.is; provj ded_onia: Safety _ Injection;(SIl :

Hgnal;oriaistation'blackoutM;
.

IIC Sa fety;?hj ll ed; Water; System _1 s; seismic _ Category.;I;anditemajas |
'

pperationaliduring landla fter;a |sa felshutdowg; ear _thquake.CThe |
'

Issociated.jnstrumentation:1s: described.in7 greater detailjn FSA8 !$
.

| EectionsM7.3;and.9.4;LReferences 1,and 2fe.spectively' !

I:
. -_..- ~ w w>m:v ~ m

!

&fgQS.LE - The~' design basis _ of the Safety Chilled Water. System _is
p $ggII to support.EFCUs that maintain air temperatures |asirequiredlin ;

U 3|%DESj selected; rooms _containing safety related equipment .during normal.
-

9perationfand during'and after a : design basis;accidentf(with;ot +

'
. .

i
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I
s

;- a m m;,.g:pggggggg.E.!E!,SafetyiChi_1]ed Water:Sy_ stem
M?iGZlEEC5/f23_.d31.ZZ!"lCE 13;7:19 '
gASESEIM1s@
mensanmusammmman :emw r: n-, mmewn-m,w:

.

- Withoutialloss~ofJoffsite ponerEbrTaTblado_0t3TossTof3ffsifts
i RNG90P11

,

De75afety1ChilledJaterlSystemTis3e_sfgnedito3erform3f ti .|,

4 BElctfog;1pfense3olan,SIisignal31thTaTsingle7ailigi'sflisi9 !
Rtivelcomponent?jtsse_miDgltht'lo3sIDf1hffsltFnoGer71!!Dne%ramms !

~
'

' gy'Natety;Ch111edjfa_t.erlSysles;p2plidgGH*Ipf3be31901t4 |

gfplin~ ;foritM 81rsb~ inteditriin~bfiEFClfs7 |g c:
i

! Bf2Safetyichilled;hter; System' satisfies criterion 47ofr

1 EfitSO36(cM2H11); }_ _ _ _ _ ._ , _ _ . = ms w m nm.v.- w . w m .m a rm i
i ga ]ho2_SafetylChilledJatet. System trafn'sIarftequitgdRERABLElty ;

prpyldelt_heltequiteCredondancf toleasurelttLatlthe system .functiorit !:

l'lf.emoygiheatif.r.omLthe'EfCUs'ddring'.andlafteflaglacgidgn_tlatDinoo
4

; the1 Horst:ca_se" single 7fajl07,e~ occur's coincident ~With:the~16tsTof
,

5 DItsfte3pien2 ;
< :

EliafetyiCh]]ledXateriSystemitralg'j,sIconsider_edREMB_LE:When]'

tYassociated_c_hjlleCghilled:WateripopZsir,ge $anigpjpTng.

B1VesP:knd rinsttusentatj orrreqdir~ ~ditdTobrforuEthe7safetyWeTa1Td :
'-

p
BRE11952Cp10fPEMB_LE] t

.

~

RGe161o_n ofiSp[etXChj]ledJaleGfrgeltM*EfCUs]!aylildete

: thitlin31 nits 31opperablejst3ge,sInotIaffect;the OPEMBJLITYTofAthi i

BI6fiCh111erWatef75yst.es !
i

1 -1"L"5m"nE*"*"*TKS*7 fM*I.mc.r:s. hLm.;w |
?

ammanumms.4

!
R O!0 DES 71,E2T[3 Iand X the:SafetyLCh1]]ed: Water; System is]

'

Ermljy;opetattng;syst.em,~.xhls.h:mottib.e;ptopated to3rs31d._e3 i
Bletyfrelatgd; cooling;functfon corisigentwith;theTOPERABILM !z
nouJtteents*91the:es.sentf arnqufpment'it;suppottsa i.

i
'

IpIMODELS oriffithe:0PEMBILITY~ req 0irementsTofithCS.afety];hjHg >

IGttef; System;arrdeterminestbfithe3).stemsIttitupports?
.

_ _ _
m;- -m.m . m =s. m - m _ . . -- . . . _ , ., =mm !

, +
'

8Q10Ei EII :-

,

Safety: Chilled _ water 2 ystem; train;js;inoperabler; action mas _t iICone: S

bettagen:to'testore theltfain tol0PERABLE3tatus}ithin22;ho0rjg im

IKthis:ConditionZthetemaining;0PERABLE2 Safety;Chil]ed_Watet ;

Sy_stemit.tain;is3dequatetto pettgrmithe: heat;remoyallfunctlpffgt
itsassocjated;essentfareqd.ipment]

,

HoseyeQthefoveralfre11ab111ty11s' reduced because;alsingle
fa11ure;inLthe' OPERABLE Safety Chilled Water; System; train;go0lj

3
:
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amenemmsif
E Ei W Graf2 E J5 2 E

.
SafetyChilledWaterl.Systjem

~ :B'3.7.19
MSEEfCtihtin0Edl

. .

y .w ,
.- - ~ .- ,w ,- -

tesult inJpss of. the:S.afe.ty C. hill.ed Wate_r_ System function;fThe72
hour _, Completion. Time is based,onithe_ redundant capabilities
afforded byithe;.0PERABLEitrain,7and the: low probability of_a.DBA ,

ticcur_ ting:duripg this tjmel
!

B T and B 2

liithe Safety Chi]1ed Water., System trainicanno.t be; restored to ;
.

EEPAB_LE status within't_heJassogiatedicomple_ tion Timelthe Unjt
3 Dst 1belp] aced;infa .H00Eiin;whigh,,,,the;LC0;does 'notlapp]yZgo |

archieve this status',Itheiunf t;must'.be:placed"in"atleast1 HOD.E;3 ;

Within'6; hours [and:H00E'.5 within,136~ hours;2The; allowed Completioj i

Ilmes;areJessonable'2 based on operating; experience |"toireach3he
,

t@0f ted;00j ticogdttions. from: full. powerjonditionslip;aniorderly
ganner,~and"Without~challeggjng' unit systems;

nws.a w.m maaem e~mm v mm =m ~: = ~ ~ - , -m

HEMEEQECE *SR 53:7:19.1
agnu1REPErrs

Ye11fying3he: correct;a11gnment;fot manua]3ajves;seryicjag3atelf'i
-

elatediequjpment;proyjdes;aisutance' thatthelpropeG(low' paths
MLstifgriSa fety; Chill ed Jatet_ System' opera _tf oni ;Thi siSRidoes' pot

i Mly~to2alv;es that are;1ockersea]_ed;o;Cotherwiselsecured;1] 1
|F651tign3since.~,theflare3erif,ied',ttbe3fp;the corre_ctlpositiorj !

Rf9C3olbelDg!)ocked3 sealed,5or|' secured 3Ihis SR;does"not
.tquitelarKtesting orivalve manjpu]atj.gn;1rather,31t2jnvolves
Rti f tcation;that ;those;yal.ves;capableiof_bejpg ,mi sposit.ioried3rj j

1[thelpottectlpositfogliTKsIS_RidoesinottJ3pp]y;toIV.alves'that ;

feDofb,e_;j.nidvftteat]ylmi sa]j gned ,Esuch.3 rchec.k ~yal ves ? j
|

D. ~.312daylfte. quencyits iba sedioniengi.neetingfjudgementi;~j s 1

(ohsfstept;with the!procedutallpontto]s goteEning:Valye:ppetatjo]g
~

,

ggd:ensuresicottectival ye:positj ons;

SR 3.7fl9.2

Ihis:SR3etifies: proper ~ ope.rationiof_theZSafety Chilled Wa.ter
Sys. tem'Iansiand; pumps;on an;actuallorisimulated_actuationisignalj
Op_eratjng'experjencejhas shown'.that~theseicomponent_siusually| pass
the suryeillan.ce..whep performedfatithe;18 month FrequencyJ]
T_herefore,'^~the ~18 month: frequency is ' acceptable from'a ' reliability

.lstandpoint;

p w. w ., w ~ ~.x ~- -- - - - - - - - - -

%J
BEEERENCES 1 1. FSAR,;Section.7.3.
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' UPS;HVAC-'

CMEZEIZE X, , - -

EZi?IERIEZ"' '; ,1B 3.7.20 [
'

!'
t

B)3fMAMQ5YSTEHS
,

" :

BJ2;20RS_ljVAC; System: Operating,[Without LAR 96 0_04]"

i
:

BASES .- . em_ m.. - - -
% . ~ , _ _ . -

iihe'_ ' ehdilhdAl#ssaba=.Mer.6a e ,. bem. 4 + h. ....#%. * -t. .:-+m ., t utiu m 5.e < .w. hmet eet.aA.aiu .4#vgen

The:UPS HVAC System;'providesitemperature; control; for the; safety !
i SAC 1||ROIN 1 #

telated UPS &' Distribution' rooms |.during'all' normal andlaccident ;;
conditions

j The UPS;HVAC System: consists.of,two electricallyjndependent;andj
redundant A/C;trainsleither of;which;canisupport;allifour safety ;

related;UPS .& Distribution |roonsa Each train |consiscsjofian air i

. conditioning, unit.,%Ductwork,, dampers;;and jnstrumentation alsoi '

Mrs part;of the, system,'

The;UPSJtVAC Systemjs_a.normally operating system:lA; single,A/C i

: !train willprovide the required..,temperatureTcontrol;to; maintaina,

the,UPS,8. Distribution rooms between140*F,and;104*F_duringinormal
plant condi_tions.LUpon receipt;of;an actuating' signal.Za'staney

.

i

train would.statt.1
:

The ;UPS HVAC System;is also an; emergency _ system?E A:singlejA/C ,

T.rainwiltprovide:therequiredtemperature:controttoimaintainj
' the.;UPS: rooms.below|122*Eduring emergency plant? conditions;

!
The1UPS HVAC System |operationjn; maintaining;the UPSjnverter; room |

, emperatures is discussedLi.n|the:FSARU Section 9.4CJ8;(Ref.jl); |t
,

1.

.

|* *
"A V9' ' '9 '

* ' -*'- '-*nY' * "P / '' * !

{#7(WFPifW"J7"$N 7 M TT*M3 t

!

MPLICNK.E The; design basis.ofjhe;UPS HVAC System:1sLto'saintainithe ,

'

: SAFE 1 D NALYSES] UPS & Distribution room. temperatures;
i

The UPS. A/C Train components.are arranged iniredundant.; safety'

related trainsi 7 During emergency operationCthe UPS HVAC; System
maintains |.the.; temperature below 122*F.; A' single; active failure |

.

of..:a component of the UPS HVAC,,with a~1oss of.offsite power | 1

does not; impair._the: ability.of.the: system to perform its, design ),

function; ; Redundant |controis are:provided for_UPS room
,

'
-

temperature contro1CThe UPS HVAC is; designed in accordance with'

SeismicjCategory I; requirements. The:UPS,HVAC;is; capable of
removing | sensible |and latent' heat loads'from the UPS inverter
rooms,$which include. consideration of. equipment heat load
requirements to ensure equipment OPERABILITY.'

The UPS HVAC satisfies Criterion 4 of 10ClR50.36(c)(2)(11).'

(continued)m
.- em www-n
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mm wm - ~
'

' E 10PS.HVAC

W B.3[7.20 )M"WGWO- - - c
.w ~ sc m.a.o- .m. _. .

~

I

*7 p m~;p-v- ; :~> - - ~ - ma - ry: _ ~~m;pY

w; 2 .*|2~t|2%. ',# & f % 4:nb f g ~_~ ? z%)" "- ~"'
7

d i

LCO A UPS HVAC System train,is considered OPERABLE when'its
associated:

a; AitConditioner.;;and fans'are OPERA 3LE. Land ,

b; Ductwork and dampers:are10PERABLE|[and ait| circulation :

can.be1 maintained,

. . w , ,~ e w-
, - :n ~v v~- .- ~w.m.mrm~r r.~c-

i

NTLICABILITY In MODE 1. 2,13Eorhthe.UPS;HVAC: System.isfequiredito be
OPERABLEf to : ensure;the...UPSi&iDi stribution~ room; temperatures;will
not:exceediequipment operationallrequirements?

,

g,-._.g.- m.~ - ._, .m - - --m -,.-mm- ,

.ew.e3 ww-aamaam w., ~ m s . 44 - x.< a e, : * . e * .- J .o a .. v. 4. r"--+ W .m u -.-we

8CIIONS El

With one:UPS.HVAC1 System _ train inoperable,ir.estore;the; inoperable
train ;to;.0PERABLE; status ;.wi thin 17 ; days.:fC

~.

Duringithisiperiodtithe. remaining 0PERABLElttain;is adequate;to
perform the:UPS.:HVAC: System function:BThelEday:CompletioniTime
js: based;on:theirisk from;an event occurring requiring;the
jnoperable;UPS HVAC Train;

B.1~. and B.2

In1H0DE 1E223, Eor _4,':11f_.the required _supporttoimeet;the LC0;or
to' meet Required Actions;in: Condition;A;.cannot;;belestabl.ished,
theLunit must;be:placed in a,HODEf that minimizes.the riskCTo
achievethis:statusLthe.unitmust;be.placed;in:at;1 east 1M00EJ
within.6|. hours, land'in MODE 5 within:36; hoursNThel. allowed
Completion Times are reasonable,~ based.on operating experience,t
to reach the required-unit conditions 1fromffu11 power _ conditions
in an. orderly . manner..and without challenging' unit systems.

_

, - - . . - . . s m s

7 m-,nmym

SURVEILLANCE SR ~3.7.20.1

REQUIREMENTS
Verifying each UPS A/C train operates for;a 1 hour ensures that
they are OPERABLE and that all' associated controls. arei

.

functioning properly.i

(continued) *.

, - ,
, -

,,n-,

!
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St#gfRILLANCE SR'73.7 *20.2

SEWMtEMENL5

3 continued) IhtLSRivedf18511Mt2thceachRsMc3taiotarts~MCopetates
Kaoctuarorlslediateoctuattosigna]Z3e 18.;eonth
ittqM!tcy31sicsigeft 91*Kttut3ypicalwtuenmEcic]M
operat1EgxperiencOaOhoertthetithese:componentsInsually' pass
the: M t at11ancf M!e p erfome O tit M 118.3mxtth lteadencfi
lheref.orpEtheJIegdencylisiscceptpb]elftce[alteliab1Mty
$ tar!$ojnt]
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!

-UPS HVAC
'

t'

K E T d Z~I. E E d C M E
B 3.7.20P if2E2IZES.CZE

'

BJJlfpdfMSTDIS ;

I

,

D.'3120P]EHVK. System,0perating'[With LAR 96 004]
,

! N- ~ _ .- . -mm.m. < -~ . -, .

; -

t
.

The UPS HVAC System provides. temperature control, fotthelsafety i
BA0GEME)

rel ated UPS;& ; Di stribution.. rooms duri ng . all , normal and . acci dent |
-

;conditions;

The UPS'HVAC System cons.._gs.of: +

; ;

; a. A1 dedicated;UPS Room Fan Coil Unit |:(FCU) .in each (
!

j safety:related UPS:4 Distribution Room;;and
,

i

b; Two| electrically, independent and redundant'A/C trains ;

: either;of;which canfsupportrall|four_ safety related |

}
UPS & Distribution'~ rooms.JEach train consists |of an i

airiconditioningLunit. iDuctwork;< dampers, land i

instrumentationLalso form part of the; system, |

: :
4 !

TheUPS HVAC System 11s;a:normally_operatingLsystem;iEach FCU
normally;provides'1the| respired 1 temperature;controllto maintain :

; its~ respect 1yefoctbelow|104*Fiduring normal;planticonditions73
AisingleWC:trainiwill also provice the requireditemperature ;

, ;

contro11to;maintainithe;UPS;&: Distribution: rooms between;40!F_end
;

104:Feduring. normal: plant conditions.TUpon: receipt ofian |
4

actuating (signalra;standbyitrain would . start;l
'

The:UPSHVACSystemjs.alsoanemergency; system.iAEachFCUwould
,

provide the required temperature control to1 maintain.its |'

respective' room below 122*F;_during.: emergency conditions. LA i
.

single: A/C; Train will also provide the; required temperature
:

control to maintain the UPSirooms below 122*F during emergencym

! planticonditionsJ
,

In the event an FCU is inoperable and the respective A/C Train js t

alsolinoperable 1100 * cooling can be provided by the opposite (
train's A/C Train; ;

I

Inithe_ event an FCU for one or more rooms is inoperable and +'

neither' A/C Train is; operable, the fans associated with the A/C
,

'
-

Trains can circulate.aitfrom rooms:seviced by the operable.FCus,'
i This11s acceptable _ as long as. temperatures are maintained'within j

design limits. ;!

The UPS HVAC System operation.in maintaining the UPS inverter |
roon temperatures.is disc!.tssed in the FSAR.' Section 9.4C.8 i

; -

(Ref. 1) .
:
i

i

Ii
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&lLICABLE Theldesign; basts:otthe ws;wAC;.SystemJs;to maintatrtthe]
5APEKGUILYSES] WSXDistributtonlroom;temperat.ures:

The R S; Room FCus:areidedicatop. o;the y S Unit |:andjTrain;they
.

support gTheRS;A/C7 rain: components:arelarrangedjgitedundant;
safety;related;trainszouring; emergency;operatieZtheluPSJVAC t

System maintains;the; temperature:beloO22MA:singMactive
failure;of;a; component:of;theyS;wACEwithlaJoss;ofloffsite
powetzdoes: not:Japair;the:Tabt11ty;ot thelsystenito?performiits
de81grCfunctionspedundantrcontrols;are:provjded;fot UPS1 room

~

temperature: control;2The;UPS;WAC11s designedlin;accordance;with
Seismic; category I; requirements;TTheiUPS:HVAC;js capable;of
tempying:sensibleland ilatent; heat 11oads;from;the1UPS11nverfet
rooms 2Whichjnclude consideration;otequipmentiheatlload

'
requirements;to;ensureiequipment:0PERABILI1Y;

The;UPSJfVAC ' atisfiesicrjter.1on;4 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11)?s
wn:wwwnmm:wwerww nvmran~vmvwnn w

.t

(C0 A UPS tiVAC; System; train 11s considered 10PERABLE when;its I
associatedt

41 UPS: fan;ColliUnit:1 s;0PERABLE.M or

b] 1). Air;Conditioneriandjfansiare;0PERABLEZand

i 2) Ductwork and dampers;are;0PERABLE.Tand airf,' circulation
can;be maintained,

.
'

r~, m mmem-~~ m m - < , - w me-mm-e~,

N-
'

!

i ;

| $PE.ICABILIII In_HODE E 2 23 Eorl4|itheiUPS;HVACiSystem;js;requireduto.be
OPERABLEltolensure3he:UPS:&; Distribution: room 1temperaturesiwil_1'

notlexceed equipment; operational jequirements;. ;

.

-~ ~ - - ~ ,----,--mn nam ,+n n m .m m ,wn.- - ~ ~ n ..~
!,

%_.___.- ___. _ . _ _. ._ ., . _ _ .m. . _... _ -. _ m
t

ETI(NIS A.1 and~A.2 :
,

;

; With one UPS_HVAC; System'.traini(1~.e. FCU..and A/CiTrain:of_the
.

same electricattraintinoperable Taction must.be. taken !
i

1mmediately to;verjfy|the A/C; Train:of the opposite; electrical ,

train;is; operable and;to; restore OPERABLE: status;within 30;daysi~;
During this' period :the remaining;0PERABLE train 21sLadequateito :

; perform the UPS HVAC.. System function. 2The'.30_ day Completion: Times

1s; based;on;the: risk from;an event; occurring requirjng;the j
inoperableLUPS;HVAC, Train, Land the remaining UPS A/C. Train
providing'the required protection. ,

!
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37152 2 21573 M1. E
~

b .i ^ _ 1 M 71 U UPS HVAC'

.~.,m'", B 3.7;20P> ,-ma_ _ _a n , .
.

,

u... . - - . .- .~~~ww.x ,

N h%:7 TN 'Qhi .Nb Akb?h&NYN
;

4
>

KJIONS B.1.'B.2 and B.3
.

!Withione..orimore FCUsfand..both UPS_ A/C:trainsijnoperable,1 action
must!be1takenJamediately to;yerify;airicirculation/Js1being ;

maintained 1and ;thatithe.itemperatures tare;being;maintainediwj thi n
e

equipment; design ljaits3The;maximunitemperatutellimitifor3hese
rooms'is provided in;the TRM.ZThe:12Lhour;completionitime;for ,

tevetification:.ottemperatureslis: considered reasonableEbased;on
slow ratesiofichanges;durjngrsteady state;conditionsaThe72
hout;CompletionJime11s based;on;the~fisk from an: event 1 occurring
requiring.theiinoperable UPS1HVAC; Train | land the;1 remaining UPS
RoonJCUs.^and;A/CJrain' fans;providing thefequired protection. |

Cr:T.2 and c:3 '
,

Inf. NODE;122,?3,;ori.4,71f.the required, support'toimeet the LCO.,or
to; meet; Required _ Actions in Condition A or B:cannot;be restored

i

m

within1thefequired Completion Time _(1. hour)',ltheLunit;must_be
iplaced inla; MODE that minimizes 1the~riskOTo; achieve;this

status,1the' unit _sust_be.placed;in atileast; MODE;31within j

6;hoursi;and|Jp MODEz51within:36, hours.Jhe.Lallowed Completion
Times;are; reasonable,Jbased,on . operating experjence,lto reach,the
required unit:conditior.Cframfull.,powerfconditions11n:aniorderly ;

manner and withoutichallWging;unitjsystems; !
!

gm--en - w w-mwmmem= - m ~ m m ,t~ m e m - m

StRVEILLANCE SR'3.7.20P.1 1

REQUIREDEMS
Verjfying each require JCU operates.for i 1; continuous hour
ensures that_they|are . operable; ]

SR v3:7.20P.2

Verifying each UPS A/C| train: operates for all . hour _ ensures _that j

they;are.0PERABLE and.that all.. associated controls 1are j

functioning. properly? )
;

l
'

SR P3.7.20P.3 i
-

This;SR verifies;that;the.each UPS A/Cutrain starts and operates
on an actual .or~ simulated actuationLsignal.iThe 18| month
frequency;jrconsistent with the typical; refueling; cycle.
Operating experience has".shown that theseicomponents.usually pass
the Survei11ancefwhen performed _at the 18, month Frequency.
Therefore. the Frequency:1s acceptable from a~ reliability iT

Istandpoint; .

m.y.m., w_y , - ._

,.

)
|
|
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b Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Bases

Enclosure 5B contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of the Bases portion
of NUREG ~ i31. REV.1. The Bases is descriptive in nature but provides significant
clarific.u.on and, in some cases, technical information which supports the
specifications. The version in the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version
has been made plant specific.

To the extent possible, the words of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 are retained to maximize
standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading,
they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant
specific portions of the specifications.

The changes are processed as follows:

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions - Haterial which is removed from NUREG-1431. Rev.1 Bases.

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431, Rev.
1 Bases.

(dn) 3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431. Rev.1'

Bases but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS
or other design basis document into a bracketed portion
of NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using
the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand).
The deletions are at identified by a change number or a change
code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Bases in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
Dat identified by a change number or a change code in the
adjacent right margin.

3 Modifications -
(C The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of

NUREG 1431. Rev. 1 Bases is annotated using the strike out
feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised

Methodology 1of.2 S/1SB7
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;
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|

Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG 1431 Bases j
|- (continued) j
'

information is inserted into the Bases in the appropriate i

4 location and is annotated using the red line feature of '

Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The modification is . !
O mt identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent i

. right margin.
;

'

;

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed '

area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic"

,

,

information is " struck out" and the correct material is inserted '

i using the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the
information is " redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An

,[ . identification number to cross reference to an explanation or {
; ' justification is mt provided. ;

i Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark up of NUREG 1431. Rev.1
i

Bases as part of the markup process. Reviewer notes may be '-

" struck out" or deleted as preferred.
i

In summary. " red line" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new |.

, material. " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted
:

| material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify
|

changes in the Bases.
{

.

i '

i

{
'

.

i

;

;

i
I

,

!
;

i
!- t

ii

;

' r

!'
.

'
,

!
!
:

f

!
'

'
,

.
.

.

-

i
i
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O JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1431
V Section 3.7

This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked up technical
change to NUREG 1431, Revision 1 to make them plant specific or to incorporate
generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process. The change
numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark-ups. For enclosures 3A, 38,
4, 6A and 6B. text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and
is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets
indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE JUSTIFICATION
NUMBER

3.7 01 ACTION A.1 is revised [and new ACTION A.2 is added to be
consistent with the CTS (also see CN 3.7-12) and traveler WOG 83
Rev 0. WOG 83 was developed to account for] plants which may
operate for some part of a fuel cycle with a positive moderator
temperature coefficient (MTC). Per Westinghouse Nuclear Safety
Advisory Letter, NSAL 94-001, if the MTC is positive at the
required reduced power level, the reactor coolant system (RCS)
heat up following a turbine trip event could result in a core
power increase and additional heat transfer to the secondary

o system which may not be attenuated without over pressurizing the
(j main steam system. To preclude this condition the power range

neutron flux high trip set point is required to be reset to a
power level consistent with the number of inoperable safety
valves within 72 hours. [ ] These changes are consistent with
Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) Traveler WOG 83 and NSAL 94-001.

A recent revision to WOG 83 (rev.1) has been proposed requiring
that the power range neutron flux trip high setpoints be reduced
when at a reduced reactor power level to account for a control
rod withdrawal event at reduced reactor power. The |

identification of this issue has identified a non conservatism in
NUREG 1431. Consequently, the requirement in the CTS to reduce
the power range neutron flux trip high setpoints with inoperable
MSSVs [regardless of the value of MTC is retained]. However, the
72 hour Completion Time proposed in the traveler is incorporated i
into the ITS. These changes are acceptable because the retention '

of the requ'rement to reduce the power range flux trip high,

setpoint is more conservative than NUREG 1431 or WOG 83 and the
extended Completion Time recognizes the low probability of an |
event occurring during the 72 hours allowed to reset the trip |

setpoints.

3.7 02 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
f~'y (enclosure 68).
O '3.7 03 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Lonversion Comparison Table

|(enclosure 68)'. 1

l
1
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CHANGE JUSTIFICATIQH
NUMBER

( J' 3.7 04 Requirements involving reliance on the steam generator heat
'v removal system for heat removal in MODE 4 would be deleted

consistent with current licensing basis. The SG heat removal
system is designed to cool the plant to MODE 4 entry conditions
at which time the RHR system may be placed in service. The RHR

. system, which is required to be OPERABLE, is capable of adequate
heat removal. Although the SG heat removal system may be used for
additional cooling below 350'F. the SG heat removal system
operability is not an assumption of any safety analysis and is
not consistent with the current licensing basis. The MODE
applicability for the SG heat removal system in the CTS is NODES
1, 2, and 3. The SG heat removal system would be used during a
normal startup or shutdown and thus would be capable of providing
the heat removal function during the transition to and from RHR
in MODE 4 even if not required to be OPERABLE by this TS.

3.7 05 REQUIRED ACTION B.1 is revised to state and new C.1 states
respectively that restoration of "all but one" and "all but two"
atmospheric [ relief] valves [(ARVs)] is required which will
effectively exit the respective REQUIRED ACTIONS. This is |

consistent with the BASES of NUREG 1431. The specific change
proposed by Industry Traveler TSTF 100 is to add the "all but
one" phrase to REQUIRED ACTION B for plants that only require

g three [ARVs] to be OPERABLE. The addition of the "all but two"
(") phrase to new REQUIRED ACTION C.1 is to account for the

requirement to have four [ARVs] OPERABLE.

3.7 06 The CONDITION and REQUIRED ACTION for two or more inoperable
[ARV] lines is revised to limit the applicability to only two
inoperable [ARV] lines and the COMPLETION TIME is revised from
24 to 72 hours per the current licensing basis. A new CONDITION
C for three or more [ARV) lines inoperable for plants that |
require four [ARV] lines is proposed. The original CONDITION C |
1s retained and relabeled CONDITION D. These changes are
consistent with the intent of NUREG 1431.

3.7 07 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).

3.7-08 SR 3.7.5.1 is revised to add a note consistent with the CTSs and
the plant specific design. The verification of flow control valve
position is deferred until conditions are appropriate.

3.7 09 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.7 10 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

p)
x,

.

'

|
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CHANGE JUSTIFICATION
NUMBER

3.7 11 The REQUIRED ACTIONS for the main feedwater isolation valves
'

(FIVs) and associated bypass valves inoperable are revised
consistent with the current licensing basis. A COMPLETION TIME
of 4 hours is provided to confirm availability of the main
feedwater control valves (FCVs) and associated bypass valves. A

. completion time of 72 hours is provided to close or isolate the
FIVs. A new SR is added for the FCVs and associated bypass
valves.

The main FCVs and associated bypass valves are non Nuclear Safety
Related and not classified as active valves because a single
active mechanical failure of the FIVs and associated bypass
valves (feedwater isolation (FIBVs) and feedwater preheater
bypass valves (FPBVs)) is not assumed in the accident analyses.
The FCVs and the associated bypass valves are credited as backup
in the unlikely event a FIV or associated bypass valve fails.
The credit for availability of the FCVs and associated bypass
valves as backup is taken in the ACTIONS in lieu of requiring
operability in the LCO. Because the FCVs and associated bypass
valves are not safety related, they are not in the scope of the
Inservice Test Program. Therefore, a surveillance on the same
frequency as the FIVs is added to ensure availability of these
valves. Similar to the FIVs. these valves should not be tested

f') ' at power.
v

A note was added to the LCO to clarify the plant specific
associated bypass valves at CPSES for each FIV.

7s

-
1
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CF#JGE JUSTIFICATION
NUMBER

n
( \ 3.7 12 WOG traveler 83 (Rev 0) revised Condition A and Table 3.71 to

account for plants that credit the Power Range High Neutron Flux
trip function when HTC is positive (See CN 3.7 01 above). The '

wording of the traveler has been modified for CPSES to account
for plant specific differences as follows:

'

1) The traveler revised Table 3.71 to have 2 columns titled
" Maximum Allowable Power" with footnotes explaining that one
column prov4.ded maximum allowable power levels when HTC is zero
or negative and the other column provided maximum allowable power
level when HTC is positive. This was to satisfy a NASL 94 001
concern indicating that the maximum allowable power may have to
be lower when HTC is positive. A plant specific analysis
performed by CPSES has verified that CPSES may operate at the
power levels provided in the CTS (which corresponds to the values
provided by the traveler for zero and negative HTC) regardless of
whether HTC is positive or negative. Thus two columns of maximum
allowable power (and the explanatory footnotes) as provided by
the WOG traveler are unnecessary for CPSES.

2) The current TS provides values for Power Range Neutron Flux
Setpoints as a function Operable HSSVs which are 3* to 7% above
the corresponding Maximum Allowable Power. The traveler reduces

O the setpoint to that specified by the Maximum Allowable Power.
O This would require that the plant operate at 3t to 7% below the

Haxinum Allowable Power to ensure that an inadvertent reactor
trip does not occur. CPSES has verified that the current TS trip
setpoints remain valid for the concerns expressed in NASL 94 001
and has elected to retain this column in the ITS.

3.7 13 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.7 14 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).

3.7 15 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).

3.7 16 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table l
(enclosure 68). )

*

3.7 17 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table '
1

(enclosure 68).

3.7 18 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 6B).

3.7 19 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table

(G (enclosure 68).)
!

\

3.7 20 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

CPSES D!fferencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3. 7 4 S/1S/97 |
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!
|

fCHANGE JUSTIFICATION
NUMER

,

O 3.7 21 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table |O (enclosure 68). ;
.

3.7 22 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68). |

1.7 23 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table f
(enclosure 6B). !

3.7 24 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table f
(cnclosure 68). !

t

3.7 25 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table |
(enclosure 68). |

.

3.7 26 CONDITION D (for two valves in the same flow path inoperable) is |
deleted to reflect changes to Required Actions A and C and plant i
specific design of primary FIVs and associated bypass valves and i

isolation backup via the in series FCVs and associated bypass |
valves. The applicable 8 hour completion time is moved to the t

revi:ed Actions A and C. [

3.7 27 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table f
(enclorare 68). :

:

3.7 28 Revise [ARV] frequency from 18 months to "in accordance with

O Inservice Test Program." to be consistent with other valves in :

the CTS which are included in the Inservice Test Program (IST).
,

The CTS for the [ARV) surveillance frequency is per the IST
;

Program. [This change is also applicable to the [ARV] block ;

valves that are included in the IST program.] |
;.

3.7-29 Revise AFW pump testing frequency to be "In accordance with |

Inservice Test Program." These changes are consistent with !
'

'

TSTF 101, and will eliminate any ambiguity associated with pump ;

testing frequency as a result of ASME changes.,

3.7 30 LCO 3.7.8 and SRs are revised to incorporate requirements for two
units with [ station service water system] cross connections. |
These changes are [ consistent with the CTS and are] more i

'restrictive than NUREG 1431, but are consistent with NRC Generic
Letter 91 13. j

i

3.7-31 SR 3.7.8.2 is replaced with the current plant specific ;
,

surveillance of the cross connections of station service water
system between units. The plant specific design for the station |
service water system does rot contain any automatic valves in the I
safety related flow path, therefore SR 3.7.8.2 of NUREG 1431 is
not applicable,

,

!

- CPSES Diferencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3.7 5 $/1$/97
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CHANGE JUSTIFICATION
NUMdER

(a') 3.7-32 CONDITION A is changed to "SSI level less than required" and SR
,

3.7.9.3 and 3.7.9.4 are deleted because the plant specific design
does not use cooling towers. The "SSI level less than required"
is a condition comparable to an inoperable cooling tower fan
since the surface area (i.e., cooling capacity) decreases with
level ..

3.7 33 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.7 34 In accordance with traveler WOG 64, the Completion Time for
closing one inoperable HSIV is extended to 72 hours and separate
Required Actions i:re included for either one HSIV inoperable or
two or more in Modes 2 and 3. The Completion Time of 72 hours is
considered appropriate according to the BASES of NUREG 1431,
because cif the low probability of an accident occurring during
this timo period te, would require HSIV closure and because the
HSIVs are isolation valves in a closed system (the SG and
connected systems) that provide a passive barrier for containment
isolation. Extending the A0T to 72 hours would not alter the
argument that the probability of an accident requiring MSIV
closure occurring during a 72 hour period would remain very low.
The HSIVs close to mitigate postulated design basis main steam
and main feedwater line breaks and SG tube rupture events. These(q) are Condition IV events (" Limiting Faults") and have an expected

,

"
frequency of less than one occurrence in a hundred years.

Also, the HSIVs are in a system that is effectively an extension
of containment. The SG systems inside containment are designed
to similar ASHE standards and have system design pressures many
times greater than the containment design pressure. Thus, the SG
and connected systems provide an effective barrier similar to
that evaluated in TSTF-30.

In addition, the revised A0T would provide a more reasonable time
to diagnose problems associated with an inoperable HSIV and
mobilize corrective actions. obtain administrative clearances,
complete the maintenance, resNre the valve to an operable
condition, and, where appropriate, perform a post maintenance
verification. The additional time reduces the probability of
unnecessary unit transients and unit shutdowns, thus improving,

unit safety and increasing unit availability.

3.7 35 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.7 36 REQUIRED ACTIONS D and E are revised for two trains inoperable
where at least 100% of the required heat removal capacity is

(V available. These changes are consistent with the current4

licensing basis. These actions are acceptable based on the
number of cooTing units available and the flexibility and
redundancy in the power supplies and the support cooling water.

;

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3. 7 6 5/1S/97
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CHANGE JUSTIFICATION
NUPBER

3.7 37 Nodifies CONDITION A and adds new CONDITION B and C to be !

consistent with the CTS. CONDITIONS B and C provide appropriate
!

required actions and completion times based on the ability to i
maintain a negative pressure envelope. '

+

3.7 38 Deletes reference to a specific flowrate for conducting the
,

negative pressure test per current licensing basis. The CTS
|

permits testing each train at whatever flowrate is necessary to
achieve the required negative pressure. including the use of two i

filtration units should more than one be necessary.
|

3.7 39 SR 3.7.12.6 is added to verify the shutdown of the non ESF fans
to prevent bypass of the ESF Filtration units. The plant design
does not include bypass dampers. however. bypass of the filter ,'

units will occur if the non ESF fans are still running when the ;

ESF fans start. Therefore to prevent bypass the non ESF fans .
'

must be stopped. The added SR demonstrates that the non ESF fans i

stop on an actual or simulated ESF actuation signal (safety I
injection signal). !

3.7 40 Not Used. i

(
3.7 41 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table |

(enclosure 68). j

3.7-42 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68). ~

: 3.7 43 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table '

(enclosure 68).
!

3.7 44 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table !
(enclosure 68). i

3.7 45 The 3.7.15 specification is revised to be CPSES plant specific to |
address the two spent fuel pools and the in containment storage '

racks.
,

f

3.7 46 Revised to delete " irradiated fuel assemblies seated in" the
storage racks since the accident analysis assumes that a fuel
assembly is lying on top of the fuel storage racks. This change ;

1s made to conform to the BASES and APPLICABILITY for NUREG 1431 i

and to be consistent with the current licensing basis for fuel !'

handling accidents. The top of the fuel rack is approximately 1 |
foot above the top of the seated fuel assembly. '

3.7 47 This change adds ITS 3.7.19. a safety chilled water system which f
is in the CPSES CTS and is not in NUREG 1431. '

3.7 48 This change adds ITS 3.7.20. a UPS HVAC system which is in the

O CPSES CTS and not included in NUREG 1431. ITS 3.7.20P
incorporates CPSES LAR 96 004.

. ,

I

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG-1431 - ITS 3. 7 7 $/1S/97
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CHANGE JUSTIFICATION
NUMBER

,

3.7 49 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
'-

(enclosure 68).4

3.7 50 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.7 51 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table,

(enclosure 68).

3.7 52 Not used.

3.7 53 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.7 54 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.7 55 Not Applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table
(enclosure 68).

3.7 56 This change creates a new SR for the HSIVs and feedwater
isolation valves to distinguish between the IST and the automatic

1actuation testing of these isolation valves. The surveillance
allows credit for an actual actuation if one occurs, to satisfy
the surveillance requirements. These changes are consistent with
WOG 98. (Although SR 3.7.2.2 is a new SR. it may be performed in
conjuction with SR 3.7.2.1. Therefore, the note allowing testing
to be performed in H00E 3 is also used for this SR.]

t

i3.7 57 This change establishes appropriate Required Actions and
Completion Times for ventilation system pressure envelope
degradation. These changes are consistent with WOG 86.

>

'

<

'

!

h
i

(

-

,

|
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431-SECTION 3.7 hee I d6

.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DiANGE APPLICABILITY
NUMBER DESCRIPTION

.

DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
CANYON PFAK

3.7 01
ACTION A.1 is revised [ and new ACTION A.2 is added) to account for YES YES YES YESoperation with inoperable MSSYs and resetting the power range neutron
flux high trip setpoints with inoperable MSSVs. The Completion Time to
reset the power range neutron flux high trip setpoints is extended to 72
hours. [ ]

3.7 02 The CTS Applicability of Modes 1. 2. and 3 is being retained in ITS NO: DCPP is NO: CPSES is YES YES3.7.2, MSIVs. and ITS 3.7.3. [MFIVs), adopting ITS. adopting ITS.
3.7-03 SR 3.7.3.1 is divided into two surveillances since both the stroke time YES (per LA NO NO NO

.

and the frequency requirements are different at DCPP for the feedwater 77/76)
regulation / bypass valves and the feedwater isolation valve.

3.7-04 Requirements involving reliance on the SG heat removal system for heat NO - DCPP is YES YES YESremoval in Mode 4 would be deleted. adopting ITS
3.7-05 REWIRED ACTION B.1 and new C.1 are revised to state that restoration of YES YES NO: refer to NO: refer to

'

all but ' and "all but two" [ARV) lines is required which will 3.7 19. 3.7-19. j
L effectively exit the respective RE W IRED ACTION.

3.7-06 The CONDITION and RE@lRED ACTION for two or more inoperable [ARV] lines YES YES N0; not part N0; not part
is limited to two [ARV) lines and the COMPLETION TIE is revised from 24 of CTS. of CTS.to 72 hours per the current licensing basis. A new CONDITION C is added.,

3.7 07 Revised Conditions A and C to be consistent with CTS. The ITS as written N0; not part of NO: not part YES 1ES
s

would have allowed the OPERABLE EES train to remain in standby during CTS. of CTS.movement of irradiated fuel.

3.7-08 SR 3.7.5.1 is revised to add a note consistent with the CTS and the plant NO: AFW valves YES YES YESspecific design. The verification of flow control valve position is have a correct
deferred untti conditions are appropriate. position.

3.7-09 New Conditions E., F. and H and the surveillance requirement associated YES NO NO NO
with the FWST AFW pump supply are relocated from the CTS on AFW supply
and included in the DCPP AFW specification for completeness.

|

|

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - ITS3.7
S/15/97
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p aO (s) - Ug
C ERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES bC ~ : CURE - 131- SECTION 3.7 Pagc3 ofd

.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY ~ l

NUPEER DESCRIPTION' DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
CANYON PEAK

3.7 10 The specification description, the LCO the action requirements and the YES NO NO N0surveillance are revised to incorporate the DCPP plant specific
requirement for operable AFW supply sources via the CST and the FWST per
the current licensing basis.

; 3.7 11 The REQUIRED ACTIONS for CPSES feedwater isolation and associated bypass NO YES NO NO|
valves inoperable are revised consistent with the current licensing basis
for a COMPLETION TIE of 4 hours and to credit the hFRVs (feedwater
control valves (FCVs)) and associated bypass valves for a completion time
of 72 hours. A new SR is added for the FCVs and associated bypass.

valves.

3.7-12 WOG-83 revised Condition A and Table 3.7 1 to account for plants that NO YES 1:0 N0
,

credit the Power Range High Neutron Flux trip function when MTC is
positive (See CN 3.7-01 above). The wording of the traveler has been
modified for CPSES to account for plant specific differences

3.7 13 Note 1. under ACTION REQUIRED A.1 is deleted. The DCPP emergency diesel YES NO NO NOgenerators have self contained cooling systems that do not rely upon an
external source of cooling water.

3.7 14 The note for SR 3.7.8.1 is deleted since the DCPP ASW system supplies YES NO NO N0only the CCW heat exchanger and no other individual components.

3.7-15 SR 3.7.8.1 is revised to include a DCPP specific requirement to verify YES NO NO N0the availability of power and air so that the valves can be placed in
their correct position as described in the bases.

3.7-16 SR 3.7.8.2 is revised to include only power operated valves since there YES NO NO N0
;

are no automatically operated valves in the DCPP ASW system. The
surveillance is revised to require movement of power operated valves to
demonstrate the ability to reconfigure the ASW system as described in the
65AR and the ITS bases.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - ITS3.7
S/ESM7
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CtNVERSION COMPARISON TAllLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-I431- SECTION 3.7
\j G

Page 3 d6 '

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALUWAY
CANYON PEAK q

3.7 17 The DCPP UHS specification is revised to reflect the fact that for the YES NO NO N0system to perform its intended function. it is temperature limited. The
LCO is revised to note that the specification limits the temperature is
less than or equal to 64T. SR numbers are revised accordingly and the
remaining surveillances are deleted as being not applicable.

3.7 1B The DCPP specific CTS surveillance for leakage testing of ABVS dangers YES NO NO NOM2A and M2B is retained.

3.7-19 , REQUIRED ACTION B.1 is revised to state that restoration of "all but* one NO: refer NO: refer to YES YES{ASD] line is required, which will effectively exit REQUIRED ACTION B.1 to change 3.7 5 change 3.7 5
,

'

and re-enter REQUIRED ACTION A.I. and 3.7-6. and 3.7 6.
3.7-20 A Callaway specific Condition is added to address the inoperability of NO. NO NO YESone of the Essential Service Water (ESW) supplies to the turbine-driven

AFW punp.

3.7-21 The ACTIONS and SR 3.7.12.1 are revised to include the DCPP speci'ic CTS YES NO NO NOaction requirement for an inoperable HEPA filter and/or charcoal 3sorber
and to provide the appropriate charcoal absorber monthly drying time for
the single conson charcoal absorber.

3.7-22 SR 3.7.12.3 is revised for DCPP to describe the expected actions tpon an YES NO NO NOactuation of the ABVS.

3.7 23 ACTION C and SR 3.7.12.4 is deleted since the DCPP ABVS was not designed YES NO NO NOto maintain a specific negative pressure.

3.7-24 SR 3.7.12.5 is deleted since there are no DCPP ABVS bypass dampers and YES NO NO N0the system automatic daspers are tested by SR 3.7.12.3.

3.7-25 Based on the CTS. a note is added to [SR 3.7.3.1. 3.7.3.2 3.7.4.1 and NO: note is NO: note is YES YES3.7.4.2) to indicate that deconstration of valve OPERABILITY is only not part of not part of
required to be performed for entry into (and continued operation in) CTS. CTS.
MODES I and 2. This note states that the SR is only required to be
performed in MODES I and 2. This would allow entry into MODE 3 for the
purpose of testing the valves.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Tame - ITS3.7
5/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431-SECTION 3.7 Page 4 ef 6

TECHNICAL SPECIrICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
CANYON PEAK

,

i

*

3.7-26 CONDITION D is deleted to reflect the CPSES plant specific design of NO YES NO N0
primary FIVs and associated bypass valves end isolation backup via the in
series FCVs and associated bypass valves.

3.7-27 A note is added to DCPP Table 3.7.1-2 under LIFT SETTING that specifies YES (per LA No No No

__.

that the lift point of the lowest set safety is +3% and -21. 108/I07) '

3.7-28 Revise [ARV] frequency from 16 months to "in accordance with Inservice NO: CTS is 18 YES YES YESTest Program." months.
'

3.7-29 Revise AFW pump testing to be "In accordance with Inservice Test YES YES YES YESProgram."

3.7-30 LCO 3.7.8 and ACTIONS are revised to incorporate requirements for two NO: covered by YES NO: single NO: singleunits with station service water system cross connections. ECG per GL91-13 unit plant. unit plant.
response.

3.7-31 SR 3.7.8.2 is replaced with the current CPSES specific surveillance of NO: refer to YES NO N0
>

the cross connections between units. The CPSES design has no automatic 3.7 15 and 3.7-
va'ves as per this SR in the ITS. 16.

3.7-32 CONDITION A for CPSES is changed to "SSI level less than required" and SR NO YES NO N0
3.7.9.3 and 3.7.9.4 are deleted.

33 The requirement to verify a make us flow rate during the tests YES: per CTS NO: retained YES YESdemonsh Ring the capability to maintain control room differential CTS
pressure above atmospheric pressur e would be deleted. requirement.

3.7-34 In accordance with traveler WOG-64. the Cospletion Time for closing one NO: adopting YES YES YESinoperable MSIV is extended to 72 hours; and separate required actions 8 hour A0T ;
are included for either one MSIV inoperable or two or more MSIVs

from STS.inoperable in Modes 2 and 3.

3.7-35 SR 3.7.10.3 is revised to reflect DCPP specific plant configuration and YES NO NO NO
i CTS required testing.

| 3.7-36 REQUIRED ACTIONS D and E are revised for CPSES for two trains inoperable NO YES NO NO ,

where at least 100% of the required heat removal capacity is available.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - ITS3.7 S/lS/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-I431- SECTION 3.7 Pcge 5 af 6

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OiANGE APPLICf31LITY
N'JHBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMANCHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

CANYON PEAK

3.7-37 Modifies LCO 3.7.2 CONDITION A and adds new CONDITION B and C to be NO YES NO N0consistent with the CPSES CTS.

3.7-38 This proposed change deletes reference to a specific flowrate for NO: see YES NO: see NO: seeconducting the negative pressure test per the CPSES CTS. CN 3.7-49. CN 3.7-49. CN 3.7-49.
3.7-39. SR 3.7.12.6 is added to verify the shutdown of the non-ESF fans to NO YES NO N0prevent bypass of the ESF Filtration units (CPSES specific).

3.7-40 NOT USED NA NA NA NA

3.7-41 T " Main Feedwater Regulating and associated Bypass Valves are deleted NO: CTS NO - refer to YES YESf. the ITS per current licensing basis. includes NFRVs. 3.7-11.
3.7-42 Add DCPP specific note that states that 3.0.31s not applicable to the YES NO NO N0fuel handling building ventilation system during fuel movement since fuel

movement is independent of reactor operation.

3.7-43 ACTION A of ITS 3.7.13 is revised and ACTIONS C. E and F.1 of ITS 3.7.13 YES NO NO NOare not used per the DCPP CTS.

3.7-44 This change would revise ITS 3.7.13 to add a new note to the NO: fuel NO: CPSES YES YESapplicability and change the conditions, required ACTIONS and SRs to building does not
conform to the design of the Emergency Exhaust System. ventilation not require this

required for specification
post LOCA
leakage.

3.7-45 ITS 3.7.15 is revised to be CPSES specific to address the two spent fuel NO YES NO N0pools and the in containment storage racks.

3.7 46 Revised to delete " irradiated fuel assemblies seated in" since accident NO: ITS is YES NO: ITS is YESanalysis assumes fuel assembly lying on top of the fuel storage racks. consistent with consistent
CTS. with CTS.

3.7-47 This change adds TS 3.7.19. a safety chilled water system which is in the NO YES NO NO
CPSES CTS.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - ITS3.7 $/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431- SECTION 3.7 ~ Page 6 cf 6
.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NumER DESCRIPTION DIABLO COMA.9CHE WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
CANYON PEAK

. _ _

3.7 48 This change adds TS 3.7.20. an UPS HVAC system which is in the CPSES CTS. NO YES NO NO

3.7-49 The requirement to verify a make-up flow rate during the tests YES NO - See CH YES YESdemonstrating the capability to maintain [ fuel] building differential 3.7-38.
pressure below atmospheric pressure would be deleted. The current
licensing basis of the plant is to be able to maintain a negative
pressure [in the fuel building] with respect to the outside atmosphere.

3.7-50 The CTS DCPP specific ADV surveillance that verifies the back up air YES NO NO NObottle pressure once per 24 hours is retained.,

3.7 51 A new spent fuel pool storage specification is created for Region 1 fuel YES NO NO N0storar;e due to unique storage requirements at DCPP.

3.7-52 Not used. HA NA NA NA

3.7-53 ITS 3.1.16 for DCPP is revised to be consistent with the current YES NO NO NOlicensing basis and CTS.

3.7-54 The LCO. REQUIRED ACTIONS, and Surveillances are revised per the DCPP YES: per LA NO NO N0specific CTS to incorporate Region 2 fuel storage requirements. 116/114.

3.7-55 The N'JREG 1431 specification is not used since an equivalent safety grade YES NO NO N0system does not exist. Therefore the deletion is per the current
licensing basis.

3.7-5L This change creates a new SR for the HSIVs [and FIVs] to distinguish YES YES YES YESbetween the IST and the automatic actuation testing of these isolation
valves. The surveillance allows credit for an actual actuation. if one
occurs, to satisfy the surveillance requirements. [Although SR 3.7.2.2
is a new SR. it may be performed in conjuction with SR 3.7.2.1.
Therefore, the note allowing testing to be performed in MODE 3 is also
used for this SR.]

3.7 57 This change establishes appropriate Required Actions and Completion Times YES YES YES YESfor ventilation system pressure envelope degradation.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - ITS3.7 $/ISAF7
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.8
5/ 5/97
page ' 1 ( Sorted by Current TS ) !

Current TS Improved TS >

Item Code Para Item Code Para +

|

_3JJ2} LCO a 3.8.1 ' LCO a i

_3.8 1 1 L.C0 b 3.8.1 LCO b'
11

,

_3 8.1.1 LCO b_.1) 3.8.1.4 SR2
'

_JJ211 LC0 b.2) 3.8.3 LCO

3.8.1.1 LCO b.2) 3.8.3.1 SR

3.8.1.1 LC0 b.3) 3.8.1.6 SR

3.8.1.1 LC0 b(New) _343 LCO

3.8.1.1 LCO b (New) 3.8.3.2 SR

3.8.1.1 LC0 b (New) 3,8.3.4 SR i
,

'

_3.8.1.1 ACTI_0N a 3.8.1 CONDITION A

3.8,1.1 ACTION a 3.8.1 CONDITION G

[318.1.1 DCi10N b ~I8.1 CONDITION B3

_)A11 AQTION b _3 8.1 CONDITION G2 2

_3 8.1.1 ACTION c 3.8.1 CONDITION A1

3.8.1J AQTION c 3.8.1 CONDTION B
'

| 3.8.1J ACTION c 3.8.1 CONDITION D
'

!
'

_381} ACTION c 3.8.1 CONDITION G221
'

3.8.1.1 ACTION c New Note 3.8.1 CONDITION D Note'

i 3.8.1.1 ACTION d 3.8.1 CONDITION B.2
s/ [55.Ii1 ACfl0N e 3.8.1 CONDITION A ;

_3811 AC_ TION e 3.8.1 CONDITION C211

3.8.1.1 ACTION e 3.8.1 CONDITION G
3.8.1,1 ACTION f 3.8.1 CONDITION A .

_3J .1.1 ACTION f 3.8.1 C_0NDITION 8
,

_3 8J.1 ACTION f 3.8.1 CONDITION E !1 1

3.8.1.1 ACTION f 3.8.1 CONDITION G

JAl l ACTION g 3.8.3 CONDITION C !i

3.8.1.1 ACTJON a 3.8.3 CONDITION F
3,8.1.1 ACTION h 3.8.3 CONDITION D

3.8.1.1 ACTION h 3.8.3 CONDITION F ,

A8).1 ACTION New 3.8.1 CONDITION A.2
3,8.1.1 ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION B

_3JJ11 AQTION New [3.8.3 CONDITION E
i

_38dd ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION F2

J,8J,1 ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION A

_481A1 SR a 3.8.1.1 SR22

4.8.1 1 1 SR b 3.8.1.8 SR
.11
,

4,8.1.1J SR a.1) 3.8.1.4 SR
4.8.1 1.2 SR a.2) 3.8,3.1 SR2

4.8.1 1 2- SR 3a1_). 3,8.1.6 SR '11

4.8.1),2 SR a.4) _3.8.1.2 SR !

4.8AJ12 'SR a.4). Notes _3.8.1.7 SR >

8_4,1 ) ,1.2 SR a.5) 3.8.1.3 SR i

_4 8d,1J SR _ a.6) _ Moved TRH2,

4.8.1JJ SR a_{New) 3.8.3.2 SR

4.8.1.).2 SR a (New) 3.8.3.4 SR
"

!

!

?

I
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.8
5/ 5/97
hge 2 ( Sorted by Current TS )

.

Current TS Improved TS
'

' Item Code Para Item Code Para
.

4.8 1.1.2 SR b 3.8.1.5 SR2

_4 8.1.1.2 SR c 3.8.3.5 SR1

_4,_8J.1.2 SR d _3.8.3.3 SR

4.8.1.1.2 SR d 5.5.13 a, b

4.8.1.1.2 SR e 3.8.3.3 SR

4.8.1.1.2 SR e 5.5.13 c

4.8.1 1. 2 SR f.1) Moved TRH; 2

4.8.1.1.2 SR f.2) 3.8.1.9 SR

4.8.1.1.2 SR f.3) 3.8.1.10 SR ,

_4_t8.1.1,2 SR f.4) 3.8.1.11 SR

4 8 1 1.2 SR f.5) 3.8.1.12 SRm

_4 8.1 A 2 SR f.6) 3.8.1.19 SR1

_4 & J.1,2 SR f.6)c 3.8.1.13 SR

4.8.1.1.2 SR f.7) 3.8.1.14 SR i'

4.8.1.1.2 SR f.7) 3.8.1.15 SR

4,8.112 SR f.8) Moved TRH
,

4.8.1.12 SR f.9) 3.8.1.16 SR
'

4.8.1.1.2 SR f.10) 3.8.1.17 SR

O 4.8.1T1.2 SR f.11) 3.8.1.6 SR

~

U _.4.8 A 1 2 SR f.12) 3.8.1.18 SR1

4.8.1 A 2 SR f.13) Moved TRM

__4 .8.1A_2 SR o 3.8.1.20 SR2

4.8.1.1.2 SR h Moved TRH

Table 4.8 1 Not Used Table 3.8.1 1 Not Used ,

|

3.8.1.2 LCO a 3.8.2 LCO a 1

_3J.1.2 LCO b 3.8.2 LC0 b |

3.8 1 2 LCO b.1) 3.8.2.1 SR j

3. 8.1.12 LCO b.2) 3.8.3 LC0 j
_3 8 1,2 LC0 b.2) _3 8.3.1 SR12 1

_3 8.1.2 L_QO b.3) 3.8.2.1 SR1

_3.8.1.2 LCO bjNew) 3.8.3 LC0

_3.84 2 LCO b (New) 183_ LC01
4 3.8.1.2 LCO bjNew) 3.8.3.7 SR

'

_3.8 A 2 LC0 b (New) 3.8.3.4 SR I

3.8.1.2 ACTION a 3.8.2 CONDITION A |
_3.8 1.2 ACTION a 3.8_2 CONDITION B2

3.8.1.2 ACTION b 3.8.3 CONDITION C

3.8.1.2 ACTION b _3 8.3 CONDITION F2

_34L2 ACTION c 3.8.3 CONDITION F

_3812 ACTION c 18.3 CONDITION 01

_3A 1.2 ACTION New 3.8.3 CO.NDITION A

3.8.1.2 ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION B

3.8.1.2 ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION E fq
ig 3 & 1.2 ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION F

_18 L2 SR 3.8.2.1 SR. 1 _

I _ _ _.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.8
5/ 5/97'

Page 3 ( Sorted by Current TS )

. Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

!

;3.S.2.1 LCO 3.8.4 LCO

3.8.2.1 LCO 3.8.6 LCO

3.8.2.1 ACTION 3.8.4 CONDITION A

3.8.2J ACTION 3.8.4 CONDITION B

4.8.2.1 SR a.1) 3.8.6 CONDITION B ;

4.8.2.1 SR a.1) 3.8._6.1 SR

4.8.2.1 SR a.2) 3.8.4.1 SR
#

4.8.2.1 SR b.1) 3.8.6 CONDITION B

4.8.2.1 SR b.1) 3.8.6.2 SR

4.8J.1 SR b.2) 3.8.4.2 SR

4.8.2.1 SR b.3) 3.8.6 CONDITION B

4,8,2.1 SR b.3) 3.8.6.3 SR
_

4.8.2.1 SR c.1) 3.8.4.3 SR

4.8.2.1 SR c.2) 3.8.4.4 SR

4,8.2j SR c.3) 3.8.4.5 SR

_4 B2.2 1 SR c.4) 3.8.4.6 SR2 1

4.8.2.1 SR d 3.8.4.7 SR

O 4.8.2.1 SR e 3.8.4.7 SR

4 8.2) SR e 3.8.4.8 SR1

4.8.2.1 SR f 3.8.4.8 SR
'

Table 4 8 2 Jable 3.8.61 ,t

Table 4.8 2 Note 1 3.8.6 CONDITION A !

Table 4.8-2 Note 2 Not Used i

Table 4.8 2 Note 3 3.8.6 CONDITION B'

_T_able_4.8 2 Note 4 Table 3.8.6 1 Note (b)
Table 4.8 2 Note 5 Table 3.8.61 Note (cl
Table 4,8 2 Note 6 Hoved BASES i

'Table 4.8 2 Note _LNew) Table 3.8.6-1 Note (a)

3.6.2.2 LCD 3.8.5 LC0

_3 1 2.2 LCO 3.8.6 LC0

J.8.2.?_ ACTION 3.8.5 CONDITION A

._3 8 A.2 ACTIO'd New 3.8.5 CONDITION A.1.11

4.8 A 2 SR 3.8.5.1 SR,

_38.13,1_ LQO 3.8,9 LCO2

3.8.3.1 LCO c 3.8.7 LCD

_3_,8.3.1 LQO d 3.8.7 LC0

3.83J LQO e Hoved B_ASES1

_38A1 _LQ_0 f Hoved _ BASES2
,

_3,8J,1 LC.0 g 3.8.4 L.?0
*

3.8.3.1 LCO h 3.8.4 LCOq
_3A3J ACTION a 3.8.9 CONDITION A

_LlJ.1 ACTION a 3.8.9 CONDITION D ,
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.8 i
' 5/ 5/97 !

Fage 4 ( Sorted by Current TS )

<
'

Current TS Improved TS
,

Item Code Para Item Code Para

_3m .3.1 ACTION b - 3.8.9 CONDITION 88

_3_.8.3.1 ACTION b 3.8.9 CONDITION D

_3 8,3 1 ACTION c 3.8.7 CONDITION A1 2

3.8.3.1 ACTION c 3.8.7 CONDITION 8

3.8.3.1 ACTION d 3.8.4 CONDITION A

_3 8.3.1 ACTION _._ d 3.8.4 CONDITION B2

3.8.3.1 ACTI.0N d. 3.8.9 CONDITION C

_3 8,3 1 ACTION d 3.8.9 CONDITION D1 1

_3 8m 131 ACTION New _3 8.9 CONDITION E1 2

_4 8.3.1 SR 3.8.4.1 SR2

_4 8J11 SR 2.8.7.1 SR21

4.8.3 1 SR 3.8.9.1 SR
'

1
,

3.8.3 2 LC0 (BUS') _3.8.10 LC0 l
'

t

_3.8 3 J LC0 b (Inverter) 3.8.8 LCO< u
3.8.3.2 LCO c (Inverter) 3.8.8 LCO

_3A3.2 ~ LCO d (Battery) 3.8.5 LCO

_3.8 4 2 ACTION JBUS) 3.8.10 CONDITION A

3.8.3.2 ACTION (Battery) 3.8.5 CONDITION A

3.8.3 2 ACTION (Inverter) js_8.8 CONDITION A1

.18A2_ ACTION New 3.8.10 CONDITION A.2.5
4.8.3.2 SR (Battery) 3.8.5.1 SR

4.8.3,2 SR (Inverter) 3.8.8.1 SR-

4.8J.2 SR JBUS) 3.8.111 SR

~

18.4 LC_0 Relocated TRH Not Used

18.4 _ ACTION _ Relocated TRH Not Used
4.8.4 SR Relocated TRH Not Used

4

x

_
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.8
;

5/ 5/97
Page 1 ( Sorted by ITS )

,

Current TS Improved TS !

Item Code Para Item Code Para

. -t

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 1.1 3.8.1 LCO ;

_3Jt111- LCO a 3.8.1 _LC0 a

3.8.1.1 LGO l _b 3.8.1 LCO. b :

.Jable 3.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 11 3.8.1 LCO c

Table 3.3 3 FUNCT UNIT 11 3.8.1 LCO c .

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 11 3.8.1 LC0 c

Jt J.1 __ACTJON a 3.8.1 CONDITION A8

3.8.1.1 ACTION - c 3.8.1 CONDITION A

3.4 1.1 ACTION e 3.8.1 CONDIIION A ,

J128 1.1 ACTION f 3.8.1 CONDITION A

JJA1 ACTION New 3.8.1 CONDITION A.2

18J.J ACTION b _3_.8.1 CONDITION 8 |

J,841 ACTION c 3.8.1 CONDTION B

JJJ11 ACIION f _3J .1 CONDITION. B
,

J181.1 ACTJ0N d _3.8.1 CONDITION B.2
3.8.1.1 ACTION e 3.8.1 CONDITION C t

3J1211 ACTION c 3.8.1 CONDITION D

3.8.1.1 ACTION c New Note 3.8.1 CONDITION 0 Note

O 3&lJ ACIION f 3.8.1 CONDITION E

Table _3.32- FUNQ_TIONAL lla_ 3.8.1 C_0NDITION F-

Table _3,3 2 ACTION 26 3.8.1 CONDIT0N F

Table 3.3 2 ACTION 26 3.8.1 CONDITION G

J228 1.1 ACIION a 3.8.1 CONDITION G

J_._8.1 1 ACTION b _3.8.1 COND.ITJON G ;1

Ja81 1 ACTION c 3.8.1 CONDITION G11

38J11 ACTION e 3.8.1 CONDITION G1

3.8dJ ACTI.ON f _3.8.1 CONDITION G -

3.0.3 LCO 3.8.1 CONDITION H

Table 3J 2 FUNCTIONAL 11b 3.8.1 CONDjTION I |
Table 3.3 2 AGTION 25 3.8 1 CONDITION I ;1

.4 8J1211 _SR a 3.8.1.1 SR2

4.8J,L 2 SR a.4) 3.8.1.2 SR

4.8 1 ).2 SR aj) _. 3. 8.1. 3 . SR_2 3

3.8 1.1 L?0 bd) 3.8.1.4 | SR. 1 ,

181A2 SR a.1) 3.8.1.4 SR1

1.8,112 SR b 3.8.1.5 SR12

3 8,L 1 _ L(0 b. 3) _3 8.1 6 SR1 1 1.

48JJ12 SR a.3) 3.8.1.6 SR ;

4.8.1 1,2 SR f.11) ___ 3. 8.1. 6 SR
'

1

_4_. 8 1A2 - SR a,4), Notes 3.8.1.7 SR84
1

4 8J11.1 SR b 3.8.1.8 SR1
'

18.1.1.2 SR f.2) 3.8.1.9 SR ;

111J.2 SR f3) 3.8.1,10 SR1
'

A8112 _SR f.4) 3,8.1.11 SR i1

4.8.1 1 2 SR f.5) 3.8.1.12 SR22 ,. ,

_4.8J.1.2 SR f. 6)_c 3.8 4 13 SR ! j

,

-- . .
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.8
5/ 5/97

{} Page 2 ( Sorted by ITS )

|

Current TS Improved TS
|

Item Code Para Item Code Para
!

.

4.8_1.1 2 SR f.7) 3.8.1.14 SR1

4.8.1.1.2 SR f.7) 3.8.1.15 SR

4.8.1.1.2 SR f.9) 3.8.1.16 SR

4.8.1.1.2 SR f.10) 3.8.1.17 SR

4.8.1.1.2 SR f.12) _3.8.1.18 SR

4 8_.1 1 2 SR f.6) 3.8.1.19 SR !2 3 1

4.1.3 2 1 SR

_g 3.8.1.20 SR4.8.1.1.2 _ SR

3.8.1.21 SR2 1 _u
Table 4.3 2 FUN _CT_ UNIT 11alALR _3.8.1.21 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT lib CAL R 3.8.1.21 SR

_4 3_.2d SR 3.8.1.22 SR2

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 11aT-MJ114) 3.8.1.22 SR

Table 4.3 2 Item lib 3.8.1.22 SR

Table 4.3 2 FUNCT UNIT 11b T-H(1,3,4) 3.8.1.22 SR

Table 4.3 2 Note Q)_ 3.8.1.22 SR Note
Table 4.3 2 Note _(4) 3.8.1.22 SR -

Table 4.81 Not Used Table 3.8.1 1 Not Used '

Table 4.3 2 Note _J1) 3.8.1.22 SR

O ,

_3.8 1.2 LC0 a 3.8.2 LCO a1

3.8.1.2 LCO b 3,.8 2 LC0 b ;2

3,8,1.2 LQ0 b (New) - 3.8.3 LC0
'

3.8.1.2 ACTION a 3.8.2 CONDITION A

A81,2 ACTION a 3.8.2 CONDITION 82

3.8.1.2 LC0 b.1) 3.8.2.1 SR

A 8 1.2 LCO b.3) 3.8J.1 SR1

4.8.1.2 SR 3.8.2.1 SR

_3. t 28 1.1 LCO b.2) 3.8.3 LCO :

3 &J.2 LC0 b.2) 3.8.3 LCO ,

3 4 1,1 LQ0 blNew) _3.8.3 LQ0
,

JAl2 LCO b LNew) 3.8.3 _LCOt

_3 8.1.1- ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION A >

m

A842 ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION A
A8.1,1_ AQTION _ _,New 3.8.3 CONDITION B ;

3.8 4 2 ACTI_0N New 3.8.3 CONDITION B

3 & 1.1 ACTION .g _3.8.3 CONDITION C

A842 ACTION b _3.8.3 CONDITION C ;

A841 AQTION h _3.8.3 CONDITION D

3 A 1.2 ACTION c 3.8.3 CONDITION D
3,8,1.31 ACTJON New 3.8.3 CONDITION E

.

A81,2 ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION E |1

3 A 1.1 ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION F !

3.8.1.2 ACTION b 3.8.3 CONDITION F iO 3.8 1.2 AQTJON c ._ 3,8J CONDITION F i2

18.1,1 ACTION o _ 3.8.3 CONDITION F1

!
t

i

- - _
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.8
5/ 5/97
Page 3 ( Sorted by ITS )

Current TS Improved TS
_

*

Item Code Para Item Code Para

.-

3.8.1,1 ' ACTION h 3.8.3 CONDITION F

18J. 2 ACTION New 3.8.3 CONDITION F

A 8 1 1.2 SR a.2) 3.8.3.1 SR

J.8 1.1 LC0 b.2) 3.8.3.1 SR2

18J22 LCO b.2) 3.8.3.1 SR

3.8.1J LC0 bjNew) 3.8.3.2 SR

1 8.1.2 LCO b (New) 3.8.3.2 SR

4.8.1.1.2 SR a (New) 3.8.3.2 SR

A8 .1J 2 SR le
_

3.8.3.3 SR2

4 8.1.1.2 SR .Jd 3.8.3.3 SR

3.8.1.1
_

LCO b (New) 3.8.3.4 SR

AQ1L2 LCO b (New) 3.8.3.4 SR
__

4 8,1,L.2 SR a_[New) _3.8.3.4 SR2

4.8.1.1.2 SR c 3.8.3.5 SR

3.8.2.1 LCO 3.8.4 LC0 r

_3.8.3.1 LC0 s 3.8.4 LC0

3_. 8. 3,1 LC0 h 3.8.4 LC0

[] 3.8.2.1 ACTION 3.8.4 CONDITION A

C/ 3.8.3.1 ACTION d 3.8.4 CONDITION A

3.8.2.1 ACTION 3.8.4 CONDITION 8

A_8.3.1 ACTION d 3.8.4 CONDITION B

4.8.2.1 SR a.2) 3.8.4.1 SR

4.8.3.1 SR 3.8.4.1 SR

4.8.2.1 SR b.2) 3.8.4.2 SR

A8J11 SR c.1) 3.8.4.3 SR

.A8 2.1 SR c.2) 3.8.4.4 SR2

A821 _ SR c.3) 3.8.4.5 SR1 1

A8.2.1 SR c.4) ._3.8.4.6 SR

4 8,2.1 SR d 3.8.4.7 SR

4,8.2d SR e _3,8.4.7 SR

4.8.2.1 SR e _3.8.4.8 SR
.

4.8 2.1 SR f 3.8.4.8 SR2

A8J22 LC0 3.8.5 LC0

A8_.3.2 LCO d_(Battery) 3.8.5 LCO

_3 8 2_._2 ACTION 3.8.5 CONDITION A11

1832 ACITION (Battery) 3.8.5 CONDITION A11

1 8 2,2 ACTION New 3.8.5 CONDITION A.1.11

4t1 J SR 3.8.5.1 SR82
A832 SR (Battery) 3.8.5.1 SR21

3.8.2.1 LCO 3.8.6 LCO

g A8JJ LC0 3.8.6 LC0
-

1 Table 4 8 2 Note 1
. 18.5 ~ SR _ai1[)

~3.8.6 CONDITION A~ 2

3.8.6 _C6NDifl0N 8
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3.8 1

5/ 5/97
page 4 ( Sorted by ITS )

Current TS Improved TS i

i

]Item Code Para Item Code Para

4.8.2.1 SR b.1) 3.8.6 CONDITION B

_4 8.1 J SR b.3) 3.8.6 CONDITION B |21

Table 4 8 2_ Note 3 3.8.6 CONDITION B it

4.8.2.1 SR a.1) 3.8.6.1 SR
! 4.8.2 1 SR b.1) .3.8.6.2 SR

4_t821 SR b.3) 3.8.6.3 SR12

Table 4.8 2 Table 3.8.6-1
_ Table 4.8 2 Note (New) Table 3.8.6-1 Note (a)
Table 4.8-2 Note 4 Table 3.8.6-1 Note (b)-

Table 4.8 2 Note 5 Table 3.8.61 Note (c).

la.3.1 LCO c 3.8.7 LCO

3.8.3.1 LCO d 3.8.7 LC0
7

183.1 _AQT10h c 3.8.7 CONDITION A1

3.8.3 1 ACTION c 3.8.7 CONDITION B2

4.8.3.1 SR 3.8.7.1 SR

3a8.3.2 LC0 b (Inverter) 3.8.8 LC0

A A83,2 _ LG0 cjInverter) _3 8.8 LCOt 1

3.8.3.2 ACTION (Inverter) 3.8.8 CONDITION A >,

4.8.3J SR (Inverter) .3.8.8.1 SR

1831 LC0 3.8.9 LCO12

3.8.3 1 _ AC110N a .3.8.9 CONDITION A1

3.8.3.1 ACTION b 3.8.9 CONDITION B

A8 3J ACTION d __3.8.9 CONDITION C '
t

3.8.3.1 ACTION _ a 3.8.9 CONDITION D
'

| 18.3.1 ACTION b _3.8.9 CONDITION D

3.8.3.1 ACTION d 3.8 9 CONDITION O

3J.3.1 ACTION New 3.8.9 CONDITION E,

18.31 SR 3.8.9.1 SR1

183.2 LC0 JBUS) .3.8.10 LC01

3.8.3.2 ACTION JBUS) 3.8.10 CONDITION A

3.8.3.2 ACTION New 3.8.10 CONDITION A.2.5
- 4.8.3.2 SR (BUS) 3.8.10.1 SR

|

c i;

).

.i

l

I

. . . . - , _ - - . - - _ _ - _ _ . - . _ . _ _ _ - - - _ . - _ . _ - . _ _ - _ _ - _ - - _ - _ _ _ - _ - - - - _ - _ - .



o Methodology For Cross-Reference Tables
0

The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs,
Actions, Surve111ances, Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the
location of items that have been located out of the improved TS.

The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS:

LC0/SR number (itfS) -

This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification.

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO The LCO operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements !

SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-

,

reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with '

different applicability are moved into the same specification in j
1the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the

current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification I
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Eata) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1.
the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1. 2. 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. )
Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be
" Modes 1 4' and "Hodes 5, 6, etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b").

Methodoh>gy 1 of3 Sas/97
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables -

(Continued)
,

i

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in
NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS

,

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
apply.

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross
reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location ,

in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS. '

| Igoroved TS:

LC0/SR number (Item) -
,n *

U This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated specification or uses the following code:

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
' document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference

location).

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO The LC0 operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .

.

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g., FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures)

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The i

Methodology 2 of3 $/1SM
9
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables ;g
Q (Continued) !

i
;

icross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification !
in the improved TS).

.

|Paragraph (Para) -

'

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be,

appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
.

addressed in the NUREG 1431. '

!

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor
relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already !1

iadequately addressed by regulations)

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved
TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

1
Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to

adequately describe the cross reference. For example, if the |
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is i

appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the j
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS,' '

separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS.'is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs !
such as A.1.1, A.1.2, etc.).

~ Methodology 3 of3 S/158 7
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ENCLOSURE 2
,

- MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS ;

>
<

f\

Mark-up: ,

i

' .

SPECIFICATION PAGE :
.

'

3.8.1.1..... ........... .............. . ................... ~........... 3/4 8- 1,

3.8.1.2................. . . .. . ..................... ................ 3/4 8- 13 !

2 3.8.2.1.................. ... ...... ... ..................... .... . .. 3/4 8- 15 y

3.8.2.2. ................ ..................................... ............ 3/4 8- 19
"

3.8 3.1........................ ...... .. ........ ... .................... 3/4 8-2 0 !

3.8 3.2........... ....... .......... .. ........ .. ........ ......... 3/4 8-2 2
f 3.8.4.. ............ ..... .. .. ... ............ . ...... ........ 3 /4 8-23

1

1

?

!.

!

i4

iMethodology (2 Pages)
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES
'

[ } OPERATING
V .

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. Two physically independent circuits between the offsite ,

transmission network and the onsite Class 1E Distribution System,
and

b. Two separate and independent diesel generators, each with:

1) A separate day fuel tank containing a minimum volume of 1440
gallons of fuel,

2) A separate Fuel Storage System containing a minimum '01-01-A
volume of 86,000 gallons of fuel,-end

,

3) A separate fuel transfer pump-2
,

NEW AU.ubeIo jM109.entorKyi t hIail#beZojisl eyel2%83Me]Mi
helgWLthe? low:~runilevelzonstheRubeIc11Ediost1ck?90d 01 48-M-

ILEM B2sDitinge1 t~r6tiivsfprelsgrR.38EHJD]'

'

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a. With one offsite circuit of the above required A.C. electrical
power sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the ,

remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.la. within I hour and at least once per 8 hours
thereafter. If either dicsci generator has n;t bc;n ;01-03-LS.~
sttecessfully tested within the past 24 hours, dcmenstrate its
OPERASILITY by performing Surveillence acquiremete
4.0.1.1.2e.4) for cach such diesel generator, seperately,
w+thir. 21 hcurs.'- Restore the offsite circuit to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours 818LTit_hfrqEdJyiTff0mIdfTN_EE iO1-04-M
MHFeltoltle.tJLC0]or lie in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30
hours.

.

e

'I

(Q
^

uttf4ng performance of surveillance activities as e requircacnt for ,01-03-LS-3 _

AC-T40N-stetementt;-the air-roll test shall not be performed.
P

CPSESMaraup of CTS 3N.8 3N.8-1 SA587 ,

L . -
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|ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) !
'

,

r

'

ACTION (Continued)s

b. With either diesel generator inoperable, demonstrate the !

OPERABILITY of the above required A.C. offsite sources by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.la. within 1 hour'

and at least once per 8 hours thereafter. If the diesel 01-05-LS:
sencrator beca;c insp;rebia due to any cause other than
preplanned preventive maintenance or test 4cg-!DetermineMhat
the(0_PERABLE;DGlisinotilnoperable;duelto common;caus.ejfaMure i

within 24;houtsion'emonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remainingd
OPERABLE diesel generator by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.2a.4) within 24 hours unless the diesel is already
operating and loaded.' Restore the inoperable diesel generator ,

to OPERABLE status within 72 hours and;within'6~ days 7from !

discovery;offfailur.eltoimeet"LC0 lor be 1h' at leist HOT STANDBY 01-04-M
~~

within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours. <

c. With one offsite circuit and one diesel generator of the above
'

required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable **.. 01-46-A 'demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. offsite
source by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.la.
within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter, and,
if the diesel generator bec;m; inoperabic due to any cause
other than preplanned preventive maintenance or testing. . 01-05-LS

O i;letermineithatzthe!0PERABLEIDG31' 7notZinoperableIduelt~o7commoris

cause_fa11u.r_elwithin'20 hourslor demonstrate the OPERABILITY of :

the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator by performing I

Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2a.4) within B 23 hours *,
unless the OPERABLE diesel generator is already operating'. 01-08-LS :

Restore at least one of the inoperable sources to OPERABLE ,

status within 12 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within |
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30
hours. Restore the other A.C. power source (offsite circuit or
diesel generator) to OPERABLE status in accordance with the
provisions of 3.8.1.1. ACTION statement a. or b., as appropriate,
with the time requirement of the ACTION statement based on the
time of initial loss of the remaining inoperable A.C. power
source. A successful test of diesel generator OPERABILIT) per
Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2a.4) performed under the ACTION
statement for an OPERABLE diesel generator or a restored to
OPERABLE diesel generator satisfies the diesel generator test
requirement of ACTION statement a. or b.

This test is rcquired to be completed regardless cf when the*

01-05-LSincperaMe-dieseWneretr is restored to Oi'ERASILITY.
' Ouring performance of survcillancc activities as a requircacnt fee

ACTION st+tements, the air-roll test shall not be performed. 01-63-LG

M EnteCa ppl i cabl eTco ndi tions~a nd * tequi red j a c t i o n slo fi LC0? 3 :8 :3 :1Twhen
01-46-AthissconditiontisLen.tered with no AC power.jsource(to;one:orimor.e

tr.ainsi

O
!

1
'
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

p
V ACTION (Continued)

d. With one diesel generator inoperable, in addition to ACTION b. or
c. above, verify that:

1. All required systems, subsystems, trains, components, and
devices that depend on the remaining OPERABLE diesel
generator as a source of emergency power are also OPERABLE,
and

2. When in H0DE 1, 2. or 3. the steam driven auxiliary
feedwater pump is OPERABLE.

If these conditions are not satisfied within 2 hcurs 4' hours 01-06-LS-
.from1discoveryiof;one DG. inoperable concurrent;w1.th

.

.inoperability;ofg edundantir.equiredifeatur,e(s) bc in at least
HGT-STANDBY within the acxt 6 hours and in COLO 5"UTDOW" within
the-foHowing 30 hours declare; required;featur.e(s) supported;by 01-50-LSthe inoperable;DG11nopetable.

e. With two of the above required offsite A.C. circuits
inoperable, declare 2requiredifeatute(s);jnoperable;within;12 .01-22-M
hours?.fromLdiscovery1when;jtsltedundant re.quitedMeature(s)iis
inoperable;and dc castretc the OPERASILITY cf two diesel 01-03-LSO gcncretors seperately by performing Surveillancc Requircacnt-

C/ 4.0.1.1.2c.4) within 0 hours unicss the diesci generators are
already-opercting4 restore at least one of the inoperable offsite
sources to OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours. With only one offsite source
restored, restore at least two offsite circuits to OPERABLE status

within 72 hours from time of initial loss andyithin,6; days
from'discoverylof2fajlureltoImeet?LC0Zorbe in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within 01-04-M
the following 30 hours.

f. With two of the above required diesel generators inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of two offsite A.C. circuits by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.la. within 1 hour and
at least once per 8 hours thereafter: restore at least one of the
inoperable diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or
be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Restore at least two
diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time
of initial loss and!within;6fdays;from1 discovery _of'fai, lure:to 01-04-M
meet?LCOTor be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

' During-performance of surveillance activitics as requirc cat for 01-63-LG ;

AGT@H-stetements-the-eir-rcil test-shcil not be perfor cd-

p
(
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

D
ACTION (Continued) :

g. With the fuel oil storage system total particulate
contamination not within limits, restore total particulate '01-01-A1*

contamination to within limits within 7 days or immediately,

declare the associated diesel generator inoperable and perform
.

'

the applicable ACTION for an inoperable diesel generator (s). j

h. With the properties specified by Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.2d.2 for new fuel oil that has been added to the fuel 1~ 01 - 01- A' . |

oil storage inventory not within limits. confirm that the
'stored fuel oil properties are within limits or restore the

stored fuel- oil properties to within limits within 30 days or
immediately declare the associated diesel generator inoperable
and perform the applicable ACTION for.an inoperable diesel ;

generator (s).
'

NEW WJ thithe! DG ;fdelio1151 eVel M8610002 gal l on s7and%7.4!600 i
gallonskin;theIstorageitank1restorejfuelEoi.lito K 86,00023 -: 01-49-LS ! |

gallons [within(48 hours 2orJimmediately; declare ~the~ associated :

dieseligeneratot;;inopetable.; ;
*

i

EW Wi_thithelDG::l ube toi lli nventory;1 essit hanJaIl evel31"l beloWJ
.

!

the El ow'runil evell but sgreaterithan ra ?l evel;1"labovelthe7end iO1-48-M
''

oLthei.lubeioilidipstick; restore;the21ube!oilEjpyentotyltoj2 !

I a11eveill*1 bel.owlthellowirun leve1Ntthin38;hoursior, ,

\ j amedi ate]y.;decl.a.teithef;'as socj at_edidiesellgene tato rJIi nop;etattle] j

MW Wit CthelDG? starting airfreceiverspre's'sure M 1801psig Handf>M 7? i
'

psi gT re stor.e j st arti ng ;a j rirecei vecptes sureatol?_i180;psig ;01 48-M.;-
withj n ;481 hours Torai mme.di ateJy;declateithela s soci atedidj ese1 i

9Metatorligoperable]
.

:

HEW Dyclate required 7 feature (s);?WithIno!offsite7poWerlavajlable i

100perabl elwhen J1tsf redundantsre. qui red] feature (s)31 s $01-21-ML !

JDoPetable:24Ihours;from discovery |of;noloffsite| power;to"Ang
,

trai n LeoncuttentWj t h11poperabj.11tylontedunda nty,e.quited ;

.f.eature(s)]
;,

t

!

|
. ,

|
!

!
.

t-

.

O I
) ,
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SjlRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

rN
i )
''d 4.8.1.1.1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the offsite I

transmission network and the Onsite Class IE Distribution System shall be:
1

a. Determined OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying correct i

breaker alignments. indicated power availability, and l

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 monthsIduring shutdown
by transferring (manually and automatically) the 6.9 kV safeguards
bus power supply from the preferred offsite source to the i

alternate offsite source.

4.8.1.1.2 Each diesel generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days en a STACCEilEO TEST CASIS by: 01-40-LS.

1) Verifying the fuel level in the day fuel tank,

2) Verifying the fuel level in the fuel storage tank jj > 01-49-LS
86J000; gallons,

3) Verifying the fuel transfer pump starts nutomattcall.y 01-52-M
and transfers fuel from the storage system to the day
fuel tank,#f 01-51-LS~

4) Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition end

(n'v) acccicrates to et-icast 441 rpm in less than or cquel to 01-28-LG
40 seconds.*# The generator voltage and frequency shall
be 5900 _ 500 E 6180Iand'.<. R150; volts and 60 1.2 Hz 01-61-M
within 10 seconds after the start signal **. The diesel
gencretor shall bc started-for this test by using one of 01-16-LG
the-foHow+ng-s+9nsW

All planned diesel engine starts for the purpose of this surveillance*

may be preceded by a prelube periodjin accordance with vendor
recommendations.

Dtn4ng-peMormanec of survcilience activitics as ; requircm:nt for**

AGHON-stetcmants, the air-roll test shcil not be performed. 01-63-LG

# The diesel generator start time (10 seconds) shall be verified at least
once per 184 days. All other engine starts for performance of this
surveillance, may use a diesel generator start involving gradual
acceleration to synchronous speed as recommended by the manufacturer.

## Only| requited ~every192? days? 01-51-LS

(3
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ELECTRICAL POWER' SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)
/-

a) |ianual, or 101-16-LG

b) Simulated safeguards bus undervcitage. or

c) Safety Injection Actuat4cn test signal in conjunction
'

with ic33 cf offsite pcWer, or

d) Safety Injection Actuation test signal by itself.

5) Verifying the generator is synchronized, loaded to between
6.300 and 7,000 KW'* and operates at this load condition for
at least 60 minutes, and

5) Verifying the diasci gencretor is aligned to providi -01-20-LG'
'

standby power to the associated cmcrgency busses.

NEW VetjfyingIlubnjcatjng oillinVentory?jsIgre~atecIth'anJal
leveJil"1be]owlthe110wirun;1 ele]io[theMubelotlidipstjc,k? 01-48-M
and

NEW Verifying each;DGIairistartireceiveripres.sdre21M221.0
psig.]

b. At least once per 31 days and after each operatica of the diese101-33-LS',

i where the period cf operatica was greater than or equal to 1 :
,3
I \ hetr by checking for and removing accumulated water from the
V day fuel tank:

c. At least once per 31 days by checking for and removing
accumulated water from the fuel oil storage tanks: _'01-01-A-

d. Kerifyj ng;fue Roj]!ptopertie rio fZnew;fuelloi lla te2 tested;ja
accordance?Wi th',T andraai ntaf ned Wi thj nithe21J mitsrof m.the 01-37-LG

Djese1LF.uel!01ETesting7rogram2 By sampling new fuel oil in
accordance with A T" 04057 1001 prior to addition to storage tanks1

and:

1) By verifying in accordance with the tests specified in
ASiti-0075-1901 prior to addition to the storage tanks that -,

the sample has:

,

Diesel generator loading for the purpose of this surveillance may be*

accomplished in accordance with vendor recommendations: 1.e., > 110
'

seconds.EThis suryell_lanceishalIbeI' performed:on;opironelDG;at!a
01-53~MtimCThi st surve111 a ncets ha]hbe7p receded 1by;a nd bimme di a tely

folloEa;su c ce s s full pe tformaJcelotsutve1]] a ncel4. 811.1;2aj4) 2

' This band is meant as guidance to avoid routine overloading of diesel
generator. Homentary load excursions outside this band due to changing ,

bus loads shall not invalidate the test. '

CPSESMarkup of CTS 3N.8 3M.8-6 5/]Sg7
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

./
>

(
a) An API Gravity of within 0.3 degrecs at 50'f. or a l

specific gravity within2,11mi.ts.Tcf within 0.0015 101-37-LG: ;

at 50/50"F, when compared to the supplier's |
certificate, or an absciute specific gravity at
50/50'T of greater than or equal tc 0.0348 but less
than or equal to 0.0004, or an A"1 gravity of greater
than or equal to 25 degrces but less than or equal to
30 degrees:

b) A kinematic viscosity Wit _hinlimitsMorlASTE2D 01-37-LG'
fue1IoiMet 40"C cf greater than or equal to 1.0 -

centistokes, but less than or equal to 4.1
centistokes (alternatively Saybolt viscosity SUS at
100"F cf greater than or equal to 32.5 but less than
cr cqual tc 40.1), if gravity was not determined by
comparison with the supplier's certification:

01-37-LGc) A flash point kithinRimits2forIASTM120!fu.eMoM
equal to or greater than 125"F:

d) Either a clear and bright appearance with proper 01-37-LG
color when tested in accordance with
ASTM-04175-1002 or a water and sedi; cat content

of less than or equal to 0.05t volume when tested in
eeeerdance with ASTM 01700-1050:goGa~ste"and3ediment

>O @!1teatXLthjmlim.1ts; ,

G
2) By verifying within 39 31Xdays of obtaining the sample !

that the other propertieshitMn11.imitsIforIASTE2D 101-60-LS ;

fuelEon specified in Tabic 1 of ASTM 0075-1001 are cet
when tested in accordance with ASTM-0075 1001 cxcept that
the-enalysis for sulfur may be perforacd in accordance with
ASTM-01552-1070 cr ASTM-02522-1002,

.

e, yerifying2fue]Lo117propertiesIofistor~d;fueRoi11are; testede 4

01.37-LG !j nia ccordancelwi th uandisai nt ained!wi thi nitl)e?lijni t sio fjf the
Di#seJ1EueM 0111 Test 10giRrogram? At least once every 31 days '

by obtaining a sample of fuel oil h-eccordance with
ASTH =02275 1078, and verifying that total particulate
contamination is less thaniorJequaEto]10 mg/ liter when checked in
accordance with ASTH D2276-1978. Method A:

.

(3 I

-O. 1
1
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTFJS

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS (Continued)

'V
f. At least once per 18 months *, during shutdown, by**: )

1) Subjecting the diesel to en inspection in accsrdance with
01-20-LG.proccdures prepered ir, conjunction with its

m*wfecturer's recc::cadaticas 'mr this class of stcadby |

servite:-
51-23-LG-! 2) Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of

greater than or equal to M3-kW itsiassoc1Hed7 sin ~gle]
largest? post?)tcci. dent]oad wh|1c'EaTntiihihi and313hin33_ 01-54-LS

|
; secondsraft@ficadfrejectjon;the3oltage wiUJbe at 6900
; 499 E16480?and$7.1503 volts and frequency at 5013 01-61-M )

'-

l 66.75 Hz followingiloada eje~ctjon:r
\

3) Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of a 01;18-LS630018wlan.d 3 7000 kW without tripping. The generator
voltage shall not exceed 8280 volts during and following
the load rejection:

3

|
| 4) On? simulated e g-e orfactualsloss of offsite power by -01-55-M !

| 1tselfE(Note that;this Aurveillanc.elshaD 3 0t;be i
2Perf0Emedlin Jod.e.s11 G2.23;1o d ).. and: 01-11-TRl

a) Verifying deenergization of the emergency busses
and load shedding from the emergency busses, and

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto start signal,
energizes the emergency busses with permanently i

connected loads within 10 secondc. energizes the,

i auto connected shutdown loads through the load
l sequencer and operates for greater than or equal to 5

minutes while its generator is loaded with the
shutdown loads. After energization, the
steady state voltage and frequency of the emergency
busses shall be maintained at 5000 _ 500 EI6380 land 01-61-M-
M 150Ivolts and 60 1.2 Hz during this test.

-

The-stteveHlance test-ittterval is extended to 24 months for-'

Train A. Unit 2. tc reme+n in cffect until the completion of the ~01-31-Af

seccad refueling cutage for Unit 2.
' ** icr any start of a diesci, the diesel must bc opereted with a icad in .01-20 LG

acccrdance with the manufacturer's reac;;endations. All planned
diesel engine starts for the purpose of this surveillance may be
preceeded by a prelube period in accordance with vendor recommendations.

Od
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS <

SJJRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
o
LA

5) Verifying that on a simulated"orla~ctual Safety Injection -

^ 01-11.TAActuation test signal'Mth6uflosi~of offsite power,
the diesel generator starts on the auto start signal and
operates on standby for greater than or equal to 5
minutes. The generator voltage and frequency shall be
5000 .:. 500 Ei63803ndIdF150] volts and 60 1.2 Hz 01-61-M
within 10 seconds after the auto start signal: the
steady state generator voltage and frequency shall be ;

'

maintained within these limits during this test:

6) Simulate. dire or7 actual a loss of offsite power in
01-11-TRconjunction wiin a"si.mu]at.ed"orTactual1 Safety Injection

Actuation test signal, and:!(Notetthat.this' surveillance 01-55-Mshal]Inot[bejperformedlin Modes;17.2,;3,;or"4)

a) Verifying deenergization of the emergency busses and
load shedding from the emergency busses:

1

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto start signal. {
energizes the emergency busses with permanently Jconnected loads within 10 seconds, energizes the
auto-connected emergency (accident) loads through the
load sequencer and operates for greater than or equal

,m to 5 minutes while its generator is loaded with the

(V) emergency loads. After energization, the
steady state voltage and frequency of the emergency
busses shall be maintained at 5000 _ 500 E164807and 01-61-M
1[7150] volts and 60 1.2 Hz during this test; and -

c) Verifying that all automatic diesel generator trips,
except engine overspeed and generator differential,
are automatically bypassed upon loss of voltage on the
emergency bus concurrent with a Safety Injection
Actuation signal.

|

|

1

i
'G |

|
|
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEME |

SURVEILLANCE RE0'JIREMENTS (Continued)

.
.

7) Verifying the diesel generator operates for at least 24 |
hours. During the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel
generator shall be loaded to an indicated 6900 7700 kW' and
during the remaining 22 hours of this test, the diesel
generator shall be loaded to an indicated 6300 7000
kW'. The generatcr vsitage end frequency shall b; 50001 --

.01 30-LG500 volts and 5011.2 ||z within 10 seconds ofter the
-

start-shnal, the steady state generator voltage end
frequency shall bc maintained witMa these limits during
this test. Within 5 minutes after completing this 24 hour
test, perform Specification 4.8.1.1.2f.4)b):*

' ''- - " ' - - - - - - ' " ' - ' -

- -- ',''-- '""".",'".."%.' 01-20-LGV"' "' ' '"'' ""
"'""I.._ f "s!xe"s"s!" !. .".m""e?!!!7. _o'.??:""_ ' rJ. n3

8) !generato, um . u vne n vo, ,oo v .

kW !

9) Verifying the diesel generator's capability to (Note 7that
t hi s1su rve111a Dc;e3h41Eno t' be:performeti n3tode.s11;12.,p 01-55-M

33[ori4),:

a) Synchronize with the offsite power source while the
generator is loaded with its emergency loads upon a
simulated restoration of offsite power,

b) Transfer its loads to the offsite power source, and

v c) Be restored to its teadyitolloadIopetation! standby 01-14-M i

stetts-

10) Verifying that with the diesel generator operating in a "

01-11-TRtest mode, connected to its bus, a simulated of actual,
Safety Injection signal overrides the test mode by:
(1) returning the diesel generator to re(dyitolload 01-14-Mstendby operation, and (2) automatically energizing the
emergency loads with offsite power (Noterthatithis 01-55-Msune.illanceD baninorbe;perlotmedanaiodes:In223Eot ,

.41:

i

# This band is meant as guidance to avoid routine overloading of the |
diesel generator. Homentary load excursions outside this band due to '

changing bus loads shall not invalidate the test.

If Specification 4.8.1.1.2f.4)b) is not satisfactorily completed, it is' *

not necessary to repeat the preceding 24-hour test. Instead, the
diesel generator may be operated between 6300 7000 kW for i 2
hourg er-until opcreting tcaperaturc has stabilized before 01-56-M
repeating 4.8.1.1.2f.4)b) .

/ \

.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) i

n

11) Verifying that the fuel transfer pump transfers fuel from
fuel storage tank to the day tank of its associated diesel ;

via the installed lines:

12) Verifying that the automatic load sequence timers are'

OPERABLE with the interval between each load block within
i 10% of its design interval (NoteithatithjsIsunyejllance; 01-55-M-
shal Enot1bfpe tforme5fl1XModeg1E 2 Ti3 Eof 41:

13) Verifying that the fc11 swing dicsci gencretor icckout
01-20-LG-

features prevetit diesci scacrator starting: ,

e) Sarring device engaged, ce

tr)-Meffttenance Lockout ticde.

g. At least once per 10 years eWier any acdificaticas which 01-66-TReettid affect diesel generator interdependence by starting
both diesel generators simultaneously.* during shutdown, and 01-07-LSverifying that both diesel generators accelerate to at least
441 rpm (58.8 HzE61;2 Hz);with1 Voltage.:of 6000 500 1~6180- 01-35-M2

pnirI1502olts in less than or equal to 10 seconds: and

h. At icast once per 10 ycars by;

h 1) Pumping out each fuel cil storagc tank, removing the
d accumulated sediment and c haning the tank using a <01-38-LG

sodium hypochleeitc sciuticwe equivalent and

2) Performtng a pressurc test of thcsc portions of the
01-39-LGd4csci fuci cil system des'gned to Scction III.

subsceticrt N0 cf the ASti: "cdc. when tested pursuant-to '

Specification 4.0.5.

,

All planned diesel engine starts for the purpose of this surveillance4 *

may de preceded by a prelube period in accordance with vendor
recommendations.

.

/

. I
N
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,

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ~
i

A.C. SOURCES--

SHUTDOWN
'

. LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

i. .

3.8.1.2 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be~

OPERABLE: |'

a. One circuit between the offsite transmission network and the
Onsite Class 1E Distribution System, requiredihy;LCO2318;K2 and

01-41-M'-
b. One diesel generator wMk capable ofJsupplying1one:trainlof

the"onsite3] ass 11EJ jstrjbution;$ystem arequired byj.C0 ;

3MM
r

1) Day fuel tank containing a minimum volume of 1440 gallons
of fuel.'

01-01-A -

2) A fuel storage system containing a minimum volume of ,

i 66.-000 75;000 gallons of fuel, end 01-49-LS |
t

3) A fuel transfer pump?

MEW Olube7 oil EinventoryTwith?a^!1.ube31151evelXa3eveU1"3 ~ '

helow3he;]owitun.J eyelloftthe.J uheJ o1]Idipstick;iand 01-48-M

NEW Estattjng; sit; receiver pressureX180~psjg:'
;

iAPPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.j,
'

ACTION: 1

;

a. With less than the above minimum required A.C. electrical power sources :

OPERABLE. immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, ,

positive reactivity changes, movement of irradiated fuel oriwith;1e.ssi

than7the~ required;offsite7 circuit 10PERABLE declare:the?affected '01-59-LS-
teAuttedfeatur.es;with.noloffsite powetavailable; inoperable; -er [

crenc eperation with iceds ever the fusi storegc peel, sad within 0 01-44-LGhours, depressurice end vent the Reacter Ccclent Syste;;; through ;
-

greeter then er aquel t; 2.00 square inch vent. In addition, when in
'

"00C 5 with the reactor cocient le;ps not filled, or in tiOOC 0 with 01-57-A >

ithe water level less then 23 feet et,cvc the reactor vessel fiengc.
1mmediately initiate corrective action to restore the "01-45-M i

.

!

required sources to OPERABLE status as soon as possible. Enter ;
<

appl.icable7 ACTIONS 7of) Specification |3 8;3:211f'one: train;is;de: 01-43-M ;

energi zed ..as.;aMesul tio f havi ng ;the fequi red Loff si te ; po.wer |s

inopetable;

b. With the fuel oil storage system total particulate contamination not 01-01-Awithin limits, restore the storage system fuel oil particulate
contamination level to within limits within seven (7) days or

pt immediately declare the associated diesel generator inoperable and
(d perform ACTION a. If less than the minimum required A.C. electrical l

power sources are OPERABLE. J

I
,

CPSESMarkup of CTS 3N.8 JN 8-13 5/1SM
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I

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)"
,

,

.

01-01-A ;With the properties specified by Surveillance Requirementc.
4.8.1.1.2d.2 for new fuel oil that has been added to the fuel

~

oil storage inventory not within limits, confirm that the !
is

stored fuel oil properties are within thirty (30) days or
!immediately declare the associated diesel generator inoperable andi

perform ACTION a. If less than the minimum required A.C. '

j electrical power sources are OPERA 8LE.
'

NEW With the DG? fuel:0112evelW75.000 gallonsTandW65;600 gallons'in
theLstorage1 tank: restore.ufuelicit to_a::75,000 gallons within 38 01-49-LS ,

hours : orxismedi ately;decl ateltheias soci ated;di eseEgenerator a

inoperablei ,

J

NEW With"the"DG? lube ~oillinventoryJ ess than"alleveill"fbelowl:thellow|fut |

1 eve 12.but; greater;than ;a level .:1?iabove:the end'of. the ;1ube oil, 01-48-M i

dipstick restore Lthe;1ube.o1111nventoryito t ajlevel:1";belowithe
low;runalevel;within 48mhours or immedi.atelyideclareithe;assoctated '

;a
dieselfgenerator!1noperable:

NEW With:the'DG: starting air,; receiver;pressureT180;psig land >f:1723psja j
-

restore, starting air | receiver; pressure Lto;2::180 psig,within;48 01-48-M ;

i

.

ho'Es!.or51mmediately; declare;theiassociated diesel; generatorm
>

jnoperable;(4

'

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS :

4.8.1,2 The above required A.C. electrical power sources shall be '
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of each of the requirements of 01-47-LS

,

'

4.0.1.1.2e.5). 4,8.1:1,2al);a3);a4);b);and fil)pt for SpccificationSpecifications 4.8.1.1.la and 4.0.1.1.2' (excea

i
.

!

!

! Note . that the ~ speci fications ~4.8.1.1.2a5) :: f2) f? f3) E f4)(exceptiautoi 01-47-LS t
8

sequencing) tf7)1andxf9):are required.to.be; operable..but do not ;

require; demonstrating' operability |by performing;thesensurveillances! !

!

The 10 acnth surveillence test interval is extended to 24 acaths for !'

Train A. Unit 2. to rca;in in effect until the ceaplatica of the 01-31-A ,

<

;;;;;d T;7;; lins 0;t;;; 707 C;it 2

- O i
. r

i

?

CPSES Markup of CTS 3H.R 3N.8-H S/IS/97
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3/4.8.2 D.C. SOURCES ]
OPERATING |

A ,

V LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

,

3.8.2.1 As a minimum, the following D.C. electrical sources shall be ;

OPERABLE-
!

a. Train A DD1(ctric117poWeEsDb'sys.temi 125 voit 0.C. |
Statica Catterics STIE01 and STIE03 fcr Unit 1 (ST2 01 a;d 02-01-LG ,

ST2E03 for Unit 2) and at least one full-capacity charger i

etsectated-with-cach battery, and !
!
'

b. Train B D.CzelectrJ,caEpowerlsub_systeC 125 voit 0.0. Station
Satteries STIE02 cad STIE04 for Unit 1 (ST2E02 and ST2 04 for Unit
2) and at---least cac fcil capacity charger associated with each '

battery.
?

APPLICABILITX: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With one of the required DCiejectr_icaE subsy_st_ ems 1 battery trains cad /or
required fttil-capacity chargers inoperable, restore the inoperable DC
electrical; subsystem:bettery train and/or rcquired full capacity charger to
OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 >

hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
!

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

P

4.8.2.1 Each 125V D.C. station battery and charger shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE: :

02-06-LSa, At least once per 7;11 days by verifying that: j

1) The parameters in Table 4.8 2 meet the Category A limits,
and 1

2) The total battery terminal voltage is greater than or equal ;

to 128 volts on float charge.

b. At least once per 92 days and within 7 days after a battery !
discharge with battery terminal voltage below 110 volts, or
battery overcharge with battery terminal voltage above 150 volts,

'

by verifying that:

1

O !
l

CPSESMarkup of CTS 3N.8 3M.8-IS S/]Sn7
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D.C. SOURCES

S!)RyEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

n

b 1) The parameters in Table 4.8 2 meet the Category B limits,

&tHe a sEonge:p.er19,23f ays;byZye tifyingit ha tf
02-17-LS

2) There is no visible corrosion at either terminals or
connectors, or the connection resistance of these items

02-23-A.is +en-then $ 150 x 10'' ohm, and

3) The average electrolyte temperature of 12 connected 02-18-LG
tepresentative cells is ebeveg 70*F.

02-22-A
c. At least once per 18 months by verifying that:

1) The cells, cell plates, and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration 02-02-A
that could" degrade 1 battery performa.nce,

2) Remove 2vi si bleitermi rial ,:corro si on ga nd iverj fy ithe
cell-to cell and terminal connections are : lean, tight. 02-03-M
and coated with anticorrosion material,

3) The resistance of each cell-to cell and terminal connection
is less than or equal to 150 x 104 ohm, and

4) The battery charger will supply at least 300* amperes at
A greater than or equal to 130 volts for at least 8 hours,

d. At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by verifying that
the battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in
OPERABLE status all of the actual or simulated emergency loads for
the design duty cycle when the battery is subjected to a battery
service test.

e. At least once per 60 months, during shutdown, by verifying that
the battery capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's 02-05-M
rating when subjected to a performance discharge test 7,_or a
mo_difiedTperformanceIdjsp.hargeJtest.[0nce per 50-month interval 02-25-LS
tW Iheimodified2 performance discharge test may be performed
in lieu of the battery service test required by Specification
4.8.2.1d.: and

f. At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by giving
performance discharge tests crLmodifie|dlper:formange' discharge '02-05-M
tes14 of battery capacity to any battery that shows signs of
degradation or has reached 85% of the service life expected for
the applicationTWithTeapacity?100%;of'ma'nufactu~rer'elsf reting. 02-21-LS.

and;;once per720 months when*the: batter,y has' reached 85%:of;the
s ervj ce Dl.1 fe ' expec t ed Morithelappl i ca t i oniwi t h icapa pi ty||t100t.
00manufacturereisi.tating. Begredation is indicated when the
bettery capeeny-drops-morc than 10 cf rated capacity fica its 02-18-LGeverage on previous-performancc tests, or is belcw 00% of -the
manufecturer4-eating-

*-E25 ampera fcr UnR4-unttl-repieeement of the battery chaeger-during-the
01-31-Ased-reftteling cutesc for Unit-B-

CPSESMarAup of CTS 3N.8 3N.8-16 5/)Sm
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3 ;
. |

TABLE 4.8 2

BATTERY SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

CATEGORY A") CATEGORY B"1) CATEGORY 2C
102-14-A'.

PARAMETER LIMITS FOR EACH LIMITS FOR EACH ALLOWABLE")
DESIGNATED PILOT CONNECTED CELL VALUE FOR EACH
CELL CONNECTED CELL

Electrolyte >Hinimum Level > Minimum level Above top of
Level indication mark, indication mark, plates,

and < 1/4" above and < 1/4" above and not
maximum level maximum level overflowing
indication mark indication mark

. .

. .

.

.

Float voltage t 2.13 volts 1 2.13 volts * > 2.07 volts

Not more than
0.020 below
the average
of all

Specific 2 1.200") 1 1.195 connected
Gravity") cells

Average of all Average of all
connected cells connected
> 1.205 cells

1 1.195 ")

.

p
V

(
;

. CPSESMarAup ofCTS 3N.8 3M.8-17 S/15/97
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l

TABLE 4.8 2 (Continued) |
.

BATTERY SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS,f-

-TABLE NOTATIONS

(1) For any Category A or_~BZparameter(s) outside the limit (s) shown,
the battery may be considered OPERABLE provided that Withig;1Eh_out :02-09-M-
pi l ot Tee 117 el ect rol yt eRe ve]la nd Ifl oa t ivol t a geT seetTCategoryi.C :

parame.ters;and;within 24 hours andion_ce;,eyetyl7ddaysithe.reattet '

all the Category B C;. measurements are taken and found to be within
their allowable values, and provided all Category A and B
parameter (s) are restored to within limits within the next 6 31 days.

;

(2) Icr any Category S pae=cter(s) outside the limit (s) shown, the '02-08-LS :
bettery may be considcred OPERABEE provided that the Categcry S t

perameters are within their alicwabic values and provided the
Category 0 paramettr(s) arc restored to within limits within 7

.

'

days- '

(3) Any Category B C parameter not within its allowable value
indicates an inoperable battery. 02-14-A

(4) Corrected for electrolyte temperature (reference temperature of
77'F) and level. LevelfcorrectionLis not?requiredilhoweyerMwhen 02-10-A- :
battery charging is <2; amps;when_onifloaticilargeJ ;

(5) Or battery charging current is less than 2 amps when on float; 02-11 M'
c h a rge !fo11 oWing7a ib'a tte ryye'cha r gelfo calmaxi mumio fd7Edays MWheri
ch a rgi ng; cutrentii siu s ed;to;s.ati s fy;speci fi cT g ra vityirequi rement s','

> speci fi c :g ra vi tylo f; each ; connect edf.ce112 sha]Abelme a.su. red.;ptio rito. ;

exp.irattonlofithe;7.;d.aylallo ance; i

M) Ccrrected for overagc clectrolyte temperature. i
02-12-LG- !

REW I t 11 s; a ccept a bl e ifo r;thelel ect rol ytell ev.eRto; tempo ra ri]ysi nc rea se
above the specified; max 1_mumiduting[ equalizing;chargesjprovided it; 02-07-At 1

1sinot;.ovetflowing

.

I

l

i

O I

U
1

|

|
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I

D.C. SOURCES

SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.2 As a minimum,- two 125V 0.C. station batteries of cac train end at
02-01-LG4 cast onc associated-full-capacity charger for cach required bettery ;haR

be-OPERABl+-5t hCTra j nIA!orgrai tCBIDCIel eret ti caUp~o9er.Ts0bsysthmIstlaU
be!WERA.BLE;tof supportiopeittain;ofLthe;DCJ] ectti cal;poweridi strj b~utj on 02-13-A
s u b sys t em ( s)iregu1_tedlbylLCOL3181312E0_qsj,tdgwe r;Di st ri buti oniSyst_em sj3
SI)utdown2

,

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With the required battery train and/or required full capacity chargers
inoperable immediately;declareza!,{ectedirequired; feature (sEjnopecable;of 02-19-LS
immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, positive
reactivity changes, or movement of irradiated fuel: initiate corrective
action to restore the required battery train and full capacity
charger to OPERABLE status as soon as possible, and wit'' " '-"--

depresserfec and vent the Reacter Coclant System through at icast a 2.00 01-57-A.

square-4ftch-vent.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

O
4.8.2.2 The above required 125V D.C. station batteries and full-capacity --

chargers shall be demonstrated OPERABLE in accordance with Specification 02-15 LS
4.8.2.1. Notef;SutyejilanceiRequ[tementsI418123IcT34Ed'leiandiflateIno_t,

requitedito;b.ejp.erformed2

;

|

.

i4
A
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3/4.8 1 ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION |
t

t

OPERATING' :
:

\_ / -
!,[l LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
!

5

3.8.3.1 The following electrical busses shall be energized in the
Ispeci fied ' manner: 503 01-LGi
,

. .

a, Train A A.C. electticaEpoMrldis_ttibutfogubsystes;C;;rscr.cy .

Besses consisting of; -

,

,, r
n _ 2. .

,nn u_,. r_______.. n... ,c., , n_,. , ,,r , ,

w d . a.
. ., A

,,

v,.
_

.bn.,_.
_

w.. b b,.. w...b . sbbn. ..b h ms g y . .by wwd.,
Ern1 ,__ t t_ , A 11rn1 __ A____,_____inn u. r_.____... n.._ns
{wm b y wise p ys mw a eabuA a vs wasu b Abp 7ww~wwab buurb s yb u sby wwd Abwa e ,I__ e n_ , L ns -_2 ',,rn, ,--- .---_,_---- 9,rn,

wm bl u s a d s y s svyw ; wg u s b by, u s su
o ,3g e bbw e ,_a v s__ .____, ____ ,,rn, ,__ , , _ , . , :

gbbwa
. r_______.. n.._ ,en,,s ,an

abww Tabww e vi vusb a
T ,r n , i ,. wm b e w u d,s w i mb s -t.vi www wwrb h mb . ysuby wud

__ t t_ , A s,,rn, ,___ A____,--___

\bbww a s wm b5 u s s a s vi mb s 5bbud svu vin g b bg.

!

b. Train B;A.C. electricalipower|idjstt1butjonisubsystemlC;crgcacy Susses <

eensisting ofr
,

,s ,nna o_,. r_______.. n.._ ,,,, ,_ ,,_,. , ,,r., ,__ ,,_, ,s
u

U s,t l b
b/Twsb bstrb s yb u f by WWJ Abn wus s b & gbbnb svs

V,dvv , r n , b , _g v t__ m_.__,_____ v,rn,

b rTrb a y E u b J wwd Abub yI wm b5 u p p a p wi rush a 54bwh I VE__
n i _ ,e I

4/
A ,an u _1 A r______... n...es

W3 5 5 b & v

7 w w ~ T v,i k___ A____,_____ vern, ,_ et,A es __2
b/ "

,,rn, *
bl Wlad 5 Vi uvsb a abbwh svg wit s b bp, u s su

u _ ,a y Vm
ghbub

. r_______.. n.._ ,rn, ,___ .____,_____ v,rn, ,__ u_,. ,,s .nn ,

bl MB505Wimbs' 34bw7 3 WI VII 5 b e
e r n , I ,s vm._-_.,J_____

vbbw, ._ t.u. . ,. a. .e ,s
gbl4b WWJ Abw7b rTrb B

7,V W ~ T w a bW/
, ,_-_s.rn, ,

. .w . . .m .. . , , d , . . mb .

i

T,rajba.._ _ _.ttaE_busIe,legtt,te'aE, d,_tstr.i_bu_tigo,,n,ubsy.s. tem,:113 "_c1t A.C.
;c.

__._ n.. , ne __; re _ m ,. , , __2 , ,, , _ , , _ , . ,s

B V, B watib,b#,. ,Wul s b & g bg b4 U l #W bbwa E V54 53d bl Musub s t b wwd 45 b4 W i gw Abb.
_..-_A__ . ______L 2 A_ n , n... rn f-____,m_2 , _ . - - 2.t m____, sk.2

igavsg 653 kwy ss rsh bsw bV W,be pud Abwe td
'

E,I IE I y p b W u , # 1, Vm,,n,IbJ,UddVbIUbEM .
. ,s._ m._.,.. ,bbv.. __

m. _. ,I b ;. . b . . . . . b,-

i
d. T, _ta 1 RIB 3_ _1t all. b,us rel.e.c.t t,i ,c,alid,1 st rj b, utigC,i,dbsygemII,I",'_.'c i t-A-C, , !

4 51 d b 3_ _ . . _ .
n.. ne, __2 , __ m_ . , , n , __2 ore _ m_,.

wmb s u b wwJ 4r bb M 4 ew AhVb 5 W3 wig s b A g by bb ui sw bbbb BWB wil l b b# 6

energized fica its associated inverter'' connected to 0.C. "us 1:02' |
,__ n_,i , ,,rne. ,__ n_,i es. ;
svg vuib 4 gbbwh s vi vuib be.

s,

,jg U_iA . , ,__A_..___A n.._ inn, -_2 ,P,E ,__ tt_J. 1 ,,ne, __J ,rer

f
_

44U TV now. A lld bl wmb a s k wud Ag ww uy su ebbg gvs wg g i b A gbu vd M 31W b b' . d
, . _ n _ ,3 bE.

., es __ __,__2 ,-__ a . .__._,.s.2 ,_..__x._.. __---_,_2 a.
{I f Vm 3bd UddVbIUbEW 4 tiv b5 bet bVIIIIL b bWu bW

b, r/ E p ub t,y l bEWIVI VII I b

sbbw,. n _. 2. . b ,s . .

,,rne ,__ , i.bu,. __ n_,. ,nen r n._
.. uin b . .. b ,w.b. W J

!

f. 11" " cit A.C. Instrum. cat "us 1"C4 cad ICOS for " nit 1 (2,"C4 cad 2006 |;

for " nit 2,r)n,encr,gized,i , ,,its associated inverter'' connected tofrca
n , n.._ . __ n_ ruuw ,i. n_2,. r

rn ,__ ,s.

w... Wd auw . .. vu,b . .. u,, b u,.

.

;

!
i

'* The inverters may be disconnected from one D.C. bus for up to 24 hours as'

- necessary, for the purpose of performing an equalizing charge on their - r

'

.

associated battery train provided: (1) their instrument busses are
i - energized, and (2) the instrument busses associated with the other battery i

. train are. energized from their associated inverters ** and connected to ;

_their. associated D.C. bus, i

''' Associated-taverter is the dcdtested inverter er installed spece
. j;

'

-inverter. !03-01-LG' .

,

i

!

:
:
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ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

. g. Train A DC31ectrica]fpcweridistr,1butioDisub~systemil25 " cit 0.C.
Susses IC01 and IE03 for Unit 1 (2E01 cad 2E03 for Unit 2) :03-01-LG
energized from Statica Catteries STIE01 ;nd STIE03 for " nit 1
(ST2E01 and ST2:03 for " nit 2), respectively; and

h. Train B DC~|electrfca]fpb#erldist~ributioD30b1;ys. tem 2125 " cit 0.0.
Susses IE02 cad IE04 for Unit 1 (2E02 sad 2:04 for Unit 2) ancrgized
frcm Statica Catteries STIE02 and STIE04 for " nit 1 (ST2E02 end
BT2E04 for Unit 2), respectively.

AP_PLICABILIll: H0 DES 1, 2, 3. and 4.

ACTION:

a. With one of the required trains of A.C. emergency busses not fully
energized, reenergize the trains within 8 hours and;16~ hours 7from
d_iscoveryi'oflfa11ureTtormeet'LCO or be in at least HOT STANDBY 03-04-M
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours,

b. With one A.C. instrument bus or two A.C. instrument busses
(consisting of one protection channel and one vital bus of the
same train) deenergized, reenergize the A.C. instrument bus (ses) 03-04-Mwithin 2 hours andI16 hours]from;discovety;ofifat).urelto;melet3LC0e
or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

OV c. With one A.C. instrument bus or two A.C. instrument busses
(consisting of one protection channel and one vital bus of the same
train) operating with the associated inverter (s) not connected with
the D.C. source (s), or operating with the inverter (s)* not supplying
the A.C. instrument bus (but with the instrument bus energized from
its associated bypass distribution source), energize the A.C.
instrument bus (ses) from its associated inverter * connected to its
associated D.C. bus within 24 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30
hours,

d. With onelD.C. bus not energized from its associated station battery,
reenergize the D.C. bus from its associated station battery within
2 hours and?I6: hours 3from'dJscoperyIofRal]Melto:seet1LC0 or be in
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN 03-04-M
within the following 30 hours.

De.W Hi thltWo 3t r ai nO Wi thli nopera ble!di_st r,1 bUti onistibs~yst emsi tha t =03-05- A :
tesultE1Eadoss|;of safetylfuncti,ondmajediate]y; enter 2LC0_31013]

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.3.1 The specified busses shall be determined energized in the required
manner at least once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker alignment and
indicated voltage on the busses.

8-Assoefeted invertcr is the dedteeted-mverter cr insrtailed -sparc
hvertte- 03-01-LG

CPSESMarAup of CTS 3N.8 3M.8-21 S/1S/97
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ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION

SHUTDOWN

h LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATIONa

3.8.3.2 As a minimum, the~nece's'sarrpottionzo.f. the following electrical
busses shall be energized to supportiequjpmentfequitedito?belop;etablp, in -03-06-LS
the specified manner:

a. One train of A.C. emergency busses consisting of one 5000 voit and 03-01-LG
two-4M-volt A.C. cmcrgency busscs;

b. Two 110-volt A.C. instrument busses (channel-oriented) cncrgized from
their associated inverters' connected to their respective 0.0.
bttstet--

c. One train W A.C. instrument busses consisting of two 110-vcit A.C.
instewer.t- busses energized from their associated inverters *
connected to their respective D.C. busses. Busses shall be of the
same train as Specifications 3.8.3.2a. and d.: and

d. One train of D.C. busses consisting cf two 125-volt 0.C. bitsees
energized from their associated battery banks. Busses shall be of
the same train as Specifications 3.8.3.2a. and c.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:
Ot
V With any of the above required electrical busses not energized in the

required manner, immediate]y declare ~ associated:suppotted,requiredj 03-03-LS
feature (s)71noperab]e ot immediately suspend a11~ operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS, positive reactivity changes, or movement of 03-07-M
irradiated fuel, initiate corrective action to energize the required
electrical busses in the specified manner as soon as possiblerand3fo|t a 01-57-A
required | bus:not3 energized;rdeclareza's'sociated Xequirediresi. dual heat
removal;: subsystem (s)11noperabl. eland;not:in" operation--and within 0 hours,
depretsueitc and vcat the RCS through at least a 2.00 squerc inch vent.

SjRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.3,2 The specified busses shall be determined energized in the required
manner at least once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker alignment and
indicated voltage on the busses.

*-Asseeteted-4eveeter--+s--the-dedtected-+nveeter cr installed space
inveetee- 03-01-LG
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Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS

This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written)' mark up of the current
,

Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is !

performed in accordance with the following guidelines:

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like j.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated. |
,

.

'In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non- |.

: technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be ]
determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required 1

'

to demonstrate that the change is non technical.'

a

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A !a

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.,

:

'

There are four types of changes: ;

1. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
material which is moved to the Bases of the TS). ;

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions,
etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS. |

!3. Modification: This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the improved TS. i

i |
4. Administrative - These are non technical changes to the TS. These include

'

adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material '

within the specifications, etc. j
;

; The methodology of identifying the changes is : |

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is !
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed !
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a ,

i change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line i

feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The ;,

"

addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right i

margin.

Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS !
using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by i
hand) and the revised information is inserted into the 3

; specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using

i

Methodology 1 of2 $/15/97
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Methodology For Mark-up of Current TS

{') (continued)

the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert
pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the
adjacent right margin.

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not
correspond with the specification in which that requirement is
located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the
markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in
enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been
located in the improved TS.

CHANGE NUMBERS:

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark-up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 4-13 LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LCO (or group of similar
LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the-,('j Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their
individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus
each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of
numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within
a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear
sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A. H. LG. TR, LS, R).

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark up. For
electronic mark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike out" is
used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify
technical changes. All technical changes (i.c.. " red line" or " strike out" items)
require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,
requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to
provide additional clarification.

,

|
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TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CIIANGE NUMBERS
'
t SECTION 3/4.8 i(

STS REV 5 Technical CilG CALIAWAY WOLF CREEK CO%1ANCIIE DIABLO

Nu m ber Snecificatinn Title NO. PEAK CANYON

3.8.1.1 A. C. Sources 01 3.8.1.1 3.8.1.1 3.8.1.1 3.8.1.1
Operating

3.8.1.2 A. C. Sources 01 3.8.1.2 3.8.1.2 3.8.1.2 3.8.1.2
Shutdown

3.8.2.I D. C. Sources 02 3.8.2.1 3.8.2.1 3.8.2.1 3.8.3.1
Operating

3.8.2.2 D. C. Sources 02 3.8.2.2 3.8.2.2 3.8.2.2 3.8.3.2
Shutdown

3.8.3.1 Onsite Power 03 3.8.3.1 3.8.3.1 3.8.3.1 3.8.2.1
Distribution

'
Operating

3.8.3.2 Onsite Power 03 3.8.3.2 3.8.3.2 3.8.3.2 3.8.2.2
Distribution
Shutdown

3.8.4.2 Containment 04 none none 3.8.4 3.8.4.2 :

Penetration ;

Conductor

O' Overcurrent
Protective Devices

none Electrical Equipment 04 none none none 3.8.4.1
Protective Devices
Motor-Operated
Valves Thermal
Overload
Protection and Bypass

Devices
.

'O

-- -- - -



DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.8

This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change

(] to the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change
U numbers contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications).

7

In addition, the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are i

contained in enclosure 4. Only technical changes are discussed: administrative ;

changes (i.e., format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to
NUREG 1431 Revision 1 are not discussed. For enclosures 3A. 38, 4, 6A and 6B, text

!
in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to
all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that ,

'

other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

;

CHANGE

NUMBER HStjC DESCRIPTION !

01 01 A TS requirement for minimum diesel generator (DG) day tank
fuel oil volume and fuel transfer pump would be moved to
improved Technical Specification (ITS) Surveillance ,

Requirement (SR) 3.8.1.4 and SR 3.8.1.6. This change does ;

not result in a change to any technical requirement and is
administrative in nature. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1431.

TS requirements for diesel fuel oil storage would be moved |
to ITS LC0 3.8.3. jq

V
01 02 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table ;

(enclosure 38).

01 03 LS 5 CTS 3.8.1.1 Action requirements to demonstrate DG
operability is deleted. Actions currently require all
operable DGs that have not been tested within the previous
24 hours to be started within 24 hours to demonstrate
their operability in the event that one or both offsite
A.C. circuits become inoperable. The normal TS

,

!

surveillance testing already demonstrates that an OPERABLE
DG is capable of performing its safety function. The
inoperablity of an offsite circuit does not in any way
effect the DG(s). Therefore, this testing is unreecessary. ,

This change is consistent with Generic Letter (GL) 93 05, !

"Line Item Technical Specifications Improvements to Reduce
Surveillance Requirement for Testing During Power

,

Operation." and with NUREG 1431. 1

|
01 04 H This proposed change would revise CTS 3.8.1.1 to require

i

that with one or more AC electrical power source I
Iinoperable, all AC electrical power sources be restored to

operable status within [6] days from the time the first AC4

electrical power source became inoperable. This proposed
change would add a more restrictive requirement to limit
total time for not meeting the TS LCO. This will provide

CPSES Description of Changes to CIS 3N.8 i S/IS/97
|
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' CHANGE

NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION i

!

O-
additional assurance of the availability of the AC ,

sources. The addition of a requirement limiting overall |-

time for not meeting the LCO is consistent with NUREG-
3

1431.

01 05 LS 6 CTS 3.8.1'.1 Actions require that the remaining operable
DG(s) be started to demonstrate operability [within 24'

i hours] in the event a DG becomes inoperable due to any
cause other than preventive maintenance or testing. The ;

intent of this additional testing is to determine if a
common cause failure exists and to provide added assurance
that the remaining operable DG(s) is capable of supplying :

emergency power. The CTS also requires that this testing !

be completed even if the inoperable DG is restored to
; OPERABLE. However, this requirement results in :

unnecessary testing when there is no common cause failure. :

This proposed change incorporates the NUREG 1431 provision
of " determining the operable DG(s) are not inoperable due j
to a common cause failure" and deletes the requirement to j
complete the test even if the ACTION is exited, which

'

avoids unnecessary testing of operable DG(s), into Action >

requirements. The proposed change is acceptable because ,

'

it would continue to assure that a common cause failure
does not exist while reducing wear on the DG(s) as!.
endorsed by GL 84 15. " Proposed staff actions to improve-
and maintain diesel generator reliability" and GL 93 05,.

,

"Line Item Technical Specifications Improvements to Reduce
Surveillance Requirement for Testing During Power ;

Operation." !
!

This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.
>

,

01 06 LS 7 CTS 3.8.1.1 Action rcquirements allowed time for ;

verification of required redundant feature operability'

would be increased from 2 to 4 hours. The shutdown :
requirement would be replaced with a requirement to enter !
the required feature's action statement.4

The action currently requires that with one DG inoperable, ,

all required safety equipment that depends on the ,

remaining operable DG(s) be verified operable. If these ;,

requirements are not met within 2 hours, a unit shutdown
"

is required. The proposed changes to the action !
requirement would increase the allowed time from 2 hours |

;to 4 hours. In addition, the Safety Function
Determination Program would require an immediate ;

evaluation of redundant features for inoperablity. This !

; would result in entering the required feature's TS action !
'- statement. |

!

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.8 2 S/1S/97
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CHANGE !

NUtBER NSUC DESCRIPTION ,

O This change is acceptable because it would assure that :

I( appropriate actions are taken to assure the OPERABILITY of
;required systems before requiring a plant shutdown and is

consistent with NUREG 1431. ;

!

01 07 LS 3 CTS SR to start 'J11 DGs simultaneously at least once per
10 years or after any modification which could affect DG ;

starting interdependence would be revised to delete the i

requirement to perform the SR during shutdown. This test j
does not require the DG to be paralleled and loaded onto

*

the offsite source. In addition, the DG remains OPERABLE
during this SR. This change is consistent with NUREG- ;

1431. t

bl08 LS 8 CTS 3.8.1.1 Action requirement to demonstrate DG .:
operability within 8 hours would be increased to 24 hours. !'

; Extending the time required to demonstrate the operability !
'

of the remaining operable DGs would allow 24 hours to
t

determine the operable DGs are not inoperable due to a {
'

common cause failure or demonstrate operability of the ;

remaining operable DGs by testing. This proposed change !
avoids unnecessary DG testing. This change would allow
the same time period (24 hours) for determining ,

operability of the remaining operable DG(s) as the Action |

O for one inoperable DG currently allows and is consistent
with the recommendations of GL 8415, '' Proposed staff

,

'

actions to improve and maintain diesel generator
reliability". This proposed change is consistent with r

NUREG 1431,

01 09 Not Used
,

01-10 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table !
(enclosure 38).

01 11 TR 1 Several CTS SRs would be revised to clarify that an actual
actuation signal, as well as a test or simulated signal,
may be used. This change would allow satisfactory
automatic systems actuations from actual signals to be
used to fulfill the requirements of the SR. This proposed
change is acceptable because data ot%ned during the i,

performance of the surveillance must still be obtained and
the acceptance criteria must be satisfied before credit
can be taken for the actual actuation, e.g., an unplanned
event.

01 12 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

,

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.8 3 S/15/97
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! CHANGE 1

NUMBER NSE DESCRIPTION !

[ 01 13 LS 1 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table 'i

(enclosure 38).

01 14 M CTS requirement of " standby status" would be replaced with !
t" ready to load operation." This terminology is more

precise making this requirement slightly more restrictive. |
This change is consistent with NUREG 1431. |

!

01 15 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table j
(enclostre 3B). j

01 16 LG The normal monthly DG start SR would be revised to delete
the method by which the DG is started. Currently, the TS
specifies that the DG shall be started by using one of the
start signals. Deleting'the listing of the start signals '

that may be used to start the DG would eliminate
unnecessary information contained in the TS. The specific
method for starting a DG would be moved to the Bases. i

This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

01-17 LS 10 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

01 18 LS 11 The current DG loading requirements are specified in SRsq
as " greater than or equal to . . .". These SRs would beQ revised to specify the DG is loaded between a range of kW
values. This change is consistent with the intent of
NUREG 1431.

01 19 LS 12 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

01 20 LG Several SRs would be moved to licensee controlled
documents. Moving these requirements would allow changes ,

to these requirements without prior Comission approval
and will further the Commission's goal of TS improvements,

,

as delineated in NRC policy statements, without reducing
the level of plant safety. The SRs that are being moved *

reflect normal design, maintenance or line up
activities / descriptions rather than features specifically
needed to successfully mitigate a DBA or design transient.
These proposed changes are consistent with NUREG 1431.

01 21 M An additional action requirement would be added to TS i

3.8.1.1 action for one offsite circuit inoperable. This ,

requirement would only apply if the inoperable offsite
circuit results in no offsite power to one Class IE

-[] electric power distribution system concurrent with :

G inoperability of redundant required features. This !
requirement is intended to provide assurance that an |

CPSES Description of Chianges to CTS.1N.8 4 5/15i97
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CHANGE

NUMBER NSHC - DESCRIPTIQN ,

event, coincident with the single failure of the
'associated DG, would not result in a complete loss ofv

safety function of critical, redundant required features.
The addition of this requirement is consistent with
N'JREG 1431.

01 22 H An additional requirement would be added to TS 3.8.1.1'

Action for two offsite circuits inoperable, requiring that
concurrent with inoperability of required redundant !

feature (s), the required feature also be declared |
inoperable. This requirement is intended to provide
assurance that an event with a coincident single failure *

would not result in a complete loss of redundant, required
safety functions. The addition of this requirement is
consistent with NUREG 1431.

01 23 LG The DG partial load rejection SR would be revised to
replace the requirement that the load be 2 [783] kW with
"a load greater than or equal to its single largest post-
accident load." The actual load and its corresponding
horsepower and kW ratings would be included in the TS
Bases. This change would eliminate unnecessary
information contained in the TS and potentially reduce the
need for a future license amendment request. This

-( proposed change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

'
01 24 LS 13 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table

(enclosure 38).
:

01 25 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

,

01 26 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

~

01 27 LS 9 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

01 28 LG Several SRs would be revised to move the requirement to
verify the DG accelerates to at least [441] rpm in less
than or equal to 10 seconds to licensee controlled

.

documents. These SRs would include voltage and frequency
requirements that are equivalent for the verification of
proper speed. This proposed change is consistent with

- NUREG 1431. -

. 01 29 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table ,

I (enclosure 38).
'

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.8 5 S/15/97
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CHANGE'

M)MBE8 MSliC DESCRIPTION
.

M 01 30 LG The DG 24-hour full load SR voltage and frequency start
(_./ requirements would be moved to the Bases The current SR '

requires verification of DG voltage and frequency after
- start signal for the 24 hour load run. However, the

,

purpose of the 24 hour load test is to verify the DG can
operate, fully loaded, for an extended period of time.
The verification of voltage and frequency following the
start signal does not contribute to verifying the long ;

~

term load carrying capability of the DG. This proposed
change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

01 31 A Cycle specific information that is no longer applicable at
the time the ITS is approved by the NRC would be deleted
from the TS. This administrative change clarifies the TS
by removing unnecessary information. This change is

.

consistent with NUREG 1431.

'

~ 01 32 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

01 33 LS 15 The SP. to check for and remove accumulated water from the
tDG day tanks after each operation of the DG for greater,

than one hour would be deleted. Based upon operating
g experience, checking for acc"mulated water more often than
! once per 31 days is unwarranted and unnecessarily

frequent. Deleting this requirement would eliminate
unnecessary information contained in the TS. This change
is consistent with NUREG 1431.

01 34 Not Used

01 35 H Adding the requirement to the 10 year simultaneous DG
start SR to verify that the DGs achieve steady state ,

voltage and frequency within the required time
demonstrates that proper voltage and frequency performance
is attained. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

01 36 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

01 37 LG The specific SRs for sampling new diesel fuel oil (DF0),

prior to addition to the storage tanks and for sampling
the stored DF0 once every 31 days would be moved to the

,

Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program, which would be referenced
by SR 3.8.3.3 and described in TS 5.5.13. The Diesel Fuel
Oil Testing Program will function similar to other
programs currently described in the Administrative

O Controls section of the TS. ..'i
V

,

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.8 6 S/15/97
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CHANGE j

MER E DESCRIPTION

SR 3.8.3.3 would require that DF0 properties of new and
J stored DF0 are tested in accordance with, and maintained -

within the limits of, the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program.
In addition, the SR 3.8.3 Bases will contain additional
descriptive material regarding the DF0 testing
requirements of the current SRs. - These changes are
consistent with NUREG 1431.

01 38 LG The fuel oil storage tank cleaning SR would be moved to
,

licensee controlled documents. This change is consistent
with NUREG 1431.

01 39 LG The fuel oil transfer piping leak test SR would be moved
to licensee controlled documents. This change is

'

consistent with NUREG 1431.
.

01 40 LS 25 The requirements for staggered DG testing would be deleted :;

and replaced with a requirement to test each DG every 31 '

days. Deleting staggered DG testing is consistent with
NUREG 1431 results in no change in the frequency of ;

testing for each DG. This change is acceptable because
studies have shown that staggered testing has negligible ;

impact on equipment reliability. It is not as safety

( significant as originally thought, it is difficult to i

implement operationally, and may increase the chance of ,

human error test performance. ;

01 41 M The AC Sources Shutdown LCO would be changed to specify
that the required AC sources must be powering. or capable
of powering, the required AC distribution busses. This
change is an additional restriction consistent with the
implicit assumptions for operation during shutdown
conditions. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.
(See also CN 03 06 LS 26)

01 42 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

01 43 .H The AC Sources Shutdown Action statement would be
revised to specify that the offsite circuit must be
capable of supplying power to the required onsite buses.-

This assures the single operable circuit is performing a
vital function. Explicitly requiring entry into the

|applicable actions of LC0 3.8.10 clarifies the appropriate
action to take if the onsite distribution train becomes !

'

de energized. This is consistent with NUREG 1431.
f

( 01 44 LG The AC Sources Shutdown action statement reference to
crane operations with loads over the spent fuel pool would

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.8 7 S/1SB7
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CHANGE

NUMBER EE LCRIPTION ;

,

f be moved to licensee controlled documents. This is
\ consistent with NUREG 1431 and is an example of moving ,

details not required for operational safety out of the TS.

01 45 H- The AC M urces Shutdown Action statement requirement to
initiate corrective action is expanded to match the i

applicability of the TS (Mode 5 and 6). This will replace
'

the current requirement to "immediately initiate
corrective action" which is applicable only if RCS loops :
not full in Mode 5 and less then 23 feet of water above
the reactor vessel flange in Mode 6. This more
restrictive requirement continues to ensures that
qualified power is provided to systems required operable
in these modes. This change is consistent with NUREG-
1431.

01 46 A A note would be added to the AC Source.s Shutdown action
statement to enter the Distribution Systems LC0 if one
required electrical distribution subsystem has no !

electrical power. The change is already implicitly a part
of the CTS requiring one offsite circuit and the onsite :

distribution system required to support Onsite Power -

Distribution Shutdown LCO. The added note clarifies

3 that the need is to support necessary equipment. This
y change does not add or remove any technical requirements

and is therefore administrative in nature. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431.

|

01 47 LS 4 The SRs required for AC sources operability in Modes 5 and
6 would be revised to include only those SRs which at 3
applicable. SRs that are not applicable are those that
Spend on ESF actuation signals (which are not required to j

ue operational during Mode 5 and 6) and automatic load ;

sequencing (most of these loads are not required in Mode 5 1

and 6). The 10 year simultaneous auto start of all DGs is i

also not applicable to Mode 5 and 6. The Note listing !

exceptions to SR required for Modes 5 and 6 in CTS I

4.8.1.2 would be revised to include additional SRs. SRs
,

that are applicable but not required to be performed are i

those that place a DG in parallel with offsite power which
increases the probability of a station blackout. This.

change is consistent with NUREG 1431 and is acceptable
because it would assure the performance of SRs that are4

necessary and safe to perform for the plant conditions.,

01-48 H New ITS LCO 3.8.3 would be added. This LCO adds new TS
requirements for DG lube oil and starting air. The j

. ' iO applicability of this LCO is tied to DG operability
V requirements.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3H.8 8 SMS/97
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CHANGE

NUMBER HSHC DESCRIPTION

/~ This provides conditions for these DG support systems
V] which allow additional time before requiring that the DG

be declared inoperable. However, this is considered a
more restrictive generic change since the current TS did ,

not previously include DG lube oil and starting air
requirements.

The conditions provided for these support systems address ;

the situation where the support system is degraded but-

still capable of supporting the associated DG. The time
allowed by the new TS Conditions to correct the support
system problem before declaring the DG inoperable is ,

acceptable based on the remaining capacity or capability i

of the systems and the low probability of an event
occurring during the allowed time that would require the

'

support systems' full capacity / capability.

The new requirements for lube oil inventory (ITS Condition
B. and ITS SR 3.8.3.2) verify sufficient lube oil is
available to support DG operation. The lube oil storage
volume requirement is based upon a percentage of the
consumption rate of diesel fuel oil and the storage
assignment is therefore based upon the DBA calculation for
diesel fuel oil usage.

O The new requirements for air start receiver pressures (ITS
Condition E. and ITS SR 3.8.3.4) verify sufficient
capacity of the air start receivers.

These changes are consistent with NUREG 1431.

01 49 LS 16 NUREG 1431 LC0 3.8.3." Diesel Fuel 011. Lube Oil, and
Starting Air," includes conditions and required actions
that allow reduced diesel fuel oil (DFO) inventory for up
to 48 hours before requiring that the associated DG be,

declared inoperable. A new condition would address stored
DF0 with total particulates out of limit and allow 7 days
for restoration. A new condition would address new fuel
oil with properties not within limits and allow 30 days
for restoration. The additional ALLOWED OUTAGE TIME for
DF0 is acceptable based on the remaining capacity of the

,

DF0 system and the low probability of an event occurring ;

during the time that the DF0 requirements were not met.
This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

01 50 LS 17 CTS 3.8.1.1 Action shutdown requirement would be replaced
with a requirement to enter the required feature's action
statement. The action currently requires that with one DG

'd inoperable all required safety equipment that depends on
the remaining operable DG(s) be verified operable. If

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.8 9 5/158 7
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,

NUMBER HSBC . DESCRIP.Il0N

O these require cents are not met, a unit shutdown is :
() required. Ra her than requiring a unit shutdown, the

proposed chany would require declaring inoperable the ,

required safety equipment powered from an inoperable DG.
This would result in entering the required feature's TS 1

action statement. These action would assure that specific
measures, appropriate for a loss of safety function -

'

associated with inoperable redundant features would be
taken. From a safety standpoint it is preferable to
avoid an unnecessary plant shutdowns. This change is

,

consistent with NUREG 1431 and is acceptable because it
would continue to assure the'0PERABILITY of required
features without requiring an unnecessary plant shutdown.

01 51 LS 18 The frequency for testing the DF0 transfer pumps would be
extended from 31 to 92 days. This change is consistent
with NUREG 1431.

01 52 M The SR would require the DF0 transfer pumps to be started
I! automatically. This change is more restrictive than the

current SR, which allows the DF0 transfer pumps to be
started manually. This change is consistent with NUREG-

; 1431.

01 53 H A note would be added to the SR for monthly DG load test
,

to allow testing on only one DG at a time. Consistent
with current practice, this prevents having two DG
synchronized and loaded on offsite power at one time. !

This reduces the risk of common mode failure. This change
is consistent with NUREG 1431.

01 54 LS 19 The TS requirement that voltage would be maintained would -

be replaced with the requirement that within 3 seconds
following load rejection the voltage would be within t

limits. The requirement that frequency would be maintained
at 60 6.75 HZ would be replaced with the requirement ;

that frequency is 5 66.75 HZ following load rejection
consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev. 1.

01 55 H A note would be added prohibiting several SRs from being
performed in Hodes 1 through 4. This change is consistent

,

with NUREG 1431.

01 56 H The required warmup period prior to hot restart DG SR >

would be changed from I bour to 2 hours. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431.

01-57 A The reference to depressurizing and venting the RCS is
removed from this TS. The requirements for providing RCS-

capability at low temperatures is covered in the RCS TS ;

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.8 10 $/15A7
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NUMBER H2iG DESCRIPTION

(7 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection. Removal of this
b reference eliminates duplication and is consistent with

NUREG 1431.

01 58 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

01 59 LS 20 AC Sources Shutdown action statement would be revised to
provide the alternative to " declare affected required
features with no offsite power available inoperable."
Since the circuit operability requirements are in terms of
po r ring all distribution systems required to be operable
by LC0 3.8.10, the required action for one circuit
inoperable would be revised to add, " declare affected
required features with no offsite power available
inoperable," as an alternative to the other required
actions. In the event one or more required load centers,
motor control centers, buses, etc., are not capable of
being powered via an offsite circuit, it may not be
necessary to suspend all Core Alterations, positive
reactivity changes, or movement of irradiated fuel. In
this case, conservative action can be assured if all
required equipment without qualified offsite power

q availability is declared inoperable and the associated
Q actions taken. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

01 60 LS 24 Consistent with NUREG 1431, the surveillance interval for
verifying that other properties are with limits for ASTH
20 fuel oil is changed from "within 30 days" to "within 31
days" after obtaining a sample. The fuel properties that
can have an immediate detrimental impact on diesel
combustion, (i.e., API gravity, kinematic viscosity, flash
point and appearance) are verified prior to addition to
the storage tank. The "other properties" may be analyzed
after addition to the tank. The 31 day verification
interval for these properties is acceptable because the
fuel properties of interest, even if they are not within
their stated limits, would not have an immediate affect on
diesel generator operation. The CTS 30 day verification
interval was probably chosen because it was a convenient
time interval for sending the sample and receiving the.

results from the laboratory selected for testing. NUREG-
1431 has selected a 31 day testing interval. The 1 day
increase in the interval would not have a significant
affect on the acceptability M the diesel fuel oil.

01 61 H Revises the Voltage tolerance to increase the minimum [and

(v) decrease tre maximum steady state output voltage
requirement that the diesel can operate at. The minimum

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3/4.8 11 S/1S/97
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fMf88 |L91C DESCRIPTION

(^') steady state output voltage of 6480 V allows for voltage
L/ drops to notors and other equipment down to the 120 V

level to ensure that the loads will not experience voltage
less than the minimum rated voltage. The maximum steady
state output voltage of 7150 V ensures that, under lightly
loaded conditions, motors and other equipment down to the
120 V level will not experience voltages more than the
maximum rated voltage.]

01 62 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

01 63 LG The requirement that the air roll test not be performed
when the DG's are started per action requirement has been
moved to the Bases.

01 64 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

01 65 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

01 66 TR 3 This surveillance requirement currently requires that at least

V]/ once per 10 years or after any modifications which could affect
emergency diesel generator interdependence, during shutdown, and
verify that both emergency diesel generators accelerate to [at
least 441] RPM in less than or equal to [10 seconds). It is
being proposed that this surveillance requirement be revised to
eliminate the requirement to perform the test after any
modifications which could affect emergency diesel generator
interdependence.

This surveillance requirement can be considered to be the
" redundant unit test" in accordance with RG 1.9," Selection and
Diesel Generator Set Capacity for Standby Power Supplies," Rev
3. This test demonstrates that, by starting and running both
redundant units simultaneously, potential common failure mode
that may be undetected in single emergency diesel generator unit
tests do not occur. The proposed change to this surveillance
requirement will make it consistent with the ITS SR 3.8.1.20.
The elimination of the requirement to perform this surveillance-

requirement after any modification which could affect emergency
diesel generator interdependence is justified based upon the
ability of the modification process to detect concerns related
to the interdependence of the emergency diesel generators.

n 02 01 LG The list of batteries and chargers in the DC Sources -
() Operating LC0 and Action requirement would be moved to

the Bases. This deletes descriptive information from

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.8 12 S/15/97
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CHANGE

NUMER .HSBC DESCRIPTION i

the TS, consistent with NUREG 1431.

. O ;

V 02 02 A The phrase, "that could degrade battery performance,"
would be added to clarify the purpose of the battery
inspection SR consistent with TSTF-38. This change does ;

not add or remove any technical requirements and is '

administrative in nature. :;

; 02 03 H The requirement to remove visible terminal corrosion would
be added to the SR verifying on an 18 month frequency that,

cell to cell and terminal connections are clean, tight, and !
coated with anticorrosion material. These elements of a i

visual inspection are consistent with IEEE 450,1995. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

02 04 H A note would be added to SRs that these SRs are not to be
performed in Modes 1, 2, 3 or 4. Since these surveillances :

"

discharge the battery such that it would not have capacity ,

left to perform its required function, these SRs must be |
performed when the battery is not required to support an (4

'operational vital bus. The addition is consistent with
NUREG 1431 Rev.1. -

!02 05 H The SR would be changed to allow performing a modified
performance discharge test instead of the performance !O discharge test. The modified performance test is a more i

'

severe test and envelopes the battery service discharge
test. The results of the modified performance test provides ;

assurance of the battery capability as well as battery i-

capacity. This change is consistent IEEE 450, 1995 and with ;
NUREG 1431. |

'

02 06 LS 22 Consistent with industry traveler 115, this change would i
'allow the extension of the surveillance frequency

verification for battery terminal voltage while on float i
'charge, and for category A battery cell parameters from 7

days to 31 days in accordance with the recommended frequency
of "at least monthly" identified in IEEE 450 1995 Section |
4.3.1.

02 07 A A note would be added to the battery surveillance :
requirements table for Category A and B limits. This note* '

. would allow the electrolyte level to. temporarily increase
above the maximum level during equalizing charges provided i

it does not overflow. This electrolyte level excursion is
due to gas generation during the charge and is expected to
return to normal after the charge. Therefore, the level |
excursion is acceptable. This change is consistent with i;

NUREG 1431.
..

'
i

j.
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CHANGE

NUMBER HSBC DESCRIPTION

02 08 LS 21 Notes contained in current battery surveillance requirements
table for Category A and B limits would be combined in new
ITS LC0 3.8.6, '' Battery Cell Parameters," as Condition A. A

31 day completion time would be added for restoring the
Category A and B limits. This completion time is considered
acceptable since sufficient battery capacity exists to
perform the required function and new Required Actions have
been implemented to assure that the battery remains capable
of performing its required function (Refer to 02 09 M).
This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

.

02 09 H To support the extended completion time of new Condition A,
within one hour after and Category A or B battery not within
limits, the pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage
must be verified with Category C allowable value. This
provides a quick indication of the status of the remainder
of the battery cells.

For Category A and B parameters not restored to within
limits, a new requirement would be added to verify the
battery meets Category C allowable values once every 7 days. ;

This is consistent with NUREG 1431.

7 02-10 A The battery surveillance requirements table notes would be
revised to add an exception to the requirement to correct'

specific gravity readings for electrolyte level when the
,

float charge is less than 2 amps. This exception is
considered acceptable since charging current provides, in

,

general, a good indication of overall battery condition.
This change is consistent with NURi:G 1431.

02 11 H This change to the battery surveillance requirements table
notes would place a 7 day limit on the use of charging
current to satisfy the specific gravity requirements. This
is more realistic because CTS does not place a time limit on
use of charging current. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1431.

:

02 12 LG The battery surveillance requirements table note regarding
correction of float voltage for average electrolyte
temperature would be moved to the Bases. This is consistent-

with NUREG 1431.

02 13 A The DC Sources Shutdown LCO would be revised to require
that the DC power subsystem required to be operable must be
the subsystem necessary to support the onsite power
distribution shutdown LCO. This requirement is currently

q) required by [ CTS 3.8.3.2]. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1431 (see also CN 03 06 LS 26).

CPSES Descriptian of Changes to CTS.tN.8 14 5/15/97
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CHANGE

NutEER HStfC DESCRIPTION

L)'( 02 14 A The battery cell parameters table would be revised to add
Category C, which now contains the allowable value for each
connected cell previously included in Category B. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1431. ,

02 15 LS 4 A note would be added stating the SRs are not required to
be performed for the DC source operability in the MODES

'

governed by DC Sources Shutdown applicability. The note
does not delete the requirement that the battery be capable
of performing these function, just that the capacity need
not be demonstrated while that battery is relied on to meet ,

the LCO. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

02 16 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table t

(enclosure 3B).

02 17 LS 2 The requirements to verify no visible terminal corrosion and
minimum electrolyte temperature after a battery discharge or
overcharge would be deleted. This is consistent with NUREG-
1431.

02 18 LG The definition of degradation provided in the battery
service test SR would be moved to the SR Bases. The number
of connected cells that constitutes the ITS SR 3.8.6.3,

" representative cells" requirement would be moved to thev
Bases. This constitutes moving details that are not

~

required to be in TS and, therefore, is acceptable. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

02 19 LS 20 Since the DC sources operability requirements are in terms
of powering DC electrical subsystems required to be operable
by ITS LCO 3.8.10, the required action for would be revised
to add, " declare affected required features inoperable," as
an alternative to the other required actions. In this
condition it may not be necessary to suspend all core j

alterations, positive reactivity changes, or movement of j

irradiated fuel. In this case, conservative action can be
assured if all required equipment without DC power is I

declared inoperable and the associated actions taken. |
Therefore, this proposed :.hange is acceptable from a safety

,

standpoint. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431. '

,

02 20 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

|
i

02 21 LS 14 The frequency for battery surveillance would be extended to |

g 24 months if the battery has reached 85% of expected life |

.( and the rating is t 100% of manufacturer's capability.
]

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3H.8 15 $/15/97 |
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CHANGE

NUMBER HSHC DESCRIPTIDN.

.

02 22 A The battery average electrolyte temperature SR would be
changed from "above" the minimum temperature to "z" the
minimum temperature. This change is consistent with NUREG-
1431.

02 23 A The quarterly battery connection resistance SR limit, if
there is visible corrosion, would be changed from "less than ~

150 x 10 6 ohm" to "s 150 x 10 6 ohm." This would be
consistent with the limit for the 18 month battery corrosion

,

resistance SR. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431. -

02 24 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion corgoarison table
(enclosure 3B). !

.

02 25 LS 23 Consistent with industry traveler TSTF 115, this change
would allow the performance of a modified discharge test in
lieu of a service test at any time.

03 01 LG The list of required electrical buses, batteries and chargers
in the CTS Onsite Power Distribution - Operating [ ] LC0
would be moved to the bases. This deletes descriptive ;

information from the TS. consistent with NUREG 1431.

03 02 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38). ;

03 03 LS 20 The Onsite Power D1stribution - Shutdown Action statement
would be revised to allow the option of declaring associated !
supported required feature (s) inoperable. Although the

,

proposed change allows more operational flexibility, it would '

still ensure plant safety by taking the appropriate required |
action for equipment declared inoperable. Therefore, the |
change is acceptable. This change is consistent with I

NUREG 1431.

03 04 H A second completion time for act m ol' CTS Onsite Power
i

Distribution Operating would be added The completion time i

would place a limit of 16 hours on m ineeting the LCO. This
'

,

completion time is required by the NUREG 1431 format that
potentially allows alternating between conditions of improved ,

LC0 3.8.9 such that the LC0 may not be met for an indefinite i
' '

period of time. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

03 05 A A new Action would be added to CTS Onsite Power Distribution
Operating that requires entry into LCO 3.0.3 for two

[ trains] with inoperable distribution subsystems that result
in a loss of safety function. This change is consistent
with NUREG 1431.

'

l
i
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UUMBER NSlE DESCRIPTION

03 06 LS 26 The existing TS requirement for 'the following' distribution

[^) busses lists [ ] Class IE power required to be operable
V during shutdown. The proposed LC0 specifies that the

portions of these distribution subsystems necessary to
supply AC and DC power to equipment required to be operable
in this plant condition must be operable.

03 07 H An additional action (ITS LC0 3.8.10 Condition A.2.5) would
be added to immediately declare associated residual heat
removal subsystem (s) inoperable and not in operation. This
action is included because of the allowances of ITS LCO
3.0.6 (support / supported system operability). ITS LC0 3.0.6
would allow only the actions for the inoperable distribution
subsystem to be taken. Condition A.2.5 would assure
consideration is given to shutdown cooling systems that are
without required power and *' at appropriate actions are
taken to assure operability of these required systems. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

03 08 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

03-09 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

/3
!v) 03 10 Not used.

03 11 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

04 01 R The [ ] Containment Penetration Conductor Overcurrent
Protective Devices TS would be relocated to licensee-
controlled documents. This change is consistent with NUREG-
1431.

l

l

(/ I
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N LE - CURRENT TS 3/4.8 Iv 1 of 9

APPLICABILITY
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway

01-01 TS requirement for minimum diesel generator (DG) day tank Yes Yes Yes Yes

A fuel oil volume and fuel transfer pump would be moved to
isproved Technical Specification (ITS) Surveillance
Requirement (SR) 3.8.1.4 and SR 3.8.1.6.
TS requirements for diesel fuel oil storage would be moved
to ITS LCO 3.8.3.

01-02 Footnote would be revised to specify may instead of No: CTS footnote No. CTS footnote Yes Yes

A "shall" in reference to the DG start being preceded by an specifies "may." specifies "may"
engine prelvbe period to minimize wear on moving parts
that do not get lubricated when the engine is not running.

01-03 15 3.8.1.1 Action requirement to demonstrate DG Yes Yes No. Already No. Already
deleted per deleted per

LS-S operability with an offsite circuit inoperable, two
Amenchnent 101 Amendment 112offsite circuits inoperable, or with an offsite circuit

and a DG 1rsperable, is deleted.
01 04 This proposed change would revise TS 3.8.1.1 to require No; 10-day A0T Yes Yes Yes

H that with one or more A.C. electrical power sources proposed as Change

inoperable, all A.C. electrical power sources be restored 01-32-H.
to operable status within 6 days from the time the first

{
A.C. electrical power source became inoperable.

01 05 This proposed change ireorporates the N'JREG-1431. Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS 6 provision of " determining the operable DGs are not
inoperable due to a conunon cause failure." which avoids
unnecessary testing of operable DGs. into Actions for one
DG inoperable and for one DG and an offsite circuit
inoperable. In addition, the requirement to complete DG
testing regardless of when the inoperable DG is restored
to OPERABLE status would be deleted.

01 06 Current TS 3.8.1.1 Action allowed time for verification of Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS-7 required redundant feature operability would be increased
from 2 to 4 hours. The requirements would be moved to LCO
3.8.1 Action B and the shutdown requirement would be
replaced with a requirement to enter the required

;

feature's action statement.
01 07 The CTS SR to start all DGs simultaneously would be Yes Yes No. Not in CTS No. Not in CTS

LS-3 revised to delete the requirement to perform this SR
during shutdown.

01 08 The CTS 3.8.1.1 Action requirement to demonstrate DG Yes Yes Yes Yes

LS 8 operability in 8 hours would be changed to 24 hours.
01 09 Not Used N/A N/A N/A N/A

(JISty7
CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.8
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.

DESCRIPTION
Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway

01-10 CTS 3.8.1.1 Actions would be revised to require transition Yes No. Already in CTS Yes Yes

'

M to Mode 5 within 30 hours following transition to Mode 3
upon failure to meet the requirements of the action
statements.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

01-11 The phrase or actual.~ in reference to an automatic
TR-1 actuation signal would be added to those SRs which verify

actuation on a test (or simulated) automatic actuation

01-12 The footnote allowing engine prelube period would be Yes No. Already in CTS Yes No. Already in CTSsignal.
'

A applicable to all DG SRs.
01 13 Accelerated testing of the DGs and OG special reporting Yes No. Not in CTS No. Deleted per No. Deleted per

Amendment 101 Amendment 112

LS-1 requirements would be deleted consistent with the
recomendations of GL 94-01.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

01 14 CTS requirement of standby status" would be replaced
A with * ready-to-load operation."

Yes No. Already in CTS No, Already in CTS No. Already in CTS
01-15 The requirement to start the DG from. " ambient condition."
A would be replaced with. " standby conditions." and

description of these conditions added to the Bases.
01-16 The method by which the DG is started would be moved to Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes No. Not in CTS No. Not in CTS No. Not in CTSLG the Bases.
01 17 The requirement to rapidly load the DG in less than or
LS-10 equal to 60 seconds would be deleted.

Yes Yes No. Load range No, Not applicable
01-18 DG loading requirements would be revised. already in CTS- to CTS
LS-11

Yes No. Already in CTS Yes Yes

01-19 A footnote would be added to several DG loading SRs

LS-12 stating that momentary transients outside the load range
do not invalidate the test.

01 20 SRs that support normal design, maintenance or line up Yes; move to the Yes. Hoved to TRM Yes, Moved to US C Yes, Moved to the
Bases.

LG activities / descriptions would be moved to licensee Bases

controlled documents.
01-21 An additional requirement would be added to TS 3.8.1.1 No; this Yes Yes Yes

,

M Action. This requirement would only apply If the requirement not
i

inoperable offsite circuit results in no offsite power to applicable due to
a Class 1E electric power distribution system and affected plant electrical

design.ESF systems.

[01-22 An additional requirement would be added to TS Action for Yes Yes Yes Yes ;

M two offsite circuits inoperable. This requirement is
intended to provide assurance that an event with a
coincident single failure would not result in a complete ,

loss of redundant, required safety functions.

S/1587
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DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway

01-23 The specific loading listed in the DG partial load Yes Yes, moved to No. test deleted No, not in CTS per

Bases by Amendnent 101 Amendment 112
LG rejection SR requirement would be replaced by "a load

greater than or equal to its single largest post-accident
load."

01 24 The DG partial load rejection requirement that voltage be Yes No. not in CTS No test deleted by No, not in CTS
Amendment 101

LS-13 maintained would be replaced with a requirement that
within 2.4 seconds following load rejection, the voltage
recovers to steady-state requirements.

01 25 The DG partial load rejection requirement to maintain Yes ho. not in CTS No, test deleted No, not in CTS
by Amendment 101

M frequency at 60 1 3 Hz would be revised to require that
frequency recover to 6011.2 Hz within 2.4 seconds
following load rejection.

01-26 Power factor requirements would be added to the DG loading Yes No, maintain CTS No requirement in No, already in CTS
CTS. see

M SRs. CN 0136 A

01-27 The SR maximum allowed voltage following DG full load Yes No, maintains No, maintaining No, not applicable
different voltage CTS to CTS

LS-9 rejection would be increased from 4580 V to 6200 V.
01-28 The requirement to verify the DG accelerates within No: CTS requirement Yes, moved to No, not in CTS No. already moved

LG required time would be moved to licensee-controlled retained. Bases per Amendment 112

documents.

01-29 The SR to vt 'fy automatic DG trips are bypassed would be Yes No. different No, already a No, already in CTS

A separated frc the requirements under simulated SI signal plant design separate CTS SR

DG testing and included as a separate SR.
01-30 DG 24-hour load SR voltage and frequency start Yes Yes Yes Yes

LG requirements would be moved to the Bases.
01-31 Cycle-specific requirements that are no longer applicable Yes Yes No. not in CTS No, not in CTS

A would be deleted.
01-32 This proposed change would revise CTS 3.8.1.1 to require Yes No. adopting ITS No. adopting ITS No. Adopting ITS

H that with one or more A.C. electrical power sources requirements for 6 requirement on 6 requirement on 6

inoperable, all A.C. electrical power sources be restored days see days see days see
CN 01-04 H CN 01-04-M CN 01 04-M

to operable status within 10 days from the time the first
A.C. electrical power source became inoperable.

01-33 SR to check for and remove accumulated water from the DG Yes Yes No. deleted by No. already
Amendment 101 revised per

LS-15 day tanks after each operation of the DG for greater than Amendment 112
one hour would be deleted.

01-34 Not used N/A N/A N/A N/A

01-35 Voltage and frequency requirements would be added to the Yes Yes No. already in CTS No, already in CTS

H 10-year simultaneous DG start SR.

S/IS/97
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DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway
01-36 The DG power factor lower limit of 0.8 would be deleted No: CTS does not No. CTS does not No, maintaining Yes
A from the power factor limits of between 0.8 and 0.9. contain power contain power CTS

factor limits. factor limits
01+37 The specific requirements for saglir.g new diesel fuel oil Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG (DFO) prior to addition to the storage tanks and for

sampling the stored DF0 once every 31 days would be moved
to the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program. which would be
referenced by IT5 SR 3.8.3.3 and described in ITS 5.5.13.

I01-38 Fuel oil storage tank cleaning requirements, would be Yes, moved to FSAR Yes, moved to TRM No, maintaining Yes, moved to FSAR
LG moved to licensee-controlled documents. CTS -

01-39 Fuel oil transfer piping leak test, would oe moved to Yes, moved to FSAR Yes, moved to TRM No. not in CTS No, not in CTS
LG licensee controlled documents.
01-40 The requirement for staggered DG testing would be deleted Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-25 and replaced with requirement to test each DG every 31

days.
01 41 The AC Sources - Shutdown LCO would be changed to specify Yes Yes Yes Yes
M that the required AC sources must be powering, or capable

of powering. the required AC distribution busses.
01-42 CTS 3.8.1.2. CTS 3.8.2.2, and CTS 3.8.3.2 applicability Yes No, maintain CTS No, maintain CTS No, maintain CTS
M would be revised to add. "during movement of irradiated

fuel assemblies.*
01-43 An AC Sources - Shutdown action statement would be revised Yes Yes Yes Yes
M to specify that the offsite circuit must be capable of4

supplying power to the required onsite buses, and,
therefore. to all equipment required to be operable in the
applicable modes.

01-44 Reference to crane operations with loads over the spent Yes: moved to FSAR Yes, moved to Yes: moved to USAR Yes: moved to FSAR
LG fuel pool would be moved from the LCO action to licensee- Bases

controlled documents.
01-45 The requirement to initiate corrective action is expanded Yes Yes Yes Yes
M to match the applicability of the TS.
01-46 A note would be added to the AC Sources - Shutdown action Yes Yes Yes Yes
A statement to enter the Distribution Systems LCO if one

required train has no electrical power.
01-47 The SRs required for AC sources operability in Modes 5 and Yes Yes Yes Yes

.

LS-4 6 would be revised to include only those SRs which are :
applicable. The Note listing exceptions to SR required
for Modes 5 and 6 in current TS 4.8.1.2 would be revised
to include additional SRs.

01-48 A new LCO would be added with new TS requirements for DG Yes Yes Yes Yes
M lube oil and starting air.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.8 SMSB7
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DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway i
01-49 A new LCO would be added. The condition of degraded DF0 Yes Yes, for DF0 Yes Yes
LS-16 capacity would be addressed by an action statement capacity only. !

allowing 48 hours to restore DF0 level. A new condition other changes
would address stored DF0 with total particulates out of already in CTS
limit and allow 7 days for restoration. A new condition '

;

would address new fuel oil with properties not within
ilimits anti allow 30 days for restoration.

.j 01-50 Required f ctures supported by the inoperable DG would be Yes Yes Yes Yes
!

LS 17 declared inoperable when its required redundant feature is ,
4

'

inoperable. !

01-51 The frequency for testing the DF0 transfer pumps would be No: CTS of 31 days Yes Yes No. CTS frequency
LS-18 extended from 31 to 92 days. is retained. retained.
01-52 SR would require the DF0 transfer pumps to be started No: DF0 pumps Yes No. Not a CTS No. Not a CTS .

.

M automatically. started manually. requirement. requirement. !
01-53 A note would be added to the SR for monthly DG start and Yes Yes ves Yes
M load test to allow testing on only one DG at a time.
01-54 DG partial load rejection SR frequency lower limit of No: frequency limit Yes No. test deleted No, not in CTS,

LS-19 53.25 Hz would be deleted. not CTS. by Amendment 101
.

,

01-55 A note would be added prohibiting several SRs from being Yes Yes Yes Yes,

M performed in Modes 1 - 4.
01-56 The required warsup period p-tor to hot restart DG SR No: CTS is 2 hour Yes No. alreNy in CTS No. already i
M would be changed from I hour to 2 hours. warmup period. revised per |

Amendment 112
01-57 The reference to depressurizit; and venting the RCS is No: not CTS Yes No, not in CTS No, not in CTS
A removed from this TS. The requirements for providing RCS requirement.

capability at low tesperatures is covered in the RCS TS
Low Temperature Overpressure Protection. Removal of this,

t: reference eliminates duplication and is consistent with *

NUREG-1431.
L01-58 The requirement to verify that the DF0 transfer pump No; not CTS No, no cross- Yes. moved to the Yes, moved to the

LG transfers fuel from each storage tank to the day tank of requirement. connected lines USAR FSAR
each DG via the installed cross-connected lines would be
moved to licensee-controlled documents.

01-59 AC Sources - Shutdown action statement would be revised to Yes Yes Yes Yes
'

LS-20 provide the alternative to " declare affected required i
features with no offsite power available inoperable."

i
01 60 The surveillance interval for verifying that other Yes Yes Yes No, not in CTS i

LS 24 properties are with limits for ASTM 2D fuel oil is changed
|from "within 30 days" to "within 31 days" after obtaining

a sample. '

i !

t
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CESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway
01-61 The voltage tolerance would be revised to raise the No: CTS already Yes No, maintain. CTS Yes
H minimum [and reduce maximum steady state voltage require adequate

requirement that the D/G can operate at). minimum voltage.
01-62 The verbiage from other applicable Actions for one offsite No; ITS format No, alternate Yes Yes
A circuit inoperable and for one DG inoperable would be change. markup achieves

deleted. same result.
01-63 The requirement that the air roll test not be performed No: Air roll test Yes No, not in CTS No, not in CTS
LG when the DGs are started per the Action requirements has not in CTS

been moved to the Bases.
01-64 A new LCO requirement would be added with TS requirements Yes No, not in CTS No No, not applicable
M for DG turbocharger air assist. to CTS
1-65 This change deletes the Note which states that " credit may Yes No. Note not in Yes Yes
A be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR." This CTS

change eliminates the confusion that may arise with
respect to the application of an unplanned event which
satisfies the requirements of a given SR by including a
discussion in the SR 3.0.1 and Bases. This change is
based on traveler TSTF-8. Rev. 2.

1-66 It is being proposed that this surveillance requirement be Yes Yes Yes Yes
TR-3 revised to eliminate the requirement to perform the test

after any modifications which could affect emergency
diesel generator interdependence.

02 01 The list of batteries and chargers would be moved to the Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG bases.
02-02 The phrase "that could degrade battery performance." Yes Yes Yes Yes
A would be added to clarify the purpose of the battery

inspection SR (TSTF-38). -

02-03 The requirement to remove visible terminal corrosion would Yes Yes Yes Yes
M be added to the SR verifying on an 18 month frequency that

cell-to-cell and terminal connections are clean, tight,
and coated with anticorrosion material.

02-04 A note would be added to several SRs that this Yes Yes Yes Yes
M surveillance is not to be performed in Modes 1, 2. 3. or

4.
02 05 The SR would be changed to allow performing a modified Yes Yes Yes Yes
M performance discharge test instead of the performance

discharge test. The results of the modified performance
test could be used in lieu of performing the battery
service test, SR 3.8.4.7.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.8 S/1SB7
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DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway
02-06 Consistent with industry traveler TSTF-115, this change Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-22 would allow the extension of the surveillance frequence

verification for battery terminal voltage while on float
charge, and for category A battery cell parameters from 7
days to 31 days in accordance with the recommended
frequency of "at least monthly identified in IEEE 450-
1995. Section 4.3.1.

02-07 A note would be added to the battery surveillance Yes Yes Yes Yes
A requirements taole for Category A and B limits. This note

would allow the electrolyte level to temporarily increase
above the maximum level during equalizing charges provided
it does not overflow.

02-08 A 31-day completion time would be added for restoring the Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-21 Category A and B limits.
02 09 To support the extended completion time of new Condition Yes Yes Yes Yes
M A. within one hour after any Category A or B battery not

within limits, the pilot cell electrolyte level and fic"
voltage must be verified within Category B allowable
value.
For Category A and B parameters not restored to within
limits, a new requirement would be added to verify the
battery meets Category C allowable values once every 7
days.

02-10 The battery surveillance requirements table notes would be Yes Yes Yes Yes
A revised to add an exception to the requirement to correct

specific gravity readings for electrolyte level when the
float charge is less than 2 amps.

02-11 This change to the battery surveillance requirements table Yes Yes No, maintairitng Yes
H notes would place a 7-day limit on the use of charging CTS

current to satisfy the specific gravity requirements.
| 02-12 The battery surveillance requirements table note regarding Yes: Yes Yes Yes

LG correction of float voltage for average electrolyte
temperature would be moved to the Bases.

( 02-13 The DC Sources - Shutdown LCO would be revised to require Yes Yes Yes Yes
| A that the DC power subsystem required to be operable must
| be the subsystem necessary to support the onsite power
I distribution-shutdown LCO.

02-14 The battery cell parameters table would be revised to add fes Yes Yes No - Maintaining
A Category C, which now contains the allowable value for CTS.

each connected cell previously included in Category B.

l
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DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway
02-15 A note would be added stating SRs that are not required Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS 4 to be performed for the DC s;:urce operability in the MDDES

governed by DC Sources - Shuttwn applicability.
02-15- The SR requiring bus breaker alignrent and indicated No: not in CTS. No, not in CTS No, not in CTS Yes
A voltage to be verified would be deleted from DC Sources -

Shutdown. This requirement wmid be located in ITS 3.8.9.
02-17 The requirements to verify no vi:1ble terminal corrosion Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-2 and minimum electrolyte ten erature after a battery

discharge or overcharge would be deleted.
02-18 The definition of degradation provided in the battery Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG service test SR would be moved to the SR Bases. The

nu@r of connected cells that constitutes the ITS SR
3.8.6.3. * representative cells. requirement would be
moved to the Bases.

02-19 DC Sources - Shutdown Action statement would be revised to Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-20 allow the option of declaring affected required feature (s)

inoperable.
02-20 The battery terminal voltage for Wolf Creek AT&T round No No Yes No
A cell batteries would be changed per manufacturer's

recommendation.
02-21 The frequency for battery surveillance would be extended Yes Yes Yes No - Maintaining
LS-14 to 24 months if the battery has reached 85% of expected CTS.

life and the rating is 2100% of manufacturer's
capability.

02-22 The battery average electrolyte temerature SR would be Yes Yes Yes Yes
A changed from "above' the minimum temperature to Y the

minimum temperature.
02-23 The quarterly battery connection resistance SR limit. if Yes Yes Yes Yes |A there is visible corrosion, would be changed from "less

than 150 x 10-6 ohm" to 5 150 x 10-6 ohm."
02-24 The footnote allowing resistance of cell to cell Yes No, not in CTS No, not in CTS No. not in CTS
LG connecting cables to not be included in the connection

resistance SR would be moved to the SR Bases.
02-25 Consistent with industry traveler TSTF-115 this change No, already part of Yes Yes Yes
LS-23 would allow the performance of a modified discharge test CTS

in lieu of a service test at any time.
03-01 The list of required electrical buses batteries and Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG chargers in the Onsite Power Distribution - Operating [ ]

LCO would be moved to the bases.

CPSES Conversion Contparison Table - CTS 3M.8 S/15/97
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DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway
03-02 Information and requirements for Class 1E inverters would Yes Mo, not in CTS Yes YesA be moved to ITS 3.8.7. Inverters - Operating. and ITS

3.8.8. Inverters - Shutdown."
03 03 Onsite Power Distribution - Shutdown Action statement Yes Yes Yes YesLS-20 would be revised to allow the option of declaring

associated supported required feature (s) inoperable.
03 04 A second completion time for actions of Onsite Power Yes Yes Yes Yes-M Distribution - Operating would be addeJ. The completion

time would place a limit of 16 hours on not meeting the
LCO. '

03-05 A new Action would be added to Onsite Power Distribution - Yes Yes Yes- YesA Operating that requires entry into LCO 3.0.3 for two
[ trains] with inoperable distribution subsystems that
result in a loss of safety function.

03-06 The proposed LCO specifies that the portions of one train Yes Yes Yes YesLS-26 of the distribution subsystems necessary to supply AC and
DC power to equipment required to be operable in this
plant condition must be operable.

03-07 An additional action (new LCO 3.8.10 Condition A.2.5) Yes Yes Yes Yes
M would be added to immediately declare associated residual

heat removal subsystem (s) inoperable and not in operation.
03-08 An explicit, required 8 hour A0T would be added to the No. Already part No, already part No, already part YesA actions applicable to all portions of the AC electrical of CTS. of CTS of CTS

power distribution systee, not just the 120 volt AC vital
system.

03-09 An explicit. required 2 hour AUT would be added to the No. No, already No, already part No. already patt Yes
A actions applicable to the DC electrical power distribution part of CTS of CTS of CTS

system, not just the 120 volt AC vital system.
03 10 Not Used N/A N/A N/A N/A

03 11 The Wolf Creek actions related to inoperable power No; No Yes No
A supplies to emergency service water equipment would be

deleted.
04-01 [ 3 Containment Penetration Conductor Overcurrent Yes: move to Yes. Containment No. LCO was No. LCO wasR Protective Devices TS would be relocated to licensee- Equipment Control Penetration previously previously

controlled documents. Guidelines Conductor relocated relocated.
| Overcurrent'

Devices TS
relocated to TRM.

|
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I. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATr,NS ORGANIZATION

D In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision

i

includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards cr.nsiderations are
provided for each Technical Specificatica (TS) chapter. Howeve , due to the volume
of changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to fadlitate the no
significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may
contain chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped
into a category have also been developed. Typically, less restrictive technical
changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain
" change specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or
administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of

/''N the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which
\ provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC.

For enclosures 3A 3B, 4, 6A and 6B. text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the
information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing
Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have
plant specific information in that location.

.

|-

I

i
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS .

O centaic no stostetc^wT a^z^aos consioca^Ttous >

'

'The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS !

The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the !chapter.
applicable NSHC for each chance described and are incorporated into the change numbers.
Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2 A1, A2, etc).

.

t

Administrative'

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative) !

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content.
simply reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote noIt also includes
longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement).'

nontechnical changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard
Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been

,

marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a
If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced fordiscussion of change or NSHC.

a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies.
This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative )
change that is not obvious and requires an explanation.

Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria inI

TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria
,

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). The "R"
are annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A).
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC

;

for a description and evaluation of the change.

Hovina information out of Technical Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying

'

i

|

|

1

C\
U I
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS
r

' O\ GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS,V
(continued) 7

|requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LCO but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled '

documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer i
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.

!

These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and
,

content.

Technical chanoe. more restrictive
;

Reference symbol "M" (Hore restrictive, generic) ,

i
This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to '

conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less

O restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in
>

this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less ,
'

restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A)
for this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

,

'

;

Technical chanae. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is pravided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or

.

less restrictive surveM h nce requ? cements are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

|

Technical chanoe. recurrina less restrictive

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2, 3...." (technical recurring)'

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications,'

i

iO
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS .

dp '

"A" ;

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING'AND REWORDING

.This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide ,

and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended
to make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users. t

Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between
specifications. During this reformatting and rewording process, no technical

'

changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were-

identified and justified.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it !
2

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

,

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

,% significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no
technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this

O
'

' CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration TS 3N.8 5 S/1S/97



III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

,

( ) "A"
'' (continued)

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not
impose any different requirements. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
pretiously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative in
nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

y/
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and acco J'ngly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified,

o
b
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
.

!
"R"

.

t
- 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR i

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
-

TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS
' ;

i
-

; This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these i

requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations '

;

upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and
safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS. _j

;

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii) 1

have been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation ;

addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of f
!

cljective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating

| mtrictions should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:
9

,

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in >

the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the

O reactor coolant pressure boundary:

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient ,

analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a ;

challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier, :
i

*

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.

This proposed change has beer m uated and it is concluded that the change does not-

meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements. |

:

.
.

..J :

I
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-III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

f
.'"

,, g .

(continued)
:
,

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to
documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that
changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve

ian unreviewed safety. question. Other requirements will be relocated to other
licensee. documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g. the Quality
Assurance Plan, as described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The
remainder of the requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to
programs that are controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved
TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these
requirements. The TS change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi- ;

disciplinary group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel. including onsite ,

'

operations personnel.
!

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed ,

change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances :
iwill continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained.

q Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system

V operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits. ;

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed
in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Corrinission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amondnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no :

significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance !

with the proposed amendnent would not: i

I. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or ;

1

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or.

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

n

.
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III, GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

q) "R"
(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,
systems, components or variables which did not mcet the criteria for inclusion
in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to
mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls
section of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
n (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in() parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not

impose any different requirements and adequate control of information will be
|maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. !

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component
or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance
procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other
regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to which the i

requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section of the
improved TS, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of
safety. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC 'R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

/ ,) significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
,

'd no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

I
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III. ~ GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

O i
LG-

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION !

FOR |

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL ,

SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS ,

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s). ,

actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases. FSAR. other licensee
controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the ;-

improved TS is not necessary to adecuately protect the health and safety of the
^

public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be
maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently ;

exist on the documents where the information is being moved.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

,

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

O
elow:

i
b

"The Co7 mission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in'

50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
'licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

significant hazards consideratfon.1f operation of the fact 11ty in accordance;

with the proposed amendrnent would not: |
|
'

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

'

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

,,

i
1,

'

|
!
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(3 |

() "LG" !

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or I

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, other
licensee controlled documents. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls.

Since any changes to the Bases. FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in

n) parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not(
impose any different requirements and adequate control of the information will'~~

be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to
be transposed from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will
be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS LONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

U
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

'O H-

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION2-

FOR !
^

-TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS |

!This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
1mpose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the proposed :

improved Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431). i
|-

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more i
,

|si.ringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications !
are being imposed to be consistent with the proposed improved Standard Technical !

Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the |
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive t

- technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and i

. remove ambiguities from the specification.,

'
;

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it i
,

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i
'

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted i
'

below
|

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in j
50.91 that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility |
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

*

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance i
with the proposed amendnent would not: ;

,

..

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an '

,

accident previously evaluated; or'

!

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
'

accident previously evaluated; or }'

!
-

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." ;
-.

. The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant i.

i! hazards consideration standards:

: 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or :
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

t(^) |
|

1 !
:-

t
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.g-4

(continued) |
+

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS. I
'

'

The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to .

ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained i

consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this !
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or ;

consequences of an accident previously evaluated. |

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of !

accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters i

governing normal plant operation. The proposed change does impose different j

requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in i

the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create -

the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident :

previously evaluated.
;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

d) Providing additional actions, i
i

e) Decreasing restoration times,

f) Imposing new surveillances, or |
.

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.
|

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore,
lthis change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

q t

b ;
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS;

.g. ;-

(continued) ;
;

NO SIGNIFICAKT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
:

! Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "M"_ resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i4
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDEPATIONS

n
V) NSHC LS 2(

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The requirements to verify no visible terminal corrosion and minimum electrolyte
temperature after a battery discharge or overcharge would be deleted. After a
battery discharge or overcharge, the requirement to verify that the Category B
battery cell parameters are within limits would still be required and provides
adequate assurance of battery operability.

The requirements to verify temperature and no visible corrosion would continue to be
verified every 92 days regardless of battery discharge or overcharge. The 92 day
frequency is acceptable for detecting corrosion trends based on operating experience
and is consistent with the recommendations of IEEE 450 for frequency of determining
the temperature of electrolytes in representative cells. Therefore, the
verification of Category B cell parameters following a discharge or overcharge
provides adequate assurance of battery operability. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1431.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been I

())k performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted |
below: !

The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility |
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no i

significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not-

I
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
!

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

(p) The batteries are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an
accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously analyzed

CPSES No Signljicant Ha:ards Consideration TS 3M.8 15 S/15 8 7
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICART HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS l
1

C, NSHC LS 2
(continued) '

accident. The elimination of these requirements does not affect the battery's
capability to perform its required function. Performing verification of ,

Category B battery cell parameters is sufficient to ensure battery operability I
following a discharge or overcharge. |

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alterations to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed change does not affect the ability of the batteries to fulfill their
safety related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?m
i(V The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial

conditions, or results. Consequently, the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS 2" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c):
and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

( ';
)
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARD CONSIDERATIONS !

;

p NSHC LS 3 ,

V- :
10CFR50.92 EVALUATION |'

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
.

!

CTS SR to start all DGs simultaneously at least once per 10 years or after any |
modification which could affect DG starting interdependence would be revised to

' delete the requirement to perform the SR during shutdown. This test does not
require the DGs to loaded and paralleled with the offsite power source. Therefore, ;

a grid disturbance could not affect the DGs during performance of this SR. Further, '

the DGs remain operable during this SR. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it [
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

The Corirnission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendrnent would not: 1

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
; hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The DGs are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an accident, and 1
'

are not considered to be an initiator of any previously analyzed accident.
,

Deleting the requirement to perform the 10-year DG independence test during
shutdown has no effect on the capability of the DGs to perform their intended
safety function. The DGs are not required to be paralleled to the offsite
grid during this test, and would remain operable. Deleting this requirement
would not effect the design or performance of the DGs.

,p Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
V probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

,

j

' CPSESNo SignificantHa:artis Consideration TS3N.8 17 S/1587
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 3

/ (contin' led)
v

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident frms any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alterations to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The DGs are
designed to provide electrical power to equipment important to safety in the
event of a loss of offsite power. The proposed change does not affect the
ability of the DGs to start and fulfill their safety related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently, the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve e .ignificant reduction in a margin of
safety.

Q NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERnTION DETERMINATION

LJ
Based on the above safety evaluation, the activities associated with NSHC "LS 3"
resulting from the conversion of the CTS to the ITS format are concluded to satisfy
the no significant hazards considerations standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and,
accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

!

p ,

b
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-4 i-

s 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR ;

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREHENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
..

;

The SRs required for AC sources and DC sources operability in Modes 5 and 6 would be
'

revised to include only those which are applicable. In addition, notes would be
added stating the SRs that are not required to be performed for operability in the
modes governed by the AC Sources Shutdown LC0 and DC Sources - Shutdown LCO,
respectively. SRs were not listed as applicable when shutdown because 1) the SR is

,

only required when DGs are required to be OPERABLE, 2) The SR 1s only required when :

the SI signal is OPERABLE, or 3) The SR is only requiren when the sequencers are
required to be OPERABLE. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

AC Sources Shutdown

Many of the currently required surveillances involve tests that would require the
one required DG to be paralleled to offsite power; this condition presents a
significant risk of a single fault resulting in a station blackout. Other tests,
such as load rejection tests, put the availablity of the OPERABLE DG at risk during :

'

the test. To address this concern and to avoid potential conflicting TS, a note
is added to not require that these surveillances be performed in Modes 5 and 6. '

DC Sources Shutdown

A note would be added stating which SRs are not required to be performed for the DC
source operability in modes 5 & 6. Certain of the currently required SRs involve
tests that would cause the battery to be rendered inoperable. If the only required'

operable battery were inoperable due to testing the risk of an event occurring that
would require battery operation, would present an additional risk. The exception
provided by the note does not exempt for the battery from the requirement to be
capable of performing the particular function, only that the capability need not be
demonstrated while that source of power is being relied upon to support meeting the
LCO. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR S0.92(c) as quoted
below:

'
'

The Car:rnission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in 50.91.
that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility licensed under
50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with
the proposed amendnent would not:

O 1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

- CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration TS 3M.b 19 S/]S/97
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'IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-4

(continued) |

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated: o, i

:

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. |
!

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant !
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? ;

The electrical power sources support mitigation of the consequences of an
accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously analyzed
accident. The proposed SR would continue to provide adequate assurance of the
operability of the required AC source and DC source functions. The proposed
changes would delete the requirement to meet SRs that verify functions which
are not required in the applicable modes of this TS i

'

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

O.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident

from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical modification to the plant.
The proposed changes do not affect the ability of the AC sources or DC sources
to fulfill their safety related function, as required in the applicable modes

,

of this TS. Hence, no new failure mechanisms will be introduced. !

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

Elimination of the SRs for AC source functions not required in Mode 5 and 6
does not impact the capability of the AC sources to perform their safety
function in these modes. The operability of the required AC source and DC
source functions would continue to be determined in the same manner.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of-

safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION i

}i
Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated !

p with NSHC "LS 4" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
;'

(~ satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); ,

and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. ,i

|,

i
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-IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS i

p NSHC LS 5
#

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR i

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE |
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The TS 3.8.1.1 Action requirements to demonstrate DG operability are deleted.
Actions currently require all operable DGs that have not been tested within
the previous 24 hours to be started within 24 hours to demonstrate their
operability in the event that one or both offsite A.C. circuits become
inoperable. The intent of this additional testing is to provide added
assurance that the remaining operable DG(s) are capable of supplying emergency
power when the offsite sources are degraded.

The normal TS surveillance testing schedule (improved SR 3.8.1.2) demonstrates
that operable DG(s) are capable of performing their intended safety function.
The inoperability of one or both of the offsite A.C. circuits does not affect
the reliability of the operable EDG(s). Although the occurrence of an
inoperable offsite A.C. circuit is infrequent, the present requirements result
in an unnecessary test of the DGs. whose reliability is demonstrated by the
performance of normal TS surveillance testing. Unnecessary DG testing should
be avoided since excessive testing of DGs can cause reduced reliability.
Therefore, the requirement to demonstrate operability of the operable DGs
whenever an A.C. circuit becomes inoperable would be deleted.

,

This proposed change is consistent with NRC Generic Letter (GL) 93-05, "Line-
item Technical Specifications Improvements to Reduce Surveillance Requirements
for Testing during Power Operation." This change is consistent with NUREG-
1431.

1

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been,

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as
quoted below:

The Cwmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the
procedures in 50.91 that a proposed amendment to an operating license
for a facility licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing
facility involves no significant hazards consideration. If operation of
the facilit: ~ accordance with the proposed amendnent would not:

,

1. InvoL , significant increase in the probability or consequences
of an accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
frorn any accident previously evaluated: or

GO 3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

t
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fw NSHC LS 5

Q (continued)

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of the consequences
of an accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously
analyzed accident. The normal TS surveillance testing schedule (improved SR
3.8.1.2) demonstrates that operable DG(s) are capable of performing their
intended safety function. The inoperability of one or both of the offsite
A.C. circuits does not affect the reliability of the operable EDG(s).
Deleting this requirement would not effect the design or performance of the
DGs.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The DGs are'

designed to provide electrical power to equipment important to safety in the
event of a loss of offsite power. The proposed changes do not affect the
ability of the DGs to start and to fulfill their safety related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. -

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? '

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. This proposed change should result in an overall
improvement in DG reliability and availability due to reduced wear and tear on
the DGs by eliminating unnecessary starts. Consequently the proposed change
does not have any effect on the margin of safety.

'

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Rased on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
p with NSHC "LS 5" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
Li satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c);
J and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.*

- CPSESNo Signlficant Ha:ards Consideration TS 3N.8 - 22 S/1S/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 6

[] 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
U FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CTS 3.8.1.1 Actions require that the remaining operable DG(s) be started to
demonstrate operability in the event a DG becomes inoperable due to any cause other
than preventive maintenance or testing. The CTS also requires that the test be
completed within 24 hours regardless of when the inoperable DG is returned to
operable status.

The intent of this additional testing is to determine if a common cause failure
exists and to provide added assurance that the remaining operable DG(s) is capable
of supplying emergency power. However, this requirement results in unnecessary
testing when there is no common cause failure.

This proposed change incorporates the NUREG 1431 provision of " determining the
operable DG(s) are not inoperable due to a common cause failure.". which avoids
unnecessary testing of operable DG(s), into Action requirements.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

Q performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
V below:

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with thv Noposed amendnent sculd not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fro 71 any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of the consequences7 .s
( ) of an accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously
" analyzed accident. The normal TS surveillance testing schedule (improved
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

NSHC LS 6
(continued)

SR 3.8.1.2) demonstrates that operable DG(s) are capable of performing their
intended safety function. The proposed change would provide an alternative to
starting the operable DG(s) if it can be proven by reasoning and analysis that
there is not a common cause failure, thus maintaining assurance the DG(s) l
would be operable to perform its safety function if needed. In providing this
alternative, unnecessary DG starts may be reduced. Deleting this requirement |

would not effect the design or performance of the DGs. |

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

4 t

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The DGs are
designed to provide electrical power to equipment important to safety in the
event of a loss of offsite power. The proposed changes do not affect the3

ability of the DGs to start and to fulfill their safety related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different i
'

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.'

'

3, Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. This proposed change should result in an overall
improvement in DG reliability and availability due to reduced wear and tear on
the DGs by eliminating unnecessary starts. Consequently the proposed change
does not have any effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of I

safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS 6" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format

,

satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c);
and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

i
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

NSHC LS 7- ;
'A 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION'

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
'

-REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

!

: Current TS 3.8.1.1 Action requirements allowed time for verification of required
,

redundant feature operability would be increased from 2 to 4 hours. The shutdown
requirement would be replaced with a requirement to enter the required feature's
action statement.

i
'

' Allowing 4 hours upon discovery of an otherwise operable required feature powered
i from an inoperable DG before declaring that required feature inoperable would allow

'

i a more reasonable time for repairs to be made prior to declaring the feature
inoperable. The additional time proposed will reduce the probabil ty of unnecessary
plant transients and plant shutdowns, thus improving plant safety and increasing .

. plant availability.
i :

'Increasing the required time to evaluate operability of other eq11pment is
,

consistent with the recommendations of NUREG 1024. " Technical Specifications - ,

Enhancing the Safety Impact." NUREG 1024 states:

Allowable outage times that are too short will subject the plant to.

unnecessary trips. transients and fatigue cycling. Outage times that :

are too short also may result in less thorough repair and post-repair4

testing before equiprnent is returned to service.

.This change is consistent with NUREG 1431..

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

,

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

The Cwmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
| 50.9L that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance

,,

with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
.

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any*

accident previously evaluated: or
_

I3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
'

%J
, ,
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 7

o (continued)
( )

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of the consequences
of an accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously
analyzed accident. This proposed change would not effect the design or
performance of the DGs,

The proposed 4 hour allowed outage time (A0T), with entry into the inoperable
safety equipment's action statement, takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining A.C. sources (i.e., the remaining operable offsite
circuit (s)), a reasonable time for repairs, operability of the redundant
counterpart to the inoperable required safety feature, and the low probability
of a design basis accident with a loss of offsite power.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident,.

.( ) frcen any accident previously evaluated?
v

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed changes do not affect the ability of the DGs to start and to fulfill
their safety related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different I
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

)

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
,

safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION j

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS 7" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS fdiinat I

T satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): 1'(~ji and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. !

!

i
i
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IIV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
|
'

NSHC LS 8
- 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1

The TS 3.8.1.1 Action requirement to demonstrate DG operability within 8 hours would '|
be increased to 24 hours. Extending the time required to demonstrate the
operability of the remaining operable DGs would allow 24 hours to determine the
operable DGs are not inoperable due to a common cause failure or demonstrate :

operability of the recaining operable DGs by testing. This proposed change avoids |
unnecessary DG testing. This change would allow the same time period (24 hours) for :
determining operability of the remaining operable DG(s) as the Action for one ,

inoperable DG currently allows. This proposed change is consistent with NUREG 1431.
:

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it !

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 3

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

i

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or '

consequences of an accident previously evaluated? t

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of the consequences
'

of an accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously
analyzed accident. The proposed change would not effect the design or
performance of the DGs.

The normal TS surveillance testing schedule (improved SR 3.8.1.2) demonstrates
that operable DG(s) are capable of performing their intended safety function,

p The increased completion time of 24 hours would allow additional time for a
more thorough examination and determination of no potential common cause

.
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

,o NSHC LS 8

() (continued)

failure, thus potentially reducing unnecessary DG testing. However, the
allowed outage time (12 hours) to return either the DG or offsite circuit
would not be changed.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed changes do not affect the ability of the DGs to start and to fulfill
their safety related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident onalysis assumptions, initial() conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any
,

V effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS 8" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c);
and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. ;

1

l

|

(3 !!

V i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

1

NSHC LS 11
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION(g) FOR''

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The DG loading specified in various SRs would be revised to be consistent with
NUREG 1431 requirements. The DG loading requirements would specify a load range
that still meets the objective of the loading tests. The load range is provided to
avoid routine overloading of the DG, Routine overloading may result in more
frequent tear down inspections in accordance with vendor recomendations. This
proposed change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

The proposed 7S has been avsluated and it has been determined that it involves no
significar;t nazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Comtsston may make a final determinatlon. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

( )
'v' 2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frca any

accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant i

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or |
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? |

The DGs are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an accident, and
ar.' not considered to be an initiator of any previously analyzed accident.
The 3roposed change would not effect the design or performance of the DGs.
Providing a load range prevents routine overloading of the DGs, which may
result in more frequent tear down inspections.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the j

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. !

O. 4

V .'

I

i
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IV, SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

1
NSHC LS 11 <

(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
;

frorn any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No J

new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed changes. The
proposed changes do not affect the ability of the DGs to fulfill their safety-
related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. '

-3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial i

conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any '

effect on the margin of safety.
,

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

\'
Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS 11" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c);
and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

t

i

'
.

i

|

;

a

i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS,

,

NSHC LS 14
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATIONg

t j FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The current TS requires a battery discharge performance test every 18 months when
the battery has reached 85% of its service life. Consistent with NUREG 1431, the
proposed change extends the frequency for the battery performance discharge test
surveillance to once per 24 months if battery has reached 85% of expected service
life and the capacity is 2100% of manufacturer's rating.

The proposed TS has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Corrmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

O 2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
V accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change extends the frequency for the battery performance
discharge test surveillance to once per 24 months if battery has reached 85%
of expected service life and the capacity is 2100% of manufacturer's rating.
The surveillance acceptance limit of 80% capacity is based on meeting the
requirements of the applicable safety :nalyses. This change is acceptable
because the battery is still capable of providing its full 100% capacity and
would not be expected to degrade below the Surveillance limit of 80% between
surveillances. In addition. if the battery were to experience a 10%
degradation, the 18 month frequency would be required for all following
surveillances. Because the capacity of the battery would not be expecten to
degrade below the acceptance limit between surveillances, this change does not i

involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
(3 accident previously evaluated.

|'O '
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i

NSHC LS 14

(continued)

x'/ !
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident |

frorn any accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change extends the frequency for the battery surveillance and
,

does not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No new failure '

mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change.s. The proposed changes
do not affect the ability of the battery to fulfill its safety related
function.

Therefore, this change does not create tha possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

O NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION_V ,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS 14" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format i
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c):
and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

t

O
L]

t
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 15
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

(V9- FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL. SPECIFICATIONS

The SR to check for and remove accumulated water from the DG day tanks after each
operation of the DG for greater than one hour would be deleted. Checking for
accumulated water more often than once per 31 days is unnecessarily frequent.

Once per 31 days corresponds to the frequency of the monthly DG test and is adequate
to identify and remove any water from the fuel cil system. The main fuel oil
storage tanks are checked for water every U days and this check would provide -

additional assurance that a minimal amount of water is present. Cleaning the main !

fuel oil storage tanks and visual inspection of the accessible diesel fuel oil
transfer piping during operating pressure leak test are required every 10 years and '

provide additional assurance that water is not introduced to the diesel fuel oil
storage and transfer system. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

,

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted |
below:

O The Cortinission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no ;

significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: ;

'* 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of the consequences j
of an accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously

.

analyzed accident. The proposed change would not effect the design or -

performance of the DGs. Deleting the requirement to check for and remove'

I accumulated water from the DG day tank after the DG has operated for greater

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration TS3M.8 33 S/1587
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NSHC LS 15
-(continued)

-O-- than or equal to one hour has no effect on DG operability since presence of
water in the DG day tank does not necessarily result in DG failure. This SR
will continue to be performed once per 31 days, consistent with normal monthly !

DG start test and DG day tank fuel oil level test frequency.
,

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
fran any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No i

new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed changes do not affect the ability of the DGs to start and to fulfill ,

their safety related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different ,

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3, Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
i

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any

b effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC ''LS 15" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format !

satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); '

and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

. .

,

;

'O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

NSHC LS 16
I 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
I FOR

k TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE-

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

NUREG 1431 LCO 3.8.3, " Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air," includes
conditions and required actions that allow reduced diesel fuel oil (DF0) inventory
for up to 48 hours before requiring that the associated DG be declared inoperable.
A new condition would address stored DF0 with total particulates out of limit and
allow 7 days for restoration. A new condition would address new fuel oil with
properties not within limits and allow 30 days for restoration.

The conditions provided for these support systems address the situation where the
support system is degraded but still capable of supporting the associated DG. The
time allowed by these new TS Condit4ns to correct the support system problem
before declaring the DG inoperable is acceptable based on the remaining capacity or
capability of the systems and the low probability of an event occurring during the
allowed time that would require the support system's full capacity / capability.

This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted^

below:
i

|The Corrinission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility |
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no |

significant hazards consideratlon. if operation of the facility in accordance 1

with the proposed amendbent wot , ' not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any I
'

accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of the consequences
t of an accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously
%
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NSHC LS 16

/7 (continued)
tj

analyzed accident. The proposed change would not effect the design or
performance of the DGs. The changes address the conditie of a support system
being degraded but still capable of supporting the assocded DG. Therefore,
the DG would remain operable and able to perform its safety function with a
dagraded support system.

Taerefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
frorri any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed changes do not affect the ability of the DGs to start and to fulfill
their safety related function.

Thereforo, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions initial
conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concludeu that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS 16" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c):
and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

O
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NSHC LS 17

p 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

() FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TS 3.8.1.1 Action shutdown requirement would be replaced with a requirement to enter
the required feature's action statement. The action currently requires that with
one DG inoperable all required safety equipment that depends on the remaining
operable DG(s) be verified operable. If these requirements are not met, a unit
shutdown is required. Rather than requiring a unit shutdown, the proposed change
would require declaring inoperable the required safety equipment powered from an
inoperable DG. This would result in entering the required feature's TS action
statement.

This required action provides assurance that a loss of offsite power, during the
period that a DG is inoperable, does not result in a complete loss of safety
function of a critical system. The features covered by this action are designed
with redundant safety related trains. Single train systems, such as the turbine-
driven auxiliary feedwater pump, are not included.

For systems where a loss of redundant features is not as significant (i.e., some
time allowed prior to the requirement to shut down), recognition of the difference
is appropriate and would be recognized.

( This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

The Cocmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent kould not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident prevfously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

A i

U -
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 17

(continued)m

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of the consequences
of an accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously
analyzed accident. The proposed change would not effect the design or
performance of the DGs. By declaring the required feature inoperable when its
redundant required feature is inoperable and entering the action requirement,
the assumed operability of safety-related equipment is maintained. This
required action provides assurance that a postulated loss of offsite power,
during the period that a DG is inoperable, does not result in a complete loss
of safety function of a critical system.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
frorn any accident prEviously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed changes do not affect the ability of the DGs to start and to fulfill

M their safety related function.W
Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different )
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. I

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

1

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of '

safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC *LS 17" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c):
and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

v
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDFDAT:0NS

NSHC LS 18
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

IsI FOR
V TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

RE0VIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The frequency for testing the Diesel Fuel Oil transfer pumps would be extended from
31 to 92 days. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

'J 3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of the consequences
of an accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously
analyzed accident. The proposed change would not effect the design or
performance of the DGs. The cbility of the DGs to rapidly load is
demonstrated by other SRs that are performed on a refueling frequency.

1

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed changes do not affect the ability of the DGs to start and to fulfill

(o) their safety-related function.
,
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
t

NSHC LS 18
I (continued)

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
'

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? >

;

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS-18" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c):
and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i4

'
,
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 19
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

(- FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE'"

1
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The TS requirement that voltage would be maintained would be replaced with the
requirement that within 3 seconds following load rejection the voltage would be
within limits. The requirement that frequency would be maintained at 60 6.75 HZ
would be replaced with the requirement that frequency is s 66.75 HZ following load
rejection consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev. 1.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

The Connission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

A
O 2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any

accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of the consequences
of an accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously
analyzed accident. The proposed change would not effect the design or
performance of the DGs. The ability of the DGs to rapidly load is
demonstrated by other SRs that are performed on a refueling frequency.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

I

b) !

V '

i
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-19

(continued)p
U

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
fran any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed changes do not affect the ability of the DGs to start and to fulfill
their safety related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

NO SIGNIFICART HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATIONc
<(

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated'

with NSHC "LS 19" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c);
and acr.ordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

!

V(~S
{

:
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

l NSHC LS 20

'[Ji 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
k FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE'

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECMICAL SPECIFICATIONS

|

|
Since the AC sources and DC sources operability requirements, improved LCOs 3.6.2.
3.8.5 and 3.8.8. are in terms of powering AC and DC electrical subsystems required
to be operable by LCO 3.8.10. the required action for these TS would be revised to

f declare affected required features inoperable, as an alternative to the other
| required actions. In this condition it may not be necessary to suspend all core

alterations, positive reactivity changes, or novement of irradiated fuel. In this
case, conservative action can be assured if all required equipment without the
required power source (i.e.. AC or DC power) is declared inoperable and the
associated actions taken.

In the condition of LC0 3.8.2 with one or more required load centers, motor control
centers, buses, etc. not capable of being powered by an offsite circuit it may not
be necessary to perform improved TS 3.8.2 required actions A.2.1 through A.2.4.
Plant safety would be assured by declaring inoperable all required equipment without
qualified offsite power and taking the specified actions. The requirements for LC0
3.8.5 and LCO 3.8.8 would be similar.

;r^g This proposed change would provide additional flexibility in responding to an
|'() inoperable offsite circuit or inoperable DC source while in Mode 5 or 6. This

change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

The proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted

| below:

The Connission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

.

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant, ,T hazards consideration standards:I

V
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 20

p (continued)
v

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

IThe electrical power sources are used to support mitigation of the
consequences of an accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any
previously analyzed accident. The proposed change would not effect the design
or performance of the electrical power sources. The allowance of declaring
the required feature inoperable ensure a commensurate level of plant safety as
the actions required with one offsite circuit inoperable or with one or more
DC electrical power subsystem inoperable.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated..

'2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
frorn any accident previously evaluated?

i

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No :

new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed changes do not affect the ability of the electrical power systems to
fulfill their safety related function.

'

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a snargin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions. initial-

conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any'

effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS 20" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50,92(c);

,

and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. ]

.

4
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. It SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

< i

NSHC LS 21

0 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION t

FOR ;

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ,

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ,

Notes contained in current battery surveillance requirements table for Category A
and B limits would be combined in new LCO 3.8.6, " Battery Cell Parameters." as
Condition A; A 31 day completion time would be added for restoring the Category A
and B limits. This completion time is considered accepttble since sufficient
battery capacity exists to perform the required function.

,

To support this extended completion time, two new requirerents have been added. ;
'

Improved TS required action A.1' requires that pilot cell electrolyte level and float
voltage are within Category C limits within one hour Wenever the Category A or B
limits are not met. This proposed required action provides a quick indication of '

the status of the remainder of the battery cells. '<equired action A.2, performed
within 24 hours of entry into Condition A. and once per 7 days thereafter, verifies
battery cell parameters-for all the cells are within the Category C limits. The
Category C limits are the 11mits beyond whi'h the battery is considered insiediately .j
inoperable. Performing required action A.2 provides assurance that the battery is i

.

still capable of performing its required function. If Category C. limits are not
met or the Category A and B limits are not restored within 31 days, improved TS .,

action B requires the affected battery to be declared inoperable. ;
,

e

This change is consistent with NUREG 1431. j
l

iThe proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

The Comiission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50,91. that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

'

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reductton in a margin of safety.
|

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant j

hazards consideration standards: 1

CPSES No SignifIcant Hazarsh Consideration TS 3/4.8 45 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS )
~T NSHC LS 21 |(d (continued) !'

'
"1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The batteries are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an
accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously analyzed |

accident. The proposed change allows 31 days for restoration of battery cell
parameters, provided Category C parameters are met. The proposed change will
not allow continuous operation when sufficient battery capacity does not exist
(i.e., Category C limits not met). The increased time allowed to continue
operation with degraded batteries prior to requiring the batteries be declared |
inoperable is acceptable based on the low probability of a design basis

-

accident requiring the DC power sources to perform their required function,
considering the desire to minimize unnecessary plant transients.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any physical alteration to the plant. fc ,

.

new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed changes do not affect the ability of the batteries to fulfill their j

safety related function.
,

|
'

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. ;

i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed changes will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any i

effect on the margin of safety. ,

l
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of I

safety. i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated
with NSHC "LS 21" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format
satisfy the no significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c);
and accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

( ,

(
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARD CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 22

10CFR50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with industry traveler TSTF 115, this change would allow the extension of
the surveillance frequency for battery terminal voltage while on float charge, and

'

for Category A battery cell parameters from 7 days to 31 days in accordance with the
recommended frequency of at "least monthly" identified in IEEE 4501995, Section
4.3.1. CTS [SR 4.8.3.la requires] a once per 7 days frequency for surveillance t

;verification and this proposed change would extend the surveillance frequency to 31
days consistent with [ ] IEEE 450 1995.

'

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge helps to ensure the
effectiveness of the charging system and the ability of the batteries to perform
their intended function. Float charge is the condition in which the charger is !

supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the internal losses of a
battery and maintain the battery in a fully charged state. Category A defines the
normal parameter limit for each designated pilot cell in each battery. The cell |
selected as a pilot cell are those whose temperature, voltage, and electrolyte
specific gravity approximate the condition of the entire battery. The Category A
limits specified are based on [ ] IEEE 4501995.

This proposed change would provide additional flexibility in allowing the extension
,

of the surveillance frequency verifications for battery terminal voltage and 3

'

Category A battery cell parameters from 7 to 31 days and the change is consistent
with IEEE 450 1995.

.

Evaluation of this proposed TS has determined that it involves no significant |
hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in accordance with the
criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Connission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in 50.91.
that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility licensed under
50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant hazards
consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed
amendvent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |

' accident previously evaluated; or
.

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated: or

|

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

O I'.h !
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 22
(continued)..)

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or *

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The batteries are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an
. accident, and are not considered to be an initiator of any accident. The

proposed change would not effect the design or performance of the batteries.
The allowance to extend the surveillance frequency from 7 days to 31 days is
consistent with the recommended frequency of at least monthly identified in
IEEE 450 1995.

.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
fro <n any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve any physical alterations to the plant. No
( new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
C]/ proposed change does not affect the ability of the batteries to fulfill their

safety related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significhnt reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

;

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of |
'safety.

.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the.above safety evaluation, the activities associated with NSHC "LS 22"
resulting from the conversion of CTS 3/4.8 to the ITS format are concluded to -

satisfy the no significant hazards considerations standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and, j

accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. ,(-

!
%
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARD CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 23
7 .

10CFR50.92 EVALUATION i'

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with industry traveler TSTF-115, this change would allow the performance
of a modified performance discharge test in lieu of.a service test at any time. CTS

: SR 4.8.3.le allows the performance of a modified performance discharge test in lieu
of a service test only once per 60 months. This proposed change omits the "once per
60_ months" limitation on use of a modified performance discharge test is lieu of a
service test. IEEE 450 1996, Section 5.4 places no such limitation on use of a
discharge test in lieu of a service test since the discharge rate is required to
envelope the duty cycle of the service test. A modified performance discharge test
is a test of the battery's ability to provide a high rate, short-duration load.
This will often confirm the battery's to meet the critical period of the load duty
cycle, in addition to determining its percentage of rated capacity. Initial
conditions for the modified performance discharge test should be identical to those
specified for a modified performance test. IEEE 450 1995, Section 5.4 states that,
"A modified performance discharge test can be used in lieu of a service test at any
time." .

O This proposed change would provide additional flexibility is allowing the
performance of a modified performance discharge test in lieu of a service test at ,

'

any time and the change is consistent with IEEE 4501995.

Evaluation of this proposed TS has determined that it involves no significant
hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in accordance with the

'

;

criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operatton of the fac111ty in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

,

|

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or ;

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any-

accident previously evaluated: or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
i

hazards consideration standards: ,j
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !
,

3 NSHC LS 23

Q (continued)

1. Does the change involve a suinificant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Batteries are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an accident,
and are not considered to be an initiator of any previously analyzed accident.
The proposed change would not effect the design or_ performance of the
batteries. The allowance to perform the modified performance discharge test
in lieu of the service test at any time is permissible since the test's

- discharge rate envelopes the duty cycle of the service test.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
frorn any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed change does not affect the ability of the batteries to fulfill their
safety related function.

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently, the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

H0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above safety evaluation, the activities associated with NSHC "LS 23"
resulting from the conversion of CTS 3/4.8 to the ITS format are concluded to
satisfy the no significant hazards considerations standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and,
accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

q
J
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARD CONSIDERATIONS ,

'

NSHC LS 24

10CFR50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

f

.

- Consistent with NUREG 1431, the surveillance interval for verifying that other .

diesel fuel oil properties are with limitt, for ASTM 2D fuel oil is changed from ,

"within 30 days" to "within 31 days" after obtaining a sample. The fuel properties -

that can have an immediate detrimental impact on diesel combustion, (i.e., API
gravity, kinematic viscosity. flash point and appearance) are verified prior to '

addition to the storage tank. The "other properties" may be analyzed after addition
to the tank. The 31 day verification interval for these properties is acceptable
because the fuel properties of interest, even if they are not within their stated ,

limits, would not have an immediate affect on diesel generator operation. The CTS
i30 day verification interval was probably chosen because it was a convenient time

interval' for sending the sample and receiving the results from the laboratory
selected for testing. NUREG 1431 has selected a 31 day testing interval. The 1 day
increase in the interval would not have a significant affect on the acceptability of
the diesel fuel oil..

Evaluation of this proposed TS has determined that it involves no significant
A hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in accordance with the
V criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating Itcense for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
signifIcant hazards consideration.1f operalion of the faci 11ty in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

i1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an-

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: or

'

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant i.

hazards consideration standards:

;

l

|
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.IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 24

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change affects the interval for the verification of certain
properties of diesel fuel. This testing interval does not impact an acc dent
initiator and thus cannot increase the probablity of an accident. The dfesel
generators are used to mitigate the consequences of accidents. However, even
if the fuel properties of interest, are not within their stated limits, the ,

fuel would not have an immediate affect on diesel generator operation. Thus
'the diesel could continue to perform its safety function.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
,

frorn any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change. The
proposed change does not affect the ability of the diesels to fulfill their
safety related function. J

Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previcusly evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
}

The proposed change will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial
conditions, or results. Consequently, the proposed change does not have any
effect on the margin of safety.

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above safety evaluation, the activities associated with NSHC "LS 24"
resulting from the conversion to the ITS format are concluded to satisfy the no
significant hazards considerations standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and, accordingly, a.

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
,

!!

.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 25
'

(7 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
( FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The proposed change would eliminate the requirement to test multi train / multi-
component systems on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS while maintaining the testing frequency
for individual trains / components unchanged. As discussed in the NRC's Safety
Evaluation Report for Plant Vogtle's TS Conversion, "the intent of a requirement for
staggered testing is to increase the reliability of the component or system being
tested. A number of studies have demonstrated that staggered testing has negligible
impact on component reliability. These analytical and deterministic studies have
shown that in most cases staggered testing (a) is operationally difficult, (b) has
negligible impact on component reliability, (c) is not as safety significant as
initially thought, (d) introduces additional stress on components such as diesel
generators potentially causing increased component failure rates and component wear
out (e) results in more frequent reductions in system redundancy for testing
purposes, and (f) increases the likelihood of human error by increasing the number
of separate test evolutions. Therefore, changes of this type are acceptable.,

Accordingly, many of the staggered testing requirements in the CTS have been omitted
from the improved TS". Based on the NRC Safety Evaluation, removal of STAGGERED
TEST BASIS testing would have negligible negative impact, and potential positive
impact, on plant safety.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance .

with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

.

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

|

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards

!

CPSESNo Significant Hazards Consideration TS3M.8 S3 SMSM7
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IV. SPECIFIC.NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 25

JO (continued) |

d
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated? )

The proposed change would not have an appreciable effect any accident
initiators or precursors. The change involves the testing frequency of
accident mitigating systems and, therefore, would not significantly effect the '

probability of occurrence of previously evaluated accidents. Also, the change |
'

would have a negligible impact on the availability of accident mitigating'

systems, so the consequences of any previously evaluated accidents would not
be significantly increased.

Therefore, the proposed change'would have no significant effect on the
probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accidents. ;

i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident I

from any accident previously evaluated? I
!

The proposed changes would nct involve any physical alteration to the plant or :

systems or change the manner in which any safety related system performs its !
1safety function.

Therefore, the proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or

*O different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change would not alter any accident analysis assumpticr.s. ini'ial.

conditions, or results. Consequently it would not have any effect on margins-
of safety.

Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant adverse effect on
margins of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC *LS 25" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no |.

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified..

|
|

O
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARD CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 26' ,

k 10CFR50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

:

This change revises the requirement for operable onsite shutdown power. The CTS
requires that one [ train) (subsystem) of the various power supplies and busses be
operable. The change requires that only the necessary portions of these subsystems
be operable. The necessary portions are those portions required to support the
equipment in that [ train) which is required to be operable in the existing shutdown

!conditions. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431 and is acceptable because
there is no reason to have portions of the power systems operable that are not
supporting components which are being credited in the safety analyses for shutdown
events.

Evaluation of this proposed TS has determined that it involves no significant
hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in accordance with the
criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Comisston may make a final determinatfon. pursuant to the procedures in !

50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility

O Itcensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility iniolves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:i

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

,

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any,

accident prevfously evaluated: or
t

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
,

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences
of an accident previously evaluated?-

The proposed change does not involve any physical changes to the plant. The
change does change the way the plant is operated in that portions of the power
system which are not supporting required equipment are no longer required to *

operable. This change in the way the plant is operated has no impact on the
probably of any of the accidents assumed during plant shutdown and will notp)y_ impact the consequences of these accident since the credited equipment will ,

continued to be supported by power sources as they were prior to the change.
,

CPSESNo Significant Hazards Consideration TS 3N.8 SS $/1587
'

'
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T

IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS' CONSIDERATIONS

4- NSHC LS 26 ,

; (continued) ,

I Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the '

'

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

; 2. - Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
[ frorn any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration to the plant. No
73

i new failure mechanisms will be introduced by the proposed change.
'

i

| Therefore, this change does.not create the possibility of a new or different
! kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

,

!

'3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
:
'

The proposed change will not alter any accident analysis assumptions, initial !

conditions, or results. The equipment which is credited in the accident '

i analyses will be powered in the same manner as before the change. !
Consequently, the proposed change does not have any effect on the margin of |
safety.,

Therefore this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of j4

. safety. jg
~

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

|
Based on the above safety evaluation, the activities associated with NSHC ''LS 26"

] resulting from the conversion to the ITS format are concluded to satisfy the no 1

: significant hazards considerations standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and, accordingly, a I

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

!

+

-

.

4

). )

O.
.
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V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC TR-1 |
[y] 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |
b FOR

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS P.ESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECRIICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the existing Technical Specifications to
additionally allow the use of actual actuation signals (including unplanned events)
for surveillances that currently call for testing using simulated test signals only.
This change achieves consistency with the proposed improved Standard Technical
Specifications (NUREG 1431 Rev 1). !

In several specifications throughout the TS. operability of certain equipment is
demonstrated by ensuring that the equipment performs its safety function upon
receipt of a simulated test signal. The intent of a ' simulated' signal was to be
able to perform the required testing without the occurrence (or without causing) an
actut.: signal generating event. However, the unintended effect was to require the
performance of the surveillance (using a test signal) even if an actual signal had i

previously verified the operation of the equipment. This change allows credit to be
taken for actual events when the required equipment actuates successfully.

'

While the occurrence of events that cause actuation of accident mitigation equipment
is undesirable, the actuation of mitigation equipment on an actual signal is a
better demonstration of its operability than an actuation using a test signal. Thus

O the change does not reduce the reliability of the equipment tested. The change also ,

L/ improves plant safety: by reducing the amount of time the equipment is taken out of i

service for testing and thereby increasing its availability during an actual event:
and by reducing the wear of the equipment caused by unnecessary testing.

4

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

,

"The Cwmisston may make a final determinatton. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no i

significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance '

with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences
of an accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any j

accident previously evaluated; or
,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." |
A ;

U ;

1

. CPSESNo Signljicant Hazards Consideration TS 3M.8 57 S/1S/97
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IV. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS :

NSHC TR-1
(continued)

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

.

The proposed change allows the use of an actual actuation signal (when/if it
occurs) to satisfy surveillance requirements currently requiring simulated |

'test signals to demonstrate equipment operability. While the change takes
advantage of events that may have occurred, it has no adverse effect on any ,

accident initiators or accident consequences. In fact, by potentially
reducing unnecessary testing. it may reduce the probability of an accident |' because the testing itself can increase the probability of an accident. It i

may also reduce accident consequences by increasing the equipment availability
(i.e., less time in test). Therefore, this change does not involve a !

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident i

previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of [
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

t

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in .

'

parameters governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not [
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

'

accident previously evaluated.
>

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
|
.

The use of an actual actuation signal to satisfy a surveillance requirement,

has either no impact on, or increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing mitigation equipment availability: and

b) Improving mitigation equipment reliability by potentially
!reducing wear caused by unnecessary testing.
!

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis.
Therefore, this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.-

,i

:
!

,

' %./ ;

!

: CPSES No Signi icant Hazards Consideration TS3N.8 58 $/15/97f
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V. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC TR 3

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION/D
V FOR

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT W OSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TEC' NICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision is to remove reference to specific post maintenance tests
from the ITS. Post maintenance testing programs are cantrolled via plant
administrative procedures in accordance with Licensee Controlled Document (ITS
Section 5.4.1, Final Safety Analysis Report and Operating Quality Assurance Program)
commitments to NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Operation)" and ANS 3,2 ANSI NIB.7. "Admiriistrative Controls and Quality Assurance
for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants". Specific post maintenance
testing requirements are contingent on the type and scope of maintenance actually
performed as well as the availability and viability of test equipment, techniques,

Removal of specific testing requirements from the ITS and reliance on normaletc.
post maintenance testing programs addressed by Licensee Controlled Documents allow
flexibility to modify testing to address the circumstances of the maintenance
performed while still assuring Operability of equipment returned to service.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

(q "The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in 50.91j
that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed under"

50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant hazards ,

consideration if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed |

amendment would not i

Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an i
1.

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
J
,

accident previously evaluated: or
I

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? |

)

This is an administrative change which removes specific post maintenance test
requirements from TS. The testing, or equivalent testing, to

O

|

$9 SAS/97
CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration TS 3H.8
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IV. RECURRING N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC TR-3 ,

(continued)(~)
%) .

assure equipment cperability prior to return to service would still be done as
required by normr,1 plant maintenance retest programs. Therefore.' this change
would not result in any Increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of ,

accident from any accident previously evaluated? ,

This Is an administrative change and does not create a new or different ,

kind of accident from any previously evaluated. ,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

!

This change is an administrative change and does not affect any margin of -
safety.4

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
'

Based en the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "1R 3" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

:
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, ao

( no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. ,

!

8

J

\

i
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MdRK-UP OF NUREG-143I SPECIFICATIONS
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(
MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS

,

- Applicable Industry Traveler Information (1 Page)
.

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page)

.

- Mark-up:

SEECIFICATION PAGE
!

3.8.1...................................................................................................3.8-1
,

3.8.2.................................................................................................3.8-17
3.8.3.................................................................................................3.8-20
3.8.4...............................................................................................3.8-23
3.8.5.................................................................................................3.8-27
3.8.6...................................................................................................3.8-29
3.8.7...................................................................................................3.8-33

'

'

3.8.8...................................................................................................3.8-35
3.8.9.................................................................................................3.8-37
3.8.10...............................................................................................3.8-39

,

Methodology (2 Pages)

4
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Industry Travelers Applicable to ITS Section 3.8

O :
'

TRAVELER # STATUS DIFFERENCE.# COMMENTS

TSTF 2 Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.8 31 ,

TSTF 8 Rev. 2 }ncorporated 3.8 20 NRC approved

TSTF 16 Rev. 1 Nut incorporated N/A Not NRC approved as of
traveler cut off date.

TSTF 36 Rev. 2 Incorporai.ed for 3 8 35 DCPP only.
DCPP only.

|

TSTF 37 Rev. 1 Incorporated 3.8 05

TSTF 38 Incorporated 3.8 41 NRC approved.

TSTF 51 Not incorporated N/A Requires plant specific '

reanalysis to establish
J acay time dependence

I or fuel handlingf

accident.

TSTF 115 Partially 3.8 34 & 3.8 38 May be re issued under
incorporated new TSTF numbers.

TSTF-163 Not incorporated N/A Not NRC approved as of ,

traveler cut-off date.

.

.
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NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS TIIAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE
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' AC Sources-Operating !

3.8.1 j

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating _
.

'LC0 3.8.1 The foll'owing AC electrical sources shall be OPERABLE: I

a. Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission l

network and the onsite Class 1E AC Electrical Power - B-PS- i

Distribution System: end |

b. Two diesel generators (DGs) capable of supplying the onsite '|
Class 1E power distribution subsystem (s); and j

ci Automatfcload sequencetsifor"Trainland1 Train ~B! |
B- <

r

APPLICABILITY: liODES 1, 2. 3, and 4.
,

ACTIONS |

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

-

A. Onetequjtedoffsite A.1 Perform SR 3.8.1.1 for 1 hour ;

- circuit inoperable. tequited OPERABLE offsite B .

.] circuit. E ,

Once per 8 hours i

thereafter
,

@
.

A.2 Declare required feature (s) 24 hours from :

|-
with no offsite power discovery of no
available inoperable when offsite power to4

its redundant required one train ,

feature (s) is inoperable. concurrent with
inoperability of

M redundant
required

A.3 Restore tequired offsite feature (s) ,

circuit to OPERABLE status
72 hours sB

7

M
6 days from !

discovery of
failure to meet
LC0

- a

,

y. ; '

-I CPSES MOk-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.8 . 3.8-1- S/15M
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AC Sources-Operating i

3.8.1;

\ ACTIONS

l

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One required DG B.1 Perform SR 3.8.1.1 for the 1 hour '
<

inoperable. te'quiredoffsite B :
.

circuit (s). MD ,

,
.

Once per 8 hours
thereafter ,

MD*
:
t

?.;rm NOTE =T =;m -:
In HODES;1,12.;and.;3,;the
TDAFW; pump;isiconsjdered a 3.8-43.

,

required; redundant; feature;
. . u . . . . :.9 . . . ; . . ; =. .:

B.2 Declare required feature (s) 4 hours from
'supported by the inoperable discovery of

DG inoperable when its Condition B
required redundant concurrent with
feature (s) is inoperable. inoperability of

redundant
required :

'

\ feature (s)
MD'

B.3.1 Determine OPERABLE 23 hours |

DG(s) is not -B

inoperable due to"

i common cause failure. .

'

08

:;ra:as: ,-NOTE- .-- s ,::z,

lhefSR need not;be
performed;1f the:DG31s !4

2

hlreadytopetatingAnd 3.8 24 |

loaded! t

!= .. i& .-d=:=.==_ ~_; =~==- . . - - - . ;

l

B.3.2 Perform SR 3.8.1.2 for 24 hours
'

OPERABLE DG(s). B
J

MD (continued) -|

|.

;

e

O
Y |

i

;

CPSESMarA-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.8 3.8-2 S/1587 |
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AC Sources-Operating
'

3.8.1 -

ACTIONS

_' CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued),

8.4 Restore required DG to 72 hours
OPERABLE status. -B-PS ]

,

MQ |

:

.16 days from
- discover of

failure to meet <

LC0 - :
r

5
"

! ;
i
;

;C. Two'Wequired'offsite C.1 Declare required feature (s) 12 hours from
circuits inoperable. inoperable when its discovery of =8 ;

; redundant required Condition C !

feature (s) is inoperable. concurrent with *

'inoperability of
j - redundant !-

required features |i
t

igg,
4 ,

IC.2 Restore one req 0 ired 24 hours'

offsite circuit to OPERABLE - BL
;

status. |'

|
!
!

D. One requi.ted offsite - -- NOTE- - - - -"

circuit inoperable. Enter applicable Conditions and 'B
,

Required Actions of LC0 3.8.9.'

MQ " Distribution ;,

Systems-Operating." when :
One required DG Condition D is entered with no i

inoperable. AC power source to any train. B-PS j

1.............................

D.1 Restore tequired offsite 12 hours
circuit to OPERABLE status. B

t

DB

D.2 Restore required DG to'
e

OPERABLE status. 12 hours
B-PS

Ii
B

!

E. Two req * ed DGs E.1 Restore one required DG to 2 hours '
inoperable. OPERABLE status. B-PS

O }
;

I CPSE.i Afark-up ofNUREG-1431 - ITS 3.8 3.8-3 S/lS/97
f
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

OQ ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION RE0VIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

:

Ft --REVIEWERN 793,-dr-NOTER-7''-? j.-;-- _-I~
TMs-Eendit4cn mcy be OnelrequirediSIE s.equencer> 3.8-36
deleted if the unit channe]Imay;.be; bypassed.forlup
des 49n is such that toI41hoursiforisuryeillance ;

cny scquencer faib re testinfprovided;the~othet
i mode will-only-effect channellis; operable.;j

~ m m m. r. =~.v ur. rann. :,the ability of the -
~~- - n.

, ,
W J JVb '. EM W be

its respective safety F.1 Restore required automatie 12 hours
loads-foHowing-a bed;SITsequericec to B-PS-

less-of-ofhtte-power OPERABLE status,
imWent of, ce |

coincident with-e-
Design-Basris Event.

One required-eutemet4e
bed SI'sequencet&
inoperable.

( G. Required Action and G.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
'

associated Completion
.

Time of Condition A. B. AND
C,D,oc-E,or.1Enot 'B-PS:
met. G.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours-

i

?
;

H. Three or more requjred H.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
AC sources inoperable. B

1

)

It One'; Blackout 15equenc_et Ill DeclareTassdciatediDG Lmme_dlately
linoperable inopetablq

'3.8-25 ,

,

4

r

.

|

|

|

|

O
l.1

:

|
1

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -115 3.8 3.8-4 5/15/97 |
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:
;

AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !

!
!

SR 3.8.1.1 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days i

power availability for each required offsite B |
circuit. ;

i

>

f

'

SR 3.8.1.2 - NOTES - - -

1. Performance of SR 3.8.1.7 satisfies this
|

SR.

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine ;

prelube period and followed by a warmup i

period prior to loading. j

3; A modif,ied DG start involvingiidlir)g
and,gradualia_cceleration to .B- i

synchronous speed may be used.;for
this"SR as; recommended.by,the j

manufacturer.?!.When modified: start t

proceduresia re _.not| used , L the! time ,
yoitage;randfrequency;; tolerances

*O
,

'

ofsSR;3;8,11Lmust;.be;_ met.

...........................................

Verify each DG starts from standby conditions As specified in
and achieves steady state voltage 2 3740 6480 V Table 3.S.1-1 tB-PS
and s 4580 Z150 V, and frequency 2 58;8 Hz and 3_1rdays j

s 61;g Hz. 3.E-05
-

(continued) |
|

!

!
|
|

I

-
,

|

O |
1
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1 ,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
-

.

.
t

:- SR 3.8.1.3 '

-- - -- NOTES - -- -- -
t

1. DG loadings may include gradual loading as
~

recommended by the manufacturer. *

2. Momentary transients outside the load
range do not invalidate this test.

t

3. This Surveillance shall be conducted on |
only one DG at a time. i

4. This SR shall be preceded by and -

immediately follow without shutdown a
,

successful performance of SR 3.8.1.2 or ,

SR 3.8.1.7.
r...........................................

3.8-05

: Verify each DG is synchronized and loaded and As specified in
operate.s for 2 60 minutes at a load a 4500 Teble 3.0.1-1 >

$30_0 kW and s 5000 Z0_00 kW. 3.~13 fays
>

.

B !

_- PS
~

'

\

SR 3.8.1.4 Verify each day tank erd engine munted tank 31 days ;
.

'

contains a 220 AMO gal of fuel oil. B-PS.

SR 3.8.1.5 Check for and remove accumulated water from 31 days
each day tank end engine m unted tenk.

~

B-PS- j

SR 3.8.1.6 Verify the fuel oil transfer system operates to @2 days
automatically transfer fuel oil from storage B-PS-
tanki tE the day tank eri engine m unted tank..

~

(continued)

.

.

'I

U
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

- SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE. FRE0VENCY

SR 3.8.1.7 - - -- -- NOTE - -- - -

All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.
...........................................

Verify each DG starts from standby condition .B-PS~
and achieves in s 10 seconds, voltage 2 3740
_6_430 V and s 4500 7150 V, and frequency
2 58i8 Hz and s 6112 Hz.

SR~:3;8:1;8 - - --- - NOTE - - - - -

~ '''

This Surveillance shall not be performed in 'B'
"-

N0DE 1 or 2. |icwever, credit ..cy be taken forT

unpler. red evcats that satisfy this S". :3.8 20~
...........................................

Verify automaticIapd marplattransfer
of AC power sources from the normal offsite 181 mon _ths
circuit to each alternate required .B_-

offsite circuit.

(continued)

.

C

|
'

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-14.11 - 1153.8 3.8-7 S/1S/97
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

r
( SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) <

l

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !
l
!

SR 3.8.1.9 F==_c=w.n. =u=. n N0TES. :=r==. ==. ==. . - - .

1- This Surveillance shall not be
performed in H0DE 1 or 2. ||cwcycr. B

credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR. 3.8-20

2. If Erformed with the 00 synchronized 3.8-22witt-eHsite powcr. it shall be
'

performed at e powcr factor 0.9- '

. =_ =. ._. . . . . ._. . =_:.=._=; =__:. . ;=. _:_. :. . :. :
. . . ,..m..

,

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than 18imonths
or equal to its associated single largest -B-PS

post accident load, and:
,

a, Following load rejection, the frequency is
s-636625Hz: B-PS

b. Within 3 seconds following load rejection,
the voltage is a 3740 6480 V and s 4580 B-PS

p ..7150 V: and .i
-

!
-

_ iJth2_ ,_,,_.,.a._.'_,_"are, ____a_
;3'8-28

reject 4ca, the frequency is '"SQ.J ||z and
i.. m m.v, m. ....v 8 "s.

> y % .'. . ff 1 - 81 f. -
.

SR 3.3.1.10 E x = w n n = r-lNOTE s - 's - = n 5_

Thl'sSurveillancesh'allnotbeperformed B

in MODE 1 or 2. ||cwever, credit acy bc
teken for unplanned evcats that satisfy 3,8 20
tMe SR.
:r=_r. . . . . . ._. . . .= . . . . .r.v.== =_.a=. =. ~w_ m. . ~ ~. - .

3'8-22Verify each DG cpcrating at a powcr fcctor 18.]Dogths
s [0.9) does not trip and voltage is maintained
s-5000 8280 V during and following a load
rejection of a 4500#300_ kW and s-5000 7.000 kW. B-PS

.

(continued)

,

f

L)
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AC Sources-Operating
- 3.8.1

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
!

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

^

,

'

SR 3.8.1.11 -NOTES - -

1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine ;

prelube period.

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed ,

in MODE 1. 2, 3, or 4. ||cwcv;r. credit 3 8-20'
;;;ay be taken for unplanncd events that
satisfy thi; 0". :

i...........................................

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 18| months .

offsite power signal: ~B
,

,
,

. '

a. De energization of emergency buses:

b. Load shedding from emergency buses; ;
,

4

c. DG auto starts from standby condition and: ,

1. energizes permanently connected
loads in ,s 10 seconds, ~B

;

|

% 2. energizes auto connected shutdown
',

loadsthroughautomatjcj]qad
.Bseq @nced.

3. maintains steady state voltage
a 3740 6480 V and s 4500 7150 V. ?B-PS

;
,

.

4. maintains steady state frequency
2 58:8 Hz and s 6_1'.2_ Hz, and

.B

5. supplies permanently connected a.nd
autoiconnected shutdown loads for
'a ~5 Tiinutes." ~ B

>

(continued)

|

t

Dd ,

!
!

!
,

-
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- AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1,

'

-

-(T I' \s_,/ - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -(continued) ,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |
- .

SRT3;8;;~1:12 -- NOTES.- - - - >

i' ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~

1. All DG starts may be preceded by
prelube period, .B-.

,

t -2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in H0DE 1 or 2. ||cwcycr.

"3"S-20~:

eredit may be taken for unslenned
cvents-that satisfy this 0.1.- ,

...........................................

Verify on an actual or simulated Engiaccred 181 months B

Sofety feature (ESP) Safety Injection?(SI) t

actuation signal each DG auto starts from
standby condition and: B-PS:

a. In s 10 seconds after auto start and-
during tests, achieves voltage tB'~

> 3740 6480 V and s 4500 7150 V:
^B-PS'

b. In s 10 seconds after auto start and
~

during tests, achieves frequency
> 58.;8 Hz and s 6112 Hz: :: B2

.

1

c. Operates for 2 5 minutes:

d. "ermancatly connected icads rem;in-

energized frem the cffsite-powcr system;
and B-PS

e. Emergency leeds are energized or
auto-ccanected through the aut;matic iced
sequencer from the-effsite powcr system. |B-PS:

,

(continued)

; ;

.

p
,

J

v
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AC Sources-Operating
-3.8.1

R

h SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ;

mJgyg g,r =. =.N0TEr~==. .=r. , 2 .. m-:-g m#-3== :- mggSR 3.8.1.13
This Surveillance shall not be performed 'B-

;

in H0DE 1 or 2. ||cwever. credit may be
taken for unplanned escats that satisfy 3'8-20-
this SR. '

==. :~=== = ====== .~;r.==. :==
n - - . . ~ - - - -

Verify each DG's automatic trips are bypassed 18; months !

on actualforfsimul8ted!10ssTof voltage' signal B
'

on;the; emergency;busconcurrent'.withaniactual
orjsimulated,ESF SIsactuation:. signal except:

a. Engine overspeed; and B-PS-

b. Generator differential current;

c. [ Low lubc oil pressure.]

d. [!!igh crankeese pressurc.] and B-PS

c. [ Start failure relay]. ,

O
'

!

SR 3.8.1.14 - NOTES - - -- - -

1. Homentary transients outside the load and
power factor ranges do not invalidate this
test. .

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed ,

in H0DE 1 or 2. ||cwcycr. credit may be -
-

3.8-20taken for unplanned cicats that satisfy
tMt-SR-

3,8 22 i...........................................

l

Verify each DG epereting-st a pcWcr faeter 181 months !
s [0.0] operates for 2 24 hours: B :

1

a. For a 2 hours loaded a 5250 6900 kW and I

s 5500 7]700 kW: and
-~

B-PS i
.

b. For the remaining hours of the test loaded
2 4500 6300 kW and s 5000 70.0_0 kW. B-PS

,

>0
,

.

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.8 3.8 11 S/15.9 7
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

.R

(_.) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY l
:
.

I
SR 3.8.1.15 - NOTES ' - - - i

1. This Surveillance shall be performed
within 5 minutes of shutting down the DG
after the DG has operated a 2 hours ,

loaded a 4509 6300 kW and s 5000 7000 kW. B-PSL- :
4

,

Momentary transients outside of load range
do not invalidate this test.

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine i

prelube period.
...........................................

B-PS
Verify each DG starts and achieves, in ~~~-18' months
s 10 seconds, voltage 2 3740 6480 V, and 4580 B-
7150 V and frequency 2 58:8 Hz arid s 61^;2 Hz.

~

,

k
t

!

SR 3.8.1.16 - - - NOTE - - - - -

This Surveillance shall not be performed >/

in MODE 1, 2, 3. or 4. |icwever, credit ;;;cy bc
en fer unplanned cients that satisfy this

3.8-20_.

...........................................
,

i

Verify each DG: 18" months 1
:B' ;

a. Synchrcnizes with offsite power source-

while loaded with emergency loads upon a
simulated restoration of offsite power: |

t b. Transfers loads to offsite power source:
and i

|

c. Returns to ready to load operation. |
'

-
,

|

,n

'i( -

.,

i

CPSES Mark-up ofNUREG-H31 -ITS 3.8 3.8-12 5/15/97 |
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

0Q SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SRS3183L17 - - NOTE - - - - -

This Surveillance shall not be performed .B- ,
'

.

in MODE 1. 2. 3. or 4. |cwcycr. credit acy be
taken for unplanced events that satisfy this .8-203
SR-
...........................................

Verify, with a DG operating in test mode
and connected to its bus, an actual or 18 months .B

~ ~ ~ ~

simulated ESF SI? actuation signal overrides >

PSthetestmodebyi

a. Returning DG to ready to load .'

operationi;|and

b; Automatically | energizing the|,, emergency - - -

load;from'ogsite; power. -B

SR 3.8.1.18 Fi?rinfj2- f _:li' NOTE == W7 r;~JI-3?is( This Surveillance shall not be performed B

in MODE 1. 2. 3. or 4. !!cwever. credit may be
teken for unplanrad events that satisfy this .3.8-20
SR- ;

v~. - - - _rn m ..= ::::.v _.. .=:::n ::w: -
:::: = ; =

-~- ~-_

Verify interval between each sequenced load 18 sonths B-

block is within ij10Eo{designTinterval for
each-a crgency arm 'shutln aut6maticil6ad B-PS- |

sequencer.

I

l
1
1

l

l
1

l

O
.

CPSESMarA-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 3.8 3.8-13 5/1587
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.19 - - - - - - NOTES -- - - -- -

1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.
||cwcscr. credit may be taken for unplanncd 3*8~20ricnts thet-set 4sfy this 5",.

...........................................

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 18Imonths B

offsite power signal in conjunction with an
actual or simulated ESF SIlactuation signal: PS

a. De energization of emergency buses;

b. Load shedding from emergency buses: and

c. DG auto starts from standby condition and:

1. energizes permanently connected
loads in s 10 seconds, 'B

.

2. energizes auto connected emergency
loads through load sequencer.

3. achieves steady state voltage
a 3740 6480 V and s 4500 U 50 V, B-PS

4. achieves steady state frequency
a 58;8 Hz and s 61;] Hz, and B

5. supplies permanently connected and
auto 3oDneded emergency loads for -B
a 5 minutes.

SR 3.8.1.20 - - NOTE - - - - - -

All DG starts may be preceded by an engine |

prelube period. l

...........................................
,

l

Verify when started simultaneously from standby 10 years I

condition, each DG achieves, in s 10 seconds, B

voltage a 3744 6480 V and s 4576 7150 V, and

O)
frequency a 58J8 Hi and s 6E% HzT ~ ~ B-PS

%

CPSESMark.up ofNUREG 1431 -ITS3.8 3.8-14 5/15M7
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

,a

k SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILL.ANCE FREQUENCY

. -37
SR 3,:8;.1121 Calibrate SIIand!BO'segliencers 18imonths!

SR13;8 J.'.122 r=. =. . ... =.Mann_~.N. .OTE rm... .... 'a. .n. w; r_=m.,.- =~7 3.8-37.~ - .-._ . . . . -
'

Veri fi cation : of a s_etpoi rit';i s ; not;,requi red !
:.::*,.::r*:T=:::::::rr: *::=*z ::.2:3

Rerfor,mlAD0EforiSI[and;B0 sequencersi 31 days''on~a
STAGGERED TEST7
BASIS!

pi
k

i
:

l

i

l

i

:

!

.

i

,

4

Q ,/
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1 ,

-
/
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AC Sources- Shutdown
3.8.2 i

P

O,].
'

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

'

'3.8.2 AC Sources-Shutdown
>

LC0 '3.'8.2' . .

iThe following AC electrical power sources 'shall be OPERABLE.:
>

a. One qualified circuit between the offsite transmission !

network and the onsite Class 1E AC electrical power L3.8-45~
distribution subsystem 6) i-

required by LC0 3.8.10. " Distribution Systems - Shutdown"; and !

b. One diesel generator (DG) capable of supplying one train
of the onsite Class 1E AC electrical power distribution 3.8-45
subsystemtst

~

required by LCO 3.8.10. :

!
i

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 5 and 67 :3.8-29- '

During ;cv;;;nt of irr:diated fuel ass;;blias.

ACTIONS
.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIMEp
V

A. One required offsite NOTE -- -

circuit inoperable. Enter applicable Conditions
and Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.10. with-tme th9 13.8-45-
required train de energized 1

as a result of Condition A. ;
. .............................

I

A.1 Declare affected Immediately a

required feature (s) |
'

with no offsite power
available inoperable, j

DE

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

,

MQ

(continued)
|

A
Q
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AC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

J
'

A. (continued) A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel

*

assemblies.

M-

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

M
A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately i

restore required
offsite power circuit -;

to OPERABLE status.

B. One required DG B.1 Suspend CORE Immediately

O inoperable. ALTERATIONS.

|

B.2 Suspend movement of Immediately i

irradiated fuel
assemblies.

1

M i

B.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations ,

involving positive !

reactivity additions. I

:

M
B.4 Initiate action to Immediately

restore required DG
,

to OPERABLE status.

.1

|
l

CPSESMarA-up bfNUREG-1431 -ITS3.8 3.8-18 S/1$/97 |
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AC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.2

A
U

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

!

SR 3.8.2.1 - -- NOTE - - - -- - ;

The following SRs are not required to be ,

performed: SR 3.8.1.3. SR 3.8.1.9 through '3.8-17- i

SR 3.8.1.11.ESR13;8;.71Y14, 3;871;15.' and
SR 3.8.1.13 through SR 3.8.1.16.
SR 3.S.1.10. nd SR 3.3.1.10.
...........................................

For AC sources required to be OPERABLE the In accordance
following?SRs of Specification 0.0.1. "AC with applicable
Scurces -Operating. " cxcept SR 3.3.1.0 SRs

SR 3.0.1.17. and SR 3.3.1.20. are ,

applicable: SRL3':8:1:1',TSR T3^.811''2 c;j 3.8-17. '

'

SR T3'; 8 ?l;3 ','iSR ; 3.: 81174 p;SR i 3. 8.1. 5 ;S
SR; 3 ; 8.1. 6;s SR'!3 ; 8 :1?7 ','5 5R),3 ; 8 ; 1 93 :
SR23,8,1;10nSRJ3;8.1t11i(exceptic]2)7&]
SR13 & 1111riSRl3|.8;1115;iSRj318jl:-16"

J

l

,

I

<

.

I

x ,) -
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,

Diesel Fuel 011. Lube 011. and Starting Air '|
3.8.3 !

i
.I

- 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
I I

i 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel 011. Lube Oil, and Starting Air ;
,

,

1

* ' LC0' 3.8.3 The stored diesel fuel oil. lube oil, and starting air !!
subsystem shall be within limits 'for each required diesel .1

: 9enerator (DG). ,

i

, APPLICABILITY: When associated DG is required to be OPERABLE. i*

:

. ACTIONS :
;

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - N OT E - - - - - - - - - - - - :,

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each DG,
..........................................................................

'

.

:

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

i
*

|

. A. One or more DGs with A.1 Restore fuel oil 48 hours ;

; fuel level level to within !
[33.000] gel end limits. |

> [28.235] gal-betWe|ed |

('s) 74?600:andL86';0.00.' gal 'B-PS' j
\ inTHodes?1?4 or,

between165j6.00:and .3.8-10~ l

15;000.;fn; Modes!5L&;Q !

!in storage tank. ,

|

B. One or more DGs with B.1 Restore lube oil 48 hours !

lube oil' inventory inventory to within 53.8-334 (^

< [500] gal and limits,

[425] get les(Ithan ]r

a 1evel;1"fbelow2Lt.he
low (runi.levelibut '

greaterithanial]ev.el
IIrabovelthetend!of -|
the;ilubeloi];dipsticg, i

1

C. One or more DGs with C.1 Restore fuel oil 7 days
.

stored fuel oil total total particulates
particulates not within limit,

within limit.

(continued)

U
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Diesel Fuel 011. Lube 011, and Starting Air
3.8.3

/ CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
Q) ACTIONS (continued)

D. One or more DGs with D.1 Restore stored fuel 30 days
new fuel oil oil properties to
properties not within within limits.
limits.

,

E. One or more DGs with E.1 Restore teqq[rleM 48 hours
requir,ed] starting air starting air receiver 3.8-12
receiver pressure pressure to
< EE251 180 psig and 2 EG2&} }82 psig.
2 E-19511R psig.

F Required Action and F.1 Declare associated DG Immediately
associated Completion inoperable.
Time not met.

DH

One or more DGs diesel
rG. fuel 011. lube oil, or
(,) starting air subsystem

not within limits for
reasons other than
Condition A, B C. D,

or E.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.3.1 Verify each fuel oil storage tank contains 31 days
af33dGG} 86;000Ig411(ModM1BKonEZ!!IO_00 B-PS

gal!(Hode'st51&''61 of fuel .
3.8-10

/OO
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2

Diesel Fuel 011. Lube 011. and Starting Air
- 3.8.3

i

' SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.3.2 Verify lubricating oil inventory is 31 days !
~

2 [5003 gol WW(17137)t1DWitheYdEtGrj c3.8-33: ;
MelEpfilt!gElutte3p11.Edfpgic3

4

SR 3.8.3.3 Verify fuel oil properties of new and In accordance
stored fuel oil are tested in accordance with the Diesel
with, and maintained within the limits of. Fuel Oil
the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program. Testing Program

~

SR 3.8.3.4 Verify each tequired'DG air start receiver 31 days
pressure is a fE2 H 18_0 psig. B-PS !

SR 3.8.3.5 Check for and remove accumulated water from 31 days> .

each fuel oil storage tank.

,

SR 3.3.3.0 for each fuel cil storage tenk; 10 years
.

3.8-31
c. Orsin the fuci cil,

b. Reeove the sedi;;; cat. and

c. Cieca the tank.
,

.

I
.
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

! 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
%.)

3.8 4 DC Sources-Operating

LCO 3.8.4 The Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystems shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One DC electrical A.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
power subsystem power subsystem to
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
,eg Associated Completion
i ) Time not met. MQ

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 haurs

_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is 317 days
2 f4E911282V on float charge. 3.8-34'

'

(continued)

{

i
p j
V

<
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

!

SR 3.8,4.2 Verify no visible corrosion at battery 92 days
terminals and connectors,

i

DR |
e

Verify battery connection resistance fis ,

s HE-5 chm 3;150x10 '[ ohm for inter cell B-PS ;

connections, s [1 5 chm]I15000 520hn! for
inter rack connections, s [1E-5 chm]
150x10''sohm for inter tier connections, and
s B C25 chm]|150x10'iohm for terminal ,

connections}. !

!

:
'

SR 3.8.4.3 Verify battery cells, cell plates, and {4231.8 months B-PS

racks show no visual indication of physical !

damage or abnormal deterioration 1thaticould 3.8-41
degradej battery; performance.

O |
SR 3.8.4.4 Remove visible terminal corrosion, verify f40118 months

'

battery cell to cell and terminal
'"

B-PS :
connections are clean and tight, and are
coated with anti corrosion material.

,

'

SR 3.8.4.5 Verify battery connection resistance fis Se}18_ months
s H: 5 chm];150x1042 chm for inter cell B-PS

connections, s B C 5 cha];150310420hp for
inter rack connections, s [1C-5 chm]
150x104 for inter tier connections, and

s HE-5-ohel.1150810.4 for terminal'

connections}.

(continued) |.

,

i

i

O :

I
!
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

m

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

t

SR 3.8.4.6 -NOTE-
This Survciliance shall not bc perforacd in
"00C 1. 2. 3. or 4. ||cwever. credit may be 3.8-39
teken for unplanned events that satisfy
this SR.

'

3.8-20

Verify each battery charger supplies B-PS
a E4001 300 amps at > E4253130 V for > 8 18lmonths
hours. ;

B

,

~SR 3.8.4.7 - NOTES - - - - -

1. The modified performance discharge
test in SR 3.8.4.8 may be performed in ;

lieu of the service test in 3'8-38-
SR 3.8.4.7. cace per 50 mcaths. ;

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

l-- However. credit may be taken for 13.8-20
unplanncd events that satisfy this SR. --

...........................................

Verify battery capacity is adequate to _18; months
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status, 'B
the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when subjected to a battery
service test.

(continued)

.

O
i :

.
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

^

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.8 - NOTE - --- - - - -

This Surveillance shall not be performed in
H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4. ||cwever. credit ;;;;y be
taken for unplanned cycats that satisfy f3.8-20
this SR.
...........................................

Verify battery capacity is 2 80 % of the 60 months .B-'

manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified M
performance discharge test.

H 18 months
when battery '3.8-16
shows
degradation or
has reached
85% of B

expected life
with capacity
< 100% of
manufacturer's

( rating

a
24 months when
battery has
reached 85% of .B.
the expected
life with
capacity
2 100% of
manufacturer's
rating

4
.

4

(

- |,

|

f]
I

w. ..
l.

!
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

'hL/ 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources -Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 IheRreMM6f1TyrjjfBj.DC electrical power subsystem shall
be OPERABLE to support onieltfa:1fo,Gthe DC electrical 3.8-45
power distribution subsystemtst required by LCO 3.8.10
" Distribution Systems - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 5 and 6-
Ouring acv;;;nt of irradicted fuci assc .biits. 3.8-29

ACTIONS
I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

I
A. Onc or acre rGequired A.1d Declare affected Immediately '3.B-45'I

DC electrical power required feature (s)
EDsubsystems inoperable. inoperable.

DE
i

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

E
A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately

irradiated fuel
assemblies.

M

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive i

reactivity additions. |
I

E
(continued)

k
'

nV
f
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,

i
- DC Sources-Shutdown

3.8.5*

( ) ~ ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

;

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required DC

;electrical power
subsystems to 13.8-45. !
OPERABLE status.

:

'

,

-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY"

i

SR 3.8.5.1 - NOTE - t
'

The following SRs areInot required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.6. SR 3.8.4.7. and

.

SR 3.8.4.8.
........................................... ,

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, the In accordance
following SRs are applicable: with

applicable SRs
SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.4.4 SR 3.8.4.7
SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.4.5 SR 3.8.4.8.'

SR 3.8.4.3 SR 3.8.4.6
|

:

i

|
|
,

,

I
,

I

|
1

I

()
i
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Battery Cell Parameters
j 3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

.3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters

LC0 3.8.6 Battery cell parameters for Train A and Train B batteries
shall be within the limits of Table 3.8.61.

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required
to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

..................................... NOTE. -- - ---- -- - - --

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.
..............................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more batteries A.1 Verify pilot cellEs-1 1 hour

(~'} with one or more electrolyte level and B-PS

\v battery cell float voltage meet
parameters not within Table 3.8.61
Category A or B Category C limits.
limits.

M
A.2 Verify battery cell 24 hours

parameters meet
Table 3.8.6 1 M
Category C limits.

Once per 7 days
thereafter

M
) A.3 Restore battery cell 31 days

parameters to
Category A and B
limits of
Table 3.8.6 1.

(continued)

e 's
f

N_.),'
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t

Battery Cell Parameters I
3.8.6 |

I

(] FACTIONS(continuefION
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME :[ COND

:

1

8. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately ' ;

associated Completion battery inoperable. |

Time of Condition A
not met. ;

DE
,

One or more batteries
with average ,

electrolyte .!
temperature of the

B-PSrepresentative cells ,

!

< E M 170'F. j

'

DR

One or more batteries
with one or more

'battery' cell
-

parameters not within
Category C values.

i

O ;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

SR 3.8.6.1 Verify battery cell parameters meet 3F days
Table 3.8.6 1 Category A limits. 3;8-34-

1

(continued) .|
|
!

!

l

:

i'

i!
f] I|

o.

:
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Battery Cell Parameters
'

3.8.6

,

( v SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify battery cell parameters meet 92 days
Table 3.8.61 Category B limits.

AtiQ

Once within 24
--hours E, days 3.8-14
after a ,

battery
discharge
< 110 V

i

StLQ

Once within 24
-hotsn 71 days
after a battery
overcharge
> 150 V

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify average electrolyte temperature of 92 days ;

representative cells is 2 E60310,* F. B-PS
i

1

i

!

|

|
1
|

|

|

|
|

l

!

l'

k

!
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Battery Cell Parameters j
_

3.8.6

- Table 3.8.61 (page 1 of 1)
Battery Cell Parameters Requirements

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY C: !

LIMITS FOR EACH CATEGORY B: ALLOWABLE LIMITS
DESIGNATED PILOT LIMITS FOR EACH FOR EACH

PARAMETER CELL CONNECTED CELL CONNECTED CELL

4

Electrolyte Level > Hinimum level > Minimum level Above top of |
indication mark, indication mark, plates, and not 1

and s % inch and s V inch overflowing
above maximum above maximum

mark}ajndication.leve-

mark}aljndication
leve

:

Float. Voltage 2 2.13 V 2 2.13 V > 2.07 V !

t

O Gravity'b)(c)
~"" a l'.'195~ ~ ~ ~ Not more thanSpecifig a 17200

!0.020 below
E average of all

connected cells !
Average of all :
connected cells M
> E205 .B )

'~~ Average of all
connected cells |

2 1I195 )
, |

t

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above
the specified maximum during equalizing charges provi6ed it is not !

overflowing.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction is4

not required, however, when battery charging curregt is < 2 amps when on ED..

float charge. 'B,

(c)- A battery charging current of < R amps when on float charge is
acceptable for meeting specific gravity limits following a battery 'B ;

recharge, for a maximum of Z days. When charging current is used to ;>
satisfy specific gravity requirements, specific gravity of each I

connected cell shall be measured prior to expiration of the Z day ,

allowance.
,

n
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' Inverters -Operating . .

'

3.8.7

3.8 LELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
,

J 3.8.7 inverters - Operating
:

LCO 3.8.7 The required Train A and Train B inverters shall be ;4

OPERABLE.

Egi e 44 9,<eTGW~:=N0_TimSE GF' ~-:- ~ ~ ~ -Mf,,0]'-
-

One/tWe Inverters may be disconnected from geir
associated DC bus for s 24 hours to perform an !B-PS

iequalizing charge on Reid associated goamon
battery, provided:

a. The associated AC vital bus (es) are energized
froa their Class 10 con; tant voltsge source [3.8-21 ,

transferr. ors or inverter using intern:1 AC source: and

b. All other AC vital buses are energized from their
associated OPERABLE inverters. ,

y = v .-. . . . .;. . ._. . . . . . . . . . . .;. . . . . . . . . ; . . . y . . . . . . . . .-. . . .;. g 3
1

l

'

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. 3. and 4.

O ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One Ltqtfir,1d inverter A.1 -- NOTE - - -

inoperaDie. Enter applicable -Bi
Conditions and
Required Actions of

!LC0 3.8.9,
" Distribution
Systems Operating"
with any vital ,

bus de energized.
..................... ,

Restore inverter to 24 hours .

OPERABLE status.
-

.

(continued)T

i

!

, .a

f
\
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Inverters-Operating
3.8.7

(m) ACTIONS(continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. ANQ

B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, 7 days
B-PS[ficquency,] and alignment to required AC

vital buses.

.

!

O !
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!

Inverters -Shutdown |
3.8.8

O
(/ '3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.8 Inverters - Shutdown
.

LCO 3.8.8 lhfitrJtfri:Aior2Irairi",B] Inverters shall be OPERABLE to
support oneJ;trainlofjthe onsite Class IE AC vital bus .3.8-45
electrical power distribution subsystemfst required by
LC0 3.8.10. " Distribution Systems - Shutdown. "

-

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6-
Ottr4ng msnm;r.t of -irradiated fuci assemblies. :3.8-29.

.

. ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME-

.

A. One or more requjred A.1 Declare affected Immediately
inverters inoperable. required feature (s) '8- i

~

inoperable.

O "
A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately ,

!

ALTERATIONS.

M ,

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
.'

irradiated fuel
assemblies.

'M,

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

M-

(continued) :
.

I!

O j
U
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i

!
1

'
Inverters - Shutdown -

' 3.8.8 i

ACTIONS

. f,CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME'

i

A. (continued)' A.2.4' Initiate action to- Immediately '

restore required
inverters to OPERABLE .

status. j
> .

b

.

-

!

f~

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ;

|
!
t

[ SR 3.8.8.1 Verify correct inverter voltage- 7 days |
[frequer,cy.] and alignments to required AC B-PS :i

vital buses. |

!

'o :
!

,

.i

!

P

|
t

i

!

.

;

,

b

.

<- i

i
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Distribution Systems-Operating
3.8.9

r^g -
V. 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

'

3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

LCO 3.8.9 Train A and Train B AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical '

power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

_

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

~

Onelorimory AC A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hoursA.
electrical power power distribution .3.8-44- '

,

distribution subsystem (s1 to E
subsystems inoperable. OPERABLE status. .

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LC0

B. OneipGeoff; AC vital B.1 Restore AC vital bus 2 hours 13.8-44

bus gbsyfteg subsyste (s1 to
inoperable. OPERABLE status. M : ED.-

i

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LC0-

C, . One;QC@ty DC C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours*

electrical power power distribution 3.8:44~
distribution subsystemg),to M
=@ systemg inoperable. OPERABLE status.

discovery of
failure to meet
LC0

./'S (continued)

NY ,
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Distribution Systems-Operating
3.8.9

.

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and. D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. 6 1111

D.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

i

E. Twoibjimoit4! (lectMcal E.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately
poRen trains with 3.8-44
inopereMe
distribution i

subsystems inop3rablA
that result in a loss
of safety function. .

.

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

;

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to teqQifg AC, DC, and AC vital

: bus electrical power distribution B

subsystems.
,

4

<

r

J

O
1
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown '

3.8.10

7-
-

(s,y '3.8 -ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ,

e i3.8.10 Distribution Systems - Shutdown
!

LCO 3.8'.10 The necessary portion of theRairAloHTfajyB.JAC, DC.
and AC vital bus electrical power distributivit subsystems r3.8-45>
shall be OPERABLE to support eMittiinTefZequipment

.
required to be.0PERABLE. ;

|
>

APPLICABILITY: 'N00ES 5 and 6-
Ouring mov;;;nt of irradiated fuel assemblies. 13,8-29^

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME'

!

: .A. One or more required A.1 Declare associated Immediately
AC, DC, or AC vital supported required
bus electrical power feature (s)
distribution inoperable.

('') subsystems inoperable. ,

(s_/ QE

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

i

ANQ

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately'

irradiated fuel
assemblies.

|

AMQ i

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations i

'involving positive
reactivity additions.

ARQ ;.

!

(continued) |
|

() ;
;
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
3.8.10

f~\
'( ,) ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate actions to Immediately
restore required AC,
DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power
distribution
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

AND

A.2.5 Declare associated Immediately
required residual
heat removal
subsystem (s)
inoperable and not in
operation,

iQ
'd SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.10.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.

|

:

/^S |
'\J

!
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. Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications
;

Enclosure 5A contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of NUREG-1431 Revision

O. 1. The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a
plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed
areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross reference to a justification
or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are,

contained in Enclosure 6A.
>

,
.

| There are four types of changes:
1

'
1. Deletions Haterial which is removed from NUREG 1431 Rev.1. |

2. Additions This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431
Rev. 1. .

: 3. Modifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431,
Rev. 1 but is being revised for the improved TS.

I 4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific k
'information which is presently located in the current TS into a

,

|
bracketed portion of NUREG 1431, Rev. 1. j

j- The methodology of identifying the changes is :

.
Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-

L bracketed areas of NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is annotated using the
strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The

i deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin.

L Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of )
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature;

of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
; identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent

right margin.

! Hodifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431.' Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of4

Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information'

is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location
and is annotated using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or

; hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a-

change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
,

change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components.

;

. V Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated'
i

using the redline / strike out feature of Wordperfect and |
|
1

Methodology 1 of 2 $/15/97 i
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG 1431 Specifications
(continued)

V identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All
such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that ir. formation is not correct for this
plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct
informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets
provided in NUREG 1431, Rev. I are deleted. " Red line", " strike-
out" and margin codes are as follows:

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged,
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'B' (for bracketed
information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the
plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the
old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is
" red lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code.

3. If the entire Condition. Action, or Surveillance is bracketed andn
(] is aoolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is

redlined. The text included within the brackets is Dat redlined
unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS' margin
code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were
made.

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not
applicable, the entire contents are struck out, redlined words
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used.

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B.
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A.

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark up process. Reviewer
notes may be " struck out" or deleted as preferred.

In summary, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG 1431, Rev.1 " red line" is used
to annotate new material, " strike out" is usW to annotate deleted material, and'

change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number
or a change code.

Note. NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are

f') incorporated are indicated using the " redlines", " strike outs" and margin codes
v discussed above.

Methodology 2 of2 S/1SM7
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES CONTENTS

,

Mark-up:

-BASES PAGE
f

3.8.1....................................................................................................B3.8-1
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41 3.8.4..................................................................................................B3.8-47
'

3.8.5....................................................................................................B3.8-57
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3.8.7........................................................................................B3.8-66
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3.8.9................................................................................................B3.8-75-m
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AC Sources-Operating i

B 3.8.1
|

n
d 'B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ,

B 3.8.1_ AC Sources-Operating

, ,

BASES

BACKGROUND- The unit Class 1E AC Electrical Power Distribution System AC
sources consist of the offsite power sources (preferred power
sources, normet and alternateM), and the onsite standby
emetgencyTpower sources (Train A and Train B diesel generators
(DGs)). As required by 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 17 (Ref.1),
the design of the AC electrical power system provides i

,

independence and redundancy to ensure an available source of ,

power to the Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems. ,

The onsite Class 1E AC Distribution System is divided into
'

- redundant load groups (trains) so that the loss of any one group.
'

does not prevent the minimum safety functions from being
performed. Each train has connections to two prefeered offsite
power sources and a single DG.

Offsite power is supplied to the un+t plant; switchyards from the .

transmission network by f1?O453EanditwoJ138];VJ transmission !1

t lines. From the switchyards, two electrically and physically
,

- separated circuits provide AC power, through step down startup
'

transformers, to the 63 4-16 kV ESF buses. A detailed i

description of the offsite power network and the circuits to the
~

<

Class IE ESF buses is found in the FSAR, Chapter 8 (Ref. 2).
t
'

An offsite circuit consists of all breakers, transformers.

switches, interrupting devices, cabling, and controls required to
transmit power from the offsite transmission network to the -

onsite Class IE ESF buses.

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a
'

predetermined sequence in order to prevent overloading the
'

transformer supplying offsite power to the onsite Class 1E
Distribution System. Within a minutes after the initiating i
signal is received, all automatic and permanently connected loads |

needed to recover the unit or maintain it in a safe condition are |
returned to service via the load sequencer. 1

'
|The onsite standby power source for each 4-16 64 kV ESF bus is a

dedicated DG, DGs IEG1, 1EG2, 2EG1 and 2EG2 are dedicated to ESF
buses 1EA1.1EA2, 2EA1 and 2EA2 respectively. A DG starts
automatically on a safety injection (SI) signal. (i.c., low j
pressurizer. pressure or high cor.tsir ,c tg

q jj
(continued) |

q+
,
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1 ;

ja BASES 1

BACKGROUND pressure-sHJnels) or On an ESF'busfundervoltage31gnalEthe'DG
(continued)] start;signalEis';delayedTsecond'to;al. low al. ternate source

breaker ~ closure'.CIff the; alternate' source?.is'not?avaiJableithe
ESFiund.eryoltageisignallautomatically,startsithe;DGhi(refer to
LC0 3.3.5, " Loss of Power (LOP) Diesel Generator (DG) Start
Instrumentation"). After the DG has started, it will
automatically tie to its respective bus after offsite power is
tripped as a consequence of ESF bus undervoltage or degraded
voltage, independent of or coincident with an SI signal. The DGs
will also start and operate in the standby mode without tying to
the ESF bus on an SI signal alone. Following the trip of offsite
power, anfundervoltagelsignal strips nonpermanent loads from the
ESF bus. When the DG is tied to the ESF bus, loads are then
sequentially connected to its respective ESF bus by the automatic
load sequencer. The sequencing logic controls the permissive and
starting signals to motor breakers to prevent overloading the DG
by automatic load application.

In the event of a loss of preferred power, the ESF electrical
loads are automatically connected to the available: alternate
power | source Al f; thela].ternatelsource ;isi not iavail abl eAthe.nf the
ESE;electricalDoads;are1conne.cted to,the_DGs in sufficient time
to provide for safe reactor shutdown and to mitigate the

(v) consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) such as a loss of
-

coolant accident (LOCA).

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a
predetermined sequence in order to prevent overloading the DG in
the process. Within 2 minutes after the initiating signal is
received, all loads needed to recover the unit or maintain it in -

a safe condition are returned to service.

Ratings for Train A and Train B DGs satisfy the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.9: Ref. (3)[and;IEEE23871(Reff13)? The
continuous service rating of each DG is 7000 kW with 10% overload
permissible for up to 2 hours in any 24 hour period. The ESF
loads that are powered from the 6.] 4-16 kV ESF buses are listed
in Reference 2.

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of DBA and transient analyses la the
SAFETY ANALYSES FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 4) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 5), assume ESF

systems are OPERABLE. The AC electrical power sources are
designed to provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy,
and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to

(continued)n
b
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

;

. /~]
BASES

b
ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System (RCS), and
containment design limits are not exceeded. These limits are
discussed in more detail in the Bases for Section 3.2. Power

Distribution Limits: Section 3.4. Reactor Coolant System -

(RCS):and Section 3.6. Containment Systems.

The OPERABILITY of the AC electrical power sources is consistent
with the initial assumptions of the Accident analyses and is
based upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This results in
maintaining at least one train of the onsite or offsite AC
sources OPERABLE during Accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC
power: and

b. A worst case single failure.

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Stat a r.t
10C@50;36(cM2M11).

;

LC0 Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission network
and the onsite Class IE Electrical Power System and separate and
independent DGs for each train ensure availability of the
required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition after an anticipated operational occurrence
(A00) or a postulated DBA.>

,

Qualified offsite circuits are those that are described in the
FSAR and are part of the licensing basis for the unit.

'

Irraddi tion!:one";"automatj ciload:sequengedper'ttaigmustibe
OPERABLE!

Each offsite circuit must be capable of maintaining rated
frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during an
accident, while connected to the ESF buses.

OffsiteIcircuitT#1 is?. fed;fromTthe]I38;kCsivitchyardfandr ffsite ;o
circui t:#12 ;i sifedifromIthe]345:kviswi tchya rd,2Ci rcui tflii sithe.

preferredTsource for/ Unit *2iandial.ternatersourceiforlUnitil"3
Ci rcui tif;211 sithe: preferredisourceiforIUni t111andlal ternate'

s.ource;fori; Unit 2MEagh"offsite: circuit;can* supply;6(9 kv]raig .

6;and!Traln;B;ESfabusses'iforibotEUniti1RndiU0lt:22 Off-ite
,

(continued)p
V ,

,

:
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AC Sources-0perating
B 3.8.1

i

,

I BASESQ)
e+reuP #1 consists cf Safeguards Transforaer 0, which is
supplici-fre; Switchyard Sus 0, and is fed through brcaker 52-0
acwcring ESI transformer n001, which, in turn, powcrs tra #1 CSI
sus thrcugh its noraci feeder breaker. Offsite circuit #2
censists of the Startup Transferaer. which is normally fed-from
the Switchyard Sus A and is fcd through breaker FA 0201.-
>cwcring tre CSI transforaer, which in turn, powcrs the #2 ESF
aus through its acr;al facder brcaher.

Each DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to rated speed i

and voltage, and connecting to its respective ESF bus on receipt
detectica-of bus undervoltage signal. This will be accomplished
within 10 seconds. Each DG must also be capable of accepting
required loads within the assumed loading sequence intervals, and
continue to operate until offsite power can be restored to the
ESF buses. These capabilities are required to be met from a
variety of initial conditions such as DG in standby with the

J

engine hot
and DG in standby with the engine at ambient conditions. '

Additional DG capabilities must be demonstrated to meet required
Surveillance, e.g., capability of the DG to revert to standby
status on an ESF signal while operating in parallel test mode. |

Proper sequencing of loads, jBcluding~ttipping:ofinonessentjal ;

Joads!isarequiredfunctionforDGOPERABILITY. ;

The AC sources in cra train must be separate and independent (to
the extent possible)-cf the AC sources in the other train. For
the DGs, separation and independence are complete.

-

1

For the offsite AC sources, separation and independence are to
the extent practical. A circuit may be connected to more than
one ESF bus, with fest-transfer capability to the other circuit |
OPERABLE, and not violate separation criteria. A circuit that is :

not conrected to en ESI bus is required to have OPEPX LC fast j
transfer intericck mechanisms to at least two ESI buses to

Isuppcrt OPEPRILITY cf that circuit. A# circ 01t;that21s! poi;
connecteditolan ESF;busEiftequjteditolhaye:an:opetableXransfet |
mechani smito;that: busitoisuppottoperabf]1ty;ofithangitcutta |

Each;circuitIof3ffsiteTs'outceTc'an~ feed:bothitrainsOPneferred ' (
source.bteakers; ate [ normal]y;closediandia]ternatelsoutce:breakeg
are~ normally;open&Each;bu siha's7automati cf.capabil i ty;toittans(et
to;the~,altetnatejourcelonlloss;oLpte{ettedicircultj ,

;

I|

^' (continued) i

(
.
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1 i

BASES
!

APPLICABILITY The AC sources and sequencers are required to be OPERABLE in !

H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that: :

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure,

boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of A00s or
abnormal transients; and :

!

b. Adequate core cooling is provided and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the
event of a postulated DBA. The AC power requirements for
MODES 5 and 6 are covered in LCO 3.8.2, "AC
Sources - Shutdown. "

,

ACTIONS U
To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with one offsite i

circuit inoperable, it is necessary to verify the OPERABILITY of
the remaining required offsite circuit on a more frequent basis.
Since the Required Action only specifies " perform," a failure of :

SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not result in a Required
Action not met. However, if a second required circuit fails
SR 3.8.1.1, the second offsite circuit is inoperable, and
Condition C, for two offsite circuits inoperable, is entered.;

Revicwcr's Note. The turbine driven auxi|iery feedwater pump is I
'

caly rcquired to be ccasidered a redundant required featurc, and.
thercfsrc, required tc be determined OPEPE LE by this Required !

Actica, if the dcaign is such that the rc=ining OPEPXLE meter
cr turbinc driven auxiliary fccdwater pump (s) is not by itself
capable (without any reliance on the matcr driven auxiliary
feedwater pump powcred by the cx rgency bus associated with the
4nsperabia diesel gcacratcr) of providing 100t of the auxiliary i
feedwater ficw assumcd in the safety analys4s- |

!

U |

1

Required Action A.2, which only applies if the train cannot be
powered from an offsite source, is intended to provide assurance |

that an event coincident with a single failure of the associated !
IDG will not result in a complete loss of safety function of

critical redundant required features. These features are powered
from the redundant AC electrical power train. This includes the j
motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Single train systems,
such as the steam driven (turbine driven) auxiliary feedwater
pump, are not included. I

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

]v BASES

The Completion Time for Required Action A.2 is intended to allow
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered
inoperabilities. This Completion Time also allows for an
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the allowed

a. The train has no offsite power supplying it leads; and

b. A required feature on the other train is inoperable.

If at any time during the existence of Condition A (one offsite
circuit inoperable) With:a;trainyithino;offsite; power)vailabl_e[
and;a redundant required feature subsequently becomes inoperable,
this Completion Time begins to be tracked.

Discovering no offsite power to one train of the onsite Class 1E
Electrical Power Distribution System coincident with one or more
inoperable required support or supported features, or both, that
are associated with the other train that has offsite power,
results in starting the Completion Times for the Required Action.

Twenty four hours is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing time for restoration before subjecting the unit to

p transients associated with shutdown.
V The remaining OPERABLE offsite circuit and DGs are adequate to

supply electrical power to Train A and Train B of the onsite
Class 1E Distribution System. The 24 hour Completion Time takes
into account the component OPERABILITY of the redundant
couriterpart to the inoperable required feature. Additionally,
the 24 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for
repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this
period.

U i

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may
continue in Condition A for a period that should not exceed
72 hours. With one offsite circuit inoperable, the reliability
of the offsite system is degraded, and the potential for a loss
of offsite power is increased, with attendant potential for a
challenge to the unit safety systems. In this Condition,'

however, the remaining OPERABLE offsite circuit and DGs are
adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class IE
Distribution System.

I

(V~l
(continued) i

'
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AC Sourc2s-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES-s

I )
v

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for
repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this
period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.3 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
AC power sources to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is entered
while, for instance, a DG is inoperable and that DG is
subsequently returned OPERABLE, the LC0 may already have been not
met for up to 72 hours. This could lead to a total of 144 hours,
since initial failure to meet the LCO, to restore the offsite
circuit. At this time, a DG could again become inoperable, the
circuit restored OPERABLE, and an additional 72 hours (for a
total of 9 days) allowed prior to complete restoration of the
LCO. The 6 day Completion Time provides a limit on the time
allowed in a specified condition after discovery of failure to
meet the LCO. This limit is considered reasonable for situations
in which Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The "AND"
connector between the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times means
that both Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more
restrictive Completion Time must be met.

V) As in Required Action A.2, the Completion Time allows for an
i

exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the allowed
outage time " clock." This will result in establishing the " time
zero" at the time that the LC0 was initially not met, instead of
at the time Condition A was entered.

IL1

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with an
inoperable DG, it is necessary to verify the availability of
the offsite circuits on a more frequent basis. Since the
Required Action only specifies " perform," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1
acceptance criteria does not result in a Required Action being
not met. However, if a circuit fails to pass SR 3.8.1.1, it is
inoperable. Upon offsite circuit inoperability, additional
Conditions and Required Actions must then be entered.

Reviewer's Note. The titrbine driven auxiliary feedwattr- pump is
only required to be considered a redundcnt required featurc, and,
thereforc. required to be determined CPEPX LE by this Pseq+ttred
Action. if the design is such thet th; rcmaining OPEPELE meter
or-tttrbitte-driven-euxiliary feedweter pump (3) is not by itst4f
eepebleMthout-eny-t'e14ance on the motor driven aux +Hery
feedwater pump powered-by-the emergency bus associeted-wie -the

b
'" (continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASESg
b

4noperabic dicsci generater) of providir.g 100% of thc caxiliary
feedweter ficw assumed in th ;crety analysis.

IL2

Required Action B.2 is intended to provide assurance that a loss
of offsite power, during the period that a DG is inoperable, does
not result in a complete loss of safety function of critical
systems. These features are designed with redundant safety
related trains. This includes the motor driven auxiliary
feedwater pumps andithe"TDAFW pump)hich'must belava1]ablelfot
mitigationiofia;Feedwatet;11ne; break. Single train systems -weh
es otherithan;the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump, are
not included. Redundant required feature failures consist of
inoperable features associated with a train, redundant to the
train that has an inoperable DG. The Completion Time for Required

Action B.2 is intended to allow the operator time to
evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also

allows for an exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning
the allowed outage time " clock." In this Required Action, the
Completion Time only begins on discovery that both:

7
I a

U a. An inoperable DG exists; and

b. A required feature on the other train (Train A or Train B)
is inoperable.

If at any time during the existence of this Condition (one DG
inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes inoperable.
this Completion Time would begin to be tracked.

Discovering one DG inoperable coincident with one or more
inoperable required support er supported features, or both, that
are associated with the OPERABLE DG, results in starting the
Completion Time for the Required Action. Four hours from the
discovery of these events existing concurrently is Acceptable
because it minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration
before subjecting the unit to transients associated with
shutdown. .

1

In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits I
are adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class 1E i

Distribution System. Thus, on a component basis, single failure
protection for the required feature's function may have been
lost; however, function has not been lost. The 4 hour Completion
Time takes into account the OPERABILITY of the redundant

n counterpart to the inoperable required feature. Additionally,

'
(Continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1,

i
,

,

BASES
f. w

the 4 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for
repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this
period.

B.3.1 and B.3.2
*

Required Action B.3.1 provides an allowance to avoid unnecessary
1

testing of the OPERABLE DG M . If it can be determined that the
cause of the inoperable DG does not exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR
3.8.I.2 does not have to be performed. If the cause of
t re: ability exists on the other DGM, the other DGM would be
declared inoperable upon discovery and Condition E of LC0 3.8.1
would be entered. Once the failure is repaired, the common cause
failure no longer exists, and Required Action B.3.1 is satisfied.
If the cause of the initial inoperable DG cannot be confirmed not
to exist on the remaining DGM, performance of SR 3.8.1.2
suffices to provide assurance of continued OPERABILITY of that
DG.

In the event the inoperable DG is restored to OPERABLE status
prior to completing either B.3.1 or B.3.2, the applicab]EplaDt
procedures will continue to evaluate the common causeO possibility. This continued evaluation, however, is no longer
under the 24 hour constraint imposed while in Condition B.

According to Generic Letter 84 15 (Ref. 7), 24 hours is
reasonable to confirm that the OPERABLE DG is not affected by the
same problem as the inoperable DG.

00'ing petformince:offsuryejl1Ance3ctNjities'a~s! amu ~1tementt
fordACJ.I_0EstatementsDhe;ainirollitestystm]]inothpeLformedj

fL.4

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may
continue in Condition B for a period that should not exceed
72 hours.

In Condition B, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits
are adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class 1E
Distribution System. The 72 hour Completion Time takes into'

account the capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources,
a reasonable time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.4 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of requiredn

b (continued)
.
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AC power sources to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet the LCO, If Condition B is entered.

while, for instance, an offsite circuit is inoperable and that
circuit is subsequently restored OPERABLE, the LCO may already
have been not met for up to 72 hours.. This could lead to a total
of 144 hours, since initial failure to meet the LCO, to restore
the'DG. At this time, an offsite circuit could again become
inoperable, the DG restored OPERABLE, and an additional 72 hours
(for a total of 9 days) allowed prior to complete restoration of
the LCO. The 6 day Completion Time provides a limit on time
allowed in a specified condition after discovery of failure to
meet the LCO. This limit is considered reasonable for situations
in which Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The "MQ"

; connector between the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times means
that both Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more
restrictive Completion Time must be met.

t'

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the allowed .

time " clock." This will result in establishing the " time zero"
at the time that the LC0 was initially not met, instead of at the,

time Condition B was entered.'

G
C.1 and C.2

Required Action C.1, which applies when two offsite circuits are.

inoperable, is intended to provide assurance that an event with a |
coincident single failure will not result in a complete loss of '

redundant required safety functions. The Completion Time for ,

this failura of redundant required features is reduced to ,

12 hours fro that allowed for one train without offsite power ;

(Required Action A.2). The rationale for the reduction to
12 hours is that Regulatory Guide 1,93 (Ref. 6) allows a :

Completion Time of 24 hours for two required offsite circuits |
inoperable, based upon the assumption that two complete safety
trains are OPERABLE. When a concurrent redundant required ,

feature failure exists, this assumption is not the case, and a j

shorter Completion Time of 12 hours is appropriate. These
features are powered from redundant AC safety trains. This ,

includes the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Single ]
train features, such as the turbine driven auxiliary pump, are 1

. '

not included ir, the list.

The Completion Time for Required Action C.1 is intended to allow
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered

n ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

V.
(Continued)

.
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O
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inoperabilities. This Completion Time also allows for an
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the allowed
outage time " clock." In this Required Action the Completion Time
only begins on discovery that both:

i

a. All required offsite circuits are inoperable; and

b. A required feature is inoperable.

If at any time during the existence of Condition C (two effsite
circuits inoperable) a required feature becomes inoperable, this
Completion Time begins to be tracked.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may

( continue in Condition C for a period that should not exceed
24 hours. This level of degradation means that the offsite'

electrical power system does not have the capability to effect a
safe shutdown an:1 to mitigate the effects of an accide:4t:
however, the onsite AC sources have not been degraded. This
level of degradation generally corresponds to a total loss of the
immediately accessible offsite power sources.

Because of the normally high availability of the offsite sources.

- /] this level of degradation may appear to be more severe than other
G combinations of two AC sources inoperable that involve one or

more DGs inoperable. However, two factors tend to decrease the
severity of this level of degradation:

a. The configuratten of the redundant AC electrical power i

system that remains available is not susceptible to a ,

single bus or switching failure; and I

D. The time required to detect and restore an unavailable
offsite power source is generally much less than that ,

required to detect and restore an unavailable onsite AC I

|source.

With both of the required offsite circuits inoperabia, sufficient
onsite AC sources are available to maintain the
unit in a safe shutdown condition in the avent of a DBA or
transient. In fact, a simultaneous loss of offsite AC sources, a
LOCA, and a worst case single failure were postulated as a part
of the design basis in the safety analysis. Thus, the 24 hour i

'

Completion Time provides a period of time to effect restoration
'

of one of the offsite circuits commensurate with the importance

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

O (continued)
_._

I
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1
_

of maintaining an AC electrical power system capable of meeting
its design criteria. ;

According to Reference 6, with the available offsite AC sources,
two less than required by the LCO, operation may continue for

4 24 hours. If two offsite sources are restored within 24 hours,
unrestricted operation may continue. If only one offsite source
is restored within 24 hours, power operation continues in
accordance with Condition A.

D.1 and D.2 ,

Pursuant to LC0 3.0.6. the Distribution System ACTIONS would not
be entered even if all AC sources to it were inoperable.,

resulting in de-cacrgization. Therefore, the Required Actions of
Condition D are modified by a Note to indicate that when

'

Condition D is entered with no AC source to any train, (for,;CPSES
thi sRequi re;sibothiof fs j te: sources;and:DG;1noperab]elthe
Conditions and Required Actions for LC0 3.8.9, " Distribution
Systems-Operating," must be immediately entered. This allows
Condition D to provide requirements for the loss of one offsite

e circuit and one DG, without regard to whether a train is
i jnoperable de encrgized. LC0 3.8.9 provides the appropriate

restrictions for a inoperable de-energized train.
.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may
continue in Condition D for a period that should not exceed
12 hours.

In Condition D. individual redundancy is lost in both the offsite
electrical power system and the onsite AC electriral power
system. Since power system redundancy is provided by two diverse
sources of power, however, the reliability of the power systems
in this Condition may appear higher than that in Condition C
(loss of both required offsite circuits). This difference in
reliability is offset by the susceptibility of this power system*

configuration to a single bus or switching failure. The 12 hour
Completion Time takes into account the capacity and capability of
the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the4

low probability of a DBA occurrug during this period.
.

|

'

p) .

(continued) i

t.

i
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-

:

ACTIONS L1 j

. I
f With Train A and Train B DGs inoperable, there are no remaining )

standby AC sources. Thus, with an assumed loss of offsite . i
.

electrical power, insufficient standby AC sources are available .

- to power the minimum required ESF functions. Since the offsite I
; electrical power system is the only source of AC power for this !

t level of degradation, the risk associated with continued
; operation for a very short time could be less than that

associated with an immediate controlled shutdown (the immediate
shutdown could cause grid instability, which could result in a

-

total loss of AC power). Since any inadvertent generator trip
could also result in a total loss of- offsite AC power, however, j'

the time allowed for continued operation is severely restricted, j
i The intent here is to avoid the risk associated with an immediate 1

controlled shutdown and to minimize the risk associated with this !
,
~ level of degradation. i

I
According to Reference 6, with both DGs inoperable, operation may .!,

1 continue for a period that should not exceed 2 hours. ;
;
s.

E3 |
"

'
The SI] sequencer (s) is an essential support system to both;the

ESF bus. )offsiteIcircuitlanditheKhsiodated;withra!given: 2e

furthermoreZthe;sequencerlision;thelpr.imaryssuccess;pathlfor J
mostimajor;ACIelectricallyipowetWisafetyisystems:poWetodifrom q

.

the associatedJSFibus! Therefore, loss of an ESEbusisequencer jr affects every major ESF system in the divisi;n trai!!. The :

12; hour Completion Time provides a period of time to correct the i

problem comensurate with the importance of maintaining sequencer
OPERABILITY. This time period also ensures that the probability;
of an accident (requiring sequencer OPERABILITY) occurring during

;; periods when the sequencer is inoperable is minimal.

This Conditica is preceded by a ik,te that allswa tra Cendition tc
3

be deleted if tra unit design is such that eny sequencer failure'

;r.ede will only effect tra ;bility of the ess;;iated 0C to p;ar
,'

its respective s;fety leeds under eny n ditions. Irylicit in
this ik,te is the ceraept that tra Conditica ;;;ust be retaired if
eny sequeraer failure ir.;de results in the inebility to start aH.

or part of tra s;fety leeds wtan re;uired, regardless of paa r
availability, er results in everice:ing tra offsite pcar circuit-

to a safety bus during an ev;nt end thereby causes its failure.'

Also i;;;plicit in the Note, is that the Condition is nob |
;pplic;ble to ;ny trein th;t de;; net h;;; ; ;;quen;;T. ;

I-w
_ continued)(
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-
G.1 and G.2

'

If the inoperable AC electric power sources cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status _within the required Completion Time, the unit
must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To'

achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least H0DE 3 <

within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, i

'

to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. :

,

IL1

Condition H corresponds to a level of degradation in which all |
*

redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been lost. At ;
this severely degraded level, any further losses in the AC i
electrical power system will cause a loss of function. !

Therefore, no additional time is justified for continued
I operation. The unit is required by LC0 3.0.3 to commence a i

'
controlled shutdown.

121

L The;Blackoutisequencerslisf an?essentiallsuppottlsystem;toTboth 4

theloffsitelcirguit tand .Jhe;DG;associ ated;withIa~gi ven~ ESEib.us2
Theylare ~requi ted;to:proyIde;the:systemIresponseltozall o.ss;qflorj
degtadedIESEbugvoltagelsi gnal EIherefore, Ethellossloflthe
Bj ackoutisequencericausesithelassoci atediDGit.q;bec_omeligoperablg
immediately]

SURVEILLANCE The AC sources are designed to permit inspection and
REQUIREMENTS testing of all important areas and features, especially those

that have a standby function, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.
,

Appendix A. GDC 18 (Ref. 8). Periodic component tests are
supplemented by extensive functional tests during refueling
outages (under simulated accident conditions), The SR for
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the DGs are in accordance with :

the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), Reguletory !
Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9). and Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref.10), as,

addressed in the FSAR.

Where the SR discussed herein specify voltage and frequency i

tolerances, the following is applicable. The minimum stcedy -

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE state output voltage of 5210 V is 007 cf We nominal 5000 V
REQUIREMENTS output voltage. This velur. which is specified in ANS! C04.1

(Continued) (Ref.15), allows for voltage drop to the terminels of 5500 V
motors whose minimum operating voltage is specified as 20t
or 0000 V. It else ellows for voltage drops to motors end other
equi p;nt down through the 120 V icvci where minimum operating
voltage is also usually specified as 007 of nea; plate reting.
The specified maximum steady state output voltage of 7500 V is
equel to the maximum operating voltage spccified for 5000 V
metcrs It ensures that for a lightly icoded distribution.
system, the voltage et the terminels of 5500 V motors is no more
then the maximum rated operating voltages.Theiminimunisteady
state:outputJvoltage:of;6480 Vial 10ws'forivoltageldropsito motors
and.;other.fequipment down to theil20 i jevelitoiegsure.thatithe
l oads ' will : notj experi encelvol tage ;1ess ithanithe3 mi nimum ' rated
yoltageb3he maximumisteady| state;outputivoltage:of9150;V
ensuresithat,Eunderalightly;1oade(conditions 7: motors and;o.thetr

equipmenttdownftoathe1120 V.,1evel3111'notlexperienceivoltages
moreJhon:theimaximum.ratedLvoltage; The specified minimum and
maximum frequencies of the DG are 58.8 Hz and 61.2 Hz,
respectively. These values are equal to i 2% of the 60 Hz
nominal frequency and are derived from the recommendations given
in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).(
SR 3.8.1.1*

.

This SR ensures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC
electrical power supply to the onsite distribution network and
availability of offsite AC electrical power. The breaker
alignment verifies that each breaker is in its correct position
to ensure that distribution buses and loads are connected to
their preferred power source, and that appropriate independence
nf offsite circuits is maintained. The 7 day Frequency is

1

adequate since breaker position is not likely to change without'

the operator being aware of it and because its status is
displayed in the control room.

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7

These SR help to ensure the availability of the standby
electrical power supply to mitigate DBAs and transients and to )
maintain the unit in a safe shutdown condition.

|

To minimize the wear on moving parts that do not get lubricated ,

when the engine is not running, these SR are modified by a Note {t
(Note 2 for SR 3.8.1.2) to indicate that all DG starts for these

;I

r\

h (Continued) !i
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O
Surveillances may be preceded by an engine prelube period.-end;In

SR 3;8; 72Efollowing;prelube; folicwcd by a warmupadditi.on~,0 for: 1

period is|. allowed prior to loading.

For the purposes of SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 testing. the DGs
are started from standby conditions. Standby conditions
for a DG mean that the diesel engine coolant and oil are being
continuously circulated and temperature is being maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations.

The DG|shall startSsing'one;of thefullowing signals: 1) Manual?-

2); Simulated .or actualisafeguseds bus ;undervoltagei 3) Safety
Injection simulated _or"actua)Esignal(in conjuction;with;a
simulated orf actualiloss of.offsite power signal;;or;4)f a Safety
Injection; simulated or actuaLsignalibylitselfic

For;SR 3,8.1.2,.:in; order ~torreduce; stress;and wearJ|on diesel
enginesi;the some| manufacturer: recommends a modified ~ start:in
which thelstarting| speed _of DGs is limited... warmup;isilimited to
this;1ower:speediland the .DGsiare: gradually. accelerated;to
synchronousispeed prior;to: loading,iThese; start; procedures are
@e':intentiof Note 31-which is only appliceble when such
modified-steet-procedurcs arc rccer.;caded by the manufacturee-m

/ i
O SR 3.8.1.7 requires that, at a 184 day Frequency the DG starts

from standby conditions [ accelerates;t07441 R M| and achieves
required voltage an' 'requency within 10 seconds. The .0 second
start requirement : wrts the assumptions of the design basis
LOCA analysis in t'.. FSAR. Chapter 15 (Ref. 5)..

The 10 second start requirement is not applicable to SR 3.8.1.2
(see Note 3) when a modified start procedure as described above
is used. If a modified start is not used, the 10 second start
requirement of SR 3.8.1.7 applies.

Since SR 3.8.1.7 requires a 10 second start. it is more
restrictive than SR 3.8.1.2, and it may be performed in lieu of
SR 3.8.1.2. This is the intent of Note 1 of SR 3.8.1.2.

The normal 31 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.2 Occ Tabic 3.0.1-1
:Diessi Ocnerctor Test ".,chedtdc." in the cccompanying LCO) is
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and Generic;Lettet
94301~;(Ref?14). The 184 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.7 is a
reduction in cold testing consistent with Generic Letter 8415
(Ref. 7). These Frequencies provide adequate assurance of DG
OPERABILITY. while minimizing degradation resulting from testing.

(O) (continued)
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O !
. i' SR 3.8.1.3 L

,

This Surveillance verifies that the DGs are capable of |
synchronizing with the offsite electrical system and accepting i

loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the maximum !
expected accident loads. A minimum run time of 60 minutes is i

required to stabilize engine temperatures, while minimizing the#

time that the DG is connected to the offsite source. ,

,

Although no power factor requirements are established by this SR,
the DG is normally operated at a power factor between 0.8 lagging ;

and 1.0. The 0.8 value is the design rating of the machine, ,

while the 1.0 is an operational limitation to ensure circulating f

currents are minimized. The load band is provided to avoid
routine overloading of the DG. Routine overloading may result in
more frequent teardown inspections in accordance with vendor '

4

recommendations in order to maintain DG OPERABILITY.
,

The 31 day Frequency for this Surveillance (Tabic 3.0.1-1) is
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and Genericjletter !m

9diO11(RefM().. i

This SR is modified by four Notes. Note 1 indicates that diesel !

[ engine runs for this Surveillance may include gradual loading, as |k recommended by the manufacturer, so that mechanical stress and
wear on the diesel engine are minimized. Note 2 states that
momentary transients, because of changing bus loads, do not

'invalidate this test. Similarly, ac;;ntary powcr factor
trensients above the limit de not invalidata the test. Note 3
indicates that this Surveillance should be conducted on only one
DG at a time in order to avoid common cause failures that might
result from offsite circuit or grid perturbations. Note 4>

stipulates a prerequisite requirement for performance of this SR.
A successful DG start must precede this test to credit
satisfactory performance.

SR 3.8.1.4

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in the
day tank is at or above the regt:1 rec) level at which fusi cil is
automatically added. The level is expressed as an equivalent
volume in gallons, and is selected to ensure ' adequate fuel oil,

for a minimum of 1 hour of DG operation at full load plus 10%.

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient
* supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are

provided and facility operators would be aware of any large uses '

of fuel oil during this period.

(continued)-
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.5 j
REQUIREMENTS 1

|Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation.
There are numerous bacteria that can grow in fuel oil and cause |
fouling, but all must have a water environment in order to
survive. Removal of water from the fuel oil day tanks once every

i31 days eliminates the necessary environment for bacterial
survival. This is the most effective means of controlling
microbiological fouling. In addition, it eliminates the
potential for water entrainment in the fuel oil during DG
operation. Water may come from any of several sources, including
condensation, ground water, rain water, contaminated fuel oil,
and breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent checking for
and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling and provides
data regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel oil system. ,

The Surveillance Frequencies are established by Regulatory ;

Guide 1.137 (Ref. 10). This SR is for preventative maintenance. ;

The presence of water does not necessarily represent failure of r

this SR, provided the accumulated water is removed during the
performance of this Surveillance.

-

'

SR 3.8.1.6

This Surveillance demonstrates that each required fuel oil
.

transfer pump operates and transfers fuel oil from its associated
storage tank to its associated day tank. This is required to ,

support continuous operation of standby power sources. This i
Surveillance provides assurance that the' fuel oil transfer pump
is OPERABLE, the fuel oil piping system is intact, the fuel |
delivery piping is not obstructed, and the controls and control j
systems for automatic fuel transfer systems are OPERABLE. !

!

The frecucrcy for this SPs is variable, depending on individuel i

system :ssign, with up to a [02] day interval. The [02] day
Frequeney-carresponds to the testing requircmcats for pumps as
conttined in the AStic Code,
Section XI ("ef.11). howcycr. thc design of fuel transfer l

systems is such that pumps operetc automatically or must be
sterted manually in ordcr to maintain an adcquate volume of-fttel
oil in the day [ cad cagine mounted] tanks during or following 00 ;

testing. In such a casc a 31 day frequency is approp-tete-
Since proper operation of feet-transfer systcmi is an inherent !

part of DC OPCPA"ILI"I, the "requcacy of this SPs should be j
. modified to reflect individual designs-- 1

Thelfrequencyloff.92: days:i siadequate;to:.v.ettfyTpropedautomatic
operation :of;thef fuelitransfer, pumps;toimai ntai n;the' r,equj red
yolume;of fueUoil;1nitheiday.4t.anksHJhisftequencyihas beenh
proyen; acceptable;through.; operating;eXpecience]

(continued)i

1

|

|
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1,
!'u SR 3.8.1.7

|

See SR 3.8.1.2.

SR F3.8:1':8 :
l

i

Transfer of each 4-16 6J9 ky1ESEbus power supply from the normal |
'

offsite circuit to the alternate offsite circuit demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the alternate circuit distribution network to
power the shutdown loads. The;181 month Frequency of the
Surveillance is based on engineering judgment, taking into
consideration the unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed at the 18 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note. The; note?does'not:alloCthe
surve1]lanceitolnormaUylbe| performed;in.; MODES;1 orJ2EDTMsinote
does;not prohibitithe:applicationlof1LC0:3,0;5'orithe; performance
ofithis;SRitoirestote;pqujpment;opetabiljtys The reas;n for the
Note is that, during operatica with the reactor critical,
performance of this SP, could cause pertttrbations to the

O electrical distribution systems that could chalicage continued
V steady state speration and, as a result, unit safety systems.

Credit may bc taken for unplanned evcats that satisfy this SPs. ;

SR 3.8.1.9

Each DG is provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent
damage to the engine. Recovery from the transient caused by the
loss of a large load could cause diesel engine overspeed, which, i

if excessive, might result in a trip of the engine. This !

Surveillance demonstrates the DG load response characteristics
and capability to reject the largest single load without
exceeding predetermined voltage and frequency and while !

maintaining a specified margin to the overspeed trip. For this
unit, the siftgle load for cach 00 and its horscpowcr rating is as )
foHows: The~ single]argestimototiloadlon'the;busZat~any[ giver)
timeli s' the; Component [CooU ng Wa tet' pump:1 oad)hi ch;haralname
Plate tat 1Dg o L7,8 W 2 This Surveillance may be accomplished by:

.

a. Tripping the DG output breaker with the DG carrying greater
than or equal to its associated single largest post-
accident load while paralleled to offsite power, or while
solely supplying the bus; or '

,

I

i

O (continued)U ;

i |

|
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73|*

3 b. Tripping its associated single ' 'est post-accident load
with the DG solely supplying ta bus.

As required by IEEE 308 (Ref. 12), the load rejection test is
acceptable if the increase in diesel speed does not exceed 75% of
the difference between synchronous speed and the overspeed trip
setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed, whichever is lower.

The time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in this SR
are derived from Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) recommendations
for response during load sequence intervals. The 3 seconds
specified is equal to 60% of a typical 5 second load sequence
interval associated with sequencing of the largest load. The
voltage and frequency specified are consistent with the design
range of the equipment powered by the DG. SR 3.8.1.9.a
corresponds to the maximum frequency excursion, while
SR 3.8.1.9.b snd SR 3.0.1.0.c-are is ~alsteady state voltage end
frequency values to which the system must recover following load
rejection. The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the
recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9).

This SR is modified by two-a Notes. The note does:not. allow the
surveillance;to normallyfbe: performed 11n H0 DES 11"or_2, ; This: note

_

doesinot' prohibit 1the~applicationlof LCO. 3.0.5.or the| performance
('] okthisiSR toirestorelequ.ipment operabil_ity; The reason for
( ') Note 1 is that during operation with the reactor critical,

'

performance of this SR could cause-perturbations to-the
electrical distributica systems that could challsngc continued
steady state cperatica and, as a result. Unit safety systcms.
Gfedit may be taken for unplanned evcats that satisfy this SR.
If; ordcr to casurc that the 00 is tested under load conditions

that ,1re-es-close to design basis conditions as possibic, Note-2
eequires-thet, if synchronized to offsite power, testing must-be
performed using a powcr factcr s [M]. This powcr feetee-is
chosen to bc representet4ve-of-the-eetual design basis inductive
4eeding-that-the 00 would exper4enee-

Examples;of unplanned: events maylinclude:I

1) Unexpected' operational" events ~which:cause the~ equipment
.

to perform.theifunction specified by,thisfsurveillance,Tfor
which adequate documentation of_the.. required performance is
available;iand

2)': Post corrective maintenance | testing that r_equires
performance:of1this surveillance:in~orderLtoirestore the
component;to OPERABLE, provided:the maintenance was
r_equired Tor. performed.in. conjunction with_ maintenance
required jo mai.ntain OPERASILITY_or reliability.:

j
7
I ) (continued)
J
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Revicwcr's Note. The abcVe |i00 restricticas may be deleted
if it can be dcmcastrated to the staff, on a plant specific'

basis, that performing the SR with the reactcr in any of the
restricted tiODES can satisfy the fclicwing criteria, as
applicable;

a. Performance of the SR will not render any safety
system cr ccmponent inoperable;

b. Performance of the SR will not cause perturbations to
any of the clecttical distributica systems that could
result in a challenge to steady state speraticn or to
plant safety systems, and

c. Performance of the SR, or failure af the SR, will not
cettse, cr result in, en A00 with at-tendant challenge
to plant safety systems.

SR 3.8.1.10

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to reject a full
load without overspeed tripping or exceeding the predetermined
voltage limits. The DG full load rejection may occur because of
a system fault or inadvertent breaker tripping. This

O Surveillance ensures proper engine generator load response under
V the simulated test conditions. This test simulates the loss of

the total connected load that the DG experiences following a full
load rejection and verifies that the DG does not trip upon loss
of the load. These acceptance criteria provide for DG damage
protection. While the DG is not expected to experience this
transient during an event and continues to be available, this
response ensures that the DG is not degraded for future ;

application, including reconnection to the bus if the trip
initiator can be corrected or isolated.

In cider tc casure that the 00 is tested urder iced corditions*

that arc as cicsc tc design basis conditions as possibic, testing
mttst be performed using a powcr factor s [0.0]. This powcr
feeter-is chosen tc be representative of the actual design basis
inductive leading-thet-the 0C would cxperierce.

The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendation of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9) and is intended to be consistent
with expected fuel cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by a Note. ThelpoteIdoesTnot? allow;the
surveill anceitolpormally;te" performed ;i n1 MODES;1 Tor;;2|.ZThi s ~pote .

'does: noti prohibit 3he1 application;of3.00:3.0Kor_ithelpetformance
of3 hisiSRito;restote equipmentioper_abilit9] The reason for the |

/m ,

() (continued)
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Note is that during cgration ,;ith the reactor ait+eek
p rformence cf this SR cculd cause g rturbations tc the ,

electrical distributica systc;s that could chalicasc continued
steady state agration and, as a result. unit safety systems.
Credit may be taken for unplanned cvcats that satisfy this SR.;

Rcvicucr's Note. The abovc MODE restricticas may be deleted
if it can be dcmcastrated to the steff, on a plant specific '

basis, that performing the SR with the reactor in any of the
restricted MODES can satisfr-the fclicwing ce+teria, as
epplicable;

c. Performance of the SR will nct render any safety
system or component inoperable;

b. Performance of the SR will-not cause perturbaticas to
any of the ciectrical distribution systems that could
result-in a challenge to steady state operation cr to
plant safety systems, and

9

c. Performance of the SR, or failure of the-ER, will not
cause, or result in, an A00 with attendant challenge
tc plant safety systems.

OV SR 3.8.1 J1
'

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph
2.a.(1), this Surveillance demonstrates the as designed operation
of the standby power sources during loss of the offsite source.
This test verifies all actions sa[ety2[ unction _slencountered from
the loss of offsite power, including shedding of the nonessential
loads and energization of the emergency buses and respective
loads from the DG. It further demonstrates the capability of the
DG to automatically achieve the required voltage and frequency
within the specified time.

The DG autostart time of 10 seconds is derived from requirements
of the accident analysis to respond to a design basis large break
LOCA, The Surveillance should be continued for a minimum of
5 minutes in order to demonstrate that all starting transients
have decayed and stability is achieved.

The requirement to verify the connection and power supply of
permanent and autoconnected loads is intended to satisfactorily
show the relationship of these loads to the DG loading logic. In
certain circumstances, many of these loads cannot actually be

C (continued)
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O :

connected or loaded without undue hardship or potential for -

undesired operation. For instance, Emergency Core Cooling !
tSystems (ECCS) injection valves are not desired to be stroked

open, or high pressure injection systems are not capable of. being ,

operated at full flow, or residual heat removal (RHR) systems !

performing a decay heat removal function are not desired to be
realigned to the ECCS mode of operation. In lieu of actual

~ demonstration of connection and loading of loads, testing
that adequately shows the capability of the DG systems to perform .

'

these functions is acceptable. This testing may include any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the
entire connection and loading sequence is verified.

'

The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1,108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2,a.(1), takes into
consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

,

iThis SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For the'

purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from standby
conditions, .that is, with the engine coolant and oil continuously
circulated and temperature maintained consistent with

A manufacturer recomendations!doesinotIalloKthe!surve11]ancEto
V pormal.lf be!pe~Cformed ;j n_ MODES .132 M 31ot4 f.HThi s mote ~ does;not

prohibjMthe;appljcatjonlofALC0 W0;5;orlthejperformancelofithj s
SR;tolestore;equipmentiopetabjl_jtyi The recsca for "ote 2 is
that performing the Surveillence wculd remove a required offsitt
circuit from scrvice, pcrturb the ciectrical distributica system,
and challenge safety systems. Credit may be taken for unplanned
_ __b_ u_. __u_m. a2. en
b y wsIb J bl IU b JWbiJBJ b5I I J e#G .

SR a3:8E1?l2

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG automatically starts
and achieves the required voltage and frequency within the
specified time (10 seconds) from the safety injection signal and
operates for a 5 minutes. The 5 minute period provides i

sufficient time to demonstrate stability. Si! 3.0.1.12.d and
'

Si! 3.0.1.12.e ensure that permanently connected icads and
cmcrgency 1 cads arc cacrgized from the cffsite ciectrical powcr
system on an SI signal without loss of offsite powcr.

.

The requirement to verify the connection of permanent and
outcconnected icads is intended to satisfactorily show the
reiet4caship of-thcsc icads to the 00 icading4cgic. In certain
eireumstances, many of thcsc icads cannot actuaHy bc connccted
or icaded without unduc hardship or patential fcr undesired

p (Continued)
_
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'
y/

operation. For instance, ECCS injection valves arc not desired
to be stroked open. er high pressure injection systcms arc not
capable of being operated at full flow, or R||R systems performir.g
a decay heat remeval function are not dcsf red to be realigned to
the ECCS mode of operation. In lica of actual dcmonstration of
connection cad leading of loads, testing that adequately shows
the capability of the DC system to perform these functions is i

acceptabic. This testing may include any series of sequential,
cverlapping, or total steps so that the entire connection and
loading scquence is verified. ;

,

The Frequency of 18 months takes into consideration unit
conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is -

'

intended to be consistent with the expected fuel cycle lengths.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually"

ipass the SR when performed at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore,
the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For the

'

purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from standby
conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil continuously
circulated and temperature maintained consistent with

(O manufacturer recommendationsTdoesinotTallow3he:survejllance!to ;

'd norma 11rbe:performedMH0 DES 11E223 oC4f2Jhis noteldoesinot
'

prohibit 3helapp]1 cation ofiLC0:3;0;5Jorithelperf_ormancelofitMs
SR;to;res_totelequipmentioperabjlity? The reason for Note 2 is
that during operation with the reactor critical, performance of |

'

this Surveillence could cause perturbations to the electrical
4

dhtribution systcms that could chalicage cont 4nued steady state
operation end. as a result, unit safety systems. Credit may be
taken for unplanned evcats that satisfy this SR.

,

|

|

SR 3.8.1.13 i

This Surveillance demonstrates that DG noncritical protective
functions (e.g., high jacket water temperature) are bypassed on a
loss of voltage signal concurrent with an SI actuation test
signal, and critical protective functions (engine overspeed and
generator differential current) trip the DG to avert substantial
damage to the DG unit. The noncritical trips are bypassed during-

DBAs and provide an alarm on an abnormal engine condition. This
alarm provides the operator with sufficient time to react
appropriately. The DG availability to mitigate the DBA is more
critical than protecting the engine against minor problems that i'
are not imediately detrimental to emergency operation of the DG.

|

I
(continued)

J
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D !
The 18 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment, taking |

into consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed at the 18 month

'

Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

The SR is modified by a Note. The:no.teIdoesZnotfallow7,the
suryeillan.celtoinormally.be~performedlin MODESJ1 orl2JEThisspote ,

doesinotiptohi bit!.thelapplj cationlof;LC017. 0; 5;otthe,; performance !
ofdthis"'SRitolestorelequipment[operabflityi The rcason for the

'

Nett-ts-that performing the Surveillance would removc a required
00 from servicc. Credit may be taken for unplenacd evcats that !

set +sfy thi: 5". |-

Revicwcr's Note. The above MODE restricticas mLy be deleted |
if it can be demonstrated to the staff, on a plant specific |

besis, that perfcraing the SR with the rcactcr in any of the !-

restricted MODES can satisfy the fcilowing criteria, as
epplicable;

c. Performance of the SR will not render any safety
system cr component inoperable;

b. Performance of the SR will act causc perturbations to
eny of the electrical distributica systems that cou M
result in a challenge to steady state operatica or to
plant sefettsystems, and

c. Performance of the SR, cr failure of the SR, will not
cause, or result in, an A00 with-ettendant challenge
tc plant safety systems.

SR 3.8.1.14

Regulatory GuiJe 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(3), requires
demonstration once per 18 months that the DGs can start and run
continuously at full load capability for an interval of
not less than 24 hours, a 2 hours of which is at a load
equivalent to 110% of the continuous duty rating and the
remainder of the time at a load equivalent to the continuous duty
rating of the DG. The DG starts for this Surveillance can be
performed either from standby or hot conditions. The provisions

,

for prelubricating and warmup, discussed in SR 3.8.1.2, and for
gradual loading. discussed in SR 3.8.1.3, are applicable to this
SR.

A
b4 (continued)
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v
In ;rder 't; ensure that the 00 is tested under iced conditions - 1

'

'that era es cles; to design conditions es pessible, testing must
be perfe.aed using a pe er factor of s [0.0]. This powcr factor
is chosen to be representative of the actual design basis ,

Iinductive leading that the 00 would expcriance.

The load band is provided to avoid routine overloading of the DG.
Routine overloading may result in more frequent teardown
inspections in accordance with vendor recommendations in order to
maintain DG OPERABILITY.

The: genera. tor; voltage andifrequencylshallibe:6900 T69.0Wolts''and
601::17.23z withinfl0; seconds afterJthe startisignal:ithe' steady
state;generatorivoltageiandjfrequency;shall;be. maintained within *

these|;11 mi tsidurj ng;thi s|.. test 3
;

The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(3), takes into
consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

This Surveillance is modified by two Notes. Note 1 states that
momentary transients due to changing bus loads do not invalidatep

d this test. Note 72:does2not||allowithelsurveillance to! normal]ylbe
performed in1MODESIllori2EThis; note:does[not; prohibit}the
appli cation ~ot LCO.L3;.0.5 :ority perfonnancOEthi s;SRitolestoree

pguigentioperabili_tyi Similerly, aeacatory poucr facter
transients above the powcr factor limit will not invalidate the
test. The reason for Note 2 is that during operation with the.

reactor critical. cifenr.ence of this Surveillence could cause
perturbetions to tic ciectrical distributien systems that could<

challenge continued steedy state operation end, es a result, unit
sefety systems. Credit may be teken for unplenacd cvents that
setisfy tMs-SR-

SR 3.8.1.15

This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can restart.

from a hot condition, such as subsequent to shutdown from normal
Surveillances, and achieve the required voltage and frequency
within 10 seconds. The 10 second time is derived from the -
requirements of the accident analysis to respond to a design-

basis large break LOCA. The 18 month Frequency is consistent
with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9),
paragraph 2.a.(5).

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 ensures that the test is*

performed with the diesel sufficiently hot. The load band is

(continued)
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provided to avoid routine overloading of the DG. Routine
overloads may result in more frequent teardown inspections in
accordance with vendor recommendations in order to maintain DG
OPERABILITY. The requirement that the diesel has operated for at
least 2 hours at full load conditions prior to performance of
this Surveillance is based on manufacturer recommendations for
achieving hot conditions. Homentary transients due to changing
bus loads do not invalidate this test. Note 2 allows all DG
starts to be preceded by an engine prelube period to minimize
wear and tear on the diesel during testing.

SR 3.8.1.16

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9) paragraph 2.a.(6),
this Surveillance ensures that the manual synchronization and -
automatic load transfer from the DG to the offsite source can be
made and the DG can be returned to ready to load status when
offsite power is restored. It also ensures that the autostart
logic is reset to allow the DG to reload if a subsequent loss of
offsite power occurs. The DG is considered to be in ready to load
status when the DG is at rated speed and voltage, the output
breaker is open and can receive an autoclose signal on bus
undervoltage, and the load sequence timers are reset.

The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the recommendations |
k of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref 9), paragraph 2.a.(6). and takes |into consideration unit conditions required to perform the 1

Surveillance. |

This SR is modified by a Note. The'noteZdoesinotialloKthe
surveill anceito: normally; bel performed ii n:MODESII;ot2EEThi sinote
doesi not (prohib1EtbelapplicatiortoELC0_3j 0.51orithe; performance )
of;thi siSRitoltestotelequi pment[operabil i ty1 The rcasen for the
Note is that perfcrming the Surveilicace would remove a required
offsite circuit from servicc. perttteb the ciectrical distribution
system and challenge safety systems. Credit may be taken for
unplanned evcats that satisfy-tMs-SR-

SR*3:8?1?17

Demonstration of the test mode override ensures that the DG
availability under accident conditions will not be compromised as ;

the result of testing and the DG will automatically reset to l
iready to load operation if a LOCA actuation signal is received

during operation in the test mode. Ready to load operation is
defined as the DG running at rated speed and voltage with the DG
output breaker open. These provisions for automatic switchover
are required by IEEE 308 (Ref.13), paragraph 6.2.6(2). !j

p ,

b (continued) |
1
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The requirement to automatically energize the emergency loads
with offsite power is essentially identical to that of

.SR 3.8.1.12. The intent in the requirement associated with
SR 3.8.1.17.b is to show that the emergency loading was not
affected by the DG operation in test mode. In lieu of actual
demonstration of connection and loading of loads, testing that,

,

adequately shows the capability of the emergency loads to perform
these functions is acceptable. ,

This testing may include any series of sequential, overlapping,
or total steps so that the entire connection and loading sequence
is verified. ;

The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(8), takes into
consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by a Note. The;notexdoes;notfallowithe ,

surveillanceitolnormallyibe:performedlin H0 DES 11N2h3;orf.2
Thi s..noteldoesipotiprohibi t_the;applj cation:ofd LC0:3. 0. 51or ;the
E'E_ggancefggggf{espggggpegaQ}{J y{
' ? """" 1"' _ '"7_'_~ '!,1" '""L '''.' . ' !'"1"? I'_''' .7"' '"l !!!: .'T "!" ' "

dp g'"";IL " _ ' "
"I' "" "I ' ' ' t

_ _

! . 2 ' "" ' :_ '/ T _ G ' " !" ' A ?."' "_ ""_,

" 7' ' _T.",'i t !"I'_l""'1. "". "'f,'. ?"'' _ """. 2"o?,! ' !,LT!, .""!!. .'L. ,"f."o!!'"%,_
m. su n. .. -s sommo . oor ooms, s. o oo . . .m .

SR 3.8.1.18

Under accident and loss of offsite power conditions loads are
sequentially connected to the bus by the automatic load
sequencer. The sequencing logic controls the permissive and
starting signals to motor breakers to prevent overloading of the
DGs due to high motor starting currents. The 10% load sequence
time interval tolerance ensures that sufficient time exists for
the DG to restore frequency and voltage prior to applying the
next load and that safety analysis assumptions regarding ESF
equipment time delays are not violated. Reference 2 provides a
summary of the automatic loading of ESF buses.

The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(2) takes into-

consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

; This SR is modified by a Note. Thelnote doesEnotiallogthe
sutve1Uance3CnormaUy;be. performed i.p_HODES;1112;iEot3D

(continued)
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IMs316teIdoes?notiprohj bit 3theIapplicatjotildfij.CO23J0;53Ghe
petformancelofsthisMitoZrestorelequipmentloperabilyty] The it

reesen fcr the Nete is that p;rfc. ming the Surveilleree would
reeave a required offsite circuit fre; ;;rvice, perturb the
electrical distribution ';ystem, end challenge safety syste;~;. ,

credit aey be taken for unplear,cd c. cats that setisfy this SR.

Reviaucr's Ncte. The above tiOC: restricticas may be deleted
+f it can be d;; castrated to the staff, on a plant specific
basis, that performing the SR with the reactcr in-eny of the
restricted "00CS can satisfy the fcilcWing criteria, as
___u__u__
uyyI ibuu5U.

#

e. Performance of the SR will not render any safety >

system cr component insperabier

b. Performance of the SR will act cause perturbaticas tc :

eny of the electrical distributica systems that could ,

*

result in a challenge to steady state cperatica or to
plent-safety systems, and

.!

c. Perfor;cace of the SR, cr failure of the SR, will not*

cause, cr result in, an A00 with attendant challenge'

to plant safety systems.'

<

SR 3.8.1.19.'
In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite power,
the DGs are required to supply the necessary power to ESF systems
so that the fuel, RCS, and containment design limits are not |
exceeded.

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG operation, as discussed in
the Bases for SR 3.8.1.11, during a loss of offsite power
actuation test signal in conjunction with an SI actuation signal.
In lieu of actual demonstration of connection and loading of
loads, testing that adequately shows the capability of the DG '

system to perform these functions is acceptable. This testing
may include any series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps
so that the entire connection and loading sequence is verified. ,

The Frequency of 18 months takes into consideration unit
conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is intended ;

to be consistent with an expected fuel cycle length of 18 months.
,

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For the

.

f~ (continued) ;
;
x
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purpose of this testing,~ the DGs must be started from standby )
conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil
continuously circulated and temperature maintained consistent
with manufacturer recommendations for DGs.

Ihts1SR;ts modified:bylaiNote73 The' note!doesInotfalloiEthe
-

sutve111anc(tolnorma]]Ebe:performedlinMODESMKor;43
IbtEnotCdoes1notiprohibitithe: app 1_icationIof2LC0:3;0;5:oritte
performance ^)fithis:SRito2estorelequipmentfoperability! The
reesca for Note 2 is thet the performerce of the Surveillerie
wo,uld re,,~,ve a required offsite circuit,,frea service, pertarb-the__J _L_ _ ._._,._m.e . w_ s_.m. ,_ J. ._.._ ..m. . i _ m. .i. J. ._ _. , , . .

_ -

, , . . _ __
. . . . . .r.,~_......iv.,,s. __

T.f

... .
L

L,NE , . ..__,_,,Uga L L.._ a ..L J, a, c, J~ s L,J, e_3 e,,n
*J -t_L. _ . _ 2__e- JJ,L _ _ . . Ub b 5 v4 .. y 5 .I . bvws,bJ b3 b b b. a.

Lal EM b .J

SR 3.8.1.20 !

|

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG starting independence 1

has not been compromised. Also, this Surveillance demonstrates
that each engine can achieve proper speed within the specified
time when the DGs are started simultaneously.

The 10 year Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref, 9).

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to
minimize wear on the DG during testing. For the purpose of this
testing, the DGs mu'st be started from standby conditions, that
is, with the engine coolant and oil continuously circulated and
temperature maintained consistent with manufacturer
recommendations. i

0i2;1 C:naretor Test Schedule

TL.,~ ~ os.. .L_2.,. s , t.,. ._. .... .s, J,__,...,._.i._ i, t.no .__ __ , , . ,o , ,
. ,m.mu .. ,,,r . .

.....,~J&.J.__._.-o.M,,,_.J._J..__.. 9, & ._ M.m_._..,_A-_,.. f'* . . J. .J .1. . M, / M _ f. . S, s, .f
. .. . ,. ... . s . s,m ..

The pur , css of this test schedule is to provide tiacly test date
to estealish a conf,iderce icvci essociated with the goal to

. . J _ L J, , J. &. ,.
m n MP -__ J- - J__,
- ..~ y, . . . ~ . ~ .-

J. _. A ._ J.. .
Mf'*

iom- . -

Aceerding to "eguietcry Ouide 1.^ "sevisica 3 '"ef. 3), c'aeh-06
shculd be tested et least cace every 31 days. Wherever o "" has 1i

|- experierced 4 cr acre valid failures in the last 25 valid tests.
!

the-mimum tire between tests is reduced to 7 days. Tour
. failures in 25 valid tests is e failure rate cf 0.15, or the

threshcid of ecceptable DC performerec, and her.ce may bc en early
indicatica of the degradetica of DC reliebility. When ccasidered
in the light of a long history of tests, however, 4 failures in
the last 25 valid tests may caly be e statistically probabic

distributier, of rer.dem events. Increasing the test ircqucacy !.,'

(continued)
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Will allow fcr e aere timely eccumulation of edditional test dete'
,

. . _ _ _ . = L. J. u. L..
&_

s
J---_t

_ _1. J. L J.1. J. L . . T.L.L__. L *X AL. _f AL. he

-rv. , . ou go.m o v..~ . . v . .m . s . v v. .m vu. .m

increescd test frequency aust bc ;;intained until scvcn
ceasecutive, feilure free tests h vc b cn perfereed.

The Iraqucacy fcr eccelereted testing is 7 days. but n; less then
24 hours. Tests conducted et intervels of less then 24 hours mey
bc credited for ceapliance with Rcquired Actions. ;

5ever for the purpose of re establishing the acraci -

31-day frequency, e uccessful test et en intervel of less then
24 hours shculd be considered on invalid test and not count
teuerds the 7 consecutivc failu - frcc starts, and the

'

en ccutive test count is not reset.-

A test interval in cxcess of 7 days (or 31 days. es appropriete)
constitutes e failure tc,_ acct the SRs,, and results in the

*

*
_ ;__ __; ;___ L_....__

nr < _ J. _.3 ,______L.s_. , A. __t,_____2 ._;4 .. ~rs . .u . uus. .~ . ~-s . s . ,uw us . usw . u. muo .vm.mesu

constitute e valid test er failurc of the 00, and any consecutive
tcst count is not reset.

i

SR73 8.T.21'and-SR"3:8:1!22 { t:

These:SRs; ensure;theIProperifunctioning;of;t. he3a fetyI10. ject _1on
and| blackout"sequencets|s3 .

.

'''s ,

(O
REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 17. :

2. FSAR, Chapter 8.
t

3. Safety Guide 19;iMarchllp];1911 !
I(later,irenamed Regulatory Guide 1.9).

4, FSAR, Chapter 6.

5. FSAR, Chapter 15.

6. Regulatory Guide 1.93, Rey, O December 1974.

7. Generic Letter 84 15. " Proposed Staff Actions to ,

Improve and Maintain Diesel Generator Reliability,"
July 2, 1984.

.

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 18.

9. Regulatory Guide 1.108, Rev.1 August 1977.

10. RegulatoryGuide1.137,JanuaryJ19Z8]

1 11. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.
w/
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

Bases
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AC Sources-Shutdown. |

B 3.8.2 -!

. )

Q)
y

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS i

B 3.8.2' AC Sources-Shutdown
i

BASES.

!

BACKGROUND A description of the AC sources is provided in the Bases for
iLC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources -Operating.'

e

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources during MODES'S
f

SAFETY ANALYSES and 6 - " * ' t '- ensures
that-

1 ,

e a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling -

condition for extended periods: |

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available fcr monitoring and maintaining the unit status;
and

.

I

c. Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
A postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling

.

,d accident.

In general, when the unit is shut down, the Technical
Specifications requirements ensure that the unit has the ;

icapability to mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents.
However, assuming a single failure and concurrent loss of all
offsite or all onsite power is not required. The rationale for
this is based on the fact that many Design Basis Accidents
(DBAs) that are analyzed in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 have no
specific analyses in MODES 5 and 6. Worst case bounding events j

are deemed not credible in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy
contained within the reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant
temperature and pressure, and the corresponding stresses result
in the probabilities of occurrence being significantly reduced
or eliminated, and in minimal consequences. These deviations |

1
from DBA analysis assumptions and design requirements during
shutdown conditions are allowed by the LC0 for required systems.

During MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, various deviations from the

!

n |

'b
i
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AC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.2

b]/
/~ BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE analysis assumptions and design requirements are allowed
SAFETY ANALYSES within the Required Actions. This allowance is in

(continued) recognition that certain testing and maintenance activities
must be conducted provided an acceptable level of risk is
not exceeded. During MODES 5 and 6, performance of a
significant number of required testing and maintenance
activities is also required. In MODES 5 and 6, the activities
are generally planned and administratively controlled.
Relaxations from MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 LC0 requirements are
acceptable during shutdown modes based on:

a. The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is a risk
prudent goal as well as a utility economic consideration,

b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for certain
conditions. These may include administrative controls,
reliance on systems that do not necessarily meet typical
design requirements applied to systems credited in
operating MODE analyses, or both,

c. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated with
multiple activities that could affect multiple systems,

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to
perform required functions (even if not meeting MODE 1, 2,
3, and 4 OPERABILITY requirements) with systems assumed to
function during an event.

'
In the event of an accident during shutdown, this LC0 ensures
the capability to support systems necessary to avoid immediate
difficulty, assuming either a loss of all offsite power or a
loss of al. onsite diesel generator (DG) power.

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NPs0 Policy Statmat
10CfB50;36_(c).(2)(1j).

LC0 One offsite circuit capable of supplying the onsite Class IE
,

power distribution subsystem (s) of LCO 3.8.10 "Distributien
Systems-Shutdown." ensures that all required loads are powered
from offsite power. An OPERABLE DG, associated with the
distribution system train required to be OPERABLE by LC0 3.8.10,
ensures a diverse power source is available to provide
electrical power support, assuming a loss of the offsite4

circuit. Together, OPERABILITY of the required offsite circuit
and DG ensures the availability of sufficient AC sources to
operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel

( handling accidents).

CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS 3.8 B 3.8-34 5/15/97
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AC Sources-Shutdown ,

B 3.8.2
' '

,

7] BASES (continued)

V
The qualified offsite circuit must be capable of maintaining
rated frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during
an accident, while connected to the Engineered Safety Feature 3

(ESF) bus. Qualified offsite circuits are those that are
described in the FSAR and are part of the licensing basis for >

the unit.

Offsite: circuit #1 is; fed from the:138 kvlswjtchyard|Jand'offsite ;s

circuit [211sfedfrom;the'345 kv; switchyard.ICircuitJ1;is
the preferred:sourcelfor; Unit:2:and: alternate 3sourceifor;UnitI12
Circuit (211s;the: preferred source:for:UnitiT:andLa1. ternate
source"forlU. nit'2T:1Each offsite:circult?canfsupply%ikyHrajD
Eand.;TrainLB;ESLbussesiforbothiunitil;and; Unit'2it

The DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to rated speed
(441; RPM) and voltage, and connecting to its respective ESF bus
on receipt detectica of a bus undervoltage signal. This
sequence must be accomplished within 10 seconds. The DG mat be
capable of accepting the required loads manual]y within the
sssu;cd iceding scquence interveh, and continue to operate
until offsite power can be restored to the EST buses. These
capabilities are required to be met from a variety of initial
conditions such as DG in standby with the engine hot and DG in
standby withithCepgine at ambient conditions. ;

{

The:DG;mustj bCsupporti ngitheltrai n rofibC :el ectrical
Ai sttJ but1002equireditolbe;0EERABLE; pet;LCO.;318KThe
offsite1circuitimustIalsolsupportTtheltrain:|oflAC electrical
distributjon;requireditolbe:0PERABLEcper:LC0:3j871.0 E Jg
additjogawhen3he?secondittain of'AC; electrical;poset
disttjbution;1s;needed;to;spport;tedundant:requiredisyst.ms2e

equipment;and componentsnan;offsitelciteujt'must"a]s.oisuppotti

the second:AC; electrical:powet;djstt1butjoD; train;tolt_he']Lxt.ejit
pecessary;to;poweriredundant;requitedJsystemsRequipmentland
components;

3 Proper scquencing of iceds, including tripping of nonessential
iceds, is a required function for 0C OPEraSILITY.
In addition, proper sequencer operatica is en integral part of
effette circuit OPERA 83ILITY since its inopcrobility impacts cn
thc ;bility to stert and maintain energized icods required
OPERABLE by LCO 3.0. &

.

It is acceptable for trains to be cross tied during shutdown
conditions, allowing a single offsite power circuit to supply 1

1all required trains.
. )
I

APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in N0 DES 5 and 6 end |(. m ..uH es provide assuranceduring , ~ .~,n. 4

{q
v, ,,,mm. m u .ms,

J that: j
J
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AC Sources-Shutdown .
B 3.8.2 ;

} BASES (continued)
.

s. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are [
, 'available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the core:

;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are !4 '

available:
s

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that ;

can lead to core damage during shutdown are available: and i

k

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for |
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown |'

condition or refueling condition. .

. .

.

The AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered
in LCO 3.8.1.

,

i

c

:

ACTIONS L1
,

An offsite circuit would be considered inoperable if it were not ;

available to one required ESF train. Althou#, tw treim erc !

c required by LCO 3.C.10. The one train with offsite power i

( available may be capable of supporting sufficient required !

features to allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel !
'

movement. By the allowance of the option to declare required
features inoperable, with no offsite power available, .

appropriate restrictions will be implemented in accordance with !
>

Ithe affected required features LCO's ACTIONS.
;
,

A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. B.1. B.2. B.3. and B.4 ,

With the offsite circuit not available to all required trains,
'

the option would still exist to declare all required features
inoperable. Since this option may involve undesired ,

administrative efforts, the allowance for sufficiently
conservative actions is made. With the required DG inoperable,
the minimum required diversity of AC power sources is not
available. It is, therefore required to suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and
operations involving positive reactivity additions. The-

,

Required Action to suspend positive reactivity additions does ;

not preclude actions to maintain or increase reactor vessel !

inventory provided the required SDH is maintained. ;

- (continued)
i
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AC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES (continued)

V !
Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of i

actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These
,

actions minimize the probability or the occurrence of postulated
events. It is further required to immediately initiate action ,

to restore the required AC sources and to continue this action
until restoration is accomplished in order to provide the
necessary AC power to the unit safety systems.

,

The Completion Time of imediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration of the required AC electrical power sources should
be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the
time during which the unit safety systems may be without
sufficient power.

,

!Pursuant to LC0 3.0.6. the Distribution System's ACTIONS would
not be entered even if all AC sources to it are inoperable, I

resulting in de energization. Therefore, the Required Actions
of Condition A are modified by a Note to indicate that when
Condition A is entered with no AC power to the any-required ESF ,

bus, the ACTIONS for LC0 3.8.10 must be immediately entered. !

This Note allows Condition A to provide requirements for the
loss of the offsite circuit, whether or not a train is

de energized. LC0 3.8.10 would provide the appropriate i,
restrictions for the situation involving a de energized train.

'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1
. REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.2.1 requires the SR from LCO 3.8.1 that are necessary for'

ensuring the OPERABILITY of the AC sources in other than
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. Table:318;2i11 discuss _esitheiapplicability
ottK3;811";sutyfj]]ances]

TABLD3T8?2 U'mSCOPPof SRr3'8'2"1 ;

Ef R TJg C || M E f3] D PPLICABLE E PERFORM !

3;.8;1 1 m s Xesa ; _ x x Xes ;

3.;8;1;2|G m Xes g r !; m yes 1
318|1132"f2Hes2m2E*Eyo7EReq01reXDG;in sync!Gjth2

'

U"IECESGT10.TZZUSIBEMZ7fEigridM
BidL5E632G3;8:1K MYesERM||CiiJes

3;8,E5 a M 7es E E Z 2 Yes
3;8111621 E les 2 | G 2 Z d es

o

Q (continued)
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AC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.2 <

!

BASES -(continued)

L
TABLE T 8.2 1 (continued)

2 E M C E T dZ Ulu Z ; di1 APPLICABLE -EERFORM

3'.811'.7 P Z Yes P | 3 qYes
3;,8.1.8 ; f : No _,a m J No l Requires |two offsiteisources ,

3;8.1.9; J. EYesy ._ j No G Load reject test; puts _DG;atj '

wwapm enw q m 02 . . o rj sk"e w- *:

a- -
,

mnnm%%;2.ym.a.d,%:mm ^ J:::;d.,r<*0:y, ; w- -~en y ,

wzMuavM at G am. , .L u
,a . . -

3;8cl.11 r nYes P * 2No Do|not want.to. load;shed: |

_ .~. _ OPERABLE bus.m_m_rr_gwmmm. '(except .'c;2V-._ ' m'
_. ' RNo Requires; OPERABLE sequ.ence N

' ~;Wma
3.8.1.11?c.2fNo ,

; 3.8.1.12[ c; MYess ' 1, X No M Requires SI signal.,
'

3_ .13; R Yes & T._ 2 No T Requi.res..SI signal . .
3.t. 4.14 T tYesT M j No ' ERequiresfoperation:ofEE9'

0PERABLEDGwithgrid!E GdEE Ed h W s 2.' _ _, a

3.8;1'.15T| TYesS ' ? " ENo '.. : Requires operation of2"i; i
- w a~ ~ .. - . - . ~ a ? ..? r N 0PERABLE DG with grid.ir2._meeym. mM . w^ "

,. -_

3;8.11161' QYes7" .f _ ;No CRequiresioperation offEg .

'

!-.a ~ W. ~ OP.ERABLE DG~with grid..*pqgenge pf, y e ~.- _.- -4 ,-
w_u - - .

3.8.1.17,E;;NoL:n n jNo ZERequires,SI signal) -

3.8.1'18 m No r ? ' M No Requires _0PERABLE sequencer?.

Q 3.8;1.19 M ;iNo L J J .a _ _dNo L Requires SI: signal.
V 3;8.71.20 E Z2No E E R E E Ne E Requires;two OPERABLE _DGs? ',

,

3.8;1:215ENoB'EZ , TJNo Requires"0PERABLELsequencer|
' 3;8;1;22EmoMG||JL,2.;No Requires:0PERABLE;sequencet;

SP, 2.0.1.0 is act required to be m.et since only sn offsite
__..w .a>. ___.2._sus. su,. v. en n. e.n ,,

2.
a _ _. 2 2_ ___.2 a ._u nn en , ,

e m . wo . su ev o ,-. .m ....,

to be r,ct because the required OPE"# LE 00(s) is act required to
undergo peried of being synchroni ad to the offsite circuit.

.

S"s 3.0.1.20 is excepted becaus; starting independenc; is not
1 required with the 00(3) that is not required to be operable.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to
preclude requiring the OPERABLE DGte from being paralleled with
the offsite power network or otherwise rendered inoperable during!

; performance of SR. and to preclude deenergizing a required 4MB-V
~

6;9 KV ESF bus or disconnecting a required offsite circuit during
performance of SR. With limited AC sources available, a single
event could compromise both the required circuit and the DG. It
is the intent that these SR must still be capable of being met,
but actual performance is not required during periods when th: 00
end-effsite circuit is required to be OPE"X LE. Refer to the
corresponding Bases for LC0 3.8.1 for a discussion of each SR.

|

|
'

REFERENCES None.

D
J

r
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L Diesel Fuel 011 Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

b'O
B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS-

B 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel 011. Lube Oil, and Starting Air

BASES

BACKGROUND Each diesel generator (DG) is provided with a storage tank having
a fuei oil capacity sufficient to operate that diesel for a
periot of 7 days while the DG is supplying maximum post loss of
coolant accident load demand discussed in the FSAR,

.Section % 5 M 13(Ref. 1). The maximum load demand is calculated !

using the assumption that a minimum of any two DGs is available. 4

'

This onsite fuel oil capacity is sufficient to operate the DGs
for longer than the time to replenish the oasite supply from
outside sources.

I

Fuel oil is transferred from storage tank to day tank by either
of two transfer pumps associated with each storage tank.
Redundancy of pumps and piping precludes the failure of one pump,
or the rupture of any pipe, valve or tank to result in the loss i

iof more than one DG. All outside tanks, pumps, and piping are
located underground.

For proper operation of the standby DGs, it is necessary to_m
( ensure the proper quality of the fuel oil. Regulatory

iGuide 1.137 (Ref. 2) addresses the recommended fuel oil practices
as supplemented by ANSI N195 (Ref. 3). The fuel oil properties
governed by these SR are the water and sediment content, the
kinematic viscosity, specific gravity (or API gravity), and
impurity level.

The DG lubrication system is designed to provide sufficient
lubrication to permit proper operation of its associated DG under
all loading conditions. The system is required to circulate the
lube oil to the diesel engine working surfaces and to remove
excess heat generated by friction during operation. Each engine
oil sump contains an inventory capable of supporting a minimum of
7 days of operation.

[The ensite-storage in additica to the caginc sil sump is

59fE5 SU3N$$, I.9.9. 3.f.s.su! UIl.l.[2,os"v!N'S. "Mv!5'9. s!!I.s....ol ibe-oneury., o m . ys .m y

frea cutside sources.-

Each DG has an air start system with adequate capacity for five ,

successive start attempts on the DG without recharging the air !
start receiver (s), i

!

av
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
!B 3.8.3

.

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 4), and in the-

FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 5), assume Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) .

'
systems are OPERABLE. The DGs are designed to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the -

availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that fuel,i

Reactor Coolant System and containment design limits are not
.

exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases
for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits: Section 3.4, Reactor<

'

Coolant System (RCS): and Section 3.6, Containment Systems.

Since diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and the air start subsystem
support the operation of the standby AC power sources, they
satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statsat
10CFR50i36.(c)(2)Q1).

i

LC0 Stored diesa fuel oil is required to have sufficient supply for
7 days of full load operation. It is also required to meet .

specific standards for quality. Additionally, sufficient
lubricating oil supply must be available to ensure the capability
to operate at full load for 7 days. This requirement, in
conjunction with an ability to obtain replacement supplies within i

;\ 7 days, supports the availability of DGs required to shut down i
'

the reactor and to maintain it in a safe condition for an
anticipated operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA with
loss of offsite power. DG day tank fuel requirements, as well as

,

transfer capability from the storage tank to the day tank, are i

addressed in LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," and LC0 3.8.2, |,

'

"AC Sources-Shutdown."

The starting air system is required to have a minimum capacity
for five successive DG start attempts without recharging the air
start receivers. j

i
i

APPLICABILITY The AC sources (LCO 3.8.1 and LC0 3.8.2) are required to ensure'

the avail 65111ty of the required power to shut down the reactor ,

and maintaia it in a safe shutdown condition after an A00 or a !
4 '

postulated IBA. Since stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and the-

starting air subsystem supports LC0 3.8.1 and LC0 3.8.2, stored ;

diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and starting air are required to be
within limits when the associated DG is required to be OPERABLE.

:

(continued)4
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Diesel Fuel 011. Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.7,

BASES (continued)p
V

ACTIONS ine ACTIONS Table is modified by a Note indicating that separace
Condition entry is allowed for each DG. This is acceptable,
since the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable DG subsystem. Complying
with the Requind Actions for one inoperable DG subsystem may
allow for conti tued operation, and subsequent inoperable DG
subsystem (s) ar! governed by separate Condition entry and
application of associated Required Actions.

Ll

In this Condition, the 7 day fuel oil supply for a DG is not
available. However, the Condition is restricted to fuel oil
level reductions that maintain at least a 6 day supply. These
circumstances may be caused by events, such as full load
operation required after an inadvertent start while at minimum
required level, or feed and bleed operations, which may be
necessitated by increasing particulate levels or any number of
other oil quality degradations. This restriction allows
sufficient time for obtaining the requisite replacement volume
and performing the analyses required prior to addition of fuel
oil to the tank. A period of 48 hours is considered sufficient

A to complete restoration of the required level prior to declaring
b the DG inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the

remaining capacity (> 6 days) the fact that procedures will be j

initiated to obtain replenishment, and the low probability uf an !

event during this brief period. The; amount;of;fueCottrequired
during1Hodes:5 &i611s11es.s.:becauseffeweriloads. are requir_ed;to
ma,1pt al[thelpl a nt * du r,i ngi shut dow[cond.i ti ons;

IL1

With lube oil inventory e 500 gal less1than?a7]evellonelinch
below.the:Jow;runJ1evel, on;thef]ubelo1Edipstick, sufficient .

lubricating oil to support 7 days of continuous DG operation at (
full load conditions may not be available. However, the '

Condition is restricted to lube oil volume reductions that i

maintain at least a 5 day supply;]evelsone:1pch'above;the:bo. tom
'

t

ofithel]ube|o.11 Jipstick;3Jhis3evel;is above:whereJor.teKing]
occuts. This restriction allows sufficier.; time to obtain the i
requisite replacement volume. A period of 48 hours is considered
sufficient to complete restoration of the required volume prior
to declaring the DG inoperable. This period is acceptable based
on the remaining capacity 0 5 days), the low rate of usage, the

(continued)q
NJ !
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

SASES (continued)

fact that procedures will be initiated to obtain replenishment,
and the low probability of an event during this brief period.

i
El

This Condition is entered as a result of a failure to meet the
acceptance criterion of SR 3-B-975-3.8.3:3. Normally, trending
of particulate levels allows sufficient time to correct high |

Iparticulate levels prior to reaching the limit of acceptability.
Poor sample procedures (bottom sampling), contaminated sampling
equipment, and errors in laboratory analysis can produce failures
that do not follow a trend. Since the presence of particulates
does not mean failure of the fuel oil to burn properly in the
diesel engine, and particulate concentration is unlikely to
change significantly between Surveillance Frequency intervals,
and proper engine performance has been recently demonstrated
(within 31 days), it is prudent to allow a brief period prior to I

declaring the associated DG inoperable. The 7 day Completion i

Time allows for further evaluation, resampling and re analysis of |

the DG fuel oil. i

l

,m

IL1

With the new fuel oil properties defird in the Bases for
SR 3.0.3.43.8.3.3 not within the required limits, a period of
30 days is allowed for restoring the stored fuel oil properties.
This period provides sufficient time to test the stored fuel oil
to determine that the new fuel oil, when mixed with previously
stored fuel oil, remains acceptable, or to restore the stored
fuel oil properties. This restoration may involve feed and bleed
procedures, filtering, or combinations of these procedures. Even
if a DG start and load was required during this time interval and
the fuel oil properties were outside limits, there is a high
likelihood that the DG would still be capable of performing its
intended function.

L1
With starting air receiver pressure < {4253180 psig, sufficient
capacity for five successive DG start attempts does not exist.
However, as long as the receiver pressure is > {425} 172 psig,
there is adequate capacity for at least one start attempt, and
the DG can be considered OPERABLE while the air receiver pressure

(continued)( )
\._)

,
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o BASES (continued)
i i
C./

is restored to the required limit. A period of 48 hours is
considered sufficient to complete
restoration to the required pressure prior to declaring the DG

This period is acceptab'.e based on the remaining airinoperable.
start capacity, the fact that most DG starts are accomplished on
the first attempt, ar.d the low probability of an event during
this brief period.

El

With a Required Action and associated Completion Time not met, or
one or more CG's fuel oil, lube oil, or starting air subsystem
not within limits for reasons other than addressed by
Conditions A through D. the associated DG may be incapable of
performing its intended function and must be immediately declared
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.1
REQUIREMENTS This SR provides verification that there is an adequate inventory

of fuel oil in the storage tanks to support each DG's operation

P) for 7 days at full load. The 7 day period is sufficient time to .

( !
place the unit in a safe shutdown condition and to bring in

|replenishment fuel from an offsite location.

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are )

!

provided and unit operators would be aware of any large uses of
fuel oil during this period.

|

SR 3.8.3.2

This Surveillance ensures that sufficient lube oil inventory is
available to support at least 7 days of full load operation for
each DG. The E5003-gal EbgloWil_o[run]eVel requirement is
based on the DG manufacturer consucption values for the run time
of the DG. Implicit in this SR is the requirement to verify the
capability to transfer the lube oil from its storage location to
the DG, when the DG lube oil sump does not hold adequate |

inventory for 7 days of full load operation without the level
reaching the manufacturer recomended minimum level.

(continued)
f3
: )
V
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B 3.8.3

|

BASES (contir,ued) ,

A 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient lube
oil supply is onsite, since DG starts and run time are closely
monitored by the unit staff.

SR 3.8.3.3

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether new
fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been
contaminated with substances that would have an immediate,'

detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion. If results from
these tests are within acceptable linits, the fuel oil may be
added to the storage tanks without concern for contaminating the
entire volume of fuel oil in the storage tanks. These tests are
tc be conducted prior to adding th; new fuel to the storage
tank (s), but in no cos; is the tinc betwcca receipt of new fuci
and conducting the tests to cxceed 31 days. The tests, limits. -

and applicable ASTM Standards are as follows:

Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM D40571981a.
(Ref. 6):

b. Verify in accordance with the tests specified in ASTM'

09751981 (Ref. 6) that the sample has an absolute specific
gravity at 60/60*F of 2 0.8348 and s 0.8980 or an APIq
gravity ofJtthin10Zdegrees?at 60*F, ef-orlan3PI gravity
2 07 26* and s 39 38*, a kinematic viscosity at 40*C of

1.9 centistokes and s 4.1 centistokes (alternately!2
.Saybolt[yis_cosi,tyESUS'at;10_0!Eqfigl32;6EbutJL40.1), and a
flash point of a 125'F: and

c. Verify that the new fuel oil has a clear and bright i

appearance with proper color when tested in accordance with j

ASTM D4176 1982 (Ref. 6).
-

Failure to meet any of the above limits is cause for rejecting ,

the new fuel oil, but does not represent a failure to meet the i

1.C0 concern since the fuel oil is not added to the storage tanks. |

Within 31 days following the initial new fuel oil sample, the !
fuel oil is analyzed to establish that the other properties ;

specified in Table 1 of ASTM D9751981 (Ref. 7) are met for new
fuel oil when tested in accordance with ASTM D9751981 (Ref. 6),
except that the analysis for sulfur may be performed in'

accordance with ASTM D1552 1979 (Ref. 6) or ASTM D2622 1982
(Ref. 6). The 31 day period is acceptable because the fuel oil j

properties of interest, even if they were not within stated ;

J

|

(continued) .f
rN I
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Diesel Fuel 011. Lube 011.' and Starting Air j
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

V
limits, would not have an immediate effect on DG operation. This
Surveillance ensures the availability of high quality fuel oil
for the DGs.

Fuel oil degradation during long term storage shows up as an
increase in particulate, due mostly to oxidation. The presence
of particulate does not mean the fuel oil will not burn properly
in a diesel engine. The particulate can cause fouling of filters
and fuel oil injection equipment, however, which can cause engine
failure.

Particulate concentrations should be determined in accordance
with ASTM D2276 1978, Method A (Ref. 6). This method involves a
gravimetric determination of total particulate concentration in'

the fuel oil and has a limit of 10 mg/1. It is acceptable to
obtain a field sample for subsequent laboratory testing in lieu
of field testing. For those designs in which the total stored
fuel oil volume is contained in two or more interconnected tanks,
each tank must be considered and tested separately.

The Frequency of this test takes into consideration fuel oil
degradation trends that indicate that particulate concentration
is unlikely to change significantly between Frequency intervals. .

SR 3.8.3.4

This Surveillance ensures that, without the aid of the refill !

compressor, sufficient air start capacity for each DG is
available. The system rece11er; design requirements provide for a
minimum of flye engine start cycles without recharging. ,

The pressure specified in this SR is intended to reflect the
lowest value at which the fWg starts can be accomplished.

4

The 31 day Frequency takes into account the capacity, capability,
redundancy, and diversity of the AC sources and other indications
aveilable in the control room, including alarms, to alert the
operator to below normal air start pressure.

SR 3.8.3.5 ;

i

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation.
There are numerous bacteria that can grow in fuel oil and cause

,

fouling, but all must have a water environment in order to
survive. Removal of water from the fuel storage tanks once every
31 days eliminates the necessary environment for bacterial
survival. This is the most effective means of controlling i

:
1,

(continued) |

V
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Diesel Fuel 011 Lube Oil, and Starting Air
I B 3.3.3

m
BASES (continued)

microbiological fouling. In addition, it eliminates the
potential for water entrainment in the fuel oil during DG ,

!operation. Water may come from any of several sources, including
condensation, ground water, rain water, and contaminated fuel

Ioil, and from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent-

checking for and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling
and provides data regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel
oil syst u. The Surveillance Frequencies are established "oy
Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). This SR is for preventive
maintenance. The presence cf water does not necessarily
represe1t failure of this SR, provided the accumulated water.is
removed during performance of the Surveillance.

SR-3 m

-Orefetng-of-the fuel oil stored in the supply tanks, re;evel of'

accumulated scdi;. cat, and teak cleaning are required at 10 ycsr
intervals by Regulatcry Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2), paragraph 2.f.
This SR also requires the performence of tFa AS"E Code.
Section XI (Ref. 3), cxaminaticas of the tanks. To preclude the
intrcduction of surfactants in the fuel cil system, the cleaning
should be accomplished using sodium hgcchlorite soluticas. or

A their equivalent, rather than scop or detergents. This SR is for

U preventive maintenance. The prescace of sediscat dcas act :
,

racessarily represent a failure of this SR, provided that
accumulated sediment is ressved during perfermance of the
Surveillance.

,

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 9.5.4 1 ,

,

2. Regulatory Guide 1.137.

3. ANSI N195 1976. Appendix B.

4. FSAR, Chapter 6.

5. FSAR, Chapter 15.

6. ASTM Standards: D4057 1981: 0975 1981: D4176 1982: i

D1552 197.9: D2622 1982: 02276, Method A.
-

.

7. ASTM Standards, D975. Table 1. ;

0. AStiC. Sciler and I'resser ','essel Codc, Sectica XI-

()/%.
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DC Sources-Operating |

B 3.8.4

[) B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
(_-

8 3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The station DC electrical power system provides controllpower30
selected equipmentMhc AC cacrgency powcr systcm with control
power- It also provides both motive and control power to
selected safety related equipment and preferred AC vital bus
power (via inverters). As required by 10 CFR 50. Appendix A.
GDC 17 (Ref.1), the DC electrical power system is designed to
have sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to
perform its safety functions, assuming a single failure. The DC
electrical power system also conforms to the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.6 (Ref. 2) and IEEE 308 (Ref. 3).

The 125 VDC electrical power system consists of two independent
and redundant safety related Class 1E DC electrical power
subsystems (Train A and Train B). Each subsystem consists of two
125 VDC batteries, the associated battery chargers for each
battery, and all the associated control equipment and
interconnecting cabling.

o

('#) There areJtwo 100EcapacityMnc spare battery chargers per
suosy3 tem battery. Normalj y;one3hargerli s ~operati ng;andithe
otherlisikeptEas: spare.5, which provides backup scrvice in the
event-thet thc preferred battery chargcr is cut cf-servicc. If
the spare bettery charger is substituted for the preferred
bettery charscr. titen-the requircmcats of independence and
redundency-betwcca subsystems are maintoffted-

During normal operation, the 125 VDC load is powered from the
battery chargers with the batteries floating on the system. In
case of loss of normal power to the battery charger, the DC load
is automatically powered from the station batteries.

The Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystems provide
the control power for its associatea Class 1E AC power loads! fed,

fro.m group, 5;9 kV switchgear, and 480 V load centers. The DC
electrical power subsystems also provide DC electrical power to
the inverters, which in turn power the AC vital buses.

.

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail
in Bases for LCO 3.8.9 " Distribution System-Operating." and
LCO 3.8.10. " Distribution Systems-Shutdown."

,

!

Each battery has adequate stcrage capacity to carry the required
load continuously for at least 4 hours as discussed in the FSAR, I

("S Chapter 8 (Ref. 4).
t i
a
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(3 BASESq)

BACKGROUND Eat:1125 VDC battery is separately housed in a ventilated room
(Continued) apart from its charger and distribution centers. Each subsystem

is located in en area separated physically and electrically from
the other subsystem W ensure that a single failure in one
subsystem does not cause a failure in a redundant subsystem.
There is no sharing between redundant Class IE subsystems, such
as batteries, battery chargers, or distribution panels.

The batteries for Train A and Train B DC electrical power
subsystems are sized to produce required capacity at 80% of
nameplate rating, corresoonding to warranted capacity at end of
life cycles and the 100% design demand. Battery size is based
on battery;end.ofdife_c.apacityiat 80%;ofinameplatejrating.~ The
selected battery;capacityfis jn excess,of required, capacity:42%
of required capacity and, after selcctica of an ovcilable
cwacrcici bettery, results in a bettcry copccity in exccss of
150% of rcquired capacity. The voltage limit is 2.13 V per cell,
which corresponds to a total minimum voltage output of 128 V per
battery discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 8 (Ref. 4). The criteria
for sizing large lead storage batteries are defined in IEEE-485
(Ref. 5).

Each Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystem has amplep) power output capacity for the steady state operation of connected!' loads required during normal operation, while at the same time
maintaining its battery bank fully charged. Each battery charger
also has sufficient capacity to restore the battery from the
design minimum charge to its fully charged state within 24 hours
while supplying normal steady state loads discussed in the FSAR,
Chapter 8 (Ref. 4),

1

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and |

SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 6), and in the |
FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 7), assume that Engineered Safety Feature
(ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DC
electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC
electrical power for the DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and

'
I

control and switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC sources is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting
the design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining the DC
sources OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite AC
power; and

(q/ b. A worst case single failure.

'
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'\

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the =C Policy Stat;xr,t
10CER5036(cl(21(1D.

LC0 The DC electrical power subsystems, each subsystem consisting of
two batteries, a battery charger for each battery and the
corresponding control equipment and interconnecting cabling
supplying power to the associated bus within the train are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure the availability of the
required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
condition after an anticipated operational occurrence (A00) or a"

postulated DBA. Loss of any train DC electrical power subsystem
does not prevent the minimum safety function from being performed
(Ref. 4).

An OPERABLE DC electrical power subsystem requires all required
batteries and respective chargers to be operating and connected
to the associated DC bus (es).i(Ref_erenceHable;B23;8;E1U ,

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE in
\ MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure safe unit operation and to ensure j

i that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of A00s or

i abnormal transients: and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
integrity and other vital functions are maintained in the<

event of a postulated DBA.

The DC electrical power requirements for H0 DES 5 and 6 are
addressed in the Bases for LC0 3.8.5, "DC Sources- Shutdown."

,

,

.

d

ACTIONS Ad
.

Condition A represents one train with a loss of ability to |

ce;rpletely respond to an event, and a poter.tici loss of ability
to remain energized during normal operation. It is, therefore,
imperative that the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the ,

unit, minimizing the potential for complete loss of DC power to'

the affected train. The 2 hour limit is consistent with the !

allowed time for an inoperable DC distribution system train,

tO If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is !
inoperable (e.g., inoperable battery, inoperable battery j

~
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U
charger (s), or inoperable battery charger and associated i

inoperable battery), the othet rema6bg-DC electrical power !
subsystem has the capacity to support a safe shutdown and to
mitigate an accident condition. Since a subsequent worst case
single failure would, however, result in the complete loss of the
other rem &MMg-125 VDC electrical power subsystem with attendant
loss of ESF functions, continued power operation should not
exceed 2 hours. The 2 hour Completion Time is based on
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8) and reflects a reasonable time to
assess unit status as a function of the inoperable DC electrical
power subsystem and, if the DC electrical power subsystem is not
restored to OPERABLE status, to prepare to effect an orderly and
safe unit shutdown.

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time,
the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at
least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power_

[Vh conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems. The Completion Time to bring the unit to MODE 5 is
consistent with the time required in Regulatory Guide 1.93
(Ref. 8).

1

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1
REQUIREMENTS i

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge fee-t+e l
betteMes helps to ensure the effectiveness of the charging l
system and the ability of the batteries to perform their intended
function. Float charge is the condition in which the charger is
supplying the connected;1,oad_slandlcontinuous charge required to
overcome the internal losses of a battery (or battsry cell) and
maintain the battery (or a battery ccil) in a fully charged
state. The voltage requirements are based on the nominal desigt i

Ivoltage of the battery {y_cl_tagelpeCcellZ2;13y)]and are
consistent with]the initial state:offchmelconditions voltages i.

assumed in the battery sizing calculations. Thet31; day )
Frequency is consistent with manufacturer recomendations and
IEEE-450 (Ref. 9). |

SR 3.8.4.2 !
i;

em Visual inspection to detect corrosion of the battery cells and iI
( ) connections, or measurement of the resistance of each intercell. |

v interrack, intertier, and terminal connection, provides an

|
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n

q,)i BASE 5;

indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration that
could potentially degrade battery performance.

The44mits cstablished for this SR must bc nc morc than 20% above
thc resistance as measured during-installatica or not abovc the
ceiling valuc esteblished by the manufacturcr
The Surveillance Frequency for these inspections, which can
detect conditions that can cause power losses due to resistance
heating, is 92 days. This Frequency is considered acceptable
based on operatir.g experience related to detecting corrosion
trends.T

SR 3.8.4.3

Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and battery
racks provii an indication of physical damage or abnormal
deterioration that could potentially degrade battery performance.
Vi si bl eT corrosionidi scovered idur.i nJ: the" performancelofd the
surveillancetis; acceptable:providedithatithe; battery terminal
resistance,is lessLthan1150|x~10$o.hms. (VisibleJcorrosiori
discovered between surveillangesidoe_sinot;invalidateithe; current
surveillance. .

SR 3.8.4.4 and SR 3.8.4.5

Visual inspection and resistance measurements of intercell,
interrack, intertier, and terminal connections provide an
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration that
could indicate degraded battery condition. The anticorrosion
material is used to help ensure good electrical connections and
to reduce terminal deterioration. The visual inspection for
corrosion is not intended to require removal of and inspection
under each terminal connection. The removal of visible corrosion
is a preventive maintenance SR. The presence of visible
corrosion does not necessarily represent a failure of this SR
provided visible corrosion is removed during performance of
SR 3.8.4.4.

Revicwcr's Note; The recuirement-tc verif" that termina+

connections are clean anc tight epp, lies cniy to nickel
cadmium batteries as per IEEE Stanuard P1105, "IEEE
Recommended Pract4ce for Installation, liairtenance, Test 4ng
end Replacement of "ented Nickel - Eadmium Bat-teries for
Stetionary Appl 4 cations." This requirement may be removed
for lead aciu batteetes-

The-eer.ncction rcrrfstencc limits fcr SR 3.0.4.5-shall bc no mcee
than 20% abcvc thc resistancc as measured during installetion, cr
not--ebove the ceiling veluc catablished by the manufacturce-)
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v

SR 3.8.4.6.

This SR requires that each battery charger be capable of
supplying?00jamps and 130 V for 2 8 hours. These requirements
are based on the design capacity of the chargers (Ref. 4).'

According to Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref.10), the battery charger
supply is required to be based on the largest combined demands of
the various steady state loads and the charging capacity to
restore the battery from the design minimum charge state to the
fully charged state, irrespective of the status of the unit
during these demand occurrences. The minimum required amperes
and duration ensures that these requirements can be satisfied.
The Surveillance Frequency is acceptable, given the unit
conditions required to perform the test and the other
administrative controls existing to ensure adequate charger
performance during these 18 month intervals. In addition, this
Frequency is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle
lengths.

This Surveillance is required to be performed during H0 DES 5
and 6 since it would require the DC electrical power subsystem to
be inoperable during performance of the test.

*O
This SR is modified by a Note. Thc reason fcr the Note is that
performing the Surveillancc ^,could perturb the electrieel
d+stribution systcm and challenge safety systems. Sredit may be
taken for unplenned cvents that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.4.7

A battery service test is a special test of battery capability,
as found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle)
of the DC electrical power system. The discharge rate and test ,

length should correspond to the design duty cycle requirements as
specified in Reference 4.

The Surveillance Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref.10) and Regulatory
Guide 1.129 (Ref.11), which state that the battery service test
should be performed during refueling operations or at some other
outage, with intervals between tests, not to exceed 18 months.

"

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the performance 1
of a modified performance discharge test in lieu of a service |

test. cace per S0 months. i
! !
1 ,

,

n :

V
(continued)
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:

SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.8.4.7-

;

REQUIREMENTS. i
(contiqued) The modified performance discharge test is a simulated duty cycle

_

#-

' consisting of just two rates: the one minute rate published for
~ the battery or the largest current load of the duty cycle,

followed by the test rate employed for the i

performance test, both of which envelope the duty cycle of the i

service test. Since the ampere hours removed by a rated one
; minute discharge represents a very small portion of the battery ,

capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for the !

performance test without compromising the results of the
performance discharge test. The battery terminal voltage for the

'modified performance discharge test should remain above the
; minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the battery

service test for the duration of time equal to that of the ,

service test.
i
'

A modified performance; discharge test is a test of the battery _
capacity and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration :
load (usually the highest rate of the duty cycle). This will ;

often confirm the battery's ability to meet the critical period ;
of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining its percentage'

; of rated capacity. Initial conditions for the modified
performance discharge test should be identical to those specified !
for a service test and;the; test; discharge rate:mustTenvelope:the ix
dutrcycle:obthe'isetvice;testsifj.the: modified performa_nce !
dischargeitestlisiperformedlingieulofialservice test. |

The:SR:is' modified byTa: Note.ZThis; Note does~notf allow;the
survej ll anceito; normal ly1be, performed li n 300ES;1L 2 C3_orJ4 T3
This; note; doe.s:not; prohibit the; appl,1.cationjof,LCO,3.0.5;orithe
petformance+ofithisISRJo;restotejequipmentioperability.? The
reason for Note 2 is that perfcraing the Surveillance wuld'

perturb the ciectrical distribution system and challenge safety,

; systems. Credit-may be taken for unplennet events that satisfy
this S",.

,

SR 3.8.4.8.

i A battery performance discharge test is a test of constant
current capacity of a battery, normally done in the as found
condition, after having been in service, to detect any change in
the capacity determined by the acceptance test. The test is
intended to determine overall battery degradation due to age and
usage.>

A battery modified performance discharge test is described in the
,

Bases for SR 3.8.4.7. Either the battery performance discharge
||test or the modified performance discharge test is acceptable for

O ,

.

(continued)
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satisfying SR 3.8.4.8: however, only the modified performance
discharge test may be used to satisfy SR 3.8.4.8
while satisfying the requirements of SR 3.8.4.7 at the same time.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance are consistent with
IEEE 450 (Ref. 9) and IEEE 485 (Ref. 5). These references
rt.comend that the battery be replaced if its capacity is below
80% of the manufacturer's rating. A cepacity of 80% shows that
the battery rate of deterioration is increasing, even if there is
ample capacity to meet the load requirements.

The Surveillante Frequency for this test is normally 60 months.
If the battery shows degradation, or if the battery has reached
85% of its expected life and capeeity is < 100t of the
manufacturcr's rating, the Surveillance Frequency is reduced to
12 18 months. However, if the battery shows no degradation but
has reached 85% of its expected life, the Surveillance Frequency
is only reduced to 24 months for batteries that retain capacity a
100% of the manufacturer's rating. Degradation is indicated,
according to IEEE 450 (Ref. 9), when the battery capacity drops
by more than 10% relative to its average capacity on the previous
performance test or when it is a 10% below the manufacturer's
rating. Thesc Frequcncies are This1frequencris consistent with

( -) the recommendations in IEEE 450 (Ref. 9).
V

This SR is modified by a Note.1This1 Note doesinot:allotthe
surye1]]ance ' to;normally;be' performed j n.H00ES;1E 2231or;A;]
Thisinote:doesinot;prohibi.t thefapplication ofaLC0KO,5;orJhe
performancelof_this SRito; restore; equipment | operability; The
reason for the Note is that performing-the Surveillance would
perturb thc ciectrical-distributica systc; and challengc safety
systcas. Credit may be teken for unplanned cvcats that satisfy
this SR.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6 March 10. 1971.

3. IEEE 308 1974.
,

i
4. FSAR, Chapter 8, 1

5. IEEE 485 1978. J

;

6. FSAR, Chapter 6. :
i

~ 7^- 7. FSAR. Chapter 15.

(continued) !
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DC Sources-Operating.
B 3.8.4 ;

BASES -'(continued)

O tt-

8. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.' f
9. IEEE450-].SBO. |

10. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.
,

Regulatory Guide 1.129, " a..M r 1^74 M afy p9]8,11. a ,

;
4

,

3

.

J

4

$

i
;

,

.

J
,

1

i v j

% |
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DC Sources-Operating ,

B 3.8.4

BASES' (continued)(q,

/ :

TableIsJ3;p 41.1
DCUiOURCES!{fageJJofill

t
-

TRAIN 6 TE NlB ;

:

125;.V;DCEBut 125!y2DC! Bug 1251VIDCiBug 1251VIDC; Bus -

1EQ1J2ED1), IED3(2ED3)] IED2(2ED2)] 1ED4(2ED41 .

Energized:From Energized!Eron) EDergized~;F_ rom Energized;Lrom f

Battery Battery Battery Battery
BI1ED1(BT_2ED11 BllED3fBT2ED31 BllED2(BT2ED21 BTIED_4(BT2EDdl

and and and and

Bat,tery; Charges B_attery:Cllatged BalteryjChatgen Battery;Chargerj

BCIEDi~il BC1ED31~1 BC1ED2~1 BCIED4Il ,

(BC2ED1L11 IBC2ED3~1] IBC2ED2ill fBC2EDdill
oC oC oC or

BCIED132 BC1E03I2 BCIEQ212 BCIED34

fBC2ED112) IBC2ED3121 [BC2ED2i21 IBC2_ED4.121

_ _

O :
J

.

:

4
.

P,.
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' - DC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.5

.

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ,

V B 3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operating."

i

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chapter 15

(Ref. 2), assume that Engineered Safety Feature systems are
'

OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system provides normal and
emergency DC electrical power for the diesel generators,

. emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during all H00ES
of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements
for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources during
MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assembliese,

ensures that:,

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

*

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident.

.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Stat;;;nt
LOCfR50JMcM2H11L

|

LCO The-OnelDC electrical power subsystems, cach subsystem consisting
of two batteries, a_t11 east one fulllcapacitE battery charger per ,

battery, and the corresponding control equipment and |.

interconnecting cabling within the train, are required to be
OPERABLE to support oneitCair) required treins of the distribution
systems required OPERABLE by LCO 3,8.10. " Distribution

,

Systems - Shutdown. " This ensures the availability of sufficient
DC electrical power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner

.
.

and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events during

f] shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents),
.(/

CPSESMarklup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.8 B 3.8-37 S/1S/97
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DC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.5

,

BASES

.

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 5 and 6, and during mov; ment of irradiated fuel assui.f., lies,
provide assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory
makeup are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies'in
the core:

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
are available;

c. Required feat'res necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are available:
and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown ,

condition or refueling condition.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1. 2. 3. and 4 are
covered in LC0 3.8.4.

.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4.

If twc trains are required by LC0 0.0.10. the r;m;ining train-

with DC pcwcr available may bc capable of supporting sufficicnt
systems tc allow centinuatica of C07E ALTE!1ATI0"S and fuel
mov;mcat. By allowing the option to declare required features
inoperable with the associated DC power source (s) inoperable,
appropriate restrictions will be implemented in accordance with
the affected required features LC0 ACTIONS. In many instances,
this option may involve undesired administrative efforts.
Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is
made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated4

fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive reactivity
additions). The Required Action to suspend positive reactivity
additions does not preclude actions to maintain or increase
reactor vessel inventory, prov W d the required SDM. is
maintained.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of ,

actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These
actions minimize probability of the occurrence of postulated
events. It is further required to immediately initiate action
to restore the required DC electrical power subsystems and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order

Ov
(Continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3 3.8.5

BASES (continued)

to provide the necessary DC electrical power to the unit safety
systems. ;

"

The Completion Time of imediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The

2 restoration of the required DC electrical power subsystems should
be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the time
during which the unit safety systems may be without sufficient
power.

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surveillances required by
,

SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.8. Therefore, see the corresponding
Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of each SR.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to .

'.

preclude requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being discharged
below their capability to provide the required power supply or
otherwise rendered inoperable during the performance of SR. It
is the intent that these SR must still be capable of being met, ;

but actual performance is not required.
'

;

|

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6. ;

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

.

4

i

!

l

i

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters

B 3.8.6

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

[] B 3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters
y

BASES
_

BACKGROUND This LC0 delineates the limits on electrolyte temperature, level,
float voltage, and specific gravity for the DC power source
batteries. A discussion of these batteries and their OPERABILITY
requirements is provided in the Bases for LC0 3.8.4, "DC
Sources-Operating," and LC0 3.8.5, "DC Sources-Shutdown."

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chapter 15

(Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE.
The DC electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC
electrical power for the diesel generators, emergency
auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES of
operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon
meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining
at least one train of DC sources OPERABLE during accident
conditions, in the event of:fq

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite AC
power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

Battery cell parameters satisfy the Criterion 3 of the NRC Pclicy
Stetement10CF3501361c)(2)f11).

LCO Battery cell parameters must remain within acceptable limits to
ensure availability of the required DC power to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated
operational occurrence or a postulated DBA. Electrolyte limits
are conservatively established, allowing continued DC electrical
system function even with Category A and B limits not met.

.

APPLICABILITY The battery cell parameters are required solely for the support i

of the associated DC electrical power subsystems. Therefore, i

battery electrolyte is only required when the DC power source is !

required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability discussion
in Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and LC0 3.8.5. ;

( \
V

(Continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters !

B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)

|

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. and A.3 ;

1

With one or more cells in one or more batteries not within limits
(i.e., Category A limits not met, Category B limits not met, or
Category A and B limits not met) but within the Category C limits
specified in Table 3.8.61 in the accompanying LCO, the battery
is degraded but there is still sufficient capacity to perform the
intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not
required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of
Category A or B limits not met and operation is permitted for a
limited period.

The pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage are required
to be verified to meet the Category C limits within i hour
(Required Action A.1). This check will provide a quick
indication of the status of the remainder of the battery cells.
One hour provides time to inspect the electrolyte level and to
confirm the float voltage of the pilot cells. One hour is
considered a reasonable ascunt of time to perform the rcquired

(3 verification.
N.)

Verification that the Category C limits are met (Required
Action A.2) provides assurance that during the time needed to
restore the parameters to the Category A and B limits, the
battery is still capable of performing its intended function. A
period of 24 hours is allowed to complete the initial
verification because specific gravity measurements must be
obtained for each connected cell. Taking into consideration both ;

the time required to perform the required verificatior. .;d the
assurance that the battery cell parameters are not severely
degraded, this time is considered reasonable. The verification
is repeated at 7 day intervals until the parameters are restored
to Category A or B limits. This periodic verification is
consistent with the normal Frequency of pilot cell Surveillances.

Continued operation is only permitted for 31 days before battery
cell parameters must be restored to within Category A and B i

limits. With the consideration that, while battery capacity is |
degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended
function and to allow time to fully restore the battery cell
parameters to normal limits, this time is acceptable prior to j
declaring the battery inoperable.

(] (continued)
LJ --
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6 i

n ,

J

BASES (continued)
,

4

ACTIONS [L1

With one or more batteries with one or more battery cell
parameters outside the Category C limit for any connected cell,
sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected load
requirement is not assured and the corresponding DC electrical |

| power subsystem must be declared inoperable. Additionally, other f
potentially extreme conditions, such as not completing the !
Required Actions of Condition A within the required Completion,

Time or average electrolyte temperature of representative cells
falling below 69 70*F, are also cause for immediately declaring
the associated DC electrical power subsystem inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that Category A battery cell parameters are
consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which recommends regular
battery inspections (at least one per month) including voltage,

i,m\ specific gravity, and electrolyte temperature of pilot cells,
V SR 3.8.6.2

The quarterly inspection of specific gravity and voltage is
consistent with IEEE 450 (Ref. 3). In addition, within 24 hours
7 daysIof a battery discharge < 110 V or a battery overcharge
> 150 V, the battery must be demonstrated to meet Category B
limits. Transients, such as motor starting transients, which may
momentarily cause battery voltage to drop to s 110 V, do not
constitute a battery discharge provided the battery terminal
voltage and float current return to pre transient values. This
inspection is also consistent with IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), which,

! recomends special inspections following a severe discharge or
| overcharge, to ensure that no significant degradation of the
'

battery occurs as a consequence of such discharge or overcharge.

SR 3.8.6.3

This Surveillance verification that the average temperature of
representative cells is > 60 ZO'F, is consistent with a
recomendation of IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), that states that the
temperature of electrolytes in representative cells should be
determined on a quarterly basis. Lower than normal

p (continued)
V
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Battery Cell Parameters
'

B 3.8.6

. O(~N(
BASES (continued)

.

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

temperatures act to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. This SR
ensures that the operating temperatures remain within an
acceptable operating range. This limit is based on manufacturer
recommendations.

Table 3.8.61

l This table delineates the limits on electrolyte level, float
voltage, and specific gravity for three different categories.
The meaning of each category is discussed below.

,

Category A defines the normal parameter limit for each designated
pilot cell in each battery. The cells selected as pilot cells
are those whose temperature, voltage, and electrolyte specific
gravity approximate the state of charge of the entire battery.

The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level are based
on manufacturer recommendations and are consistent with the

'/ guidance in IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), with the extra V inch allowance
k above the high water level indication for operating margin to

, account for temperatures and charge effects. In addition to this
I allowance, footnote a to Table 3.8.6 1 permits the electrolyte
' level to be above the specified maximum level during equalizing

charge, provided it is not overflowing. These limits ensure that
the plates suffer no physical damage, and that adequate electron
transfer capability is maintained in the event of transient
conditions. IEEE 450 (Ref. 3) recommends that
electrolyte level readings should be made only after the battery
has been at float charge for at least 72 hours. The Category A
limit specified for float voltage is a 2.13 V per cell. This
value is based on the recommendations of IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), which
states that prolonged operation of cells < 2.13 V can reduce the
life expectancy of cells. Eloativoltage11scorrectedXorlaveragt
el_ectto]yteltempeta.tute]

I

The Category A limit specified for specific gravity for each
pilot cell is a 1.200 (0.015 below the manufacturer fully charged
nominal specific gravity or a battery charging current that had'

stabilized at a low value). This value is characteristic of a
charged cell with adequate capacity. According to IEEE 450
(Ref. 3), the specific gravity readings are based on a
temperature of 77'F (25'C).

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

O
U

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Table 3.8.61 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The specific gravity readings are corrected for actual
electrolyte temperature and level. For each 3*F (1.67'C) above
77*F (25*C) 1 point (0.001) is added to the reading: 1 point is

; subtracted for each 3*F below 77'F. The specific gravity of the
'

electrolyte in a cell increases with a loss of water due to
electrolysis or evaporation.

! Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each connected
cell. The term " connected cell" excludes any battery cell that

'

maybejumperedout.

The Category B limits specified for electrolyte level and ficat
voltage are the same as those specified for Category A and have
been discussed above. The Category B limit specified for
specific gravity for each connected cell is 2 1.195 (0.020 below
the manufacturer fully charged, nominal specific gravity) with
the average of all connected cells > 1.205 (0.010 below the
manufacturer fully charged, nominal specific gravity). These

73 values are based on manufacturer's recommendations. The minimum
,(vj specific gravity value required for each cell ensures that the

effects of a highly charged or newly installed cell will not mask
overall degradation of the battery.
Category C defines the limits for each connected cell. These
values, although reduced, provide assurance that sufficient
capacity exists to perform the intended function and maintain a
margin of safety. When any battery parameter is outside the
Category C limits. the assurance of sufficient capacity described
above no longer exists, and the battery must be declared
inoperable.

The Category C limits specified for electrolyte level (above the |

top of the plates and not overflowing) ensure that the plates |

suffer no physical damage and maintain adequate electron transfer !

capability. The Category C limits for float voltage is based on
IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), which states that a cell volage of 2.07 V or
below, under float conditions and not caused by elevated
temperature of the cell, indicates internal cell problems and may
require cell replacement.

The Category C limit of average specific gravity 2 1.195 is based
on manufacturer recommendations (0.020 below the manufacturer
recommended fully charged, nominal specific

i

n (continued)
O
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

O, V(
BASES (continued)

|-

| SURVEILLANCE Table 3.8.61 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

'

gravity). In addition to that limit, it is required that the
specific gravity for each connected cell must be no less than
0.020 below the average of all connected cells. This limit
ensures that the effect of a highly charged or new cell does not
mask overall degradation of the battery.

The footnotes to Table 3.8.61 are applicable to Category A, B,
and C specific gravity. Footnote (b) to Table 3.8.6 1 requires
the above mentioned correction for electrolyte level and

! temperature, with the exception that level correction is not
' required when battery charging current is < 2 amps on float

charge. This current provides, in general, an indication of
| overall battery condition.
i

i Because of specific gravity gradients that are produced during
the recharging process, delays of several days may occur while I
waiting for the specific gravity to stabilize. A stabilized
charger current is an acceptable alternative to specific gravity

.

. measurement for determining the state of charge. This phenomenon !

is discussed in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3). Footnote (c) to Table 3.8.6 1l

allows the float charge current to be used as an alternate tos'

specific gravity for up to 7 days following a battery recharge.
Within 7 days, each connected cell's specific gravity must be
measured to confirm the state of charge. Following a minor
battery recharge (such as equalizing charge
that does not follow a deep discharge; specific gravity gradients
are not significant, and confirming measurements may be made in,

| less than 7 days.

Reviewer's Note. The valuc of [2] amps Used in footnctc (b)
Gnd (c) is the acminal value for flect current established
by-the bettery vendcr as representing c fully chorged
bettery 4th on allowance for cveral, battery condition.

. REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

I
2. FSAR, Chapter 15. '

3. IEEE 450 1980.

i

.O
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Inverters -Operating
B 3.8.7

't

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.7 Inverters-Operating

BASES
!

BACKGROUND The inverters are the preferred source of power for the AC vital
. buses because of the stability and reliability they achieve. The
function of the inverter is to provide AC electrical power to the
vital buses. The inverters are~can be powered from theZ1251DC
system; en internal AC source / rectifier or from the station
battery. The station battery provides an uninterruptible power

| source for the instrumentation and controls for the Reactor
| Protective System (RPS) and the Engineered Safety Feature

Actuation System (ESFAS). Specific details on inverters and
their operating characteristics are found in the FSAR. Chapter 8
(Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES

''
transient analyses in the FSAR. Chapter 6 (Ref. 2) and Chapter 15

.S (Ref. 3), assume Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE.'

v) The inverters are designed to provide the required capacity.
;

capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the ji

availability of necessary power to the RPS and ESFAS
instrumentation and controls so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant
System, and containment design limits 3re not exceeded. These

l
limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for Section 3.2. i
Power Distribution Limits: Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System
(RCS): and Section 3.6. Containment Systems.

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based on meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining required AC
vital buses OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

| a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC electrical power or all j
onsite AC electrical power: and )

b. A worst case single failure, j,

i

Inverters are a part of the distribution system and, as such,
satisfy Criterion 3 of the N!10 i'clicy Statement
10CFR50;36(cl(2)_(fjl.

(]
L,
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Inverters-Operating
B 3.8.7

,/ m
t )

,

BASES (continued)

LC0 The inverters ensure the availability of AC electrical power for
the systems instrumentation required to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA.

Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ensures that the
redundancy incorporated into the design of the RPS and ESFAS
instrumentation and controls is maintained. The four eight
inverters (two fout per train) ensure an uninterruptible supply
of AC electrical power to the AC vital buses even if the 4-16
6;9 kV safety buses are de energized. There11s.also an
,"installedispare"EinverterjforJeachltrain;MThe spare inverter
may be manually _ aligned toisubstitute for;any of. thelfour
1nvertersiin that trainc

Operable inverters require the associated vital bus to be powered
by the inverter with output voltage and frcquency within
tolerances, and power input to the inverter from a 125 VDC
;;y.s. tem; statica bettery. Alternativcly, powcr supply m;y be from
an internal AC sourcc via rectificr cs long as the stet 4en

O battery is availcbic as the uninterrupt4ble powcr supply. {Ref?
'Q Iab%Bi3j8.7f1);

This LCO is modified by a Note that allows two inverters to be
disconnected from a commrn battery for s 24 hours, if the vital
bus (es) are powered from a Class IE constant voltage transformer

|or invertcr using internal AC source during the period and all
other irwters are operable. This allows an equalizing charge
to be pined on one battery. If the inverters were not
disconnre:ted, the resulting voltage condition might damage the
inverters. These provisions minimize the loss of equipment that ;

would occur in the event of a less of offsite power. The 24 hour I

time period for the allowance minimizes the time during which a
| loss of offsite power could result in the loss of equipment i

energized from the affected AC vital bus while taking into |

consideration the time required to perform an equalizing charge
on the battery bank.

The intent of this Note is to limit the number of inverters that,

may be disconnected. Only those inverters associated with the i
*

single battery undergoing an equalizing charge may be
disconnected. All other inverters must be aligned to their
associated batteries, regardless of the number of inverters or 3

Sunit design.
I

f'%o
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Inverters-Operating
B 3.8.7

)
'V BASES ~ (continued)

APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4
to ensure that:

Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressurea.
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of A00s or
abnormal transients: and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the
event of a postulated DBA.

Inverter requirements for H0 DES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases
for LCO 3.6.8, " Inverters-Shutdown."

AgIONS L1
With a required inverter inoperable, its associated AC vital bus
becomes inoperable until it is re energized hylaMopetabje
infertet3freir its Class 10 cen; tent vcitesc ;;urce transferir.cr

( or inverter using internal AC ;;urce.

For this reason a Note has been included in Condition A requiring
the entry into the Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.8.9,
' Distribution Systems-Operating." This ensures that the vital
bus is re energized within 2 hours.

Required Action A.1 allows 24 hours to fix the inoperable
Inverter and return it to service. The 24 hour limit is based
upon sngineering judgment, taking into consid. ction the time.

resp:md to repair an inverter and the additional risk to which
the unit is exposed because of the inverter inoperability. This
has tv be balanced against the risk of an immediate shutdown,
along with the potential challenges to safety systems such a
shutdown might entail. When the AC vital bus is powered from its
eenstant voltage source ClassDEttfarlsformet, it is relying upon
norEtegulatinglinterruptible AC electrical power sources (offsite
and onsite). The uninterruptible inverter source to the AC vital
Hses is the preferred source for powering instrumentation trip

.

.etpoint devices.

.

I
(continued) i..

3f
\ / |
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Invret:rs-Operating
B 3.8.7 ;

.%'

BASES
:

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

If the inoperable devices or components cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit
must be brought to a H0DE in which the LC0 does not apply. To :
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least H00E 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed |

Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions ;

:in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

.

:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1
REQUIREMENTS This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are functioning

properly with all required circuit breakers closed and AC vital
buses energized from the inverter. The verification of proper i

voltage er.d fre:ixxy output ensures that the required power is '

readily available for the instrumentation of the RPS and ESFAS '

connected to the AC vital buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into

() account the rr.dundant capability of the inverters and other '

indications available in the control room that alert the operatorNJ
to inverter malfunctions.

.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 8.

2. FSAR, Chapter 6.
I

3. FSAR, Chapter 15.

_

!

.

.

I

i
v
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Inverters-Operating
B 3.8.7

h
'

BASES

Table B%8|7?r(page;1.of,1).
INVERTERS

TRAIM;Aj IRAILB3

118;V.ACtital; Bus 118 VLAC Vital: Bus118;VfAC? Vital Bus 118 V; AC Vital.E;is V

1PCl(2PC1) IPC3(2PC3) IPC2(2PC2) IPC4(2PC4)
Energized From Energized From Energized 1From Energized From

Invertet Inverter Invertet Inverter
IVIPCl(IV2PCI) 1Y1P.C3(IV2PC3) IVIPC2(IV2P.C2). .IV1PC4(IV2PC4)

or or or or

IVIEC1/3(IV2EC1/3)2 Iy1EC1/3(IV2EC1/3).2 Iy1EC2/4(IV2EC2/4)8 Iy1EC2/4(IV2EC2/4):

-connected.toi connected toj connected;to] connected toj
125 V'DC' Bus 125 V DC~ Bus 125 V-DC Bus 125 V DC Bus

1ED1(2ED1) 1ED3(2ED3) 1ED2(2ED2) 1ED4(2ED4)

1.181VfAC Vital 1 Bus 118;V!AC VitallBus 118 7 AC: Vital [ Bus 1187AC VitallBus
IEC1(2EC1) 1EC5(2ECS) 1EC2(2EC2). IEC6(2EC6)

Energiz d From Energizedfrom Energized From Energized From

Inverter Inverter Invertet Inverter

O IV1EC1(IV2EC1). IVIEC3(IV2EC3) IVIEC2(IV2EC2). IVIEC4(IV2EC4)
or or or or

ly1EC1/3(IV2EC1/3)2 IVIEC1/3(IV2EC1/3)2 ly1EC2/4(IV2EC2/4)8 Iy1EC2/4.(IV2EC2/4):
ponnected to3 . connected!to] ponnected;to] connected toj
1251V1DC' Bus 125 V;DCLBus 1251V DC' Bus 1251V.DC- Bli,s

IED1(2ED11 1ED3(2ED3). 1ED2(2ED2). 1ED4(2ED4).

TA: spare:inverterjisiproyided",forfeachltrainEThe:spareAnver.terimay;be mant e11y
aligned to_ substitute,foClany;oneLof,,the fourMpyerters;jniits, train 4i

' 1A,TIVIEC1/3(IV2EC1/3)Ms'the;jnstalled, spare?j.nver,ter;for Train"A;

2221.Vm" 4(IV2EC2L4)IisLtheJnstalled;spareligverterifor Train.:B]
,

O
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Inverters-Shutdown 1

B 3.8.8 ;
:;, -

L). .. .:
B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS-

B 3.8.8 --Inverters-Shutdown *

1

BASES ;

f :

BACKGROUND A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for
' LC0 3.8.7. " Inverters-Operating."

._.-,.

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
3

SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chapter 15
(Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE.
The DC to AC inverters are designed to provide the required
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the.
availability of necessary power to the Reactor Protective System and
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System instrumentation and
controls so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment
design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the initial
'

f- ' assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements for the
( j supported systems' OPERABILITY.

'
The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each AC vital bus during
MODES 5 and 6 ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods:

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available i

for monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and'

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events postulated
during shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident.

The inverters were previously identified as part of the distribution
system and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Stat;;;at
10CFR50136fcl(2)Jjjl.

.

!

4

.
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Inverters-Shutdown
B 3.8.8

(m.
BASES (continued)tb

LC0 OnGrainioflinverterEneededf.to poWetteoI1183olt'AC"; instrument
busses 2(channeliottented)~ianditwoI11#1voltiAC11pstrumentibusses
(nontchannelforientM}Is. hall ~connectithei r,!respecti ve;DCJbus.se.sfand
shallj be" 0PERABLE7$olsuppottloneltrai rCofitheldj stributi onIsystems
EequireddolbeMERLEibyLLCol318;J02 The inverters ensure the
availability of electrical power for the instrumentation for systems
required to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
condition after an anticipated operational occurrence or a
postulated DBA. The battery powered inverters provide
uninterruptible supply of AC electrical power to the AC vital buses
even if the 6.9 kV safety buses are de energized. OPERABILITY of
the ira erters requires that the AC vital bus be powered by the
inverter. This ensures the availability of sufficient inverter
power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate
the consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel
handling accidents).

APPLICABILITY The inverters required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and during
movtacat of irradiated fuel as;a,blics provide assurance that:

,Q a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are

() available for the irradiated fuel in the core;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are
available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can
lead to core damage during shutdown are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown

,

condition or refueling condition.
1

Inverter requirements for H0 DES 1, 2, 3. and 4 are covered in
LCO 3.8.7.

, ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4

H-two trains arc required by LCO 3.0.10. " Distribution
Sysrtems-Shutdown." th; icacining OPERASLE Inverters may bc capable
of supporting attificient rcquired features to-eHow-

/
( (continued)
\ __
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Inverters-Shutdown
B 3.8.8

. fm
() BASES (continued)

continuatica of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuci s.o;;= nt, and opc etiens with
a potential for positive reactivity additions. Sy the allowance of
the option to declare required features inoperable4

with the associated inverter (s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions
will be implemented in accordance with the affected required
features LCOs' Required Actions. In many instances, this option may
involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowances

for sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations
involving positive reactivity additions). The Required Action to
suspend positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to
maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the required
SDH is maintained.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completior. of
actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions
minimize the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It
is further equired to immediately initiate action to restore the
required inverters and to continue this action until restoration is
accomplished in order to provide the necessary inverter power to the
unit safety systems.

O'
The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of
the required inverters should be completed as quickly as possiole in
order to minimize the time the unit safety systems may be without I
power or powered from a constant voltage source transformer. i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are functioning
properly with all required circuit breakers closed and AC vital
buses energized from the inverter. The verification of proper
voltage end frequency output ensures that the required power is
readily available for the instrumentation connected to the AC vital
buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant
capability of the inverters and other indications available in the
control room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.

.

t

Q4 (continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown - !
B 3.8.8 '

.- |
:

( BASES::

>

: REFERENCES, 1. FSAR, Chapter 6. !

2. FSAR, Chapter'15.
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Distribution Systems-Operating.

B 3.8,9
]

$

( .B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

A ])'' B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The onsite Class 1E AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems are divided by train into two redundant and
independent AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power distribution ,

subsystems.
.

The AC electrical power subsystem for each train consists of a )
primary Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) 4-16 6;_9 kV bus and !

secondary load _ centers J ndj480 and 120 V buses., distribut bn
parels, r,ctor control ccr, tars and load ; caters. Each 4-16 ff.9 kV
ESF bus has two at least ore separate and independent offsite source
of power es well as a dedicated onsite diesel generator (DG) source.
Each 4-16 6;9 kV ESF bus is normally connected to a preferred
offsite source. After a loss of the preferred offsite power source i

to a 4-16 61 kV ESF bus, a slo (transfer to the alternate offsite i
source is accomplished, by utilizing a time delM bus undervoltage

,

relay. If the; alt _etnate eH-offsite sources are unavailable, the ;

onsite emergency DG supplies power to the 4-16 619 kV ESF bus. 1

Control power for the 4-16 6W kV breakers is supplied from the '

.() Class 1E batteries. Additional description of this system may be
U found in the Bases for LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," and the

Bases for LC0 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operating."

The secondary AC electrical power distribution system for each train ]
includes the safety related load centers, r,ctor control ccaters, and
distribution parels shown in Table B 3.8.91.

The 120 VAC vital buses are arranged in two load groups per train
and are normally powered from the inverters. The alternate power
supply for the vital buses are Class 1E constant voltagc source
transformers powered from the same train as the associated inverter,
and its use is governed by LC0 3.8.7 " Inverters-Operating." Eeeh ,

eenstant voltage sourcc transferrer is pcWcred from, a Class 10 AC
bus-

There are two independent 125 VDC electrical power distribution
subsystems (one for each train).

:

The list of all required distribution buses is presented in
Table B 3.8.91.

|

{

.fv)\
i

t
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9

/) SASES (continued)V

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFELY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1), and in the FSAR,

Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC. DC,
and AC vital bus electrical power distribution systems are designed
to provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and
reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to ESF
systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment
design limits are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more
detail in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits:
Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS): and Section 3.6.
Containment Systems.'

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems is consistent with the initial assumptions of
the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of
the unit. This includes maintaining power distribution systems
OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC
electrical power; and

b. A worst case single failure.
f)
U The distribution systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the N",0 "clicy

Stat ,cnt 10CFR50 161c2 2)111),.

i

LCO The required power distribution subsystems listed in Table B 3.8.91
ensure the availability of AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
for the systems required to shut down the reactor and maintain it in
a safe condition after an anticipated operational occurrence (A00)
or a postulated DBA. The AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution subsystems are required to be OPERABLE.

Maintaining the Train A and Train B AC. DC, and AC vital bus
,

electrical power distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensures that the '

redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is not defeated.
Therefore, a single failure within any system or within the

,

electrical power distribution subsystems will not prevent safe !
shutdown of the reactor., ,

LCO OPERABLE AC electrical power distribution subsystems require
(continued) the associated buses, and load centers, motor control centcrs, and i

,

dtstt4butica pencis to be eiergized to their proper voltages.

/~~N
$

L' (continued),
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9

BASES .(r ''inued)-

O
OPERABLE DC electrical power distribution subsystems require the
associated buses to be energized to their proper voltage from either
the associated battery or charger. OPERABLE vital bus electrical
power distribution subsystems require the associated buses to be
energized to their proper voltage from the associated inverter via
inverted DC voltage., inverter using internal AC source, or Class-1E
constant voltage transformer.

hMGttica, tie breakers betacca redundant safety related AC, DC. :
ew, AC vital bus powcr distributica subsyst;;;, if thcy exist, must
i epen. This arcicats ;ny electrical ;olfunction in ony pcwcr
distributica suasyste; fic; propogoting tc the redundent subsystem,
that could cause the failure of ; redundant subsystc; and a icas of '

esserMel safety functicn's). If any tie breakers era closcd. the j

effected redundant electrical pcwcr distributica subsystems are
eer.sidered insperable. This applies to the casite, safety related i

redundant electrical pcWcr distribution subsystems. It does f.et- |
howcVer, precludc redundant Class 10 5.0 k" buscs fic; being powcred

*

fic; the 3;= cffsite circuit.

i
,

APPLICABILITY The electrical power distribution subsystems are required to be '

OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of A00s or
abnormal transients: and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment OPERABILITY
and other vital functions are maintained in the event of a
postulated DBA.

Electrical power distribution subsystem requirements for H0 DES 5
,

and 6 are covered in the Bases for LC0 3.8.10. " Distributioni i

Systems -Shutdown. "
,

ACTIONS M

With one or more required AC e]ectrica]IpoWer3ubsystemslbuscs, lead
centers, actcr ccatrol centers, or distribution panels, except AC
vital buses, in one train inoperable bndithe;1osslof;functjon'has

,

not?yetloc.cutred, the remaining pottionsloUheiAC electrical power
distribution subsystemsj in the other train is ate; capable of
supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no
single failure. The overall reliability is reduced, however.

n :

[V (continued) *4

I
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9

BASESg -v
because a single failure in the remaining pottio.nslofithelpower ,

distribution subsystems could result in the minimum required ESF
functions not being supported. Therefore, the required AC buses,
a_nd load centers, mater cor. trol-eentees-er,d distributicr. per,als
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours.

Condition A worst scenario is one train without AC power (i.e., no
offsite power to the train and the associated DG inoperable). In
this Condition, the unit is more vulnerable to a complete loss of AC
power. It is, therefore, imperative that the unit operator's
attention be focused on minimizing the potential for loss of power
to the remaining train by stabilizing the unit, and on restoring
power to the affected train. The 8 hour time limit before requiring
a unit shutdown in this Condition is acceptable because of:

a. The potential for decreased safety if the unit operator's
attention is diverted from the evaluations and actions
necessary to restore power to the affected train, to the
actions associated with taking the unit to shutdown within this
time limit: and

'

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure
of a redundant component in the train with AC power.

QV The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single
contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is
entered while, for instance, t DC bus is inoperable and . ubsequentlys

restored OPEPABLE, the LCO m:y already have been not met for up to
2 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, since initial
failure of the LCO, to restorc the AC distribution system. At this
time, a DC circuit could again become inoperable', and AC
distribution restored OPERABLE. TMs could continue indefinitely.

ACTIONS L.1 (continued)
'

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal " time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." This will
result in establishing the " time zero" at the time'

the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time Condition A was
entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on-

this potential to fail to meet the LCO indefinitely. -
'

f

4

;

/]
(continued)
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B 3.8.9 j

BASESf3 !
IV)

fL1 l

With one orJmoreJAC vital bus subsystems inoperable and1 hell _o.sEof
function 1has;not:yetjoccurred, the remaining OPERABLE AC vital buses
are capable of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to
shut down the unit and maintain it in the safe shutdown condition.
Overall reliability is reduced, however, since an additional single
failure could result in the minimum required ESF functions not being
supported. Therefore, the required AC vital bus sub; systems must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the bus from
the associated inverter via inverted DC., inverter using interaci AC
sourcc, or Cicss IE constant vcitcg transformer.

Condition B represents one or more:AC vital bus subsystems without
poniinterruptih1_eiinverted;DCJpower., pctcnticily bcth the DC
sourcc(Q cnd th; cssocicted AC sourcc crc nonfunctioning. In this
situation, the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete
loss of all non-interruptible power. It is, therefore, imperative
that the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit,
minimizing the potential for loss of noniinterruptibleipower to the
remaining vital buses and restoring no Einterruptible: power to the
affected vital bus gubsystems.

A This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times allowed
!.'~) for the vast majority of components that are without adequate vital

AC power. Taking exception to LC0 3.0.2 for components without
adequate vital AC power, that would have the Required Action
Completion Times shorter than 2 hours if declared inoperable, is
acceptable because of:

The potential for decreased safety by requiring a change ina.

unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown) and not allowing
stable operations to continue;

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry into
numerous Applicable Conditions and Required Actions for
components without adequate vital AC power and not

ACTIONS IL1 (continued) i

providing sufficient time for the operators to perform the
necessary evaluations and actions for restoring power to the
affected train; and

The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failurec.
of a redundant component.

The 2 hour Completion Time takes into account the importance to
safety of restoring the AC vital bus to OPERABLE status, the

.O
C'l |\

\

(continued)
|
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B 3.8.9 i

BASES |-

(v i

redundant capability afforded by the other OPERABLE vital buses, and
the low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single
contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition B is
entered while, for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and
subsequently returned OPERABLE, the LC0 may already have been not
met for up to 4 6-hours. This could lead to a total of 610-hours,
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the vital bus

distribution system. At this time, an AC train could again become
inoperable, and vital bus distribution restored OPERABLE. This
could continue indefinitely.

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal " time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." This will
result in establishing the " time zero" at the time the LC0 was
initially not met, instead of the time Condition 8 was entered. The
16 hour Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this
potential to fail to meet the LC0 indefinitely.

U
A
Q With 0.delor; mote;DC electrjcal!poweC;Idisttibution subsystemsIbus(es)

+n one train-inoperable .andithe20ss;oflfunctioDIhasinotiyet
ocsurred, the remaining po,ttlonsrofithe;DC electrical power
distribution subsystems are capable of supportPg the minimum safety
functions necessary to shut down the reactor e d maintain it in a
safe shutdown condition, assuming no single railure. The overall ;

reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in the
remaining portions;of;thMDC electrical power distribution
subsystems could result in the minimum required ESF functions not
being supported. Therefore, the required DC buses must be restored
to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the bus from the
associated battery or charger.

ACTIONS U
(continued)

1

Condition C represents one or'morele]ect_tical'powerldistributioll j
subsystems tretn-without adequate DC power: potentially both with '

the battery significantly degraded and the associated charger l
nonfunctioning fpr2the affectedibus(es). In this situation, the '

unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all DC
power. It is, therefore, imperative that the operator's attention
focus on stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential for loss of
power to the remaining bus (es) trains and restoring power to the
affected-tte4n bus (es).

,, i
( (continued)4

LJ
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V
This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times allowed
for the vast majority of components that would be without power. |
Taking exception to LC0 3.0.2 for components without adequate DC !
power, which would have Required Action Completion Times shorter |
than 2 hours, is acceptable because of: ;

a. The potential for decreased safety by requiring a change in
unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown) while allowing
stable operations to continue:

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry into
numerous applicable Conditions and Required Actions for
components without DC power and not providing sufficient time
for the operators to perform the necessary evaluations and
actions for restoring power to the affected train; and

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure
of a redundant component.

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3).

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1 establishes a
,q limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
Q distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single

contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition C is
entered while, for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and
subsequently returned OPERABLE, the LC0 may already have been not
met for up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours,
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the DC distribution
system. At this time, an AC train could again become inoperable,
and DC distribution restored OPERABLE. This could continue
indefinitely.

ACTIONS L 1 (continued)

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal " time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." This will
result in establishing the " time zero" at the time the LC0 was
initially not met, instead of the time Condition C was entered. The ;

16 hour Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this |.

potential to fail to meet the LCO indefinitely.
J

I

|
!

I
i1

m |

(continued) i
-
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() BASES (continued)

D.1 and D.2

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit must
be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve
this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required
unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

IL1

Wtth-two trairs withCondition E correspondsJo inoperable1
distribution subsystems that result in a loss of safety function,
adequate core cooling, containment OPERABILITY and other vital
functions for DBA mitigation would be compromised, and immediate
plant shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

(O This Surveillance verifies that the required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution systems are functioning properly,
with the correct circuit breaker alignment. The correct breaker
alignment ensures the appropriate separation and. independence of the
electrical divisions is maintained, and the appropriate voltage is
available to each required bus. The verification of proper voltage
availability on the buses ensures that the required voltage is
readily available for motive as well as control functions for
critical system loads connected to these buses. The 7 day Frequency
takes into account the redundant capability of the AC, DC, and AC
vital bus electrical power distribution subsystems, and other
indications available in the control room that alert the operator to
subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15..

3. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

I !
Ov

i
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Distribution Systems-Operating .
B 3.8.9

b Table B 3.8.91 (page 1 of 1)
AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution Systems

TYPE VOLTAGE TRAIN A* TRAIN B*

AC safety 69_0EjV ESF BusI1EA1 ESFBus|1 EAR ,

'

buses (2EA1), 12EA2)

(1)EV Load Centers Load Centers
1EB1;1EB3 1EB2;I1EB4

12EBIT2EB31 12EB2;2EMI
400-V |ictor Control |istcr Centrol

Centers Centers
[N001A. NC01I. [N002A,NC02I.

N0013. N0030. NC03I. NC023. NC040. N004I.
NGG3B} NG04B}

-120-V Distribution Pancis Distribution Peneh
[NP01. NP033 [NP02. NPO4] |

I
DC buses 12SlV Bus IEDij Bus 1ED22]

12EDI) 12ED2);

BUSIED 3]D Bus 1ED42
GED31 {2ED,il

Distribution rencls Oistribution Pencl3e
I [t%41. NK43. NK51] [NK42. NK44. NK52]

118J)[ BusesAEC171EC5 BusetIEC2I1ECs8AC vital
: buses '12ECIT2ECS). 12E_C2'2EC6) :,

BusesIPC171(g BusesIP.C271P_Cd
12PC1;2PC31 12fC_2 2P_C41 ,

; l
i

* Each train of the AC and DC electrical guer distribution systems is a
subsystem.

.

.

;

)
%J

.
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
B 3.8.10

r B 3.8 ELECTRICAL PWER SYSTEMS
( ]/'" B 3.8.10 Distribution Systems-Shutdown

BASES
<

BACKGROUND A description of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.9,
" Distribution Systems-0perating."

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chapter 15

(Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are
OPERABLE. The AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems are designed to provide sufficient capacity,
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability
of necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant
System, and containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution system is consistent with the initial assumptions of
the accident analyses and the requirements for the supported

O systems' OPERABILITY. J() ,

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical l

power distribution subsystems during H0 DES 5 and 6, and during j
movcacnt of irradiated fuci asscblies ensures that

|

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods:

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available I

for monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and I

c. Adequate power is provided to mitigate events postulated during
|

shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident. |

|
The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems satisfy |
Criterion 3 of the ""C ."clicy Statcmcat 10_Cf850131(c)12),(jf).

l
.

|

t

(~
s ,
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
'B 3.8.10

i

BASES '(continued)

LC0 Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and components are-
required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending on the specific plant
condition. Implicit in those requirements is the required '
OPERABILITY of necessary support required features. This LC0
explicitly requires energization of the portions of one:trainfofathe :

!electrical distribution system asinecessary to support OPERABILITY
of one' train offrequired systems, equipment, and components-all
specifically addressed in each LC0 and implicitly required via the
definition of OPERABILITY. ,

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system energized
ensures the availability of sufficient power u operate the unit in ,

a safe manner to mitigate the consequences of postulated events. -;

during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents). !

TheACelectticallpower;distributjon2 subsystems:arefsupported:bylone
train otDCielectrical; power;sourceslastrequired|by LC013,8t2D"AC
Sources N Shutdown;"

>

The: required DC; electrical; power;distributionisubsystemhisjsupported
by:one; train:of DCLelectticalipowetisystemiasir quired by LC018.5fe ,

EDC; Sources 3 Shutdown;" Jhen;the!second;DClelectrjcal;powet !
!

distri bution ;trai nJ(subsystem)ai sineeded itolsupportledundant
required'systemsNequipment7and| component.s2the;secondiTrainlmay;be j

7
energi zedifroslanylavaij able; source; |

3

Jhe; required:ACivital[buslel ectricalspowerIdi stri bution;subsystemli s ;

supported:by;one strai nTofdi nvertersias;requi red:LC0J 8 :8; i

TInverters giShutdown G Whensthe;second;(subsystem) oC ACivjtallb.us
el ectri ca11 power . di stribution ii s ineeded itoisupport: redundant )
tequired; systems;Tequipment5and:componentsRtheIs. cond; train;may;be l

,

e
'. energized from;,,any;available source Hjm

i
.

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystos required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and during was;.;nt of irredicted fuel

i e n -i, lies, provide assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel in the core:-,

.

E b. Systys needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are
1,

availaole:
3- !

i c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can
lead to core damage during shutdown are available: and

.

4
-

(continued) i
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
'

B 3.8.10

O BASES

|
'

(continued)
:

|
'

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition and refueling |
cuadition.

'

The AC. DC. and AC vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems requirements for MODES 1. 2. 3. and 4 are covered in
LCO 3.8.9.

.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5

A+though redundant required features may require redundant trains of
eteetrical pcwcr distributica subsystems to bc OPERASLE. one
OPERABLE distributica subsystem train acy be capable of supporting .

*stdficient rcquired features to cllow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS and fuel ac s. cat. Sy allowing the option to declare

,

required features associated with an inoperable distribution
subsystem inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in
accordance with the affected distribution subsystem LC0's Required
Actions. In many instances, this option may involve undesired
administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently

( conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS.
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving1

positive reactivity additions).

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of
actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions
minimize the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It'

is further required to immediately initiate action to restore the
required AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to
provide the necessary power to the unit safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required
Actions, a required residual heat removal (RHR) subsystem may be
inoperable. In this case. Required Actions A.2.1 through A.2.4 do
not adequately address the concerns relating to coolant circulation
and heat removal. Pursuant to LC0 3.0.6. the RHR ACTIONS would not
be entered. Therefore. Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct
declaring RHR inoperable. which results in taking the appropriate-

RHR actions. |

The Completion Time of immedictely is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of
the required distribution subsystems should be completed as quickly

,

[m
(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
B 3.8.10

4
- BASES- (continued)

as possible in order to minimize the time the unit safety systems
may be without power.

<

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution subsystems are functioning properly,
with all the buses energized. The verification of proper voltage
availability on the buses ensures that the required power is readily
available for motive as well as control functions for critical
system loads connected to these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes
into account the capability of the electrical power distribution
subsystems, and other indications available in the control room that
alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.p
V -

:

i
'

?

.

.

.

'

!)\
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. - Methodology For Mark up of NUREG 1431 Bases i

/] l

V 4

1

Enclosure 5B contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of the Bases portion 4

'

of NUREG 1431. REV. 1. The Bases ic descriptive in nature but provides significant
clarification and, in some cases, technical information which supports the
specifications. The version in the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version
has been made plant specific.

To the extent possible, the words of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 are retained to maximize
standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading.
they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant4

specific portions of the specifications.

The changes are processed as follows:

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases.
,

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431. Rev.
1 Bases.'

3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431 Rev.1
; Bases but is being revised for the improved TS.

: 4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS -

or other design basis document into a bracketed portion
of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specificction which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG-1431, Rev.1 Bases is annotated using-

the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand).
The deletions are aqt identified by a change number or a change
code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Bases in the

,

appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
aqt identified by a change number or a change code in the
adjacent right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of

p NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using the strike out

d feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised

Methodology 1 of2 S/1S/97
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG-1431 Bases
(continued)

information is inserted into the Bases in the appropriate
,

\ location and is annotated using the red line feature of -
Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The modification is
mt identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed ,

area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic"
information is " struck out" and the correct material is inserted
using the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the
information is " redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An
identification number to cross reference to an explanation or
justification is mt provided.

Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark up of NUREG 1431 Rev.1
Bases as part of the markup process. Reviewer notes may be
" struck out" or deleted as preferred. .

In summary, " red line" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new
material " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted
material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify
changes in the Bases.

(dh'

I

i

,

' (''
(
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DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 )
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Descriptions of NUREG-1431 Differences (6 Pages)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1431

CHAPTER 3.8

This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked up
technical change to NUREG 1431, Revision 1. to make them plant specific or to
incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process.
The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups. For ;

Enclosures 3A 3B, 4, 6A, and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information
is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific
information in that location.

CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.8 01 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68). ;

3.8 02 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

3.8 03 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

3.8 04 Not applicable to CPSES. Ser. conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

A
Cl 3.8 05 Consistent with TSTF 37, Rev 1. TS 5.6.7, "EDG Failure Report,"

Table 3.8.11, " Diesel Generator Test Schedule." and the
associated changes to SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.3 are consistent
with the recommendations of NRC Generic Letter (GL) 94 01,
" Removal of Accelerated Testing and Special Reporting
Requirements for Emergency Diesel Generators," dated May 31,
3994.

GL 94 01 required that Staff approval of these TS changes be
contingent on a commitment to implement a maintenance program for
monitoring and maintaining EDG performance in accordance with 10
CFR 50.65 and the guidance contained in Regulatory Guide (RG)
1.160. Since this program was required to be implemented by July
10, 1996, the requirements of GL 94 01 are currently being met.

This change is consistent with the current TS.
.

3.8 06 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

3.8 07 Not used.
'

. 3.8 08 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B),

Cl*SES NUREG-1431 Differences - ITS 3.8 i S/ISi97
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QBNGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

O 3.8 09 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table |

,V (enclosure 6B). i

3.8 10 ITS LC0 3.8,3 would be revised to reflect plant specific diesel
'

fuel oil (DF0) storage system design and CTS. These changes meet
the intent of the NUREG 1431 requirement.

3.8 11 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table ,

(enclosure 6B).

3.8 12 ITS LC0 3.8.3 Condition E.. Required /.ction E.1, and SR 3.3.3.4
for the DG air start subsystem have been revised to reflect
plant specific air start system design and licensing basis.
NUREG 1431 would be revised for this difference. [Each DG has two
starting air receivers. Only one of the two air start receivers
is necessary to start the DG)

3.8 13 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

3.8 14 ITS SR 3.8.6.2 is revised from 24 hours to be consistent with
current licensing basis, which includes a frequency of once per 7
days. This frequency is adequate to meet the intent of the IEEE
450 recomendations regarding inspections following a severe

f discharge or overcharge.'

3.8-15 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

3.8 16 ITS SR 3.8.4.8 would be revised consistent with current licensing
basis, which requires an 18 month frequency for testing when the
battery has seen degradation or has reached 85% of its service
life for the manufacturer's rating for the application and was
less than 100% capacity on the last performance test. NUREG 1431
allows a 24 month surveillance interval when service life is ,

beyond 85% but greater than or equal to 100% capacity on the last
performance test. This 24 month surveillance fremency would be 1

i

retained. A description of degradation would also be included in
ITS SR 3.8.4.8 Ba=es.

3.8 1/ ITS SR 3.8.2.1 would be revised to list only applicable SRs and i

include as exceptions in the Note those SRs that are applicable
but should not be performed in Mode 5 or 6.

3.8 18 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

/ 3.8 19 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
L (enclosure 68). ,

I
f
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.8 20 This change would eliminate the potential confusion that may
arise, with respect to the application of an unplanned event(q which satisfies the requirements of a given SR, by including a

/
discussion in the Bases of SR 3.0.1. The intent of the current
notes throughout the ITS 3.8 SRs is applicable to any SR. The

,

revision to the Bases for SR 3.C.1 will provide the necessary
clarification so that the usage of this allowance can be applied
consistently throughout the ITS. This change is consistent with ,

TSTF 8.

3.8 21 ITS LC0 3.8.7 is revised to delete the detailed dese iption of
how the vital buses are energized. This is consistent with the
CTS for CPSES.

.

3.8 22 NUREG 1431 3.8.1.9. 3.8.1.10 and 3.8.1.14 requirements to operate
the DGs at less than or equal to their design basis inductive
loading (0.9) when synchronized with offsite power is deleted. ,

This change is consistent with the current TS for CPSES. CPSES 1

controls guidance for KVAR loading via plant procedure. A curve,
Emergency DG Operating Limit 3, provides operators of the DG with
the acceptable power output (kW) and KVAR loading limits and part ,

I

of the appropriate system operating procedures. The curve was
developed based on vendor recommendations and plant operating
experience. Also the DG operating procedures for operation when
tied to the grid requi e that the KVAR loading not exceed half of :

!0 the power output (kW), which roughly correlates to a power factor
limit of < 0.9. The intent of the requirement to maintain a
certain power factor, as stated in Regulatory Guide 1.9 Rev. 3,
is to test the following:

1. The ability of the DG to support the design kW and
KVAR load:

2. The ability of the governor to respond to the
control settings input by the operator, and

3. The ability of the generator controls to control
voltage (which when paralleled to the grid
correlates to control of VARS).

In addition, the NUREG 1431 Bases for these SRs states that the
intent of the power factor requirement is to test the DG under

,

conditions that are as close as possible to design basis
'

conditions. The current CPSES operating practice achieves the
above stated intents of the TS power factor requirement by
operation of the DG within the procedural limits because VARs are
adjusted by the operator throughout the period of load

'

adjustments during testing to control them to less than half of
p the kW during the period of increasing and decreasing DG load.
V Also, control of DG operation to within the Emergency DG

:
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CHANGE NUPEER JUSTIFICATION

Operating Limits curve ensures a power factor of 0.9 is not
exceeded because the curve was calculated to ensure the DG does<

y not exceed that value during operation.

3.8 23 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

3.8 24 NUREG 1431 LCO 3.8.1 Required Action B.3.2 would be revised to
add a note that SR 3.8.1.2 does not need to be performed if the j

DG [is already operating and loaded.] in accordance with the CTS.

3.8 25 ITS 3.8.1 Action I is added to account for CPSES existing
!

licensing basis that requires that if a Blackout Sequencer
becomes inoperable the associated DG be declared inoperable
immediately.

3.8 26 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
|j(enclosure 6B).
>.

*

3.8 27 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68). )

)

3.8 28 NUREG 1431 SR 3.8.1.9.c is frequency requirement would be deleted ;-

consistent with the CTS.'

l

O 3.8 29 NUREG 1431 LC0 3.8.2 LCO 3.8.S. and LC0 3.8.8. and LCO 3.8.10 |
Applicability of "during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies," 1

would be deleted consistent with the CTS. |
.

3.8 30 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

1

3.8 31 ITS SR 3.8.3.6 would be moved to the ITS Bases. This SR is a
preventative-type SR. Sediment in the tank, or failure to'

perform this SR. does not necessarily result in an inoperable
storage tank, as stated in the NUREG 1431 SR 3.8.3.6 Bases.
Preventive maintenance SRs, such as the DG inspection SR,
generally have been relocated from the CTS.

ITS SR 3.8.3.3 (DF0 testing) and the limits of the Diesel Fuel
Oil Testing Program ensure tank sediment is minimized. In
addition. ITS SR 3.8.3.1 (fuel oil volume verification) once per

.

31 days ensures that any gross degradation of the tank wall
surface that results in a fuel oil volume reduction is detected
and corrected. Further, other government agencies' regulations
govern the maintenance of underground storage tanks.

This change is consistent with industry Traveler TSTF-2.

3.8 32 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table

CPSES NUREG 1431 Differences -ITS 3.8 4 5/1587
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CliANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

(enclosure 68). :

* O)( 3.8.93 NUREG 1431 LC0 3.8.3 Condition B. and SR 3.8.3.2 would be revised |
to note use of a dipstick level for verification of lube oil !

inventory consistent with the Comanche Peak CTS. The Lube 011.
Level at CPSES is measured by a Lube Oil Dipstick and not by

.

gallons of oil. Specific limits are outlined in the Bases. The
'

,

current CPSES Technical Specification does not require :
'

measurement of Lube Oil Level.

3.8 34 The frequency of SR 3.8.4.1 and SR 3.8.6.1 would be changed from >

7 days to 31 days in accordance with the recommended frequency of
" at least monthly" identified in IEEE 450-1995. This change is

! consistent with TSTF 115. >

|

3.8 35 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

3.8 36 Adds note, per current TS, that allows one SI sequencer channel
to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing
provided the other channel is operable.

3.3 37 The [ sequencer surveillance requirements] from current TS Section
3/4.3 would be added to the ITS. This is consistent with NUREG-
1431, Rev. I which adds an LC0 requirement for the automatic load,

sequencers. Therefore, a SR is necessary to verify sequencer |
\ OPERABILITY. I

3,8 38 ITS SR 3.8.4.7 Note 1 would be revised to allow the modified
performance discharge test in ITS SR 3.8.4.8 to be performed in
lieu of the service test in ITS SR 3.8.4.7 at any time. This is
consistent with IEEE 450 and current licensing basis. IEEE-450-

states, "A modified performance test can be used in lieu of a
service test at any time." The modified performance test is a
test that envelopes the service test with respect to the
discharge current being greater than or equal to the service
test, and the amp hours removed is larger. This change is
consutent with TSTF 115.

3.8 39 ITS SR 3.8.4.6 would be revised for current licensing basis. The
restriction to not perfem this SR in H0DE 1, 2, 3. or 4 would be
deleted. The battery crurger test is not required to be
performed during shutdown since the backup chargers could be in
service, maintaining the DC subsystem operable during performance
of this SR.

,

|

3.8 40 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table j

(enclosure 6B). ;

; 3.8 41 The phrase, "that could degrade battery performance." would be
added to clarify that the purpose of the battery inspection is to

!
CPSESNUREG-1431 Differences -ITS3.8 5 5/1587
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CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

look for damage to or degradation of the battery that would !

em affect the operability of the battery, and that any damage or

('~) degradation that does not affect battery operation would not fail |

the surveillance acceptance criteria. This change is consistent
with industry Traveler TSTF 38.

3.8 42 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

3.S 43 For ona DG inoperable, while in H0 des 1. 2. and 3. the
requirement in the CTS to confirm the OPERABILITY of the TDAFW
pump is part of ITS LC0 3.8.1. ACTION 8.2 and a Note has been
added to make this requirement clear.

3.8-44 Not Used.

3.8-45 The specifications for power scources and power distribution
systems are revised to retain the CTS requirement that one train
(subsystem) shall be OPERABLE when shutdown. LCOs 3.8.5. 3.8.8
and 3.8.10 are revised to require " Train A or Train B" to support
"one train" of equipment required to be OPERABLE. In several
locations, the reference to " subsystem (s)" is changed to
" subsystems" or " subsystem" and the phrase "one or more" is
deleted to be consistent with the overall CTS requirement that
one train be OPERABLE. The CTS requirement to have one train of

C) power sources and power distribution OPERABLE provides the
V support needed to operate in a safe manner and to mitigate the

consequences of postulated events during shutdown.

3.8 46 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

3.8 47 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

!
I
l

|

|

1

|
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - ITS SECTION 3/4.8 l o.f 7

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTIDN Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway
3.8 01 Improved Technical Spec 1fication (ITS) LCO 3.8.lb. Yes No No Noand Conditions E., H., I., and J. have been revised

for the DCPP plant-specific three Class IE vital
buses and three DG configuration.

3.8-02 In accordance with DCPP current license bases, the Yes No No No6 day maximura action statement entry would be
revised to 10 days as a limit for the total time of
not meeting ITS LCO 3.8.1,

3.8-03 In accordance with CTS. ITS LCO 3.8.1 Required Yes: 7-day A0T No; not in CTS No; not in CTS No; not in CTSAction 8.4 completion time to restore DG to operable established by
would be 7 days.

License Amendments
44 and 43, issued
October 4. 1989.

3.8 04 In accordance with CTS. additional ITS LCO 3.8.lc. Yes No; not in CTS No; not in CTS No; not in CTSConditions F. and G. would be added to separately
address the condition of diesel fuel oil (DFO)
transfer system inoperabilities.

3.8 05 Deleting NUREG-1431 TS 5.6.7. "EDG Failure Report." Yes Yes: deleted from Yes: deleted from Yes
and Table 3.8.1-1 " Diesel Generator Test Schedule." CTS by LA 35/21. CTS by LA 101.and the associated changes to ITS SR 3.8.1.2 and ITS
SR 3.8.1.3 is consistent with the recomendations of ,

NRC Generic Letter (GL) 94-01. " Removal of
i Accelerated Testing and Special Reporting

Requirements for Emergency Diesel Generators." dated
tMay 31. 1994.

! 3.8 06 ITS SR 3.8.1.8 and ITS SR 3.8.1.12 would be modified Yes No No No| for DCPP's system configuration and current
; licensing basis (current TS (CTS) 4.8.1.1.lb.1) and !

! CTS 4.8.1.1.lb.2)). r

|
t

- t
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - ITS SECTION 3.8
2 of 7

hUMBER
DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway3.8 07 Not used.

N/A N/A N/A N/A3.8 08
ITS SR 3.8.1.17 would be revised to reflect the Yes No No Nodesign of the DCPP DGs for responsa to an actual or
simulated safety injection signal while operating in
test mode (CTS 4.8.1.1.2b.11)).

3.8-03
ITS SR 3.8.1.18 would be revised to reflect the Yes No No Nodesign and terminology of the DCPP load sequence
timers (CTS 4.8.1.1.2b.3).

3.8-10 lis LCO 3.8.3 would be revised to reflect plant- Yes Yesspecific diesel fuel oil (DFO) storage and transfer No. Not in C"s No, not in CTS
system design and licensing basis.

3.8 11
To address the conditions required by performance of Yes No No NoDF0 tank cleaning in accordance with the DCPP CTS a
note would be added to ITS LCO 3.8.3.

3.8-12 ITS LCO 3.8.3 Condition E. Required Action E.1. and Yes. Yes Yes YesSR 3.8.3.4 for the DG air start subsystem have been
revised to reflect plant-specific air start system
design and licensing basis. [Each DG has two
starting air receivers. Only one of the two air
start receivers is necessary to start the DGJ

3.8-13 ITS specifications for DC distribution. sources and Yes No No NoBatteries would be revised for DCPP*s plant
configuration of three Class IE DC electrical power
subsystems consisting of the following major
conponents: three 60 cell, 125 V batteries; three

; separate 125 Vdc power distribution switchgear
assemblies; and five battery chargers.

|

|

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.8
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - ITS SECTION 3.8 3 of 7

PLHBER DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway

3.8-14 ITS SR 3.8.6.2 is revised from 24 hours to be Yes Yes Yes Yesconsistent with current licensing basis, which
includes a frequency of once per 7 days. This
frequency is adequate to meet the intent of the IEEE
450 recommendations regarding inspections following
a severe discharge or overcharge.

3.8-15 ITS specifications for power sources and power Yes No No No
distribution are revised to reflect the DCPP CTS .
DCPP*s design provides: three AC three DC, and
four AC vital (with four inverters) bus electrical
power distribution subsystems.

3.8-16 ITS SR 3.8.4.8 would be revised to be consistent Yes Yes Yes Yeswith current licensing basis, which requires an 18-
month frequency for testing when the battery shows
degradation (CTS).

3.8-17 ITS SR 3.8.2.1 would be revised to list only Yes Yes No, maintaining Yesapplicable SRs and include as exceptions in the
CTS

Note those SRs that are applicable but should not be
perfermed in HDDE 5 or 6.

3.8-18 ITS LCO, Conditions, and SRs revised to include DCPP Yes No No Noplant specific requirement for DG turbocharger air
assist air receiver pressure requirements.

3.8-19 In accordance with CTS. ITS SR 3.8.1.13 would be No: not CTS. No; not in CTS Yes Yesmodified to include the DG high jacket coolant
tenporature trip.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.8 S/1S/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - ITS SECTION 3.8 4 of 7

NUMBER DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway

3.8-20 Consistent with Industry Traveler TSTF-8. this Yes Yes Yes Yes
change would eliminate the potential confusion that
may arise, with respect to the application of an
unplanned event which satisfies the requirements of
a given SR.

3.8 21 ITS LCO 3.8.7 is revised to delete the detailed No Yes No No

description of how the CPSES vitai buses are
energized.

3.8-22 ITS SR 3.8.1.9. ITS SR 3.8.1.10. ITS SR 3.8.1.14 DG No Yes No No

power factor requirements would be deleted to
reflect CPSES CTS.

3.8-23 ITS SR 3.8.1.9 would be deleted. and ITS SR 3.8.1.10 No; not in CTS. No; not in CTS. Yes Yes

would be revised to add an electrical frequency
requirement in accordance with CTS.

3.8-24 ITS LCO 3.8.1 Required Action B.3.2 would be revised No: not in CTS. Yes Yes Yes

to add a note that ITS SR 3.8.1.2 does not need to
be performed if the operable DG has undergone an
automatic start and sequence loading or is already
operating. in accordance with CTS.

3.8 25 ITS LCO 3.8.1 Conditions would be revised to add a No Yes No No

requirement for the blackout sequencer, consistent
with CPSES CTS.

I

I

! 3.8-26 The 2 hour overload part of the 24-hour DG load run No; not in CTS. No; not in CTS h-s Yes
I would be deleted. ITS SR 3.8.1.14 would be modified
| to required that if auto connected loads increase

above 2601 kW. 2 hours of the 24. hour run are with
,

j the DG loaded to an indicated greater than or equal
to 6600 to 6821 kW. consistent with currentj

j licensing basis.

CPSES Cemversion Comparison Table -ITS3.8 S/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - ITS SECTION 3.8 M7
,

NUMBER DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway

3.8-27 The ITS Table 3.8.6-1 would be revised to change the No No Yes No

battery float voltage value and incorporate allowed
voltage variations based on the Wolf Creek plant

,

specific design for the AT&T batteries.

3.8 28 ITS SR 3.8.1.9c. frequency requirement would be No Yes No No
deleted, consistent with CPSES CTS. i

3.8-29 ITS LCO 3.8.2. LCO 3.8.5. and LCO 3.8.8. and LCO No; requirement Yes Yes Yes -

3.8.10 Applicability of "during movement of added in ITS.
irradiated fuel assemblies." would be deleted'

consistent with CTS. j

3.8-30 ITS SR 3.8.1.4 would be revised consistent with Wolf No No Yes No

Creek CTS 4.8.1.1.2a.1 to replace the requirement to .
,

verify day tank level with a requirement to verify j

that the fuel oil transfer pump starts on low |
standpipe level. |

i.

3.8-31 Consistent with Industry Traveler TSTF-2. ITS SR Yes Yes No, maintaining Yes [4

3.8.3.6 would be moved to the ITS Bases. CTS |
i

3.8 32 ITS 3.8.1 Required Action A.2 and Note preceding Yes No No No '

Required Actions D.1 and D.2 would be deleted in
accordance with DCPP plant system configuration.

.

!

3.8 33 ITS LCO 3.8.3 Condition 8. and ITS SR 3.8.3.2 would No Yes No No I

be revised to note use of a dipstick level for |
verification of lube oil inventory consistent with ;
the Comanche Peak CTS. >

3.8 34 The frequency of SR 3.8.4.1 and SR 3.8.6.1 would be Yes Yes Yes Yes ;

changed from 7 days to 31 days in accordance with i

the recommended frequency of "at least monthly" ;

identified in IEEE 450-1995. '

!

,
'

|

b|
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE .ITS SECTION 3.8 60/7
,

NUMBER DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway
i

' ~ 3.8-35 The actions of ITS 3.8.2. ITS 3.8.5. ITS 3.8.8. and Yes No. Affected No. Affected No. Affected
ITS 3.8.10 would be changed to add a note stating specifications are specifications are specifications are
that ITS LCD 3.0.3 is not applicable. This is not applicable for not applicable for not applicable for :

consistent with Industry Traveler T5TF-36. fuel movement. fuel movement. fuel movement. ,

3.8-36 A note would be added in accordance with the CTS No Yes No No
ifor CPSES that allows one SI sequencer channel to be

bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing
,

provided the other chanrel is operable. |

3.8-37 The [ Sequencer SRs] from current T5 3/4.3 would be No; not in CTS Yes Yes Yes
added to the ITS.

|

3.8-38 ITS SR 3.8.4.7 Note I would be revised to allow the Yes Yes Yes Yes'

modified performance discharge test in SR 3.8.4.8 to ;

be performed in lieu of the service test in SR
3.8.4.7 at any time.

3.8-39 ITS SR 3.8.4.6 would be revised for current Yes Yes Yes Yes
licensing basis. The restriction to not performi

! this SR in mode 1. 2. 3. or 4 would be deleted.
t

3.8 40 ITS SR 3.8.1.7. SR 3.8.1.15. and SR 3.8.1.20 would Yes No No No

be revised per DCPP CTS to add a requirement to ;

verify DG achieves proper speed within 10 seconds ;

after start signal.

.

3.8-41 The phrase. "that could degrade battery Yes Yes Yes Yes
performance." would be added to clarify the purpose
of the battery inspection. This change is
consistent with industry Traveler T5TF-38.

3.8 42 An Action is added to the LCO for an inoperable No, not in CTS No. not in CTS Yes Yes
autaomatic load sequencer to imediately declare the

,
affected DG and offsite circuit inoperable.

i

t ,

!CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.8 S/25)97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - ITS SECTION 3.8 70/7

NUMBL.i DESCRIPTION Diablo Canyon Comanche Peak Wolf Creek Callaway

3.8 43 A Note is added to 115 3.8.1. ACTION B.2 to state Yes Yes Yes Yes
that the TDAFW pump is required to meet the
redundant features requirement for one DG inoperable
in Mode 1. 2. and 3 consistent with the CTS.

3.8 44 Not Used. N/A N/A N/A N/A
,

3.8-45 The specifications for power scources and power No. See CNs 3.8- Yes Yes Yes
distribution systems are revised to retain the CTS 13 and 3.8-15.
requirement that one train (subsystem) shall be
OPERABLE when shutdown.

3.8-46 Footnote (c). of ITS Table 3.8.6-1 would be modified No No Yes No
to retain Wolf Creek current TS requirements for
using charging current cs a substitute for specific
gravity eeasurements.

3.8-47 The ITS LCO 3.8.3. CONDITION B requirement for a Yes No No No
"per diesel generator" lube oil storage system is
revised to reflect the current design of a shared
system between units.

!

!

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS3.8 S/158 7
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.9
5/10/97

A age 1 ( Sorted by Current TS )
U

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

3.9.1 LCO 19.1 LCO
3,9.1 LCO 3.9.2 LC0
3.9.1 ACTION a 3.9.1 CONDITION A

_391 ACTION b 3.9.2 CONDITION A22

_3 9 1 ACTION 'New Note 3.9.2 ACTION Note1

_4 9.1,1 SR Not used2

4.9.1.2 SR 3.9.1.1 SR
4.9.1,3 SR 3.9.2.1 SR

3.9.2 LCO 3.9.3 LCO

19. 2___ ACTION a 3._9.3 CONDITION A

1 9.2 ACTION b 3.9.3 CONDITION B ;

,

192 SR a
_ 3.9.3.1 SR '

4.9.2 SR b
_ Not used

4.9.2 SR. c
4.9,2 SR New

_ Not used
,_ 3.9.3.2 SR

[19J LCO Relocated COLR

q 3.9.3 ACTION _ Relocated COLR |
-Q 4.9.3 SR Relocated COLR

3.9.4 LC0 a 3.9.4 LCO a

_3.9.4 LCO b 3.9.4 LC0 b
_3J 4 LCO c 3.9.4 LCO c

3.9.4 LCO New Note 3,9.4
_ LCO Note l

_3.9.4 ACTION 3.9.4 I CONDITION A
4.9 4 SR .3.9.4.1 SR1

4.9.4 SR a.1 3.9.4.2 SR
4.9.4 SR a.2 Not Used

1 9.4 SR b Not Used

2 9.5 LC0 Relocated TRM

195 ACTION Relocated TRM2

__4,9.5 SR Relocated TRM

_M. 6 LC0 _ Relocated TRM

196 ACTION Relocated TRM2

__4,9,6 SR Relocated TRM I

3.9.7 LC0 Relocated TRM
19J _ ACTION Relocated TRM
1 9,7 SR Relocated TRM

3.9 1 1 LCO 3.9.5 LCO
~

{ lh8.1 LCO _ New Note _3.9.5 LCO Note
_3.9.B l_ ACTION _3 9.5 CONDITION Ai 2

_ , _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.9 |
5/10/97.
page 2 ( Sorted by Current TS ) !(q/

i

Current TS Improved TS
_

Ites Code Para Item Code Para

4.9,8,1 SR | 3.9.5 1 SR2
>

_3 9.8,2 LCO 3.9.6 LCO

_3Ja8.2 ACTION a 3.9.6 CONDITION A ;

3.9.8.2 AC_ TION b 3.9.6 CONDITION B i

_4 4 8.2 SR 3.9.6.1 SR

_4982 SR New 3.9.6.2 SR2 12

_3A9.1 LCO 3.9.7 LC0
_3.9,9,1 ACTION- 3.9.7 CONDITION A

.

4.9.9.1 SR 3.9.7.1 SR !
!

_3A92 LCO Relocated TRM
'

2

_3Ja_2 ACTION Relocated TRM

4.9.9.2 SR Relocated TRM

_ 3 A 1_0 LC.0 3.7.15 .LCO ,

'

3.9.10 ACTION a 3.7.15 CONDITION A

( _3.9.10 ACTION b 3.7.15 CONDITION A Note
_

]
( 4.9.10 SR 3.7.15.1 SR ,

;

,

i
1

1
)

O
'

i

i
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. CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE.3.9
5/10/97^

C)/ Page 1 ( Sorted by ITS )
,

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

'

3.9.1 LCO 3.9.1 LCO
'

1911 ACTION a 3.9.1 CONDITION A

4.9.1.2 SR 3.9.1.1 SR

3.9.1 LCO 3.9.2 LCO

3.9.1 ACTION New Note 3.9.2 ACTION Note
_3.9.1 ACTION b 3.9.2 CONDITION A

,

19,1.3 SR 3.9.2.1 SR
'

3.9.2 LCO __3.9.3 LCO i

392 . ACTION a _3.9.3 CONDITION A |m2

3 L2 ACTION b _3.9.3 CONDITION B .

4.9J SR a 3.9.3.1 SR ;.,

4.9.2 SR New ._3.9.3.2 SR

3.9.4 LC0 a 3.9.4 LCO a

3.9.4 LQO b 3.9.4 LCO b i

3 9.4 LC_0 e __3.9.4 LCO c
'

1

~5.9.4 LC0 New Note 3.9.4 LCO Note
/ 3.9.4 ACTION _3.9.4 CONDITION A,

4 9.4 SR _3.9.4.1 SR

_4_. 9. 4 SR a1 3.9.4.2 SR

_3A_8.1 LQ0 _3.9.5 LC0

3. 9. 8.11 LCO New Note 3.9.5 LCO Note
3.9.8.1 ACTION 3.9.5 CONDITION A.

4.9.8 1 SR _3.9.5.1 SR

~

3.9.8.2 LCO 3.9.6 LCO,

_3_19.8.2 ACTION a 3.9.6 CONDITION A
3.9.8,2 ACT_I.ON b _3.9.6 CONDITION B

4.9.8.2 SR _3.9.6.1 SR

4.9.8J SR New __3.9.6.2 SR

19Al LCO _3.9.7 LCO

A 9 9.1 ACTION _3.9.7 CONDITION A2

192291 SR __3J_,J.1 SR

f
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A Methodology For Cross-Reference Tables
U

The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs,
Actions, Surveillances Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the
location of items that have been located out of the improved TS.

The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS:

LC0/SR number (lies) -

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification.

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

;

LC0 The LCO operability requirement l
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements

i SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

,

Paragraph (fMta) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,

,

the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.
Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be
" Modes 1 4" and "Hodes 5, 6, etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b").

b
V Methodology 1 of3 S/15/97
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables
("g (Continued) !

\.s'

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in
NUREC-1431 that is not addressed in the current TS

iNA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
app 1y.

Note: When a sing 1e paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross j

reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the

;

current TS. i

Imoroved TS:

|
LC0/SR number (Item) - i

(Aj This co1umn lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated specification or uses the following code:

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference i

'location).

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO The LCO operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

l

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
contro11ed documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g. , FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures)

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

iMethodologr 2 of3 S/1S87
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables
O (Continued)U

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description.

|

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not |

addressed in the NUREG 1431. ]
|

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS. nor
relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already

a! adequately addressed by regulations) I
;

,

V' i

t<A This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved
TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

,

!

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to |

adequately describe the cross reference. For example, if the
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS, '

separate entries, each referereing the same location in the
improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs
such as A.1.1. A.1.2, etc.).

Meritodology 3 of3 S/1587
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MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS :

;

Mark-up:
,

SPECIFICATION PAGE
I

:

3.9.1..................................................................3/49-1 )
3.9.2.... .......... ........ .. .. ........... ... ..... ................... 3 /4 9-3
3.9.3...................... ........... .......... ................... 3 /4 9-4
3.9. 4..... ........ ...... .......... ... . ............... ................ 3/4 9-5
3.9.5..................................................................3/49-7 |
3.9.6...................................................................3/49-8

'
3.9. 7..... ............... ............. ...... ... .................. 3 /4 9-9

% 3.9.8.1.......... ... ........ .. .. ...... .............. ........ 3/4 9 - 10 |

3.9. 8.2.. ..... ............... ..~.............. .......... ....... 3 /4 9- 1 1
3.9.9.1................. ........... .. ... ..... ............. ........ 3 /4 9- 12
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
c x

\j 3/4.9.1 BORON CONCENTRATION

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1 The boron concentration of all filled portions of the Reactor Coolant System 141-A

and when~ connected;3the refueling canal and:the'tef_uelingigavity shall be
maintained tmtfcra and stifficient tc casurc that the acic rcstfictive of the i.82.tcfclicwing reeetivhy - conditions is met; cither. 91thinithe'limitsIspecjf.ted3riLtM
Core" Operating' Limits Report 3COLR)]

-

c. A Fw-ef 0.05 or icss. or 1*LG

b. A boren concentration of greater than cr cqual to 2400 ppm.

Addttionally, cither valve CS 0455 or valves CS C550, FCV-1110, low
C+6430, C5 0441 and CS 0453 Eacil:yalvelused,to. isolate:unboratedyaterssources
shall be closed and secured in position.

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 6.

3 ACTION:

)<

'' 3 *Ma. With the boton congenttationjrequirements c. cr b. of the above not
satisfied, imediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or

3 ""positive reactivity changes and initiate and continus bcration at greatte
than cr cqual to 30 sp; cf a - solution containing greater than er cqual to
7000-pp- boren er its equivalent until Pw is reduced to less than cr cqual to
0.05 cr the bcron concentretica is rcatcred to grcater than cr cqual to 2400
ppm,whicheveristhemorerestrictiveactjonitg;,tqs.toreithelboroj)
cgncentratfoGo;WJthlG1mits;.

b. If ope:otmore3solatioDalies cither valvc CS M55 cr valves C5-0550, inta
TCV-111B, CS-0430. 05-0441 and CS 0453 are not :losed and secured in

iposition , immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity changes and take action to isolate the dilution paths.

3'13'"Within 1-hour 4: hours, verify bo.ronIconcentrationMthinithe 11mit$
5pecif.ied|JCthe Core Operating 1nlits3epottHCOLR)Lthe mor restrictive tatc
of 0.0.1.c or 3.0.1.b - cr carry cut Actica c. above."

!
8 Separate ~entG3nt_o!acEo[Ls311oRCorleacOnboratedNaterisour,cq

1solatioryalyel i.os.u
"

WheneyeCaction:is~. entered;3etif_ication ofiboron:concentra. tion;mustibe
comp.le.ted :

,

( ) CPSESMarkup of CTS 3M.9 3N.9-1 St15/97
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( SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

,

ia n , ,.u _ ____ ___i_2_2... _, it. _t_... i.._ ____i2.2m.. . _ _ ; .i i a _ _ _ _u. ,t_ =

T.Je4e4 53FE usuw3 E B Wd b5 3bbiTb W5 b5FW WWVVb b WFV 4bubbIY3bJ bV3FWfb3WBBd .73 IU 3 3 ME: s_ ___,__,

y, 2. ._ _ _.
__

.be.-,., . b.

~

a. "; e sirs er urbeltirs the re cter v; sel hc;d, erd 34,.ts =

b. '.iithdr;;;l of eny centrol red in eness of 3 feet free its fully
i

inserted position within the ice-ter vcssal.
i ;

!

'
(

4.9.1.2 The boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System and the refueling ' 141.A'

canal anditheIrefueling3:ayity shall be determined by che,T,ical ar. clysis at least !once per 72 hours. . x.1&tc . ,'
4.9.1.3 KgcjtyaljLeitshich?1g]Atadiuhrite_dDterRsources E4ther velve 343.ta
-C#V7.id -- - - ' - - -"'""

"e" "" v' v" , I ""y bw" w" ' w' ^ m" " ' wi rw" m" ' 'e'
" " ' " " "" - ""

D"lQ"s a
- -VI Yulvsd b ud b 444We 7 ie kw A bd d i

verified closed and secured in .theIclosed position by ;;.echanical stops or by s.u-tc
reaevel of air or ciectrical p;;;r at least once per 31 days to verify that4

;-dilution paths are isolated.
:
'

)

|
|

|
1

1

.

1

i

i

!
4

%
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REFUELING OPERAflM S ;

3/4.9.2 INSTRUMENTATION i
b

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATIO|.'
,

.,

;
.

3.9.2 As a minimum, two source range neutron flux monitors shall be OPERABLET ? 241-tm '

555$' ^"$'bfi[''NN]!i"0 Ni5'!!5E',.N' $bCf0'
,

'0 '"' "'A "
~

i' ' "
_, , ~ , . . . . . . , , , . . ~ . . . . . . . ~ . . . . , ~ . . , ,_

|:
. . _ .

APPLICABILITY: H00E 6.
'

,

!

ACTION:

a. With one of the above required monito's inoperable or not operating. I

immediately suspend all operations 1,volving CORE ALTERATIONS or *

positive reactivity changes. .

;

b. With both of the above required monitors inoperable or not operating.. ; 2 e2-u
ismediately;fnitiatectionitoltestgtelonelsource;tamOeuttpfiflug '

_ !aonitotitp;0PERABLElstat#sZapdidetermine the boron concentration of'

the Reactor Coolant System at least once per 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
*

;

;

4.9.2 Each source range neutron flux monitor shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
performance of: i

a. A CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours. !,

J
,

b. An .'li'iOO C".'??!!:L 0"E"'TIO'L'i TEST .;ithin S hours i.: .or to th; initial !
start of C0" ALTE"'TI0'10 and |

'

c. An "JL'100 C".'!?!?:L 0"E"ATIO^!^L TES' et icest-sace pcr 7 days.
,

Ige [6, 2ptf,@C41MLIC%DR&TJ91ERMynEW!!!thGdMeWp2ntscDrA |2-oSts- |
Mancludedytos;CHANNEFLCALIBRAIIONU :

;
'

,

.

d

1

1
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:- . . REFUELING OPERATIONS |
./~%-<

'

3/4.9.4 CONTAIl#ENT BUILDING PENETRATIONS
!

i LIMITED CofEITION FOR OPERATION' :
;

t

1

3.9.4 The containment building penetrations shall be in the following status: |
'i

.

a. The equipment hatch closed and held in place by a minimum of four i

bolts. |
I

b. A minimum of one door'in the emergency airlock is closed, and one door- |
in the personnel airlock is capable of being closed *, and !;

.!.

.c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment
.

atmosphere to the outside atmosphere shall be either-
,

1) Closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, or manual valve,[et : 4e-tA ;
'

|
terLvejng**.2 or w

!} 2)' Be capable of being closed by an OPERABLE eute etic containment 4en-to:'
ventilation isolation valve.

t.

-r APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel within the !

( containment. |
!

'

ACTION: !
i
,

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately suspend :
all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel in thej _

containment building. |.

!-

| Cini;treti^i; centi;l; ; Mil en;ure tMt.' '

1) Apprepriate per;ennel ere L;re thet both per;ennel airl;;k deer; ! 447-LG T - |
;. . . . .

i Ii- 2) A epecifi;d ir. divide;l(s) i; design:ted erd eveilable to clese '

the airleck fellwing & required ;vecuetica of centei, ant, end

3) Any ebstruction(s) (e.g.. cables and h;;es) thet ;;uld pr;;;nt*

cle;ure of n egn ciric;k be ;;poble ;f being quickly rou,v;d.

!$ ERDtt%CA119BNJB3!MlN3|H13pEGRidGlif4TIECLP48 Jam 3Ae3!on141tulent
$18|$GMtf10Jht31BghD]Mt4pMr.Es_MJhe38tiselatedMOA101 stratlyg.

4,,,,tg

C9sDIU

C
!' % CPSESMarkmr ofCTS3N.9 3N.9-5 S/15/97
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REFUELING OPEPATIONS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

i

4.9.4 Each of the above required containment building penetrations shall be
determined to be etther in its required condition or cop;ble of being closed by en
0"E"A"LE autc;; tic contair. Tent ventilatica isciatica valv; within 100 hours prior
to the start of and at least once per 7 days during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement mu
of irradiated fuel in the containment building plgJ by:

a. VerifyMg that.

1. Containment ventilation isolation occurs on a-high radictica m Ta

test M0111oflsfediated3cMaatlog signal fra a contair. Tent ;

et.TcspPere gesecus acnitoring instru;catetion ch;nnel and the ""
contair.. ant vcati?atica isolation volvc(s) csn be closed
reeetely frem the centrol roca, cr'onceiper38fpogiihs2 4

w ts

2. The contair. Tent ventilatica isoletica volvc(s) ere ,

'
cicsed/isciated;

b. Verifying the ic;;ining penetraticas of 2.0.4, not covered by a. abovc,
crc in their requir;d condition. <

.

CPSESMarkup of CTS 3M.9 3M.9-6 S/]S/97
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REFUELING OPERATIONS-

*

t <

k '3/4.9.8 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AIO COOLANT CIRCULATION |'

|

HIGH WATER LEVEL |
;
'

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION
!

#1
:
5

~

;3.9.8.1 At least one residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and in {
operation.*

~

;

AP.fLICABILITY: MODE 6, when the water level'above the top of the reactor vessel j
flange is greater than or equal to 23 feet. |

'

!
'

jACTION:

]j'.
With no RHR loop OPERABLE and in operation, suspend all operations involving en
irareese in the reacter de;;) h;;t 1;;d er a reduction in boron concentration of 1 NAl

; the Reactor Coolant System @gggd$ppdWiltsdiatedltueMassuhlits]1EtM '
~

gofg and immediately initiate corrective action to return the required RHR loop '

to OPERABLE and operating status as soon as possible. Close all containment
; penetrations providing direct. access from the containment atmosphere to the outside !

atmosphere within 4 hours. ;,

O '

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.8.1 At least one RHR loop shall be verified in operation and circulating
reactor coolant at a flow rate of greater than or equal to 3800 gpm at least once
per 12 hours.'

The RHR loop may be removed from operation for up to 1 hour per 8 hour , NLS )**

period i; ring the prierr;ree of 00"C f1TE"4TIO"5 in the vicinity of the.

. reacter vessel het 1;;; pngibind][l|GMt4tigtfMMglittWitMtJpQldI@ust
DedWLt10!Cgfittlejle)ctefi9pg]N]t}MyJ$1pj .

|
i

O
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REFUELING 'OPEPATIONSO'

LOW WATER. LEVEL f.

5

LIMITED C0f0ITION FOR OPERATION
,

'

i- 3.9.8.2 Two independent residual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE, and at ;

least one RHR loop shall be in operation.* i

APPLICABILITY: M00E 6 when the water level above the top of the ;

reactor vessel flange is less than 23 feet.

'I

ACTION:

a. With less than the required RHR loops OPERABLE imediately initiate
corrective action to return the required RHR loops to OPERABLE status, '

or to establish greater than or equal to 23 feet of water above the
reactor vessel flange, as soon as possible. i

b. With no RHR loop in operation, suspend all operations involving a !
reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System and i

immediately initiate corrective action to return the required RHR loop ;
to operation. Close all containment penetrations providing direct ;

pd access from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere within
!4 hours. ;

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS '

,

4.9.8.2 At least one RHR loop shall be verified in operation and circulating j
reactor coolant at a flow rate of greater than or equal to 1000 gpm at least once ;per 12 hours.

;

NEW)EMVWifyIcofget,(breakhr alignmeDtlandjl@ic)tyd!powerlavailable2tolthgl . sawteMitedJtLRpomp;that;isInotUrcopetAtlonratlearonce:petrdays
;
.

i

,

'

' Prior to initial criticelity, the PJ R 10ep rey be res.eved free operation for
*

s-04.A
up to I hour per 0-hour period iring the performance of CORC ALTERATIONS in '

the vicinity of the reecter vcesel het legs. ;
,

:

!

O !.
CPSESMarkup ofCTS3N,9 3N.9-111
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/m REFUELING' OPERATIONS-
s -

V
3/4.9.9 WATER LEVEL REACTOR VESSEL

,

FUEL ASSEMBLIES

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION !

3.9.9.1 At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of the reactor i

vessel flange. '

APPLICAPILITY: During movement of Ittgljated fuel assemblies within the
"# ,

contairrent dan sittar the fuci ass;..Llies being ;;;;ved er the fuel ess;;;.Lifes '

s ;;;ted eithin tra reactor vessci arc irradicted.
;

ACTION:.

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied suspend all
operations involving movement of jrtgliated fuel assemblies within the containment"j

.

!
i

N
{
!

\
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

t

!

4.9.9.1 The water level shall be determined to be et least its ;;;ini;;;u;;; required
!

depth within 2 hours prior to tra start of and [J.2311ejg'2bove:Rtgp"ofIthg ; ISe2-ts ; i

tenetocwspp];iGmejat least once per 24 hours thereafter during ;;;;;;nat of
,fuel ess....Lifes within the centeir.;nt. !

,

|

!

.

CPSESMarkup of CTS 3M.9 3N.9-12 st1Sn7
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REFUELING OPERATIONS :

l'
| ( 3/4.9.10 WATER LEVER IRRADIATED FUEL STORAGE

,

i
,

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION

i
3.9.10 At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of irredteted F: lieu j
fuel essei.Lifes seated in the storage racks. !

'

APPLICABILITY: ''h; raver irrediated fuel esse Lifes era in the storege reds - 1241-Lc,,

Riftglalo#pmenOfiffrM14tMi1#,,llanglM4TihWJ@ittggde7Attai ,
,

ACTION:

a. With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied. '

suspend all movement of jrtadl11tg fuel assemblies igittgTfjlel ;11.nto -

ptoragelarea2 end er;ra operaticas with iceds in tFa fuel storege
ereas and restore tFa water level to within its li;;;it within 4i

,

Faurs. :1142-is -
;

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 are not applicable.'

P

, ,

|
,

!

,

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.9.10 The water level above the storage racks shall be determined to be at least
, 11*LGits minimum required depth at least once per 7 days. when irradieted fuel -

esse Lifes era in the fuel storege re d s.-

.

!

I
i

A
!
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Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS

This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark up of the current
|

Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is
performed in accordance with the following guidelines:

!

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like. i

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.
,

|

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non- |.,

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be
determined to be non- chnical by a reviewer. or if an explanation is required
to demonstrate tha the change is non technical.

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A*

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.
|

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
r"erial which is moved to the Bases of the TS). ;

1

|.dditions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions.
..ic. to the specifications which are not in the current TS.

O- 3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the improved TS.

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material
within the specifications, etc.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :
|

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a |

change code in the adjacent right margin.

IAdditions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The
addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right
margin.

i

Hodifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike-out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by

,

hand) and the revised information is inserted into the
p specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using
V

Methodology l ef2 S/15/97 :

|



Methodology For Mark-up of Current TS
(continued)

b the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert
pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the
adjacent right margin.

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not
correspond with the specification in which that requirement is
located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the
markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in
enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been
located in the improved TS.

CHANGE NUMBERS:

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark-up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LC0 (or group of similar
LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the

/~S Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their
b individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus

each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of
numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within
a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear
sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A. H. LG, TR, LS, R).

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark-up. For
electronic mark-up " red-line" is used to annotate new information, " strike out" is
used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify i

|technical changes. All technical changes (i.e. , " red-line" or " strike out" items)
require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,
requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to |
provide additional clarification, j

|

1

O(D
i
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| ENCLOSURE 3A !
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: DESCRIPTION OF
CHANGES TO CURRENT TS'

'

:
.

'

; Technical Specification Conversion Change Numbers (1 Page)

i

! Description of Changes (9 Pages)
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NUMBERS

SECTION 3/4.9

STS Rev. Technical CHG. CAL WC CPSES DIABLO |

5 Specification Title NO. SPEC. SPEC. SPEC. SPEC. '

Number |
3.9.1 Boron 1 3.9.1 3.9.1 3.9.1 3.9.1 !

Concentration i
'

3.9.2 Instrumentation 2 3.9.2 3.9.2 3.9.2 3.9.2
'3.9.3 Decay Time 3 3.9.3 3.9.3 3.9.3 3.9.3

3.9.4 Containment 4 3.9.4 3.9.4 3.9.4 3.9.4
Building
Penetrations

3.9.5 Communications 5 None None 3.9.5 3.9.5

3.9.6 Manipulator Crane 6 None None 3.9.6 3.9.6

3.9.7 Crane Travel- Spent 7 None None 3.9.7 3.9.7
Fuel Storage4 ,

Building '

3.9.8.1 RHR and Coolant 8 3.9.8.1 3.9.8.1 3.9.8.1 3.9.8.1
Recirculation - High
Water Level

3.9.8.2 RHR and Coolant 8 3.9.8.2 3.9.8.2 3.9.8.2 3.9.8.2
Recirculation - Low
Water Level

A 3.9.9 Containment Purge 9 3.9.9 3.9.9 None 3.9.9 j
and Exhaust

'

isolation System
3.9.10 Water Level Reactor 10 3.9.10.1 3.9.10.1 3.9.9.1 3.9.10.1

Vessel
~~'

3.9.11 Water Level-Storage 11 3.9.11 3.9.11 3.9.10 3.9.11
Pool

3.9.12 Fuel Storage Pool 12 3.9.13 3.9.13 None 3.9.12
Air Cleanup System

Water Level Reactor 10 None None 3.9.9.2 3.9.10.2
Vessel- Control
Rods
Spent Fuel 14 3.9.12 3.9.12 5.6 3.9.14
Assembly Storage
Spent Fuel Shipping 15 None None None 3.9.13
Cask Movement LAR

submitte
d to
relocate-

_

n
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| DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.9

|

| This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change
to current Technical Specifications. .The changes are identified by change numbers,

) contained in Enclosure 2 (Mark up of current Technical Specifications). In addition
the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are contained in
Enclosure 4. Only technical changes are discussed: administrative changes (i.e.,
format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to the improved
Technical Specifications are not discussed. For enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 6B,
text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common
to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that
other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

'

CHANGE

NUMER NSlE DESCRIPTION

1 01 A Changes were made to add the filled portion of the
refueling cavity to the. locations in which boron ,

'

concentration must be maintained and to specify that the
boron concentration in those locations need be maintained
only when connected to the RCS. These changes are
consistent with current plant practice and current TS
Bases. Therefore, they have no technical impact and are
administrative.

1 02 LG Specifies that the required limits for the boron
concentration will be in the Core Operating Limits

O Report, in accordance with NUREG 1431. Rev. 1. As the
limits are currently in the COLR this change has no |

effect. In addition, the provision to maintain a uniform |

concentration is discussed in the ITS Bases. This change
removes details that are not required to be in the TS to
protect the health and safety of the public while
retaining the basic limiting conditions for operation, j

1 03 LG Instead of providing the tag numbers of the valves used to
isolate unborated water sources, the function of the
valves is used. The specific valve tag numbers are moved
to the BASES of the ITS 3.9.2.

1 04 LG Tne specified limit on k,y s 0.95 is moved to the BASES:
however, the limit is effectively maintained by the
requirement to keep boron concentration within limits |
which remains in the LCO. As noted in 102 LG above, the
boron concentration limit will be maintained in the COLR. l
This change removes details that are not required to be in 1

lthe TS to protect the health and safety of the public
while retaining the basic limiting conditions for
operation.

1 05 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table

O (enclosure 38).

CPSES Descripilan of Changes to CTS 3N.9 1 5/1S/97



CHANGE

IMff3 HSBC DESCRIPTION |

1 06 LS 1 The requirements to initiate boration at a specified flow
rate having a specified boron concentration is replaced by,x

) the more general requirement to initiate boration to ;

restore the required boron concentration. The reactor :

operators are expected to select the best method of |

increasing the boro, concentration to the required value. ,

'

specified in the COLR. The proposed change clarifies that
action is applicable only to restoring boron concentration .

to within limit. This change is acceptable because it is i

en example of removing procedural details while
maintaining the actual limiting condition as a TS
requirement.

1

1 07 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

1 08 H Separate entry into the action is allowed for each
unborated water source isolation valve. The only
requirement affected by this note is the requirement to
verify reactivity condition. A note is also added that
boron concentration verification must be completed
whenever this action is entered. The overall impact is
more frequent verification of reactivity conditions.
This change adds a more stringent TS requirement which is
appropriate and consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev. 1.

, .s

/ 3

1 09 LS-2 The SR to verify reactivity conditions is deleted, as it
is generally descriptive of the Mode 6 conditions. as
defined in NUREG 1431. Rev 1. and is addressed by SR
4.9.1.2. This change is acceptable because the boron
concentration is required to be within limit prior to
entry into H0DE 6 in accordance with the Applicability
Note for ITS 3.9.1. Thus, the deleted SR is redundant to
other requirements that remain in TS.

1 10 LG Hoves the description in the SR to determine the boron
concentration by chemical analysis to the BASES. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev.1. and removes
details that are not required to be in the TS to protect
the health and safety of the public while retaining the
basic limiting conditions for operation.

1 11 LS 19 Consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev. 1. the time required to
verify that the boron concentration is within its limits
has been relaxed from i hour to 4 hours. The 4 hour
requirement is a reasonable estimate of the time
requirement to measure the boron concentration by chemical
analysis.

/3
C) 1 12 LG Generalizes the requirement to verify the dilution

isolation valves are closed by mechanical stops or removal

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3H.9 2 5/1587



CHANGE

NUMBER NSBC DESCRIPTION

of motive power. Consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev.1, the
valves are only required to be " secured." The specific^

rT
V method of securing each valve will be contained in plant

procedures.
2 01 LS-21 Consistent with N!JREG-1431, Rev. I and TSTF-23, the

requirements related to indication provided by the source
range detectors would be deleted from the LCO. In
accordance with TSTF-23, the requirements for visual
indication for plants that do not rely on a boron dilution
analysis would be discussed in the Bases; while the
requirements for audible indication would be eliminated as
a Technical Specification requirement. This change is
acceptable because it would eliminate requirements
associated with indication channels that are not required
to mitigate boron dilution events.

2 02 H The ACTION statement is revised to require that
restoration of one monitor is imediately initiated. This
change adds a more stringent TS requirement which is
appropriate and consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

2 03 LS 3 The ACOT requirements are deleted and a Channel
Calibration is added, in accordance with NUREG 1431 Rev.
1. In Mode 6, the source range monitors are required for
indication only and there are no precise setpointsg

! |
associated with these instruments. In this capacity, the
source range instrumentation is typically used to read a
relative change in count rate. The source range
instrumentation is monitored for significant changes in
count rate which are important to evaluate the change in
core status. Even the accepted convention defining
criticality only requires a slowly increasing count rate
be verified. Consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev. 1,
indicating instruments only require channel checks and
channel calibrations. The more frequent ACOTs are applied
only to those channels with operational interlocks or
other setpoint actuations. Therefore , the MODE 6 channel
checks and channel calibration requirements for the source
range monitors are adequate to assure their operability,
considering the more frequent ACOTs performed on this
instrumentation in other Modes, the effectiveness of these
surveillance requirements in maintaining other indicating
instruments operable, and the accuracy required of these
instruments in Mode 6.

2-04 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

"h 3 01 R Consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev. 1, the subtriticality
(d requirement prior to irradiated fuel movement is relocated

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.9 3 S/1SR7
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CHANGE

HUliBER NSBC DESCRIPTION

O to a licensee controlled document. This change is
(j' acceptable based on the schedule requirements following

shutdown to attain plant conditions for movement of
irradiated fuel. These schedule requirements provide
assurance that the requirements of the decay time LC0
would not be exceeded.

4 01 LG This change removes the word " automatic" from the
requirement that each penetration be capable of being
closed by an OPERABLE automatic containment [ ventilation]
isolation valve. The requirement for the automatic valve
would be stated in the Bases. This change is consistent
with NUREG 1431. Rev.1, and removes details that are not
required to be in the TS to protect the health and safety
of the public while retaining the basic limiting
conditions for operation.

4 02 LS 4 Removes Surveillance requirement to perform verification
within 100 hours prior to the start of core alteration or
movement of irradiated fuel. This is consistent with
NUREG 1431, Rev.1, and is acceptable because the deleted
requirement is redundant with the requirement to meet the
LC0 at the time that CORE ALTERATIONS or fuel movement
begins.,3,

4 03 LS 5 The frequency of verifying that [ containment ventilation
isolation] occurs is changed from 7 days to 18 months.
This is consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev.1. This change
is acceptable because the revised frequency requirement
will continue to assure the OPERABILITY of the valves.
The new frequency is consistent with those SRs applicable |
to ESFAS type functions and inservice valve testing which i

are appropriate for the containment isolation function.

4 04 TR 1 Revised Surveillance requirement to allow for increased
flexibility in using an actual or simulated actuation
signal. Identification of the specific signal is moved
to the Bases,

l

4 05 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table |
'

(enclosure 3B).

4 06 LS-23 The requirement to verify the capability to close the
containment ventilation isolation valves from the control
room would be deleted. The LC0 requirement is to have
operable automatic containment ventilation isolation
valves. The CTS surveillance to verify this capability

(] was poorly written in that it demonstrated the automatic ,

(./ functioning of the valves by first demonstrating that a |

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS.1H.9 4 S/15/97
1
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CHANGE

JMf}EB MSHC DESCRIPTION

CVI signal would be generated by the containment gaseousq monitoring instrumentation and then verifying the valve(y
closure capability by remote manual closure from the
control room. The combination of these two activities ;

'

completely tested the automatic closure circuitry of
these valves. The NUREG 1431 surveillance requirement
performs the same function. The details of how the test
is performed is not required to be in the TS.

'

4 07 LG The specific administrative controls used to assure
personnel airlock closure capability would be moved from
the LC0 to the Bases. This change moves details that are
not required to be in the TS to protect the health and
safety of the public while retaining the basic limiting
conditions for operation.

'4 08 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table |

(enclosure 38).

4 09 LS 14 LCO 3.9.4 would be modified to permit an approved '

functional equivalent of a valve or blind flange to
isolate containment penetrations. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431.

O 4 10 LS 20 Adds a footnote stating that penetration flow paths that
provide direct access from the containment atmosphere to
the outside atmosphere may be unisolated under
administrative controls. This change is consistent with'

traveler WOG 76 and with previously approved !

administrative controls for personnel air locks.
'

5 01 R This change relocates the current TS section dealing with
maintaining direct communication between the control room
and the refueling station to a licensee controlled
document as part of the conversion of the current
Technical Specification to the format and expanded Bases
of the improved Standard Technical Specifications.

6 01 R This change relocates the current TS section for the
Refueling Machine to a licensee centrolled document as
part of the conversion of the current Technical

,

Specification to the format and expanded Bases of the
improved Standard Technical Specifications.

7 01 R This change relocates the TS section dealing with crana
travel to a licensee controlled document as part of the
conversion of the current Technical Specification to the
format and expanded Bases of the improved Standard

v Technical Specifications.,

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M 9 $ S/IS/97'



CHANGE

NUMBER HSHC QESCRIPTION

8 01 A This change, consistent with NUREG 1431, providesp)( technical guidance and clarification that loading
irradiated fuel assemblies in the core is the specific
activity of concern that could increase the reactor decay
heat load. This is not a technical change because, under
these conditions, the only activity that could increase
reactor decay heat load is loading irradiated fuel into
the reactor vessel.

8 02 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

8 03 LS 6 This change allows the removal of the RHR loop from
operation for additional purposes other than the
performance of core alternations in the vicinity of the
hot legs. This allows increased flexibility for core
mapping and isolation valve testing. No operations are
permitted that would cause a reduction of the RCS boron
concentration. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431,
Rev. 1.

8 04 A This change eliminates the option of securing RHR prior to
initial criticality since initial criticality has already
occurred.

8 05 Not used.

8 06 H This change adds an additional surveillance requirement to
verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power
available at least once per 7 days. This change adds a
more stringent TS requirement which is appropriate and
consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev. 1.

9 01 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

9 02 LS 7 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

9 03 LS 8 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B)..

9 04 LS 15 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion cor@arison table
(enclosure 3B).

10 01 R This change relocates the current TS requirements
concerning reactor yessel water level for movement of

/ [ control rods] to e licensee controlled document.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.9 6 5/1S/97
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CHANGE

NUMBER IGiG DESCRIPTION

"10 02 LS 22 This change deletes the surveillance requirement to
verify water level within 2 hours prior to the start ofg.
movement of [ ] fuel assemblies. This is acceptable
because the LC0 must be met at the time that movement of
[ ] fuel assemblies is performed.

10 03 LS 18 Revises. applicability such that it applies only when
irradiated fuel is moved. The current TS also applies to
movement of un irradiated fuel when there is irradiated
fuel in the core..

11-01 LG This change modifies the applicability to during movement
of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel storage [ areas]
to be consistent with the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA).
The portions of this requirement applicable to whenever
irradiated fuel is in fuel storage [ areas] will be moved
to a licensee controlled document. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1431, Rev.1, and removes details
that are not required to be in the TS to protect the
health and safety of the public while retaining the basic
limiting conditions for operation.

11 02 LS 10 This change modifies the action statement and eliminates
the time requirement to restore water level. This change.

O which is consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev.1, is acceptable
because the ITS Required Action would suspend movement of
irradiated fuel immediately which would establish
conditions outside the Applicability of the LCO.

11 03 M Revised to delete " irradiated fuel assemblies seated in"
since the accident analysis assumes that a fuel assembly
is lying on top of the fuel storage racks. This change is
made to conform to the BASES and APPLICABILITY for NUREG-
1431. The top of the fuel rack is approximately 1 foot
above the top of the seated fuel assembly. This change is
acceptable because it imposes more stringent Technical
Specification requirements to meet accident analyses
assumptions. Administrative controls currently assure
that these requirements are met.

11 04 LG This change moves the restriction on crane operation to a
licensee controlled document. The restriction on crane
operations may be removed because it is not in the
assumptions used for the FHA. Crane operations that could
adversely affect fuel stored in the spent fuel pool are
controlled as analyzed in the review of heavy load
movements. This change is consistent with NUREG 1431
Rev.1. and moves requirements that da not meet the

C criteria for inclusion in the TS.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.9 7 S/15/97
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CHANGE

fpjBER HSBC DESCRIPTION '

12 01 LS 24 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table i

h,q (enclosure 38).
,

12 02 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

12 03 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
,

~

(enclosure 38).
*

>

12 04- A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

12 05 TR-1 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table ,

(enclosure 38). j
,

'

12 06 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

12 07 LS 25 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table !
(enclosure 38). !

:

12 08 LS 16 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table i

(enclosure 38). '

t

12 09 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
,

(enclosure 38).
-

.

12 10 LS 9 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B). ,

i
12 11 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table ;

(enclosure 3B).
.

1

12 12 LS 26 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table t

(enclosure 3B). i

*

14 01 LS 11 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table '

'

(enclosure 38).
,

' - 14 02 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table [
(enclosure 3B). ;

t
!

14 03 LS 12 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table !

(enclosure 38). ;

14 04 LS 13 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table !

(enclosure 38).

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.9 8 $/15/97
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MJtBER HSBC . DESCRIPTION i
,

T 14 05 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table :
i(enclosure 38).
1

14 06 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

14 07 Not used.
!

14 08 Not used.
:
'

14 09 Not used.
:
'

14 10 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

15 01 R Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38). .
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.9 Page 1 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

1-01 Adds the filled portion of the refueling cavity to the Yes Yes Yes Yes
A locations in which the boron cor. centration must be

maintained and specifies that the concentration must be
maintained in locations connected to the RCS.

1-02 Specifies that the required limits for the boron Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG concentration will be in the Core Operating Limits Report.

In addition, the provision to maintain a uniform
concentration is discussed in the ITS Bases.

1-03 Instead of providing the tag numbers of the valves used to No - CTS based on Yes Yes No - Maintaining
LG isolate unberated water sources, the function of the valves licensed dilution valve numbers in

is used. The valve tag numbers are moved to the Bases, accident. CTS

1 04 The specified limit on k s 0.95 is moved to the BASES. Yes Yes Yes Yesm
LG

1-05 The footnote defining the " REFUELING" condition is not Yes No - not in CTS Yes Yes
A necessary because it duplicates the definition of Mode 6.

1 06 The requirements to initiate boration at a specified flow Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-1 rate having a specified boron concentration is replaced by

the more general requirement to initiate boration to
restore the required boron concentration. Additionally,
the action statement is revised to clarify that action is

applicable only to boron concentration

1-07 A new ACTION statement is inct2rporated that specifies the No - CTS based on No - already part Yes Yes
H appropriate activities if the isolation valves for licensed dilution of current TS

unborated water sources are not secured in the clused accident
position.

| 1-08 Separate entry into the action is allowed for each No CTS based on Yes Yes Yes'

M unborated water source isolation valve. licensed dilution
| accident
|
; 1-09 The SR to verify reactivity conditions is deleted. Yes Yes Yes Yes

|LS-2

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.9 SAS/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.9 Page 2 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

1 10 Moves the description in the SR to determire the boron Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG concentration by chemical analysis to the BASES.

1-11 The time required to verify that the boron concentration is No - CTS based on Yes No - not in CTS No - not in CTS
LS-19 within its limits has been relaxed from I hout to 4 hours, licensed dilution

accident

1-12 Generalizes the requirement to verify the dilution No - CTS based on Yes - Moved to No - not in CTS No - not in CTS
LG isolation valves are closed by mechanical stops or removal licensed dilution Bases.

of motive power. accident

2-01 The requirements related to indication provided by the No - See 2-04-LG. Yes Yes Yes
LS 21 source range detectors would be deleted from the LCO.

2-02 The action statement is revised to require that restoration Yes Yes Yes Yes
M of one monitor is imediately initiated.

2 03 The ACOT recuirements are deleted and a Channel Calibration Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-3 is added.

2 04 The OPERABILITY requirements for the source range detectors Yes No - See 2-01-LS- No See 2-01 LS- No See 2-01 LS-
LG in MODE 6 are moved to the Bases. 21. 21. 21.

3-01 The suberiticality requirement prior to irradiated fuel Yes -See attachment Yes - relocated to Yes - relocated to Yes - relocated to
R movement is relocated to a licensee controlled document. 21, page 17. TcM USAR Ch. 16 FSAR Ch. 16

4 01 This change removes the word " automatic" from the Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG requirement that each penetration be capable of being

closed by an OPERABLE automatic [ containment ventilation
isolation valve]. The requirement for an automatic valve
would be stated in the Bases.

|
4-02 Removes SR to perform verification within 100 hours prior Yes Yes Yes Yes'

LS 4 to the start of core alteration or movement of irradiated
fuel.

4 03 The frequency of verifying that [ containment ventilation Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS 5 isolation) occurs is changed from 7 days to 18 months.

CPSES Conversion Contparison Tairie- CTS 3M.9 5/158 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CUR. RENT TS 3/4.9 Page 3 of 8
,

TECH LPEC CHANGE
APPLICABILITY

i NUMBER DESCRIPTION
DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK - '| CALLAWAY

4-04 Revised Surveillance requirement to allow for increased Yes Yes Yes YesTR-1 flexibility in using an actual cr simulated actuation
signal. Identification of the specific actuation signal is
moved to the Bases.

4-05 Moves SR to verify the trip . set point concentration value No - not in CTS No - not in CTS No - not in CTS Yes Moved to FSAR

,

LG for the Containment Purge Monitors is reset during CORE '
'

ALTERATIONS or other movement of irradiated fuel in .

containment.
.

4 06 The requirement to verify the capability to close the No not in CTS Yes No - not in CTS No - not in CTS ILS-23 containment ventilation isolation valves from the control
room would be ieleted.

- - -
,

4-07 The specific administrative controls used to assure No - not in CTS Yes No Amendment 95 YesLG personnel airlock closure capability would be moved from
the LCO to the Bases. did not put a&in ,

controls in LCO.
4 08 Moves the references to Heavy Loads in the Applicability Yes No - not in CTS No - not in CTS No not in CTSLG

and Action sections of CTS 3.9.4 (Containment Penetrations)
'

to the Heavy Loads Program.
1

4-09 LCO 3.9.4 would be modified to permit an approved Yes Yes No - already in CTS YesLS-14 functional equivalent of a valve or blind flange to isolate
contairment penetrations. (Amendment 74)

'
i

4-10 Adds a footnote stating that penetration flow paths that Yes Yes Yes YesLS-20 provide direct access from the containment atmosphere to
the outside atmosphere may be unisolated under,

risinistrative controls.

5-01 This change relocates the current TS section dealing with Yes See attachment Yes - relocated to No - relocated per No - relocated perR maintaining direct consnunication between the control room 21, page 19. TRM Amendment 89 Amendment 103and the refueling station.

6-01 This change relocates the current T5 section for the Yes -See attachment Yes - relocated to No - relocated per No - relocated per
&

R [ Refueling Machine). 21. page 21. TRM Amendment 89 Amendment 103
,

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.9
S/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.9 Page 4 of 8
r'

TECH SPEC CHANGE
APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION
DIABLO CANYON C0HAtO4E PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

7-01 This change relocates the current TS section dealing with Yes -See attachment Yes - relocated to No - relocated per No - relocated perR crane travel. 21 page 23. TRM A w-dsent 89 f.c.-Joent 103
8 01 This change provides clarification that loading irradiated Yes Yes Yes YesA fuel assecblies is the activity that could increase the

reactor decay heat load.

3 02 , This change removes a limit on RCS tencerature. No not in CTS No - not in CTS Yes YesA

i B-03 This change allows the removal of the RfR loop from Yes Yes Yes YesLS-6 operation for additional purposes other than the
performance of core alternations in the vicinity of the hot
legs.

8 04 This change eliminates the option of securing RFR prior to Yes Yes Yes NoA initial criticality since initial criticality has already ,occurred.

B-05 Not Used.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

8 06 This change adds an additional surveillance requirement to Yes Yes Yes YesM verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power
available at least once per 7 days.

9-01 The requirements of this LCD would be incorporated into ITS Yes No - CPSES does Yes YesA 3.9.4. " Containment Penetrations" or would be addressed by not haveITS 3.0.3 and 3.0.4.
containment
ventilation specs
in CTS 3/4.9.

9 02 Deletes the requirement to close each purge valve when the Yes No CPSES does Yes YesLS-7 Containment Ventilation System is inoperable. not have
containment
ventilation specs
in CTS 3/4.9.

!

,

|
;

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3N.9
5/I5/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.9
b

Page 5 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
("#EER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

9-03 The containment ventilation TS requirements would be Yes Mc CPSES does Yes YesLS 8 integrated into ITS 3.9.4. This has the effect of changing rr. vve
the SR frequexy from once per 7 days and within 100 hours co.. :inment
prior to CCRE ALTERATIONS to once per 18 months. ventilation specs

in CTS 3/4.c.
9-04 Removes the requirement for 1tunediate action when one No - not in CTS No - CPSES does No - plant design YesLS-15 containment purge monitor is inoperable. not have is different

containment
ventilation specs
in CTS 3/4.9.

10 01 This change relocates the current TS requirements Yes -See attachment Yes - relocated No - relocated per No relocated perR concerning reactor vessel water level for movement of 21, page 25. to TRM Amendment 89 Amendment 103 :control rods.
6

10 02 This change deletes the surveillance requirement to verify Yes Yes Yes YesLS-22 water level within 2 hours prior to the start of movement
of [ control rods or] fuel asseablies.

10-03 Revises applicability such that it applies only when Yes Yes No - already in CTS No -already in CTSLS-18 irradiated fuel is moved. The current TS also applies to
movement of un irradiated fuel when there is irradiated
fuel in the core.,

11-01 This change modifies the applicability to during movement Yes - moved to an Yes - mved to Yes - to t!SAR Ch. Yes - to FSAR Ch.LG of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel storage [ areas] ECG TRM. 16 16to be consistent with the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA)
analysis.

11-02 This change modifies the action statement and eliminates Yes Yes Yes YesLS 10 the time requirement to restore water level.

11-03 Revised to delete " irradiated fuel assen611es seated in" No - licensed FHA Yes No - licensed FHA YesM since the accident analysis assumes fuel assembly lying on analysis supports analysis supportstop of the fuel storage racks. " assemblies seated "assesblies seated
in- in- ]

,

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3N.9 S/1587 i
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.9 Page 6 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
CJtBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

11-04 Moves the restrictions on crane operation to a licensee Yes - to FSAR Yes Moved to Yes - to USAR. Yes - to FSARLG controlled document.
TRM.

12 01 The applicability would be changed to "During movement of Yes No CPSES does Yes YesLS-24 irradiated fuel in the fuel building" instead of "Whenever not have thisirradiated fuel is in the spent fuel pool.~
specification.

i 12-02 Moves the restriction on crane operations over the spent Yes - to FSAR No - CPSES does Yes - to USAR Yes - to FSARLG fuel storage areas when the fuel building air cleanup not have thisj

, system was inoperable.
I specification.

12-03 The statement that 3.0.3 [and 3.0.41 are not applicable Yes No - CPSES does Yes YesA would be removed,
not have this
specification.

12-04 The Surveillance Requirements regarding filter testing Yes No CPSES does Yes YesA would be moved to a " Ventilation Filter Testing Program" not have this
that is called out in administrative controls Section specification.
5.5.11 of the ITS.

12-05 Revised Surveillance Requirement to allow for increased Yes No - CPSES does Yes YesTR-1 flexibility in using an actual or simulated actuation not have thissignal. Identification of the specific actuation signal is specification.
moved to the Bases.

12-06 This requirement would demonstrate the operability of each Yes No - CP.IS does Yes YesA train of the [ Emergency Exhaust System] (including not have this
maintaining negative pressure in the building). specification.

12-07 Removes 31 day STAGGERED TEST BASIS to be consistent with No - not in CTS No - CPSES does Yes YesLS-25 STS.
not have this
specification.

12-08 The proposed change would allow tro 18-month testing of the Yes No - CPSES does Yes YesLS 16 [ Emergency Exhaust System's] ability to maintain the not have this
required pressure differential between +he building and the specification.
Outside atmosphere to be performed on a STAGGERED TEST
BASIS.

|

t

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.9
S!!58 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.9 Page 7 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

!

12-09 The requirement for an OPERABLE emergency power source for Yes No - CPSES does No - not in CTS No - not in CTS '

LG an OPERABLE Fuel Handling Building Ventilation train is not have thismoved to the Bases,
specification.

12-10 The *within 31 days after removal" requirement for Yes No - CPSES does Yes No - maintainingLS-9 completion of laboratory analyses is deleted. not have this CTS. <

specification.

12 11 The SR to measure [ Emergency Exhaust System] flow rate is Yes No - CPSES does Yes YesA not identified as a separate SR in the ITS because it is not have thisverified during the other in-place filter tests (see ITS specification in
5.5.11 a. and b.) CTS 3/4.9.

12-12 This change establishes appropriate ACTIONS and Coupletion Yes No - CPSES does Yes No - maintainingLS-26 Times for Fuel Building pressure envelope degradation. not have this CTS. '

specification in

CTS 3/4.9.
,

14-01 Deletes the restrictions on placing spent fuel asse dlies No - not in CTS No - CPSES does Yes YesLS-11 into Region 2 of the spent fuel pool and changing storage not have this
locations designations from Region 1 to Region 2. s,4cification in

CTS 3/4.9.
14 02 Changes the Applicability from "Whenever irradiated fuel No - already in CTS _ No - CPSES does Yes YesM assemblies are in the spent fuel pool" to "Whenever any not have this

fuel assembly is in Region 2 of the spent fuel pool." specification in '

CTS 3/4.9.
14-03 This change would delete the action requirements to suspend Yes No - CPSES does Yes Yes iLS-12 all other movement of fuel assemblies and crane operations. not have this

specification in

CTS 3/4.9.
14-04 Deletes the action statement requirement to verify spent Yes No - CPSES does Yes YesLS 13 fuel pool baron concentration every 8 hours while action is not have this

being taken to relocate noncomplying spent fuel asseelies specification in
.from Region 2 to Region 1. CTS 3/4.9. I

|
?

,

|

!CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.9
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4,9

. Page 8 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
NUMBER DESCRIPTION

DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
,

14-05 The requirement to keep records of the burnuo analysis for Yes - to the Bases No - CPSES does Yes - to USAR Yes - to FSARLG all assesblies in Region 2 would be sowd to a licensee not have thiscontrolled document-
specification in

CTS 3/4.9.
14-06 The LCO for Region 2 is modified by referencing ITS 4.3.1.1 Yes No - CPSES does No - not in CTS No - not in CTSA of the Design Section. The information referenced in the not have thisITS is basically identical to the information contained in

specification in
the design section of the CTS 5.6, * FUEL STORAGE."

CTS 3/4.9therefore there are no technical changes.

14-07 Not used
NA NA NA NA

14-08 Not used. NA NA NA NA

14-09 Not used. NA NA NA NA

14 10 The statement that 3.0.4 is not applicable would be Yes No CPSES does Yes YesA removed.
not have this
specification in

L
CTS 3/4.9

15-01 The requirement to empty the spent fuel exclusion zone area Yes - See attachment No CPSES does No - not in CTS No not in CTSR prior to any spent fuel shipping cask handling operations 21, page 27. not have this
,

is relocated to licensee controlled documents. specification in

CTS 3/4.9

.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- CTS 3M.9 5/15/97-
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; I. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION

;

;

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision i

includes converting the current Tecnnical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved

.

!

Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has |
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing !

! tht.t the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are i
provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume of j
changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no |
cignificant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92. |

t'

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In !
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may contain !
chapter specific generic NSHCs.- NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped into a

'

i category have also been developed. Typically, less restrictive technical changes must
i

be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain " change specific" i
NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic NSHCs. '

.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
'

page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or
i administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of

the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which provides
a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC. For ;

enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 6B. text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is,

plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants.
Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific information in ;

that location.
t

9

Q

1

,

|
.

' n |
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^
II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONSU

.

GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
I

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
. chapter. The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the

,

applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers. '

Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2, Al, A2, etc).

|

Administritlyg
i

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative) '

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the movement
of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content, simply

,

reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no longer '

applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes nontechnical
changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard Technical
Specifications in NUREG 1431. Host administrative changes have not been marked up on
the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a discussion of change or !

NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for a change it is considered
administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies. This NSHC may also be

,

referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative change that is not obvious
( and requires an explanation. *

Relocation of Techni'11 Soecification Reauirements
i

Reference symboi "R" (Relocation)
,

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria are
annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC for
a description and evaluation of the change.

Movino information out of Technical Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying

,

.

C. TNo Signijicant Hazards Consideration - CTSJN.9 3 5/15/97
i
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O II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONSV
GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(continued)

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LC0 but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR. or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and
content.

Technical chance. more restrictive

Reference symbol "M" (More restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to
conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
O
V Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less

restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in
this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less
restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) for
this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Icchnical chance. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided. fewer compensatory measures are needed. or fewer or less
restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

Iechnical chance. recurrino less restrictive.

Reference symbol "TR 1. 2. 3.. .." (technical recurring)

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications.

A
IV)

CPSESN3 Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS.1M.9 4 S/lS/97
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A .III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
\-),

"A" ,

!

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ,

FOR |.

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING I

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording th .emaining '

requirerints in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide and !

. . the:1mproved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended to |
'

make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users. '

: Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between specifications. .

During this reformatting and rewording process, no technical changes (either actual or i

interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were identified and justified. |

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
:

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in !
'

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10'CFR 50.92(c)'as quoted below: '

"The Connission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in I

50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating Itcense for a facility
p licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance'

with the proposed amendnent would not:'

\ 1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or j

'

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any I

accident previously evaluoted; or
,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant !
1 hazards consideration standards: '

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? *

'

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current4

i

Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no
technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this

;_ . n . ,, - a - . _ . , i -
1

_ . . _ . _ ,___.



/~s, III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
V

.A"
(continued)

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore. this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or -

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any
different requirements. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact
on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative in nature,

o As such, no question of safety is involved.

U
N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

LJ
.

CPSES No Significant fla:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.9 6 S/15/97
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3 III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

V
, , , ,

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these
requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety
thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii) have
been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation addresses the
scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of objective
criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating restrictions
should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:

|

C's Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to vtect, and indicate in
j the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the

reactor coolant pressure boundary:

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that I
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier:

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary j
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design |

Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or !

presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and j

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not
meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 38)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements.

, . ,

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3H.9 7 S/1S/97
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n III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
V

"R" |
(continued)

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to
documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that
changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve
an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other licensee
documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality Assurance Plan, as
described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The remainder of the
requirements that.do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to programs that are
controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved TS. This will
ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these requirements. The TS
change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi-disciplinary group of
responsible, technical supervisory personnel, including onsite operations personnel.

Compliance with the relocated requirecents will not be affected by this proposed
change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances
will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained.
Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system operability !
or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits. jpb
This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves !
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:,

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in |
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility |
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no |
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance |
with the proposed amendnent would not:

|I. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an '

,

accident previously evaluated; or !

2. (<'eate the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The follcwing evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
j

hazards consideration standards-
i

p
U

CPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 8 S/IS/97
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o III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
V

,, R "

(continued)

1. Does the ge involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,
systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion
in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to
mitigate accident'or transient events. These relocated operability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section
of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

(g The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no'') new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any
different requirements and adequate control of information will be maintained.
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of

:accident from any accident previously evaluated. I

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? |
i

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact
on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated requirements
and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component or variables
are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any future changes
to these requirements and the associated surveillance procedures will be
evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements
(as applicable for the document to which the requirement is relocated), and/or
the Administrative Controls section of the improved TS, proper controls are in

l
place to maintain en appropriate margin of safety. Therefore, this change does |
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. I

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION l

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
!

HSHC "R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

(V significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a noi

significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
)

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 9 S/1S/97
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS, -,

"LG"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL |
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

!
; Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),

actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the :

proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases FSAR, other licensee4

controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in

,

accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the ;

improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the
t

public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be
,

maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently '

exist on the documents where the information is being moved.
:

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
"

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in i
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

: "The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50 91, that a proposed amendbent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no .

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance l

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or t;

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident prevfously evaluated; or

3, Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
;

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:.

O ;

;cyses s. sin-, ,,-, c-i -i- . c_., ,, _,

!
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q III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
Q

"LG"
(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, other
licensee controlled documents. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls.

Since any changes to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

p The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no\j new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any
different requirements and adequate control of the information will be
maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different k nd of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact
on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to be
transposed from the TS to the Bases. FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will be
evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate regulatory
controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of
safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a rio(g) significant hazards consideration finding is justified,a

GPSliS No Significant fla:ards Consideration - CTS 3M.9 11 5/1587



(] III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
u

"H"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more . stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the proposed improved
Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications
are being imposed to be consistent with the proposed improved Standard Technical
Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and
remove ambiguities from the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
A no significant hazards consideration. This determination has.been performed in

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Co7 mission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fro 71 any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

.

' CPSESNo SignificantHarards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 12 S/IS/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

.

M"

(continued)
:

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS.

~

The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to ensure
process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent
with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an ;

accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluatedi

,

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new
:or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parawters

governing normal plant operation. The proposed change does impose different
requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in
the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by: !

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,
,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,

1

:

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification.

d) Providing additional actions,

e) Decreasing restoration times,

f) Imposing new surveillances, or

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.
|

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore. |
this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

,

1

O
I

CPSES No Sign (fcant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS JM.9 13 5HS/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

"M" :
(continued) !

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERNINATION
,

!
Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with i
NSHC "H" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no ;
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no i

significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

!
.

!

:

:

O |
:

I
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS '

NSHC LS-1

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS :

1
The proposed change would eliminate the requirement to borate at a specified flow rate ,

with a specified concentration of borated water until the boron concentration limit or ;
k,,, s 0.95 is achieved. The boron limit is specified in the COLR and is based on
maintaining the required k,,,. '

4

The requirements to initiate boration at a specified flow rate having a specified "

boron concentration would be replaced by the more general requirement to initiate
boration to restore the required boron concentration. The reactor operators are
expected to select the best method of increasing the boron concentration to the
required value specified in the COLR. As described in the ISTS Bases, the required '

flow rate and boron concentration should be selected depending on plant conditions and
available equipment. The ISTS Bases allow the operator to use the "best source
available for unit conditions." This is an example of maintaining the overall safety
requirement in TS but removing procedural details from the TS allowing the plant
operator the ability to select the appropriate procedure and equipment for theO existing plant condition.

d
'

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in

i
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below- i

1

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in |
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility

,

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no ;
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the inflity in accordance \
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an I
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frcm any
accident previously evaluated; or

-

!

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

,fm 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
( consequences cf an accident previously evaluated? ,

I

I
The action statement that would be modified requires that the boron

? CPSESNo Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.9 IS
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IV, SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

f
C NSHC LS 1.

(continued)
,

concentration limit be restored if not within specification by borating at a
specific flow rate with a specific concentration of boron. The proposed change
would eliminate details regarding flow rates and concentrations from the
Technical Specifications: however, the overall requirement to restore the boron i

concentration would remain. Removal of the details of system operation would
not affect the probability of an accident occurring. Also, the changes would
have a negligible effect on the consequences of postulated accidents; because

|the changes may impact the timing of restoration of boron concentration and, as '

reflected in the Bases to the ISTS, there is no unique Design Basis Event that
|

must be satisfied only that restoration of boron concentration be done as i
;

soon as possible. In addition, activities that could affect reactivity such as '

CORE ALTERATIONS must be suspended whenever the concentration is below the
,.

limit. The Technical Specifications do not provide a limit on the time to
restore SDH. For conrequences of an accident to be affected, an accident that
is impacted by boron concentration woeld have to occur during the short time

,

period that concentr.ition is not withn limit. The probability of that is
negligible because o' the short duration expected to restore boron !
concentration within limits. Therefore there would be no significant increase

,

in the probability er consequences of a previously evaluated accident. |O
V 2. Does the change create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident

.

'

from any accident previously evaluated? '

The proposed changes may affect the timing of restoration of the boron
concentration depending on the equipment selected by the operator to perform
the boration. The change involves no hardware modifications or changes in the
manner in which plant systems' perform thei- functions. Therefore, the proposed
change would not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

3, Does this change involve a significint reduction in a margin of safety?

There will be no reduction in any margin of safety. The SDH limits are not
changed nor are there any changes to accident analysis assumptions,
methodologies, credited protection / mitigation equipment, or event acceptance
criteria. There will be no effect on the manner in which safety limits or
limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there be any effect on
those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of protection.

functions. There will be no impact on the overpower limits, DNBR limits Fo,
Fa, LOCA PCT, peak local power density, or any other margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERHINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
(~m)NSHC "LS 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
,

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

@PSESNo Signy1 cant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 16 S/1587
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
w .

'b NSHC LS-2

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION |

-FOR ;

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ,

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ;
r
'

Consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev 1, the proposed change would delete the SR to
determine boron concentration and k,,, within limits before removing or unbolting the ,

'

reactor vessel head or before withdrawing any control rod in excess of three feet from
its fully inserted position. The first of these requirements is redundant to the ;

requirement imposed by the Applicability Note in ITS 3.9.1 to meet the LCO prior to !

entering Mode 6 from Mode 5. Compliance with the LC0 is assured by verifying boron
concentration in accordance with ITS SR 3.9.1.1. In this case, unbolting the vessel [
head in preparation for removal is part of the definit;vn of Mode 6. Therefore, this
requirement is redundant to the requirement to verify boron concentration prior to
entry into Mode 6.

,

The requirement that involves withdrawal of control rods is also redundant because the
analysis used to determine the boron concentration limit specified in the COLR
considers the most adverse conditions of fuel assembly and control rod position. The
boron concentration is sufficient to maintain K,,, s 0.95 with the most reactive rod
control cluster assembly completely removed from its fuel assembly.

O This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Corirnission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.9L that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or cc.> sequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

.

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
O consequences of an accident previously evaluated?b

The removal of this SR would have an insignificant effect on the probability of

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards ConsiJeration - CTS 3N.9 17 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

i

(f NSHC LS 2
(continued)

occurrence of a criticality event because the boron concentration limit that is
required for the LCO is required to be in effect at the time that the vessel
head is' unbolted or removed: and the analysis considers the various conditions
of reactor control rods that may be allowed by plant procedures. Therefore,
the probability of an accident would not be significantly increased by the
proposed removal of the SR.

The SR in questin deals with performance of activities intended to prevent an
accident from occurring by establishing plant conditions to prevent a
criticality event. In view of the requirement to meet boron concentration
limits prior to entry into H00E 6. the nonperformance of the SR would have no !

effect on the consequences of an accident.
;

Therefore, the proposed change would have no significant effect on the !
probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accidents. ,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The SR that is proposed for elimination would require verification of boron
h concentration just prior to performing specific evolutions, i.e.. detensioning

,

'

D of reactor vessel head bolts and CORE ALTERATIONS involving control rods.
Eliminating the SR would not affect the manner of operation of the plant or any
plant systems so that the occurrence of a new kind of accident could result.

1

This proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different I
kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed elimination of the SR would have the effect of relying on
alternate means to maintain the margins for preventing a criticality event.
Based on the previous discussion, the requirements regarding boron
concentration when entering Mode 6 and the analytical assumptions used to

,

establish the boron concentration limit provide assurance that the assure the i

margins would be maintained. Therefore, the proposed change would have no !

significant adverse effect on margins of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZA'lDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION i
,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 2" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

iJ

CPSESNo Significant fla:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 18 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-3,

-( ) 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The requirements of SR 4.9.2 b. and c. to perform ANAL.0G CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TESTS
(ACOTs) would be deleted and a SR to perform a Channel Calibration is added, in
accordance with NUREG 1431. Rev. 1. In Mode 6. the source range monitors are required
for indication only and there are no precise setpoints associated with these
instruments. In this capacity. the source range instrumentation is typically used to
read a relative change in count rate. The source range instrumentation is monitored
for significant changes in count rate which are important to evaluate the change in
core status. The accepted convention for defining criticality does not require
precise or specific setpoints or indication, but only requires verification of a
slowly increasing count rate. Consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev.1. indicating
instruments only require channel checks and channel calibrations. The more frequent
ACOTs are applied only to those channels with operational interlocks or other setpoint
actuations. Therefore, the MODE 6 channel checks and channel calibration requirements
for the source range monitors are adequate to assure their operability considering the
accuracy required of these instruments in Mode 6.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves

C]/
( no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been p rformed in

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Corrmission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1 Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frcm any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a sig71ficant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

During REFUELING, the source range monitors provide visual and audiblem
f ) indication of neutron count rate to plant operators. The proposed deletion of

-

ACOTs for these channels would be offset by the CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION requirements. The addition of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION to be

CPSES N3 Signylcant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 19 5/15/97



IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 3

N'l (continued)-
J

performed every 18 months provides assurance that the instruments can provide
the visual and audible indication. There are no alarms, interlocks, or trio

;

setpoints associated with these channels that are required to be OPERABLE
during MODE 6. Thus, the proposed change would have no effect on the

1

probability of an accident occurring. In addition, in Mode 6 the source range
instruments provide no automatic actuation function used for mitigation of *

accidents, and they would have no effect on the outcome of an accident.
Furthermore, the modification of SRs for these indicators does not imply that j
they will be unavailable when required. The CHANNEL CHECKS and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION SR that remain in offect provide the necessary assurance of
OPERABILITY. Therefore, there would be no increase in the probability or
consequences of a previously evaluated accident as a result of making the !

proposed change.
,

~2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different
accident, because the plant or its systems would not be operated any
di fferently. The proposed change has to do with the type of SR applied to
source range instrument channels. Therefore, there would be no operational
changes to contribute to the possibility of a new accident resulting from the |,
proposed change. Therefore, this change would not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

|

The margins of safety in question are those involved with preventing
{criticality during REFUELING operations. The monitors provide visual
.indication of neutron count rate, and, therefore, provide assurance that the !

core reactivity is being maintained. However, reactivity is maintained j
primarily by the requirements of ITS 3.9.1 and 3.9.2 which assure that the

i
boron concentration in refueling water is within limit and that dilution of the
boron will not occur. Thus the neutron monitoring channels provide further
assurance that criticality will not occur. In addition, deletion of certain
channel tests (ACOTs) would not prevent the channels from performing when
required. The CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CALIBRATION SRs for this equipment are
appropriate for the function of the source range channels during REFUELING.*

Therefore, the deletion of ACOTs for the source range neutron monitoring i,

channels during Mode 6 would have an insignificant effect on margins of safety.
|

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

O- Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 3* resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

;

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no i

|
'

CPSES No Significant fla:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 20 5/1567
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!

NSHC LS-3- :

(continued)~

significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-4

.O'
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

'The proposed change would remove the SR to perform verification that the containment
penetration LCO was met within 100 hours prior to the start of core alteration or
movement of irradiated fuel.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:'

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in'

50.91. that a proposed amendment to en operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with t' raposed amendnent would not:

1. Invalve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
eccident previously evaluated; or

2. '' the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
.: nt previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The purpose of the SR is to assure the OPERABILITY of the containment
penetrations that must be closed or capable of closing to prevent the release
of radioactivity in the event of a Fuel Handling Accident. So, the SR is
intended to assure that mitigation features are available and has no impact on
the probability of an accident occurring. The Applicability statement for this
LCO is "During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel within the
containment." Thus the requirement to verify the LC0 is met within 100 hours

.

of starting the evolutions for which the LCO is applicable is redundant;
because the LC0 must be met at the time that the evolutions occur. Only the
timing (7 day frequency versus 100 hours) is different. Therefore, the
proposed change would involve no increase in either the probability or
consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

p 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
U from any accident previously evaluated?

CPSES No Significant Hazards Constderation - CTS 3N.9 22 S/l587
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-4
(continued)

O-
|

The proposed changes to with the timing of performance of a SR. Changes in SR i

frequency would not lead to changes in plant or plant system operations or
other conditions that could cause an accident of a new or different type. |

Thus, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different ],

kind of accident. J
'

!

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

As noted in the evaluation of Criterion 1 above, the requirement to verify the
LCO is met within 100 hours of starting the evolutions for which the LCO is
appiIcable is redundant; because the LCO must be met at the time that the
evolutions occur. In addition, the SR requires that the verification of

i containment isolation capability be performed once every 7 days. This
requirement would remain in ITS. From the standpoint of equipment OPERABILITY. i

|there is little difference between performing the surveillance within 100 hours
or within 168 hours of beginning the applicable activities. Thus, removing the'

Irequirement would have little effect on the availability of accident mitigating
equipment. Therefore, the proposed changes would result in an insignificant i

adverse effect on any margins of safety. |

|NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
( NSHC "LS 4" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format stisfy the no

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no4

significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

|

!
!

i

.

!

!

I

i

i
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
.

NSHC LS-5
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The proposed change to the SR for containment building penetrations during CORE
ALTERATIONS or moving irradiated fuel in containment would revise the frequency of
verifying that Containment ventilation isolation occurs from 7 days to 18 months.
This change is consistent with NUREG 1431. '

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in'

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility ,

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance,

with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
; accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accideni; previously evaluated; or

L
'

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probacility or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The change involves a revision in the frequency of testing accident (1ucl
Handling Accident) mitigating equipment. This would have no effect on the
probability of previously analyzed accidents. The proposed change to 18 months
would apply the same frequency of testing to containment purge isolation valves
as applied to other containment isolation valves that must be OPERABLE during
reactor operations. The 18 month frequency has been found adequate for the,

type of testing applied to instrumentation and valves that must mitigate events
much more severe and nuch more challenging to the containment boundary (e.g..
LOCA, MSLB) than the FHA. Therefore, the proposed change would have an

i

insignificant effect on the consequences of a previously evaluated accident !

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different |

,

CPSES No Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 24 MS/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

NSHC LS 5

f] (continued)

accident, because the plant or its systems would not be operated any
differently. The proposed change affects the frequency of testing accident
mitigating equipment. Therefore, there would be no operatiore! changes to
contribute to the possibility of a new accident resulting fron; the proposed '

change. Therefore, this change would not create the possibility of a new or
different kirvi of accident.

3. Does this char.ce involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The margins of safety in question are those involved with radiological
<

consequences of a FHA. As noted in the evaluation of Criterion 1 above, the
proposed change in frequency for purge isolation valve testing would revise the
testing to be in line with the test requirements for other containment
isolation valves. Therefore, the proposed change would not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. ;

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
'

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with !

NSHC "LS 5" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no

Q significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
V

|

!
-)

I

|

O i

V
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 6

(^ 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
\

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS i

Consistent with a Note to LC0 3.9.5 of NUREG 1431. Rev.1, this change allows the
;

removal of the RHR loop from operation for additional purposes than the performance of
core alternations in the vicinity of the hot legs. This allows increased flexibility
for core mapping and isolation valve testing. No operations are permitted that would

,

cause a reduction of the RCS boron concentration. RHR flow is used for decay heat
removal and for boron mixing during Mode 6 operations. i

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
'

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in |
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: '

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident prevfously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or '

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve e sigo!ficant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would permit the securing of RHR flow through the reactor
vessel for up to one hour in every eight hours provided no operations involving
a reduction in boron concentration were performed. The two RHR functions are
adequately assured during operation in accordance with this note: because,
decay heat removal will be accomplished by the natural circulation of the large ;

amount of water in and above the RCS (2 23 feet above the reactor vessel
flange),. and boron mixing concerns are avoided by prohibiting evolutions that
would reduce the boron concentration. The one out of eight hour restriction
has been shown to be adequate for decay heat removal. Continued decay heat *

removal assures that the reactor remains in a safely cooled condition, and
e adequate boron mixing assures that an inadvertent criticality would not occur.

Although the change could increase the number of times that RHR flow may be
secured, the restrictions discussed above would be maintained such that the

;CPSES No Signllicant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.9 26 5/158 7
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ~ t

NSHC LS 6 -

(continued)
4-

;

proposed change would not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

-

. i

The proposed change would allow RHR flow to the reactor vessel to be stoppeda
'

for short periods of time the duration of which has been selected to assure
continued adequate fuel cooling and criticality prevention. The current TS

'

: already permit this interruption in RHR operation but under more limited
-

conditions. The proposed change in the frequency of performing this evolution
would not lead to changes in plant or plant system operations or other
conditions that could cause an accident of a new or different type. Therefore.

.
4

the proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different kind i

of accident.

) 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

As noted above, the one out of-eight hour securing of RHR flow has been shown
;

to be acceptable for decay heat removal. Also, the issue of boron mixing is
J ,

addressed by a restriction on evolutions that may reduce the boron
concentration. Therefore, the proposed change would not' result and,
therefore, any decrease in any margins of safety defined in the accident and

'

other analyses that depend on decay heat removal. Thus, the proposed change
1

would not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. '

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with*

NSHC "LS 6" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no i

,

significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

i

.

.

T

.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-10

(] 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATIONC
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This change would modify the action statement to eliminate the time requirement to
restore water level.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Conmission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. tnat a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility inyt 'ves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1 Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
{} accident previously evaluated; or
V

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves actions to take during fuel movement if the
required water level is not maintained. The deletion of a four hour limit to
restore water level is acceptable because the action statement would require
the suspension of movement of fuel assemblies which would remove the
applicability of the LC0 and make the water level requirement not applicable.
Therefore, the proposed change would not result in a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves removing a four hour limit for restoring spent
p fuel pool level. Eliminating this requirement would not create the
(~ possibility of a new or different accident because the limit relates to timing

of completing a corrective action. Thus, the change does not involve new
equipment or new methods of operating existing equipment. Therefore, the

CPSES No Signoficant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 28
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
i

NSHC LS-10
(continued)

proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different
accident.

.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

As noted above, the removal of the four hour time limit to restore water level
has no effect on safety margins because the action of suspending fuel movement
renders the time limit redundant. Therefore the proposed changes do not

,

involve a reduction in a margin of safety.'

:

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
,

Based on the above evaluation. it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 10" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.,

:

.

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

NSHC LS-?4r

(') 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

LC0 3.9.4 would be modified to permit an approved functional equivalent of valve or blind
flange to isolate containment penetrations.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility licensed
under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no significant hazards
consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident prevfoasly evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
n accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards
consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences |
of an accident previously evaluated? '

The proposed change to containment building penetration during CORE ALTERATIONS
or movement of irradiated fuel in the containment is identical to changes
previously approved by the NRC for other nuclear plants. During plant shutdown
for refueling operations, a fuel handling accident is the limiting event

1

postulated for the design of containment accident mitigating features. A fuel |

handling accident assumes that a spent fuel assembly is dropped and the fuel rod
rupture. This event does not pressurize containment such that the containment
structure must perform as a pressure boundary to prevent the release of,

radioactivity. The NRC has stated that. "Given that a fuel handling accident is
unlikely to result in pressurization of the containment, the closure of potential
release paths by other means would also limit the consequences of such accident
to below the criteria given in Section 15.7 of the Standard Review Plan. This
position was adopted by the staff in NUREG 1431 Standard Technical
Specifications: Westinghouse Plants. September 1992."The NRC further concludedn

( ) that the use of temporary devices are designed, fabricated, installed, tested and
utilized in accordance with established procedures. The Bases to ITS 3.9.4.
" Containment Penetrations. ~ (NUREG 1431) endorse the use of " equivalent isolation

CPSES No Signylcant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 30 S/1S/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-14

/) (continued)
C

methods."

The use of isolation devices as penetration closures would not cause an accident
to occur: these devices would perform an accident mitigating function. Therefore
the proposed Technical Specification change would not effect the probability of
an accident. Also the conclusions reached by the NRC Staff, as evidenced by the
Base to the ITS, demonstrate that the proposed use of these functionally
equivalent devices would not significantly increase the consequences of a fuel
handling accident. Therefore, the proposed change would not result in a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated
accident.

.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would implement an alternate means of containment isolation
suitable for mitigating a fuel handling accident. The change would not involve
design or operating changes that could cause a new accident to occur. Therefore,
the proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident.

O 3. Does this change involve'a significant reduction in a margin of safety? i

V
As discussed in the evaluation of Criterion 1 above, the event of concern during
CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel in containment is the fuel !
handling accident in containment. The NRC previously has approved Technical |
Specification changes based on the conclusion that the use of functionally ;
equivalent closure devices, in a controlled manner, provide an acceptable means i
of mitigating these accidents. Thus, the proposal would maintain the level of '

safety equivalent to the original accident mitigating features. Therefore, the
proposed change would involve no significant reduction in the margins of safety I

for the plant. |
1

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS 14" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified. )

!

|

(3 iO
|
4
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-18

n 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
V FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Revises applicability such that it applies only when irradiated fuel is moved. The
current TS also applies to movement of un irradiated fuel when there is irradiated
fuel in the core. The LC0 applies to movement of irradiated fuel to ensure that
sufficient water level exists above the reactor vessel flange to retain iodine fission
products in the event that the transported irradiated fuel assembly is dropped and
releases its fission products. The release of fission products from irradiated fuel
that is in the reactor core, as a result of damage caused by a dropped un irradiated
fuel assembly, is considered to be highly unlikely.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Connission may make a final determinatfan, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amencbent would not:

!%
O 1, Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or I

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change removes the applicability of the LCO during movement of un-
irradiated fuel assemblies when the core contains irradiated fuel assemblies.
Due to the configuration of the fuel assemblies within the c]re the probability
of a significant fission product release from the core as a result of dropping
an un irradiated fuel assembly on the core, is small. The CTS only addresses
the movement of fuel assemblies. Heavy loads are addressed in the FSAR by
controlling the size of the load and the method of lifting the load to minimize
the probability that a load is dropped. In this regard a new fuel assembly is
a heavy load and the consequences of a dropped un irradiated fuel assembly

(o") would be no more than another load of similar weight and shape. Therefore this
,

change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or

1

CPSES No Signljicant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.9 32 $/1587
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS j
i

NSHC LS-18
(continued)

- consequences of-an accident previously evaluated.
t

I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
ifrom any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change removes the applicability of the LC0 during movement of un- |

1rradiated fuel assemblies when the core contains irradiated fuel assemblies. |

Eliminating this applicability would not create the possibility of a new or
- different accident because the analysis of a dropped irradiated fuel assembly
is still the limiting accident of this type. The changes do not involve new ,

'

equipment or new methods of operating existing equipment. Therefore, the
proposed changes would not create the possibility of a new or different
accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

|The proposed change has no affect on any actual or regulated failure point
which is protected by an event acceptance criterion. Because there is no

'

change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance criteria, there is no
-

reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION j

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 18" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no;

significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

.

*

|

|

!.

|

|
1

'

.
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

b] NSHC LS-19
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION I

FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE ;

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev.1. the time required to verify that the boron I
concentration is within its limits has been relaxed from I hour to 4 hours. The

,

likelihood of a significant reduction in the boron concentration during MODE 6
!

operations is small due to the large mass of borated water in the refueling cavity and 1
the fact that all unborated water sources are isolated, precluding a' dilution. The i
boron concentration is checked every 72 hours during MODE 6 under SR 3.9.1.1. The '

relaxation to 4 hours provides are more reasonable time to obtain and analyze an RCS
i

sample for boron concentration and based on the immediate action to close the affected '

valves, would not be cause a further decrease in boron concentration if a dilution
. event had ocurred.

!

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves !
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

1

"The Connission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance |
with the propos?d amendnent would not: i

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an .

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any-

accident previously evaluated; or
|,

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change involves relaxing the time required to verify that the
boron concentration is within its limits from I hour to 4 hours when one or

.

,

more boron dilution flow path valves are not in their closed position. The !
relaxation in the completion time would not significantly increase the !

,

probabilty of an accident. !n

'U ,

1

i
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
t

(~] NSHC LS-19
'V (continued)

.

If the valves found to be open had caused a dilution event, the time that the
boron concentration could potentially be outside the limit might be extended

.

'

for a short time (3 hours). However, the immediate action to close the valves
would prevent further dilution and the large mass of borated water in the
refueling cavity in Mode 6 ensures that such an event would not have resulted
in a significant decrease in boron concentration. Therefore, the proposed
change would not result in a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

i

The proposed change involves relaxing the time required to verify that the
boron concentration is within its limits from I hour to 4 hours when one or
more boron dilution flow path valves are not in their closed position. The

,

change does not involve new equipment or new methods of operating existing
equipment. Therefore, relaxing the completion time would not create the
possibility of a new or different accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are
consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for Operation.
The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is no change in
the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria remain valid.
Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or regulated failure
point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion. Because there is no

i

change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance criteria, there is no |reduction in a margin of safety. i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 19" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significsnt hazards consideration finding is justified.

'

i

|

O
:
1
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS' CONSIDERATIONS |
1

p NSHC LS-20 |
\ 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION i

FOR ,'

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE '

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- A note is added to LC0 3.9.4.c and the 7 day SR to state that containment penetrations
that provide direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere
may be open under administrative controls. The note would allow these penetrations to
be unisolated during CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
within containment provided that specified administrative controls were employed.
This note is in accordance with traveler WOG 76 to NUREG-1431 Rev. 1. The proposed
Note is acceptable based on administrative controls that consist of written procedures

s

that require designated personnel having knowledge of the open status of the valves in ;

question and specified persons designated and readily available to isolate the open L

penetration in the event of a fuel handling accident. These administrative controls
provide protection equivalent to that afforded by the administrative controls used to
establish containment closure for a containment personnel airlock. The NRC staff has
allowed changes to the requirements for airlocks that allow both doors of an airlock
to be open during CORE ALTERATIONS and during movement of irradwted fuel inside
cc1tainment provided that administrative controls are in place to quickly close one ;

door and establish containment closure. |

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
'

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c)as quoted below: '

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

L Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

|

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
{,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1, Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or jconsequences of an accident previously evaluated?

(

;
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

3(b NSHC LS-20
(continued)

The proposed change involves changes to the Technical Specification
requirements for containment closure which is an accident mitigating feature.
The changes would not affect the likelihood of occurrence of any accidents
previously evaluated. The proposed change does not involve any hardware or
plant design changes. The containment leakage value is not assumed to be an
initiator of any analyzed event. The isolation valve, or temporary closure
device, serves to limit the consequences of accidents. The proposed change
would ensure the isolation valves, or functional equivalent, will perform their
required containment closure function and will serve to limit the consequences
of a fuel handling accident as described in the [FSAR] such that the results of
the analyses in the (FSAR] remain bounding. In con.cidering the consequences of
a design basis fuel handling accidents inside containment, the assumptions in
the analysis take no credit for the containment as a barrier to prevent the
postulated release of radioactivity. For events that would occur during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, containment closure is
considered a defense in depth boundary to prevent uncontrolled release of
radioactivity. Additionally, the proposed change does not impose any new
safety analyses limits or alter the plant's ability to detect and mitigate
events. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

f3O 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves reliance on manual actuation of containment
penetration valves or closure devices rather than automatic systems or passive
devices (blank flanges or closed valves) to block the unimpeded flow of the
containment atmosphere to the environs. The proposed change would not
necessitate a physical alteration of the plant features that provide core
cooling or subcriticality (no new or different type of equipment will be .

installed) or changes in parameters governing plant operation during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel in containment. Thus, this change i
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

;

|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change is similar to the use of administrative controls to isolate
an open containment airlock door. The use of administrative controls in this
manner has been approved by the NRC staff for plant operations that would not
require the containment to maintain a pressure boundary. This scenario is
applicable during plant shutdown for refueling when CORE ALTERATIONS and |

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the cor.tainment occur. The
73 accidental damage to the spent fuel during these operation are classified as j

() fuel handling accidents. The proposed change has been developed considering ;

the importance of the containment boundary in limiting the consequences of a |

design basis fuel handling accident. The proposed change allows for protection

CFSESNo Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3M.9 37 5/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
,

NSHC LS-20 |
(continued) ;-

'
equivalent to that provided by previously approved methods of containment'

closure. Considering the probability of an event that would challenge the
containment boundary, the alternative protection provided by this change, and
the operational requirements to occasionally open these penetrations, the
proposed change is acceptable and any reduction in the margin of safety-

. insignificant.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 20" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

:
;

!<
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS-21

O"' 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1 and TSTF 23, the requirements related to indication
provided by the source range detectors would be deleted from the LCO. In accordance
with TSTF 23. the requirements for visual indication for plants that do not rely on a
boron dilution analysis would be discussed in the Bases: while the requirements for
audible indication would be eliminated as a Technical Specification requirement. In
Mode 6 the source range monitors are required for indication only and there are no
precise setpoints associated with these instruments. In this capacity, the scurce
range instrumentation is typically used to read a relative change in count rate. The
source range instrumentation is monitored for significant changes in count rate which
are important to evaluate the change in core status. The accepted convention for
defining criticality does not require precise or specific setpoints or indication, but
only requires verification of a slowly increasing count rate.

Consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev.1. the Technical Specification requirements consist
of maintaining two source range neutron flux monitors OPERABLE to ensure that
redundant monitoring capability is available to detect changes in core reactivity.
There is no requirement for an audible signal or alarm to initiate operator response

n because in H00E 6 reactivity changes would be slow and a boron dilution accident is
V not postulated. The occurrence of a boron dilution event is precluded by maintaining

the isolation valves from unborated water sources secured in the closed position per
ITS 3.9.2.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration.1f operatton of the fac11ity in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

4

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previcusly evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant,,

) hazards consideration standards:

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 39 SMS/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 21
(continued)

'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? E

,

During REFUELING, the source range monitors are designed to provide visual and
audible indication of neutron count rate to plant operators. The proposed
deletion of audible indication for these channels would not affect the
availability of visual indication. There are no alarms, interlocks, or trip
setpoints associated with these channels that are required to be OPERABLE
during H00E 6.. Thus, the proposed change would have no significant effect on
the probability of an accident occurring. In addition, in Mode 6 the source -
range instruments provide no automatic actuation function used for mitigation
of accidents, and they would have no effect on the outcome of an accident.'

Therefore, there would be no significant increase in the probability or
consequences of a previously evaluated accident as a result of making the !
proposed change.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
,

from any accident previously evaluated?+

l'

The proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different
accident, because the plant or its systems would not be operated any

,

p differently. Visual indication in the trend of reactivity would remain
'

( available to the operating staff. Therefore, there would be no operational
changes to contribute to the possibility of a new accident resulting from the
proposed change. Therefore, this change would not create the possibility of a :
new or different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The margins of safety in question are those involved with preventing
criticality during REFUELING operations. The monitors provide visual
indication of neutron count rate, and, therefore, provide assurance that the
core reactivity is being maintained. However, reactivity is maintained
primarily by the requirements of ITS 3.9.1 and 3.9.2 which assure that the-

boron concentration in refueling water is within limit and that dilution of the
boron will not occur. Thus the neutron monitoring channels provide further
assurance that criticality will not occur. Therefore, the deletion of audible

,

indication for the source range neutron monitoring channels during Mode 6 would '

have an insignificant effect on margins of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION |

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 21" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

. CPSES No Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 # S/15197 ?
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

NSHC LS 22
3 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

(O FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The proposed change would delete the SR to perform verification of refueling pool
level within 2 hours prior to movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

(O 3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."
%)

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the proposed change involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The purpose of the SR is to assure the refueling pool level is consistent
with the fuel handling accident analysis assumptions. The removal of the
requirement to verify refueling pool level within 2 hours of irradiated
fuel movement does not impact the probability of a fuel handling accident.
The consequences of a fuel handling accident are also unaffected because
the LCO must still be met when irradiated fuel movement occurs. The SR for
level verification within 2 hours prior to irradiated fuel movement is
redundant because the SR for verifying refueling pool level every 24 hours
is retained in the Technical Specifications. Therefore, the proposed ;

change would involve no increase in either probability or consequences of a i

previously evaluated accident. I

1

i
V

CPSES No Significant flatards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 41 S/15/97
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICA?(T HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

LS-22
O (C0ffrINVED)

,G

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

;

The proposed change revises a frequency for performance of an SR. Changes :
in SR frequency would not lead to changes in plant or plant system '

operations or other conditions that could cause an accident of a new or
different type. Thus, the proposed change does not create the possibility '

of a new or different kind of accident. '

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? -

As noted in evaluation of Criterion 1 above, the requirement to verify the
LCO 'is met within 2 hours of starting the evolutions for which the LC0 is
applicable is redundant; because the LC0 must be met at the time the !

evolutions occur. In addition, the SR requires that the verification of
j

refueling pool level be performed once every 24 hours. This requirement
would remain within the ITS. Therefore, the proposed change would not result,

in a significant reduction in any margins of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
,

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
"LS 22" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, no

;significant hazards consideration finding is justified.
i

|

|

|

.

!

O !
I
l'

'
i
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

f] NSHC LS-23
's

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The requirement to verify the capability to close the containment ventilation
isolation valves from the control room would be deleted from the CTS. The LCO
requirement is to have operable automatic containment ventilation isolation valves.
The CTS surveillance to verify this capability was written to demonstrate the
automatic functioning of the valves by first demonstrating that a CVI signal would be
generated by the containment gaseous monitoring instrumentation and then verifying the
valve closure capability by remote manual closure from the control room. The
combination of these two activities completely tested the automatic closure circuitry
of these valves. The NUREG 1431 surveillance requirement performs the same function.
The details of how the test is performed is not required to be in the TS. While the
remote manual operation of these valves from the control room is desireable, the LC0
only requires automatic operation.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

(v "The Coamisston may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
70.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
' censed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
. 'Iificant hazards consfoeration, if operation of the faci 1ity in accordance
with the proposed amendnent kould not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frms any accident i
previously evaluated; or

|

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. " i

l
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant '

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? ;

,

1The proposed change removes the details of the methodology of how automatic
valve capability is verified. The details of the methodology are not necessary
for inclusion into the TS since they are more appropriately included in the,l

(G plant procedures implementing the surveillance. No change in the automatic .

!
|

|

CPSESN2Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 D 5/158 7 :
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IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

q NSHC LS-23
C (continued)

capability of these valves will result from this change. Therefore, the
change would not significantly increase the probabilty or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change change does not involve new equipment or new methods of
operating existing equipment. Therefore, removing the details of the
surveillance methodology would not create the possibility of a new or
different accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are
consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for Operation.
The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is no change in
the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria remain valid.
Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or regulated failure
point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion. Because there is no

( change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance criteria, there is no
reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 23" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

O

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3N.9 44 21587
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IV. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATIONS i

|

NSHC TR-1 ;

p 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION ;

' FOR |

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE !

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS |

This proposed revision involves modifying the existing Technical Specifications to ,

additionally allow the use of actual actuation signals for surveillances that
currently call for testing using simulated test signals only. This change achieves !

'

consistency with the proposed improved Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).
.

In several specifications throughout the TS, operability of certain equipment is
demonstrated by ensuring that the equipment performs it safety function upon receipt
of a simulated test signal. The intent of a ' simulated' signal was to be able to
perform the required testing without the occurrence (or without causing) an actual ,

signal generating event. However, the unintended effect was to require the
performance of the surveillance (using a test signal) even if an actual signal had :

'

previously verified the operation of the equipment. This change allows credit to be
taken for actual events when the required equipment actuates successfully.

'

While the occurrence of events that cause actuation of accident mitigation equipment
is undesirable, the actuation of mitigation equipment on an actual signal is a better
demonstration of its operability than an actuation using a test signal. Thus the i

change does not reduce the reliability of the equipment tested. The change also '

improves plant safety: by reducing the amount of time the equipment is taken out of )
service for testing and thereby increasing its availability during an actual event- t

and by reducing the wear of the equipment caused by unnecessary testing. |

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined
that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This
determination has been performed in accordance with the criteria set
forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Cortmission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an.

accident previously evaluated; or
,

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margir of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 3H.9 45 $/l587
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IV. RECURRING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
i

NSHC TR-1 |
!(continued)p/\._
1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change allows the use of an actual actuation signals (when/if it
occurs) to satisfy surveillance requirements currently requiring simulated test
signals to demonstrate equipment operability. While the change takes advantage
of events that may have occurred, it has no adverse effect on any accident ;

initiators or accident consequences. In fact, by potentially reducing !

unnecessary testing, it may reduce the probability of an accident because the
testing itself can increase the probability of an accident. It may also reduce '

accident consequences by increasing the equipment availability (i.e., less time
in test). Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

-2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated? i

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters :
governing normal plant operation. Thus, this change does not create the |

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously |-m
|evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The use of an actual actuation signal to satisfy a surveillance requirement has
either no impact on, or increases the margin of plant safety by-

a) Increasing mitigation equipment availability, and. ,

b) Improving mitigation equipment reliability by potentially reducing wear
caused by unnecessary testing.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis.
Therefore, this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
.

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "TR 1" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding.is justified.

G-
'
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS
,

1

Applicable Ind ustry Traveler Information (1 Page) ,

1

I

NUREG-1431 Specifications that are not applicable (1 Page)

Mark-up:
SPECIFICATION PAGE
3.9.1......................................................................................3.9-1
3.9.2........................................................................................J.9-2
3.9.3................................................................................3.9-3
3.9.4......................................................................................J.9-5
3.9.5....................................................................................3.9-7
3.9.6........................................................................................J.9-9

; 3.9.7....................................................................................J.9-11
4

1

t \
,

\
Methodology (2 Pages)

!

l

|
|

,

,

I

1

l

a

i, ,

f%a

{

, -
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Industry Travelers Applicable to Section 3.9

TRAVEIIR # STATUS DIFFERENCE # COMMENTS

TSTF-20 Incorporated 3.9-2 Approved by NRC.

ITSTF-21 Incorporated NA Approved by NRC.

TSTF-23, Rev. 2 Incorporated 3.9-13 Traveler bracketed ITS 3.9.2
,

and revised the Bases for
- 3.9.3. Bracketed Bases

information from the
traveler that is not
applicable to a specific plant
was not incorporated.

TSTF-51 Not incorporated NA Requires plant-specific
reanalysis to establish decay
time dependence for fuel l

handling accident.
1

TSTF-68, Rev.1 Not incorporated NA Similar changes j

(Difference #3.9-1) were

(N incorporated into the ITS

() based on current licensing
basis.

TSTF-92 Rev.1 Not incorporated Not NRC approved as of
traveler cut-off date.

TSTF-96 Incorporated 3.9-4 Approved by NRC.

TSTF-136 Incorporated NA

TSTF-139 Incorporated NA

TSTF-153 Not incorporated Not NRC approved as of
traveler cut-off date.

,

WOG-76 Incorporated 3.9-11

. WOG-103 Incorporated 3.9-15

*

O

|

- _ _ _
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NUREG 1431 SPECIFICATIONS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE

None
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Boron Concentration iO 3.9.1 i
3.9 REFUc. LING OPEPATIONS

i
3.9.1 Boron Concentration :

LCO 3.9.1 Boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System,[Arld19tlej
ggyjgMejQ the refueling canal, and the refueling cavity shall be '

maintained within the limit specified in the COLR.

E-7 ,e-- -+ " Tiff-Zi'hinuits -- . -. .< m-esew e e .---x

WtlH Anttis20011. Epot]MIIerlttf.intolHODE6MMEDE321rinoj .3'9-14' <

MitElttINM
'

EtD11E3Eii?:nta=:cu=' " " - ' ' " - ' ~x ' ' ': " ~ := ' ' ~ ' ' ' *
APPLICABILITY: H0DE 6. .

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Boron concentration not .A.1 Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. Immediately
T within limit.

AND

A.2 Suspend positive reactivity
additions. Immediately

AND

A.3 Initiate action to restore
boron concentration to Immediately
within limit.

,:

SURVEILLANCE RE0V!REMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY.

SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration is within the limit 72 hours
.EDspecified in the COLR.

PSESMarLup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.9 3.9-1 S/1S/97
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Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
3.9.2

!

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3;92 Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
B<

.

LCO 3.9.2 Each valve used to isolate unborated water sources shall be-

secured in the closed position.
-

2 APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.
.

*

jACTIONS

.....................................N0TE.................................... j

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each unborated water source isolation valve.
.............................................................................

I
!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
1

I
l

A. . - - NOTE . A.1 Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. Immediately ;

RequiredActionA.!3 i
'must be completed NE]

whenever Condition A is ;
^ entered. 812 Suspend posjtijeReseti?jtf Immedia.te]f I3.9 3adogygg......................,

One or more valves not BiQ
secured in closed

i position. A. B.] Initiate actions to Immediately
secure valve in closed
position.-

4

AND

'

A.Sj Perform SR 3.9.1.1. 4 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY,

SR 3.9.2.1 Verify each valve that isolates unborated water 31 days
sources is secured in the closed position.

_

O
CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 -1TS3.9 3.94 S/J5/97
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.

i

Nuclear Instrumentation !

3.9.3 i

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS |
em -

d 3.9.3 Nuclear Instrumentation

LCO 3.9.3- Two source range neutron flux monitors shall be OPERABLE.

3

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6. |
'

;
|
!

ACTIONS |
I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i

'

,A. One requited source A.1 Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. Immediately IB'
range neutron flux |

monitor inoperable. AND j

A.2 Suspend positive reactivity .

additions. Immediately

O
B. Twotaquitedsource B.1 Initiate action to restore Immediately

B
range neutron flux one source range neutron
monitors inoperable, flux monitor to OPERABLE

status. |
'

ggg,

B.2 Perform SR 3.9.1.1. 4 hours ;-3,9,4

6ND
.

Once per
12 hours >

thereafter

.

CI'SESMarAsp ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.9 3.9-3 $/1587
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Nuclear Instrumentation ,

3.9.3
,

k,
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.

SR 3.9.3.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.9.3.2 - NOTE - - - -

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.
...........................................

BPerform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 1.8; months

. - - - ..- - - - .- - - - -

i
I

i

\._

|

b)v

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.9 3.9-4 S/15197
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Containment Penetrations
3.9.4'

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONSnv -3.9.4 Containment Penetrations

LC0 3.9.4 The containment penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. The equipment hatch closed and held in place by fosij fB; +
bolts:

b. One door in each the~'amorgeDcy air lock closed aq|Egjg
' 3 ' 9,3 ~'3

doorlittitheJetsonne]2 airlock capablelofittelppicleM: and

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere either:

1. closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve, blind
flange, or equivalent, or

2. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE Centeir..;at p3.
|'urs; ;ad Exh;ust Isolstica Syste;;; centainment '

yentilatforC1.solatjog syste;;; ya]W. f3.9-7

1 1 TiETT;PI[5 E El:WLNOTE!552~22:::,:::.2|L1-3 M=?.

E90A$fAtid.ofpaf.h{s).ipf0VjdingIdjreQ$I4cC$[sifIgm3ht
c3'9 11L90!$tinsentataspherto3be.iqutsid0atmospheteispylbe

' '

im1891sted;underzadministrativEcontrols? -

Q W M (2 2 3:3 & ::'QT=T-Tu a-?W- - -:HE ? '? -PfW-? K

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS,
,

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment.
t

!

ACTIONS
.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

;

A. One or more containment A.1 Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. Immediately !

penetrations not in
)'

. required status. AND
-

'

A.2 Suspend movement of
,

irradiated fuel assemblies Immediately. '

within containment. i

i

!

'

- . CPSE.SMarky ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.9 3.9-5 ' 5/1587
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Containment Penetrations ;

3.9.4
,

,

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |
'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify each required containment penetration is 7 days
43.9-11:in the required status RgceptWyrMinnent

RanpitAtibrisIthht aWooeniendeE21ni_s_tratiydl
Multst18. '

i

SR 3.9.4.2 Verify each required containment purge ord 18 months :B !

eFhou^t lentilatignusolatlog valve actuates to *

the isolation position on an actual or PS !

simulated actuation signal.
.

4

I
'

!

,

.

R

i

f

I

l

O i

CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.9 3.9-6 S/15/97
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RHR and Coolant Recirculation High Water
3.9.5

.,

i 1 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONSs j

3.9.5 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation High Water Level

LCO 3.9.5 One RHR loop shall be OPEPABLE and in operation.

...............................N0TE -- ---- - - -- - --- - -

The required RHR loop may be removed from operation for s I hour per
8 hour period, provided no operations are permitted that would cause
reduction of the Reactor Coolant System boron concentration.
....................................................................

APPLICABILITY: HODE 6 with the water level 2 23 ft above the top of reactor vessel
flange.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. RHR loop requirements A.1 Suspend operations Imediately
not met. involving a reduction in

reactor coolant boron

(''') concentration.
V

AND

A.2 Suspend loading irradiated Imediately
fuel assemblies in the
core.

AND

A.3 Initiate action to satisfy Imediately
RHR loop requirements.

AND

A.4 Close all containment 4 hours
penetrations providing
direct access from
containment atmosphere to
outside atmosphere.

1

|

,-

(,

d'*SESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.9 3.9-7 S/15/97
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4

RHR'and Coolant Recirculation High Water I

-
3.9.5 :

t.

r3 !
*

.

O' '
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY- !,
i
;
I

SR 3.9.5.1 Verify one RM loop is in operation and 12 hours !
circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate of i

2 (2006 M gn.
18-PS :- i

i
,

_ .

:
s

h
,

|

'

I

I
!

'!

.;
- !

b' ' i

|*

1

|

i

|
|*

I

; i

!
;

'

i

;

5
.

)

i
!
i

g " .

U
i

i' i,
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RHR and Coolant Circulatien-Low Water L: vel
3.9.6

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

k'mj
e

3.9.6 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation Low Water Level ,

.

LCO 3.9.6- Two RHR loops shall be OPERABLE. and one RHR loop shall be in
operation. -

G TG 1 M D T1 E W -T T W : h :LL:! 2|m K:Je -- =?r r n X M i&Kis & M :

BUDillOSOfg!!!$IgetHetgryI13tg'M3therrspec111ed 3'9-12'iMit16tEttlGPplight113Y3EiO@39ttittt01 '

H M 3 ) M EF E T *:s? = m = *= % Keo P Tr+w-w- m v A w w = h11 ,g m
,

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 6 with the water level < 23 ft above the top of reactor ;

vessel flange.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION C0HPLETION TIME

r
A. Less than the required A.1 Initiate action to restore Immediately''

,

number of RHR loops required RHR loops to i

|OPERABLE. OPERABLE status.

@

A.2 Initiate action to
establish :t 23 ft of water Immediately
above the top of reactor
vessel flange.

;

B. No RHR loop in B.1 Suspend operations Immediately
operation. involving a reduction in

reactor coolant boron
concentration.,

AND

(continued)

'3
-

v)

CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.9 3.9-9 5/15/97
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
3.9.64

,

i

'
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

'

B. (continued) 8.2' Initiate action to restore Immediately
one RHR loop to operation.

AND

B.3 Close all containment
penetrations providing 4 hours |
direct access from j

containment atmosphere to
outside atmosphere.

, ,

<

:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.6.1 Verify one RHR loop is in operation and 12 hours

! circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate of
2-2800-}00g gpm. ;B PS

SR 3.9.6.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days
power available to the required RHR pump that
is not in operation.

i

O
CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.9 3.9 10 5/]Sg7
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;

a

Refueling Cavity Water Level
'

-3.9.7

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS(" ':

k 3.9.7~ Refueling Cavity Water Level ;

P

5

LCO 3.9.7 Refueling cavity water level shall be maintained 2 23 ft above the e

top of reactor vessel flange.
i

APPLICABILITY: Durirs CORE ALTERATIONS, except during latchirs and
unletching of centrol red drive sh;fts.

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment.
,

B

' ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

i

A. Refueling cavity water A.1 Cusperd CORC ALTERATMNS. I.xediately :- 3.9-10
level not within limit.

|

A.B-1 Suspend movement of Imediately J
y irradiated fuel ,

assemblies within
containment.

'

M
93.9-2

A.3 Initiate actica to restore himedfetely
refueling cevity water
icvel to within li;;;it.

,

_

SURVEILLANCE RE0'JIREMENTS-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

SR 3.9.7.1 Verify refueling cavity water level is 2 23 ft 24 hours
above the top of reactor vessel flange.

CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.9 3.9-11 S/2$/97
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Hethodology For Mark up of NUREG-1431 Specifications

n Enclosure 5A contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of NUREG 1431 Revision ,

() 1. The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a ;

plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed
areas) and to identf fy any other changes with a cross reference to a justification
or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are
contained in Enclosure 6A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions - Haterial which is removed from NUREG-1431. Rev.1.

2. Additions This includes material which is added to NUREG-1431
Rev. 1.

3. Modifications This includes material which exist in NUREG-1431
Rev. I but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG 1431. Rev.1.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-g) bracketed areas of NUREG 1431. Rev. 1 is annotated using the(
V strike-out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The

deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev. 1 is annotated using the strike out feature of
Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information 1

is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location |
and is annotated using the red-line feature of Wordperfect (or
hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a
change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components. I

C] Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated |
/

using the redline / strike-out feature of Wordperfect and |
|
|

Methodology l of 2 S/1SB7 |
|
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications
(continued)

n
( ) identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All

such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct for this
plant, the " generic" information is " struck-out" and the correct
informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets
provided in NUREG 1431. Rev. I are deleted. " Red line", " strike-
out" and margin codes are as follows:

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged,
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'B' (for bracketed
information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the
plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the
old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is
" red lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code.

3. If the entite Condition, Action, or Surveillance is bracketed and
,,\ is aoolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is
'

redlined. The text included within the brackets is nqt redlined
unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS' margin
code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were
made.

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not
applicable, the entire contents are struck out, redlined words
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used.

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B.
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A.

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark up process. Reviewer
notes may be " struck out" or deleted as preferred.

In summary, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG 1431, Rev.1 " red-line" is used
to annotate new material, " strike out" is used to annotate deleted material, and
change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike-out" items) have a change number
or a change code.

Note, NUREG 1431 Rev.1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are

(b discussed above. incorporated are indicated using the " redlines", " strike outs" and margin codes
N
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Boron Concentration .

B 3.9.1 !

B 3.9 ' REFUELING OPERATIONS

' B 3,9.1 Boron Concentration

i

BASES i

:

BACKGROUND The limit on the boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS), the refueling canal, and the refueling cavity ;

during refueling ensures that the reactor remains subcritical ;

during H00E 6. Refueling bcron concentration is the soluble
'

boron concentration in the coolant in each of these volumes i

having direct access to the reactor core during refueling.

The soluble boron concentration offsets the core reactivity and
is measured by chemical analysis of a representative sample of ;

the coolant in each of the volumes. The refueling boron
'

concentration limit is specified in the COLR. Plant procedures
ensure the specified boron concentration in order to maintain an j

overall core reactivity of k,rr s 0.95 during fuel handling, with
control rods and fuel assemblies assumed to be in the most
adverse configuration (least negative reactivity) allowed by
plant procedures. ,

GDC 26 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A requires that two independent
reactivity control systems of different design principles be
provided (Ref.'1). One of these systems must be capable of
holding the reactor core subcritical under cold conditions. The
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) is the m@gsystem !
capable of maintaining the reactor subcritical in cold conditions4

by maintaining the boron concentration. !

1

The reactor is brought to shutdown conditions before beginning |

operations to open the reactor vessel for refueling. After the ;

RCS is cooled and depressurized and the vessel head is unbolted. |
the head is slowly removed to form the refueling cavity. The
refueling canal and the refueling cavity are then flooded with
borated water from the refueling water storage tank through the
open reactor vessel by gravity feeding or by the use of the j,

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System pumps, 1
i

The pumping action of the RHR System in the RCS and the natural
. circulation due to thermal driving heads in the reactor vessel

1
?-

j

(f (continued) .t
!

I
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

BASES
v

BACKGROUND and refueling cavity mix the added concentrated boric acid with
(continued) the water in the refueling canal. The RHR System is in operation

during refueling (see LC0 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and
Coolant Circulation-High Water Level." and LC0 3.9.6, " Residual
Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level") to
provide forced circulation in the RCS and assist in maintaining
the boron concentrations in the RCS, the refueling canal, and the
refueling cavity above the COLR limit.

APPLICABLE During refueling operations, the reactivity condition of the
SAFELY ANALYSES core is consistent with the initial conditions assumed for the

boron dilution accident in the accident analysis and is
conservative for H0DE 6. The boron concentration limit specified
in the COLR is based on the core reactivity at the beginning of
each fuel cycle (the end of refueling) and includes an
uncertainty allowance.

The required boron concentration and the plant refueling

Q procedures that verify the correct fuel loading plan (including
V full core mapping) ensure that the k n of the core will remaine

s 0.95 during the refueling operation. Hence, at least a 5% ak/k
| margin of safety is established during refueling.

During refueling, the water volume in the spent fuel pool, the
transfer canal, the refueling canal, the refueling cavity. and
the reactor vessel form a single mass. As a result, the soluble
boron concentration is relatively the same in each of these
volumes.

The limiting boron dilution accident analyzed occurs in MODE 5
(Ref. 2). A detailed discussica of this cvcat is provided in
Bates o mun, - T,,, s 200 f." SofoJ lu... . unu i uv.m .-n

dilution;accidentOre precluded;1pjj00Elby11solating?potentjal j
dilyt.jon:C ow; paths Z $ee:LC.023; 9;2,",j'Unbo ratedXa t er' Soutg;e

-

Mo1Atio n a Me G |

The RCS boron concentration satisfies Criterion 2 of the-NRG
I'Glicy Statement 10 CfRl5_01361c)J2L(1.jl.l

I

( (continued)

)
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!
Boron Concentration !

B 3.9.1 '

f_ BASES

LC0 The LCO requires that a minimum boron concentration be maintained !

in the filljOkttiggCof;t_he;RCS nLhj]e;1LH00Ei63AdditiotiallVJ ;

ghenithe18CSJ1s2f]@dedZandlopeg'tg the refueling canal, and the |

refueling cavity thelsamCajnipunib_orPDIconctntiatiorcisireqiljjid |

tolbe;maintainedligithelf_1] led;portjonslofithe; refueling: canal j

and;tefueling:caNity&hile in "00: 5. The boron concentration i

limit specified in the COLR ensures that a core k,,, of s 0.95 is ;

maintained during fuel handling operations.

Violation of the LCO could lead to an inadvertent criticality
during NODE 6. i

!

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in H00E 6 to ensure that the fuel in the !

reactor vessel will remain subcritical. The required boren !

concentration ensures a k,,, s 0.95. Above MODE 6. LC0 3.1.1, |
" SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDH)-T, .. , , - ~ ~ ... . . ~ . - , ;

""'CI" '".L"i)-T,,, s 200*I " LC02311]!r,EShutdcgjank21.0tiettion |.

Limits a and;tC0;3316mContro);sankJInsettiottimits;Eensure |
that an adequate amount of negative reactivity is available to I

shut down the reactor and maintain it suberitical. |'

IhgapplicabfMty]1sLeodiffedibylaLNotelstatifLthatLttansttfoJ) ;

!Ito8310DE1530390E6;tsIpotspetR11 tad;TETh1EMteIspec_1fiesa
pgeptioDIto3CGolEaodlPrehlbit#Ltheittansition24!erLboloD !

|concentrattWritattsIate:notimett'Thi sigote3ssutes"thatIcott
teactivitylts1 maintained 31 thin 31mitsIdutingMuel3)andling
Operations]

!

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions
(including actions to reduce boron concentration) is contingent
upon maintaining the unit in compliance with the LCO. If the

.

boron concentration of any coolant volume in the RCS, and;Whe.D
connected, the refueling canal or the refueling cavity, is less
than its limit, all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or ,

positive reactivity additions must be suspended immediately. |

O i

(continued)V

i
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1 |

|

f BASES

| Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactiv1ty additions
shall not preclude moving a component to a safe position.

BMEehminins~stspliaggittgil!Batss aAdittorweermig il
iRiet31thXmgegratte2pteanGttLaprenoaEtolttielmin1 Arm

tguitedJgsTigwgcationTshallgetJgemsiderediaisio11tEt :

MAct1Yit s hang g taef m 1
,

b)

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity additions, boration to restore the
concentration must be initiated imediately.

In determining the required combination of boration flow rate and
concentration, no unique Design Basis Event must be satisfied.
The only requirement is to restore the boron concentration to its ;

required value as soon as possible. In order to raise the boron i

concentration as soon as possible, the operator should begin
boration with the best source available for unit conditions. :

j

Gi '

Once actions have been initiated, they must be continued until
the boron concentration is restored. The restoration time :'

depends on the amount of boron that must be injected to reach the
required concentration.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures that the coolant boron concentration in2the
Biltdlp0111 MOI'llgRCS, and Hbt0388953WEf6MhhV109
liffB35##IE88$htI@iGLMNelRDMEIRtL8EUlt!G3188310D$31
the refueling canal and the refueling cavity.Rt(4s within the
COLR limits. The boron concentration of the coolant in each |

volume is determined periodically by chemical analysis. |
.

A minimum Frequency of once every 72 hours is a reasonable amount'

of time to verify the boron concentration of representative
samples. The Frequency is based on operating experience, which
has shown 72 hours to be adequate.

O
:
!

CPS *TM trkup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.9 R 3.9-4 5/15/97
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

!BASES'
-

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 26. |

2. FSAR, Chapter 9 53 H.

E IfGettdl*MG#llM2G93 |

I
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Unborated Wat:r Source Isolation Valv;s
B 3.9.2

g
V B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.2 Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND During H0DE 6 operations, all isolation valves for reactor makeup
water sources containing unborated water that are connected to
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) must be closed to prevent
unplanned boron dilution of the reactor coolant. The isolation
valves felt _herLCS1835.520riCSi8560?iCS1843MFQVi111B;2CSi8341Eando
CSiB453), must be secured in the closed position.

The Chemical and Volume Control System is capable of supplying
borated and unborated water to the RCS through various flow
paths. Since a positive reactivity addition made by reducing the
boron concentration is inappropriate during MODE 6, isolation of
all unborated water sources prevents an unplanned boron dilution.

(\' ,! APPLICABLE The possibility of an inadvertent boron dilution event
,c

SAFETY ANALYSES (Ref.1) occurring during H0DE 6 refueling operations is
precluded by adherence to this LCO, which requires that potential
dilution sources be isolated. Closing the required valves during
refueling operations prevents the flow of unborated water to the
filled portion of the RCS. The valves are used to isolate
unborated water sources. These valves have the potential to
indirectly allow dilution of the RCS boron concentration in
H0DE 6. By isolating unborated water sources, a safety analysis
for an uncontrolled boron dilution accident in accordance with
the Standard Review Plan (Ref. 2) is not required for MODE 6.

The RCS boron concentration satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
PMiey-Statement AEEB5K362:)J2Hjjl.

'

LCO This LC0 requires that flow paths to the RCS from unborated water
sources be isolated to prevent unplanned boron dilution during
H0DE 6 and thus avoid a reduction in SDM.

,
,

) (continued)
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Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
B 3.9.2 i

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 6. this LCO is applicable to prevent an inadvertent boron
dilution event by ensuring isolation of all sources of unborated >

water to the RCS.
.

For all other MODES. the boron dilution accident was analyzed and ;

was found to be capable of being mitigated.
6

|

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table has been modified by a Note that allows ;

separate Condition entry for each unborated water source
isolation valve. ;

A.irand7A'.2

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS ogpoQtjyelteactjyitfZaddjtjorgi
is contingent upon maintaining the unit in compliance with this
LCO. With any valve used to isolate unborated water sources not
secured in the closed position, all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS AthitJf0feagtivity38|dj,tj9Dg must be suspended
imediately. The Completion Time of "i m ediately" for
performance of Required Action A.1 shall not preclude completion
of movement of a component to a safe position.

Condition A has been modified by a Note to require that Required
Action A.33 be completed whenever Condition A is entered.

U.3
iPreventing inadvertent dilution of the reactor coolant boron i

concentration is dependent on maintaining the unborated water
isolation valves secured closed. Securing the valves in the
closed position, DnderladejnistrativeIconttols, ensures that the
valves ceanet be areEnoj inadvertently opened. The Completion
Time of "imediately" requires an operator to initiate actions to

.

close an open valve and secure the isolation valve in the closed
position immediately. Once actions are initiated, they must be
continued until the valves are secured in the closed position.

'

.

(continued)

|
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Unborated Water Source Isolation Valv:s
B 3.9.2

ry
(J BASES'

ACTIONS . M
(continued)

Due to the potential of having diluted the boron concentration of
the reactor coolant, SR 3.9.1.1 (verification of boron
concentration) must be performed whenever Condition A is entered
to demonstrate that the required boron concentration exists. The
Completion Time of 4 hours is sufficient to obtain and analyze a
reactor coolant sample for boron concentration.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.2.1
' REQUIREMENTS

These valves are to be secured closed to isolate possible
dilution paths. Secured'cl osedlincl udes' mechanicaEstops;oc
tenoya]lofialrigielectricarpowetEThe likelihood of a
significant reduction in the boron concentration during MODE 6
operations is remote due to the large mass of borated water in
the refueling cavity and the fact that all unborated water
sources are isolated, precluding a dilution. The boron

O' concentration is checked every 72 hours during MODE 6 under
SR 3.9.1.1. This Surveillance demonstrates that the valves are
closed through a system walkdown. The 31 day crequency is based
on engineering judgment and is considered reosonable in view of
other administrative controls that will ensure that the valve
opening is an unlikely possibility.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section [15.2.4] 15.

2. NUREG 0800. Section 15.4.6.

.

Q-,O
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.3

; ,
v ,

) B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
i

m.

B 3.9.3' Nuclear Instrumentation

BASES
.

.

BACKGROUND The source range neutron flux monitors are used during refueling
operations to monitor the core reactivity condition. The
installed source range neutron flux monitors are part of the
Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS). These detectors are
located external to the reactor vessel and detect neutrons
leaking from the core.

The installed source range neutron flux monitors are BF3
detectors operating in the proportional region of the gas filled
detector characteristic curve. The detectors monitor the neutron
flux in counts per second. The instrument range covers six
decades of neutron flux (1E+6 cps) with e [5]Oinstrunnt !
eccurecy. The detectors also provide continuous visual
indication in the control room. ..,m . . . . . . . u . . . ...u ,.m i
tete 3-tc alert operators tc a possibic dilution accidcat] The !(3) NIS is designed in accordance with the criteria presented in j

.,

''

Reference 1. '

1

APPLICABLE Two OPERABLE source range neutron flux monitors are required
SAFETY ANALYSES to provide a signal to alert the operator to unexpected changes

in core reactivity such as with a boron dilution accident
(Ref. 2) or an improperly loaded fuel assembly.
[CliicinGEeli!Thc nGd for a safety onelysis for on
uncontrciled bcrca dilutica accident is cliaincted by isciating
all unbereted watcr sources as required by LCO 3.0.2. "Unborsted
Mcr Scurce Iscistion '!alves.*]

The source range neutron flux monitors satisfy Criterion 3 0 the
NRC-PoHey 5tatcant 10RBiS0JQic)R)Jjjl.

.

LC0 This LC0 requires that two source range neutron flux monitors be
OPERABLE to ensure that redundant monitoring capability is
available to detect changes in core reactivity. Io:beRERABLQ
Lach'monitorlmdstipto.videlvis_qaWindicatjoMrEt e.;coDtr&teggh-~

/ 's
'

)
.,.
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.3

I
BASES (continued)

,a
\v)

APPLICABILITY In H00E 6. the source range neutron flux monitors must be
OPERABLE to determine changes in core reactivity. There are no
other direct means available to check core reactivity levels. In
MODES 2. 3. 4. cad 5 thcsc somc instalicd source rcngc detectors
and circuitry crc cisc required to bc OPEPX L by LCO 3.3.1.
Tc;ctcr Trip System (RTS) Instrumentatica. LnIothef;H00ESZths
goutpelange:monttgts~arelgovetnedibf;LC0;3 311ZLC013130Eagd
LC0;;3 X 42

ACTIONS A.1 and A l

With only one source range neutron flux monitor OPERABLE, :

redundancy has been lost. Since these instruments are the only I
direct means of monitoring core reactivity conditions, CORE
ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity additions must be suspended )
imediately. Performance of Required Action A.1 shall not !

preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
position. Additionjo'theiRCS;oEboratedyaterlwithM
concenttation:greaterithanlacequartolheJ11Limumlegujted;RWSI ;

p concentratlogishalE00t;beIconsj dered ;t.olbe~a'positj vefreactitity '

(j sbange3ReE3R j

IL1

With no source range neutron flux monitor OPERABLE, action to |

restore a monitor to OPERABLE status shall be initiated
'

immediately. Once initiated, action shall be continued until a
source range neutron flux monitor is restored to OPERABLE status.

IL2

With no source range neutron flux monitor OPERABLE, there are no
direct means of detecting changes in core reactivity. However,
since CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity additions are not
to be made, the core reactivity condition is stabilized until the
source range neutron flux monitors are OPERABLE. This stabilized
condition is determined by performing SR 3.9.1.1 to ensure that
the required boron concentration exists.

The Completion Time of 4 onc'elpetZ12 hours is sufficient to
obtain and analyze a reactor coolant sample for boron

p
i i
d

(continued)
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.3

BASES
,

LJ
ACTIONS IL2 (continued)

concentration a_nd .The Frequer.cy of cr,ce pcr 12 hours ensures
that unplanned changes in boron concentration would be
identified. The 12 hour Frequency is reasonable considering the
low probability of a change in core reactivity during this time
period.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.3.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK. which is a
comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a similar
parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption that
the two indication channels should be consistent with core
conditions. Changes in fuel loading and core geometry can result
in significant differences between source range channels, but
each channel should be consistent with its local conditions.

The Frequency of 12 hours is consistent with the CHANNEL CHECK

g x, Frequency specified similarly for the same instruments in

V LCO 3.3.1.

SR 3.9.3.2

SR 3.9.3.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
18 months. This SR is modified by a Note stating that neutron
detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The CHANNEL
CALIBRATION for the source range neutron flux monitors consists
of obtaining the detector plateau or preamp discriminator curves,
evaluating those curves, and comparing the curves to the
r.anufacturer's data. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need
to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that' apply
during a plant outage. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
18 month Frequency.

.

<

/"~~N $

i

i
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Nuclear Instrumentation !

B 3.9.3

-

BASES

\'w
'

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 13, GDC 26 GDC 28, and GDC 29.

'

2. FSAR, Section [15.2.4].
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

8 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

() B 3.9.4 Containment Penetrations

BASES

BACKGROUND During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
within containment. a release of fission product radioactivity
within containment will be restricted from escaping to the
environment when the LCO requirements are met. In H0 DES 1, 2. 3. |

l

and 4 this is accomplished by maintaining containment OPERABLE
as described in LCO 3.6.1, " Containment." In MODE 6, the
potential for containment pressurization as a result of an I

accident is not likely; therefore, requirements to isolate the
containment from the outside atrosphere can be less stringent. |
The LCO requirements are referre;d to as " containment closure" |

rather than " containment OPERABILITY." Containment closure means
that all potential escape paths are closed or capable of being ,

closed. Since there is no potential for containment |
pressurization, the 100FR50,TAppendix J leakage criteria and
tests are not required.

The containment serves to contain fission product radioactivity
that may be released from the reactor core following an accident.,m

(j such that offsite radiation exposures are maintained well within
the requirements of 10 CFR 100. Additionally, the containment
provides radiation shielding from the fission products that may
be present in the containment atmosphere following accident
conditions.

The containment equipment hatch, which is part of the containment
pressure boundary. provides a means for moving large equipment
and components into and out of containment. During CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment, the equipment hatch must be held in place by at
least four bolts. Good engineering practice dictates that the
bolts required by this LC0 be approximately equally spaced.

The containment air locks, which are also part of the containment
pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel access during
H0 DES 1, 2. 3. and 4 unit operation in accordance with LC0 3.6.2,
*Contairacnt Air Locks," Each air lock has a door at both ends.

The doors are normally interlocked to prevent simultaneous
opening when containment OPERABILI1Y is required. During periods
of unit shutdown when containment closure is not required, the
door interlock mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of
an air lock to remain open for extended periods when frequent

(] containment entry is necessary. During CORE ALTERATIONS or
R.;

_
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

BASES

<(3 _(
_./

BACKGROUND movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment,
(Continued) containment closure is required: therefore, the door interlock

- mechanism may remain disabled, but onc air lock door must always
rcm;in closed. Howeyefloge:perg'te1Ia1CJock; door _must~be
papable o[being: closed,Tand one: emergency ainlock door:mult:be
closed;

The requirements for containment penetration closure ensure that
a release of fission product radioactivity within containment
will be restricted from escaping to the environment. The closure
restrictions are sufficient to restrict fission product
radioactivity release from containment due to a fuel handling
accident during refueling.

The Contairacnt i'urgc and Exhaust System containmentiventilatio;I
iso]ation; system includes two three subsystems. The normet
subsystem Conta1_nnent2Putge; System includes a 42 48 inch purge
' upp]y penetration and a 42 48 inch exhaust penetration. Thes
second subsystem, a minipurge system, Containment: Pressure 18e]ief
SystemJincludes; ant 18jnch; exhaust;penetratjon/11he;HydrogeD
Eutge: System includes an 8 12 inch purge supply penetration and

O an 8 12 inch exhaust penetration. During MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4
d the two valves in each of the normel Contajnment_ Purge _Systemjand

Hydrogenjfotge1 System purge supply and exhaust penetrations are
'

secured in the closed position. The two valves in each of the
,

two minipurge thelContaigment1 Pressure' ReJj ef_.Sys, tem
penetrations can be opened intermittent 4y contjpuous]y, but are ;

closed automatically by the Engineered Safety Features Actuation !

System (ESFAS). NcitherofthesubsystcmsisNone:ofithe
AubtystemsIarg subject to a Specification in H00E 5.

In H0DE 6. large air exa. ors are necessary to conduct
refueling operations. The normal 42 48 inch r r m-
Cogtainment:PurgeISystem is used for this purpose, and all four
valves are closed by the Contai_nment3adjation:Honitot ESFAS-in
accordance with LC0 3.3.62. 2Enginc; red Safety featurc Actuation
System (ESTAS) "Contaigment;yentjjation~ Isolation
Instrumentation."

.

The minipurg system Containment; Pressure; Relief _ System] remains
operational in H00E 6, and all four both valves are also closed
by the ContajnmentjVentilation]solatioq1 Instrumentation. ESFAS-

!

The m Mipurgc system HydrogenfurgeiSystem is not normally used
in H0DE 6. However? all feue-8 six" twelve inch valves are
secured in tE,h"sicled position are[5 iso]hlosed byithe;ContaignerLt
%WJ!ation: Isolation]nstr'umentation;

i
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4 ;

1

BASESq
O ]

BACKGROUND The other containment penetrations that provide direct access !

(Continued) from containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere must be
isolated ch at least one side 001enIopepnderla~dministrAt1N ,

controls. Isolation may be achieved by alcl_osed an OPEPXLE I
automatic isolation valve- or by-e-manual isolation valve, orlby j
;a] blind flanger or equivalent. Equivalent isolation methods must '

be approved and may include use of a material that can provide a
temporary, atmospheric pressure, ventilation barrier for the
other containment penetrations during fuel movements (Psef.1).

APPLICABLE During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
SAFETY ANALYSES assemblies within containment, the most severe radiological

consequences result from a fuel handling accident. The fuel
handling accident is a postulated event that involves damage to
irradiated fuel (Ref.10). Fuel handling accidents, analyzed in
Reference 2 3, include dropping a single irradiated fuel assembly
10;eitherithe' containment otLfue]Ibu11_djng with"nolctedj_tlor
isolatioOrlf11tratton.; and handling tcci cr a heavy sject onte
other irradiated fuci asscmblies. The requirements of LC0 3.9.7

O " Refueling Cavity Water Level," and the minimum decay time of
b' 100 hours prior to CORE ALTERATIONS ensure that the release of

fission product radioactivity, subsequent to a fuel handling
accident. results in doses that are well within the guideline
values specified in 10 CFR 100. Standard Review Plan,
Section 15.7.4 Rev.1 (Ref. R 3), defines "well within"
10 CFR 100 to be 25% or less of the 10 CFR 100 values.
Coatainmegt*peDetratj on:closb_ tells"got * tequited,;tolmeetithe
acceptance limits for offsite radiation exposure of will be 25%
of 10 CFR 100 values (Refl3).-cr the NPs0 staff apprcycd licensing
basis (e.g., c ;pecif4ed fractica of 10 CFPd00 limits).

Containment penetrations satisfy Criterion (3-of the NP,0 Pclicy
Stetement10;C[lt50.36{c)J2)111)..

LCO This LC0 limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident in
containment by limiting the potential escape paths for fission
product radioactivity released within containment. The LC0
requires any penetration providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be closed
except for the OPERABLE containment purge and exhaust yentil.ation
penetrations andithelpers6nnelfaiGlocks. For the OPERABLE
containment purge and exhaust gent 11ation penetrations, this LC0
ensures that these penetrations are isolable by the Containmentp)(, Purge and Exheust Ventilatto.rj Isolation System. The OPERABILITY
requirements for this LCO ensure that the automatic purge and
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Containment Penetrations

B 3.9.4
1

BASES

;

exheast yentilationItsolatjon valve c asure times functjoD !

specified in the FSAR can be achieved and, therefore, meet the |
assumptions used in the safety analysis to ensure that releases |
through the valves are terminated, such that radiological doses ]
are within the acceptance limit. 1

|
Both; containment:petsonnellairilock;dootsimarbelopen;ducing J

maementloffittadiatedifuellor3X)RE:N.IERATIOMprovidedA G IC
locKdooni s~3apablezoff being31oseCand;the)aterMevellinIthe :
Egfueling~pooE1.simalDtaj nedfasitequi red 2/dsipj stratjtyg
centroi siensurelthat31Espproptiate! personnel ? arelawaterofdthe
open status of;theIcontainmentIduting movementloflirradiatedifuel '

ot; CORE ;ALTERATIONSK2)ispeci {1edlindj vidual slareidesi gnatedland ,

fpa#1]faya1]able;to;closeltheIair11ock;foJ1owing;anlevacuatfoD |
that1would occurLinIthereventlof;alfue12 handling:accidentrandI3). i

RAKobsttuctions3eig Ecabl esland Lhoses); that Lwoul d_ipreventstapid
closute:oran;openyttaock;caniberquick1Etemoved!

TheLC0lis; modified: bra:notelallowing penetration 1rioicpat.hs
With.:ditectlaccessifros; containment 3tmo.sphetelto;be;unisola_ted
undersadministrativeJconttols,Ministratiye: controls' ensure
thati1Eapproptiateipersonnellarelawatelofithe openIstatus70fitheO penettationifjoWJpatEducing30ttlalterationsIorlmovementIof
ittadiated;fueJasmMies]w1.thKcontainmentm2Especified
10djylduals3te:de11gnated3Miteadi1ravailabletto tsolatelt_he
floWPathfinithe:eyent~of;a:fueEhandumaccideata

APPLICABILITY The containment penetration requirements are applicable during
CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment because this is when there is a potenti:.1 for a fuel
handling accident. In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4, containment
penetration requirements are addressed by LC0 3.6.1. In H0 DES 5
and 6, when CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel |
assemblies within containment are not being conducted, the
potential for a fuel handling accident does not exist. ]
Therefore, under.these conditions no requirements are placed on 1
containment penetration status, j

!
'

;

!
ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any containment
.

- penetration that provides direct access from the containment

O atmosphere to the outside atmosphere is not in the required
status, including the Ccatairant Purge ord Exhaust Isolation
System containment? ventilation 11solationfsystem not capable of
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

BASES-.y)e

v
automatic actuation when the purg; erd exheast isolatiog vJ.ves
are open, the unit must be placed in a condition where the
isolation function is not needed. This is accomplished by I

immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. Performance of
these actions shall not preclude completion of movement of a
component to a safe position.

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment i
penetrations required to be in its closed position is in that '

position. The Surveillance on the open purge er.d exhaust
isoDtion valves will demonstrate that the tequiredjvalves are ;

not blocked from closing. Also the Surveillance will demonstrate ;

that each valve operator has motive power, which will ensure that I
'

each required" valve is capable of being closed by an OPERABLE
automatic containment purge erd exh;ust yegtilation isolation
signal. The;SEspeciffesithatEcogtALnnegtipenetratfpnsithatlate |Q pperDmdera%rti stratiVe!c00tmi tIateinot!tequireditoimeet3hge i

V stduring;theltimelthanthDtDelGlions[are:opeg3

The Surveillance is performej every 7 days during CORE i

ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
;

containment. The Surveillance interval is selected to be
commensurate with the normal duration of time to complete fuel |handling operations. A surveillance before the start of j
refueling operations will provide two or three surveillance i

verifications during the applicable period for this LCO. As
such, this Surveillance ensures that a postulated fuel handling
accident that releases fission product radioactivity within the
containment will not result in a release of fission product
radioactivity to the environment.

SR 3.9.4.2
,

This Surveillance demonstrates that each tequired: containment-

purge er,d exhaust yent1Jati100 valve actuates to its isolation
position on manual initiation or on an actual or simulated high
radiation signal. The 18 month Frequency maintains consistency
with other similar ESFAS-instrumentation and valve tes'ing
requirements. In LC0 3.3.6, the Containment Purg; ard Exhaust

OV.
(continued)

,
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

-

/ ,) BASES (continued)
/

Ventj,14tiod Isolation instrumentation requires a CHANNEL CHECK
every 12 hours and a COT every 92 days to ensure the channel
OPERABILITY during refueling operations. Every 18 months a
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed. Se systea actuation res pnse
time is iaenstrated every 10 s,er.ths, during refueling, en e
STA00ERE0 TEST OASIS. SR 3.5.3.5 dc.;enstrates that the isolation
tire of cech valve is in accordance .;ith the Inservice Testing
i'regram requirs;ents. These Surve111ances performed during
H0DE 6 will ensure that the valves are capable of closing after a
postulated fuel handling accident to limit a release of fission
product radioactivity from the containment.

REFERENCES 1. 0~J Nuclear Safety Evaluation SC 0002000 001 Rev. O.
|iey 20,1000.

}i2- FSAR. Section 15.ZI4.Sh

23- NUREG 0800, Section 15.7.4, Rev.1 July 1981.

37 NlLREE0Z9]]LSec11oG574:8ESuppJpjgefqtIE.TJandarF199_02

.

r
!
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.5

) B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONSI

U
B 3.9.5 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-High Water

Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the RHR System in H0DE 6 is to remove decay heat
and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), as
required by GDC 34, to provide mixing of borated coolant and to
prevent boron stratification (Ref.1). Heat is removed from the
RCS by circulating reactor coolant through the RHR heat
exchanger (s), where the heat is transferred to the Component
Cooling Water System. The coolant is then returned to the RCS via
the RCS cold leg (s). Operation of the RHR System for normal
cooldown or decay heat removal is manually accomplished from the
control room. The heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling
the flow of reactor coolant through the RHR heat exchanger (s) and
the bypass. Mixing of the reactor coolant is maintained by this
continuous circulation of reactor coolant through the RHR System.

,
,

U
APPLICABLE If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below i
SAFETY ANALYSES 200*F. boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This could |

1ex to a loss of coolant in the reactor vessel. Additionally, I
boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a reduction in bcrca l
eeneenttetion-in the ccciant duc to boron plating out on !
components near the areas of the boiling activity. The loss of
reactor coolant and the reduction of borca concenttetion in the
reactor coolant Bubgq0eQEplatL"_butlefib' rod would eventuallyo
challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a fission
product barrier. One train of the RHR System is required to be
operational in H0DE 6, with the water level 2 23 ft above the top
of the reactor vessel flange, to prevent this challenge. The LC0
does permit de energizing the RHR pump for short durations, under
the condition that the boron concentration is not diluted. This
conditional de energizing of the RHR pump does not result in a
challenge to the fission product barrier.

Although tIhe RHR System in'tLODE761saffsfles2;rltfrlofEdccs not
meet a specific criterion of-the NPs0 Iclicy Stctcmcat IOM
5pA6(cl(21(1DI, it was identified in thc NIs0 Policy Statcm:nb
cs an importent-centeibtttcr tc risk-

p
LI
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES (continued)

m
N.]

APILICOLE reduction. Therefcrc. the PJiP, Systar, is ratsined as a
- m,, ...~,, . ,m,,.-,,. ,

(cer,tinued)

LC0 Only one RHR loop is required for decay heat removal in H00E 6,
with the water level 2 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel
flange. Only one RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE, because
the volume of water above the reactor vessel flange provides
backup decay heat removal capability. At least one RHR loop must
be OPERABLE and in operation to provide:

1
'

a. Removal of decay heat:
l
'

b. H1xing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility of
criticality; and |

c. Indication of reactor coolant temperature.

An OPERABLE RHR loop includes an RHR pump, a heat exchanger,
valves, piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE

O(~% flow path and to determine the low end temperature. The flow
path starts in one of the RCS hot legs and is returned to the RCS
cold legs.

The LC0 is modified by a Note that allows the required operating
RHR loop to be removed from service for up to I hour per 8 hour
period, provided no operations are permitted that would cause a
reduction of the RCS boron concentration. Boron concentration
reduction is prohibited because uniform concentration
distribution cannot be ensured without forced circulation. This
permits operations such as core mapping or alterations in the
vicinity of the reactor vessel hot leg nozzles and RCS to RHR
isolation valve testing, During this 1 hour period, decay heat
is removed by natural convection to the large mass of water in
the refueling cavity.

APPLICABILITY One RHR loop must be OPERABLE and in operation in H0DE 6, with
the water level 2 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel
flange, to provide decay heat removal. The 23 ft water level was
selected because it corresponds to the 23 ft

f~h
/
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES (continued)

-

APPLICABILITY requirement established for fuel movement in LCO 3.9.7
(continued) " Refueling Cavity Water Level." Requirements for the RHR System

in other H0 DES are covered by LCOs in Section 3.4, Reactor
Coolant System (RCS), and Section 3.5, Emergency
Core Cooling Systems (ECCS). RHR loop requirements in
H00E 6 with the water level < 23 ft are located in
LC0 3.9.6. " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-Low Water Level."

ACTIONS RHR loop requirements are met by having one RHR loop OPERABLE and
in operation, except as permitted in the Note to the LCO.

M

If RHR loop requirements are not met, there will be no forced
Icirculation to provide mixing to establish uniform boron'

concentrations. Reduced boron concentrations cannot occur by the
,

addition of water with a lower boron concentration than that I
"

A contained in the RCS because all of unborated water sources are
V isolated.

U

If RHR loop requirements are not met, actions shall be taken
immediately to suspend loading of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the core. With no forced circulation cooling, decay heat removal
from the core occurs by natural convection to the heat sink
provided by the water above the core. A minimum refueling water

;

level of 23 ft above the reactor vessel flange provides an i

adequate available heat sink. Suspending any operation that
would increase decay heat load, such as loading a fuel assembly,
is a prudent action under this condition. Perf_o_rma_rtce otR_equRed
8ClioffEAhRlM!bEp0Lc]Ecomplet_ioDIoEglementibEn
>DPootatit03 ate 3o!xlitjsn1

W
If RHR loop requirements are not met, actions shall be initiated
and continued in order to satisfy RHR loop requirements. With
the unit in H0DE 6 and the refueling water level 2 23 ft above

CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS3.9 B 3.9-21 $/15/97
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES (continued)

n
N.]

ACTIONS M (continued)

the top of the reactor vessel flange, corrective actions shall be
initiated immediately.

U

If RHR loop requirements are not met, all containment
penetrations providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere must be closed within
4 hours. With the RHR loop requirements not met, the potential
exists for the coolant to boil and release radioactive gas to the
containment atmosphere. Closing containment penetrations that
are open to the outside atmosphere ensures dose limits are not
exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the low
probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

A SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.1
ij REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that the RHR loop is in operation
and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is determined by
the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient decay heat removal
capability and to prevent thermal and boron stratification in the
core. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient, considering the

,

flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm indications available i

to the operator in the control room for monitoring the RHR !

System.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 5.4.7.

Q./
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Wat:r Level
B 3.9.6 q

/ N 8 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS=d
,

8 3.9.6 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level I
)

|
|

BASES i

!

!

-BACKGROUND The purpose of the RHR System in H0DE 6 is to remove decay heat
and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), as
required by GDC 34. to provide mixing of borated coolant, and to
prevent boron stratification (Ref.1). Heat is removed from the
RCS by circulating reactor coolant through the RHR heat
exchangers where the heat is transferred to the Componer+ Cooling
Water System. The coolant is then returned to the RCS <ia the
RCS cold leg (s). Operation of the RHR System for normal cooldown
decay heat removal is manually accomplished from the control
room. The heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the flow
of reactor coolant through the RHR heat exchanger (s) and the
bypass lines. Mixing of the reactor coolant is maintained by -

this continuous circulation of reactor coolant through the RHR i

System. 1

v(3
'

APPLICABLE If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below
SAFETY ANALYSES 200*F. boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This could |

1ead to a loss of coolant in the reactor vessel. Additionally,
boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to e reduction in borea
cereentretica in tra eccleat ic to the boron plating out on
components near the areas of the boiling activity. The loss of
reactor coolant and the reductica of borea concentratica in the
reactor ce; lent Byl ft9@ DOM'llEINLrgg will eventually
challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a fission
product barrier. Two trains of the RHR System are required to be
OPERABLE, and one train in operation. in order to prevent this
challenge.

Alth;up; tIhe RHR System 1MMDEif6[seti4(14fiCcritejr onKdses ret
net a ;puific criterica of-tba 20 Policy Stetc ;at 101CEB
Ep36(ORI{11E. it was identified in the 20 P;1 icy State ent-

es en important c;atributcr to risk reductica. Therefc.e. the
IJE Syster., is reteired as a Specificati;a.

LCO In It00E 6, with the water levol < 23 ft above the top of the
reactor vessel flange, both RHR loops must be OPERABLE. I

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG H31 Bases -ITS3.9 B 3.9-23 Stj$t97
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level i

B 3.9.6 I

I
BASES

'

LC0 Additionally, one loop of RHR must be in operation in order
.(continued) to provide:

a. - Removal of decay heat; |

b. Hixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility of
criticality; and

|

c. Indication of reactor coolant temperature. .

i

An OPERABLE RHR loop consists of an RHR pump, a heat exchanger, !
valves, piping, instruments and controls to ensure an OPERABLE '

flow path and to determine the low end temperature. .The flow
path starts in one of the RCS hot legs and is returned to the RCS

*

cold legs. Both3Ht!pumpsImaylh@]jgneditoltMRWSjT td suppott
ID11Jitthe tef#elig3afttfor2forZperformancfoCtequited i

Kelstin!p |
1

!

I

APPLICABILITY Two RHR loops are required to be OPERABLE, and one RHR loop must fO be in operation in H0DE 6, with the water level < 23 ft above theg
top of the reactor vessel flange, to provide decay heat removal.
Requirements for the RHR System in other H0 DES are covered by
LCOs in Section 3.4 Reactor Coolant System (RCS), and
Section 3.5. Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS). RHR loop
requirements in H00E 6 with the water level 2 23 ft are located
in LCO 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-High Water Level."

!
q

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If less than the required number of RHR loops are OPERABLE,
action shall be immediately initiated and continued until the RHR
loop is restored to OPERABLE status and to operation or until
a 23 ft of water level is established above the reactor vessel

,

flange. When the water level is a 23 ft above the reactor vessel |

flange, the Applicability changes to that of LCO 3.9.5, and only
one RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE and in operation. An
imediate Completion Time is necessary for an operator to j
initiate corrective actions. J

6:
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RHR and Coolsnt Circulation-Low Water Level ,

B 3.9,6 ,

,

BASES
p

( ,

ACTIONS |L1
(continued)

If no RHR loop is in operation, there will be no forced
circulation to provide mixing to establish uniform boron
concentrations. Reduced boron concentrations cannot occur by the
addition of water with a lower boron concentration than that
contained in the RCS, because all of the unborated water sources
are isolated.

.

IL2

If no RHR loop is in operation, actions shall be initiated ,

immediately, and continued, to restore one RHR loop to operation.
Since the unit is in Conditions A and B concurrently, the

,

restoration of two OPERABLE RHR loops and one operating RHR loop i

should be accomplished expeditiously.

fL3

If no RHR loop is in operation, all containment penetrations
providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the
outside atmosphere must be closed within 4 hours. With the RHR
loop requirements not met, the potential exists for the coolant
to boil and release radioactive gas to the containment
atmosphere. Closing containment penetrations that are open to
the outside atmosphere ensures that dose limits are not exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the low
'

probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that one RHR loop is in operation
and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is determined by
the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient decay heat removal '

capability and to prevent thermal and boron stratification in the
core. In addition, during operation of the RHR loop with the

,

water level in the vicinity of the reactor vessel nozzles, the
RHR pump suction requirements must be met. The Frequency of
12 hours is sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump
control, and alarm indications available to the operator for
monitoring the RHR System in the control room. ,

/^\
~Y ;

1
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I

RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

,

BASES
,

SURVEILLANCE !iB M D B W M!

REQUIREMENTS
-

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures tilat an ;

additional RGS-er RHR pump can be placed in operation, if needed.- '

to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation.
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment -

and power available to the required pump. The Frequency of
7 days is considered reasonable in view of other administrative |
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by ;

operating experience.

;

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 5.4.7.

!
!

Q..v

l
l

*
.

|
,

4

O
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Refueling Cavity Wat:r Level
B 3.9.7

h

f) B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
v

B 3.9.7 Refueling Cavity Water Level ;

BASES

BACKGt0VND The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies or perfer erec of 00^
ALTE"AT!0NS. except during latching ord unlatching of centrol red
drive shefts, within containment requires a minimum water level of
23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange. During
refueling, this maintains sufficient water level in the
containment, refueling canal, fuel transfer canal, refueling
cevity, ord spent fuel pool. Sufficient water is necessary to
retain iodine fission product activity in the water in the event
of a fuel handling accident (Refs.1 and 2). Sufficient iodine
activity would be retained to limit offsite doses from the
accident to < 25% of 10 CFR 100 limits, as provided by the
guidance of Reference 3 andia.cce.ptagelifRefer,ence;6.

APPLICABLE During C0"E ALTE"ATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel

p SAFETY ANALYSES assemblies, the water level in the refueling conci and the
V refueling cavity is an initial condition design parameter in the

analysis of a fuel handling accident in containment, as postulated
by Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref.1). A minimum water level of 23 ft
(Regulatory Position C.1.c of Ref.1) allows a decontamination
factor of 100 (Regulatory Position C.1.g of Ref.1) to be used in
the accident analysis for iodine. This relates to the assumption
that 99% of the total iodine released from the pellet to cladding
gap of all the dropped fuel assembly rods is retained by the i

refueling cavity water. The fuel pellet to cladding gap is
assumed to contain 10% of the total fuel rod iodine inventory
(Ref. 1).

The fuel handling accident analysis inside conteir. cat is
described in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of 23 ft and
a minimum decay time of 100 hours prior to fuel handling, the

,

analysis and test programs demonstrate that the iodine release due )
to a postulated fuel handling accident is adequately captured by i-

the water and offsite doses are maintained w'%1n allowable limits
(Refs.4,5andQ).

1

Refueling cavity water level satisfies Criterion 2 of the'

N"O "ciicy Statemet* 101CER15026Jc)J2)l1H.

o
U '

CPSESMarkup ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS 3.9 B 3.9-27 215/97
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Refueling Cavity Water Level l
B 3.9.7

-

BASES

Lr i

i
LCO A minimum refueling cavity water level of 23 ft above the reactor

,

vessel flange is required to ensure that the radiological l

consequences of a postulated fuel handling accident inside ;
'containment are within acceptable limits, as provided by the

guidance of Reference 3.
,

:

:

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.9.7 is applicable during 02: ALTE"ATIONS, enept during
; letching sad unletching of centr:1 red drive ; hefts, c.ad w^ien
; moving irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. The LC0

minimizes the possibility of a fuel handling accident in
,

containment that is beyond the assumptions of the safety analysis.
1 If irradiated fuel assemblies are not present in containment,

there can be no significant radioactivity release as a result of a
!postulated fuel handling accident. Requirements for fuel handling
|accidents in the spent fuel pool are covered by LCO 3.7.15. " Fuel

Storage Pool Water Level."

ACTIONS A.1 or.d A.2
4

With a water level of < 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel
flange, all operations involving 00: ALTE"ATIONS er movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment shall be
suspended immediately to ensure that a fuel handling accident
cannot occur.

The suspension of 00"E ALTE"ATIONS end fuel movement shall not
preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe position.

ha

In addition to izadi;toly ;;;p;ading 00"E ALTE"ATIONS Or T.;;;n .t
of irrodieted fuel. ;; tion te r;;ter; refuelir ;;Vity W; tor le?;l
must be initiated ic.;;diately.

.

.

(continued)

. CPSES MarAm ofNUREG-1431 Bases -ITS 3.9 B 3.9-28 5/JS/97
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Refueling Cavity Water Level
B 3.9.7 -

g(. BASES (continued)-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of a minimum water level of 23 ft above the top of
the reactor vessel flange ensures that the design basis for the
analysis of the postulated fuel handling accident during refueling
operations is met. Water at the required level above the top of

,

the reactor vessel flange limits the consequences of damaged fuel
rods that are postulated to result from a fuel handling accident
inside containment (Ref. 2).

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment and is
considered adequate in view of the large volume of water and the
normal procedural controls of valve positions, which make
significant unplanned level changes unlikely.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.25, March 23,1972.

2. FSAR Section 15.7.4 1

,. D j
\ 3. NUREG 0800, Section 15.7.4.

4. 10 CFR 100.10.

5. Malinowski. D. D., Bell, H. J., Duhn, E., and Locante, J.,
WCAP 828. Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling
Accident, December 1971.

@] LUREGIO797FSM:tidF15W8Ji Keimen_t122,Wa_hUjry399_0S0

.

O
%J
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Bases
,

l
Enclosure 5B contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of the Bases portion
of NUREG 1431. REV 1. . The Bases is descriptive in nature but provides significant
clarification and, in some cases, technical information which supports the
specifications. The version in'the NUREG is generic while the improved TS version

.

has been made plant specific.

To the ' extent possible, the words of NUREG 1431 Rev.1 are retained to maximize !

standardization. Where the existing words in the NUREG are incorrect or misleading. |

they have been corrected. In addition, descriptions have been added to cover plant |
- spcufic portions of the specifications.

1 The changes are processed as follows: |

)There are four types of changes:
i

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases.
j

2. Additions - This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431. Rev.
1 Bases.4

3. Modifications - This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431, Rev. 1
Bases but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts - These changes involve the insertion of plant specific |

information which is presently located in the current TS |
!or other design basis document into a brecketed portion

of NUREG 1431. Rev. 1 Bases.<

,

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
bracketed areas of NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases is annotated using
the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand).
The deletions are Doi identified by a change number or a change

:
code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 Bases is inserted into the Baser in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature*

of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
Dat identified by a change number or a change code in the
adjacent right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 Bases is annotated using the strike outq feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revisedQ

Methodology 1 of2 5/158 7
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG-1431 Bases. ,

(continued) ,

.

nformation is inserted into the Bases in the appropriatei ,

' location and is annotated using the red line feature of'
-

Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The modification is' :

.mt identified by an item number or a change code in the adjacent ;,

right margin.
'

:

Bracket Inserts The plant specific information is entered into' the bracketed ,

If " generic" information had been provided in the |area.
bracketed area and that information is not correct, the " generic"-;

| information is " struck out" and the correct material is inserted ' Iusing the " redline" feature. If the " generic" is correct, the
information is." redlined". The brackets are also deleted. An-

~ - identification number to cross reference to an explanation or |

- justification is mt provided.

Note: All brackets are deleted from the mark up of NUREG 1431, Rev. 1 :
'

Bases as part of the markup process. Reviewer notes may be
q " struck out" or deleted as preferred. ,

!

i.
In summary, " red line" (or hand written / insert pages) is used to annotate new*

material. " strike out" (or crossed out by hand) is used to annotate deleted.-

O material. Neither identification numbers nor change codes are used to identify
changes.in the Bases. ,

?
.

:
v

;

!;

;

$
'

.

: *

P

>
.

i

'
,

t
,

.

.

1
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i ENCLOSURE 6A i
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.

'

|

'
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:

4

DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431
i

.

i l

! Description of NUREG-1431 Differences
(3 Pages)

:
.

1

!O
:

i

f

n

'$

.I

t

i

O
8

~
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431
|
'

Section 3,9

This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked-upO technical change to NUREG 1431. Revision 1, to make them plant specific or toV incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process.For
The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups.
enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is
plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)

Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant gcificplants.
information in that location.

JUSTIFICATION
CHANGE NUMBER

Revises ITS 3.9.4, LC0 b. to permit one door of the emergency
airlock to remain open and both doors of the personnel air lock3.9 1

to remain open with one capable of closure during core
alterations or movement of irradiated fuel. The analysis of the
fuel handling accidents does not take credit for the closure of
the personnel airlock. This change is consistent with the
current TS.

ITS 3.9.7, Action A.3 to restore water level is unnecessary once3.9 2 fuel movement has ceased. The specification would not allow
additional movement of irradiated fuel without restoring water

Additionally, Required Action A.3 is unnecessary sincelevel .
completion of ITS Required Action A.1 results in exiting the Mode-

( ) of Applicability. This is consistent with traveler TSTF 20.'"

An additional action to suspend positive reactivity changes, if a
boron dilution source is not isolated, has been added to match3.9-3

the CTS.

Consistent with the current TS, LC0 3.9.3, Required Action B.2 is
3.9 4

revised in accordance with traveler TSTF 96. The initial
performance of ITS SR 3.9.1.1 within 4 hours of entry into

TheCondition B of LC0 3.9.3 is proposed for deletion.
accelerated performance of this SR is not warranted based on
routine performance of this SR (every 72 hours), and knowledge of
stable conditions prior to the loss of the source range monitor.
Secondarily RCS dilution events are recognizable through other
means such as controlled increases in pool water level

3.9 5 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

3.9 6 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 68).

I

!

(.

I S/1581 |
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|
CHANGE NUMBER JUSTIFICATION j

/7 3.9 7 In accordance with the current TS, LCO 3.9.4 status item c.2. and

U associated Bases, would be modified to state " capable of being
closed by an OPERABLE [ containment ventilation isolation valve]"
(i.e., the word valve would replace the word system).

3.9 8 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table ;

(enclosure 68).

3.9 9 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 6B).

3.9 10 Consistent with the current TS. ITS 3.9.7 Applicability is being
revised to delete ''During CORE ALTERATIONS. except during
latching and unlatching of control rod drive shafts." The
Applicability is being revised because this requirement is
duplicative of a relocated technical specification requirement
for reactor vessel water level during movement of control rods
[(relocated technical specification 3.9.9.2)]. The relocated
specification places a lower limit on the amount of water above
the top of the fuel assemblies in the reactor vessel during
movement of control rods. The Bases [(CTS 3/4.9.9)] state that
this ensures the water removes 99% of the assumed 10% iodine gap
activity released from the rupture of an irradiated fuel assembly
in the event of a fuel handling accident (FHA). However, thep
movement of control rods is not associated with the initial(j
conditions of a FHA, and the Bases do not address any concern
regarding inadvertent criticality which could lead to a breach of
the fuel rod cladding.

3.9 11 In accordance with traveler WOG 76, the LC0 is modified to permit
a penetration flow path that provides direct access from the
containment to the outside atmosphere to be unisolated under
administrative controls. The allowance to have containment flow
paths with direct access from the containment atmosphere to the
outside atmosphere unisolated under administrative controls is
based on confirmatory dose calculations of a fuel handling
accident which indicate acceptable radiological consequences and
to implement administrative controls that ensure that the flow
penetrations will be promptly closed following a fuel handling

. accident, to provide a defense in depth approach to meet
acceptable dose consequences. The administrative control

.

requirements are defined in the Bases.

3.9 12 A MODE or other specified condition of applicability change
restriction is added to ITS 3.9.6 in the LC0 Applicability per
the matrix discussed in CN 102 LS 1 of the 3.0 package. This

,m restriction prevents reducing the water level above the reactor() vessel flange while the RHR function is degraded (See LS 1 NSHC
~ in the CTS Section 3/4.0, ITS Section 3.0 package).

CPSES Differencesfrom NUREG 1431 -1T53.9 2 S/IS/97



CHANGE NUPEER JUSTIFICATION

fy 3.9 13 Not applicable to CPSES. See Conversion Comparison Table ,

V (Enclosure 68).

3.9 14 A MODE change restriction is added to ITS 3.9.1 in the LC0
Applicability per the matrix' discussed in CN 102 LS 1 of the 3.0
package. This restriction prevents a transition from H00E 5 to -

H00E 6 if the boron concentration limit for H00E'6 is not met.
'

(See LS 1 NSHC in the CTS Section 3/4.0 ITS Section 3.0
package).

3.9 15 LCO 3.9.1 has been revised in accordance with traveler W0G 103 to
clarify that boron concentration limits i, not apply to the >

refueling [ cavity and refueling canal] or cibir flooded areas' ;
'when these areas are not connected to the RCS. This change is

acceptable because the boron concentration limit is intended to
ensure that the reactor remains subcritical in H03E 6. However, ,

when areas containing boron solution are isolated from the RCS.
no potential for boron dilution exists. Therefore, there is no
need to place a limit on boron concentration in taese areas when
they are not connected to the RCS. This change is consistent I

with the intent of the Specification, as described in the Bases, I
and eliminates restrictions that have no effect on safety. i

:[3
V

.

.

|
'

|

!

!

O ;
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.9 Page 1 of 2,

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY

NUISER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CAL 1AdAY

3.9-1. Revises ITS 3.9.4. LCO b. to permit [one door of the No - not permitted Yes Yes Yes
emergency airlock to remain open and both doors of the by CTS
personnel air lock to remain open with one capable of

Iclosure during core alterations or movement of irradiated
fuel.

3.9-2 ITS 3.9.7. Action A.3 to restore water level is Yes Yes Yes Yesunnecessary once fuel movement has ceased. The ,

specification would not allow additional movement of
irradiated fuel without restoring water level. This is
consistent with TSTF-20.

3.9 3 [An additional action to suspend positive reactivity No - not in CTS Yes No - not in CTS ho - not in CTS' '

changes, if a boron dilution source is not isolated, has
been added to match CTS.

L

3.9-4 Revise LCO 3.9.3. Required Action B.2 in accordance with Yes Yes Yes Yes itraveler TSTF-96. The initial performance of ITS SR '

3.9.1.1 within 4 hours of entry into Condition B of LCO
3.9.3 is proposed for deletion.

3.9-5 Required ACTION A.1 is expanded to incorporate current Yesi See LAR 89-09 No rot in CTS No - not gin CTS. No - not in CTSlicensing basis allowing latching of control rod drive dated 10/30/89 and
shafts and friction tests of individual control rods with DCl. 89 213.
one source range flux monitor inoperable.

3.9-6 A note is added to LCO 3.9.4 stating that an emergency No - not iri CTS No - not in CTS Yes - Amenchnent 74 No - not in CTSpersonnel escape -air lock temporary closure device is an
acceptable replacement for -an emergency airlock door.
This change is consistent with CTS.

3.9-7 In accordance with current licensing basis. LCO 3.9.4 Yes Yes Yes Yes
status item c.2. and associated Bases. would be modified
to state " capable of being closed by an CPERABLE
[ containment ventilation isolation valve]* (i.e., the
word valve would replace the word system).

CPSES Conversion Comparison Tame-ITS3.9 5/1S/97
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oCONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFqRENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.9o
Page 2 of 2

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY
IOBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALIAdAY

,

3.9-8 The NOTE of ITS 3.9.5 is expanded to incorporate current Yes No - not in CTS Nog not in CTS No not in CTSlicensing basis allowing the R}R pung to be removed from,

service for less than or equal to 2 hours per 8 hours for
leak testing of the R}R suction isolation valves.

!

3.9 9 The surveillances of ITS 3.9.5 and 3.9.6 are modified to Yes No - not in CTS No1 not in CTS No - not in CTSincorporate current licensing basis of two R}R flows
dependant upon the number of hours the reactor has been
subcritical.

3.9-10 (31TS 3.9.7 Applicability is being revised to delete gYes] Yes] Yes - relocated per -Yes relocated
"During CDRE ALTERATIONS, except during latching and Amendment 89 per Amendment 103unlatching of control rod drive shafts." The
Applicability is being revised because this requirement
is duplicative a relocated technical specification
requirement for reactor vessel water level during
movement of control rods.

3.9 11 In accordance with traveler WOG-76, the LCO is modified Yes Yes Yes Yes
to permit a penetration flow path that provides direct
access from the containment to the outside atmosphere to
be unisolated under administrative controls.

3.9 12 A note is added to the Applicability of LCO 3.9.6 Yes Yes Yes Yes
indicating that entry into a MODE or other specified
condition in the Applicability is not permitted while the
LCO is not met.

3.9-13 In accordance with DCPP current TS LCO 3.9.2 would not Yes No No No
be used.

,

3.9 14 A note is added to the Applicability of LCO 3.9.1 Yes Yes Yes Yesindicating that entry into MODE 6 from MOCE 5 is not
permitted while the LCO is not met.

3.9-15 LCO 3.9.1 has been revised to clarify that boron Yes Yes Yes Yes
concentration limits do not apply to flooded areas that
are not connected to the RCS.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table-ITS3.9 5/15n 7
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.10
5/ 2/97

p Page 1
( Sorted by Current TS ) .

,

'O
Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para
!,

-

Not Used ;3.10.1 LCO
Not Used .

3,10.1 ACTION
Not Used !

4.10.1.1 SR
Not Used

4.10.1.2 SR

Not Used
1102 LCO

. Not Used
3.10.2 ACTION'

Not Used
| 110A1 SR

Not_Used4.10.2.2 SR

3103 LC0 a 3.1.8 LC0 c
t 1

1103 LOO b 3.3.1 LCO
1

3,10.3 LC0_ c 3.1.8 LCO a

110.3 LQ0 (New) _3AJ LCO b (New) ;,

_3 1_0.3 ACTI_0N a 3.1.8 CONDITION B ,

_3 1. 3 ACTION b _3.1.8 CONDITION C2

0

3.10.3 ACTION b 3J.8 CONDITION D1
,

_3.10.3 ACTION (New) 3.1.8 CONDITION A

4.10,3 SR LNew) 3.1.8.4 SRd

_4_2 _0 3.1 SR 3.1.8.3 SR
1Q 2

.

4 10 3.2 SR 3.1.8.1 SR
2 2

j 410JJ SR 3.1.8.2 SR

Not Used
_3 10,4 LCO1 Not Used3.10.4 ACTION

Not Used
j 4 10.4 SR

2
" -

:

Not Used _

3.10.5 LCO I
_

Not Used
_3 10.5 ACTION2 Not Used_4,10,5 SR

,

O
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Methodology For Cross-Reference Tables 1

The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs,
Actions, Surve111ances, Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the
location of items that have been located out of the improved TS.

The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS:

LC0/SR number (112m) -

This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification.

Requirement code (Cade) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the .

1

following code:

LCO The LCO operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement ;

CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements

SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification )
in the improved TS). |

|

Paragraph (EAIA) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1.
the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. ;

Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be
" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5, 6 etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b").

O
0 Methodology I of3 SMSm
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables
(Continued)

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in
NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
apply.

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross
reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS.

Imoroved TS:

LCO/SR number (Item) -

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated specification or uses the following code:

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference

- location).

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO The LCO operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement

CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements

SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

.

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g., FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures)

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

Methodology 2 of3 S/1SM7



Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables
(Continued)p

V

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1431.

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS nor
relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already
adequately addressed by regulations)

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved
TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to
adequately describe the cross reference. For example, if the
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS.'

separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs
such as A,1,1 A.1.2. etc.).

7
:
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ENCLOSURE 2

MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS

Mark-up:

SPECIFICATION PAGE
3.10.1.. . ......... ...... ..... .... .... ....... ....... ...... 3/4 10- 1
3.10.2... ..... . ... ....... . ..... ..... . . ..... .. 3/4 10-2
3.10J.... ... ........ ....................... .... ... . ...... 3/4 10-3
3.10.4 . .... ............ . .. ...... .. . .... ........J/4 10-4
3.10.5.. ..... ...... . . . ......... ... .... .... ..... 3/4 10-5

(
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|
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

a
3/4.10.3 PHYSICS TESTS

' LIMITED'COEITION FOR OPERATION
,

3.10.3 The limitations of Specifications 3.1.1.3, 3.1.1.4. 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.5 and
3.1.3.6 may be suspended during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided:

.

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER,*

i

3-02-A
b. The Renter Trip Setpeir,ts en the ^PCPXL Interr.adiate er,d r;nr ,

Rer.ve eher.rals ere nt in seeerderce with Table 2.21 renetienel Units,

5 er.d 2b. end
T

c. The Reactor Coolant System lowest operating loop temperature (T.,,) is
T

greater than or equal to 541*Fiarul'

net IllCi!5MDit!ABSin10tithinatieII.initsispeci.11ed;1EtiCColg. 3-01-M - 4

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2 dutiMitftSIC51TESIS. '3-04-A

i,

ACTION:

a. With the THERNAL POWER greater than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER, f
immediately open the reactor trip breakers.'

b. With a Reactor Coolant System operating loop temperature (T,,,) less
than 541*f, restore T,,, to within its limit within 15 minutes or be in
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 15 minutes.

gg IntlEthCERMERKJIAIMEREner.litithinT. itM31mitfIlitithin~15'1minGtac 13-01-M

| mitbe'EttTDOWI IIAllGIll toWlthi Eitar3tsits
maanatormammermsssarmstesiao

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

!

4.10.3.1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined to be less than or equal to 5% of
RATED THERMAL POWER at least once per hour during PHYSICS TESTS.

4.10.3.2 Each Intermediate and Power Range channel shall be subjected to an ANALOG
CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST within 12 hours prior to initiating PHYSICS TESTS..

4.10.3.3 The Reactor Coolant System temperature (T,,,) shall be determined to be.

greater than or equal to 541*F at least once per 30 minutes during PHYSICS TESTS.

081GIEMNil#3218188504|l. MALLEIN 3s3 trit _ |11gitt!piljgiitslspecifieditr13tyOg8
g|gggggggggggggg2ggGEN.gsj ; 03-01-M.
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Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS- ,
i..

1This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark-up of the current
:Technical Specifications (TS). ' The electronic (or hand written) mark up is -

( . performed in accordance with the following guidelines: j

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like.- ;
.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated. |

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non- ;.-

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be !

determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required-
'

to demonstrate that the change is non technical. ,

,

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A
:

.

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A. :

.There are four types of changes: j

1. Deletions - Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
material which is moved to the Bases of the TS). |

'

2. Additions - This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions,
etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS. t

.I 3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS >

but are being revised in the improved TS. |
:

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material ;

within the specifications, etc.

The methodology of identifying the changes is : ,

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is |
iannotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed

out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a I

change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in |

the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The
addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right,

margin.

Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by
hand) and the revised information is inserted into the
specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using

Methodology . I of2 S/15/97
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~ Hethodology For. Mark up of Current TS !

-(continued) j-

!

the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert i

i pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the
adjacent right margin. |

. - i:
.

The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect :
: . Administrative -

ahinistrative changes. Where the a hinistrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a

,

change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement t

is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not !:
- correspond with the specification in which that requirement is ,

located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the |

markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in4 '

enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been
located in the improved TS.'

~

CHANGE NUMBERS:

! A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates >

7

the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number
;'

(i .e. m 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LC0 (or group of similar ,

LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the !

Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS ' number in their [
.

individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus t,

'

: each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of |
numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within |

a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of |

4
~ changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear
,

sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
~ indicates the type NSHC used (e.g.. A M. LG, TR, LS, R).' ;

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark up. For~

electronic mark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information, "striko out" is :

used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the i;

specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify ;;

technical changes. All technical changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items)
'

require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g., ;F
'

requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to |,

provide additional clarification. |
'

|

|

i

O ;
Methodology 2 of 2 $/15197 \
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ENCLOSURE 3A
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DESCRIPTION OF
-

CHANGES TO CURRENT TS-

i

Technical Specification Conversion Change Numbers (I Page)

| Description of Changes (2 Pages)

,

O
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O
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NUPBERS

SECTION 3/4.10

STS Rev. Technical CHG. CAL WC SPEC. CPSES DIABLO
5 Number Specification NO. SPEC. SPEC. SPEC.

Title
3.10.1 Shutdown Margin 1 None None 3.10.1 3.10.1
3.10.2 Group Height. 2 3.10.2 3.10.2 3.10.2 3.10.2

Insertion, and
Power
Distributrion
Limits

3.10.3 Physics Tests 3 3.10.3 3.10.3 3.10.3 3.10.3
3.10.4 Reactor Coolant 4 3.10.4 3.10.4 3.10.4 None

Loops
3.10,5 Position 5 None None 3.10.5 3.10.4

Indication System
. Shutanwn

O
&

1

!

I

I
'

i
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Description of Changes to CPSES TS Section 3/4.10

This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change
to the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change
numbers contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of Technical Specifications). In addition
the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are contained in
er. closure 4. Only technical changes are discussed: administrative changes (i.e.,
format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to NUREG 1431, Rev.1
are not discussed. For enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets"[]"
indicates the information is plant specific and is not comon to all the Joint
Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants
may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE

NUMBER HSBC DESCRIPTION

1 01 H LC0 3.10.1 would be deleted consistent with traveler TSTF-
12. The SDH STE requires rod worth measurement in the N 1
condition. Other rod worth measurements techniques will
maintain the SOM during the measurement process and
provide the necessary physics data. The N 1 measurement
technique is no longer used.

2 01 M The MODE 1 Special Test Exemption (STE) LCO 3.10.2 would'

^ be deleted in accordance with traveler TSTF 12. TSTF 12
would delete ITS LC0 3.1.9 which contains the STEs for
H00E 1. because the tests implemented by ITS LCO 3.1.9
were contained in some initial plant startup test programs
and are not performed during post refueling startup
testing. Post refueling tests may be performed in,

accordacce with other LCOs. This change is acceptable
becaus: it imposes more stringent requirements (i.e.,
eliminating exception). The elimination of the STE has no
adverse impact on the health and safety of the public.

3 01 M Consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev. 1, the Shutdown Margin
parameter is added to the list of preconditions required4

prior to invoking this Special Test Exception. The actual
value of the shutdown margin is located in the COLR.
Associated Action Statements and Surveillances are also
added. This change is acceptable because it imposes more
stringent TS requirements that are both appropriate and
consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev. 1.

3 02 A The requirement to ensure that the Reactor Trip Setpoints
are operable already exists in the Reactor Trip System
LCO. Table 3.3.1-1 Functional items 2 and 4 of the
improved TS which are applicable in the same MODE. This

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3N.10 1 S/1S/97
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'

;

CHANGE

NUMER N2]C DESCRIPTION
,

'

change is acceptable because there is no need to reference
another LC0 if that LCO is applicable in the same MODE.

3 03 Not used.

3 04 A The applicability statement would be changed to be more'

consistent with operation for testing purposes. The
proposed change is consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev 1 and ,

does not result in any changes to technical requirements.

4-01 M Special Test Exception [LCO 3.10.4] would be deleted.
This specification allows the suspending of requirements
of one or more LCOs (depending on plant specific current
TS) under certain conditions. Elimination of the special
test exceptions is justified either because their
elimination would be consistent with NUREG 1431, Rev.1,
or because the applicable tests are performed only during
initial plant startup and are no longer needed.

: Therefore, because the exceptions applicable to each LC0
addressed by [LCO 3.10.4] are no longer required, [LCO
3.10.4] may be eliminated. This change is acceptable
because it imposes more stringent requirements (i.e.,
eliminating exception). The elimination of the STEs has
no adverse impact on the health and safety of the public.

.

5 01 R Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

5 02 M Special Test Exception LC0 3.10.5 " Position Indication
System Shutdown", would be deleted based on relocation of
LCO 3.1.3.3, " Position Indicating Systems Shutdown."
NRC application of TS Criteria concluded that the STE LCOs
could be included with corresponding LCOs remaining in TS
and thus LCO 3.10.5 is no longer necessary,.

i

:

G

CPSES Descrytlon of Changes to CTS 3/4.10 2 5/1S/97
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ENCLOSURE 3B
4

i
'

.

CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS
IR

!

Conversion Comparison Table (2 Pages)
s

2

:

,

,
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i
e
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TAELE - CURRENT TS 3/4.10 Page 1 cf 2

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUfBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

1-01 LCO 3.10.1 would be deleted consistent with traveler TSTF- Yes - LAR %-01 Yes No - Amenhent 891 No - Amendment 103
M 12. The SOM STE requires rod worth measurement in the N-1 previously deleted previously deleted

condition. Other rod worth measurements techniques will this STE. this STE.
maintain the SDM during the measurement process and
provide the necessary physics data. The N 1 measurement '

technique is no longer used.

The MODE 1 Special Test Exception LCO 3.10.2 would be Yes Yes Yes Yes
2 01 deleted in accordance with traveler TSTF-12. TSTF-12
M would delete ITS LCO 3.1.9 which contains the STEs for

MODE 1 because the tests innlemented by ITS LCO 3.1.9 were
contained in some initial plant startup test programs and
are not performed during post-refueling startup testing.
Post-refueling tests may be performed in accordance with
other LCOs.

3-01 Consistent with NUREG-1431. Rev. 1. the Shutdown Margin Yes Yes Yes Yes
M parameter is added to the list of preconditions required

prior to invoking this Special Test Exception. The actual
value of the shutdown margin is located in the COLR.
Associated Action Statements and Surveillances are also
added.

3-02 The requirement to ensure that the Reactor Trip Setpoints Yes Yes Yes Yes
A are operable already exists in the Reactor Trip System

LCO, Table 3.3.11 Functional items 2 and 4 of the
improved TS.

3-03 Not used. NA NA NA NA

3 04 The applicability statement would be changed to be more Yes Yes Yes Yes
A consistent with operation for testing pruposes. This is

not a technical change. 6

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3M.10 5/1587
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. CONVERSION COMPARISON TACLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.10 :
~

1 age 2 cf 2 wSP
,

E TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

N DESCRIPTIGI' DIABLO CANYGI COMANCE PEAK M)LF' CREEK CALLA 1mV~

4 01~~ Special Test Exception [LCO 3.10.4] * Reactor Coolant No - not in CTS' Yes Yes Yes -

M Loops"- would be deleted.- This specification allows the
suspending of requirements of one or more LCOs (depending

'- on plant-specific current TS) under certain conditions.-
Elimination of the special test exceptions 1s justified
either because their elimination would be consistent with
NUREG 1431 Rev 1, or because the applicable tests are
performed only during initial plant startup and are no
longer needed. Therefore, because the exceptions

"

applicable to each LCO addressed by [LCO 3.10.4] are no
longer required. [LCO 3.10.4] any be eliminated.

5-01 Special Test Exception LCO 3.10.5 * Position Indication Yes - See LAR 96 01 No - See CN 5-02-M No - relocated per No relocated per'

R System Shutdown," ' would be relocated based on relocation Amendment 89 Amen hent 103.
of LCO 3.1.3.3. " Position Indicating Systems - Shutdown."-

NRC application of TS criteria concluded that the STE LCOs
; could be included with corresponding LCOs remaining in TS

and that LCO 3.10.5 could be relocated with LCO 3.1.3.3.

5-02 Special Test Exception LCC 3.10.5 " Position Indication No - See CN 5-01.R Yes No - relocated per No - relocated per'
M System Shutdown." would be deleted based on relocation of Amendment 89 Amendment 103. ~

LCO 3.1.3.3, " Position Indicating Systems - Shutdown.",

NRC application of TS criteria concluded that the STE LCOs
i- could be included with corresponding LCOs remaining in TS
j and thus LC0 3.10.5 is no longer necessary.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table- C153N.M - M.W

L
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS (NSHC) i
;-) ,

CONTENTSt f .w

a i

I. Organization ........................................................... 2 -

'

II. Description of NSHC Evaluations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 i

1

III. Generic No Significant Hazards Consideration .
.

"A" Admi ni strati ve Changs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
t

"R" - Relocated Technical Speci fications. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

"LG" - Less Restrictive (Moving Information Out of the
Techni cal Speci fi cations) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

'

"M" More Restri cti ve Requi rements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
!

IV. Specific No Significant Hazards Consideration "LS" !

None ;

s
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I. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION

O
In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request '

proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision includes
converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard Technical ;

Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved Standard ;

Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has generated a
large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing that the proposed
changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are provided for each Technical
Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the voltme of changes, similar changes have
been grouped in categories to facilitate the no significant hazards considerations
(NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may contain
chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped into a category
have also been developed. Typically. less restrictive technical changes must be
evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain " change specific" NSHCs
icr less restrictive technical changes as well as generic NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate page
and technical changes are assigned a change ntaber. Obvious editorial or administrative

'

changes are not marked up. The change ntaber in the right margin of the marked up page
is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which provides a detailed basis for

O eacii change and a reference to the applicable NSHC. For enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 68, i

text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to |
all the Joint 1.icensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other

i

JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location. |

1

l

.

O '

TPSESNo Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3H.10 2 St15,97
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS
p
C GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
chapter. The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the
applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers.
Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2, Al, A2, etc).

:
Administrative >

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative)

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the movement
of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content, simply
reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no longer
applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes nontechnical
changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard Technical
Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been marked up on
the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a discussion of change or

|
NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for a change it is considered ,

administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies. This NSHC may also be I
referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative change that is not obvious |

g and requires an explanation. ;

Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria are
annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC for
a description and evaluation of the change.

Movina information out of Technical Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying

\.J'

CPSES No Significant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3M.10 3 S/15/97
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

O' GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
(continued)

!

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in '

the LC0 but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and
content.

Technical chanoa. more restrictive

Reference symbol "H" (More restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to
conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

:

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
i

Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less :
' ' restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in |

this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less
'

restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) for
this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

1

Technical chanoe. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, spec'fic)

This category consists of changes which redse existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compenytcry measures are needed, or fewer er less
restrictive surveillarne requirements are required. This would also include
requirements which are dS eted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

Technical chanoe. recurrina - less restrictive
'

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2, 3...." (technical recurring)
l

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are j
generic to several specifications.

O i

G
CPSESN2 Significar.t Hazards Considerations - CTS 3M.IO 4 S/15/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O' . .' A " '
1

i
'

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

, ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING'AND PIWORDING

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
requirements in accordance with the NUMAP.C Technical Specification Writer's Guide and
the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended to
make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other v.sers.
Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency t;etween specifications.
During this reformatting and rewording process. no technical changes (either actual or
interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were identified and justified.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
'

Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no
technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such. this

O
TPSESNo S&ni)icantHazards Considerations - CTS 3M.10 $ S/lS/97
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

m
Q "A"

(continued)

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters
governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any
different requirements. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a ,

new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact ,

on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative in nature.
As such, no question of safety is involved. {

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
'

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

:

CPSES N> Significant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N.10 6 5/15/97
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!' .III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

!O a-
i- ,

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR |'

' RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS j

TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS
,

,

,
. ,

I

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS :*

criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these !
'

'

requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for_ those conditions or limitations
'

upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety |'

.thereby focusing the scope of the TS. !
?

Therefore, requirements which do 'not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11) have

: been % located to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation addresses the ;

!scope .md purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of objective
criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating restrictions !
should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows: ;

;

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect. and indicate in i

: the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary;

I
d

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that !
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient ;

.

'

analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a ;

challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier; j

: )
Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary i

'

success path and which functions or ao..'tes to mitigate a Design !
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or i

presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and !
'

l

Criterion 4: A structure, system. or component which operating experience or ;

probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to |
public health and safety.

. This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not |
-

,

meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 38) j

specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements. |

l
i

'
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONSf

"R"
(continued)

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other i

licensee controlled documents._ Some of these requirements will be relocated to '

documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that;

changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve
an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other licensee
documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality Assurance Plan, as
described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The remainder of the I

requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to programs that are
_ controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved TS. Tnis will

ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these requirements. The TS"

change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi disciplinary group of '

responsible, technical supervisory personnel including onsite operations personnel. j

|Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed
change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances
will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained.

.

Therefore. relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system operability |
or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves I

no significant N.irds consideration. This detemination has been performed in
accordance with ine criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Connission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no

,

significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance j

with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an j
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident previously evaluated; or

|
3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant i
hazards consideration standards:

l|
i

~01

V
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III. GENERIC NO SIGK:fICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS :

!

!O ~a"
(continued) ;

.

-1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or )
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,
systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion- |

in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables
are not~ assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to
mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability
requirerents and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.69, other regulatory requiremer,ts (as applicable for the document to

,

which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section |
of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant !

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously j

evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of )
|accident from any accident previously evaluated?
l

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no
'

new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters

O governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any
different requirements and adequate control of information will be maintained. -

Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

'3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

The proposed change will not reduce a m:rgin of safety because it has no impact
on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated requirements
and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component or variables
are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any future changes

,

to these requirements and the associated surveillance procedures will be '

evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements :
t(as applicable for the document to which the requirement is relocated), and/or

the Administrative Controls section of the improved TS, proper controls are in
; place to maintain an appropriate margin of safety. Therefore, this change does i

not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no

O significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

PSES No S&ngicant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N.10 9 $/1587
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

oV "LG"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION -

FOR

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),
actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR other licensee
controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in ,

:accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the
improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the !

public. Therefore. the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be j
'

maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently
exist on the documents where the information is being moved.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

'The Cu ' sion may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. t'. 1 proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensec . ~ 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significan :ards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the prg s sad amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an i

accident previously evaluated; or |

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any I

!accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

l
1
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
1

O "LG"
(continued)

,

i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, other
licensee controlled documents. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the ;

provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls.

Since any changes to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or ,

!consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of i

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no ,

new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters j

governing normal plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any |
,.

different requirements and adequate control of the information will be i

maintained. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or |

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. |
)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
'

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact
on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to be
transposed from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will be
evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate regulatory
controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of
safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified. |

i
3

-

|
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

0 "H"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

|
TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

|This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the proposed improved

4

Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431). {

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more j
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications ,

are being imposed to be consistent with the proposed improved Standard Technical
. Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the .|
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
. technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies and j

remove ambiguities from the specification.
.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves ,

no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been perfomed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

O "The Coritnission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility ,

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no j
isignificant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance

with the proposed amendnent would not: |
i

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,jaccident previously evaluated; or
!
i

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or ;

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant )
.

hazards consideration standards:

)f1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

|

I

!
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g-
(continued)

~

<

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS.
1

The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has |
;

been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to ensure
process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent

!

with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this change does not
-involve a'significant increase in the probability or consequences of an ,

accident previously evaluated. |

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of |
iaccident from any accident previously evaluated?

IThe proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new
or different type of equipment will be installed)-or changes in parameters |
governing normal plant operation. The proposed change does impose different !

requirements. However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in j

the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create the i
'

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or |

increases the margin of plant safety by.
!

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,
'

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,'

!

i c) Increasing the applicability of the specification. |
I !

d) Providing additional actions, j-

!

!~ e) Decreasing restoration times,

f) Imposing new surveillances, or.

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore.>

this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety..

O l
|
'
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

~H"
(continued)

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC ~M' resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

1
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IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CONVERSION

!

CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.11
I

CONTENTS

ENCLOSURE 1 - CROSS-REFERENCE TABLES*

.

ENCLOSURE 2 - MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS*

ENCLOSURE 3A - DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS
*

ENCLOSURE 3B - CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS
*

ENCLOSURE 4 - NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

*

l

ENCLOSURE SA - MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS
*

ENCLOSURE SB - MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 BASES*

ENCLOSURE 6A - DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431
*

ENCLOSURE 6B - CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - NUREG-1431
*
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 3/4.11
5/ 5/97 |

/G, Pope 1 ( $0rted by Current TS ) :

|V
. .

Current TS Improved TS |

Ites Code Para Ites Code Para i

3.11.1 LCO 5.5.12
3.11.1 LCO Moved EG & STRMP ;

3.11.1 ACTION Moved EG & STRMP j

A11,1 SR Hoved EG & STRMP
'

4 11.1 SR 5.5.12
,

i

3.11.2.1 LCO 5.5.12
111.2,1 LCO Moved EG & STRMP |

'

111.12 1_ ACTION Moved EG & STRMP
t

111.2.1 SR Hoved EG & STRMP

,4,jl 2.1 SR 5. 5.1_2
'

z

111,2.2 LCO 5.5.12
3.11.2.2 LCO Moved EG & STRMP

_3,_11,2 2 ACTION _Hoved EG & STRMP

4.11.2J SR _Hoved EG & STRMP
.

,

4.11.2.2 SR 5.5.12

,

.
.

.

...w

1

1

;

O
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Methodology For Cross-Reference Tables
. ,_bI
b The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs, j

Actions. Surve111ances. Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the
location of items that have been located out of the improved TS.

The cross reference table contains the following columns:
1

Current TS: )

LC0/SR number (1125) -
'

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification.

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
,

following code:

LC0 The LC0 operability requirement ,

APP The APPLICABILITY requirement ;

CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements i

SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ,

G ,

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with j
different applicability are moved into the same specification in <

the improved TS or a footnote in the applicability of the i
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification |

in the improved TS).

Paragraph (P. Ara) - l

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general. the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,

'

the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3. & 4 and those |
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. 1

Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be
" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5, 6, etc." Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b"). I

O j

XJ Methodo'ogy 1 of3 StJSn7 i
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables
(Continued)

(V3

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in
NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not
apply.

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross
reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS.

Imoroved TS:

LC0/SR number (Item) - ,

O This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the
U associated specification or uses the following code:

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control
document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference
location).

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LC0 The LC0 operability requirement
'

APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g., FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures)

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

N Methodology 2 of3 S/1587
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables
'() (Continued)
V

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. ;

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1431.

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor
relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already |

ip adequately addressed by regulations)

G
NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved

TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique i

to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to
adequately describe the cross reference. For example, if the ;

cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is ;

appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

,

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross

,

reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS !

may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS, |
'

separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs i
such as A.1.1. A.1.2. etc.). :

!

(
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ENCLOSURE 2 :.

:
i

1

! MARK-UP OF CURRENT TS |
J

!

) Mark-up:

SPECIFICATION PAGE !

3/4.1 1.1. . ... .. .............. .. ....... ..... ................ . 3.1 1 - 1
3/4.1 1.2.1...... .... ...................... ......... ................ 3.1 1 -2

,

3/4.1 1.2.2....... .......... . .... ...................... .............. 3.1 1 -3
1

f

? Methodology (2 Pages)
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M I0 ACTIVE EFFLUENTS

3/4.11.1 LIOUID EFFLUENTS

) LIOUID HOLDUP TANKS *
w

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPEPATION

1-014G
3.11.1 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each unprotected
outdoor tank! shall beIjDscorddricelTritti Egpipsifp2HattlndJtetige;IanB
88dfgaj;t31tEJion1Jorjrig7t#granZLThelllef,tCor2the211guid~tadWastle qdantit.ff!
Shell3Let3Cagcordance;With;StandardJeti_eOlaOSI722 Rey 22ia_sIdesc_rlbedjjj
3]11111beloJEjlimited to less than or cqual to 10 Curies, excluding tritium and
dissolved or entrained noble gases.

APPLICASILI". At all times.

ACTION:

a. 'Jith the quantity of radioactivc material in any unprotected otttdeer
tank cxceeding the above limit. i.xcdiately suspend oil additions of
radioactive material to the tank, within 40 hours reduce the tank
centents to within the limit, and dcscribe the cvcats leading to this
condition in the rext Annual Radioactivc Effluent Release Report-
pursuant to Specification 5.0.1.4.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

|

4.11.1 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each of the i

'1-01 LG -

unprotected outdoor tanks shall be determined in3fccordance;With Qplo11ye.]ig$
40Glit9ts#3IArtKIRadipactivity]Ionitor100iftogtaaltolen.sure3heIqdantitRf
RMiectnitreentainedilautdoorlutgrecteciquid;tegasteTt'ankeisnesEtiLad
the3enootzthageoulditesu)njnzezceedfagitheaalues!g1VenL102ppend10alaklem
Co.luLuC272to210CER2011001 20]23022atithelneate_s.tlpotab] Mat _egsupply~inTag
gntDir*Icted'arge'J;-to be within the abovc limit by analyzing a representative
semple of the tank's contents at icast once per 7 days when radioactive materials
are being added to the tank.

Tanks included in this specification are those unprotected outdoor tanks that*

are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capable of holding the tank
contents and that do not have tank overflows and surrounding area drains

p connected to the Liquid Radwaste Treatment System.

O

CPSES Mark-up of CTS 3/4.11 3.11-1 $/1587
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RADIQACTIVE EFFLUENTS

/NQ 3/4.11.2 GASEOUS EFFLUENTS

,

EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE

LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION
,

3.11.2.1 The concentration of oxygen in the WASTE GAS HOLDUP SYSTEM shall be 3 el 02 LG7 '

accetdgnceJW1% Explosive;Ges330totage2T3pkDjgaMikitDiogitotigg2.tLHirAQ ~
li;;;ited to ic:;s then cr aquel to 30 by volu c whencycr the hydresen
cercentreticr. caceeds 40 by volu;;;c.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION: (Units 1 and 2) .

t
,

t 1J. A L, sm mm. .L . .L J. m .
AL- ------ , -m LL- P t* A P e -

m e,. . _ _ _r . .J. . t f A PT. m U.ru n!!n .,V. .PT. r.u. ,,e A-m,_

b. b. m b b .... . b. m ~ - . . - . -

b

then Si by vola;;;a but less then or aquel to 40 by volu;;;c, reduce tra ,

oxygen concentratica to the ebovc li;;;its within 4" hours.

L i fJ L L LL- ----- L- LJ-- , -m.._- J LL- t I A PTf'" #5 A f* f 1A1 f'u fn PVPTf"U --- L-
We rv I b 5 I bef% bVIIbWi!bl W b i VII V4 VAJ y%. 4 5ii b5 N rw hd a 6 wh# E IV6 pvt .# B .# I 65 3 yi su bLu

then 40 by volu c and tra hydrose.; concer,tration greater then 40 by
vclu;;;c. 'sidietely ';uspcr,d eli edditions of weste gases to the yste;;;'

O eh. duce the cerecatratica of oxygen to less then or equal to 40 by"

L L
.a

LL- &#*TTrut - L_..f_.
b u T% a burw rw3avn u.e wwwvvmarvuse

c. The provisicas of Specificaticas 3.0.3 erc not applicabic.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

,

4.11.2.1 The concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen in the WASTE GAS HOLDUP E

SYSTEM shall be determined 1; Egg |gtdance3itt2 E.g]satVEHigggSggcage2Ang l02LGj
mat 293DalLrm33 mitt 3tg2tagginedfWirit:lFaN
...,.,4 7c y? 7 ggg'gigeggggg;gggggg; to be withir, the ebove li;;;its by.. .

-- L2 .-.. 1.. - - - A L -.1 - - LL- .-L- - ---

2. I I 2. L L
.- LL- t_D A FTP f* A P lhhl f%D 1n PVPTPLA LL-

kVIIb 4 3 Uwvud I J tv.V5 5 5 bVI BIfy blIE TTUdb5 yUdbd burb rw wd I b. W g tvbuva =# 3 =# I 615 v4 ba4 bi3U

.L,.m__-_ -_; -____ _ ._.,L__. , w , _ _ ; mmP,n_A n , P L,.. T. . L , - ,,ys s. . . J. . L , - ,
_-_ , , , , P_-_,,

m op. , . .og r. . bv d . . su mm . ... , , . , , .. b..
e e e n . L.. LL. ---- 2 L J A r*Ts nnn LL--_t-
mi . ed . w . 7 , vs wy barv waguwiubsw rwsavn a b u b usivws s b a .

.

r'Tt,

V

~ CPSESMark-y ofCTS3N.11 3.11-2 5/15/97
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RADI0 ACTIVE EFFLUENTS

GAS STORAGE Tale (S

p
i LIMITED CONDITION FOR OPERATION(

3.11.2.2 The quantity of radioactivity contained in each gas storage tank shall
be .11Dgggg|RD!K#ith MAGlGkid19M3ihtBEHoGR4t190
PenartamREhMRegitaderSEIIIBIEMME$kettivity:EmmtMerthB11Mdetermined L1-03 LG
gl]gglag!ghg|3tthpdp]e013tEMPR38'ziliFi.BEellimitedtolessthenoraquel
to 200.000 curies of rehle g ses acnsidered as E::: equivalent).

A nni T f* a n f t TTV - AA il AJ.hJ.--

rw a L a uruJ A L A 1 i nb usI b a .U

/ I 1
J. & _ o ,. J <.,iAf*T T fut . 1 -. M

m-. -. be & ~

c. ''ith the quantity ef-radicoctive asterial in any gas storage tank-

exceeding the obcVe limit. isidistely suspend all additions of
rodicactive reterial to tFe tenk. within 40 hours reduce tFa tenk
centents to within4hc limit. end descrik the cvcats leading to this
condition in the rixt Annuci "edicactive Effluent "-icesc "seport,
pursuant to Spccification 5.0.1.4

b. The provision of Specifications 3.0.3 orc not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
r
(

4.11.2.2 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each gas storage
tank
shall be determined in;ascociance"with Explos.1VelGaslandl.Stotagelagg 1 03 LG
rad 10ACL1MitEMQQ1. tot 1092rggr_an'tp;msurg;tbCquantityrorredigaGlitttEEBAGb
!IncAylt#DD&ilfD3hatthonountithaD@ldIteDJE10IawholEhedCeMSDD1
GN2t|E19320Ad111galiioEuntestr_1ctediate.altn:theIe_tentiofiaD3RE0529318
talian6 to R within tk -kvc limit at lea-t once per 02 day when radioactive
meterials are kirs edded to the tank.

C),

v

CPSES Mark-up of CTS 3N.11 3.11-3 S/1S/97
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Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS

This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark up of the current
Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is
performed in accordance with the following guidelines: :

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non--

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be
determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required i

to demonstrate that the change is non technical.

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A*

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.

There are four types of changes: !

1. Deletions - Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
material which is moved to the Bases of the TS).

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions,
etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS.

,,

1

|3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the improved TS.'

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material
within the specifications, etc.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red-line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The
addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right
margin.

Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by
hand) and the revised information is inserted into the
specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using

U

Methodology l of 2 5/15/97
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Methodology For. Mark up of Current TS {
~(continued) :

10 the red line feature of Wordperfect.(or hand eritten/ insert !

pages). The modification is. identified by a change rnaber'in the j,

'

adjacent right margin. j
.

'

; Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect ';
~

a hinistrative changes. Where the a kinistrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by at

change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement ,

| is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not 3

correspond with the specification in which that requirement is |,

located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the ;

i markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in ;

enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been |

located in the improved TS. |

!i

CHANGE NUPBERS:-

i

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up, j

provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
,

the type of NSHC used. .The change number is of the form 4 13 LS. The first number |
-

(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LCO (or group of similar |'

LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the |'

Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their |
4 '

individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus
each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure.3A. The next set of

;

<

numbers (i.e.. 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within ,

'
a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of '

differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of'

|
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear

' sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A. M. LG, TR, LS R).

;>

f

In sunnary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark up. For
electronic mark up " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike out" is
used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the

; specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify
technical changes. All technical changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) i

require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,
* requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to'

. provide additional clarification.

:

i

J,

'

O
Methodology 2 of2 SMSM7
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ENCLOSURE 3A'
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k

DESCRIPTION OF
i CHANGES TO CURRENT TS
!

Technical Specification Com ersion Change Numbers (1 Page)

Description of Changes (1 Page)
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1

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CONVERSION CHANGE NLM ERS

SECTION 3/4.11
1

STS Rev. Technical CHG. CAL WC SPEC. CPSES DIABLO i

5 Number Specification NO. SPEC. SPEC. SPEC.

Title
:

3.11.1 Liquid Holdup Tank 1 None None 3.11.1 3.11.1

3.11.2.1 Explosive Gas 1 None None 3.11.2.1 3.11.2.1
Hixture

3.11.2.2 Gas Storage Tanks 1 None None 3.11.2.2 3.11.2.2

7

I

' O

.

't

e

.
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V
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES - CURRENT TS SECTION 3/4.11

This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change to
the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change numbers
contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications). In
addition the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are contained in
enclosure 4 Only technical changes are discussed; administrative changes (i.e.,
format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to NUREG 1431 Revision 1
are not discussed. For enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 6B, text in brackets "[ ]"
indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing
Subconsnittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant
specific information in that location.

CHANGE

NUMBER HSE DISCUSSIDN

1 01 LG The underlying requirements of this TS are now in ITS 5.5.12,
" Explosive Gas Storage and Storage Tank Radioactivity !

Honitoring Program", which includes the requirement to limit
liquid radwaste quantities per [SRP 15.7.3, Rev. 2]. The
details of the LCO, Action and surveillance will bep) incorporated into the Explosive Gas Storage and Storage Tank( Radioactivity Monitoring program. This change is consistent
with NUREG 1431.

1 02 LG The underlying requirements of this TS are now in ITS 5.5.12.
" Explosive Gas Storage and Storage Tank Radioactivity
Monitoring Program." which includes the requirement to comply
with the system's design criteria. The details of the LCO, ,

Action and surveillance will be incorporated into the
Explosive Gas Storage and Storage Tank Radioactivity
Honitoring program. This change is concistent with NUREG-
1431.

1 03 LG The underlying requirements of this TS are now in ITS 5.5.12.
" Explosive Gas Storage and Storage Tank Radioactivity
Monitoring Program," which includes the requirement to comply.

with [BTP ETSB 115 Rev. 0]. The details of the LCO, Action-

and surveillance will be incorporated into the Explosive Gas
Storage and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring program.
This change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 3M.11 1 S/2S/97
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ENCLOSURE 3B '

CONVERSION COMPARISON 'l A BLE - CURRENT TS i
4

Conversion Comparison Table (1 Page)
:
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 3/4.11 Page 1 of 1.

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

IOBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON CDMANCE PEAK ICLF CREEK CALLARY

1 01 The underlying requirements of this TS are now in ITS Yes - Moved to Yes - Moved to No - nut in CTS No - not in CTS,

LG 5.5.12. "E glosive Gas Storage and Storage Tank Explosive Gas Explosive Gas
Radioactivity Monitoring Program", which includes the Storage and Storage Storage and Storags
requirement to limit liquid radwaste quantities per [5RP Tank Radioactivity Tank Radioactivity
15.7.3. Rev. 2]. The details of the LCD. Action and Monitoring program Monitoring
surveillance will be incorporated into the Eglosive Gas and ECG (See program.
Storage and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring program. Attachment 21, page

32).

1 02 The underlying requirements of this T5 are now in ITS Yes - Moved to Yes Moved to No - not in CTS No - not in CTS
LG 5.5.12. "E nlosive Gas Storage and Storage Tank Explosive Gas Explosive Gas

Radioactivity Monitoring Program.~ which includes the Storage f.nd Storage Storage and Storage
requirement to cogly with the system's design criteria Tank Radioactivity Tank Radioactivity
The details of the LCO. Action and surveillance will be Monitoring program Monitoring
incorporated into the Explosive Gas Storage and Storage and ECG (See program.
Tank Radioactivity Monitoring program. Attachment 21, ps e

32).

1-03 The underlying requirements of this T5 are now in ITS Yes - Moved to Yes - Moved to No - not in CTS No - not in CTS
LG 5.5.12. " Explosive Gas Storage and Storage Tank Explosive Gas Explosive Gas

Radioactivity Monitoring Program." which includes the Storage and Storage Storage and Storage
requirement to comply with [BTP ETSB 11-5. Rev. 0]. The Tank Radioactivity Tank Radioactivity
details of the LCO. Action and surveillance will be Monitoring program Monitoring
incorporated into the Explosive Gas Storage and Storage and ECG (See program.
Tank Radioactivity Monitoring program. Attachment 21. page

32).

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 3N.11 5/15M7
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS (NSHC)

h CONTENTS

|

I. Organization ........................................................... 2

II. Description of NSHCD Evaluations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
;

III. Generic No Significant Hazards Consideration Determinations

"A" . Administrative Changes............................................ 5

"R" Relocated Technical Speci fications. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

"LG" Less Restrictive (Moving Information Out of the ;

Techni cal Speci fi cations) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
'

"H" - More Restrictive Requirements..................................... 12

i

IV. Specific No Significant Hazards Consideration Determinations "LS" i

i
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I. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION

O In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision
includes converting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are .

provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume of
changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no
significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may contain
chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped into a
category have also been developed. Typically. less restrictive technical changes must
be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain " change specific"
NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or
administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of
the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which providesn a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC. For
enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information isv
plant spegifig and is not gommon to all the Joint Ligensing Subgomittee (JLS) plants.
Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific information in
that location.

1

O
CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3M.11 2 SMS/97
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

O =amic ao s=nc= n=Ros casI*-1oas

The following are brief_ descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
chapter. . The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the
applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers.
Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
ntmeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2, A1, A2, etc).

Administrative

Reference symbol "A" (A &inistrative)

. This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the movement
of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content, simply
reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no longer
applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes nontechnical
changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard Technical
Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been marked up on
the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a discussion of change or
NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for a change it is considered
administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies. This NSHC may also be
referenced in a discussion of change for an a&inistrative change that is not obvious
and requires an explanation. |

Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauiramants

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria are
annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC for
a description and evaluation of the change.

tjoyina information out of Technical Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying
.

O
CPSES No Significant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N.11 3 S/158 7
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

-() GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
(continued)

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LCO but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and
content.

Technical chanae. more restrictive

Reference symbol "M" (More restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to
conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less
O restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in
U this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less

restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) for
this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Technical chanoe. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or less.

restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include |

requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

Technical chanoe. recurrina less restrictive

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2, 3...." (technical recurring)

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications. ,

/

: CPSES No Signoficant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS JM.11 4 S/15/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

f~) .g.v
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide and
the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended to
make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.
Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between specifications.
During this reformatting and rewording process. no technical changes (either actual or
interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were identified and pitified.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Cminission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an ;

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any i

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety." |

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards: ]

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no'

technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such. this

() )
. %J

,

4

CPSESN2 Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3M.11 3 S/13/97
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III.. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

p 3
(continued)

change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or 'different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? ;

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in controlling
parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different requirements.
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact
on the design basis or safety analysis. This change is administrative in
nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

*

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with-

NSHC "A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

CPSES N> SignifIcant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3M.11 6 S/1S/97
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
;

"R"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

'

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these
requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety
thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

.

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii) have
been relocated to other 1Rensee controlled documents. This regulation addresses the
scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of objective
criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating restrictions
should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in
the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the,

reactor coolant pressure boundary:,

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier;

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not,

meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements.

:

nv
$PSES Na Signipcant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N.11 7
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O a-
(continued)

l

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other !
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to |
documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that !

changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve |
'

an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other licensee
documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality Assurance Plan, as
described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The remainder of the
requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to programs that are
controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved TS. This will
ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these requirements. The TS
change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi disciplinary group of
responsible, technical supervisory personnel, including onsite operations personnel.

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed j

change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances
will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained. |
Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system operability I

or the maintenance of controiled parameters within limits. l

O This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
V no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in

accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Cwinission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no |

'

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

I. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or j

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

OV
CPSES No Signi)icant ila:ards Considerations - CTS 3N.11 8 S/1587
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h "R".

(continued) |

l

: 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probabiUty or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

1
The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,
systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion
in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to
mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section
of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previouslyd

evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no

O' new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in controlling
parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different requirements
and adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus, this change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

4

accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact
on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component or
variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance procedures
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other regulatory
requirements (as applicable for the document to which the requirement is
relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section of the improved TS,
proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of safety.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of'

safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no

d significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

CPSESNo SignijIcant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3H.11 9 S/158 7
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O "LG"
(G

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),
actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee
controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the
improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the
public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be
maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently
exist on the documents where the information is being moved.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Cwmission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures inQ 50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facilityG ;

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any <

accident previously evaluated; or
I

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of =afety." |

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

O
CPSES No Signsficant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3N.11 10 5/15n7
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III, GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

!.
}

"LG- .

:
(continued);

: 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

-

,

!
The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, other
licensee controlled documents. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements wili be maintained using the

i;

provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls.
j

'

Since any changes to the Bases FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents
: will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate

!

l regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or .

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
j.

'

:
.

Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of !t

2.
accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

,

!

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in controlling '

!..
parameters.. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements
and adequate control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this change
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
4

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact
on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the requirements to be i

*

transposed from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these

,
,

'

requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will be ,
'

.

evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate regulatory'

controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of
;

safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a'

margin of safety.i

>

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
*

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with4

; NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS fonnat satisfy the no
significant--hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no '

significant hazards consideration finding is justified,~

O
v

CPSES No SknifIcant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3N.11 11
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
*

( .g.
V

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE
'

REQUIREMENTS WIlliIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the improved Standard

' Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas to impose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications
are being imposed to be consistent with the improved Standard Technical Specifications
(NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the previously evaluated
safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive technical changes have
been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and remove ambiguities from
the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves
no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Comrnission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendrnent to an operating license for a facility
ifcensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
signifIcant hazards consideratlon, if operatton of the faci 11ty in accordance
with the proposed amendrnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or '

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

O
:PSESN3 Significant Ha:ards Considerations - CTS 3M.11 12 5/15/97
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O .g.
(continued)

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS.
The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to ensure
process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent
with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this change does not
involve a significart increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

-2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in controlling
parameters . The proposed change does impose different requirements. However,
these changes are consistent with assumptions made in the safety analysis and
licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, j

.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

O The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

d) Providing additional actions,

e) Decreasing restoration times,

f) Imposing new surveillances, or

'

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore,
this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

O
(PSES Na SignijIcant Hazards Considerations - CTS 3M.11 13 5/15/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

t "H"
(continued),

p

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "M" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

O

O
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IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

CONVERSION
'
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'
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,

1
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|
ENCLOSURE 4 - NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 5
'5/ 2/97

| 'Page 1 '( Sorted by Current TS )'

,
.__

1

Current TS Improved TS
'

lItem Code Para Item Code Para {
4

l; _5 1.1 New 4.1 New
'

2
#

_.Fjgure 5.1 1 Moved FSAR
; _5 1 2 Hoved FSAR22

_FJgure 5.1 2 Moved FSAR
-,

5.1.3 Hoved FSAR,
',

i Figure 5.1 3 _.Hoved FSAR

1

_5 2J Moved FSAR
{
,

1

_L 2.,.2 Moved FSAR |

3 .I
_5,3.1 4.2.1 |

i _5,32 A2,21
.

5.4.1 Moved FSAR
,

_5&2 Hoved FSAR !
,

_5.15 Hoved FSAR
'

'f
,_5 6J,1 a _4,3.1.1 a

<

3

5.6.1.1 b 4.3.1.1 b
i _561) c 4.3.1.1 d12 1
*

_5 6J 1 d _4.3.1.1 c1

5 . 6 .1.1_. e 3.7.17 LC0
_5JJ11 e 3.7.17 CONDITION A
_5.6.1J e 3.7.17.1 SR

>

|- 5.6.1.1 f 3.7.17 LCO
| _56]J f 3.7.17 CONDITION A12

5.6.1J f 3.7.17.1 SR
_5 6 1J a 4.3.1.2 a12

_L6JJ b 13.1.2 b
_5JJ12 c 4.3.1.2 c

'

_5.6.1.2 d 4.3.1.2 d !_[igure5.61. Figure 3.7.17 1

_5J . 2 4.3.2
;

i5.6.3 4.3.3 i

!

_L L 1 5.5.5
Table 5 7_1 Moved FSAR1

;

|

|
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)e page 1 ( Sorted by ITS ) j
,

d

Current TS. Improved TS
i,

,

<

Item Code Para Item Code Para

111 New 4.1 New !,
~

5.3.1 4.2.1

5.12 4.2.2i

. _5,6 1.1 a 4.3.1.1 a2

_5.6.1 1 b 4.3.1.1 b |5.6.1.1 c 4.3.1.1 d
_5_11.1 'd 4.3.1.1 c
16.1.2 a 4.3.1.2 a

*

1 16A2 b 4.3.1.2 b
5.6.1.2 c 4.3.1.2 c

; 5.6.1.2 d 4.3.1.2- d

142 4.3.2
,

5.6.3 4.3.3
'

.

,

4

d

e

i

4

.

|

|
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Hethodology For Cross-Reference Tablesq
'

The cross reference tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs,
Actions, Surveillances. Tables and Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the :

location of items that have been located out of the improved TS.

The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS:

LC0/SR number (1.12m) -

This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the
associated technical specification.

Requirement code (Code) -
.

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code: ;

LC0 The LC0 operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Note: Ths applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (fita) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,

,

the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5, 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.
Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be
" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5, 6, etc " Hultiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b").

'(
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Methodology for Cross-Reference Tables ;

(Continued)
'

--

i

L

New This' item has been added to reflect a requirement in -

NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS

NA This item is not in the current TS because it does not !
. apply. j

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple ;
'

locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross ,

reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple |
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the ;

current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the i

improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location'

in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the
,

current TS. 3

Imoroved TS:

r

LC0/SR number (Item) - |

This column lists the LC0 or SR number which applies as listed in the ;

associated specification or uses the following code: i

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control i

document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference ]
location).

'

Requirement code (Code) -

This column iden+1fies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LC0 The LC0 operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION requirements

'SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

In addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g., FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures)

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

- Methodology 2 of3 S/15/97
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables

['') (Continued)
v

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a fetnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to o different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1431.

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor
relocated to another document (e.g., requirements already

p adequately addressed by regulations)
LJ

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved
TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to
adequately describe the cross reference. For example, if the
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to
" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS
may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS,
separate ntries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS. is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub-
paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs

,, such as A.1.1, A.1.2, etc.).

V)(
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p DESIGN FEATURES

V
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GONFMURAHON
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cylindrical shape, with a d reef erd having the following design fcetures. 602 01 LG.
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internal pressure of 50 psig er,d a tc.vereture of 2 0*". t02 01 LG

5.3 REACTOR CORE
:

FUEL ASSEMBLIES
|
4

703 03 A: |
5.3.1 The core shall contain 193 fuel assemblies with each fuel assembly !
containing 264-fuel rods clad with Zircaloy-4 except that limited substitution of !
fuel rods by filler rods (consisting of Zircaloy-4 or stainless steel) may be made i

if justified by a cycle specific reload analysis. Cech fuel rad ; hell hevc e
_ 1_.i -_AJi_ s. . _1 1__ 1L _, 1JJ J_L-_ 9"L _ J_J&J.1 ____ 1 JJ__ _L 11 L.... .I rusvt I s su a uwbiyw awsi b 3 ry b5 I Wi .77 e i rhi us a . sasw sliibuua hws s uvuw aevy su ru a a smvs u i

mexi;u; enrich.. cat not to cxc;;d 3.15 weight percent 'J 205. ."seload fuel shall-be
'

similer in physical design to the init4e1 cerc iceding end shell have a maximum
enrichment.not to exceed 5.0 weight percent U 235.jfee]SiligsbjielsIMg]]Ibt?]im.jlg
toltho$e20e.lidesjeCthptJMKbeeCana.]MedM119b3DEGlatRfJNptMI:,

Codesland;JuethodsjandJ$howrLbyltettIoCeDa]ysesitG;0ap]yMtE3]]if_GeJ3afety
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CONTROL ROD ASSEELIES

5.3.2 The core shall contain 53 full length control rod assemblies.-The
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5.6 FUEL STORAGE
t

CRITICALITY

5.6.1.1 The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall be maintained with:

h
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- DESIGN FEATURES:o

:
I

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U 235 enrichment of 5'.0 weight !

percent.
;

b. - K,,, s 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water, which includes an
,

allowance for uncertainties as described in Section 4.3 of the FSAR: :

!c. A' nominal 16 inch center to center distance between fuel assemblies ~

]placed in the low density storage racks-
,

d. A nominal 9 inch center to center distance between fuel storage
locations in the high density fuel storage racks with storage
restrictions specified below: ;

~ ;

*06f04 A~
| e. All new or partially spent fuel assemblies are allowed unrestricted ]

storage in the low density fuel storage racks and restricted storage; |
in an expanded checkerboard (1 out of 4) pattern in the high density !
fuel storage racks; and

.

f. New or partially spent fuel assemblies which meet the minimum burnup 06 04 A"

initial enrichment requirements of Figure 5.6 1 are allowed
restricted storage in a checkerboard (2 out of 4) pattern in the high
density fuel storage racks.

.

5.6.1.2 The new fuel storage racks-are designed and shall be maintained with:

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U 235 enrichment of 5.0 weight
percent;

b. A k,,, s 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water, which includes an
allowance for uncertainties as described in Section 4.3 of the FSAR.

,

:

c. The k,,,'s' O.98 if moderated by aqueous foam. which includes an"
,

allowance for uncertainties as described in Section 4.3 of the FSAR:
'

and.

'

d. A nomina 121 inch center to center distance' between fuel- assemblies
.

placed in the storage racks.,

-
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DESIGN FEATtRES
'

:
I'

%

:

ORAINAGE .:
.

:

5.6.2 'The two spent fuel storage pools are is designed and shall be maintained to .i
,

prevent inadvertent draining of the pool below elevation 854 feet, j

;

F CAPACITY ;

5.6.3EThe two. spent fuel storage pools are designed and shall be maintained with a
lstorage capacity limited to'no more than 1291 fuel assemblies,;

I 5.7 COMP 0NEMT CYCLIC OR TRANSIENT LIMIT

:.07 01 LG 1 -'

- 5.7.1' The components.
~

are designed and shall be i
imaintained within the cyclic or transient limits s' Teble 5.7-1 descrjbediia]fSAR.
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!

i:.c iFigure 5.61 " Minimum Burnup vs. initial U 235 enrichment for high density (2/4) 'ir06 04;A'j i ,. spent: fuel storage racks? from LAR 94 22 TXX 94325. '
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Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS
.

This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark up of the current
Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark up is
performed in accordance with the following guidelines:

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like-

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.,

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non--

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be'

determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required
to demonstrate that the change is non technical. '

,

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A=

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
1 material which is moved to the Bases of the TS).

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions, !
>

etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS. i

3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the improved TS.

'

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material
within the specifications, etc.

1 The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is inserted into the specification in
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The,

addition is identified by a change number in the adjacent right :
margin. ,

Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by
hand) and the revised information is inserted into the

,

specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using

Methodology l of 2 S/158 7
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Methodology For Mark-up of Current TS
,m (continued)

1(') 1

the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert i

pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the |
adjacent right margin.

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement i
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not

{correspond with the specification in which that requirement is !

located in the current TS, a change number is provided in the
markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in ;

enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been
located in the improved TS.

CHANGE NUMBERS: |

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark up, !
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 413 LS. The first number '

(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LC0 (or group of similar
LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the

9
(O Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their

individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus
each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of
numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within
a given specification (i.e., having the same prefix number). As a result of
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear
sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A, H. LG, TR, LS, R).

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark-up. For
electronic mark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike out" is
used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the |
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify '

technical changes. All technical changes (i.e., " red-line" or " strike out" items)
require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,
requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to
provide additional clarification.

;

(3
V

,

Methodology 2 of2 S/JSty7
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DESCRIPTION OF:

i CHANGES TO CURRENT TS

;

i Description of Changes (2 Pages)
4
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!

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 5.0O
This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change
to the current Technical Specifications. The changes are identified by change
numbers contained in enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications).
In addition, the referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHCs) are
contained in enclosure 4. Only technical changes are discussed: administrative
changes (i.e. format, presentation, and editorial changes) made to conform to
NUREG 1431 Revision 1 are not discussed. For enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 6B, text

!
in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common to

|all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that j

other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE

NUMBER HSHC DESCRIPTION
;
'

01 01 LG Figures representing the site location / exclusion area
boundary and low population zone are moved to a licensee !
controlled 3cument. A text description of the site '

location' remains in the TS consistent with NUREG 1431. !

01 02 LG The map for radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents is
moved to a licensee controlled document consistent with

'

NUREG 1431. .This detai) is not required in the TS. The
T required effluents controls are retained in ITS 5.5.4,

- " Radioactive Effluent Controls Program."

02 01 LG The containment design description is moved to a licensee [
controlled document consistent with NUREG 1431. These '

descriptions are not required to be in the TS. The
;

required controls for containment pressure and temperature [are retained in ITS 3.6.4 " Containment Pressure," and
3.6.5, " Containment Air Temperature." j

03 01 A Not applicable'to CPSES. See conversion comparison table !
(enclosure 38).

i

03 02 LG Detailed information regarding control rod construction is '

moved to a licensee controlled document. A reworded,

i

general description of the control rods is provided in '

conformance with NUREG 1431.
.

03 03 A The description of the core is generalized: reference to
the initial core is deleted. A requirement is added which '

requires that fuel assembly designs be analyzed with NRC-
|approved methodologies. The requirement is inherently

captured in Section 6.0 of the CTS. This revision is ;
-

consistent with NUREG 1431.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 5.0 1 $/15/97
,
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'v' Hut $f2 HSBC DESCRIPTION

04 01 LG The description of the reactor coolant system volume and
pressure and ten.perature limits is removed from the TS.
The required controls for reactor coolant system (RCS)
temperature and pressure are retained in ITS 3.4.1, "RCS
Pressure Temperature and Flow Departure from Nucleate
Boiling (DNB) limits." and 3.4.2, "RCS Hinimum Temperature
for Criticality." This information is consistent with
information contained in licensee controlled documents.
The change is also consistent with NUREG 1431.

05 01 LG The meteorological tower location is moved from the TS to
a licensee controlled document. The meteorlogical tower
provides post accident monitoring information, but is not
included in ITS 3.3.3, " Post Accident Honitoring (PAH)
Instrumentation." Required post accident monitoring
information is retained in ITS 3.3.3. The change is
consistent with NUREG 1431.

06 01 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38). |

[

()\ 106 02 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38). )

06 03 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

06 04 A Spent fuel assembly storage limitations based on initial
enrichment - burnup are moved to ITS specification 3.7.17. !

07 01 LG The component cyclic or transient limits table is moved
from TS to a licensee controlled document. A new
component cyclic or transient limit program is added to
ITS 5.5.5 " Component Cyclical or Transient Limit,"
consistent with NUREG 1431. to assure that the
requirements of the program continue to be controlled by
the TS.

(-
L)

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 5.0 2 5/]S/97
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! CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS
:

Conversion Comparison Table (2 Pages)
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() V V

CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS SECTION 5.0 Page 1 of 2

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

I 01 Figures representing the site location / exclusion area Yes; already Yes: moved to FSAR. Yes: moved to Y(s; m ved to
LG boundary and low population zone are moved to a licensee contained in FSAR USAR. FSAR.

controlled cocument. Section 2.1.1. 2.1.2.
and 2.1.3.3.

1 02 The map for radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents Yes; already Yes: moved to Yes: moved to Yes: moved to
LG moved to a licensee controlled document. contained in FSAR. FSAR. USAR. FSAR.

2-01 The containment design description is moved to a licensy Yes; already Yes: moved to FSAR. Yes: moved to Yes: moved to
LG controlled document. contained in FSAR USAR. FSAR.

section 3.8.1.1.

3-01 The description of the fuel assemblies was reworded. lhe Yes No: See 3-03-A No: See 3-03-A No; See 3-03-A
A proposed rewerding does not involve any technical

changes.

3 02 Detailed information regarding control rod construction Yes: moved to FSAR.. Yes: moved to FSAR. Yes: moved to Yes: moved to
LG is moved to a licensee controlled document. A reworded USAR. FSAR.

general description of the control rods is provided.

3-03 The description of the core is generalized and reference No; See 3-01-A Yes 1 No: already in CTS Yes
A to the initial core is deleted. A requirement is added - see LAR dated

which requires that fuel assembly designs be analyzed 3/18/97
with NRC approved methodologies.

4-01 The description of the reactor coolant system volume and Yes moved to FSAR. Yes: moved to FSAR. Yes: moved to Yes: moved to
LG pressure and temperature limits is moved from the USAR. FSAR.

Technical Specifications (TS) to a licensee controlled
document.

5 01 The meteorological tower location is moved from the TS to Yes: moved to FSAR. Yes: moved to FSAR. Yes; moved to Yes: moved to
LG a licensee controlled documents. USAR. FSAR.

6-01 The fuel storage - criticality section is reformatted. Yes No; CTS in ITS Yes Yes
A The proposed reformatting does not involve any technical format already.

changes.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 5.0 S/1587
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS SECTION 5.0 Page 2 of 2

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CARYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALIM AY

6-02 The new fuel storage section is revised to provide Yes No; Part of CTS Yes Yes

M details regarding analysis assu @tions/ limitations for
the storage of new fuel (equivalent to that provided for
spent fuel storage). The additional details are also
consistent with licensee controlled documents.

6 03 The referenced section of the Wolf Creek Updated Safety No No Yes No

A Analysis Report has been revised to reference the
appropriate section.

6-04 The CPSES spent fuel asseebly storage limitations based No Yes No No

A on initial enrichment and burnup are moved to ITS 3.7.17.

7-01 The component cyclic or transient limits table is moved Yes: moved to FSAR. Yes: moved to TRM. Yes: moved to Yes: moved to
LG from TS to a licensee controlled document. A new USAR. FSAR.

component cyclic or transient limit program is added to
ITS 5.5.5.

I i

|
.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 5.0 5/15/97
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS (NSHC)
CONTENTS

I. Organization ........................................ 2

II.. Description of NSHC Evaluations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

III. Generic No Significant Hazards Considerations

"A" Admini strative Changes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

"R" Relocated Technical Speci fications. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

"LG" - Less Restrictive (Moving Information Out of
the Technical Speci fications) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

"M" More Restrictive Requirements................. 12
O IV. Specific No Significant Hazards Considerations "LS"

None

,

O
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a 1. H0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION
V

In accordance with the orovisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision
includes cor.verting the current Technical Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or ISTS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are
provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume
of changes, similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no
significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may
contain chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped
into a category have also been developed. Typically, less restrictive technical
changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain
" change specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or
administrative changes cre not marked up. The change number in the right margin of
the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which'

provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC.
For enclosures 3A, 38, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets ''[ ]" indicates the
information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing
Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have
plant specific information in that location.

(U)

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 5.0 2 S/15/97



II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

m
Q GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS
chapter. The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the
applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers.
Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2, A1. A2, etc).

Administrative

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative)

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature, involve the
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content,
simply reformat a requirement, or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no
longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes
nontechnical changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard
Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been
marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a
discussion of change or NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for
a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies.
This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative
cnange that is not obvious and requires an explanation.

OV Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauirements |

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria
are annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"
designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC
for a description and evaluation of the change. ;

Movino information out of Technical Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases, information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying

A
b
CPSES No Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 5.0 3 S/15/97
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

O ceasaic "o sicatric^"T "Az^aos co"s'ota^Tious !
(continued)'

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LCO but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected :

information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled ]
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer I

controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature. l

These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and |-

content. |

Technical chanae. more restrictive
I

Reference symbol "H" (More restrictive, generic)

This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to i

conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431.

'

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS )

Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less
,

restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in
C this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less ,

restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) )
'

for this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Technical chance. less restrictive
!

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or

i less restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS fnot relocated or moved to other ;

1documents).

Technical chanoe. recurrina less restrictive ;

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2, 3...." (technical recurring)

This category consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications.

O
CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 5.0 4 5/15/97
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

9(v ,,A .

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

'

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATTING AND REWORDING

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide
and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended
to make the TS more readily un6i6Mable te plant operators and other users.
Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between
specifications. During this reformatting and rewording process, no technical '

changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were
identified and justified.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

. performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Co7 mission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facilityn

licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no,

'
signifIcant hazards consideration, if operation of the fac11ity in accordance

j

with the proposed amendbent would not: 1

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frcm any
accident previously evaluated; or

|

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no
technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this

.

? CPSES No Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 3.0 3 S/1S/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

( "A"
,

(continued)

thange is administrative in nature end does not impact initiators of analyzed,

events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore. -

this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of.the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
requirements. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. This change is administrative
in nature. As such, no question of safety is involved,

l'h

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC ''A" resulting from the conversion to the improvtd T5 format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR S0.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

.

OV
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
rm

d "R"
'

; 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION :

FOR

RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

i

This proposed TS revision includes relocating rquirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these t

requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal i

situation or event giving rise to an imediate threat to the public health and
safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

Therefore, rt:quirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii)
have been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation
addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so it sets forth a specific set of

,

objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating !
restrictions should be included ir the TS. These criteria are as follows: |,

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in
n the control room a significant abnormal degradation of the
V reactor coolant pressure boundary:

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a
cnallenge to the integrity of a fission product b:rrier:

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design4

Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not.

meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements.

O
V
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(O
N

,, R ,,''

(continued)

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to
documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that
changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve
an unreviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other
licensee documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality
Assurance Plan, as described in the FSAR, which is controlled by 10CFR50.54a). The
remainder of the requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to
programs that are controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved
TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these
requirements. The TS change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi-
disciplinary group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel, including onsite
operations personnel.

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed
change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances )
will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained.
Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system

73 operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed j
in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: !

"The Corrinission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility

|licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed anendment would not:

!
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

b)
V
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III. -GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"R"
(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or ;

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,
systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion
in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables ;
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to |
mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability I

requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for tne document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls
section of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident i

previously evaluated. I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? j

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in

O controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
requirements and adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus,
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component
or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance
procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other
regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to which the
requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section of the
improved TS, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin of I

safety. Therefore, thit change does not involve a significant reduction in a.

margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT M RDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "R" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. j

'

j
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"LG"

i
'10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR ,

MOVING INFORMATION'FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
'

SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment. system (s), r

actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee i

controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the -

improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the
public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be
maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently
exist on the documents where the information is being moved.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
,

below:
s

"The Comission.may make a final determinatlon pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility

.

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. If operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not: '

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

i

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

A

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant '

hazards consideration standards:.

!

.

,
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(}/f
"LG"

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? ;

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, other
licensee controlled documents. The Bases. FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls.

Since any changes to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or

)
consequences of an accident previously evaluated, i

1

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of i
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
n new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
(j controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different i

requirements and adequate control of the information will be maintained. |

Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
,

of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the requirements
to be transposed from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled documents will
be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

I ,)
V

.
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
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V M-

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more strinoent requirements and achieves consistency with the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in some areas ts 1mpose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications
are being imposed to be consistent with the improved Standard Technical
Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and
remove ambiguities from the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Corimission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed acendment to an operating lice y for a facility

'

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing fi |ity involves no
significant hazards consideration, if operation of to.: facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant,

hazards consideration standards:
i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

v)
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"M"

(continuea),

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS.
The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to
ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained
consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters . The proposed change does impose different
requirements.' However, these changes are consistent with assumptions made in
the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

(7
7

) 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by:

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements,

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification,

d) Providing additional actions,

e) Decreasing restoration times,

f) Imposing new surveillances, or

g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore,
this change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

f3
)
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

O s- :

; (continued) ,

! NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
!

'

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
.

NSHC "H" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a ,

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. ,

! ;

!

,

.O
r

!

i

|

.

.
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I MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENT %
;

I

I

f Applicable Industry Traveler Information (1 Page)

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page)

i Mark-up (3 Pages)

i

j Methodology (2 Pages)
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INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 5.0

i
i

NONE

,

|

|i

1
.

4

3
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I

a

e
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NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS THAT ARE NOT APPLICA.BLE

NONE
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1

Design Featurcs |
'4.0

r

G)! 4.0 DESIGN FEATURES 1

:
-

4.1 Site Location _g,p3

l
Ibeis143 tea;icapproximatelyIZ,100"agtes2]_ocat.6dJrsometyellicounty;in1Nor_tfj |
centtKIexasz1 squaw;creetgeserDirascR)?;establishedifotistatfoh", cooling? !

extendsanto3 food countysheIsitgisisttuateralon(squaw;cteekza~ttibutary |
-

6fitJ)e2a]u(RiverDhicMis!alttibutary3f;thelBrazos;RiverHTXsitells
,

oyerl30;. miles: southwest:ofithelnearestipottfon:offfort1 Worth andlepproximately ;

E51m11es;northlootthwesMof;GleLRose;Ithe3eairest; community 2 ,

i

!

!

.,

4.2 P.eactor Core

4.2.1 Fuel Assemblies i

B PS
The reactor shall contain M7-193 fuel assemblies. Each assembly shall
consist of a matrix of ZjfgaloM[c]aA or ZmLO fuel rods with an initial B PS

(Q
composition of natural or slightly enriched uranium dioxide (U0,) as |

/ fuel material. Limited substitutions of 2irconium alloy or stainless !

steel filler rods for fuel rods, in accordance with approved
applications of fuel rod configurations, may be used. Fuel assemblies
shall be limited to those fuel designs that have been analyzed with
applicable NRC staff approved codes and methods and shown by tests or
analyses to comply with all fuel safety design bases. A limited number
of lead test assemblies that have not completed representative testing
may be placed in non limiting core regions.

8
4.2.2 ControlrRod Assemblies

' B PS
The reactor core shall contain 48-53 ggntto120c! assemblies. The
control material shall be lilyetiladiumicadmium bcror. carbide, er B PS

befniuu; ;ctal as approved by the NRC.

(continued)

O
N.)
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Design Features
4.0

%
"

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES
.

.

4.3. Fuel Storage
.

4.3.1 Critica11ty.
,

~

4.3.1.1 The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall be :
.

maintained with: !

!

a .-- Fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment of 4-5
5;O weight percent: B PS.

: '

b. k,,, s 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water, which i

includes an allowance'for uncertainties as described in
Sectjo09d{l31gfithqSM: :B PS-

c] A nominal 9d5-9jinch center to center distance between- g p31'
1

.

; fuel ass;.tlies placedistoragellocations]in highldensity
$torageltacksi PS ,

,

p C A nominalpfh95-)Oinch center to center distance iB PS:
1( - between fuel assemblies placed in ](Qsjrjsityjtue] i

B0fAM31*A!3! '

it] New or partially spent fuel assemblies with a discharge
burnup in the3"ac;pteble rease" 22EcGtI6fiA3%ot#W 'B PS'
RlloW94II*f90t#GRfiElWM3 ewe 3M3}}991Ld

'

ERMdstRQ100ggQg3Icheg|AIAppatpRtterB3Getl
fleMitylifungstorage24cksIerliat94trJgted;storagQn
lo!Edens_it; eitherifergorageIrA@IEaN

f; New or partially spent fuel assemblies with a discharge B PS '
|'

burnup in the "unecceptable r;nge" ;2IoutIofi42storeg( )
DQt! allow 9d"Jtegio O R D g0tR W M 11may;belp]lo ng 1

Mstdstadisjgt4gElgC4Niagna!MigdIcheclarboaldlpatfted i

11IoutIof14FitDIID;hj gh~densLtylfde% storage:tackOg
grestttetedIstotageIn21oEdenstty;fuenstoracq

~

'

racks .. - m._ .._r...,~......~..m .rr. . . _
.

Dpaific den :.,; centaining the ;nclytical atheds. !
~ itis 'date. or specific configuration or figure]. )t

4

i

'.g ; (continued)'
L);

;
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Design Features !
4.0

O
C/ - 4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

4.3.1.2_ The new fuel storage racks are designed and shall be i

maintained with:
!

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U 235 enrichment of 4-5
EKweightpercent: - B PS '

,

'

b. k ,, s 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water, which
includes an allowance for uncertainties as described in B PS

,

39!g16fE9d-i;EontMISA8:

c. k,,, s 0.98 if moderated by aqueous foam, which includes
,

an allowance for uncertainties as described in Sectior; B PS

9d-iT9fithe2SA8: and

d. A nominal &95-21 inch center to center distance
between fuel assemblies placed in the storage racks. B PS -

4.3.2 Drainaaeg

The spent fuel storage poolylgte e designed and shall be maintained to PS~'

prevent inadvertent draining of the pool below elevation 23-6M2t.
B PS

4.3.3 Canacity

The spent fuel storage poolCars e designed and shall be maintained PS

with a storage capacity limited to no more than W37-129}] fuel
:B PSassemblies.

,

y

4

O
/ )-( '
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG-1431 Specifications
,

Enclosure SA contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of NUREG 1431 Revisionc

( 1. . The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a
plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed
areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross reference to a justification
or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are
contained in Enclosure 6A.a

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Haterial which is removed from NUREG 1431, Rev.1.

2. Additions This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431,
Rev. 1.

3. Hodifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431.
Rev.1 but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG 1431. Rev. 1.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
Q bracketed areas of NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is annotated using the
V strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand). The

deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin.

,

Additions - The information being added to the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431 Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature

,

of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is'

identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of
Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information
is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location
and is annotated using the red line feature of Wordperfect (or

'

hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a
change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components,

q Editorial Changes Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated

Q using the redline / strike out feature of Wordperfect and

Methodology l of2 5/15197
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Methodology For Mark up of NUREG-1431 Specifications
(continued) 1

N) identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All
such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct for this
plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct
informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets

iprovided in NUREG 1431, Rev. I are deleted. " Red line", " strike-
l

out" and margin codes are as follows: 1

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged,
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'B' (for bracketed .

information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the
plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the ;

old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is
" red lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information) |
1s used as a margin code.

3. If the entire Condition, Action, or Surveillance is bracketed and 1
./O is anolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is !d redlined. The text included within the brackets is mt redlined

unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B PS' margin
code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were
made.

l

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not
applicable, the entire contents are struck-out, redlined words
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used.

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B.
B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A.

Note: All brackets are removed as part of the mark up process. Reviewer
notes may be " struck out" or deleted as preferred.

In sumary, in the non bracketed portions of NUREG 1431 Rev.1, " red line" is used
to annotate new material, " strike out" is used to annotate deleted material, and

-

change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) hava a change number
or a change code.

Note NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are
e incorporated are indicated using the " redlines", " strike outs" and margin codes
( discussed above.

Methodology 2 of2 S/1S/97
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ENCLOSURE 5B

i
I

MARK-UP OF N'UREG-1431 BASES

:

NONE

O

|
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ENCLOSURE 6A- :
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1431
'

Section 4.0-

This erclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked up
technical change to NUREG 1431 Revision 1. to make them plant specific or to
incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process.
The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups. For
enclosures 3A. 38, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets "[ ]" indicates the information is
plant specific and is not comon to all the Joint Licensing Subcomittee (JLS)
plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific
information in that location.

CHANGE

NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

4.0 1 Not applicable to to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
68),

n
' CPSESDifferencesfromNUREG-1431-ITS4.0 1 5/15m~,
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 ITS - 4.0

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 SECTION 4.0 APPLICABILITY

lueDt DESCRIPTION DIABLO CMMM COMOE PEMC WLF Ger, CALIA M

4.0 1 ITS 4.2.1. Fuel Assesblies." is being revised to No: Diablo No: CPSES does No: idCGS does Yes
maintain the option for the limited use of vacancies Canyon does not not use not use
for fuel rod substitutions as reficcted in the use vacancies. vacancies. vacancies. !

current licensing basis.

;
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CPSES Conversion Cornparison Table -ITS 4.0 .5/ISAF7
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IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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CURRENT TS SECTION 6.0 |
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 6
f5/ 5/97

Page 1 ( Sorted by current TS )

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

~

6.1.1 5.1.1 j

'

6.1 c2 11.2

1 2.1 a 5.2.1 a

121 b 5.2.1 b

6.2.1 c 5.2.1 c

6.2.) d 5.2.1 d

. - - .

_6 2.2 a. New 5.2.2 a |1

6.2.2 b Not Used
'

6.2.2 c 5.2.2 c'

_6J22 d _Hoved FSAR
4

12,2 e 5.2.2 d

6.2.2 f 5.2.2 e

6.2.2 a 5.2.2 f

6.2.2 New 5.2.2 b
I

6.3.1 5.3.1
,

6.4 Not Used

6.5 Not Used

_6J Not Used
|

6.7 Not Used |

6.8.1 a 5.4.1 a

_6,8.1 b 5.4.1 b

1 8.1 c Not Used

6.8.1 d Not Used

18.1 e Not Use_d1

_641 f 5.4.1 e

6.8,1 g _5.4.1 c

_6Al h 5.4.1 d
'

_6.8 1 1 5.4.1 e
1

_6.8.1 New 5.4.1 e'

1 8.2 Not Used Not Used

_6.8 3 5.51
'

_643 a 5.5.2
6.8.3 b Not Used

b 6.8.3 c 5.5.10
183 d 5.5.31
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 6 i
'

5/ 5/97<

Page 2 ( Sorted by Current TS )

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

_6_.8.3 e_ 5.5.4
6.8.3 f. Not Used Not Used

6.8.3 New 5.5.17
6.8.3 New 5.5.14 |

_

6.8.3 New 5.5.15
_j.8.3 a _5.5.16 New

. ,

_6_.J.J l .6 i

,_6 9,1 New 5.6.6 ,
3 _

Not Used j6.9.1.1 _

_6.9.1.2 5.6.1 ;

6.9.1.3 5.6.2 |,

6.9.1.3 New 5.6.2 |

I3Xf4 5.6.3
6.9.1.5 5.6.4 ,

_6_t9 1.6 a 5.6.5 a
2

_s,9.1.6 b 5.6.5 b

_6,9E c 5.6.5 c

6.9.1.6 d 5.6.5 d

6.9.2 Not Used

6.10 Not Used

6.11 Not Used

__6212 5.7 :*

_6 12_._1 5.7.12

_6 12 2 5.7.22 1

6.12J 5.7.3'

6 13 Not Used Not Used
1

.

6.14 5.5.1
_6._14 a Hoved FSAR

.

_6a14 b Moved | ODCH

,

I

'

s

V



CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 5
5/ 5/97
Page 1 ( Sorted by ITS )

Current TS Improved TS

Item Code Para Item Code Para

.

6.1.1 5.1.1
~

6.1.2 _5 1.21

_

_ _ . _5 ..? .1 aL2.1 a

_6 2J b 5.2.1 b
2

6_.2 1 c. 5.2.1 c
2

6.2.1 d 5.2.1 d

_622 a, New 5.2.2 a
11

6.2.2 New 5.2.2 b

6a2 2 c 5.2.2 c
2

6.2.2 e 5.2.2 d

_6J . 2 .
f 5.2.2 e

6.2.2 a 5.2.2 f

_6 3.1 5.3.1
1

p 18.1 a 5.4.1 a

6.8.1 b 5.4.1 b

6.8.1 g 5.4.1 c

6.8.1 h 5.4.1 d

_6.8.1 f 5.4.1 e

6.8.1 1 5.4.1 e

a 6.8.1 .New 5.4.1 e
,

6.8.3 5.5

1.19 5.5.1
6.14 5.5.1

_6. 6.3 a 5.5.2
'

6.8,3 d 5.5.3,

6 8J e 5.5.41

5.7.1 5.5.5

Not Used 5.5.6 Not Used

4.4.9 SR _.5.5.7

4.0.5 SR 5.5.8

O 4.0.5 SR c 5.5.8 a

! 10.5 SR d 5.5.8 b

I
,

_ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - . - - - - . .-
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 5
5/ 5/97
Page 2 ( Sorted by ITS ) i

O --

Current TS Improved TS

f'f
!

Code ParaCode Para ItemItem

4.0.5 SR New 5.5.8 c

4.0.5 .SR f 5.5.8 d

4.4.8.3.2 SR c 5.5.8

4.0.6 SR 5.5.9
4.4.1.1.2 SR 5.5.9
4.4.1.2.2 SR b 5.5.9 i

4.4.1.3.2 S.R b 5.5.9 I
~

4.0.6.1 SR 5.5.9 a r

_4J ,6,2 SR 5.5.9 b

10.6.3 SR 5.5.9 c

4.0.6.4 SR 5.5.9 c.4

Table 4.01 Table 5.5 1

Table 4.0 2 Table 5.5 2
,

_6 8.3 c 5.5.102

4.7.7.1 SR bh 5.5.11
4.7.8 SR bf 5.5.11

;

1

3.11_ 1 LC0 5.5.124

4.11.1 SR 5.5.12
3.11.2.1 LC0 5.5.12!

4.11.2.1 SR 5.5.12 1

_3.11.2.2 LC0 ,[." __5.5.12.

4.11.2.2 SR 5.5.12

4.8.1,1.2 SR a 5.5.13 a, b

4.8.1.1.2 SR e 5.5.13 c

!- 6J.3 New 5.5.14
;

_6.J. 3 New 5.5.15

6_.8.3 g 5.5.16_ New t

_

3,6.1.2- ACTION 5.5.16 a

6.8.3 New 5.5.17 _

d

6.9.1 5.6

6.9,1.2 5.6.1
'

Lhl 3 5.6.2t

:

_-
- . .-
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CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 5
5/ 5/97 -

Page 3 ( Sorted by ITS )

Current TS Improved TS,

Item Code Para Item Code Para
r

.

6,9,1.3 New 5.6.2 .

6.9.1.4 5.6.3

6.9.1.5 5.6.4 __

,

6.9.1.6 a 5.6.5 a

6.9.1.6 Ib -5.6.5 b
,

'

6.9.1.6 c 5.6.5 c

6.9.1,6 d 5.6.5 d .

_6 9,1 New _ 5.6.6 -|2

_ !

_
NA 5.6.7 Not Used

3.3.3.3 ACTION 30 5.6.8
3.3.3.3 ACTION 31 5.6.8
3.3AJ ACTION 32 5.6.8
3.6.4.1 ACTION a 5.6.8

O 3.6.4.1 ACTION a 5.6.8
Table 3.3 6 ACTION Note *** (New) 5.6.8

NA 5.6.9 Not Used
.

.

4.0.6.5 SR 5.6.10

6J2 _
5.7

I
1.12.1 _5.7.1

6.12.2 5.7.2
_

6.12.2 5.7.3

!,

- . - - - -- - -
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Methodology For Cross-Reference Tables

The cross reference' tables provide a guide to location of all current TS LCOs. 1
Actions, Surve111ances Tables and. Figures in the improved TS. It also includes the i

'

location of items that have been located out of the improved TS.

The cross reference table contains the following columns:

Current TS-
'

<.

LC0/SR number (Itm) -

This column lists the LCO or fA number which applies as listed in the
iassociate' technical specific: Mon.

- Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LC0 - The LC0 operability requirement :
'

APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION - The ACTION requirements .

,e '

( SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The
cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-

,

reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification
in the improved TS).

Paragraph (EArA) -
,

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general, the numbering and
lettering used in the current TS will be provided but in some cases it may be

; appropriate to provide a description. For example in specification 3/4.7.7.1,
.

the actions are arranged by those that apply in Modes 1, 2, 3. & 4 and those
that apply in Modes 5. 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.
Appropriate entries in this column for these respective actions might be
" Modes 1 4" and " Modes 5, 6 etc." Multiple paragraphs are not listed in the
same row (e.g., "a and b"). ;<

o 1
Meterodology ' 1 of3 5/15/97 |

;

i
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables-

i) (Ccntinued)
V

New This item has been added to reflect a requirement in
NUREG 1431 that is not addressed in the current TS

NA This item is not in the current TS beccuse it does not
apply.

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry is made for each cross
reference. A single entry is not used to identify the multiple
paragraphs in the improved TS. Since multiple paragraphs in the
current TS may cross reference to the same paragraph in the
improved TS, separate entries, each referencing the same location
in the improved TS, are made for each such paragraph in the
current TS.

Imoroved TS:

LC0/SR number (Item) -
O
V This column lists the LCO or SR number which applies as listed in the

associated specification or uses the following code:

Relocated This item is relocated to another licensee control i

document outside the TS (See Code for specific reference I

location).

Requirement code (Code) -

This column identifies the portion of the specification affected using the
following code:

LCO The LCO operability requirement
APP The APPLICABILITY requirement
CONDITION / ACTION The ACTION recuirements
SR The SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

?-

IIn addition, specific plant document acronyms are used to list the licensee
controlled documents where the item will be relocated to (e.g. , FSAR. TRM, or
plant procedures) ;

Note: The applicability of a current specification is assumed to
eq transfer to the same improved specification as the LCO. The

'J
Methodology 2 of3 $/1587
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Methodology for Cross Reference Tables
(Continued)

cross reference for the applicability for the specification is
only identified in the table by a separate entry if the cross-
reference is not clear (e.g., several current specifications with
different applicability are moved into the same specification in
the improved TS, or a footnote in the applicability of the
current TS is moved to a different portion of the specification *

in the improved TS).
,

9

Paragraph (Para) -

This column identifies the affected paragraph. In general the numbering and
lettering used in the improved TS is provided but in some cases it may be
appropriate to provide a description.

New This item has been added to the improved TS and was not
addressed in the NUREG 1431.

Not Used This item will not be used in the improved TS, nor
relocated to Onother document (e.g., requirements already I

adequateb addressed by regulations)

NA This item from NUREG 1431 is not included in the improved
TS because it does not apply (e.g., specification unique
to Ice Condenser Containments).

Note: The paragraph is only identified to the extent necessary to
adequataly describe the cross reference. For example, if the
cross reference applies to the entire condition, it is
appropriate to list the " Requirement Code" as " CONDITION" and the
" Paragraph" as "A". If the correct cross reference is only to
the required action, an appropriate cross reference would be to j

" Requirement Code" as "ACT" and " Paragraph" as "A.1."
'

Note: When a single paragraph in the current TS crosses to multiple
locations in the improved TS, a new entry for each cross
reference is made. Since multiple paragraphs in the current TS ;

may cross reference to the same paragraph in the improved TS,
separate entries, each referencing the same location in the
improved TS, is made for each such paragraph in the current TS.
Multiple paragraphs are not listed (e.g. "A.1.1 and A.1.2")
although a " higher tier" number is be used to cover all sub- !

paragraphs (e.g., "A.1" is be used to identify all subparagraphs i

such as A.1.1. A.I.2, etc.).

O
. Methodology 3 of3 5/15/97
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

6.1 RESPONSIBILITY7

U'# 6.1.1 The Vice President of Nuclear Operations * shall be responsible for overall
operation of the units and shall delegate in writing the succession to this '

responsibility during his absence.

The Vice President of Nuclear Operations *, or his designee, in accordance with approved j
administrative procedures, shall approve prior to implementation, each proposed test or '

experiment and proposed changes and modifications to unit systems or equipment that
affect nuclear safety.

6.1.2 The Shift Manager shall be responsible for the control room comand function, j

h_ISSIE5,v.,UE $ $,['E! $,s!2,!I..!Y S_ISI,E..b,*i! !( b, e m L v_'E., $5, 5_ b '. Dur;ng any absenceN '' '' ' '#~

l
o ummm enu , us ~ ms m mouwu m o, es avuus i

of the Shift Manager from the control room while 'he unit is in H0DE 1, 2, 3 or 4. an i

individual with an active Senior Reactor Operator :SRO) license shall be designated to :

assume the control room comand function. Durinc any absence of the Shift Manager from I
the Control Room while the unit is in H0DE 5 or 6, an individual with an active SRO '

license or Reactor Operator license shall be designated to assume the control room
comand function.

U DRGANIZATION

6.2.1 ONSITE AND OFFSITE ORGANIZATION

1

An onsite and an offsite organization shall be established for unit operation and
corporate mancgement, respectively. The onsite and offsite organization shall

(A) include the positions for activities affecting the safety of the nuclear power
plant. I

a. Lines of authority, responsibility and comunication shall be established
and defined from the highest management levels through intermediate levels
to and including all operating organization positions. Those relationships
shall be documented and updated, as appropriate, in the form of
organizational charts, functional descriptions of departmental
responsibilities and relationships, and job descriptions for key personnel
positions, or in the equivalent forms of documentation. These requirements
shall be documented in the FSAR.

b. The Vice President of Nuclear Operations * shall be responsible for overall
site safe operation and shall have control over those onsite activities

; necessary for safe operation and maintenance of the plant.

c. The Group Vice President of Nuclear Production shall have corporate
responsibility for overall plant nuclear safety and shall take any measures
needed to ensure acceptable performance of the staff in operating,
maintaining, and providing technical support to the plant to ensure nuclear
safety.

* Duties may be performed by the Plant Manager if that organizational position is
assigned

V

CPSES Mark-up of CTS 6.0 6-1 S/15i97
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

6.2.1 ONSITE AND OFFSITE ORGANIZATION (Continued)p
(- '

d. The individuals who train the operating staff and those who carry out the
radiation protection and quality assurance functions may report to the
appropriate manager onsite: however, they shall have sufficient ,

organizational freedom to ensure their independence from operating i
pressures. l

6.2.2 UNIT STAFF

The unit organization shall incitde:
1

a. An Auxiliary Operator shall be assigned to each reactor containing fuel and I
an additional Auxiliary Operator be assigned if either unit is operating-

'

|

|With?both' units? shutdown:or;defueledEa total |of1thr,ee:Auxtliary 1*u
operatotsMotitheltwo3rj1 tslateirequited 2 .j

1

b. At least cre licensed Opcretor for each unit shall be in tra contrci 73 g
room when fuel is ;n eitrer reactor. In addition, while cittar unit
is in ",00 1. 2. 3. cr 4. et least cre licensed Senior Operator shall
be in tra ccatrol recm;

c. A Radiation Protection Technician * and a Chemistry Technician * shall _ 3.t t-A
be onsite when fuel is in the reactor **;

'

,

'

O d. A site Fire Brig:dc cf et ic:st five =bers* shall bc mainteired on - 1*Lc -
'

k._) site et all tises. The fire Origede shall not includc the Shift
Supervisor and the two otter cc..bers of the minimum shift crew
recessery for safe shutdown of the unit and any personrel required for
stPar essential functions during a fire c;;rscacy,

e. Administrative procedures shall be developed and implemented to limit the
working hours of unit staff who perform safety related functions (e.g.,
licensed Senior Operators, licensed Operators. Radiation Protection
Technicians, auxiliary operators, and key maintenance personnel).

The amount of overtime worked by unit staff members performing
safety related functions shall be limited in accordance with the NRC Policy
Statement on working hours (Generic Letter No. 82 12); and

f. The Shift Operations Manager shall hold a Senior Reactor Operator license.

.

The Radiation Protection and the Chemistry Technicians end fire Origade*

composition may be less than the minimum requirements for a period of time ta-tc

not to exceed 2 hours, in order to accommodate unexpected absence, provided
immediate action is taken to fill the required positions.

J

~isingle' Radiation' Protect 1on: Technician'and;CsingleichemistryHechniciarj*J! a . 3334
caniMlfDlithisitequitementifot;bothiuritts]

{]J;
%.

CPSESMark-up of CTS 6.0 6-2 S/15/97
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ADMINISTRATIVE-CONTROLS

6.2.2 UNIT STAFF (Continued)s
)" g. The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) s1all provide advisory technical support

to the Shift Manager in the crer e.f thermal hydraulics, reactor
iengineering, and plant analysis, Lith regard to the safe operation of the

m ____ __
L,,..,._ _ L m,s_ ,. v_ _ . _unit. m. L,s_ e u. ,.. T. w_si ii i . wo . nu ,. J, Jv ,___

_L.,,mJ_., o.
, s o vu oi . usy. us visi b J. ,o i ,

e uivGlint in G scientific Gr engir,; ring df?Cipline .od Sh".ll hGv; l~u~A
received sp;;ific training in the r; pens; and encajais of the unit

._ ,____J.~..b., __u..... J._. .._J., .n.._ ,. ,. ... J,._,.,,___ ~ __A. __, _, _,

b. ... .~ w . . ~ . ... .. ,~ .. ..b. ,~ . ... ,.v.

Ire COpCui iIid3 Cf in3II'rmnI$IICn Orrd con 70)3 in IhC CvnIrO) rOOG.w

,

NEbl Shift [creCcospositioDtImaylbCope }esCthanithelminimon2gqt41remen.t m
okl01CFR;50M(mM2MDIand16;2:2ralforjalpetjodlofftime3Mt;;to
exceed 122 hours 3Ecederltozaccommodate1 unexpected absence;ofzorEduty<

shift crew;membets providedammediateIaction11cakeEtn.2$s_toreithe;shif_t
creyfcomposition;toMitt)i nLthelminimumlrequirenegts .

.

i 6.3 UNIT STAFF OUAlIFICATIONS i

)

6.3.1 Each member of the unit staff shall meet or exceed the minimum qualifications of ;

Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 2, 1987.

; 6.4 NOT USED
.

:

6.5 NOT USED

C 6.6 NOT USED
\ ._

I Tu ATTnd6.7 P a rr"T. V. m .TT I.f f ril 2-o2.Ls.m.m m 1 u- ~,

,

9 J.J J_
J' F , TL. tm 1, _. . J _ _ ._AJ___ .L.,, L. A m t. _ _ J. AL. ... A . P.f_L.. b i ris , L
v . "I b 5J

.4 1iN e v IIvusiiry w w b3v11J Ju IU 5 i vs b un53 s BsI bs35 % vwuib u wu 4 5 by

violated:

,u,non e n_ _ _ _ m. v_ _.J __m ,J.v;_ r__i__ _L ,, L_

. a. L, , nerne,n . L,o_
,,

. ,_ _____m___
vym, o b i w. bs . J.,o., vs . ,v b i . ub. .vv n..., , b.o. ... owvi o , ~s

by telephone es 300n es practical and in all cases within one hour efter
the violation has .b;; deterGir,cd. The .". lent "enescr'_. ',' ice ."_rcsident of i

'

__; iL. ^____m___ n _ . J _. . rJu_ innoi L_,, L_
u.w. .,3 w. . . ru, . . . u. . .is. uu N berL vybs W bEv1BJ nEy E Lyv kvvissa I b bbb gunk / al .u I 5 v5s . .i vp . i . . v
-_ A J sJ J . .J A L J ,A L_.._.
5 Yv b I I 5bu sv5 b31154 b'T I tvu t Je j

]

L a iJ_.____ P..__A n _ _ _ ._ L _ L . ,1 L_ _ _____J J .___ J.___ . .J s L ,nernen =r e

v. n b a bss adww 4.vs.Ib nUyvi b JIIu l 3 v5 ys Eyus su sse wwbun uus sus rv A bil AVbinavesW.

_ TL. iJ______ r..__A n____A _L,, L_ _ . .L _. J u _ J &_ LL_ P---J__J__ J i

b. Iits n. I bel # db b b VLieb nEyvi b JI IU g . vb JuuvTl a b bbu by b3IL kvtIWII I J J l vil I3I j

If J -- JJ- _f fi nf roc n "F*1 n. .A,. 6.a 4. L a D i. .s .n.&.u.s e..s. na m* .M . s J . ms . , A iaser,A..*. ~en u d, e. k. . .~ , .. . .. . ns b v,, . . - . . , , , , , . . . . . . .
1 P&.&J__ f PP.nf I __J

M,,s,,p l, .a.s am f.b,, a m.s. 4 4, a,m. .e.,* , #L _. _ A J, v_ _. ._, f4 _ =, J, .m
f*

.2.&L__. ,, . .. , v bo b . v , vy . b . ns . ov. . ums ssono, .~

Operations "eview Cui,aitttee '0|1C) within 3^ days ;fter discovery of the
e>ent.

'f that organizational-position is assigned'

r
5

(
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.7 SAFC"I LIMIT "I0tATION 'Contirad) e

U d. Critical opcretion of th; unit shall not be resu .;d until euthorized
by the Nuclaer Regulatory Ce.r.;,issicr.

6.8 PROCEDURES PROGRAMS AND MANUALS

6.8.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the
activities referenced below:

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide
1.33, Revision 2. February 1978:

b. The emergency operating procedures required to implement the requirements
of NUREG 0737 and Supplement 1 to NUREG 0737 as stated in Section 7.1 of
Generic Letter No. 82 33:

c. Not used:

d. Not used:

e. Not used;

f. 0FFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL implementation:

g. Quality Assurance for effluent and environmental monitoring:
,-

!

h. Fire protection program implementation; end j
1

1. Technical Requirements Manual implementation- EaDd |
NEW SE progtamsJspeciftedi1!ESpecMication:61 Q 2os-u

6.8.2 Not used. I

6.8.3 The following programs shall be established, implemented, and maintained:

a. Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment

A program to reduce leakage from those portions of systems outside
containment that could contain highly radioactive fluids during a serious
transient or accident to as low as practical levels. The systems include
the post accident recirculation portions of the Containment Spray System.
Safety Injection System, Chemical and Volume Control System RHR System.
and RCS Sampling System (Post Accident Sampling System portion only). The
program shall include the following:

1) Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection requirements,
and

2) Integrated leak test requirements for each system at refueling cycle
intervals or less.O

',V b. Not uset

CPSESMark-up ofCTS 6.0 6-4 215.m



ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS ,

c. Secondary Water Chemistry
,

U A program for monitoring of secondary water chemistry to inhibit steam
'

generator tube degradation and low pressure turbine disc stress corrosion
cracking. This program shall include:

1) Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical variables and
,

control points for these variables, j

2) Identification of the procedures used to measure the values of the l

critical variables,

3) Identification of process sampling points, which shall include
monitoring the discharge of the condensate pumps for evidence of
condenser in leakage,

4) Procedures for the recording and management of data.

5) Procedures defining corrective actions for all off control point
chemistry conditions, and

i

6) A procedure identifying: (a) the authority responsible for the
,

interpretation of the data, and (b) the sequence and timing of '

administrative events required to initiate corrective action.

d. Post Accident Samolina

A program which will ensure the capability to obtain and analyze reactor
coolant, radioactive iodines and particulates in plant gaseous effluents,
and containment atmosphere samples under accident conditions. The program i

shall include the following:

1) Training of personnel,

2) Procedures for sampling and analysis, and

3) Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment.

e. Radioactive Effluent Controls Proaram j

A program shall be provided conforming with 10 CFR 50.36a for the control
of radioactive effluents and for maintaining the doses to members of the
public from radioactive effluents as low as reasonably achievable. The
program (1) shall be contained in the 00CH (2) shall be implemented by j

operating procedures, and (3) shall include remedial actions to be takca
,

'

whenever the program limits are exceeded. The program shall include the !

following elements: j

'**1) Limitations on the operability functionalZeapabiljty of
radioactive liquid and gaseous monitoring instrumentation
including surveillance tests and setpoint determination in
accordance with the methodology in the 00CH, if"% iO |

||
CPSESMark-up of CTS 6,0 6-5 S/15m
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

e. Radioactive Effluent Controls Procram (Continued)(n'") 2) Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material released
in liquid effluents to unrestricted area conforming to 10 times the
concentration values in Appendix B. Table 2. Column 2. to 10 CFR
20.1001 20.2402,

3) Honitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and gaseous
effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1302 and with the methodology
and parameters in the ODCH.

4) Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose commitment to
a member of the public from radioactive materials in liquid
effluents released from each unit to unrestricted areas conforming
to Appendix I to 10CFR50,

5) Determination of cumulative end projccted dose contributions from
radioactive effluents for the current calendar quarter and current 2 07-A
calendar year in accordance with t;.: methodology and parameters in
the ODCM at least every 31 days. Determination;of the" projected
dose" contributions 1for|Jgaseous;and: liquid effluentsfin acgrdance
wi th: methodology.i n;the10DCHiatjeast;every;311 days ;

6) Limitations on the cperability functionallcapability and use of 2 05-A
the liquid and gaseous effluent treatment systems to ensure that
the appropriate portions of these systems are used to reduce

/S releases of radioactivity when the projected doses in a 31 dayb period would exceed 2 percent of the guidelines for the annual dose
or dose commitment conforming to Appendix I to 10CFR50,

7) Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive interial
released in gaseous effluents from the site to areas at or beyond
the site boundary conforming to the following: i

a. For noble gases: Less than or equal to a dose rate of 500
mrem /yr to the total body and less than or equal to a dose
rate of 3000 mrem /yr to the skin, and

b. For Iodine 131, for Iodine 133, for tritium, and for all
radionuclides in particulate form with half lives greater
than 8 days: Less than or equal to a dose rate of 1500
mrem /yr to any organ.

8) Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting from
noble gases released in gaseous effluents from each unit to areas.

beyond the site boundary conforming to Appendix I to 10CFR50,

9) Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses to a member of the
public from Iodine-131. Iodine 133, tritium, and all radionuclides
in particulate form with half lives greater than 8 days in gaseous
effluents released from each unit to areas beyond the site boundary

n conforming to Appendix I to 10CFR50, and
(,]
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,

1

l

-N 10) Limitations on the annual dose or dose commitment to any member of
"j the public due to releases of radioactivity and to radiation from

,

uranium fuel cycle sources conforming to 40CFR190.

f. Not used

g. Containment Leakaae Rate Testina Proaram

A program shall be established to implement the leakage rate testing
of the containment as required by 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J. Option B, as modified by approved exemptions. This
program shall be in accordance with the guidelines contained in
Regulatory Guide 1.163, " Performance Based Containment Leak Test
Program, dated September, 1995"

The peak calculated containment internal pressure for the design
basis loss of coolant accident P,. is 48.3 psig.

The maximum allowable containment leakage rate, L , at P , shall be
0.10% of containment air weight per day.

Leakage rate acceptance criteria are:

a. Containment leakage rate acceptance criteria is s 1.0 L,. I

During the first unit startup following testing in accordance
with this program, the leakage rate acceptance criteria are. l

| ) 5 0.60 L, for the Type B and Type C tests and 5 0.75 L, for |

L' Type A tests:
,

b. Air lock testing acceptance criteria are:

1) Overall air lock leakage rate is s 0.05 L, when tested
at 2 P.,

2) For each door, leakage rate is s 0.01 L, when
pressurized to 2 P,.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 do not apply to the test
frequencies specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program, with the exception of the containment ventilation isolation
valves, which is specified in specification 4.6.1.7.2 and 4.6.1.7.3.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.3 are applicable to the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

NEW TechnicalTSoecifications7TSPBases ControlTProars 2-11.M

This;programjproiijdesTa meansifor; processing;changesitoltheJaseEof
these;Iechni cal;Specif3 catiorts ::

11 Changesitolthe; Bases?ofithe7SyshalllbelmadeZUride6 appropirj ate
J'"; Admin 11tCat_ty Ccontro srandite.yl @ s2j

22 Licensees.~.may;makEcha_ngesito;Ba ses; wilhout.;priorlNRC_approvalj
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g Techm cal % sci fi cations ~ (TS1 ' Bases ~ Con t rol ' Proarael(Continued). ' 211-M .-

.
providedithe3:hanges ;do;notij nvol velei therjofithelfollowing(

a? a:cliangefjnLthe TS11ncorporated;.in theJicenseCor ,

; :
,

i b; a: change'to;.the; updated FSARioriBasesjthatlinvolvesTan ,

unreviewed; safety questionias!definedfjE10iCFit. 0359]5
'

,

32 The; Bases:Contro1EProgram:shallicontain provisions;tolensure;that
the; Bases;arelmaintainediconsi s_tentiwithithelfSAR 22

41 Proposedichanges;that meetithelcriterialof Specification"2Jabove
: shall beTreviewediand; approved.by<the MtC|priot;to;1mplementation,a 3-

Changes tolthe: Bases; implemented Withoutipriot NRC: approva17shal libe
'

:

l prov,1ded;to;the NRCion;a frequency:consistentiwith:10,CFR 50:71(e)] !

2"
M Safety Function" Determination:Proaram-(SFDP) j

ThisProgram ensuresllos.slofisafety: function;is detected'and appropriate i^

actionsitakenE Upon: entry]into ;LC0;3.0. 6 Ean Teval uation : shall : beimadelto ,

detemineti filoss:of; safety ifunction . exists .W Mditionall y,; othet {

appropriate: actions may;be;takenias:a: result;of.thelsupport; system !<

inoperability:and Leorrespondi ng: exception;to: entering: supported isystem
i Condi tion 1and: Required ' Actions MThi s1 program limpl ements;thelrequirements ;

: ofiLC0;3;0.6ETheLSFDPishalLcontaintheifollowingix

11 Provisions forZerossitrain:checksito;ensute'a: loss'ofsthelcapab111ty
to per. form;;the safetylfunctiog; assumed;tn;the;accidentiana]ysjsidoes
not golundetected|'

!

| 21 Provi sions;forlensurjng1the:pl antli s: maintained;inj a;;safelcondjlion i

j jfla;1osslof1 function; condition ex1.stsi |

i M Provisions;to ensure;that:anlinoperablefsupported;systemis
i Completjon, Time;1sinotlinappropriately;extendediasialresultZof

multiplef supportisysteali noperabil ities ; Zand
j

4] Otherlapproprjate~1 limitations!and;remedia[oricompensatotyIactions?

i When, assuming no:: concurrent! singleEloss "of J safetylfunction!exi sts: 7
failure ia: safety;functionlassumed;jn;the: accident: analysis cannot;ibe'

: performed ed forithel purposeiof;thi s; program,yalloss;of3sa fety; function;may
eK1stiwhen;al.supportisystenjsiinoperab]erandt'

t .

) 1] W required: system; redundant:toithe: system (s); supported bylthe
i nopetable ~suppottisystem2 sial solinoperabl e Cor'

2! A required system?redundantito;the? system (s);in turn; supported:by
theiinoperable: supported; system;is also;jnoperablecot

Altequired: system: redundant tolthelsupportzsystem(s)iforithe31 -
'

2
supported 1 systems](a)l and :.(b)2aboy.eli slaiso;i noperabl e a

,

f
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o TheISEDPlldentities1Wtete (19'ss onsafetEfonctibolexistgmta .

,V losof;safetyifuneg1Mtis;detemtoed3o;ex1pt:EthisiptogtanEtM
apptoptietEconditionsland1RequitedfActionsIofsthe3, Min WhichIthq

"

loss;oftsafetyltunctiogexistsrarCrequiteditoelenteredl.

f-

1,

NEW Technical Banniramarits' Manna 14TRM) "216M '

The1TsutsontainsIselected2eqGitementsjWichIdoInotImeetithm

i
criterfsMcGnclusionI1n3heRbutSte:1apottantito3he:operatioof,

CPSESMMuchio.GthelinformationTi n';theiTRii;wasite]ocatedjftosithe;TSg
.

,

ChangesitdithCTRiitshallibelsadOndeclappropgjatOhinistratjye:copttplg
andJevjewsrichanges.;mayIbe madeltolthelTRM3tthoutiptiorlNRClapptotal
Pt0Videdithelchanges;dolnot11nvolveletther.ia:changeltosthe35;onaq
unreviewedJ safety;questionIasidefined j by210CFR50.5951TRiischangelrequi te
approvaLofi,the3f ce;PresidentioL Nuclear;0petatiops'I

! '6.9 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
'L301-A.

gyggg

5.0.1 In addition to the opplicable reperting requir; ;nts of Title 10, Code of federal ,

Reguletions. tThe following reports shall be submitted om ~,..nistrator of :.m ,y....

the Regional Office of tra "RC unless otherwise acted in accordance;9tthi10;CE825014 |

6.9.1.1 Not used

."r"JAL RE'' ORTS Occuoational' Radiation'Exoosure:Reoort * c3 4-A

6.9.1.2 Annuci Reports lhe;0ccupatjoDa118adiation;Qposute18epett covering the'

activities of the unit as described below for the previous calendar year shall be
submitted prior to "erch 16pril150 of each year. Tra initial report shell be sub;;;itted
prior to tierch 1 of tra year following initici criticality.

Reparts required on an enna;l b; sis Thei0ccapatjonaHBadiationlExposute;8epott'

,

shall include:
a. A tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station, utility, and

other individuals (including contractors) for whom monitoring was'

performed. receiving an annual deep dose equivalent greater than 100 mrem
and the associated collective deep " dose equivalent (reported in person rem)
according to work and job functions e.g., reactor operations and
surveillance. inservice inspection, routine maintenance special

# Duties;may;belperformedj.by;the: Plant 1Managerlif2thatlorganizat16nallix[sitioKid
assigned].

A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal should*

combine those sections that are common to all units at the station.

This tabulation supplements the requirements of 10CFR20.2206.**

O
CPSESMark-up of CTS 6.0 6-9 S/1S/97
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MNUAL REPORTS Occuoational'RadiatiorExoosDre'Reobrt" (Continued)
/_D
V maintenance (describe maintenance), waste processing, and refueling. The

dose assignments to various duty functions may be estimated based on pocket
dosimeter, thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD), or film badge measurements.
Small exposures totalling less than 20% of the individual total dose need
not be accounted for. In the aggregate, at least 80% of the total deep
dose equivalent received from external sources should be assigned to
specific major work functions;

b. The results of specific activity analyscs in which the primary cociant
excccded thc limits of Specification 3.4.7. Thc folicwing information
shall be included; (1) Reactor power histcry starting 40 hours-prior to 34A

the first sample in which the limit was excccded (in graphic and tabular
format); (2) Results of the last isotopic analysis for radioicdine
performed prior to excceding the limit, results of-analysis whilc limit was
excccded cad results of onc analysis after the radicicdinc activity was
reduced tc less then limit. f.cch result should include-dete and time of
sampling and the radioicdinc concentrations; (3) Cican-up ficw history
starting 40 hours prior to thc first sampic in which the limit was
excccded; (4) Cr ph of the I 131 concentration (pCi/gm) and one other
radicicdinc isctcpc concentration (pCi/gm) cs s function of time for the
dueatica cf thc specific activity abovc the steady state levci; and (5) The
tfac duration when thc specific activity of the primary coolant cxceeded
thc radioicdinc limit.

O ANNUAL RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATING REPORT" !

l

!v! 6.9.1.3 The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report covering the operation l
of the unit during the previous calendar year shall be submitted before May 1 of each
year. The report shall include str..=. aries, interpretations, and analysis of trends of )
the results of the radiological environmental monitoring program for the reporting <

period. The material provided shall be consistent with the objectives outlined in (1)
the ODCH, and (2) Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3, and IV.C of Appendix I to 10CFR50. |

The~AnnuallR.adi.ologica]|.Envi ronmental;0peratj ng;ReporRshallli ncl ude3he Jresul tCof
analysesioflallltadiologicaE.environmentalisampl es ?and:o f;allfenvi ronmentalyddj ation m -A

measurementsltakeniduting1the? petiod: pursuant itoltheJJ ocationsispecMiedlin ithercab]e I

and 7fj guresI1 njtheiODCH Ea s;Well ;asisumani zed iandit abul ated;tesul tsiof2these
analyses and; measurements;inLalformatisimilatito;the;tabjelinithe: Radiological.
as.sessme_ntBra0ch1 Technical 20sitj on siRey1 sj oDll .5Novembeti1979ISIn;the:eyent:that?some I

10d1Riduantesul_ tore;not:availabl e:rocincl usi.on:WJitEtheleportztheleport:shai r be it

submitted! noting;andiexplainingithe;reasonsiforsthe mi.ssingiresultsEThelmissing data
shall~be: submitted 21nla" supplementary;tepott as;soon~as7po.ssjble.1,

1

A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal should*

combine those sections that are common to all units at the station.

*3 A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The;s.ubmittal g ,3

should; combine;tho_ e;sectionsithatf arelcomon.;toZa]]Lunitsfat3theJstation?s

/ \

V
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ANNUAE RADI0 ACTIVE EFFLUENT RELEASE REPORT" 34A,3
(O The Annue+ Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of

|

6.9.1.4
the unit during the previous year shall be submitted prior to May 1 of each year ID
accordance:with:10CFR50;36a. The renort shall include a sumary of the quantities of'

radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents and solid waste released from the unit. The
material provided shall be (1) consistent with the objectives outlined in the ODCM and
PCP and (2) in conformance with 10CFR50.36a and Section IV.B.1 of Appendix I to 10CFR50. ,

I

MONTHLY OPERATING REPORTS

6.9.1.5 Routine reports of operating statistics and shutdown experience, including
documentation of all challenges to the pr$ssurjzet PORVs or pressur.fzer; safety
valves, shall be submitted on a monthly basis to the U.S. "uclecr "cguictory

kk '*
NkS.5!IS'S.*E.m.*no later than the 20th of eachk.INvou!b. ~9d..o.i."m''_. 9bE. OSY. Ib.~ . s!bE.umo.

'

3 I N.m v m>~vruv usw v v
month following the calendar month covered by the report.

CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT

6.9.1.6a Core operating limits shall be established and documented in the CORE
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) before each reload cycle or any remaining part of a
reload cycle for the following:

1). Moderator temperature coefficient BOL and E0L limits and 300 ppm
surveillance limit for Specification 3/4.1.1.3. |

2). Shutdown Rod Insertion Limit for Specification 3/4.1.3.5.

3). Control Rod Insertion Limits for Specification 3/4.1.3.6,

4). AXIAL FLUX DIFFEREFE Limits and target band for Specification 3/4.2.1.,

5). Heat Flux Hot Chan 4 / actor, K(Z), W(Z), Ff", and the F/(Z) allowances
for Specification # - .2.2.

6). Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor Limit and the Power Factor
Multiplier for Specification 3/4.2.3.

!
7) SHUTDOWN MARGINS values in Specifications 3/4.1.1.1, 3/4.1.1.2, 3/4.1.2.2.

3/4.1.2.4, and 3/4.1.2.6.

34 m
8). Refuel.ing; Boro 0Concentratjog;11mitGinSpecilicatioM3/K9JJ]

6.9.1.6b The following analytical methods used to determine the core operating
limits are for Units 1 and 2 unless otherwise stated, and shall be those previously .

approved by the NRC in: !

A single submittal may be made for a multi-unit station. The submittal shouM**
3"*

shell combine these sections that-ece common to all units at the station:b however, for units with separate radwaste systems, the submittal shall specify
V the releases of radioactive caterial from each unit.

!
,
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CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (Continued)

1). WCAP 9272 P A " WESTINGHOUSE RELOAD SAFETY EVALUATION METHODOLOGY," - 337 3.

July 1985 (W Proprietary). (|%theilogy for Sgcificatiens 3.1.1.3
Fcereter Teogreture Coefficient. 3.1.3.5 Shut h a S ak In;crtion

Limit, 3.1.3.0 Control Lak In:crtion Licits, 3.2.1 Axial flux
Diffe,rence 3.2.2 || cat flux ||st Channel rector, end 3.2.3 Fucicer
,au - ~ , , - r.u __-, ~u.,3 uw bvy /6.11 bI fu I yJ n4JE I IV b vs aus si rw g

2). WCAP 8385, " POWER DISTRIBUTION CONTROL AND LOAD FOLLOWING PROCEDURES -
'**7'*'

TOPICAL REPORT." September 1974 (W Proprietary). Oicthodology for
Sgcificatica 3.2.1 - Axial flux Difference [ Constant Axial Offset ,

Contic1].) l
i

l
!

3). T. M. Anderson To K. Kniel (Chief of Core Performance Branch, NRC)
Sl7'A

1 January 31, 1980 Attachment: Operation and Safety Analysis Aspects of
an Improved Load follow Package. (tiethedclogy for SRcification 3.2.1 .

'.

Axiel riux Cifference [ Constant Axial Offset Centrol].)
117 A~ |4). NUREG 0800. Standard Review Plan, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

'

Section 4.3, Nuclear Design, July 1981. Branch Technical Position CPB
4.31, Westinghouse Constant Axial Offset Control (CAOC). Rev. 2 July
1981 (F,cthodology for Sgcification 3.2.1 Axiel flux Difference
[ Constant Axiel Offset Centrol].)!

5). WCAP 10216 P-A, Revision 1A, " RELAXATION OF CONSTANT AXIAL OFFSET'

)**7'*
CONTROL Fa SURVEILLANCE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION," February 1994 (W'

Proprietary). f|iethodology for Sgcificatica 3.2.2 ||cet flux ||ct '

Channci Facter (W( ) curveillance requirc ente fer F, ticthedcic;y).)
,

6). WCAP 10079 P A, "NOTRUMP, A N0DAL TRANSIENT SMALL BREAK AND GENERAL NETWORK
CODE " August 1985, (W Proprietary).

|

7). WCAP 10054 P A, " WESTINGHOUSE SMALL BREAK ECCS EVALUATION MODEL USING THE
NOTRUMP CODE", August 1985, (W Proprietary).

8). WCAP 11145 P A, "WESTINGH0'ISE SMALL BREAK LOCA ECCS EVALUATION MODEL
,

GENERIC STUO'.' WITH THE NOTRUMP CODE", October 1986, (W Proprietary).

9). RXE 90 006 P, " Power Distribution Control Analysis and Overtemperature
* * 7'^

N 16 and Overpower N 16 Trip Setpoint Methodology, " February 1991.
(F,ethodology for Sgcificatica 3.2.1 Axial flux Differeacc. 3.2.2
|icet flux ||ct Chennel factor.)

10). RXE 88102 P, "TUE 1 Departure from Nucleate Boiling Correlation", January
1989.

11). RXE 88102-P, Sup.1, "TUE 1 DNB Correlation - Supplement 1", December
1990.

:
1

j
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CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (Continued) fs
i

- 12). RXE 89 002, "VIPRE 01 Core Thermal Hydraulic Analysis Methods for Comanche )
Peak Steam Electric Station Licensing Applications", June 1989. i

,

13). RXE 91001, " Transient Analysis Methods for Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station Licensing Applications", February 1991.

1

1

14). RXE-91002, " Reactivity Anomaly Events Methodology". Hay 1991. , #' A
|("athedslagy for Specification 3.1.1.3 .ederator Tap;reture" -

Coefficient, 3.1.3.5 Shutdown "enk Insertion Limit. 3.1.3.0 Control
Senk Inscrtion Limits, 3.2.1 Axial Tiux Difference, 3.2.2 || cat flux "ct '

Channel Tector 3.2.3 "uclear Enthalpy "ise ||ct Chenaci rector.)

15). RXE 90 007, "Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident Analysis Nethodology",
December 1990.

16). TXX 88306 " Steam Generator Tube Rupture Analysis". March 15, 1988.
.

17). RXE 91005, "Hethodology for Reactor Core Response to Steam 11ne Break
'

Events," May, 1991.

"eference 10) is for Unit 2 only. g
,

10). "CA" 0220 " A. "cv. 1. ""ESTI|OiO"SE ECCS "ALUATIO" .00EL-1301
"

"ersion", february 1002 (W "reprietary).

19). RXE 94 001 A, " Safety Analysis of Postulated Inadvertent ~ Boron Dilution *^
Event in Modes 3,4, and 5 " February 1994. (|iethodology for .

fSpecificaticas 3/4.1.1.1, 3/4.1.1.2, 3/4.1.2.2, 3/4.1.2.4, and
3/4.1.2.5 Shutdewn |iergin.)

20), RXE 95 001 P, "Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident Analysis Methodology,"
i December 1995.

6.9.1.6c The core operating limits shall be determined so that all applicable limits
(e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, core thermal hydraulic limits, ECCS limits, ,

nuclear limits such as SHUTDOWN MARGIN, and transient and accident analysis limits) of
the safety analysis are met.

6.9.1.6d The CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT, including any mid cycle revisions or
supplements thereto, shall be provided upon issuance, for each reload cycle, to the
NRC Docu ent Ccatrci Ocsk with copies-to the "cgionabAdministrator and towient

" 'A
Inspector.

'

.

!

l

|
.

/G
-

l
'
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

ReactMCoolant" System'(RCSPPRESSURE~AW TEWERATIRE7 LIMITS'REPIRTMPH.RI Sisu;
;

NQ! 8CS3OjputEanditemperaturellimitsgorIheat3|pZedeMcWilW3RRBEN,

operatigt;Icrit_icali.tyEand ;hydrostati citesting::arnd|f0RWittfMast&tW3ME1311 i

heatuplandiccoldown: rates;shal.1;be;establ.i shed;andidocumentedJgitjJe SRXor.;tte i,

i follow 192i I

L
11 Speci fi cationl3/4.4;8.1 'IPtessure/Iemperatutellinits?IftealtoCCddla]g

System 2 and

) 22 Speci fication .3/4.4.8.3 E0verpressurefrotection;S9 stem 3 !
, :

#

NEW IheTaM1Rica11 methods usedito;determineithe'RCS:pressoreianditemperatdry31mits j
sha111belthew previouslyireviewed:and approv_ed by the MCEspecificallyIthose ;

desetj bedlit.jhe:fol lowi ng: documents : 1

1

1). The analytical: methods used to: determine the;RCS;pressureIand;tempetatute |s

limits;weteideveloped;in;accordance;with:"

1

| 10).CFR:50 Appendix;GlandM
i Regul atoryiGuide: 1'99;iRevi sion' 2
| NUREG 0800. Standard' Review Plan:SectionW3:2
| ASME' Code'Sectioni!IIKAppendJEG 1

: i

! 2). LowlTemperature10verpressurization'ProtectjonRimitsIWere31evelopedlif
accotdance.wjth:

i 10;CFR~50. Appendix G
i NUREG 0800|1St.andard;RevieWIP.lan Section15;2:2
'

Branch 3Jechnica12ositions;RSB;512:anditlETB1512

; NEWJilheIRILIUshalEbe providedito;the NRCfuponii ssuancelforleachlteactotWesselif]Mneg
i petlod3Ddifot;anyItevi sion Lor; suppl ement1thereto?
'

SPEC-IAL-REPORTS

i ' 108 A
I , _. I . t n

*
1

t = = = : ," r.r.n=::x,=, n.s m:w=. rin." = : = x = > ,_num u n e s. u wvi v. 6 nuvivnus v. v. wi ~ nnu w i so n . u ni~ n i vu erwisivu .v.

| GGCh iefi,rt.

6.10 NOT USEDg

6.11 NOT USED
.

6.12 HIGH RADIATION AREA

i 6.12.1 Pursuant to 10 CFR 20, paragraph 20.1601(c). in lieu of the " control
device" or " alarm signal" required by paragraph 10CFR20.1601(a). each high
radiation area, as defined in 10CFR20. in which the intensity of radiation is 511-A,

9tteletithan3QO;mres/hr but equal to or less than'1000 mrem /h at 30 cm (12 in.)z,

from the radiation source or from any surface which the radiation penetrates shall;

be barricaded and conspicuously posted as a high radiation area and entrance thereto
shall be controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Work Permit (RWP). Individuals

CPSESMark-up of CTS 6.0 6-H S/1Sn 7
J
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

I

O 6.12 HIGH RADIATION AREA |

qualified in radiation protection procedures (e.g., Radiation Protection Technician) or
personnel continuously escorted by such individuals may be exempt from the RWP issuance i

requirement during the performance of their assigned duties in high radiation areas with I
dose rates equal to or less than 1000 mrem /h, provided they are otherwise following |
plant radiation protection procedures for entry into such high radiation areas. Any j
individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas shall be provided with !
or accompanied by one or more of the following: !

|

a. A radiation monitoring device which continuously indicates the radiation
dose rate in the area; or

b. A radiation monitoring device which continuously integrates the radiation
dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset integrated dose is received.
Entry into such areas with this monitoring device may be made after the
dose rate levels in the area have been established and individuals have )
been made knowledgeable of them; or j

c. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures with a radiation
dose rate monitoring device, who is responsible for providing positive
control over the activities within the area and shall perform periodic
radiation surveillance at the frequency specified by the RWP.

6.12.2 In addition to the requirements of Specification 6.12.1. areas accessible to
individuals with radiation levels greater than 1000 mrem /h at 30 cm (12 in.) but less

[_D than 500 rads in one hour at one meter from the radiation source or from any
V surface which the radiation penetrates shall be provided with 1ccked doors og um

cod _tinuous]y; guarded;to prevent uncuthorized inadvertentlentry, and the keys shall
be maintained under the administrative control of the Shift Manager on duty and/or 3-19-A

radiation protection supervision. Doors shall remain locked except during periods
of access by individuals under an approved RWP which shall specify the dose rate

.

|
levels in the immediate work areas and the maximum allowable stay time for individuals |

|in that area. In lieu of the stay time specification of the RWP, direct or remote (such
as closed circuit TV cameras) continuous surveillance may be made by individuals !

qualified in radiation protection procedures to provide positive exposure control over |
the activities being performed within the area. '

For isolated high radiation areas accessible to individuals with radiation levels of
greater than 1000 mrem /h at 30 cm but less than 500 rads in one hour at one meter
that are located within large areas, such as PWR containment, where no enclosure
exists for purposes of locking oricannot~be;contino.ously;guardedj, and where no 3ats ,

enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the isolated area, that isolated
area shall be barricaded, conspicuously posted, and a flashing light shall be
activated as a warning device.

6.13 NOT USED '

6.14 0FFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (ODCH)

Changes to the ODCH:
(O"/

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be '

CPSESMark-up ofCTS 6.0 6-15 S/1587
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I

,

O retained f;r the iretien af th; unit Operating Lieense. This documentationU- shall contain:f -

1) Sufficient information to support the change together with the
appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying the change (s) and

2) A determination that the change will maintain the level of
radioactive effluent control required by 10 CFR 20.1302, 40CFR190,
10CFR50.36a, and Appendix I to 10CFR50 and not adversely impact the
accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose, or setpoint calculations

b. Shall become effective after review and aceeptenee by the =C ' cad 2-t u o
the approval of the Vice President of Nuclear Operations *.

c. Shall be submitted to the Commission in the form of a complete,
legible copy of the entire ODCH as part of or concurrent with the m: i
Amuel Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period of the '

report in which any change to the ODCH was made. Each change shall
be identified by markings in the margin of the affected pages, clearly
indicating the area of the page that was changed, and shall indicate the ;

date (e.g., month / year) the change was implemented. |

O

l

Duties may be performed by the Plant Manager if that organizational position is
'

*

assigned
|

CPSESMark-up of CTS 6.0 6 16 5/]5/97
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Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS
r'

- This enclosure contains the electronic (or hand written) mark up of the current
Technical Specifications (TS). The electronic (or hand written) mark-up is
performed in accordance with the following guidelines:

The current specifications are marked up to reflect what they would look like.

when the substance of NUREG 1431 Revision 1 is incorporated.

In general, only technical changes have been identified. However, some non-.

technical changes have also been included when the changes cannot easily be
determined to be non technical by a reviewer, or if an explanation is required
to demonstrate that the change is non technical.

Changes are identified by a change number in the right margin. A.

description / justification for each change is contained in Enclosure 3A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions Material is no longer in the specifications. (this includes
material which is moved to the Bases of the TS).

2. Additions This includes the addition of new requirements, restrictions,
etc. to the specifications which are not in the current TS.

3. Modifications This includes requirements which exist in the current TS
but are being revised in the improved TS.

4. Administrative These are non technical changes to the TS. These include
adopting the new format of the improved STS, moving the location of material '

within the specifications, etc.

The methodology of identifying the changes is : ;

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted is
annotated using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed
out by hand). The deletion is identified by a change number or a
change code in the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added is irderted into the specification in !
the appropriate location and is annotated using the red line
feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The.

addition 1s identified by a change number in the adjacent right
margin.

Modifications - The information being revised is annotated in the current TS
using the strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed out by I

hand) and the revised information is inserted into the
specification in the appropriate location and is annotated using

Methodology 1 of2 5/1S/97
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Methodology For Mark up of Current TS
(continued)(q,

)
the red line feature of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert
pages). The modification is identified by a change number in the
adjacent right margin.

Administrative - The text of the current TS is not modified to reflect
administrative changes. Where the administrative change might
cause confusion to a reviewer, the change is identified by a
change number in the right margin. For example, if a requirement
is relocated to a specification in the improved TS which does not
correspond with the specification in which that requirement is
located in the current TS. a change number is provided in the
markup of the current TS and an explanation is provided in

| enclosure 3A which explains where that requirement has been

|
located in the improved TS.

| CHANGE NUMBERS:

A change number, located in the right margin adjacent to a technical change mark-up,
provides an identifier for its corresponding description / justification and indicates
the type of NSHC used. The change number is of the form 4-13-LS. The first number
(i.e., 4 in this example) is a number assigned to each LC0 (or group of similar
LCOs) such that it refers to the same specification for each member utility in the

[]
Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) regardless of the actual TS number in their

U individual Technical Specifications. A table of the change number prefixes versus
each plant's specification numbers is provided in enclosure 3A. The next set of
numbers (i.e., 13 in this example) is an assigned number to identify changes within
a given specification (i.e.. having the same prefix number). As a result of
differences between the individual JLS member current specifications and because of
changes that may occur after initial number assignments, the numbers may not appear
sequentially in the TS markup. The letter suffix (i.e., LS in this example)
indicates the type NSHC used (e.g., A, M LG, TR, LS, R).

In summary, changes may be annoted electronically or by using a hand mark-up. For
electronic mark up, " red line" is used to annotate new information, " strike out" is
used to annotate deleted material (which includes material that is moved out of the
specifications), and change numbers are used in the right margin to identify
technical changes. All technical changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items)
require a change number. In addition, certain administrative changes (e.g.,
requirements moved to another specification) are also assigned a change number to
provide additional clarification.

I

V
Methodology 2 of 2 S/15/97
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ENCLOSURE 3A

DESCRIPTION OF
CHANGES TO CURRENT TS

Description of Changes (7 Pages)
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO CURRENT TS SECTION 6.0

m
( / This enclosure contains a brief description / justification for each marked up change

to current plant Technical Specifications. The changes are keyed to those"

identified in Enclosure 2 (Mark up of the current Technical Specifications (CTS)).
The referenced No Significant Hazards Consideration Determinations (NSHCDs) are
contained in Enclosure 4. All proposed technical changes to the Technical
Specifications are discussed below: however, some administrative changes (i.e.,
format, presentation, and editorial changes made to conform to the Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS)) may not be discussed. Empty brackets indicate that
other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE

NUMBER HSjiG DESCRIPTION

01 01 A The '' Responsibility" section is revised to be consistent
with NUREG-1431 and current plant practice. The
requirement to issue a management directive annually
(i.e., control room command function) is deleted. The TS
already adequately defines the function, and therefore.

| the management directive is redundant.

01 02 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

O 01 03 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
,

b (enclosure 3B).
'

01 04 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversior, camparison table
(enclosure 3B).

01 05 A The requirement for the presence of a Reactor Operator
(RO) or an SR0 in the control room is deleted from the TS
since the requirement is consistent with and duplicative
of the manning requirement in 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(iii).
Deletion of the CTS requirements does not change the
manning requirements and is therefore considered an
administrative change.

01 06 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

01 07 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

01 08 LG Moves the fire brigade requirements to a licensee |

controlled document. Moving these requirements is
consistent with NUREG 1431. Rev.1. These requirements

- can be found in BTP ASB 9.51 and their duplication in the
u) ITS is not required.

.{

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 6.0 i S/158 7
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CHANGE

NUEER NSBC DESCRIPTION

01 09 Not used.q
01 10 M Adds requirement for three Auxiliary Operators for the two

unit sites with both units shutdown or defueled. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1431. Although more
restrictive, this change is consistent with current plant
practice.

01 11 A For clarity, a note is added to state that one Radiation
Protection Technician and one Chemistry Technician can
fulfill the staffing requirements for both units.

01 12 A Deletes the shift technical advisor (STA) qualifications.
The additional NUREG 1431 requirement that the STA shall
meet the qualifications specified by " Policy Statement of
Engineering Expertise on Shift" was not inserted because
this requirement is redundant in that it is embedded in RG
1.8. Revision 2 (see section on Unit Staff
Qualifications).

01 13 A Adds new statement to accommodate unexpected absences of
! on duty crew member. This change is consistent with

NUREG 1431. This criteria was in the CTS but was
subsequently moved to the Final Safety Analysis Report

( (FSAR). The criteria is consistent with current practice
and 10 CFR 50.54(m) and, as such, reinsertion in the TS isN

considered administrative only.

01 14 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

02 01 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

02 02 LS 4 CTS Section [6.7]. " Safety Limit Violation." requirements
to notify the NRC within 1 hour following a violation of a
safety limit (SL), submit a Safety Limit Violation Report
and not resume plant operation until authorized by the
Commission are being deleted. These requirements are a
duplication of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(1) 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR
50.73.[ ] Since the plant must meet the applicable

.

requirements contained in the regulations, sufficient
regulatory controls are maintained to allow removing these
duplicate regulatory requirements from the current TS.
The notification requirement to management and the review l
committees is an after the fact notification and is not i

necessary to assure safe operation of the facility. As |
such, this requirement is not necessary to be included in

'
l

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 6.0 2 S/15 8 7
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CHANGE

NUMBER HStiC DESCRIPTION

f'') the TS. These changes are consistent with NUREG 101 and
v traveler TSTF 5.

02-03 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conver.sion comparison table
(onclosure 3B).

02 04 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

02 05 A Revises the radioactive effluent controls program to
reflect wording in NUREG 1431 and format of the
Administrative Controls section. The term " operability"
is replaced with " functional capability" to avoid
confusion with the TS definition of operability.

02 06 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

02 07 A Revises Radioactive Effluent Controls Program dose
projections to meet original intent of TS prior to
implementation of GL 89 01. GL 89 01 provided the wording
for the STS (Section 5.5.4.e) which combined the
requirements for cumulative and projected dose. This ,

(~~N
requires a plant to make projected doses for the quarter |

C and year on a 31 day basis. It is only necessary and j
reasonable to make a projection for the next 31 days. A
cumu'ative dose pro |&'; ion is still required for the
current calender quarter and year in accordance with the
ODCH. This change is consistent with traveler WOG 72.

02 08 H Revises the procedures section to refer to all programs'

listed in the program section of the Administrative
Controls and ensures implemting procedure control for i
these programs. This change is consistent with NUREG- |

|1431. This change is more restrictive because it now
includes all programs (current and added) in the IS as
well as those already specified in this paragraph.

02 09 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

.

02 10 M New program requirements include the " Technical
Requirements Manual (TRM)." The TRM, as a program in the
ITS, is consistent with the way similar programs (e.g.,
ODCM, Inservice Testing, etc.) are treated. Although this
new program essentially reflects current practice,
delineating it in the ITS is considered to be moreg

' !]
restrictive.

CPSES Description of Changes to CTS 6.0 3 S/1S/97
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CHANGE :

NUMBER HSBC DESCRIPTION j
!

02 11- M New program requirements, " Safety Function Determination !

Program" and " Bases Control Program" would be added,
consistent with NUREG 1431. Although these new programs
reflect current plant practice, delineating them in the ;

'

ITS would be more restrictive.

02 12 LG Not epplicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).

'

.

02 13 LG Revises Section 6.14 item b to move the requirement that
ODCM (or similar programs and procedures) changes require
review and acceptance by onsite review committees to the
ODCH.~ The onsite review of ODCH changes is currently
required per [ procedures). This change is consistent with
NUREG 1431.

02 14 M Not applicable to CPSES. 5s conversion comparison table
i

(enclosure 38).

02 15 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comoarison table ;

(enclosure 38).

02 16 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

02 17 LS 1 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

02 18 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table ,

(enclosure 3B). :
,

02 19 LS 2 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38).

02 20 A Not applicable to CPM $. See conversion comparison table
3

(enclosure 38).

03 01 A Revises " Routine Reports'' section to be consistent with
NUREG 1431. The method for submitting all reports is
revised to be in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4. Since this
change merely makes the TS consistent with the-

regulations, it i' onsidered administrative.

03 02 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(esiclosure 38).

.

CPSES Description of Changes to Cu 6.0 4 5/1587
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CHANGE i

NUMER HSlf DESCRIPTION

O 03 03 A The Annual Reports section is revised to be consistent
b with NUREG 1431 and traveler TSTF 152. Names and formats

are revised consistent with NUREG 1431. Also, revises the
'

annual report section to reflect the new 10 CFR Part 20
requirements and associated recommended changes noted in
NRC letter dated July 28,1995, " Changes to Technical '

Specifications Resulting from 10 CFR 20 and 50.36a
Changes" (From Christopher I. Grimes to Owners Groups
Chairs).

03 04 A The requirement to report specific activity limit
violations is deleted consistent with NUREG 1431. This
report is a history of Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
specific activity limiting condition for operation (LCO)
entries. GL 83 43 and revised reporting requirements in
the regulations intended that LCO entry reports no longer
be required. The reporting requirements in regulations
cover situations such as seriously degraded barriers (fuel
failure). Therefore, every violation of the RCS specific
activity LC0 need not be reported. Serious degradation of
a fission product barrier. among other more serious events
are required to be reported by 10 CFR 50.73. This change
is administrative in that it only affects reports and do

o not affect plant operations,

d
03 05 A The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report is i

revised consistent with NUREG 1431. The submittal date
will change in the ITS consistent with NUREG 1431 and the,

NRC Letter dated July 28, 1995 to the Owners Group from
Christopher I. Grimes regarding " Changes to Technical
Specifications Resulting from 10 CFR 20 and 50.36a
Chan @ ."

03 06 A CTS [6.9.1.4]. " Annual Radioactive Effluent Release
'

Report" and CTS [6.14c.] is revised consistent with NUREG-
1431. Rev.1, to delete the term " Annual" and modify the
submittal date. This change provides a reference to 10
CFR 50.36a since 10 CFR specifies that the report must be
submitted annually and include the results from the

'

previous 12 months of operation.

03 07 A CTS [6.9.1.3], " Annual Radiological Environmental
Operating Report" is revised to include specific details,

concerning the contents cf the report. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1431 Rev.1.

f%G
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. CHANGE

NUPBER HSBC DESCRIPTION

O 03 08 A CTS Specifications [6.9.1.5, 6.9.1.6 and 6.9.2] areU revised to delete the reference to submittal location for
the monthly report, core operating limits report and
special reports. The requirements related to report
submittal are contained in 10 CFR. Since conformance to
10 CFR is a condition of the license, specific
identification of this requirement in the TS would be
duplicative and is not necessary. Since the plant

'requirements remain the same, the change is considered an
administrative change. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1431. Rev. 1.

03 09 LG The record retention requirements are moved to the FSAR
and implementing procedures. The removal of this detail ,

from the CTS is consistent with NUREG-1431. The
requirement for retention of records related to activities i

affecting quality is contained in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, .

Criteria XVII and other sections of 10 CFR 50 that are
applicable to the plant (i.e. , 50.71, etc.). Post-
completion review of records does not directly assure
operation of the facility in a safe manner, as the
activities described in the documents have already been

'

performed. By retaining these requirements in plant
( procedures and licensee controlled documents, any changes
* in these record retention requirements will be adequately

controlled under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 and the
applicable regulations,

i
03 10 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table |

(enclosure 38). J

!

03 11 A The High Radiation Area is revised to be consistent with |

NUREG 1431 and the new Part 20 requirements. Changes are j
non technical to add clarification and conform with NUREG- 1

1431 and RG 8.38.

03 12 LG Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 38). l

03 13 H The following report [ ] will be added to the ITS
Administrative Controls section: " Reactor Coolant System-

(RCS) Pressure and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR)" [ ].
The , ' R is more restrictive because it is not currentlyi

re+ ' vJ. This change is also described in the I

description of changes for CTS Section 3/4.4 (PTLR). [ ]

03 14 H Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table
(enclosure 3B).,

.
.

i

!
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CHANGE

NLASER HSHC DESCRIPTION
:

Q 03 15 H Refueling boron concentration limits will also be added to
V the COLR. The addition of these limits to the COLR is ;

,

considered to be more restrictive.
!

03 16- A Deletes one of the allowed ECCS evaluation models for
CPSES Unit 2 which is no longer used. Although this *

change is more restrictive with respect to the TS (the
model may no longer be used), there is no impact on
current operations.

03 17 A Deletes the methodology section references in the COLR.
These references are adequately defined by the analytical ,

methods themselves as approved bu the NRC and it is i

redundant to repeat the information in the ITS. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1431.

03 18 A Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table |

(enclosure 38).

03 19 A The term " unauthorized" is changed to " inadvertent" in the
High Ridiation Area section. The prevention of inadvertent
entry is discussed in section 1.5 of RG 8.38. This RG
reflects the NRC's position regarding physical barriers

p for high radiation areas. Radiation areas within the
limits listed shall be locked or continuously guarded to !
prevent inadvertent entry as discussed in RG 8.38. !
furthermore, the distinction between unauthorized versus i

inadvertent is important based on a Notice of Violation
that Callaway received on this interpretation of terms,

s '03-20 LS 3 Consistent with NUREG 1431, the use of a continuous guard
is provided as an additional option for preventing '

.

inadvertent entry into high radiation areas that are
accessible to individuals. This option is acceptable
because it provides access control to these areas
commensurate with the other methods already permitted by
the C~S (i.e., locked doors, or barricades with posted

,

signs and flashing lights for isolated areas without
enclosures).

.

4
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE - CURRENT TS 6.0 Page 1 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

01-01 The " Responsibility" :ection is revised to delete the Yes Yes Yes Yes
A requirement to issue a management directive annually LAR 95-08

(i.e., control room comand function). The TS already
adequately defines the function and, therefore, the
management directive is redundant.

01-02 The " Plant / Unit Staff" section is revised to reflect the Yes No Yes Yes
A shift crew composition table removal (if applicabic). CTS already

non-licensed personnel, and changes made to the section incorporates
to be on a unit basis vs. plant basis. Various editorial changes
changes are made to accomplish the removal of the table
and revisions to be consistent with NUREG-1431 and
current plant practice.

.-

01-03 The requirement for an SRO to be present during fuel Yes No - Deleted per Yes Yes
A handling and to supervise all core alterations is not CTS Amendment 50/36

retained in ITS. This requirement essentially duplicates
the regulation in 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(iv).

01-04 The details of the review and audit, independent safety No - Deleted per No - Deleted per Yes - move to USAR Yes - move to FSAR
LG engineering group. and training functions are removed CTS Amendment CTS Ameodment 50/36 and 00AM

from the CTS. Those items not specifically covered by a 117/115
regulation are moved to licensee controlled documents:
otherwise the requirements are deleted.

01-05 The requirement for the presence of an RO or an SRO in Yes Yes Yes Yes
A the control room is deleted from the TS since the

requirement is adequately controlled by 10 CFR
50.54(m)(2)(iii).

9 e4

01-06 The details regarding the minimum shift crew req.irements Yes No Yes Yes
LG have been removed from the CTS because they are redundant mcve to FSAR CTS already move to USAR move to FSAR

to 10 CFR 50.54(k). (1), and (m) with the exception of contains changes
the requirement for non licensed operators. The minimum
shift crew requirements will be moved to a licensee
controlled document.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 6.0 S/IS/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 6.0 Page 2 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
,

01-07 Revises Section 6.2.2a. Unit Staff Organization, to No No Yes Yes
LG reflect the non-licensed operator staffing requirements DCPP is a multi- CPSES is a multi- moved to USAR moved to FSAR

for a single unit site. The minimum shift crew unit plant unit plant Chapter 13
composition as described in Table 6.2-1 has been moved to
a licensee controlled document.

-

01-08 Moves the fire brigade requirements to a licensee No Yes Yes Yes
LG controlled document. These requirements can be found in LA 75/74 Nove to FSAR Move to USAR Move to FSAR

BTP ASB 9.5-1 and their duplication on the ITS is not +

required.

01-09 Not used. NA NA NA NA

01-10 Adds requirement for three auxiliary operators for the No Yes No No

M two unit sites with both units shutdown or defueled. Already DCPP Wolf Creek is a Wolf Creek is a
requirement single unit site single unit site j

01 11 For clarity, a note is added to state that one radiation No Yes No No

A protection technician and one chemistry technician can DCPP procedure and Wolf Creek is a Wolf Creek is a
fulfill the staffing requirements for both units, operational single unit site single unit site

requirements
differ.

;

01-12 Deletes the Comanche Peak STA qualifications based on use No Yes No No
A of RG 1.8. Revision 2.

01 13 Adds new statement to accommodate unexpected absences of Ne Yes No No
A on-duty crew member. already in CTS already in CTS already in CTS

01-14 Deletes the shift supervisors and operating s rervisor No No No Yes
A from section 6.2 as required to hold a senior reactor DCPP procedure and Not in CTS Wolf Creek has

operator license. operational different

requirements requirements
differ.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 6.0 5/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE - CURRENT TS 6.0 Page 3 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

02 01 CTS Section [6.6a.] for Reportable Event actions has been Yes No - Deleted from Yes Yes
A delettd from the CTS. CTS per Amendment

50/36

02-02 The " Safety Limit Violation * section is deleted from the Yes Yes Yes Yes
LS-4 CTS The NRC reporting requirements are duolicative of 10

CFR 50.72. 10 CFR 50.73 and 10 CFR 50.36.

02-03 The implementation procedure requirements related to [ ] Yes No - Deleted from Yes Yes-
A the process control programs and radiological CTS per Amendment

environmental and offsite dose calculation programs are 50/36
deleted from the CTS.

02-04 The In-Plant Radiation Monitoring Program is deleted free Yes No Deleted from Yes - moved to USAR Yes - moved to FSAR
LG the CTS but the program consitment will be in the FSAR moved to FSAR CTS per Amendment

and implementing procedures. Any changes to the 50/36 |
programmatic provisions in the FSAR would be controlled |
by 10 CFR 50.59.

02 05 Revises the radioactive effluent controls program to Yes Yes Yes Yes i
A reflect wording in NUREG-1431 and format of the

Achinistrative Controls section. The term " operability"
is replaced with " functional capability" to avoid
confusion with the TS definition of operability.

02-06 The Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program is Yes No - Deleted from Yes Yes
A deleted. The details and description of the program are CTS per Amenchnnt

duplicative of [00CM] requirements. The program only 50/36
maintains consistency with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, -

Appendix I.

02-07 Revises Radioactive Effluent Controls Program dose Yes Yes Yes Yes
A pmjections to meet original intent of TS prior to

implementation of GL 89-01. (WOG-72)

Ci'SES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 6.0 5/1S/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 6.0 Page 4 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

02 08 Revises the procedures section to refer to all programs Yes Yes Yes Yes
M listed in the program section of the Administrative

Controls and ensures implementing procedure control for
these programs.

02-09 The description of the [00CM] (or equivalent programs and Yes No Yes Yes
A procedures)is revised. The [00CM] description is also Changes included in '

revised to reflect new 10 CFR Part 20 requirements. CTS

02-10 Mds new program called " Technical Requirements Manual No Yes No No
M (TP.M)." DCPP does not have Wolf Creek does not Callaway does not

TRM program have a TRM program have a TRM program

02-11 New program requirements. " Safety Function Determination Yes Yes Yes Yes
M Program" and " Bases Control Program" would be added.

02-12 This change moves the Emergency Diesel Generator No No Yes Yes
LG Reliability Program requirement to a licensee controlled DG failure reports Not in CTS moved to llSAR moved to FSAR

document. addressed in
Section 3/4.8

02-13 Revises Section 6.14 item b to move the requirement that Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG ODCM (or similar programs and procedures) changes regire Move to 00CM Move to 00CH Requirements are in OCCM

review and acceptance by onsite review connittees. AP 078-003 (ODCM)

02-14 Per GL 89 01, concentrations of radioactive material Yes No Yes Yes
M releases in liquid effluents to ucestricted area shall Changes included in

conform to 10 times the concentration values in Appendix CTS

B. Tabb 2. Column 2 of 10 CFR 20.1001-20.2401.

02-15 CTS Section [6.6b.] contains requirements for the plant Yes No Yes Yes
LG review and submittal of a reportable event. This Deleted from CTS

! information is to be moved to a licensee controlled per Amendment 50/36
| document. |

l

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 6.0 S/lSB 7
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h CONVERSION COMPARIS0N TABLE - CURRENT TS 6.0 Page 5 of 8 j

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY'

NUPBER DESCRIPTION: DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY- i
1

i
02-16 Change the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program description No No Yes Yes i
A- for sagled properties of new fuel oil from "within Not in CTS Not in CTS t

limits" to " analyzed" within 30 days following sampling I

and addition of the fuel oil to storage tanks. This j
wording more clearly defines that within 30 days

- following the initial new fuel oil sample, the fuel oil i
is analyzed to establish that the other properties

' specified in table 1 of ASTM D975-81 are met. This
change is consistent with the Bases for SR 3.8.3.3. '

;
02-17 " Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel" is being revised Yes No - see Section No. Yes

'

LS-1- consistent with idOG-85. The proposed changes provide an 3/4.4. CN 10-03-LS LAR submitted4

exception to the examination requirements in Regulatory 12/3/%.

Guide 1.14. Revision 1. " Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel- #

Integrity."
{

02-18 Revise the Radiological Effluent Controls Program dose No No Yes Yes
A rate limits to reflect changes to 10 CFR Part 20. draft aircady in CTS already in CTS |

Generic Letter. and prooosed traveler. .

i
02-19 The surveillance interval for verifying that other No No Yes- Yes- ,

LS-2- properties are with limits for ASTM 2D fuel oil is addressed in 3/4.8 addressed in 3/4.8
changed from "within 30 days" to within 31 days" after (CN 01-60 LS24) (CN 01-60-LS24) i

obtaining a sample. [
02-20 Add the provisions of Specifications 3.0.2 and 3.0.3 'are No No Yes Yes
A applicable to the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing program. This not in CTS not in CTS

.

change is consistent with TSTF-118. |
i

03-01 The method for submitting all reports is revised to be in Yes Yes Yes Yes i
A accordance with 10 CFR 50.4.

.

<

!

!

i
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 6.0 page 6 or 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

' | NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

03-02 The requirement to submit a startup report is deleted Yes No - Deleted from Yes Yes
A from the CTS. This report required no staff approval and CTS per Amendment

was submitted after the fact and, is therefore, not 50/36
required to ensure safe plant operation. The approved 10
CFR 50. Appendix B. QA Plan. and FSAR startup testing
program provides assurance that the affected activities
are adequately performed and that appropriate corrective
actions. 1f required, are taken.

03-05 Revises the annual report section to reflect the new 10 Yes Yes - Except the Yes Yes
A CFR Part 20 requirements and associated reconnended Part 20

changes noted in NRC letter dated July 28. 1995. " Changes requirements were
to Technical Specifications Resulting from 10 CFR 20 and removed from the TS
50.36a Changes." (From Christopher I. Grimes to Owners in Amendment 50/36
Groups Chairs) - TSTF-152

03-04 The requirement to report specific activity limit Yes Yes Yes Yes
A violations is deleted consistent with NUREG-1431. Serious

degradation of a fission product barrier, among other
more serious events are required to be reported by 10 CFR
50.73. This change is administrative in that it only
affects reports and do not affect plant operations.

03-05 The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report No Yes No No
A (including submittal date) is revised. DCPP report dates WCNOC report dates Callaway report

to remain as in CTS to remain as in CTS dates to remain as
in CTS

03-06 CTS [6.9.1.4]. " Annual Radioactive Effluent Re. lease Yes Yes Yes Yes
A Report" and CTS [6.14c.] is revised consistent with

NUREG-1431. Ru.1 to delete the term "Arr.;ial" and

modify the submittal date.

03-07 CTS [6.9.1.3] " Annual Radiological Environmental Yes Yes Yes Yes
A Operating Report" is revised to include specific details

concerning the contents of the report.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 6.0 S/1S/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 6.0 Page 7 of 8

.

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
_

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

03-08 CTS Specification [6.9.1.5. 6.9.1.6 and 6.9.2] are Yes Yes Yes Yes
A revised to delete the reference to submittal location for

the monthly report, core operating limits report and
special reports.

03-09 The record retention requirements are moved to the FSAR Yes Yes Yes Yes
LG and iglementing procedures. The requirement for

retention of records related to activities affecting

quality is contained in 10 CFR 50. Appendix B. Criteria
XVII and other sections of 10 CFR 50 that are applicable
to the plant (i.e. 50.71. etc.).

03-10 The Radiation Protection Program is moved to the FSAR. Yes No - Deleted from Yes Yes
LG This program requires procedures to be prepared for- move to FSAR CTS per Amendment move to USAR move to FSAR

personnel radiation protection consistent with 10 CFR 50/36
Part 20. Periodic review of these procedures is required
by 10 CFP. 20.1101(c).

03-11 The High Radiation Area section is revised to be Yes Yes Yes Yes
A consistent with the new Part 20 requirements. Changes

are non-technical to add clarification.

-12 The Process Control Program (PCP) section is proposed to Yes No Yes Yes
LG be moved outside the CTS. The PCP iglements the move to FSAR Deleted from CTS move to USAR move to FSAR

requirements of 10 CFR 20,10 CFR 61, and 10 CFR 71. per Amenchent 50/36

03-13 The following report [s] have been added to the ITS: Yes Yes Yes Yes
H " Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure and Temperature

Limits Report (PTLR)"[ J.

03-14 ";hutdown margin values would be moved to COLR per Yes No Yes Yes
M traveler TSTF-9. In addition, moderator temperature Already part of CTS

coefficient limits would also be moved to the COLR.

03-15 Adds refueling boron concentration limits to COLR. Yes Yes No Yes
M Already in CTS

|

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 6.0 5/15.67
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE - CURRENT TS 6.0 Page 8 of 8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY-

|WOLFCREEKNUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK CALLAWAY

03-16- Deletes one of the allowed ECCS evaluation models for No Yes No No.
A- CPSES Unit 2 which is no longer used.

03-17 Deletes the methodology section references in the COLR. No Yes Yes Yes
A References do not

exist in Otif CTS

03-18 Moves the reporting requirement for documentation of all No No Yes No-
A challenges to the PORVs or safety valves to the WCNOC

Monthly Operating Report.

03-19 The term * unauthorized" is changed to " inadvertent" in Yes Yes Yes Yes
A the High Radiation Ares section. The prevention of

inadvertent entry is discussed in section 1.5 of IS 8.38.

03-20 The use of a continuous guard is provided as an Yes Yes Yes No
LS 3 additional option for preventing inadvertent entry into Maintaining CTS

high radiation areas that are accessible to individuals.

,

,

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - CTS 6.0 5/1SM7
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I. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ORGANIZATION

O In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, this License Amendment Request
proposes to revise the current Technical Specifications. The proposed revision
includes converting the current Technical. Specifications to the improved Standard
Technical Specifications of NUREG 1431 Revision 1. The conversion to the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (also referred to as the improved STS or 15TS) has
generated a large number of changes. Evaluations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92 showing
that the proposed changes do not involve significant hazards considerations are
provided for each Technical Specification (TS) chapter. However, due to the volume
of changes. similar changes have been grouped in categories to facilitate the no
significant hazards considerations (NSHCs) required by 10 CFR 50.92.

Generic NSHCs have been developed that correspond to each category of changes. In
addition, since each TS chapter has been evaluated individually, chapters may
contain chapter specific generic NSHCs. NSHCs for changes that cannot be grouped
into a category have also been developed. Typically, less restrictive technical
changes must be evaluated individually. Each TS chapter will therefore contain
" change specific" NSHCs for less restrictive technical changes as well as generic
NSHCs.

Each change to the current Technical Specifications is marked up on the appropriate
page and technical changes are assigned a change number. Obvious editorial or
administrative changes are not marked up. The change number in the right margin of

O provides a detailed basis for each change and a reference to the applicable NSHC.
the marked up page is used in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A) which

For enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 68, text in brackets ''[ ]" indicates the
information is plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing
Subcommittee (JLS) plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have
plant specific information in that location.

.

.

A

l
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II. oESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS

!O ceneate no stoutric^uT siz^aos C0sstota4T10ns
l

The following are brief descriptions of the generic NSHCs contained within this TS i

chapter. The reference symbols are used in the Discussion of Changes to index the |

applicable NSHC for each change described and are incorporated into the change numbers. |

Additional generic subcategories may be developed and will be referenced by adding a )
numeric designator to the existing alpha reference symbol (i.e., LG1, LG2. A1 A2, etc).

|
Admini strative j

l

Reference symbol "A" (Administrative) 1

This category consists of changes which are editorial in nature involve the
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical content,
simply reformat a requirement. or clarify the TS (such as deleting a footnote no
longer applicable due to a technical change to a requirement). It also includes
nontechnical changes made to conform to the Writer's Guide or the improved Standard ,

Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. Most administrative changes have not been !
marked up on the current TS, and thus are not specifically referenced to a |
discussion of change or NSHC. If no discussion of change or NSHC is referenced for |

a change it is considered administrative in nature and this Generic NSHC applies.
This NSHC may also be referenced in a discussion of change for an administrative
change that is not obvious and requires an explanation.

O Relocation of Technical Soecification Reauirements

Reference symbol "R" (Relocation)
l

This category applies to TS requirements that do not meet the criteria in ;

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). TS requirements affected by the application of the criteria j
are annotated with an "R" in the description of the change (enclosure 3A). The "R"

'

designation and the description of the relocation direct the reviewer to this NSHC
for a description and evaluation of the change.

Movino information out of Technical Soecifications

Reference symbol "LG" (Less restrictive, generic)

In some cases. information will be moved out of the TS while the underlying ;

I

O i
I;

CPSES No Sigmficant HazarJ.c Consideration - CTS 6.0 3 S/15/97
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II. DESCRIPTION OF NSHC EVALUATIONS
,

,

( ) GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
(continued)

requirement remains (e.g., the requirement for equipment operability is retained in
the LCO but the definition of operability is moved to the Bases). The affected
information maybe moved to the Bases, the FSAR, or other licensee controlled
documents. This category of change is considered to be less restrictive (no longer
controlled by TS) and usually involves moving information of a descriptive nature.
These changes are generally made in order to conform with NUREG 1431 format and
content.

Technical chance. more restrictive

Reference symbol "M" (More restrictive, generic)

' This category consists of changes that add new requirements to the TS or revise
existing requirements to be more stringent. These are changes are typically made to |

conform to applicable requirements of NUREG 1431. )

SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

1

Those TS changes that must be evaluated individually are typically the less
'

( ') restrictive technical changes. Each NSHC for less restrictive technical changes in
this TS chapter will be numbered sequentially. The applicable NSHC for each less-

restrictive change will be referenced in the Description of Change (enclosure 3A)
for this chapter. The Description of Change contains the basis for the change.

Technical chance. less restrictive

Reference symbol "LS" (Less restrictive, specific)

This category consists of changes which revise existing requirements such that more
restoration time is provided, fewer compensatory measures are needed, or fewer or
less restrictive surveillance requirements are required. This would also include
requirements which are deleted from the TS (not relocated or moved to other
documents).

Iechnical chance. recurrina less restrictive

Reference symbol "TR 1, 2, 3. . . ." (technical recurring)

This catego"y consists of the same kind of changes as LS above except that they are
generic to several specifications.

,
,

-)
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

n , , ,

x r

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE REFOR; ATTING AND REWORDING

This proposed TS revision includes reformatting and rewording the remaining
requirements in accordance with the NUMARC Technical Specification Writer's Guide
and the improved Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG 1431. This is intended
to make the TS more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.
Application of the Writer's Guide will also assure consistency between
specifications. During this reformatting and rewording process, no technical
changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to the TS unless they were
identified and justified.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"the Comission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility

r'h licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.2? or for a testing facility involves no i

G significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance |
with the proposed amendment would not: |

|

1 Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

1

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any '

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

1, r >;s the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current
Technical Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no
technical changes to the current Technical Specifications. As such, this

,-

> )
-
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
m
h "A"

(continued)

change ,is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed
events or assumed mitigation of accidents or transient events. Therefore,
this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or ,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

' 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

<

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no ;

new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in
controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
requirements. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or -

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. This change is administrative
in nature. As such, no question of safety is involved.

N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC **A" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

!

.

T

'A
V
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III, GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
o 1

U "R"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION l

FOR |
RELOCATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS |

TO OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS i

This proposed TS revision includes relocating requirements, which do not meet the TS
criteria, to documents with established control programs. Relocation of these
requirements allows the TS to be reserved only for those conditions or limitations
upon reactor operation which are necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal
situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and
safety thereby focusing the scope of the TS.

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the TS criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii)
have been relocated to other licensee controlled documents. This regulation
addresses the scope and purpose of TS. In doing so, it sets forth a specific set of
objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating
restrictions should be included in the TS. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in

(N the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the

C/ reactor coolant pressure boundary:

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that
is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier:

Criterion 3: A structure, system or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design
Basis Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission barrier; and

,

Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.

This proposed change has been evaluated and it is concluded that the change does not.

meet the criteria listed above. The Conversion Comparison Table (enclosure 3B)
specifies the proposed location of these relocated requirements.

Ci
%)

CPSES No Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 6.0 7 S/lSB7
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

,/ 3
i / "R"

(continued)

TS requirements that do not meet the NRC's criteria are being relocated to other
licensee controlled documents. Some of these requirements will be relocated to
documents that are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This will ensure that
changes to these relocated requirements will be limited to those that do not involve
an ur. reviewed safety question. Other requirements will be relocated to other
licensee documents which have similar regulatory controls (e.g., the Quality
Assurance Plan, as described in the FSAR, which is controlled by PCFR50.54a). The
remainder of the requirements that do not meet the NRC criteria will be relocated to
programs that are controlled via the Administrative Controls section of the improved
TS. This will ensure an appropriate level of control over changes to these
requirements. The TS change to relocate requirements has been reviewed by a multi-
disciplinary group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel, including onsite
operations personnel.

Compliance with the relocated requirements will not be affected by this proposed
change to the current Technical Specifications. The required periodic surveillances
will continue to be performed to ensure that limits on parameters are maintained.
Therefore, relocation of these requirements will have no impact on system
operability or the maintenance of controlled parameters within limits.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed
in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Corrmis! Jn may m3ke a final determination. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no i
significant hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance i
with the proposed amend 7ent would not:

I. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any
1

accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

. in

u.Y
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qj MRN

(continued)

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? ~

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures,
systems, components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion
in the improved TS. The affected structures, systems, components or variables
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to
mitigate accident or transient events. These relocated operability
requirements and surveillances will continue to be maintained pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, other regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to
which the requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls
section of the improved TS. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in thc probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a .Fysical alteration of the plant (no l

new or different type of equipment will La installed) or changes in j

(n} controlling parameters . The proposed change will not 1mpose any different
- requirements and adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus,

this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of '

|accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

Tb proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no
impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the relocated
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, component |
or variables are the same as the current Technical Specifications. Since any 4

future changes to these requirements and the associated surveillance I

procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, other i

regulatory requirements (as applicable for the document to which the I

requirement is relocated), and/or the Administrative Controls section of the
improved TS, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate margin "
safety. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

* NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "R" resulting from the conversic: to the improved TS format satisfy the no

(l significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
V no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

1

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 6.0 V S/1S/97 j
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(
Q "LG"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

MOVING INFORMATION FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION BASES, FSAR OR OTHER LICENSEE CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the equipment, system (s),
actions or surveillances identified by the specification has been removed from the
proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee
controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the
improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the
public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved continues to be ;

maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls which presently !

exist on the documents where the information is being moved.
|

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ,

'

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

U "The Comission may make a final determinatfon. pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no ;

significant hazards consideration, if operation of the fact 11ty in accordance |
with the propused amendnent would not: :

1. Involve a signif cant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident prevtously evaluated; or

2. Create the poss1b111ty of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety *

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:.

(D
()
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

"LG"
(continued) j

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or j
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? j

l

The proposed change moves requirements from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, other
'licensee controlled documents. The Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled

documents containing the moved requirements will be maintained using the i

provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate controls. j

Since any changes to the Bases. FSAR, or other licensae controlled documents |

will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate ,

!regulatory controls, proper controls are .in place to adequately limit the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore, i

'

this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? j

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in

O controlling parameters . The proposed change will not impose any different
requirements and adequate control of the information will be maintained.
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?'

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no

: impact on the design basis or safety analysis. In addition, the requirements
to be transposed from the TS to the Bases, FSAR, or other licensee controlled

J doctments are the same as the current TS. Since any future changes to these
requirements in the Bases FSAR, or other licensee controlled doctnents will
be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 or other appropriate
regulatory controls, proper controls are in place to maintain an appropriate
margin of safety Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

|
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LG" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a'

no sigt.ificant hazards consideration finding is justified.

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Cons;deration - CTS 6.0 11 S/15/97
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(V3 'M"

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE MORE RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

This proposed revision involves modifying the current Technical Specifications to
impose more stringent requirements and achieves consistency with the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1431).

The current Technical Specifications have been modified in son.e areas to impose more
stringent guidelines than previously required. These more restrictive modifications
are being imposed to be consistent with the improved Standard Technical >

Specifications (NUREG 1431). Such changes have been made after ensuring the
previously evaluated safety analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive
technical changes have been made to achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and
remove ambiguities from the specification.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
;

involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
i

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.f2(c) as quoted '

( below: )
|

"The Corimission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91. that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an \
accident previously evaluated; or |

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant,

hazards consideration standards: j
.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or |
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? !

|

O 1U '

l
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III. GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS i

O- !

"M" ;

(continued) |

The proposed change imposes more stringent requirements for the improved TS. |

The change has been reviewed to ensure no previously evaluated accident has
been adversely affected._ The more stringent requirements are imposed to ,

,

ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained ;
consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this ,

change does not involve a significant increase'in the probability or :

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
'

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of i
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no '

new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in ;

controlling parameters . The proposed change does impose different j

requirements. However. these changes are consistent with assumptions made in !

the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create j

the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident ,

previously evaluated. ,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? f
'

The imposition of more stringent requirements either has no impact on or
increases the margin of plant safety by- :

0

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit,
t

b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant
equipment or to add additional requirements, ,

!

c) Increasing the applicability of the specification, !
I

d) Providing additional actions, !
I

e) Decreasing restoration times,
;

f) Imposing new surveillances, or,

1
g) Decreasing surveillance intervals. !

i

The change.is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore. |

this change'does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety. '

O l
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III. GENERIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS i;

i

| "H" |
(continued) i

|f
i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

i

i Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with .

; NSHC "M" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
'

j. significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

,

i i
d !

'

,

2
r
'

.,

f
,

O
i
i

|

I
|
|

'

|
1

O
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 3

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

'

RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with NUREG 1431, the use of a continuous guard is provided as an
additional option for preventing inadvertent entry into high radiation areas that
are accessible to individuals. This option is acceptable because it provides access
control to these areas commensurate with the other methods already permitted by the
CTS (i.e., locked doors, or barricades with posted signs and flashing lights for
isolated areas without enclosures).

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

.

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted |,

!
,! below:

"The Cor: mission may make a final determination. pursuant to the procedures ini

50.91. that a proposed amendnent to an operating license for a facility
,

.

licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the facility in accordance |

'

with the proposed amendnent would not:;
> .

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated: or;

i

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frorn any |
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. "

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
hazards consideration standards:

,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

'

This change only provides an additional acceptable method for preventing<

inadvertent entry into high radiation areas that are accessible to
individuals. The proposed change does not involve any new operating
activities or hardware changes. Because the accident analyses are initiated
from within the conditions defined by the Technical Specification Limiting
Conditions for Operation and these LCOs are unchanged, the accident analyses
are unaffected. Thus the change cannot affect any accident probability or

,

consequences.

CPSESNo Significant Hazards Consideration - CTS 6.0 15 S/1S/97
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( IV. SPECIFIC N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
\ |

NSHC LS-3
(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

!

The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed i

change. No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the
'

proposed alternate method for preventing inadvertent entry into high radiation :

areas. Therefore, there is no possibility for a new or different kind of
accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are '

consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for
Operation. The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is
no change in the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria ,

!remain valid. Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or
regulated failure point which is protected by an event acceptanco ;riterion.

O Because there is no change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance
V, criteria, there is no reduction in a margin of safety.

t

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION i

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with-

NSHC "LS 3" resulting from the conversion to the -improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50,92(c): and accordingly, a '

no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. l,

;

j

.

A

o.

4
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.IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS 4
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR |
RECURRING TECHNICAL CHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL SrECIFICATIONS

CTS Section [6.7]. " Safety Limit Violation." requirements to notify the NRC within I
hour following a violation of a safety limit (SL) submit a Safety Limit Violation
Report and not resume plant operation untii authorized by the Commission are being
deleted. These requirements are a duplication of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(1).10 CFR 50.72 1

and 10 CFR 50.73. [ ] Since the plant must meet the applicable requirements
'

'

contained in the regulations. sufficient regulatory controls are maintained to allow
removing these duplicate regulatory requirements from the current TS. The
notification requirement to management and the review comittees is an after-the-

.

(
fact notification and is not necessary to assure safe operation of the facility. As
such this requirement is not necessary to be included in the TS. These changes are ,

'

consistent with NUREG 1431 and traveler TSTF 5

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it j
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been >

'

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted
below:

"The Comission may make a final determination pursuant to the procedures in
50.91 that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility involves no
significant hazards consideration. if operation of the factlity in accordance
with the proposed amendnent would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2 Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant
,

hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

These changes are enly administrative in nature. The proposed change does not
O involve any new plant operating activities or hardware changes. The accident'b analyses are unaffected. Thus the change cannot affect any accident

probability or consequences. j

CPSES No Significant Ha:ards Consideration - CTS 6.0 17 5/1S/97
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IV. SPECIFIC'N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ip
%.J ;

NSHC LS-4 ;
'

(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? ;

4

The assumptions of the accident analyses are unaffected by the proposed
change. No new permutations or event initiators are introduced by the

~'administrative changes. Therefore, there is no possibility for a new or
different kind of accident. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The accident analyses are assumed to be initiated from conditions which are
consistent with the Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for

,

Operation. The proposed change does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is
no change in the accident analyses and all relevant event acceptance criteria
remain valid. Further, the proposed change has no affect on any actual or.

regulated failure point which is protected by an event acceptance criterion.
,,

Because there is no change in any failure point nor in any event acceptance '

criteria, there is no reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with
NSHC "LS 4" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c): and accordingly, a
no significant hazards consideration finding is justified. ;

4

4

O.
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MARK-UP OF NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS CONTENTS

:

Applicable Industry Traveler Information' (1 Page)
1

NUREG-1431 Specifications which are not applicable (1 Page)

Mark-up (40 Pages)

Methodology (2 Pages)
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Industry Travelers Applicable to CTS Section 6.0/ITS 5.0

TRAVELER # STATUS DIFFERENCE # COMMENTS

TSTF-9, Rev.1 Incorporated if,-PS NRC Approved.

TSTF-37, Rev.1 Incorporated f.C.2 DCPP only
_

TSTF-52 Incorporated 5.5-4

TSTF-65 Not Incorporated NA Not NRC approved as of
traveler cut-off date.

TSTF-106, Rev.1 Not Incorporated NA Retain CTS

TSTF-115 Not Incorporated NA Not NRC approved as of
traveler cut-off date.

TSTF-II8 Incorporated 5.5-8

TSTF-119 Not Incorporated NA Retain CTS

TSTF-120 Not Incorporated NA Retain CTS

TSTF-121 Incorporated 5.2-2
,

TSTF-152 Incorporated 5.6-4

TSTF-167 Incorporated 5.7-2

WOG-67, Rev.1 Incorporated 5.6-5 |

WOG-72 Incorporated 5.5-13

WOG-85 Incorporated 5.5-14
J

Proposed Traveler Incorporated 5.5-1 I

.
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NUREG-1431 SPECIFICATIONS TIIAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE

J

None ,
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! Responsibility
'

5.1
i

; 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility

5.1.1 The [ Plant SugrinterAnt] Plagt3anagef shall be responsible for B-PS
overall unit operation and shall delegate in writing the succession to.

'

this responsibility during his absence.

The [ Plant Superinterdat]-Pjant; Manage ( or his designee shall B-PS
approve, prior to implementation, each proposed test, experiment or
modification to systems or equipment that affect nuclear safety.

5.1.2 The EShift Supervisor '55)] ShiftJanaget shall be responsible for the B-PS
control room command function. During any absence of the ESS} Shift
Managet from the control room while the unit is in H0DE 1, 2, 3, or 4,
an individual with an active Senior Reactor Operator (SR0) license
shall be designated to assume the control room command function.
During any absence of the ESS} Shift Manager from the control room
while the unit is in H0DE 5 or 6, an individual with an active SRO

| license or Reactor Operator license shall be designated to assume it.e
control room command function.

O
ClDutiesimeylbe:petforped;.byltheDIjce PresidentIoENuclear10petatjons2]fithat

B-PS-organizationallposition:isassigned;

Ov
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Organization
5.2

,

;

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS l
5.2 Organization-

i
.

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Oraanizationg

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for unit
operation and corporate management, respectively. The onsite and;

: offsite organizations shall include the positions for activities
affecting safety of the nuclear power plant,

a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall be,

'

defined and established throughout highest management levels,
i intermediate levels, and all operating organization positions.
i These relationships shall be documented and updated, as

appropriate, in organization charts, functional descriptions of
departmental responsibilities and relationships, and job
descriptions for key personnel positions, or in equivalent forms'

of documentation. These requirements shall be documented in the
B

ESAR:

b. The ["leat perintendentEPlantlNanagerf shall be responsible
B-PSfor overall safe operation of the plant and shall have control ,

over those onsite activities necessary for safe operation and
maintenance of the plant:

c. The [e specified corporate executive position] Group',yi_ce -B-PS
ECesidentINdelegEProduction]sha11 have corporate
responsibility for overall plant nuclear safety and shall take
any measures needed to ensure acceptable performance of the staff
in operating, maintaining, and providing technical support to the
plant to ensure nuclear safety; and

d. The individuals who train the operating staff, carry out health
physics, or perform quality assurance functions may report to the
appropriate onsite manager; however, these individuals shall have )
sufficient organizational freedom to ensure their independence
from operating pressures.

.

*HDptiesimay;be: performed;bfthe1VjceLPresidentloffNucleati0perations 1fithat B-PS
prganizatjoD8Eposition;js;assignedi

(continued)
!

I

.O
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Organization ~ .

5.2

4
:5.2 Organization

,

5.2.2 Unit Staff
,

,

The unit staff organization shall include the.following:1 '

a. A non licensed AnM111ary operator shall be assigned to each
' PS :

'

reactorcontainingfuelandanadditionalr.en-licenxdAux_j]iary-
operator shall be assigned for each ce;. trol res;;. fra J.ich e

5 *' 2 -1 ~-reeeter ,1f;ei_therIunit is operating in H00ES 1. 2. 3. or 4.
,

t

"

Tw; unit sites wWith~bothiunjts:shutdownlor defueled,9 require a :B-PSl
tataEof three ren-1ic;n;ed Auxiliaryiopetatm'sifor;theltwozunits ;

isleequjredi'
,

;

'by At least ene licenxd Reacter Operater (RO) ; hell k prescat ir.
'5''2;2-

tra centrol ree;;; when fuel is in tra r;ector. In addition, while

the unit is in "00 1. 2. 3. or 4. et .1cest one licensed Senior ,

Rcat;r Operator (SR0) shall M present in the centrol ree;;;.

p be. Shift crew composition may be gne less than the minimum
ED-requirement of 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(1) and 5.2.2.a and 5.2.2.fg for

a period of time not to exceed 2 hours in order to accommodate
unexpected absence of on duty shift crew members provided
imediate action is taken to restore the shift crew composition to
within the minimum requirements.

gd. hc n E E fL E n g t s- = M N0JE 5 :6 ;g---g :: g; # E Ef3
AlsipalelRadiation.1ProtecttonHechniciagIandfalsingl ichemi stry - 5.2 71e 1

Ischnic1MEmaEfultimthe~.requirementslipr;MtKuntts?
'

.=.-._=_=.=_==._==m_r=.=_=.=r_....... a. =.==., .w: :
-

~

A D' elth |'hysics Technicien] Radjatjy&Iotectjon;Technjcjan;arga
'B-PSCh8pjstrygechnicfan shall be on site when fuel is in the reactor.

The positions may be vacant for not more than 2 hours. in order
to provide for unexpected absence provided immediate action is
taken to fill the required positions.

.

(continued)

'
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[ Organization [
5.2

^

. _
l

j.'. 5.2 Organization i
<

|

5.2.2 ' Unit staff (continued),

,

1

de. Administrative procedures shall be developed and implemented to .

~ limit the working hours of unit staff who perform safety related ; ED - i

functions (e.g., licensed Sen100P.eactorJ0perato6L (SR0s).
.

' licensed ReactoC0peratprs (R0s) P, a'tt V',ysicists "adjatic_g
.B-PS".-

''

- - ~

Pr.p_tec_ti.o_n;Te..c_hni._cian_s, auxiliary operators, and key maintenance
personnel).

.

,

'
!
1
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Organization- |
5.2 !

~O 1

5.2 Organization '

!

!

5.2.2 Unit Staff'(continued)

Centrols shell b; included in the precedures such thet individuel '

cverti= shell k r;;i;nd senthly by the [Plent Supc-intendent]'

cr his desigree to ensure that e n essive hours have not bn a
i

- assigrad. Issutira deviation fre;. the ;bove guideliras is not
1 .. .u _ _ 2 _ a

vu w evi u su .

!
Oft

The amount of overtime worked by unit staff members performing _ r

safety related functions shall be limited and controlled in
accordance with the NRC Policy Statement on working hours (Generic
Letter 82 12).

I

gf. The Shjfticperatjions"Jianaget er Assistent Operaticas "an;;;r]
'B-PS_-
'

shall hold an SR0 license.
:

,

i [{g The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) shall provide advisory technical
~p3 ;

( support to the Shift Supervisor (SS) tlanaged in the areas of j
thermal hydraulics, reactor engineering, and plant analysis with
regard to the safe operation of the unit. ilheR61shalEbg f5.2-6'
assignedito:battCMtsIkhmTetthefMtitszin'MODEHZ2;I3,IodB
IbelggposittormyiWitilledibEtMshitt;managerzor aconsl
#bittlSB0!PtoyId1103beI131dlyt@alsImeet3heidualifole3n i.

'eddition, the STA shell n ;t qualifications specified by the
Commission Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift.

. .

O
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Unit Staff Qualifications
5.3

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

- 5.3 Unit Staff Qualifications
(

rn_.2_..__._ u_i_. u2 _2 _.._ _.._,2,2__i2___ ,__ _ i___ _, it . ._2 m _i_,, _t_,, L.
Li4b v v wwww s e, FTv b. . 4 5 3 5 5 i fusurus ywwa55 gb u bIvisd s vs sv wswei e wi bsv Mi t a b dbu5 s eru tu 5 4 wh

:B-PS:____2 ,2_2 m....__ _, __ _..___,, _.._,2 ,2__ 2__ . . --- i __ ,_____2__ __ .m,, ci__2__2
dy bI3 5mw MJ www VE uis V . .s M I I 3%su u I I s bu b c vuI d bu bwesen.s a b .3.. . iib sury ut3 rwide es but r% sus u
__ _x_L,_ L. su_ une _a_,, __ L.. ____2 ,.2__ 2 _ 2 2 . 2 2. . _ , ___2a2__ _.._,1,1__11_-_

Ubbeybuu5. bv burb #w w. dbe15 vs a r su g y a www a ywd I b I v3 3 Kwu5 5 5 3 bu b 3 Wi ld .wJ dy b5I
'

A .L _ 2.._, ..A..yA ._ L , _r.
...,..L ,J syrye______,, mL_ _A _ it_a ,_ _____; -_AL_; _,2. _ d b

___,___

..L_....__
_..s..

. , ,.. , b. . . -b.- .d . . - . . . , b em... -b.- b ...

AL___ ..2s _m.,,. ___.2_2__ ____2_, _.. 12 ,2__A2__ _a_A-- _i_ L___..__ _, .._2_..A
bV bi IV =, ~ WII I b a,buIIJ 3 .-]W I I IIFy dy b3M5 yWu5 55 5 bu b 3 VII J b M bwussw u I b d U.% .W ed. V5 MUI3KU
___._2 .sa__., _t_.._x..___ ,
vs yuv 3 5 g.g b a wy rw g abgwbbwi JeJ

- 5.3.1 Each member of the unit staff shall meet or exceed the minimum qualifications

of geguistormie,_3;_s2L_3mi,sie3,m,, 9E,u,_a are rear,t is'-i u a =
b db ,, ....___; .t,.. ,a.__,..m....2 ,,s.bvr,b .u . .

en__ci__2__ _____i_ un . .. __i __

e n _ _. ., v .
_ _

5.3-1. . b. ,wsb ..;. .. .. .b ... .. u s. ..b .

_. __ 2-__ _,, _ _ , ___i __ ..___2
m L _._2.._.,__,, y _ , 2 ,. 2 b o b . v .d o ns , . .i 2. v_ _. d .

r
2.2 ...o, ,,u,... b. . .. ., b; , --b .. on ..

no , 1.
a _ _ . . e 2. J .. . __ , u,c t c,A.__J _;- . . _ _ _ i _ L 1. An_ une _A_ ,,,

. bv , . , ., w J. b . .. od . r .. b .m. d .. .;.

f

,

i,

, ,

t

/
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Procedures |
5.4 i

;

C] ]7 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

|

5.4 Procedures ]
1

. ,

5.4.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering
the following activities:

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.33, 1

Revision 2 Appendix A. February 1978;

b. The emergency operating procedures required to implement the
requirements of NUREG 0737 and to NUREG 0737, Supplement 1, as stated

Bin Genetiffetter;82WJ

c. Quality assurance for effluent and environmental monitoring:

d. Fire Protection Program implementation; and

e. All programs specified in Specification 5.5.

I

J

%.]
'

q
l
%)1
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Programs and Manuals |

5.5
m 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
l )

5.5 Programs and Manuals
i

1

The following programs shall be established, implemented, and maintained. )
)

5.5.1 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (OCCM)

a. The 00CM shall contain the methodology and parameters used in the |

calculation of offsite doses resulting from radioactive gaseous and
liquid effluents, in the calculation of gaseous and liquid effluent
monitoring alarm and trip setpoints, and in the conduct of the
radiological environmental monitoring program: and

*

b. The 00CM shall also contain the radioactive effluent controls and
radiological environmental monitoring activities, and descriptions of ;
the information that should be included in the Annual Radiological |
Environmental Operating, and Radioactive Effluent Release Reports )

Brequired by Specification 5.6;2 and Specification 5;6;'3.

Licensee initiated changes to the ODCH:

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be retained.
This documentation shall contain:

1. sufficient information to support the change (s) together with the |

appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying the change (s), and

2. a determination that the change (s) maintain the levels of |
radioactive effluent control required by 10 CFR 20.1302,
40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a. and 10 CFR 50. Appendix I, and not
adversely impact the accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose, or
setpoint calculations;

b. Shall become effective after the approval of the Ef9ent g~p3
Supcrintendent) Pjant;Jan(geg: and

*3 DutjeEmny;be.~petformed byIthe:Vice:Ptesident'of Nuclear Operations 11Gthat
,

prgar)j zationaEpbs.i tion ~1 C a ssigned g j

l

r (continued)
(
t
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

m
5.5 Programs and Manuals+

.i

5.5.1 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) (continued) !

c. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete, legible copy
of the entire ODCH as a part of or concurrent with the Radioactive
Effluent Release Report for the period of the report in which any !

change in the OOCH was made. Each change shall be identified by
markings in the margin of the affected pages, clearly indicating the !

area of the page that was changed, and shall indicate the date 4

(i.e., month and year) the change was implemented.

5.5.2 Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment

This program provides controls to minimize leakage from those portions of .

systems outside containment that could contain highly radioactive fluids j

during a serious transient or accident to levels as low as practicable. The |

systems include the post ~accidentirecirculation~portionior.the;. Recirculation
Copt ai nment; Sp ray. Syst em ;1 Sa fety J njection; System',~ 1Chemi cal;a nd,' Vol ume : Cont rol B-PS j
System,3iR; System, gas strippcr, and ||ydrogen Recombiner;and RCSjSamp11ng |
System;(P_ost : Accident ~ Sampl.i ng: System:porti on 'only) . The program shall

'

n include the following:
( )

a. Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection requirements; and

b. Integrated leak test requirements for each system at refueling cycle |
'

intervals or less.

5.5.3 Post Accident Samolina )
|

This program provides controls that ensure the capability to obtain and |

5.5-2-analyze reactor coolant, radioactive gases tod10es, and particulates in plant
gaseous effluents and containment atmosphere samples under accident !

conditions. The program shall include the following:

a. Training of personnel;

b. Procedures for sampling and analysis; and

c. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment.

i

O,o
(continued)
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

g
i) 5.5 Programs and Manuals

,

! .6.4 Radioactive Effluent Controls Proaram

This program conforms to 10 CFR 50.36a for the control of radioactive
effluents and for maintaining the doses to members of the public from
radioactive effluents as low as reasonably achievable. The program shall be
contained in the ODCH, shall be implemented by procedures, and shall include
remedial actions to be taken whenever the program limits are exceeded. The
program shall include the following elements:

P
a. Limitations on the functional capability of radioactive liquid and

gaseous monitoring instrumentation including surveillance tests and
setpoint determination in accordance with the methodology in the ODCH;

b. Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material released in
liquid effluents to unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 Crn 20, 5.5-1
Appendix 0, Tabic 2. Column 2101timeEthe~goncentration va]ueslig
6ppendigBZIab]el2AColumg 2Etol10;GFE220110017 2012402i

c. Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and ge:ccr
effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1302 and with the methodology

O and parameters in the ODCH-
V ;

d. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose commitment to a
member of the public 'nn radioactive materials in liquid effluents
released from each if" ;) unrestricted areas conforming to 10 CFR 50
Appendix I; !

1

e. Osterminatica of cumuletivc and projected dosc centributicas from
5*5-13eedicactiv; cffluents for the current calender quartcr cad currcab l

calcadar ycar in acccidence with the acthedclogy and paromctcrs in |
the ODCri et least evcry 31 days. Determination:of cumulativeldose |
conttibut100siftom_1tadioa?tlye;efRuentsHotLt_he:cuttentigalendar.]
@a tterlandiqurfent~ca] endaGar;1n2'accotdancelwi thImethodologyland

5*5-13parametets[1 nithe;0DCMJTiDeterminatj on:of;proje_ct.ed; dose
contrjbutions1for:radjo_act1Veleffluents] p accordance:with
(nethodo]ogyjjn;the.0DCljiatileast eyery1311 days.] '

|

!! l

(continued)
(o)
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

('N
V 5.5 Programs and Manuals

,

I

5.5.4 Radioactive Effluent Controls Proaram (continued)

f. Limitations on the functional capability and use of the liquid and
gaseous effluent treatment systems to ensure that appropriate portions
of these systems are used to reduce releases of radioactivity when the
projected doses in a period of 31 days would exceed 2% of the
guidelines for the annual dose or dose commitment, conforming to
10 CFR 50 Appendix I:

9 Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive material
5.5-1released in gaseous effluents from the; site to areas at;oC beyond the

site boundary conforming to the dcsc essociated with 10 C m 20
Appendix 0. Tabic 2. Colwn i following:.

17 For_pobleigasesato;a; dose rate _of 500_ mrem /yr.;to.;the30tal. 5.5-1z

body).and <.ao a; dose:rateiof 30.00 mrem /yt tolthe, skin';and.

'

21 fotModi.nell31Efotiiodine 133,iforitrjtiumnandJonia]]
tadionuci j des;1K parti cul atelform;wi th1hal f 31 ves:E 8 days:1 to~a
doseJatelofjl500imrem/ytito~ apy| organ.]O -

h. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting from noble
gases released in gaseous effluents from each unit to areas beyond the
site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I:

1. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses to a member of the public
from iodine 131, iodine 133, tritium, and all radionuclides in

1

particulate form with half lives > 8 days in gaseous effluents released I

from each unit to areas beyond the site boundary, ccnforming to
10 CFR 50 Appendix I; and

J. Limitations on the annual dose or dose comitment to any member of the
public due to releases of radioactivity and to radiation from uranium
fuel cycle sources, conforming to 40 CFR 190.,

5.5.5 Comoonent Cvelic or Transient Limit
'

This program provides controls to track the FSAR, Section 3~.9N, cyclic and
B-PStransient occurrences to ensure that components are maintained within the _._

design limits.
1

|

(continued)
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

/m\(.) 5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.'5,6 Prc Stressed Concrete Containment Tcadon Survciliancc "rcaram Not used
-

- B-PS

This program provides controls for mcattoring any tendca degradation in pre-
stressed concrete containmcats. including effectiveness of its corrosica
protectica acdium, to ensure conteinmcat structural integrity. The progrem
shell include baseline acasurcmcats pricr to initial operations. Thc Tendon
Surveillancc Program, inspectica frequencics, and ;cccptance critcris shah-be

. , ,e , ,nnn,
. 2 . c.

rn__.,. __...tnu& n, m_ . . m _ _,_ _____2.___ mu vw. u w , o m ..ss, i a i u, , s. . .% .... uwvi uui.w

The provisions of 5" 3.0.2 and S" 3.0.3 arc ;pplicable-to thc Tendon
Surveillance Program inspectica frequcacies.

5.5.7 Reactor Coolant Pumo Flywheel Insoection Proaram

1

This program shall provide for the inspection of each reactor coolant pump
flywheel per the recommendations of Regulatory. Position c.4.b of
Regulatory Guide 1.14 Revision 1. August 1975. In_11eu3f;P.ositjon 5.5-14
C;4.b(1)Jand;C;4.b(2),' a: qual.1fied .in place' UTiexamination :over'the; volume
from ttle ' inner..'. bore.of;the~~fl.ywheel .to t.he~cir...cl..e of r.a..di.us~r.epr.esented.by:thep) flywheel.| gauge; holes;shall be conducted.or,La; surface: examination;(MT.and/ot -

:
- - - - - - - - -- - - .

,

(" ;

PT) of exposed; surfaces"of the. removed . flywheels:shallibe' conducted atiten '

year _ intervals 30inciding withiInsery1ce;InspectjorCschedule required )y:ASME
Section XI;

iw, , , _ _ _ _ ___. . _ ,o

ili-Sieensees-shw_,., _,ffm-t<. .2,tv _ .__ _
: __x i, . . .< _ _ ,. . a a n . . . _ , e . . e,.; a..w ,w.-. : w.- . _.

u . a m. m y _ u . % . __~us v usm sssv_,~w..u.._._,c.._.<__-_ . _ . ,o _ . . _ , _~ _ - -.

. ut.y ,s .ea .
.

,

14eensees-hev4mrCroup%dlywhsci a ; ' e s :dete tai red ; j n t|C " Pi14535, ; ..~Topi cal l"eport i
ca. "sactor-Geolent-Ptr-T. .lywhccl. Ins uction El.imination..~>'.'.nccd to.demcastr.. ate :v v - - - ,

that-material _ vr.c ctties. of-th.eir.. ' A515 <materielli.i_c u_ivo'eent _tc.'. 5A'. 533 ". l,e - s
mateet:1,;cnd j t s TcTerence-temperaturei-RT,gi Li car thi.30"& |

l

wm.vimmuopunuw vf-Sbe,, o-s xv uw e ._ _ . _ _ , _,vs~ w uu ....as m row em w w
.,- r__ ,,..< _ ,_.__m __ m _ __..r, -,,_____ ___; ._

dfmenstrate-thet-tt, . 'j ywhcc' matcticE ptopcrijcs;ctcibcunded_by, thcscic'J"
533 " motetial,1ct picvide the-minimue-ttit4 mate-tensHe-stress,_thc_ fracture 5.5-14
toughness,lndithe;referenceitemperature;".RT .. 'ctithetimatctial ~ Jor_th-.

letter, the licenscc shouk' cmpicy,these materialipropc[ tic:, Lend use the
methodcicgyLin thc;tepitel rcport.. as:cxtended in;the~,twc1rcsponse to.thcltaff*s |

-

RAI rhts-provide. 'enlassessmc .t tc;'usti fy 'c1changcf.in.jnspection .scheduic;'et |
'thef(plantW

- . . ~ . . . .. .- . .-.- c .~. ~

/ ~i .

-

U (continued) |
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5.5 ,

;

.

.p 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued) |
V

5.5.8 Inservice Testina Proaram .

I

This prograni provides controls for inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1. 2 '

and 3 components-tecludirs applieebic supports. The program shall include .5.5-3
the following:

a. Testing frequencies .specified in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as follows:

,

ASME Boiler and Pressure :'

Vessel Code and
applicable Addenda

'

terminology for Required Frequencies
inservice testing for performing inservice
activities testina activities

Weekly At least once per 7 days
Monthly At least once per 31 days
Quarterly or every ,

'

3 months At least once per 92 days
Semiannually or

,i every 6 months At least once per 184 days
-- Every 9 months At least once per 276 days ,

'Yearly or annually At least once per 366 days
Biennially or every'

2 years At least once per 731 days

b. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the above required
Frequencies for performing inservice testing activities:

.,

c. The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to inservice testing |

activities: and |.

d. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be
construed to supersede the requirements of any TS.

515;S Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Proaram .B-PS

'

[R; view;r's Note. Reports required by the Licensc;*3 current licensing
basis icserding st =. generator tube surveillance requir; ants shall be
included hcre. An opproprietc eiinistrative centrols fer;act should be
tesedd

O~ < cent 4nveo)

CPSESMarAup ofNUREG-1431 -ITS 5.0 5.0-13 5/1587
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5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5;5;9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Proaram (Continued) B-PS

Each steam generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of:

the following augmented inservice inspection program.

The provisions of'SRj310.2iareZappligableito:the:SG; Surveil)ance 5.5-8
EEogramitest" frequencies;

a. Steam Generator Samole Selection and Insoection Each steam
generator shall be determined OPERABLE during shutdown by
selecting and inspecting at least the minimum number of steam
generators specified in Table 5.51.

b. Steam Generator Tube Samole Selection and Insoection The steam
generator tube minimum sample size, inspection result
classification, and the corresponding action required shall be as
specified in Table 5.5-2. The inservice inspection of steam
generator tubes shall be performed at the frequencies specified in
Specification 5.5.9.3 and the inspected tubes shall be verified
acceptable per the acceptance criteria of Specification 5.5.9.4.

Q The tubes selected for each inservice inspection shall include at
least 3% of all the expanded tubes and at least 3% of the
remaining number of tubes in all steam generators; the tubes

.

selected for these inspections shall be selected on a random basis
except:

1. Where experience in similar plants with similar water
chemistry indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at
least 50% of the tubes inspected s'aall be from these
critical areas;

2. The first sample of tubes selected for each inservice
inspection (subsequent to the preservice inspection) of each
steam generator shall include:

a) All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable
wall penetrations (greater than 20%),

,

b) Tubes in those areas where experience has indicated
potential problems, and

p (continued)
J
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Programs and Manuals i

'

5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

,

515]! Steam Generator J Tube Surveillance Proaram (Continued) B.PS
'

c) A tube inspection (purstunt to Specification ,

; 5.5.9.4a.8 shall be performed on each selected tube.
If any selected tube does not permit the passage of the !

eddy current frobe for a tube inspection, this shall be ;

recorded and an adjacent tube shall be selected and
subjected to a tube inspection. !4

3. The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if
,

required by Table 5.5.9 2 during each inservice inspection >

may be subjected to a par jal tube inspection provided:.

a) The tubes selected for these samples include the tubes
from those areas of the tube sheet array where tubes
with imperfections were previously found, and

b) The inspections include those portions of the tubes <

where imperfections were previously found.

The results of each sample inspection shall be classified into one of ]
the following three categories: '

Cateoorv Insoection Results

' C1 Less than 5% of the total tubes inspected are degraded
tubes and none of the inspected tubes are defective.

C2 One or more tubes, but not more than it of the total

tubes inspected are defective or between 5% and 10% of
the total tubes inspected are degraded tubes.

C3 More than 10% of the total tubes inspected are degraded
tubes or more than 1% of the inspec:A tubes are
defective.

Note: In all inspections, previously degraded tubes must
exhibit significant (greater than 10%) further wall ;.

penetrations to be included in the above percentage |
calculations.

.B-PS

'

(continued)
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,

!

;

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

i

51519 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Proaram (Continued) I
;

c. Insoection Freauencies The above required inservice inspections '

of steam generator tubes shall be performed at the following
frequencies:

1. The first inservice inspection shall be performed after 6
Effective Full Power Months (EFPM) and before 12 EFPH and

'

shall include a special inspection of all expanded tubes in '

all steam generators. Subsequent inservice inspections
shall be performed at intervals of not less than 12 nor more
than 24 calendar conths after the previous inspection. If
two consecutive inspections, not including the preservice
inspection, result in all inspection results falling into ,

the C 1 category or if two consecutive inspections
demonstrate that previously observed degradation has not
continued and no additional degradation has occurred, the
inspection interval may be extended to a maximum of once per ;

40 months: t

2. If the results of the inservice inspection of a steam
generator conducted in accordance with Table 5.5 2 at
40 month intervals fall in Category C 3, the inspection

;

frequency shall be increased to at least once per 20 months.
The increase in inspection frequency shall apply until the
subsequent inspections satisfy the criteria of Specification i

5.5.9.3a.: the interval may then be extended to a maximum of
,

once per 40 months: and

3. Additional, unscheduled inservice inspections shall be
performed on each steam generator in accordance with the
first sample inspection specified in Table 5.5 2 during the
shutdown subsequent to any of the following conditions: |

)

a) Primary to secondary tube leaks (not including leaks I
originating from tube to tube sheet welds) in excess of
the limits of Specification 3.4.5.2 or

,

b) A seismic occurrence greater than the Operating Basis
Earthquake, or

(continued)
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,

:

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued) |
'

M9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Procram (Continued) B-PS-
I

; c) A loss of coolant accident requiring actuation of the
,

Engineered Safety Features, or
,

,

d) A main steam line or feedwater line break. i

1
'4. Acceotance Criteria
i

a. As used in this specification:
,

1) Imoerfection means an exception to the dimensions,
finish, or contour of a tube from that required by,

fabrication drawings or specifications. ;

Eddy current testing indications below 20% of the
nominal tube wall thickness, if detectable, may be
considered as imperfections: !

2) Dearadation means a service induced cracking, !

wastage, wear, or general corrosion occurring on
either inside or outside of a tube:

3) Dearaded Tube means a tube containing imperfections
; greater than or equal to 20% of the nominal wall

thickness caused by degradation: i

:

4) i Dearadation means the percentage of the tube wall ;

thickness affected or removed by degradation: |

5) Defect means an imperfection of such severity that f
it exceeds the pluggirg limit. A tube containing a ''

defect is defective: !
-

!

6) Pluaaina Limit means the imperfection depth at or !
beyond which the tube shall be removed from service
and is equal to 40% of the nominal tube wall
thickness: i

!

B-PS

(continued)
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'~] 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)
(G

K5;9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Proaram (Continued)

7) Unserviceable describes the condition of a tube if
it leaks or contains a defect large enough to affect
its structural integrity in the event of an
Operating Basis Earthquake, a loss-of coolant
accident, or a steam line or feedwater line break as
specified in Specification 5.5.9.3c, above:

8) Tube Insoection means an inspection of the steam
generator tube from the tube end (not leg side)
completely around the U bend to the top support of
the cold leg: and

9) Preservice Insoection means an inspection of the
full length of each tube in each steam generator
performed by eddy current techniques prior to
service to establish a baseline condition of the
tubing. This inspection shall be performed prior to
initial POWER OPERATION using the equipment and
techniques expected to be used during subsequent(q inservice inspections,

b. The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after
completing the corresponding actions (plug all tubes
exceeding the plugging limit and all tubes containing
through wall cracks) required by Table 5.5 2.

. f'') ' continued)
LJ
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TABLE 5:5-1
,B-PS

MINIMUM NUM ER OF STEAM GENERATORS TO BE

INSPECTED DURING INSERVICE INSPECTION,

Preservice Insoection Four
No. of Steam Generators ner Unit Four
First Inservice Insoection Two
Second & Subsecuent Inservice Insoections One'

TABLE NOTATIONS

1. The two steam generators that were not inspected during the first inservice inspection shall be inspected
during the second and third inspections, one in each inspection period. For the fourth and subsequent
inspections, the inservice inspection may be limited to one steam generator on a rotating schedule
encompassing 12% of the tubes if the results of the previous inspections of the four steam generators indicate
that all steam generators are performing in a like manner. Note that under some circumstances, the operating
conditions in one or more steam generators may be found to be more severe than those in other steam
generators. Under such circumstances the sample sequence shall be modified to inspect the most severe
conditions.

.

F

5.0-19

|
,
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?B-PS-

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION,

IST SAMPLE INSPECTION 2ND SAMPLE INSPECTION 3RD FJ.TLE INSPECTION
Samole Size Result Action Reauired Result Action Recuired Result Action Reouired
A minimum of C-1 None N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.5 Tubes per
S.G. C2 Plug defective tubes C-1 None N.A. N.A.

and inspect additional
25 tubes in this S.G. Plug defective C1 None

C2 tubes and inspect
additional 4S tubes C-2 Plug defective
in this S.G. tubes

C-3 Perform action
for C-3 result
of first
sample,

Perform action for
C-3 C-3 result of N.A. N.A.

first sample

C-3 Inspect all tubes All other
in this S.G., plug S.G.s are None N.A. N.A.
defective tubes C-1
and inspect 2S tubes
in each other S.G. Some S.G.s Perform action for N.A. N.A.,

C-2 but no C-2 result of
additional second sample

' Notification to NRC S.G. are
; pursuant to C-3

10CFR50.72(b)(2)
Additional Inspect all tubes
S.G. is in each S.G. and
C-3 plug defective

tubes. Notifica-
tion to NRC N.A. N.A.
pursuant to
10CFR50.72(b)(2)

S = t1 % Where n is the number of steam generators inspected during an inspection

5.0 20
:

I

f
r
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,

\ 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.10 Secor.dary Water Chemistry Proaram

This program provides controls for monitoring secondary water chemistry
to inhibit SG tube degradation and low pressure turbine disc stress
corrosion cracking. The program shall include:

a. Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical variables
'

'

and control points for these variables: ,

i

b. Identification of the procedures used to measure the values of*

the critical variables: i

c. Identification.of process sampling points, which shall includa !

monitoring the discharge of the condensate pumps for evidence of
condenser in leakage: {

d. Procedures for the recording and management of data: ;

e. Procedures defining corrective actions for all off control point
chemistry conditions: and

f. A procedure identifying the authority responsible for thei

interpretation of the data and the sequence and timing of ;

administrative events, which is required to initiate corrective '

action.

0.5.11 Yentilation Filter Testina Proaram (VFTP)

A program shall be established to implement the following required |

testing of Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) filter ventilation systems at '

the frequencies specified in R.egulatory; Guide 21152|1 Revision *2:and.110 B-PS ,

accordanceZMith;RegulatoryJiutdC1152;1 Revision'2;MISSMElN509119802
andiANSI MSHELN510-1980;ard E U

<

'

Notel @SIfASMEjN510119803ndfANSILASME3509[1980;shallibe3sedlig
plocelof;ANSE510I1975:and MS.IMSME1509j1976.~frespectivelyJin
compj yi ngylth1Regul atorflGuide%52 E Revi sloK2]

|
,

|

b
i (continued)
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C'
- ' 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.11 Ventilation Filter Testina Proaram (VFTP) (continued)

a. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test of
the high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters shows a .

1

penetration and system bypass f110*]foriPrjaaryLP] ant 'B-PS- !
Ventilation;; System ZESF;E11 tration:UnitslandT1;05tXfor;all ;

otherlunits when tested in accordance with Regulatory;Gu1_deII;52 !
ReMsfoni2.TandlANSI/ASME;N510E1980ji989;at the system flowrate
specified below;*30*j j

!
ESF Ventilation System- Flowrate !

.

ControlLRoomiEmergencyfiltrationlunit 8;000iCEM : B'-PS '
Contto]IRoom1 Emerge 9cy;pressutization; unit 800,CFM |
Erfmary1Rlant1Ventijation SystemHESE 15;000;CFM j
filtration:. unit

;

b. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test of )
the charcoal adsorber shows a penetration and system bypass 5

7 1;g*Jfor;Pfinary1Rlant 3 entilati g 1 System I ESFiFiltration: units B-PS' |

( and3J,0;;05%;forlal]IotherZunits when tested in accordance with |
Regul atory, Guide 3; 522 Revi sj orc 2 Eand : ANSI (ASME:N51.0119801989 j

at the system flowrate specified below 130J1
.

'

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate

ControERoom Emergericylff]tratiorCunit 8;0001CfM
B-PS

ControKRoom;EmergencKpressutizationlunit 800_CFM
Primary:P1 ant 3entilatjon' System I ESE 15;000;CFM
f.iltration; unit

c. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that a laboratory test of
a sample of the charcoal adsorber, when obtained as described in
Regulatory: Guide 3;52,1 Revjsion;2, shows the methyl iodide

.B-PSpenetration less than the value specified below when tested in
accordance with 6SMD3803119791989;at a temperature of s 30*C

4

and greater than or equal to the relative humidity specified |.

below. !

4

'

.

(continued)
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5.5 ;

5.5 Programs and Manuals -(continued)y
I

I
;

5.5.11 Ventilation Filter Testino Procram (VFTP)' (continued) j

|
ESF Ventilation System Penetration- RH i

|

Control; Room: Emergency 1 filtration') nit 0;2* 70* B-PS~- )
ControRRoom:Emergencypressurization; unit 0,2t 70t
P_rimarylPjant1 Ventilation:SystemZESF 1*._0% 70t
Ultration~ unit ,

!

!

ncvir.;;r's Notc. Alle.;; sic penetration = 1004 ethyl iodide !

affici;acy for cherceal credited in ;;faty evel;;tica/(;ofety f;ctor'.
;

sefety fector-of = 5 for systems with heeters. -

- [7] for syst;;; with;;t h;;ter. j
t
'

d. Demonstrate at11eastionce:peC181 months for each of the ESF 15.5-11
i,ystems that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA )
filters, the pref 11ters.and the charcoal adsorbers is less !

than the value specified below when tested in accordance with 'B-PS iRegDlatory'Gu.jdell152ERevjsion2EandiANSI/ASNELN510119801989.

at the system flowrate specified below C10% |
;
1

ESF Ventilation System Delta P Flowrate ;

CggttoERoom1 Emergency;fil_tratj ofuni t 8;011n1WG M00lGft|
Contto]! Room: Emergency;ptes.sutizattoglugtt 9_.5EinlWG 8001CFE LB-PS: !
EtimarfP1antlVentil atjoglSystesTH ES!! S E in;WG 150 X0CFj

'~

;

filtration;unin !
!
;

ej Demonstrate at11eastioncej perl181monttis that the heaters for (5'5-11'.

each of the ESF systems dissipate the value specified below
*-W4 when tested in accordance with ANSI /ASIELN510119801989. B-PS

ESF Ventilation System Wattage j

i

|ControliRoomlEmergenefpressurization3mit 1.01EI M iB-PS'

Primary 21 ant; Vent 11 ation'SystemZESE 100 W 51kW
Dltration: Unit.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the VFTP test j

frequencies.

1

(continued) I
I

I
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C
5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)'

5.5.12 Exolosive Gas and Storaae Tank Radioactivity Monitorina Proaram

This program provides controls for potentially explosive gas mixtures
contained in the -o.es ,m. .y ,,,em GaseousJaste: Processing B-PS...

Systes,7the: quantity ofiradjoactivity~containediiniges storage tanks or
e-d into thc offgo, ,,,,mmleach Gas;DecayJank;Iandithes . s o m.m. . .

quantjtyloLradicactivity contained ~1n: unprotected:outdootiliquid
storageltanks]

The gaseous radioactivity quantities shall be determined following the
methodology in Branch TechnicallPosition3BTP);ETSB:1151:" Postulated
Radioactive;Rel_ ease duelto Waste: Gas Sys, tem;Leaklot;Fai.lureG

B
Revisi.on"0;?Quly:1981. The liquid radwaste quantities shall be
determined in accordance with Standard;ReviewflanESection115232
|'Postul ated :Radioacti ve.LRelease:du.e:to: Tank: Failures; "ERevi sion:2;""Qul y
19812

The program shall include:

a. The limits for concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen in the Waste

( Cas ||aldup System Gaseou.s: Wast _e: Processing:Syst.em and a B-PS

surveillance program to ensure the limits are maintained. Such
limits shall be appropriate to the system's design criteria

,

(i.e., whether or not the system is designed to withstand a
hydrogen explosion):

b. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of B-PS

radioactivity contained in each, gas storage tank and fed into the
efivo, Gas'DecaylTa.nk is less than the amount,, m u m.m . . , ,,,,m

that would result in a whole body exposure of 2 0.5 rem to any
individual in an unrestricted area, in the event of an B

pncontrolled1 release ~of7the7 tanks'rcontents; and

c. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
radioactivity contained in all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks that
are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls, capabb of holding
the tanks' contents and that do not have tank overflows and
surrounding area drains connected to the Liquid Radwaste B
Treatment; System is less than the amount that would result in
concentrations less than the limits of 10 CFR 20, Appendix B.
Table 2, Column 2 to 10 CFR 20.1001 20.2402, at the nearest
potable water supply and the nearest surface water supply in an

O (continued)
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(m) 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)
v

5.5.12 Exolosive Gas and Storace Tank Radioactivity Monitorina Proaram

(continued)

unrestricted area, in the event of an uncontrolled release of the
tanks' contents.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Explosive
Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program surveillance
frequencies.

5.5.13 Diesel Fuel Oil Testina Proaram

A diesel fuel oil testing program to implement required testing of both
new fuel oil and stored fuel oil shall be established. The program
shall include sampling and testing requirements, and acceptance
criteria, all in accordance with applicable ASTM Standards. The purpose
of the program is to establish the following:

a. Acceptability of new fuel oil for use prior to addition to
storage tanks by determining that the fuel oil has '

q !
'

1. an API gravity or an absolute specific gravity within
limits, or,ian:APIigravity;ot;specif.ic~grav,ity_within 5.5-5
lim.its whenicompared to;the: supplier;,s:ce.rtif_1 pat _e;

2. a flash point withinil.imits for. ASTM |20: fuel'o1Eand,Zif 5.5-5
gravity; wa s , not;determi ned . by;compari son 1wi th: suppl iers
certifig.ation,Ta end kinematic viscosity within limits for
ASTM 2D fuel oil, and

1

3. a clear and bright appearance with proper color: Eor,wateC 5.5-5
and:sedimentTcont.ent with,inilimits;

b. Other properties for ASTM 2D fuel oil are within limits within
31 days following sampling and sddition to storage tanks; and

_

5.5-5
c. Total particulate concentration of the fuel oil is s 10 mg/l

when tested every 31 days in accordance with ASTM D 22761978,
Method A -2 cr A--3.

d; The" provisions ~of 'SR L3'.0~.2iand SR;3.0.3 fare ~ applicable ~.tolthe 5.5-8
Diesel. Fuel 10111 Jesting |ProgramJ

/^)N
l

( (continued) j
!
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5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.14 Technical Soecifications (TS) Bases Control Proaram

This program provides a means_for processing changes to the Bases of
these Technical Specifications,,

a. Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate
administrative controls and reviews.

b. Licensees may make changes to Bases without prior NRC approval .

provided the changes do not involve either of the following:
1

1. a change in the TS incorporated in the license: or

2. a change to the updated FSAR or Bases that involves an
'

unreviewed safety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59.'

c. The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure that
the Bases are maintained consistent with the FSAR.

d. Proposed changes that meet the criteria of Specification 5.5.14b
above shall be reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to
implementation. Changes to the Bases implemented without prior'

NRC approval shall be provided to the NRC on a frequency
consistent with 10 CFR 50.71(e).

5.5.15 Safety Function Determination Proaram (SFDP)

This program ensures loss of safety function is detected and appropriate i

actions taken. Upon entry into LC0 3.0.6, an evaluation shall be made
to determine if loss of safety function exists. Additionally, other i

appropriate actions may be taken as a result of the support system
inoperability and corresponding exception to entering supported system
Condition and Required Actions. This program implements the
requirements of LCO 3.0.6. The SFDP shall contain the following:

.

a. Provisions for cross train checks to ensure a loss of the
capability to perform the safety function assumed in the accident

,

analysis does not go undetected:

(continued)

>
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5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.15 Safety Function Determination Proaram (SFDP) (continued)
1

b. Provisions for ensuring the plant is maintained in a safe
condition if a loss of function condition exists,

'
.

c. Provisions to ensure that an inoperable supported system's
Completion Time is not inappropriately extended as a result of ,

multiple support system inoperabilities: and '

d. Other appropriate limitations and remedial or compensatory
actions.

'
A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concurrent single
failure, a safety function assumed in the accident analysis cannot be :

performed. For the purpose of this program, a loss of safety function .

ay exist when a support system is inoperable, and:

a. A required system redundant to the system (s) supported by the !

inoperable support system is also inoperable; or
'

b. A required system redundant to the system (s) in turn supported by
,

the inoperable supported system is also inoperable; or-
i

c. A required system redundant to the support system (s) for the
supported systems (a) and (b) above is also inoperable.

The SFDP identifies where a loss of safety function exists. If a loss
of safety function is determined to exist by this program, the
appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LC0 in which the loss
of safety function exists are required to be entered.

,

9

(continued)-

O
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5.5 ,

:
6

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued) !
!

SJ51162 fontainment'Leakaoe Rate' Testing Prooram 5.5-4
'

AIprogtamIshallibe; established;to: imp]ementtheJeakage'rateltestingo{
the; containment as;requjred byi10;CFR<5_0.54.(oMand;10;CER;507;Appendin !

N10ption~B;;a_simodLfiedibylapproved exemption _sMThislgrogramishalEbe |
1Dlaccoordance'with~thelguidelines contajned;jn1 Regulatory;Gu1_de;1,!163) ii
RetformanceiBased Contajnsent LeakiTest: Program.Tdated; September';;19953

:

The:peakjcalculated; containment internal *pressureifqt;the~de. sign; basi.s ,

l ossIofIcool antfaccidentE Pi,"zi s;48;3;psig.1
;

Ihelmaximumla110wab]e; containment;1eakage|rateEL,Uat.P.,f.shall be;0.10% .

oficontainment; ai r; weight 1perl. day.1 |
^

Leakage' fate : acceptance:cri teri a:are;;

a2 Containmentjleakage cate|acceptanceicriterialisfnil10it,&During ;
theifirst? unit!.startup followingitestingliniaccotdance;withithis
prograe r1theil eakage jate' acceptance''critetialare 310;;601U, Hot;

ED !the; Type;B;and; Type C'tes_ts;a0d.10 751Li'fotiType:Alte.sts[

b] AitIlock'. testing |. acceptance:ctjteria aref

1). Overall;; airlock 21eakage: tate 11s. $10j05;t.) hen 3es_tediat]
,

P,|

2). Eorleach;doot;Lleakageltatelis?~60:0110,Twhen ptessurized
: toTP..!

The;provisjon:of SR13.0;2Edoinotiapply to;theitestifrequenciesTspecifjed
sf.t e: onta nment: ea age Ratelesti ng 2rogtan;1Wi t.hlthelexception!ofi hC i L k
t_heicontainmentivent11ation11solat1on: valves 2

;

ThelptovisionslofjSR;.3.0. 3;arelapplicablejolthe; Containment 1 Leakage
,

BateHes_tingfrogtam?
4

|

|

(continued)

I
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5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5;5;M Technical'pnirWrManila17(TRMY 5.5-6

TheKcontalOs: selected.itequjrementsMich31oInotigeet::the:criter_t(
foranclusjoEin th_eJehnicarsprciffcatigwpateItaportant:to the
opetation:ofCPSESTEMu_ch'|ofitheli g[otsationlig;tte~1RMNasirelo_cated
from the32 .

Change.s;toltheJRHJhallbe;madelunderlapproptj at.e:admi ni stt?.tiye
controls ~and;teyjens Ichanges:mayibe;|madeltCthe TRHlwithoht:priot NRC

~

apprpy&1.Eptoy1d_edithelchanges'do not]rlyoly_elei.therifalchar.#;to:the;TS
orfanlunreVjewed safetyiquestioKasidef(nediby~10;CFR;50.5973TRM

-

changesJrequi reTapproy.aEofit.he;Pl ant' Ha. nager * ?

! Dutiesimay;be: performed:by;theiVjceiPresident~;of; Nuclear 0peration_s:ffithat p3a

otga ni zatj onali pos Lt1 on~1 s~ a s si gned .]

|
4

|

1

|
l
1

|

i
!

l

!
1

Ob
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'Reporting Requirements
5.6

% .

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
-*

J
>

5.6 Reporting Requirements

The following reports shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4. ,

5.6.1 Occuoational Radiation Exoosure Reoort |

r.nm.w =n a=n==. : N. O.TE. m' =a=: w=w=.mm-=,.vw:=w.w=ma- T =2r r 2 n
.~n w a.

Alsingle:submittarsay;beinade;forZa: multiple: unit.| station %T;Thelsutaittal. .B'
shoul d : combi ne: sections!comon ~tolalliunitsiatithe.; station.3
- - ~ ~ . -.- - - ........ _.....,.... _............... ........ _................................

. ~ . . - . c- - ~.-~~~. ~

A tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station, utility, and other
personnel (including contractors), receiving exposures : 100 area /yr-e,d 5.6-41 i

their associated men re; exposuredforyhom; monitoring;was;performedt
receiving;anlannual"deepidose;equival.entN10 imremsland theTassoci.ated0

col.lective|. deep; dose; equivalent;(reported,in;personyem) according to work :

and job functions (e.g., reactor operations and surveillance, inservice |

inspection, routine maintenance, special maintenance. (describe seintenance), B-PS
'

waste processing, and refueling). This tabulation supplements the
requirements of 10 CFR 20.2206. The dose assignments to various duty ]
functions may be estimated based on pocket desi;eter. trealumire; cent 5.6-4 j
10njzation^ chamber; thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD), electronjcidosime_ter| ,

or film badge measurements. Small exposures totalling < 204 percent of the |
individual total dose need not be accounted for. In the aggregate, at least '

804 percent of the total wtele body deep dose: equivalent received from
external sources should be assigned to specific major work functions. The )
report coveringitbe pteifousicalendacitear shall be submitted by April 30 of l

each year. The initial report ; hall be submitted by April 20 cf the y;;r B-PS
fclicwing the initial criticality:

5.6.2 Annual Radiolooical Environmental Ooeratina Reoort

:=;=:==::.=m===_= NO. T_E;_= . _==_ = :::==- ==== B
A:stngl e:submittallmay;be; made:.foca:mul tipl e: uni tistations.The:submitta"lj
-m ~ . -

shouldcombine; sections; common;tola111unitsrat;the: station;
--~_rrec=.:=r._.........,._....._........_..........._.............rrn m = =

_ ~. _. - _ ---

The Annual. Radiological Environmental Operating Report covering the operation'

of the unit during the previous calendar year shall be submitted by May 151 =5.6-3-
of each year. The report shall include sumaries interpretations, and
analyses of trends of the results of the radiological environmental 3

monitoring program for the reporting period. The material provided shall be !

5.6.2 Annual Radioloaical Environmental Ooeratina Reoort (continued)

O (continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.6

p) 5.6 Reporting Requirements(v

consistent with the objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
(ODCH), and in 10 CFR 50 Appendix I, Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3, and IV.C.

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report shall include the
results of analyses of all radiological environmental samples and of all
environmental radiation measurements taken during the period pursuant to the
locations specified in the table and figures in the ODCH. as well as
summarized and tabulated results of these analyses and measurements in;the"d

B-PSformatCRsimilar to theitableiin the: Radiological Assessment:Branchlechnical.
Position 1 Revision:1,|Novemberl1979. EThe report shall identify the TLD
results that rcprescat ccliccated dosimeters in relation to the "i1C TLO B-PS
progro; and the cxposure period associated-with cach result.] In the event
that some individual results are not available for inclusion with the report,
the report shall be submitted noting and explaining the reasons for the
missing results. The missing data shall be submitted in a supplementary
report as soon as possible.

5.6.3 Radioactive Effluent Release Reoort

(3 =i???Ei??? ? ? ?4 ?il?iiE QNOTE : - - - -- -- ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~-~ ~ ~T B.PS

v' A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal
should shall combine sections common to all units at the station: however, for |

units with separate radwaste systems. the submittal shall specify the releases ;
'

of radioactive material from each unit.
..===..=..=:.;.......................................................;

1
The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of the unit i

during;the~prevjouslyeat shall be submitted ptjorlto;tjay;1 ofleacifyeac in 5.6-4 )accordance with 10 CFR 50.36a. The report shall include a summary of the
quantities of radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents and solid waste
released from the unft. The material provided shall be consistent with the
objectives outlined in the ODCM and Process Control Program and in conformance
with 10 CFR 50.36a and 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix I, Section IV.B.1.

5.6.4 Monthly Ooeratina Reoorts

Routine reports of operating statistics and shutdown experience, including G

documentation:oCa]l;ct)aRengesitoltheL pressuri zer; powerloperated : rel.ief
valves on;pressurizerisafetyivalves! shall be submitted on a monthly basis no

5.6-1later than the 15 20th of each month following the calendar month covered by
the report.

(continued) ;

m 1
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5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.6.5 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) >

a. Core operating limits shall be established prior to each reload cycle,
or prior to any remaining portion of a reload cycle, and shall be
documented in the COLR for the following:

EThe individual specifications that address core epcrating liir.its ;;;ust 8-PS- '

bc referenced hcrc.]

11 Moderatoritempetature:coeffj cjent111mi tsiforlSpeci fi cationl3:113,'

2), Shutdown; Rod ;Inserti on ' Limit;fot'Speci ficati oni3;1.5;

'

3) Cont roll Rod ; Insertion ' Limits;for| Speci figationi311;6|

I

4). AX.IAlrFLUX'DIFFERENCELLimitsianditargetiband foriSpecification2

3,2; 3_,*

5). Heat; Fl u(Hot 1Channe]ifactor;3(Z) KW(Z)'iFa9Eand;th.e;Fa'CZ) I
allowances fot;Specifjcationi3:21,4 |

G !

.,V 6) Nucl ea r . EnthalpyiRiselHotichanne]iFagtorlLimitland;thelPowet I
.

Eastotfultj p11e.riforJSpeci ttgation"3; 2;21

D. SHUTDOWN MARGIN'Va. lues ||.inlSpecjtf,1catjonG;1112311MT13;1;52
3;1;6|andi3;118|.!

8). Refuel i ng : Boron: Conc _entrationilimits ;1 niSpecification' 319 M

b. The analytical methods used to determine the core operating limits shall
be those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC, specifically those ;

described in the following documents:

[ Identify the Topical Report (s) by nu;;i,ar, titic, date, and NRC staff
appicval docw.cnt er identify the staff Safety Evaluatica Rcport for a ' B-PS '

plant specific ir.ethodology by NRC letter and datc.]

'

1). WCAPi9272 IPA 22WESTINGH00SEiRELOADiSAFETY^ EVALUATION
NEIHODOLOGY Gulyi19851(W f roprjieta ry) ?

2). WCAPc8385,1" POWER; DISTRIBUTION; CONT 80L M LOAD;FOLLOWING
B-PSPROCEDURESZJ0EICAL!R.EPOR,Tj"lSeptember;197.4;(WItoprietaryM

(continued)
v

_i
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Reporting Requirements >

5.6

i 5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued) :
!

'

5.6.5 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (Continued) ,

3).25TEMnAndersonlTo;K72 nie]I(Chief;.of;CoteiPetformance: Branch?K,

|RCEJanuary;31"|E19805AttachmentiZL0perationlandi. Safety;Ana]ytis
~

Aspects'of[anlImproved:Loadfo110wfackage?
!

4)EITt;NUREG 0800nStandardfeviewflan,10.Si;NucleariRegulatoryd'

,

Commi ss j on~ SectiorC4'.3 ENucl. ear' Design;?|Jul y;1981|.28 ranch
Technical; PositiorECP8;4.311E Westi nghouse; Constant:Ax1 al10f,fset

,

Control (CAOC)RReVJI.2.TJuly;19817

5) Tis WCAPfl0216? Pj A ';;Revi sion ~ 1AERELAXATION EOF; CONSTANT; AXIAL;0FESEI ;

;
CONTROL'fa" SURVEILLANCE |lTECHNICAL: SPECIFICATION Mebruary3999

:

j; (Wfroprietary)] ;
.

1 ,

j 6),722WCAPl10079 PLAZ"NOTRUNPTfNN00ALITRANSIENT;SMALL"8REAK"AND :

j- GENERAL'; NEDdORK ; CODE [ August ; 1985 E(W 7@tietary) . {
i

' 7)ffiCWCAP 10054? pia;1" WESTINGHOUSE;SMALL~BREAKEECCS; EVALUATION _HODEI]
*~

.

USING THE'NOTRUNP;C00E";iAugust11985;3W;P,toptjetary)]

8)12]EWCAPi111451PEWESTINGHOUSEiSMALLi8REAK LOCAlECCS1EVALUAIIM
i tiODEU; GENERIC 1 STUDY 31] ETHEL.NOTRUNRICODE"E0ctobet;1986',"~3W

Proprietary)];

i i

9)JgE;RXE 90j006 PII"PowerjDis.ttibutionICon_tto11AnalysisIand
OvertemperatuteJiiitiand;0verpowerLNi161 Trip;Setpoint

: Methodology.rifebruary1991?

10)E2RXE188i102 P,"i"TUEE11 Departure;from; Nucleate Boi.1ing
Cortelation"EJanuaryI1989;|

11)Jf2BXEiS83102 P;1 Supe)E"TUEillDN8iCortelationiSSupplemeritil"d :B-PS'
December.11990,2

'

i

12)E.RXEi891002|EVIPREiO1; Core'ThermaliNydtaulic: Analysis; Methods for
,

Comanche:PeakiSteasjElectriciStation' Licensing:Applicationsl]
June 11989;'

;
~ (continued)

:

i

,
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' hj 1

5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued) j

I
|

5.6.5 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (Continued) j

13);"Z X.Ei910.01n1Transjent!Ana]ysis!Nethods2for;ComancheleakiSteasd R
ElectrictStation' Licensing' Applications"7 February;19912 ;;

!
,

14)IRXE 911002,5" Reactivity;Anoma]y Eyents; Methodology ,1 Hay 1991;M
|

15)2ERXEi90 0_0772Large Break ~Los_s ofiCoolantIAccidentIAnalysis
.

Methodology"CDecember;1990.|

16ED,TXXf88306^,1"S.te_am;GeneratoriTube; Rupture AnalysisEHarch.15','
19882

17)H,Y RXEi9110,05 CMethodol ogy;forJeactor_ Core 1Respons_eito;Steamli ne
Break, Events?"JHay,31991,

I
18)ZRXEf 94iO0liACSafety, Analysis |of, Postulated.LInadyertent,Bo_rog

Dil ution ~ Eve.ntliLHode.sl3,EandiSI"iEebrua ry;19942 ,

19)ll; RXEj 95 :0_01!E,ESmal l;B reak' Lo s s ~ o f1 Coo] a nt;Acci de_nt_Analysi s i

Methodology;"4Decembe619957
,

c. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all applicable
limits (e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, core thermal hydraulic
limits. Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) limits, nuclear limits

,

such as SDH, transient analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of
the safety analysis are met.

d. The COLR including any midcycle revisions or supplements, shall be
provided upon issuance for each reload cycle to the NRC.

5.6.6 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT (PTLR)

a. RCS pressure and temperature limits for heat up, cooldown, low
temperature operation, criticality, and hydrostatic testingEand;PORY 5.6-5 1

lift se.ttings as well as heatup and cooldown rates shall be established |

and documented in the PTLR for the following: |

EThe-individual specifications that address |105 pressure and teirperature
limits must be referci,ced here.]

1ET2LSpeci fi ca ti_on ;3. 4 ;3,7 "RCS; Pres surefa_ndLTempera tu re l(P/J). B-PS
L_imi,ts!"Jand

O
V (continued)
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O
/ 5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.6.6 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT (PTLR)

(continued) !

2.ESpeci fication ' 3. 4: 12,;" Low 3emperature'.0verpressi4reffotjectior!
JLTOP)1 System;"

b. The analytical methods used to determine the RCS pressure and
temperature limits shall be those previously reviewed and approved by'

the NRC, specifically those described in the following documents:
EIdentify the NRC staff approval documcat by date.]

1)METhe,; analytical , methods | used ,to;determi ne; the; RCS: pressur_e;and B-PS
.temperaturelimits;wereideveloped}in!accordanceyithj

10;CFR 50; Appendix G'and:H
Regulatory,Guidefl.99, Revision ~2

| N'JREG;0800.'; standard Reyiew Plan;Section 5.3.2
._

ASME; Code:Section III|,7 Appendix _G

2)ZZLlowJemper_atur.eJverpressurization; Protection;limitsiwere<

developed.jnJaccorda.nce:with!

1.0;CFR.50fAppendix;G
NUREG 08_00;; Standard:R_evi.eQlan' Sectio [5;2.;2
Branch'Technicalfositions;RSB.'.5;-2;and METB;512

c. The PTLR shall be provided to the NRC upon issuance for each reactor
vessel fluence period and for any revision or supplement thereto.

[Rcvicwcrs' Notes. The acthodology fcr the calculatica of the P-T limits for
NRC approval should includc the felicwing provisicas.

1. The methodcicgy shall describe how the neutron flucrec is calculated.

(refereacc new Reguietory Guide when issued).

2. The Rcactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program shall cvaply with
Appcadix || to 10 CIR 50. The rcacter vessel material irradiation
surveil 4Gnce specimett-rempel schedule shall be provided, cicag with how
t|c speciren examinaticas shall bc used tc update the PTLR curves.

(continued)
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5.6

r\ 5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued) ;

5.6.6 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT (PTLR) i.

(continued) ;
.
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Reporting Requirements
5.6

i,,

(JY 5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.6.8 PAM Reoort

BWhen a report is required by the required actions of LC0 3.3.3. " Post Accident
Honitoring (PAM) Instrumentation." a report shall be submitted within the
following 14 days. The report shall outline the preplanned alternate method
of monitoring, the cause of the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for
restoring the instrumentation channels of the Function to OPERABLE status.

,

5.6.9 Tendon Survcillance Raccrt Notiused .B-PS

Any obnormal degradation of the ccatefr;, cat structure detected during the !

tests required by the Prc stressed Concrete Contair.mcat Tendon Surveillance
Progrs; shell bc reported to the NGC within 30 days. The report shall include
a description cf the tcadon condition, the conditica of the concrete
(especially at tendca anchoreges) thc inspection procedures.-the tolerances
on cracking, and the corrective action taken. |

5 6;10 Steam Generator Tube Insoecteeion Reoort ED

Revicwcr's Note. Repcrts required by the Licensee's current licensing
/O basis regarding stca; generator tubc surveillsace requircmcats shall be B-PS
V included here. An oppicpriate administrative controls format shculd be

ttstd~
|
|

|

Revicwcr's Note. These reports may bc required covering inspection. |
test, and maintenancc activities. Thesc reports are determinsd on an 1

4ndividual basis for cach Unit and their preparatica and submittal are
designated in the Technical Specifications.

a. Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice inspection of
B-PS

steam generator tubes, the number of tubes plugged in each steam
generator shall be reported to the Commission;

b. The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice inspection
shall be submitted to the Commission in a report within 12 months
following the completion of the inspection. This report shall include:

1) Number and extent of tubes inspected.

2) Location and percent of wall thickness penetration for each
indication of an imperfection, and

(continued)p)\
b

ED-
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Reporting Requirements
5.6

- 5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

!

SElg steam Generator Tube Inroectorinet Reoort (continued)

3) Identification of tubes plugged.

c. Results of steam generator tube inspections which fall into Category C-3 ,

'

shall be reported to the Comission pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)
within four hours of initial discovery, and in a report within 30 days
and prior to resumption of plant operation. This report shall provide a ;

description of investigations. conducted to determine cause of the tube ,

degradation and corrective measures taken to prevent recurrence.
,

1

;

I

O
1

e_
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High Radiation. Area
5.7

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS,fm

(') B-PS57 High Radiation Area

5.7.1 Pursuant to 10 CFR 20, paragraph 20.1601(c), in lieu of the requirements of
10 CFR 20.1601. each high radiation area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, in which
the intensity of radiation is > 100 mrem /hr but < 1000 mrem /hr at,130;cm] 5.7-1
shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted as a high radiation area and
entrance thereto shall be controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation
Work Permit (RWP). Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures

B-PS(e.g., "ecith Physics Radiationffotection_Techn1.cian) or personnel
continuously escorted by such individuals may be exempt from the RWP issuance
requirement during the performance of their assigned duties in high radiation
areas with exposure rates s 1000 mrem /hr, provided they are otherwise
following plant radiation protection procedures for entry into such high
radiation areas.

Any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas shall be
provided with or accompanied by one or more of the following:

a. A radiation monitoring device that continuously indicates the radiation
dose rate in the area.

( b. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the radiation
dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset integrated dose is'

received. Entry into such areas with this monitoring device may be made
after the dose rate levels in the area have been established and
personnel are aware of them.

c. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures with a
radiation Jose rate monitoring device, who is responsible for providing
positive control over the activities within the area and shall perform pg
periodic radiation surveillance at the frequency specified bW
Radictica Protectica tieneger in the RWP. B-PS

5.7.2 In addition to the requirements of Specification 5.7.1, areas with radiation
levels a 1000 mrem /hr at|30.cm but < 500 rads inioneihour:at:one met.er;from 5.7-1

,

theltadiation source _or from_any surfac.,whichithe radiation; penetrates shalle
be provided with locked or continuously guarded doors to prevent uncuthorized 5.7-2
jnadvertant entry and the keys shall be maintained under the administrative
control of the Shift Fcraca Managet on dut) or heclth physics radiation PS

protection ~ supervisor.1 Doors shall remain locked except during access by
personnel under an approved RWP that shall specify the dose rate levels in the
immediate work areas and the maximum allowable stay times for individuals in

A
V (continued)

,

1
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High Radiation Arca ,

5.7 {

5.7 High Radiation Area

!those areas. In lieu of the stay time specification of the RWP, direct or
remote such as closed circuit TV cameras) continuous surveillance may be made
by personnel qualified in radiation protection' procedures to provide positive j.

exposure control over the activities being performed within the area. |
'

t

5.7.3 For individual high radiation areas with radiation levels of > 1000 mrem /hr
at 5.7-1: |

~

30!ce~betlEft RFredQKbnelhou,tsaCop_e gpj;ed, accessible to personnel, that0 ,

are located within large areas such as reactor containment, where no enclosure !

exists for purposes of locking, or that cannot be continuously guarded, and *

where no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the individual area, ;

'that individual area shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted, and a
flashing light shall be activated as a warning device. j,

fil |

!

!

1 1

: O !
|
1

'

4

1

,

;

.

1

0
,
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications

Enclosure SA contains an electronic (or hand written) mark up of NUREG 1431 Revisionn

( 1. The purpose of the mark up is to identify those changes necessary to create a
plant specific improved TS (by incorporating plant specific values in bracketed
areas) and to identify any other changes with a cross reference to a justification
or explanation for the change. Descriptions / justifications for changes are
contained in Enclosure 6A.

There are four types of changes:

1. Deletions - Material which is removed from NUREG 1431, Rev.1.

2. Additions This includes material which is added to NUREG 1431
Rev. 1.

3. Modifications This includes material which exist in NUREG 1431, ,

Rev. 1 but is being revised for the improved TS.

4. Bracket Inserts These changes involve the insertion of plant specific
information which is presently located in the current TS into a
bracketed portion of NUREG-1431. Rev.1.

The methodology of identifying the changes is :

Deletions - The portion of the specification which is being deleted in non-
O bracketed areas of NUREG-1431, Rev.1 is annotated using the

strike out feature of Wordperfect (or crossed cut by hand). The
deletions are identified by a change number or a change code in
the adjacent right margin.

Additions - The information being added to the non-bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431. Rev.1 is inserted into the specification in the
appropriate location and is annotated using the red line feature
of Wordperfect (or hand written / insert pages). The addition is
identified by a change number or a change code in the adjacent
right margin.

Modifications - The information being revised in the non bracketed portions of
NUREG 1431, Rev.1 is annotated using the strike out feature of
Wordperfect (or crossed out by hand) and the revised information
is inserted into the specification in the appropriate location
and is annotated using the red line feature of. Wordperfect (or
hand written / insert pages). The modification is identified by a
change number or a change code in the adjacent right margin. A
change code of "PS" indicates an obvious plant specific change
and is usually reserved for plant specific names of systems and
components.

O Editorial Changes- Changes / corrections which are obviously editorial are annotated
d using the redline / strike out feature of Wordperfect and

Methodology 1 of 2 5/15/97
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Methodology For Mark-up of NUREG-1431 Specifications
(continued)

(m'') identified by a change code of "Ed" in the adjacent margin. All
such changes will be submitted for incorporation into the generic
traveler for editorial changes.

Bracket Inserts - The plant specific information is entered into the bracketed
area. If " generic" information had been provided in the
bracketed area and that information is not correct for this
plant, the " generic" information is " struck out" and the correct
informatin inserted using the " redline" feature. The brackets
provided in NUREG-1431 Rev.1 are deleted. " Red line", " strike-
out" and margin codes are as follows:

1. If the bracketed wording or parameter values remain unchanged,
the bracketed information is " red lined" and 'B' (for bracketed
information) is used as the margin code.

2. If the bracketed wording or parameter values are changed to the
plant specific wording / values in the current specifications, the
old bracketed information is " struck out", the new information is
" red lined" and 'B PS' (for plant specific bracketed information)
is used as a margin code.

3. If the entire Condition, Action, or Surveillance is bracketed and
A is aoolicable, the letter / number designator for the item is(), redlined. The text included within the brackets is at redlined

unless plant specific changes are made. The 'B' or 'B-PS' margin
code is used depending on whether plant specific changes were
made.

If the entirely bracketed Condition / Action / Surveillance is not
applicable, the entire contents are struck out, redlined words
"Not Used" are inserted, and a 'B PS' margin code is used.

1

Changes which have margin identifiers of letters instead of numbers (i.e., B, i

B PS, Ed or PS) do not have descriptions / justifications in enclosure 6A.
,

,

Note: ill brackets are removed as part of the mark-up process. Reviewer
notes may be % truck-out" or deleted as preferred.

|

In summary, in tne non bracketed portions of NUREG 1431. Rev.1 " red line" is used ;

to annotate new material. " strike-out" is used to annotate deleted material, and '

change numbers or change codes are used in the right margin to identify these
changes. All changes (i.e., " red line" or " strike out" items) have a change number
or a change code.

iNote NUREG 1431. Rev. 1 is used for all markups. Industry Travelers which are
p incorporated are indicated using the " redlines", " strike-outs" and margin codes

V discussed above.

!
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Q JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431 Section 5.0
C/

This enclosure contains a brief discussion / justification for each marked-up
technical change to NUREG 1431, Revision 1, to make them plant specific or to
incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry /NRC generic change process.
The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG 1431 mark ups. For
enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A and 6B, text in brackets "[ ]** indicates the information is
plant specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific ;

information in that location.

CHANGE

NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

,

5.1-1 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
68).

5.1 2 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
6B). ,

|

5.2-1 This change revises Section 5.2.2a to reflect the current Technical !
Specifications (CTS). This change clarifies the application of the
unit staff provisions to both units.

,

5.2 2 This change deletes Section 5.2.2.b since the requirement for the
presence of a reactor operator (RO) or a senior reactor operator (SRO)
in the control room is adequately controlled by 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(iii) |
and 50.54(k). The ITS 5.2.2.b requirement that is being deleted will i

be met through compliance with these regulations and is not required in i
'

the TS. This is consistent with traveler TSTF 121.

5.2-3 Not used.

5.2 4 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
6B).

I5.' 5 Not used.e

5.2-6 This change revises Section 5.2.2f to describe the current [ licensing
j

basis] for the Shift Technical Advisor (STA).

5.2 7 This change revises 5.2.2c to add a note that a single Radiation
Protection Technician and a single Chemistry Technicien may fulfill the
requirements for both units. This statement was added to clarify !
operctional practices consistent with current licensing basis. |

|

5.3 1 This change revises Section 5.3.1 to be consistent with the current TS I

C\ regarding plant staff qualifications and training.O
|

CPSFS Diferencesfrom NUREG-1431 -ITS S.0 1 $/15/97
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. CHANGE
- NUPBER JUSTIFICATION

|
!

5.5 1 These changes revise Section 5.5.4. " Radioactive Effluent Controts ;
Program." to reflect new 10 CFR Part 20 requirements and NRC letter
dated 7/28/95 (Christopher I. Grimes to Owners Groups). A proposed
traveler is being prepared to reflect changes required for NUREG 't431 ;.

to be consistent with 10CFR Part 20. |

5.5 2 This change revises Section 5.5.3." Post Accident Sampling." to en.iure ''

capability to obtain and analyze radioactive " iodines" in lieu of ,

" gases." This change is consistent with the current TS and plant'

practices.
i

5.5 3 This change revises Section 5.5.8. " Inservice Tenug Program." to
idelete " including applicable supports." This change is consistent with

the current TS.

5.5 4 The Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program is added to the improved i

Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the current TS. The
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program is consistent with traveler
TSTF-52.;

5.5 5 This change revises Section 5.5.13. " Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program," |
! to be consistent with the current TS. The details of the method j

applied to this test are discussed in the associated SR 3.8.3.3 Bases.
[]''

.

5.5 6 Additional programs are added to the ITS (other than Containment
i Leakage Rate Testing Procram discussed in CN 5.5 4). [This change adds

new Section 5.5.17. " Technical Requirements Manual." to the CPSES TS. ;

A pregram description has been added to describe the licensee control '

of this licensing basis document and any changes to it. This program is
subject to contrcl by 10CFR50.59.]

l

5.5 7 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enciasure |
6B). |;

5.5 8 A sentence is added to Section 5.5.9 ("The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are.

,
applicable to the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program test
frequencies") and Section 5.5.13 ("The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR j
3.0.3 are applicable to the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program test I

frequencies") to provide consistency with current application of these
requirements. This is consistent with the use of current TS and>

alleviates potential confusion in the program descriptions. This
change is consistent with traveler TSTF 118.

3

O !.

|
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n CHANGE

() MEER JLSIIFICATION

P

5.5 9 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
6B).

5.5 10 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
6B).

5.5 11 The documents referenced for the testing frequency for the VFTP do not
provide frequencies for combined pressure drop tests or the heater
power rating test. The CTS frequency is added for these tests.

5.5 12 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
68).

5.5 13 This change revises Radioactive Effluent controls Program dose
projections to meet original intent of TS prior to implementation
of GL 89 01. GL 89 01 provided the wording for the STS (Section
5.5.4.e) which combined the requirements for cumulative and projected
dose. This requires a plant to make projected doses for the quarter
and year on a 31 day basis. It is only necessary and reasonable to
make a projection for the next 31 days. A cumulative dose projection
is still required for the current calender quarter and year in

d accordance with the ODCH. This is consistent with WOG 72.

5.5 14 Section 5.5.7 is being revised consistent with WOG 85 [ ). The
proposed changes to Section 5.5.7 provide an exception to the
examination requirements in Regulatory Guide 1.14 Revision 1, " Reactor
Coolant Pump Flywheel Integrity." The proposed exception to the
recommendations of Regulatory Position C.4.b would allow for an
acceptable inspection method of either an ultrasonic volumetric or
surface examination. The acceptable inspection method would be
conducted at approximately 10 year intervals. This change is

)
consistent with the NRC Safety Evaluation Report associated with '

WCAP 14535. " Topical Report on Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Inspection
Elimination." l

5.5 15 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
68).

5.6 1 This change revises Section 5.6.4, " Monthly Operating Report." to
reflect a revised submittal date. This change is consistent with the
current TS.

5.6 2 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enclosure

Q 68). l

gi \

1
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c CHANGE

( MJBBf3 JUSTIFICATION

5.6 3 This change revises the report date in Section 5.6.2 " Annual
Radiological Environmental Operating Report" to be consistent with
current TS.

5.6 4 This change revises Sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.3, " Occupational Radiation
Exposure Report" and " Radioactive Effluent Release Report",
respectively, per NRC letter dated July 28, 1995, " Changes to Technical
Specifications Resulting from 10CFR20 and 50.36a Changes" (From
Christopher I. Grimes to Owners Group Chairs). This change is
consitent with TSTF-152.

5.6 5 [ ] PORV lift settings are referenced in PTLR section per WOG-67,
Rev. 1.

5.7 1 This change revises High Radiation Area to incorporate changes
consistent with [the current TS]. Specifically, distances from the
radiation source.

5.7 2 This change revises " unauthorized" to " inadvertent" in the High |

Radiation Area section to reflect NRC's position as stated in RG 8.38,
[ Section 1.5 regarding physical barriers for High Radiation Areas. This
k is consistent with traveler TSTF-167.

5.7 3 Not applicable to CPSES. See conversion comparison table (enclosure
6B).

#')!

'%/
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECrlON 5.0 Page 1 of 5

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

5.1-1 Revises Section 5.1.1 to maintain WCNOC current technical No No Yes No
specifications (CTS). The Plant Manager does not
currently approve prior to inplementation each proposed
test. experiment or modification to systems or equipment '

that affect nuclear safety.

5.1-2 Revises Section 5.1.1 to maintain Callaway CTS that the No No No Yes -

plant manager approves prior to implementation each
proposed test. experiment or modification to systems or
equipment that affect nuclear safety and are not addressed
in the FSAR or TS.

. ., 1
5.2 1 Revises Section 5.2.2.a to reflect the CTS. This change Yes Yes No No

clarifies the application of the unit staff provisions to Wolf Creek is a Callaway is a
both units. single unit site single u.iit site ,

5.2 2 The requirement for the presence of a RO or a SRO in the Yes Yes Yes Yes
control room may be deleted from the ITS since this
requirement is adequately controlled by 10 CFR
50.54(m)(2)(111). This change is consistent with traveler
TSTF-121.

5.2-3 Not Used MA NA NA NA

5.2 4 Section 5.2.2.a describes the unit staff requirements for No No Yes Yes
non-licensed operator staffing for multi-unit sites. This DCPP is a multi- CPSES is a multi-
change reflects plant specific requirements for a single unit plant unit plant
unit site and is consistent with the current TS.

5.2 5 Not Used NA NA NA NA

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS5.0 S/ ISM 7
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-14M, SECTION 5.0 Page 2 of 5

.

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
!

NUPEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY
,

5.2 6 Revises Section 5.2.2f to describe the current [ licensing Yes Yes Yes Yes
basis] for STA. LA 50/35 moved text

to FSAR Section
13.1 which permits
on-shift SRO to
fill STA position

'

5.2-7 Revises 5.2.2c to add note that a single Radiation No Yes No No
Protection Technician and a single Chemistry Technician Not current Wolf Creek is a Callaway is a
may fulfill the requirments for both units. procedure or single unit site single unit site

~

operational
requirement

5.3 1 Revises Section 5.3.1 to be consistent with current TS Yes Yes Yes Yes
regarding plant staff qualifications and training. LA 43/42

5.5-1 Revises Section 5.5.4. " Radioactive Effluent Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Program." to reflect new 10 CFR Part 20 requirements and
NRC letter dated 7/28/95 consistent with proposed
traveler.

5.5-2 Revises Section 5.5.3. * Post Accident Sampling." to ensure Yes Yes Yes Yes
the capability to obtain and analyze radioactive " iodines"
in lieu of " gases." This change is consistent with the
current TS and plant practices.

5.5 3 Revises Section 5.5.8. " Inservice Testing Program." to Yes Yes Yes Yes
delete " including applicable supports." This change is
consistent with the current TS.

5.5-4 TM Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program is added to Yes Yes Yes Yes
tb: '?S consistent with the current TS. The Containment' LA 110/109 lAR 96-002
Leaka? Rate Testing Program is consistent with traveler
TSTF-E .

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS 5.0 5/1S/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 5.0 Page 3 of 5

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

N' PEER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK W)LF JEEK CALLAWAY
J

,

5.5 5 Revises Section 5.5.13. " Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program." Yes Yes Yes Yes
to be consistent with current TS. The details of the
methods applied to this test are discussed in the

-

associated SR 3.8.3.3 Bases.
-

5.5 6 Additional programs are added to the ITS (other than Yes Yes No No
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program discussed in CN No additional No additional
S.5-4). programs added programs added

!

5.5-7 Revises Section 5.5.12c to delete th2 reference to 10 CFR No No No Yes
20. Appendix 8. Table 2. Column 2 for Callaway and add
reference to the Standard Review Plan (SRP). Section
15.7.3. Revision 2. 10 CFR 20. Appendix B. Table 2.
Coluut 2 is inconsistent with the guidance provided in SRP
Section 15.7.2.

5.5-8 A sentence is added to Section 5.5.9 ("The provisions of Yes Yes Yes Yes'

SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the Steam Generator Tube
Surveillance Program test frequencies") and Section 5.5.13
("The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable
to the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program test frequencies")
to provide consistency with current application of these
requirements. This change is consistent with traveler
TSTF-118.

5.5 9 Revises Section 5.5.12c to clarify that DCPP temporary Yes No No No
outdoor liquid radwaste tanks are covered under the
surveillance program. This is consistent with current
plant practices.

5.5-10 This change lists the tanks that the surveillance program No No Yes Yes
in Sution 5.5.12c is applicable to as is in the current Not part cf CTS Not part of CTS.
TS. This change is a plant specific requirement Maintaining ITS
consistent with the current TS. wording.

,

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS S.0 S/15/97
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 5.0 Page 4' of 5

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY
| NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON COMANCHE PEAK ' WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

5.5-11 The documents referenced for the testing frequency for the No Yes Yes Yes
Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) do not provide See CN 5.5-12

,.

frequencies for combir.ed pressure drop tests or the heater
power rating test. The CTS frequency is added for these
two tests.

5.5-12 The referenced frequencies for the tests listed in the Yes No No NoVentilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) were evaluated 1

as part of the DCPP 24 month fuel cycle program (see LAR
%-09) .

5.5-13 Revises Radioactive Effluent Controls ' Program dose Yes Yes Yes Yes
<

projections to meet original intent of TS prior to
implementation of GL 89 01. (WOG 72)

t

5.5-14 Section 5.5.7 is being revised consistent with a WOG-85. Yes Yes Yes Yes
[ ] The proposed changes to Section 5,5.7 provide an
exception to the examination requirements in Regulatory
Guide 1.14. Revision 1. " Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel
Integrity?

5.5-15 This change provides a time interval of within 31 days No No No Yes
after removal in which a laboratory test of a sample
obtained from the charcoal adsorber must be tested. This
change is consistent with the Callaway CTS.

5.6-1 Revises Section 5.6.4. " Monthly Operating Report." to No Yes No No

_.

reflect a revised submittal date. DCPP CLB consistent 1AR 94-14 Wolf Creek CTS Callaway CTS
with NtREG-1431 consistent with consistent with -

NtREG-1431 NURrG-1431

5.6 2 Deletes the EDG Report to reflect the recomendations of Yes No - not in CTS No - not in CTS No not in CTS
GL 94-01, " Removal of Accelerated Testing and Special
Reporting Requirements for Emergency Diesel Generators." '
dated May 31, 1994

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table -ITS5.0 S/lSP)7
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' CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 5.0 Page 5 of 5

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY >

|COMANCHEPEAKNUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO CANYON WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

5.6 3 Revises report date in Section 5.6.2. " Annual Radiological Yes Yes Yes Yes
Environmental Operating Report" to be consistent with Consistent with See LA 42/28
current T5. original T5 and LA

78/77.

5.6-4 Revises Sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.3. " Occupational Radiation Yes Yes Yes Yes
Exposure Report" and " Radioactive Effluent Release
Report." respectively, per NRC letter dated July 28, 1995
" Changes to Technical Specifications Resulting from 10 CFR
20 and 50.36a Changes" (From Christopher I. Grimes to
Owners Groups Chairs). This change is consistent with

iT5TF-152.

5.6-5 [ ] PORY lii't settings are referenced in PTI.R section per Yes Yes Yes Yes
WOG-67. Rev. 1.

5.7-1 Revises High Radiation Area to incorporate consistent Yes |Yes Yes Yes
changes with (10 CFR 20.1601].

5.7-2 Changes " unauthorized" to " inadvertent" in the High Yes Yes Yes Yes
Radiation Area section to reflect the NRC's position as
stated in RG 8.38. Section 1.5 regarding physical barriers
for High Radiation Areas. This change is consistent with
TSTF-167

5.7-3 This change deletes the phrase *or that cannot be No No No Yes
continuously guarded' from the ITS for Callaway to make ,

'

them consistent with the CTS.

CPSES Conversion Comparison Table - 1TS 5.0 S/ESA>7
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Definitions :

1.1

q.
O' 1.0' USE AND APPLICATION a

1.1 Definitions |
4

__.

.....................................N0TE - - - --- - ---- ---'

The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are applicable .

throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - -

!

!
;

| IEDD Definition

ACTIONS ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that'

prescribes Required Actions to be taken under designated .

Conditions within specified Completion Times. j

'

ACTUATION LOGIC TEST An ACTUATION LOGIC TEST shall be the application of various
simulated or actual input combinations in conjunction with !

E

each possible interlock logic state and the verification of
the required logic output. The ACTUATION LOGIC TEST, as a
minimum, shall include a continuity check of output ;

'

devices.<

. AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE AFD shall be the difference in normalized flux'

(AFD) signals between the top and bottom halves of an excore
|;neutron detector.'

CHANNEL CALIBRATION A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as -

necessary, of the channel so that it responds within the :
required range and accuracy to known input. The CHANNEL i

CALIBRATION shall encompass those components such as :
'

sensors, alarms, displays, and trip functions, required to
perform the specified safety functions (s). Calibration of'

instrument channels with resistance temperature detector '

'

(RTD) or thermocouple sensors may consist of an inplace
qualitative assessment of sensor behavior and normal
calibration of the remaining adjustable devices in the
channel. Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next ;

required CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall include an inplace cross
calibration that compares the other sensing elements with*

the recently installed sensing element. The OIANNEL ,

CALIBRATION may be performed by means of any series of
'

sequential, overlapping calibrations or total channel steps j,'

so that the entire channel is calibrated. ,i

|
(continued)

Idi
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!
Definitions i

1.1 !

1.1 Definitions

?
1

CHANNEL CHECK A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment, by !

observation, of channel behavior during operation. This ;

' determination shall include, where possible, comparison of
'

the channel indication and status to other indications or
status derived from independent instrument channels ,

measuring the same parameter.
i

CHANNEL OPERATIONAL A COT shall be the injection of a simulated or i

TEST (C0T) actual signal into the channel as close to the |
sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY including all |
components in the channel, such as alarms, interlocks, i

displays, and trip functions required to perform the [
specified safety function (s). The COT may be performed by -j

means of any series of sequential, overlapping or total j

channel steps so that the entire channel is tested. The COT ;

shall include adjustments, as necessary, of the required |

alarm, interlock, and trip setpoints so that the setpoints
are within the required range and accuracy.

CORE ALTERATION CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement of any fuel, sources.
or reactivity control components, within the reactor vessel

O with the vessel head removed and fuel in the vessel.
Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe position,

i CORE OPERATING LIMITS The COLR is the unit specific document that
*

REPORT (COLR) provides cycle specific parameter limits for the current
reload cycle. These cycle specific parameter limits shall
be determined for each reload cycle in accordance with ;

,

; Specification 5.6.5. Plant operation within these limits ;
'is addressed in individual Specifications..

t DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 shall be that concentration of I 131
(microcuries/ gram) that alone would produce the same
thyroid dose as the quantity and isotopic mixture of I 131,
I 132, I 133,1 134, and 1 135 actually present. The
thyroid dose conversion factors used for this calculation
shall be those listed in Table III of TID-14844, AEC,1962, ).

" Calculation of Distance Factors for Power and Test Reactor j
,

Sites," or those listed in Table E 7 of Regulatory
Guide 1.109 Rev. 1 NRC, 1977 .

|

|

(continued)'
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Definitions
1.1

/ 1.1 Definitions
C

E - AVERAGE E shall be the average (weighted in proportion to
DISINTEGRATION ENERGY the concentration of each radionuclide in the reactor

coolant at the time of sampling) of the sum of the average
beta and gamma energies per disintegration (in MeV) for
isotopes, other than iodines, with half lives

10 minutes, making up at least 95% of the total>

noniodine activity in the coolant.

!

ENGINEERED SAFETY The ESF RESPONSE TIME shall be that time
FEATURE (ESF) RESPONSE interval from when the monitored parameter exceeds
TIME its ESF actuation setpoint at the channel sensor until the ,

ESF equipment is capable of performing its safety function
(i.e., the valves travel to their required positions, pump
discharge pressures reach their required values, etc.).

'

Times shall include diesel generator starting and sequence
loading delays, where applicable. The response time may be
verified by means of any series of sequential, overlapping,
or total steps so that the entire response time is
verified.

L. The maximum allowable primary containment leakage rate, L ,
(q) shall be 0.10 % of primary containment air weight per day
,

at the calculated peak containment pressure (P,).

LEAKAGE LEAKAGE shall be:

a. Mentified LEAKAGE

1. LEAKAGE, such as that from pump seals or valve
packing (except reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal
water injection or leakoff), that is captured

1and conducted to collection systems or a sump
or collecting tank:

2. LEAKAGE into the containment atmosphere from
sources that are both specifically located and .

known either not to interfere with the |
operation of leakage detection systems or not I

to be pressure boundary LEAKAGE: or ;

l

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) LEAKAGE through a
steam generator (SG) to the Secondary System: ;

.O
V (continued)
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Definitions . I
1.1 :

y 1.1 Definitions
1 .

!

LEAKAGE b. Unidentified LEAKAGE ,

(continued)
All LEAKAGE (except RCP seal water injection or
leakoff) that is not identified LEAKAGE:-

c. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE j

LEAKAGE (except SG LEAKAGE) through a nonisolable - !

fault in an RCS component body, pipe wall, or vessel
,

wall.

MASTER RELAY TEST A HASTER RELAY TEST shall consist of energizing each master<

'

relay and verifying the OPERABILITY of each relay. The
"

HASTER RELAY TEST shall include a continuity check of each
associated slave relay. !

N00E A N00E shall correspond to any one inclusive combination of
'

core reactivity condition, power level, average reactor i

coolant temperature, and reactor vessel head closure bolt !

tensioning specified in Table 1.11 with fuel in the '

reactor vessel. j

O OPERABLE - 0PERABILITY A system, subsystem, train, component, or device shall be
OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is capable of ;

performing its specified safety function (s) and when all ,

necessary attendant instrumentation, controls, normal or
emergency electrical power, cooling and seal water. ;

lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that are
.

irequired for the system, subsystem, train, component, or
device to perform its specified safety function (s) are also !

capable of performing their related support function (s). |
,

!

PHYSICS TESTS PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to measure the
fundamental nuclear characteristics of the reactor core and |

related instrumentation. These tests are: |
'

a. Described in Chapter 14 of the FSAR: ,

;

b. Authorized under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59: '

or

c. Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatory |
'

Commission.

(continued)
,

.

|
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Definitions
1.1

n 1.1 Definitions
t n
%.J

PRESSURE AND The PTLR is the unit specific document that provides the
TEMPERATURE LIMITS reactor vessel pressure and temperature limits, including
REPORT (PTLR) heatup and cooldown rates, the power operated relief valve

(PORV) lift settings and arming temperature associated with
the Low Temperature Overpressurization Protection (LTOP)
System, for the current reactor vessel fluence period.
These pressure and temperature limits shall be determined
for each fluence period in accordance with
Specification 5.6.6. Plant operation within these limits
is addressed in individual specifications.

QUADRANT POWER TILT QPTR shall be the ratio of the maximum upper excore
RATIO (0PTR) detector calibrated output to the average of the upper

excore detector calibrated outputs, or the ratio of the
maximum lower excore detector calibrated output to the
average of the lower excore detector calibrated outputs,
whichever is greater.

RATED THERHAL POWER RTP shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to
(RTP) the reactor coolant of 3411 MWt.

'

REACTOR TRIP The RTS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval from when
SYSTEM (RTS) RESPONSE the monitored parameter exceeds its RTS trip setpoint at ;

TIME the channel sensor until loss of stationary gripper coil i

ivoltage. The response time may be verified by means of any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that
the entire response time is verified.

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) SDH shall be the instantaneous amount of reactivity by
which the reactor is subcritical or would be subcritical
from its present condition assuming:

1

a. All rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are fully !

inserted except for the single RCCA of highest
'

reactivity worth, which is assumed to be fully
withdrawn. With any RCCA not capable of being fully
inserted, the reactivity worth of the RCCA must be
accounted for in the determination of SDM; and

b. In N0 DES 1 and 2. the fuel and moderator temperatures
are changed to the hot zero power temperatures.

O
(,/ (continued)
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Definitions .

1.1 l

|n 1.1 Definitions
U

SLAVE RELAY TEST A SLAVE RELAY TEST shall consist of energizing each slave
relay and verifying the OPERABILITY of each slave relay. 1

The SLAVE RELAY TEST shall include, as a minimum, a
continuity check of associated testable actuation devices. ,

1

STAGGERED TEST BASIS A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of the testing of one
of the systems, subsystems, channels, or other designated
components during the interval specified by the
Surveillance Frequency, so that all systems, subsystems, '

channels, or other designated components are tested during
n Surveillance Frequency intervals, where n is the total

!number of systems, subsystems, channels, or other
designated components in the associated function.

THERMAL POWER THERPAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat transfer
rate to the reactor coolant.

TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE A T/00T shall consist of operating the trip actuating
OPERATIONAL TEST device and verifying OPERABILITY (TADOT) including all i

corponents in the channel, such as alarms, interlocks,
displays, and trip functions required to perform the
specified safety function (s). The TAD 0T may be performed
by means of my series of sequential, overlapping or total
channel steps so that the entire channel is tested. The
TAD 0T shah include adjustment, as necessary, of the trip
actuating device so that it actuates at the required
setpoint within the required accuracy.

O
COMANCHE PEAK ITS 1.1 6 May 15, 1997
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Definitions
1.1

U(3 Table 1.11 (page 1 of 1)
MODES

,

t RATED AVERAGE

REACTIVITY THERHAL REACTOR COOLANT

H0DE TITLE CONDITION POWER (a) TEMPERATURE -

(k,fr) (*F)

1 Power Operation 2 0.99 >5 NA

2 Startup 2 0.99 s5 NA

3 Hot Standby < 0.99 NA 2 350

4 Hot Shutdown (b) < 0.99 NA 350 > T .,> 200

5 Cold Shutdown (b) < 0.99 NA s 200

6 Refueling (c) NA NA NA

(a) Excluding decay heat.

(b) Required reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned.

(c) Required reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned.

.

i
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Logical Connectors :

1.2 ,

-

,

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

'

1.2 Logical Connectors ;

i

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to explain the meaning of logical I
connectors. Logical connectors are used in Technical :

Specifications (TS) to discriminate between, and yet connect.
3

discrete Conditions, Required Actions, Completion Times, j

Surveillances, and Frequencies. The only logical connectors that |
appear in TS are 6ND and 08. The physical arrangement of these .

,
'

connectors constitutes logical conventions with specific meanings.
,

i

BACKGROUND Several levels of logic may be used to state Required Actions. |
These levels are identified by the placement (or nesting) of the'

logical connectors and by the number assigned to each Required :

Action. The first level of logic is identified by the first digit ;

of the number assigned to a Required Action and the placement of |
;

the logical connector in the first level of nesting (i.e., left |

justified with the number of the Required Action). The successive i

r- levels of logic are identified by additional digits of the ,

( Required Action number and by successive indentations of the j

logical connectors.
i

When logical connectors are used to state a Condition, Crepletion ;

Time, Surveillance, or Frequency, only the first level of logic is
used, and the logical connector is left justified with the
statement of the Condition, Completion Time, Surveillance, or |

'

Frequency.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of logical connectors.

.

4

(continued)
1
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,
a

b

Logical Connectors !

-1.2 :

1.2 Logical Connectors ;

O I
EXAMPLES- EXAM LE 1.2 1 .j

(continued)
ACTIONS :

!

CONDITION- REQUIRED ACTION _ COMPLETION TIME !

!
.!

A. LCO not met. A.1 Verify . . .

!|A.2 Restore . . .

;

!
.;
.i

In this example the logical connector AND is used to indicate :

that when in Condition A, both Required Actions A.1 and A.2 must (
be completed. :

;

i

;

'O
,

i
:

,

.

|

|

|

l
!

.

I

|

.3

O '

(continued)
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Logical Connectors -

1.2

Y

) 1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLES' ~ EXAMPLE 1:2 2. t

'(continued)
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION' COMPLETION TIME - ;

I
i

A. LCO not met. A.1- Trip . . .
.

:

E
;

A.2.1 Verify . . . . |

M

A.2.2.1 Reduce . . .
!

I

A.2.2.2 Perform . . . I

E -

A.3 Align . . .

:

i
|
|

This example represents a more complicated use of logical ;

connectors. Required Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3 are alternative I

choices, only one of which must be performed as indicated by the
use of the logical connector E and the left justified placement.
Any one of these three Actions may be chosen. If A.2 is chosen.
then both A.2.1 and A.2.2 must be performed as indicated by the
logical connector M. . Required Action A.2.2 is met by
performing A.2.2.1 or A.2.2.2. The indented position of the
logical connector 2 indicates that A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.2 are

,

alternative choices, only one of which must be performed. ,

. ._ .- - - -

j
e.

i~(3 ~

U !
i
!

4 . .
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Completion Times

1.3 :
!
,

OV 1.0 USE AND APPLICATION-
<

1.3 -Completion Times*

;

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion Time
' convention and to provide guidance for its use.

,

BACKGROUND Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) specify minimum
requirements for ensuring safe operation of the unit. The ;

ACTIONS associated with an LCO state Conditions that typically i
'

describe the ways in which the requirements of the LCO can fail
to be met. Specified with each stated Condition are Required
Action (s) and Completion Time (s).

DESCRIPTION The Completion Time is the amount of time allowed for completing ,

a Required Action. It is referenced to the time of discovery of I

a situation (e.g., inoperable equipment or variable not within 'j
limits) that requires entering an ACTIONS Condition unless '

otherwise specified, providing the unit is in a H00E or.specifiedg
condition stated in the Applicability of the LCO. Required
Actions must be completed prior to the expiration of the
specified Completion Time. An ACTIONS Condition remains in
effect and the Required Actions apply until the Condition no
longer exists or the unit is not within the LC0 Applicability.

If situations are discovered that require entry into more than
one Condition at a time within a single LC0 (multiple
Conditions), the Required Actions for each Condition must be
performed within the associated Completion Time. When in

~

multiple Conditions, separate Completion Times are tracked for
each Condition starting from the time of discovery of the
situation that required entry into the Condition.

,

Once a Condition has been entered, subsequent trains, subsystems, I

components, or variables expressed in the Condition, discovered
to 'oe inoperable or not within limits, will Do.t result in
srparate entry into the Condition, unless specifically stated.'

The Required Actions of the Condition continue to apply to each |

additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry
into the Condition.4

O, - () (continued)
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Completion Times ;

1.3
i ;

i

1.3 Completion Times -

DESCRIPTION However, when a subseauent train, subsystem, component, or
(continued) variable expressed in the Condition is discovered to be

inoperable or not within limits, the Completion Time (s) may be i

; extended. To apply this Completion Time extension, two criteria j
must first be met. The subsequent inoperability: i

I

a. Must exist concurrent with the first inoperability; and*

b. Must remain inoperable or not within limits after the first
inoperability is resolved. -

The total Completion Time allowed for completing a Required
Action to address the subsequent inoperability shall be. limited
to the more restrictive of either.:

a. The stated Completion Time, as measured from the initial
entry into the Condition, plus an additional 24 hours: or j

,

b. The stated Completion Time as measured from discovery of i

the subsequent inoperability.
'

The above Completion Time extensions do not apply to those
Specifications that have exceptions that allow completely

'

'O separate re entry into the Condition (for each train, subsystem, ,

component, or variable expressed in the Condition) and separate ,

tracking of Completion Times based on this re entry. These i

exceptions are stated in individual Specifications.

The above Completion Time extension does not apply to a
Completion Time with a modified " time zero." This modified " time
zero" may be expressed as a repetitive time (i.e., "once per ,

!8 hours," where the Completion Time is referenced from a previous
completion of the Required Action versus the time of Condition

'

|

entry) or as a time modified by the phrase "from discovery . . ."
Example 1.3 3 illustrates one use of this type of Completion
Time. The 10 day Completion Time specified for Conditions A
and B in Example 1.3 3 may not be extended.

.

(continued) {
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Completion Times ;

1.3
:

t 1.3 Completion Times
,

;

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of Completion Times
,(Continued) with different types of Conditions and changing Conditions.

EXAMPLE 1.3 1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

:

B. Required 0.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours ,

'

Action and
associated 6HD

>

Completion
Time not met. B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

t

Condition B has two Required Actions. Each Required Action has
its own separate Completion Time. Each Complet"n Time is
referenced to the time that Condition B is entered. |

The Required Actions of Condition B are to be in MODE 3 within
6 hours AND in H0DE 5 within 36 hours. A total of 6 hours is
allowed for reaching H0DE 3 and a total of 36 hours (not
42 hours) is allowed for reaching MODE 5 from the time that
Condition B was entered. If H00E 3 is reached within 3 hours,
the time allowed for reaching MODE 5 is the next 33 hours because -

the total time allowed for reaching MODE 5 is 36 hours. ;

If Condition B is entered while in MODE 3. the time allowed for !

reaching H0DE 5 is the next 36 hours.

!

,

!

,

.

i

I

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3 |

1.3 Completion Times
,

i

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3 2

(continued)
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
i

;

A. One pump A.1 Restore pump to 7 days
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Action and
associated AND
Completion
Time not met. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

When a pump is declared inoperable Condition A is entered. Ifn the pump is not restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days,i
Condition B is also entered and the Completion Time clocks for
Required Actions B.1 and B.2 start. If the inoperable pump is
restored to OPERABLE status after Condition B is entered,
Condition A and B are exited, and therefore, the Required Actions
of Condition B may be terminated.

When a second pump is declared inoperable while the first pump is
still inoperable, Condition A is not re-entered for the second
pump. LC0 3.0.3 is entered, since the ACTIONS do not include a
Condition for more than one inoperable pump. The Cepletion Time
clock for Condition A does not stop after LC0 3.0.3 is e. tared.
but continues to be tracked from the time Condition A was
initially entered.

While in LC0 3.0.3, if one of the inoperable pumps is restored to
OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for Condition A has not
expired, LCO 3.0.3 may be exited and operation continued in
accordance with Condition A.'

While in LC0 3.0.3, if one of the inoperable pumps is restored to
OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for

,

c

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

'1.3 Completion Times
!

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3 2 (continued) ,

(continued)
Condition A has expired. LCO 3.0.3 may be exited and operation
continued in accordance with Condition B. The Completion Time ,

.or Condition B is tracked from the time the Condition A i'
'

Coinpletion Time expired.

On restoring one of the pumps to OPERABLE status, the Condition A
Completion Time is not reset, but continues from the time the
first pump was declared inoperable. This Completion Time may be
extended if the pump restored to OPERABLE status was the first
inoperable pump. A 24 hour extension to the stated 7 days is
allowed, provided this does not result in the second pump being
inoperable for > 7 days. |

!

t

:

O

.

l

.

.|

.

(continued)'

i
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1.3

(s 1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3 3

(continued)
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One A.1 Restore Function X 7 days
Function X train to OPERABLE
train status. 6tfD
inoperable.

10 days from
discovery of
failure to meet
the LCO

B. One B.1 Restore Function Y 72 hours j

Function Y train to OPERABLE :

train status. Al!Q

(D inoperable.
\_) 10 days from i

discovery of |

failure to meet
the LC0

C. One C.1 Restore Function X 72 hours
Function X train to OPERABLE
train status.
inoperable.

'

OR

AND
C.2 Restore Function Y

One train to OPERABLE 72 hours
function Y status,

train
inoperable.

(~3
V (continued)

_
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Completion Times
'

1.3 :

O '

V 1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3 3 (continued)
(continued)

When one Function X train and one Function Y train are
inoperable. Condition A and Condition B are concurrently |

applicable. The Completion Times for Condition A and Condition B ;

are tracked separately for each train starting from the time each i

train was declared inoperable and the Condition was entered. A
separate Completion Time is established for Condition C and |

~

tracked from the time the second train was declared inoperable
(i.e., the time the situation described in Condition C was i

discovered).
'

If Required Action C.2 is completed within the specified
Completion Time. Conditions B and C are exited. If the
Completion Time for Required Action A.1 has not expired,
operation may continue in accordance with Condition A. The

1 remaining Completion Time in Condition A is measured from the i

time the affected train was declared inoperable (i.e., initial i
?

entry into Condition A). j

! The Completion Times of Conditions A and B are modified by a
.

logical connector with a separate 10 day Completion Time measured !

O from the time it was discovered the LC0 was not met. In this
'

example, without the separate Completion Time it would be
possible to alternate between Conditions A. B. and C in such a
manner that operation could continue indefinitely without ever
restoring systems to meet the LCO. The separate Completion Time'

modified by the phrase "from discovery of failure to meet the
; LC0" is designed to prevent indefinite continued operation while

not steting the LCO. This Completion Time allows for an'

exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the Completion
Time " clock". In this instance, the Completion Time " time zero"
is specified as comencing at the time the LC0 was initially not
met, instead of at the time the associated Condition was entered.

.

2 .

O(V (continued)
:
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U! 1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3 4
(continued)

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more A.1 Restore valve (s) 4 hours
valves to OPERABLE
inoperable. status.

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Action and
associated AND
Completion
Time not met. B.2 Be in H0DE 4. 12 hours

A single Completion Time is used for any number of valves
inoperable at the same time. The Completion Time associated with
Condition A is based on the initial entry into Condition A and is
not tracked on a per valve basis. Declaring subsequent valves
inoperable, while Condition A is still in effect, does not
trigger the tracking of separate Completion Times.

Once one of the valves has been restored to OPERABLE status, the |

Condition A Completion Time is not reset, but continues from the
time the first valve was declared inoperable. The Completion
Time may be extended if the valve restored to OPERABLE status was
the first inoperable valve. The Condition A Completion Time may
be extended for up to 4 hours provided this does not result in
any subsequent valve being inoperable for > 4 hours.

If the Completion Time of 4 hours (including the extension)
expires while one or more valves are still inoperable,
Condition B is entered.

,

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

,

'

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3 5
(continued)

ACTIONS

............................N0TE- - - -- -- -- -- -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable valve.
............................................................

'
CONDITION ' REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more A.1 Restore valve to 4 hours
valves OPERABLE status. ,

inoperable. !

B. Required B.1 8e in MODE 3. 6 hours
Action and
associated 68D '

O Completion
V Time not met. B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

!

,

The Note above the ACTIONS Table is a method of modifying how the
Completion Time is tracked. If this method of modifying how the
Completion Time is tracked was applicable only to a specific
Condition, the Note would appear in that Condition rather than at
the top of the ACTIONS Table.

The Note allows Condition A to be entered separately for each
inoperable valve, and Completion Times tracked on a per valve

,

basis. When a valve is declared inoperable, Condition A is ,

entered and its Completion Time starts. If subsequent valves are
,

declared inoperable. Condition A is entered for each valve and I

separate Completion Times start and are tracked for each valve. |
-

|

|

|

i
;

-

(continued)s
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1.3 i

'

1.3 Completion Times

s

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE l'3 5 (continued) .i
.

I

~
(continued)

If the Completion Time associated with a valve in Condition A 1

expires, Condition B is entered for that valve. If the :

Completion Times associated with subsequent valves in Condition A !

expire Condition B is entered separately for each valve and i

separate Completion Times start and are tracked for each valve.
If a valve that caused entry into Condition B is restored to '

OPERABLE status, Condition B is exited for that valve.

Since the Note in this example allows multiple Condition entry ,

and tracking of separate Completion Times. Completion Time
extensions do not apply.

B

EXAMPLE 1.3 6 !''

>

ACTIONS j

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

!

4 A. One channel A.1 Perform Once per 8 hours
inoperable. SR 3.x.x.x.

i

QB' ,

8 hours
,

A.2 Reduce THERMAL i

POWER to ;

s 50% RTP. i
4

_.a

:

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Action and
associated i

Completion .

!Time not met.
|

'

:

i

!
t

!

[
'

(continued) fN

!
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Completion Times
1.3 ;

1.3 Completion Times
i

'

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3 6 (continued)
(continued)

Entry into Condition A offers a choice between Required
Action A.1 or A.2. Required Action A.1 has a "once per"
Completion Time, which qualifies for the 25% extension, per
SR 3.0.2, to each performance after the initial performance. -

The initial 8 hour interval of Required Action A.1 begins when .e

Condition A is entered and the initial performance of
Required Action A.1 must be corr.plete within the first 8 hour
interval. If Required Action A.1 is followed, and the Required
Action is not met within the Completion Time (plus the extension
allowed by SR 3.0.2). Condition B is entered. If Required
Action A.2 is followed and the Completion Time of 8 hours is not
met. Condition B is entered.

If after entry into Condition B Required Action A.1 or A.2 is i

met Condition B is exited and operation may then continue in
Condition A.

O
V

,

,

.

t

- (continued)'
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Completion Times
1.3

O
V 1.3 Completion Times ,

' EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-7

(continued)
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One subsystem A.1 Verify affected I hour ,

inoperable. subsystem
isolated. E

Once per 8 hours
thereafter

M i

72 hours |
'A.2 Restore subsystem

to OPERABLE i
'status.

O
B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours ,

Action and >

associated M
Completion

'

Time not met. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

>

|

Required Action A.1 has two Completion Times. The 1 tour
Completion Time begins at the time the Condition is entered and
each "Once per 8 hours thereafter" interval begins rpon
performance of Required Action A.1.

If after Condition A is entered, Required Action A.1 is not met
within either the initial I hour or any subsegurnt 8 hour
interval from the previous performance (plus the extension !

allowed by SR 3.0.2), Condition B is entered. The Completion
,

'

Time clock for Condition A does not stop after Condition B is
entered, but continues from the time

,

(continued)
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- 1.3 Completion Times
.

)

EaAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3 7 (continued) |

(continued)
Condition A was initially entered. If Required Action A.1 is met (
after Condition B is entered, Condition B is exited and operation -|

may continue in accordance with Condition A, provided the. |

Completion Time for Required Action A.2 has not expired. j

|

IMMEDIATE When "Immediately" is used as a Completion Time, the
COMPLETION TIME Required Action should be pursued without delay and in a - J

'

controlled manner.

<

l

:
4

|
,

.

1

<O !
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Frequincy
1.4

/9 1.0 USE AND APPLICATION
LJ

1.4 Frequency

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and
application of Frequency requirements.

DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified Frequency in
which the Surveillance must be met in order to meet the
associated LCO. An understanding of the correct application of
the specified frequency is necessary for compliance with the SR.

The "specified Frequency" is referred to throughout this section
and each of the Specifications of Section 3.0, Surveillance
Requirement (SR) Applicability. The "specified Frequency"
consists of the requirements of the Frequency column of each SR
as well as certain Notes in the Surveillance column that modify
performance requirements.

Situations where a Surveillance could be required (i.e., its

(x Frequency could expire), but where it is not possible or not
y) desired that it be performed until sometime after the associated

LC0 is within its Applicability, represent potential SR 3.0.4
conflicts. To avoid these conflicts, the SR (i.e., the
Surveillance or the Frequency) is stated such that it is only
" required" when it can be and should be performed. With an SR
satisfied SR 3.0.4 imposes no restriction.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that
Frequencies are specified. In these examples, the Applicability
of the LC0 (LC0 not shown) is H0 DES 1, 2, and 3.

.

p
(continued)
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Frequency'

1.4

1.4 Frequency
. . .

V

EXAMPLES- EXAMPLE 1.4 1 :

(continued)
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY I
'

Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours
'

:

Example 1.41 contains the type of SR most often encountered in !

the Technical Specifications (TS). The Frequency specifies an
'

interval (12 hours) during which the associated Surveillance must
be performed at least one time. Performance of the Surveillance ;

initiates the subsequent interval. Although the Frequency is
'

stated as 12 hours, an extension of the time interval to
1.25 times the stated Frequency is allowed by SR 3.0.2 for
operational flexibility. The measurement of this interval
continues at all times, even when the SR is not required to be

7 met per SR 3.0.1 (such as when the equipment is inoperable, a
variable is outside specified limits, or the unit is outside the,

Applicability of the LCO). If the interval specified by SR 3.0.2
is exceeded while the unit is in a H00E or other specified ;

condition in the Applicability of the LCO, and the performance of
the Surveillance is not otherwise modified (refer to
Example 1.4 3), then SR 3.0.3 becomes applicable. |
If the interval as specified by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while the
unit is not in a H0DE or other specified condition in the
Applicability of the LCO for which performance of the SR is
required, the Surveillance must be performed within the Frequency ;

requirements of SR 3.0.2 prior to entry into the H00E or other
specified condition. Failure to do so would result in a
violation of SR 3.0.4. |;

!-

!

:

|

t

r

(continued)t

>
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Frequency
1.4

1.4 Frequency .

EXAMPLES- EXAMPLE 1.4 2

(continued)
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ,

.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Verify flow is within limits. Once within i

12 hours after ..

2 25% RTP.
!

MD
,

24 hours
thereafter

4

Example 1.4 2 has two Frequencies. The first is a one time
performance Frequency, and the second is of the type shown in
Example 1.41. The logical connector "MD" indicates that both
Frequency requirements must be met. Each time reactor power is
increased from a power level < 25% RTP to a 25% RTP, the

O Surveillance must be performed within 12 hours.

The use of "once" indicates a single performance will satisfy the
specified Frequency (assuming no other Frequencies are connected ,

by "MD") . This type of Frequency does not qualify for the 25% 1

extension allowed by SR 3.0.2. "Thereafter" indicates future !

performances must be established per SR 3.0.2, but only after a |,

specified condition is first met (i.e., the "once" performance in
this example). If reactor power decreases to < 25% RTP, the
measurement of both intervals stops. New intervals start upon
reactor power reaching 25% RTP.

l

.

4

|

;

(continued)'

|
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' Frequency
1.4

1.4 Frequency.

EXAMPLES EX8MPLE 1.4 3
i

(continued)
SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMEffrS

,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
!

!

; ..................N0TE - - - - -- -

Not required to be performed until 12 hours <

after a 25% RTP.
........................................

,

Perform channel adjustment. 7 days

:

The interval continues, whether or not the unit operation is"

< 25% RTP between performances.

;

As the Note modifies the required p.er.formance of the
Surveillance. it is construed to be part of the "specified
Frequency." Should the 7 day interval be exceeded while
operation is < 25% RTP. this Note allows 12 hours after powe-

O reaches a 25% RTP to perform the Surveillance. The Surveillance |
1s still considered to be performed within the "specified
frequency." Therefore, if the Surveillance were not performed

: within the 7 day (plus the extension allowed by SR 3.0.2)
interval, but operation was < 25% RTP, it would not constitute a
failure of the SR or failure to meet the LCO. Also, no violation
of SR 3.0.4 occurs when changing MODES, even with the 7 day

|Frequency not met, provided operation does not exceed 12 hours
,

with power a 25% RTP.

Once the unit reaches 25% RTP.12 hours would be allowed for 1

completing the Surveillance. If the Surveillance were not i

performed within this 12 hour interval, there would then be a !
failure to perform a Surveillance within the specified Frequency, i
and the provisions of SR 3.0.3 would apply. i

1

.

4

O (continued)
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h

,

.
Frequency

1.4 ;

1.4 Frequency.

,

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1:4 4 I
(continued) :

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

L SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

...................N0TE- - - ---
i

Only required to be performed in H0DE 1.
3

..........................................

Perform complete cycle of the valve. 7 days-

,

The interval continues, whether or not the unit operation is in
H0DE 1, 2, or 3 (the assumed Applicability of the associated LCO)
between performances,

l As the Note modifies the required oerformance of the
Surveillance, the Not.e is' construed to be part of the "specified
Frequency." Should the 7 day interval be exceeded while
operation is not in H0DE 1, this note allows entry into and

2

operation in H0 DES 2 and 3 to perform the Surveillance. The
Surveillance is still considered to be performed within the

:,
'

"specified Frequency" if completed prior to entering H0DE 1.
'\ Therefore, if the Surveillance were not performed within the 7'

day (plus the extension allowed by SR 3.0.2) interval, but
operation was not in H0DE 1, it would not constitute a failure of
the SR or failure to meet the LCO. Also, no violation of SR,

3.0.4 occurs when changing MODES, even with the 7 day Frequency
not met, provided operation does not result in entry into MODE 1.

Or,ce the unit reaches H0DE 1, the requirement for the
,

Surveillance to be performed within its specified Frequency,

applies and would require that the Surveillance have been
performed. If the Surveillance were not performed prior to MODE
1, there would tilen be a failure to perform a Surveillance within
the specified Frequency, and the provisions of SR 3.0.3 would
apply (as well as having had a violation of SR 3.0.4),

!

|-

O*

O (continued)

i
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Frequency ;

1.4 |
1

1.4 Frequency

(7, 4

f '

LJ
|

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.4-5 j

(continued) ;
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY l

Verify each containment isolation manual Prior to
valve is closed. entering MODE 4

from H00E 5 if
not performed
within the
previous 92
days.

In Example 1.4 5, the "specified Frequency" is measured from when
the Surveillance was last performed. Should the interval be
exceeded, the Surveillance is not required to be performed until
certain conditions are met. The Surveillance is allowed to be
delayed until prior to entering H00E 4 from MODE 5 if the 92 day
"specified Frequency" has expired. The 92 day interval may be

(_/)
extended to 1.25 times the stated interval as allowed by SR 3.0.2

( for operational flexibility. Therefore, if the Surveillance were
not performed within the 92 day (plus the extension allowed by SR
3.0.2) interval, but operation was not transitioning from HODE 5
to H0DE 4 it would not constitute a failure of the SR or a
failure to meet the LCO. The next time the unit proceeds from
MODE 5 to MODE 4. the surveillance would be required to be
performed prior to the transition.

The measurement of this interval continues at all times, even
when the SR is not required to be met per SR 3.0.1 (such as when
the equipment is inoperable, a variable is outside specified |
limits. or the unit is outside the Applicability of the LCO). If
the conditions in the Frequency are met and the interval
specified by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded without the Surveillance having I

'

been performed and the performance of the surveillance is not
otherwise modified (refer to Example 1.4 3), then SR 3.0.3
becomes applicable. |

.

!

,

!

r'N
jO

l
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SLs
2.0

( ,)
,

2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)'"

2.1 SLs

2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs

In MODES 1 and 2, the combination of THERMAL POWER, Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) highest loop average temperature, and pressurizer pressure
shall not exceed the SLs specified in Figure 2.1.1-1.

2.1.2 RCS Pressure SL

In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, the RCS pressure shall be maintained
s 2735 psig.

2.2 SL Violations

2.2.1 If SL 2.1.1 is violated, restore compliance and be in MODE 3 within
1 hour.

,.-
( /

2.2.2 If SL 2.1.2 is violated:' ''

2.2.2.1 In MODE 1 or 2, restore compliance and be in MODE 3 within
I hour.

2.2.2.2 In MODE 3, 4, or 5, restore compliance within 5 minutes.

,

1

,

/^N
I )
U
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SLs
2.0
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Figure 2.1.11 (page 1 of 2) -

Reactor Core Safety Limits (Unit 1)
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Reactor Core Safety Limits (Unit 2) |
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LCO Applicability j

3.0 ;t

,

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY |
,

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the MODES or other specified conditions in the ;
,

Applicability, except as provided in LC0 3.0.2 and LCO 3.0.7. !

.
|

!

LC0 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required Actions of the
associated Conditions shall be met, except as provided in LCO 3.0.5 and
LCO 3.0.6.

If the LC0 is met or is no longer applicable prior to expiration of the
specified Completion Time (s), completion of the Required Action (s) is
not required unless otherwise stated.

.

LC0 3.0.3 When an LC0 is not met and the associated ACTIONS are not met, an
associated ACTION is not provided, or if directed by the associated

) ACTIONS, the unit shall be placed in a H0DE or other specifieds
condition in which the LCO is not applicable. Action shall be
initiated within 1 hour to place the unit, as applicable, in:

a. H0DE 3 within 7 hours;

b. H00E 4 within 13 hours; and

c. MODE 5 within 37 hours.

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the individual
Specifications. '

Where corrective measures are completed that permit operation in
accordance with the LC0 or ACTIONS, completion of the actions required
by LC0 3.0.3 is not required.

'

LC0 3.0.3 is only applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

e

(continued)
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!

LCO Applicability
O 3.0 !
Q !

t

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY (continued) ;*

i
.

LC0 3.0.4 When an LC0 is not met, entry into a H00E or other specified condition :

in the Applicability shall not be made except when the associated
ACTIONS to be entered permit continued operation in the MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability for an unlimited period of
time. This Specification shall not prevent changes in H0 DES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply '

with ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown of the unit.

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the individual ;

Specifications.
t

t

LCO 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a H0DE or other specified
condition in the Applicability in H00ES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

!

i

V I

LC0 3.0.5 Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with
ACTIONS may be returned to service under administrative control solely ,

to perform testing required to demonstrate its OPERABILITY or the |

OPERABILITY of other equipment. This is an exception to LC0 3.0.2 for ;

the system returned to service under administrative control to perform |

the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. r

i

|
|

1

e

(continued)
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.

LC0 Applicabilityg 3.0 |tj
|

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY' (continued) [

LCO 3.0.6 When a supported system LC0 is not met solely due to a
support system LC0 not being met, the Conditions and Required Actions
associated with this supported system are not required to be entered.
Only the support system LC0 ACTIONS are required to be entered. This
'is an exception to LC0 3.0.2 for the supported system. In this event,
an evaluation shall be performed in accordance with
Specification 5.5.15. " Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP)."
If a loss of safety function is determined to exist by this program,
the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in which the
loss of safety function exists are required to be entered.

When a support system's Required Action directs a supported system to
be declared inoperable or directs entry into Conditions and Required
Actions for a supported system, the applicable Conaitions and Required
Actions shall be entered in accordance with LC0 3.0.2.

O
LCO 3.0.7 Test Exception LC0 3.1.8, allows specified Technical Specification (TS)

requirements to be changed to permit performance of special tests and
operations. Unless otherwise specified, all other TS requirements
remain unchanged. Compliance with Test Exception LCOs is optional.
When a Test Exception LC0 is desired to be met but is not met, the
ACTIONS of the Test Exception LC0 shall be met. When a Test Exception
LCO is not desired to be met, entry into a H00E or other specified
condition in the Applicability shall be made in accordance with the
other applicable Specifications.

.

i

)
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i

SR Applicability.q 3.0Ig

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY j
i

I

i

!

SR 3.0.1 SRs shall be met during the MODES or other specified conditions
in the Applicability for individual LCOs, unless otherwise stated *

in the SR. Failure to meet a Surveillance, whether such failure
is experienced during the performance of the Surveillance or |

ibetween performances of the Surveillance, shall be failure to
meet the LCO. Failure to perform a Surveillance within the :

specified Frequency shall be failure to meet the LCO except as !

provided in SR 3.0.3. Surve111ances do not have to be performed !

on inoperable equipment or variables outside specified limits. ]

[
:

I I

SR 3.0.2 The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the Surveillance is |
*

performed within 1.25 times the interval specified in the

O Frequency, as measured from the previous performance or as ;

measured from the time a specified condition of the Frequency is i

met, j

For Frequencies specified as "once," the above interval extension ;
does not apply.

If a Completion Time requires periodic performance on a "once
per . . ." basis, the above Frequency extension applies to each :

performance after the initial performance. |
:

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the individual ;
i

Specifications. ;

.

!

|

(continued)
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SR Applicabilityp
3.0()

3.0 SR APPLICABILITY (continued)

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed within
its specified Frequency, then compliance with the requirement to
declare the LC0 not met may be delayed, from the time of
discovery, up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specified
Frequency, whichever is less. This delay period is permitted to
allow performance of the Surveillance.

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay period, the
LC0 must immediately be declared not met, and the applicable
Condition (s) must be entered.

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period and
the Surveillance is not met, the LCO must imediately be declared
not met, and the applicable Condition (s) must be entered.

SR 3.0.4 Entry into a H0DE or other specified condition in the
Applicability of an LCO shall not be made unless the LC0's
Surve111ances have been met within their specified Frequency.
This provision shall not prevent entry into MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to
comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown of the unit.

SR 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability in H0 DES 1, 2. 3. and 4.

.

/*v

'
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.

SDM
-

.

3.1.1
.

7\
V 3.1. REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS ,

r

3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) ,

'

LCO 3.1.1 SOM shall be within the limits provided in the COLR.
i

a

'

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 2 with k,rr < 1.0,
H0 DES 3, 4, and 5.

.

................................... NOTE - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -

While this LC0 is not met, entry into MODE 5 from H0DE 6 is not permitted.
...........................................................................

. ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

A. SDM not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to 15 minutes
restore SDM to withinn
limit.V ,

t

-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
s

SR 3.1 1.1 Verify SDM to be within limits. 24 hours

i

._._... _ __m- _ _ _ -- _. _. - . . .

|
1

,- J

[a'),
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Core Reactivity
3.1.2 j

3.1 ' REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
9

3.1.2 Core Reactivity
,

LCO 3.1.2 The measured core reactivity shall be within i 1% ak/k of predicted ,

values. :

;

}

'l
- APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

i

' ACTIONS,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

:

A. Measured core reactivity A.1 Re evaluate core design 72 ho';rs

not within limit. and safety analysis,
and determine that the

'reactor core is
D acceptable for'

d continued operation. |
,

8ND

A.2 Establish appropriate 72 hours ;

operating restrictions
and SRs.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

i
-

,

,

i

O;
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|

Core Reactivity |
3.1.2 |

t

I

D}
/' i

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS |

!SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
;

!
,

SR- 3.1.2.1 - - - - NOTE - - - - - - - !

The predicted reactivity values shall be t

adjusted (normalized) to correspond to the !

measured core reactivity prior to exceeding a |
fuel burnup of 60 effective full power days :

(EFPD) after each fuel loading. |
...........................................

.

t

Verify measured core reactivity is within Once prior to i

i 1% ak/k of predicted values. entering MODE 1 ,

after each i
refueling i

t

S
i

j .....N0TE - j

Only required |
after 60 EFPD

O ...............

i

31 EFPD !*

thereafter |
|
:.

$

|
;

i

r

|
|

.

I
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.

:

MTC

3.1.3 ;

q 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS i
'

D :

3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (KTC) ;
:

LC0 3.1.3 - The MTC shall be maintained within the limits specified in the COLR. |

The maximum upper limit shall be that specified in Figure 3.1.3 1.

APPLICABILITY: MODE I and MODE 2 with k,,, a 1.0 for the upper MTC limit.
Vs30ES 1. 2. and 3 for the lower HTC limit.

:

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !

:
,

f

A. HTC not within upper A.1 Establish 24 hours
limit, aaministrative i

withdrawal limits for ,

control banks to
maintain MTC within
limit.

1

i

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 2 with 6 hours :

associated Completion k,,,< 1.0. ,

!Time of Condition A not
met.

,

C. HTC not within lower C.1 Bo in MODE 4. 12 hours
limit.

.

'

O
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MTC

3.1.3
.

" " " " " " " ' " ' " ' 'O .m _ , , , , , , ,

I -

SR 3.1.3.1 Verify MTC is within upper limit. Once prior to j
entering H00E 1 '

after each |
refueling !'

r

'
f

4

SR 3.1.3.2 - NOTES. - - - - -- ;

i

1. Not required to be performed until ;

7 effective full power days (EFPD) after j

reaching the equivalent of an equilibrium |
RTP all rods out (AR0) boron j

concentration of 300 ppm. ;

2. If the MTC is more negative than the )
300 ppm Surveillance limit (not LC0 |

limit) specified in the COLR, SR 3.1.3.2
tshall be repeated once per 14 EFPD during

the remainder of the fuel cycle. !(
3. SR 3.1.3.2 need not be repeated if the !

HTC measured at the equivalent of ,
,

equilibrium RTP ARO boron concentration
of s 60 ppm is less negative than the .

'
60 ppm Surveillance limit specified in

;

the COLR.'

...........................................

:
Verify MTC is within lower limit. Once each cycle i

.

1

'

O
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,

MTC
'

3.1.3
1
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|
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Figure 3.1.31 (page 1 of 1) |
'

Moderator Temperature Coefficient vs. Power Level

|
I
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. Rod Group Alignment Linits
3.1.4>

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.4 Rod Group Alignment Limits

LCO 3.1.4 All shutdown and control rods shall be OPERABLE.

AND

Individual indicated rod positions shall be within 12 steps of their .
group step counter demand position.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more rod (s) A.1.1 Verify SDH to be within 1 hour

inoperable. the limits provided in
the COLR.

O =
A.1.2 Initiate boration to I hour

restore SDH to within
limit.

AND

A.2 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours

B .- One rod not within B.1 Restore rod to within 'I hour
alignment limits. alignment limits.

E
,

B.2.1.1 Verify SDH to be within 1 hour
the limits provided in
the COLR.

@
(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
3.1.4

ACTION (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) B.2.1.2 Initiate boration to 1 hour
restore SDM to within
limit.

8NQ

B.2.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 2 hours
s 75% RTP.

AND

B.2.3 Verify SDM to be within Once per
the limits provided in 12 hours
the COLR.

AND

O' B.2 4 Perform SR 3.2.1.1 and 72 hours
SR 3.2.1.2.

AND

B.2.5 Perform SR 3.2.2.1. 72 hours

AND

B.2.6 Re evaluate safety 5 days
analyses and confirm

,

results remain valid'

for duration of
operation under these

,

conditions.

.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition B not
met.

I
(continued)

COMANCHE PEAK ITS. 3.1 8 May 15, 1997



Rod Group Alignment Limits
'3.1.4-

ACTION (continued) |
|

!

I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

:
!

D. More than one rod not D.1.1 Verify SDH T0 be within 1 hour |

within alignment limit, the limits provided in |

the COLR. ,

;

:
QB

,

D.1.2 Initiate boration to 1 hour |
restore required SDM to

|within limit.

AND

D.2 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
i;

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.4.1 Verify individual rod positions within 12 hours
.

alignment limit.

SR 3.1.4.2 Verify rod freedom of movement (trippability) 92 days'

by moving each rod not fully inserted in the
,

core > 10 steps in either direction.
J

(continued)

... >

- r
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.

Rod Group Alignment Limits
'

3.1.4

i SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.4.3 Verify rod drop time of each rod, from the Prior to reactor
fully withdrawn position is s 2.4 seconds criticality

from the beginning of decay of stationary after each
gripper coil voltage to dashpot entry. with: removal of the

reactor head
a. T.,, a 500*F: and

b. All reactor coolant pumps operating.

1

j

|

l

!

!

!

I
;

I

'
,

1

O .

CJ ',

Ii
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
3.1.5

,~

( / 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.5 Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits

LCO 3.1.5 Each shutdown bank shall be within insertion limits specified in the
COLR.

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 1.
MODE 2 with any control bank not fully inserted.

........................... N0TE - - - -- - - -

This LC0 is not applicable while performing SR 3.1.4.2.
............................................................

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more shutdown A.1.1 Verify SDM T0 be within 1 hour
banks not within limits. the limits provided in

the COLR.

DB

A.1.2 Initiate boration to I hour
restore SDM to within j

I
limit.

AND

A.2 Restore shutdown banks 2 hours
to within limits.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

_

r ,

( |

( l

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.1 11 May 15, 1997
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i Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
3.1. 5 ~

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

|
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

1

)
4

'

SR 3.1.5.1 Verify each shutdown bank is within the limits 12 hours
specified in the COLR.

:
!

:

!
i

!

l
;

i
'

,

i
e

i

i
;

; O !
!4

:<

I

!
3 ,

I'

;
;

!

!

?
1 l
4 >

|
,

i
;

!
:

|
-

.

;

k

J

e
i

!;

f,'

,; tt
s

:
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.

Control Bank Insertion Limits !

3.1.6 I

,

3.1. REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

-3.1.6 Control Bank Insertion Limits
!
i

LC0 3.1.6 Control banks shall be within the insertion, sequence, and overlap |

limits specified in the COLR. ;

'
,

!
5

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1, .

MODE 2 with k n 21.0.e ,

............................N0TE----- |
This LCO is not applicable while performing SR 3.1.4.2. :

j............................................................

:
i
2

ACTIONS
i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;
,

e

A. Control bank insertion A.1.1 Verify SDM T0 be within 1 hour :
+

limits not met. the limits provided in
the COLR. ,

,

0B ',
2

l

A.1.2 Initiate boration to I hour i
'

restore SDM to within
limit. ,

1

AND
;

A.2 Restore control bank (s) 2 hours :
!to within limits.

(continued) |
'

i

I

|

|

) . b

.\J -,
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
3.1.6

O ,

I
ACTIONS (continued)

i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

!

|

B. Control bank sequence or B.1.1 Verify SDN to be within I hour
overlap limits not met, the limits provided in

the COLR. i

E !
(

B.1.2 Initiate boration to i

restore SDN to within 1 bour
limit. |

5

B.2 Restore control bank 2 hours ;

sequence and overlap to i

within limits.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours |
associated Completion |
Time not met. >

r

i
t

I

<

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

!
'

SR 3.1.6.1 Verify estimated critical control bank position Within 4 hours ;

is within the limits specified in the COLR. prior to !

achieving |
criticality ,

,

(continued) "|

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.1 14 May 15. 1997 |
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
3.1.6

SURVEILLANCE RE0tJIREMENTS (continued)
.

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.1.6.2 Verify each control bank insertion is within 12 hours
the limits specified in the COLR.

:

SR 3.1.6.3 Verify sequence and overlap limits specified in 12 hours
the COLR are met for control banks not fully'

withdrawn from the core.

O
i
i

'

l

|

|

.

i

j

/'s i

V I
|

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.1 15 May 15, 1997
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Rod Position Indication
3.1.7 '

3.1.. REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.7 Rod Position Indication ,

LCO 3.1.7 The Digital Rod Position Indication (DRPI) System and the Demand !

Position Indication System shall be OPERABLE. i

,

i

APPLICABILITY: .H0 DES 1 and 2. |

t

i

ACTIONS ,

..................................... NOTE - - -- - - -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable rod position indicator j

and each demand position indicator per bank. ;
t

......... ....................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME {

i

A. One DRPI per group A.1 Verify the position of 0nce per 8 hours :
inoperable for one or the rods with
more groups. inoperable position ,

indicators indirectly |

by using movable incore ,

detectors.

08
.

I
A.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 8 hours

s 50% RTP. |

:
i

i

(continued) !

'
,

!
.

i

!

'

!

fCOMANCHE PEAK ITS. 3.1 16 May 15. 1997
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>

'

Rod Position Indication
3.1.7

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION ' COMPLETION TIME

.
'I

i

B. More than one DRPI per B.1 Verify the position of Once per 8 hours
group inoperable.

'

the rods with
inoperable position ,

indicators indirectly ,

by using movable incore !

detectors. ,

.

AND !
:

B.2 Restore inoperable 24 hours
position indicators to
OPERABLE status such
that a maximum of one
DRPI per group is
inoperable-.

i

!

C. One or more rods with C.1 Verify the position of 4 hours

inoperable DRPIs have the rods with
been moved in excess of inoperable position
24 steps in one indicators indirectly
direction since the last by using movable incore
determination of the detectors.
rod's position.

E
,

.

C.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 8 hours
s 50% RTP.

(continued)

.

!

i

O
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: ,

Rod Position Indication :

3.1.7i

ACTIONS (continued)
i
'

CONDITION- REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. One demand position D.1.1 Verify by Once per 8 hours ,

indicator per bank administrative means
,

inoperable for one or all DRPIs for the r

'

more banks. affected banks are
i

OPERABLE.

'
.g

D.1.2 Verify the most Once per 8 hours
withdrawn rod and the .

least withdrawn rod of
the affected banks are t

s 12 steps apart.

2

D.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 8 hours'

s 50% RTP.

J,

l

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.1.7.1 Verify each DRPI agrees within 12 steps of Once prior to
.

the group demand position for the full criticality

indicated range of rod travel, after each j

removal of the i
.

reactor vessel
head.

'

L COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.1 18' Hay 15, 1997
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PHYSICS 1ESTS Exc'.ptions-HODE 2
3.1.8

./

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
,

3.1.8 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-H0DE 2

|

LCO 3.1.8 During the performance of PHYSICS TESTS, the requirements of ;

LC0 3.1.3, " Moderator Temperature Coefficient (KTC)";
LC0 3.1.4, " Rod Group Alignment Limits *:
LCO 3.1.5, " Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits":
LC0 3.1.6, " Control Bank Insertion Limits"; and
LC0 3.4.2. "RCS Hinimum Temperature for Criti:ality"

may be suspended, provided:

a. RCS lowest loop average temperature is a 541*F: and

b. SDH is a within the limits provided in the COLR; and

c. THERHAL POWER is s 5% RTP.

p APPLICABILITY: H0DE 2 during PHYSICS TESTS.

\"/
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SDH not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to 15 minutes
restore SDH to within
limit.

8SD

A.2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 1 hour
exceptions.

.

4

B. THERHAL POWER not within B.1 Open reactor trip Immediately
limit, breakers.

,

(continued)
,

,1
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-HODE 2
3.1. 8 .

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. RCS lowest loop average C.1 Restore RCS lowest loop 15 minutes

temperature not within average temperature to
limit. within limit.

D. Required Action and D.1 ' 8e in H0DE 3. 15 minutes
associated Completion
Time of Condition C not
met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.1.8.1 Perform a CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST on power Within 12 hours
range and intermediate range channels per prior to
SR 3.3.1.7, SR 3.3.1.8, and Table 3.3.1 1. initiation of

PHYSICS TESTS

SR 3,1. 8.'2 Verify the RCS lowest loop average temperature 30 minutes
is a 541*F.

SR 3.1.8.3 Verify THERMAL POWER is s 5% RTP. I hour

SR 3.1.8.4 Verify SDM is within the limits 24 hours
.

provided in the COLR.

'

O
COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.1 20 May 15,1997
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,

Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
3.2.1,

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.1 Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (Fa(Z)) (Fa Methodology)

LC0 3.2.1 Fa(Z) as approximated by Fl(Z) and F#(Z). shall be within the limits
specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1. ,

,

ACTIONS (

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME f
'

:

A. Fj(Z) not within limit. A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 15 minutes I
a 1% RTP for each !

It F8(Z) exceed.s limit. !
,

,

AND
,

'. A.2 Reduce Pover Range 72 hours :
'

*- Neutron Flux-High
trip setpoints 2 It for
each it F8(Z) exceeds
limit.

AND
,

A.3 Reduce Overpower N 16 72 hours
trip setpoints a 1% for ,

each 1% Fs(Z) exceeds !

limit. ;

i

bNQ
'

'

A.4 Perform SR 3.2.1.1. Prior to
increasing ,

THERMAL POWER r' -

above the limit
Iof Required

Action A.1 ;

,

'

(continued)

V
:
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.

Fo(Z) (Fo Methodology) |
3.2.1 .|

ACTIONS- (continued)'
'

CONDITION RE(JUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

:

B. Q(Z)notwithinlimits. B.1 Reduce AFD limits a 1% 4 hours I
for each it $(Z) |
exceeds limit. -

,

'
,

,

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE-2. 6 hours !
associated Completion |

Time not met.
,

,

4

|
-

,

l

l

O

|

!

!

'

i
i

|

>

/%
L)

(. M HE PEAK ITS 3.2 2 May 15. 1997 {
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I
!

Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
3.2.1

'

. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

!
..................................... NOTE-.---.--
During power escalation following shutdown. THERMAL POWER may be increased until an !

*

equilibrium power level has been achieved at which a power distribution map is
obtained.
.............................................................................. ;

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

,

'

SR. 3.2.1.1 Verify Fj(Z) is within limit. Orice after each
refueling prior ,

to THERMAL POWER !

exceeding
75% RTP

AND !

:
I

Once within
24 hours after

.

achieving

( equilibrium
';

conditions after
exceeding, by
a 20% RTP, the
THERMAL POWER at
which Fj(Z) was
last verified

b8D

31 EFPD
thereafter

(continued)

.

I

i

N
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Fa(Z) (Fo Methodology)
3.2.1g

'

' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
:

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
i

:

n

SR 3.2.1.2 - - - - NOTE -- - ---
i

If Fj(Z) measurements indicate ,

~

F *(Z)o
maximum over z g(g) t

:

has increased since the previous evaluation of
Fj(Z):

'

a. Increase F#(Z) by the appropriate factor .t

specified in the COLR and reverify F#(Z)

|
1s within limits;

or

b. Repeat SR 3.2.1.2 once per 7 EFPD until
two successive flux maps indicate ,4

!

#
Fo(Z)

maximum over z
K(Z)

has not increased. j

|...........................................

Verify F#(Z) is within limit. Once after each
refueling prior
to THERMAL POWER
exceeding
75% RTP

AND

(continued)

.

o L.

\
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;

,

Fo(Z) (Fa Methodology) {.

3.2.1

!
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS- (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
*

,

,

SR 3.2.1.2 (continued) Once within 24
hours after. i

achieving |
equilibrium ;

conditions after '|
exceeding by |
z 20% RTP, the iJ

THERMAL POWER at j

which F#(Z) was :
'

last verified |

AND |
I.

31 EFPD
thereafter

;

I
'

Ir

i

:O !

!
!

!
I

i

I

|

I
-,

;

i

I

:

2
.

.

: O
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Flu -
3.2.2

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.2 Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (Fly)

LCO 3.2.2 FI, shall be within the limits specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 1.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. -- NOTE - - - - A.1.1 Restore FI, to within 4 hours
Required Actions A.2 limit,

and A.3 must be
completed whenever 08
Condition A is entered.

A.1.2.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 4 hours......................

< 50% RTP.

Flu not within limit.
AND

A.1.2.2 Reduce Power Range 72 hours !
iNeutron Flux-High

trip setpoints to i

s 55% RTP. j
1

AND i

i
A.' Perform SR 3.2.2.1. 24 hours j

i

AND 1

(continued)

I.

CONANCHE PEAK ITS 3.2 6 May 15. 1997
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Paw
*

3.2.2 j
i

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

!
'

A. (continued) A.3 - NOTE-- - - ;

THERMAL POWER does not i

have to be reduced to i

comply with this |

Required Action.
..................... ,

I

Perform SR 3.2.2.1. Prior to THERMAL L
'

POWER exceeding j

50% RTP |

|

M |

Prior to THERMAL k
POWER exceeding ,

75% RTP !

i;M
!O 24 hours after i

THERMAL POWER )
reaching ;

a 95% RTP ;

i

:

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours j

associated Completion |

Time not met. ;

i

),

; I

1

s

O
COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.2 7 May 15,1997
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FL-

3.2.2
-

,

.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

l

.....................................N0TE..................................... \
'

During power escalation following shutdown. THERMAL POWER may be increased until an
equilibrium power level has been achieved at which a power distribution map is-

,

obtained.
..............................................................................

;

;

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY
,

1

SR 3.2.2.1 Verify FL is within limits specified in the Once after each
COLR. refueling prior .|

to THERMAL POWER !
exceeding !
75% RTP i

!
t

ANQ -i-

:| 31 EFPD ;

thereafter
!

i :
!

i !
,

; !
4

i,
'

l

h

i,2

!i

i
i
k

t
i

#

j i
i !

i
!#

!.

t

i*

;

i
!
I

-

i
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;

AFD (CAOC HETHODOLOGY)
3.2.3

,o ,

') 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS |
(

3.2.3 AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) (Constant Axial Offset Control (CAOC)
Hethodology)

LC0 3.2.3 The AFD:

a. Shall be maintained within the target band about the target
flux difference. The target band is specified in the COLR.

b. Hay deviate outside the target band with THERHAL POWER
< 90% RTP but 2 50% RTP, provided AFD is within the acceptable
operation limits and cumulative penalty deviation time is
s 1 bour during the previous 24 hours. The acceptable
operation limits are specified in the COLR.

c. Hay deviate outside the target band with THERHAL POWER
< 50% RTP.

...........................N0TES-- ---- - - --

1. The AFD shall be considered outside the target band when two or
more OPERABLE excore channels indicate AFD to be outside the
target band.fm

4 )
2. With THERHAL POWER 2 50% RTP, penalty deviation time shall be

accumulated on the basis of a 1 minute penalty deviation for
each 1 minute of power operation with AFD outside the target
band.

3. With THERHAL POWER < 50% RTP, penalty deviation time shall be
accumulated on the basis of a 0.5 minute penalty deviation for
each 1 minute of power operation with AFD outside the target
band.

4. A total of 16 hours of operation may be accumulated with AFD
outside the target band without penalty deviation time during
surveillance of power range channels in accordance with
SR 3.3.1.6 provided AFD is maintained within acceptable
operation limits.

............................................................
,

APPLICABILI1Y: HODE 1 with THERHAL POWER > 15% RTP.

g
U

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.2 9 May 15. 1997
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AFD (CAOC METHODOLOGY)

3.2.3

/3
() ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. THERMAL POWER A.1 Restore AFD to within 15 minutes

a 90% RTP. target band.

AND

AFD not within the
target band.

B. Required Action and 8.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 15 minutes
associeted Completion < 90% RTP.

Time of Condition A not
met.

C. NOTE - - - C.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 30 minutes

p Required Action C.1 must < 50% RTP.

v be completed whenever
Condition C is entered.
......................

THERMAL POWER < 90% and

a 50% RTP with
cumulative penalty
deviation time > 1 hour
during the previous 24
hours. ,

I

DE

THERMAL POWER < 90% and

a 50% RTP with AFD not
within the acceptable :

l

operation limits,
1

(continued) !
l

(O~)
|

|
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AFD (CAOC METHODOLOGY)
3.2.3

(m ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. NOTE - --

Required Action D.1 must D.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 9 hours
be completed whenever < 15% RTP.
Condition D is entered.
......................

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time for Condition C not
met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

OV
SR 3.2.3.1 Verify AFD is within limits for each OPERABLE 7 days

excore channel.

SR 3.2.3. 2 Not Used.

SR 3.2.3. 3 - NOTE - - - --

The initial target flux difference after each
refueling may be determined from design
predictions.
...........................................

Determine by measurement, the target flux Whenever Fo"(z)
difference of each OPERABLE excore channel. is verified per

3.2.1.2. -|

I

!
i

n

(v)
|
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QPTR

3.2.4-

, fx
SQ 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)

LC0 3.2.4 The QPTR shall be s 1.02.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 50% RTP.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. OPTR not within limit. A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours
a 3% from RTP for each
it of OPTR > 1.00.

M

A.2 Determine OPTR and Once per 12 hours
, .

reduce THERMAL POWER >' *
3% from RTP for each it

,

of QPTR > 1.00.

M

A.3 Perform SR 3.2.1.1, 24 hours
c.R 3.2.1.2 and
SR 3.2.2.1. M

Once per 7 days
thereafter

:

M

A.4 Reevaluate safety Prior to
analyses and confirm increasing

,

results remain valid THERMAL POWER

for duration of above the limit
operation under this of Required
condition. Action A.1 and

A.2

] (continued)
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QPTR ,

'
3.2.4

ACTIONS (continued) !

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

A. (continued) A.5 - - -NOTE---- -- -
Perform Required
Action A.5 only after

'

Required Action A.4 is
completed. |

|
'

s

Normalize excore Prior to
detectors to eliminate increasing |

tilt. THERMAL POWER
Iabove the limit

of Required
Action A.1 and |

A.2

im
A.6 -- -- NOTE --- - -

O Required Action A.6 |

,

must be completed when :

Required Action A.5 is !'

implemented. '

.....................

Perform SR 3.2.1.1, Within 24 hours
SR 3.2.1.2 and after reaching
SR 3.2.2.1. RTP-

08
>

Within 48 hours
after increasing
THERMAL POWER

above the limit'

of Required
Actions A.1 and-

A.2

8. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 4 hours
associated Completion s 50% RTP.
Time not met.

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.2 13 May 15, 1997
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i

QPTR

| 3.2.4

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR' 3.2.4.1 --- - NOTES - --- - -

1. With input from one Power Range
Neutron Flux channel inoperable and
THERMAL POWER 5 75% RTP. the remaining
three power range channels can be used
for calculating QPTR.

2. SR 3.2.4.2 may be performed in lieu
of this Surveillance.

..........................................

Verify QPTR is within limit by calculation. 7 days

SR 3.2.4.2 - - - NOTE -- - - -

Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after input from one or more Power Range

O Neutron Flux channels are inoperable with
THERMAL POWER > 75% RTP.
..........................................

Verify QPTR is within limit using the 12 hours
movable incore detectors.

.

O
COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.2 14 May 15. 1997



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

p
''

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.1 Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

LCO 3. 3.1 - The RTS instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.11 shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.11.

ACTIONS

........................................N0TE -- - - - - -- - - --- -.-

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
.....................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Functions A.1 Enter the Coridition Immediately

n with one or more referenced in
V required channels Table ?.3.11 for the

inoperable. channel W .
.

B. One Manual Reactor Trip B.1 Restore channel to 48 hours
channel inoperable. OPERABLE status.

|m
.

B.2 Be in H0DE 3. 54 hours
:

,

t

(continued)
!

. ..

|

!

1

:

o ;
COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.3-1 May 15, 1997
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;
i

RTS Instrumentation i
'

3.3.1 !

,
;'

!
; . ACTIONS (continued) t

COWITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
|

'

.

:

:
- C. - NOTE--- - -- C.1 Restore channel or 48 hours"

While this LCO is not train to OPERABLE ;*

! met for Function.19, 20. status. ;

or 21 entry into H0DE j

SS is not permitted. E |
This Note is an - ,

exception to the C.2.1- Fully insert all rods. 49 hours !

requirements of LC0 1,!

i 3.0.4. AND- j

C.2.2 Place the Rod Control 49 hours - l"
-

........................

One channel or train System in a condition |
'

- inoperable, incapable of rod
withdrawal.'

!
)

D. One Power Range Neutron - -- - NOTE - - :

Flux-High' channel The inoperable channel or !

inoperable. another channel may be ;

bypassed.for up to 4 hours |
4

l|
for surveillance testing and
setpoint adjustment of other
channels, j

.

!4 .

;D.1.1 Place channel in trip. 6 hours ;
: 1

'

8NQ

D.1.2 Reduce THERHAL POWER to 12 hours
! s 75% RTP.

a .

E i
;

|'
.

D.2.1. Place channel in trip. 6 hours-

I;
8ND

(continued) |
|

|

i,Au
i

1
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

,y,

('") ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. (continued) - - - -- -NOTE -- -- -

Not required to be performed
until.12 hours after input
from one Power Range
Neutron Flux channel to
OPTR is inoperable and
THERMAL POWER is > 75% RTP.
............................

D.2.2 Perform SR 3.2.4.2. Once per 12 hours

E

D.3 Be in H00E 3. 12 hours

E. One channel inoperable. - - -- NOTE - --

O) The inoperable channel or 3

V another channel may be i
'

bypassed for up to 4 hours
for surveillance testing and
setpoint adjustment of other
channels.
............................

E.1 Place channel in trip. 6 hours

E

E.2 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

i
i

F. One Intermediate Range F.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 24 hours )
'

Neutron Flux channel < P 6.-

inoperable.
2

F.2 Increase THERMAL POWER 24 hours
to > P 10.

(~^
(Continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

[ ,)
,

\~ ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

G. Two Intermediate Range G.1 Suspend operations Immediately

Neutron Flux channels involving positive
inoperable. reactivity additions.

AND

G.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 2 hours
< P-6. ,

H. Not used.

I. One Source Range Neutron I.1 Suspend operations Immediately

Flux channel inoperable, involving positive
reactivity additions.

,9

b
J. Two Source Range Neutron J.1 Open RTBs. Immediately

Flux channels
inoperable.

K. One Source Range Neutron K.1 Restore channel to 48 hours
Flux channel inoperable. OPERABLE status.

08

K.2.1 Fully insert all rods. 49 hours

AND

K.2.2 Place the Rod Control
System in a condition 49 hours
incapable of rod
withdrawal.

(continued)f^)
U
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

,

''
ACTIONS (continued)

1
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;

l

L. Not used.
,

!
:

)

H. One channel inoperable. - ---- - NOTE- - -

The inoperable channel or
another channel may be
bypassed for up to 4 hours
for surveillance testing of '

other channels.
;...........................

,

M.1 Place channel in trip. 6 hours

08

H.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 12 hours
< P-7.-

'G
,

N. Not used.

O. Not Used.

(continued)

9

I

|
q |
N.) 1

i
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'

RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1 ;

J

ACTIONS (continued) !s

:

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.

;

P. One or more Turbine Trip - - - NOTE - -

channel (s) inoperable. An inoperable low fluid oil
.

pressure channel may be !

bypassed for up to 4 hours
.

for surveillance testing of
other channels.

,
-

............................

P.1 Place channel (s) in 6 hours :

trip. ,
,

el r

| 2
i

4 P.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 10 hours :

< P 9. !

i
j Q. One train inoperable. - -- NOTE --- - -

|\ One train may be bypassed i

for up to 4 hours for j
surveillance testing
provided the other train is :

!OPERABLE.

j............................

Q.1 Restore train to 6 hours
i OPERABLE status.

@
'

:

Q.2 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
,

!

(Continued) i

~

:
.,

>

I

i
ii

O L
l-
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued)
.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.............N0TE- - ---

R. One RTB train One train may be bypassed
inoperable, for up to 2 hours for

;

surveillance testing or
maintenance, provided the
other train is OPERABLE.
............................ .

R.1 Restore train to' 1 hour ,

'
OPERABLE status.

t

2

R.2 Be in MODE 3. 7 hours
,

1

S. One or more required S.1 Verify interlock is in 1 hour
7n channel (s) Inoperable, required state for--
tij existing unit

conditions.

m |

S.2 Be in MODE 3. 7 hours

'- T. One or more required T.1 Verify interlock is in 1 hour
; channel (s) inoperable, required state for !

existing unit
conditions, j

2
7 hours :

T2 Be in MODE 2..

(Continued)

!

#

I
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1 )

l
(^h i

b' ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

U. One trip mechanism U.1 Restore inoperable trip 48 hours
inoperable for one RTB. mechanism to OPERABLE

status.

'
OR

U.2 Be in MODE 3. 54 hours

V. Not used.

|

IDV

|

.

f
(. !

)
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RTS Instrumentation ;

3.3.1 !
!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

i

........................................NQ}[........................................ ,

Refer to Table 3.3.1 1 to determine which SRs. other than Response Time !

Verification, apply for each RTS Function. Response Time Verification is addressed i
'under SR 3.3.1.16.
t....................................................................................

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

t

|

SR 3.3.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.1.2 - - NOTES - - - - -

i1. Adjust NIS and N-16 Power Monitor channel
if absolute difference is > 21. j

.

2. Not required to be performed _until 24 |
hours after THERMAL POWER is 2 15% RTP. :

i................................................

O Compare results of calorimetric heat balance 24 hours ;
calculation to Nuclear Instrumentation System
(NIS) and N 16 Power Monitor channel output.

SR 3.3.1.3 NOTES - - - - -
1

1. Adjust NIS channel if absolute difference '

is 2 3t.

2. Not required to be performed until ;

24 hours after THERMAL POWER is i

a 50% RTP. |
; ...............................................

Compare results of the incore detector 31 effective
measurements to NIS AFD. full power days

(EFPD)
.

(continued)

.

O !
.
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!

RTS Instrumentation :

3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) |
'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUEMY
!
!
!

SR 3.3.1.4 - - NOTE - - - - - - - - -
;

This Surveillance must be performed on the j
reactor trip bypass breaker for the local manual ~

shunt trip only prior to placing the bypass
breaker in service.

i...............................................

Perform TADOT. 31 days on a,

STAGGERED TEST

BASIS
,

f

4
,

SR 3.3.1.5 Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. 31 days on a i

STAGGERED TEST |:

BASIS |
J

O SR 3.3.1.6 - - NOTE - - - -

Not required to be performed until 72 hours after
achieving equilibrium conditions with THERMAL,

POWER 2 75 * RTP.
...............................................

Calibrate excore channels to agree with incore 92 EFPD
detector measurements.

i

(continued)-

,

i
-

s-

i

:

O
!
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R.S Instrumentation
3.3.1

,.,

i. )
.' ~ ''

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.7 - - NOTES - - - - - - - - - -

1. Not required to be performed for source
range instrumentation prior to entering
H00E 3 from H0DE 2 until 4 hours after
entry into MODE 3.

#
2. For source range instrumentation, this

Surveillance shall include verification
that interlocks P 6 and P 10 are in their
required state for existing unit conditions

...............................................

Perform COT. 92 days

(continued)

/-~~ ,

k,)
m

!
1

.

r~'s
R./
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

.|"
(
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE- FREQUENCY
'

SR 3.3.1.8 -- - - - NOTE- - - -- -- -

This Surveillance shall include verification
that interlocks P 6 and P 10 are in their
required state for existing unit conditions.
...............................................

Perform COT. -NOTE - ---
Only required
when not
performed within
previous 92 days
...............

Prior to reactor
startup

E

I 12 hours afterV
reducing power
below P 10 for
power and
intermediate
instrumentation

E

Four hours after
reducing power
below P 6 for
source range
instrumentation

@
.

Every 92 days
thereafter

(continued)

!O
%.)
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RTS Instrumentation
,

'
3.3.1 ,

1

.

-

: SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .(continued) ;
I

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ;
~

-

SR 3.3.1.9- - - - NOTE - - - - - - -
,

Verification of setpoint is not required. c
............................................... :

Perform TAD 0T. 92 days |
;

SR 3.3.1.10 - - - - NOTES - - - - - -

|
1. N 16 detectors are excluded from CHANNEL

CALIBRATION.
i

|
'

2. This Surveillance shall include
verification that the time constants are '

adjusted to the prescribed values. !
'

...............................................

;

'

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months.

O
SR 3.3.1.11 - - - - NOTES - - - - - - -<

1. Neutron detectors are excluded from ;

CHANNEL CALIBRATION. :

i
2. This Surveillance shall include :

verification that the time constants are i

adjusted to the prescribed vr. lues. I.

i

3. Power and intermediate range detector i

plateau verification is not required to )be performed prior to entry into MODE 2
;

or 1. 1

...............................................

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months.

(continued)
|

1

i

D) l
A I

i
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

(x

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.12 Not used.

SR 1.3.1.13 Perform COT. 18 months

SR 3.3.1.14 - - - - - - NOTE - - - - - - - - -

Verification of setpoint is not required.
...............................................

I
Perform TAD 0T. 18 months

SR 3.3.1.15 - NOTE - - - - - - NOTE - -

Verification of setpoint is not required. Only required
,

when not 1...............................................

( performed within
previous 31 days
................

1

Perform TA00T. Prior to reactor
startup

i
SR 3.3.1.16 - - - - - - NOTE - - - - - - - - - -

'

Neutron and N 16 detectors are excluded from
response time testing.
...............................................

Verify required RTS RESPONSE TIMES are within 18 months on a
limits. STAGGERED TEST

BASIS

~\(U
COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.3 14 May 15, 1997
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1 1 (page 1 of 7)
'

Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE MODES

OR OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS. VALUE"'

1. Manual Reactor 1.2 2 B SR 3.3.1.14 NA
'

Trip *

3*,4".SS 2 C SR 3.3.1.14 NA

2. Power Range
Neutron Flux !

a. High 1.2 4 D SR 3.3.1.1 s 111.7% RTP
SR 3.3.1.2
SR 3.3.1.7 !

SR 3.3.1.11

s 27.7% RTP ;

b. Low 1"' . 2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1
SR 3.3.1.8
SR 3.3.1.11 I

3. Power Range
Neutron Flux Rate

High Positive 1.2 4 E R 3.3.1.7 s 6.3% RTP |

Rate SR 3.3.1.11 with time ;

constant i

)a 2 sec

4. Intermediate 1"8, 2"' 2 F.G SR 3.3.1.1 s 31.5% RTP
Range Neutron SR 3.3.1.8
flux SR 3.3.1.11

|

(continued)

(a) The Allowable Value defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the Trip
Setpoints.

(b) With Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal or all rods not fully inserted.*

(c) Below the P 10 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.
!

(d) Above the P.6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlock.
]

l

!
'

!

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.3 15 May 15,1997
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

:
.

Table 3.3.11 (page 2 of 7) |
Reactor Trip System Instrumentaticn ;

'

APPLICABLE MODES

OR OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREENTS VALUE"'

4 !

l
; 5. Source Range 2") 2 I,J SR 3.3.1.1 s 1.4 ES
' Neutron ilux SR 3.3.1.8 cps-

SR 3.3.1.11

j

3*' 4*'. 5*' 2 J.K SR 3.3.1.1 s'1.4 E5
SR 3.3.1.7 cps
SR 3.3.1.11

i

6. Over temperature 1.2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 Refer to {
N 16 SR 3.3.1.2 Note 1

SR 3.3.1.3 .

i SR 3.3.1.6 |

SR 3.3.1.7 ;

SR 3.3.1.10
;-

7. Overpower 1.2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 s 114.5% !
N 16 SR 3.3.1.2 |

SR 3.3.1.7 -

'

SR 3.3.1.10

. ,

!

(continued)

(a) The Allowable Value defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the Trip
Setpoints.

(b) With Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal or all rods not fully inserted.
(e) Below the P 6 (Interoidiets Rt.nge Neutron Flux) interlock,

i

-

.

I

'!

!
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RTS Instrumentation [
3.3.1

. |
.

Table 3.3.11 (page 3 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

APPLICA8LE MODES SURVEIt!kC i

OR OTHER E

SPECIFIED REQUIRED CONDITION REQUIREMENT ALLOWABLE'

FUNCTION. CONDITIONS CHANNELS S S VALUE"' j

8. Pressurizer f
Pressure

a. Low 1(8 4 M SR 3.3.1.1 a 1863.6
SR 3.3.1.7 psig
SR 3.3.1.10 (Unit 1) i

a 1865.2
psig

(Unit 2)
.

b. High 1.2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 s 2400.8
'SR 3.3.1.7 psig ;

SR 3.3.1.10 (Unit 1) ;

s 2401.4 7

psig
(Unit 2)

O )
9. Pressurizer Water l'8 3 H SR 3.3.1.1 s 93.9%

Level iiigh SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10

10. Reactor Coolant 1(8 3 per M SR 3.3.1.1 a 88.6%
Flow . Low loop SR 3.3.1.7 (Unit 1) ,

SR 3.3,1,10 2 88.8%
,

(Unit 2) |

11. Not' Used f
12. Undervoltage l'8 1 per M SR 3.3.1.9 a 4753 V ;

RCPs bus SR 3.3.1.10 i

*3. Under frequency l'8 1 per M SR 3.3.1.9 2 57.06 Hz. ,

RCPs bus SR 3.3.1.10 !

|
(continued)

.

(a) The Allowcble Value defines the limiting safety system setting. See the 8ases for the Trip
Setpoints.

(g) Above the P 7 (Low Power Reactor Trips 81ock) interlock.

;

|

i

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.3 17 May 15. 1997 i
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.11 (page 4 of 7)'

Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE MODES .

OR OTHER '

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE ,

FUNCTION CONDITIONS' CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREENTS VALUE"' !

14. Steam Generator 1, 2 4 per SG E SR 3.3.1.1 a 23.11
(SG) Water Level SR 3.3.1.7 (Unit 1)

'

Low Low "8 SR 3.3.1.10 a 33.4%
'

(Unit 2)
<

15, Not Used. >

16. Turbine Trip
,

a. Low Fluid Oil f

Pressure lu> 3 P SR 3.3.1.10 a 46.6 *

SR 3.3.1.15 psig
,

b. Turbine Stop
.

i

Valve Closure lu) 4 P SR 3.3.1.10 |
SR 3.3.1.15 2 it open '

17. Safety 1.2 2 trains Q SR 3.3.1.14 NA

O.
Injection (SI)
Input from [
Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation i

System (ESFAS)
|

(continued) ;

(a) The Allowable Value defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the Trip !
Setpoints. '

(j) Above the P.9 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.'

(1) See also Table 3.3.2 1.
i

;

i.

1

-
,

i

'

|

f

'
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,

e !,

:

RTS Instrumentation !
3.3.1 j

i
r

i
Table 3.3.11 (page 5 of 7) |

Reactor Trip System Instrumentation |
f

,

APPLICABLE MODES !

OR OTHER i

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE :

FIECTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE") '

. . i

18. Reactor Trip , i
System Interlocks j

Z

a. Intermediate 2"' 2 S SR 3.3.1.11 ~a 6E 11 amp !
Range Neutron SR 3.3.1.13 .i
Flux. P 6

b. Low Power 1 1 per T NA NA !

Reactor Trips. train ;

Block, P 7
t

I

|

c. Power Range 1 3 T SR 3.3.1.11 s 50.7% RTP .i
Neutron Flux, SR 3.3.1.13 i

P8 ?

*

d. Power Range 1 3 T SR 3.3.1.11 s52.7% RTP
Neutron Flux. SR 3.3.1.13 |
P9

e. Power Range 1.2 3 S SR 3.3.1.11 m 7.3% RTP
Neutron Flux. SR 3.3.1.13 and :

'
P 10 s 12.7%

RTP

f. Turbine First 1 2 T SR 3.3.1.10 s 12.72
Stage SR 3.3.1.13 turbine
Pressure. P 13 power

(continued)

(a) Th6 Allowable Yalue defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the Trip
Setpcints.

(e) Below the P 6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlock.

.

.

.

-

1

0
'

.

.f
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.11 (page 6 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation i

APPLICABLE MODES ,

OR OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE ,

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHAhWLS CMUITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE(''

19. Reactor Trip 1,2 2 tr: ins R SR 3.3.1.4 NA
4

Breakers 80
"

3*'. 4*) , 5*' 2 trains C SR 3.3.1.4 NA
,

20. Reactor Trip 1,2 1 each U SR 3.3.1.4 NA ;

Breaker per RTB
'

Undervoltage and
Shunt Trip 3 *' . 4 *', 5*' 1 each _ C SR 3.3.1.4 NA ;

Hechanisms S' per RTB

21. Automatic Trip 1,2 2 trains Q SR 3.3.1.5 NA .

Logic
3 *) . 4*' . $** 2 trains C SR 3.3.1.5 NA ;

i

:

(a) The Allowable Value defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the Trip
Setpoints. '

(b) With Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal or all rods not fully inserted.
(k) Including any reactor trip bypass breakers that are racked in and closed for bypassing an RTB. |

i

:
6

i

!

s

.

i

,

;
r

:.

:

i

i
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-RTS Instrumentation

|'3.3.1

Table 3.3.11 (page 7 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Ir%trumentation -|

Note 1- Over +==nerature N 16 ;

.
. .. |

The Over temperature N 16 Function Allowable Value shall not exceed the following setpoint by more than |

3.64% of span for Unit 1, or 1.88% of span for Unit 2. ]

1

(1+1 S) |
3 tNs # - N, Tc . Tc' + N ( P- P )_ f (3 q) ;

3 x3

(1+Tr ) |5

t

Where. 7

N = Measured N 16 Power by ion chambers ;

i

K - 1.150. -j
.>

K, = 0.0173/*F for Unit 1 i
= 0.0138/*F for Unit 2 |

t

K = 0.000890/psig for Unit 1 !
3

- 0.000720/psig for Unit 2 i
.

Tc = Measured cold leg temperature

T,' = Reference Tc at RATED THERMAL POWER i

= 560.5'T for Unit 1 ,

= 560.8'T for Unit 2 {
i

P = Measured pressurizer pressure, psig
'

P1 = Nominal RCS operating pressure I

a 2235 ps10

s = the Laplace transform operator, sec8

T a 10 sec
r, s 3 see

f (aq) =

0.00-{(q, 4) + 654) when (q, q,) s 65% RTP
Unit 1: Ot when 65% RTP < (q, 4) < +4.6% RTP

3.04-{(q, q,) 4.6%) when (q, q,) a +4.62 RTP
.

1.86-{(q, 4) + 654} when (q, q,) s 65% RTP
1 Unit 2: Ot when 651 RTP < (q, 4) < +2.5 RTP

1.65-{(q, 4) 2.$4) when (q, g) a +2.5% RTPd

Note 2: .Not Used,
o ;

I.
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ESFAS. Instrumentation ,

3.3.2 :

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.2 Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.2 The ESFAS instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.21 shall be !
OPERABLE.

'

APPLICABILITYi According to Table 3.3.2-1. !

ACTIONS
,

;

....................................... NOTE - - - -- -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
.................................................................................... ;

i

ACTIONS |
CONDITION- REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i
r

A. One or more Functions A.1 Enter the Condition Immediately i
% with one or more referenced in

required channels or Table 3.3.21 for the
,

trains inoperable, channel (s) or train (s).

:
i

B. One channel or train B.1 Restore channel or 48 hours
inoperable. train to OPERABLE

status. !
<

| 08

B.2.1 Be in H0DE 3. 54 hours i

E
r

;

B.2.2 Be in H00E 5. 84 hours
.

(continued)

'

!

g,
-

,

!!
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

ACTIONS (continued)(-}
V CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One train inoperable. C.1 - - - - NOTE - - -

One train may be bypassed
for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing
provided the other train is
OPERABLE.
............................

Restore train to 6 hours
OPERABLE status.

2

C.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

AND

C.2.2 Be in MODE 5. 42 hours

(O
~

's

D. One channel inoperable. D .1 - - - - - NOTE - - -

The inoperable channel or
,

another channel may be |

bypassed for up to 4 hours i
for surveillance testing of '

other channels.
............................

Place channel in trip. 6 hours

E |

D.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

AND

D.2.2 Be in MODE 4. 18 hours

(continued)

O
l
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,

ESFAS Instrumentation :

3.3.2
,

(continued) ;

, . O
ACTIONS

.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME f

!

E. One Containment Pressure E.1 --- - - NOTE - - -
:

channel inoperable. One additional channel may' |
be bypassed for up to |

'4 hours for surveillance
testing. L

............................ ,

x

Place channel in 6 hours ,

bypass.

QR

E.2.1 Be in H0DE 3. 12 hours
'

AND >

E.2.2 Be in MODE 4. 18 hours
<

,

;

()'

F. One channel or train F.1 Restore channel or 48 hours
inoperable. train to OPERABLE i

; status. !

l

08 i

I

iF.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 54 hours
4

' AND;

F.2.2 Be in MODE 4. 60 hours

(continued)

.

( )
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!

!
t

j 'ESFAS Instrumentation !
3.3.2 |

D ACTIONS (continued) iD!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME I
' i

i
G. One train inoperable. G.1 - - NOTE -- -

One train may be bypassed
t

for up to 4 hours for i

surveillance testing
provided the other train is !'

OPERABLE. j
............................ ,,

'
. |

Restore train to 6 hours |

OPERABLE status. I

2
i

G.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours j

AND !

!
'

G.2.2 Be in H00E 4. 18 hours

1
H. One train inoperable. H.1 - - NOTE - - '

One train may be bypassed
for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing
provided the other train is
OPERABLE.
............................

Restore train to 6 hours
OPERABLE status. |

@

H.2 Be in H0DE 3. 12 hours

. ..
*

(continued)
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. ESFAS Instrumentation
'

3.3.2 i
!

ACTIONS (continued) >

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
t

I. One channel inoperable. I.1 - - - NOTE ---- - --
:

1 The inoperable channel or
another channel may be-

:
bypassed for up to 4 hours :
for surveillance testing of |,

'
other channels.
.......................... . i

i

Place channel in trip. 6 hours ;
.

%-

I.2 Be in H0DE 3. 12 hours
,

- |;1

;
.

!

J. One Main Feedwater Pump J.1 Place channel in trip. 6 hour I

trip channel inoperable.
08 |

J.2 Be in H0DE 3. 12 hours

i K. One channel inoperable. K.1 NOTE - ---

One additional channel may.

be bypassed for up to
4 hours for surveillance
testing.
...........................

Place channel in 6 hours
| bypass.

DB

K.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours l,

AND

K.2.2 Be in H00E 5. 42 hours ;

i
i I

i
(continued)

o
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!
ESFAS Instrumentation I

3.3.2 -

] ACTIONS (continued)
#

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

L. One or more required L.1 Verify interlock is in I hour
channel (s) inoperable. required state for

existing unit
condition.

08

L.2.1 Be in H0DE 3. 7 hours

AND

L.2.2 Be in H0DE 4. 13 hours

k

,

!

|o

U i
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ESFAS Instrumentation 'i
3.3.2 <

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |
....................................... NOTE --- - - - - - -- --

Refer to Table 3.3.21 to determine which SRs. Other than Response Time
;

Verification, ' apply for each ESFAS Function. Response Time Verification is-

addressed under SR 3.3.2.10. !

|....................................................................................

-
,

SURVEILLANCE ' FREQUENCY |

ISR 3.3.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

!
'

1
'

SR 3.3.2.2 Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST - i

BASIS !

;

1 - |
,

SR 3.3.2.3 Not Used. ;

I
i

SR 3.3.2.4 Perform MASTER RELAY TEST. 31 days on a ;

.) STAGGERED TEST -

BASIS ,
t

e

'
e

SR 3.3.2.5 Perform COT. 92 days !
t '

:
.

SR 3.3.2.6 Perform SLAVE RELAY TEST. 92 days
c

I

SR 3.3.2.7 - - NOTE - - - - -

Verification of relay setpoints not required. I

...............................................
k

Perform TAD 0T. 92 days
-

. ;
i

(continued) ,

:

!

.

,

s
!
:

I
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

.

[] SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
\' ')

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.3.2.8 - NOTE - - -- - --- -

Verification of setpoint not required for
manual initiation functions.
...............................................

Perform TADOT. 18 months

SR 3.3.2.9 - - - NOTE- - - -- - -

This Surveillance shall include verification
that the time constants are adjusted to the
prescribed values.
...............................................

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.2.10 - NOTE - - -- -
,- ,

\- -)
Not required to be performed for the turbine|

driven AFW pump until 24 hours after SG
pressure is a 532 psig.
...............................................

Verify required ESFAS RESPONSE TIHES are within 18 months on a
limit. STAGGERED TEST

BASIS

SR 3.3.2.11 -NOTE - - - - -

Verification of setpoint not required.
...............................................

Perform TADOT. 18 months

.

SR 3.3.2.12 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 9 months

A
4

\~ J
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ESFAS Instrumentation I

3.3.2
|

Table 3.3.21 (page 1 of 6)
(c) Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation
'O

APPLICABLE

MODES OR

OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUES

1. Safety injection

a. Manual Initiation 1,2,3,4 2 B SR 3.3.2.8 NA

b. Automatic 1,2,3,4 2 trains C SR 3.3.2.2 NA

Actuation Logic SR 3.3.2.4
and Actuation SR 3.3.2.6
Relays

c. Containment 1,2,3 3 D SR 3.3.2.1 s 3.8
Pressure - High 1 SR 3.3.2.5 psig

SR 3.3.2.9

d. Pressurizer 1. 2. 3 * 4 0 SR 3.3.2.1 a 1803.6
Pressure - Low SR 3.3.2.5 psig

SR 3.3.2.9

e. Steam Line 1,2,3* 3 per SR 3.3.2.1 a 593.5
Pressure steam SR 3.3.2.5 psig *

line D SR 3.3.2.9 (Unit 1)
Low a 578.,4

(Unit 2)

2. Containeent Spray

a. Manual Initiation 1.2.3.4 2 per B SR 3.3.2.8 NA

train. 2
trains

b. Automatic 1,2,3,4 2 trains C SR 3.3.2.2 NA
Actuation Logic SR 3.3.2.4
and Actuation SR 3.3.2.6
Relays

c. Containment 1.2,3 4 E SR 3.3.2.1 s 18.8
Pressure SR 3.3.2.5 psig
High - 3 SR 3.3.2.9

|
|

(continued) |
1

(a) The Allowable Value defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the Trip
Setpoints.

(b) Above the P 11 (Pressurizer Pressure) interlock.
(c) Time constants used in the lead / lag controller are ti a 50 seconds and t, s 5 seconds.

f% |

U '

!
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'- ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

!

Table 3.3.21 (page 2 of 6)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

Q,/
1

APPLICABLE |
.! MODES OR |

OTHER !'

'

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE !
FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE"' j

3. Containment Isolation j
a. Phase A Isolation- i

!

(1) Hanual 1.2.3,4 2 B SR 3.3.2.8 NA !
Initiation |

}
(2) Automatic 1,2,3,4' 2 trains C SR 3.3.2.2 NA I

Actuation SR 3.3.2.4
Logic and SR 3.3.2.6 i

Actuation Relays

!
-(3) Safety Refer to Function 1 (Safety Injection) for all initiation ;

Injection functions and requirements. |
!

b. Phase B Isolation
|

O (1) Manual 1.2.3,4 2 per B SR 3.3.2.8 NA !
Initiation train, 2 !

trains

(2) Automatic 1.2.3.4 2 trains C SR 3.3.2.2 NA
Actuation Logic SR 3.3.2.4
and Actuation SR 3.3.2.6
Relays

(3) Containment
Pressure '

)
High - 3 1.2.3 4 E SR 3.3.2.1 s 18.8

,

SR 3.3.2.5 psig |

SR 3.3.2.9 |
1

(continued)

(a) The Allowable Yalue defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the Trip i
Setpoints.

.

|

O l
!
!
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.21 (page 3 of 6),

( Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System InstrumentationV;

APPLICABLE

H0 DES OR

OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE'''

4 Steam Line Isolation

a. Manual 1.2"8 3"' 2 F SR 3.3.2.8 NA
Initiation

b. Automatic 1. 2"). 3"' 2 trains G SR 3.3.2.2 NA
Actuation Logic SR 3.3.2.4
and Actuation SR 3.3.2.6
Relays

c. Containment 1. 2"8, 3") 3 D SR 3.3.2.1 s 6.8 psig
Pressure - High 2 SR 3.3.2.5

SR 3.3.2.9

d. Steam Line Pressure 1. 2 "' . 3 per D SR 3.3.2.1 2 593.5
(1) Low 3*"8 steam SR 3.3.2.5 psig *

line SR 3.3.2.9 (Unit 1)
a 578.,4

(/ psig
(Unit 2)

(2) Negative 3*") 3 per D SR 3.3.2.1 s 178.7 N
Rate - High steam SR 3.3.2.5 psi

line SR 3.3.2.9

(continued)

(a) The Allowable Value defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the
Trip Setpoints.

(b) Above the P 11 (Pressurizer Pressure) Interlock.
(c) Time constants used in the lead / lag controller are ti a 50 seconds and t, s 5 seconds.
(g) Below the P 11 (Pressurizer Pressure) Interlock; however, may be blocked below P 11

when safety injection on low steam line pressure is not blocked.
(h) Time constant utilized in the rate / lag controller is a 50 seconds.

1(I) Except when all MSIVs and their associated upstream drip pot isolation valves are !

closed and deactivated.

O
O 1

!
|
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ESFAS Instrumentation i
3.3.2

Table 3.3.21 (page 4 of 6)
,

i

Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

:
,

APPLICABLE !

MODES OR 3
'

OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVE!LLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUES

S. Turbine Trip and ,

Feedwater Isolation

a. Automatic 1.25, 2 trains H SR 3.3.2.2 NA

Actuation Logic SR 3.3.2.4 :

and Actuation SR 3.3.2.6 |
Relays

,

b, SG Water 1.25, 3 per SG W I SR 3.3.2.1
Level - High High SR 3.3.2.5 s84.3%

(P 14) SR 3.3.2.9 (Unit 1)
583.5%

(Unit 2)

!

c. SafetyInjection Refer to Function 1 (Safety Injection) for all initiation
functions and requirements.

,

,

(continued)

(a) The Allowable Value defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the
Trip Setpoints. !

(j) Except when all MFIVs and associated bypass valves are closed and de activated or i

isolated by a closed manual valve.
(p) If one operable channel is selected for use as input to the SG water level controller. ;

the channel must be placed in the tripped condition within 6 hours of the selection, and .

imaintained in the tripped conditions while performing this function with the exception
that the channel may be taken out of the tripped condition for up to 4 hours to allow ;

testing of redundant channels. -

,

>

;

|
*

1

I

|
.

!

|

O )
!
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ESFAS-Instrumentation.
3.3.2

Table 3.3.21 (page 5 of 6)
g

Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE

MODES OR

OTER
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE")
4

!

6. Auxiliary Feedwater

a. Automatic 1.2.3 2 trains G SR 3.3.2.2 NA

Actuation Logic SR 3.3.2.4 i
and Actuation SR 3.3.2.6 :
Relays (Solid *

State Protection ;

Syrtes)

i

b. Not Used,

c. SG Water Level 1. 2. 3 4 per SG D SR 3.3.2.1 a 23.1% |
Low Low SR 3.3.2.5 (Unit 1)

=

SR 3.3.2.9 a 33.4% >

(Unit 2)
,

1

O-
'

d. SafetyInjection Refer to Function 1 (Safety Injection) for all
initiation functions and requirements,

e. Loss of Offsite 1.2.3 1 per T SR 3.3.2.7 NA

Power train SR 3.3.2.9
I

f. Not Used. I

g. Trip of all Main 1.2 2 per AFW J SR 3.3.2.8 NA

Feedwater Pumps pump3-

h. Not Used.

(a) The Allowable Value defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the Trip
Setpoints.

'

i

|

'

O)%.
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ESFAS Instrumentation I

3.3.2 !
!

Table 3.3.2 1 (page 6 of 6) j
, Engineered Safety resture Actuation System Instrumentation *

APPLICABLE *

MODES OR '

OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVE!LLANCE. ALLOWABLE
FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE* -

t

7. Automatic Switchover
to Containment Sump :

a. Automatic 1,2,3,4 2 trains C SR 3.3.2.2 NA

Actuation Logic SR 3.3.2.4 >

and Actuation SR 3.3.2.6
Relays

b. Refueling Water 1,2,3.4 4 K SR 3.3.2.1 a 38.9%
!Storage Tank SR 3.3.2.5 (Unit 1)

(RWST) Level - SR 3.3.2.12 a 39.1% i

Low Low (Unit 2) ;

Coincident with Refer to function 1 (Safety Injection) for all initiation .|
Safety Injection functions and requirements. |

8. ESFAS Interlocks

O i

a. Reactor Trip. 1.2.3 1 per train F SR 3.3.2.11 NA
'

P4 2 trains

b. Pressurizer 1.2.3 2 L SR 3.3.2.5 s1975.2
Pressure, P 11 SR 3.3.2.9 psig ,

(Unit 1) ;

s1976.4 '

psig
(Unit 2)

i

(a) The Allowable Value defines the limiting safety system setting. See the Bases for the Trip
Setpoints,

,

4

'
.

s j

O ';
;
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PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3 't

:

*

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION4

3.3.3 Post Accident Monitoring (PAN) Instrumentation !

. +

~

LCO 3.3.3 .The PAM instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.31 shall be
OPERABLE. L

- !

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2 and 3. [
'

,

: !
:

ACTIONS ;

.......................................N0TES.---------- r.

1. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.*
-

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function. ,

................................................................................ ...

>

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ,

1
A. One or more Functions A.1 Restore required L0 days i

with one' required channel to OPERABLE ;,

channel inoperable. . status. J

.|,

i

B. Required Action and B.1 Initiate action in Immediately
associated Completion accordance with !

'

Time of Condition A not Specification 5.6.8.
1 met.

(continued)

'

.

1

!
<

l
<,

O ; :
O
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PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

.( ACTIONS'(continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME :

C. - - NOTE - C.1 Restore one channel to 7 days
Not applicable to OPERABLE status,

hydrogen monitora

r.hannel s.
.......................

: One or more Functions
| with two required

channels inoperable.

OR

One required Tu
channel and one -

required Core Exit
Temperature channel
inoperable.

OR

! One required T m
channel and one
required Steam Line .

'

Pressure channel for
the associated loop ,,

inoperable. I
'

4

'

D. Two hydrogen monitor D.1 Restore one hydrogen 72 hours
channels inoperable. monitor channel to..

OPERABLE status.

E. Required Action and E.1 Enter the Condition Immediately
associated Completion referenced in
Time of Condition C or Table 3.3.3 1 for the<

D not met. channel.

(continued)

O
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PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

O
v ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. As required by Required
Action E.1 and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
referenced in
Table 3.3.3 1. 680

F.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

.

G. As required by Required G.1 Initiate action in Imediately
Action E.1 and accordance with
referenced in Specification 5.6.8.
Table 3.3.31.

k

i

1

Ob
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'

PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

........................................ NOTE - - - - -

SR 3.3.3.1 and SR 3.3.3.3 apply to each PAM instrumentation Function in '

Table 3.3.31. unless otherwise noted.
-

..................................................................................

;

4 . SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !
.

SR 3.3.3.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 31 days
,

instrumentation channel that is normally
energized.

:
;

.

SR 3.3.3.2 NOTE - -
|

.

Applicable to hydrogen monitor channels only.
...............................................

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

( ) SR 3.3.3.3 - NOTE - -- -
,

,

1. Not applicable to hydrogen monitor
channels. -

4

2. Containment Radiation Level (High Range)
CHANNEL CALIBRATION may consist of an

'electronic calibration of the channel,
not including the detector, for range '

decades above 10R/hr and a one point
calibration check of the detector below
10R/hr with an installed or portable
gamma source.

...............................................

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION 18 months

a
I

.

,

;

;
;
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PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

Table 3.3.31 (page 1 of 1)g) Post Accident Monitoring Instrument 3 tion(
^LJ

CONDITION REFERENCED

FROM REQUIRED

FUNCTION REQUIRED CHANNELS ACTIONS E.1 and J.1

1. Refueling Water Storage Tank Level 2 F

2. Subcooling Monitors 2 F

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Hot Leg 1 per loop F

Temperature (Wide Range)

4. RCS Cold Leg Temperature (Wide Range) 1 per loop F

5. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) 2 F

6. Reactor Vessel Water Level 2W G

7. Containment Sump Water Level (Wide Range) 2 F

8. Containment Pressure ( Intermediate Range) 2 F

9. Steam Line Pressure 2 per steam line F

10. Containment Area Radiation (High Range) 2 G

11. Hydrogen Monitors 2") F

12. Pressurizer Water Level 2 F

V 13. Steam Generator Water Level ( Narrow Range) 2 per steam generator F

14. Condensate Storage Tank Level 2 F

15. Core Exit Temperature - Quadrant 1 2") F

16. Core Exit Temperature - Quadrant 2 2") F

17. Core Exit Temperature - Quadrant 3 2") F

18. Core Exit Temperature - Quadrant 4 2") F

19. Auxiliary feedwater Flow F

AN Flow 2 per steam generator
,

or i

!AN Flow and Steam Generator Water 1 each per steam
Level (Wide Range) generator

(a) A channel is eight sensors in a probe. A channel is OPERABLE if four or more sensors, one or
more in the upper section and three or more in the lower section, are OPERABLE.

(b) A channel consists of two sensors per train. A channel is considered OPERABLE if one sensor
is OPERABLE.

(c) A channel consists of two core exit thermocouples (CETs).
,

(_)
|
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Remote Shutdown System
3.3.4

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
w

3.3.4 Remote Shutdown System

LCO 3.3.4 The Remote Shutdown System Instrumentation for each Function in
Table 3.3.4-1 and the required hot shutdown panel (HSP) controls shall
be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

........................................N0TES - - -- -- - -

1. LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function and required HSP control.
....................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

f3
b A. One or more required A.1 Restore required 30 days

functions in Table Function and HSP
3.3.4-1 inoperable. controls to OPERABLE

status.
DB

One or more required HSP
controls inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
sociated Completion

Time not met. AtfD

B.2 Be in H0DE 4. 12 hours
-

-
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Remote Shutdown System
3.3.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.4.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 31 days
instrumentation channel that is normally
energized.

SR 3.3.4.2 Verify each required HSP power and control 18 months
circuit and transfer switch is capable of
performing the intended function.

SR 3.3.4.3 - - - HOTE - - - -

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.
...............................................

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for each required 18 months
instrumentation channel.O

4

O
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Remote Shutdown System
3.3.4

Table 3.3.41 (page 1 of 1)O, Remote Shutdown System Instrumentation and Controls

REQUIRED

FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT CHANNELS

1. Reactivity Control-

a .' Neutron Flux Monitors 1 !

!
|

2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure .|

Control

a. Pressurizer Pressure 1 ,

,

3. Decay Heat Removal via Steam Generators
(SGs)

a. RCS Hot Leg Temperature 1 per loop ,

b. RCS Cold Leg Temperature 1 per loop j

c. Condensate Storage Tank Level 1

O d SG Pressure 1 per SG |
1

e SG Level 1 per SG !

|or
AFW Flow 1 per SG j

4. RCS Inventory Control

a. Pressurizer Level 1

b. Charging Pug to CVCS Charging and RCP 1
*

j

Seals Flow Indication '

1
;

;

|

.

:
1

O !
l

i
I
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
3.3.5

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.5. . Loss of Power (LOP) Diesel Generator (DG) Start Instrumentation

LC0 3.3.5 Two channels per bus of the loss of voltage Function and
.

,

two channels per bus of the degraded voltage Function shall be |
OPERABLE. ,

i

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1. 2. 3, and 4,

ACTIONS

........................................N0TES--------
1.. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

2. Not applicable for 6.9 kV Preferred Offsite Source Undervoltage function when
associated source breaker is open.

.................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Functions A.1 Place channel in trip. 6 hours
with one channel per bus
inoperable.

B. Two channels per bus for B.1 Restore one channel per 1 hour
'

the Preferred offsite bus to OPERABLE status
source undervoltage '

function inoperable. 08

B.2.1 Declare the Preferred Immediately
offsite source
inoperable !

AND

.

B.2.2 Open associated 6 hours
Preferred offsite
source breaker.

(continued)

O |
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,

LOP DG Start Instrumentation
3.3.5

|

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;
'

;

C. Two channels per bus for C.1 Restore one channel per 1 hour ,

the Alternate offsite bus to OPERABLE status.
source undervoltage
function inoperable. E ,

C.2.1 Declare the Alternate Immediately
offsite source >

inoperable.

AND >

C.2.2 Open associated 6 hours :

Alternate offsite
source breaker. ,

,

D. Two channels per bus for D1 Restore one channel per 1 hour
the 6.9 kV bus bus to OPERABLE status.

O undervoltage function
inoperable. 08

D.2 Declare the affected Immediately
A.C. emergency buses
inoperable.

E. Two channels per bus for E.1 Restore one channel per 1 hour
one or more degraded bus to OPERABLE status,

voltage or low grid
undervoltage function QB

inoperable
E.2.1 Declare both offsite Immediately

power sources
inoperable.

,

AND

E.2.2 Open offsite power 6 hours
source breakers to the
associated buses.

(continued)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
3.3.5

~T.
(O

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. Required Action and F.1 Enter applicable Immediately

associated Completion Condition (s) and
Time not met. Required Action (s) for

the associated DG made
inoperable by LOP DG
start instrumentation.

-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.3.5.1 Not Used.

(O
Q ,1 SR 3,3,5,2 ..................N0TE . . -

Setpoint verification is not applicable.
........................................

Perform TAD 0T. Whenever the
plant is in MODE
5 for > 72 hours
and if not
performed in
previous 92 days ]

(continued)

-

10 '|
'V
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
3.3.5

,ry
(_i SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.5.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION as follows: 18 months

a. Offsite sources undervoltage Allowable
Value s 5900 V and a 4900 V.

b.1 6.9 kV Cle::s 1E bus undervoltage
Allowable Value 21933 y and 5 3450 V.

b.2 6.9 kV Class IE bus degraded voltage
Allowable Value z 5933 V.

c.1 480 V Class 1E bus low grid undervoltage
Allowable Value 2 443 V.

c.2 480 V degraded voltage Allowable Value
2 435 V.

SR 3.3.5.4 Verify required LOP DG start instrumentation 18 months on a

.e3 RESPONSE TIMES are within limits. STAGGERED TEST

BASIS\_)

|

l

|

rs

L)
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Containment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6

g j
i s

C/ 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.6 Containment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation

i

LC0 3.3.6 The Containment Ventilation Isolation instrumentation for each Function !

in Table 3.3.61 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.6 1

ACTIONS
........................................N0TE - - - -- --- - --- - -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
....................................................................................

-__

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One radiation monitoring A.1 Restore the affected 4 hours
channel inoperable. channel to OPERABLE

status.
p
'w,)

B. NOTE - B.1 P1 ace and maintain 4 hours
Only applicable in containment ventilation
H0DE 1, 2. 3. or 4. isolation valves in
Does not apply to closed position.
Containment Radiation
function.
.....................

One or more Functions
with one or nore manual
or automatic actuation
trains inoperable.

(continued)
.

+

l
i

L.) ;
,

:!
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Containment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6

A
(j) ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 --NOTE - ---

associated Completion The containment pressure
Time for Condition A not relief valves may be opened
met. in compliance with LCO 3.6.3

and the gaseous effluent
monitoring instrumentation ;

requirements in Part I of
'

the ODCH.

Place and maintain Imediately
containment ventilation
valves in closed e

position.

'

!
LJ

i

,

!

l

!

.

$
j

i,
V,, m

{
,

!
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Containment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6

A
U SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

........................................N0TE - - - -- - - - - - -

Refer to Table 3.3.11 to determine which SRs. Other than Response Time
Verification, apply for each Containment Ventilation Function. Response Time
Verification is addressed under SR 3.3.6.8.
..................................................................................

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.6.2 Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST

BASIS

SR 3.3.6.3 Perform MASTER RELAY TEST. 31 days on a !

STAGGERED TEST .

BASIS i

O-

!

SR 3.3.6.4 Perform COT. 92 days
i
|

SR 3.3.6.5 Perform SLAVE RELAY TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.6 Not Used.

SR 3.3.6.7 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

'

SR 3.3.6.8 Verify required Containment Ventilation 18 months on a
Isolation instrumentation RESPONSE TIMES are STAGGERED TEST

within limits. BASIS

r

^

.f ;

k
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Containment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6

/^g
(,) Table 3.3.61 (page 1 of 1)

Containment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation

_ . _ . . _ , _ . _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ . _ _

APPLICABLE

MODES OR

OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS REQUIREMENTi 1 RIP SETPOINT

-

1. Manual (a) (a) (a) NA

Initiation

2. Automatic 1, 2, 3, 4 2 trains SR 3.3.6.2 NA

Actuation Logic SR 3.3.6.3
and Actuation SR 3.3.6.5
Relays

3. Containment
Radiation

a. Gaseous 1, 2, 3, 4, 1 SR 3.3.6.1 (b)
(c) SR 3.3.6.4

SR 3.3.6.7/]
\J

4. Containment Refer to LCO 3.3.2, "ESFAS Instrumentation,"
Isolation - Function 3.a. for all initiation functions and
Phase A requirements.

(a) Containment ventilation isolation is manually initiated when Phase "A" isolation function or
containment spray function is manually initiated. Refer to LCO 3.3.2 *ESFAS Instrumentation,"
function 3.a.1 and 2.a. respectively for required channels and surveillance requirements.

(b) Must satisfy Gaseous Effluent Dose Rate Requirements in Part I of the ODCH.

(c) During CORE ALTERATIONS or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment.

4

'
4

|

|

t !,9
*

N _,
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
3.3.7

V; % 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.7 Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREFS) Actuation Instrumentation

LC0 3.3.7 The CREFS actuation instrumentation for. each function in Table 3.3.71
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.71.

ACTIONS

........................................N0TE - --- --- -- - -

-. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
....................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Functions- A.1 Place the affected 7 days

A with one cnannel or CREFS train (s) in
~ kj train inoperable. emergency

recirculation mode.

08

A.2 Secure the Control Room 7 days
,

makeup air supply fan
,

from the affected air
intake.

(continued)

.
,

'ip
V

,
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ICREFS Actuation Instrumentation
'3.3.7

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.

B. One or more Functions B.1.1 Place one CREFS train Immediately

with two channels or two in emergency
trains inoperable. recirculation mode.

~

sNQ

B.1.2 Enter applicable Immediately
Conditions and Required ;

Actions for one CREFS i
'

train made inor:grable
by inoperable CREFS
actuation :

instrumentation ,

08 1

|

B.2 1

...........N0TE - - --- ,

Applicable when the only |

(o) function with two channels |
inoperable is the North j

Intake Radiation Function or
the South Intake Radiation
Function.
..........................

)
'

Secure the Contral Room Immediately

,
makeup air supply fan

| from the affected air
intake.'

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time for Condition A AND

'

or B not met in MODE 1.
2, 3. or 4. C.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

(continued) '
!
;

!O
I

I
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!
| CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
' 3.3.7
,

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME'

D. Required Action and D.1 Suspend CORE Imediately
,

associated Completion ALTERATIONS.

Time for Condition A
or B not met in H0DE 5 AND

or 6, or during movement
of irradiated fuel D.2 Suspend movement of Immediately

assemblies. irradiated fuel
~

assemblies.

c=

a

a

:

!

O'

.

;

r

j

i

-

-

.

.

O
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|

l
CREFS Actuation Instrumentation j

3.3.7 a

I
.

I
!C SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

........................................N0TE - - - -- --- - - --- - - -- i

Refer to Table 3.3.7 1 to determine which SRs apply for each CREFS Actuation j

Function.
.................................................................................. ,

J

1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,1

+

i

SR 3.3.7.1 Perform LHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours .:

i
;

,

SR 3.3.7.2 Perform COT. 92 days !

:

SR 3.3.7.3 Not Used.
<

!
,

SR 3.3.7.4 Not Used.
i

|

J

!

SR 3.3.7.5 Not Used. .

|

:

SR-3.3.7.6 - NOTE - - - -- -

Verification of setpoint is not required. ;

...............................................
;

Perform TADOT. 18 months -

|

|
'

'

SR '3.3.7.7 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months
t

i
.

t

;,
!,
u,
t

.

.

!

!
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i

|

CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
3.3.7

:

Table 3.3.71 (page 1 of 1) !
CREFS Actuation Instrumentation j

!
'

,

"

APPLICABLE

MODES OR
'

OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE TRIP f
FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS SETPOINT

!<

'

1. Manual Initiation 1.2,3,4, 2 trains SR 3.3.7.6 NA

5. and 6. (a) ;

|

2. Automatic Actuation Logic 1. 2. 3. 4 2 trains NA NA

and Actuation Relays 5. and 6, (a)

-

3. Control Room Radiation

a. Control Room Air Nortn 1.2.3,4 2 SR 3.3.7.1 1.4 x 104I

; Intakes 5 and 6. (a) SR 3.3.7.2 pC1/ml i

SR 3.3.7.7

b Contu ' m Air South 1,2.3.4, 2 SR 3.3.7.1 1.4 x 104 ;

Intr. - 5. and 6. (a) SR 3.3.7.2 pC1/ml i

SR 3.3.7.7 ,

!

4. Safety Injec. - Refer to LCO 3.3.2. *ESFAS Instrumentation.* |

Function 1. for all initiation functions and 3 i
1requirements. j

i
,

(a) During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.
,

i-

i

,

t

.

.

!
j

GU
'l:
o
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i
i

RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limi i

3.4.1 |

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling
,

(DNB) Limits ;

|

LCO 3.4.1 RCS DNB parameters for pressurizer pressure, RCS average temperature, i

and RCS total flow rate shall be within the limits specified below: !
i

a. Pressurizer pressure 2 2219 psig:

b. RCS average temperature s 592*F: and ;

c. RCS total flow rate 2 403,400 gpm for Unit 1
408,000 gpm for Unit 2

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1. j

............................N0TE -- - - - -- -- -

Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during: )
!a. THERMAL POWER ramp > 5% RTP per minute: or

b. THERMAL POWER step > 10% RTP.
............................................................

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more RCS DNB A.1 Restore RCS DNB 2 hours
parameters not within parameter (s) to within
limits. limit.

B. - NOTE - B.1 Maintain THERMAL POWER Immediately
Only applicable prior to less than 85% RTP.
exceeding 85% RTP after
a refueling outage.

,

....................

Measured RCS Flow not |

within limits. I

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature. and Flow DNB Limits
3.4.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
'

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
;

associated Completion
'

Time not met.
|

i

..

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ',
i

|

SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure is 2 2219 psig. 12 hours ;

O SR 3.4.1.2 Verify RCS average temperature is s 592*F. 12 hours
,

!

i

SR 3.4.1.3 Verify RCS total flow rate is 12 hours ;

a 403,400 gpm for Unit 1 |
408,000 gpm for Unit 2.

:

SR 3.4.1.4 NOTE - - - ---

,

Not required to be performed until after
exceeding 85% RTP after each refueling outage.
...........................................

Verify measured RCS total flow rate is 18 months
2 403,400 gpm for Unit 1

408,000 gpm for Unit 2.
.

'

O.
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

o 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) i

3.4.2 RCS'Hinimum Temperature for Criticality
'

LCO 3.4.2 Each operating RCS loop average temperature (T.,) shall be 2 551*F.
,

!

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 1,
MODE 2 with k,rr 2 1.0.

ACTIONS
,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
'

A. T., in one or more A.1 Be in H0DE 2 with 30 minutes
operating RCS loops not k,,, < 1. 0. ,

!

within limit.
t

!

:

!

t
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T., in each operating loop 2 551*F. 12 hours

;

$

i

?

:.

i
i-

;

!

' COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.4 3 May 15, 1997
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!

RCS P/T Limits !

3.4.3 [i

3.4. REACTOR C00UWT SYSTEM-(RCS) .

'3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperat'ure (P/T) Limits. |
|

LCO 3.4.3 RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and RCS heatup and cooldown rates i

shall be maintained within the limits specified in the PTLR. J
!
|

i

APPLICABILITY: At all times.
-

!

:

ACTIONS' ;,
:

CONDITION- REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

i

!

A. - NOTE -- - - A.1- Restore parameter (s) to 30 minutes j

Required Action A.2 within limits. -|

shall be completed
.whenever this Condition M
is entered.. 1

A.2 Determine RCS'is 72 hours !......................

O. acceptable for '|
Requirements of LCO not continued operation.

-met in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4.

t

B. ' Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours i

:' associated Completion
Time of Condition A not E
met.

B.2 Be in MODE 5 with RCS 36 hours
'

pressure < 500 psig.

i
'

(continued)
;

;

|

F |

,<

'
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RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3 ;

'

.p-
''

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION- REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ,

t

. C. NOTE -- - - C.1 Initiate action to Immediately :

Required Action C.2 restore parameter (s) to
shall be completed within limits. ;

:whenever this Condition
!

is entered. ANQ
,

......................
i

C.2 Determine RCS is Prior to entering
Requirements of LCO not acceptable for MODE 4

met any time in other continued operation.
than H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4.

t

[

;

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
rO
V SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.3.1 . - - - NOTE - - - - - - - -

Only required to be performed during RCS heatup
and cooldown operations and RCS inservice leak

'and hydrostatic testing.
...........................................

Verify RCS pressure RCS temperature, and RCS 30 minutes ,
'

heatup and cooldown rates are within the limits
specified in the PTLR. -

!

.

V(3
'

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.4 5 May 15, 1997
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>

RCS Loops H0 DES 1 and 2
3.4.4

!

. 3.4 : REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
!
1

..)

3.4.4 RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2 ;

1

LCO 3.4.4- Four RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and in operation.
.

APPLICABILITY: . MODES 1 and 2.

;

>

ACTIONS

CONDITION- REQUIRED ACTION- COMPLETION TIME'

fA. Requirements of LCO not A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

met.

,

i'

(
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
'

t

SR 3.4.4.1 Verify each RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours
;

!
,

.

.|

3i
i

n i, v. 3
:i

COMANCHE: PEAK ITS -3.4 6 May 15, 1997
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!

RCS Loops-MODE 3 :

3.4.5 ;

i

./y

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) ,

3.4.5 RCS Loops-MODE 3 ,

'

LCO '3.4.5 Two RCS loops shall be OPERABLE, and either:

Two RCS loops shall be in operation when the Rod Controla.
System is capable of rod withdrawal: or

b. One RCS loop shall be in operation when the Rod Contrcl
System is not capable of rod withdrawal. ;

P

*

............................N0TE - - -

All reactor coolant pumps may be removed from operr.cion for
s 1 hour per 8 hour period provided:

e

No operations are permitted that would cause reduction ofa.
the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below
'

saturation temperature.
............................................................p

b
APPLICABILITY: MODE 3.

i

ACTIONS .

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

1

A. One required RCS loop A.1 Restore required RCS 72 hours

inoperable. loop to OPERABLE
status.

4

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours
associated Completion-

- Time of Condition A not
met.

(continued) ;

l'
.. ( ;

COMANCHE PEAK ITS- 3.4 7 May 15, 1997
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RCS Loops-MODE 3
3.4.5

O >

ACTIONS . (Continued) j

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION. COMPLETION TIME
'

'

C. One required RCS loop C.1 Restore required RCS 1 hour
not in operation, with loop to operation.
Rod Control System
capable of rod 08

.

withdrawal.
C.2 Place the Rod Control i hour

System in a condition
incapable of rod
withdrawal.

i

D. Four RCS loops D.1 Place the Rod Control Imediately
!inoperable. System in a condition

incapable of rod
DB withdrawal. t

No RCS loop in operation. E

D.2 Suspend all operations Immediately
involving a reduction
of RCS boron <

concentration,
t

O

D.3 Initiate action to Immediately

.
restore one RCS loop !

!to OPERABLE status and
'

| operation.

'

.
'

.

;

.

$

,

O
COMANCHE PEAK ITS- 3.4 8 May 15,1997
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! c'

L
RCS Loops-H00E 3'

e

! 3.4.5
:
.

~f. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.5.1 Verify required RCS loops are in operation. 12 hours -

i

|

|

Sr 3.4.5.2 Verify steam generator secondary side water 12 hours' :

levels are 2 10% for required RCS loops. |
t

,

;SR 3.4.5.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days
power are available to the required pump that !

~is not in operation. ,

!
!

!
|

O
I

J

.

I
i

1

:
!

t;

3

COMANCHE PEAK ITS- 3.4 9 May 15, 1997
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J

RCS Loops-H0DE 4 1

3.4.6 |

p
|k 3.4 ' REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
2

3.4.6 RCS Loops-H0DE 4

,LCO 3.4.6 Two loops consisting of any combination of RCS loops and residual i

heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE, and one loop shall be.
in operation. ;

............................N0TES - - - ------ - - - -

1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and RHR pumps may be i

removed from operation for s 1 hour per 8 hour period !
'

|provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction i

of the RCS boron concentration: and !

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F
'

below saturation temperature.

I

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg temperature
,

s 350*F unless the secondary side water temperature of each
steam generator (SG) is s 50*F above each of the RCS cold
leg temperatures.

............................................................

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

ACTIONS-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

jA. One required loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
'

inoperable. restore a second loop
to OPERABLE status.

A.2 - - NOTE - -

Only required it one
RHR loop is OPERABLE

.

......................

Be in MODE 5. 24 hours I
I

!

}I
(continued) ; lp [LJ

;!
i

< COMANCHE PEAK'ITS 3.4 10 May 15, 1997
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- |

:

- RCS Loops-MODE 4' |
3.4.6 '

' >

i

O 1

ACTIONSE-(Continued) ~j

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME j

t 1

'
B. Two required -loops. B.1 Suspend all operations Immediately 1

inoperable. involving a reduction
'

of RCS boron. |

08 concentration. ;

No RCS or RHR loop in et0 )
operation.- _

.
,

B.2 Initiate action to Imediately :
restore;one loop to q
0PERABLE status and

- operation.'

!i-

i !
:.

. |
|

' |
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ;

'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ;

!"

*
.

SR 3.4.6.1 . Verify one RHR or RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours

-
.

!.
SR 3.4.6.2 Verify SG secondary side water levels are 210t 12 hours ;

for required RCS loops. |

i

!

!.

3.4.6.3- Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days !

,

SR

power are available to the required pump that i

Iis not in operation.
!

I
'

3

e ;

'O :
: .

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.4-11 May 15.1997
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RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Filled
3.4.7

O
3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Filled

LCO 3.4.7 One residual-heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and in
operation, and either:

a. One additional RHR loop shall be OPERABLE: or

*

b. The secondary side water level .of at least two steam
generators (SGs) shall be 210% . ,

............................N0TES -- -- - - -- --

1. The RHR pump of the loop in operation may be removed from
operation for s 1 hour per 8 hour period provided:

No operations are permitted that would cause reductiona.
of the RCS boron concentration: and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F
below saturation temperature.

fs

2. One required RHR loop may be inoperable for up to 2 hours
for surveillance testing provided that the other RHR loop is
OPERABLE and in operation.

3. No reactor coolant pump shall be started with any RCS cold
leg temperature s 350*F unless the secondary side water ,

temperature of each SG is s 50*F above each of the RCS cold
leg temperatures.

4. All RHR loops may be removed from operation during planned
heatup to MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation.

............................................................

APPLICABILITY: MODE.5 with RCS loops filled.
,

,

'

C0!%NCHE PEAK ITS 3.4 12 May 15, 1997 |
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RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Filled
3.4.7

|

ACTIONS ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

-
,

A. One RHR loop inoperable. A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
restore a second RMR

AND loop to OPERABLE
status. ;

Required SGs secondary
side water levels not @
within limits. '

A.2 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required SG' i

secondary side water' ,

levels to within
limits.

.

i

B. Required RHR loops B.1 Suspend all operations Imediately
inoperable. involving a reduction

of RCS boron
E concentration.

No RHR loop in AND
,

operation.
; B.2 Initiate action to Immediately

; restore one RHR loop to ;

OPERABLE status and ;

operation.
;

6

|

\
'

|

|

O 1
!

C0HANCHE PEAK ITS 3.4 13 May 15,1997
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. - . . ,
. .

;

q

RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops' Filled .!
J 3.4.7

od SURVEILLANCE REQUIREENTS
;

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
'

i

)

SR 3.4.7.1 Verify one RHR loop is in operation. 12 hours
;

;
,

!
SR 3.4.7.2 Verify SG secondary side water level is a 10% 12 hours !:

in required SGs. !>

|
4

.j.

:
'

SR 3 4.7.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days
.

power are available .to the required RHR pump |

that is not in operation. .. j-

t
,

i ,

i I
.,

!

I

; o :
|
r

i

!
'

,

W

i
|i

|
.

t

.

i ;

i

;

T

O%
,

CONANCHE PEAK ITS 3.4 14 May 15. 1997 ,
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

O
d. 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.8 RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not Filled

'LC0 3.4.8 Two residual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE and one
RHR loop shall be in operation.

............................N0TES - - --- - --- -

1. All RHR pumps may be removed from operation for-s I hour
provided:

a. The core outlet temperature is maintained > 10*F below
saturation temperature.

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS water
volume are permitted.

2. One RHR loop may be inoperable for s 2 hours for
surveillance testing provided that the other RHR loop is

............ .......'......................................

APPLICABILITY: M0DE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

..............................N0TE - - - - - -- - -- -

While this LC0 is not met, entry into MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
from MODE 5. Loops filled is not permitted.
................................................................

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One RHR loop inoperable. A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
restore RHR loop to,-
OPERABLE status.

(continued)

f)/ .L
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

O ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required RHR loops B.1 Suspend all operations Immediately

inoperable. involving reduction in
RCS boron

2 concentration.

No RHR loop in elQ
operation.

B.2 Initiate action to Immediately
restore one RHR loop to
OPERA 3LE status and
operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

P

SR 3,4.8.1 Verify one RHR loop is in operation. 12 hours ,

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days
,|power are available to the required RHR pump

,

that is not in operation. '

I

:

.

i

1O
CPSESMark-up ofNUREG-1431 -ITS3.4 3.4 16 2158 7

'

-
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,

Pressurizer- -

-3.4.9
Y

[3.4: REACTOR;COOLANTSYSTEM'(RCS) .

-

-3.4.9 Pressurizer
:

}

LC0 ' .: 3.4'.9 The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE'with:
,
v.

a. Pressurizer. water-level s 92%: and- |

'
b. Two groups of.. pressurizer heaters OPERABLE with the capacity

fof each group a 150'kW .
i

:
i

f

| APPLICABILITY:- HODES l'. 2. and 3.
,

,

f

ACTIONS
i

.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |
.

* A. Pressurizer water level A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours ;

t
- not within limit.

AND
-

A.2 Fully insert all rods 6 hours ,!'

,

8HD
.

'

A.3 Place Rod Control 6 hours

a b f d |,

withdrawal. !,

8NQ ~
i i

12 hours i

A.4 Be in MODE 4. j
;

;
;

B. : One required group of B.1' Restore required group 72 hours
'

,

pressurizer heaters e of pressurizer heaters |

. inoperable, to OPERABLE status. ,;
;

,i
i

F (continued)
'

,

,
f4 ' .t.

:

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.4 17 May 15. 1997 i
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Pressurizer
3.4.9

t-

ACTIONS (continued)'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition B not MQ
met.

C.2 Be in H00E 4. 12 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.9.1 Verify pressurizer water level is s 924. 12 hours
,,

( |

SR 3.4.9.2 Verify capacity of each required group of
pressurizer heaters is a 150 kW. 18 months

i

.

i

|
'

(V') ~

,

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.4 18 May 15, 1997
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'l

-PressurizIr Safety Valves.
3.4.10-

1

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM.(RCS)-

!' 3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves'
L

'

i !
'

i

LCO 3.4.10. Three pressurizer' safety' valves shall- be OPERABLE with lift
' settings 2 2460 psig and s;2510 psig. |

'

' ;

!

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, ;

MODE 4 with all RCS cold leg temperatures ?. 320*F.,

........................... N0TE -- --
. ;

,

.The lift settings are not required to:be within the LCO limits |

.
-

during MODES'3 and 4 for the purpose of setting the pressurizer
'

j
safety valves under_ ambient (hot) conditions. This exception is'E '

allowed for 54 hours following entry into MODE 3 provided a 1,

1 preliminary cold setting was made prior to heatup. ;

............................................................

.

*
1

) CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.. .

!.

. A. One pressurizer safety A.1 Restore valve to 15 minutes j'

valve inoperable. OPERABLE status. |

4,

!

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours ,
.

associated Completion
Time not met. Alm'

08 B.2 Be in MODE 4 with any 12 hours i

RCS cold leg
Two or more pressurizer temperatures s 320*F.
safety valves.

:- inoperable, j
.

i

L!,,,,

;

,

O :

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.4 19 May 15. 1997 .
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l

Pressurizer Safety Valves |
'

3.4.10

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS )
,r~ 3
\ )

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY"

SR 3.4.10.1 Verify each pressurizer safety valve is In accordance
OPERABLE in accordancq with the Inservice with the
Testing Program. Following testing, lift Inservice
settings shall be within i it. Testing Program

A
!js

|

/^\
\j

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.4-20 May 15, 1997
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;

Pr:ssurizer PORVs
3.4.11

?

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
'

- ''' 3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

,

LCO 3.4.11 Each PORV and associated block valve shall be OPERABLE.

, ,

L

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS
<

,

..................................... NOTES - - -- - -- -- - - - -

t

1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV.

2. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
..............................................................................

.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more PORVs A.1 Close and maintain 1 hour
s) inoperable and capable power to associated

'

of being manually block valve.
cycled. ;

i

!

:.

B. One PORV inoperable and B.1 Close associated block 1 hour i
'

not capable of being valve.
manually cycled.

AND

B.2 Remove power from 1 hour !

associated block valve. i

\

AND I
J

B.3 Restore PORV to 72 hours~ *

OPERABLE status.

(continued)

ya

I
i
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Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11

( ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One block valve C.1 Place associated PORV 1 hour
inoperable. in manual control.

MD

C.2 Restore block valve to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

D. Required Action and D.1 Initiate action to Imediately
associated Completion restore PORV(s) and
Time of Condition A. B. block valve to OPERABLE
or C not met. status

! EO

D.2 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours

MD

D.3 Reduce T ., to <500 F. 12 hours

(continued)

.

O
V
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Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11 -

ACTIONS (continued)

:

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Two PORVs inoperable E.1 Initiate action to Immediately

and not capable of being restore one PORV to
manually cycled. OPERABLE status.

M

E.2 Close associated block i hour
valves.

M

E.3 Remove power from I hour :
associated block
valves.

M
6 hours

/' T E.4 Be in H0DE 3.
V

M

E.5 Reduce T.,, to <500 F. 12 hours

F. More than one block F.1 Place associated PORVs 1 hour
valve inoperable. in manual control.

M

F.2 Restore one block valve 2 hours
to OPERABLE status.

(continued)
;

I

O i

- l
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,

|
l

Pressurizer PORVs -
'

3.4.11

ACTIONS (continued)

l CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
'

,

'

! G. ' Required Action and G.1 Initiate action to Immediately
as!.ociated Completion restore one block valve'

Time of Condition F not to OPERABLE status.
met.

E '

G.2 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

| @
,

'

G.3 Reduce T,y to <500 F. 12 hours

,

i

:

O.

j,

,

t

I

i

a

!

!'

'

,

.

!

-

1

O R
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_

.'ressurizer PORVs
3.4.11

,,
(,) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.11.1 - - - - NOTES - - - -

1. Not required to be p?rformed with block
valve closed in accordar.co with the Required
Action of Condition A.

2. Only required to be performed in H0 DES 1
and 2
...........................................

Perform a complete cycle of each block valve 92 days

except with the block valve closed in
accordance with the Required Actions of
Conditions B or E.

.

...................N0TE - - -- - -

f-~x Only required to be performed in H0 DES 1

() and 2
.......... ...............................

SR 3.4.11.2 Perform a complete cycle of each PORV. 18 months

a

.

,

!
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|

,

LTOP System'
,

3.4.12

\(~'\
() PIACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) f

,

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

!

LCO 3.4.12 An LTOP System shall be OPERABLE with a maximum of zero safety |

injection pumps and two charging pumps capable of injecting into
the RCS and the accumulators isolated and one of the following i

pressure relief capabilities: ;

i a. Two power operated relief valves (PORVs) with lift settings -;

within the limits specified in the PTLR, or

b. Two residual heat removal (RHR) suction relief valves with [
!setpoints a 436.5 psig and s 463.5 psig, or

c. One PORV with a lift setting within the limits specified in ;

the PTLR and one RH" suction relief valve with a setpoint
> 436.5 psig and s 463.5 psig. |

;
'

d. The RCS depressurized and an RCS vent of 2 2.98 square
inches.

............................N0TE -

Accumulator isolation is only required when accumulator
pressure is graater than or equal to the maximum RCS
pressure for the existing RCS cold leg temperature allowed
by the P/T limit curves provided in the PTLR.

............................................................

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 4, H00E 5.
MODE 6 when the reactor vessel head is on.

............................N0TE -- - - -

The LCO is not applicable when all RCS cold leg temperatures
are > 320*F and the following conditions are met:

'

a. At least one reactor coolant pump is in operation, and
i

b. Pressurizer level is s 92%, and |

c. The plant heatup rate is limited to 60*F in any one
hour period.

!

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.4 26 May 15, 1997
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:
LTOP System

3.4.12

' ACTIONS

O. ...................N0TE - - - - -- - |

.
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. |

|

|
'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |
,

;
t

: A. One or more safety A.1 Initiate action to Imediately |

injection pumps capable verify a maximum of
of injecting into the zero safety injection :

.

pumps are capable of jRCS.
injecting into the RCS. >

i
,

,

._

B. Three charging pumps B.1 Initiate action to Imediately"

capable of injecting verify a maximum of two
,

j into the charging pumps are ;

; RCS. capable of injecting
into the RCS. ;

,

C. An accumulator not C.1 Isolate affected I hour
isolated when the accumulator.
accumulator pressure is
greater than or equal to
the maximum RCS pressure
for existing cold leg

i temperature allowed in
the PTLR.

(continued)*

,

;

.

A
U
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LTOP System

3.4.12

,

LQ ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Increase RCS cold leg 12 hours
.

'

associated Completion temperature to >
Time of Condition C not 320*F.
met.

A8D Verify at least one
reactor coolant pump is
in operation.

68D Pressurizer level is s
92%.

68D The plant heatup rate
is limited to 60*F in
any one hour period.

08

0.2 Increase RCS 12 hours |

p temperature to > 350*F. |

V |
'

08
12 hours

0.3 Depressurize affected
accumulator to less
than the maximum RCS
pressure for existing
cold leg temperature i

'

allowed in the PTLR.
|

E. One required RCS relief E.1 Restore required RCS 7 days
valve inoperable in relief valve to
MODE 4. OPERABLE status.

.

F. One required RCS relief F.1 Restore required RCS 24 hours
valve inoperable in relief valve to
H0DE 5 or 6. OPERABLE status.

I ') (continued)
'v'
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LTOP System
3.4.12

O ACTIONS (Continued)(V
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

G. Two required RCS relief G.1 Depressurize RCS and 8 hours
valves inoperable. establish RCS vent of

2 2.98 square inches.
E

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A. B,
D. E. or F not met.

M

LTOP System inoperable
for any reason other
than Condition A, B, C,
D. E, or F.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.4.12.1 Verify a maximum of zero ufety injection pumps 12 hours
are capable of injecting 1 'to the RCS.

SR 3.4.12.2 Verify a maximum of two charging pumps are 12 hours
capable of injecting into the RCS.

9

(continued)

13
U

1;i
I
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LTOP System
'

3.4.12

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
|
,

b

SR 3.4.12.3 Verify each accumulator is isolated when 12 hours
accumulator pressure is greater than or equal
to the maximum RCS pressure for the existing
RCS cold leg temperature allowed by the P/T i

limit curves provided in the PTLR. t

i

!

!
!

!
'

SR 3.4.12.4 Verify RHR suction isolation valves are open 72 hours
for each required RHR suction relief valve.

F

i

SR 3.4.12.5 - - NOTE - - - - - --

'

Only required to be performed when complying
with LCO 3.4.12.d. ,

...........................................

Verify required RCS vent 2 2.98 square inches 12 hours for [
open, unlocked open [

vent valve (s) ;

1g

31 days for
locked open vent
valve (s) i

i

SR 3.4.12.6 Verify PORV block valve is open for each 72 hours
required PORV. ;

'

.

' SR 3.4.12.7 Not Used ,

i

(continued) }

:

|
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|-

LTOP System >

3.4.1'
.
,

; p '

V- SURVEILLANCE REWIREMENTS (continued)
i

SURVEILLANCE FRE@ENCY
'

'

','

SR 3,4.12.8 ...................N0TE -- - -

;Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after decreasing any RCS cold leg temperature
to s 350*F.
........................................... ,

Perform a COT on each required PORV excluding 31 days
'

actuation.

5

i

SR 3.4.12.9 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for each required 18 months :

; PORV actuation channel. !

t t
9

|

. :
.,

,

i

i

e

i

d

i

u

%$

8

|

i

1

\
, .,
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
3.4.13- :

i

/"] 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) ;

Rf .

+

3.4.13 'RCS. Operational LEAKAGE
!

LCO 3.4.13 RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to: -

!

a. No pressure boundary LEAKAGE:
i[

b. 1 gpm unidentified LEAKAGE: !
l

c. 10 gpm identified LEAKAGE:

d. 1 gpm total primary to secondary LEAKAGE through al'1 steam' f
generators (SGs): and

- 500 gallons per day primary to secondary LEAKAGE through anye.
one SG, j

,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

|

ACTIONS
r

'
\ CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.|
!

A. RCS LEAKAGE not within A.1 Reduce LEAKAGE to 4 hours
limits for reasons other within limits,

than pressure boundary :

LEAKAGE.

l

B. . Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours !

'

associated Completion
Time of Condition A not Agl j
met.

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

OR.

Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE exists.

!

''O
.i
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
3.4.13

,

|

[ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY .j

SR- 3,4,13,1 ...................N0TE - -- - - -

Not required to be performed until 12 hours :

after establishment of steady state operation, j
............................................

!>

' ,

|

Perform RCS water inventory balance. 72 hours |

.

i
'

SR 3.4.13.2 Verify steam generator tube integrity is in In accordance
'

accordance with the Steam Generator Tube with the Steam
Surveillance Program. Generator Tube ;

Surveillance |
Program

!

.

O -

:
!

!

i

I

)
i
1

.

f

-

i.

U
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1

RCS PIV Lcakage
3.4.14 ;

;

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
'

..

7
*

3.4.14 RCS Pressure Isolhtion Valve (PIV) Leakage

:

LCO 3.4.14 Leakage from each RCS PIV shall be within limit. )
;

!

L

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, ,

. MODE 4. except valves in the residual heat removal (RHR) flow path *

when in, or during the transition to or from, the RHR mode.

I of operation. ;

,

*

ACTIONS ';

!
.....................................N0TES - - - - - - -- -- -

j. 1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each flow path. j
;

2.: - Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made inoperable by 3

an inoperable PIV. ,

..............................................................................
i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

A. One or'more flow NOTE - -

paths with leakage Each valve used to satisfy I

from one or more RCS Required Action A.1 and ,

PIVs not within Required Action A.2 must have-

limit, been verified to meet
SR 3.4.14.1 and be in the'

reactor coolant pressure ,

boundary or the high pressure
portion of the system. ;

........................... ,

F

(continued)'

*
,

!
t

i
$

.n.

r:
+
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9

|

RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.14 *

~O
ACTIONS (Continued)

i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

.

A. (continued) A.1 Isolate the high pressure 4 hours
portion of the affected
system from the low
pressure portion by use
of one closed manual.

;

deactivated automatic, or
check valve.

+
AtiD

*

,A.2.1 Isolate the high pressure 72 hours;

I i portion of the affected
system from the low i

pressure portion by use
of a second closed
manual, deactivated

,,
;5 automatic, or check
; valve.
A

E

A.2.2 Restore RCS PIV to within 72 hours
limits. ;

9

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time for Condition A AtiD

i not met.
B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

i,

(continued)

;

!

i

O
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i

!

RCS PIV Leakage .

3.4.14
|

-

m
1

-

.

!

ACTIONS .(Continued)
J. ;

I CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !

'

i
J

L 'C. RHR System interlock C.1 -Isolate the'affected 4 hours i

function inoperable. penetration by use of one
closed manual or

5 deactivated automatic |

valve. ,

4 ;

] t

I,

i

|
'

,

6

1

!

l !
'

!
I;

:

1

1

i

:
r

5

i

;

j

i.
i

I4

-
,

7

O
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RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.14

,
,

U
SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS __

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.14.1 - - - - NOTES - - - -

1. Not required to be performed in H0 DES 3
and 4.

2. Not required to be performed on the RCS
PIVs located in the RHR flow path when in
the shutdown cooling mode of operation.

3. RCS PIVs actuated during the performance
of this Surveillance are not required to
be tested more than once if a repetitive
testing loop cannot be avoided.

...........................................

Verify leakage from each RCS PIV is equivalent In accordance
to s 0.5 gpm per nominal inch of valve size up with the

,o to a maximum of 5 gpm at an RCS pressure Inservice j

) a 2215 psig and s 2255 psig. Testing Program,
and 18 months

AND

Prior to
entering MODE 2
whenever the
unit has been in
H0DE 5 for
7 days or more,
and if leakage
testing has not
been performed
in the previous
9 months except
for valves HV-
8701A, HV-8701B,'

HV 8702A and HV-
8702B

6ND

(m) (continued) i

v

|
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RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.14

f~s
( )
LJ

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.14.1 (continued) Within 24 hours
folio.iing check
valve actuation
due to flow
through the
valve

SR 3.4.14.2 Verify RHR System interlock prevents the 18 months
valves from being opened with a simulated or
actual RCS pressure signal 2 442 psig. except
when the valves are open to satisfy LC0 3.4.12.

,.-

%,

.

I

!
,q |
J i
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RCS Lcakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15 ,

rh
(f 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

,

3.4.15 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

LCO 3.4.15 The following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be
'

OPERABLE:

,

a. One containment sump level and discharge. flow monitor;

b. One containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity ;

monitor: and :

c. One containment air cooler condensate flow rate monitor or ,

one containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor (gaseous). <

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1. 2, 3. and 4. !
:

'

ACTIONS
............N0TE -

LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
.............................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

A. Required containment A.1 --- NOTE - ---

sump monitor inoperable. Not required until 12
hours after !
establishment of steady
state operation. ,

.......................

Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per 24 hours

AND

A.2 Restore required 30 days
containment sump
monitor to OPERABLE

^ status.

(continued) j

O <

I
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,

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
! 3.4.15

,r~'g) ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required containment B.1.1 Analyze grab samples of Once per 24 hours
atmosphere particulate the containment
radioactivity monitor atmosphere.
inoperable.

DB

B.1.2 - NOTE- -- - -

Not required until 12
hours after
establishment of steady
state operation.
.......................

Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per 24 hours
.

AND

B.2 Restore required 30 daysn
( containment atmosphere

particulate
radioactivity monitor
to OPERABLE status.

(continued)

|
l

I
l

l

|

o t

CJ l
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15

OQ ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required containment C.1.1 Analyze grab samples of Once per 24 hours
atmosphere gaseous the containment
radioactivity monitor atmosphere.
inoperable.

DB

atiD
C.I.2

Required containment air - NOTE - - -

cooler condensate flow Not required until 12
rate monitor inoperable. hours after

establishment of steady
state operation.
......................

Perform SR 3.4.13.1 Once per 24 hours

atID
,o
( C.2.1 Restore required 30 days

containment atmosphere
gaseous radioactivity
monitor to OPERABLE
status.

DB

C.2.2 Restore required 30 days
containment air cooler
condensate flow rate
monitor to OPERABLE
status.

'

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AtiD

D2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

o

%
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i

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15

A
V ACTIONS (Continued)

1

I
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

J

.

E. All required monitors E.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately

inoperable.
'

4

f

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.

SR 3.4.15.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK of the required 12 hours
containment atmosphere particulate and gaseous
radioactivity monitors.

J

!

|
- SR 3.4.15.2 Perform COT of the required containment 92 days

'
atmosphere particulate and gaseous
radioactivity monitors. ,

,

SR 3.4.15.3 Perform CilANNEL CALIBRATION of the required 18 months ,

containment sump monitors. |

|

SR 3.4.15.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required 18 months I

containment atmosphere particulate and gaseous 1

radioactivity monitors.
'

.

SR 3.4.15.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required 18 months
containment air cooler condensate flow rate
monitor.

O
'
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

,
! \

J 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)s.

3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity

LC0 3.4.16 The specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be within
limits.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1 and 2,

MODE 3 with RCS average temperature (T,,,) > 500*F.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. DOSE E0lJIVALENT I 131 Note -- -- -

> 1.0 C1/gm. LCO 3.0.4 is not
applicable.

,o .........................

(V1

A.1 Verify DOSE EQUIVALENT Once per 4 hours'

I 131 within the
acceptable region of
Figure 3.4.16 1.

68Q
48 hours

A.2 Restore DOSE EQUIVALENT
I 131 to within limit.

B. Gross specific activity B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
of the reactor coolant
> 100/E uC1/gm. AND

.

B.2 Reduce to T.,, < 500*F.
12 hours

;

(continued)
ry ,

1 ;*

a
|
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

(h
ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not 68D

met.
C.2 Reduce T,,, to < 500*F.

QB 12 hours

DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 in
the unacceptable region
of Figure 3.4.161.

/O
V

;

i
i

l
|

|

/^\
L-)
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

<- G
,() SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
i

SR 3.4.16.1 Verify reactor coolant gross specific 7 days
activity s 100/E C1/gm.

?

SR 3.4.16.2 - -- --- NOTE -- ---

Only. required to be performed in MODE 1.
...........................................

Verify reactor coolant DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 14 days

j specific activity s 1.0 C1/gm.
AliQ

Between 2 and
6 hours after a .

!
THERMAL

POWER change of

-
215% RTP within !

- a 1 hour period

SR 3.4.I6.3 - NOTE --

Not required to be performed until 31 days' .

after a minimum of 2 effective full power days
and 20 days of H0DE 1 operation have elapsed
since the reactor was last subcritical for
2 48 hours.
...........................................

Determine E from a sample taken in H00E 1 after 184 days
a minimum of 2 effective full power days and
20 days of H0DE 1 operation have elapsed since
the reactor was last subcritical for -
2 48 hours..

/

|

I,

Ii
O '
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

kl

,
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. ,
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Accumulators
3.5.1 !

- 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)a
3;5.1 Accumulators |

!LC0 3.5.1 Four ECCS accumulators shall be OPERABLE.

,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.
MODE 3 with RCS pressure > 1000 psig.

ACTIONS ~

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME -

;

A. One accumulator A.1 Restore boron 72 hours
inoperable due to boron concentration to within
concentration not within limits.
limits.

,

()
N/

B. One accumulator B.1 Restore accumulator to I hour
inoperable for reasons OPERABLE status,

other than Condition A.

C, Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A or B AND

not met.
C.2 Reduce RCS pressure to 12 hours

s 1000 psig.

.

D. Two or more accumulators D.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately
inoperable.

1

4

4

o L
COMANCHEPEAKITS 3.5 1 May 15. 1997
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Accumulators
3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE ' FREQUENCY

SR,3.5.1.1 Verify each accumulator isolation valve is 12 hours
fully open.

SR 3.5.1.2 Verify borated water volume in each accumulator 12 hours
is a 39% and s 61%.

SR 3.5.1.3 Verify nitrogen cover pressure in each 12 hours
accumulator is a 623 psig and s 644 psig.

SR 3.5.1.4 Verify boron concentration in each accumulator 31 days

is a 2300 ppm and s 2600 ppm.
AND

..... NOTE -

(n Only required to
be performed for
affected
accumulators
...............

Once within
6 hours after
each solution
volume increase
of a it that is
not the result
of addition from
the refueling
water storage
tank

.

SR 3.5.1.5 . Verify power is removed from each accumulator 31 days
isolation valve operator when RCS pressure is
> 1000 psig.

O
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ECCS-Operating . :
3.5.2

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

f-
V .

|

.

3.5.2 | ECCS-Operating
-i

!

LCO 3.5.2 Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE. .

...........................N0TES- - - ---- - - -

1. In H0DE 3. both safety injection (SI) pump flow paths may be
isolated by closing the isolation valves for up to 2 hours to ;

perform pressure isolation valve testing per SR 3.4.14.1.
.

n 2. Operation in H0DE 3 with ECCS pumps made incapable of
injecting. pursuant to LC0 3.4.12. " Low Temperature,

Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System." is allowed for up to
4 hours or until the temperature of all RCS cold legs exceeds ,

375'F. whichever comes first.
,

............................. ............................

t

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2 and 3. i

ACTIONS
t

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
'

A. One or more trains A.i Restore train (s) to 72 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

AND

At least 100% of the
ECCS flow equivalent to
a single OPERABLE ECCS
train available, j

.B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
.

associated Completion
Time not met. AND

i

'

B.2 Be in H0DE 4. 12 hours

i

(O) *'
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ECCS-Operating
3.5.2

.

IT SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
( /

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.2.1 Verify the following valves are in the 12 hours
listed position with power to the
valve operator removed.

Number Position Function ;

8802 A&B Closed SI Pump to Hot Legs
8809 A&B Open RHR to Cold Legs
8835 Open SI Pump to Cold Legs
8840 Closed RHR to Hot Legs
8806 Open SI Pump Suction from -

RWST

8813 Open SI Pump Miniflow
Valve

SR_ 3.5.2.2 Verify each ECCS manual, power operated, and 31 days
automatic valve in the flow path, that is not

q locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in

Q position, is in the correct position.

SR 3.5.2.3 Verify ECCS piping is full of water. Prior to entry
into MODE 3

,

SR 3.5.2.4 Verify each ECCS pump's developed head at the In accordance
test flow point is greater than or equal to the with the
required developed head. Inservice

Testing Program

SR 3.5.2.5 Verify each ECCS automatic valve in the flow 18 nonths-

path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position, actuates to the correct
position on an actual or simulated actuation ,

signal . |

f
C (continued)

1
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.ECCS -Operating - t

3.5.2
.

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

~

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
-

_

a

SR 3.5.2.6 Verify each ECCS pump starts automatically on 18 months
an actual or simulated actuation signal.

SR 3.5.2.7 Verify, for each ECCS throttle valve listed 18 months
below, each mechanical position stop is in the ;
correct position.

Valve Number Valve Ninnher
'

8810A 8822A 8816A
8810B 8822B 8816B

8810C 8822C 8816C

88100 8822D 88160
t

SR 3.5.2.8 Verify, by visel inspection, each ECCS train 18 months;

containment tump suction inlet is not I

restricted by debris and the suction inlet !

trash racks and screens show no evidence of 1

Istructural distress or abnormal corrosion.

|

)

,

.

;

i

!
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ECCS-Shutdown
3.5.3 ;

;

3.5 EHERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)-

O' i

(_,1 3.5.3 ECCS-Shutdown

LCO 3.5.3 One ECCS train shall be OPERABLE.

'

................................. NOTE- .- - - -- --- - -- -- -

An RHR train may be considered OPERABLE during alignment and operation for decay
heat removal, if capable of being manually realigned to the ECCS mode of operation.
..................................................................................

'

APPi.ICABILITY: H0DE 4.

ACTIONS
.4,.

,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

: 'A. Required ECCS residual A.1 Initiate action to Immeoiately

heat removal (RHR) restore required ECCS
subsystem inoperable. RHR subsystem to

OPERABLE status.

I B. Required ECPS B.1 Restore required ECCS 1 hour
Centrifugal inarging Centrifugal Charging
Pump subsystem Pump subsystem to
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in H00E 5. 24 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition B not
met.

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
;..

SR 3.5.3.1- The following SRs are applicable for all In accordance
equipment required to be OPERABLE: with applicable i

SRs !

1 SR 3.5.2.1 SR 3.5.2.7

%].
SR 3.5.2.4 SR 3.5.2.8

!
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i
|
,

!
;

RWST !

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.4 Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) |
1
:

LC0 3.5.4 The RWST shall be OPERABLE. j

!
'l

i.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2.'3. and 4. . ?

i
4

ACTIONS i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME /!

!

!
A. . RWST boron concentration A.1 Restore RWST to 8 hours !

not within limits. OPERABLE status. i
1

2
$;

- RWST borated water
- temperature not within |

limits. I

i

'I
v .

k

B. RWST inoperable for B.1 - Restore RWST to I hour f
,

r reasons other than OPERABLE status.
Condition A.

3

|-

:
a

; C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours !

associated Completion |
lTime not met. AND

|
C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours j

!-

!

i
-

)
!-

,

O |
p;t .
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|

RWST 1

-

-
3.5.4 |

|
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

,

,'
SURVEILLANCE- FREQUENCY -

i

t

:SR 3.5.4.1 - - - NOTE- - - - - j
Only required tc be performed when ambient ,

air temperature is < 40*F or > 120*F. i

;..........................................

. -

: Verify RWST borated water temperature is 24 hours .:.

2 40*F and s 120*F. |

!
,

;

.

SR- 3.5.4.2 Verify RWST borated water volume is 2 95%. 7 days ,

!

!
'

i

!
,

.SR 3.5.4.3 Verify RWST boron concentration is 2 2400 ppm 7 days .

. 7.
and s 2600 ppm. g

i
,

!
;

i

|
;

!

i
i

i

i
|'

1

O
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Seal Injection Flow
3.5.5' -

7 3

y) 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.5 Seal Injection Flow

LCO 3.5.5 Reactor coolant pump seal injection flow shall be s 40 gpm with RCS
pressure 2 2215 psig and 5 2255 psig and the charging flow control
valve full open.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Seal injection flow not A.1 Verify > 100% flow 4 hours

within limit. equivalent to a single
OPERABLE ECCS charging

train is available. ;
,,

O AND

A.2 Adjust manual seal 72 hours
injectionthrottle
valves to give a flow
within limit with RCS
pressure a 2215 psig
and 5 2255 psig and the
charging flow control
valve full open.

B. Re'.pired Action and 8.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

,

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

!

,/^

C) i

!
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'Seal Injection Flow
3.5.5

,/ }
'~

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.5.1 - - NOTE- - - -- - -

Not required to be performed until 4 hours
after the Reactor Coolant System pressure
stabilizes at 2 2215 psig and s 2255 psig.
...........................................

Verify manual seal injection throttle valves 31 days
are adjusted to give a flow within limit with
RCS pressure 2 2215 psig and 5 2255 psig and
the charging flow control valve full open.

-

'R.J

|

!!

,- m() !<

||
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Containment
3.6.1

p_

'n) 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.1 Containment

LCO ?.6.1 Containment shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1. 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Containment inoperable. A.1 Restore containment to 1 hour
OPERABLE status.

/7 B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours

V associated Completion
Time not met. AtB

B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

i
:

I

,r-

Y.]
:
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| Containment

|
3.6.1

i SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,. j \

SURVEILLAPCE FREQUENCY j

SR 3.6.1.1 Perform required visual examinations and In accordance ;

leakage rate testing except for containment air with the
lock testing, in accordance with the Containment
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. Leakage Rate

Testing Program

Ch
V 1

!

s

.

!

|
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. :

Containment _ Air Locks j

3.6.2 |"

:
6

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS- !'

V
-3.6.2_ _ Containment Air Locks !

)
;

LC0'3.6.2 Two containment air locks shall be OPERABLE.

~

I

' APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2, 3,' and 4.

i

ACTIONS
|.

.

.................................. .. NOTES - - - - --- --- - - - 1
1. Entry and exit is permissible to perform repairs on the affected air lock j

components. ;

i

- 2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each air lock.
-

:
I

3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.6.1, " Containment,"
when air lock leakage results in exceeding the overall containment leakage rate. +_'

...............=..............................................................

|
,

O CONDITION FEQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME .

I

i

A. One or more containment- - NOTES - -- - -
|

I air locks with one 1. Required Actions A.1, A.2, ,

containment air lock and A.3 are not applicable t,

door inoperable. if both doors in the same |

air lock are inoperable and t

Condition C is entered. ,
;

2. Entry and exit is<

permissible for 7 days
under administrative |

;

controls if both air locks
are inoperable.

1

-

_).............................

.

;

(continued) |

!|l
4

|:
4

i| :|
n
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Containment Air Locks
3.6.2

.

7-~
() ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.1 Verify the OPERABLE 1 hour
door is closed in the
affected air lock.

htlD

A.2 Lock the OPERABLE door 24 hours
closed in the affected
air lock.

AtiQ

A.3 NOTE - ---

Air lock doors in high
radiation areas may be !

verified locked closed !

by administrative
means.,

.....................
( , ,

Verify the OPERABLE Once per 31 days
door is locked closed
in the affected air
lock.

(continued)

I

;

.

i

( )
LJ
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Containment Air Locks
3.6.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 1

|

\|)
|B. One or more containment - - NOTES ---- ,

i air locks with 1. Required Actions B.1, B.2,
containment air lock and B.3 are not applicable

: interlock mechanism if both doors in the same !

inoperable. air lock are inoperable and'

Condition C is entered.
.

2. Entry and exit of
containment is permissible
under the control of a
dedicated individual.

'
.............................

4

B.1 Verify an OPERABLE door I hour
.

is closed in thej
affected air lock.

O

B.2 Lock an OPERABLE door 24 hours
*

closed in the affected
air lock,

f r

NIQ ,

1

; g,3 ....... NOTE - -

|
Air lock doors in high :

radiation areas may be
verified locked closed +'

by administrative
means.
..................... ,

Verify an OPERABLE door Once per 31 days |'

1s locked closed in the
' affected air lock.

(contirued) ;

;

,O
!
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|
|

Containment Air Locks i
3.6.2

,

,

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |
-

:
'

1

C. One or more containment C.1 Initiate action to Immediately4

air locks inoperable for evaluate overalli

reasons other than containment leakage
Condition A or B. rate per LC0 3.6.1.

!g

C.2 Verify a door is closed I hour ;

in the affected air'

! lock.
;

4 :g
4

C.3 Restore air lock to 24 hours -

OPERABLE status. ,

i

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hoursO associated Completion -
4 Time not met. E

!
,

D.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours
.

J

!:
,

!
>

|

i

h
.

i

,|

1 !
I'

O H
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Containment Air Locks
3.6.2

!
;

n)! SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.2.1 - - - - - - NOTES - - - - - -

+

1. An inoperable air lock door does not
invalidate the previous successful
performance of the overall air lock
leakage test.

2. Results shall be evaluated against
acceptance criteria applicable to
SR 3.6.1.1.

...........................................

Perform required air lock leakage rate testing In accordance
in accordance with the Containment Leakage Rate with the
Testing Program. Containment

Leakage Rate
Testing Program

A
SR 3.6.2.2 Verify only one door in the air lock can be 24 months

opened at a tine.

.

/

LJ
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Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3

(J]
3.6 CONTAINMElff SYSTEMS

'

3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves

..................................... NOTE - - - -- --- -- - -

Not applicable to Main Steam Safety Valves (HSSVs), Main Steam Isolation Valves
(MSIVs) Feedwater Isolation Valves (FIVs) and Associated Bypass Valves, and Steam
Generator Atmosphcric Relief Valves (ARVs).
..........................................................................

B

LC0 3.6,3 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4.

ACTIONS

..................................... NOTES---- - - - - --- - -- -

1. Penetration flow path (s) except for 48 inch containment and 12 inch hydrogen
r purge valve flow paths may be unisolated intermittently under administrative

Q] controls.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path.

3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made inoperable by
containment isolation valves.

4. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.6.1, " Containment,"
when isolation valve leakage results in exceeding the overall containment
leakage rate acceptance criteria.

....................................................................................

(continued)

,,x

V)!
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Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3 :

ACTIONS (continued) ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !

,

A. - NOTE-- - A.1 Isolate the affected 4 hours :

Only applicable to penetration flow path
penetration flow paths by use of at least one ,

with two containment closed and de activated
isolation valves. automatic valve, closed

manual valve, blind......................

'One or more penetration flange, or check valve
flow paths with one with flow through the
containment isolation valve secured.
valve inoperable except
for containment purge, AND

'

hydrogen purge or ,

containment pressure A.2 NOTES --

relief valve leakage 1. Isolation devices in ,

not within limit. high radiation areas !
may be verified by use'

of administrative
II means.

i

2. Isolation devices that '

'

are locked, sealed or
otherwise secured may

,

'be verified by
administrative means.

.........................

.

Verify the affected Once per 31 days
penetration flow path for isolation'

| 1s isolated. devices outside 1

Icontainment

AND

; Prior to entering j

MODE 4 from
N00E 5 if not i*

performed within
,

the previous 4

92 days for
isolation devices

!inside
containment 4

(continued)
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|

Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3 |

|
J

'(3 ACTIONS (continued) ;

Y
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

'

4
,

B. - NOTE - B.1 Isolate the affected I hour ,

Only applicable to penetration flow path by :

penetration flow paths use of at least one closed-
with two containment and de activated automatic
isolation valves, valve, closed manual valve, j

or blind flange. -......................
,

'
,

One or more penetration
!flow paths with two

containment isolation f
valves inoperable except
for containment purge,
hydrogen purge or-

.

containment pressure'

relief. valve leakagej

not within limit.
'

(continued)
!O
,

:

!

l
,

)
i

!

|
t

!
:

-

i

i

I

O R

I
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|

!'

l Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3

1

ACTIONS (continued)'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. - NOTE - C.1 Isolate the affected 72 hours !
'

Only applicable to penetration flow path
penetration flow paths by use of at least one
with only one closed and de activated
containment isolation automatic valve, closed
valve and a closed manual valve, or blind
system, flange.

,

......................

M
One or more penetration |

flow paths with one C.2 -NOTES - -

containment isolation 1. Isolation devices in i
*

valve inoperable. high radiation areas
may be verified by use :

!of administrative
means. ,

2. Isolation davices that :

are locked, sealed or ,

otherwise secured may -

be verified by
administrative means. >

........................

,

Verify the affected Once per 31 days |

penetration flow path |

1s isolated. ;

.

D. One or more D.1 Isolate the affected 24 hours |

penetration flow penetration flow path
paths with one or by use of at least one ;

more containment closed and de activated '

purge, hydrogen purge or automatic valve, closed
.

containment pressure manual valve, or blind
relief. valves not flange. ,

within
leakage . limits. M ,

(continued) ,

.

)
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Containment Isolation Valves'
3.6.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. (continued) D. 2 - - NOTES - - -

1. Isolation devices in
high radiation areas
may be verified by use
of administrative
means.

2. Isolation devices that
are locked, sealed or
otherwise secured may
be verified by ;

administrative means. j

;.......................

Verify the affected Once per
penetration flow path 31 days for

'
is isolated, isolation

devices outside j

[ containment

AND

Prior to
entering MODE 4
from MODE 5 if
not performed
within the
previous
92 days for
isolation'

devices inside
contairment 1

AND

t

D.3 Perform SR 3.6.3.7 for Once per
the resilient seal 92 days'

purge valves closed to
comply with Required
Action D.1. v

|'
(continued)

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.6 12 May 15. 1997
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'
.

Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3

,

p'.
ACTIONS (continued) t'

y /.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

-,

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

E.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours ;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCF FREQUENCY

:

SR 3.6.3.1 Verify each 48 inch' Containment Purge and 12 31 days
,

inch Hydrogen Purge valve is sealed
closed, except for one purge valve in a
penetration flow path while in Condition D
of this LCO.

SR 3.6.3.2 Not used. |

2

|
SR 3.6.3.3 - - - - NOTE - - - - - - - - - |

Valves and blind flanges in high radiation ;

areas may be verified by use of administrative i

controls.
'

...........................................

Verify each containment isolation manual valve 31 days
and blind flange that is located outside
containment and not locked, sealed, o-
otherwise secured and required to be closed

,

during accident conditions is closed, except !
for containment isolation valves that are open
under administrative controls.

6

(continued) ,

N . I;:
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Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3

r3
bl SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) .i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

__

,

SR 3.6.3.4 - - NOTE - - - - - - -

1. Valves and blind flanges in high radiation -
areas may be verified by use of administrative
means.

.

2. The blind flange on the fuel transfer .

canal need not be verified closed except
after each drainage of the canal.

-

,

...........................................

Verify each containment isolation manual valve Prior to
and blind flange that is located inside entering H0DE 4
containment and not locked, setled, or from MODE 5 if
otherwise secured and required to be closed not performed *

during accident conditions is closed, except within the
for containment isolation valves that are open previous 92 days
under administrative controls.

O ;
SR 3.6.3.5 Verify the isolation time of each automatic In i

power operated containment isolation valve that accordance |

1s not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in with the
position is within limits. Inservice

Testing
Program 1

|

SR 3.6.3.6 Not Used

(continued)

.

.

4

'(D t
'

'v' i,

!'
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*

Containment Isolation Valves i

3.6.3 ;

i

N
yj SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)-

SURVEILLANCE' FREQUENCY ,

i

SR 3.6.3.7 - --NOTE ----- - -- --

'

This surveillance is not required when the
penetration flow path is isolated by a leak ;

tested blank flange. ,

.........................................

Perform leakage rate testing for 184 days -

containmant purge, hydrogen purge and
containment pressure relief valves with AND

resilient seals,

Within -

92 days
'after

opening
the valve

O SR 3.6.3.8 Verify each automatic containment isolation 18 months
valve that is not locked, sealed or otherwise
sernred in position, actuates to the isolation
position on an actual or simulated actuation
signal.

.

!

.i
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.

Containment Pressure
3.6.4

fM fig 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.4' Containment Pressure
.

LCO' 3.6.4 Containment pressure shall be 2 0.3 psig and s + 1.3 psig.
,

APPLICABILITY: 'HODES 1, 2. 3, and 4.

;

ACTIONS |

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

A. Containment pressure not A.1 Restore containment 8 hours
within limits. pressure to within

limits. ,

-B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours ,

'

associated Completion
Time not met. AND

,

B.2 Be in H00E 5. 36 hours

:

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY i

!

'
SR 3.6.4.1 Verify containment pressure is within limits. 12 hours

.

i
_ .

:
!

i
r

9'
,

(D '

L7 >

!
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|
Containment Air Temperature

3.6.5

!n ;'g : 3.6- CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS .

.

3.6.5 Containment Air Temperature

i

LC0 3.6.5 Containment average air temperature shall be s 120*F. !

!

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1. 2. 3. and 4.

ACTIONS |
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

.

A. Containment average air A.1 Restore containment 8 hours
temperature not within average air temperature
limit. to within limit. !

,

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. 6ND

-

B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours ,

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

!

SR 3.6.5.1 Verify containment average air temperature is 24 hours )

within limit. ;'

,

/ i'
D. .i

l
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,

i

iContainment Spray System
3.6.6 .

i

3.6 CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS

3.6.6 Containment Spray System j
;

}

LCO 3.6.6 Two containment spray. trains shall be OPERABLE.

|

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1.'2 3, and 4. |
5

:

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ,

.A . One containment spray A.1 Restore containment 72 hours .

train inoperable, spray train to OPERABLE
status.

1

:

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours

Q associated Completion i
'-

k) Time of Condition A not AND

met.
B.2 Be in H00E 5. 84 hours

;

C. Two containment spray C.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately |
trains inoperable. ;

i

!
t

!
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

:

' SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY !

:
!

SR 3.6.6.1 Verify each containment spray manual, power 31 days.

operated, and automatic valve in the flow path !

that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position is in the correct position, i

}
(continued) f

C0HANCHE PEAK ITS 3.6 1B May 15, 1997 |
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Containment Spray System
3.6.6

7~T SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

(_-)
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION

SR 3.6.6.2 Not used

SR 3.6.6.3 Not used

SR 3.6.6.4 Verify each containment spray pump's developed In accordance
head at the flow test point is greater than or with the
equal to the required developed head. Inservice

Testing Program

4

SR 3.6.6.5 Verify each automatic containment spray valve 18 months
in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, actuates to the
correct position on an actual or simulated

N actuation signal. l

i

SR 3.6.6.6 Verify each containment spray pump starts 18 months
automatically on an actual or simulated I

actuation signal.

SR 3.6.6.7 Not used j

l

4

SR 3.6.6.8 Verify each spray nozzle is unobstructed. 10 years
.

in
i ) <

,

4
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.

Spray' Additive' System'
3.6.7 I

'

;

O if3.61 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS\g :

!

~ 3.6.7 Spray Additive System 1 f
-;

|

LCO 3.6.7 The Spray Additive System shall be'0PERABLE. j
~!

l
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1.~2, 3, and'4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.A. _ Spray Additive System A.1 Restore Spray Additive 72 hours :;. . .. .
.

-inoperable. System to OPERABLE |
status. !

.!
!
!

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3, 6 hours
associated Completion j

Time not met. AND !

!

8.2 Be in MODE 5. 84 hours j
i

i
!
;

v !

!
P

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
:
I

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !
t
!

SR 3.6.7.1 ' Verify each spray additive manual, power 31 days
~

,

operated,~ and automatic valve in.the flow path
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise

- secured in position is in the correct position,
j i

-

- -- (continued)
A
M !

lr
4
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Spray Additive System
3.6.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

i

-SR 3.6.7.2 Verify spray additive tank solution level is- 184 days
'

2 91* and s 94t.

SR 3.6.7,3 Verify spray additive tank Na0H solution 184 days
concentration is a 28% and s 30% by weight. .

SR 3.6.7.4 Verify each spray additive automatic valve in 18 months

s the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or >

- otherwise secured in position, actuates to the
correct _ position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.4

,

;

SR 3.6.7.5 Verify spray additive flow from each solution's 5 years
flow path.

!

!

'
,

i

!

.

d

I
ar
i,

O I!
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Hydrogen Recombiners
3.6.8 . j

7v 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
-

t'
i 3.6.8 Hydrogen Recombiners

LCO 3.6.8 Two' hydrogen recombiners shall be OPERABLE. ,

,

;

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1 and 2.

1

. ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

'
w

A. _One hydrogen recombiner A.1 - NOTE - ' --

} inoperable. LC0 3.0.4'is not .

' '

applicable.
.....................

Restore hydrogen 30 days |.-
recombiner to OPERABLE ~j'

status. ;

,-

!
i

B. Two hydrogen B.1 Verify b3 1 hour
'

recombiners administrative means
'

inoperable. that the hydrogen E
control function is-

maintained. Once per
12 hours ,,

thereafter
M

''

B.2 Restore one hydrogen 7 days'

recombiner to OPERABLE
status.

.

C. Required'Actionandi C.1 Be'in MODE 3. 6 hours
'associated Completion

. Time not met.

01
V ;

,

. COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.6 22 'May 15, 1997
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i

Hydrogen Recombiners i

3.6.8 j

rx SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

! 1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.8.1 Perform a system functional test for each 18 months
hydrogen recombiner.

SR 3.6.8.2 Visually examin; erb hydros |en recombiner 18 months
enclosure ana verify therc is no evidence of
abnormal conditions.

SR 3.6.8.3 Perform a resistance to ground test for each 18 months

heater phase.

,-
Y)

.

I

f
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MSSVs

3.7.1
'

. e

- 3.7' PLANT SY3TEMS
!

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (HSSVs)

LCO 3.7.1 - Five MSSVs per steam generator shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: HDDES 1. 2, and 3.
4

ACTIONS
,

.............................N0TE- - - -- - - -- ---- ---

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV. ;

......................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. 'One or more MSSVs A.1 Reduce Thermal Power to 4 hours
inoperable. less than or equal to the

Maximum Allowable * RTP ,

specified in Table
3.7.1 1 for the number of('

.\ - OPERABLE HSSVs.
,

M

A.2 Reduce the Pov e Range 72 hours
High Neutron Flui: Trip
Setpoint to less than or
equal to the * RTP
specified in Table 3.7.1-
1 for the number of
OPERABLE HSSVs.

,

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours J
associated Completion
Time not met. M*

08 B.2 Be in H00E 4. 12 hours

One or more steam
: generators with less

4

A than two MSSVs,

'Q OPERABLE.

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.7 1 May 15, 1997
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|

HSSVs

3.7.1

/~s
(v) >

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.1.1 - - - NOTE - - - - - - - - -

Only required to be performec in H0 DES 1 and 2.
...............................................

Verify each required HSSV lift setpoint per In accordance
Table 3.7.12 in accordance with the Inservice with the ,

Testing Program. Following testing, lift Inservice
setting shall be within it. Testing Program

. . _ . _ . . . _ - . _ _ _ . , _ _ _ . . _ . _

(Dq ,)

'
1

I

i
t

I
r

(q,

) j '.
:

.I l,

'
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:
>

MSSVs

-3.7.1 '

>

Table 3.7.11 (page 1 of 1)
OPERABLE Main Steam Safety Valves versus !

Applicable Power in Percent of RATED THERMAL POWER j

!

Nl#6ER OF MSSVs - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE POWER RANGE HIGH ;

PER STEAM GENERATOR POWER NEUTRON FLUX !

OPERABLE (* RTP) SETPOINT (* RTP) !
!

i

5 NA' NA |

4 s 80 5 87 |
!

3 s 60 5 65
'

;

2 s 40 5 43 |
!

i

?

I
1

i

!

O
i
:

!

!

!

;

i

t

.

1

'
; .

!'
I

O-

.

<

i. CDMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.7 3 May 15, 1997 ;
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!

MSSVs :
'

[ 3.7.1

( Table 3.7.12 (page 1 of 1) ,

Main Steam Safety Valve Lift Settings |,

P

|

VALVE NUMER i

LIFT SETTING

i STEAM GENERATOR (psig * 3%)

J #1 #2 . #3 #4 i

i :
j ,

MS 021 MS 058 MS 093 MS 129 1185 !
'

.

l'

MS 022 MS 059 MS 094 MS 130 1195 |

t

MS 023 MS 060 MS 095 MS 131 1205 ;

MS 024 MS 061 MS 096 MS 132 1215 :

hMS 025 MS 062 MS 097 MS 133 1235
i;

; i
,

!

'O |
[

t

i
,

|*

.

'
i

i

i

|i

i

i
4

:

I
.

' ;

i

)

:

M
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MSIVs
3.7.2

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS,,,

: \
U 3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves (HSIVs)

LCO 3.7.2 Four MSIVs shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 1.
. MODES 2 and 3 except when all MSIVs are closed and deactivated.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One HSIV inoperable in A.1 Restore HSIV to 72 hours
H0DE 1. OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 2. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met.

,a

C. One HSIV inoperable in C.1 Close HSIV. 72 hours
H0DE 2 or 3.

6ND
1

C.2 Verify MSIV is closed. Once per
7 days

|

l

|
.

D. - NOTE -- |

Separate Condition entry 1

is allowed for each !

MSIV. j
....................

~

Two or more HSIVs D.1 Close HSIV. 8 hours i

inoperable in H0DE 2
Ior 3. AND

I*D.2 Verify HSIV is closed. Once per 7 days

,r x
\-),

(continued) j

1-
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MSIVs

3.7.2
,

. j- - ;

i ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

'

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion-
Time of Condition C or D AND

not met.
E.2 Be in H0DE 4. 12 hours

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

.

SR 3.7.2.1 - - - NOTE - - - --

f]. Only reouired to be performed in H0 DES 1 and 2.
v ..............................................

Verify closure time of each MSIV is In accordance
s 5 seconds. with the

Inservice
Testing Program |

SR 3.7,2.2 - NOTE -- - -

Only required to be performed in H0 DES 1 and 2.
,

.......................................

Verify each MSIV actuates to the isolation 18 months i

!position on an actual or simulated signal.
,

!

4 i

<

|i
f

!
!
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FIVs and Associated Bypass Valves
-3.7.3

3.7 Pl.AKT SYSTEMS

-( ^ 3.7.3 feedwater Isolation Valves (FIVs) and Associaced Bypass Valves j

M) ~ :

LCO 3.7.3 Four FIVs and associated bypass valves shall be OPERABLE. -|

.................................N0TE - - - - --- - - - - --

The associated bypass valves for each FIV are the feedwater isolation bypass valve )
and the associated feedwater preheater bypass valve
.................................................................................

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2, and 3 except when FIV or associated bypass valve is
closed and de activated or isolated by a closed manual valve. t

:
!

ACTIONS
.............................N0TE - --- - -- -- - -- -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each valve.
.................... .................................................

:

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
_

A. One or more FIVs A.1.1 Verify, by 4 hours
inoperable, administrative means. 1

!

the Feedwater Controlp
V Valve (FCV)'and

associated bypass valve
in the same flow pt .

are available to
perform feedwater
isolation

|

AND

A.1.2 Close or isolate FIVs. 72 hours

AND

A.1.3 Verify FIV is closed or Once per
isolated. 7 days

08-

A.2.1 Close or isolate FIV. 8 hours

!

p A.2.2 Verify FIV is closed Once per j|

; . () or isolated. 7 days j'

(continued)
i

!
COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.7 7 May 15, 1997'
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k

FIVs and Associated Bypass Valves. -;

3.7.3
,

A

. ACTIONS- (continued)

CONDITION' REQUIRED ACTION. COMPLETION. TIME I'

i

'B. One or more FIV B.1.1 Verify the FCV and 4 hours
bypass valves associated bypass-

j inoperable. valve in the same flow .!
path are available to'

perform feedwater
isolation

;

8NQ'

B.1.2 Close or isolate 72 hours .;
bypass valve..

AND

B.1.3 Verify bypass valve is Once per
closed or isolated. 7 days

,

,Il DB ;

V
B.2.1 Close or isolate 8 hours

bypass valve.

ANQ .

i

'

B.2.2 Verify bypass valve is Once per 7 days ,

closed or isolated.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours ;

associated Completion |.

Time not met. AND
-

i

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

'

.

,

V
.

C0HANCHE PEAK ITS 3.7-8 May 15,1997
,
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FIVs and Associated Bypass Valves
3.7.3

p
N._|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.3.1 Verify the closure time of each FIV and In accordance
associated bypass valves is s 5 seconds. with the

Inservice
Testing Program

SR 3.7.3.2 Verify the closure time of each FCV and 18 months
associated bypass valve which is being used to
complete a required action is s 5 seconds.

SR 3.7.3.3 Verify each FIV and associated bypass valves 18 months
actuates to the isolation position on an actual

V,q
,

or simulated actuation signal.

SR 3.7,3.4 Verify each FCV and associated bypass valve 18 months
which is being used to complete a required
action actuates to the isolation position on an
actual or simulated actuation signal.

.

. ,

V
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ARVs

3.7.4

,/ 3

Cl 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.4 Steam Generator Atmospheric Relief Valves (ARVs)

LCO 3.7.4 Four ARV lines shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1. 2. and 3,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required ARV line A.1 - NOTE -

inoperable. LC0 3.0.4 is not
applicable.
...............

p Restore required ARV 7 days
3'v line to OPERABLE status.'

B. Two required ARV B.1 Restore all but one ARV 72 hours |
lines inoperable. line to OPERABLE status. 1

|

l
1

l

C. Three or more required C.1 Restore all but two ARV 24 hours j

ARV lines inoperable. lines to OPERABLE |
'status.
l

l

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in H00E 3, 6 hours j

associated Completion )
Time not met. ILNQ

,

D.2 Be in H0DE 4 18 hours ;

J

$i
(~)) ) '

%

4
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,

'ARVs- .i
3.7.4 j

O l
i
.

i
'

. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ;

i

' SURVEILLANCE ' FREQUENCY j-

,

.

SR _ : 3.7.4.1 Verify one complete cycle of each ARV. In accordance. ;

with the
Inservice
testing Program- .

!
4

i
!

- . . :

SR 3.7.4.2 Verify one complete cycle of each ARV block- In accordance j

valve. with the ;

Inservice
testing Program

t

?

i

O :
,

i
:

!

i

I

i

!
:

1

|

i-

,

1

0
i

5
|

'
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.

, , ' f 1.

.).'; 6 1 ;' . .t s
.

8 r
'

_14 'AFW System .j:

* -
' 3.7.5 'i, , .

i-3.7'PLANTSYSTEMS l

D ' 3.'7.5MAux111ary Feedwater (AFW) System- !
'' -

|()
:

"

LC0 '3.7.5 EThree AFW trains sha111be*0PERABLE:
'

->

i

iAPPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2.:and'3:
.,

;

:
}

ACTIONS ~
.

i

CONDITION- REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i
;'

!

!

|A. One steam supply to. A.1 Restore steam supply to 7 days :

turbine driven AFW pump OPERABLE status. i

inoperable.. M.

10 days from
discovery of ,

failure to l

meet the LC0 jp
.L/ j

B. 'One AFW train inoperable B.1 Restore AFW train to 72 hours
in MODE 1. 2 or 3 for OPERABLE status.
reasons other than- E
Condition A.;:

10 days from
discovery of'

failure to
:

meet the LC0

J

-(continued)

.

-}i-

i

1

O |.

i

I

i,
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AFW System-
3.7.5

,

D l

V ACTIONS (continued) )
!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME- !
!

l

: C.' Required Action and C .1' Be in MODE 3. 6 hours .j

associated Completion i

Time for. Condition A AND

or B not met.
C.2 Be in MODE 4, 18 hours ;

'

DE
,

Two AFW trains ;

inoperable in MODE 1, 2
or 3. t

,

i

D. Three AFW trains D.1 - - NOTE -

inoperable in MODE 1. LCO 3.0.3 and all other ,

2, or 3. LC0 Required Actions ,

requiring H00E changes '

fm5' are susp nded until
'

one AFW train is
restored to OPERABLE
status,

i

;...................

Initiate action to Immediately !
restore one AFW train 1

to OPERABLE status,
i

J

;

l
.

.s

!

i
i>

1

>1

-i
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,

AFW System

3.7.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS j
'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

.

SR 3.7.5.1 - - - NOTE - - - - - - - - -

Not required to be performed for each flow4

control valve in the flow paths until the AFW
system is in standby for automatic actuation or
until the unit is above 10% RATED THERMAL
POWER, whichever comes first.
.......................................

,

:

Verify each AFW manual, power operated, and 31 days
automatic valve in each water flow path, and
in both steam supply flow paths to the steam
turbine driven pump, that is not locked,.

sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in
the correct position.

SR 3.7.5.2 - NOTE ---. - -

.

Not required to be performed for the turbine
driven AFW pump until 24 hours after 2
532 psig in the steam generator.
.......................................

Verify the developed head of each AFW pump at In accordance
the flow test point is greater than or equal to with the 1

the required developed head. Inservice |
testing Program

,

I

|

SR 3.7.5.3 Verify each AFW automatic valve that is not 18 months ;

locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, actuates to the correct position on
an actual or simulated actuation signal.

(continued)

!I
|1|

0 li
:
!
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,.

AFW System-

3.7.5 i'

i

., .

. SURVEILLANCE REWIREENTS (continued) f
;

SURVEILLANCE- FREWENCY !'

!

.

i

SR 3.7.5.4 - - NOTE - -

.

Not required to be performed for the turbine j
.

i driven AFW pump until 24 hours after 2 532 i

j. . psig in the steam generator. |

,.....................................
3

1; |

' Verify each AFW pump starts automatically on 18 months
;|

-

an actual or simulated actuation signal.
1

i, . .

.>

.

i
:

. :
* ,

1-

!

!
<

*
.j

.

h

:

,

i
1

:

;.

p
.

.

|

,
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CST--

3.7.6

,' 3.7' PLANT SYSTEMS

'

/7- 3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank (CST)

V.
LCO 3.7.6 The CST level shall be 2 53%.

:

. APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, and 3,.
,

:

-1

ACTIONS ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

:A. CST level not within A.1 Verify by 4 hours

limit. administrative means
OPERABILITY of backup MQ
water supply.

Once per ,

12 hours
thereafter j

EQ/'*g .
U A.2 Restore CST level to 7 days

within limit.
.

.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. MQ

B.2 Be in H0DE 4 18 hours
t

.

:
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

I
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

I

SR 3. 7. 6.1 - Verify the CST level is a 53%. 12 hours

COMANCHE PEAK 'ITS~ 3.7 16 May 15, 1997
i
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!

CCW System l
3.7.7 j

-]'
327 PLANT SYSTEMS-

'

3.7,7 Component Cooling Water (CCW) System .

i

LCO 3.7.7 Two CCW trains shall be OPERABLE. >

,

:~APPLICA3ILITY: MODES 1. 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS- ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

.

' A. One CCW train A.1 - NOTE -

,

inoperable. Enter applicable
Conditions and Required
Actions of LCO 3.4.6,
"RCS Loops-H00E 4 "
for residual heat
removal loops made

p inoperable by CCW.
, .......................

72 hours ,

Restore CCW train to
OPERABLE status.

.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion

t
Time of Condition A not AND

met. ,

B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours

i

*
,

"

.

'

V :

,

COMANCHE PEAK ITS- 3.7 17 May 15. 1997
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CCW System ;

3.7.7
;

n SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS- !

U
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY t

SR 3.7.7.1 - - NOTE - -- - - - - 1

Isolation of CCW flow to individual components j

does not render the CCW System inoperable. |
!.............................................

Verify each CCW manual. power operated, and 31 days
automatic valve in the flow path servicing
safety related equipment, that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in
the correct position. .

SR 3.7.7.2 Verify each CCW automatic valve in the flow 18 months
path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise ;

'

secured in position, actuates to the correct
position on an actual or simulated actuation
signal .

O '

SR 3.7.7.3 Verify each CCW pump starts automatically on an 18 months
iactual or simulated actuation signal.

,

i

.

i

t

!
,

tq
b,i

P
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SSWS i
'

3.7.8

3.7 ' PLANT SYSTEMS'..q - ;

'3.7.8 Station Service Water System (SSWS) |

LCO 3.7.8 Two SSWS trains and a SSW Pump on the opposite unit with its
associated cross connects shall be OPERABLE. .

APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2, 3. and 4.

t

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME '

A. One SSWS train A.1 .- - NOTES - ----
'

inoperable. 1. Enter applicable
.

.

Conditions and Required ,

Actions of LC0 3.8.1,
'

"AC Sources-
Operating," for
emergency diesel ,

i

G generator made
iinoperable by SSWS.

2. Enter applicable
Conditions and Required
Actions of LC0 3.4.6.
"RCS Loops-H0DE 4," for

'residual heat removal
loops made inoperable

by SSWS.
.....................

Restore SSWS train to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

B. Required SSW Pump on the B.1 Restore a SSW Pump on 7 days
opposite unit or its the opposite unit and -

associated cross- its associated' cross-
connects inoperable. connects to OPERABLE

status.

,.

(continued)

,

CONANCHE PEAK ITS. 3.7 19 May 15. 1997
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SSWS

3.7.8

(~(,e) ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A or B AND

not met.

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

f SR 3.7.8.1 - - - - - NOTE - . - - - - - j

V Isolation of SSWS flow to individual components
does not render the SSWS inoperable.
.............................................

.

1

Verify each SSWS manual, power operated, and 31 days )
automatic valve in the flow path servicing
safety related equipment, that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in
the correct position.

i

SR 3.'7.8.2 Verify one complete cycle of each required (
cross connect valve that is not locked open. 92 days j

.

SR 3.7.8.3 Verify each SSWS pump starts automatically on 18 months
an actual or simulated actuation signal.

D(G
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UHS

3.7.9

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.9 -Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

1

LC0 3.7.9 The Safe Shutdown Impoundment (SSI) shall be OPERABLE.
i

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1. 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION. TIME
!

|
,

A. SSI level less than A.1 Restore SSI level to 7 days.

required, within limits.
.

?

t

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion

-

( Time of Condition A not ANQ

met.
B.2 Be in H0DE 5. 36 hours :

E ,

L

SSI inoperable for
reasons other than
Condition A.

1
!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY -

'

SR 3.7.9.1 Verify water level of SSI is a 770 ft 24 hours
mean sea level.

,

SR 3.7.9.2 Verify average water temperature of 24 hours
4

_

SSI is s 102"F. ,
.

C0HANCHE PEAK ITS 3,7 21 May 15, 1997
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|

CREFS

3.7.10

:

I.

!
--

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS ,

)
3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Filtration / Pressurization System (CREFS)

!
~

LCO 3.7.10 Two CREFS trains shall be OPERABLE.
)
*

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies

.

-._

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CREFS train A.1 Restore CREFS train to 7 days
<

; inoperable. OPERABLE status.

,

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours j

associated Completion,

Time of Condition A not Md 4 ,

met in H0DE 1, 2, 3,
or 4. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

,

:
e

!

! C. Required Action and C.1 Place OPERABLE CREFS Imediately
associated Completion train in emergency l

Time of Condition A not recirculation mode.
met in MODE 5 or 6, or ;'

during movement of DB'

irradiated fuel
assemblies. C.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately ;

ALTERATIONS. |
,

M .

C.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately ;
'

irradiated fuel i

assemblies.

4

I
(continued)

;
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CREFS ,

3.7.10
.

i.

. n .

gd ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

s

.D. Two CREFS Trains D.1 Restore capability to 24 hours

inoperable due to maintain pressure in
inoperable CR boundary. the Control Room within

limit.
,

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion ;

Time of Condition D not E
met in MODE 1, 2, 3, or
4. E.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

i

F. Required Action and F.1 S uspend CORE Immediately i

associated Completion ALTERATIONS. ;

hq Time of Condition D not
imet in MODE 5 or 6, or M

[ during movement of
irradiated fuel F.2 Suspend movement of Immediately

assemblies. irradiated fuel
assemblies.

.

G. Two CREFS trains G.1 Suspend CORE Immediately

inoperable for reasons ALTERATIONS.

other than Condition D,
in H0DE 5 or 6 or E
during movement of
irradiated fuel G.2 Suspend movement of Immediately

assemblies. irradiated fuel
assemblies.

.

I'
H. Two CREFS trains H.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately

!

inoperable in MODE 1, 2
O 3, or 4.

b/
.._

i
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CREFS

3.7.10

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.7.10.1 Operate each CREFS train's Emergency 31 days

Pressurization Unit for 210 continuous hours
with the heaters operating and Emergency
Filtration Unit 2 15 minutes,

i

. i

SR 3.7.10.2 Perform required CREFS testing in accordance In accordance !

with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program with VFTP i

(VFTP). |
.

!
,

!

SR 3.7.10.3 Verify each CREFS train actuates on an actual 18 months !

or simulated actuation signal.

.

SR 3.7.10.4 Verify one CREFS train can maintain a positive 18 months on a i

pressure of 2 0.125 inches water gauge, STAGGERED TEST |

relative to the adjacent areas during the BASIS
'

emergency recirculation mode of operation at a ,

makeup flow rate of s 800 cfm. !

I
i

.

.

.

U
|
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CRACS

3.7.11

'

,.

( )v

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.11 Control Room Air Conditioning System ( CRACS)

LCO 3.7.11 Two CRACS trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CRACS train A.1 Restore CRACS train to 30 days
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

( )
'v' B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours

associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND |

not met in H0DE 1, 2 |
3, or 4. B.2 Be in H0DE C. 36 hours !

I

C. Required Action and C.1 Place OPERABLE CRACS Immediately :

associated Completion train in operation. |

Time of Condition A
not met in H0DE 5, or DB
6. or during movement
of irradiated fuel C.2.1 Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. Immediately
assemblies.

AND
i

'

C.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately )

irradiated fuel j
assemblies. 1

|

;

(continued) |,_

,

!|[
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CRACS

3.7.11

i )
Lj

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE

D. Two CRACS trains D.1.1 Verify at least 100% of Imediately
inoperable in H0DE 5 the required heat removal
or 6. or during capability equivalent to
movement of a single OPERABLE train
irradiated fuel available.
assemblies.

AtlD

D.1.2 Restore the CRACS trains 30 days
to OPERABLE status.

QB

D.2.1 Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. Imediately

AtiD

iOV D.2.2 Suspend movement of Imediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

E. Two CRACS trains E.1.1 Verify at least 100% of Imediately
inoperable in H0DE 1 the required heat removal
2. 3. or 4. capability equivalent to

a single OPERABLE train
available.

AtfD

E.1.2 Restore one CRACS trains 30 days
to OPERABLE status.

QB

E.2 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Imediately )
l

1

,r) ,

w
|

|
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CRACS

3,7.11

O i
' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY i

~|

)
SR 3.7.11.1 Verify each CRACS train has the capability 18 months i

to remove the assumed heat load. |
|

.

!

,

!

)
!
!

:
r

i
!
r

:
!
,

;

O !

:

!
r

i

!
i

i

:
r

4

;

i

.' |.

i

;

:
i

t

$j!
,

b ;

'f
4:

,
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i

'
PPVS ESF Filtration Trains-

3.7.12'

. . .v]
. 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS |

3.7.12 LPrimary Plant Ventilation System (PPVS) - ESF Filtration Trains .

:

LCO 3.7.12 Two PPVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

;

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1. 2, 3, and 4.

-|ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One PPVS train A.1 Restore PPVS train to 7 days
. inoperable for any OPERABLE status. i
reason except failure to .

maintain a negative
pressure envelope in the
Auxiliary, Safeguards,
and Fuel Buildings 20.05 '

inch water gauge. >

0 ,

I

B. With one or more PPVS B.1 Restore ability of 7 days
trains unable to PPVS trains to
maintain a negative maintain a negative
pressure envelope in the pressure envelope of
Auxiliary. Safeguards, 20.01 inch water gauge
and fuel Buildings 20.01 pressure. ;

inch water gauge. '

C. With one or more PPVS C.1 Restore PPVS trains to 30 days
trains unable to OPERABLE status.
maintain a negative
pressure envelope in the
Auxiliary. Safeguards.
and Fuel Buildings 20.05-

inch water gauge. '

i
(continued) ;i

1 '

ba
i'
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PPVS ESF Filtration Trains
3.7.12

'

,n.

~'

ACTIONS (continued)

C0NDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;

D. Required Actions and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Times not met. AlfD

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
1

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.12.1 Operate each ESF Filtration train for 31 days
,e 2 10 continuous hours with the heaters |() operating, i

SR 3.7.12.2 Perform required ESF Filtration Unit filter In accordance
testing in accordance with the Ventilation with the VFTP
Filter Testing Program (VFTP).

SR 3.7.12.3 Verify each PPVS train actuates on an actual 18 months
or simulated actuation signal.

SR 3.7.12.4 Verify one PPVS train can maintain a pressure 18 months on a
s 0.05 inches water gauge relative to STAGGERED TEST

atmospheric pressure during the post accident BASIS
'

mode of operation.

SR 3.7.12.5 Not Used

p
V SR 3.7.12.6 Verify each PPVS non ESF fan stops on an actual 18 months

or simulated actuation signal.
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FBACS-

3.7.13-
-i; i

s'
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4. 4

j 4 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
i

. 3.7.13~ FUEL BUILDING AIR CLEANUP SYSTEM (FBACS)
i I

i '

i
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PREACS-

3.7.14 i
-

,

i
* ;

3.7 PLANT. SYSTEMS [
i

3.7.14= PENETRATION ROOH EXHAUST AIR CLEANUP SYSTEM (PREACS)
'

:
)
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I
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!

Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
3.7.15

,

1

,
,

'' '

t/ 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.15 Fuel Storage 'rea Water Level

LCO 3.7.15 The fuel storage area water level shat be a 23 ft over the top of
the storage racks.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in a spent fuel
storage area.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel storage area water A.1 - NOTE - ----

level not within limit. LC0 3.0.3 is not
applicable.
...................

hi Suspend movement of Immediately
LJ irradiated fuel

assemblies in the fuel
storage area.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.15.1 Verify the fuel storage area water level is 7 days
2 23 ft above the top of the storage racks.

.

_ . . _ _ _

i'

A
t : .

C/ i;

i
|
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: FUEL STORAGE POOL BORON CONCENTRATION!
* ' '

L- o ,/.
'

3.7.16
'

.

-|;, ,

:= i
'

''
- 3.7 ' PLANT. SYSTEMSj

.

,
-

I e

!. 3.7.16- FUEL STORAGE POOL BORON CONCENTRATION ,

i
'

!- . NOT USED. |
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
3.7.17

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
,

3.7.17 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

LC0 3.7.17 The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each spent fuel
assembly stored in a checkerboard pattern in high density racks
shall be within the 2 out of 4 storage allowed region of
Figure 3.7.17-1 or shall be stored in an expanded checkerboard
pattern in accordance with Specification 4.3.1.1.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel assently is stored in high density racks of the
spent fuel storage pool.

f

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Requirements of the LC0 A.1 - - --NGTE---- ---

not met. LC0 3.0.3 is not
applicable.
...................

,

C,/ Initiate action to move Imediately
the noncomplying fuel
assembly from
checkerboard storage
pattern in high density
racks.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.17.1 Verify by administrative means the initial Prior to storing
enrichment and burnup of the fuel assembly is the fuel
in accordance with Figure 3.7.17 1 or assembly in a
Specification 4.3.1.1. checkerboard

pattern in high
density racks.

,-,

V
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage ' l

3.7.17 i
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S:condary Specific Activity i

'3.7.18
3.7- PLANT SYSTEMS- ,

'7,
i 3.7.18. _ Secondary Specific Activity ;

LCO 3.7.18: The specific activity of the secondary coolant shall be i'

s 0.10 C1/ p DOSE EQUIVAI.ENT I 131. |

1

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. 3. and 4.

.

ACTIONS
,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i
.

: A. Specific activity not A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours i
4

within limit. -

!
AlfQ

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
'

:

O
V ,

:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ,

SURVEIL!ANCE FREQUENCY

i
,

SR 3.7.18.1 Verify the specific activity of the secondary 31 days
coolant is s 0.10 Ci/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131.

.

:

|

|
!

-

. j

,i

i

'

,

- (
i
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i

Safety Chilled Water
3.7.19

,

b 3.7 PLANT-SYSTEMS
U

'

3.7.19 Safety Chilled Water

LCO 3.7.19 Two safety chilled water trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1. 2. 3. and 4. :

ACTIONS

CONDITION. REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

. -

,

A. One safety chilled water A.1 Restore safety chilled 72 hours
train inoperable, water train to OPERABLE

status.

_.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours-

associated Completion
Time of Condition A not AND

met. 1
'

'

B.2 Be in H00E 5. 36 hours

O I

F

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .;

SDJ<VEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.19.1 - NOTE - - -- -- :

Isolation of safety chilled water flow to |
'

individual components does not render thei ..

b safety chilled water system inoperable. j
.......................................

,

Verify each safety chilled water manual, power 31 days I
operated, and automatic valve servicing safety.

related equipment, that is not locked, sealed, ,

; 'or otherwise secured in position, is in the :

correct position. ;
,

1-
i

SR 3.7.19.2 Verify each. safety chilled water pump and 1B months
chiller starts on an actual or simulated -s

actuation signal.

. COMANCHE PEAK ITS- 3.7 37 May 15, 1997
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UPS HVAC System

3.7.20

Tr TQ ,

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.20 UPS HVAC System [Without LAR 96-004]
.-

LCO 3.7.20 Two UPS HVAC System Tra1ns shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2. 3. and 4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One UPS HVAC System A.1 Restore both UPS HVAC 7 days
train inoperable. trains to OPERABLE

status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in H00E 3. 6 hours ,

associated Completion
Time not met. AND

,

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

,

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

1

i

SR 3.7.20.1 Verify each train starts and operates for at 31 days !
least one hour, j

.

' SR 3.7.20.2 Verify each train actuates on an actual or 18 months }
simulated actuation signal. <

,

. |

.

!
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UPS HVAC System. |
3.7.20 !

3.7- PLANT SYSTEMS'

3.7.20P UPS HVAC System [with LAR 96 004]

LCO 3.7.20P Two UPS HVAC System Trains shall be OPERABLE. ,

' APPLICABILITY: H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4
i

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
'

,t

A. One UPS HVAC System A.1 Verify the affected UPS Immediately
train inoperable. & Distribution Room is

supported by an
OPERABLE UPS A/C Train.

M

A.2 Restore the inoperable 30 days
UPS HVAC train to
OPERABLE status.

;

B. Two UPS HVAC System B.1 Verify air circulation Immediately
trains inoperable is maintained by at i

least one UPS A/C i
E Train. !

Required Action A.1 and M i

associated Completion
Time not met. B.2 Verify the air 12 hours )

temperature in the
affected UPS & AND >

I
Distribution Room (s)
does not exceed the Once per 12 hours i

maximum temperature thereafter
limit for the room (s). p

.

M

B.3 Restore UPS HVAC System 72 hours
train to OPERABLE
status,

uJ
(continued) I!
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UPS HVAC(
| 3.7.20P

|

3
'(V ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

C. Required Action and C.1 Restore the required I hour I

associated Completion support.
Time of Required Action
A.2 or Condition B not 08
met.

C.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

AND

C.2.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

O- SR 3.7.20P.1 Verify each required UPS & Distribution Room 31 days
Fan Coil Unit operates 2 1 continuous hour.

.

SR 3.7.20P.2 Verify each required UPS A/C train operates for 31 days
a 1 continuous hour.

SR 3.7.20P.3 Verify each required UPS A/C train actuates on 18 months
an actual or simulated actuation signal.

__

.

!
;

R:
1,
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

CT .

;

-vc' i ' 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating

LC0 3.8.1 The following AC electrical sources shall be OPERABLE:

a. Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission
network and the onsite Class 1E AC Electrical Power

*

Distribution System:

b. Two diesel generators (DGs) ca)able of supplying the onsite
Class IE power distribution suasystem(s): and ;

!

c. Automatic load sequencers for Train A and Train B.

-APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

A. One required offsite A.1 Perform SR 3.8.1.1 for 1 hour -

circuit inoperable, required OPERABLE

O offsite circuit. M,

Once per 8 hours
thereafter

M i

A.2 Declare required 24 hours from
feature (s) with no discovery of no
offsite power offsite power to !

,
' available inoperable one train

when its redundant concurrent with i
'

required feature (s) is inoperability of
inoperabic. redundant ,

required i

feature (s)
@

.

A.3 Restore required 72 hours i
offsite circuit to

~

-

OPERABLE status. E
6 days from : :
discovery of I

failure to meet ,

LC0

f-)
, V.. (continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

r-
ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One DG inoperable. B.1 Perform SR 3.8.1.1 for. I hour
the required offsite

circuit (s). MD

Once per 8 hours
thereafter

MD

.......-NOTE - - -

In MODES 1, 2 and 3.
the TDAFW pump is
considered a required
redundant feature.
......................

B.2 Declare required 4 hours from
feature (s) supported discovery of
by the inoperable DG Condition B
Inoperable when its concurrent with
required redundant inoperability of
feature (s) is redundant

O inoperable, required
feature (s)

MD

B.3.1 Determine OPERABLE 24 hours
DG(s) is not
inoperable due to
common cause failure.

OR
'

........ NOTE - -- --
,

The SR need not be
performed if the DG is
already operating and
loaded.
......................

B.3.2 Perform SR 3.8.1.2 for 24 hours
OPERABLE DG(s)..

MD (continued)
'

i
|

O
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i

AC Sources-Operating
| 3.8.)

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
3

,
B. (continued)

B.4 Restore DG to OPERABLE 72 hours4

status.
S

|

6 days from
discover of
failure to meet
LC0

C. Two required offsite C.1 Declare required 12 hours from
circuits inoperable, feature (s) inoperable discovery of

when its redundant Condition C
required feature (s) is concurrent with
inoperable. inoperability of

redundant =

'
required features

;
.

fAND

C.2 Restore one required 24 hours
offsite circuit to
OPERABLE status.

D. One required offsite NOTE - -

circuit inoperable. Enter applicable Conditions and
Required Actions of LC0 3.8.9, i

'

AND " Distribution
Systems-Operating." when

One DG inoperable. Condition D is entered with no 1

AC power source to any train. l
.............................

D.1 Restore required 12 hours |
offsite circuit to
OPERABLE status..

QB

D.2 Restore DG to 12 hours
OPERABLE status.

(continued)

C0HANCHE PEAK ITS 3.8 3 May 15. 1997
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

,cm

(v) ACTIONS (continued)
,

CONDITION t REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Two DGs inoperable. E.1 Restore one DG to 2 hours
OPERABLE status.

F. One SI sequencer - -- -NOTE -- -- ---

inoperable. One required SI sequencer
channel may be bypassed for
up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing provided
the other channel is
operable.
.............................

12 hours
F.1 Restore SI sequencer

to OPERABLE status.

G. Required Action and G.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

/m associated Completion
( ) Time of Condition A. B, 68Q
'' C. D. E, or F not met.

G.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

H. Three or more required H.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately
AC sources inoperable.

I

I. One Blackout Sequencer I.1 Declare associated DG Immediately
inoperable. inoperable.

- |

!

l
.

!
i

iQ
%

.
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AC Sourc:s-Operating
3.8.1

m(,) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.1 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days
power availability for each required offsite
circuit.

SR 3.8.1.2 - - - - NOTES- - -- - ---

1. Performance of SR 3.8.1.7 satisfies this
SR.

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period and followed by a warmup
period prior to loading.

3. A modified DG start involving idling
and gradual acceleration to
synchronous speed may be used for'

this SR as recomended by the ,

manufacturer. When modified start
procedures are not used, the time.

/' voltage, and frequency tolerances
( of SR 3.8.1.7 must be met.

...........................................

Verify each DG starts from standby conditions 31 days
and achieves steady state voltage 2 6480 V and
s 7150 V. and frequency a 58.8 Hz and
s 61.2 Hz.

(continued)

.

I

il
l

(/ I!
1
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.3 - NOTES - - - - -

1. DG loadings may include- gradual loading as
recommended by the manufacturer. -

2. Homentary transients outside the load
range do not invalidate this test.

3. This Surveillance shall be conducted on
only one DG at a time.

4. This SR shall be preceded by and -

immediately follow without shutdown a t

successful performance of SR 3.8.1.2 or
SR 3.8.1.7.

.............................................

Verify each DG is synchronized and loaded and 31 days +

operates for 2 60 minutes at a load a 6300 kW
and s 7000 kW.

O SR 3.8.1.4 Verify each day tank contains 21440 gal of 31 days
fuel oil.

SR 3.8.1.5 Check for and remove accumulated water from 33 days
each day tank.

SR 3.8.1.6 Verify the fuel oil transfer system operates to 92 days
lautomatically transfer fuel oil from storage

tank to the day tank.

SR 3.8.1.7 NOTE - - ----- -

All DG starts may be preceded by an engine*

prelube period. ,

;

1

Verify each DG starts from standby condition 184 days i

iand achieves in s 10 seconds, voltage a 6480 V
and s 7150.V and frequency a 58.8 Hz and

- s 61.2 Hz.

(continued) i
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AC Sources--Operating
3.8.1-

.~
i .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued), i
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY I

!.

-

SR 3.8.1.8 -- - - NOTE -- ---- - -

This Surveillance shall not be performed in
H0DE 1 or 2. ,

< ...........................................

Verify automatic and manual transfer of AC 18 months-
power sources from the normal offsite circuit
to each alternate required offsite circuit. i

.

*

SR 3.8.1.9 - - - - NOTE- -- -

This Surveillance shall not be
performed in H00E 1 or 2.

. ..........................................

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than 18 months'

or equal to its associated single largest
/'') post accident load, and:
(/

a. Following load rejection, the frequency is
s 66.75 Hz;

b. Within 3 srvods following load rejection,
the voltac i: a 6480 V and s 7150 V: and

:

: SR 3.8.1.10 - - - NOTE - - -

This Surveillance shall not be performed
in H0DE 1 or 2.
...........................................

E

Verify each DG does not trip and voltage is 18 months- r

maintained s 8280 V during and following a load .

,

rejection of a 6300 kW and s 7000 kW.
,

.

(continued) ia

:

!!

,

.- (
as

. ,

t
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

V
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

i

|

SR 3.8.1.11 - - - - NOTES. -- -- - - -

1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
preluce period.

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed
in MODE 1. 2. 3, or 4.

...........................................

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 18 months
offsite power signal:

a. De energization of emergency buses; j

b. Load shedding from emergency buses: i

c. DG auto-starts from standby condition and:

1. energizes permanently connected !

loads in s 10 seconds. |n

2. energizes auto connected shutdown
loads through automatic load
sequencer,

3. maintains steady state voltage
2 6480 V and s 7150 V,

4. maintains steady state frequency
a 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz, and j

5. supplies permanently connected and
auto-connected shutdown loads for
> 5 minutes.

(continued)
.

I
In

(V) '

;
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AC Sources-Operating ,

3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILtANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.12 NOTES - - - -

1. All DG starts may be preceded by
prelube period.

.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1 or 2.

...........................................

Verify on an actual or simulated Safety 18 months
Injection (SI) actuation signal each DG
auto starts from standby condition and:

a. In s 10 seconds after auto start and .

during tests, achieves voltage
a 6480 V and s 7150 V:

,

b. In s 10 seconds after auto start and
during tests, achieves frequency ,

a 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz: |

c. Operates for 2 5 minutes: i

i

-SR 3.8.1.13 NOTE -- - --

This Surveillance shall not be performed
in H0DE 1 or 2. i

I...........................................

Verify each DG's automatic trips are bypassed 18 months -

on actual or simulated loss of voltage signal
on the emergency bus concurrent with an actual
or simulated SI actuation signal except:

|

a. Engine overspeed: and 1

i

b. Generator differential current. ,

1

(continued)
'

t

Q.f
l
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AC Sources--Operating |
3.8.1 !

I

i

-
1

i

~/ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ,

I

|

|
SR 3.8.1.14 - - -- - NOTES - ---- - - - |

1. Homentary transients outside the load and i
power factor ranges do not invalidate this .i

'

test.

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed i

in MODE 1 or 2. i

...........................................

Verify each DG operates for 2 24 hours: 18 months

Ia. For 2 2 hours loaded a 6900 kW and
s 7700 kW: and ;

b. For the remaining hours of the test loaded
a 6300 kW and s 7000 kW. ;

!

F

SR 3.8.1.15 NOTES - - -

C\ 1. This Surveillance shall be performed ,

within 5 minutes of shutting down the DG :

after the DG has operated a 2 hours j

loaded a 6200 kW and s 7000 kW.

Momentary transients outside of load range
do not invalidate this test.

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine '

prelube period.
........................................... ,

Verify each DG starts and achieves, in 18 months ;

s 10 seconds, voltage 16480 V. and 7150 V and
'

,

frequency a 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz.
:

i

'
(continued)

|

!
'

.

7

!

()
:
'
i
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AC Sources-Operating
'

3.8.1
^

O
' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY .!

!

SR 3.8.1.16 - - -- NOTE - - ---

IThis Surveillance shall not be performed
in H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4.
........................................... ,

Verify'each DG: 18 months
!

a. Synchronizes with offsite power source ,

while loaded with emergency loads upon a
simulated restoration of offsite power;

b. ~ Transfers loads to offsite power source:
and .

c. Returns to ready to loed operation.
,

SR 3.8.1.17 - - - NOTE - - - - ;

This Surveillance shall not be performedO in H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4. .

...........................................

Verify, with a DG operating in test mode 18 months
and connected to its bus, an actual or :
simulated SI actuation signal overrides '

'the test mode by:

a. Returning DG to ready to load
operation ; and

.

b. Automatically energizing the emergency i

load f;om offsite power.
,

SR 3.8.1.18 NOTE --

This Surveillance shall not be performed i-

,

in H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4.
...........................................

Verify interval between each sequenced load 18 months
block is within i 10% of design interval for
each automatic load sequencer. .

O
(continued)
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AC Sourc:s-Operating
3.8.1

,
,

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMEffTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.19 -- NOTES - -- -- - --

1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed
in H0DE 1, 2, 3, or 4

...........................................

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 18 months
offsite power signal in conjunction with an
actual or simulated SI actuation signal:

a. De energization of emergency buses;

b. Load shedding from emergency buses; and

c. DG auto starts from standby condition and:

1. energizes permanently connected
loads in s 10 seconds,

k 2. energizes auto connected emergency
loads through load sequencer,

3. achieves steady state voltage
2 6480 V and s 7150 V,

4. achieves steady state frequency ,

a 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz, and |
1

5. supplies permanently connected and
auto connected emergency loads for
2 5 minutes.

(continued)

!
.

I

b
r.s

!
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

())
f

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.8.1.20 - -- - NOTE - - - -- - -

All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.

...........................................

Verify when started simultaneously from standby 10 years
condition, each DG achieves, in s 10 seconds,
voltage 2 6480 V and s 7150 V. and frequency
a 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz.

SR 3.8.1.21 Calibrate SI and B0 sequencers 18 months

SR 3.8.1.22 -- . - --NOTE - - -- --

|77 Verification of setpoint is not required.
!U

.............................................

Perform TAD 0T for SI and B0 sequencers. 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST
BASIS.

!

1

1

:

.

| )
i

|
1
4

, (~~T I:

L) -
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AC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.2 '

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ;

3.8.2 AC Sources-Shutdown ,

i

LC0 3.8.2 The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE:

a. One qualified circuit between the offsite transmission
network and the onsite Class 1E AC electrical power ,

distribution subsystem required oy LCO 3.8.10, l

" Distribution Systems-Shutdown"; and

b. One diesel generator (DG) capable of supplying one train i

of the onsite Class 1E AC electrical power distribution j

subsystems required by LC0 3.8.10.
i

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6
.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ~ ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required offsite - NOTE- --

(] circuit inoperable. Enter applicable Conditions
V and Required Actions of

LC0 3.8.10. with the required i
'

train de energized as a
result of Condition A.
.............................

A.1 Declare affected Immediately 4

required feature (s) |

with no offsite power
available inoperable.

DE

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

88Q

(continued)-

1
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L
'AC Sources--Shutdown

3.8.2

' ACTIONS (continued)

fCONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ,

!,

A. (continued)- A.2.2 Suspend movement of. Immediately
irradiated fuel -

,

,

assemblies.

AND
,

A.2.3 Initiate actionoto Immediately i

suspend operations ;

involving positive i

reactivity additions.
'

<

ANE

I A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required
offsite power circuit
to OPERABLE status.

B. One required DG B.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
inoperable. ALTERATIONS.

AND

B.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

i B.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

ANQ

B.4 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required DG
to OPERABLE status.

.

1(''T |
;%_sh ;

.,

1
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AC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.2

(3
%%

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.2.1 - NOTE - - - - - - -

The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.1.3 SR 3.8.1.9 through
SR 3.8.1.11. SR 3.8.1.14. 3.8.1.15. and
SR 3.8.1.16.
...........................................

For AC sources required to be OPERABLE. the In accordance
following SRs are applicable: SR 3.8.1.1. with applicable
SR 3.8.1.2. SR 3.8.1.3. SR 3.8.1.4 SRs
SR 3.8.1.5, SR 3.8.1.6. SR 3.8.1.7.
SR 3.8.1.9. SR 3.8.1.10. SR 3.8.1.11
(except c.2) SR 3.8.1.14. SR 3.8.1.15
SR 3.8.1.16.

m
\~-

1

i

,

|

i
l

|

|,~()_ o
|
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Diesel Fuel 011. Lube 011. and Starting Air -

3.8.3
i
'

3.8 . ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
( -)
N- ' 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel' Oil. Lube 011. and Starting Air

.

'
.

t

LCO 3.8.3 The stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and starting air i

subsystem shall be within limits for each required diesel
'

*

generator (DG).

APPLICABILITY: When associated DG is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

................................. NOTE ---- -- - - -- - -- -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each DG.
...........................................................................

:f

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more DGs with A.1 Restore fuel oil 48 hours
fuel level between level to within

1 74.600 and 86.000 gal limits.

in MODES 1 4 or

'O .between 65.600 and
75.000 in MODES 5 & 6

'

in storage tank.
__

B. One or more DGs with B.1 Restore lube oil 48 hours
lube oil inventory inventory to within-

less than a level 1" limits.
below the low run
level but greater than
a level l' above the
end of the lube oil
dipstick.,

C. One or more DGs with C.1 Restore fuel oil 7 days
stored fuel oil total total particulates
particulates not within limit.

within limit..

D. .One or more DGs with D.1 Restore st'ored fuel 30 days
new fuel oil oil properties to
properties not within within limits,

limits.

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel 011. Lube Oil, and Start.ng Air
.

3.8.3

,e
C/ ACTIONS fcontinued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. One or more DGs with E.1 Restore required 48 hours
required starting air starting air receiver
receiver pressure pressure to 2 180
< 180 psig and 2 172 psig.
psig.

,

F Required Action and F.1 Declare associated DG Immediately
associated Completion inoperable.
Time not met.

DH

One or more DGs aiesel
fuel oil, lube oil, or
stacting air subsystem
not within limits for
reasons other than
Condition A, B, C. D.

(Q) or E.
1

_ _ _ _ _ . .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
. . _ . _

l

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.

SR 3.8.3.1 Verify each fuel oil storage tank contains 31 days
2 86,000 gal (HODES 1-4) or 75,000 gal
(MODES 5 & 6) of fuel.

I
,

d

'
.

SR 3.8.3.2 Verify lubricating oil inventory is 2 a 31 days i
'

level 1" below the low run level on the
lube oil dipstick. ;!

;

( ) (continued) f
N. /

,
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Diesel Fuel 011. Lube Oil, and Starting Air
3.8.3

,~,'(,\/ S' W EILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.3.3 Verify fuel oil properties of new and In accordance
stored fuel oil are tested in accordance with the Diesel
with, and maintained within the limits of, Fuel Oil
the Diesel Fual Oil Testing Program. Testing Program

.

SR 3.8.3.4 Verify each required DG air start receiver 31 days
pressure is a 180 psig.

SR 3.8.3.5 Check for and remove accumulated water from 31 days
each fuel oil storage tank.

C's
O

l

i

I

'

1
:

|

|
1

I
<-'s ;l

' _/).
,!

||x
1 !

!
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DC Sources-Operating
.l3.8.4
|

(~'T~ -) (3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources--Operating |
:
.

LCO 3.8.4 The Train A and Train B DC electrical power . subsystems shall be !
!

OPERABLE,

;

i

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. .

i

ACTIONS |
.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;

.

?

A. One DC electrical A.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours .

'

power subsystem power subsystem to
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours '

Associated Completion
Time not met. ANQ |

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

i

|
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY.

ISR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is a 128 V 31 days
on float charge. )

1
;--.

(continued)-
,

,

i
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DC Sourccs-Operating >

3.8.4 )

m
.. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

.

;

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY i

?

!

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify no visible corrosion at battery 92 days
terminals and connectors. ,

i

DE

Verify battery connection resistance is
'

s 150x10 6 ohm for inter cell connections,
s 150x10'' ohm for inter rack connections,
s 150x10'' ohm for inter tier connections,
and s 150x10'' ohm for terminal connections. i

SR 3.8.4.3 Verify battery cells, cell plates, and 18 months
racks show no visual indication of physical -

. ' damage or abnormal deterioration that could i
>

degrade battery performance.

'O
, (/ SR 3.8.4.4 Remove visible terminal corrosion, verify 18 months

battery cell to cell and terminal
connections are clean and tight, and are
coated with anti corrosion material. ;

s

SR 3.8.4.5 Verify battery connection resistance is 18 months
s 150x10'' ohm for inter cell connections,

s 150x10'' ohm for inter rack connections.
s 150x10 ' for inter tier connections, and

s 150x10'' for terminal connections.

SR 3.8.4.6 Verify each battery charger supplies 18 months
a 300 amps at 2 130 V for 2 8 hours.,

-

,

(continued) )

}

l

i

.
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jDC Sources--Operating
3.8.4 - ;

-

;

)

fSURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS- (continued)
.

.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |.,

|
i

SR' 3.8.4.7 - - -- NOTES - - |

1. The modified performance discharge
'

test in SR 3.8.4.8 may be performed in
lieu of the service test in ,

SR 3.8.4.7. -1

.
i

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3 or 4. j

;...........................................

Verify battery capacity is adequate to 18 months 4

supply, and maintain in'0PERABLE status, !
;the required emergency loads for the design

duty cycle when subjected to a battery
service test. !

i
!

!() (continued)

:

!
I

i
r

|

;

4

1

1

1

- 1,-

i

.

)
1

/''N Il
\,-) : ')

|

|

l
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

g
V SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.8 - - --- NOTE - - - -

This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.
...........................................

Verify battery capacity is a 80 % of the 60 months
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test ar a modified M
performance discharge test.

18 months when
battery shows
degradation or
has reached 85%
of expected
life with
capacity
< 100% of
manufacturer's
rating

m

M
24 months when
batter.y has
reached 85% of
the expected
life with
capacity
a 100% of
manufacturer's ;

rating .l
!

_

I
|
-

.

i
i

!

I

A
t i
N,_/

O!
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

\_)
3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 The Train A or Train B DC electrical power subsystem shall
be OPERABLE to support one train of the DC electrical power
distribution subsystems required by LC0 3.8.10
" Distribution Systems-Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED Ac' ION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required DC electrical A.1 Declare affected Immediately
power subsystems required feature (s)
inoperable. inoperable,,m

i 1

\d g

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

M
A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately

irradiated fuel
assemblies.

M

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive

,

reactivity additions.

M
(continued)

,,m
i s

,
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DC Sources--Shutdown
3.8.5~

ACTIONS (continued) ;

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

4 A. (continued). A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately '

restore required DC -

electrical power .

subsystem to OPERABLE
status.

| ,

_

-
,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE I FREQUENCY
i

SR 3.8.5.1 - - NOTE - - - - -

The following SRs'are not required to be
,

performed: SR 3.8.4.6. SR 3.8.4.7. and
SR 3.8.4.8.,O ...........................................

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE. the In a:cordance
following SRs are applicable: with

applicable SRs;

SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.4.4 SR 3.8.4.7
SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.4.5 SR 3.8.4.8

'

SR 3.8.4.3 SR 3.8.4.6
l

'

;

.

i
)

f

a

i
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Battery Cell Parameters !

3.8.6

,

\#
3.8 ELECTRICAL. POWER SYSTEMS'

3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters
|'

LC0_ 3.8.6 Battery cell pl ameters for Train A and Train B batteries '

shall be within the limits of Table 3.8.6-1. i

t

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required
to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

..................................... NOTE - - - - - -- --

. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery. ,

................................ ............................................. ,

I

!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

( A. One or more batteries A.1 Verify pilot cell 1 hour
-

with one or more electrolyte level and i-4

battery cell float voltage meet j

parameters not within Table 3.8.61
Category A or B Category C limits.
limits.

AMQ j

A.2 Verify battery cell 24 hours
parameters meet
Table 3.8.6 1 682
Category C limits.

Once per 7 days
thereafter

AND

A.3 Restore battery cell 31 days
parameters to
Category A and B*

limits of .

Table 3.8.6-1. !

!

(continued) |;
t''N 3

h~,] *

|
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. Battery Cell Parameters ,

,

3.8.6 !
-

O
V ACTIONS .(continued)

e

i

CONDIlION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

4 t

.

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately |2-

associated Completion battery inoperable. +

| Time of Condition A >

not met,

E .

e '

:

!- One or more batterier
with average ,

;

electrolyte
,

temperature of the; '

representative cells:

< 70*F.
'

M
tOne or more batteries

with one or more
battery cell

| parameters not within .

!\ Category C values.
,

I
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

l
'

SR 3.8.6.1 Verify battery cell parameters meet 31 days
Table 3.8.6 1 Category A limits.

(continued)

i

|

|
,

O |

q-
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Battery Cell Parameters-
3.8.6 i

A-() SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY i

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify battery cell parameters meet 92 days
Table 3.8.6 1 Category B 11aits. 1

M
Once within :

7 days after a '!
'

battery
discharge
< 110 V

M
,

Once within
7 days after a
battery ;

overcharge j

> 150 V

O-
,

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify average electrolyte temperature of 92 days
representative cells is a 70*F.

V-

.. - .. .. .....%.. . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , , . . . . , . . . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , , , ,
+

,

d .

;

I

.

1

.

1
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

Table 3.8.61 (page 1 of 1)
Battery Cell Parameters Requirements

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY C:

LIMITS FOR EACH CATEGORY B: ALLOWABLE LIMITS ,

DESIGNATED PILOT LIMITS FOR EACH FOR EACH ,

PARAMETER CELL CONNECTED CELL CONNECTED CELL
t

Electrolyte Level > Minimum level > Minimum level Above top of
indication mark, indication mark, plates, and not
and s V inch and s y inch overflowing

.'

'

above maximum above maximum

markjajndication mark}afjndicationleve leve

Float Voltage 2 2.13 V 2 2.13 V > 2.07 V

1

O Specifig 2 1.200 2 1.195 Not more than |-

Gravitytb)(c) 0.020 below i
AHQ average of all '

connected cells
Average of all
connected cells AHQ
> 1.205

Average of all
connected cells
a 1.195

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above
the specified maximum during equalizing charges provided it is not
overflowing.,

.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction is
not required, however, when battery charging current is < 2 amps when on'

float charge.

(c) A battery charging current of < 2 amps when on float charge is
acceptable for meeting specific gravity limits following a battery !
recharge, for a maximum of 7 days. When charging current is used to I

!satisfy specific gravity requirements, specific gravity of each
('~' connected cell shall be measured prior to expiration of the 7 day |;,

allowance. |
J

.
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Iny:rtzrs --Operating
3.8.7

n

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8,7. Inverters --Operating

LC0 3.8.7 The required Train A and Train B inverters shall be
OPERABLE.

........................... N0TE - - - - - -- - -'

Inverters may be disconnected from their
associated DC bus for s 24 hours to perform an
equalizing charge on their associated common
battery, provided:

a. The associated AC vital bus (es) are energized; and

b. All other AC vital buses are energized from their
associated OPERABLE inverters.

...........................................................

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

f3
.\ ) ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required inverter A.1 - NOTE -

inoperable. Enter applicable
Conditions and
Required Actions of
LC0 3.8.9,

" Distribution
Systems Operating"
with any vital
bus de energized.
.....................

Restore inverter to 24 hours
OPERABLE status.

.

(continued)'

.

*()
5 /L
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Inverters-Operating
3.8.7

(D
\g ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION T1HE

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, and 7 days
alignment to required AC vital buses.

.

t

[
t

.
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Invert:rs --Shutdown i

3.8.8 j

;7-~\ ;

\~ i
.3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.8. Inverters -- Shutdown _ j

.i

LC0 '3.8.8 .The train A or Train B Inverters shall be~0PERABLE to ;

support one train of the onsite Class 1E AC vital bus
'

electrical power distribution subsystems required by i

LC0 3.8.10. " Distribution Systems --Shutdown. "
:

1APPLICABILITY:' MODES 5 and 6
,

t

' ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION CO.MDLETION TIME

t

A. One or more required A.1 Declare affected Immediately
inverters inoperable. required feature (s) i

inoperable.
f._

V DR
1 :

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately !.

tALTERATIONS,

AND

'
A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately

irradiated fuel
assemblies. ,

.

'

AND

^

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive ,

'
reactivity Ldditions.

-
.

,

(continued) '

,

s

40
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i
i Inverters -Shutdown

3.8.8

e''s
( ) ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required
inverters to OPERABLE
status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

.-

SR 3.8.8.1 Verify correct inverter voltage and 7 days
alignments to required AC vital buses.

1

O
O

|

|
|

9-

I

!

l

i

r''T |

(_-) i
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L
Distribution Systems-Operating

3.8.9 '
'

2'N -
Q) >

'

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS.

3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

LCO_ 3.8.9 Train A-'and Train B AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical
power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE.-

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

, ACTIONS

CONDITION ' REQUIRED ACTION- COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more AC A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours
electrical power power distribution
distribution subsystem (s) to M
subsystems inoperable. OPERABLE status.

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet

;(O_) LCO

B. One or more AC vital B.1 Restore AC vital bus 2 hours
bus subsystems subsystem (s) to
inoperable. OPERABLE status. M

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

C. One or more DC C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
electrical power power distribution
distribution subsystem (s) to M

.

subsystems inoperable. OPERABLE status.
16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LC0

en

h (continued)
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' Distribution Systems-Operating
3.8.9

ACTIONS -(continued)

CONDITION ' REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be.in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. &HQ

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

.

E. Two or more electrical E.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
power distribution
subsystems inoperable
that result in a loss

iof safety function.
i

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ;

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC DC, and AC vital |

bus electrical power distribution'

subsystems.

.

1

:

.

4

.

i

O,
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'

Distribution Systems-Shutdown
3.8.10 '

O
3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

t

3.8.10 _ Distribution Systems-Shutdown ;
i

'

LC0 3.8.10 The necessary portion of the Train A or Train B AC, DC, and
AC vital bus electrical power distribution subsystems shall
be OPERABLE to support one train of equipment '.equired to be
OPERABLE.

;

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6

:

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

A. One or more required A.1 Declare associated Immediately
AC, DC, or AC vital supported required
bus electrical power- feature (s) !

'

distribution inoperable.O
'd subsystems inoperable.

m
1

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately j
ALTERATIONS. l

Ma

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AM

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
.,

suspend operations>

involvi M positive
reactivity additions.'

.

i

|
,

(continued)

O
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
3.8.10

,O

(_) ACTIONS (continue)

CCNDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate actions to Immediately
restore required AC,
DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power
distribution
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

AND.

A.2.5 Declare associated Immediately
required residual
heat removal
subsystem (s)
inoperable and not in
operation.

-

1

.m \

(w) '

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.10.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsyttems.

.

6

kb
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Boron Concentration
3.9.1r3(). 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.1 Boron Concentration !

LC0 3.9.1 Boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System, and when connected,
the refueling canal, and the refueling cavity shall be maintained
within the limit specified in the COLR.

..........................N0TE - -- - - -- -

While this LC0 is not met, entry into MODE 6 from M00E 5 is not
permitted.
.................................................................

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Boron concentration not A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately ;

within limit. ALTERATIONS. j,q

U
a8D

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately
reactivity additions.

AND

A.3 Initiate action to Immediately
restore boron
concentration to within
limit.

l

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
'

SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration is within the limit 72 hours ;

specified in the COLR.
,

.

ip) h'Q,
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Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
3.9.2

L 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.2 Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
-|

I

LCO 3.9.2 Each valve used to isolate unborated water sources shall be
secured in the closed position.

| APPLICABILITY: H0DE 6.

ACTIONS j

.........................................N0TE- - -- - - - - - |

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each unborated water source isolation valve.
.....................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME j

1-

l

A. . NOTE -- A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately

Required Action A.4 must ALTERATIONS.

be completed whenever i

Condition A is entered. AND j
;......................

A A.2 Suspend positive Immediately
'

.

One or more valves not reactivity addition.,

secured in closed
position. AND

;

.

A.3 Initiate actions to Immediately
secure valve in closed
position.

{ I

i bND

A.4 Perfonn SR 3.9.1.1. 4 hours

_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
|-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
'

SR 3.9.2.1 Verify each valve that isolates unborated water 31 days
sources is secured in the closed position. j

|

OV
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(

Nuclear Instrumentation
3.9.3

1

|/3
d 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

!3.9.3 Nuclear Instrumentation

LCO 3.9.3 Two source range neutron flux monitors shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.

a
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

.

i

A. One required source A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately

range neutron flux ALTERATIONS.

monitor inoperable.
8ND

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately

O reactivity additions.

B. Two requireo source B.1 Initiate action to Immediately

range neutron flux restore one source
monitors inoperable, range neutron flux

monitor to OPERABLE
status.

88D

B.2 Perform SR 3.9.1.1. Once per
12 hours

!
I

l

i

!

i

a .
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N

Nuclear Instrianentation
- 3.9.3
[

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

_

SR 3.9.3.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.9.3.2 ......... -. - NOTE.- --... --*

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
'

CALIBRATION.
r .......................,...................

i Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

-
- +-

_

O

__

,

'

T

|

4

!
-- r__
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Containment Pinetrations
3.9.4

C N.

b- 3,9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9 ) Containment Penetrations

LC0 3.9.4 The containment penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. The equipment hatch closed and held in place by four bolts:

b. One door in the emergency air lock closed and one door in the
personnel airlock capable of being closed: and

c. Each penetration previding direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere either:

1. closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve, blind
flange, or equivalent, or

i 2. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE containment
ventilation isolation valve.

i

.............................N0TE------

A Penetration flow path (s) prcviding direct access from the

| C) containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere may be unisolated

|: under administrative controls.
p .................................................................

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS,
During movement of irradiated fuel anemblies within containment.

ACTIONS
1

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

1

A. One or mor containment A.1 Suspend CORE Imediately
penetration > not in ALTERATIONS.

required status. ;

!

A.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies within i !
containment.

O)L

COMANCHE PEAK ITS 3.9 5 May 15. 1997
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i
: t

Containment Penetrations )
3.9.4 ;

'

fSURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY !

,

hi.
'

!

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify each required containment penetration is 7 days ;

in the required status except for containment !
penetrations that are open under administrative j

Controls, i

*
.

| t

SR 3.9.4.2 Verify each required containment ventilation 18 months ;

isolation valve actuates to the isolation i

position on an actual or simulated actuation {
signal. j

i
)

!
6

'

!

i
'

O :
|

d

i ;

f
:

.

I

!

I
'

,

I
;

!

!
.

-
,

i
4

i

i
~

|
!

O |!'
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.

!

|

RHR and Coolant R! circulation - High Water '

3.9.5 i

;
*

!
3.9 ' REFUELING OPERATIONS1

:

3.9.5 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level :

!

LCO 3.9.5 .One RHR loop shall be OPERABLE and in operation.
,

i

............................... NOTE - - - --- - -- - i

The required RHR loop may be removed.from operation for s I hour per - |
8 hour period, provided no operations a:e permitted that would cause ,

4

reduction of the Reactor Coolant System boron concentration. i
<-

....................................................................

i

1 APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the water level 2 23 ft above the top of reactor vessel j
flange. !

I
q.

ACTIONS
,

'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME :
i

i

;
r

: A. RHR loop requirements A.1 Suspend operations Immediately
not met, involving a reduction ;

in reactor coolant

O boron concentration. j
,

AND ,

A.2 Suspend loading Immediately I

irradiated fuel ;

assemblies in the core.-

!
AND

!

|

A.3 Initiate action to Immediately !

satisfy RHR loop
requirements. ;

AND
,

A.4 Close all containment 4 hours-

penetrations providing |
'

direct access from
containment atmosphere ,

to outside atmosphere. -

l!
'

COMANCHE PEAK ITS. 3.9 7 Hay 15. 1997
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RHR and Coolant Recirculation - High Water .

'3.9.5
7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ._

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.5.1 Verify one RHR loop is in operation and 12 hours
circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate of
a 3800 gpm.

,

O
V

.

t

.

./G I

O i
.
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
3.9.6

Os 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.6 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation Low Water Level-

LC0 3.9.6 Two RHR loops shall be OPERABLE, and one RHR loop shall be in
operation.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N0TE - - - - - -

While this LC0 is not met, entry into a H0DE or other specified
condition in the Applicability is not permitted.
...............................................................

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 6 with the water level < 23 ft above the top of reactor
,

vessel flange.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

(
's A. Less than the required A.1 Initiate action to Immediately

number of RHR loops restore required RHR
OPERABLE. loops to OPERABLE

status.

0B

A.2 Initiate action to Immediately
establish a 23 ft of
water above the top of
reactor vessel flange.

B. No RHR loop in B.1 Suspend operations Immediately
operation. involving a reduction

in reactor coolant'

boron concentration.
.

| E
i

| (continued)
~

/

( ,

s i,

i
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
'3.9.6

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION . COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) B.2 Initiate action to Immediately
restore one RHR loop to
operation.

AND

B.3 Close all containment 4 hours
penetrations providing
direct access from
containment atmosphere
to outside atmosphere.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.6.1 Verify one RHR loop is in operation and 12 hours
circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate of
21000 gpm.

SR 3.9.6.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days
power available to the required RHR pump that
is not in operation,

,

.

: O
i

!.
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Refueling Cavity Water Level''

3.9.7

3.9 REFUELING OPEMTIONS |

..

3.9.'7: Refueling Cavity Water Level

LCO' 3.9.7 Refueling cavity water level shall be maintained a 23 ft above the
top of reactor vessel flange.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment.'

,

' ACTIONS,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

A. Refueling cavity wa.er A.1 Suspend movement of Immediately

level not within limit. irradiated fuel
assemblies within
containment.

-r

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.7.1 Verify refueling cavity water level is a 23 ft 24 hours
above the top of reactor vessel flange.

.

O:
O
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Design Features
4.0

o
V 4.0 bESIGN FEATURES

4.1 Site Location

The site area is approximately 7,700 acres located in Somervell County in North
Central Texas. Squaw Creek Reservoir (SCR), established for station cooling,
extends into Hood County. The site is situated along Squaw Creek, a tributary
of the Paluxy River, which is a tributary of the Brazos River. The site is
over 30 miles southwest of the nearest portion of Fort Worth and approximately
4.5 miles north northwest of Glen Rose, the nearest community.

4.2 Reactor Core

4.2.1 Fuel Assemblies

The reactor shall contain 193 fuel assemblies. Each assembly shall
consist of a matrix of Zircaloy clad fuel rods with an initial
composition of natural or slightly enriched uranium dioxide (U0 ) as2

,A fuel material. Limited substitutions of zirconium alloy or stainless() steel filler rods for fuel rods, in accordance with approved
applications of fuel rod configurations, may be used. Fuel assemblies
shall be limited to those fuel designs that have been analyzed with
applicable NRC staff approved codes and methods and shown by tests or
analyses to comply wi'.h all fuel safety design bases. A limited number
of lead test assemblies that have not completed representative testing
may be placed in non-limiting core regions.

4.2.2 Control Rod Assemblies

The reactor core shall contain 53 control rod assemblies. The control
material shall be silver indium cadmium as approved by the NRC.

(continued)

(0
V
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Design Features
4.0

i _,i 4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

|

4.3 Fuel Storage

4.3.1 Criticality

4.3.1.1 The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall be
maintained with:

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment of
5.0 weight percent;

b. k,rr 5: 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water, which
includes an allowance for uncertainties as described in
Section 4.3 of the FSAR:

c. A nominal 9 inch center to center distance between fuel
storage locations in high density storage racks:

d. A nominal 16 inch center to center distance between fuel
{q,

) assemblies placed in low density fuel storage racks:

e. New or partially spent fuel assemblies with a discharge
burnup in the "2 out of 4 storage allowed" region of
Figure 3.7.17-1 may be allowed restricted storage in a
checkerboard pattern in high density fuel storage racks
or unrestricted storage in low density fuel storage
racks; and

f. New or partially spent fuel assemblies with a discharge
burnup in the *2 out of 4 storage not allowed" region of
Figure 3.7.171 may be allowed restricted storage in an
expanded checkerboard pattern (1 out o,' 4) in high
density fuel storage racks or unrestricted storage in
low density fuel storage racks.

9

(continued)
7
? !
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Design Features
'

4.0'- r

D)'
f

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES ,

!
'

,

i 4.3.1.2 The new fuel storage racks are designed and shall be |

maintained with: I

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U 235 enrichment of i

5.0 weight percent:
,

;

b. k,rr s 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water, which
includes an allowance for uncertainties as described in i

Section 4.3 of the FSAR:
,

c. k,rr s 0.98 if moderated by aqueous foam, which includes
an allowance for uncertainties as described in Section t

4.3 of the FSAR: and

d. A nominal 21 inch center to center distance between fuel ;

assemblies placed in the storage racks. ;
.

4.3.2 Drainaae

O r

The spent fuel storage pools are designed and shall be maintained to
prevent inadvertent draining of the pool below elevation 854 ft.

4.3.3 Canacity |

The spent fuel storage pools are designed and shall be maintained with
a storage capacity limited to no more than 1291 fuel assemblies.

,

4

*
4

.

1

,

.

)

,;
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Responsibility
5.1 i

!

/^g

) 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility

5.1.1 The Plant Manager * shall be responsible for overall unit operation and .

'

shall delegate in writing the succession to this responsibility during
his absence.

,

The Plant Manager * or his designee shall approve, prior to
implementation, each proposed test, experiment or modification to
systems or equipment that affect nuclear safety.

5.1.2 The Shift Manager shall be responsible for the control room command
function. During any absence of the Shift Manager from the control*

room while the unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. an individual with an
active Senior Reactor Operator (SR0) license shall be designated to
assume the control room command function. During any absence of the
Shift Manager from the control room while the unit is in MODE 5 or 6.
an individual with an active SR0 license or Reactor Operator license
shall be designated to assume the control room comand function.

'

,

,

.

'

Duties may be performed by the Vice President of Nuclear Operations if that*

organizational position is assigned. ,

(')N
!

Q, -
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5.2

, rm

] 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.2 Organization

1

)

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Oraanizaticas

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for unit ,

operation and corporate management, respectively. The onsite and t

offsite organizations shall include the positions for activities
affecting safety of the nuclear power plant.

a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall be
defined and established throughout highest management levels,
intermediate levels, and all operating organization positions.
These relationships shall be documented and updated, as
appropriate, in organization charts, functional descriptions of
departmental responsibilities and relationships, and job
descriptions for key personnel positions, or in equivalent forms
of documentation. These requirements shall be documented in the
FSAR:

f

b. The Plant Manager * shall be responsible for overall safe operationg
g' of the plant and shall have control over those onsite activities

necessary for safe operation and maintenance of the plant;

The Group Vice President, Nuclear Production shall havec.
corporate responsibility for overall plant nuclear safety and
shall take any measures needed to ensure acceptable performance of
the staff in operating, maintaining, and providing technical
support to the plant to ensure nuclear safety; and

d. The individuals who train the operating staff, carry out health
physics, or perform quality assurance functions may report to the
appropriate onsite manager; however, these individuals shall have
sufficient organizational freedom to ensure their independence
from operating pressures.

,

Duties may be performed by the Vice President of Nuclear Operations if that*

organizational position is assigned.
(continued) ,
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Organization
5.2

'5.2 Organization (continued) |

:
!

5.2.2 Unit Staff
!

The unit staff organization shall include the following:

a. An Auxiliary operator shall be assigned to each reactor -|
containing fuel and an additional Auxiliary operator shall be |.

assigned if either unit is operating in H00ES 1. 2. 3. or 4. i

With both units shutdown or defueled, a total of three Auxiliary ;
,

operators for the two units is required. -

b. Shift crew composition may be one less than the minimum !

requirement of 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(I) and 5.2.2.a and 5.2.2.f for a -

4

period of time not to exceed 2 hours in order to accommodate ;

unexpected absence of on duty shift crew members provided ;
immediate action is taken to restore the shift crew composition to*

[ within the minimum requirements. j

c. - - - - - NOTE- - - - - - --- - ;

A single Radiation Protection Technician and a single Chemistry1 -

- Technician may fulfill the requirements for both units.
................................................................. ;

,

:

A Radiation Protection Technician and Chemistry Technician shall'

" be on site when fuel is in the reactor. The positions may be !
'

vacant for not more than 2 hours in order to provide for>

unexpected absence, provided immediate action is taken to fill the ;
,

required positions,

d. Administrative procedures shall be developed and implemented to !

limit the working hours of unit staff who perform safety related ,

functions (e.g., licensed Senior Reactor Operators (SR0s),
licensed Reactor Operators (R0s). Radiation Protection
Technicians, auxiliary operators, and key maintenance personnel).

| The amount of overtime worked by unit staff members performing
safety related functions shall be limited and controlled in i'

.

accordance with the NRC Policy Statement on working hours (Generic [
Letter 82 12). |

(continued) !

i
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5.2

!

5.2 Organization (continued)
i

[ ')
"

V
5.2.2 Unit Staff (continued)

,

e. The Shift Operations Manager shall hold an SRO license,
i

f. The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) shall provide advisory technical
support to the Shift Manager in the areas of thermal hydraulics,
reactor engineering, and plant analysis with regard to the safe
operation of the unit. The STA shall be assigned to hath units
when either unit it in H0DE 1, 2, 3. or 4. The STA position may
be filled by the shift manager or an on shift SR0 providing the
individuals meet the dual role qualifications specified by the
Commission Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift.

.

'

C\
V

-
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1Unit Staff Qualifications
5.3

/~s'
( ) 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE COE R0LS

5.3 Unit Staff Qualifications

5.3.1 Each member of the unit staff shall meet or exceed the minimum
qualifications of Regulatory Guide 1.8. Revision 2.1987.

,

(~%
. \g

.

,

:

I
!
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Procedur:s
5.4

[) 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
v

5.4 Procedures

5.4.1 Written procedures shall be astablished, implemented, and maintained
covering the following activities:

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory
Guide 1.33 Revision 2. Appendix A February 1978:

'

b. The emergency operating procedures required to implement the
requirements of NUREG 0737 and to NUREG 0737, Supplement 1,
as stated in Generic Letter 82 33;

c. Quality assurance for effluent and environmental monitoring:

d. Fire Protection Program implementation: and

e. All programs specified in Specification 5.5.

.

6

.

.

(3 |
% ,). ?
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
'

n
Q 5.5 Programs and Manuals

The following programs shall be established, implemented, and maintained.

5.5.1 Offsite Dose calculation Manual (ODCM)

a. The OOCH shall contain the methodology and parameters used in
,

the calculation of offsite doses resulting from radioactive
gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation of gaseous
and liquid effluent monitoring alarm and trip setpoints, and
in the conduct of the radiological environmental monitoring
program: and

b. The ODCM shall also contain the radioactive effluent controls
and radiological environmental monitoring activities, and
descriptions of the information that should be included in
the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating, and
Radioactive Effluent Release Report required by
Specification 5.6.2 and Specification 5.6.3.

Licensee initiated changes to the ODCM:

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be
retained. This documentation shall contain:

1. sufficient information to support the change (s) together
with the appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying
the change (s), and

2. a determination that the change (s) maintain the levels
of radioactive effluent control required by -

10 CFR 20.1302, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and
10 CFR 50. Appendix I, and not adversely impact the
accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose, or setpoint
calculations;

b. Shall become effective after the approval of the Plant
Manager *: and

.

Duties may be performed by the Vice President of Nuclear*

Operations if that organizational position is assigned.

(continued)
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Programs and Manuals
5.5 j

Programs and Manuals (continued) i

O
5.5

5,5.1 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) (continued)
.

c. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete,
legible copy of the entire ODCM as a part of or concurrent'

,

with the Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period'

of the report in which any change in the 00CH was made. Each
*

change shall be identified by markings in the margin of the -

,

affected pages, clearly indiccting the area of the page that
2 was changed, and shall indicate the date (i.e., month and

year) the change was implemented.4

.5.5.2 Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment
,

This program provides controls to minimize leakage from those
portions of systems outside containment that could contain highly
radioactive fluids during a serious transient or accident to :

levels as low as practicable. The systems include the post
accident recirculation portion of the Containment Spray System, >

Safety Injection System, Chemical and Volume Control System, RHR
System and RCS Sampling System (Post Accident Sampling System
portion only). The program shall include the following:

O a. Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection
requirements; and

;

b. Integrated leak test requirements for each system at
refueling cycle intervals or less.

5.5.3 Post Accident Samolina :

:
This program provides controls that ensure the capability to!

obtain and analyze reactor coolant, radioactive iodines, and'

: particulates in plant gaseous effluents and containment atmosphere
samples under accident conditions. The program shall include the
following:

a. Training of personnel:

| b. Procedures for sampling and analysis; and
.

c. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis ';

equipment. |:
(continued)

!

j
i ,
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

V
5.5.4 Radioactive Effluent Controls Proaram

This program conforms to 10 CFR 50.36a for the control of
radioactive effluents and for maintaining the doses to members of
the public from radioactive effluents as low as reasonably
achievable. The program shall be contained in the ODCH shall be
implemented by procedures, and shall include remedial actions to
be taken whenever the program limits are exceeded. The program
shall include the following elements:

a. Limitations on the functional capability of radioactive
liquid and gaseous monitoring instrumentation including
surveillance tests and setpoint determination in accordance
with the methodology in the ODCH:

b. Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material
released in liquid effluents to unrestricted areas,
conforming to 10 times the concentration values in Appendix
B. Table 2. Column 2. to 10 CFR 20.1001 20.2402:

c. Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and'

,Q gaseous effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1302 ana with
V the methodology and parameters in the ODCH:

d. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose
commitment to a member of the public from radioactive
materials in liquid effluents released from each unit to
unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 CFR 50. Appendix I:

e. Determination of cumulative dose contributions from
radioactive effluents for the current calendar
quarter and current calendar year in accordance with
methodology and parameters in the ODCH. Determination of
projected dose contributions for radioactive effluents in
accordance with methodology in the ODCH at least every 31
days.

.

I

(continued)
l - ,
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Programs and Manuals
,

5.5

- 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.4 Ritdioactive Effluent Controls Proaram (continued);

f. Limitations on the functional capability and use of the
liquid and gaseous effluent treatment systems to ensure that
appropriate portions of these systems are used to reduce
releases of radioactivity when the projected doses in a
period of 31 days would exceed 2% of the guidelines for the
annual dose or dose commitment, conforming to 10 CFR 50,,

Appendix I:

g. Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive
material released in gaseous effluents from the site to areas
at or beyond the site boundary conforming to the following:

1. For noble gases: $ to a dose rate of 500 mrem /yr to the
total body and 5 to a dose rate of 3000 mrem /yr to the
skin, and'

i

2. For iodine 131. for fodine 133, for tritium, and for all
radionuclides in particulate form with half lives > 8
days: $ to a dose rate of 1500 mrem /yr to any organ.

h. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting
from noble gases released in gaseous effluents from each unit
to areas beyond the site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I;

1. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses to a member of
;

the public from iodine 131, iodine 133, tritium, and alli

radionuclides in particulate form with half lives > 8 days in
gaseous effluents released from each unit to areas beyond the

,

site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I; and
,

j. Limitations on the annual dose or dose commitment to any
member of the public due to releases of radioactivity and to
radiation from uranium fuel cycle sources, conforming to

,'

40 CFR 190.

t

'

(continued)
.
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

t

fm 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)
')

5.5.5 Comoonent Cyclic or Transient Limit

This program provides controls to track the FSAR, Section 3.9N,
cyclic and transient occurrences to ensure that components are
maintained within the design limits.

5.5.6 Not used

5.5.7 Reactor Coolant Pumo Flywheel Insoection Proaram

This program shall provide for the inspection of each reactor
coolant pump flywheel per the recommendations of Regulatory.
Position c.4.b of Regulatory Guide 1.14 Revision 1. August 1975.
In lieu of Position C.4.b(1) and C.4.b(2), a qualified in place UT
examination over the volume from the inner bore of the flywheel to
the circle of radius represented by the flywheel gauge holes shall
be conducted or a surface examination (MT and/or PT) of exposed
surfaces of the removed flywheels shall be conducted at ten year
intervals coinciding with Inservice Inspection schedule required
by ASME Section XI.,-)

I.

5.5.8 Inservice Testino Proaram

This program provides controls for inservice testing of ASME Code
Class 1. 2, and 3 components. The program shall include the
following:

a. Testing frequencies specified in Section XI of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as
follows:

ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code and

*

applicable Addenda
terminology for Required frequencies
inservice testing for performing, inservice
activities testina activities

,

Weekly At least once per 7 days
Monthly At least once per 31 days

(continued)q
V
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p 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

V

5.5.8 Inservice Testino Proaram (continued)

Quarterly or every
3 months At least once per 92 days

Semiannually or
every 6 months At least once per 184 days

Every 9 months At least once per 276 days
Yearly or annually At least once per 366 days
Biennially or every

2 years At least once per 731 days

b. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the above required
Frequencies for performing inservice testing activities:

c. The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to inservice testing
activities; and

I

d. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be
construed to supersede the requirements of any TS.

c 5.5.9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Proaram

Each steam generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of
the following augmented inservice inspection program.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the SG Surveillance
'

Program test frequencies.

a. Steam Generator Samole Selection and Insoection Each steam
generator shall be determined OPERABLE during shutdown by
selecting and inspecting at least the minimum number of steam
generators specified in Table 5.51.

b. Steam Generator Tube Samole Selection and Insoection - The steam
generator tube minimum sample size inspection result

,

classification, and the corresponding action required shall be as
specified in Table 5.5 2. The inservice inspection of steam'

generator tubes shall be performed at the frequencies specified in
.

Specification 5.5.9.3 and the inspected tubes shall be verified
acceptable per the acceptance criteria of Specification 5.5.9.4.
The tubes selected for each inservice inspection shall include at i

;

least 3% of all the expanded tubes and at least 3% of the

I
!

'O (continued) ,

:U ;|
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

(m) 5.5 Programs and Manuals (t.ontinued)

5.5.9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Procram (Continued)

remaining number of tubes in all steam generators; the tubes
selected for these nspections shall be selected on a random basis
except:

1. Where experience in similar plants with similar water
chemistry indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at
least 50% of the tubes inspected shall be from these
critical areas:

2. The first sample of tubes selected for each inservice
inspection (subsequent to the preservice inspection) of each
steam generator shall include:

a) All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable
wall penetrations (greater than 20%),

b) Tubes in those areas where experience has indicated
,

(V) potential problems, and

c) A tube inspection (pursuant to Specification 5.5.9.4a.8
shall be performed on each selected tube. If any
selected tube does not permit the passage of the eddy
current probe for a tube inspection, this shall be
recorded and an adjacent tube shall be selected and
subjected to a tube inspection.

3. The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if
required by Table 5.5.9 2 during each inservice inspection
may be subjected to a partial tube inspection provided:

a) The tubes selected for these samples include the tubes
from those areas of the tube sheet array where tubes
with imperfections were previously found and

'

b) The inspections include those portions of the tubes
where imperfections were previously found.

The results of each sample inspection shall be classified into one of
the following three categories:

(%('') (continued)
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,

I 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)v)
5.5.9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Procram (Continued)

Cateoory Inspection Results

C1 Less than 5% of the total tubes inspected are degraded
tubes and none of the inspected tubes are defective.

C2 One or more tubes, but not rwre than 1% of the total
tubes inspected are defective, or between 5% and 10% nf
the total tubes inspected are degraded tubes.

C3 Nore than 10% of the total tubes inspected are degraded
tubes or more than it of the inspected tubes are
defective.

Note: In all inspections, previously degraded tubes must
exhibit significant (greater than 10%) further wall
penetrations to be included in the above percentage
calculations.

! )
k/ c. Insoection Frecuencies The above required inservice inspections

of steam generator tubes shall be performed at the following
frequencies:

1. The first inservice inspection shall be performed after 6
Effective Full Power Months (EFPM) and before 12 EFPM and
shall include a special inspection of all expanded tubes in
all steam generators. Subsequent inservice inspections
shall be performed at intervals of not less than 12 nor more
than 24 calendar months after the previous inspection. If
two consecutive inspections, not including the preservice
inspection, result in all inspection results falling into
the C 1 category or if two consecutive inspections
demonstrate that previously observed degradation has not
continued and no atiitional degradation has occurred, the
inspection interval may be extended to a maximum of once per

,

40 months:

2. If the results of the inservice inspection of a steam )
generator conducted in accordance with Table 5.5 2 at
40-month intervals fall in Category C 3, the inspection i

frequency shall be increased to at least once per 20 rcnths.
p ,

'

(continued)
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

( ) 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Procram (Continued)

The increase in inspection frequency shall apply until the
subsequent inspections satisfy the criteria of Specification
5.5.9.3a.: the interval may then be extended to a maximum of
once per 40 months; and

3. Additional, unscheduled inservice inspections shall be
performed on each steam generator in accordance with the
first sample inspection specified in Table 5.5-2 during the'

shutdown subsequent to any of the following conditions:

a) Primary to secondary tube leaks (not including leaks
originating from tube-to tube sheet welds) in excess of
the limits of Specification 3.4.5.2, or

b) A seismic occurrence greater than the Operating Basis
Earthquake, or

c) A loss of-coolant accident requiring actuation of the
fG Engineered Safety Features, or
L ,)

d) A main steam line or feedwater line break.

4. Acceotance Criteria

a. As used in this specification:

1) Imoerfect100 means an exception to the dimensions,
finish, or contour of a tube from that required by
fabrication drawings or specifications.
Eddy current testing indications below 20% of the
nominal tube wall thickness, if detectable, may be
considered as imperfections:

2) Dearadation means a service induced cracking,
wastage, wear, or general corrosion occurring on
either inside or outside of a tube

3) Dearaded Tube means a tube containing imperfections
greater than or equal to 20% of the nominal wall
thickness caused by degradation:

|

,a
/ I

UJ (continued)
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5.5

O
Q 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.9 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Proaram (Continued)

4) 1 Dearadation means the percentage of the tube wall
thickness affected or removed by degradation:

5) Defect means an imperfection of such severity that
it exceeds the plugging limit. A tube containing a
defect is defective:

6) Pluaaina Limit means the imperfection depth at or
beyond which the tube shall be removed from service
and is equal to 40% of the nominal tube wall
thickness:

7) Unserviceable describes the condition of a tube if
it leaks or contains a defect large enough to affect
its structural integrity in the event of an
Operating Basis Earthquake, a loss of coolant
accident, or a steam line or feedwater line break as
specified in Specification 5.5.9.3c. above;

bd 8) Tube Insoection means an inspection of the steam
generator tube from the tube end (hot leg side)
completely around the U bend to the top support of
the cold leg; and

9) Preservice Insoection means an inspection of the
full length of each tube in each steam generator
performed by eddy current techniques prior to
service to establish a baseline condition of the
tubing. This inspection shall be performed prior to
initial POWER OPERATION using the equipment and
techniques expected to be used during subsequent
inservice inspections.

b. The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after
completing the corresponding actions (plug all tubes

'

exceeding the plugging limit and all tubes containing
through wall cracks) required by Table 5.5-2.

I

!p
'd
| (continued)
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.

TABLE 5.5-1

HINIMUM NUMBER OF STEAM GENERATORS TO BE

INSPECTED DURING INSERVICE INSPECTION

Preservice Insoection Ecut

No. of Steam Generators Der Unit Equr

First Inservice Insoection Iwo

Second & Subsecuent Inservice Insoections. Ond

TABLE NOTATIONS

1. The two steam generators that were not inspected during the first inservice inspection shall be inspected
during the second and third inspections, one in each inspection period. For the fourth and subsequent
inspections, the inservice inspection may be limited to one steam generator on a rotating schedule
encompassing 12% of the tubes if the results of the previous inspections of the four steam generators indicate
that all steam generators are performing in a like manner. Note that under some circumstances, the operating
conditions in one or more steam generators may be found to be more severe than those in other steam
generators. Under such circumstances the sample sequence shall be modified to inspect the most severe
conditions.

I
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O O O
TABLE 5.5-2

| STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION

IST SAMPLE INSPECTION 2ND SAMPLE INSPECTUT 3RD SAMPLE INSPECTION

Samole Size Result Action Recuired Result Acti neouired Result Action Recuired
A minimum of C-1 None N.A. N.A. N.A. .1.A.
S Tubes per
S.G. C-2 Plug defective tubes C-1 None N.A. N.A.

and inspect additional
2S tubes in this S.G. Plug defective C-1 None

C-2 tubes and inspect
additional 45 tubes C-2 Plug defective
in this S.G. tubes

C-3 Perform action
for C 3 result
of first
sample

Peform action for
C-3 C 3 result of N.A. N.A.

first sample

C-3 Inspect all tubes All other
in this S.G.. plug S.G.s are None N.A. N.A.
defective tubes C-1
and inspect 2S tubes
in each other S.G. Some S.G.s Perform action for N.A. R A.

C-2 but no C-2 result of
additional second sample

Notification to NRC S.G. are
pursuant to C-3
10CFR50.72(b)(2)

Additional Inspect all tubes
S.G. is in each S.G. and
C-3 plug defective

tubes. Notifica-
tion to NRr N.A. N.A.
pursuant to
10CFR50.72(b)(2) _

S=pt Where n is the number of steam genarators inspected during an inspection
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5.5 Programs and Hanuals (continued)
)

5.5.10 Secondary Water Chemistry Proaram

|
This program provides controls for monitoring secondary water chemistry j

| to inhibit SG tube degradation and low pressure turbine disc stress
corrosion cracking. The program shall include:

Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical variablesa.
and control points for these variables:

b. Identification of the procedures used to measure the values of
the critical variables: ,

Identification of process sampling points, which shall includec.
monitoring the discharge of the condensate pumps for evidence of
condenser in leakage:

d. Procedures for the recording and management of data;

e. Procedures defining corrective actions for all off control point
chemistry conditions: and

f. A procedure identifying the authority responsible for the
interpretation of the data and the sequence and timing of
administrative events, which is required to initiate corrective
action.

5.5.11 Ventilation Filter Testina Proaram (VFTP)

A program shall be established to implement the following required
testing of Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) filter ventilation systems at
the frequencies specified in Regulatcry Guide 1.52, Revision 2 and in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, ANSI /ASME N509 1980,
and ANSI /ASME N510-1980.

Note: ANSI /ASME N510 1980 and ANSI /ASME N509 1980 shall be used in

,

place of ANSI 510 1975 and ANSI /ASME N509 1976, respectively in
complying with Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2.

a. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test of
the high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters shows a
penetration and system bypass < 1.0% for Primary Plant
Ventilation System ESF Filtration units and < 0.05% for all

O (continued)
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5,5 Programs and Manuals (continued)
,

5.5.11 Ventilation Filter Testina Proaram (VFTEl (continued)

other units whr.1 tested in accordance with Reguletory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, and ANSI /ASME N510 1980 at the system flow ate
specified below i 10%.

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate

Control Room Emergency filtration unit 8,000 CFM

! Control Room Emergency pressurization unit 800 CFM

Primary Plant Ventilation System ESF 15,000 CFM

filtration unit

b. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test of
I the charcoal adsorber shows a penetration and system bypass <

1.0% for Primary Plant Ventilation System - ESF Filtration units
and < 0.05% for all other units when tested in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2 and ANSI /ASME N5101980 at
the system flowrate specified below i 100.

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate

Control Room Emergency filtration unit 8,000 CFM

Control Room Emergency pressurization unit 800 CFM

Primary Plant Ventilation System ESF 15.000 CFM

filtration unit

c. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that a laboratory test of
a sample of the charcoal adsorber, when obtained as described in
Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2, shows the methyl iodide
penetration less than the value specified below when tested in
accordance with ASTM D3803 1979 at a temperature of s 30*C and
greater than or equal to the relative humidity specified below.

ESF Ventilation System Penetration P.H

,

Control Room Emergency filtration unit 0.2% 70%
,

Control Room Emergency pressurization unit 0.2% 70%

Primary Plant Ventilation System - ESF 1.0% 70%
'

filtration unit
!

d. Demonstrate at least once per 18 months for each of the ESF |
systems that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters,

|
' (continued)

I
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,

,

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.11 Ventilation Filter Testina Proaram (VFTP) (continued)
'

the prefilters, and the charcoal adsorbers is less than the value
specified below when tested in accordance with Regulatory |
Guide 1.52. Revision 2, and ANSI /ASME N5101980 at the system
flowrate specified below i 10% |

ESF Ventilation System Delta P Flowrate

Control Room Emergency filtration unit 8.0 in WG 8000 CFM

Control Room Emergency pressurization unit 9.5 in WG 800 CFM ;

Primary Plant Ventilation System ESF 8.5 in WG 15000 CFM
filtration unit.

e. Demonstrate at least once per 18 months that the heaters for each
of the ESF systems dissipate the value specified below when
tested in accordance with ANSI /ASME N510-1980.

'

,

ESF Ventilation System Wattage

Control Room Emergency pressurization unit 10 1 1 kW .

Primary Plant Ventilation System ESF 100 + 5 kW '

' filtration unit.
:

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the VFTP test i

frequencies.

'

5.5.12 Exolosive Gas and Storaae Tank Radioactivity Monitorina Proaram

This program provides controls fdr potentially explosive gas mixtures
! contained in the Gaseous Waste Processing System, the quantity of ,

radioactivity contained in each Gas Decay Tank and the quantity of
radioactivity contained in unprotected outdoor liquid storage tanks. ,

;
!
t

The gaseous radioactivity quantities shall be determined following the !
methodology in Branch Technical Position (BTP) ETSB 115 " Postulated |;.
Radioactive Release due to Waste Gas System Leak or Failure." !

,

Revision 0, July 1981. The liquid radwaste quantities shall be !
,

determined in accordance with Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.3, i

" Postulated Radioactive Release due to Tank Failures." Revision 2. July
,

1981. j
|
i

'
i

'O
(continued)

!
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5.5 |

|
o

) 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.12 Exolosive Gas and Storace Tank Radioactivity Monitorina Procram
(continued)

The program shall include:

a. The limits for concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen in the
Gaseous Waste Processing System and a surveillance program to
ensure the limits are maintained. Such limits shall be
appropriate to v system's design criteria (i.e., whether or not
the system is designed to withstand a hydrogen explosion):

b. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
radioactivity contained in each Gas Decay Tank is less than the
amount that would result in a whole body exposure of 2 0.5 rem to
any individual in an unrestricted area, in the event of an
uncontrolled release of the tanks' contents: and

c. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
radioactivity contained in all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks that
are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls, capable of holding

(3 the tanks' contents and that do not have tank overflows and
7

'y
surrounding area drains connected to the Liquid Radwaste
Treatment System is less than the amount that would resu't in
concentrations less than the limits of 10 CFR 20, Appendix B.
Table 2, Column 2 to 10 CFR 20.1001 20.2402, at the nearest
potable water supply and the nearest surface water supply in an
unrestricted area, in the event of an uncontrolled release of the
tanks' contents.

The provisions of So 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Explosive
Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program surveillance
it tNudredIas. i

5.5.13 Diesel Fuel Oil Testina Proaram

A diesel fuel oil testing program to implement required testing of both
new fuel oil and stored fuel oil shall be established. The program
shall include sampling and testing requirements, and acceptance
criteria. all in accordance with applicable ASTM Standards. The purpose
of the program is to establish the following:

77
)

(continued)
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(V9
5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

i

5.5.13 Diesel Fuel Oil Testina Proaram (continued)

a. Acceptaoility of new fuel oil for use prior to addition to
storage tanks by determining that the fuel oil has:

,

'

1. an API gravity or an absolute specific gravity within
limits, or an API gravity or specific gravity within '

limits when compared to the supplier's certificate.

2. a flash point within limits for ASTM 2D fuel oil, and if
gravity was not determined by comparison with suppliers
certification, a kinematic viscosity within limits for

i ASTM 2D fuel oil, and ,

3. a clear and bright appearance with proper color: or water
and sediment content within limits.

.

b. Other properties for ASTM 20 fuel oil are within limits within
31 days following sampling and addition to storage tanks; and

Total particulate concentration of the fuel oil is s 10 mg/l whenG c./b tested every 31 days in accordance with ASTM D 22761978,
Method A.

d. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the
Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program.

5.5.14 Technical Soecifications (TS) Bases Control Proaram

This program provides a means for processing change: to the Bases of
these Technical Specifications.

e. Changes to the Bases gf the TS shall be made under appropriate |

administrative controls and reviews.
4

b. Licensees may make changes to Bases without prior NRC aporoval !

provided the changes do not involve either of the following:
;

.

1. a change in the TS incorporated in the license; or
.

'

2. a change'to the updated FSAR or Bases that involves an
unreviewed safety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59.

,

O ,

( (continued) !
,
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5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.14 Technical Soecifications (TS) Bases Control Proaram (continued)

c. The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure that
the Bases are maintained consistent with the FSAR.

d. Proposed changes that meet the criteria of Specification 5.5.14b
above shall be reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to
implementation. Changes to the Bases implemented without prior
NRC approval shall be provided to the NRC on a frequency
consistent with 10 CFR 50.71(e).

5.5.15 Safety Function Determination Proaram (SFDP)

This program ensures loss of safety function is detected and appropriate
actions taken. Upon entry into LC0 3.0.6, an evaluation shall be made
to determir.e if loss of safety function exists. Additionally, other
appropriate actions may be taken as a result of the support system
inoperability and corresponding exception to entering supported system
Condition and Required Actions. This program implements the
requirements of LC0 3.0.6. The SFDP shall contain the following:

a. Provisions for cross train checks to ensure a loss of the|{ capability to perform the safety function assumed in the accident' '

analysis does not go undetected;

b. Provisions for ensuring the plant is maintained in a safe
condition if a loss of function condition exists:

c. Provisions to ensure that an inoperable supported system's

| Completian Time is not inappropriately extended as a result of
I multiple support system inoperabilities; and

d. Other appropriate limitations and remedial or compensatory
actions.

A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concur ent single
failure, a safety function assumed in the accident analysis cannot be
performed. For the purpose of this program, a loss of safety function
may exist when a support system is inoperable, and:'

a. A required system redundant to the system (s) supported by the !

inoperable support system is also inoperable; or f
l

(continued)

J
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5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.15 Safety Function Determination Proaram (SFDP) (continued) (
!

b. A required system redundant to the system (s) in turn supported by ,

the inoperable supported system is also inoperable; or j

c. A required system redundant to the support system (s) for the
.

~

supported systems (a) and (b) above is also inoperable.

The SFDP identifies where a loss of safety function exists, If a loss
of safety function is determined to exist by this program, the !

appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in which the loss |

of safety function exists are required to be entered.

:

5.5.16. Containment Leakaae Rate Testina Proaram
r

A program shall be established to implement the leakage ratse testing of. ;

the containment as required by 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10 CFR 50. Appendix i
J, Option B, as modified by approved exemptions. This program shall be ;

in accordance with the guidelines contained in Regulatory Guide 1.163,
'

" Performance Based Containment Leak Test Program, dated September, 1995">

,

The peak calculated containment internal pressure for the design basis i

loss of coolant accident, P., is 48.3 psig. ;

|

The maximum allowable containment leakage rate L., at P,, shall be 0.10% ;

of containment air weight per day. t

Leakage rate acceptance criteria are:
.

a. Containment leakage rate acceptance criteria is 51.0 L., During j
the first unit startup following testing in accordance with this !

program, the leakage rate acceptance criteria are < 0.60 L, for !

the Type B and Type C tests and s 0.75 L, for Type A tests: !

b. Air lock testing acceptance criteria are:

1; Overall air lock leakage rate is s 0.05 L, when tested at 2 |
'

P,. |
:

2) For each door, leakage rate is s 0.01 L, when pressurized
.

to E P . ;

(continued) ;

:
|
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

,

; 5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued) ,

.
,

; 5.5.16. Containment Leakaae Rate Testino Proaram (continued)

The provision of SR 3.0.2 do not apply to the test frequencies specified'

in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program, with the exception of
the containment ventilation isolation valves.

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Containment Leakage
Rate Testing Program.

.

5.5.17 Technical Reauirements Manual (TRM)

The TRM contains selected requirements which do not meet the criteria
: for inclusion in the Technical Specification but are important to the

operation of CPSES. Much of the information in the TRM was relocated i

from the TS.

Changes to the TRH shall be made under appropriate administrative
; controls and reviews. Changes may be made to the TRM without prior NRC

approval provided the changes do not involve either a change to the TS
or an unreviewed safety question as defined by 10 CFR 50.59. TRM
changes require ap.'roval of the Plant Manager *.

!

I

l

!

i

|
!

|

$ * Duties may be performed by the Vice President of Nuclear Operations if that
organizational position is assigned.

!
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Reporting Requirements
5.6

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
3

5.6 Reporting Requirements
,

The following reports shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4.

5,6.1 QCcuoational Radiation Exoosure Reoort

............................... NOTE - - - - - - -- -- ---

A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal
should combine sections common to all ' nits at the station.
..........................................................................

A tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station, utility, and other
personnel (including contractors), for whom monitoring was performed,
receiving an annual deep dose equivalent > 100 mrems and the associated
collectn a deep dose equivalent (reported in person rem) according to work and
job functions (e.g., reactor operations and surveillance, inservice
inspection, routine maintenance, special maintenance, waste processing, and
refueling). This tabulation supplements the requirements of 10 CFR 20.2206.
The dose assignments to various duty functions may be estimated based on
pocket ionization chamber, thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD), electronic-

() dosimeter, or film badge measurements. Small exposures totalling < 20 percent
of the individual total dose need not be accounted for. In the aggregate, at"

least 80 percent of the total deep dose equivalent received from external
sources should be assigned to specific major work functions. The report
covering the previous calendar year shall be submitted by April 30 of each
year.

5.6.2 Annual Radioloaical Environmental Doeratina Reoort

...............................N0TE - - - - -- --

A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal
should combine sections common to all units at the station.
..........................................................................

The Annual Rcdiological Environmental Operating Report covering the operation
of the unit during the previous calendar year shall be submitted by May 1 of
each year. The report shall include summaries, interpretations, and analyses
of trends of the results of the radiological environmental monitoring program
for the reporting period. The material provided shall be consistent with the !

objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (00CH), and in
10 CFR 50 Appendix 1. Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3, and IV.C. j

(continued) t_
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5.6 ' Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.6.2 Annual Radioloaical Environmental Ooeratina Reoort (continued)

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report shall include the
results of analyses of all radiological environmental samples and of all
environmental radiation measurements taken during the period pursuant to the
locations specified in the table and figures in the ODCH, as well as
summarized and tabulated results of these analyses and measurements in a
format similar to the table in the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical
Position, Revision 1. November 1979. In the event that some individual
results are not available for inclusion with the report, the report shall be
submitted noting and explaining the reasons for the missing results. The
missing data shall be submitted in a supplementary report as soon as possible. ;

5.6.3 Radioactive Effluent Release Reoort

I............................... NOTE -- ---- - - -- - - - - -

A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submitt01
shall combine sections common to all units at the station: however, for t. nits

iwith separate radwaste systems, the submittal shall specify the releases of
radioactive material from each unit.'

:
.

..............................................................................

The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of the unit*

during the previous year shall be submitted prior to May 1 of each year in f

a~:ordance with 10 CFR 50.36a. The report shall include a summary of the
quantities of radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents and solid waste

'

released from the unit. The material provided shall be consistent with the
objectives outlined in the ODCH and Process Control Program and in conformance ,

with 10 CFR 50.36a and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I. Section IV.B.1.

5.6.4 Honthlv Ooeratina Reoorts

Routine reports of operating statistics and shutdown experience, including
documentation of all challenges to the pressurizer power operated relief
valves or pressurizer safety valves, shall be submitted on a monthly basis no'

later than the 20th of each month following the calendar month covered by the
report.

,

5.6.5 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR)

a. Core operating limits shall be established prior to each reload cycle,
or prior to any remaining portion of a reload cycle, and shall be :

#

documented in the COLR for the following:

(continued).
*

'
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5.6

4

( 5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5,6.5 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (continued) ;

1) Moderator temperature coefficient limits for Specification 3.1.3,

2) Shutdown Rod Insertion Limit for Specification 3.1.5,

3) Control Rod Insertion Limits for Specification 3.1.6.-

4) AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE Limits and target band for Specification i

3.2.3. i

5) Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, K(Z), W(Z), F/'', and the F/(Z)
,

allowances for Specification 3.2.1,

6) Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor Limit and the Power
Factor Multiplier for Specification 3.2.2. ;

7) SHUTDOWN MARGIN values in Specifications 3.1.1, 3.1.4, 3.1.5, |-

3.1.6 and 3.1.8.,

'

i 8) Refueling Boron Concentration limits in Specification 3.9.1.

b. The analytical methods used to determine the core operating limits shall-

be those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC, specifically those
described in the following documents:

1) WCAP 9272 P A, " WESTINGHOUSE RELOAD SAFETY EVALUATION ;

METHODOLOGY," July 1985 (W Proprietary).
'

,

2) WCAP 8385, " POWER DISTRIBUTION CONTROL AND LOAD FOLLOWING ,

PROCEDURES - TOPICAL REPORT." September 1974 (W Proprietary). I
,

3) T. M. Anderson To K. Kniel (Chief of Core Performance Branch,
NRC) January 31, 1980 Attachment: Operation and Safety Analysis
Aspects of an Improved Load Follow Package.-

*

4) NUREG 0800 Standard Review Plan. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Section 4.3, Nuclear Design, July 1981. Branch ;

Technical Position CP8 4.31, Westinghouse Constant Axial Offset '

'

Control (CAOC), Rev. 2. July 1981.'

,

(continued)
;J

,
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( ) 5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.6.5 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (Continued)

5) WCAP-10216 P A, Revision 1A, " RELAXATION OF CONSTANT AXIAL OFFSET

CONTROL Fa SURVEILLANCE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION," February 1994
(W Proprietary).

6) WCAP-10079 P A, "NOTRUMP, A N0DAL TRANSIENT SMALL BREAK AND
GENERAL NETWORK CODE," August 1985, (W Proprietary).

7) WCAP-10054 P A. " WESTINGHOUSE SMALL BREAK ECCS EVALUATION MODEL
USING THE NOTRUMP CODE", August 1985, (W Proprietary).

'

8) WCAP 11145-P A, " WESTINGHOUSE SMALL BREAK LOCA ECCS EVALUATION

MODEL GENERIC STUDY WITH THE NOTRUMP CODE", October 1986. (W

Proprietary).

9) RXE-90 006 P, " Power Distribution Control Analysis and
Overtemperature N 16 x Sverpower N 16 Trip Setpoint
Methodology, " Feb' 11.

O 10) RXE 88 102 P, "TUE-1 Departure from Nucleate Boiling
V Correlation", January 1989.

11) RXE 88-102 P, Sup.1, "TUE 1 DNB Correlation Supplement 1",
December 1990.

12) RXE 89 002, "VIPRE 01 Core Thermal Hydraulic Analysis Methods for ,

Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Licensing Applications",
June 1989. 1

13) RXE 91-001. " Transient Analysis Methods for Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station Licensing Applications", February 1991. )

14) RXE 91002, " Reactivity Anomaly Events Methodology", May 1991.

15) RXE 90 007, "Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident Analysis
Methodology". December 1990.

|

16) TXX 88306, " Steam Generator Tube Rupture Analysis", March 15,
1988,

17) RXE 91-005, " Methodology for Reactor Core Response to Steamline
Break Events," May, 1991. >

(3 i

i V (continued) I
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|

5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

|

5.6.5 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (Continued),

'

18) RXE 94 001 A, " Safety Analysis of Postulated Inadvertent Boron
Dilution Event in Modes 3,4, and 5," February 1994.

i

19) RXE 95 001 P, "Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident Analysis
Hethodology," December 1995. (,

4

#

c. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all applicable
limits (e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, core thermal hydraulic i

limits Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) limits, nuclear limits'

such as SDH transient analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of
4

the safety analysis are met.

d. The COLR, including any midcycle revisions or supplements, shall be
provided upon issuance for each reload cycle to the NRC.

<

5.6.6 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT (PTLR)4

RCS pressure and temperature limits for heat up, cooldown, lowa.

O temperature operation, criticality, and hydrostatic testing, and PORV ;

lift settings as well as heatup and cooldown rates shall be established ,

and documented in the PTLR for the following: !

1. Specification 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits," ,

and

2. Specification 3.4.12. " Low Temperature Overpressure Protection
(LTOP) System."

b. The analytical methods used to determine the RCS pressure and
temperature limits shall be those previously reviewed and approved by
the NRC, specifically those described in the following documents

,

i

1) The analytical methods used to determine the RCS pressure and
temperature limits were developed in accordance with:'

,

10 CFR 50 Appendix G and H
Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2 >

NUREG 0800, Standard Review Plan Section 5.3.2
ASHE Code Section III, Apper. dix G ,

2) Low Temperature Overpressurization Protection limits were >;

developed in accordance with: |=
v/ (continued) {;

!
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5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.6.6 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT (PTLR) |
1

(continued)

10 CFR 50 Appendix G
NUREG 0800. Standard Review Plan Section 5.2.2 )

'

Branch Technical Positions RSB 5 2. and HETB 5 2

c. The PTLR shall be provided to the NRC upon issuance for each reactor
vessel fluence period and for any revision or supplement thereto.

5.6.7 Not Used

5.6.8 PAM Reoort

When a report is required by the required actions of LCO 3.3.3. " Post Accident
Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation." a report shall be submitted within the l

following 14 days. The report shall outline the preplanned alternate method ,

of monitoring, the cause of the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for
restoring the instrumentation channels of the Function to OPERABLE status.

5.6.9 Not used

5.6.10 Steam Generator Tube Insoection ReDort

a. Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice inspection of
,

steam generator tubes. the number of tubes plugged in each steam
generator shall be reported to the Commission:

b. The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice inspection .

'
shall be submitted to the Commission in a report within 12 months
following the completion of the inspection. This report shall include:

1) Number and extent of tubes inspected.

2) Location and percent of wall thickness penetration for each
indication of an imperfection, and ,

,

'

3) Identification of tubes plugged.

c. Results of steam generator tube inspections which fall into Category C 3
shall be reported to the Commission pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)
within four hours of initial discovery. and in a report within 30 days ,

'

and prior to resumption of plant operation. This report shall provide a,

(} description of investigations conducted to determine cause of the tube ,|
degradation and corrective measures taken to prevent recurrence. ;s

!*
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High Radiation Area
5.7

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.7 High Radiation Area

5.7.1 Pursuant to 10 CFR 20, paragraph 20.1601(c), in lieu of the requirements of1

10 CFR 20.1601, each high radiation area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, in which
the intensity of radiation is > 100 mrem /hr but < 1000 mrem /hr at 30 cm, shall
be barricaded and conspicuously posted as a high radiation area and entrance ,

thereto shall be controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Work |

Permit (RWP). Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures (e.g.,
Radiation Protection Technician) or personnel continuously escorted by such
indiviouals may be exempt from the RWP issuance requirement during the
performance of their assigned duties in high radiation areas with exposure
rates s 1000 mrem /hr, provided they are otherwise following plant radiation i

protection procedures for entry into such high radiation areas.

Any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas shell ba
provided with or accompanied by one or more of the following:

a. A radiation monitoring device that continuously indicates the radiation <

dose rate in the area.
,

b. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the radiation
dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset integrated dose isq

lg received. Entry into such areas with this monitoring device may be made
after the dose rate levels in the area have been established and
personnel are aware of them.

c. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures with a"

radiation dose rate monitoring device, who is responsible for providing
positive control over the activities within the area and shall perform

'

periodic radiation surveillance at the frequency specified in the RWP.

5.7.2 In addition to the requirements of Specification 5.7.1, areas with radiation
levels a 1000 mrem /hr at 30 cm but < 500 rads in one hour at one meter from
the radiation source or from any surface which the radiation penetrates shall
be provided with locked or continuously guarded doors to prevent inadvertenta

entry and the keys shall be maintained under the administrative control of the
Shift Manager on duty or radiation protection supervisor. Doors shall remain

,

locked except during access by personnel under an approved RWP that shall
specify the dose rate levels in the immediate work areas and the maximum
allowable stay times for individuals in those areas. In lieu of the stay time l

specification of the RWP, direct or remote such as closed circuit TV cameras)
continuous surveillance may be made by personnel qualified in radiation |

protection procedures to provide positive exposure control over the activities j
being performed within the area. ;

,

A
V- (continued) |

'

|
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High Radiation Area
5.7

rx
(] 5.7 High Radiation Area (continued)

5.7.3 For individual high radiation areas with radiation levels of > 1000 mrem /hr at
30 cm but < 500 rads in one hour at one meter, accessible to personnel, that
are located within large areas such as reactor containment, where no enclosure
exists for purposes of locking, or that cannot be continuously guarded, and
where no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the individual area,
that individual area shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted, and a
flashing light shall be activated as a warning device.

O
V

i

O) k'
G s
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Rractor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

/^\ B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)
V

B 2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs

BASES

BACKGROUND GDC 10 (Ref.1) requires that specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded during steady state operation, normal
operational transients, and anticipated operational occurrences
(A00s). This is accomplished by having a departure from nucleate
boiling (DNB) design basis, which corresponds to a 95%
probability at a 95% confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion)
that DNB will not occur and by requiring that fuel centerline
temperature stays below the melting temperature.

The restrictions of this SL prevent overheating of the fuel and
cladding, as well as possible cladding perforation, that would
result in the release of fission products to the reactor coolant.
Overheating of the fuel is prevented by maintaining the steady
state peak linear heat rate (LHR) below the level at which fuel
centerline melting occurs. Overheating of the fuel cladding is
prevented by restricting fuel operation to within the nucleate
boiling regime, where the heat transfer coefficient is large and

/O the cladding surface temperature is slightly above the coolant
V saturation temperature.

Fuel centerline melting occurs when the local LHR, or power
peaking, in a region of the fuel is high enough to cause the fuel
centerline temperature to reach the melting point of the fuel.
Expansion of the pellet upon centerline melting may cause the
pellet to stress the cladding to the point of failure, allowing
an uncontrolled release of activity to the reactor coolant.

Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime could
result in excessive cladding temperature because of the onset of
DNB and the resultant sharp reduction in heat transfer
coefficient. Inside the steam film, high cladding temperatures
are reached, and a cladding water (zirconium water) reaction may
take place. This chemical reaction results in oxidation of the
fuel cladding to a structurally weaker form. This weaker form
may lose its integrity, resulting in an uncontrolled release of'

activity to the reactor coolant.

The proper functioning of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) and
stesm generator safety valves prevents violation of the reactor
core SLs.

k- (continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of normal
SAFE 1Y ANALYSES operation and A00s. The reactor core SLs are established to

preclude violation of the following fuel design criteria:

a. There must be at least 95% probability at a 95% confidence
level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot fuel rod in
the core does not experience DNB: and

b. The hot fuel pellet in the core must not experience
centerline fuel melting.

The Reactor Trip System Allowable Values in Table 3.3.11, in
combination with all the LCOs, are designed to prevent any
anticipated combination of transient conditions for Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) temperature, pressure, RCS flow, al, and
THERMAL POWER level that would result in a departure from
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) of less than the DNBR limit and
preclude the existence of flow instabilities.

Protection for these reactor core SLs is provided by the steam
generator safety valves and the following automatic reactor tripp

C/ functions:

a. High pressurizer pressure trip:

b. Low pressurizer pressure trip:

c. Overtemperature N-16 trip:

d. Overpower N 16 trip; and

e. Power Range Neutron Flux High trip.

The limitation that the average enthalpy in the hot leg be less
than or equal to the enthalpy of saturated liquid is not a core
protection limit, but ensures that there are no voids in the hot
leg that could affect the N 16 signal density.

The SLs represent a design requirement for establishing the RPS
Allowable Values identified previously. LCO 3.4.1, *RCS
Pressure, Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) Limits," and the assumed initial conditions of the safety

hd (continued)
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Reactor Core SLs ;

B 2.1.1

:

q
BASES _

r

APPLICABLE analyses (as indicated in the FSAR, Ref. 2) provide more |

SAFETY ANALYSES restrictive limits to ensure that the SLs are not exceeded. |
(continued) ;

!

SAFETY LIMITS The curves provided in Figure 2.1.11 show the loci of points of ,

THERMAL POWER, RCS pressure, and average temperature below which-
'

the calculated DNBR is not less than the design DNBR value, fuel
centerline temperature remains below melting, the average
enthalpy in the hot leg is less than or equal to the enthalpy of
saturated liquid, or the exit quality is within the limits

-

defined by the DNBR correlation.
;

The curves are based on enthalpy rise hot channel factor limits !

provided in the COLR and a cycle specific, representative axial ;

power shape. An allowance is included for an increase in F% at
'

reduced power based on the equation given in the COLR.

The SL is higher than the limit calculated when the AFD is within ;
'

the limits of the F (aI) function of the overtemperature reactor
3

,\ trip. When the AFD is not within the tolerance, the AFD effect |
'

on the overtemperature reactor trips will reduce the setpoints
to provide protection consistent with the reactor core SLs ,

:

(Ref. 3 ).
i

!
!

.

! APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.1 only applies in H0 DES 1 and 2 because these are the only
H00ES in which the reactor is critical. Automatic protection
functions are required to be OPERABLE during MODES 1 and 2 to ,

ensure operation within the reactor core SLs. The steam i
generator safety valves or automatic protection actions serve to
prevent RCS heatup to the reactor core SL conditions or to t

initiate a reactor trip function, which forces the unit into
i

MODE 3. Allowable Values for the reactor trip functions are
.

specified in LCO 3.3.1, " Reactor Trip System (RTS) -

Instrumentation." In H0 DES 3, 4, 5, and 6. Applicability is not
required since the reactor is not generating significant THERMAL ,

POWER. ,

,

:

f

O (continued) ;
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,

Reactor Core SLs '

B 2.1.1
i
,

. ()_/.
(

BASES
,

6

SAFETY. LIMIT The following SL violation responses are applicable to the
i

VIOLATIONS reactor core SLs. If SL 2.1.1 is violated, the requirement to.go
~ to MODE 3 places the unit in a H0DE in which this SL is not

|applicable.

iThe allowed Completion Time of 1 hour recognizes the importance
of bringing the unit to a MODE of operation where this SL is not
applicable, and reduces the probability of fuel damage. ;

Per 10CFR50.36, if a Safety Limit is violated. operations must
'

not be resumed until authorized by the Commission.

:

i

!
REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 10.

2. FSAR, Chapter 7.

3. " Power Distribution Control Analysis and Overtemperature

O N 16 and Overpower N 16 Trip Setpoint Methodology," ,

'

C/ RXE 90 006 P A, June 1994.

:
,

[

I

!

:

.

b

O ,

t
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

n B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)
( I
LJ ,

B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SL
,

BASES

BACKGROUND The SL on RCS pressure protects the integrity of the RCS against i

overpressurization. In the event of fuel cladding failure,
fission products are released into the reactor coolant. The RCS
then serves as the primary barrier in preventing the release of
fission products into the atmosphere. By establishing an upper
limit on RCS pressure, the continued integrity of the RCS is
ensured. According to 10 CFB 50, Appendix A, GDC 14. " Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary," and GDC 15 " Reactor Coolant System
Design" (Ref.1), the reactor pressure coolant boundary (RCPB)

'

design conditions are not to be exceeded during normal operation
and anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). Also, in
accordance with GDC 28. " Reactivity Limits" (Ref.1), reactivity
accidents, including rod ejection, do not result in damage to the
RCPB greater than limited local yielding.

The design pressure of the RCS is 2485 psig. During normal ,

operation and A00s, RCS pressure is limited from exceeding the ,

p design pressure by more than 10%, in accordance with Section III
's of the ASME Code (Ref. 2). To ensure system integrity, all RCS

components are hydrostatically tested at 125% (3110 psig) of
design pressure, according to the ASME Code requirements prior to
initial operation when there is no fuel in the core. Following
inception of unit operation. RCS components shall be pressure
tested, in accordance with the requirements of ASME Code,
Section XI (Ref. 3).

Overpressurization of the RCS could result in a breach of the
RCPB. If such a breach occurs in conjunction with a fuel
cladding failure, fission products could enter the containment <

atmcsphere, raising concerns relative to limits on radioactive
releases specified in 10 CFR 100 " Reactor Site Criteria"
(Ref. 4).

.

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, the main steam safety valves
SAFETY ANALYSES (MSSVs), and the reactor high pressure trip have settings

established to ensure that the RCS pressure SL will not be
!exceeded.

/3
V (continued)
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2'

BASES

.

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent system
; SAFETY ANALYSES pressure from exceeding the design pressure by more than 10t, as

(continued). specified in Section III of the ASME Code for Nuclear Power Plant .

Components (Ref. 2). The transient that establishes the required
relief ctpacity, and hence valve size requirements and lift
settings, is a turbine trip without a direct reactor trip.
Safety valves on the secondary side are assumed to open when the
steam pressure reaches the safety valve settings. Main feedwater ,

'

supply is lost at the time of turbine trip.

The Reactor Trip System Allowable Values in Table 3.3.11, i

together with the settings of the MSSVs, provide pressure ;
'

prot'ection for normal operation and A00s. The reactor high'

pressure trip setpoint is specifically set to provide protection <

'
against overpressurization. The safety analyses for both the
high pressure trip and the RCS pressurizer safety valves are
performed using conservative assumptions relative to pressure

;

control devices.

More specifically, no credit is taken for operation of the
following:

a. Pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs):
.

b. Steam Generator Atmospheric Relief Valves:

ic. Steam Dump System:

d. Reactor Control System:

e. Pressurizer Level Control System: or'
,

.

'

f. Pressurizer spray valves.
E

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient pressure allowed in the RCS pressure vessel ;
;
~ under the ASME Code. Section III, is 110% of design pressure.

~

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.2 applies in H0 DES 1, 2. 3, 4, and 5 because this SL could i

be approached or exceeded in these MODES due to
overpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in H0DE 6 :

1

(continued) .
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RCS Pressure SL-
B 2.1.2

.,

!

f'iV BASES

APPLICABILITY because the reactor. vessel head closure bolts are not fully
(continued) tightened, making it unlikely that' the RCS can be pressurized.

SAFETY LIMIT If the RCS pressure SL is violated when the reactor is in MODE 1' ,

VIOLATIONS or 2 the requirement is to restore compliance and be in H00E 3
within 1 hour.

Exceeding the RCS pressure SL may cause immediate RCS failure and
create a potential for radioactive releases in excess of
10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site Criteria," limits (Ref. 4).

The allowable Completion Time of 1 hour recognizes the importance
of reducing power level to a MODE of operation where the
potential for challenges to safety systems is minimized. .

If the RCS pressure SL is exceeded in H0DE 3, 4 or 5, RCS
pressure must be restored to within the SL value within

,, 5 minutes. Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5 is
( more severe than exReding this SL in MODE 1 or 2, since the

reactor vessel temperature may be lower and the vessel material,
consequently, less ductile. As such, pressure must be reduced to
less than the SL within 5 minutes. The action does not require ;

reducing MODES, since this would require reducing temperature,
'

which would compound the problem by adding thermal gradient ,

stresses to the existing pressure stress.
i

Per 10CFR50.36, if a Safety Limit is violated, operations must
not be resumed until authorized by the Commission.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 14, GDC 15, and GDC 28. >

.

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.
Article NB 7000.

/^) -
d (continued)

i
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

0- .

REFERENCES 3. ASME, Boiler and Pretsure Vessel Code. Section XI,

:. . -(continued) - Article IWX 5000.
,.

-|
4. 10 CFR 100.

!-'' 5. FSAR, Chapter 7.

:

'l

!

O 1
!

!

i

.

O
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

B 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

BASES

LCOs LC0 3.0.1 through LCO 3.0.6 establish the general requirements
applicable to all Specifications and apply at all times, unless'

otherwise stated.

!

|
| LC0 3.0.1 LC0 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within each
! individual Specification as the requirement for when the LCO is

required to be met (i.e., when the unit is in the MODES or other
specified conditions of the Applicability statement of each
Specification).

LC0 3.0.2 LC0 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to meet an
LCO the associated ACTIONS shall be met. The Completion Time of
each Required Action for an ACTIONS Condition is applicable fromO the point in time that an ACTIONS Condition is entered. The
Required Actions establish those remedial measures that must be
taken within specified Completion Times when the requirements of
an LC0 are not met. This Specification establishes that:

Completion of the Required Actions within the specifieda.
Completion Times constitutes compliance with a
Specification; and

b. Completion of the Required Actions is not required when an
LC0 is met within the specified Completion Time, unless
otherwise specified.

There are two basic types of Required Actions. The first type of
Required Action specifies a time limit in which the LCO must be
met. This time lirait is the Completion Time to restore an
inoperable system or component to 0FERABLE status or to restore
variables to within specified limits. If this type of Required
Action is not completed within the specified Completa.c Time, a
shutdown may be required to place the unit in a HOOL or condition
in which the Specification is not applicable. (Whether stated as
a Required Action or not, correction of the entered Condition is
an action that may always be considered upon entering

(continued)
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

LC0 3.0.2 ACTIONS.) The second type of Required Action specifies
(continued) the remedial measures that permit continued operation of the unit

that is not further restricted by the Completion Time. In this
case, compliance with the Required Actions provides an acceptable
level of safety for continued operation.

Completing the Required Actions is not required when an LC0 is
met or is no longer applicable, unless otherwise stated in the ,

'

individual Specifications.

The nature of some Required Actions of some Conditions
necessitates that, once the Condition is entered, the Required
Actions must be completed even though the associated Conditions ,

no longer exist. The individual LC0's ACTIONS specify the
Required Actions where this is the case. An example of this is
in LC0 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits.''

The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also applicable
when a system or component is removed from service intentionally.
The reasons for intentionally relying on the ACTIONS include, but
are not limited to, performance of Surveillances, preventive
maintenance, corrective maintenance, or investigation of

O operational problems. Entering ACTIONS for these reasons raust be
done in a manner that does not compromise safety. Intentional
entry into ACTIONS should not be made for operational
convenience. Alternatives that would not result in redundant
equipment being inoperable should be used instead. Doing so
limits the time both subsystems / trains of a safety function are
inoperable and limits the time other conditions exist which

cult in LCO 3.0.3 being entered. Individual Specifications may
specify a time limit for performing an SR when equipment is
removed from service or bypassed for testing. In this case, the
Completion Times of the Required Actions are applicable when this
time limit expires, if the equipment remains removed from service
or bypassed.

When a change in MODE or other specified condition is required to
comply with Required Actions, the unit may enter a MODE or other
specified condition in which another Specification becomes
applicable. In this case, the Completion Times of the associated
Required Actions would apply from the point in time that the new
Specification becomes applicable, and the ACTIONS Condition (s)
are entered.

(continued)
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LC0 Applicability'

B 3.0

BASES (continued)'

LCO 3.0.3 LC0 3.0.3 establishes the actions that must be implemented when
an LC0 is not met and:

a. - An associated Required Action and Completion Time is not
met and no other Condition applies; or

b. The condition of the unit is not specifically addressed by
the associated ACTIONS. This means that no combination of
Conditions stated in the ACTIONS can be made that exactly
corresponds to the actual conditicn of the unit.
Sometimes, possible combinationL of Conditions arn such j

that entering LCO 3.0.3 is warranted: in such cases the i

ACTIONS specifically stata a Condition corresponding to |

such combinations and c. that LC0 3.0.3 be entered |

immediately. |
!

This Specification delineates the time limits for placing the |

unit in a safe MODE or other specified condition when operation
cannot be maintained within the limits for safe operation as
defined by the LCO and its ACTIONS. It is not intended to be

'

used as an operational convenience that permits routine voluntary
removal of redundant systems or components from service in lieu

O of other alternatives that would not result in redundant systems
or components being inoperable.

Upon entering LC0 3.0.3, I hour is allowed to prepare for an
orderly shutdown before initiating a change in unit operation.
This includes time to permit the operator to coordinate the
reduction in electrical generation with the load dispatcher to
ensure the stability and availability of the electrical grid.
The time limits specified to reach lower MODES of operation
permit the shutdown to proceed in a controlled and orderly manner
that is well within the specified maximum cooldown rate and
within the capabilities of the unit, assuming that only the
minimum required equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal
stresses on components of the Reactor Coolant System and the
potential for a plant upset that could challenge safety systems
under conditions to which this Specification applies. The use
and interpretation of specified times to complete the actions of
LCO 3.0.3 are consistent with the discussion of Section 1.3,
Completion Times.

'

(continued)

O
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LCO Applicability |
B 3.0 |'

BASES
'

;

O ;

LCO 3.0.3 A unit shutdown required in accordance with LC0 3.0.3 may be
'

(continued) terminated and LC0 3.0.3 exited if any of the following occurs:-

a. The LCO is now met. ,

b. A Condition exists for which the Required Actions have now ,

>

been performed.

c. ACTIONS exist that do not have expired Completion Times.
These Completion Times are applicable from the point in j

4

time that the Condition is initially entered and not from t

the time LC0 3.0.3 is exited.
1

The time limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for the
unit to be in H0DE 5 when a shutdown is required during H0DE 1 i

operation. If the unit is in a lower H0DE of operation when a
ishutdown is required, the time limit for reaching the next lower

H0DE applies. If a lower H0DE is reached in less time than :

allowed, however, the total allowable time to reach H0DE 5. or ,

other applicable MODE. is not reduced. For example. if H0DE 3 is !

reached in 2 hours, then the time allowed for reaching H0DE 4 is
the ncxt 11 hours because the total time for reaching MODE 4 is
not reduced from the allowable limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if
remedial measures are completed that would permit a return to

O H0DE 1, a penalty is not incurred by having to reach a lower H0DE
of operation in less than the total time allowed.

In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. LC0 3.0.3 provides actions for
Conditions net covered in other Specifications. The requirements .',

of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in H0 DES 5 and 6 because the unit is
already in the most restrictive Condition required by LCO 3.0.3.
The requirements of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in othe specified i

conditions of the Applicability (unless in H0DE 1, 2. 3, or 4)
i

because the ACTIONS of individual Specifications sufficiently,

; define the remedial measures to be taken. |

Exceptions to LC0 3.0.3 are provided in instances where requiring |

a unit shutdown, in accordance with LC0 3.0.3, would not provide .

appropriate remedial measures for the associated condition of the ,

unit. 'An example of this is in LCO 3.7.15. " Fuel Storage Area
Water Level." LC0 3.7.15 has an Applicability of "During
movement of irradiated fuel

P

i

!!

,

(continued) ;

O ;
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B 3.0

:
'

BASES
'

O
LCO 3.0.3 assemblies in the fuel storage area." Therefore. this LCO

.|
'

(continued) can be applicable in any or all MODES. If the LC0 and the
Required Actions of LC0 3.7.15 are not met while in H00E 1. 2. 3 ,

!or 4, there is no safety benefit to be gained by placing the unit
in a shutdown condition. The Required Action of LC0 3.7.15 of

i
" Suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel
storage area." is the appropriate Required Action to complete in |

lieu of the actions of LCO 3.0.3. These exceptions are addressed |
in the individual Specifications.

t ,'

i
(

LC0 3.0.4 LC0 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in H0 DES or other ,'

specified conditions in the Applicability when an LCO is not met.,

It precludes placing the unit in a H0DE or other specified
condition stated in that Applicability (e.g., Applicability
desired to be entered) when the following exist:

Unit conditions are such that the requirements of the LC0a.
would not be met in the Applicability desired to be
entered; and

b. Continued noncompliance with the LC0 requirements, if the i

O Applicability were entered, would result in the unit being -

required to exit the Applicability desired to be entered to '

comply with the Required Actions.

iCompliance with Required Actions that permit continued operation.

of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a MODE or other
specified condition provides an acceptable level of safety for
continued operation. This is without regard to the status of the i

unit before or after the MODE change. Therefore, in such cases.,

entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability may be made in accordance with the provisions of .

'

the Required Actions. The provisions of this Specification
should not be interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise ,

the good practice of restoring systems or components to OPERABLE 1

I status before entering an associated H00E or other specified
*

I condition in the Applicability.
i

The provisions of LCO 3.0.4 sh311 not prevent changes in H0 DES or
other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required i

to comply with ACTIONS. In addition. the provisions of LC0 3.0.4 ;

(continued)

O !
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BASES

:O
LC0 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in H0 DES or other specified conditions !

;

(continued) in the Applicability that result from any unit shutdown.

- Exceptions to LCO 3.0.4 are stated in the individual |
Specifications. These exceptions allow entry into MODES or other !

specified conditions in the Applicability when the associated |
ACTIONS to be entered do not provide for continued operation for

!an unlimited period of time. Exceptions may apply to all the
ACTIONS or to a specific Required Action of a Specification.

LCO 3.0.4 is only applicable when entering MODE 4 from H0DE 5
H00E 3 from H0DE 4. H0DE 2 from H0DE 3, or H00E 1 from H0DE 2.
Furthermore, LC0 3.0.4 is applicable when entering any other
spe';1fied condition in the Applicability only while operating in !

.

H0 DES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The requirements of LC0 3.0.4 do not apply ;

in H00ES 5 and 6. or in other specified conditions of the i'

! Applicability (unless in H0 DES 1, 2. 3. or 4) because the ACTIONS ;

!of individual Specifications sufficiently define the remedial
measures to be taken. In some cases (e.g., where a plant- !

specific review has concluded that specific restriction on H0DE
changes should be included) these ACTIONS provide a Note that j
states "While this LC0 is not met, entry into a H0DE or other -

specified condition in the Applicability is not permitted, unless
required to comply with ACTIONS." This Note is a requirement <

explicitly precluding entry into a H0DE or other specified ;'

condition of the Applicability, j
i

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated
inoperable equipment (or on variables outside the specified
limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, changing H0 DES or ;

other specified conditions while in an ACTIONS Condition, in
i

compliance with LC0 3.0.4 or where an exception to LC0 3.0.4 is
istated, is not a violation of SR 3.0.1 or SR 3.0.4 for those
'Surveillances that do not have to be performed due to the

.

associated inoperable equipment. However, SRs must be met to
! ensure OPERABILITY prior to declaring the associated equipment

'

OPERABLE (or variable within limits) and restoring compliance'

' with the affected LCO.

-
_

'

LC0 3.0.5 LCO 3.0.5 establishes the allowance for restoring equipment to
service under administrative controls when it has been removed t

*

from service or declared inoperable to comply with ACTIONS. The 7

sole purpose of this Specification is to provide an exception to
LCO 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply with the applicable Required

(continued) |

~

'

!(
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*

O'
LCO 3.0.5 Action (s)) to allow the performance of required testing to

(continued) demonstrate:

a. The OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned to service;
or

b. The OPERABILITY of other equipment.

The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is
returned to service in conflict with the requirements of the
ACTIONS is limited to the time absolutely necessary to perform
the required testing to demonstrate OPERABILITY. This
Specification does not provide time to perform any other
preventive or corrective maintenance.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment
being returned to service is reopening a containment
isolation valve that has been closed to comply with
Required Actions and must be reopened to perforra the required
testing.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other equipment is
taking an inoperable channel or trip system out of the tripped
condition to prevent the trip function from occurring during the

(a") performance of required testing on another channel in the other
trip system. A similar example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY
of other equipment is taking an inoperable channel or trip system
out of the tripped condition to permit the logic to function and
indicate the appropriate response during the performance of
required testing on another channel in the same trip system.

LC0 3.0.6 LC0 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LC0 3.0.2 for support
systems that have an LC0 specified in the Technical
Specifications (TS). This exception is provided because
LC0 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required Actions
of the associated inoperable supported system LC0 be entered
solely due to the inoperability of the support system. This
exception is justified because the actions that are required to
ensure the unit is maintained in a safe condition are specified'

in the support system LCO's Required Actions. These Required |
Actions may include entering the supported system's Conditions |

!and Required Actions or may specify other Required Actions.

l
(continued) 1

/S. i

V
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O
LC0 3.0.6 When a support system is inoperable and there is an LC0 cpecified |

(continued) for it in the TS, the supported system (s) are required to be |
declared inoperable if determined to be inoperable as a result of
the support system inoperability. However. it is not necessary to
enter into the supported systems' Conditions and Required Actions
unless directed to do so by the support system's Required
Actions. The potential confusion and inconsistency of
requirements related to the entry into multiple support and
supported systems' LCOs' Conditions and Required Actions are
eliminated by providing all the actions that are necessary to .

ensure the unit is maintained in a safe condition in the support (
system's Required Actions, j
However, there are instances where a support system's ;

Required Action may either direct a supported system to be
declared inoperable or direct entry into Conditions and ,

Required Actions for the supported system. This may occur
immediately or after some specified delay to perform some other

i

Required Action. Regardless of whether it is immediate or after '

some delay, when a support system's Required Action directs a
supported system to be declared inoperable or directs entry into
Conditions and Required Actions for a supported system, the .

sO applicable Conditions and Required Actions shall be entered in !

accordance with LC0 3.0.2.:

Specification 5.5.15, " Safety Function Determination Program
(SFDP)," ensures loss of safety function is detected and |

.

-

appropriate actions are taken. Upon entry into LC0 3.0.6, an |
evaluation shall be made to determine if loss of safety function
exists. Additionally, other limitations, remedial actions, or
compensatory actions may be identified as a result of the support ;

system inoperability and corresponding exception to entering
supported system Conditions and Required Actions. The SFDP

3

implements the requirements of LC0 3.0.6.

Cross train checks to identify a loss of safety function for
;

' those support systems that support multiple and redundant safety
systems are required. The cross train check verifies that the
supported systems of the redundant OPERABLE support system are,

OPERABLE, thereby ensuring safety function is retained. If this ,

evaluation determines that a loss of safety
!function exists, the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions

of the LC0 in which the loss of safety function exists are
required to be entered. |

(continued)
'

O
I
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BASES 7
,

LCO 3.0.7 There'are certain special tests and operations required to be !

performed at various times over the life of the unit. These ,

special tests and operations are necessary to demonstrate select ;
1

unit performance characteristics, to perform special maintenance !

activities, and to perform special evolutions. Test Exception :

LCO 3.1,8. allows specified Technical Specification (TS) |
'

requirements to be changed to permit performances of these
special tests and operations, which otherwise could not be |

performed if required to comply with the requirements of these
.

TS. Unless otherwise specified, all the other TS requirements
,

remain unchanged. This will ensure all appropriate requirements
of the MODE or other specified condition not directly associated
with or required to be changed to perform the speciel test or
operation will remain in effect.

f

The Applicability of a Test Exception LCO represents a condition4

not necessarily in compliance with the normal requirements of the
TS. Compliance with Test Exception LCOs is optional. A special ;

operation may be performed either under the provisions of the |
appropriate Test Exception LC0 or under the other applicable TS :

requirements. If it is desired to perform the special operation i

under the provisions of the Test Exception LCO, the requirements

O of the Test Exception LC0 shall be followed.
;

. - ... - - - - .-

,

I

i

;

L

:.

;
7

i i

! i

:O ;

i

|
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( B 3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

BASES

SRs SR 3.0.1 through SR 3.0.4 establish the general requirements
applicable to all Specifications and apply at all times, unless
otherwise stated.

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met during
the MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability for
which the requirements of the LCO apply, unless otherwise
specified in the individual SRs. This Specification is to ensure
that Surveillances are performed to verify the OPERABILITY of
systems and components, and that variables are within specified
limits. Failure to meet a Surveillance within the specified
Frequency, in accordance with SR 3.0.2, constitutes a failure to
meet an LCO.

Systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when the
associated SRs have been met. Nothing in this Specification,
however, is to be construed as implying that systems or
components are OPERABLE when:

(
a. The systems or components are known to be inoperable,

although still meeting the SRs: or

b. The requirements of the SurMllance(s) are known not to be
met between required Surveil ance performances.

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the unit is in a
H00E or other specified condition for which the requirements of
the associated LCO are not applicable, unless otherwise
specifhd. The SRs associated with a test exception are only
applicable when the test exception is used as an allowable
exception to the requirements of a Specification.

Unplanned events may satisfy the requirements (including
applicable acceptance criteria)for a given SR. In this case, the
unplanned event may be credited as fulfilling the performance of
the SR. This allowance includes those SRs whose performance is

.

normally precluded in a given H0DE or other specified condition.

Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by Required
Actions, do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment
because the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply.

,

| O (continued)
Ci
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BASES

SR 3.0.1 Surve111ances have to be met and performed in accordance with

(continued) SR 3.0.2, prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE status. Uponi.
completion of mr.intenance. appropriate post maintenance'

testing is required to declare equipment OPERABLE. This includes
ensuring applicable Surveillances are not failed and their most
recent performance is in accordance with SR 3.0.2. Post I

maintenance testing may not be possible in the current H0DE or
other specified conditions in the Applicability due to the ;

necessary unit parameters not having been established. In these i'

situations, the equipment may be considered OPERABLE provided
testing has been satisfactorily completed to the extent possible
and the equipment is not otherwise believed to be incapable of !

performing its function. This will allow operation to proceed to
a H0DE or other specified condition where other necessary post

-,

tmaintenance tests can be completed.
,

.

,

t [

i SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting the specified !
I

Frequency for Surveillances and any Required Action with a'

Completion Time that requires the periodic performance of ther

Required Action on a "once per . . ." interval.
!

-

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified in the :|

; Frequency. This extension facilitates Surveillance scheduling |
,

and considers plant operating conditions that may not be suitable j

for conducting the Surveillance (e.g., transient conditions or |
;
' other ongoing Surveillance or maintenance activities).

'

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the reliability
'

that results from performing the Surveillance at its specified
i Frequency. This is based on the recognition that the most

probable result of any particular Survei' lance being performed is
,

j the verification of conformance with the SRs. The exceptions to
SR 3.0.2 are those Surve111ances for which the 25% extension of:

the interval specified in the Frequency does not apply. These
exceptions are stated in the individual Specifications. An

.

example of where SR 3.0.2 does not apply is the Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

<

(continued)
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,

b ,

-SR 3.0.2 !

(continued)

As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25% extension also does not apply to
the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time that requires
performance on a "once per ..." basis. The 25% extension applies
to each performance after the initial performance. The initial
performance of the Required Action, whether it is a particular j

'Surveillance or some other remedial action, is considered a
single action with a single Completion Time. One reason for not
allcwing the 25% extension to this Completion Time is that such<

an action usually verifies that no loss of function has occurred .

by checking the status of redundant or diverse components or !

accomplishes the function of the inoperable equipment in an ,

.

alternative manner,
s

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used repeatedly
merely as an operational convenience to extend Surveillance
intervals (other than those consistent, with refueling intervals)
or periodic Completion Time intervals beyond those specified.

r'T
V .

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring affected
.

equipment inoperable or an affected variable outside the,.

specified limits when a Surveillance has not been completed
within the specified Frequency. A delay period of up to 24 hours 1

or up to the limit of the specified Frequency, whichever is less, ;

applies from the point in time that it is discovered that the
'

Surveillance has not been performed in accordance with SR 3.0.2,
and not at the time that the specified Frequency was not met. ;

This delay period provides adequate time to complete !

Surveillances that have been missed. This delay period permits i

the completion of a Surveillance before complying with Required
Actions or other remedial measures that might preclude completion

'

of the Surveillance.

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of unit-
,

conditions, adequate planning, availability of personnel, the
time required to perform the Surveillance, the safety'

!

(continued)
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BASES.

,

'
;

SR 3.0.3 significance of the delay in completing the required .

'.

(continued) Surveillance, and the recognition that the most probable result
of any particular Surveillance being performed is the

' . verification of conformance with the requirements. When a |

Surveillance with a Frequency based not on time intervals, but ;

upon specified unit conditions or operational situations, is j

discovered not to have been performed when specified. SR 3.0.3 f

'

allows the full delay period of 24 nours to perform the
Surveillance. ;

SR 3,0.3 also provides a time limit for completion of '

Surveillances that become applicable as a consequence of MODE
changes imposed by Required Actions. ,

Failure to comply with spec 1fied Frequencies for SRs is expected
to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay period
established by SR 3.0.3 is a flexibility which is not intended to
be used as an operational convenience to extend Surveillance'

intervals. .

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
q period, then the equipment is considered inoperable or the

Q variable is considered outside the specified limits and the
Completion Times of the Required Actions for the applicable LC04

Conditions begin immediately upon expiration of the delay period.
!If a Surveillance is failed within the delay period, then the,

;
iequipment is inoperable, or the variable is outside the specified

limits and the Completion Times of the Required Actions for thei

i applicable LC0 Conditions begin immediately upon the failure of
the Surveillance.'

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period allowed by
this Specification, or within the Completion lime of the ACTIONS,
restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.

4

i

'

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs must
be met before entry into a HODE ur other specified condition in ,

the Applicability.

:

I

(continued)

|
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SR 3.0.4 This Specification ensures that system and component OPERABILITY
(continued) requirements and variable limits are met before entry into H0 DES

or other specified conditions in the Applicability for which
these systems and components ensure saf e operation of the unit.

The provisions of this Specification should not be r

interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise the good
practice of restoring systems or component to OPERABLE
status before entering an associated HODE or other specified
condition in the Applicability.

However, in certain circumstances, failing to meet an SR will not
result in SR 3.0.4 restricting a MODE change or other specified
condition change. When a system, subsystem, division, component.
device, or variable is inoperable or outside its specified
limits, the associated SR(s) are not required to be performed.
per SR 3.0.1, which states that surveillances do not have to be
performed on inoperable equipment. When equipment is inoperable,
SR 3.0.4 does not apply to the associated SR(s) since the
requirement for the SR(s) to be performed is removed. Therefore,
failing to perform the Surveillance (s) within the specified

O Frequency does not result in an SR 3.0.4 restriction to changing
U H0 DES or other specified conditions of the Applicability.

However, since the LCO is not met in this instance. LCO 3.0.4
will govern any restrictions that may (or may not) apply to H0DE
or other specified condition changes.

The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES or
other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required
to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the provisions of SR 3.0.4
shall not prevent changes in MODES or other specified conditions
in the Applicability that result from any unit shutdown.

The precise requirements for performance of SRs are specified
such that exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are not necessary. The specific
time frames and conditions necessary for meeting the SRs are
specified in the Frequency, in the Surveillance, or both. This
allows performance of Surve111ances when the prerequisite
condition (s) specified in a Surveillance procedure require entry
into the MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability
of the associated LC0 prior to the performance or completion of a
Surveillance. A Surveillance that could not be performed until

i
!

(n) (continued)

|
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O BASES
:

- SR 3.0.4 after entering the LC0 Applicability, would have its Frequency-
1 (continued) specified such that it is not "due" until the specific conditions

!needed are met. Alternately, the Surveillance may be stated in
the form of a Note as not required (to be met or performed) until ,

1 a particular event, condition, or time has been reached. Further !

discussion of the specific formats of SRs' annotation is found in ;

Section 1.4, Frequency. -

SR 3.0,4 is only applicable when entering MODE 4 from H0DE 5, [

: H00E 3 from H00E 4. Mode 2 from H0DE 3, or H0DE 1 from H0DE 2. -

Furthermore, SR 3.0.4 is applicable when entering any other |

specified condition in the Applicability only while operating in 1

MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The requirements of SR 3.0.4 do not apply
'

in H0 DES 5 and 6, or in other specified conditions of the
Applicability (unless in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS
of individual Specifications sufficiently define the reinedial
measures to be taken.

,

'O :
:

!

,

t

!

i

|

l

I
'

'
.

i

: O !
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'B 3.1'.1

I

h B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

:

BASES
..,,...;.....-......,......s. . . . - - - - - . . . . . . . . - - . . . . . . . - . .

4

BACKGROUND According to GDC 26 (Ref.1) the react. ,,cy control systems must
be redundant and capable of holding the reactor core subcritical
when shut down under cold conditions. Maintenance of the SDM
ensures that postulated reactivity events will not damage the
fuel.

SDM requirements provide sufficient reactivity margin to ensure ,

that acceptable fuel design limits will not be exceeded for
normal shutdown and anticipated operational occurrences (A00s).
As such, the SDM defines the degree of suberiticality that would
be obtained immediately following the insertion or scram of all
shutdown and control rods, assuming that the single rod cluster
assembly of highest reactivity worth is fully withdrawn.'

The system design requires that two independent reactivity
control systems be provided, and that one of these systems be-

>l g capable of maintaining the core subcritical under cold$

conditions. These requirements are satisfied by the use of
movable control assemblies and soluble boric acid in the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS). The Rod Control System can compensate for
the reactivity effects of the fuel and water temperature changes

.'
accompanying power level changes over the range from full load to
no load. In addition, the Rod Control System, together with the
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS), provides the SDM
during power operation and is capable of making the core
suberitical, assuming that the rod of highest reactivity worth .

remains fully withdrawn. The s CVCS can control the soluble
boron concentration to compensate for fuel depletion during

"

operation and all xenon burnout reactivity changes and can
maintain the reactor subcritical under cold conditions.

During power operation SDM control is ensured by operating with
the shutdown banks fully withdrawn and the control banks within
the limits of LC0 3.1.6, " Control Bank Insertion Limits." When
the unit is in the shutdown and refueling modes, the LDM
requirements are met by means of adjustments to the RCS boron ,

,

j concentration,

q
|b (continued)

!
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B 3.1.1

em BASES

b
APPLICABLE The minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial condition
SAFETY ANALYSES in safety analyses. The safety analysis establishes an SDM that

ensures specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded
for normal operation and A00s, with the assumption of the highest -

worth rod stuck out on scram.

The acceptance criteria for the SDM requirements are that
specified acceptable fuel design limits are maintained. This is
done by ensuring that:

a. The reactor can be made subcritical from all operating
conditions, transients, and Design Basis Events:

6. The reactivity transients associated with postulated
accident conditions are controllable within acceptable
limits (departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR), fuel
centerline temperature limits for A00s, and s 280 cal /gm
average fuel pellet enthalpy at the hot spot for the rod
ejection accident); and

c. The reactor will be maintained sufficiently subcritical to
preclude ir. advertent criticality in the shutdown condition.

The most limiting accidents for the SDM requirements area main
steam line break (MSLB) and boron dilution accidents, as
described in the accident analysis (Ref. 2). The SDM requirement
is also used in the analyses of the following events:

a. An uncontrolled rod withdrawal from subcritical or low ;

power condition:

b. Rodejection, j

The increased steam flow resulting from a pipe break in the main
steam system causes an increased energy removal from the affected
steam generator (SG), and consequently the RCS. This results in
a reduction of the reactor coolant temperature. The resultant
coolant shrinkage causes a reduction in pressure. In the i

presence of a negative moderator temperature coefficient, this |

cooldown causes an increase in core reactivity. As the initial :

RCS temperature decreases, the severity of an MSLB decreases I
until MODE 5 is reached. The most limiting MSLB, with respect to j

l

O
V (continued) i
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SDM

B 3.1.1
.

.

BASES

APPLICABLE potential tuel damage before a reactor trip occurs, is a
i SAFETY ANALYSES guillotine break of a main steam line inside containment

(continued) initiated at the end of core life at hot zero power conditions. <*

The positive reactivity addition from the moderator temperature
decrease will tenninate when the affected SG boils dry, thus
terminating RCS heat removal and cooldown. Following the MSLB, a
post trip return to power may occur: however, no fuel damage
occurs as a result of the post trip return to power, and THERMAL
POWER does not violate the Safety Limit (SL) requirement of
SL 2.1.1.

,

.

In the boron dilution analysis, the required SDM defines the
reactivity difference between an initial subcritical boron
concentration and the corresponding critical boron concentration.
These values, in conjunction with the configuration of the RCS
and the assumed dilution flow rate, directly affect the results

; of the analysis. This event is most limiting at the beginning of
core life, when critical boron concentrations are highest. The ;

shutdown margin must be adequate to allow sufficient time for the
reactor operators to detect an inadvertent boron dilution and
initiate appropriate action to prevent a complete ' loss of

:shutdown margin.
.

Depending on the system initial conditions and reactivity
'

insertion rate, the uncontrolled rod withdrawal transient is
;

terminated by either a high power level trip or a high
pressurizer pressure trip. In all cases, power level, RCS
pressure, linear heat rate, and the DNBR do not exceed allowable
limits.

The startup of an inactive RCP in Modes 1 and 2 is precluded by
administrative procedures. In Mode 3, the startup of an inactive
RCP can not result in a " cold water" criticality, even if the
maximum difference in temperature exists between the SG and the
core. The maximum positive reactivity addition that can occur
due to an inadvertent RCP start is less than half the minimum
required SDH. Startup of an idle RCP cannot, therefore. produce
a return to power from the hot standby condition.

The ejection of a control rod rapidly adds reactivity to the ,

reactor core, causing both the core power level and heat flux to ,

increase with corresponding increases in reactor coolant

(continued)
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V]
APPLICABLE temperatures and pressure. The ejection of a rod also produces a
SAFETY ANALYSES time dependent redistribution of core power.

(continued)
SDH satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). Even though
it is not directly observed from the control room SDH is
considered an initial condition process variable because it is
periodically monitored to ensure that the unit is operating
within the bounds of accident analysis assumptions.

,

LCO SDH is a core design condition that can be ensured during
operation through control rod positioning (control and shutdown
banks) and through the soluble boron concentrat1on.

The HSLB and the boron dilution accidents (Ref. 3) are the most
limiting analyses tnat establish the SDH value of the LCO. For
HSLB accidents, if the LC0 is violated, there is a potential to
exceed the DNBR limit and to exceed 10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site
Criteria," limits (Ref. 4). For the boron dilution accident, if
the LCO is violated, the minimum required time assumed for

fq operator action to terminate dilution may no longer be available.i ,

The required SDd v specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY In H0DE 2 with k,rr < 1.0 and in H0 DES 3, 4 and 5, the SDH
requirements are applicable to provide sufficient negative
reactivity to meet the assumptions of the safety analyses

'

discussed above. In H0DE 6 the shutdown reactivity requirements
are given in LC0 3.9.1, " Boron Concentration." In H0 DES 1 and 2,
SDH is ensured by complying with LCO 3.1.5, " Shutdown Bank
Insertion Limits," and LC0 3.1.6, " Control Bank Insertion
Limits."

The Applicability is modified by a Note stating that the
transition from H0DE 6 to MODE 5 is not permitted while LC0 3.1.1
is not met. This Note specifies an exception to LCO 3.0.4 and
prohibits the transition when SDH limits are not met. This Note
assures that the initial assumptions of a postulated boron
dilution event in H00E 5 are met,

g
O (continued)

!
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ACTIONS L1

If the SDH requirements are not met.L boration must be initiated
promptly.. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is adequate for an
operator to correctly align and start the required systems and
components. It is assumed that boration will be continued until

,

the SDM requirements are met.

In the determination of the required combination of boration flow
rate and boron concentration, there is no unique requirement that
must be satisfied. Since it is imperative to raise the boron -
concentration of the RCS as soon as possible, the borated water.
source should be a highly concentrated solution, such as that
normally found in the boric acid storage tank, or the refueling
water storage tank. The operator should borate with the best
source available for the plant conditions.

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1
, O REQUIREMENTS'

In NODES 2 (with k,r, < 1.0), 3, 4 and 5 thei

SDN is verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation,:

considering the listed reactivity effects:

a. RCS boron concentration:

b. Shutdown and Control bank position:'

;

c. RCS average temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration

f. Samarium concentration: and
.

g. Isotherma1' temperature coefficient (ITC).
;

i Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this calculation
because the reactor is subcritical, and the fuel temperature will

; . be changing at the same rate as the RCS.

(continued)

, CONANCHE PEAK ITS BASES B 3.1 5 May 15, 1997
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1 (continued) ,

REQUIREMENTS
In the event that.a rod is known to be.untrippable, however SDM ,

verification must account for the worth of the untrippable rod as ;

well as another rod of maximum worth.
.

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow change
in required boron concentration and the low probability of an
accident occurring without the required SDM. This allows time
for the operator to collect the required data, which includes
performing a boron concentration analysis, and complete the
calculation.

;

,

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 26.

2. FSAR, Ch6pter 15. '

3. Not Used. ,

' f. 4. 10 CFR 100.
'

-
.

,

!

, ,

I

t

,

!
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Core Reactivity 1

B 3.1.2-

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
' . pJ :'

i
8 3.1.2. Core Reactivity

e

BASES

BACKGROUND According to GDC 26 GDC 28, and GDC 29 (Ref. 1), reactivity
-

shall' be controllable such that subcriticality is maintained :

under cold conditions and acceptable fuel design limits are not ;

exceeded during normal operation and anticipated operational .

i
occurrences. Therefore, reactivity balance is used as a measure
of the predicted versus measured core reactivity during power
operation. The periodic confirmation of core reactivity is '

necessary to ensure that Design Basis Accident (DBA) and-
transient safety analyses remain valid. A large reactivity
difference could be the result of unanticipated changes in fuel,

1

control rod worth, or operation at conditions not consistent with :
those assumed in the predictions of core reactivity, and could
potentially result in a loss of SDM or violation of acceptable
fuel design limits. Comparing predicted versus measured core ;

reactivity validates the nuclear methods used in the safety !
:analysis and supports the SDM demonstrations (LCO 3.1.1,

" SHUTDOWN MARGIN ") in ensuring the reactor can be brought safely

O to cold, subcritical conditions. !
,

When the reactor core is critical or in normal power operation, a
reactivity balance exists and the net reactivity is zero. A
comparison of predicted and measured reactivity is convenient !

under such a balance, since parameters are being maintained ;
'

relatively stable under steady state power conditions. The
positive reactivity inherent in the core design is balanced by
the negative reactivity of the control components, thermal

ifeedback, neutron leakage, and materials in the core that absorbe

neutrons, such as burnable absorbers producing zero net ,
'

reactivity. Excess reactivity can be inferred from the boron
letdown curve (or critical boron curve), which provides an |

;

indication of the coluble boron concentration in the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) versus cycle burnup. Periodic measurement
of the RCS boron concentration for comparison with the predicted
value with other variables fixed (such as rod height, '

'

-

temperature, pressure, and power), provides a convenient method i
of ensuring that core reactivity is within design expectations
and that the calculational models used to generate the safety
analysis are adequate.

.

(continued) |,n
V !

'
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Core Reactivity.''

- B 3.1.2
4

1

O ''''' ;
, '

! ;

.

iN
(continued) In order to achieve the required fuel cycle energy output, the !

- .

uranium enrichment in the new fuel loading and in the fuel :

remaining from the previous cycle provides excess positive )'

ireactivity beyond that required to sustain steady state operation
throughout the cycle. When the reactor is critical at RTP and:

moderator temperature, the excess positive reactivity is

}
compensated by burnable absorbers (if any), control rods, ;

whatever neutron poisons (mainly xenon and samarium) are present-;
in the fuel, and the RCS boron concentration.

)

4

When the core is producing THERMAL POWER, the fuel is being .j-

i depleted and excess reactivity is decreasing. As the fuel !

depletes, the RCS boron concentration is reduced to decrease i

negative reactivity and maintain constant THERMAL POWER. The !

boron letdown curve is based on steady state operation at RTP. ,

Therefore, deviations from the predicted boron letdown curve may,
.

indicate deficiencies in the design analysis, deficiencies in the i
.

calculational models, or abnormal core conditions, and must be ;

evaluated.

. O :
!.

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for core reactivity are that the
SAFETY ANALYSES reactivity balance limit ensures plant operation is maintained ,

within the assumptions of the safety analyses. ;
.

Accurate prediction of core reactivity is either an explicit or |

implicit assumption in the accident analysis evaluations. Every
accident evaluation (Ref. 2) is, therefore, dependent upon

| accurate evaluation of core reactivity. In particular, SDN and ;
-

reactivity transients, such as control rod withdrawal accidents i

or rod ejection accidents, are very sensitive to accurate -

prediction of core reactivity. These accident analysis.

evaluations rely on computer codes that have been qualified ,

; against available test data, operating plant data, and analytical ;1

i benchmarks. Monitoring reactivity balance additionally ensures
that the nuclear methods provide an accurate representation of ,-

the core reactivity. ;

,

!

(continued) |p :
'

a
||

,
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Core Reactivity
B 3.1.2 :

.

BASES ,

APPLICABLE Design calculations and safety analyses are performed for each
'

'

SAFETY ANALYSES fuel cycle for the purpose of predetermining reactivity behavior
(continued) and the RCS boron concentration requirements for reactivity'

control during fuel depletion. ,

;

'
The comparison between measured and predicted initial core
reactivity provides a normalization for the calculational models ,

used to predict core reactivity. If the measured and predicted -

RCS boron concentrations for identical core conditions at
beginning of cycle (BOC) do not agree, then the assumptions used
in the reload cycle design analysis or the calculational models ,

-

!used to predict soluble boron requirements may not be accurate.
If reasonable agreement between measured and predicted core ;

reactivity exists at BOC, then the prediction may be normalized |
4

to the measured boron concentration. Thereafter, any significant
!

deviations in the measured boron concentration from the predicted"

; boron letdown curve that develop during fuel depletion may be an
indication that the calculational model is not adequate for core |

burnups beyond BOC, or that an unexpected change in core [
;

conditions has occurred.
,q4

h The normalization of predicted RCS boron concentration to the
measured value shall be performed after reaching RTP following
startup from a refueling outage, with the control rods in their
normal positions for power operation. The normalization is
performed at BOC conditions, so that core reactivity relative to i

predicted values can be continually monitored and evaluated as !

core conditions change during the cycle. |
:

Core reactivity satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).
s

LCO Long term core reactivity behavior is a result of the core ,

physics design and cannot be easily altered once the core design'
,

is fixed. During operation, therefore, the LC0 can only be
!ensured through measurement and tracking, and appropriate actions

tsken as necessary. Large differences between actual and-

predicted core reactivity may indicate that the assumptions of
the DBA and transient analyses are no longer valid, or that the
uncertainties in the Nuclear Design Methodology are larger than t

expected. A limit on the reactivity balance of i 12 ak/k has ,

(continued)
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Core Reactivity 1

B 3.1.2
1

Q BASES |
V

LCO been established based on engineering judgment. A 1% deviation

(continued) in reactivity from that predicted is larger than expected for
normal operation and should therefore be evaluated.

When measured core reactivity is within 1% ak/k of the predicted |
value at steady state thermal conditions, the core is considered j

to be operating within acceptable design limits. Since
deviations from the limit are normally detected by comparing
predicted and measured steady state RCS critical boron !

concentrations, the difference between measured and predicted
values would be approximately 100 ppm (depending on the boron
worth) before the limit is reached. These values are well within
the uncertainty limits for analysis of boron concentration
samples, so that spurious violations of the limit due to
uncertainty in measuring the RCS boron concentration are
unlikely.

APPLICABILITY The limits on core reactivity must be maintained during H0 DES 1
and 2 because a reactivity balance must exist when the reactor iso

( critical or producing THERMAL POWER. As the fuel depletes, core
conditions are changing, and confirmation of the reactivity
balance ensures the core is operating as designed. This
Specification does not apply in H0 DES 3, 4, and 5 because the
reactor is shut down and the reactivity balance is not changing.

In H0DE 6 fuel loading results in a continually changing core
reactivity. Boron concentration requirements (LC0 3.9.1, " Boron
Concentration") ensure that fuel movements are performed within
the bounds of the safety analysis. An SDM demonstration is
required during the first startup following operations that could
have altered core reactivity (e.g., fuel movement, control rod
replacement, control rod shuffling).

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Should an anomaly develop between measured and predicted core
reactivity, an evaluation of the core design and safety analysis

|
must be performed. Core conditions are evaluated to determine
their consistency with input to design calculations. Measured

i

| ks (continued)
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Core Reactivity 1
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i ,:
1. |

BASES -i

O -

1
|

ACTIONS- A 1 and A.2
'(continued); :|

core and process' parameters re evaluated to determine that they i'

are within the bounds of the safety analysis, and safety analysis j
.

calculational models are reviewed to verify that they are i

adequate for representation of the core conditions. The required 1r
! Completion Time of 72 hours is based on the low probability of a !

DBA occurring during this period, and allows sufficient time to. !

assess the physical condition of the reactor and complete the [
tevaluation of the core design and safety analysis.' ,

! !

l i h.Following evaluations of the core design and safety ana ys s, t e
cause of the reactivity anomaly may be resolved. If the cause of ..

the reactivity anomaly is a mismatch in core conditions at the I
'

time of RCS boron concentration sampling, then a recalculation of
;

>

the RCS boron concentration requirements may be perforsed to ,

demonstrate that core reactivity is behaving as expected. If an ['

unexpected physical change in the condition of the core has !

occurred, it must be evaluated and corrected, if possible. If j'

the cause of the reactivity anomaly is-in the calculation j
technique, then the calculational models must be revised to ,

provide more accurate predictions. If any of these results are ;

demonstrated, and it is concluded that the reactor core is ;,
"

acceptable for continued operation, then the boron letdown curve -!

may be renormalized and power operation may continue. If |
,

'

| operational restriction or additional SRs are necessary to ensure [

; the reactor core is acceptable for continued operation, then they ;

L must be defined. |

I
.

The required Completion Time of 72 hours is adequate for |

; preparing whatever operating restrictions or Surve111ances that |

may be required to allow continued reactor operation.;

kill

If the core reactivity cannot be restored to within the it ak/k ;

4 limit, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does ;

not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought toa ,

;at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. If the SDM for H0DE 3 is not |
*

met, then the boration required by LC0 3.1.1 Required Action A.1 i

would occur. The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on (
- operating experience, for reaching HDDE 3 from full power )

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant i

systems. |
!

O 1
(continued) |

'
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B 3.1.2 '

,

|

f'o BASES-

V- .|
. SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2.1-
REQUIREMENTS

Core reactivity.is verified by periodic comparisons of measured
and predicted RCS boron concentrationsm The comparison is made, i

considering that other core conditions are fixed or stable,
including control rod position, moderator temperature, fuel

_

.
temperature, fuel depletion, xenon concentration, and samarium t

concentration. The Surveillance is performed prior to entering -'

:H0DE 1 as an initial check on core conditions and design >

calculations at BOC. The SR is modified by a Note. The Note i

i indicates that the normalization (adjustment, only if necessary) !

of predicted core reactivity to the measured value must take !
;place within the first 60 effective full power days (EFPD) afterE

each fuel loading. This allows sufficient time for core |
conditions to reach steady state, but prevents operation for a .

:large fraction of the fuel cycle without establishing a benchmark
,

; for the design calculations. The required subsequent Frequency j
'of 31 EFPD. following the initial 60 EFPD after entering MODE 1,

is acceptable, based on the slow rate of core changes due to fuel
.

depletion and the presence of other indicators (QPTR, AFD, etc.) !

for prompt indication of an anomaly. |'

!'

.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26, GDC 28, and GDC 29.
,

1

2. FSAR, Chapter 15. ,

1

5

!
,

)
i

'
;

,

!

- .

O
i
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HTC

B 3.1.3

O B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

L)
B 3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (HTC)

BASES

'

BACKGR0(. " According to GDC 11 (Ref. 1), the reactor core and its
interaction with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) must be
designed for inherently stable power operation, even in the ;

possible event of an accident. In phrticular, the net reactivity |

feedback in the system must compensate for any unintended
I reactivity increases.
|
| The HTC relates a change in core reactivity to a change in

reactor coolant temperature (a positive MTC means that reactivity
increases with increasing moderator temperature; conversely, a ,

'

negative HTC means that reactivity decreases with increasing
moderator temperature). The reactor is designed to operate with
a negative HTC over most of the fuel cycle. Therefore, a coolant
temperature increase will cause a reartivity decrease, so that
the coolant temperature tends to return toward its initial value.
Reactivity increases that cause a coolant temperature increaseO

() will thus be self limiting, and stable power operation will
result.

HTC values are predicted at selected burnups during the safety
evaluation analysis and are confirmed to be acceptable by
measurements. Reload cores are designed so that the beginning of
cycle (B0C) MTC is less than zero when THERMAL POWER is at RTP.
The actual value of the MTC is dependent on core characteristics,
such as fuel loading and reactor coolant soluble boron -

concentration. The core design may require additional fixed
distributed poisons to yield an MTC at BOC within the range
analyzed in the plant accident analysis. The end of cycle (E0C)
HTC is also limited by the requirements of the accident analysis.
Fuel cycles that are designed to achieve high burnups or that
have changes to other characteristics are evaluated to ensure
that the HTC does not exceed the E0C limit.

.

The limitations on HTC are provided to ensure that the value of
this coefficient remains within the 71miting conditions assumed
in the FSAR accident and transient a1alyses.

(continued)/^3
LJ
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HTC
!

B 3.1.3

BASES

BACKGROUND If the LCO limits are not met, the unit response during
(continued) transients may not be as predicted. The core could violate

criteria that prohibit a return to criticality, or the departure
from nucleate boiling ratio criteria of the approved correlation
may be violated, which could lead to a loss of the fuel cladding 1

|integrity.

The SRs for measurement of the HTC at the beginning and near the |

end of the fue' cycle are adequate to confirm that the MTC
remains wit * f ts limits, since this coefficient changes slowly,
due pr W. sei- W the reduction in RCS boron concentration
associated with fuel burnup.

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria to~ thi specified MTC are:
SAFETY ANALYSES

The HTC values muu. rmin within the bounds of those used3.
in the accident and p- Def. 2); and

b. The MTC must be such that inherently stable power

O operations result during normal operation and accidents.
such as overheating and overcooling events.

The FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), contains analyses of accidents
that result in both overheating and overcooling of the reactor
core. HTC is one of the controlling parameters for core
reactivity in these accidents. Both the most positive value and
most negative value of the HTC are important to safety, and both
values must be bounded. Values used in the analyses consider
worst case conditions tc ensure that the accident results are
bounding (Ref. 2).

The consequences of accideni.s that cause core overheating must be
evaluated when the HTC is positive. Such accidents include the
rod withdrawal transient from either zero (Ref. 2) or RTP, loss
of main feedwater flow, and loss of forced reactor coolant flow.
The consequences of accidents that cause core overcooling must be-

evaluated when the HTC is regative. Such accidents include
sudden feedwater flow increase, sudden decrease in feedwater
temperature, and steam line break.

(continued)
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B 3.1.3
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,

APPLICABLE In order to ensure a bounding accident analysis, the HTC is
SAFETY ANALYSES assumed to be its most limiting value for the analysis conditions

(continued) appropriate to each accident. The bounding value is determined
by considering rodded and unrodded conditions, whether the

| reactor is at Rated Thermal Power or zero power, and whether itI

is the B0C or E0C. The most conservative combination appropriate
to the accident is then used for the analysis (Ref. 2).

| HTC values are bounded in reload safety evaluations assuming
|
I steady state conditions at B0C and E0C. An EOC measurement is |

!conducted at conditions when the RCS reaches a boron
concentration equivalent to 300 ppm at an equilibrita, all rods i

out. RTP condition. The measured value may be extrapolated to
project the E0C value, in order to confirm reload design
predictions.

KTC satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). Even though
it is not directly observed and controlled from the control room,
HTC is considered an initial condition process variable because
of its dependence on boron concentration.

O
LC0 LC0 3.1.3 requires the HTC to be within specified limits of the

COLR to ensure that the core operates within the assumptions of
the accident analysis. During the reload core safety evaluation,
the HTC is analyzed to determine that its values remain within
the bounds of the original accident analysis during operation.

Assumptions made in safety analyses require that the HTC be less
positive than a given upper bound and less negative than a given
lower bound. The HTC is most positive near B0C: this upper bound
must not be exceeded. This maximum upper limit occurs near BOC.
all rods out (AR0), hot zero power conditions. At E0C the KTC
takes on its most negative value, when the lower bound becomes
important. This LC0 exists to ensure that both the upper and
lower bounds are not exceeded.

.

During operation, therefore, the conditions of the LCO can only
be ensured through measurement. The Surveillance checks at BOC
and E0C on HTC provide confirmation that the HTC is behaving as
anticipated so that the acceptance criteria are met.

O (continued)
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MTC

B 3.1.3

BASES '
,

O
LC0 The LCO establishes a maximum positive value that cannot be

(continued) exceeded. This limit is defined to be +5pcm/*F for power levels
up to 70% RTP and a linear ramp from that point to O pcm/*F at
100% RTP for the all rods withdrawn, beginning of cycle life (BOL)
condition. The B0C positive limit and the EOC negative limit are
established in the COLR to allow specifying limits for each
particular cycle. This permits the unit to take advantage of
improved fuel management and changes in unit operating schedule. |

|

APPLICABILITY Technical Specifications place both LCO and SR values on MTC, I

based on the safety analysis assumptions described above. ;

In H00E 1 the limits on MTC must be maintained to ensure that
any accident initiated from THERMAL POWER operation will not ,

!

violate the design assumptions of the accident analysis. In
H00E 2 with the reactor critical, the upper limit must also be
maintained to ensure that startup and subcritical accidents (such
as the uncontrolled CONTROL R00 assembly or group withdrawal)
will not violate the assumptions of the accident analysis. The

O lower MTC limit must be maintained in H0 DES 2 and 3, in addition

d to MODE 1 to ensure that cooldown accidents will not violate the
assumptions of the accident analysis. In H0 DES 4, 5, and 6. this
LC0 is not applicable, since no Design Basis Accidents using the
MTC as an analysis assumption are initiated from these MODES.

ACTIONS L1

If the BOC HTC limit is violated, administrative withdrawal
limits for control banks must be established to maintain the MTC
within its limits. The MTC becomes more negative with control
bank insertion and decreased boron concentration. A Completion
Time of 24 hours provides enough time for evaluating the MTC
measurement and computing the required bank withdrawal limits.

In general, as cycle burnup is increased, the RCS boron
*

concentration will initially be increased to accommodate a PMTC
(between roughly 150 3000 mwd /MTU, depending on cycle energy
requirements, burnable absorbers, etc.) and then will be reduced.
The reduced boron concentration causes the MTC to become more
negative. Using physics calculations, the time in cycle life at

O (continued)
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HTC

B 3.1.3 :

BASES :

O ,

ACTIONS U |
~

i

(continued)
which the calculated HTC will meet the LCO requirement can be
determined. At this point in core life Condition A no longer
exists. The unit is no longer in the Required Action.. so the
administrative withdrawal 11 mitt are no longer in effect.

'

IL1 ;

If the required administrative withdrawal limits at B0C are not
established within 24 hours, the unit must be brought to MODE 2
with k,,, < 1.0 to prevent operation with an HTC that is more
positive than that assumed in safety analyses. ;

The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable based on ;

operating experience, for reaching the required H09E from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without i

challenging plant systems.

U
,

Exceeding the E0C HTC limit means that the safety analysis |

' [V] assumptions for the E0C accidents that use a bounding negative '

HTC value may be invalid. If the E0C HTC limit is exceeded, the |

plant must be brought to a H0DE or condition in which the LCO
requirements are not applicable. To achieve this status, the i
unit must be brought to at least H0DE 4 within 12 hours. }

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating ;

experience, for reaching the required H0DE from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant >

systems. i

;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1 :
'

REQUIREMENTS
This SR requires measurement of the HTC at B0C prior to entering ;

!H0DE 1 in order to demonstrate compliance with the most positive'

'

HTC LCO. Meeting the limit prior to entering H0DE 1 ensures that
the limit will also be met at higher power levels.

,

The BOC NTC value for AR0 will be inferred from isothermal !

temperature coefficient measurements obtained during the physics ,

(continued)
'

|
f
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B 3.1.3

BASESm

V)I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) tests after refueling. The ARO value can be directly compared to
the B0C HTC limit of the LCO. If required, measurement results
and predicted design values can be used to establish
administrative withdrawal limits for control banks.

SR 3.1.3.2

In similar fashion, the LC0 requires that the HTC be less
negative than the specified value for EOC full power conditions.
This measurement may be performed at any THERMAL POWER, but its
results must be extrapolated to the conditions of RTP and all
banks withdrawn in order to make a proper comparison with the LC0
value. Because the RTP KTC value will gradually become more
negative with further core depletion and boron concentration
reduction, a 300 ppm SR value of HTC should necessarily be less
negative than the E0C LC0 limit. The 300 ppm SR value is
sufficiently less negative than the E0C LC0 limit value to ensure
that the LC0 limit will be met when the 300 ppm Surveillance
criterion is met.

t T

U SR 3.1.3.2 is modified by three Notes that include the following
requirements: .

1. The SR is not required to be performed until 7 effective
full power days (EFPDs) after reaching the equivalent of an
equilibrium RTP all rods out (AR0) boron concentration of
300 ppm.

.2. If the 300 ppm Surveillance limit 1: exceeded, it is
possible that the E0C limit on HTC could be reached before
the planned EOC. Because the HTC changes slowly with core
depletion, the Frequency of 14 effective full power days
(EFPDs) is sufficient to avoid exceeding the E0C limit.

3. The Surveillance limit for RTP boron concentration of
60 ppm is conservative. If the measured HTC at 60 ppm is
more positive than the 60 ppm Surveillance limit, the E0C
limit will not be exceeded because of the gradual manner in
which HTC changes with core burnup.

,

V (continued)
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REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 11.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

ChV

.
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Rod Group Alignment Ltits
B 3.1.4

.O
b B 3.1 REACTIVIT( CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.4 -Rod Group Alignment Limits ;

BASES

.

BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY (i.e., trippability) of the shutdown and control
rods is an initial assumption in all safety analyses that assume
rod insertion upon reactor trip. Maximum rod misalignment is an
initial assumption in the safety analysis that directly affects
core power distributions and assumptions of available SDM.

The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power
distribution design requirements are 10 CFR 50. Appendix A,
GDC 10. " Reactor Design," GDC 26. " Reactivity Control System ,

Redundancy and Capability" (Ref.1), and 10 CFR 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light !

Water Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 2).

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a control rod to ;

-O become inoperable or to become misaligned from its group.

'V Control rod inoperability or misalignment may cause increased
power peaking, due to the asymmetric reactivity distribution and
a reduction in the total available rod worth for reactor :

shutdown. Therefore, control rod alignment and OPERABILITY are ;

related to core operation in design power peaking limits and the
core design requirement of a minimum SDM.

,

i

Limits on control rod alignment have been established, and all
rod positions are monitored and controlled during power operation
to ensure that the power distribution and reactivity limits ;

defined by the design power peaking and SOM limits are preserved. :

Red cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are moved by !

?

their control rod drive' mechanisms (CRDMs). Each CRDM moves its
RCCA one step (approximately % inch) at a time, but at varying
rates (steps per minute) depending on the signal output from the ,

'

P. J Control System.'

'

The RCCAs are divided among four control banks and five shutdown
banks. Each bank may be further subdivided into two groups to ,

provide for precise reactivity control. A group consists :

of two or more RCCAs that are electrically paralleled to

V(3
'

;

(continued) |
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Rod Group Alignment L tits
B 3.1.4

BASES,s
,! i
V

BACKGROUND step simultaneously. A bank of RCCAs typically consists of two
(continued) groups that are moved in a staggered fashion, but always within

one step of each other.

The shutdown banks are maintained either in the fully inserted or
fully withdrawn position. The control banks are moved in an
overlap pattern, using the following withdrawal sequence: When
control bank A reaches a predetermined height in the core,
control bank B begins to move out with control bank A. Control
bank A stops at the position of maximum withdrawal, and control
bank B continues to move out. When control bank B reaches a
predetermined height, control bank C begins to move out with
control bank B. This sequence continues until control banks A.
B, and C are at the fully withdrawn position, and control bank D
is approximately halfway withdrawn. The insertion sequence is
the opposite of the withdrawal sequence. The control rods are
arranged in a radially symmetric pattern, so that control bank
motion does not introduce radial asymmetries in the core power
distributions.

The axial position of shutdown rods and control rods is indicated

(')N
by two separate and independent systems, which are the Bank

(_ Demand Position Indication System (commonly called group step
counters) and the Digital Rod Position Indication (DRPI) System.

The Bank Demand Position Indication System counts the pulses from
the rod control system that moves the rods. There is one step
counter for each group of rods. Individual rods in a group all
receive the same signal to move and should, therefore, all be at
the same position indicated by the group step counter for that
group. The Bank Demand Position Indication System is considered
highly precise (* 1 step or i % inch). If a rod does not move
one step for each demand pulse, the step counter will still count
the pulse and incorrectly reflect the position of the rod.

The DRPI System provides a highly accurate indication of actual
rod position, but at a lower precision than the step counters.
This system is based on inductive analog
signals from a series of coils spaced along a hollow tube. To
increase the reliability of the system, the inductive coils are
connected alternately to data system A or B. Thus, if one data
system fails, the accuracy of the DRPI System will be reduced by
hal f. The DRPI system is capable of monitoring rod position
within at least i 12 steps with either full accuracy or half

() accuracy.
v

(continued)
,
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3.1.4

. .

m BASES1

APPLICABLE Control rod misalignment accidents are analyzed in the
SAFETY ANALYSES safety analysis (Ref. 3). The acceptance criteria for addressing

control rod inoperability or misalignment are that:

a. There be no violations of:
.

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary

integrity; and j

b. The core remains subcritical after accident transients.

Two types of misalignment are distinguished. During movement of
a control rod group, one rod may stop moving, while the other
rods in the group continue. This condition may cause excessive ,

;
power peaking. The second type of misalignment occurs if one rod

,

withdrawn. This condition requires an evaluation to determine
'{fails to insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully

-

that sufficient reactivity worth is held in the control rods to 1

meet the SDM requirement, with the maximum worth rod stuck fully [

withdrawn. !

O
,

'

Two types of analysis are performed in regard to static rod
misalignment (Ref. 3). With control banks at their insertion [
limits, one type of analysis considers the case when any one rod t

is completely inserted into the core. The second type of '

analysis considers the case of a completely withdrawn single rod
,

from a bank inserted to its insertion limit. An additional ;

analysis is performed in which all rods but one are assumed to be.

'fully withdrawn: the remaining rod is assumed to be fully
inserted. Satisfying limits on departure from nucleate boiling i
ratio in these cases bounds the situation when a rod is |
misa11gned from its group by 12 steps.

Another type of misalignment occurs if one RCCA fails to .

,

insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully I
withdrawn. This condition is assumed in the evaluation to
determine that the required SDM is met with the maximum worth !
RCCA also fully withdrawn (Ref. 3). [

:

The Required Actions in this LC0 ensure that either deviations |
from the alignment limits will be corrected or that THERMAL POWER |

>

will be adjusted so that excessive local linear heat rates (LHRs)

O !
(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Ltits
B 3.1.4 |

|O BASES

L) |

APPLICABLE will not occur, and that the requirements on SDH and ejected rod
SAFETY ANALYSES worth are preserved.

(continued)
Continued operation of the reactor with a misaligned control rod
is allowed if the heat flux hot channel factor (Fo(Z))
and the nuclear enthalpy hot channel factor (Fa"n) are
verified to be within their limits in the COLR and the safety
analysis is verified to remain valid. When a control rod is
misaligned, the assumptions that are used to determine the rod
insertion limits, AFD limits, and quadrant power tilt limits are
not preserved. Therefore, the limits may not preserve the design
peaking factors, and Fa(Z) and Fa"s must be verified directly by
incore mapping. Bases Section 3.2 (Power Distribution Limits)
contains more complete discussions of the relation of Fo(Z) and
Fa"n to the operating limits.

Shutdown and control rod OPERABILITY and alignment are directly
related to pouer distributions and SDM, which are initial
conditions assumed in safety analyses. Therefore they satisfy
Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

77
(_)

LC0 The limits on shutdown or control rod alignments ensure that the
assumptions in the safety analysis will remain valid. The
requirements on OPERABILITY ensure that upon reactor trip, the
assumed reactivity will be available and will be inserted. The
OPERABILITY requirements (i.e., trippability to meet SDH) are
separate from the alignment requirements, which ensure that the
RCCAs and banks maintain the correct power distribution and rod
alignment. A rod is considered OPERABLE based on the last
satisfactory performance of SR 3.1.4.2 and has met the rod drop
time criteria during the last performance of SR 3.1.4.3. Rod

control malfunctions that result in the inability to move a rod

(e.g., rod urgent failures), which do not impact trippability
within the time requirements of SR 3.1.4.3, do not result in rod
inoperability.-

The requirement to maintain the rod alignment to within plus
or minus 12 steps of their group step counter demand position is
conservative. The minimum misalignment assumed in safety
analysis is 24 steps (15 inches), and in some cases a total
misalignment from fully withdrawn to fully inserted is assumed.es,(v)

;

(continued)
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LCO Failure to meet the requirements of this LCO may produce :

(continued) unacceptable power peaking factors and LHRs, or unacceptable |

SDMs all of which may constitute initial conditions inconsistent
with the safety analysis.

:

APPLICABILITY The requirements on RCCA OPERABILITY and alignment are applicable
in MODES 1 and 2, because these are the only MODES in which

ineutron (or fission) power is generated, and the OPERABILITY
'

(i.e., trippability) and alignment of rods have the potential to
affect the safety of the plant. In MODES 3. 4, 5, and 6 the ,

!alignment limits do not apply because the rods are typically
fully inserted and the reactor is shut down and not producing
fission power. In the shutdown MODES, the OPERABILITY of the
shutdown and control rods has the potential to affect the ,

t

required SDM, but this effect can be compensated for by an
increase in the boron concentration of the RCS. See LC0 3.1.1,
" SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) ," for SOM in MODES 2 with k,,, < 1.0. 3. !

4, and 5 and LCO 3.9.1, " Boron Concentration," for boron
concentration requirements during refueling.

O
ACTIONS A.1.1 and A.1.2

When one or more rods are inoperable (i.e..untrippable), there is *

a possibility that the required SDM may be adversely affected.
Under these conditions, it is important to determine the SDM, and ;

if it is less than the required value, initiate boration until *

the required SDM is recovered. The Completion Time of 1 hour is .'

adequate for determining SDM and, if necessary, for initiating |
emergency boration to restore SDM. It is assumed that boration

'

will continue until SDM requirements are met.

In this situation, SDM verification must include the worth of the [1

' untrippable rod (at its present position), as well as the rod of
maximum worth,-

t

!

/L2 .

If the inoperable rod (s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, ;

the plant must be brought to a MODE or condition in which the LC0 J

O,

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3.1.4

F'N BASES

b
ACTIONS A l (continued)

(continued
requirements are not applicable. To achieve this status, the
unit must be b9ught to at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, for reaching MODE 3 from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

IL1

When a rod becomes misaligned, it can usually be moved and is
still trippable (i.e. , OPERABLE). If the rod can be realigned
within the Completion Time of 1 hour, local xenon redistribution
during this short interval will not be significant, and operation
may proceed without further restriction.

An alternative to realigning a single misaligned RCCA to the
group demand position is to align the remainder of the group to

p the position of the misaligned RCCA. However, this must be done
l without violating the bank sequence, overlap, and insertion
s

limits specified in LC0 3.1.5, " Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits,"
and LC0 3.1.6, " Control Bank Insertion Limits." The Completion
Time of 1 hour gives the operator sufficient time to adjust the~

rod positions in an orderly manner.

B.2.1.1 and B.2.1.2

With a misaligned rod, SDM must be verified to be within limit or
boration must be initiated to restore SDM to within 11ait.

In many cases, realigning the remainder of the grou,n to the j
misaligned rod may not be desirable. For example, retligning '

control bank B to a rod that is misa11gned 15 steps fan the top |

of the core would require a significant ,ower reduc'. ion, since |n
'

control bank D must be fully inserted and centrol Dank C must be
moved in to approximately 100 to 115 steps.

Power operation may continue with one FCCA trippable but
misaligned, provided that SDM is verified within 1 hour. The
Completion Time of 1 hour represents the time necessary for
determining the actual unit SDM and, if necessary, aligning andg

U
(continued)
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i
B 3.1.4 i

I'

V]/ BASES.

4

ACTIONS- B.2.1.1 and B.2.1.2 (continued) ,

(continued)
starting the necessary systems and components to initiate !

I

boration. It is assumed that boration will continue until SDM
requirements are met.

,

'

B.2.2. B.2.3. B.2.4. B.2.5. and B.2.6
!

For continued operation with a misaligned rod, reactor power must
be reduced. SDM must periodically be verified within limits, hot
channel factors (Fo(Z) and FL) must be verified within limits,
and the safety analyses must be re evaluated to confirm continued -
operation is permissible. ,

;

Reduction of power _ to 75% RTP ensures that local LHR. increases
'due to a misaligned P.CCA will not cause the core design criteria

to be exceeded (Ref. 3. The Completion Time of 2 hours gives the
operator sufficient time to accomplish an orderly power reduction
without challenging the Reactor Protection System.

J

When a rod is known to be inisaligned, there is a potential tos
I impact the SDM, Since the core conditions can change with time. |

periodic verification of SDM is required. A Frequency of 12 hours
is sufficient to ensure this requirement continues to be met. j

i

Verifying that Fa(Z). as approximated by Fo (Z) and Fa"(Z), and FLC

are within the required limits ensures that current operation at^

75% RTP with a rod misaligned is not resulting in power
distributions that may invalidate safety analysis assumptions at-

!

full power. The Completion Time of 72 hours allows sufficient
time to obtain flux maps of the core power distribution using the
incore flux mapping system and to calculate Fa(Z) and FL.

!

Once current conditions have been verified acceptable, time is
available to perform evaluations of the affected accident analysis ;

to determine that core limits will not be exceeded during a Design |
Basis Event for the duration of operation under these co i

nditions. A Completion Time of 5 d3ys is sufficient time to :
.

obtain the required input data and to perform the analysis.
,

Cal |
c

When Required Actions cannot be completed within their Completion
Time, the unit must be brought te a MODE or Condition in which +

;

v
(continued)
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,

| BASES

ACTIONS CJ (continued)
(continued)

the LC0 requirements are not applicable. To achieve this status,
the unit must be brought to at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours, which
obviates concerns about the development of undesirable xenon or
power distributions. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is4

reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching H0DE 3 ,

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without !

challenging the plant systems.
,

D.1.1 and 0.1.2
:

More than one control rod becoming misaligned from its group
demand position is not expected, and has the potential to reduce !

SDH. Therefore, SDH must be evaluated. One hour allows the
operator adequate time to determine SDH. Restoration of the

'

required SDM, if necessary, requires increasing the RCS boron
concentration to provide negative reactivity, as described in the
Bases or LC0 3.1.1. The required Completion Time of 1 hour for

,iinitiating boration is reasonable based on the time required for
\ potential xenon redistribution, the low probability of an f

accident occurring, and the steps required to complete the i

action. This allows the operator sufficient time to align the [
required valves and start the required pumps. Boration will i

continue until the required SDH is restored. ;
i

!

D2

If more than one rod is found to be misaligned or becomes
misaligned because of bank movement, the unit conditions fall

'

outside of the accident analysis assumptions. Since automatic ;-

bank sequencing would continue to cause misalignment, the unit
must be brought to a MODE or Condition in which the LC0

'

requirements are not applicable. To achieve this status, the
i unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. i

:

.

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating :

experience, for reaching H0DE 3 from full power conditions in an
~

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

:

(continued)
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B 3.1.4 .

O ' BASES
~V

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that individual rod positions are within alignment
'

limits at a Frequency of 12 hours provides a history that allows
the operator to detect a rod that is beginning to deviate from
its expected position. If the rod position deviation monitor is
inoperable, a Frequency of 4 hours accomplishes the same goal.
The specified Frequency takes into account other rod position
information that is continuously available to the operator in the
control room, so that during actual rod motion, deviations can
immediately be detected. ,

SR 3.1.4.2 .

Verifying each control rod is OPERABLE would require that each
'

rod be tripped. However, in H0 DES 1 and 2 tripping each control
rod would result in radial or axial power tilts, or oscillations.
Exercising each individual control rod every 92 days provides
increased confidence that all rods continue to be OPERABLE r

without exceeding the alignment limit, even if they are not

O regularly tripped. Moving each control rod by 10 steps will not*

cause radial or axial power tilts, or oscillations, to occur.
The 92 day Frequency takes into consideration other information
available to the operator in the control room and SR 3.1.4.1,
which is performed more frequently and adds to the determination
of OPERABILITY of the rods. Between or during required
performances of SR 3.1.4.2 (determination of control rod
OPERABILITY by movement), if a control rod (s) is discovered to be r

; immovable, but remains trippable, the control rod (s) is
considered to be OPERABLE until the surveillance interval

; expires. At any time, if a control rod (s) is imovable, a
| determination of the trippability (OPERABILITY) of the control
'

rod (s) must be mada, and appropriate action taken.

SR 3.1.4.3
..

Verification of rod drop times allows the operator to determine
that the maximum rod drop time permitted is consistent with the
assumed rod drop time used in the safety analysis. Measuring rod i

i drop times prior to reactor criticality, after reactor vessel i

(. head removal, ensuaes that the reactor internals and rod drive ;

'

i mechanism will not interfere with rod motion or rod drop time,o
!
)

(continued) {
i
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.

O ''"'
;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.3 (continued) :

|
,

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) and that no degradation in these systems has occurred that would .|

adversely affect control rod motion or drop time. This testing
is performed with all RCPs operating and the ave' age moderator. ;

temperature a 500*F to simulate a reactor trip Jnder actual
conditions. ,

:<

'

This Surveillance is performed during a plant outage, due to the
plant conditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for
an unplanned plant transient if the Surveillance were performed

-with the reactor at power.
|
t

'

:

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10 and GDC 26.
;
- i

!2. 10 CFR 50.46. .

3. FSAR, Chapter 15.'

t

O
V

;

.

.

5

i

:

. !
'

J

|

t

!

|.

!

!

;

-
$

!
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Shutdown Bank Ins rtion Limits
,

B 3.1.5

- O B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
- i

.

B 3.1.5 Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
.

.

BASES
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - ,

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the shutdown and control rods are initial
assumptions in all safety analyses that assume rod insertion upon ,

'

. reactor trip. The insertion limits directly affect core power
4

and fuel burnup distributions and assumptions of available
ejected rod worth. SDM and initial reactivity insertion rate. ;4

:

The applicable criteria for these reactf vity and pcNer ,

distribution design requirements are 10 CFR 50. Appendix A,
.

GDC 10. " Reactor Design." GDC 26. " Reactivity Control System
Redundancy and Capability." GDC 28. " Reactivity Limits" (Ref. 1),
and 10 CFR 50.46 " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling ,

Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors" (Ref. 2). Limits
on control rod insertion b' ave been established, and all rod"

posi"ons are monitored and controlled during power operation to
ensure that the power distribution and reactivity limits defined

'

by the design power peaking and SDH limits are preserved.

(3d The rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are divided among four
'

control banks and five shutdown banks. Each bank may be further
subdivided into two groups to provide for precise reactivity ;

control. A group consists of two or more RCCAs that are
electrically paralleled to step simultaneously. A bank of RCCAs
typically consists of two groups that are moved in a staggered
fashion, but always within one step of each other. See LCO
3.1.4. " Rod Group Alignment Limits." for control and shutdown rod :

OPERABILITY and alignment requirements, and LCO 3.1.7. " Rod ;

Position Indication." for position indication requirements. 1

The control banks are used for precise reactivity control of the
reactor. The positions of the control banks can be automatically
controlled by the Rod Control System or manually controlled by
the reactor operators. They are capable of adding negative
reactivity very quickly (compared to borating). The controli

ibanks must be maintained above designed insertion limits and are.

typically near the fully withdrawn position during normal full ,

power operations.

i-
.

O (continued)
V :

?,

!
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Shutdown Bank Ins:rtion Limits
B 3.1.5

O

BACKGROUND Hence, they are not capable of adding a large amount of
(continued) positive reactivity. Boration or dilution of the Reactor

Coolant System (RCS) compensates for the reactivity changes
associated with large changes in RCS temperature. The design
calculations are performed with the assumption that the shutdown
banks are withdrawn first. The shutdown banks can be fully
withdrawn without the core going critical. This provides
available negative reactivity in the event of boration errors.
The shutdown banks are controlled manually by the control room
operator. During normal unit operation, the shutdown banks are
either fully withdrawn or fully inserted. The shutdown banks
must be completely withdrawn from the core, prior to withdrawing
any control banks during an approach to criticality. The
shutdown banks are then left in this position until the reactor
is shut down. They affect core power and burnup distribution,
and add negative reactivity to shut down the reactor upon receipt
of a reactor trip signal.

(] APPLICABLE On a reactor trip, all RCCAs (shutdown banks and control
( ,' SAFETY ANALYSES banks), except the most reactive RCCA, are assumed to insert into

the core. The shutdown banks shall be at or above their
insertion limits and available to insert the maximum amount of
negative reactivity on a reactor trip signal. The control banks
may be partially inserted in the core, as allowed by LC0 3.1.6.
" Control Bank Insertion Limits." The shutdown bank and control
bank insertion limits are established to ensure that a sufficient
amount of negative reactivity is available to shut down the
reactor and maintain the required SDM (see LC0 3.1.1, "SHtJTDOWN
HARGIN (SDM)") following a reactor trip from full power. The
combination of control banks and shutdown banks (less the most
reactive RCCA, which is assumed to be fully withdrawn) is
sufficient to take the reactor from full power conditions at
rated temperature to zero power, and to maintain the required SDH
at rated no load temperature (Ref. 3). The shutdown bank
insertion limit also limits the reactivity worth of an ejected
shutdown rod.-

The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown and control rod j
bank insertion limits and inoperability or misalignment is that: |

,

(continued)

|
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.5

'

O BASES

Q,]

APPLICABLE a. There be no violations of:
SAFETY ANALYSIS

(continued) 1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
2. RCS pressure boundary integrity: and

b. The core remains subcritical after accident transients.

As such, the shutdown bank insertion limits affect safety
analysis involving core reactivity and SDH (Ref. 3). ,

The shutdown bank insertion limits preserve an initial condition
assumed in the safety analyses and, as such, satisfy Criterion 2
of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO The shutdown banks must be within their insertion limits any time
the reactor is critical or approaching criticality. This ensures
that a sufficient amount of negative reactivity is available to
shut down the reactor and maintain the required SDH following a

p reactor trip.

The shutdown bank insertion limits are defined in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY The shutdown banks must be within their insertion limits, with
the reactor in H00E 1 and in Mode 2 with any control bank not
fully inserted. The applicability in H0DE 2 begins prior to
initial control bank withdrawal, during an approach to
criticality, and continues throughout MODE 2, until all control
bank rods are again fully inserted by reactor trip or by
shutdown. This ensures that a . sufficient amount of negative
reactivity is available to shut down the reactor and maintain the
required SDH following a reactor trip. The shutdown banks do not
have to be within their insertion limits in H0DE 3, unless an
approach to criticality is being made. In H0DE 3, 4, 5, or 6,
the shutdown banks are typically fully inserted in the core and.

contribute to the SDH. Refer to LC0 3.1.1 for SDH requirements
in H0 DES 2 with k,rr < 1.0, 3, 4, and 5. LCO 3.9.1, " Boron
Concentration," ensures adequate 50H in H0DE 6.

The Applicability requirements have been modified by a Note

p
V (continued)
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Ltits
B 3.1.5

L)

APPLICABILITY indicating the LC0 requirement is suspended during SR
(continued) 3.1.4.2. This SR verifies the freedom of the rods to move, and

requires the shutdown bank to move below the LC0 limits, which
would normally violate the LCO.

ACTIONS A.1.1. A.1.2 and A.2

When one or more shutdown banks is not within insertion limits,
2 hours is allowed to restore the shutdown banks to within the
insertion limits. This is necessary because the available SDM
may be significantly reduced, with one or more of the shutdown
banks not within their insertion limits. Also, verification of
SDM or initiation of boration within 1 hour is required, since
the SDM in H0 DES 1 and 2 is ensured by adhering to the control
and shutdown bank insertion limits (see LCO 3.1.1). If shutdown
banks are not within their insertion limits, then SDM will be
verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation,

(~] considering the effects listed in the BASES for SR 3.1.1.1. When

C/ boration is initiated to restore SDM to within limits, it is
assumed that boration will continue until SDM requirements are
met.

The allowed Completion Time of 2 hours provides an acceptable
time for evaluating and repairing minor problems without allowing
the plant to remain in an unacceptable condition for an extended
period of time.

IL1

If the shutdown banks cannot be restored to within their
insertion limits within 2 hours, the unit must be brought to
H0DE 3 where the LC0 is not applicable. The allowed Completion
Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, for
reaching the required H0DE from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

,-
t J

V (continued)
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Shutdown Bank Ins:rtion Lirits
B 3.1.5 .

/'N BASES

b
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that the shutdown banks are within their insertion
limits prior to an approach to criticality ensures that when the
reactor is critical, or being taken critical, the shutdown banks
will be available to shut down the reactor, and the required SDM
will be maintained following a reactor trip. This SR and
Frequency ensure that the shutdown banks are within limits during i

#

a unit startup and subsequent operation. ,

Since the shutdown banks are positioned manually by the control ,

'

room operator, a verification of shutdown bank position at a
Frequency of 12 hours is adequate to ensure that they are within ,

'their insertion limits. Also, the 12 hour Frequency takes into
account other information available in the control room for the
purpose of monitoring the status of shutdown rods.

!

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 10, GDC 26, and GDC 28.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3. FSAR. Chapter 15.

P

!
,

!

.

-

.

i

I

,

I

Iq..
b

,

i
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Control Bank Ins:rtion Lisits
B 3.1.6'

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 1

v-
'B 3.1.6 Control Bank Insertion Limits

&

BASES

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the shutdown and control rods are initial
assumptions in all safety analyses that assume rod insertion upon
reactor trip. The insertion limits directly affect core power
and fuel burnup distributions and assumptions of available SDM,
and initial reactivity insertion rate.

The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power
distribution design requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
GDC 10. " Reactor Design," GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System .

Redundancy and Capability," GDC 28. " Reactivity Limits" (Ref. 1),
and 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling

.
'

Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors" (Ref. 2). Limits
on control rod insertion have been established, and all rod

'

positions are monitored and controlled during power operation to
ensure that the power distribution and reactivity limits defined

p by the design power peaking and SDH limits are preserved.

b
1

' The rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are divided among four
;control banks and five shutdown banks. Each bank may be further

subdivided into two groups to provide for precise reactivity
control. A gra,c, c insists of two or more RCCAs that are
electrically pm ed to step simultaneously. A bank of RCCAs'' ,

consists of two s sups that are moved in a staggered fashion, but
falways within one step of each other. See LC0 3.1.4, " Rod

Group Alignment Limits," for control and shutdown rod OPERABILITY
and alignment requirements, and LCO 3.1.7, " Rod Position

:Indication," for position indication requirements.
'

The control bank insertion limits are specified in the COLR. The ;

control banks are required to be at or above the insertion limit -

-

lines.

The COLR figure also indicates how the control banks are moved in -
-

an overlap pattern. Overlap is the distance traveled together by
two control banks. The fully withdrawn position is defined in
the COLR.

1

. (~') (continued) i

V
:
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Control Bank Ins::rtion Limits
B 3.1.6

/"N BASES

O <

BArV5 0VND The control banks are used for precise reactivity control of the
(continued) reactor, The positions of the control banks can be controlled

automatically by the Rod Control System, or manually by the
reactor operators. They are capable of adding reactivity very
quickly (compared to borating or diluting).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited, so
that the fuel design criteria are maintained. Together LC0
3.1.4, LCO 3.1.5, " Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits," LC0
3.1.6, LCO 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)," and LC0 3.2.4,
"OUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (0PTR)," provide limits on control

'

component operation and on monitored process variables, which
ensure that the core operates within the fuel design criteria.

The shutdown and control bank insertion and alignment limits,
AFD, and OPTR are process variables that together characterize
and control the three dimensional power distribution of the
reactor core. Additionally, the control bank insertion limits
control the reactivity that could be added in the event of a rod
ejection accident, and the shutdown and control bank insertion
limits ensure the required SDM is maintained.p

b -

Operation within the subject LC0 limits will prevent fuel
cladding failures that would breach the primary fission product
barrier and release fission products to the reactor coolant in
the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), loss of flow,
ejected rod, or other accident requiring termination by a Reactor
Trip System (RTS) trip function.a

APPLICABLE The shutdown and control bank insertion limits AFD, and
SAFETY ANALYSES OPTR LCOs are required to prevent power distributions that could

result in fuel cladding failures in the event of a LOCA, loss of
flow, ejected rod, or other accident requiring termination by an
RTS trip function.

. The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown and control *

bank insertion limits and inoperability or misalignment are
that:

[] (continued)
V
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| Control Bank Insertion Linits
|

B 3.1.6

'

,

. BASES,

APPLICABLE- a. -There be no violations of: ;

|SAFETYANALYSES' .

.f|
'

(continued) 1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
'

2. Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary integrity:
and '|

..
.

5
b. - The core remains subcritical after accident transients. .|

'

As such, the shutdown and control bank insertion limits affect
safety analysis involving core reactivity and power distributions - j

_

(Ref. 3). :-

i

The 50H requirement is ensured by limiting the control.and .

shutdown bank insertion limits so that allowable inserted worth |
of the RCCAs is such.that sufficient reactivity is available in }

r the rods to shut down the reactor to hot zero power with a !

reactivity margin that. assumes the maximum worth RCCA remains {#

fully withdrawn upon trip (Ref. 3).

Operation at' the insertion. limits or AFD limits may approach thep
lj maximum allowable linear heat generation rate or peaking factor'

with the allowed OPTR present. Operation at the insertion limit
may also indicate the maximum ejected RCCA worth could be equal ,

to the limiting value in fuel cycles that have sufficiently high ;

ejected RCCA worths. |
;

The control and shutdown bank insertion limits ensure that safety !
'

analyses assumptions for SON. ejected rod worth. and power
'

,

i . distribution peaking factors are preserved (Ref. 5). |

Implicit in all calculations which involve the bank insertion |
,

tlimits is the assumption that normal control bank sequence and'

overlap are maintained. |
:
'

The insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii),
in that they are initial conditions assumed in the safety :

m
; analysis. .

.

i
i

I

t

*

(continued)
:
I
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Control Bank Insertion Linits
B 3.1.6

BASES

L/
LCO The limits on control banks sequence, overlap, and physical

insertion, as defined in the COLR, must be maintained because
they serve the function of preserving power distribution,
ensuring that the SDM is maintained, ensuring.that ejected rod

, worth is maintained, and ensuring adequate negative reactivity
insertion is available on trip. The overlap between control
banks provides more uniform rates of reactivity insertion and
withdrawal and is imposed to maintain acceptable power peaking
during control bank motion.

APPLICABILITY The control bank sequence, overlap, and physical insertion limits
shall be maintained with the reactor in H0 DES 1 and 2 with
k,,, a 1.0. These limits must be maintained, since they preserve
the assumed power distribution, ejected rod worth, SDM, and
reactivity rate insertion assumptions. Applicability in H0 DES 3,
4, and 5 is not required, since neither the power distribution
nor ejected rod worth assumptions would be exceeded in these
MODES.

p. The applicability requirements have been modified by a Note

d indicating the LC0 requirements are suspended during the
performance of SR 3.1.4.2. This SR verifies the freedom of the
rods to move, and requires the control bank to move below the LC0
limits, which would violate the LCO.

ACTIONS L1.1. A.1.2. A.2. B.1.1. B.1.2. and B.2

When the control banks are outside the acceptable insertion
limits, they must be restored to within those limits. This
restoration can occur in two ways:

a. Reducing power to be consistent with rod position: or

b. Moving rods to be consistent with power.

Also, verification of SDM or initiation of boration to regain SDM
is required within 1 hour, since the SDM in H0 DES 1 and 2
normally ensured by adhering to the control and shutdown bank
Ssertion limits (see LC0 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)) has been
upset.

:m

: (L') (continued)
|
,

l
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Control Bank Insertion Limits r
I

B 3.1.6
|

,

,

O ""
i
!'

ACTIONS A.1.1. A.1.2. A.2. B.1.1. 8.1.2. and B.2 (continued)

When boration is initiated to restore SDH to within limits, it is
assumed that boration will continue until SDH requirements are
met. If control banks are not within their insertion limits,
then SDH will be verified by performing a reactivity balance
calculation, considering the effects listed in the BASES for ,

SR 3.1.1.1.
,

!Similarly, if the control banks are found to be out of sequence
,

or in the wrong overlap configuration, they must be restored to
meet the limits.

Operation beyond the LC0 limits is allowed for a short time
period in order to take conservative action because the

-

simultaneous occurrence of either a LOCA, loss of flow accident, i

ejected rod accident, or other accident during this short time
period, together with an inadequate power distribution or
reactivity capability, has an acceptably low probability,

,

The allowed Complation Time of 2 hours for restoring the banks top
y within the insertion, sequence, and overlaps limits provides an

acceptable time for evaluating and repairing minor problems j

without allowing the plant to remain in an unacceptable condition
,

for an extended period of time.

CJ,

If Required Actions A.1 and A.2, or B.1 and B.2 cannot be
completed within the associated Completion Times, the plant must
be brought to MODE 3, where the LC0 is not applicable. The
allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, for reaching the required MODE from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.6.1,

REQUIREMENTS
This Surveillance is required to ensure that the reactor does not
achieve criticality with the control banks below their insertion
limits.

(continued)
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Control Bank Inssrtion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES

-V
SURVEILLANCE SR '3.1.6.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The estimated critical condition (ECC) depends upon a number of
factors, one of which is xenon concentration. If the ECC was
calculated long before criticality, xenon concentration could
change to make the ECC substantially in error. Conversely,
determining the ECP immediately before criticality could be an
unnecessary burden. There are a number of unit parameters
requiring operator attention at that point. Performing the ECC
calculation within 4 hours prior to criticality avoids a large
error. from changes in xenon concentration, but allows the
operator some flexibility to schedule the ECC calculation with
other startup activities.

SR 3.1.6.2

Verification of the control bank insertion limits at a Frequency
of 12 hours is sufficient to ensure OPERABILITY and to detect
control banks that may be approaching the insertion limits since,
normally, very little rod motion occurs in 12 hours.

SR 3.1.6.3

There is a potential that, with only a limit on rod insertion,
the RCCAs could be placed in a sequence or overlap position,
perhaps during troubleshooting activities or other abnormal plant
conditions, that would violate core flux peaking factors while
still satisfying the limits on rod insertion. This scenario is
most likely to occur at reduced power following an automatic
runback or due to an administrative power reduction in response
to some rod control abnormality.

This surveillance ensures that the rod configuration across the
core for any given operating condition will not result in
unanalyzed peaking factors. The surveillance is not designed to
test or verify the function of the Rod Control sequence and
overlap circuits. In practice, this surveillance will be'

satisfied as long as the rod positions are in the positions
specified in the COLR, regardless of the operability of the
sequence and overlap circuits. The intent is to check the rod
position to verify that the rods are in the expected positions as

(continued) t

,]s . -

i
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

[]- BASES

'LJ

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.6.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

| (continued) described in the COLR. If all rods are out of the core when the
check is make, then rod sequence and overlap limits are satisfied
for the purpose of this surveillance. At all power levels, the
rod positions should conform to the requirements of the COLR for
rod sequence and overlap. Implicit within the LCO is the
4ssumption that bank sequence and overlap must be maintained

|
' during rod movement. When control banks are maintained within

their insertion limits as checked by SR 3.1.6.2 above, it is

unlikely that their sequence and overlap will not be in
accordance with requirements provided in the COLR. A Frequency
of 12 hours is consistent with the insertion limit check above in |

SR 3.1.6.2.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 10, GDC 26 GDC 28.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.
A
k) 3. FSAR, Chapter 15.

,

.

s*%

%./
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.7

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM

B 3.1.7 Rod Position Indication

'

BASES

l
i

BACKGROUND According to GDC 13 (Ref.1), instrumentation to monitor
variables and systems over their operating ranges during normal
operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and accident
conditions must be OPERABLE. LC0 3.1.7 is required to ensure
OPERABILITY of the control rod position indicators to determine
control rod positions and thereby ensure compliance with the
control rod alignment and insertion limits.

Tho OPERABILITY, including position indication, of the shutdown |
!and control rods is an initial assumption in all safety analyses

that assume rod insertion upon reactor trip. Maximum rod
misalignment is an initial assumption in the safety analysis that
directly affects core power distributions and assumptions of
available SDM. Rod position indication is required to assess
OPERABILITY and misalignment.

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a control rod to !

become inoperable or to become misaligned from its group.
'

Control rod inoperability or misalignment may cause increased
power peaking, due to the asymmetric reactivity distribution and
a reduction in the total available rod worth for reactor
shutdown. Therefore, control rod alignment and OPERABILITY are
related to core operation in design power peaking limits and the
core design requirement of a minimum SDH.

Liwits on control rod alignment and OPERABILITY have been
established, and all rod positions are monitored and controlled
during power operation to ensure that the power distribution and
reactivity limits defined by the design power peaking and SDM
limits are preserved.

Rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are moved out of
the core (up or withdrawn) or into the core (down or inserted) by
their control rod drive mechanisms. The RCCAs are divided among
control banks and shutdown banks. Each bank may be further
subdivided into two groups to provide for precise reactivity
control.

O (continued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.7

I

BASES

BACKGROUND The axial position of shutdown rods and control rods are
(continued) determined by two separat: F4 independent systems: the Bank

Demand Position Indication System (commonly called group step
counters) and the Digital Rod Position Indication (DRPI) System.

The Bank Demand Position Indication System counts the pulses from
the Rod Control System that move the rods. There is one step
counter for each group of rods. Individual rods in a group all
receive the same signal to move and should, therefore, all be at
the same position indicated by the group step counter for that
group. The Bank Demand Position Indication System is considered
highly precise (* 1 step or * % inch). If a rod does not move
one step for each demand pulse, the step counter will still count
the pulse and incorrectly reflect the position of the rod.

The DRPI System provides a highly accurate indication of actual
rod position, but at a lower precision than the step counters.
This system is based on indu:tive analog signals from a series of
coils spaced along a hollow tube. To increase the reliability of
the system, the inductive coils are connected alternately to data

O system A or B. Thus, if one system fails, the DRPI will go on
half accuracy. The DRPI System is capable of monitoring rod
position within at least i 12 steps with either full accuracy or
half accuracy.

_

APPLICABLE Control and shutdown rod position accuracy is essential
SAFETY ANALYSES during power operation. Power peaking, ejected rod worth, or SDM

limits may be violated in the event of a Design Basis Accident .

(Ref. 2), with mntrol or shutdown rods operating outside their !

limits undetec M Therefore, the acceptance criteria for rod i
position indication is that rod positions must be known with ,

sufficient accuracy in order to verify the core is operating I

within the group sequence, overlap, design peaking limits,
ejected rod worth, and with minimum SDM (LC0 3.1.5, " Shutdown
Bank Insertion Limits," and LCO 3.1.6, " Control Bank Insertion

.

Limits"). The rod positions must also be known in order to
verify the alignment limits are preserved (LCO 3.1.4, " Rod
Group Alignment Limits"). Control rod positions are continuously
monitored to provide operators with information that ensures the

O
(continued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.7

A
b BASES

APPLICABLE piant is operating within the bounds of the accident analysis
SAFETY ANALYSES assumptions.

(continued)
The control rod position indicator channels satisfy Criterion 2 ,

4

of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). The control rod position indicators
monitor control rod position, which is an initial condition of
the accident.

1

| l

LCO LC0 3.1.7 specifies that the DRPI System and Bank Demand
Position Indication System be OPERABLE for each control rod. For
the control rod position indicators to be OPERABLE requires |

'

meeting the SR of the LC0 and the following-

a. The DRPI System, on either full accuracy or half accuracy,
indicates within 12 steps of the group step counter demand
position as required by LC0 3.1.4, " Rod Group Alignment
Limits"; and

O -

d b. For the DRPI System there are no failed coils; and

c. The Bank Demand Indication System has been calibrated
either in the fully inserted position or to the DRPI
System.

The 12 step agreement limit between the Bank Demand Position
Indication System and the DRPI System indicates that the Bank
Demand Position Indication System is adequately calibrated, and
can be used for indication of the measurement of control rod bank
position.

A deviation of less than the allowable limit, given in LC0 3.1.4,
in position indication for a single control rod, ensures high
confidence that the position uncertainty of the corresponding
control rod group is within the assumed values used in the
analysis (that specified control rod group insertion limits).

These requirements ensure that control rod position indication
during power operation and PHYSICS TESTS is accurate, and that
design assumptions are not challenged. OPERABILITY of the

(n) (continued)v
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.7

\

b BASES

LC0 position indicator channels ensures that inoperable, misaligned.
(continued) er mispositioned control rods can be detected. Therefore, power

peaking, ejected rod worth, and SDH can be controlled within
acceptable limits.

APPLICABILITY The requirements on the DRPI and step counters are only
applicable in H0 DES 1 and 2 (consistent with LCO 3.1.4, LCO,

3.1.5, and LC0 3.1.6), because these are the only MODES in
which power is generated, and the OPERABILITY and alignment of
rods have the potential to affect the safety of the plant. In
the shutdown MODES, the OPERABILITY of the shutdown and control
banks has the potential to affect the required SDM, but this
effect can be compensated for by an increase in the boron
concentration of the Reactor Coolant System.

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that a
'o separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable rod

position indicator and each demand position indicator. This is
acceptable because the Required Actions for each Condition
provide appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable
position indicator.

/L1

When one DRPI per group fails, the position of the rod may still
be indirectly determined by use of the incore movable detectors.
The Required Action may also be satisfied by ensuring at least
once per 8 hours that Fo satisfies LC0 3.2.1, F, satisfies
LC0 3.2.2, and SHUTDOWN MARGIN is within the limits provided in
the COLR, provided the non indicating rods have not been moved.
Based on experience, normal power operation does not require
excessive movement of banks. If a bank has been significantly
moved, the Required Action of B.1 or B.2 below is required.
Therefore, verification of RCCA position within the Completion
Time of 8 hours is adequate for allowing continued full power
operation, since the probability of simultaneously having a rod
significantly out of position and an event sensitive to that rod
position is small.

p
(continued)
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Rod Position Indication
'

B 3.1.7

/3
kj BASES .

f

ACTIONS Al
(continued)

Reduction of THERMAL POWER to s 50% RTP puts the core into
a condition where rod position is not significantly affecting
core peaking factors (Ref. 2).

The allowed Completion Time of 8 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, for reducing power to s 50% RTP from full
power conditions without challenging plant systems and allowing
for rod position determination by Required Action A.1 above.

B.1. B.2. and B.3

When more than one DRPI per group fail, additional actions are
necessary to ensure that acceptable power distribution limits are
maintained, minimum SDH is maintained, and the potential effects
of rod misalignment on associated accident analyses are limited.
The indirect position determination available via movable incore

p detectors will minimize the potential for rod misalignment.
O

The position of the rods may be determined indirectly by use of
the movable incore detectors. The Required Action may also be
satisfied by ensuring at least once per 8 hours that Fa satisfies
LCO 3.2.1, FAH satisfies LCO 3.2.2, and SHUTDOWN MARGIN is within
the limits provided in the COLR, provided the non indicating rods
have not been moved. Verification of RCCA position once per
8 hours is adequate for allowing continued full power operation
for a limited 24 hour period, since the probability of
simultaneously having a rod significantly out of position and an
event sensitive to that rod position is small. The 24 hour
Completion Time provides sufficient time to troubleshoot and
restore the DRPI system to operation while avoiding the plant
challenges associated with a shutdown without full rod position
indication (Ref. 4).

Based on operating experience, normal power operation does not*

require excessive rod movement. If nne or more rods has been
significantly moved, the Required Action of C.1 or C.2 below is
required.

,

CJ (continued)
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Rod P:sition Indication
B 3.1.7

t

i

V BASES
,

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

These Required Actions clarify that when one or more rods with
!inoperable position indicators have been moved in excess of

24 steps in one direction, since the position was .last !
'

determined, the Required Actions of A.1 and A.2 or B.1 are still
appropriate but must be initiated promptly under Required
Action C.1 to begin indirectly verifying that these rods are :

still properly positioned, relative to their group positions
using the movable'incore detectors. i

If, within 4 hours, the rod positions have not been determined, i
'

THERHAL POWER must be reduced to s 50% RTP within 8 hours to ;

avoid undesirable power distributions that could result from
continued operation at > 50% RTP, if one or more rods are
misaligned by more than 24 steps. The allowed Completion Time of :

4 hours provides an acceptable period of time to verify the rod j

positions, i

D.1.1 and D.1.2q
V

With one demand position indicator per bank inoperable, the rod '

positions can be determined by the DRPI System. Since normal
power operation does not require excessive movement of rods,
verification by administrative means (e.g., observation of ;

appropriate DRPI status indications) that the rod position>

indicators are OPERABLE and the most withdrawn rod and the least i

withdrawn rod are s 12 steps apart within the allowed Completion *

Time of once every 8 hours is adequate.

Reduction of THERHAL POWER to s 50% RTP puts the core into a ,

condition where rod position is not significantly affecting core
peaking factor limits (Ref. 3). The allowed Completion Time of;

8 hours provides an acceptable period of time to verify the rod
positions per Required Actions C.1.1 and C.1.2 or reduce power to '

s 50% RTP.
.

IL1

If the Required Actions cannot be completed within the associated 3

Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the !

requirement does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant l

/.

(continued) )
|

|
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IRod Position Indication
B 3.1.7

i

BASES
,

i
.

ACTIONS L1 (continued)
(continued) :

must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. The allowed .!

Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating experience, for !
reaching the required H0DE from full power conditions in an i

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.1 ,

!
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that the DRPI agrees with the demand position within !

12 steps ensures that the DRPI is operating correctly. <

Verification at 24, 48, 120. and 228 steps for the control banks |
,

!
.,

and at 18, 210, and 228 steps for the shutdown banks provides
assurance that the DRPI is operating correctly over the full
range of indication. Since the DRPI does not display the actual ,

ishutdown rod positions between 18 and 210 steps, only points
within the indicated ranges are required in comparison.

This surveillance is performed prior to reactor criticality after j
each removal of the reactor vessel head, since there is potential ,

for unnecessary plant transients if the SR were performed with i

the reactor at power,
i
.

!

REFERENCES 1, 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 13. ;

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.
,

!
?

!

i.

:
f,

!

>

',
,

K.
_
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PHYSICS ldSTS Exceptions-H0DE 2
..

B 3.1.8

p B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
;

s. J
!B 3.1.8 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-H0DE 2

!

..

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS exceptions is to :

permit relaxations of existing LCOs to allow certain PHYSICS
TESTS to be performed,

t

ISection XI of 10 CFR 50. Appendix B (Ref.1), requires that a
test program be established to ensure that structurer, systems.

'

and components will perform satisfactorily in service. All
functions necessary to ensure that the specified design ,

conditions are not exceeded during normal operation and i

anticipated operational occurrences must be tested. This testing
,

is an integral part of the design, construction, and operation of
the plant. Requirements for notification of the NRC, for the
purpose of conducting tests and experiments, are specified in
10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2). ,

O The key objectives of a test program are to (Ref. 3): ;

(
a. Ensure that the facility has been adequately designed;

b. Validate the analytical models used in the design and
*

analysis:
.

c. Verify the assumptions used to predict unit response:

d. Ensure that installation of equipment in the facility has' .

been accomplished in accordance with the design; and ,
.

:

e. Verify that the operating and emergency procedures are .

adequate. |

To accomplish these objectives, testing is performed prior to ;

initial criticality, during startup, during low power operations, ;

during power ascension, at high power, and after each refueling.
The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reload fuel cycles ensure that !
the operating characteristics of the core are consistent with the :

design predictions and that the core can be operated as designed
(Ref. 4).

(continued) ,

v
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.

B 3.1.8

m

BASES

BACKGROUND PHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approved in accordance

(continued) with established formats. The procedures include all information
necessary to permit a detailed execution of the testing required
to ensure that the design intent is met. PHYSICS TESTS are
performed in accordance with these procedures and test results
are approved prior to continued power escalation and long term
power operation.

The PHYSICS TESTS required for reload fuel cycles in MODE 2
,

typically include:

a. Critical Boron Concentration:

b. Control Rod Worth: and

c. Isotherme.1 Temperature Coefficient (ITC).

These tests may cause the operating controls and process
variables to deviate from their LCO requirements during their

( performance.

APPLICABLE The fuel is protected by LCOs that preserve the initial
SAFETY ANALYSES conditions of the core assumed during the safety analyses. The

methods for development of the LCOs that are excepted by this LC0
are described in the Core Operating Limits Report. The above
mentioned PHYSICS TESTS. and other tests that may be required to
calibrate nuclear instrumentation or to diagnose operational
problems, may require the operating control or process
variables to deviate from their LC0 limitations.

The FSAR defines requirements for testing of the facility,
including PHYSICS TESTS. Requirements for reload fuel cycle
PHYSICS TESTS are also defined in ANSI /ANS 19.6.1-1985 (Ref. 4).
Reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with
Technical Specification requirements, fuel vendor guidelines, and
established industry practices. Although these PHYSICS TESTS are
generally accomplished within the limits for all LCOs, conditions
may occur when one or more LCOs must be suspended to make
completion of PHYSICS TESTS possible or practical. This is |

!

(^T (continued) i

, \.) |

|
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1

PHYSICS TESTS Exceptiens-H0DE 2 ;
.

B 3.1.8 |

|

A
U BASES

APPLICABLE acceptable as long as the fuel design criteria are not violated.
SAFETY ANALYSES When one or more of the requirements specified in LCO 3.1.3,

(continued) " Moderator Temperature Coefficient (HTC)," LC0 3.1.4, LC0 3.1.5,
LCO 3.1.6, and LC0 3.4.2 are suspended for PHYSICS TESTS, the
fuel design criteria are preserved as long as the power level is
limited to s 5% RTP, the reactor coolant temperature is kept > :

541*F, and SDH is within the limits specified in the COLR.

The PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core nuclear parameters
or the exercise of control components that affect process
variables. Among the process variables involved are AFD and
OPTR, which represent initial conditions of the unit safety.
analyses. Also involved are the movable control components
(control and shutdown rods), which are required to shut down the
reactor. The limits for these variables are specified for each
fuel cycle in the COLR. PHYSICS TESTS meet the criteria for i

inclusion in the Technical Specifications, since the components
and process variable LCOs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS meet
Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

A
'U Reference 6 allows special test exceptions (STS) to be included

as part of the LC0 that they affect. It was decided, however, to
retain this STE as a separate LCO because it was less cumbersome
and provided additional clarity. |

.

t

LC0 This LC0 allows the reactor parameters of HTC and minimum
temperature for criticality to be outside their specified limits.
In addition, it allows selected control and shutdown rods to be
positioned outside of their specified alignment and insertion
limits. Operation beyond specified limits is permitted for the
purpose of performing PHYSICS TESTS and poses no threat to fuel
integrity, provided the SRs are met.

The requirements of LCO 3.1.3, 3.1.4, LC0 3.1.5, LCO 3.1.6
and LCO 3.4.2 may be suspended during the performance of PHYSICS-

TESTS provided:
b

a. RCS lowest loop average temperature is a 541 'F:
.

b. SDH is within the limits specified in the COLR; and
O i

V (continued)
,

, i
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,

PHYSICS TESTS Excep'tions-MODE 2 :
.

B 3.1.8 l
. i.

i

'V BASES,

>

LCO c. THERMAL POWER is s 5% RTP. j
.

(continued)

.

,
APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in MODE 2 when performing low power

PHYSICS-TESTS. The applicable PHYSICS TESTS are performed in
MODE 2 at HZP. i

I

|

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 r

If the SDM requirement is not met, boration must be initiated [
promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is adequate for an ;

operator to correctly align and start the required systems and
components. The operator should begin boration with the best
source available for the plant conditions. Boration will be,

,

!continued until SDM is within limit.

Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoration of
each of the applicable LCOs to within specification.t .

!L1

When THERMAL POWER is > 5% RTP, the only acceptable action is to ,

open the reactor trip breakers (RTBs) to prevent operation of the
reactor beyond its design limits. Immediately opening the RTBs'

will shut down the reactor and prevent operation of the reactor
outside of its design limits.

t

When the RCS lowest T. , is < 541*F, the appropriate action is to
restore T.,, to within its specified limit. ' The allowed
Completion Time of 15 minutes provides time for restoring T.,, to
within limits without allowing the plant to remain in an'

.

unacceptable condition for an extended period of time. Operation
with the reactor critical and with temperature below 541*F could

| violate the assumptions for accidents analyzed in the safety
; analyses.

i

(continued)'

!!
i
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. . PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-HODE 2
B 3.1.8

(D ,

'(f BASES

ACTIONS [L1'

(continued) ,

'If the Required Actions cannot be completed within the associated
Completion Time. the plant must be brought to a H0DE in SAich the* ,

requirement does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant
must be brought to at least H00E 3 within an additional
15 minutes. The Completion Time of 15 additional minutes is ;

reasonabic, based on operating experience, for reaching H00E 3 in ;

an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems, r

. SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

The power range and intermediate range neutron detectors must be
verified to be OPERABLE in MODE 2 by LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor Trip
System (RTS) Instrumentation." A CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST is ,

performed on each power range and intermediate range channel
within 12 hours prior to initiation of the PHYSICS TESTS. This
will ensure that the RTS is properly aligned to provide thep) required degree of core protection during the performance of the(
PHYSICS TESTS. The 12 hour time limit is sufficient to ensure
that the instrumentation is OPERABLE shortly before initiating
PHYSICS TESTS. ,

SR 3.1.8.2

Verification that the RCS lowest loop T.,, is 2 541*F will ensure
.

'

that the unit is not operating in a condition that could
invalidate the safety analyses. Verification of the RCS
temperature at a Frequency of 30 minutes during the performance
of the PHYSICS TESTS will ensure that the initial conditions of
the safety analyses are not violated.

SR 3.1.8.3

Verification that the THERMAL POWER is s 5% RTP will ensure that-

the plant is not operating in a condition that could invalidate
the safety analyses. Verification of the THERHAL POWER at a
Frequency of 1 hour during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS
will ensure that the initial conditions of the safety analyses
are not violated.

(continued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-H0DE 2
.

B 3.1.8

,o

k. BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.4
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification that the SDM is within limits specified in the COLR
ensures that, for the specific RCCA and RCS temperature
manipulations performed during PHYSICS TESTS, the plant is not ,
operating in a condition that could invalidate the safety
analysis assumptions. The SDH verification can be facilitated
through the use of tables prepared by the core designers in which
the reactivity effects expected during the Physics Testing have
been previously considered.

i

The SDH is verified by performing a reactivity balance
calculation, considering the following reactivity effects:

a. RCS boron concentration;

b. Shutdown and Control bank position:

c. RCS average tempcrature;

v d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation

e. Xenon concentration;

f. Samarium concentration: and

g. Isothermal temperature coefficient (ITC).

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this calculation
because the reactor is subcritical, and the fuel temperature will
be changing at the same rate as the RCS.

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow change
in required boron concentration and on the low probability of an
accident occurring without the required SDH.

.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.

2. 10 CFR 50.59.

' (3) (continued)
/

i
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i

' PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-HODE 2 ;

8 3.1.8 |
.

,

:

a

|
BASES i

!
'

REFERENCES 3. . Regulatory Guide 1.68 Revision 2, August,1978.
)i

'

(continued)
4. ANSI /ANS 19.6.1 1985, December 13, 1985. |
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
B 3.2.1

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS ,

;

i B 3.2.1 Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (Fa(Z)) (Fa Methodology) j
,

BASES ;

,

'

BACKGROUND The purpose of the limits on the values of Fo(Z) is to limit the
local (i.e., pellet) peak power density. The value of Fa(Z)

Ivaries along the axial height (Z) of the core.
:

Fo(Z) is defined as the maximum local fuel rod linear power
density divided by the average fuel rod linear power density, ;

assuming nominal fuel pellet and fuel rod dimensions. Therefore,
Fa(Z) is a measure of the peak fuel pellet power within the
reactor core. <

,

During power operation, the global power distribution is limited
by LC0 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) " and LC0 3.2.4, r

"OUADRANT TILT POWER RATIO (QPTR)," which are directly and'

continuously measured process variables. These LCOs, along with
LC0 3.1.7, " Control Bank Insertion Limits," maintain the core
limits on power distributions on a continuous basis.

,

Fa(Z) varies with fuel loading patterns, control bank insertion,O fuel burnup, and changes in axial power distribution.
1

Fa(Z) is not directly measurable but is inferred from a power4

distribution map obtained with the movable incore detector
system. The results of the three dimensional power distribution !

map are analyzed to derive a measured value for Fa(Z). These
measurements are generally taken with the core at or near
equilibrium conditions.

However. because this value represents an equilibrium condition,
it does not include the variations in the value of Fo(Z) that are
present during non equilibrium situations, such as load
following. To account for these possible variations, the steady '

state value of Fa(Z) is adjusted by an elevation dependent
factor. W(Z), that accounts for calculated transient conditions.

Core monitoring and control under non steady state conditions are
accomplished by operating the core within the limits of the ,

appropriate LCOs, including the limits on AFD, OPTR, and control
rod insertion.

i !

l

\

| O (continued)

b
!
i

:

|
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!
LFa(Z) (Fa Methodology). |-

B 3.2.1 :' '

:
t

BASES+

,

_

APPLICABLE" This' LCO's principal effect is to preclude core power.

;- ' SAFETY. ANALYSES distributions that could lead to violation of the the following :
fuel design criterion .

1
i

a. ' During a large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA), the'
peak cladding temperature must not exceed 2200'F
(Ref. 1);and 1

I

[
b. During an ejected rod accident,'the energy deposition ||

to the fuel must not' exceed 280. cal /gm. !

i-

Limits on Fo(Z) ensure that the value of the initial total f

peaking factor assumed in the accident analyses remains valid. !
;

Other criteria must also be met (e.g., maximum cladding'

exidation, maximum hydrogen generation,- coolable geometry, and'

long term cooling). However, the LOCA peak cladding temperature ;

is typically most limiting. |
,

,
.

Fo(Z) limits assumed in the LOCA analysis'are typically limiting. j

relative to (i.e., lower than) the Fa(Z) limit assumed in safety
',,

analyses for other postulated accidents. Therefore, this LCO j
;

.

provides conservative limits for other postulated accidents. !
_

.j
.

Fa(Z) satisfies Criterion 2 of the 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). ;
i

-

:

.' :
i

i

-LCO The Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, Fa(Z), shall be limited by the *

following relationships-
,

F "*" i

F,(Z) s K(Z) for P > 0.5

'
.

RTP

F (Z) s K(Z) for P s 0.5
0 0.5

'

where: Fa* is the Fa(Z) limit at RTP provided in the COLR,

K(Z) is the normalized Fo(Z) as a function of core i

height provided in the COLR, and
'

:

1
'

(continued)
t

@ j
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Fo(Z) (Fo Methodology)
B 3.2.1

(~~') BASES

LJ |
1

LCO

(continued)
p ,_ THERMAL POWER

RTP

The actual values of Fo"" and K(Z) are given in the COLR.

For Constant Axial Offset Control operation, Fo(Z) is
approximated by 4(Z) and F5(Z). Thus, both F8(Z) and F#(Z) must
meet the preceding limits on Fo(Z).

An $(Z) evaluation requires obtaining an incore flux map in
H00E 1. From the incore flux map results we obtain the measured
value (F5(Z)) of Fo(Z).

The computed heat flux hot channel factor, $(Z), is obtained by
the equation:

( $(Z) F5(Z) 1.03 1.05.
V]

-

F5(Z) is increased by 3% to account for manufacturing tolerances
and further increased by 5% to account for measurenent
uncertainties.

The expression for F"o(Z) is:

F"o(Z) = F8(Z) W(Z)

where W(Z) is a cycle dependent function that accounts for power
distribution transients during normal operations. W(Z) is
included in the COLR. ;

The Fo(Z) limits define limiting values for core power peaking
that precludes peak cladding temperatures above 2200*F during
either a large or small break LOCA.

.

This LCO requires operation within the bounds assumed in the
safety analyses. If Fo(Z) cannot be maintained within the LC0 1

limits, a reduction of the core power is required. I

q'u/ (continued)
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Fa(Z) (Fa Hethodology)
B 3.2.1

BASESg3
L].

LCO Violating the LCO limits for Fo(Z) may produce unacceptable
(continued) consequences if a design basis event occurs while Fo(Z) is

outside its specified limits.

If the power distribution measurements are performed at a power
level less than 100% RTP, then the FC (Z) and F"a(Z) values thata

would result from measurements if the core was at 100% RTP should
be inferred from the available information. A comparison of
these inferred values with Fa* assures compliance with the LCO
at all power levels.

APPLICABILITY The Fa(Z) limits must be maintained in H00E 1 to prevent core
power distributions from exceeding the limits assumed in the
safety analyses. Applicability in other MODES is not required
because there is either insufficient stored energy in the fuel or
insufficient energy being transferred to the reactor coolant to
require a limit on the distribution of core power.

p](
ACTIONS U'~

Reducing TliERMAL POWER by 21% RTP for each 1% by which F8(Z)
exceeds its limit, maintains an acceptable absolute power
density. F8(Z) is F5(Z) multiplied by factors that account for
manufacturing tolerances and measurement uncertainties. F5(Z) is
the measured value of Fa(Z). The Completion Time of 15 minutes
provides an acceptable time to reduce power in an orderly manner
and without allowing the plant to remain in an unacceptable
condition for an extended period of time.

U

A reduction of the Power Range Neutron Flux-High trip setpoints
by 2 it for each it by which Fj(Z) exceeds its limit. is a
conservative action for protection against the consequences of
severe transients with unanalyzed power distributions. The
Completion Time of 72 hours is sufficient considering the small
likelihood of a severe transient in this time period and the ;

,
preceding prompt reduction in THER}%L POWER in accordance with !

Required Action A.1. |

| n
b (continued)

:

1
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
B 3.2.1

BASES

. -i

ACTIONS
.

U
!

(continued)'
Reduction in the Overpower N 16 trip setpoints by a 1% for each
1% by which Fl(Z) exceeds its limit, is a conservative action for ;

protection against the consequences of severe transients with
'

unanalyzed power distributions. The Completion Time of 72 hours
is sufficient considering the small likelihood of a severe
transient in this time period, and the preceding prompt reduction
in THERMAL POWER in accordance with Required Action A.1. j

,

'M

Verification that' Fj(Z) has been restored to within its limit by
performing SR 3.2.1.1 prior to increasing THERMAL POWER above the ;

limit imposed by Required Action A.1, ensures that core ,

;

conditions during operation at higher power levels are consistent '

with safety analyses assumptions. Inherent in this action is the
identification of the cause of the out of limit condition and the
correction of the cause, to the extent necessary to allow safe
operation at the higher power level. The allowable power level

A is determined by extrapolating F8(Z). SR 3.2.1.1 must be
V satisfied prior to increasing power above the extrapolated ,

allowable power level or restoration of any reduced Reactor Trip
System setpoints.

IL1

If it is found that the maximum calculated value of Fa(Z) that
can occur during normal maneuvers F#(Z), exceeds its specified
limits, there exists a potential for F8(Z) to become excessively
high if a normal operational transient occurs. Reducing the AFD ,

by 21% for each it by which F#(Z) exceeds its limit within the
allowed Completion Time of 4 hours, restricts the axial flux .

distribution such that even if a transient occurred, core peaking !

factor limits are not exceeded.
,

L1
. .

If Required Actions A.1 through A.4 or B.1 are not met within
their associated Completion Times, the plant must be placed in a
mode or condition in which the LC0 requirements are not !

'
applicable. This is done by placing the plant in at least H0DE 2
within 6 hours. ,

(continued)
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
B 3.2.1

i

O BASES ,

V
' ACTIONS CJ (continued) ,

'

This allowed Completion Time is reasonable based on operating
experience regarding the amount of time it taket. to reach MODE 2
from full power operation in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

,

i

SilRVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.1.2 are modified by a Note. The
. REQUIREMENTS Note applies during power ascensions following a plant shutdown :

!
' (leaving Mode 1). The note allows for power ascensions if the

surveillances are not current. It states that THERMAL POWER may
be increased until an equilibrium power level has been achieved t

at which a power distribution map can be obtained. This
allowance is modified, however. by one of the Frequency
conditions that requires verification that Fj(Z) and Q(Z) are
within their specified limits after a power rise of more than
20% RTP over the THERMAL POWER at which they were last verified

( to be within specified limits. Because Fj(Z) and Q(Z) could not
\ have previously been measured for a reload core, there is a

second Frequency condition, applicable only for reload cores,
that requires determination of these parameters before exceeding
75% RTP. This ensures that some determination of F8(Z) and Q(Z)
are made at a lower power level at which adequate margin is
available before going to 100% RTP. Also, this Frequency ,

condition, together with the Frequency condition requiring
verification of FS(Z) and Q(Z) following a power increase of more
than 20%, ensures that they are verified within 24 hours from
when equilibrium conditions are achieved at RTP (or any other
level for extended operation). Equilibrium conditions are
achieved when the core is sufficiently stable such that the
uncertainty allowances ast.ociated with the measurement are valid.
In the absence of these Frequency conditions, it is possible to
increase power to RTP and operate for 31 days without i
verification of F5(Z) and Q(2). The Frequency condition is not 1

intended to require verification of these parameters after every |*

20t increase in power level above the last verification. It only |
requires verification after a power level is achieved for i

extended operation that is 20% higher than that power at which Fa j
was last measured. ;

i

|(}' (continued)

!
'
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Fa(Z) (Fa Methodology)
B 3.2.1

[V')
BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification that Q(Z) is within its specified limits involves
increasing Q(Z) to allow for manufacturing tolerance and

'

measurement uncertainties in order to obtain F{(Z).
Specifically, Q(Z) is the measured value of Fa(Z) obtained from
incore flux map results and F8(Z) = Q(Z) 1.031.05 (Ref. 4).
F6(Z) is then compared to its specified limits.

The limit with which Q(Z) is compared varies inversely with
power above 50% RTF and directly with a function called K(Z)
provided in the COLR.

Performing this Surveillance in H0DE 1 prior to exceeding
75% RTP, or at a reduced power level at any other time, and
meeting the 100% RTP Fa(Z) limit, provides assurance that the

'

F8(Z) limit is met when RTP is achieved, because peaking factors
generally decrease as power level is increased.

If THERHAL POWER has been increased by 2 20% RTP since the last
A determination of Ff(Z), another evaluation of this factor is
() required 24 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions at this

higher power level (to ensure that Fj(Z) values are being reduced
sufficiently with power increase to stay within the LC0 limits).

The Frequency of 31 EFPD is adequate to monitor the change of
power distribution with core burnup because such changes are slow
and well controlled when the plant is operated in accordance with
the Technical Specifications (TS).

SR 3.2.1.2

Because flux maps are taken in equilibrium conditions, the
variations in power distribution resulting from normal
operational maneuvers are not present in the flux map data.
These variations are, however, conservatively calculated by
considering a wide range of unit maneuvers in normal operation.
The maximum peaking factor increase over steady state values,
calculated as a function of core elevation, Z. is called W(Z).
Multiplying the measured total peaking factor, Fj(Z), by W(Z)
gives the maximum Fa(Z) calculated to occur in normal operation,
Q(Z).

in
| \ s' (continued)
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Fo(Z) (Fo Methodology)
B 3.2.1

BASES

-SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.2 (continued) !

RE0VIREMENTS

(continued)- The limit with which F#(Z) is compared varies inversely with .

'

power and directly with the function K(Z) provided in the COLR.

The W(Z) curve is provided in the COLR for discrete core
elevations. Flux map data are typically taken for 30 to 75 core
elevations. F#(Z) evaluations are not applicable for the
following axial core regions, measured in percent of core height:

a. Lower core regio:., from 0 to 15t inclusive: and ,

b. Upper core region, from 85 to 100% inclusive. .

'

The top and bottom 15% of the core are excluded from the
evaluation because of the low probability that these regions ,

would be more limiting in the safety analyses and because of the
difficulty of making a precise measurement in these regions.

This Surveillance has been modified by a Note that may require
e

that more frequent surveillances be performed. When F#(Z) is
g

q j evaluated. an evaluation of the expression below is required to
account for any increase to F8(Z) that may occur and cause the .

Fo(Z) limit to be exceeded before the next required Fo(Z) ,

evaluation. -

If the two most recent Fo(Z) evaluations show an increase in the
expression

Fa'( Z ) ,

,

maximum over z'

K(Z)
,

it is required to meet the Fo(Z) limit with the last F#(Z)
increased by the appropriate factor of 21.02 specified in the
COLR, or to evaluate Fo(Z) more frequently, each 7 EFPD. These
alternative requirements prevent Fo(Z) from exceeding its limit
for any significant period of time without detection.

.

Performing the Surveillance in H0DE 1 prior to exceeding 75% RTP,
or at a reduced power level at any other time, and meeting the
100% RTP Fo(Z) limit, provides assurance that the Fo(Z) limit will i

j be met when RTP is achieved, because peaking factors are '

'

generally decreased as power level is increased.

(continued)

i
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Fo(Z) (Fa Methodology) ;

-B 3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.2 (continued) ;

REQUIREMENTS :

(continued) Fa(Z) is verified at power levels :t 20% RTP above the THERMAL |
POWER of its last verification, 24 hours after achieving |
equilibrium conditions to ensure that Fa(Z) is within its limit :

at higher power levels.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 EFPD is adequate to monitor the
change of power distribution with core burnup. The Surveillancer ,

may be done more frequently if required by the results of Fa(Z) ,

;

evaluations. [

The Frequency of 31 EFFD is adequate to monitor the change of |
power distribution because such a change is sufficiently slow, |

when the plant is operated in accordance with the TS, to preclude !

adverse peaking factors between 31 day surveillances. |
|

!
!

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46, 1974.
i

L.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.77, Rev. O. Hay 1974.

'

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.

4. RXE-90 006 P A, " Power Distribution Control Analysis and<

Overtemperature N 16 and Overpower N 16 Trip Setpoint
Methodology," TU Electric, June 1994. i

!

;

.

.

i

!
'

Dv
:
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Flu

B 3.2.2

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS j
L-

B 3.2.2 Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor-(Fin) |

BASES
;

BACKGROUND The purpose of this LC0 is to establish limits on the power
density at any point in the core so that the fuel design criteria

iare not exceeded and the accident analysis assumptions remain
valid. The design limits on local (pellet) and integrated fuel
rod peak power density are expressed in terms of hot channel ;

factors. Control of the core power distribution with respect to
these factors ensures that local conditions in the fuel rods and
coolant channels do not challenge core integrity at any location
during normal operation, operational transients, and any
transient condition arising from events of moderate frequency ,

i

analyzed in the safety analyses.

Fin is defined as the ratio of the integral of the linear power
along the fuel rod with the highest integrated power to the
average integrated fuel rod power. Therefore, Fin is a measure
of the maximum total power produced in a fuel rod. Finis
sensitive to fuel loading patterns, bank insertion, and fuel

s
burnup.

Flu is not directly measurable but is inferred from a power )
!distribution map obtained with the movable incore detector

system. Specifically, the results of the three dimensional power
distribution map are analyzed to determine Fyn. This factor is
calculated at least every 31 EFPD. However, during power ,

operation, the global power distribution is monitored by
LCO 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)," and LC0 3.2.4,
"0UADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)," which address directly and
continuously measured process variables. Compliance with these
LCOs, along with the LCOs governing shutdown and control rod

,

insertion and alignment, maintains the core limits on power
distribution on a continuous basis. ,

The COLR provides peaking factor limits that ensum that the
.

design basis value of the departure from nucleate ooiling (DNB)
is met for normal operation, operational transients, and any {

'

transient condition arising from events of moderate frequency.
All DNB limited transient events are assumed to begin with an fin

' value that satisfies the LCO requirements.

'OO (continued) |
t
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F!n >

B 3.2.2 !
,

O '^s's
-

BACKGROUND Operation outside the LCO limits may produce unacceptable
(continued) consequences if a DNB limiting event occurs. The DNB design ;

basis ensures that there is no overheating of the fuel thati

results in possible cladding perforation with the release of
'

'

fission products to the reactor coolant.

4

) APPLICABLE Limits on Fin preclude core power distributions that exceed
SAFETY ANALYSES the following fuel design limits:

a. For ANS Condition II events, there must be at least 95%
probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95/95 DNB
criterion) that the hottest fuel rod in the core does not

*

'

experience a DNB condition:

b. During a large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA), peak
cladding temperature (PCT) must not exceed 2200*F:

,

c. During an ejected rod accident, the average fuel pellet

C enthalpy at the hot spot must not exceed 280 cal /gm
(Ref. 1); and

d. Fuel design limits required by GDC 26 (Ref. 2) for the
condition when control rods must be capable of shutting

'
down the reactor with a minimum required SDH with the
highest worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn. ;

;

The limits on Flw ensure that the DNB design basis is met fori

normal operation, operational transients, and any transients
arising from events of moderate frequency. The DNB design basis
is met by limiting the minimum DNBR to the 95/95 DNB criterion
applicable to a specific DNBR correlation. This value provides a

,

high degree of assurance that the hottest fuel rod in the core
; does not experience a DNB condition.

The allowable Fin limit increases with decreasing power level.
- This functionality in Fin is included in the analyses that

provide the Reactor Core Safety Limits (SLs) of SL 2.1.1.
Therefore, any DNB events in which the calculation of the core
limits is modeled implicitly use this variable value of Fin in
the analyses. Likewise, all transients that may be DNB limited

(continued)
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Flu
B 3.2.2 i

BASES

APPLICABLE are assumed to begin with an initial Fin as a function of power
SAFETY ANALYSES level defined by the COLR limit equation.

(continued)
The LOCA safety analysis also uses Fin as an input parameter.
The Nuclear Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (Fa(Z)) and the axial i

peaking factors are inserted directly into the LOCA safety |
analyses that verify the acceptability of the resulting peak
cladding temperature [Ref. 3]. .

The fuel is protected in part by compliance with Techr.ical
Specifications which ensure that the initial conditions assumed
in the safety and accident analyses remain valid. The following
LCOs ensure this: LCO 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD),"

>

LCO 3.2.4 "0UADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)," LCO 3.1.7, !

" Control Bank Insertion Limits," LCO 3.2.2, * Nuclear Enthalpy ;

Rise Hot Channel Factor (fin)," and LCO 3.2.1, " Heat Flux Hot !

Channel Factor (Fa(Z))."
,

Fin and Fa(Z) are measured periodically using the movable incore
detector system. Heasurements are generally taken with the core
at, or near, steady state conditions. Core monitoring and

\ control under transient conditions (Condition 1 events) are ;
'

accomplished by operating the core within the limits of the LCOs
on AFD, QPTR, and Bank Insertion Limits.

;

FL satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). ,

!

LC0 FL shall be maintained within the limits of the relationship
provided in the COLR.

The FL limit is representative of the coolant flow channel with
the maximum enthalpy rise. This channel has the least heat
removal capability and thus the highest probability for a DNB
condition.

The limiting value of Fin, described by the equation contained in.

the COLR, is the design radial peaking factor used in the unit
,

safety analyses.
F

A power multiplication factor in this equation includes an
additional allowance for higher radial peaking factors from :

<

.

. b (continued)
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Flu
B 3.2.2

Q BASES
rV

LCO reduced thermal feedback and greater control rod insertion at low
(continued) power levels. The limiting value of Fin is allowed to increase

by a cycle dependent factor (PFa. as specified in the COLR) for
a 1% RTP reduction in THERHAL POWER.

If the power distribution measurements are performed at a power
level less than 100% RTP. then the F"a values that would result
from measurements if the core was at 100% RTP should be inferred
from the available information. A comparison of these inferred -

values with Fa* assures compliance with the LC0 at all power
levels.

; c

>
,

APPLICABILITY The F!n limits must be maintained in MODE 1 to preclude core
power distributions from exceeding the fuel design limits for
DNBR and PCT. Applicability in other modes is not required
because there is either insufficient stored energy in the fuel or
insufficient energy being transferred to the coolant to require a
liipit on the distribution of core power.

O
ACTIONS W

WithFin exceeding its limit, the unit is allowed 4 hours to
restore Fin to within its limits. This restoration may, for
example. involve realigning any misaligned rods or reducing power
enoughtobringFin within its power dependent limit. When the
Fin limit is exceeded, the DNBR limit is not likely violated in
steady state operation, because events that could significantly
perturbthefin value (e.g., static control rod misalignment) are
considered in the safety analyses. However, the DNBR limit may
be violated if a DNB limiting event occurs. Thus, the allowed
Completion Time of 4 hours provides an acceptable time to restore
Fin to within its limits without allowing the plant to remain in
an unacceptable condition for an extended period of time. The
restoration of the peaking factor to within its limits by power
reduction or control rod movement does not restore compliance
with the LCO. Thus, this condition can not be exited until a i
valid surveillance demonstrates compliance with the LCO.

|

(continued)'

!
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Fin
B 3.2.2

O '^s's

ACTIONS & 1 l (continued)
L

Condition A is modified by a Note-that requires that Required .
Actions A.2 and A.3 must be completed whenever Condition A is
entered. Thus, even if this Required Action is completed within
the 4 hour time period, Required Action A.2 requires anotner
measurement and calculation of Flu within 24 hours in accordance
with SR 3.2.2.1.

ActionA.3requiresthatanotherdeterminationofFlu must be
done prior to exceeding 50% RTP, prior to exceeding 75% RTP, and.
within 24 hours after reaching or exceeding 95% RTP: however,
THERMAL POWER does not have to be reduced to comply with these
requirements. In addition, Required Action A.2 is performed if )
power ascension is delayed past 24 hours.

A.1.2.1 and A.1.2.2

If the value of fin is not restored to within its specified limit
either by adjusting a misaligned rod or by reducing THERMALO POWER, the alternative option is to reduce THERMAL POWER to
< 50* RTP in accordance with Required Action A.1.2.1 and reduce
the Power Range Neutron Flux-High to s 55% RTP in accordance
with Required Action A.1.2.2. Reducing power to < 50% RTP
increases the DNB margin and does not likely cause the DNBR limit
to be violated in steady state operation. The reduction in trip
setpoints ensures that continuing operation remains at an
acceptable low power level with adequate DNBR margin. The
allowed Completion Time of 4 hours for Required Action A.1.2.1 is i

!consistent with those allowed for in Required Action A.1.1 and
provides an acceptable time to reach the required power level
from full power operation without allowing the plant to remain in
an unacceptable condition for an extended period of time. The
Completion Times of 4 hours for Required Actions A.1.1 ,

!and A.1.2.1 are not additive.

The allowed Completion Time of 72 hours to reset the trip-

setpoints per Required Action A.1.2.2 recognizes that, once power |

1s reduced, the safety analysis assumptions are satisfied and
there is no urgent need to reduce the trip setpoints: however,
for extended operations at the reduced power level, the reduced
trip setpoints are. required to protect against events involving

(continued)

|
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B 3.2.2

BASES

ACTIONS A.1.2.1 and A.1.2.2 (continued)

',
(continued)

positive reactivity excursions. This is a sensitive operation
that may inadvertently trip the Reactor Protection System.

U
Once actions have been taken to restore P,,, to within its limits
per Required Action A.I.1, or the power level has been reduced to
< 50% RTP per Required Action A.1.2.1, an incore flux map
(SR 3.2.2.1) must be obtained and the measured value of Flu
verified not to exceed the allowed limit at the lower power
level.. The unit is provided 20 additional hours to perform this
task over and above the 4 hours allowed by either Action A.1.1 or
Action A.1.2.1. The Completion Time of 24 hours is acceptable
because of the increase in the DNB margin, which is obtained at
lower power levels, and the low probability of having a DNB
limiting event within this 24 hour period.

Additionally, operating experience has indicated that this
Completion Time is sufficient to obtain the incore flux map.
perform the required calculations, and evaluate Fla.

U

Verification that Pan is within its specified limits after an out
of limit occurrence ensures that the cause that led to the Flu
exceeding its limit is identified, to the extent necessary. and
corrected, and that subsequent operation proceeds within the LC0
limit. This Action demonstrates that the Flu limit is within the
LCO limits prior to exceeding 50% RTP, again prior to exceeding
75% RTP, and within 24 hours after THERMAL POWER is a 95% RTP.
SR 3.2.2.1 must be satisfied prior to increasing power above the
extrapolated allowable power level or restoration of any reduced
Reactur Trip System setpoints. When P, is measured at reduced
power levels, the allowable power level 1., determined by
evaluating Pa for higher power levels.

.

This Required Action is modified by a Note that states that
THERMAL POWER does not have to be reduced prior to performing
this Action.

|,

$\ (continued)
i
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B 3.2.2

BASESq
Q

ACTIONS |L1
(continued)

When Required Actions A.1.1 through A.3 cannot be completed
within their required Completion Times, the plant must be placed
in a mode in which the LC0 requirements are not applicable. This
is done by placing the plant in at least H0DE 2 within 6 hours.
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience regarding the time required to reach H00E 2 ;

"

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE M 3.2.2.1

SR 3.2.2.1 is modified by a Note. The Note applies during power
ascensions following a plant shutdown (leaving Mode 1); The note
allows for power ascensions if the surveillances are not current.
It states that THERMAL POWER may be increased until an
equilibrium power level has been achieved at which a power
distribution map can be obtained. Equilibrium conditions are
achieved when the core is sufficiently stable such that the
uncertainty allowances associated with the measurement are valid.

The value of Pu is determined by using the movable incore
detector system to obtain a flux distribution map. A data
reduction computer program then calculates the maximum value of
Pu from the measured flux distributions. The measured value of ,

Pu must be inultiplied by 1.04 to account for measurement j
'

uncertainty before making comparisons to the Flu lim #

After each refueling, Pu must be determined in H0DE 1 prior to ,

|
exceeding 75% RTP. This requirement ensures that Pu limits are |

|
met at the beginning of each fuel cycle. Performing this
Surveillance in H0DE 1 prior to exceeding 75% RTP, or at a!

reduced power level at any other time, and meeting the 100% RTP I

F% limit, provices assurance that the F , limit is met when RTP )
is achieved, because peaking factors generally decrease as power 1

,
'

'

level is increased.

iThe 31 EFPD Frequency is acceptable because the power
distribution changes relatively slowly over this amount of fuel
burnup. Accordingly, this Frequency is short enough that the Flu

'

limit cannot be exceeded for any significant period of operation.
.O
V (continued)
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O
REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.77. Rev. O. Hay IF/4.

2. ~10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 26.-

3. 10 CFR 50.46.

O

.

O
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3 ,

'N[V B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBlffl0N LIMITS

B 3.2.3 AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) (Constant Axial Offset Control (CAOC)
Hethodology)

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this LCO is to establish limits on the values of
,

the AFD in order to limit the axial power distribution skewing to
either the top or bottom of the core. By limiting the amount of ,

power distribution skewing, core peaking factors are consistent ;

with the assumptions used in the safety analyses. Limiting power
'

distribution skewing over time also minimizes the xenon
distribution skewing, which is a significant factor in axial
power distribution control.

The operating scheme used to control the axial power .

distribution, CAOC, involves maintaining the AFD within a
tolerance band around a burnup dependent target, known as the
target flux differenco, to minimize the variation of the axial

O peaking factor and axial xenon distribution during unit
maneuvers, j

The target flux difference is determined at equilibrium xenon ;

conditions. The control banks must be positioned within the core
in accordance with their insertion limits and Control Bank D i

should be inserted near its normal position (i.e., a 180 steps
withdrawn) for steady state operation at high power levels. The
power level should be as near RTP as practical. The value of the
target flux difference obtained under these conditions divided by
the Fraction of RTP is the target flux difference at RTP for the
associated core burnup conditions. Target flux differences for
other THERMAL POWER levels are obtained by multiplying the RTP
value by the appropriate fractional THERMAL POWER level.

Periodic updating of the target flux difference value is
necessary to follow the change of the flux difference at steady *

state conditions with burnup. ,'

,

'

The AFD is monitored on an automatic basis using the unit process
computer that has an AFD monitor alarm. The frequency of |

monitoring the AFD by the unit computer is once per minute

(continued)

.
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3

g
() BASES

BACKGROUND providing an essentially continuous accumulation of penalty
(continued) deviation ime that allows the operator to accurately assess the

status of tne penalty deviation time. The computer determines
the 1 minute average of each of the OPERABLE excore detector
outputs and provides an alarm message if the AFDs for two or more
OPERABLE excore channels are outside the target band and the
THERMAL POWER is > 90% RTP. During operation at THERMAL POWER
levels < 90% RTP but 2 15% RTP, the computer send.s an alarm
message when the cumulative penalty deviation time is > 1 ho.r in
the previous 24 hours.

APPLICABLE The Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (FL) and QPTR LCOs
SAFETY ANALYSES limit the radial component of the peaking factors. The AFD is a

measure of axial power distribution skewing to the top or bottom
half of the core. The AFD is sensitive to many core related
parameters such as control bank positions, core power level,
axial burnup, axial xenon distribution and, to a lesser extent,
reactor coolant temperature and boron concentrations. The

,f~s
) allowed range of the AFD is used in the nuclear design process to:.'''' confirm that operation within these limits produces core peakir.9

factors and axial power distributions that meet safety analysis
requirements.

The CAOC methodology (Refs.1, 2, and 3) entails:

a. Establishing an envelope of allowed power shapes and power
densities:
b. Devising an operating strategy for the cycle that

maximizes unit flexibility (maneuvering) and minimizes
axial power shape changes:

c. Demonstrating that this strategy does not result in
core conditions that violate the envelope of
permissible core power characteristics: and

d. Demonstrating that this power distribution control
scheme can be effectively supervised with excore

.

detectors.

The limits on the AFD ensure that the Heat Flux Hot Channel
Factor (Fa(Z)) is not exceeded during either normal operation or

(] (continued)
V
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3 ;

|

; BASES

'

APPLICABLE in the event of xenon redistribution following power changes.
SAFETY ANALYSES The limits on the AFD also limit the range of power distributions

'

(continued) that are assumed as initial conditions in analyzing Condition II,
III, and IV events. Compliance with this limit ensures that
acceptable levels of fuel cladding integrity is maintained for
these postulated accidents. The most important Condition IV
event is the loss of coolant accident. The most significant
Condition III event is the complete loss of forced RCS flow
accident. The most significant Condition II events are
uncontrolled bank withdrawal and boration or dilution accidents.
Condition II accidents are used to confirm the adequacy of

'

Overpower N 16 and Overtemperature N 16 trip setpoints.

The limits on the AFD satisfy Criterion 2 of the
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO The shape of the power profile in the axial (i.e.. the vertical)
direction is largely under the control of the operator, through
either the manual operation of the control banks, or automatic
motion of control banks responding to temperature deviations

O resulting from either manual operation of the Chemical and Volume ;

Control System to change boron concentration, or from power level
changes.

'

,

Signals are available to the operator from the Nuclear
Instrumentation System (NIS) excore neutron detectors (Ref. 4). ,

Separate signals are taken from the top and bottom detectors. :

! The AFD is defined as the difference in normalized flux signals -

between the top and bottom excore detector in each detector well.
For convenience, this flux difference is converted to provide
flux difference units expressed as a percentage and labeled as .

ta flux or tal.
.

This LC0 is modified by a Note that states the conditions
necessary for declaring the AFD outside of the target band. The

*

required target band varies with axial burnup distribution, which
in turn varies with the core average accumulated burnup. The
target band defined in the COLR may provide one target band for
the entire cycle or more than one band, each to be followed for a
specific range of cycle burnup. ;

(continued) ,

,
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3

'O' BASESV

LC0 With THERMAL POWER 2 90% RTP, the AFD must be kept within the

(continued) target band. With the AFD outside the target band with THERMAL '

POWER 2 90% RTP, the assumptions of the accident analyses may be
violated.

Parts B and C of this LC0 are affected by Notes that describe how
the cumulative penalty deviation time is calculated. It is
intended that the unit is operated with the AFD within the target
band about the target flux difference. However, during rapid
THERMAL POWER reductions, control bank motion may cause the AFD
to deviate outside of the target band at reduced THERMAL POWER
levels. This deviation does not affect the xenon distribution
sufficiently to change the envelope of peaking factors that may
be reached on a subsequent return to RTP with the AFD within the
target band, provided the time duration of the deviation is
limited. Accordingly, while THERMAL POWER is 2 50% RTP and
< 90% RTP (i.e., Part B of this LCO), a 1 hour cumulative penalty
deviation time limit, cumulative during the preceding 24 hours,
is allowed during which the unit may be operated outside of the
target band but within the acceptable operation limits provided
in the COLR. This penalty time is accumulated at the rate ofO

'

1 minute for each 1 minute of operating time within the power r

range of Part B of this LC0 (i.e., THERMAL POWER 2 50% RTP). The
cumulative penalty time is the sum of penalty times from Parts B
and C of this LCO.

For THERMAL POWER levels > 15% RTP and < 50% RTP (i.e.. Part C of
this LCO), deviations of the AFD outside of the target band are
less significant. The accumulation of 1/2 minute penalty
deviation time per 1 minute of actual time outside the target'

band reflects this reduced significance. With THERMAL POWER
< 15% RTP, AFD is not a significant parameter in the assumptions

,

used in the safety analysis and, therefore, requires no limits.'

Because the xenon distribution produced at THERMAL POWER levels
less than RTP does affect the power distribution as power is
increased, unanalyzed xenon and power distributions are

'

prevented by limiting the accumulated penalty deviation time.
4

Violating the LC0 on the AFD could produce unacceptable
consequences if a Condition 2. 3. or 4 event occurs while the AFD
is outside its limits.

O (continued)-Q
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)
B 3.2.3

<

BASES

O .

i
>

APPLICABILITY AFD requirements are applicable in H00E 1 above 15% RTP. . Above
50% RTP. the combination of THERMAL POWER and core peaking'

factors are the core parameters of primary importance in safety
analyses (Ref. 1).

;

Between 15% RTP and 90% RTP, this LCO is applicable to ensure
tthat the distributions of xenon are consistent with safety

,

analysis assumptions.

At or below 15% RTP and for lower operating MODES, the stored
energy in the fuel and the energy being transferred to the

,

reactor coolant are low. The value of the AFD in these +

conditions does not affect the consequences of the design basis
events.;

For surveillance of the power range channels performed according
to SR 3.3.1.6, deviation outside the target band is permitted for
16 hours and no penalty deviation time is accumulated. Some
deviation in the AFD may be required for the performance of the
NIS calibration with the incore detector system. This'

calibration is typically performed every 92 days. !

O -

Low signal levels in the excore channels may preclude obtaining
valid AFD signals below 15% RTP.

,

P

r

ACTIONS M
,

With the AFD outside the target band and THERMAL POWER 2 90% RTP, i

the assumptions used in the accident analyses may be violated ,

with respect to the maximum heat generation. Therefore, a i
'

Completion Time of 15 minutes is allowed to restore the AFD to
within the target band because xenon distributions change little
in this relatively short time. .

ill |.

If the AFD cannot be restored within the target band, then :
'

reducing THERMAL POWER to < 90% RTP places the core in a
condition that has been analyzed and found to be acceptable, ;

i

(continued)
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AFD (CAOC Methodology)~ |
| B 3.2.3 (

!

O BASES ;

V !-

}IACTIONS ]L1 (continued)
j(continued)

_

.

1provided that the AFD is within the acceptable operation. limits .

!provided in the COLR.
i

t

The allowed Completion Time of 15 minutes provides an . acceptable.. j
time to reduce power to < 90% RTP without allowing the plant to !

remain in an unanalyzed condition for an extended period of time. q

!.

| g
;

With THERMAL POWER'< 90% RTP but > 50% RTP, operation with the ;

AFD outside the target band but within the acceptable operation ,

,
llimits provided in the COLR provided in the COLR is allowed for

up to I hour. With the AFD within these limits, the resulting .

axial power distribution is acceptable as an initial condition :

for accident analyses assuming the then existing xenon i
Ldistributions. The 1 hour cumulative penalty deviation time

restricts the extent of xenon redistribution. Without this ;

limitation, unanalyzed xenon axial distributions may result from i
,

a different pattern of xenon buildup and decay. The reduction to

O a power level < 50% RTP puts the reactor at a THERMAL POWER level ;
,

at which the AFD is not a significant accident analysis ;;

parameter. !

\
l If the indicated AFD is outside the target band and outside the ;

acceptable operation limits provided in the COLR the peaking ,

factors assumed in accident analysis may be exceeded with the ;

,

existing xenon condition. (Any AFD within the target band is -|
acceptable regardless of its relationship to the acceptable
operation limits.) The Completion Time of 30 minutes allows for |

a prompt, yet orderly, reduction in power. !

Condition C is modified by a Note that requires that Required4

Action C.1 must be completed whenever this Condition is entered.

i

- .

If Required Action C.1 is not completed within its required
Completion Time of 30 minutes. the axial xenon distribution

: starts to become significantly skewed with the THERMAL POWER
a 50% RTP. In this situation, the assumption that a cumulative

,.

I
(continued)

l'
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AFD (CA00 Methodology)
B 3.2.3

g

(/

ACTIONS [L1 (continued)
(continued)

penalty deviation time of 1 tour or less during the previous
24 hours while the AFD is outside its target band is acceptable
at < 50% RTP, is no longer valid.

Reducing the power level to < 15% RTP within the Completion Time
of 9 hours and complying with LCO penalty deviation time
requirements for subsequent increases in THERMAL POWER ensure
that acceptable xenon conditions are restored.

Condition 0 is modified by a Note that requires Action D.1 be
completed whenever this Condition is entered.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the AFD as indicated by the NIS
excore channels is within the target band. The Surveillance

r Frequency of 7 days is adequate because the AFD is controlled by

Q] the operator and monitored by the process computer. Furthermore,
any deviations of the AFD from the target band that is not
alarmed should be readily noticed.

SR 3.2.3.2

Not Used.

SR 3.2.3.3

Heasurement of the target flux difference is accomplished by
taking a flux map when the core is at equilibrium xenon
conditions. preferably at high power levels with the control
banks nearly withdrawn. This flux map provides the equilibrium
xenon axial power distribution from which the target value can be-

determined. The target flux difference varies slowly with core
burnup.

( (continued)
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-

SURVEILLANCE 5R 3.2.3.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The target AFD must be determined in conjunction with the
measurement of F/(Z): therefore, the frequency for the
performance of this surveillance is the same as that required for
the performance of the F/(Z) surveillance per SR 3.2.1.2.

A Note modifies this SR to allow the predicted beginning of cycle
AFD from the Startup and Operations Report to be used to
determine the initial target flux difference after
each refueling. This note allows operation until the power level
for extended operations has been achieved and an equilibrium
power distribution can be obtained.

REFERENCES 1. Electric. RXE 90 006 P A." Power Distribution Control
Analysis and Overtemperature N 16 and Overpower N 16 Trip
Setpoint Methodology," TV Electric. June,1994.

A
C 2. WCAP 8385 (W proprietary), " Power Distribution Control and

Load Following Procedures " Westinghouse Electric
Corporation September 1974.

3. T. M. Anderson to K. Kniel (Chief of Core Performance
Branch, NRC). Attachment: " Operation and Safety Analysis
Aspects of an Improved Load Follow Package,"
January 31, 1980.

4 FSAR, Chapter 15.
;

I )
'V
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B 3.2.4
7,
;} 4

"

'N B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.4 0UADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (0PTR)

BASES

BACKGROUND The OPTR limit ensures that the gross radial power distribution
remains consistent with the design values used in the safety
analyses. Precise radial power distribution measurements are
made during startup testing, after refueling, and periodically
during power operation.

The power density at any point in the core must be limited so
that the fuel design criteria are maintained. Together.
LC0 3.2.3. " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)." LC0 3.2.4. and .

LCO 3.1.7, " Control Rod Insertion Limits," provide limits on
process variables that characterize and control the three
dimensional power distribution of the reactor core. Control of
these variables ensures that the core operates within the fuel |
design criteria and that the power distribution remains within -

*

the bounds used in the safety analyses.
\;V

APPLICABLE This LC0 precludes core power distributions that violate
SAFETY ANALYSES the following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large break loss of coolant accident, the peak
,

cladding temperature must not exceed 2200 F (Ref. 1):

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident,
there must be at least 95% probability at the 95%
confidence level (the 95/95 departure from nucleate boiling
(DNB) criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core does not
experience a DNB condition:

c. During an ejected rod accident, the average fuel pellet
enthalpy at the hot spot must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref.
2), and*

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest worth
control rod stuck fully withdrawn (Ref. 3).

n
' (continued)
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B 3.2.4

BASES

APPLICABLE The LC0 limits on the AFD, the OPTR, the Heat Flux Hot Channel
SAFETY ANALYSES Factor (Fo(Z)), the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor

(continued) (FL), and control bank insertion are established to preclude
core power distributions that exceed the safety analyses limits.

The OPTR limits ensure that FL and Fe(Z) remain below their
limiting values by preventing an undetected change in the gross
radial power distribution.

In MODE 1, the FL and Fa(Z) limits must be maintained to preclude
core power distributions from exceeding design limits assumed in
the safety analyses.

The OPTR satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO The OPTR limit of 1.02, above which corrective action is
required, provides a margin of protection for both the DNB ratio
and linear heat generation rate contributing to excessive power(qe

) peaks resulting from X Y plane power tilts. A limiting QPTR of
1.02 can be tolerated before the margin for uncertainty in Fa(Z)
and (FL) is possibly challenged.

APPLICABILITY The OPTR limit must be maintained in MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER
> 50% RTP to prevent core power distributions from exceeding the
design limits.

Applicability in MODE 1 s 50% RTP and in other MODES is not
required because there is either insufficient stored energy in
the fuel or insufficient energy being transferred to the reactor
coolant to require the implementation of a OPTR limit on the
distribution of core power. The OPTR limit in these conditions
is, therefore, not important. Note that the FL and Fo(Z) LCOs
still apply. but allow progressively higher peaking factors at-

50% RTP or lower.

gs.

(continued)
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^

B 3.2.4
-

,

t

/ sAStS

- ACTIONS M
,

With the QPTR exceeding its limit, a power level reduction of
3% RTP for each it by which the QPTR exceeds 1.00 is a
conservative tradeoff of total core power with peak linear power. >

The Completion Time of. 2 hours allows sufficient time to identify-
the cause and correct the tilt. Note that the power reduction
itself may cause a change in the tilted condition.<

U

After completion of Required Action A.1, the QPTR may still >

exceed its limits. Any additional changes in the QPTR are
>

detected by requiring a check of the QPTR once per 12 hours
thereafter, If the QPTR continues to increase. THERMAL POWER has
to be reduced accordingly. A 12 hour Completion Time is
sufficient because any additional change in QPTR would be
relatively slow.

' O .

v U
(

I ThepeakingfactorsFlu and Fa(Z) are of primary importance in
ensuring that the power distribution remains consistent with the
initial conditions used in the safety analyses. Performing SRs 1

onFlu and Fa(Z) within the Completion Time of 24 hours ensures ;
;

that these primary indicators of power distribution are within
their respective limits. A Completion Time of 24 hours takes
into consideration the rate at which peaking factors are likely
to change, and the time required to stabilize the plant and !

perform a flux map. If these peaking factors are not within
their limits, the Required Actions of these Surveillances provide
an appropriate response for the abnormal condition. If the QPTR
remains above its specified limit, the peaking factor

'surveillancesarerequiredeach7daysthereaftertoevaluateFin
and Fa(Z) with changes in power distribution. Relatively small |.

changes are expected due to either burnup and xenon |
redistribution or correction of the cause for exceeding the QPTR ',
limit.

!

'

(continued) ;
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ACTIONS M
(continued)

Although Fa"n and Fo(Z) are of primary importance as initial
conditions in the safety analyses, other changes in the power
distribution may occur as the OPTR limit is exceeded and may have
an impact on the validity of the safety analysis. A change in
the power distribution can affect such reactor parameters as bank
worths and peaking factors for rod malfunction accidents. When
the OPTR exceeds its limit, it does not necessarily mean a safety
concern exists. It does mean that there is an indication of a
change in the gross radial power distribution that requires an
investigation and evaluation that is accomplished by examining
the incore power distribution. Specifically, the core peaking
factors and the quadrant tilt must be evaluated because they are
the factors that best characterize the core power distribution.
This evaluation is required to ensure that, before increasing
THERHAL POWER to above the limits of Required Actions A.1 and
A.2, the reactor core conditions are consistent with the
assumptions in the safety analyses.

p.
V'

M

If the OPTR remains above the 1.02 limit and a re-evaluation of
the safety analysis is completed and shows that safety
requirements are met, the excore detectors are normalized to
eliminate the indicated tilt prior to increasing THERMAL POWER to
above the limit of Required Actions A.?, and A.2. This is done to
detect any subsequent significant changes in OPTR.

Required Action A.5 is modified by a Note that states that the j

excore detectors are not re-normalized to a zero OPT until after i

the evaluation of the safety analysis has determined that core
conditions at RTP are within the safety analysis assumptions
(i.e., Required Action A.4). This Note is intended to prevent
any ambiguity about the required sequence of actions.

U
|

On;e the excore detectors are normalized to eliminate the
indication of tilt (i.e., Required Action A.5 is performed), it

i )
'd

| (continued)
'

|
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2

ACTIONS AJi (continued)
(continued)

is acceptable to return to full power operation. However, as an i

added check that. the core power distribution at RTP is consistent
with the safety analysis assumptions, Required Action A.6 ;

requires verification that Fo(Z) and FL are within their
specified limits within 24 hours of reaching RTP. As an added
precaution, if the peaking factor verification can not be
performed within 24 hours due to non_ equilibrium core conditions,
a maximum time of 48 hours is allowed for the completion of the
verification. This Completion Time is intended to allow adequate
time to increase THERMAL POWER to above the limits of Required
Actions A.1 and A.2, while not permitting the core to remain with
unconfirmed power distributions for extended periods of time.

Required Action A.6 is modified by a Note that states that the
peaking factor surveillances must be completed when the excore
detectors have been normalized to eliminate the indicated tilt
(i.e., Required Action A.5). The intent of this Note is to have

q the peaking factor surveillances performed at operating power

'V levels, which can only be accomplished after the excore detectors
are calibrated to show zero tilt and the core returned to power.

IL1 i

If Required Actions A.1 through A.6 are not completed within
their associated Completion Times, the unit must be brought to a
MODE or condition in which the requirements do not apply. To ,

iachieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be reduced to < 50% RTP
!within 4 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 4 hours is

reasonable, based on operating experience regarding the amount of ,
'

time required to reach the reduced power level without
challenging plant systems.

;

'

~

i,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.4.1 :

REQUIREMENTS r

SR 3.2.4.1 is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows OPTR to be ;

calculated with three power range channels if THERMAL POWER is j

Ip
b (continued)

r
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.4.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) s 75% RTP and the input' fro'n one Power Range Neutron Flux channel. 1

is inoperable. Note 2 allows performance of SR 3.2.4.2 in lieu
of SR 3.2.4.1 ;

e

' This Surveillance verifies that the QPTR, as indicated by the
Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS) excore channels, is within :

its limits. The Frequency of 7 days. takes into account other
information and alarms available to the operator in the control :

room.

For those causes of QPT that occur quickly (e.g., a dropped rod),
there typically are other indications of abnormality that prompt
a verification of core power tilt, j

!
'

SR 3.2.4.2

This Surveillance is modified by a Note, which states that it is

O. not required until 12 hours after the inputs from one or more !

Power Range Neutron Flux channels are inoperable and the THERHAL
POWER is > 75% RTP.

With an NIS power range channel inoperable, tilt monitoring for a ;

portion of the reactor core becomes degraded. Large tilts are
likely detected with the remaining channels, but the capability0

for detection of small power tilts in some quadrants is4

decreased. Performing SR 3.2.4.2 at a Frequency of 12 hours :
provides an accurate alternative means for ensuring that any tilt |
remains within its limits. ;

)

For purposes of monitoring the QPTR when one power range channel ,

is inoperable, the moveable incore detectors may be used to !
confirm that the normalized symmetric power distribution is :

- consistent with the indicated QPTR and any previous data
indicating a tilt. The incore detector monitoring is performed

.

with a full incore flux map or two sets of four thimble locations
with quarter core symmetry. The two sets of four symmetric ].

thimbles is a set of eight unique detector locations. These ,

locations are C 8 E 5. E 11. H 3, H 13, L 5, L 11, and N-8. )
.

|
.

,

!-

4

(continued) )
|

. ,

I
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.4.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS.

-(continued) The'symmtric thimble flux map can be used to generate symmetric
thimble * tilt." This can be compared to'a reference symmetric
thimble t'lt, from the most .recent full core flux map,' to .
generate i i incore QPTR. Therefore, incore OPTR can be'used to
confirm th t QPTR is within limits.

With one NIS channel inoperable, the indicated tilt may be
changed from the value indicated with all four channels OPERABLE.
To confirm that .o change in tilt'has actually occurred, which
might cause the QPTR limit to be exceeded, the incore result may
be compared against previous flux maps either using the symmetric
thimbles as described above or. a complete flux map. Nominally,
quadrant tilt from the Surveillance should be within 2% of the.
tilt shown by the most recent flux map data.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46.
y, -)

2. Regulatory Guide 1.77. Rev 0. Hay 1974.

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 26.

|
.

|

!

i+

,

!

; '

M
i

. .-

d
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

,

r3V B 3.3' INSTRUMENTATION

-B 3.3.1. Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation
.

BASES
,

BACKGROUND The RTS initiates a unit shutdown, based on 'the values of
,

selected unit parameters, to protect against violating the core
fuel design limits and Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure
boundary during anticipated operational occurrences (A00s) and to
assist the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Systems in mitigating
accidents.

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to
assure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifyir,g limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms of
parameters directly monitored by the RTS. as well as specifying
LCOs on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.

- The LSSS, defined in this specification as the Allowable Values, ,

. ( in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold for !

protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable limits-
during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or more
times during the unit life, the acceptable limits are:

1. The Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) shall be
maintained above the departure from nucleate boiling ratio

'

(DNBR) limit:

2. Fuel centerline melt shall not occur: and
,

. .

3. The RCS pressure limits of 2735 psig shall not be exceeded.
:

Operation within the limits of Specification 2.0, " Safety Limits i

(SLs)." also maintains the above values and assures that offsite !-

dose.will be within the 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 100 criteria during :

A00s. ,

,

i

'

(continued)

V -
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B 3.3.1

O BASESU ..

BACKGROUND Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are not
(continued) expected to occur during the unit life. The acceptable limit

during accidents is that offsite dose shall be maintained within
an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100 limits, Different accident
categories are allowed a different fraction of these limits,
based on probability of occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose
limit for an accident category is considered having acceptable
consequences for that event.

The RTS instrumentation is segmented into four distinct but
interconnected modules as described in the FSAR, Chapter [7]
(Ref.1), and as identified below:

1. Field transmitters or process sensors: provide a
measurable electronic signal based upon the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured:

2. Signal Process Control and Protection System, including the
7300 Process Instrumentation and Control System, Nuclear
Instrumentation System (NIS), field contacts, and
protection channel sets: provides signal conditioning,
bistable setpoint comparison, process algorithm actuation,v
compatible electrical signal output to protection system
devices, and control board / control room / miscellaneous
indications:

3. Solid State Protection System (SSPS), including input,
logic, and output bays: initiates proper unit shutdown
and/or ESF actuation in accordance with the defined logic,
which is based on the bistable outputs from the signal
process control and protection system; and

4. Reactor trip switchgear, including reactor trip breakers
(RTBs) and bypass breakers: provides the means to
interrupt power to the control rod drive mechanisms (CRDHs)
and allows the rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or
" rods," to fall into the core and shut down the reactor.
The bypass breakers allow testing of the RTBs at power.

(continued)

v
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BACKGROUND Field Transmitters or Sensors (continued)

To meet the design demands for redundancy and reliability, more
than one, and often as many as four, field transmitters or

'

sensors are used to measure unit parameters. To account for the
calibration tolerances and instrument drift, which are assumed to
occur between calibrations, statistical allowances are provided
in the Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values. The OPERABILITY of ;

each transmitter or sensor can be evaluated when its "as found"
calibration data are compared against its documented acceptance
criteria.

Sicnal Process Control and Protection System
.

Generally, three or four channels of process control equipment
are used for the signal processing of unit parameters measured by
the field instruments. The process control equipment provides
signal conditioning, comparable output signals for instruments
located on the main control board, and comparison of measured
input signals with setpoints established by safety analyses. If 1

the measured value of a unit parameter exceeds the predetermined'

setpoint, an output from a bistable is forwarded to the SSPS for
decision evaluation. Channel separation is maintained up to and >'

through the input bays. However, not all unit parameters require
four channels of sensor measurement and signal processing. Some
unit parameters provide input only to the SSPS, while others
provide input to the SSPS, the main control board, the unit ;

computer, and one or more control systems.
i

Generally, if a parameter is used only for input to the i

protection circuits, three channels with a two out of three logic 1

are sufficient to provide the required reliability and
redundancy. If one channel fails in a direction that would not ;4

result in a partial Function trip, the Function is still OPERABLE
,

with a two out of two logic. If one channel fails, such that a
partial Function trip occurs, a trip will not occur and the
Function is still OPERABLE with a one out of two logic.

.

Generally, if a parameter is used for input to the SSPS and a
control function, four channels with a two out of four logic are
sufficient to provide the required reliability and redundancy.

(continued) J

O
V
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BACKGROUND Sianal Process Control and Protection System (continued)

The circuit must be able to withstand both an input failure to
the control system, which may then require the protection
function actuation, and a single failure in the other channels
providing the protection function actuation. Again, a single
failure will neither cause nor prevent the protection function
actuation. These requirements are described in IEEE 279 1971
(Ref. 3). The actual number of channels required for each unit
parameter is specified in Reference 1.

Two logic channels are required to ensure no single random
failure of a logic channel will disable the RTS. The logic
channels are designed such that testing required while the
reactor is at power may be accomplished without causing trip.

Trio Setooints and Allowable Values

The Trip Setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables
are set. Any bistable is considered to be properly adjusted when
the "as left" value is within the band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION

(])( accuracy . The Trip Setpoints are listed in Table B 3.3.1-1.

The Trip Setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits stated in Reference 2. The selection of these
Trip Setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided when
all sensor and processing time delays are taken into account. To
allow for calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those RTS
channels that must function in harsh environments as defined by
10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 4), the Allowable Values specified in
Table 3.3.11 in the accompanying LC0 are conservatively adjusted
with respect to the analytical limits. The actual nominal Trip
Setpoint entered into the bistable is more conservative than that
specified by the Allowable Value to account for changes in random
measurement errors detectable by a COT. One example of such a
change in measurement error is drift during the surveillance
interval . If the measured setpoint does not exceed the Allowable
Value, the bistable is considered OPERABLE.

(continued)p)'%
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BACKGROUND Trio Selcoints and Allowable Values (continued)

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that
design limits are not violated during A00s (and that the
consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing the unit is
operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the A00 or DBA and
the equipment functions as designed). Note that in the
accompanying LCO 3.3.1, the Allowable Values of Table 3.3.1-1 are
the LSSS.

Each channel of the process control equipment can be tested on
line to verify that the signal or setpoint accuracy is within the
specified allowance requirements. Once a designated channel is
taken out of service for testing, a simulated signal is injected
in place of the field instrument signal. The process equipment
for the channel in test is then tested, verified, and calibrated.
SRs for the channels are specified in the SRs section.

The Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values listed in Tables
B 3.3.11 and 3.3.1-1, respectively, are based on a methodology

(3 which incorporates all of the known uncertainties applicable for
Cl each channel. The magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored

into the determination of each Trip Setpoint. All field sensors
and signal processing equipment for these channels are assumed to
operate within the allowances of these uncertainty magnitudes.

Solid State Protection System

The SSPS equipment is used for the decision logic processing of
outputs from the signal processing equipment bistables. To meet
the redundancy requirements, two trains of SSPS, each performing
the same functions, are provided. If one train is taken out of
service for maintenance or test purposes, the second train will
provide reactor trip and/or ESF actuation for the unit. If both
trains are taken out of service or placed in test, a reactor trip
will result. Each train is packaged in its own cabinet for
physical and electrical separation to satisfy separation and
independence requirements. The system has been designed to trip
in the event of a loss of power, directing the unit to a safe
shutdown condition.

(continued)
, . -

( )
v

1
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BACKGROUND Solid State Protection System (continued) .

;

The SSPS performs the decision logic for actuating a reactor or ;
'

ESF actuation, generates the electrical output signal that will ;

initiate the required trip or actuation, and provides the status, ,

'

permissive, and annunciator output signals to the main control
room of the unit. ;

' The bistable outputs from the signal processing equipment are
' '

sensed by the SSPS equipment and combined into logic matrices
that represent combinations indicative of various unit upset mj*

accident transients. If a rc-quired logic matrix combin: tion is
completed, the system will initiate a reactor trip or send ;

actuation signals via master and slave relays to those components !
'

whose aggregate Function best serves to alleviate the condition
and restore the un-;t to a safe condition. Examples are given in
the Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and Applicability sections
of this Bases. f

!
'

geactor Trio Switchaear'

The RTBs are in the electrical power supply line from the control
rod drive motor generator set power supply to the CRDHs. Opening
of the RTBs interrupts power to the CRDHs, which allows the
shutdown rods and control rods to fall into the core by gravity.
Each RTB is equipped with a bypass breaker to allow testing of ;

,

the RTB while the unit is at power. During normal operation the i

output from the SSPS is a voltage signal that energizes the
undervoltage coils in the RTBs and bypass breakers, if in use. |
When the required logic matrix combination is completed, the SSPS |

output voltage signal is removed, the undervoltage coils are i

de energized, the breaker trip lever is actuated by the i

de energized undervoltage coil, and the RTBs and bypass breakers ;
'are tripped open. This allows the shutdown rods and control rods

to fall into the core. In addition to the de energization of the
' undervoltage coils, each reactor trip breaker is also equipped j

with a shunt trip device that is energized to trip the breaker :
-

open upon receipt of a reactor trip signal from the SSPS. Either ;

the undervoltage coil or the shunt trip mechanism is sufficient !
by itself, thus providing a diverse trip mechanism. ;

.

(continued) !

<O
;
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BACKGROUND Reactor Trio Switchaear (continued)

:
!The decision logic matrix Functions are described in the

functional diagrams included in Reference 1. In addition to the ;

reactor trip or ESF, these diagrams also describe the various ,

" permissive interlocks" that are associated with unit condit' ens. |
Each train has a built in testing device that can automatically ;

test the decision logic matrix Functions and the actuation i
Idevices while the unit is at power. When any one train is taken

out of service for testing, the other train is capable of
'

providing unit monitoring and protection until the testing has
been completed. The testing device is semiautomatic to minimize i

testing time. ;

t

'

APPLICABLE The RTS functions to maintain the applicable limits during
SAFETY ANALYSES. all A00s and mitigates the consequences of DBAs in all MODES in

'

LCO, and which the RTBs are closed.
APPLICABILITY

f Each of the analyzed accidents and transients can be detected by
one or more RTS Functions. The accident analysis described in -

O Reference 2 takes credit for most RTS trip Functions. RTS trip
Functions not specifically credited in the accident analysis are s

qualitatively credited in the safety analysis and the NRC staff
approved licensing basis for the unit. These RTS trip Functions ,

'

may provide protection for conditions that do not require dynamic
transient analysis to demonstrate Function performance. They may

ialso serve as backup or diverse trips to RTS trip Functions that
were credited in the accident analysis.

The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing an RTS Function, :

i- listed in Table 3.3.11 in the accompanying LCO, to be OPERABLE.
Failure of any instrument renders the affected channel (s) [
inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected Functions.

,

The LC0 generally requires OPERABILITY of four or three channels
, in each instrumentation Function, two channels of Manual Reactor :

Trip in each logic Function, and two trains in each Automatic
Trip Logic Function. Four OPERABLE instrumentation chrnnels in a j
two out of four configuration are required when one RTS channel |

| 1s also used as a control system input. This configuration
| accounts for the possibility of the shared channel failing in

such a manner that it creates a transient that requires RTS ;
'

action. In this case, the RTS will still provide protection,

(continued) j
i

|
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APPLICABLE even with a random failure of one of the other three protection
SAFETY ANALYSES, channels. Three operable instrumentation channels in a ;

LCO, and two of three configuration are generally required when there is i

APPLICABILITY no potential for control system and protection system interaction
(continued) that could simultaneously create a need for RTS trip and disable

one RTS channel. The two out of three and two out-of four
configurations allow one char el to be tripped during maintenance
or testing without causing a ceactor trip. Specific exceptions
to the above general philosophy exist and are discussed below. !

Reactor Trio System Functions

The safety analyses and OPERABILITY requirements applicable to ;

each RTS Function are discussed below:
5

1. Manual Reactor Trio ,

The Manual Reactor Trip ensures that the control room i

operator can initiate a reactor trip at any time by using
either of two reactor trip switches in the control room. A
Manual Reactor Trip accomplishes the same results as any

\ one of the automatic trip Functions. It is used by the
reactor operator to shut down the reactor whenever any' -

parameter is rapidly trending toward its Trip Setpoint.

The LC0 requires two Manual Reactor Trip channels to be !

OPERABLE. Each channel is controlled by a manual reactor |
trip push button. Each channel activates the reactor trip ;

4

i breaker in both trains. Two independent channels are f

required to be OPERABLE so that no single random failure .

|f
will disable the Manual Reactor Trip Function.

In H0DE 1 or 2, manual initiation of a reactor trip must be^

OPERABLE. These are the MODES in which the shutdown rods
and/or control rods are partially or fully withdrawn from '

the core. In H0DE 3, 4. or 5, the manual initiation
'

Function must also be OPERABLE if the shutdown rods or
- control rods are withdrawn or the Control Rod Drive (CRD)

System is capable of withdrawing the shutdown rods or the -

control rods. In this condition, inadvertent control rod
withdrawal is possible. In H0DE 3, 4. or 5. manual .

'

initiation of a reactor trip does not have to be OPERABLE
'

if the CRD System is not capable of withdrawing the

(continued)

;

i

'
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APPLICABLE 1. Manual Reactor Trio (continued)

'

SAFETY ANALYSES,
_

LCO, and. shutdown rods or control rods. If the rods cannot be
APPLICABILITY withdrawn from the core, there is no need to be able to '

trip the reactor because all of the rods are inserted. In
MODE 6, neither the shutdown rods nor the control rods are ;

permitted to be withdrawn and the CRDMs are disconnected !
from the control rods and shutdown rods. Therefore, the
manual initiation Function is not required.

2. Power Ranae Neutron Flux

The NIS power range detectors are located external to the
reactor vessel and measure neutrons leaking from the core. -

The NIS power range detectors provide input to the Rod !

Control System . Therefore, the actuation logic must be
able to withstand an input failure to the control system, ;

which may then require the protection function actuation, :
and a single failure in the other channels providing the
protection function actuation. Note that this Function
also provides a signal to prevent automatic and manual rod,e ,

i withdrawal prior to initiating a reactor trip. Limiting
further rod withdrawal may terminate the transient and :

eliminate the need to trip the reactor. ,

,

a. Power Ranoe Neutron Flux-Hiah I

!

The Power Range Neutron Flux-High trip Function
ensures that protection is provided, from all power
levels, against a positive reactivity excursion
leading to DNB during power operations. These can be

'

caused by rod withdrawal or reductions in RCS
temperature.

The LC0 requires all four of the Power Range Neutron
'

Flux-High channels to be OPERABLE.
.

In MODE 1 or 2, when a positive reactivity excursion
'

could occur, the Power Range Neutron Flux-High trip i

!must be OPERABLE. This Function will terminate the
reactivity excursion and shut down the reactor prior ,

to reaching a power level that could result in *

acceptable level of damage to the fuel. In MODE 3, 4,
5 or 6, the NIS power range detectors cannot detect

~\ (continued) |

!
)
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APPLICABLE a. Power Ranae Neutron Flux-Hiah (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO, and neutron levels in this range. In these MODES, the
APPLICABILITY Power Range Neutron Flux-High does not have to be

OPERABLE because the reactor is shut down
and reactivity excursions into the power range are

I

; extremely unlikely. Other RTS Functions and
administrative controls provide protection against!

|
reactivity additions when in H00E 3, 4, 5, or 6.

| b. Power Ranae Neutron Flux-Low

The LCO requirement for the Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low trip Function ensures that protection is
provided against a positive reactivity excursion from
low power or suberitical conditions.

The LCO requires all four of ti;c Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low channels to be OPERABLE.

In H00E 1, below the Power Range Neutron Flux (P-10

t setpoint), and in H00E 2, the Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low trip must be OPERABLE. This Function may
be manually blocked by the operator when two out of
four power range channels are greater than
approximately 10% RTP (P 10 setpoint). This Function
is automatically unblocked when three out of four
power range channels are below the P 10 setpoint.
Above the P 10 setpoint, positive reactivity additions
are mitigated by the Power Range Neutron Flux-High
trip Function.

In H0DE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low trip Function does not have to be OPERABLE
because the reactor is shut down and the NIS power
range detectors cannot detect neutron levels in this
range. Other RTS trip Functions and administrative ,

controls provide protection against positive |
,

reactivity additions or power excursions in H00E 3, 4, ,

5. or 6.

(continued)

Q ,

,
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APPLICABLE 3. Power Ranae Neutron Flux Rate
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO. and The Power Range Neutron Flux Rate trips use the same
APPLICABILITY channels as discussed for Function 2 above.

(continued)
Power Ranae Neutron Flux-Hiah Positive Rate

The Power Range Neutron Flux-High Positive Rate trip-
Function ensures that protection is provided against rapid
increases in neutron flux that are characteristic of an
RCCA drive rod housing rupture and the accompanying
ejectionoftheRCCA. This Function compliments the Power
Range Neutron Flux-High and Low Setpoint trip Functions to
ensure that the criteria are met for a rod ejection from
the power range.

The LCO requires all four of the Power Range Neutron
Flux-High Positive Rate @nnels to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 1 or 2, when there is a potential to add a large
amount of positive reactivity from a rod ejection accidentp

Q (REA), the Power Range Neutron Flux-High Positive Rate
trip must be OPERABLE. In H0DE 3, 4, 5. or 6, the Power
Range Neutron Flux-High Positive Rate trip Function does
not have to be OPERABLE because other RTS trip Functions or
administrative controls will prov1(;e protection against
inadvertent positive reactivity add tions. Also, since
only the shutdown banks may be wittdrawn in H0DE 3, 4.
or 5. the remaining complement of control bank worth
ensures a sufficient degree of SDH in the event of an REA.
In MODE 6, no rods are withdrawn and the SDM is increased
during refueling operations. The reactor vessel head is
also removed or the closure bolts are detensioned
preventing any pressure buildup. In addition, the NIS

'

| power range detectors cannot detect neutron levels present
I in this mode.

4. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux.

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip Function ensures
that protection is provided against an uncontrolled RCCA
bank rod withdrawal accident from a suberitical condition
during startup. This trip Function provides redundant

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 4. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and protection to the Power Range Neutron Flux-Low Setpoint
APPLICABILITY trip Function. The NIS intermediate range detectors are

located external to the reactor vessel and measure neutrons
leaking from the core. The NIS intermediate range
detectors do not provide any input to control systems.

.

INote that this Function also provides a signal to prevent
automatic and manual rod withdrawal prior to initiating a ,

reactor trip. Limiting further rod withdrawal may {
'

terminate the transient and eliminate the need to trip the
reactor.

The LC0 requires two channels of Intermediate Range Neutron
Flux to be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channels are sufficient
to ensure no single random failure will disable this trip
Function.

Because this trip Function is important only during
startup, there is generally no need to disable channels for

,
testing (generally performed at power levels greater than(q the P 10 setpoint or less than the P 6 setpoint) while theJ ;

Function is required to be OPERABLE. Therefore, a third
channel is unnecessary.

In H0DE 1 below the P 10 setpoint, and in H0DE 2 above the
P 6 setpoint, when there is a potential for an uncontrolled
RCCA bank rod withdrawal accident during reactor startup,
the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip must be OPERABLE.
Above the P 10 setpoint, the Power Range Neutron Flux-High
Setpoint trip and the Power Range Neutron Flux-High
Positive Rate trip provide core protection for a rod
withdrawal accident. In H0DE 2 below the P 6 setpoint, 3, !

4, or 5, the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip does not
have to be OPERABLE because the control rods must be fully
inserted and only the shutdown rods may be withdrawn. The
reactor cannot be started up in this condition. The core
also has the required SDH to mitigate the consequences of a
positive reactivity addition accident. In H0DE 6, all rods '

are fully inserted and the core has a required increased
SDN. Also, the NIS intermediate range detectors cannot
detect neutron levels present in this H0DE.

(continued)()
LJ
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APPLICABLE 5. Source Ranae Neutron Flux |
SAFETY ANALYSES. .<

'

LCO, and The LCO requirement for the Source Range Neutron Flux trip
APPLICABILITY Function ensures that protection is provided against an j

(continued) uncontrolled RCCA bank rod withdrawal accident from a
*

subcritical condition during startup. This trip Function
provides redundant protection to the Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip"

Functions. In H0 DES 3. 4. and 5. administrative controls
*

also prevent the uncontrolled withdrawal of rods. The NIS,

source range detectors are located external to the reactor
vessel and measure neutrons leaking from the core. The NIS .

'source range detectors do not provide any inputs to control
systems. The source range trip is the only RTS automatic
protection function required in H0 DES 3. 4. and 5 with the
Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal or with all r

rods not fully inserted. Therefore, the functional !

capability at the specified Trip Setpoint is assumed to be
,

available.
:

The LC0 requires two channels of Source Range Neutron i

O Flux to be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channels are sufficient i

to ensure no single random failure will disable this trip
,

!. Function. The outputs of the Function to RTS logic are not
required OPERABLE in Mode 6 or when all rods are fully ;

inserted and the Rod Control System is incapable of rod |
withdrawal. :

-

The Source Range Neutron Flux Function provides protection'

for control rod withdrawal from subcritical and control rod
I ejection events.

,

'

In H00E 2 when below the P 6 setpoint during a reactor ,

startup, the Source Range Neutron Flux trip must be
OPERABLE. Above the P 6 setpoint, the Intermediate Range'

Neutron Flux trip and the Power Range Neutron Flux-Low
Setpoint trip will provide core protection for reactivity
accidents. Above the P 6 setpoint, the NIS source range i.

'

detectors may be manually blocked. After the source range
trip function is blocked, the high voltage power supply is -

.

removed, i

i

(continued) !

O :
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APPLICABLE 5. Source Ranae Neutron Flux (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and- In H0DE 3, 4, or 5 with the Rod Control System capable of :

APPLICABILITY rod withdrawal or all rods not fully inserted, the Source ,

Range Neutron Flux trip Function must also be OPERABLE. If ;

_ the Rod Control System is capable of rod withdrawal or all -

rods are not fully inserted, the Source Range Neutron Flux
trip must be OPERABLE to provide core protection against a l

rod withdrawal accident. If the Rod Control System is not
' capable of rod withdrawal and all rods are fully inserted, '

the source range detectors are not required to trip the >

; reactor. However, it is good practice for their monitoring
Function to be OPERABLE to monitor core neutron levels and
provide indication of reactivity changes that may occur as ,

'
a result of events like an inadvertent boron dilution. The
requirements for the NIS source range detectors in H0DE 6 ;

are addressed in LC0 3.9.3, " Nuclear Instrumentation."

6. Overtemoerature N-16 ;

:

The Overtemperature N 16 trip Function is provided to

O' ensure that the design limit DNBR is met. The inputs to
the Overtemperature trip include pressure, coolant
temperature, axial power distribution, and reactor power as
indicated by loop N 16 power monitors, assuming full*

reactor coolant flow. Protection from violating the DNBR
! limit is assured for those transients that are slow with

respect to delays from the core to the measurement system. |
lThe Overtemperature trip Function uses each loop's N 16

power indication as a measure of reactor power and compares
the compensated N 16 measured power with a setpoint that is
automatically varied with the following parameters:

,

,
,

reactor coolant cold leg temperature - the Trip-

Setpoint is varied to correct for changes in coolant
density and specific heat capacity with changes in
coolant temperature:

.

pressurizer pressure-the Trip Setpoint is varied to |=

correct for changes in system pressure: and ;

axial power distribution- f(aq), the Trip )*

Setpoint is varied to account for imbalances in the ;

(continue <S

.

I
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APPLICABLE 6. Overtemoerature N 16 (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and axial power distribution as detected by the NIS upper and
APPLICABILITY lower power range detectors. If axial peaks are greater

than the design limits, as indicated by the difference
between the upper and lower NIS power range detectors, the
Trip Setpoint is reduced in accordance with Note 1 of
Table 3.3.1 1.

Dynamic compensation is included for system piping delays
from the core to the N 16 power and temperature measurement
systems.

The Overtemperature N 16 power allowable value is
calculated for each loop as described in Note 1 of
Table 3.3.1 1. Trip occurs if the loop specific
Overtemperature N 16 setpoint is exceeded in two of the
four RCS loops. The N 16 power, pressurizer pressure and
cold leg temperature signals are used for other control
functions :thus, the actuation logic must be able to
withstand an input failure to the control system, which mayp) then require the protection function actuation, and a('' single failure in the other channels providing the
protection function actuation. Note that this Function
also provides a signal to generate a turbine runback prior
to reaching the Trip Setpoint. A turbine runback will
reduce turbine power and reactor power, either through
avWnatic rod control or through operator action. A
reduction in power will r.ormally alleviate the
Ove, amperature condition and may prevent a reactor trip.

The LC0 requires all four channels of the Overtemperature
trip Function to be OPERABLE . Note that the
Overtemperature Function receives input from channels
shared with other RTS Functions. Failures that affect
multiple Functions require entry into the Conditions
applicable to all affected Functions.

.

In H0DE 1 or 2, the Overtemperature trip must be OPERABLE
to prevent DNB. In HODE 3, 4, 5 or 6. this trip Function
does net have to be OPERABLE because the reactor is not
operating and there is insufficient heat production to be
concerned about DNB.

79 (continued)

U
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APPLICABLE 7. Overoower N 16
SAFETY ANALYSES. |

'

LCO, and The Overpower N 16 trip Function ensures that protection
APPLICABILITY is provided to ensure the integrity of the fuel (i.e., ,

(continued) no fuel pellet melting and less than it cladding strain) I

under all possible overpower conditions. This trip.

Function also limits the required range of the
Overtemperature trip Function and provides a backup to the

'

Power Range Neutron Flux-High Setpoint trip. Because it is
not sensitive to changes in the density of the reactor ,

vessel downcomer fluid, the overpower function is also
credited in the analyses of the decrease in feedwater

*

temperature event and for some steamline break accidents.
The Overpower trip Function ensures that the allowable heat
generation rate (kW/ft) of the fuel is not exceeded. It
uses the N 16 power monitor indication of each loop as a
meesure of reactor power with a constant value setpoint.'

The Overpower N 16 power indication is calculated for each
/~ RCS loop. Trip occurs if the N 16 power exceeds the ;

( setpoint in any two loops. The actuation logic must be
'

able to withstand an input failure to the control system,
which may then require the protection function actuation
and a single failure in the remaining channels providing
the protection function actuation. Note that this Function. '

also provides a signal to generate a turbine runback prior
to reaching the Trip Setpoint. A turbine runback will
reduce turbine power and reactor power. A reduction in :
power will normally alleviate the Overpower condition and
may prevent a reactor trip. :'

>
.

The LCO requires four channels of the Overpower trip .

Function to be OPERABLE. Note that the Overpower trip
Function receives input from channels shared with other RTS
Functions. Failures that affect multiple Functions require
entry into the Conditions applicable to all affected ;

Functions.*

In H0DE 1 or 2, the Overpower trip Function must be
OPERABLE. These are the only times that enough heat is :

generated in the fuel to be concerned about the heat
generation rates and overheating of the fuel. In MODE 3

. f3
tV (continued)

i

i
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APPLICABLE 7. Overoower N 16 (continued) .

SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO, and 4, 5. or 6, this trip Function does not have to be OPERABLE-
APPLICABILITY because the reactor is not operating and there is'

' insufficient heat production to be concerned about fuel
i

overheating and fuel damage.

8. Pressurizer Pressure

The same sensors provide input to the Pressurizer
Pressure-High and -Low trips and the Overtemperature trip. ;

The Pressurizer Pressure channels are also used to provide ;
,

input to the Pressurizer Pressure Control System :thus, the ,

actuation logic must be able to withstand an input failure ,

to the control system, which may then require the
protection function actuation, and a single failure in the

,

other channels providing the protection function actuation.
'

a. Pressurizer Pressure-Low'

The Pressurizer Pressure-Low trip Function ensures '
,

that protection is provided against violating the DNBR
limit d a to low pressure. .

.

The LCO requires four channels of Pressurizer i

Pressure-Low to be OPERABLE.
,

In MODE 1, when DNB is a major concern, the
Pressurizer Pressure-Low trip must be OPERABLE.
This trip Function is automatically enabled on
increasing power by the P 7 interlock (NIS power range
P 10 or turbine impulse pressure greater than ;;

approximately 10% of full power equivalent (P 13)).
On decreasing power, this trip Function is
automatically blocked below P 7. Below the P 7
setpoint, there is insufficient heat production to be

'

concerned about DNB.-

i

:

(continued)A-
'LJ

t
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APPLICABLE b. Pressurizer Pressure-Hiah ;

SAFETY ANALYSES,
4

LCO, and The Pressurizer Pressure-High trip Function ensures
APPLICABILITY that protection is provided against overpressurizing

(continued) the RCS. This trip Function operates in conjunction j

with the pressurizer relief and safety valves to !

prevent RCS overpressure conditions. |

The LC0 requires four channels of the Pressurizer .

Pressure-fligh to be OPERABLE.

The Pressurizer Pressure-High Allowable Value is 4

selected to be below the pressurizer safety valve ,
'

actuation pressure and above the power operated relief
valve (PORV) setting. This setting minimizes

,

A

challenges to safety valves while avoiding unnecessary
reactor trip for those pressure increases that can be
controlled by the PORVs.

In MODE 1 or 2, the Pressurizer Pressure-High trip
,

must be OPERABLE to help prevent RCS
overpressurization and minimize challenges to the
relief and safety valves. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the
Pressurizer Pressure-High trip Function does not have.

to be OPERABLE because transients that could cause an
overpressure condition will be slow to occur.
Therefore, the operator will have sufficient time to
evaluate unit conditions and take corrective actions.

,

Additionally, low temperature overpressure protection
systems provide overpressure protection when in H0DE 4 ).'

or below.

9. Pressurizer Water Level-Hiah

The Pressurizer Water Level-High trip Function j

provides a backup signal for the Pressurizer-

Pressure-High trip and also provides protection against l

water relief through the pressurizer safety valves. _These |

valves are designed to pass steam in order to achieve their ;

design energy removal rate. A reactor trip is actuated
prior to the pressurizer becoming water solid. The LC0

(~h (continued)Q
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APPLICABLE 9, Pressurizer Water Level-Hiah (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO, and requires three channels of Pressurizer Water Level-High to :

APPLICABILITY be OPERABLE. The pressurizer level channels are used as |
input to the Pressurizer Level Control System. A fourth |

channel is not required to address control / protection :
!

interaction concerns. The level channels do not actuate
the safety valves, and the high pressure reactor trip is
set below the safety valve setting. Therefore, with the j
slow rate of charging available, pressure overshoot due to ,

level channel failure cannot cause the safety valve to lift i

before reactor high pressure trip. j
;

In H0DE 1, when there is a potential for overfilling |
the pressurizer, the Pressurizer Water Level-High trip !

'
must be OPERABLE. This trip Function is automatically
enabled on increasing power by the P 7 interlock. On !

decreasing power, this trip Function is automatically ;

blocked below P 7. Below the P 7 setpoint, transients that
y

,1
-

: could raise the pressurizer water level will be slow and

O the operator will have sufficient time to evaluate unit
conditions and take corrective actions.

i.

10. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low ,

! r

a. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Sinale Loon)
'

e
,

The Reactor Coolant flow-Low (Single Loop) trip'
,

Function ensures that protection is provided against ;

!
violating the DNBR limit due to low flow in one or >

more RCS loops, while avoiding reactor trips due to |
'

normal variations in loop flow. Above the P 8
setpoint, which is 48% RTP, a loss of flow in any RCS
loop will actuate a reactor trip. Each RCS loop has
three flow detectors to monitor flow. The flow
signals are not used for any control system input. ;

'

.

The LC0 requires three Reactor Coolant Flow-Low
channels per loop to be OPERABLE in H0DE 1 above P 8. j

In H0DE 1 above the P-8 setpoint, a loss of flow in i
.

one RCS loop could result in DNB conditions in the i'

;

*

(continued)
! O :

!

!
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APPLICABLE a. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Sinale Loco) (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and core. In MODE 1 below the P 8 setpoint, a loss of
APPLICABILITY flow in two or more loops is required to actuate a

reactor trip (Function 10.b) because of the lower
power level and the greater margin to the design limit

; DNBR. ,

i

b. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Looos)

The Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops) trip
Function ensures that protection is provided against
violating the DNBR limit due to low flow in two or
more RCS loops while avoiding reactor trips due to
normal variations in loop flow.

Above the P 7 setpoint and below the P 8 setpoint, a'

loss of flow in two or more loops will initiate a
reactor trip. Each loop has three flow detectors to
monitor flow. The flow signals are not used for any
control system input.

The LC0 requires three Reactor Coolant Flow-Low
channels per loop to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 1 above the P 7 setpoint and below the P 8
setpoint, the Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops)
trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P 7 setpoint, all
reactor trips on low flow are automatically blocked
since there is insufficient heat production to be
concerned about DNB. Above the P-7 setpoint, the

'

,

reactor trip on low flow in two or more RCS loops is

|
automatically enabled. Above the P 8 setpoint, a loss,

i of flow in any one loop will actuate a reactor trip
because of the higher power level and the reduced

'

margin to the design limit DNBR.
:

11. Not Used.
.

12. Undervoltaae Reactor Coolant Pumos
i

The Undervoltage RCPs reactor trip Function ensures ;

that protection is provided against violating the DNBR

(continued)
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12. Undervo taae Reactor Coolant Penns (continued)iAPPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and limit due to a loss of flow in two or are RCS loops. The :

APPLICABILITY voltage to each RCP is monitored. Above the P-7 setpoint. ;

a loss of voltage detected on two or more RCP buses will ;

initiate a reactor trip. This trip Function will generate
a reactor trip before the Reactor Coolant Flow-Low Trip ;

Setpoint is reached. Time delays are incorporated into the
Undervoltage RCPs channels to prevent reactor trips due to ,

momentary electrical power transients. 1

The LC0 requires four Undervoltage RCP channels (one per
RCP) to be OPERABLE. The required channels are stated as
one per bus because each bus has only one RCP. ,

'

In MODE 1 above the P 7 setpoint, the Undervoltage RCP
trip must be OPERABLE. Below the Pi7 setpoint, all reactor !

trips on loss of flow are automatically blocked since the
core is not producing sufficient power to be concerned .

about DN8 conditions. Above the P 7 setpoint, the reactor j

trip on Undervoltage RCPs is automatically enabled.'

;O
V ,

'

13. Underfreauency Reactor Coolant Pumos

The Underfrequency RCPs reactor trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against violating the DNBR limit due
to a loss of flow in two or more RCS loops from a major
network frequency disturbance. An underfrequency condition .

will slow down the pumps, thereby reducing their coastdown *

time following a pump trip. An adequate coastdown time is
required so that reactor heat can be removed immediately
after reactor trip. The frequency of each RCP bus is
monitored. Above the P 7 setpoint, a loss of frequency
detected on two or more RCP buses will initiate a reactor
trip. This trip Function will generate a reactor trip
before the Reactor Coolant Flow-Low Trip Setpoint is ,

reached. Time delays are incorporated into the
Underfrequency RCPs channels to prevent reactor trips due i

,

to momentary electrical power transients.
!

The LC0 requires four Underfrequency RCPs channels (1 per :
!RCP) to be OPERABLE. The required channels are stated as

one per bus because each bus has only one RCP.

. (]. (continued)
v

e

i
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APPLICABLE 13. Underfrecuency Reactor Coolant Pumos (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and In MODE I above the P 7 setpoint, the Underfrequency RCPs
APPLICABILITY trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint, all reactor

trips on loss of flow are automatically blocked. Above the
P 7 setpoint, the reactor trip on underfrequency is
automatically enabled.

14. Steam Generator Water Level-Low Low

The SG Water Level-Low Low trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against a loss of heat sink and
actuates the AFW System prior to uncovering the SG tubes.
The SGs are the heat sink for the reactor. In order to act
as a heat sink, the SGs must contain a minimum amount of
water. A narrow range low low water level signal in any SG
is indicative of a loss of heat sink for the reactor. The
level transmitters provide input to the SG Level Control
System. Therefore, the actuation logic must be able to
withstand an input failure to the control system, which may
then require the protection function actuation, and a

'

(L')
single failure in the other channels providing the
protection function actuation. This Function also performs
the ESFAS function of starting the AFW pumps on low low SG
1evel.

The LCO requires four channels of SG Water Level-Low Low
per SG to be OPERABLE because these channels are shared
between protection and control. The actuation logic must
be able to withstand an input failure to the control
system, which may then require the protection function
actuation, and a single failure in the other channels
providing the protection function actuation. This Function
also performs the ESFAS function of starting the AFW pumps
on low low SG 1evel. The LC0 requires four channels of SG
Water Level-Low Low per SG to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 1 or 2, when the reactor requires a heat sink, the
,

SG Water Level-Low Low trip must be OPERABLE. The normal
source of water for the SGs is the Main Feedwater (MFW)
System (not safety related). The MFW System is only in
operation in MODE 1 or 2 above the point of adding heat.
The AFW System is the safety related backup source of water

1

(D
V (continued) l
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APPLICABLE 14. ' Steam Generator Water Level-Low Low (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LC0. and to ensure that the SGs remain the heat sink for the reactor.
APPLICABILITY During normal startups and shutdowns, the AFW System provides

feedwater to maintain SG 1evel. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6 the SG $

Water Level-Low Low Function does not have to be OPERABLE
because the HFW System is not in operation and the reactor is not
operating or even critical. Decay heat removal is accomplished ,

by the AFW Systen, in MODE 3 and by the Residual Heat Removal
,

(RHR) System in HOPE 4, 5, or 6.

15. Not Used.
'

16. Turbine Trio

a. Turbine Trio-Low Fluid Oil Pressure *

The Turbine Trip-Low Fluid Oil Pressure trip
Function anticipates the loss of heat removal
capabilities of the secondary system following a
turbine trip. This trip Function acts to minimize the '

O pressure / temperature transient on the reactor. Any
turbine trip from a power level below the P 9 setpoint
of 50% power, will not actuate a reactor trip. Three
pressure switches monitor the control oil pressure in
the Turbine Electrohydraulic Control System. A low
pressure condition sensed by two out of three pressure s

switches will actuate a reactor trip. These pressure
switches do not provide any input to the control
system. The unit is designed to withstand a complete
loss of load and not sustain core damage or challenge

i

the RCS pressure limitations. Core protection is ~

provided by the Pressurizer Pressure--High trip
Function and RCS integrity is ensured by the
pressurizer safety valves,

i

The LC0 requires three channels of Turbine Trip-Low |
Fluid Oil Pressure to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 above P 9. :

.

,

Below the P 9 setpoint, a turbine trip does not
actuate a reactor trip. In MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6
there is no potential for a turbine trip, and the .

Turbine Trip-Low Fluid Oil Pressure trip Function
does not need to be OPERABLE.

,

: !

t v (continued)
;
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APPLICABLE b. Turbine Trio-Turbine Stoo Valve closure ;

SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and The Turbine Trip-Turbine Stop Valve Closure trip
'

APPLICABILITY Function anticipates the loss of heat removal
(continued) capabilities of the secondary system following a

turbine trip. The trip Function anticipates the loss ;

of secondary heat removal capability that occurs when i

the stop valves close. Tripping the reactor in ;

anticipation of loss of secondary heat removal acts to
minimize the pressure and temperature transient on the
reactor. A turbine trip from a power level below the
P 9 setpoint will not actuate a reactor trip. This
trip Function will not and is not required to operate
in the presence of a single channel failure. The unit
is designed to withstand a complete loss of load and
not sustain core damage or challenge the RCS pressure

,

'limitations. Core protection is provided by the
Pressurizer Pressure-High trip Function, and RCS,

integrity is ensured by the pressurizer safety valves.'

This trip Function is diverse to the Turbine i

Trip-Low Fluid Oil Pressure trip Function. Eachn
.ig turbine stop valve is equipped with one limit switch

that inputs to the RTS. If all four limit switches
indicate that the stop valves are all closed, a
reactor trip is initiated.

The Allowable Value for this function is set to assure ,

channel trip occurs when the associated stop valve is
completely closed.

The LC0 requires four Turbine Trip-Turbine Stop Valve
Closure channels, one per valve, to be OPERABLE in
H0DE 1 above P 9. All four channels must trip to
cause reactor trip.

Below the P 9 setpoint a load rejection can be i
'

accommodated by the Steam Dump and Rod Control
Systems. In H0DE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, there is no.

potential for a load rejection, and the Turbine
Trip-Stop Valve Closure trip Function does not need
to be OPERABLE.

t

(continued) t'
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APPLICABLE 17. Safety In.iection Inout from Enaineered Safety Feature
SAFETY ANALYSES, Actuation System

LCO, and
APPLICABILITY The SI Input from ESFAS ensures that if a reactor trip has

(continued) not already been generated by the RTS, the ESFAS automatic
actuation logic will initiate a reactor trip upon any
signal that initiates SI. This is a condition of
acceptability for the LOCA. However, other transients and
accidents take credit for varying levels of ESF performance
and rely upon rod insertion, except for the most reactive
rod that is assumed to be fully withdrawn, to ensure
reactor shutdown. Therefore, a reactor trip is initiated
every time an SI signal is present.

Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values are not applicable to
this Function. The SI Input is provided by logic in the
SSPS circuitry of the ESFAS. Therefore, there is no
measurement signal with which to associate an LSSS.

The LC0 requires two trains of SI Input from ESFAS to be
OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.

D(V A reactor trip is initiated every time an SI signal is
present. Therefore, this trip Function must be OPERABLE in
H0DE 1 or 2, when the reactor is critical. In H0DE 3, 4,
5, or 6, the reactor is not critical, and this trip
Function does not need to be OPERABLE.

18. Reactor Trio System Interlocks

Reactor protection interlocks are provided to ensure
reactor trips are in the correct configuration for the
current unit status. They back up operator actions to
ensure protection system Functions are not bypassed during
unit conditions under which the safety analysis assumes the
Functions are not bypassed. Therefore, the interlock
Functions do not need to be OPERABLE when the associated
reactor trip functions are outside the applicable MODES.
These are:

a. Intermediate Rance Neutron Flux. P 6

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux. P-6 interlock is
actuated when any NIS intermediate range channel goes

O
V (continued)
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APPLICABLE a. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux. P 6 (continued) .

SAFETY ANALYSES, ;

LCO,'and
.

approximately one decade above the minimum channel
'

_

APPLICABILITY reading. If both channels drop below the setpoint, '

the permissive will automatically be defeated. The
LCO requirement for the P 6 interlock ensures that the
following Functions are performed:

on increasing power, the P 6 interlock allows.

the manual block of the NIS Source Range,
Neutron Flux reactor trip. This prevents a
premature block of the source range trip and
allows the operator to ensure that the
intermediate range is OPERABLE prior to leaving
the source range. When the source range trip
is blocked, the high voltage to the detectors
is also removed:

on decreasing power, the P 6 interlock.

automatically energizes the NIS source range ,

detectors and enables the NIS Source Range
Neutron Flux reactor trip; and

on increasing power, the P 6 interlock provides=

a backup block signal to the source range flux
doubling circuit. Note that this function is :

not required for operability of the source
range detectors. Normally, this Function is
manually blocked by the control room operator

'

during the reactor startup.*

The LC0 requires two channels of Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux, P 6 interlock to be OPERABLE in H0DE 2
when below the P 6 interlock setpoint.

Above the P 6 interlock setpoint, the NIS Source Range .

'
Neutron Flux reactor trip will be blocked, and this
Function will no longer be necessary. In H0DE 3, 4,
5, or 6, the P 6 interlock does not have to be' ,

;

OPERABLE because the NIS Source Range is providing
core protection.

,

t

(continued)
,.

f
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APPLICABLE b. Low Power Reactor Trios Block. P-7
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and The Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P 7 interlock is !

APPLICABILITY actuated by input from either the Power Range Neutron i

(continued) Flux, P 10, or the Turbine First Stage Pressure, P 13
interlock. The LC0 requirement for the P 7 interlock ,

ensures that the following Functions are performed: ;

;

(1) on increasing power, the P 7 interlock f

automatically enables reactor trips on the |

following Functions:
:

Pressurizer Pressure-Low:.
,

Pressurizer Water Level-High: ;.

Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops):*

Undervoltage RCPs: and.

Underfrequency RCPs.* *

These reactor trips are only required when
operating above the P 7 setpoint (approximately
10% power). The reactor trips provide
protection against violating the DNBR limit.
Below the P-7 setpoint, the RCS is capable of
providing sufficient natural circulation
without any RCP running.

(2) on decreasing power, the ." interlock
automatically blocks reactor trips on the
following Functions:

Pressurizer Pressure-Low:.

Pressurizer Water Level-High:.

4

'

Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops);.

'

Undervoltage RCPs: and-

Underfrequency RCPs.- .

(continued)

:
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APPLICABLE b. Low Power Reactor Trios Block. P 7 (continued)
|,SAFETY ANALYSES,

i LCO, and Allowable Values are not applicable to the P-7 '

i

APPLICABILITY interlock because it is~a logic Function and thus has
no parameter with which to associate an LSSS. ;

The P 7 interlock is a logic Function with train and
4

not channel identity. Therefore, the LC0 requires one |
channel per train of Low Power Reactor Trips Block, '

P 7 interlock to be OPERABLE in H0DE 1.

The low power trips are blocked below the P 7 setpoint
and unblocked above the P 7 setpoint. In MODE 2, 3,

'
4, 5, or 6 this Function does not have to be OPERABLE'

because the interlock performs its Function when power
tlevel drops below 10% power, which is in H0DE 1.

,

4

c. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P 8

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P 8 interlock is ''

actuated at approximately 48% power as determined by
two out of four NIS power range detectors. The P 8(q interlock automatically enables the Reactor Coolant,/

'

Flow-Low (Single Loop) reactor trip on low flow in'

one or more RCS loops on increasing power. The LCO
'

requirement for this trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against a loss of flow in any
RCS loop that could result in DNB conditions in the
core when greater than 48% power. On decreasing
power, the reactor trip on low flow in any loop is
automatically blocked.

The LC0 requires three channels of Power Range Neutron >

Flux, P 8 interlock to be OPERABLE in H0DE 1.
1

In H00E 1, a loss of flow in one RCS loop could result
in DNB conditions, so the Power Range Neutron Flux,
P 8 interlock must be OPERABLE. In H0DE 2, 3, 4, 5.
or 6 this Function does not have to be OPERABLE [,'

because the core is not producing sufficient power to ;

be concerned about DNB conditions.. . ,

,|
*

,

'n. :

U fcontinued)

'.
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APPLICABLE d. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P 9
SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO, and The Power Range Neutron Flux, P 9 interlock is
APPLICABILITY actuated at approximately 50% power as determined by

(continued) two out of four NIS power range detectors. The LC0
requirement for this Function ensures that the Turbine
Trip-Low Fluid Oil Pressure and Turbine
Trip-Turbine Stop Valve Closure reactor trips are
enabled above the P-9 setpoint. Above the P 9
setpoint, a turbine trip will cause a load rejection
beyond the capacities of the Steam Dump and Rod
Control Systems. A reactor trip is automatically
initiated on a turbine trip when it is above the P-9
setpoint, to minimize the transient on the reactor.

The LC0 requires three channels of Power Range Neutron
Flux, P 9 interlock to be OPERABLE in MODE 1.

In MODE 1, a turbine trip could cause a load rejection
beyond the capacities of the Steam Dump and Reactor
Control Systems, so the Power Range Neutron Flux

/Q interlock must be OPERABLE. In MODE 2. 3. 4. 5, or 6,
V this function does not have to be OPERABLE because the

reactor is not at a power level sufficient to have a
load rejection beyond the capacities of the Steam Dump
and Rod Control Systems,

e. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P-10

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P 10 interlock is
actuated at 10% power, as determined by
two out of four NIS power range detectors. If power
level falls below 10% RTP on 3 of 4 channels, the
nuclear instrument trips will be automatically
unblocked. The LCO requirement for the P 10 interlock
ensures that the following Functions are performed:

on increasing power, the P 10 interlock.

allows the operator to manually block the
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux reactor trip.
Note that blocking the reactor trip also blocks
the signal to prevent automatic and manual rod
withdrawal:

,e

) (continued)
.,
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APPLICABLE e. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P-10 (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

on increasing power, the P 10 interlock allowsLCO, and -

APPLICABILITY the operator to manually block the Power Range
Neutron Flux-Low reactor trip:

on increasing power, the P 10 interlock=

automatically provides a backup signal to block
the Source Range Neutron Flux reactor trip, and
also to de energize the NIS source range'

detectors:

the P 10 interlock provides one of the two.

inputs to the P 7 interlock: and

on decreasing power, the P 10 interlocka

automatically enables the Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low reactor trip and the Intermediate .

Range Neutron Flux reactor trip (and rod stop).4

Because of the functions related to decreasing power
levels and increasing power levels, P 10 has twop allowable values. On decreasing power levels, P 10Q *

must be greater than or equal to one allowable value:
on increasing power levels, P 10 mut be less than or .

equal a second allowable value.

The LC0 requires three channels of Power Range Neutron
Flux, P 10 interlock to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2. !

OPERABILITY in MODE 1 ensures the Function is
available to perform its decreasing power Functions in ,

the event of a reactor shutdown. This Function must i

be OPERABLE in H0DE 2 to ensure that core protection i

is provided during a startup or shutdown by the Power |
Range Neutron Flux--Low and Intermediate Range Neutron

'

Flux reactor trips. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, this
Function does not have to be OPERABLE because the
reactor is not at power and the Source Range Neutron
Flux reactor trip provides core protection,

d

f. Turbine First Staae Pressure. P 13

The Turbine first Stage Pressure, P 13 interlock is I

actuated when the pressure in the first stage of the |

(continued)(
|

|
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APPLICABLE f. Turbine First Staae Pressure. P 13 (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and high pressure turbine is greater than 10% of the full
APPLICABILITY power pressure. The full power pressure corresponds to

the first stage pressure at 100% RTP. The interlock
is determined by one out of-two pressure detectors.
The LCO requirement for this Function ensures that one- ,

of the inputs to the P 7 interlock is available.

The LC0 requires two channels of Turbine First Stage
Pressure, P 13 interlock to be OPERABLE in MODE 1.

,

The Turbine First Stage Pressure, P 13 interlock must
be OPERABLE when the turbine generator is operating. -

The interlock Function is not required OPERABLE in
MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 because the turbine generator is
not operating.

19. Reactor Trio Breakers
t

This trip Function applies to the RTBs exclusive of
,

i/ individual trip mechanisms. The LC0 requires two OPERABLE
\ trains of trip breakers. Two OPERABLE trains ensure no ,

'

single random failure can disable the RTS trip capability.
These trip Functions must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2. In
MODE 3, 4 or 5, these RTS trip Functions must be OPERABLE
when the Rod Control System is capable of rod withdrawal or !

all rods are not fully inserted. ;
,

20. Reactor Trio Breaker Undervoltaae and Shunt Trio Mechanisms

The LC0 requires both the Undervoltage and Shunt Trip
Mechanisms to be OPERABLE for each RTB that is in service.
The trip mechanisms are not required to be OPERABLE for
trip breakers that are open, racked out, incapable of
supplying power to the Rod Control System or declared
inoperable under Function 19 above. OPERABILITY of both
trip mechanisms on each breaker ensures that no single trip
mechanism failure will prevent opening any breaker on a'

valid signal.

These trip Functions must be OPEP.ABLE in MODE 1 or 2. In
MODE 3, 4 or 5, these RTS trip Functions must be OPERABLE
when the Rod Control System is capable of rod withdrawal or

.p all rods are not fully inserted.
Q (continued)
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APPLICABLE 21. Au+=atic Trio Loaic [
SAFETY ANALYSES,.

.

LCO, and The LCO requirement for the RTBs (Functions 19 and 20) and ;
.

,

. APPLICABILITY Automatic Trip Logic (Function 21) ensures that means.are
(continued) provided to interrupt the power to allow the rods to fall-

3-

i into the reactor core. Each RTB.is equipped with an a'

.undervoltage coil and a shunt trip coil to trip the breaker
open when needed. Each RTB is~ equipped with a bypass .

;

breaker to allow testing of the trip breaker while the unit
is at power. - The reactor trip signals generated by the RTS :

' Automatic Trip Logic cause the RTBs and associated bypass^
,

breakers to open and shut down the reactor. j
i

The LCO requires two trains of RTS Automatic Trip Logic to .i
be OPERABLE. Having two OPERABLE channels ensures that !

random failure of a single logic channel will not prevent !
'

reactor trip. ;

' These trip Functions must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2. In ;

EDE 3, 4, or 5, :

these.RTS trip Functions must be OPERABLE when the RTBs and !
,

.

ep associated bypass breakers are closed, and the the Rod

,V- Control System is capable of rod withdrawal or all rods are
i' not fully inserted.
,

The RTS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of ,

10CFR50.36(2)(c)(11). .

I

i
,

|
.

,

'

.

,

;

|
.

)
I

i
!

'A/ (continued)
)

~ l

I
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4
ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application ;

of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification
may be entered independently for each function listed in
Table 3.3.1 1.

In the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is found nonconservative
with respect to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter, ;

'

instrument loop, signal processing electronics, or bistable is
found inoperable, then all affected Functions provided by that
channel must be declared inoperable and the LC0 Condition (s)

- entered for the protection Function (s) affected.

When the Required Channels in Table 3.3.11 are specified on a '

per loop, per SG, per bus, etc. basis, then the Condition may be
entered separately for each loop, SG, bus, etc.. as appropriate.

In the event a channel's setpoint is found nonconservative with :
-

respect to the specified Trip Setpoint, but more conservative
than the Allowable Value, the setpoint must be adjusted to the
specified Trip Setpoint (within calibration allowances as
provided in the setpoint study). When a single LC0 addresses

p multiple Functions and allows separate Condition entry for each
function, each Function is identified by a unique number / letter ;

V identified. A single Function may contain different requirements,
,

for different Applicabilities. In such cases initial
inoperability of a chonnel or train is based upon the Function
independent of the applicability. For example, if a Function has
one set of requirements for Modes 1 and 2 and a second set of
requirements for Modes 3, 4 and 5, the same channel inoperability
may result in entering separate Conditions at different times.
If initially inoperability occurs in Modes 1 or 2, the Conditions
for Modes 1 and 2 are entered. Completion times must be met

;

unless the Condition is exited by restoring the inoperable change
to OPERABLE or by entry into Modes 3. A note must so specify if
any Required Action must be completed after a Condition is no
longer applicable. Upon entry into Mode 3. the Conditions for
Modes 3. 4, and 5 must be entered and completions times start
upon entry into the Condition. IT a Completion Time starts with
initial inoperability of the channel, a note is required to so
specify. ,

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function exceed
those specified in one or other related Conditions associated

O) (continued)(,
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ACTIONS with a trip Function, then the unit is outside the safety .'
(continued) analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be imediately entered if '

applicable in the current MODE of operation.'

M -

Condition A applies to all RTS protection Functions. Condition A
addresses the situation where one or more required channels for
one or more Functions are inoperable at the same time. The
Required Action is to refer to Table 3.3.11 and to take the
Required Actions for the protection functions affected. The

:

Completion Times are those from the referenced Conditions and
;

Required Actions.

B.1 and B.2

Condition B applies to the Manual Reactor Trip in H00E 1 or 2.
This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS for this
Function. With ore channel inoperable, the inoperable channel

-

must be restoN to OPERABLE status within 48 hours. In this
Condition, the remaining OPERABLE channel is adequate to perform

O the safety function.
,

The C spletion Time of 48 hours is reasonable considering that
there cre tm automatic actuation trains and r.nother manual
initiation chanccl OPERABLE, and the low probability of an event
occurring during this interval.

If the Manual Reactor Trip Function cannot be restor.ed to
OPERABLE status within the allowed 48 hour Completion Time, the,

unit must be brought to a MODE in which the requirement does not
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at
least MODE 3 within 6 additional hours (54 hours total time).
The 6 additional hours to reach H00E 3 are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power operation
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. With
the unit in MODE 3 Condition C is entered, if applicable.

.

C.1. C.2.1. and C.2.2

Condition C applies to the following reactor trip Functions in
H0DE 3, 4, or 5 with the Rod Control System capable of rod

iwithdrawal or all rods not fully inserted:

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1. C.2.1. and C.2.2 (continued) j

Manual Reactor Trip:
-|

.

RTBs: ;=

RTB Undervoltage and Shunt Trip Hechanisms; and |.

Automatic Trip Logic..

This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS for these .

Functions. With one channel or train inoperable, the inoperable |
channel or train must be restored to OPERABLE status within a

48 hours. If the affected Function (s) cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the allowed 48 hour Completion Time, the ;
unit must be placed in a H0DE in which the requirement does not |

apply. To achieve this status, the all rods must be fully ;

inserted and the Rod Control System made incapable of rod ;

withdrawal within the next hour. The additional hour provides !

sufficient time to accomplish the action in an orderly manner. In |
- this condition, these Functions are no longer required. |

The Completion Time is reasonable considering that in this
Condition, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform
the safety function, and given the low probability of an event !

occurring during this interval, ,

Condition C is modified by a Note stating that the transition |
from H00E 5 to MODE 5 with the Rod Control System capable of rod i
withdrawal or all rods not fully inserted is not permitted for '

Functions 19, 20, or 21. This Note specifies an exception to
LCO 3.0.4 and avoids placing the plant in a condition where
control rods can be withdrawn while the reactor trip system is
degraded.

D.1.1. D.1.2. D.2.1. D.2.2. and D.3,

Condition D applies to the Power Range Neutron Flux-High
,

*

Function. !

i

The NIS power range detectors provide input to the CRD System and |

the SG Water Level Control System and, therefore, have a i
two out-of four trip logic. A known inoperable channel must be i

.
(continued)

!
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ACTIONS D.1.1. D.1.2. D.2.2 and D.3 (continued)

placed in the tripped condition. This results in a partial trip.
condition requiring only one out of three logic for actuation. |

'

The 6 hours allowed to place the inoperable channel in the
'

tripped condition is justified in WCAP 10271 P A (Ref. 5).
~!

In addition to placing the inoperable channel in the tripped
condition. THERHAL POWER must be reduced to s 75% RTP within .

#

12 hours. Reducing the power level prevents operation of the
core with radial power distributions beyond the design limits at ,

a power level where DNB conditions may exist. With one of the
NIS power range detectors inoperable 1/4 of the radial power ,

distribution monitoring capability is lost. ,

!

As an alternative to the above actions, the inoperable channel
can be placed in the tripped condition within 6 hours and the
QPTR monitored once every 12 hours as per SR 3.2.4.2, QPTR
verification. Calculating QPTR every 12 hours compensates for
the lost monitoring capability due to the inoperable NIS power
range r.hannel and allows continued unit operation at power levels'

.

> 75% RTP. The 6 hour Completion Time and the 12 hour Frequency !

tre consistent with LC0 3.2.4, " QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO

(QPTR)."
!

As an alternative to the above Actions, the plant must be placed !

in a H0DE where this Function is no longer required OPERABLE.
Twelve hours are allowed to place the plant in H0DE 3. This is a
reasonable time, based on operating experience, to reach H0DE 3-

from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging"

;

plant systems. If Required Actions cannot be completed within
their allowed Completion Times, LC0 3.0.3 must be entered. t

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
placing the inoperable channel or another channel in the bypass
condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine surveillance
testing. The Note also allows placing the inoperable channel in ;

the bypass condition to allow setpoint adjustments of other
'

-
,

channels when required to reduce the setpoint in accordance with
other Technical Specifications. The 4 hour time limit is
justified in Reference 5. |

!

(continued)
!

!

!
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ACTIONS D.1.1. D.1.2. D.2.2 and 0.3 (continued)

IRequired Action D.2.2 has been modified by a Note which states
that SR 3.2.4.2 is not required to be performed until 12 hours ;

after input from one Power Range Neutron Flux input to QPTR :

becomes inoperable and THERHAL POWER is > 75% RTP. Failure of a
'

component in the Power Range Neutron Flux Channel which renders ,

the High Flux Trip Function inoperable may not affect the !

capability to monitor QPTR. As such. determining QPTR using the
movable incore detectors once per 12 hours may not be necessary. i

E.1 and E.2

Condition E applies to the following reat. tor trip Functions: ,

t

Power Range Neutron Flux-Low:.

Overtemperature N 16;.

Overpower N 16:.

Power Range Neutron Flux-High Positive Rate:-

*

Pressurizer Pressure-High; and.

SG Water Level - Low Low.*

A known inoperable channel must be placed in the tripped
condition within 6 hours. Placing the channel in the tripped
condition results in a partial trip condition requiring only
one out of two logic for actuation of the two out of three trips
and one out of three logic for actuation of the two out of four
trips. The 6 hours allowed to place the inoperable channel in
the tripped condition is justified in Reference 5.

If the operable channel cannot be placed in the trip condition
- within the specified Completion Time. the unit must be placed in

,

a MODE where these Functions are not required OPERABLE. An |
additional 6 hours is allowed to place the unit in H0DE 3. Six !

hours is a reasonable time, based on operating experience, to |
place the unit in MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems.

. (continued)
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ACTIONS E.1 and E.2 (continued)

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
placing the inoperable channel in the bypassed condition for up i

to 4 hours while performing routine surveillance testing of the
other channels. The Note also allows placing the inoperable

i

channel in the bypass condition to allow setpoint adjustments of i

other channels. The 4 hour time limit is justified in Reference |
! 5.
|

F.1 and F.2

| i

Condition F applies to the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip |
'

when THERMAL POWER is above the P 6 setpoint and below the P 10
setpoint and one channel is inoperable. Above the P 6 setpoint
and below the P 10 setpoint, the NIS intermediate range detector

( performs the monitoring Functions. If THERMAL POWER is greater
than the P 6 setpoint but less than the P 10 setpoint, 24 hours
is allowed to reduce THERMAL POWER below the P 6 setpoint or

,

increase to THERMAL POWER above the P 10 setpoint. The NISe
( Intermediate Range Neutron Flux channels must be OPERABLE when

the power level is above the capability of the source range. P 6. !

and below the capability of the power range. P 10. If THERMAL
POWER is greater than the P 10 setpoint, the NIS power range
detectors perform the monitoring and protection functions and the
intermediate range is not required. The Completion Times allow j

for a slow and controlled power adjustment above P 10 or below |

P 6 and take into account the redundant capability afforded by
the redundant OPERABLE channel. The overlap of the Power Range
detectors, and the low probability of its failure during this
period. This action does not require the inoperable channel to
be tripped because the Function uses one out of two logic.
Tripping one channel would trip the reactor. Thus, the Required
Actions specified in this Condition are only applicable when
channel failure does not result in reactor trip.

.

(

4

f

- (continued)

!i
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ACTIONS L Land G.2
(continued)

Condition G applies to two inoperable Intermediate Range Neutron
Flux trip channels in HDDE 2 when THERMAL POWER is above the P 6
setpoint and below the P-10 setpoint. Required Actions specified
in this Condition are only applicable when channel failures do ,

not result in reactor trip. Above the P 6 setpoint and below the |

P 10 setpoint, the NIS intermediate range detector pe forms the |
monitoring Functions. With no intermediate range channels !

OPEF.ABLE, the Required Actions are to suspend operations (
involving positive reactivity additions immediately. This action
will proclude any power level increase since there are no
OPERABLE Intermediate Range Neutron Flux channels. The operator
must also reduce rid.kiML POWER below the P 6 setpoint within two
hours. This actio.1 may require the use of the NIS source range
channels or the neutron flux channels discussed in LC0 3.3.3,
with action to reduce power below the count rate equivalent to
the P 6 setpoint.

Below P 6, the Source Range Neutron Flux channels will be able to
monitor the core power level. The Completion Time of 2 hours
will allow a slow and controlled power reduction to less than theO P 6 setpoint and takes into account the low probability of
occurrence of an event during this period that may require the
protection afforded by the NIS Intermediate Range Neutron Flux
trip.

IL1

Not Used.

L1

Condition I applies to one inoperable Source Range Neutron Flux
trip channel when in H0DE 2, below the P 6 setpoint. With the
unit in this Condition, below P 6, the NIS source range performs

.,

the monitoring and protection functions. With one of the two
channels inoperable, operations involving positive reactivity
additions shall be suspended immediately.

(continued)

f
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ACTIONS L1 (continued)

This action will preclude any power escalation. With only one
source range channel OPERABLE, core protection is severely
reduced and any actions that add positive reactivity to the core
must be suspended innediately.

11

Condition J applies to two inoperable Source Range Neutron Flux
trip channels when in MODE 2. below the P 6 setpoint, and
performing a reactor startup, or in MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the RTBs
closed and the Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal.
With the unit in this Condition, below P 6, the NIS source range
performs the protection functions. With both source range
channels inoperable, the RTBs must be opened immediately. With
the RTBs open, the core is in a more stable condition.

K.1. K.2.1 and K.2.2

Condition K applies to one inoperable source range channel in
MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the Rod Control System capable of rod

' withdrawal or all rods no' ully inserted. With the unit in this
Condition, below P 6, the NIS source range performs the
protection functions. With one of the source range channels
inoperable 48 hours is allowed to restore it to an OPERABLE
status. If the channel cannot be returned to an OPERABLE status,
1 additional hour is allowed to fully insert all rods and place
the Rod Control System in a condition incapable of rod
withdrawal. Once these ACTIONS are completed, the core is in a
more stable condition. The allowance of 48 hours to restore the
channel to OPERABLE status, and the additional hour to fully

|

insert all rods and place the Rod Control System in a condition
incapable of rod withdrawal, are justified in Reference 5.

L1

Not Used.-

.

(continued)

i
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ACTIONS M.1 and M.2

(continued)
Condition M applies to the following reactor trip Functions:

Pressurizer Pressure-Low:*

I

Pressurizer Water Level-High:.

Reactor Coolant Flow-Low :*

Undervoltage RCPs: and.

Underfrequency RCPs.-

With one channel inoperable, the inoperable channel must be
placed in the tripped condition within 6 hours. Placing the
channel in the tripped condition results in a partial trip
condition requiring only one additional channel to initiate a
reactor trip above the P 7 setpoint (above the P 8 setpoint for ,

the Reactor Coolant Flow Low (Single Loop) reactor trip
function). These Functions do not have to be OPERABLE below the
P 7 setpoint because there are no loss of flow trips below the

O- P 7 setpoint. The 6 hours allowed to place the channel in the
tripped condition is justified in Reference 5. An additional
6 hours is allowed to reduce THERMAL POWER to below P 7 if the
inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status or
placed in trip within the specified Completion Time. The Reactor
Coolant Flow Low (Single Loop) reactor trip function does not
have to be OPERABLE below the P 8 setpoint: however, the Required
Action must take the plant below the P 7 setpoint, if an
inopersble channel is not tripped within 6 hours, due to the
shared components between this function and the Reactor Coolant
Flow - Low (Two Loops) trip function.

i

Allowance of this time interval takes into consideration the j

redundant capability provided by the remaining redundant OPERABLE
channel, and the low probability of occurrence of an event during
this period that may require the protection afforded by the

,

Functions associated with Condition H.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
placing the inoperable channel or another channel in the bypassed ;

condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine surveillance' |

testing of the other channels. The 4 hour time limit is |

N justified in Reference 5. |

(continued) j\

!
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ACTIONS N.1 and N.2

(continued)
Not Used.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
placing the inoperable channel or another channel in the bypassed
condition for up to.4 hours while performing routine surveillance |

testing of the other channels. The 4 hour time limit is
justified in Reference ~ 5.

'

i

!0.1 and 0.2

Not Used,
e a

P.1 and P.2
4

Condition P applies to Turbine Trip on Low Fluid Oil Pressure or
on Turbine Stop Valve Closure. With one or more channels'

inoperable. the inoperable channel (s) must be placed in the trip
condition within 6 hours. If placed in the tripped condition,
this results in a partial trip condition. For the Turbine Trip
on Turbine Stop Valve A re function, four of four channels are

dp required to initiate a rs. '1r trip; hence, more than one channel
may be placed in trip. - he Turbine Trip on Low Fluid Oil ;

Pressure function, if one i m1 is placed in trip. only one !
Iadditional channel is requi - M initiate a reactor trip. If

the channel cannot be restorea to OPERABLE status or placed in ,

'

the trip condition, then power must be reduced below the P 9
!setpoint within the next 4 hours. The 6 hours allowed to place

the inoperable channel in the tripped condition and the 4 hours
allowed for reducing power are justified in Reference 5. ;

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
placing an inoperable low fluid oil pressure channel in thei

bypassed condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine
surveillance testing of the other channels. The 4 hour time
limit is justified in Reference 5. |

.

0.1 and 0.2 3

Condition Q applies to the SI Input fron ESFAS reactor trip and
the RTS Automatic Trip Logic in H0 DES 1 and 2. These actions
address the train orientation of the RTS for these Functions. ,

.

(continued) |

t
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ACTIONS 0.1 and 0.2 (continued)
,

With one train inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore the
itrain to OPERABLE status (Required Action Q.1) or the unit must

be placed in H0DE 3 within the next 6 hours. The Completion Time :

of 6 hours (Required Action Q.1) is reasonable considering that
in this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to ;

!

perform the safety function and given the low probability of an
event during this interval. The Completion Time of 6 hours ;

(Required Action Q.2) is reasonable, based on operating ,

experience, to reach H0DE 3 from full power in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows
bypassing one train up to 4 hours for surveillance testing,
provided the other train is OPERABLE.

|
.

R.1 and R.2

Condition R applies to the RTBs in H0 DES 1 and 2. These actions
address the train orientation of the RTS for the RTBs. With one
train inoperable, I hour is allowed to restore the train to
OPERABLE status or the unit must be placed in H0DE 3 within the ;

!next 6 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach H0DE 3 from full power in .

an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. The
'

I hour and 6 hour Completion Times are equal to the time allowed
by LCO 3.0.3 for shutdown actions in the event of a complete loss
of RTS Function. Placing the unit in H0DE 3 removes the ,

requirement for this particular Function. :

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows one !
channel to be bypassed for up to 2 hours for surveillance testing >

or maintenance, provided the other channel is OPERABLE. The
'

2 hour time limit is justified in Reference 5.
t

S.1 and S.2
,

>

Condition S applies to the P 6 and P 10 interlocks. With one or t

more required channel (s) inoperable, the associated interlock [
must be verified to be in its required state for the existing !

unit condition by observation of the permissive annunciator
,

window within 1 hour or the unit must be placed in H00E 3 within j

f(continued)

l

|
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ACTIONS S.1 and 5.2 (continued)

the next 6 hours. Verifying the interlock status manually
accomplishes the interlock's Function. The Completion Time of i

1 hour is based on operating experience and the minimum amount of '
time allowed for manual operator actions. The Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach '

H0DE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems. The 1 hour and 6 hour Completion Timas
are equal to the time allowed by LC0 3.0.3 for shutdown actions
in the event of a complete loss of RTS Function.

T.1 and T.2
,

Condition T applies to the P 7, P 8, P 9, and P 13 interlocks. >

With one or more channel (s) inoperable, the associated interlock
must be verified to be in its required state for the existing
unit condition by observation of the permissive annunciator
window within 1 hour or the unit must be placed in H0DE 2 within ;

i
the next 6 hours. These actions are conservative for the case

p where power level is being raised. Verifying the interlock
*

status manually accomplishes the interlock's Function. The
Completion Time of I hour is based on operating experience and
the minimum amount of time allowed for manual operator actions.

iThe Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach H0DE 2 from full power in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

<

U.1 and U.2

Condition U applies to the RTB Undervoltage and Shunt Trip
Hechanisms, or diverse trip features, in H00ES 1 and 2. With one
of the diverse trip features inoperable, it must be restored to |

'

an OPERABLE status within 48 hours or the unit must be placed in
a MODE where the requirement does not apply. This is
accomplished by placing the unit in H00E 3 within the next
6 hours (54 hours total time). The Completion Time of 6 hours is
a reasonable time, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging unit i

systems. |

(continued) i

!
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BASES

O
ACTIONS. U.1 and U.2 (continued)

.

With the unit in H0DE 3. Condition C is entered, if applicable.
- The affected RTB shall not be bypassed while one of the diverse
features is inoperable except for the time required to perform
maintenance to one of the diverse features. The allowable time
for performing maintenance of the diverse features is 2 hours for

-

the reasons stated under Condition R.

The Completion Time of 48 hours for Required Action U.1 is r

reasonable considering that in this Condition there is one
remaining diverse feature for the affected RTB, and one OPERABLE !

'

RTB capable of performing the safety function and given the low
probability of an event occurring during this interval.

.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for each RTS Function are identified by the SRs

REQUIREMENTS
column of Table 3.3.11 for that Function and by SR 3.3.1.16. [

A Note has been added to the SR Table stating that Table 3.3.1-1n determines which SRs other than response time verification apply ,

-

tQ to which RTS Functions. Response time verification is covered by t,

SR 3.3.1.16.

Note that each channel of process protection supplies both :

trains of the RTS. When testing Channel I, Train A and :

Train B must be examined. . Similarly, Train A and Train B |,

rmust be examined when testing Channel II, Channel III, and
Channel IV (if applicable). The CHANNEL CALIBRATION and
COTS are performed in a manner that is consistent with the
assumptions used in analytically calculating the required channel
accuracies.

SR 3.3.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that i

gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL'

CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on
the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same
parameter should read approximately the same value. Significant
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an

(.J (continued)\

,

,
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.RTS Instrumentation !

B-3.3.1 :

,

BASESf3
:O f

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1 (continued)
[

REQUIRENENTS
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels !

or of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect |

gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

'
,

'

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff based on a ;

combination of the channel instrument uncertainties. including |
:<

indication and readability. If a channel is outside the'

. criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor or the signal '

processing equipment has drifted outside its limit.
_

,

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates
channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less

i.

formal, but more frequent, checks of channels during normal
; operational use of the displays associated with the LC0 required
;

,

channels.*

,

; :

SR 3.3.1.2
,

SR 3.3.1.2 compares the calorimetric heat balance calculation to ;

the NIS and N 16 power indications every 24 hours. If the !
'

calorimetric exceeds the NIS and N 16 power indications by !

> 2% RTP, the NIS and N 16 functions are net declared inoperable. |

. but the channel gains must be adjusted cor.sistent with the !
'

calorimetric power. If the NIS or N-16 channel outputs cannot be |

properly adjusted, the channel is declared inoperable.>

Two Notes modify SR 3.3.1.2. The first Note indicates that the
NIS or N 16 power indications shall be adjusted consistent with |

the calorimetric results if the absolute difference between the |'

NIS or N 16 power indications and the calorimetric is > 2% RTP. |
Any required adjustments should be made as soon as reasonable, i

'

The second Note clarifies that this Surveillance is required only'

if reactor power is a 15% RTP and that 24 hours are allowed for
performing the first Surveillance after reaching 15% RTP. At

,

lower power levels, calorimetric data are inaccurate.
.

The Frequency of every 24 hours is adequate. It is based on unit

4 -
operating experience, considering instrument reliability and

(continued)

t
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U

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2 (continued)
!

REQUIREMENTS
operating history data for instrument drift. Together these !

factors demonstrate the change in the absolute difference between ;
'

NIS, N 16 and heat balance calculated powers rarely exceeds 21 in
any 24 hour period.

In addition, control room operators periodically monitor |

redundant indications and alarms to detect deviations in channel !

outputs. f

SR 3.3.1.3

SR 3.3.1.3 compares the incore system to the NIS channel output
every 31 EFPD. If the absolute difference is a 3%. the NIS
channel is still OPERABLE. but must be readjusted. .

i

If the NIS channel cannot be properly readjusted, the channel is
declared inoperable. This Surveillance is performed to verify
the f(aq) input to the overtemperature N 16 Function.

Two Notes modify SR 3.3.1.3. Note 1 indicates that the excoreO
V NIS channel shall be adjusted if the absolute difference between

.!the incore and excore AFD is 2 3%. Any required adjustments
should be made as soon as reasonable. Note 2 clarifies that the
Surveillance is required only if reactor power is 215% RTP. and
that 24 hours is allowed for performing the first Surveillance

1

after reaching 50% RTP.

The Frequency of every 31 EFPD is adequate. It is based on unit ,

'

operating experience, considering instrument reliability and
operating history data for instrument drift. Also, the slow
changes in neutron flux during the fuel cycle can be detected ;

during this interval. i

SR 3.3.1.4
*

SR 3.3.1.4 is the performance of a TAD 0T every 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This test shall verify OPERABILITY by*

I

actuation of the end devices.

|
The RTB test shall include separate verification of the
undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms. Independent verification'

of RTB undervoltage and shunt trip Function is not required for

A) (continued)(
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RTS Instrumentation ;

B 3.3.1

BASES.

U |

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS ,

the bypass breakers. No capability is provided for performing ,

such a test at power. The independent test for bypass breakers ,

1s included in SR 3.3.1.14. The bypass breaker test shall
| include a local manual shunt trip. A Note has been added to

indicate that this test must be performed on the bypass breaker
prior to placing it in service.

The Frequency of every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
adequate. It is based on industry operating experience, '

considering instrument reliability and operating history data.

SR 3.3.1.5

SR 3.3.1.5 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. The
SSPS is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS, using the
semiautomatic tester. The train being tested is placed in the
bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertent actuation. Through

-

the semiautomatic tester, all possible logic combinations, with
and without applicable permissives, are tested for each

'p protection function. The Frequency of every 31 days on a
V STAGGERED TEST BASIS is adequate. It is based on industry

operating experience, considering instrument reliability and
operating history data.

S_R 3.3.1.6

SR 3.3.1.6 is a calibration of the excore channels to the incore
channels. If the measurements do not agree, the excore channels
are not declared inoperable but must be calibratea to agree with ;

the incore detector measurements. If the excore channels cannot
be adjusted, the channels are declared inoperable. This |
Surveillance is performed to verify the f(aq) input to the J

overtemperature N 16 Function.
,

A Note modifies SR 3.3.1.6. The Note states that this
275% RTP andSurveillance is required only if reactor power is. ,

' that 72 hours is allowed for performing the first surveillance i
,

after reaching equilibrium conditions at a THERHAL POWER 2 75%
' RTP.- The benefit gained by operating at reduced power levels is

sufficient to offset potential differences between the incore and
excore indications of aq prior to completion of this ,

surveillance. |

(continued)
.
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t

! BASES

'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.6 (continued)4

REQUIREMENTS
The Frequency of 92 EFPD is adequate. It is based on industry

'

operating experience, considering instrument reliability and
operating history data for instrument drift.

SR 3.3.1.7

SR 3.3.1.7 is the performance of a COT every 92 days.
I A COT is performed on each required channel to ensure the channel

will. perform the intended Function.

Setpoints must be within the Allowable Values specified in
Table 3.3.1 1. ,

,

SR 3.3.1.7 is modified by two Notes. Note 1 provides a 4 hour ,

delay in the requirement to perform this Surveillance for source
range instrumentation when entering H00E 3 from H0DE 2. This
Note allows a normal shutdown to proceed without a delay for
testing in MODE 2 and for a short time in MODE 3 until the RTBs ;

are open and SR 3.3.1.7 is no longer required to be performed.

O If the unit is to be in MODE 3 with the RTBs closed for > 4 hours
,C/ this Surveillance must be performed prior to 4 hours after entry

into MODE 3. Note 2 requires that the quarterly COT for the
,

,

source range instrumentation shall include verification by
observation of the associated permissive annunciator window that
the P 6 and P 10 interlocks are in their required state for the
existing unit conditions.

~

The Frequency of 92 days is justified in Reference 5.

SR 3.3.1.8

SR 3.3.1.8 is the performance of a COT as described in
SR 3.3.1.7, and it is modified by the same Note that this test
shall include verification that the P 6 and P 10 interlocks are
in their required state for the existing unit conditions by
observation of the associated permissive annunciator window. The'

Frequency is modified by a Note that allows this surveillance to
.

be satisfied if it has been performed within 92 days of the
Frequencies prior to reactor startup, up to 12 hours after
reducing power below P 10, and four hours after reducing power
below P 6, as discussed below. The Frequency of " prior to

(continued)

.
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.8 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

startup" ensures this surveillance is performed prior to critical
operations and applies to the source, intermediate and power
range low instrument channels. The Frequency of " 12 hours after
reducing power below P 10" (applicable to intermediate and power
range low channels) and "4 hours after reducing power below P-6"
(applicable to source range channels) allows a normal shutdown to
be completed and the unit removed from the MODE of Applicability
for this surveillance without a delay to perform the testing
required by this surveillance. The Frequency of every 92 days
thereafter applies if the plant remains in the MODE of
Applicability after the initial performances of prior to reactor
startup, 12 hours after reducing power below P 10 and four hours
after reducing power below P-6. The MODE of Applicability for
this surveillance is < P 10 for the power range low and
intermediate range channels and < P 6 for the source range
channels. Once the unit is in MODE 3, this surveillance is no
longer required. If power is to be maintained < P 10 for more
than 12 hours or < P 6 for more than 4 hours, then the testing
required by this surveillance must be performed prior to the
expiration of the 12 hour or 4 hour limit, as applicable. Theseq time limits are reasonable, based on operating experience, toQ complete the required testing or place the unit in a MODE where
this surveillance is no longer required. This test ensures that
the NIS source, intermediate, and power range low channels are
OPERABLE prior to taking the reactor critical and after reducing
power into the applicable MODE (< P 10 or < P 6) for the periods
discussed above.

SR 3.3.1.9

SR 3.3.1.9 is the performance of a TAD 0T and is performed every
92 days, as justified in Reference 5. ;

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints from the TADOT. Since this SR applies to RCP
undervoltage and underfrequency relays, setpoint verification
requires elaborate bench calibration and is accomplished during
the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

1

l

:
'

!

I f (continued) |

i Q)
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s

\

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.10
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor. The
test verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter
within the necessary range and accuracy. This SR is modified by
a Note stating that N 16 detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL
CALIBRATION. This Surveillance is not for entry into MODE 2
or 1, because the unit must be in at least H00E 1 for the N 16
detectors, i

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the setpoint methodology. ;

i

The Frequency of 18 months is based on the assumption of an )
18 month calibration interval in the determination of the !

magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint methodology.

SR 3.3.1.10 is modified by a Note stating that this test shall
include verification that the time constants are adjusted to the

(~'s prescribed values where applicable. This does not include
V verification of time delay relays. These are verified via -

response time testing per SR 3.3.1.16.

SR 3.3.1.11

!'

SR 3.3.1.11 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, as
described in SR 3.3.1.10, every 18 months. This SR is modified
by a Note stating that neutron detectors are excluded from the|

CHANNEL CALIBRATION. For the intermediate and power range
channels, detector plateau curves are obtained, evaluated and
compared to manufacturer's data. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the

'

source range neutron detr.ctors consists of obtaining the detector
plateau curves, evaluating tnose curves, and comparing the curves
to the manufacturer's data. This SR is also modified by Note 3
stating that power and intermediate range detector plateau
voltage verification is not required to be performed prior to*

;

entry into MODE 2 or 1 because the unit must be in at least
H0DE 2 to perform the test for the intermediate range detectors
and H0DE 1 for the power range detectors. Operating experience !

has shown these components usually pass the Surveillance when -
;

performed on the 18 month Frequency. This SR is also modified by

|
i
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.11 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

a Note stating that power and intermediate range detector plateau |
voltage verification is not required to be performed prior to '

entry into MODE 2 or 1 because the unit must be in at least
MODE 2 to perform the test for the intermediate range detectors
and H00E 1 for the power range detectors. Operating experience ,

has shown these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed or the 18 month Frequency.

,

SR 3.3.1.11 is modified by another Note stating that this test
shall include verification that the time constants are adjusted

; to the prescribed values where applicable. This does not include
verification of time delay relays. These are verified via
response time testing per SR 3.3.1.16.

SR 3.3. L12

Not Used.

(~ ,

SR 3.3.1.13'

SR 3.3.1.13 is the performance of a COT of RTS interlocks every
18 months.

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the interlocks
and the multichannel redundancy available, and has been shown to
be acceptable through operating experience.

SR 3.3.1.14

'

SR 3.3.1.14 is the performance of a TAD 0T of the Manual Reactor
Trip and the SI Input from ESFAS. This TAD 0T is performed every

18 months.

'

The test shall independently verify the OPERABILITY of the
undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms for the Manual Reactor
Trip Function for the Reactor Trip Breakers and Reactor Trip
Bypass Breakers. The Reactor Trip Bypass Breaker test shall
include testing of the automatic undervoltage trip. ;

i
'

(continued)
,

h
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V

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.14 (continued) |
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the Functions i

and the multichannel redundancy available, and has been shown to
be acceptable through operating experience. i

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints from the TAD 0T. The Functions affected have no
setpoints associated with them.

SR 3.3.1.15

SR 3.3.1.15 is the performance of a TAD 0T of Turbine Trip
Functions. This TAD 0T is as described in SR 3.3.1.4. except
that this test is performed prior to reactor startup. A Note

,

states that this Surveillance is not required if it has
been performed within the previous 31 days. Verification of the
Trip Setpoint does not have to be performed for this
Surveillance. Performance of this test will ensure that the
turbine trip Function is OPERABLE prior to taking the reactor
critical. This test cannot be performed with the reactor at

f power and must therefore be performed prior to reactor startup. ,

SR 3.3.1.16

SR 3.3.1.16 verifies that the required individual channel / train
actuation response times are less than or equal to the maximum
values assumed in the accident analysis. Response time j
verification. required channels. and acceptance criteria are !

included in Technical Requirements Manual. (Ref. 6). Individual )
component response times are not modeled in the analyses. The j
analyses model the overall or total elapsed time, from the point ,

at which the parameter exceeds the trip setpoint value at the
sensor until loss of stationary gripper coil voltage.

For channels that include dynamic transfer Functions (e.g.. lag.
lead / lag, rate / lag. etc.). the response time verification is
performed with the. transfer Function time constants to their,

nominal values set at their nominal values.
|

Response time may be verified by actual response time tests in f
any series of sequential. overlapping or total channel

.
:

measurements such that the entire response time is verified. |

. (';

iV (continued)

'
.

l
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BASES :.c

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.16 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The sensor response times must be verified prior to placing the
component in operational service and re verified following
maintenance that may adversely affect response time. In general.
electrical repair work dces'not impact response time provided the
parts used for repair are of the same type and value. One
example where response time could be affected is replacing the
sensing assembly of a transmitter.

'

As appropriate, each required channel's response time must be
verified every 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Each

,

verification shall include at least one train such that both
trains are verified at least once per 36 months. Testing of the
final actuation devices is included in the verification.
Response times cannot be determined during unit operation because
equipment operation is required to measure response times.
Experience has shown that these components usually pass this
surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a
reliability standpoint.

'

SR 3.3.1.16 is modified by a Note stating that neutron detectors
and N 16 power monitors are excluded from RTS RESPONSE TIME
testing. This Note is necessary because of the difficulty in
generating an appropriate detector input signal. Excluding the
detectors is acceptable because the principles of detector

'

operation ensure a virtually instantaneous response. Response
time of the neutron flux or N 16 signal portion of the channel i

shall be measured from detector output or input to the first
electronic component in the channel.

!

REFERENCES- 1. FSAR, Chapter 7.

2. FSAR. Chapter 15.
t

3. IEEE 279 1971. ,

! - 4. 10 CFR 50.49.
!

..
5. WCAP 10271 P A. Supplement 2. Rev. 1. June 1990.

(continued)

i
,.
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REFERENCES :

(continued) 6. Technical Requirements Manual. ;

,
,

7.- Not Used.

8. "NRC Generic letter 85 09, dated may 23, 1985. '
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|

Table B 3.3.11 |

Reactor Trip System Setpoints !
j

,

Function Trip Setpoint

1. Manual Reactor Trip N/A

2.a Power Range Neutron Flux, High s 109% RTP

2.b Power Range Neutron Flux, Low s 25% RTP

3. Power Range Neutron Flux Rate. High Positive Rate s 5t RTP with a time
constant 2 2 seconds

4. Intermediate Range Neutron Flux s 25% RTP

5
5. Source Range Neutron Flux s 10 cps

6. Overtemperature N 16 See Note 1.
Table 3.3.1 1

7. Overpower N 16 s 112% RTP

8.a Pressurizer Pressure. Low 2 1880 psig

8.b Pressurizer Pressure High s 2385 psig

9. Pressurizer Water Level High s 92% span
.

10. Reactor Coolant Flow Low 2 90% of nominal flow

11. Not Used.

12. Undervoltage RCPs 2 4830 volts

13. Underfrequency RCPs a 57.2 Hz
.

14. Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low 2 25% NR (Unit 1)
2 35.4% NR (Unit 2)

15. Not Used.

16. Turbine Trip SG Water Level High High s 82.47 (Unit 1)
s 81.57 (Unit 2)

16.a low Fluid Oil Pressure a 59 psig

16.b Turbine Stop Valve Closure 2 It open

17. SI Input form ESFAS NA
'

' ' continued
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Table 3.3.11 (continued)
!

.18. Reactor Trip System Interlocks

18. r. Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P 6 2 1 x 10'" amps

18.0 Low Power Reactor Trips Block. P 7 NA

18.c Power Range Neutron Flux. P 8 48% of RTP

18.d Power Range Neutron Flux. P 9 s 50% of RTP

18.e Power Range Neutron Flux, P 10 10% of RTP

18.f Turbine First Stage Pressure. P 13 10% turbine power

19. Reactor Trip Breakers NA

20. Reactor Trip Breaker Undervoltage and Shunt Trip NA

Hechanisms

21. Automatic Trip Logic NA

,

,

|

!

,

G)
,

t
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B 3.3.2
1
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-

V B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION |

B 3.3.2 Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The ESFAS initiates necessary safety systems, based on the values
of selected unit parameters, to protect against violating core
design limits and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure
boundary, and to mitigate accidents.

The ESFAS instrumentation is segmented into three distinct but
interconnected modules as identified below:

. Field transmitters or process sensors and instrumentation:
provide a measurable electronic signal based on the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured:

. Signal processing equipment including 7300 process
Instrumentation and Control system, field contacts, and

rm protection channel sets: provide signal conditioning, bistable

'V setpoint comparison, process algorithm actuation, compatible
electrical signal output to protection system devices, and
control board / control room / miscellaneous indications: and

. Solid State Protection System (SSPS) including input, logic,
and output bays: initiates the proper unit shutdown or
engineered safety feature (ESF) actuation in accordance with
the defined logic and based on the bistable outputs from the
signal process control and protection system.

Field Transmitters or Sensors

To meet the design demands for redundancy and reliability, more
than one, and often as many as four, field transmitters or
sensors are used to measure unit parameters. In many cases,

^

field transmitters or sensors that input to the ESFAS are shared.

with the Reactor Trip System (RTS). In some cases, the same
channels also provide control system inputs. To account for
calibration tolerances and instrument drift, which are assumed to
occur between calibrations, statistical allowances are provided
in the Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values. The OPERABILITY of

r},V (continued)<
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OLJ
BASES

BACKGROUND each transmitter or sensor can be evaluated when its "as found"
(continued) calibration data are compared against its documented acceptance

criteria.
,

,

Sianal Processina Eauioment

Generally, three or four channels of process control equipment
are used for the signal processing of unit parameters measured by
the field instruments. The process control equipment provides
signal conditioning, comparable output signals for instruments
located on the main control board, and comparison of measured
input signals with setpoints established by safety analyses. If
the measured value of a unit parameter exceeds the predetermined
setpoint, an output from a bistable is forwarded to the SSPS for
decision evaluation. Channel separation is maintained up to and :

through the input bays. However, not all unit parameters require
four channels of sensor measurement and signal processing. Some
unit parameters provide input only to the SSPS, while others
provide input to the SSPS, the main control board, the unit
computer, and one or more control systems. .

Generally, if a parameter is used only for input to the
protection circuits, three channels with a two out of-three logic
are sufficient to provide the required reliability and

,

redundancy. If one channel fails in a direction that would not
result in a partial Function trip, the Function is still OPERABLE
with a two out of two logic. If one channel fails such that a
partial Function trip occurs, a trip will not occur and the
Function is still 0PERABLE with a one out of two logic.

Generally, if a parameter is used for input to the SSPS and a
control function, four channels with a two out of-four logic are
sufficient to provide the required reliability and redundancy.
The circuit must be able to withstand both an input failure to
the control system, which may then require the protection

,

function actuation, and a single failure in the other channels'

,

providing the pro'.ection function actuation. Again, a single

|

i (continued)
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. BASES.

BACKGROUND Sianal Processina Eauioment (continued)
I

failure will neither cause nor prevent the protection function i

actuation.

These requirements are described in IEEE 2791971 (Ref. 4). The
actual number of channels required for each unit parameter is
specified in Reference 2.

Trio Setooints and Allowable Values
.

The Trip Setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables
are set. Any bistable is considered to be properly adjusted when
the "as left" value is within the band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION'

accuracy. The Trip Setpoints are provided in Table B3.3.2 1.

The Trip Setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits stated in Reference 3. The selection of these

) Trip Setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided when ,

(V all sensor and processing time delays are taken into account. To
allow for calibration tolerances, instrumer.tation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environrent errors for those ESFAS
channels that must function in harsh environments as defined by
10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 5), the Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values ;

specified in Table 3.3.21 in the accompanying LC0 are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical limits.
Detailed descriptions of the methodologies used to calculate the
trip setpoints, including their explicitly uncertainties, are
provided in the setpoint calculations. The actual nominal Trip
Setpoint entered into the bistable is more conservative than that
specified by the Allowable Value to account for changes in random
measurement errors detectable by a COT. One example of such a
change in measurement error is drift during the surveillance
interval. If the measured setpoint does not exceed the Allowable
Value, the bistable is considered OPERABLE.

.

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that the
consequences of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) will be acceptable,
providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the onset

'

of.the DBA and the equipment functions as designed.

(continued)

!
'

t
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BACKGROUND Trio Setooints and Allowable Values (continued)

Each channel can be tested on line to verify that the signal
processing equipment and setpoint accuracy is within the
specified allowance requirements. Once a designated channel is ;

taken out of service for testing, a simulated signal is injected j

in place of the field instrument signal. The process equipment i

for the channel in test is then tested, verified, and calibrated.
SRs for the channels are specified in the SR section. 1

The Allowable Values listed in Table 3.3.21 are based on the
methodologies described in Reference 6, which incorporate all of
the known uncertainties applicable for each channel. The
magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored into the
determination of each Trip Setpoint. All field sensors and
signal processing equipment for these channels are assumed to
operate within the allowances of these uncertainty magnitudes.

Solid State Protection System
g3
(j The SSPS equipment is used for the decision logic processing of

outputs from the signal processing equipment bistables. To meet
the redundancy requirements, two trains of SSPS, each performing
the same functions, are provided. If one train is taken out of
service for maintenance or test purposes, the second train will
provide ESF actuation for the unit. If both trains are taken out
of service or placed in test, a reactor trip will result. Each
train is packaged in its own cabinet for physical and electrical
separation to satisfy separation and independence requirements.

The SSPS performs the decision logic for most ESF equipment
actuation: generates the electrical output s1gnals that initiate
the required actuation; and provides the status, permissive, and
annunciator output signals to the main control room of the unit.

The bistable outputs from the signal processing equipment are
sensed by the SSPS equipment and combined into logic matrices
that represent combinations indicative of various transients. If
a required logic matrix combination is completed, the system will

/'i (continued)
V

:
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BACKGROUND Solid State Protection System (continued) .,

I

send actuation signals via master and slave relays to those :
!components whose aggregate Function best serves to alleviate the

condition and restore the unit to a safe condition. Examples are ;

given in the Applicable Safety Analyses. LCO, and Applicability
sections of this Bases.

Each SSPS train has a built in testing device that can ;

automatically test the' decision logic matrix functions and the
actuation devices while'the unit is at power. When any one train

'

is taken out of service for testing, the other train is capable
of providing unit monitoring and protection until the testing has
been completed. The testing device is semiautomatic to minimize
testing time.

;

The actuation of ESF components is accomplished through master
and slave relays. The SSPS energizes the master relays
appropriate for the condition of the unit. Each master relay
then energizes one or more slave relays, which then cause' t ,

actuation of the end devices. The master and slave relays are i

'

routinely tested to ensure operation. The test of the master
relays energizes the relay, which then operates the contacts and t

applies a low voltage to the associated slave relays. The low !
4

voltage is not sufficient to actuate the slave relays but only
demonstrates signal path continuity. The SLAVE RELAY TEST

!actuates the devices if their operation will not interfere with
continued unit operation. For the latter case, actual component'

operation is prevented by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. and slave
relay contact operation is verified by a continuity check of the
circuit containing the slave relay.

.

.

I

;
j

(D ;

x/ (continued)c
;

I
|
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APPLICABLE Each of the analyzed accidents can be detected by one or i

SAFETY ANALYSES, more ESFAS Functions. One of the ESFAS Functions is the
LCO, and primary actuation signal for that accident. An ESFAS
APPLICABILITY Function may be the primary actuation signal for more than one

type of accident. An ESFAS Function may also be a secondary, or
backup, actuation signal for one or more other accidents. For
example, Pressurizer Pressure-Low is a primary actuation signal
for small loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) and a backup
actuation signal for steam line breaks (SLBs) outside
containment. Functions such as manual initiation, not
specifically credited in the accident safety analysis, are
qualitatively credited. These Functions may provide protection
for conditions that do not require dynamic transient analysis to
demonstrate Function performance. These Functions may also serve
as backups to Functions that were credited in the accident
analysis (Ref. 3).

The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an ESFAS Function
to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders the affected
channel (s) inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected

]v Functions.

The LCO generally requires OPERABILITY of four or three channels
in each instrumentation function and two channels in each logic
and manual initiation function. The two out-of three and the
two out-of four configurations allow one channel to be tripped
during maintenance or testing without causing an ESFAS
initiation. Two logic or manual initiation channels are required
to ensure no single random failure disables the ESFAS.

The required channels of ESFAS instrumentation provide unit
protection in the event of any of the analyzed accidents. ESFAS
protection functions are as follows:

1. Safety In.iection

Safety Injection (SI) provides two primary functions:
.

1. Primary side water addition to ensure maintenance or
recovery of reactor vessel water level (coverage of
the active fuel for heat removal, clad integrity, and
for limiting peak clad temperature to < 2200*F); and

/m

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 1. Safety Iniection (continued) ,

!
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and
APPLICABILITY 2. Boration to ensure recovery and maintenance of .-

SDM (k,,, < 1.0). :
r
*

These functions are necessary to mitigate the effects of
certain high energy line breaks (HELBs) both inside and
outside of containment as described in the FSAR [Ref. 3].
The SI signal is also used to initiate other Functions such

ias:

Phase A Isolation:.

,

Containment VentilaMon Isolation:.

Reactor Trip: ;.

t

ITurbine Trip:.

(
\ Feedwater Isolation: t

.

Start of motor driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps,:.

Control room emergency recirculation:.

iEnabling semi automatic switchover of Emergency Core.

Cooling Systems (ECCS) suction to containment sumps,
coincident with RWST low low level.

Emergency DG start:.

Start of station service water pumps:*

Start of component cooling water pumps:*

Start of Containment Spray Pumps: and
'

* *

Start of essential ventilation systems..

!
'

. ,3
(continued)Q' ,
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APPLICABLE 1. Safety Injection (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and These other functions ensure:
APPLICABILITY

Isolation of nonessential systems through containment.

penetrations:

Trip of the turbine and reactor to limit power.

generation:

Isolation of main feedwater (MFW) to limit secondary.

side mass losses;

Start of AFW to ensure secondary side cooling capability:-

Isolation of the control room to ensure habitability; and.

Enabling ECCS suction from the refueling water-

storage tank (RWST) switchover on low low RWST level
to ensure continued cooling via use of the containment
sump.g
Emergency loads for LOCA are properly sequenced and.

powered:

Essential cooling for ESF/ESF support equipment; and.

Start of SSW and CCW systems to service safety related.

systems,

a. Safety Injection - Manual Initiation

The LC0 requires one channel per train to be OPERABLE.
The operator can initiate SI at any time by using
either of two switches in the control room. This
action will cause actuation of all components in the
same manner as any of the automatic actuation signals.

"

The LC0 for the Manual Initiation Function ensures the
proper amount of redundancy is maintained in the
manual ESFAS actuation circuitry to ensure the
operator has manual ESFAS initiation capability. 1

Each channel consists of one handswitch and the |'interconnecting wiring to the actuation logic cabinet. ;(}u t

(continued) |
.
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APPLICABLE a. Safety Iniection . Manual Initiation (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and Each handswitch actuates both trains. This
APPLICABILITY configuration does not allow testing at power.'

b. Safety In.iection- Automatic Actuation Loaic and
i

|
Actuation Relays

This LC0 requires two trains to be OPERABLE.
j Actuatien logic consists of all circuitry housed

within the actuation subsystems, including the
initiating relay contacts responsible for actuating
the ESF equipment.

Manual and automatic initiation of SI must be OPERABLE
in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In these MODES, there is
sufficient energy in the primary and secondary systems i

f to warrant automatic initiation of ESF systems.
Manual Initiation is also required in MODE 4 even
though automatic actuation is not required. In this

('] N0DE, adequate time is available to manually actuate
required components in the event of a DBA but because ,

of the large number of components actuated on a SI,
actuation is simplified by the use of the manual
actuation switches. Automatic actuation logic and
actuation relays must be OPERABLE in MODE 4 to support
system level manual initiation.

These Functions are not required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 5 and 6 because there is adequate time for the
operator to evaluate unit conditions and respond by
manually starting individual systems, pumps, and other
equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal
condition or accident. Unit pressure and temperature
are very low and many ESF components are
administratively locked out or otherwise prevented

,

from actuating to prevent inadvertent
overpressurization of unit systems.

.D'
(continued)(
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APPLICABLE c. Safety Iniection-Containment Pressure-Hiah 1
SAFETY ANALYSES. {
LCO, and This signal provides protection against the following
APPLICABILITY accidents:

(continued)
SLB inside containment;*

LOCA: ande

Feed line break inside containment..

Containment Pressure-High 1 provides no input to any
control functions. Thus, three OPERABLE channels are
sufficient to satisfy protective requirements with a
two out of three logic. The transmitters (d/p cel1 eJ
and electronics are located outside of containment
with the sensing line (high pressure side of the
transmitter) located inside containment.

Thus, the high pressure Function will not experience
( any adverse environmental conditions and the Trip |

Setpoint reflects only steady state instrument
uncertainties.

Containment Pressure-High 1 must be OPERABLE in ,

MODES 1, 2. and 3 when there is sufficient energy in ;
'

the primary and secondary systems to pressurize the
containment following a pipe break. In H0 DES 4, 5,
cnd 6 there is insufficiend, energy in the primary or i

secondary systems to significantly pressurize the
! containment.
!

.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE d. Safety Iniection-Pressurizer Pressure - Low
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and This signal provides protection against the following
APPLICABILITY accidents:

! (continued)
Inadvertent opening of a steam generator (SG).

relief or safety valve:

SLB:.

A spectrum of rod cluster control assembly.

ejection accidents (rod ejection):

Inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief or.

safety valve:

LOCAs: and.

SG Tube Rupture..

t i
'd The pressurizer pressure provides both control and

protection functions: input to the Pressurizer ;

Pressure Control System, reactor trip, and SI. ;

Therefore, the actuation logic must be able to
withstand both an input failure to control system,
which may then require the protection function
actuation, and a single failure in the other channels
providing the protection function actuation. Thus,
four OPERABLE channels are required to satisfy the
requirements with a two out of four logic.

The transmitters are located inside containment, with
the taps in the vapor space region of the pressurizer,
and thus possibly experiencing adverse environmental
conditions (LOCA, SLB inside containment, rod
ejection). Therefore, the Trip Setpoint reflects the
inclusion of both steady state and adverse'

environmental instrument uncertainties.

,.-.

(j (continued)
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APPLICABLE d. Safrty Iniection-Pressurizer Pressure - Low
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued):
LCO, and,

. APPLICABILITY This function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1. 2 and 3 '
(above P 11) to mitigate the consequences of an HELB
inside containment. This signal may be manually
blocked by the operator below the P 11 setpoint.
Automatic SI actuation below this pressure setpoint.is
then performed by the Containment Pressure-High 1
signal .

This Function is not required to be OPEfABLE in tGE 3
below the P 11 setpoint. Other ESF funelions are used
to detect accident conditions and actuate the ESF
systems in this NODE. In H0 DES 4, 5, and 6. this
function is not needed for accident detection and
mitigation,

e. Safety In.iection-Steam Line Pressure

Steam Line Pressure-Low 1

Steam Line Pressure-Low provides protection
'

against the following accidents:

SLB;.

Feed line break; and.

Inadvertent opening of an SG relief or an SG.

safety valve.

Steam Line Pressure-Low provides no input to
any control functions. Thus, three OPERABLE
channels on each steam line are sufficient to
satisfy the protective requirements with a
two out of three logic on each steam line.,

(continued)
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api;ICABLE Steam Line Pressure-Low (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and With the transmitters typically located
APPLICABILITY inside the steam tunnels, it is possible for

them to experience adverse environmental
conditions during a secondary sido break.
Therefore, the Trip Setpoint reflects both -
steady state and adverse environmental
instrument uncertainties.

This Function is anticipatory in nature and has
a lead / lag ratio of 50/5.

Steam Line Pressure-Low must be OPERABLE in
H0 DES 1, 2 and 3 (above P 11) when a secondary
side break or stuck open valve could result in
the rapid depressurization of the steam lines.
This signal may be manually blocked by the
operator below the P 11 setpoint. Below P-11,
feed line break is not a concern. InsideO containment SLB will be terminated by automatic
SI actuation via Containment Pressure-High 1,
and outside containment SLB will be terminated
by the Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate-High
signal for steam line isolation. This Function
is not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 4, 5,
or 6 because there is insufficient energy in the
secondary side of the unit to be of concern.

.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 2. Containment Soray

SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and Containment Spray provides three primary functions:
APPLICABILITY

(continued) 1. Lowers containment pressure and temperature after an
HELB in containment:

2. Reduces the amount of radioactive iodine in the
containment atmosphere: and

3. Adjusts the pH of the water in the containment
recirculation sump after a large break LOCA.

These functions are necessary to:

Ensure the pressure boundary integrity of the.

containment structure:

Limit the release of radioactive iodine to the.

(3 environment in the event of a failure of the
d containment structure: and

Minimize corrosion of the components and systems.

inside containment following a LOCA.

The containment spray actuation signal starts the
containment spray pumps and aligns the discharge of the
pumps to the containment spray nozzle headers in the upper
levels of containment. Water is initially drawn from the
RWST by the containment spray pumps and mixed with a sodium
hydroxide solution from the spray additive tarJ. When the
RWST reaches the empty level setpoint, the sprr pump
suctions are manually realigned to the containment sumps if
continued containment spray is required. Containment spray
is actuated by Containment Pressure-High 3.

.

q
(continued)

. J
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APPLICABLE a. Containment Soray-Manual Initiation
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and The operator can initiate containment spray at any
APPLICABILITY time from the control room by simultaneously turning

(continued) two containment spray actuation switches in the same
train. Because an inadvertent actuation of
containment spray could have such serious
consequences, two switches must be turned
simultaneously to initiate containment spray. There
are two sets of two switches each in the control room.
Simultaneously turning the two switches in either set
will actuate containment spray in both trains in the
same manner as the automatic actuation signal. Two
Manual Initiation switches in each train are required
to be OPERABLE to ensure no single failure disables
the Manual Initiation Function. Note that Manual
Initiation of containment spray also actuates Phase B
containment isolation.

b. Containment Sorav- Automatic Actuation Loaic and

O Actuation Relavs

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays consist
of the same features and operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

Manual and automatic initiation of containment spray
must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3 when there is a
potential for an accident to occur, and sufficient
energy in the primary or secondary systems to pose a
threat to containment integrity due to overpressure
conditions. Manual initiation is also required in
NODE 4. even though automatic actuation is not
required. In this H0DE, adequate time is available to
manually actuate required components in the event of a
DBA. However, because of the large number of
components actuated on a containment spray. actuation-

is simplified by the use of the manual actuation hand
switches. Automatic actuation logic and actuation
relays must be OPERABLE in MODE 4 to support system
level manual initiation. In MODES 5 and 6, there is
insufficient energy in the primary and secondary

O
(continued) ;

!
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APPLICABLE b. Containment Sorav- Automatic Actuation Looic and
SAFETY ANALYSES, Actuation Relays (continued)

,

~

LCO, and
APPLICABILITY systems to result in containment overpressure. In

MODES 5 and 6, there.is also adequate time for the
operators to evaluate unit conditions and respond, to ;

mitigate the consequences of abnormal conditions by
manually starting individual components. ,

c. Containment Sorav-Containment Pressure ,

This signal provides protection against a LOCA or an
SLB inside containment. The transmitters (d/p cells)
are located outside of containment with the sensing
line (high pressure side of the transmitter) located
inside containment. The transmitters and electronics
are located outside of containment. Thus, they will
not experience any adverse environmental conditions
and the Trip Setpoint reflects only steady state
instrument uncertainties. -

This is one of the only Functions that requires the
bistable output to energize to perform its required>

action. It is not desirable to have a loss of power r

actuate containment spray, since the consequences of
an inadvertent actuation of containment spray could be ,

serious. Note that this Function also has the t

inoperable channel placed in bypass rather than trip i

to decrease the probability of an inadvertent
actuation.'

Four channels are used in a two-out of-four logic
configuration. This configuration is called the ,

Containment Pressure-High 3 Setpoint. Additional
redundancy is warranted because this Function is
energize to trip. Containment Pressure High 3 must
be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3 when there is i

sufficient energy in the primary and secondary sides |
'

to pressurize the containment following a pipe break. .

In H0 DES 4, 5, and 6, there is insufficient energy in
the primary and secondary sides to pressurize the ;

'

containment and reach the Containment Pressure High 3
setpoint.

( :

,

.(
(continued) ;
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APPLICABLE 3. Containment Isolation
-

SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and Containment Isolation provides isolation of the containment
APPLICABILITY atmosphere, and all process systems that penetrate 1

(continued) containment, from the environment. This Function-is
necessary to prevent or limit the release of radioactivity
to the environment in the event of a large break LOCA.

There are two separate Containment Isolation signals,
Phase A and Phase B. Phase A isolation isolates all .

automatically isolable process lines, except component |

cooling water (CCW) to the reactor coolant pumps, at a !

relatively low containment pressure indicative of primary :

or secondary system leaks. For these types of events, i

forced circulation cooling using the reactor coolant pumps
(RCPs) and SGs is the preferred (but not required) method
of decay heat removal. Since CCW is required to support !

RCP operation, not isolating CCW on the low pressure
Phase A signal enhances unit safety by allowing operators !

to use forced RCS circulation to cool the unit. Isolating !

CCW on the low pressure signal may force the use of feed i
,

and bleed cooling, which could prove more difficult to i

control. p

r

Phase A containment isolation is actuated automatically by
!SI, or manually via the automatic actuation logic. All

process lines penetrating containment, with the exception ;

of CCW. are isolated. CCW is not isolated at this time to
permit continued operation of the RCPs with cooling water
flow to the thermal barrier heat exchangers, motor air
coolers, and upper and lower bearing coolers. All process i

lines not equipped with remote operated isolation valves
are manually closed, or otherwise isolated, prior to
reaching MODE 4. ;

Hanual Phase A Containment Isolation is accomplished by ,

either of two switches in the control room. Either switch
actuates both trains. Note that manual actuation of i

"

Phase A Containment Isolation also actuates Containment
Ventilation Isolation. |

|
The Phase B signal isolates CCW. This occurs at a :

relatively high containment pressure that is indicative of |
Ia large break LOCA or an SLB. For these events, forced

/ circulation using the RCPs is no longer desirable. |

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 3. Containment Isolation (continued) |

SAFETY ANALYSES, i

LCO, and Isolating the CCW at the higher pressure does not pose a
APPLICABILITY challenge to the containment boundary because the CCW ;

System is continuously pressurized to a pressure greater :
than the Phase B setpoint. Thus, routine operation ,

demonstrates the integrity of the system pressure boundary, ,

for pressures exceeding the Phase B setpoint. Furthermore.
-

because system pressure exceeds the Phase B setpoint, any
system leakage prior to initiation of Phase B isolation

'

would be into containment. Therefore, the combination of
CCW System design and Phase B isolation ensures the CCW
System is not a potential path for radioactive release from [

'

containment.

Phase B containment isolation is actuated by Containment
Pressure-High 3 or manually, via the automatic actuation ;

logic, as previously discussed. For containment pressure i

to reach a value high enough to actuate Containment ;
'

Pressure-High 3, a large break LOCA or SLB must havep occurred. RCP operation will no longer be required and CCW]. to the RCPs is. therefore, no longer necessary. The RCPs
can be operated with seal injection flow alone and without
CCW flow to the thermal barrier heat exchanger.

,

Manual Phase B Containment Isolation is accomplished by the
same switches that actuate Containment Spray. When the two
switches in either set are turned simultaneously, Phase B
Containment Isolation and Containment Spray will be'

actuated in both trains. ;

a. Containment Isolation-Phase A Isolation.

(1) Phase A Isolation-Hanual Initiation

Manual Phase A Containment Isolation is actuated
by either of two switches in the control room..

Either switch actuates both trains. Note that i

manual initiation of Phase A Containment !

Isolation also actuates Containment Vent |

Isolation. ;

;

'

i:(
' 's (continued)

1
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APPLICABLE 3. Containment Isolation (continued)
'

SAFETY ANALYSES, |
LCO, and '

APPLICABILITY (2) Phase A Isolation- Automatic Actuation
Loaic and Actuation Relays

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays consist
of the same features and operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

Manual and automatic initiation of Phase A Containment t
'

Isolation must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, when there
:

is a potential for an accident to occur. Manual initiation ,

is also required in H0DE 4 even though automatic actuation :

is not required. In this H00E, idequate time is available
-

to manually actuate required components in the event of a
DBA, but because of the large number of components actuated
on a Phase A Containment Isolation, actuation is simplified
by the use of the manual actuation handswitches. Automatic
actuation logic and actuation relays must be OPERABLE in i

_dp H00E 4 to support system level manual initiation. In
'

H0 DES 5 and 6 there is insufficient energy in the primary
or secondary systems to pressurize the containment to
require Phase A Containment Isolation. There also is
adequate time for the operator to evaluate unit conditions

*

and manually actuate individual isolation valves in
response to abnormal or accident conditions. ;c

(3) Phase A Isolation-Safety In.iection
,

Phase A Containment Isolation is also initiated
by all Functions that initiate SI. The Phase A r

d

Containment Isolation requirements for these' Functions
are the same as the requirements for their SI
function. Therefore, the requirements are not
repeated in Table 3.3.21. Instead, Function 1, SI,
is referenced for all initiating Functions and

.

'

requirements.

n

(continued)
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APPLICABLE b. Containment Isolation-Phase B Isolation
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and Phase B Containment Isolation is accomplished by Manual

APPLICABILITY Initiation, Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays.
(continued) and by Containment Pressure channels (the same channels

that actuate Containment Spray, Function 2). The
Containment Pressure trip of Phase B Containment Isolation
is energized to trip in order to minimize the potential of
spurious trips that may damage the RCPs.

(1) Phase B Isolation-Manual Initiation

(2) Phase B Isolation- Automatic Actuation
Loaic and Actuation Relays

Manual and automatic initiation of Phase B containment
isolation must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, when
there is a potential for an accident to occur. Manual
initiation is also required in MODE 4 even though
automatic actuation is not required. In this MODE,'n adequate time is available to manually actuate.)
required components in the event of a DBA. However,
because of the large number of components actuated on
a Phase B containment isolation, actuation is j

'

simplified by the use of the manual actuation
handswitches. Automatic actuation logic and actuation
relays must be OPERABLE in MODE 4 to support system
level manual initiation. In MODES 5 and 6, i

there is insufficient energy in the primary or |

secondary systems to pressurize the containment to |
require Phase B containment isolation. There also is j

adequate time for the operator to evaluate unit ;

conditions and manually actuate individual isolation )
valves in response to abnormal or accident conditions.

.

(continued) )-

|
|
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APPLICABLE (3) Ehase B Isolation-Containment Pressure
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and The basis for containment pressure MODE applicability
APPLICABILITY is as discussed for ESFAS Function 2.c above.

(continued)
4. Steam Line Isolation

Isolation of the main steam lines provides protection in
the event of an SLB inside or outside containment. Rapid
isolation of the steam lines will limit the steam break
accident to the blowdown from one SG, at most. For an SLB
upstream of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), inside
or outside of containment, closure of the HSIVs limits the
accident to the blowdown from only the affected SG. For an
SLB downstream of the HSIVs, closure of the HSIVs
terminates the accident as soon as the steam lines
depressurize. Steam Line Isolation also mitigates the;

effects of a feed line break and ensures a source of steam
for the turbine driven AFW pump during a feed line break.

,

a. Steam Line Isolation-Manual Initiation

Manual initiation of Steam Line Isolation can be
'

accomplished from the control room. There are two
switches in the control room and either switch can
initiate action to imediately close all MSIVs. The
LC0 requires two channels to be OPERABLE.

'

1 b. Steam Line Isolation- Automatic Actuation Loaic
and Actuation Relays

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of the same features and operate in the same
manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

Manual and automatic initiation of steam line isolation
must be OPERABLE in H00ES 1, 2, and 3 when there is

'

sufficient energy in the RCS and SGs to have an SLB or
other accident. This could result in the release of
significant quantities of energy and cause a cooldown of
the primary system. The Steam Line Isolation Function is
required in H0 DES 2 and 3 unless all MSIVs and their

(continued)

i
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APPLICABLE 4. Steam Line Isolation (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and associated upstream drip pot isolation valves are closed
APPLICABILITY and deactivated. In H0 DES 4, 5, and 6 there is

insufficient energy in the RCS and SGs to experience an SLB
or other accident releasing significant quantities of
energy.

c. Steam Line Isolation-Containment Pressure-Hiah 2

This Function actuates closure of the HSIVs in the
event of a LOCA or an SLB inside containment to
maintain at least one unfaulted SG as a heat sink for
the reactor, and to limit the mass and energy release
to containment. The transmitters (d/p cells) are
located outside containment with the sensing line
(high pressure side of the transmitter) locatet inside
containment. Containment Pressure-High 2 provides
no input to any control functions. Thus, three
OPERABLE channels are sufficient to satisfy protective

/7 requirements with two out of three logic. The
V transmitters and electronics are located outside of

containment. Thus, they will not experience any
adverse environmental conditions, and the Trip
Setpoint reflects only steady state instrument
uncertainties.

Containment Pressure-High 2 must be OPERABLE in
H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, when there is sufficient energy in
the primary and secondary side to pressurize the
containment following a pipe break. Tnis would cause
a significant increase in the containment pressure,
thus allowing detection and closure of the MSIVs. The
Steam Line Isolation Function remains OPERABLE in
H0 DES 2 and 3 unless all MSIVs are closed. In H00E 4
the increase in containment pressure following a pipe
break would occur over a relatively long time period
such that manual action could reasonably be expected
to provide protection and ESFAS Function 4.c need not
be OPERABLE. In H0 DES 5 and 6, there is not enough
energy in the primary and secondary sides to

| pressurize the containment to the Containment
Pressure-High 2 setpoint.

(O)!

(continued)
|

|
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APPLICABLE d. Steam Line Isolation-Steam Line Pressure
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and (1) Steam Line Pressure-Low
APPLICABILITY

(continued) Steam Line Pressure-Low provides closure of the
HSIVs in the event of an SLB to maintain at
least one unfaulted SG as a heat sink for the
reactor, and to limit the mass and energy
release to containment. This Function provides
closure of the HSIVs in the event of a feed line
break to ensure a supply of steam for the
turbine driven AFW pump. Steam Line
Pressure-Low was discussed previously under SI
Function 1.e.l.

Steam Line Pressure-Low Function must be
OPERABLE in H00ES 1, 2, and 3 (above P-11), with
any main steam valve open, when a secondary side
break or stuck open valve could result in the
rapid depressurization of the steam lines. This

(oj signal may be manually blocked by the operator
below the P 11 setpoint. Below P 11, an inside
containment SLB will be terminated by automatic
actuation via Containment Pressure-High 2.
Stuck valve transients and outside containment
SLBs will be terminated by the Steam Line
Pressure-Negative Rate-High signal for Steam
Line Isolation below P 11 when SI has been
manually blocked. The Steam Line Isolation
Function is required in MODES 2 and 3 unless all
MSIVs are closed. This Function is not required
to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 4, 5, and 6 because
there is insufficient energy in the secondary
side of the unit to be of concern.

(2) Steam Line Pressure-Neoative Rate Hiah
.

Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate-High
provides closure of the HSIVs for an SLB when
less than the P 11 setpoint to maintain at least ,

one unfaulted SG as

n
i. )* (continued)
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APPLICABLE (2) Steam Line Pressure-Necative Rate Hiah
SAFE 1Y ANALYSES, (continued)
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY a heat sink for the reactor, and to limit the

mass and energy release to containment. When
the operator manually blocks the Steam Line
Pressure-Low main steam isolation signal when
less than the P 11 setpoint, the Steam Line
Pressure-Negative Rate-High signal is
automatically enabled. Steam Line
Pressure-Negative Rate-High provides no input
to any control functions. Thus, three OPERABLE
channels on each steam line are sufficient to
satisfy requirements with a two out of three
logic.

Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate-High must
be OPERABLE in H0DE 3 when less than the P 11
setpoint, when a secondary side break or stuck
open valve could result in the rapid

|
depressurization of the steam line(s). In
H0 DES 1 and 2, and in H0DE 3, when above the
P 11 setpoint, this signal is automatically
disabled and the Steam Line Pressure-Low signal
is automatically enabled. The Steam Line
Isolation Function is required to be OPERABLE in
H0 DES 2 and 3 unless all MSIVs are closed and
deactivated. In H0 DES 4, 5, and 6, there is
insufficient energy in the primary and secondary
sides to have an SLB or other accident that
would result in a release of significant enough
quantities of energy to cause a significant
cooldown of the RCS. While the transmitters may
experience elevated ambient temperatures due to
an SLB, the trip function is based on rate of
change, not the absolute accuracy of the
indicated steam pressure. Therefore, the Trip

,

Setpoint reflects only steady state instrument
uncertainties.

/\

V (continued)
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APPLICABLE- 5. Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation
i. SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO, and The primary functions of the Turbine Trip and
APPLICABILITY Feedwater Isolation signals are to prevent damage to *

'

(continued) the turbine due to water in the steam lines and to stop the
excessive flow of feedwater into the SGs. These Functions
are necessary to mitigate the effects of a high water level
in the SGs, which could result in carryover of water into i

!the steam lines and excessive cooldown of the primary
system. The SG high water level is due to excessive
feedwater flows.

The function is actuated when the water level in any SG
exceeds the high high setpoint and performs the following
functions:

,

Trips the main turbine:.

.

Trips the MFW pumps:.

O Initiates feedwater isolation including the closure of+l

the main feedwater pump discharge valves: and

Closes the MFW control valves and the bypass feedwater.

control valves.

This Function is actuated by SG Water Level-High High or
by an SI signal. The RTS also initiates a turbine trip
signal whenever a reactor trip (P 4) is generated. In the

'event of SI, the unit is taken off line and the turbine
generator must be tripped. The HFW System is also taken
out of operation and the AFW System is automatically
started. The SI signal was previously discussed,

a. Turbine Trin and Feedwater Isolation- Automatic
Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays

'

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays consist
of the same features and operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

Od (co.itinued)
,
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C/
APPLICABLE b. Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation-Steam
SAFETY ANALYSES, Generator Water Level-Hiah Hiah (P 14)
LCO, and

APPLICABILITY This signal provides protection against excessive
(continued) feedwater flow. The SG water level instruments provide ,

input to the SG Water Level Control System: however, the
three SG water level instrument channels used for the
P 14 function are not normally used for this function.
The actuation logic must be able to withstand a single
failure in the channels providing the protection function
actuation. The number of operable channels is modified
by a note which allows an alternate arrangement. The
CPSES design has four SG water level channels. One
channel is normally used as input to the SG water level
controller and three channels are designated for use with
the P 14 function. However, if the channel normally used
as input to the SG water level controller is inoperable,
one of the channels providing input to the P 14 interlock
may be used to provide input to the steam generator water
level control signal on the condition that the P 14

(~N
bistable on that channel is placed in the tripped

1

V condition. In this condition, the actuation logic is
able to withstand both an input failure to the control
system which may then require a protection function
actuation and a single failure in the other channels
providing the protection function actuation. In this
condition, three OPERABLE channels are required to
satisfy the requirements with one out of three logic.

The transmitters (d/p cells) are located inside
containment. However, the events that this Function
protects against cannot cause a severe environment in
containment. Therefore, the Trip Setpoint reflects
only steady state instrument uncertainties.

c. Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation-Safety
In.iection

Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation are also
initiated by all Functions that initiate SI. The
Feedwater Isolation Function requirements for these
Functions are the same as the requirements for their
SI function, Therefore, the requirements are not

n
( )
'# (continued)

.
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APPLICABLE c. Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation-Safety ,

SAFETY ANALYSES. Iniection (continued)
'

LCO, and

APPLICABILITY repeated in Table 3.3.21. Instead Function 1 SI, is
referenced for all initiating functions and
requirements. ;

Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation Functions must be
OPERABLE in H00ES 1 and 2 except when all HFIVs, main -
feedwater control valves, and associated bypass valves
are closed and deactivated or isolated by a closed '

manual valve when the HFW System is in operation. In
H0 DES 3, 4, 5. and 6 this Function is not required to
be OPERABLE.

6. Auxiliary Feedwater

.
The AFW System is designed to provide a secondary side
heat sink for the reactor in the event that the HFW
System is not available. The system has two motor driven-
pumps and a turbine driven pump, making it available during

p/ normal unit operation, during a loss of AC power, a loss ofL
NFW, and during a Feedwater System pipe break. The normal
source of water for the AFW System is the condensate
storage tank (CST) . Upon low level in the CST, the pump
suctions can be manually realigned to the safety related
Station Service Water (SSW) System. The AFW System is
aligned so that upon a pump start, flow is initiated to the
respective SGs immediately.

a. Auxiliary Feedwater - Manual Initiation

Manual initiation of Auxiliary Feedwater can be
accomplished from the control room. Each of the three
AFW pumps has a switch for manual initiation. The LCO
requires three channels to be OPERABLE.

b. Auxiliary Feedwater Automatic Actuation Loaic and-

Actuation Relavs (Solid State Protection System)

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of the similar features and operate in the
similar manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

! (continued)
|
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- APPLICABLE c. Auxiliarv Feedwater-Steam Generator Water
. SAFETY ANALYSES, Level - Low Low ;

- LCO, and
applicability SG Water Level-Low Low provides protection against'a :

(continued) loss of heat sink. A feed line break, inside or
' outside of containment, or a_ loss of MFW, would result .

in a-loss of SG water level. SG Water Level-Low Low ,

provides input to the SG Level Control System.-
Therefore, the actuation logic must be able to
withstand both an input failure to the control system j

which may then require a protection function actuation
'
;

and a single failure in the other channels providing
the protection function actuation. Thus. four

'

OPERABLE channels are required to satisfy the ;

requirements with two out of four logic. Two out of-
four low low level signals in any SG starts the motor-
driven AFW pumps; in two or more SGs starts the ;

turbine driven AFW pump. ;

'

With the transmitters (d/p cells) located inside
containment and thus possibly experiencing adverse ,

environmental conditions (feed line break), the Trip'

s
Setpoint reflects the inclusion of both steady state

'

and adverse environmental instrument uncertainties.
!'

d. Auxiliarv Feedwater-Safetv Iniection
,

7
' An SI signal starts the motor driven AFW pumps. The

!

AFW initiation functions are the same as thec

requirements for their SI function. Therefore, the
requirements are not repeated in Table 3.3.21.
Instead, Function 1, SI, is referenced for all
initiating functions and requirements,

e. Auxiliary Feedwater-Loss of Offsite Power

A loss of power to the reactor coolant pumps will
result in a reactor trip and the subsequent need for.

some method of decay heat removal. During a loss of
offsite power, to both safety related busses feeding
the motor driven AFW pumps, the loss of power to the'

bus feeding the turbine driven AFW pump valve control ;

motor will start the turbine driven AFW pump to
'

..

'v, d'

(continued)
L
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APPLICABLE e. Auxiliary Feedwater-Loss of Offsite Power (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

LCO,.and ensure that at least one SG contains enough water :

APPLICABILITY to serve as the heat sink for reactor decay heat and i
isensible heat removal following the reactor trip. In

addition, once the diesel generators are started and
up to speed, the motor driven AFW pumps will be ;

sequentially loaded onto the diesel generator busses.

Functions 6.a through 6.e must be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, and 3 to ensure that the SGs remain the heat sink ;

'for the reactor. SG Water Level-Low Low in any
operating SG will cause the motor driven AFW pumps to

'start. The system is aligned so that upon a start of ,

the pump. water immediately begins to flow to the SGs.
SG Water Level-Low Low in any two operating SGs will e

cause the turbine driven pumps to start. These
Functions do not have to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 |
because there is not enough heat being generated in

j

the reactor to require the SGs as a heat sink. In'

MODE 4. AFW actuation does not need to be OPERABLE '

because either AFW or residual heat removal (RHR) will
already be in operation to remove decay heat or
sufficient time is available to manually place either
system in operation.

I f. Not Used
i

g. Auxiliary Feedwater-Trio of All Main Feedwater Pumos |

A Trip of all MFW pumps is an indication of a loss of
MFW and the subsequent need for some method of decay

iheat and sensible heat removal to bring the reactor
back to no load temperature and pressure. Each

J turbine driven MFW pump is equipped with two pressure
switches on the oil line for the speed control system.
A Train "A" and a Train "B" sensor is on each MFW pump.
The Train "A(B)" trip signals from both MFW pumps are l.

required to actuate the Train "A(B)" motor driven
auxiliary feedwater pump. A trip of all MFW pumps
starts the motor driven AFW pumps to ensure that at
least one SG is available with water to act as the
heat sink for the reactor.

(continued)

:
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: APPLICABLE g. Auxiliary Feedwater-Trio of All Main Feedwater
SAFETY ANALYSES, Eumns (continued) i

LCO, and

APPLICABILITY Function 6.g must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1 and 2. This
ensures that at least one SG is provided with water to
serve as the heat sink to remove reactor decay heat ,

and sensible heat in the event of an accident. In
H0 DES 3, 4, and 5, the MFW pumps may be normally shut
down, and thus pump trip is not indicative of a
condition requiring automatic AFW initiation,

h. Not Used.

7. Semi Automatic Switchover to Containment Sumo

At the end of the injection phase of a LOCA, the RWST
will be nearly empty. Continued cooling must be provided

'

by the ECCS to remove decay heat. The source of water forx
the RHR pumps is semi automatically switched to the,

containment recirculation sumps. After switching the low
'

head residual heat removal (RHR) pumps draw the water from
the containment recirculation sump, the RHR pumps pump the ,

water through the RHR heat exchanger, inject the water back ,

into the RCS, and supply the cooled water to the suction of ,

the other ECCS pumps. Switchover from the RWST to the
containment sump should occur before the RWST empty
setpoint. Switchover of the containment spray pumps from
the RWST to the containment sump is performed manually
after the empty setpoint is reached. For similar reasons,

,

switchover must not occur before there is sufficient water
in the containment sump to support ESF pump suction.
Furthermore, early switchover must not occur to ensure that
sufficient borated water is injected from the RWST. This
ensures the reactor remains shut down in the recirculation
mode..

.

'p
d (continued)
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APPLICABLE a. Semi Automatic Switchover to Containment Sumo-
SAFETY ANALYSES, Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays

,

LCO, AND

APPLICABILITY Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays consist
(continued) of the same features and operate in the same manner as ,

described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

b. Semi-Automatic Switchover to Containment
Sumo-Refuelina Water Storaae Tank (RWST)'

Level-Low Low Coincident With Safety Iniection
r

4

During the injection phase of a LOCA, the RWST is the
source of water for all ECCS pumps. A low low level in
the RWST coincident with an SI signal provides
protection against a loss of water for the ECCS pumps
and indicates the end of the ECCS injection phase of the
LOCA. The RWST is equipped with four level ,

transmitters. These transmitters provide no control
functions. Therefore, a two out of-four logic is
adequate to initiate the protection function actuation.

t Although only three channels would be sufficient, a
fourth channel has been added for increased reliability. ,

The RWST Low Low Allowable Value/ Trip Setpoint is
selected to ensure switchover manual actions are not
required until 10 minutes after the event initiation.

The transmitters are located in an area not affected
by HELBs or post accident high radiation. Thus, they
will not experience any adverse environmental
conditions and the Trip Setpoint reflects only steady
state instrument uncertainties.

Semi Automatic switchover begins only if the RWST low
;

low level signal is coincident with SI. This prevents'

accidental switchover during normal operation.
Accidental switchover could result in backflow to an
empty sump. The semi automatic switchover Function'

requirements for the SI Functions are the same as the
requirements for their SI function. Therefore, the
requirements are not repeated in Table 3.3.21.
Instead Function 1. SI, is referenced for all
initiating Functions and requirements.

(continued)
:.
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APPLICABLE b. Semi Automatic Switchover to Containment
SAFETY ANALYSES, Sumo-Refuelina Water Storaoe Tank (RWST)
LCO, and level-Low Low Coincident With Safety Iniection

r

APPLICABILITY: (continued)

This Function must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4
when there is a potential for a LOCA to occur, to
ensure a continued supply of water for the ECCS pumps.
This function is not required to be OPERABLE in

!MODES 5 and 6 because there is adequate time for the
operator to evaluate unit conditions and respond by

'

manual'iy starting systems, pumps, and other equipment
to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal condition
or accident. System pressure and temperature are very
low and many ESF components are administrative 1y
locked out or otherwise prevented from actuating to
prevent inadvertent overpressurization of unit

'

systems. .

8. Enaineered Safety Feature Actuation System Interlocks

Gb To allow some flexibility in unit operations, several4

interlocks are included as part of the ESFAS. These
interlocks permit the operator to block some signals, -

automatically enable other signals, prevent some act!ons
from occurring, and cause other actions to occur. The
interlock Functions back up manual actions to ensure .

bypassable functions are in operation under the conditions :
assumed in the safety analyses.

a. Enaineered Safety Feature Actuation System
Interlocks-Reactor Trio. P 4

'

The P 4 interlock is enabled when a reactor trip
breaker (RTB) and its associated bypass breaker is
open. The P 4 permissive also prevents re actuation
of safety injection after a manual reset of safety
injection following a 60 second delay time. This'

function allows operators to take manual control of SI
systems after the initial phase of injection is
complete. Once SI is blocked. automatic actuation of
SI cannot occur until the RTBs have been manually "

closed.

; /
| (continued)
i
,

,
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APPLICABLE- a. Enaineered Safety Feature Actuation System
SAFETY ANALYSES, Interlocks-Reactor Trio. P 4(continued)i

LCO,'and
APPLICABILITY The functions of the P 4 interlock are:.

Trips the main turbine:.
,

Isolates MFW with coincident low T.,,:.

Prevent automatic reactuation of SI after a !.

manual reset of SI:

Allows arming of the steam dump valves and.
'

transfers the steam dump from the load rejection
T.,, controller to the plant trip controller; and

Prevents opening of the MFW isolation valves if they.

were closed on SI or SG Water Level-High High. i

Each of the above Functions is interlocked with P 4 to
C avert or reduce the continued cooldown of the RCS
i following a reactor trip. An excessive cooldown of

the RCS following a reactor trip could cause an
insertion of positive reactivity with a subsequent
increase in core power. To avoid such a situation,

'

the noted Functions have been interlocked with P-4 as
part of the design of the unit control and protection
system.

t

None of the noted Functions serves a mitigation
function in the unit licensing basis safety analyses.
Only the turbine trip Function is explicitly assumed;

since it is an immediate consequence of the reactor
trip Function. Neither turbine trip, nor any of the
other four Functions associated with the reactor trip
signal, is required to show that the unit licensing
basis safety analysis acceptance criteria are met .

.

The RTB position switches that provide input to the
P 4 interlock only function to energize or de energize .

or open or close contacts. Therefore, this Function
has no adjustable trip setpoint with which to
associate a Trip Setpoint and Allowable Value.

4 .

OQ '

(continued)
,

'
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APPLICABLE a. Enaineered Safety Feature $ctuation System

SAFETY. ANALYSES. Interlocks-Reactor Trio. P 4(continued)
!LCO, and

APPLICABILITY This Function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 s

when the reactor may be critical or approaching ,'

criticality.
t

b. Enaineered Safety Feature Actuation System
Interlocks-Pressurizer Pressure. P 11

i
i

The P 11 interlock permits a normal unit cooldown and
depressurization without actuation of SI or main steam
line isolation. With two out of three pressurizer
pressure channels (discussed previously) less than the
P 11 setpoint, the operator can manually block the ,

'

Pressurizer Pressure-Low and Steam Line Pressure-Low
SI signals and the Steam Line Pressure-Low steam line
isolation signal (previously discussed). When the Steam ,

Line Pressure-Low steam line isolation signal is
manually blocked, a main steam isolation signal on Steam i

iLine Pressure-Negative Rate-High is automatically
enabled. This provides protection for an SLB by closureO of the MSIVs. With two out of three pressurizer pressure
channels above the P 11 setpoint, the Pressurizer ;

Pressure-Low and Steam Line Pressure-Low SI signals .

!

and the Steam Line Pressure-Low steam line isolation
,

"

signal are automatically enabled. The operator can also
enable these trips by use of the respective manual reset.'

When the Steam Line Pressure-Low steam line isolation -

!
signal is enabled, the main steam isolation on Steam Line
Pressure-Negative Rate-High is disabled. The Trip ;

Setpoint reflects only steady state instrument ;

uncertainties.

This Function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to
allow an orderly cooldown and depressurization of the

'

unit without the actuation of SI or main steam isolation.
This Function does not have to be OPERABLE in MODE 4,5, !

or. 6 because system pressure must already be below the
':

P 11 setpoint for the requirements of the heatup and
cooldown curves to be met, ;

;

The ESFAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). ;

(continued)
,

,

i
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ACTIONS A Note has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application
of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification *

may be entered independently for each Function listed on
Table 3.3.21.

In the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is found nonconservative
with respect to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter,
instrument Loop, signal processing electronics, or bistable is
found inoperable, then all affected Functions provided by that
channel must be declared inoperable and the LC0 Condition (s)
entered for the protection Function (s) affected. When the
Required Channels in Table 3.3.2-1 are specified (e.g., on a per ,

steam line, per pump, per loop, per SG, etc., basis), then the
Condition may be entered separately for each steam line, loop.4

SG, etc., as appropriate.

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function exceed ,

those specified in one or other related Conditions associated
with a trip function, then the unit is outside the safety

'

analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 should be immediately entered if
. O. applicable in the current H00E of operation.

L.1

Condition A applies to all ESFAS protection functions. .

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more channels or
trains for one or more Functions are inoperable at the same time.
The Required Aetion is to refer to Table 3.3.21 and to take the .

Required Actions for the protection functions affected. The
Completion Times are those from the referenced Conditions and
Required Actions. ,

B.1. B.2.1 and B.2.2

Condition B applies to manual initiation of:
,

* SI:

Containment Spray

3 (continued),
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ACTIONS B.1. B.2.1 and B.2.2 (continued)'

. Phase A Isolation; and |

. Phase B Isolation."

This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS for the
functions listed above. If a channel or train is inoperable. -

48 hours is allowed to return it to an OPERABLE status. Note
that for containment spray and Phase B isolation, failure of one'

or both channels in one train renders the train inoperable.
Condition B, therefore, encompasses both situations. The
specified Completion Time is reasonable considering that there
are two automatic actuation trains and another manual initiation *

train OPERABLE for each Function, and the low probability of an
event occurring during this interval. If the train cannot be >

restored to OPERABLE status, the unit must be placed in a MODE in
which the LC0 does not apply. This is done by placing the unit
in at least H0DE 3 within an additional 6 hours (54 hours total

. O time) and in MODE 5 within an additional 30 hours (B4 hours total
'

V time). The allowable Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

1

C.1. C.2.1 and C.2.2

Condition C applies to the automatic actuation logic and
actuation relays for the following functions:

. SI:,

. Containment Spray:
,

. Phase A Isolation:
,

. Phase B Isolation: and

. Semi Automatic Switchover to Containment Sump. ,

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1. C.2.1 and C.2.2 (continued)

This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS and the
master and slave relays. If one train is inoperable, 6 hours are
allowed to restore the train to OPERABLE status. The specified
Completion Time is reasonable considering that there is another
train OPERABLE, and the low probability of an event occurring
during this interval. If the train cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status, the unit must be placed in a H0DE in which the
LC0 does not apply. This is done by placing the unit in at least
MODE 3 within an additional 6 hours (12 hours total time) and in
MODE 5 within an additional 30 hours (42 hours total time). The
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reacn tne required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that a110w6 me train
to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing,
provided the other train is OPERABLE. This allowance is based on
the reliability analysis assumption of WCAP 10271-P A (Ref. 6)A
that 4 hours is the average time required to perform channel
surveillance.

D.1. D.2.1. and D.2.2

Condition D applies to:

* Containment Pressure-H1 n 1:9

. Pressurizer Pressure - Low:

* Steam Line Pressure-Low:

. Containment Pressure High 2:

. Steam Line Pressure Negative Rate High; and

. SG Water Level - Low Low.

(continued)
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ACTIONS D.1. Om2.1 and 0.2.2 (continued)

If one channel is inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore the
channel to OPERABLE status or to place it in the tripped
condition. Generally this Condition applies to functions that
operate on two out-of three logic. Therefore, failure of one
channel places the Function in a two out of two configuration.
The inoperable channel must be tripped to place the Function in a
one-out-of two configuration that satisfies redundancy
requirements.

Failure to restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status or
place it in the tripped condition within 6 hours requires the
unit be placed in MODE 3 within the following 6 hours and H0DE 4
within the next 6 hours.

1

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating ;

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power !

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
sr : ems. In MODE 4, these Functions are no longer requiredO 0? AABLE.

1he Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows the
inoperable channel or another channel to be bypassed for up to
4 hours for surveillance testing of other channels. The 6 hours
allowed to restore the channel to OPERABLE status or to place the
inoperable channel in the tripped condition, and the 4 hours
allowed for testing, are justiff M in Reference 6.

E.1. E.2.1. and E.2.2
|

Condition E applies to:

* Containment Spray Containment Pressure-High 3 : and

. Containment Phase B Isolation Containment Pressure- High 3 .

None of these signals has input to a control funct'on. Thus,
two out of three logic is necessary to meet acceptable protective
requirements. However, a two-out of three design would require

(continued)
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ACTIONS E.1. E.2.1 and E.2.2 (continued)

tripping a failed channel. This is undesirable because a single
failure would then cause spurious containment spray initiation.
Spurious spray actuation is undesirable because of the cleanup
problems presented. Therefore, these channelt are designed with
two out of four logic so that a failed channel may be bypassed
rather than tripped. Note that one channel may.be bypassed and
still satisfy the single failure criterion. Furthermore, with
one channel bypassed, a single instrumentation channel failure /

will not spuriously initiate containment spray.

To avoid the inadvertent actuation of containment spray and
Phase B containment isolation, the inoperable channel should not
be placed in the tripped condition. Instead it is bypassed.
Restoring the channel to OPERABLE status, or placing the
inoperable channel in the bypass condition within 6 hours, is ,

!

sufficient to assure that the Function remains OPERABLE and
minimizes the time that the Function may be in a partial trip
condition (assuming the incoerable channel has failed high). The

O completion Time is further justified based on the low probability j
'

of an event occurring during this interval. Failure to restore
the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status, or place it in the
bypassed condition within 6 hours, requires the unit be placed in
H0DE 3 within the following 6 hours and H0DE 4 within the next
6 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on i

operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from
'

full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems. In H0DE 4, these Functions are no
longer required OPERABLE.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows one
additional channel to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing. Placing a second channel in the bypass 4

condition for up to 4 hours for testing purposes is acceptable
based on the results of Reference 6.

.

(continued)
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ACTIONS F.1. F.2.1. and F.2.2

(continued) l

Condition F applies to:

. Manual Initiation of Steam Line Isolation:.

. Loss of Offsite Power:'and

. P 4 Interlock.

For the Manual Initiation and the P 4 Interlock Functions, this
action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS. For the Loss !

of Offsite Power Function, this action recognizes the lack of |
'

manual trip provision for a failed channel. If a train or
channel is inoperable, 48 hours is allowed to return it to
OPERABLE status. The specified Completion Time is reasonable
considering the nature of these Functions, the available |
redundancy, and the low probability of an event occurring during
this interval. If the Function cannot be returned to OPERABLE
status, the unit must be placed in H00E 3 within the next 6 hours
and H0DE 4 within the following 6 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems. In H0DE 4, the unit does not
have any analyzed transients or conditions that require the
explicit use of the protection functions noted above.

G.I. G.2.1 and G.2.2

Condition G applies +c the automatic actuation logic and
actuation relays fr- the Steam Line Isol..' ion and AFW actuation
Functions.

The action addressw the u ain orientation of the SSPS and the
master and slave relays for these functions. If one train is
inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore the train to OPERABLE

,

status. The Completion Time for restoring a train to OPERABLE .
status is reasonable considering that there is another train
OPERABLE, and the low probability of an event occurring during
this interval. If the train cannot be returned to OPERABLE

(continued)
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ACTIONS ' G.I. G.2.1 and G.2.2 (continued)

status, the unit must be brought to H0DE 3 within the next
6 hours and H0DE 4 within the following 6 hours. The allowed
Completion Times tre reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
Placing the unit in H0DE 4 removes all requirements for *

OPERABILITY of the protection channels and actuation functions.
In this H00E. the unit does not have analyzed transients or
conditions that require the explicit use of the protection
functions noted above.

.

i

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows one train
to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing
provided the other train is OPERABLE. This allowance is based on
the reliability analysis (Ref. 6) assumption that 4 hours is the
average time required to perform channel surveillance.

,

r3 H.1 and H.2

U
Condition H applies to the automatic actuation logic and
actuation relays for the Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation
Function.

This action addresses the train orientation of the actuation
logic for this Function. If one train is inoperable, 6 hours are

!allowed to restore the train to OPERABLE status or the unit must
be placed in H00E 3 within the following 6 hours. The Completion
Time for restoring a train to OPERABLE status is reasonable
considering that there is another train OPERABLE, and the low
probability of an event occurring during this interval. The
allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach H0DE 3 from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. These
Functions are no longer required in H0DE 3. Placing the unit in ,

H0DE 3 removes all requirements for OPERABILITY of the protection-

channels and actuation functions. In this H00E, the unit does
not have analyzed transients or conditions that require the
explicit use of the protection functions noted above.

(continued)

e
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ACTIONS H.1. and H.2 (continued)

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows one train
to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing
provided the other train is OPERABLE. This allowance is based on
the reliability analysis (Ref. 6) assumption that 4 hours is the
average time required to perform channel surveillance.

I.1 and I.2

Condition I applies to:

. SG Water Level-High-High (P-14) .

If one channel is inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore one
channel to OPERABLE status or to place it in the tripped
condition. If placed in the tripped condition, the Function is
then in a partial trip condition where one out of two or

O one out of three logic will result in actuation. The 6 hour
V Completion Time is justified in Reference 8. Failure to restore ,

the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status or place it in the
tripped condition within 6 hours requires the unit to be placed ;

in H0DE 3 within the following 6 hours. The allowed Completion ;

Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly manner and

,

without challenging unit systems. In MODE 3, these Functions are j

no longer required OPERABLE. |'

|

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows the
,

inoperable channel or another channel to be bypassed for up to
4 hours for surveillance testing of other channels. The 6 hours

;
~

allowed to plam the inoperable channel in the tripped condition,
and the 4 hours allowed for a second channel to be in the
bypassed condition for testing, are justified in Reference 8.

~

J.1 and J.2

Condition J applies to the AFW pump start on trip of all HFW
pumps.

!

(continued) ]
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ACTIONS J.1. and J.2 (continued)

This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS for the
auto start function of the AFW System on loss of all HFW pumps.
The OPERABILITY of the AFW System must be assured by allowing
automatic start of the AFW System pumps. If a channel is
inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to place it in the tripped
condition. If the channel cannot be tripped in 6 hours, 6
additional hours are allowed to place the unit in MODE 3. The

allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experien.e. to reach H0DE 3 from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. In
HODE 3, the unit does not have any analyzed transients or
conditions that require the explicit use of the protection
function noted above.

K.1. K.2.1 and K.2.2

O Condition K applies to:

Y]
. RW$T Level-Low Low Coincident with Safety Injection.

RWST Level-Low Low Coincident With SI provides semi automatic
actuation of switchover to the containment recirculation sumps.
Note that this function requires the bistables to energize to
perform their required action. The failure of up to two channels
will not prevent the operation of this Function. This Action
Statement limits the duration that an RWST level channel could be
tripped, due to its being inoperable or for testing, in order to
limit the probability for automatic switchover to an empty
containment sump upon receipt of an inadvertent safety injection
signal (SIS), coincident with a single failure of another RWST
level channel, or for premature switchover to the sump after a
valid SIS. This sequence of events would start the RHR pumps and
open the containment sump RHR suction valves. The Completion
Times are justified in Reference 8. If the channel cannot be
placed in the bypass condition within 6 hours, the unit must be
brought to MODE 3 within the following 6 hours and H0DE 5 within
the next 30 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit

) (continued)
- /
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ACTIONS K.1. K 2.1 and K.2.2 (continued)

conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems. In H00E 5 the unit does not

;
have any analyzed transients or conditions that require the
explicit use of the protection functions noted above.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows placing a ;

'

second channel in the bypass condition for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing. The total of 12 hours to reach MODE 3 and
4 hours for a second channel to be bypassed is acceptable based
on the results of Reference 8.

L.1. L.2.1 and L.2.2

Condition L applies to the P 11. P 12 and P-14 interlocks. !

With one or more required channel (s) inoperable, the operator
'must verify that the interlock is in the required state for the

existing unit condition by observation of the permissivet

C annunciator windows. This action manually accomplishes the
function of the interlock. Determination must be made within
1 hour. The 1 hour Completion Time is equal to the time allowed
by LC0 3.0.3 to initiate shutdown actions in the event of a
complete loss of ESFAS function. If the interlock is not in the
required state (or placed in the required state) for the existing i.

unit condition, the unit must be placed in H0DE 3 within the next
6 hours and H00E 4 within the following 6 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,

'to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
Placing the unit in H0DE 4 removes all requirements for i

OPERABILITY of these interlocks.
]

| |

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for each ESFAS Function are identified by the SRs'

REQUIREMENTS column of Table 3.3.21 and by SR 3.3.2.10.

!' A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify that
i Table 3.3.2-1 determines which SRs other than response time

i

(continued)
,

;
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SURVEILLANCE verification apply to which ESFAS Functions. Response time
REQUIREMENTS verification is addressed under SR 3.3.2.10.

(continued)
Note that each channel of process protection supplies both
trains of the ESFAS. When testing channel I, train A and :

'

train B must be examined. Similarly, train A and train B must be
examined when testing channel II, channel III, and channel IV .
The CHANNEL CALIBRATION and COTS are performed in a manner that
is consistent with the assumptions used in analytically
calculating the required channel accuracies.

:
.

SR 3.LL1 |

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that !

a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one ;

channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on
the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same
parameter should read approximately the same value.

\ Significant deviations between the two instrument channels could
be an indication of _ excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels or of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will
detect gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each i

CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a
,

combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and reliability. If a channel is outside
the criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor or the
signal processing equipment has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates '

channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less ;

formal, but more frequent, checks of channels during normal
operational use of the displays associated with the LC0 required'

channels.

'
-e i

1 (continued) +

-%
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SURVEILLANCE - SR 3.3.2.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.2.2 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. The >

SSPS is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS, using the
semiautomatic tester. The train being tested is placed in the
bypass condition, thus preventing 1;1 advertent actuation. Through
the semiautomatic tester, all possible logic combinations, with
and without applicable permissives, are tested for each
protection function. In addition, the master relay coil is pulse
tested for continuity. This verifies that the logic modules are
OPERABLE and that there is an intact voltage signal path to the ,

master relay coils. The Frequency of every 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS is edequate. It is based on industry
operating experience, considering instrument reliability and
operating history data.

SR 3.3.2.3

Not used..

SR 3.3.2.4

SR 3.3.2.4 is the performance of e WSTER RELAY TEST. The MASTER
RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay, verifying
contact operation and a low voltage continuity check of the slave
relay coil, Upon master relay contact operation, a low voltage
isinjectedto ne slave relay coil. This voltage is
insufficient to pick up the slave relay, but large enough to
demonstrate signal path continuity. This test is performed every <

31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The time allowed for the
testing (4 hours) and the surveillance interval are justified in i

!

Reference 6.

:
t

'

SR' 3.3.2.5
:

SR 3.3.2.5 is the performance of a COT. !

>

'h !

,-V (continued)
|

P
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

A COT is performed on each required channel to ensure the entire
channel will perform the intended Function. Setpoints must be
found within the Allowable Values specified in Table 3.3.2 1.

The difference between the current "as found" values and the
previous test "as left" values must be consistent with the drift
allowance used in the setpoint calculation. The setpoint shall
be left set consistent with the assumptions of the current unit
specific setpoint calculation.

The Frequency of 92 days is justified in Reference 6.

SR 3.3.2.6

SR 3.3.2.6 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. The SLAVE
RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays. Contact
operation is verified in one of two ways. Actuation equipment
that may be operated in the design mitigation mode is either(q allowed to function, or is placed in a condition where the relayj
contact operation can be verified without operation of the''

equipment. Actuation equipment that may not be operated in the
design mitigation mode is prevented from operation by the SLAVE
RELAY TEST circuit. For this latter case, contact operation is
verified by a continuity check of the circuit containing the
slave relay. This test is performed every 92 days. The
Frequency is adequate, based on industry operating experience,
considering instrument reliability and operating history data.

SR 3.3.2.7

SR 3.3.2.7 is the performance of a TAD 0T every 92 days. This
test is a check of ths Loss of Offsite Power Function.
The test also includes trip devices that provide actuation
signals directly to the SSPS. The SR is modified by a Note that
excludes verification of setpoints for relays. Relay setpoints
require elaborate bench calibration and are verified during

,

CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The Frequency is adequate. It is based on J

industry operating experience, considering instrument reliability
and operating history data.

4

~l (continued)(J
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.8'
. REQUIREMENTS. '

, continued), SR 3.3.2.8 is the performance of a TADOT. This test is a check(
-of the Manual Actuation Functions and AFW pump start.on trip of
ill MFW pumps. It is performed every 18 months. The. Frequency |
1s adequate, based on industry operating experience and is . |

consistent with the typical refueling cycle. The SR is modified
by a Note that excludes verification of setpoints during the>

',

TADOT for manual initiation Functions. The manual initiation
Functions have no associated setpoints. .

SR 3.3.2.9
,

4 - SR 3.3.2.9 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. j
i

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
'

approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
'

complete check'of the instrument loop. including the sensor. The.

test verifies that the channel responds to measured parameter j

within the necessary range and accuracy. .

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the unit specific setpoint methodology.

:
'

The Frequency of 18 months is based on the assumption of an
18 month calibration interval in the determination of'

the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint methodology. -

This SR is modified by a Note stating that this test should }
include verification that the time constants are adjusted to the

1 ,

prescribed values where applicable.
'

?
*

SR 3.3.2.10 I
4

,

! This SR verifies the required individual channel ESF RESPONSE 1

,

TIMES are less than or equ6 to the maximum values assteed in the |
accident analysis. Respour I me vei>fication, required
channels, and acceptance criteria are included in the Technical ;

Requirements Manual (Ref. :7). Individual component response i

times are not modeled'in the analyses. The analyses model the
|, .

(continued)
,

:
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' SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.10 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

overall or total elapsed time, from the point at which the
parameter exceeds the Trip Setpoint value at the sensor, to the ,

'
point at which the equipment in both trains reaches the required
functional state (e.g., pumps at rated discharge pressure, valves
in full open or closed position).

For channels that include dynamic transfer functions (e.g., lag,
lead / lag, rate / lag, etc.), the response time verification is
performed with the transfer functions set at their nominal

'values. The response time may be verified by a series of
overlapping tests such that the entire response time is verified.

In addition, allocations for other circuit constituent portions
of the total response time may be used instead of test
measurements if justified in accordance with IEEE 338 1977, |
Section 6.3.4.

ESF RESPONSE TIME verification is performed on an 18 month

( STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Each verification shall include at least
one train such that both trains are verified at least once per
36 months. Testing of the final actuation devices, which make up
the bulk of the response time, is included in the verification of
each channel. The final actuation device in one train is tested
with each channel. Therefore, staggered testing results in
response time verification of these devices every 18 months. The
18 month Frequency is consistent with the typical refueling cycle
and is based on unit operating experience, which shows that |

'

random failures of instrumentation components causing serious ,

response time degradation, but not channel failure, are
infrequent occurrences. |,

This SR is modified by a Note that clarifies that the turbine
driven AFW pump is tested within 24 hours after reaching 532 psig
in the SGs.

'

|

|

!

..

(cortinued) |
L !

'
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.11
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.2.11 is the performance of a TADOT as described in
SR 3.3.2.8, except that it is performed for the P 4 Reactor Trip
Interlock. This Frequency is based on operating experience.

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints during the TADOT. The Function tested has no
associated setpoint.

SR 3.3.2.12

SR 3.3.2.12 is the perfcrmance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 9 months. CHANNEL
CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop including
the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with thep() assumptions of the unit specific setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 9 months is based on the assumption of an
9 month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint methodology.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 7.

3. FSAR. Chapter 15.

4. IEEE 279 1971.
.

5. 10 CFR 50.49.

6. WCAP 10271 P A. Supplement 2, Rev. 1 June 1990.

7. Technical Requirements Manual.

,c\
,

't/
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Table B 3.3.2 1
ESFAS Trip Setpoints

Function Trip Setpoint

1 Safety injection

a Manual Initiation NA

b Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays NA

c Containment Pressure High 1 s 3.2 psig

d Pressurizer Pressure Low a 1820 psig

e Steam Line Pressure Low a 605 psig
i a 50 secondst

t, s 5 seconds

2 Containment Spray

a Manual Initiation NA

b Automatic Actuation logic and Actuation Relays NA'

c Containment Pressure High 3 s 18.2 psigV

3 Containment Isolation

a Phase A Isolation

(1) Hanual Initiation NA

(2) Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays NA

(3) Safety Injection See Function 1

b Phase B Isolation

(1) Hanual Initiation NA

(2) Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays NA

(3) Containment Pressure High 3 s 18.? psig

4 Steam Line Isolation

a Manual Initiation NA

b Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays HA

c Containment Pressure High 2 s 6.2 psig

d Steam Line Pressure ,

7~
?\)
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Function Trip Setpoint

(1) Low a 605 psig
t3 a 50 seconds
tr s 5 seconds

(2) Negative Rate High s 100 psi
t a 50 seconds

S Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation

a Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays NA

b SG Water Level - High High (P 14) s 82.4% NR (Unit 1)
s 81.5% NR (Unit 2)

,

c Safety Injection See function 1.

6 Auxiliary Feedwater

a Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays (SSPS) NA

b Not Used

c SG Water Level Low Low a 25% NR (Unit 1)
a 35.4% NR (Unit 2)

d Safety Injection See Function 1.

e Loss of Power NA

f Not Used

g Trip of All Main Feedw3ter Pumps NA

h Not Used.

7 Automatic Switchover to Containment Sump

a Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays NA

b Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) Level Low Low a 40.01 span
Coincident with Safety Injection

8 ESFAS Interlocks'

a Reactor Trip, P 4 NA

,

b Pressurizer Pressure, P 11 s 1960 psig

.,
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'V B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION ]
. .

!B 3.3.3 . Post ' Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation'

'

:

BASES- ;

.:.

;

i BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the PAM instrumentation is to' display unit - _j
'variables that provide information required by the control room.

operators during accident situations._ ; This information provides j
,

'' - the necessary support for the operator to take the manual actions !
!for which no automatic control is provided and that are required

for safety systems to accomplish their safety functions for. i
,
'

Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). jj

The OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instrumentation
ensures that there is sufficient information available on ,

,

selected unit parameters to monitor and to assess unit status and
behavior following an accident.

The availability of accident monitoring instrumentation is ;*

.
important so that responses to corrective actions can be observed ;

( and the need for, and magnitude of. further actions can be !
:

'' determined. These essential instruments are identified by unit
- specific documents (Ref.1) addressing the recommendations of i

Regulatory Guide 1.97. (Ref. 2) as required by Supplement I to ,

NUREG 0737 (Ref. 3). ,

The instrument channels required to be OPERABLE by this LCO ;
,

~ include two classes of parameters identified during unit specific .

!implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as Type A Category 1
,

variables and selected non Type A Category 1 variables that meet2 ;

Criterion 4 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

All Type A Category 1 variables are included in this LCO because
they provide the primary information required for the control -

room operator to take specific manually controlled actions for4- <

which no automatic control is provided, and that are required for
safety systems to accomplish their safety functions for DBAs. [

*
<

_

Selected'Non Type'A. Category i variables are deemed risk: ,

'significant because they are needed to:
!
!

!

. \ - (continued) 'i
,
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BACKGROUND = Determine whether other systems important to safety
(continued) are performing their intended functions:

. Provide information to the operators that will enable them to
determine the likelihood of a gross breach of the barriers to
radioactivity release: and

* Provide information regarding the potential release of
radioactive materials to allow for early indication of the need
to initiate action necessary to protect the public, and to
estimate the magnitude of any impending threat.

These key variables are identified by the unit specific
Regulatory Guide 1.97 analyses (Ref. 1). These analyses identify
the unit specific Type A and non Type A Category i variables and
provide justification for deviating from the NRC proposed list of
Category 1 variables.

The selected non Type A Category 1 variables are Reactor Vessel

[] Water Level Containment Area Radiation (High Range), and

V Hydrogen Honitors. These selected variables are considered
essential to the operator for LOCA. Non Type A Category 1
variables that are not included are Neutron Flux, Containment
Pressure (Wide Range), Steam Generator Water Level (Wide Range),
and Containment Isolation Valve Status. Although they are key
variables, they are not essential and would not reduce the
effectiveness of the operator response to a DBA. Neutron Flux is
not essential since reactor coolant temperatures provide
sufficient confirmation of subcriticality. Containment Pressure
(WR) is not essential since the Containment Pressure intermediate
range exceeds the containment design pressure and would provide
sufficient confirmation of peak containment pressure. Steam
Generator Water Level (WR) is not essential since the Steam
Generator water level narrow range would provide sufficient
confirmation of level. The Wide range level is available as an
alternative to auxiliary feedwater flow. Containment Isolation
Valve Status is not a CPSES Category 1 variable.'

The specific instrument Functions listed in Table 3.3.3-1 are
discussed in the LCO section.

V (continued)
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APPLICABLE The PAM instrumentation ensures the operability of
SAFETY ANALYSES Regulatory Guide 1.97 Type A and selected non Type A Category 1

variables so that the control room operating staff can:

. Perform the diagnosis specified in the emergency operating
procedures (these variables are restricted to preplanned
actions for the primary success path of DBAs), e.g., loss of
coolant accident (LOCA):

. Take the specified, pre planned, manually controlled actions,
for which no automatic control is provided, and that are ,

required for safety systems to accomplish their safety
function:

. Determine whether systems important to safety are
performing their intended functions:

. Determine the likelihood of a gross breach of the barriers to
radioactivity release:

. Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred; and

'

. Initiate action necessary to protect the public and to estimate
the magnitude of any impending threat.

PAM instrumentation that meets the definition of Type A in
Regulatory Guide 1.97 satisfies Criterion 3 of

,

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). Selected Category 1 non Type A,
.

instrumentation must be retained in TS because it is intended to
assist operators in minimizing the consequences of accidents, i

'

Therefore, selected Category 1 non Type A, variables are,

important for reducing public risk. i

!

:

LC0 The PAM instru:nentation LCO provides OPERABILITY requirements for |

Regulatory Guide 1.97 Type A instrumentation, which provide ;.

information required by the control room operators to perform
certain manual actions specified in the unit Emergency Operating
Procedures. These manual actions ensure that a system can

O
|V (continued) |
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'

LCO accomplish its safety function, and are credited in the safety
(continued) analyses. Additionally, this LCO addresses selected Regulatory

Guide 1.97 instruments that have been designated Category 1
non Type A. >

i The OPERABILITY of the PAM instrumentation ensures there is y

sufficient information available on selected unit parameters to
'

monitor and assess unit status following an accident. This
capability is consistent with the recommendations of Reference 1. ,

LCO 3.3.3 requires two OPERABLE channels for most Functions. Two !
'

OPERABLE channels ensure no single failure prevents operators
from getting the information necessary for them to determine the-

'

safety status of the unit, and to bring the unit to and maintain
it in a safe condition following en accident.

,

Furthermore OPERABILITY of two channels allows a CHANNEL
CHECK during the post accident phase to confirm the validity of ,

'

displayed information. Additional channels and/or variables are
normally available to resolve information ambiguity should the

O redundant displays disagree.

Table 3.3.31 provides a list of variables identified by the unit'

specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref.1) analyses. ;

j Category 1 variables are required to meet Regulatory Guide 1.97
Category 1 (Ref. 2) design and qualification requirements for ,

!seismic and environmental qualification, single failure
! criterion, utilization of emergency standby power, immediately

accessible display, continuous readout, and recording of display.

Listed below are discussions of the specified instrument
Functions listed in Table 3.3.31,

1. Refuelina Water Storaae Tank (RWST) Level ,

IRefueling Water Storage Tank Level is a Type A Category 1-

variable for determining switchover of Containment Spray to
the Containment Emergency Sump. This level indication is

: ,

provided for the operators to assist in monitoring and !

ensuring an adequate supply of water for safety injection ,

and containment spray. j

/*N i
'

i (continued)
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APPLICABLE 2, Subcoolina Monitors ,

SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) RCS Subcooling Monitors are Type A Category 1 variables for
*

RCS subcooling (SI termination /reinitiation), natural )
circulation and RCP trip. RCS Subcooling Monitors are also
Type B Category 1 variables for monitoring the core cooling;

status tree.

3, 4. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Hot and Cold Lea .

Temoeratures (Wide Ranael
.

RCS Hot and Cold Leg Temperatures are Type A. Category 1
variables for maintaining proper natural circulation
conditions and to control heat removal rates. RCS Hot and

'

Cold Leg Temperatures are also Type B Category 1 variables
provided for monitoring RCS integrity status tree.

:

RCS hot and cold leg temperatures are used to provide input
to the Subcooling Monitor. |

O In addition, RCS cold leg temperature is used in )
conjunction with RCS hot leg temperature to verify the unit
conditions necessary to establish natural circulation in !

i the RCS. t

i,

The channels provide indication over a range of 50*F to )
:700*F.

5. Reactor Coolant System Pressure (Wide Rangel'

RCS wide range pressure is a Type A Category 1 key variable
for RCS subcooling (SI termination /reinitiation). RCP trip

,

and event diagnosis. RCS wide range pressure is also a Type
B and C Category I variable provided for monitoring RCS '

!
integrity.

RCS pressure is used to verify delivery of SI flow to RCS
from at least one train when the RCS pressure is below the i

,

pump shutoff head. RCS pressure is also used to verify
closure of manually closed spray line valves and
pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs).

,

|

!

,O
,d (continued)

1.
,
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APPLICABLE 5. Reactor Coolant System Pressure (Wide Ranae) (continued)

SAFETY ANALYSES
In addition to these verifications, RCS pressure is used
for determining RCS subcooling margin. RCS subcooling
margin will allow termination of SI, if still in progress,
or reinitiation of SI if it has been stopped. RCS pressure
can also be used:

to determine whether to terminate actuated SI or to.

reinitiate stopped SI:

to determine when to reset SI and shut off low head*

SI:

to manually restart low head SI:.

as reactor coolant pump (RCP) trip criteria: and*

to make a determination on the nature of the accident*

in progress and where to go next in the procedure.(s
5 /

RCS subcooling margin is also.used for unit stabilization
and cooldown control.

RCS pressure is also related to three decisions about
depressurization. They are:

to determine whether to proceed with primary system*

depressurization:

to verify termination of depressurization: and.

to determine whether to close accumulator isolation.

valves during a controlled cooldown/depressurization.

A final use of RCS pressure is to determine whether to
operate the pressurizer heaters.-

RCS pressure is a Type A variable because the operator
uses this indication to monitor the cooldown of the RCS
following a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) or small }

break LOCA. Operator actions to maintain a controlled i
|

I'em

: (continued)

! |
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APPLICABLE 5. Reactor Coolant System Pressure (Wide Ranae) (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

cooldown. such as adjusting steam generator (SG, pressure
or level, would use this indication. Furthermore, RCS

!pressure is one factor that may be used in decisions to
terminate RCP operation.

6. Reactor Vessel Water Level

Reactor Vessel Water Level is a Type B Category i variable
for monitoring the core cooling status tree and inventory

7

status tree. Reactor Vessel Water Level is provided for
verification and long term surveillance of core cooling.
It is also used for accident diagnosis and to determine
reactor coolant inventory adequacy.

The Reactor Vessel Level Indicating System (RVLIS) provides
a direct metsurement of the collapsed liquid level above
the fuel alignment plate. The collapsed level representsp

Q the amount of liquid mass that is 1n the reactor vessel
above the core. Measurement of the collapsed water level

.

is selected because it is a direct indication of the water
inventory.

If a probe becomes inoperable it is desirable to make ,

repairs only if these repairs are feasible without shutting i

down. If they are not, an alternate means of monitoring is
decided upon and the channel restored to OPERABLE status at
the next scheduled refueling.

7. Containment Sumo Water level (Wide Ranae)

Containment Sump Water Level (Wide Range) is a Type A ;

Category 1 variable for event diagnosis and determining
switchover of ECCS suction. It is also a Type B Category 1
variable for monitoring containment status tree..

Containment Sump Water Level is provided for verification
and long term surveillance of RCS integrity.

Containment Sump Water Level is used to determine:

,e
'

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 7. Containment Sumo Water Level (Wide Ranae) (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

containment sump level accident diagnosis:.

when to begin the recirculation procedure: and.

whether to terminate SI. if still in progress..

8. Containment Pressure ( Intermediate Rance)

Containment Pressure (Intermediate Range) is a Type A
Category 1 variable for event diagnosis and determining
adverse containment environment. It is a Type B Category 1
variable for monitoring containment status tree.
Containment Pressure ( Intermediate Range) is provided for
verification of RCS and containment OPERABILITY.

9. fig.in Steam Line Pressure (Steam Generator Pressutgl

( Main Steam Line Pressure (Steam Generator Pressure) is a
Type A Category 1 v6riable for event diagnosis, natural
circulation, and RCP trip criteria. It is also a Type B
Category i variable for monitoring heat sink status tree.
It is a key variable for determining if a secondary pipe
rupture has occurred. This indication is provided to aid
the operator in the identification of the faulted steam
generator and to verify natural circulation.

10. Containment Area Radiation (Hiah Ranae)

Containment Area Radiation Level (High Range) is a Type E
Category 1 variable for containment radiation level
determination of adverse containment environment.
Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for the
pctential of significant radiation releases and to provide
release assessment for use by operators in determining the-

need to invoke site emergency plans.

(~T
| (continued)

i
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APPLICABLE 11. Hydroaen Montt.Qti

SAFETY ANALYSES

(co'itinued) Hydrogen Honitors are Type B Category i variables for
hydrogen recombiner operation. It is also a Type C Category
1 variable for detection of ;mtential breach of containment
boundary. Hydrogen Monitors are provided to detect high
hydrogen concentration conditions that represent a
potential for containment breach from a hydrogen explosion.
This variable is also important in verifying the adequacy
of mitigating actions.

,

12. Pressurizer Water Level
P

Pressurizer Water Level is Type A Category 1 variable for
SI termination /reinitiation. It is also Type B Category 1
for monitoring RCS inventory status tree. Pressurizer Level ,

is used to determine whether to terminate SI, if still in
,

progress, or to reinitiate SI if it has been stopped. -

Knowledge of pressurizer water level is also used to verifyc
( the unit conditions necessary to establish natural ,

circulation in the RCS and to verify that the unit is
maintained in a safe shutdown condition.

13. Steam Generator Water level ( Narrow Ranae)

Steam Generator Water Level (Narrow Range) is a Type A
Category 1 variable for Steam Generator Tube Rupture event !

diagnosis and SI termination. It is also a Type B Category '

1 variable for determination and verification of heat sink.
,

,

SG Water Level ( Narrow Range) is used to:
,

identify the faulted SG following a tube rupture:.

.

verify that the intact SGs are an adequate heat sink+
.

for the reactor: |

determine the nature of the accident in progress*
,

(e.g., verify an SGTR): and j

.n.
I (continued) ,

1 J

;
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APPLICABLE 13. Steam Generator Water Level C Narrow Rance) (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

verify unit conditions for termination of SI during.

secondary unit HELBs outside containment.

Operator action is based on the control room indication of
SG level. The RCS response during a design basis small
brcak LOCA depends on the break size.

14. Condensate Storaae Tank (CST) Level

Condensate Storage tank Level is a Type A Category 1
variable for determining adequate water for auxiliary
feedwater pumps and for switchover to station service
water. CST Level is provided to ensure water supply for
auxiliary feedwater (AFW). The CST provides the ensured
safety grade water supply for the AFW System. Inventory is
monitored by redundant 0 to 100% level indication for each
tank. CST Level is displayed on a control room indicator

n) and unit computer. In addition, a control room annunciatort.
'" alarms on low level.

The DBAs that require AFW are the loss of electric power,
steam line break (SLB), feedline break (FLB), and small
break LOCA.

The CST is the initial source of water for the AFW System.
However, as the CST is depleted, manual operator action is
necessary to replenish the CST or align suction to the AFW
pumps from station service water.

15, 16, 17, 18. Core Exit Temoerature

Core exit temperature is a Type A Category 1 variable for
natural circulation, SI reduction / termination /reinitiation,
and RCP trip. It is also a Type B Category 1 variable for
monitoring core cooling status tree and integrity status |

tree. It is a Type C Category 1 variable for monitoring the
potential for fuel clad breach. Core Exit Temperature is

'

)
'd (continued)
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APPLICABLE 15, 16, 17, 18. Core Exit Temoerature (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

provided for verification and long term surveillance of
core cooling.

An evaluation was made of the minimum number of valid core
exit thermocouples (CET) necessary for measuring core
cooling. The evaluation determined the reduced complement
of CETs necessary to detect initial core recovery and trend
the ensuing core heatup. The evaluations account for core
nonuniformities, including incore effects of the radial
decay power distribution, excore effects of condensate
runback in the hot legs, and nonuniform inlet temperatures.
Based on these evaluations, adequate core cooling is
ensured with two valid Core Exit Tcmperature channels per
quadrant with two CETs per required channel. The CET pair
are oriented radially to permit evaluation of core radial
decay power distribution. Core Exit Temperature is used to
determine whether to terminate SI, if still in progress, or
to reinitiate SI if it has been stopped. Core Exit

,,

( Temperature is also used for unit stabilization andi

cooldown control.'

Two OPERABLE channels of Core Exit Temperature are required
in each quadrant to provide indication of radial
distribution of the coolant temperature rise across
representative regions of the core. Power distribution
symetry was considered in determining the specific number
and locations provided for diagnosis of local core
problems. Therefore, two randomly selected thermocouples
are not sufficient to meet the two thermocouples per
channel requirement in any quadrant. The two thermocouples
in each channel must meet the additional requirement that
one is located near the center of the core and the other
near the core perimeter, such that the pair of Core Exit
Temperatures indicate the radial temperature gradient
across their core quadrant. Two sets of two thermocouples

.

ensure a single failure will not disable the ability to
determine the radial temperature gradient.

CETs also provide input to the Subcooling Monitor.

'
m

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 19. Auxiliary Feedsater Flow |.

SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) Auxiliary Feedwater Flow is a Type A Category 1 variable j
for SI termination and determination of adequate / inadequate j

heat sink. It is also a Type B Category 1 variable for ;

monitoring the heat ' sink status tree.1 Steam Generator water. ;

) Level (Wide Range) is-a Type B Category 1 variable for
monitoring the heat sink status tree. It is also a backup j'

for auxiliary feedwater flow. AFW Flow is provided to a
"

monitor operation of decay heat removal via the SGs. The'

LCO requires that either 2 redundant channels of AFW per SG |
are OPERABLE, or that one channel of AFW and one redundant j

h channel of SG wate' level (wide range) be operable. !r
i

: The AFW Flow to each SG is determined from a differential :'

tpressure measurement calibrated for a range of 0 gpm to 550
gpm. Redundant monitoring capability is provided by two

:independent trains of flow instrumentation for each SG.
Each differential pressure transmitter provides an input to'

,

a control room indicator and the unit computer. Since the 1

primary indication used by the operator during an accident
is the control room indicator, the PAM specification deals ,.

specifically with this portion of the instrisent channel. j

; {
AFW flow is used three ways:

to verify delivery of AFW flow to'the SGs:* 1.

to determine whether to terminate SI if still in.

progress, in conjunction with SG water level (narrow .

1

range); and |t

!

to regulate AFW flow so that the SG tubes remain covered..

AFW flow is. also used by the operator to verify that the j

AFW System is delivering the correct flow to each SG. j
'

However, the primary indication used by the operator to
ensure an adequate inventory is SG 1evel. Therefore, steam ;

-
'

generator water level -(wide range) may be used in lieu of
the same train of AFW flow for a given steam generator. !

,

Steam generators 1 and 3 have Train A wide range level,
,

L while steam generators 2 and 4 have Train B wide range -

level.
,

O
| (continued). ;

|' :
s

r
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APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LC0 is applicable in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3.
These variables are related to the diagnosis and pre planned
actions required to mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are
assumed to occur in MCOES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4, 5, and 6,

unit conditions are such that the likelihood of an event that
would require PAM instrumentation is low; therefore. the PAM
instrumentation is not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

I
i ACTIONS Note 1 has been added in the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE change

!
restriction of LC0 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into the

|
applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS even though the

|
ACTIONS may eventually require unit shutdown. This exception is

!
acceptable due to the passive function of the instruments, the

| operator's ability to respond to an accident using alternate
|

instruments and methods, and the low probability of an event |

requiring these instruments. ,

() Note 2 has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application
K/ of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification'

may be entered independently for each Function listed on
Table 3.3.3 1. The Completion Time (s) of the inoperable
channel (s) of a Function will be tracked separately for each
Function starting from the time the Condition was entered for
that Function. When the Required Channels in Table 3.3.31 are
specified on a per SG or per core quadrant basis, then the
Condition may be entered separately for each SG or core
quadrant, as appropriate.

/L1

Condition /, applies when one or more Functions have one required
channel that is inoperable. Required Action A.1 requires
restoring the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within

,

30 days. The 30 day Completion Time is based on operating
experience and takes into account the remaining OPERABLE channel
(or in the case of a Function that has only one required
channel, other non Regulatory Guide 1.97 instrument channels to
monitor the Function), the passive nature of the instrument (no
critical automatic action is assumed to occur from these

!

3
(j (continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

k BASES

ACTIONS U (continued)

instruments), and the low probability of an event requiring PAM
instrumentation during this interval. Implementation of the
preplanned alternate method of monitoring is required prdr to
expiration of the Completion Time.

u
Condition B applies when the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A are not met. This Required
Action specifies initiation of actions in 3pecification 5.6.8.
which requires a written report to be submir.ted to the NRC
within the following 14 days. Implementation of the preplanned
alternate method of monitoring is required in lieu of a shutdown
requirement since alternative actions are identified before loss
of functional capability, and given the likelihood of unit
conditions ths.t would require information provided by this i

)
instrumentation.

O
U

Condition C applies when one or more Functions have two
inoperable required channels (i.e., two channels inoperable in
the same Function; one required Tu channel and one required
Core Exit Temperature channel inoperable; one required Tw
channel and one required Steam Line Pres,sure channel for the
associated loop inoperable; or, one channel inoperable of SG
water level (wide range) and one channel 1noperable of AFW flow
rate). Required Action C.1 requires restoring one channel in
t u Function (s) to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The |

Completion Time of 7 days is based on the relatively low
probability of an event requiring PAM instrument operation 9nd
the availability of alternate means to obtain the required

- information. Implementation of the preplanned alternate method
of monitoring is required prior to expiration of the Completion
Time.

O (continued) I

V
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

rs.

V BASES

ACTIONS C.J (continued)

Continuous operation with two required channels inoperable in a
Function is not acceptable because the alternate indications may
not fully meet all performance qualification requirements
applied to the PAM instrumentation. Therefore, requiring
restoration of one inoperable channel of the Function limits the
risk that the PAM Function will be in a degraded condition
should an accident occur. Condition C is modified by a Note
that excludes hydrogen monitor channels. ;

D.l

Condition D applies when two hydrogen monitor channels are
inoperable. Required Action D.1 requires restoring one hydrogen
monitor channel to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. The 72 hour
Completion Time is reasonable based on the backup capability of
the Post Accident Sampling System to monitor the hydrogen |
concentration for evaluation of core damage and to provide '

O information for operator decisions. Also, it is unlikely that a
V LOCA (which would cause core damage) would occur during this

time.

IL.1

Condition E applies when the Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Condition C or D are not met. Required
Action E.1 requires entering the appropriate Condition i

referenced in Table 3.3.31 for the channel immediately. The
applicable Condition referenced in the Table is Function
dependent. Each time an inoperable channel has not met any
Required Action of Condition C or D, and the associated

|
Completion Time has expired. Condition E is entered for that

|
channel and provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent
Condition.'

,y (continued)
,

! s!s.
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i

ACTIONS F.1 and F.2
(continued)

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of v

Conditions C or D are not met and Table 3.3.31 directs, entry - ;

into Condition F, the unit must be brought to a MODE where the !

requt aments of this LCO do not apply. To achieve this status,
the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and >

_

iCDE 4 within 12 hours.
L

i

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating ,

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging ;

unit systems,

t

Ct1
i

Alternate means of monitoring Reactor Vessel Water Level and'

Containment Area Radiation have been -

developed. These alternate means may be temporarily used if the
b^ normal PAM channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within

the allotted time. If these alternate means are used, the
Required Action is not to shut down the unit but rather to
follow the directions of Specification 5.6.8, in the
Administrative Controls section of the TS. The report provided
to the NRC should discuss the alternate means used, describe the

'

degree to which the alternate means are equivalent to the
4

installed PAM channels, justify the areas in which they are not
equivalent, and provide a schedule for restoring the normal PAM
channels. .

SURVEILLANCE A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify that
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.3.3.1 and SR 3.3.3.3 apply to each PAM instrumentation

Function in Table 3.3.31. unless othewise noted. SR 3.3.3.2
'

applies only to the hydrogen monitors: 59 3.3.3.3 applies to all
- other PAM instrumentation.

i

i

f's !(continued)1j
-' ,

r

!
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,

|'
4

BASES
'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1
REQUIREHENTS

(continued) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures that
a gross instrumentation failure has not occurred. A CHANNEL ,

CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based ~
on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same
parameter should read approximately the same value. Significant
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels
or of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBPATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties. including
isolation, indication, and readability. If a channel is outside
the criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor or the

(] signal processing equipment has drifted outside its limit. If
(.) the channels are within the criteria, it is an indication that

the channels are OPERABLE.

As specified in the SR, a CHANNEL CHECK is only required for
those channels that are normally energized.

The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience that
demonstrates that channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channels
during normal operational use of the displays associated with
the LC0 required channels.

SR 3.3.3.2

For the hydrogen monitors, a CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed
every 92 days. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the
instrument loop, including the sensor. The test verifies that
the channel responds to measured parameter with the necessary
range and accuracy. This SR is modified by a Note indicating

n
Q (continued)
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BASES*

,

1

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

;

that this SR is only applicable to the hydrogen monitors. The ,

Frequency is based on manufacturer's recomendations.
*

SR 3.3.3.3

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or ,

approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor. .

The test verifies that the channel responds to measured
parameter with the necessary range and accuracy. This SR is ,

modified by a Note that excludes the hydrogen monitors, which
are addressed in SR 3.3.3.2. This SR is also modified by a

4

second Note that discusses an allowed methodology for
calibrating the Containment Radiation Level (High Range) |

Function. The calibration method for neutron detectors is
-

specified in the Bases of LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor Trip System (RTS)
Instrumentation." The Frequency is based on operating ;

experience and consistency with the typical industry refueling
cycle.'

,

REFERENCES 1. FSAR Section 7.5.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.97 Revision 2, December 1980.

3. NUREG 0737 Supplement 1. "THI Action Items."

,

.

8

l

'!

%J
.

i

I
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Remote Shutdown System '

'B 3.3.4

Jp
'B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION [

B_3.3.4 Remote Shutdown System ,

i

BASES .

t

;

BACKGROUND A safe shutdown condition is defined as H00E 3. With the unit .

.

in H00E 3, the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System and the steam
generator. (SG) safety valves or the SG atmospheric relief valves#

(ARVs) can be used to remove core decay heat and meet all safety
requirements. The long term supply of water for the AFW System4

and the ability to borate the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) from
~

outside the control room allows extended operation in H0DE 3.

If the control room becomes inaccessible, the operators can
establish control at the remote shutdown panel, and place and ,

maintain the unit in H00E 3. Not all controls and necessary ,

transfer switches are located at the remote shutdown panel.
'

Some controls and transfer switches will have to be operated :

locally at the switchgear, motor control panels, or other local ,

I
statior.s. The unit automatically reaches H00E 3 following a ',

,

.

!\ unit shutdown and can be maintained safely in H0DE 3 for an
extended period of time. |

The OPERABILITY of the following remote shutdown control and
!

instrumentation functions ensures there is sufficient'

information available on selected unit parameters to place and !
maintain the unit in H0DE 3 should the control room become

j,inaccessible.

>

REMOTE SHUTOOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
,

TOTAL NO.
!

INSTRUMENT OF CHANNELS

'

1. Neutron Flux Monitors 2

2. Wide Range RCS Temp. T, 1/ Loop ;

- 3. Wide Range RCS Temp. Tn 1/ Loop

(continued)
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B 3.3.4

,,,

BASESx.,

BACKGROUND 4. Pressurizer Pressure 1

(continued)
5. Pressurizer Level 2

6. Steam Generator Pressure 1/SG

7 Steam Generator Level 1/SG

8. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow 2/SG

Rate to Steam Generator

9. Condensate Storage Tank Level 2

10. Charging Pump to CVCS 1

Charging and RCP Seals -
Flow Indication

APPLICABLE The Remote Shutdown System is required to provide equipmento
() SAFETY ANALYSES at appropriate locations outside the control room with a

capability to promptly shut down and maintain the unit in a safe''

condition in H0DE 3. The criteria governing the design and
specific system requirements of the Remote Shutdown System are
located in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19 (Ref.1).

The Remote Shutdown System satisfies Criterion 4 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

LC0 The Remote Shutdown System LC0 provides the OPERABILITY
requirements of the instrumentation and controls necessary to
place and maintain the unit in H0DE 3 from a location other than
the control room. The instrumentation required is listed in
Table 3.3.41 in the accompanying LCO.

.

The controls, instrumentation, and transfer switches are required
for:

Core reactivity control (initial and long term):.

(3 (continued)
Aj
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i

RCS pressure control:LC0 - ,

(continued) )
Decay heat removal via the AFW System and the SG safety |*

valves or SG ARVs: and ]
IRCS inventory control.=

A Function of a Remote Shutdown System in Table 3.3.41 is
OPERABLE if all instrument channels needed to support the Remote
Shutdown System Function are OPERABLE. The remote shutdown t

instrument and control circuits covered by this LC0 do not need i

to be energized to be considered OPERABLE. This LCO is intended i

'

to ensure the instruments and control circuits will be OPERABLE
if unit conditions require that the Remote Shutdown System be
placed in operation. ;

!

;

APPLICABILITY The Remote Shutdown System LCO is applicable in H0 DES 1. 2 ;

and 3. This is required so that the unit can be placed and :O '

maintained in MODE 3 for an extended period of time from a
location other than the control room. This LC0 is not applicable
in H00E 4, 5, or 6. In these MODES, the facility is already

,

subcritical and in a condition of reduced RCS energy. Under
these conditions. considerable time is available to restore
necessary instrument control functions if control room >

instruments or controls become unavailable.
.

ACTIONS Note 1 is included which excludes the MODE change restriction of
LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into an applicable MODE
while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may
eventually require a unit shutdown. This exception is acceptable .

: due to the low probability of an event requiring the Remote
,

Shutdown System and because the equipment can generally be
repaired during operation without significant risk of spurious
trip.

.(O) (continued)
:

i
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: Remote Shutdown System :
B 3.3.4 !

!

.

BASES ;
!

ACTIONS. Note 2 has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application j

(continued) of Completion Time rules.' Separate Condition entry is allowed. ,

for each Function listed on Table 3.3.41~and for each required 1
iHot Shutdown Panel (HSP) control. The Completion Time (s) of the

inoperable channel (s)/ train (s) of a Function will be tracked
i separately for each Function starting from the time the Condition 1
,

; was entered for that Function. When the Required Channels in ;

Table 3.3.41 are specified (e.g., on a per SG, per loop, etc. +

basis), then the Condition.may be entered separately for each SG,
loop, etc. as appropriate.

AL1 i

i
;

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more required ;

Functions of the Remote Shutdown System are inoperable. This i
>includes any Function listed in Table 3.3.41 or one or more'

,

! required HSP controls, as well as the control and transfer i

switches. |
I

.
!P The Required Action is to restore the required Function or

required HSP controls to OPERABLE status within 30 days. The.

Completion Time is based on operating experience and the low j
c

probability of an event that would require evacuation of the |
control room. ;

'

Ll_nd.fL2

i If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of !

Condition A is not met, the unit must be brought to a MODE in
which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be brought to at least H00E 3 within 6 hours and to H00E 4
within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, ,

i based on operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and -

4

without challenging unit systems.
,

:

f

4

4

!4

I
(continued)

,
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on
the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same
parameter should read approximately the same value. Significant
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels
or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including
indication and readability. If the channels are within the
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are OPERABLE. If

/^\ a channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication that
V the sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted outside

its limit.

As specified in the Suive111ance, a CHANNEL CHECK is only
required for those channels which are normally energized.
The Frequency of 31 days is based upon operating experience which
demonstrates that channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channels
during normal operational use of the displays associated with the
LC0 required channels.

SR 3.3.4.2

SR 3.3,4.2 verifies each required Remote Shutdown System power
and control circuit and transfer switch performs the intended
function. This verification is performed from the remote-

shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. Operation of the
equipment from the remote shutdown panel is not necessary. The
Surveillance can be satisfied by performance of a continuity
check. This will ensure that if the control room becomes I

,q ,

! ) (continued)
,
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B 3.3.4 1

'

BASES ;

3

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

' ' inaccessible, the unit can be placed and maintained in H0DE 3
from the remote shutdown panel and the local control stations.
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant

~

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. .(However,

'

this Surveillance is not required to be performed only during a
unit outage.) Operating experience demonstrates that remote
shutdown control channels usually pass the Surveillance test when
performed at the 18 month Frequency.

-

ISR 3.3.4.3'

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop
'

and the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to a
measured parameter within the necessary range and cccuracy. The

O~ Frequency of 18 months is based upon operating experience and
,

consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle.

___

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 3 and 19.

.

V

.

t

O
V
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

g

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5 Loss of Power (LOP) Diesel Generator (DG) Start Instrumentation

BASES
___

BACKGROUND The DGs provide a source of emergency power when offsite power is
either unavailable or is insufficiently stable to allow safe unit
operation. Undervoltage protection will generate an LOP start if
a loss of voltage or degraded voltage condition occurs in the
6.9kv bus switchyard. The undervoltage protection isolates the
6.9kv bus from the offsite soarce due to source undervoltage or
bus degradation /undervoltage resulting in loss of bus voltage.
There are two channels per 6.9kv bus per offsite scarce of the -

offsite source undervoltage function (preferred and alternate),
two channels per 6.9kv class 1E bus of the bus undervoltage
function, two channels per 6.9kv class 1E bus of the degraded
voltage function, two channels per 480 volt class 1E bus of the
degraded voltage function, and two channels per 480 volt class 1E
bus of the low grid undervoltage function. To avoid unnecessaryg DG starts on occurrence of loss of bus voltage, the start signalv /
to the DGs is delayed to allow the alternate offsite source to''

energize che bus.

The 1.0P start actuation is described in FSAR. Section 8.3
(Ref. 1).

Trio Setooints and Allowable Valuesi

'

The Trip Setpoints and associated time delays used in the relays
,

are consistent with the analytical limits presented in FSAR.
Chapter 15 (Ref. 2). The selection of these Trip Setpoints is
such that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account.

The actual nominal Trip Setpoint entered into the relays is.

noreally still more conservative than that required by the
Allou ble Value. If the measured setpoint does not exceed the
Allowaale Value, the relay is considered OPERABLE.

() (continued)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5
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O
BASES

BACKGROUND Setpoints adjusted in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure
(continued) that the consequences of accidents will be acceptable, provided

the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the
accident and that the equipment functions as designed.

Allowable Values are specified for each Function in SR 3.3.5.3.
The Trip Setpoints are listed in Table B 3.3.51. The nominal
setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by
the surveillance procedure does not exceed the Allowable Value if
the relay is performing as required. If the measured setpoint
does not exceed the Allowable Value, the relay is considered
OPERABLE. Operation with a Trip Setpoint less conservative than
the nominal Trip Setpoint, but withiti the Allowable Value, is
acceptable provided that operation and testing is consistent with
the assumptions of the unit specific setpoint calculation. Each
Allowable Value and/or Trip Setpoint specified is more
conservative than the analytical limit assumed in the transient
and accident analyses in order to account for instrument
uncertainties appropriate to the trip function. Thesen() uncertainties are defined in the setpoint calculations.

APPLICABLE The LOP DG start instrumentation is required for the
SAFETY ANALYSES Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Systems to function in any

accident with a loss of offsite power or degraded power system.
Its design basis is that of the ESF Actuation System (ESFAS).

Accident analyses credit the loading of the DG based on the loss
of offsite power during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The
actual DG start has historically been associated with the ESFAS
actuation. The DG loading has been included in the delay time
associated with each safety system component requiring DG
supplied power following a loss of offsite power. The analyses
assume a non mechanistic DG loading, which does not explicitly
account for each individual component of loss of power detection
and subsequent actions.

The required channels of LOP DG start instrumentation, in
! conjunction with the ESF systems powered from the DGs. provide j

unit protection in the event of any of the analyzed accidents ;|

| ,,- L

(,/ (continued)
,

i
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V
BASES

,

ADPLICABLE discussed in Reference 2, in which a loss of offsite power is
SAFETY ANALYSES assumed.

(continued)
The delay times assumed in the safety analysis for the ESF
equipment include the 10 second DG start delay, and the
appropriate sequencing delay if applicable. The response times
for ESFAS actuated equipment include the appropriate DG loading
and sequencing delay.

1

The LOP DG start instrumentation channels satisfy Criterion 3 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

LC0 The LC0 for LOP DG start instrumentation requires that two
channels per bus of both the loss of voltage and degraded voltage
Functions shall be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when the LOP
DG start instrumentation supports safety systems associated with
the ESFAS. In H0 DES 5 and 6. there is sufficient time available

O such that a manual start of the DGs is acceptable. Loss of the
V LOP DG Start Instrumentation Function could result in the delay'

of safety systems initiation when required. This could lead to
unacceptable consequences during accidents. During the loss of
offsite power the DG powers the motor driven auxiliary feedwater

:| pumps. Failure of these pumps to start would leave only one
turbine driven pump, as well as an increased potential for a loss
of decay heat removal through the secondary system.

APPLICABILITY The LOP DG Start Instrumentation Functions are required in
H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 because ESF Functions are designed to
Fovide protection in these H0 DES.

ACTIONS In the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is found nonconservative
'

with respect to the Allowable Value, or the channel is found
inoperable, then the function that channel provides must be
declared inoperable and the LCO Condition entered for the

| particular protection function affected.
,nr () (continued)
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B 3.3.5
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BASES

ACTIONS Because the required channels are specified on a per bus
(continued) basis, the Condition may be entered separately for each bus as

appropriate.

A Note has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application
of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification
may be entered independently for each Function listed in the LCO.
The Completion Time (s) of the inoperable channel (s) of a Function
will be tracked separately for each Function starting from the
time the Condition was entered for that function.

A second Note has been added that precludes Condition entry and
surveillance requirements for the 6.9 kV Preferred Offsite
Voltage Source Undervoltage function when the associated source
breaker is open. In this condition, the Preferred Offsite
Voltage Source is not being used to supply power to the unit:
thus, it will not cause an undervoltage DG start signal and the
preferred source undervoltage functions are not required to be
operable.

|ot

V g

Condition A applies to the LOP DG start Function with one loss of
voltage and/or one degraded voltage channel per bus inoperable.

If one channel is inoperable, Required Action A.1 requires that
channel to be placed in trip within 6 hours. With a channel in
trip, the LOP DG start instrumentation channels are configured to

,

provide a one out of-one logic to initiate a trip of the incoming'

offsite power.

The specified Completion Time is reasonable considering the
Function remains fully OPERABLE on every bus and the low
probability of an event occurring during these intervals.

B.1. B.2.1. and B.2.2

Condition B applies when both loss of voltage channels on the
Preferred Offsite Voltage Source are inoperable.

1 )

I p)C (continued)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5
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V
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ACTIONS B.1. B.2.1. and B.2.2 (continued)
,

Required Action' B.1 requires restoring one channel to OPERABLE ;

status. The 1 hour Completion Time should allow ample time to
repair most failures and takes into account the low probability
of an event requiring an LOP start occurring during this

,

interval.
,

Alternatively, Required Actions B.2.1 and B.2.2 can be completed.
Action B.2.1 requires the Preferred Offsite Voltage Source to
imediately be declared inoperable. Action B.2.2 requires that
the Preferred Offsite Voltage Source breaker be opened within 6
hours. In this circumstance, the appropriate Condition specifieds

in LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources Operating," should be entered. ;

C.1. C.2.1. and C.2.2 )

Condition C applies when both loss of voltage channels on the
'

Alternate Offsite Voltage Source are inoperable.

- [}
Required Action C.1 requires restoring one channel to OPERABLEU
status. The 1 hour Completion Time should allow ample time to
repair most failures and takes into account the low probability

*

of an event requiring an LOP start occurring during this
interval.

Alternatively, Required Actions C.2.1 and C.2.2 can be completed.
Action C.2.1 requires the Alternate Offsite Voltage Source to
immediately be declared inoperable. Action C 2.2 requires that
the Alternate Offsite Voltage Source breaker be opened within 6
hours. In this circumstance, the appropriate Condition specified
in LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources Operating." should be entered.

1

0.1. and D.2

Condition D applies when both loss of voltage channels on the
6.9 kV safeguards bus are inoperable.'

,

Required Action D.1 requires restoring one channel to OPERABLE
status. The 1 hour Completion Time should allow ample time to
repair most failures and takes into account the low probability

4- p
( f (continued)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

V

ACTIONS D.1 and D.2 (continued)

of an event reoutring an LOP start occurring during this
interval.

Alternatively, Required Actions D.2 can be completed. Action D.2
requires the affected AC emergency buses to immediately be
declared inoperable. In this circumstance, the appropriate
Condition specified in LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources Operating,"
should be entered.

E.1. E.2.1. and E.2.2

Condition E applies when two channels per bus with one or more
degraded voltage or low grid undervoltage functions inoperable.

Required Action E.1 requires restoring one channel per bus to
OPERABLE status within one hour. The 1 hour Completion Time
should allow ample time to repair most failures and takes into

(_) account the low probability of an event requiring an LOP start
'v occurring during this interval.

Alternatively, Required Actions E.2.1 and E.2.2 can be completed.
Action E.2.1 requires that the offsite power soerces to which the
system is aligned to be immediately declared imoperable. Action
E.2.2 requires that the offsite power source breakers to the
associated buses to be opening within 6 hours. In this
circumstance, the appropriate Condition specified in LC0 3.8.1,
"AC Sources Operating," should be entered.

El

Condition F applies to each of the LOP DG start Functions when
the Required Action and associated Completion Tiue for Conditions
A through E are not met.

In these circumstances the Conditions specified in LC0 3.8.1, "AC
Sources-Operating," for the DG made inoperable by failure of
the LOP DG start instrumentation are required to be entered
imediately. The actions of those LCOs provide for adequate
compensatory actions to assure unit safety.

,

() (continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1 Not Used. ,

REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.5.2
,

SR 3.3.5.2 is the performance of a TAD 0T. This test is performed ,

whenever the plant is in MODE 5 for 2 72 hours and if not
performed in previous 92 days. The test checks trip devices that-

- provide actuation signals directly, bypassing the analog process
control equipment. The Frequency is based on the known
reliability of the relays and controls and the multichannel
redundancy available, and has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience.

SR 3.3.5.3

SR 3.3.5.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

"( A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
't approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a'

complete check of the instrument loop including the sensor. The
test verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter
within the necessary range and accuracy.

.

The Frequency of 18 months is based on operating experience and

..
consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle and is -

justified by the assumption of an 18 month calibration interval'

'

in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the
.

setpoint analysis. .

SR 3.3.5.4
i

SR 3.3.5.4 is the performance of the required response time
verification (see also SR 3.3.2.10) every 18 months on a

. ,

STAGGERED TEST BASIS on those functions with time limits provided ;

in the Technical Requirements Manual. Each verification shall :
'

include at least one train such that both trains are verified at
least once per 36 months.

I

/~T
i (,) ' (continued)
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REFERENCES 1. 'FSAR.-Section 8.3. -|
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|LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 ;

\rm
I(v')

BASES

l
4

Table 3.3.5-1
LOP DG Start Instrumentation Trip Setpoint

Function Trip Setpoint

Offsite Sources Undervoltage

6.9 kV Preferred 2 5004 Volts

6.9 kV Alternate 2 5004 Volts

6.9 kV Class 1E Bus Undervoltage 2 2037 Volts

6.9 kV Class IE Degraded Voltage 2 6054 Volts
.

480 V Class 1E Bus Low Grid Undervoltage a 447 Volts'

480 V Degraded Voltage a 439 Volts
,

'V

,

.

%;

'V
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Containment Ventilation isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6 i

p
L )^

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION .

B 3.3.6 Containment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation

>

BASES <

BACKGROUND Containment ventilation isolation instrumentation closes the
containment isolation valves in the Containment Purge, Hydrogen
Purge, and Containment Pressure Relief Systems . This action
isolates the containment atmosphere from the environment to
minimize releases of radioactivity in the event of an accident.
The Containment Pressure Relief System may be in use during
reactor operation and the Containment Purge System will be in use
with the reactor shutdown. The Hydrogen Purge System is
supplementary system for the electric hydrogen recombiners and
operated for hydrogen dilution in the containment following a
LOCA. For Modes 1 through 4, all of these valves are locked ,

iclosed with the exception of the Containment Pressure Relief
valves.

,

'

Containment ventilation isolation initiates on an automatic or
manual safety injection (SI) signal through the Containment
Isolation-Phase A Function, or by manual actuation of Phase A
Isolation, or by manual actuation of Containment Spray. The
Bases for LC0 3.3.2, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Instrumentation," discuss these modes of initiation.

One containment radiation monitoring is also provided as input to
the containment ventilation isolation. The monitor measures

*

containment radiation at one location. The monitor samples the
containment atmosphere and upon detection of high radiation level
initiates containment ventilation isolation. Since the radiation
monitor constitutes a sampling system, various components such as
sample line valves, and sample pumps are required to support
monitor OPERABILITY.

The Containment Purge, Hydrogen Purge, and Containment Pressure
'

Relief systems each have inner and outer containment isolation
valves on their containment penetration flow paths. A high
radiation signal initiates containment ventilation isolation,

| which closes both inner and outer containment isolation valves in ;

O ,

,d (continued)
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Containment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation
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b BASES ,

+

BACKGROUND the Containment Purge. Hydrogen Purge, and Containment Pressure ;

(continued) Relief Systems. These systems are described in the Bases for L

#

LCO 3.6.3, " Containment Isolation Valves."

APPLICABLE The safety analyses for LOCA assume that the containment .

SAFETY ANALYSES remains intact with penetrations unnecessary for core cooling !

isolated early in the event. Containment pressure relief is !

assumed to be isolated within 5 seconds of Pressurizer Pressure [
Low for LOCA Containment isolation in turn ensures meeting the
containment leakage rate assumptions of the safety analyses, and
ensures that the calculated accidental offsite radiological doses
are below 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1) limits.

.
'

There is no credit taken for containment isolation by the
radiation monitor in the accident analyses. There is no credit j

'

taken for containment isolation for a fuel handling accident.
'

t

The containment ventilation isolation instrumentation satisfies'

- Criterion 4 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).
;

f

|
1

LC0 The LCO requirements ensure that the instrumentation necessary to'

initiate Containment Ventilation Isolation, listed in i

Table 3.3.61, is OPERABLE. !

!

,

1. tianual Initiation
-

Containment Ventilation Isolation is manually initiated
when the Phase "A" isolation function or the containment
spray function is manually initiated. Refer to the Bases
for LC0 3.3.2, *ESFAS Instrumentation," Function 3.a.1 and'

,

2.a. respectively, for applicability, required channels and-

surveillance requirements.
|
|

|
1

(continued) |
'

|
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Containment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

m

BASES ,
*

.

LCO 2. Automatic Actuation Locic and Actuation Relays

(continued)
The LCO requires two trains of Automatic Actuation Logic
and Actuation Relays OPERABLE to ensure that no single
random failure can prevent automatic actuation. |

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays consist of
the same features and operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS Function 1.b, SI, and ESFAS
Function 3.a. Containment Phase A Isolation. The
applicable MODES and specified conditions for the

'

containment ventilation isolation portion of these
Functions are different and less restrictive than those for
their Phase A isolation and SI roles. If one or more of
the SI or Phase A isolation Functions becomes inoperable in
such a manner that only the Containment Ventilation
Isolation Function is affected, the Conditions applicat,le

'

to their SI and Phase A isolation Functions need not be ,

entered. The less restrictive Actions specified for
O inoperability of the Containment Ventilation Isolation

Functions specify sufficient compensatory measures for this
case. !

,

3. Containment Radiation

The LC0 specifies one required radiation monitoring channel
to ensure that the radiation monitoring instrumentation
necessary to initiate Containment Ventilation Isolation'

remains OPERABLE.

For sampling systems. channel OPERABILITY involves more
'

than OPERABILITY of the channel electronics. OPERABILITY
may also require correct valve lineups, and sample pump
operation, as well as detector OPERABILITY, if these ;

supporting features are necessary for trip to occur under
.

the conditions assumed by the safety analyses.
,

I

(continued)p
b

)
4
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'

LCO 4. Containment Isolation-Phase A
(continued)

Refer to LCO 3.3.2, Function 3.a., for all initiating
Functions and requirements. The operator can initiate

!Containment Ventilation Isolation at any time by using
!

either of two Containment Isolation Phase A manual switches
in the control room. Either switch actuates both trains. ,

iThis action will cause actuation of all components in the
same manner as any of the automatic actuation signals.

This function's requirements encompass the requirement to j
test the manual initiation which ensures the proper amount ;

of redundancy is maintained-in the manual actuation ,

circuitry to ensure the operator has manual initiation j
capability.

;

i

APPLICABILITY The Manual Initiation, Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation ;

Relays, Containment Isolation-Phase A, and Containment
Radiation Functions are required OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4, and, for the radiation functions, during CORE ALTERATIONS
or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment.
Under these conditions, the potential exists for an accident that
could release fission product radioactivity into containment.
Therefore, the containment ventilation isolation instrumentation
must be OPERABLE in these MODES.

While in MODES 5 and 6 without fuel handling in progress, the
containment ventilation isolation instrumentation need not be
OPERABLE since the potential for radioactiste releases is
minimized and operator action is sufficient to ensure post
accident offsite doses are maintained within the limits of
Reference 1.

'

The Applicability for the containment ventilation isolation on
the ESFAS Containment Isolation - Phase A Function is specified
in LCO 3.3.2. Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.3.2 for a discussion
of the Containment Isolation Phase A Function Applicability.

(continued)
1

.-
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BASES

ACTIONS The most comon cause of channel inoperability is outright
failure or drift of the bistable or process module sufficient to
exceed the tolerance allowed by unit specific calibration
procedures. Typically, the drift is found to be small and
results In a delay of actuation rather than a total loss of
function. This determination is generally made during the
performance of a COT, when the process instrumentation is set up
for adjustment to i> ring it within specification.

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the
application of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this
Specification may be entered independently for each Function
listed in Table 3.3.61. The Completion Time (s) of the
inoperable channel (s)/ train (s) of a Function will be tracked
separately for each Function starting from the time the Condition
was entered for that Function.

~ UV)!

Condition A applies to the radiation monitor channel trip
setpoint exceeding its specified value. Since the containment
radiation monitor measures the containment atmosphere and
provides an actuation signal the excessive trip setting may
degrade the radiation monitoring Function . Consequently, the
channel must be restored to OPERABLE status. The 4 hours allowed
to restore the affected channel is justified by the low
likelihood of events occurring during this interval.

IL1

Condition B applies to all Containment Ventilation Isolation
Functions and addresses the train orientation of the Solid State
Protection System (SSPS) and the master and slave relays for
these Functions. It also addresses the failure of multiple'

radiation monitoring channels, or the inability to restore a
single failed channel to OPERABLE status in the time allowed for
Required Action A.1.

rm
(continued)

|
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i

ACTIONS IL1 (continued) |

;

If a train is inoperable, multiple channels are inoperable, or
the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A i

'

are not met, operation may continue as long as the Required
Action for the applicable Conditions of LCO 3.6.3 is met for each
valve made inoperable by failure of isolation instrumentation.

A Note is added stating that Condition B is only applicable in
H00E 1, 2. 3, or 4.

C.1 and C.2

Condition C applies to all Containment Ventilation Isolation !

Functions and addresses the train orientation of the SSPS and the
*

master and slave relays for these Functions. It also addresses
the failure of multiple radiation monitoring channels, or the
inability to restore the radiation monitoring channel to OPERABLE

O status in the time allowed for Required Action A.I. If the1
'

Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A are
not met, operation may continue as long as the Required Action to
place and maintain containment ventilation isolation valves in
their closed position is met or the applicable Conditions of
LC0 3.9.4, " Containment Penetrations," are met for each valve
made inoperable by failure of isolation instrumentation. A note
allows the containment pressure relief valves to be opened by
specification 3.6.3 and the 00CH. The Completion Time for these ,

Required Actions is Immediately.

A Note states that Condition C is applicable during CORE <

ALTERATIONS and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies ;

within containment.

<

SURVEILLANCE A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify that
REQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.6 1 determines which SRs other than response time

verification apply to which Containment Ventilation Isolation
Functions. Response time verification is addressed under SR ;

3.3.6.8.
,

-

V (continued)
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i

. SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1 :

REQUIREMENTS .

(continued) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure: thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates
channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less
formal, but more frequent, checks of channels during normal i

'

operational use of the displays associated with the LC0 required'

channels.

SR 3.3.6.2
;

SR 3.3.6.2 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. The
train being tested is placed in the bypass condition, thus

h preventing inadvertent actuation. Through the semiautcmatic
'M tester, all possible logic combinations, with and without~

applicable permissives, are tested for each protection function. '

In addition, the master relay coil is pulse tested for
continuity. This verifies that the logic modules are OPERABLE
and there is an intact voltage signal path to the master relay

i coils. This test is performed every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST
BASIS. The Surveillance interval is acceptable based on
instrument reliability and industry operating experience.

SR 3.3.6.3

SR 3.3.6.3 is the performance of a MASTER RELAY TEST. The MASTER
RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay, verifying
contact operation and a low voltage continuity check of the slave
relay coil. Upon master relay contact operation, a low voltage
is injected to the slave relay coil. This voltage is

,

insufficient to pick up the slave relay, but large enough to
demonstrate signal path continuity. This test is performed every
31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The Surveillance interval is

,

acceptable based on instrument reliability and industry operating
experience.

(continued)
_
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B 3.3.6
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(V) BASES
i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6d'

REQUIREMENTS !

(continued) A COT is performed every 92 days on each required channel to
ensure the entire channel will perform the intended Function.
The Frequency is based on the staff recomendation for increasing
the availability of radiation monitors according to NUREG 1366
(Ref. 2). This test verifies the capability of the

|
instrumentation to provide the containment purge and exhaust j

' system isolation. The setpoint shall be left consistent with the 1

current calibration procedure tolerance.
1

SR 3.3.6.5

SR 3.3.6.5 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. e SLAVE |

RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays. Co..act |

operation is verified in one of two ways. Actuation eauipment
that may be operated in the design mitigation mode is either
allowed to function or is placed in a condition where the relay

O contact operation can be verified without operation of the
V equipment. Actuation equipment that may not be operated in the

design mitigation mode is prevented from operation by the SLAVE
RELAY TEST circuit. For this latter case, contact operation is
verified by a continuity check of the circuit containing the
slave relay. This test is performed every [92] days. The
Frequency is acceptable based on instrument reliability and
industry operating experience.

SR 3.3.6.6 Not Used.

$R 3.3.6.7

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor. The
test verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter
within the necessary range and accuracy,

i

(v) (continued)

!
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B 3.3.6

O
BASES

l SURVEt! LANCE SR 3.3.6.7 (cor.tinued)
REQ'JInHENTS

The Frequency is based on operating experience and is consistent
with the typical industry refueling cycle.

SP 3.3.6.8

| SR 3.3.6.8 is the performance of the required response time
verification every 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS on those
containment ventilation isolation functions with time limits
provided in the Technical Requirements Manual. Each verification
shall include at least one train such that both trains are
verified at least once per 36 months. The response time includes
pressurizer pressure lov signal through closure of the
containment pressure reb f isolation valves.

RUERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11.

2. NUREG-1366, July 22,1993.

|

O
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
l

B 3.3.7 Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREFS) Actuation Instrumentation
i

|

BASES

BACKGROUND The CREF5 provides an enclosed contal room environment from
which the unit can be operated following an uncontrolled release
of radioactivity. During normal operation, the control room is
pressurized by the Control Room A/C System . Upon receipt of an
actuation signal, the CREFS initiates filtered ventilation and j

continues pressurization of the control room. This system is )
described in the Bases for LC0 3.7.10. " Control Room Emergency ;

!Filtration / Pressurization System."

The actuation instrumentation consists of redundant radiation
monitors in each of the two air intakes (one for each train in
each intake) . A high radiation signal from any of these
detectors will initiate both trains of the CREFS. The control
room operator can also initiate CREFS trains by a two train )
common manual switch in the control room. The CREFS is also

hp actuated by a safety injection (SI) signal. The S1 Function is
discussed in LC0 3.3.2, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation
System (ESFAS) Instrumentation."

APPLICABLE The control room must be kept habitaals for the operators
SAFETY ANALYSES stationed there during accident recowry and post accident

operations.

The CREFS acts to terminate the supply of unfiltered outside air
to the control room. initiate filtration, and maintain the
control room pressurization. These actions are necessary to
ensure the control room is kept habitable for the operators
stationed there during accident recovery and post accident
operations by minimizing the radiation exposure of control roorc
personnel. [Ref.1]-

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the radiation monitor actuation of the
CREFS is a backup for the SI signal actuation. This ensures
initiation of the CREFS during a loss of coolant accident

ip
(continued)V
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BASES .,

APPLICABLE including rod ejection accidents, or steam generator tube rupture
SAFETY ANALYSES accidents.

.(continued)^

The radiation monitor actuation of the CREFS in H0 DES 5 and 6.
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is the primary
means to ensure control room habitability in the event of a fuel
handling or waste gas decay tank rupture accident. Since the
Control room is common to both Unit 1 and Unit 2. the CREFS
actuation instrumentation is required for the conditions and
modes of both units.

The CREFS actuation instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

LCO The LCO requirements ensure that instrumentation necessary to
initiate the CREFS is OPERABLE.

1. Manual Initiation

The LC0 requires two channels OPERABLE. The operator can
initiate the CREFS at any time by using a common two train
switch module in the control room. This action will cause
actuation of all components in the same manner as any of
the automatic actuation signals. Separate reset switches
are provided for Train A and for Train B CREFS.

The LC0 for Manual Initiation ensures the proper amount of
redundancy is maintained in the manual actuation circuitry ;

to ensure the operator has manual initiation capability. j

.

Each channel consists of one contact in the common switch ;

and the interconnecting wiring to the actuation logic i'

cabinet. |

|
'

The surveillance testing of the manual initiation functions
t also tests the circuitry and relays that are actuated by :

| the SI slave relays.
!'

. !Q
U (continued)
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LCO 2. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays

(continued)
The LCO requires two trains of Actuation Logic and Relays
OPERABLE to ensure that no single random failure can
prevent automatic actuation.

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays consist of
the same features and operate in the same manner as
described for ESFAS Function 1.b . SI, in LC0 3.3.2. The

applicable MODES and specified conditims for the CREFS
portion of these fuicions are diffdeat enu iess
restrictive than those specified for their SI roles. If
one or more of the SI functions becomes inoperable in such
a manner that only the CREFS function is affected, the
Conditions applicable to their SI function need not be
entered. The less restrictive Actions specified for
inoperability of the CREFS Functions specify sufficient
compensatory measures for this case.

Surveillance under this specification is not required as

( all surveillances through the slave relay are in accordance
with LCO 3.3.2."

3. Control Room Radiation

The LC0 specifies two required Control Room Air Intake
Radiation Monitors per intake to ensure that the radiation
monitoring instrumentation necessary to initiate the CREFS
remains OPERABLE.

For sampling systems, channel OPERABILITY involves more
than OPERABILITY of channel electronics. OPERABILITY may
also require correct valve lineups, sample pump operation
as well as detector OPERABILITY, if these supporting
features are necessary for trip to occur under the
conditions assumed by the safety analyses.

The COT surveillance of the monitors verifies the contacts
and circuitry between the monitors and the CREFS actuation
circuits.

,,p
V (continued)
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'

LCO 4. Safety In.iection

(continued) '

Refer to LC0 3.3.2, Function 1, for all initiating
Functions and requirements.

,

'

APPLICABIL17Y The CREFS Functions must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. The Functions must also'

be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 when required for a waste gas decay
tank rupture accident, to ensure a habitable environment for the
control room operators. ,

ACTIONS The most common cause of channel inoperability is outright
failure or drift of the bistable or process module sufficient to

'

exceed the tolerance allowed by the unit specific calibration ,

procedures. Typically, the drift is found to be small and
results in a delay of actuation rather than a total loss of
function. This determination is generally made during the;

performance of a COT when the process instrumentation is set up'

for adjustment to bring it within specification. If the Trip
Setpoint is less conservative than the tolerance specified by the ;

calibration procedure. the channel must be declared inoperable#

immediately and the approprMe Condition entered.-

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that separate
Condition entry is allowed for each Function. The Conditions of

'

;

this Specification may be entered independently for each Function
listed in Table 3.3.7-1 in the accompanying LCO. The Completion .

'

Time (s) of the inoperable channel (s)/ train (s) of a Function will
be tracked separately for each Function starting from the time ;

the Condition was entered for that Function.

U
. ,

Condition A applies to the actuation logic train Function of the I

CREFS, the radiation monitor channel Functions, and the manual I

channel Functions. !

i

(continued) !

i

|
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ACTIONS U (continued)

If one train is inoperable, or one radiation monitor channel is ,

inoperable in one or more Functions, 7 days are permitted to i

restore it to OPERABLE status. The 7 day Completion Time is the
same as is allowed if one train of the mechanical portion of the
system is inoperable. The basis for this Completion Time is the
same as provided in LCO 3.7.10. If the channel / train cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status, the affected CREFS train must be'

placed in the emergency recirculation mode of operation. This
accomplishes the actuation instrumentation Function and places i

the unit in a conservative mode of operation

Alternatively, the makeup air supply fan from the affected air
intake may be secured. This action ensures that in the event of
a radiological accident, the control room will not be supplied
air through an unmonitored air intake."

B.1.1. B.1.2. and B.2

Condition B applies to the failure of two CREFS actuation trains,
two radiation monitor channels, or two manual channels. The
first Required Action is to place one CREFS train in the
emergency recirculation mode of operation immediately. This
accomplishes the actuation instrumentation Function that may have
been lost and places the unit in a conservative mode of
operation. The applicable Conditions and Required Actions of
LC0 3.7.10 must also be entered for one CREFS train made
inoperable by inoperable actuation instrumentation. This ensures
appropriate limits are placed upon train inoperability as ,

discussed in the Bases for LC0 3.7.10.

IAlternatively, as described in the Note, if the affected channels
are both of the north air intake radiation monitors or both of i

the south air intake radiation monitors, the control room makeup !

supply fan from the affected may be immediately secured,
,

t

.

OO (continued)
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

Condition C applies when the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A or B have not been met and the
unit is in H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4. The unit must be brought to a
H0DE in which the LC0 requirements are not applicable. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to MODE 3 within
6 hours and H00E 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging unit systems.

D.1 and D.2

Condition D applies when the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A or B have not been met] when
irradiated fuel assemblies are being moved. Hovement of
irradiated fuel assemblies must be suspended immediately to
reduce the risk of accidents that would require CREFS actuation.

b,n
,

SURVEILLANCE A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify that
REQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.71 determines which SRs apply to which CREFS Actuation

Functions.

SR 3.3.7.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on
the assurption that instrument channels monitoring the same
parameter should read approximately the same value. Significant
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an

,

indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels
or of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

,,
,

(continued)

.
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V i

BASES
'

!
SURVEILLANCE .SR 3.3.7.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

r

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including

,

indication and readability. If a channel is outside the
criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted outsicie its
limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonst.ates
channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements les.5
formal, but more frequent. checks of channels during normi,
operational use of the displays associated with the LC0 required .

channels.

SR 3.3.7.2
,

A COT is performed once every 92 days on each required channel to

,p ensure the entire channel will perform the intended function.
This test verifies the capability of the instrumentation to'

provide the CREFS actuation. The setpoints shall be left
consistent with the unit specific calibration procedure
tolerance. The Frequency is cased on the known reliability of
the inonitoring equipment and has been shown to be acceptable
through operating experience.

SR 3.3.7.3 Not Used. :

SR 3.3.7.4 Not Used.

.

'

SR 3.3.7.5 Not Used.

'

SR 3.3.7.6

SR 3.3.7.6 is the performance of a TAD 0T. This test is a check
of the Manual Actuation Functions and is performed every
18 months. Each Manual Actuation Function is tested up to, and

v (continued)
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i

SURVEILLANCE 1R 3.3.7.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

including, the master relay coils. In some instances, the test
includes actuation of the end device.

The test also includes trip devices that provide actuation 1

signals directly to the Solid State Protection System, bypassing
the analog process control equipment. The Frequency is based on
the known reliability of the Function and the redundancy
available, and has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience. The SR is modified by a Note that excludes
verification of setpoints during the TAD 0T. The Functions tested
have no setpoints associated with them.

,

SR 3.3.7.7"

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or

e approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop including the sensor. The
test verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter

'

within the necessary range and accuracy.

The Frequency is based on operating experience and is consistent
with the typical industry refueling cycle.

!

'

REFERENCES None.l. FSAR Section 6.4.

.

. f
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RCS Pressure Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 1

!B 3.4.1

_

(v) B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) |

B 3.4.1 RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) Limits

BASES

i

BACKGROUND These Bases address requirements for maintaining RCS pressure,
temperature, and flow rate within limits assumed in the safety
analyses. The safety analyses (Ref.1) of normal operating
conditions and sticipated operational occurrences assume initial
conditions with: the normal steady state envelope. The limits
placed on RCS pressure, temperature, and flow rate ensure that the
minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) will be met
for each of the transients analyzed.

The RCS pressure limit is consistent with operation within the
nominal operational envelope. Pressurizer pressure indications
are averaged to come up with a value for comparison to the limit.
A lower pressure will cause the reactor core to approach DNB
limits.

The RCS coolant average temperature limit is consistent with full

(~N power operation within the nominal operational envelope.
C) Indications of temperature are averaged to determine a value for !

comparison to the limit. A higher average temperature will cause
the core to approach DNB limits.

The RCS flow rate normally remains constant during an operational
fuei cycle with all pumps running. The minimum RCS flow limit
corresponds to that assumed for DNB analyses and includes an

, ,
X

allowance of 1.8% flow for measurement uncertainties. Flow rate
indications from the plant computer or RCS flow rate indicators

| are averaged to come up with a value for comparison to the limit
during shiftly surveillances. A lower PCS flcw will cause the DNB
limits to be approached. After each refueling, the elbow tap
differential pressure transmitters are normalized to the precision
RCS flow measurement. The uncertainty associated with the RCS
flow measurement (1.8%) is based on the use of the feedwater ,

venturis and precision instrumentation which has been calibrated |

within 90 days of performing the calorimetric flow measurement. !

Operation for significant periods of time outside the limits on'

RCS flow, pressurizer pressure and average temperature increases |
the likelihood of a fuel cladding failure if a DNB limited event ,

were to occur. )
,

(continued) |)!
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

O BASES l

O |
1

APPLICABLE The requirements of this LC0 represent the initial
SAFETY ANALYSES conditions for DNB limited transients analyzed in the plant safety

analyses (Ref.1). The safety analyses have shown that transients
initiated from the limits of this LC0 will result in meeting the
DNBR criterion. This is the acceptance limit for the RCS DNB
parameters. Changes to the unit that could impact these
parameters must be assessed for their impact on the DNBR
criterion. The transients analyzed for include loss of coolant
flow events and dropped rod events. A key assumption for the
analysis of these events is that the core power distribution is
within the limits of LC0 3.1.7, " Control Bank Insertion Limits";
LCJ 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)"; and LC0 3.2.4, "OUADRANT
POWER TILT RATIO (0PTR)."

The pressurizer pressure limit of 2219 psig and the RCS average
temperature limit of 592*F correspond to analytical limits of
2205 psig and 594.7'F (for Unit 1, 595.2*F for Unit 2) used in the
safety analyses, with allowance for measurement uncertainty.
These uncertainties are based on the use of control board
indications.

The RCS DND parameters satisfy Criterion 2 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

.O.
LC0 This LCO specifies limits on the monitored process

variables-pressurizer pressure, RCS average temperature, and RCS

|
total flow rate-to ensure the core operates within the limits
assumed in the safety analyses. Operating within these limits
will result in meeting the DNBR criterion in the event of a DNB '

-

limited transient.

RCS total flow rate contains a measurement error of 1.8% based on
performing a precision heat balance and using the result to
normalize the RCS flow rate indicators. Potential fouling of the
feedwater venturi, which might not be detected, could bias the
result from the precision heat balance in a nonconservative
manner.

Any fouling that might significantly bias the flow rate
measurement can be detected by monitoring and trending various'

plant performance parameters. If detected, either the effect of
,

the fouling shall be quantified andI

compensated for in the RCS flow rate measurement or the
venturi shall be cleaned to eliminate the fouling. CPSES also
uses the Transit Time Flow Meter (TTFM) to measure the volumetric

(continued)

i
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1 '

| BASES

LCO RCS hot leg flow rate. The use of the TTFM results in an RCS flow
i (continued) measurement which is more accurate and less sensitive to RCS fluid

conditions than other methods.>

The LC0 numerical values for pressure, temperature, and flow
rate have been adjusted for instrument error.

'

APPLICABILITY In H00E 1, the limits on pressurizer pressure, RCS coolant average
temperature, and RCS flow rate must be maintained during steady
state operation in order to ensure DNBR criteria will be met in t

the event of an unplanned loss of forced coolant flow or other DNB
limited transient. In all other H0 DES, the power level is low
enough that DNB is not a concern.

A Note has been added to indicate the limit on pressurizer
,

pressure is not applicable during short term operational
transients such as a THERMAL POWER ramp increase > 5% RTP per<

minute or a THERMAL POWER step increase > 10% RTP. These
conditions represent short term perturbations where actions to
control pressure variations might be counterproductive. Also,i

since they represent transients initiated from power levels'

< 100% RTP, an increased DNBR margin exists to offset the
temporary pressure variations.

2

Another set of limits on DNB related parameters is provided in
SL 2.1.1, " Reactor Core SLs." Those limits are 1ess restrictive
than the limits of this LCO, but violation of a Safety Limit (SL)

,

merits a stricter, more severc Required Action. Should a :

violation of this LC0 occur, the operator must check whether or
not an SL may have been exceeded.

1 ACTIONS L1

i P.CS pressure and RCS average temperature are controllable and
measurable parameters. With one or both of these parameters not

' within LC0 limits, action must be taken to restore parameter (s).

RCS total flow rate is not a controllable parameter and is not
expected to vary during steady state operation. If the indicated
RCS total flow rate is below the LC0 limit. power must be reduced,
as required by Required Action B.1, to restore DNB margin and
reduce the potential for violatic,, of the accident analysis
limits.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits

B 3.4.1
f

(] . BASES,

V,

ACTIONS L 1 (continued)

The 2 hour Completion Time for restoration of the parameters
provides sufficient time to adjust plant parameters, to determine
the cause for the off normal condition, and to restore the
readings within limits, and is based on plant operating
experience.

IL1

This condition is modified by a note that states that this
condition is only applicable after exceeding 85% RTP after a
refueling outage. This applicability is consistent with the
required performance of SR 3.4.1.4. The purpose of this condition ,

is to provide instructions should SR 3.4.1.4 not be completed'

satisfactorily during the initial power ascension following a
refueling outage. If, for any reason, SR 3.4.1.4 is performed
during a mid-cycle outage, and verification of the RCS flow can
not be verified, Conditon C should be entered.

The precision RCS flow measurement is performed following each
refueling outage, cr other outage in which an activity was
performed that could affect the RCS flow indication. The

O precision flow measurement is required to be performed prior to
exceeding 85% RTP, and is predicated upon the verification that:

measured RCS flow based on elbow tap differential pressure-

measurement prior to Mode 1 is within 20% of the expected RCS
flow;

,

the power dependent enthalpy rise peaking factor (Fa) is' -

within its limits; and

the trip setpont of the power range neutron flux high-

reactor trip function is maintained at a reduced setpoint
(typically 90% RTP) until the RCS flow has been verified to

'

be within analyzed values.

Under these conditions, analyses have been performed to
demonstrate that operation for an indefinite period of time is
permissible. It is anticipated that the time of operation in this< ;

condition wi)1 be limited to the time required to re calibrate and'

re measure the flow, or, if necessary, to revise the safety
analyses to support a lower RCS flow.

(continued)
.
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.14

BASES |

.

ACTIONS U |

(continued)
If Required Action A.1 or B.1 is not met within the associated

,

Completion Timt, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the
LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be4

brought to at least H0DE 2 within 6 hours. In H0DE 2. the reduced
power condition eliminates the potential for violation of the4

accident analysis bounds. The Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable to reach the required plant conditions in an orderly ,

manner.
,
J

;

; ' SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.1 i

REQUIREMENTS |
Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time cf 2 hours to
restore parameters that are not within limits, the 12 hour'

Surveillance Frequency for pressurizer pressure is sufficient to
,

ensure the pressure can be restored to a normal operation, steady
state condition following load changes and other expected
transient operations. The 12 hour interval nas been shown by

'.
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for
potential degradation and to verify operation is within safety

.

analysis assumptions. ,

SR 3.4.1.2

'- Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of 2 hours to i
restore parameters that are not within limits, the 12 hour
Surveillance Frequency for RCS average temperature is sufficient ,

to ensure the temperature can be restored to a normal operation.'

steady state condition following load cht..w.1 and other expected'

transient operations. The 12 hour inter" l :.as been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to re > arly assess for ,

ipotential degradation and to verify operati sn is within safety
,

analysis assumptions.
'

SR 3.4.1.3

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for the indicated RCS total
flow rate is performed using the installed flow instrumentation.
The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be j

*

sufficient to regularly assess potential degradation and to verify
~

,

operation within safety analysis assumptions. The indication for
this parameter indicates in percent (t). The value in ,1 that will -

assure compliance with the minimum total flow limit in the SR is ;

'

p,

j ] (continued)
L

'

I
'
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits ,

B 3.4.1

BASES

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

determined based on the measured RCS total flow from SR 3.4.1.4.
Following each refueling outage and prior to the completion of SR
3.4.1.4. the value in t used to assure compliance with the minimum
RCS total flow is based upon the measured RCS total flow (SR!

i 3.4.1.4) from the previous operating cycle or an alternate
j. measurement and assessment of actual RCS total flow.

SR 3.4.1.4

Heasurement of RCS total flow rate by performance of a precision
calorimetric heat balance once every 18 months (after each

,

refueling) allows the installed RCS flow instrumentation to be'

normalized and verifies the actual RCS flow rate is greater than
.

or equal to the minimum required RCS flow rate.' i

The Frequency of 18 months reflects the importance of verifying
flow after a refueling outage when the core has been altered,
which may have caused an alteration of flow resistance.
This SR is modif'ed by a Note that allows entry into MODE 1,<

without having periormed the SR, and placement of the unit in the'

1 O best condition for performing the SR. The Note states that the SR
! is required to be performed prior to exceeding 85% RTP after each

refueling outage. Using precision instrumentation with multiple .

;
indications, the stated RCS flow accuracy may be attained at power
levels significantly below 85% RTP, as described in the

.

uncertainty analyses. Requiring the precision flow measurement to
be performed prior to 85% RTP allows for a single testing plateau'

,

to be used to perform the RCS flow measurement and various other
| tests described in Section 3.2. Procedures require that the

THERMAL POWER, available instrumentation, and calibration
intervals be sufficient to ensure that the stated RCS flow
accuracy is attained. For feedwater pressure and temperature, the
main steam pressure, and feedwater flow differential pressure4

instruments are calibrated within 90 days of performing the
calorimetric flow measurement.

__

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 15.
,

<

i

OV .
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

,.

V B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

BASES

BACKGROUND This LC0 is based upon meeting several major considerations before
the reactor ct.1 be made critical and while the reactor.is
critical .'

The first consideration is moderator temperature coefficient
(MTC) LCO 3.1.3, " Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)." In
the transient and accident analyses, the MTC is assumed to be in a
range from slightly positive to negative and the operating
temperature is assumed to be within the nominal operating envelope
while the reactor is critical. The LCO on minimum temperature for
criticality helps ensure the plant is operated consistent with
these assumptions.

The second consideration is the protective instrumentation.
Because certain protective instrumentation (e.g., excore neutron
detectors) can be affected by moderator temperature, a temperature

f) value within the nominal operating envelope is chosen to ensure
t, proper indication and response while the reactor is critical.

The third consideration is the pressurizer operating
characteristics. The transient and accident analyses assume that
the pressurizer is within its normal startup and operating rc.nge '

(i.e., saturated conditions and steam bubble present). It is also
assumed that the RCS temperature is within its normal expected
range for startup and power operation. Since the density of the
water, and hence the response of the pressurizer to transients,
depends upon the initial temperature of the moderator, a minimum
value for moderator temperature within the nominal operating
envelope is chosen.-

The fourth consideration is that the reactor vessel is above its
minimum nil ductility reference temperature when the . reactor is
critical.

.

APPLICABLE Although the RCS minimum temperature for criticality is not !
SAFETY ANALYSES itself an initial condition assumed in Design Basis Accidents i

(DBAs). the closely aligned temperature for hot zero power (HZP) j

is a process variable that is an initial condition of DBAs, such )
as the rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) withdrawal, RCCA i

r l,
.

,I
i^|LL (continued)

|
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BASES
A-,

i

APPLICABLE ejection, and main steam line break accidents performed at zero.

SAFETY ANALYSES power that either assumes the failure of. or presents a challenge
(continued) to, the integrity of a fission product barrier.

J

All low power safety analyses assume initial RCS loop temperatures
greater than or equal to the HZP temperature of 557'F (Ref.1).

'
The minimum temperature for criticality limitation provides a
small band. 6*F, for critical operation below HZP. This band
allows critical operation below HZP during plant startup and does

,

not adversely affect any safety analyses since the MTC is not
significantly affected by the small temperature difference between'

HZP and the minimum temperature for criticality.
'

The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies Criterion 2
of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

.

LCO Compliance with the LCO ensures that the reactor will not be made
or maintained critical (k,,, 2 1.0) with an operating loop
temperature less than a small band below the HZP temperature,
which is assumed in the safety analysis. Failure to meet the

'

requirements of this LCO may produce initial conditions
inconsistent with the initial conditions assumed in the safety

'O analysis.

APPLICABILITY In H0DE 1 and H00E 2 with k,rr 2 1.0, LCO 3.4.2 is applicable since'

the reactor can only be critical (k,rr 21.0) in these H0 DES.

The special test exception of LC0 3.1. 9, "H0DE 2 PHYSICS TESTS'

Exceptions," permits PHYSICS TESTS to be performed at s 5% RTP
with RCS loop average temperatures slightly lower than normally,

allowed so that fundamental nuclear characteristics of the core'

can be verified. In order for nuclear characteristics to be
i accurately measured, it may be necessary to operate outside the

normal restrictions of this LCO. For example, to measure the HTC
at beginning of cycle. it is necessary to allow RCS loop average
temperatures to fall below T.w. which may cause RCS loop average'

temperatures to fall below the temperature limit of this
LCO.

.

'

ACTIONS L1 :

| If the parameters that are outside the limit cannot be restored, ||
'

|O
the plant must be brought to a H00E in which the LC0 does not-

:

(continued)
l
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BAS 7.5

(V3
ACTIONS U (continued)

apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to MODE
2 with K n < 1.0 within 30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can be
readily and practically achieved within a 30 minute period. The
allowed time is reasonable. based on operating experience, to
reach MODE 2 with K,,, < 1.0 in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.14

REQUIREMENTS
RCS loop average temperature is required to be verified at or
above 551*F every 12 hours

The SR to verify operating RCS loop average temperatures every 12
hours is frequent enough to prevent the inadvertent violation of
the LCO.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 15.
n

|

|

i

!
,

/ \

.Y
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RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

-

\ |"'
B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

BASES

BACKGROUND All components of the RCS are designed to withstand effects of
cyclic loads due to syste6a pressure and temperature changes.
These loads are introduced by startup (heatup) and shutdown
(cooldown) operations, power transients, and reactor trips. This <

LC0 limits the pressure and temperature changes during RCS heatup
and cooldown, within the design assumptions and the stress limits
for cyclic operation.

The PTLR contains P/T limit curves for heatup, cooldown, inservice
leak and hydrostatic (ISLH) testing, and data for the maximum rate
of change of reactor coolant temperature (Ref.1).

Each P/T limit curve defines an acceptable region for normal
operation. The usual use of the curves is operational guidance
during heatup or cooldown maneuvering, when pressure and
temperature indications are monitored and compared to the

,

(V applicable curve to determine that operation is within the)
allowable region.

The LC0 establishes operating limits that provide a margin to
brittle failure of the reactor vessel and piping of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). The vessel is the component
most subject to brittle failure, and the LC0 limits apply mainly
to the vessel. The limits do not apply to the pressurizer, which
has different design characteristics and operating functions.

10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2), requires the establishment of P/T
limits for specific material fracture toughness requirements of
the RCPB materials. Reference 2 requires an adequate margin to
brittle failure during normal operation, anticipated operational
occurrences, and system hydrostatic tests. It mandates the use of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code,
Section III, Appendix G (Ref. 3).

The neutron embrittlement effect on the material toughness in
.

reflected by increasing the nil ductility reference temperature
(RTa) as exposure to r.eutron fluence increases.

The actual shift in the RT of the vessel material will bea
established periodically by removing and evaluating the irradiated
reactor vessel material specimens, in accordance with ASTH E 185

.
,

,

() (continued)
,
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

'

.

-

BASES

- Background (Ref. 4) and Appendix H of 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 5). The operating P/T
(continued) limit curves will be adjusted. as necessary, based on the i'

evaluation findings and the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.99 (Ref. 6).'

| The P/T limit curves are composite curves established by
' . superimposing limits derived from stress analyses of those

portions of the reactor vessel and head that are the most
restrictive. At any specific pressure, temperature, and .

'

temperature rate of change, one location within the reactor vessel
'will dictate the most restrictive limit. Across the span of the

P/T limit curves, different locations are more restrictive, and. .

*

thus, the curves are composites of the most restrictive regions.
,

The heatup curve represents a different set of restrictions than
the cooldown curve because the directions of the thermal gradients
through the vessel wall are reversed. The thermal gradient'

!reversal alters the location of the tensile stress between the
outer and inner walls. ;

The criticality limit curve includes the Reference 2 requirennt
that it be 2 40'F above the heatup curve or the cooldown curve,'O and not less than the minimum permissible temperature for ISLH i
testing. However, the criticality curve is not operationally
limiting: a more restrictive limit exists in LCO 3.4.2, "RCS
Minimum Temperature for Criticality." ;

The consequence of violating the LC0 limits is that the RCS has
been operated under conditions that can result in brittle failure
of the RCPB, possibly leading to a nonisolable leak or loss of
coolant accident. In the event these limits are exceeded, an ;

i evaluation must be performed to determine the effect on the |
structural integrity of the RCPB components. The ASME Code, !'

Section XI. Appendix E (Ref. 7), provides a recommended.

methodology for evaluating an operating event that causes an
excursion outside the limits.

+

'

APPLICABLE The P/T limits are not derived from Design Basis Accident
:

'

SAFETY ANALYSES (DBA) analyses. They are prescribed during normal' operation to <

avoid encountering pressure, temperature, and temperature rate of :
change conditions that might cause undetected flaws to propagate '

and cause nonductile failure of the RCPB, an unanalyzed condition, s

!- Reference 1 establishes the methodology for determining the P/T ,,

limits. Although the P/T limits are not derived from any DBA, the i
j

L

j. (continued) ,,

L

i

L .C0HANCHE PEAK ITS BASES B 3.4 11 May 15, 1997
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

'

(
L' BASES

i
APPLICABLE P/T limits are acceptance limits since they preclude operation in J

-SAFETY ANALYSES an unanalyzed condition.
(continued)

RCS P/T limits satisfy Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO The two elements of this LC0 are:

!
a. The limit curves for heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing; and

b. Limits on the rate of change of temperature.

The LC0 limits apply to all components of the RCS, except the
pressurizer. These limits define allowable operating regions and
permit a large number of operating cycles while providing a wide
margin to nonductile failure.

The limits for the rate of change of temperature control the
thermal gradient through the vessel wall and are used as inputs
for calculating the heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing P/T limit
curves. Thus, the LC0 for the rate of change of temperaturep) restricts stresses caused by thermal gradients and also ensures(,
the validity of the P/T limit curves.

Violating the LCO limits places the reactor vessel outside of the
bounds of the stress analyses and can increase stresses in other
RCPB components. The consequences depend on several factors, as
follow:

a. The severity of the departure from the allowable operating
P/T regime or the severity of the rate of change of
temperature;

b. The length of time the limits were violated (longer
violations allow the temperature gradient in the thick vessel
walls to become more pronounced); and

c. The existence, sizes, and orientations of flaws in the vessel
material.

.

APPLICABILITY The RCS P/T limits LC0 provides a definition of acceptable i
operation for prevention of nonductile fc11ure in accordance with ,

10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2). Although the P/T limits were

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

. BASES

APPLICABILITY developed to provide guidance for operation during heatup or
(continued) cooldown (H00ES 3. 4, and 5) or ISLH testing, their Applicability !

is at all times in keeping with the concern for nonductile
failure. The limits do not apply to the pressurizer.

! During MODES 1 and 2 other Technical Specifications provide
limits for operation that can be more restrictive than or can
supplement these P/T limits. LC0 3.4.1, "RCS Pressure.
Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB)
Limits": LC0 3.4.2, "RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality": and 4

Safety Limit 2.1, " Safety Limits," also provide operational l

restrictions for pressure and temperature and maximum pressure.
Furthermore, MODES 1 and 2 are above the temperature range of
concern for nonductile failure, and stress analyses have been
performed for normal maneuvering profiles, such as power ascension
or descent. |

!
ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Operation outside the P/T limits during MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 mu:;t be

O corrected so that the RCPB is returned to a condition that has
been verified by stress analyses.

The 30 minute Completion Time reflects the urgency of restoring
the parameters to within the analyzed range. Most violations will
not be severe, and the activity can be accomplished in this time
in a controlled manner.

Besides restoring operation within limits, an evaluation is
required to determine if RCS operation can continue. The
evaluation must verify the RCPB integrity remains acceptable
and must be completed before continuing operation. Several
methods may be used, including comparison with pre analyzed
transients in the stress analyses, new analyses, or inspection of
the components.

ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 7), may be used to support
the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to evaluation of
the vessel beltline.-

The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable to accomplish the
evaluation. The evaluation for a mild violation is possible
within this time, but more severe violations may require special,

'
,

event specific stress analyses or inspections. A favorable
evaluation must be completed before continuing to operate. .

J
- (continued) !
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

/~h
V BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

Condition A is modified by a Note requiring Required Action A.2 to
be completed whenever the Condition is entered. The Note
emphasizes the need to perform the evaluation of the effects of ,

the excursion outside the allowable limits. Restoration alone per !

Required Action A.1 is insufficient because higher than analyzed ]
stresses may have occurred and may have affected the RCPB |

'

integrity.
|

|

B.1 and B.2

If a Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A |

are not met, the plant must be placed in a lower H0DE because i
either the RCS remained in an unacceptable P/T region for an

'

|
,

extended period of increased stress or a sufficiently severe event:

f caused entry into an unacceptable region. Either possibility
indicates a need for more careful examination of the event, best |
accomplished with the RCS at reduced pressure and temperature. In

'

reduced pressure and temperature conditions, the possibility of
propagation with undetected flaws is decreased.

}
'' If the required restoration activity cannot be accomplished within

30 minutes, Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 must be
implemented to reduce pressure and temperature.

If the required evaluation for continued operation cannot be
accomplished within 72 hours or the results are indeterminate or
unfavorable, action e,ust proceed to reduce pressure and
temperature as specified in Required Action B.1 and Required
Action B.2. A favorable evaluation must be completed and
documented before returning to operating pressure and temperature
conditions.

Pressure and temperature are reduced by bringing the plant to
H00E 3 within 6 hours and to H00E 5 with RCS pressure < 500 psig
within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power'

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

|

,

U (continued)
4
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RCS P/T Licits
B 3.4.3

C BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

Actions must be initiated immediately to correct operation outside
of the P/T limits at times other than when in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4

,

1

so that the RCPB is returned to a condition that has been verified
by stress analysis.

The immediate Completion Time reflects the urgency of initiating
actioa to restore the parameters to within the analyzed range.
Most vichtions will not be severe, and the activity can be ;

accomplished in this time in a controlled manner,
i

Besides restoring operation within limits, an evaluation is j
required to determine if RCS operation can continue. The
evaluation must verify that the RCPB integrity remains acceptable
and must be completed prior to entry into H0DE 4. Several methods
may be used, including comparison with
pre analyzed transients in the stress analyses, or inspection of
the components.

ASME Code, Section XI Appendix E (Ref. 7), may be used to
support the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to

(oj evaluation of the vessel beltline.

Condition C is modified by a Note requiring Required Action C.2 to
be completed whenever the Condition is entered. The Note
emphasizes the need to perform the evaluation of the effects of
the excursion outside the allowable limits. Restoration alone per |

'

Required Action C.1 is insufficient because higher than analyzed
stresses may have occurred and may have affected the RCPB
integrity.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that operation is within the PTLR limits is required
every 30 minutes when RCS pressure and temperature conditions are
undergoing planned changes. This Frequency is considered
reasonable in view of the control room indication available to
monitor RCS status. Also, since temperature rate of change limits-

are specified in hourly increments, 30 minutes permits assessment
and correction for minor deviations within a reasonable time.

Surveillance for heatup, cooldown, or ISLH testing may be
discontinued when the definition given in the relevant plant
procedure for ending the activity is satisfied.

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3. ,,
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BASES

SURVG'.LMiCE SR 3.4.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is modified by a Note that only requires this SR to be1

performed during system heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing. No SR

'f is given for criticality operations bechuse LC0 3.4.2 contains a .

more restrictive requirement.
.

,g REFET.ENCES 1. WCAP 14040 NP A, Rev. 2 January 1996.

: 2, 10 CFR 50, Appendix G. j

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
y Appendix G.

[ 4. ASTM E 185 82, July 1982.

.. 5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix H.

6. Regu16 tory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, May 1988.

7. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section X1
Appendix E.

-

k
-;

.

1
.

.

l
'

'

, ;

.4-

f
: '
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RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2 !

B 3.4.4 '

.r
i, -B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (r,cq

,

)
'B 3.4.4 RCS Loops-H0 DES 1 d2 -

| BASES

-BACKGROUND The primary function of the RCS is removal of the heat generated
in the fuel due to the fission process, and transfer of this heat,
via the steam generators (SGs), to the secondary plant.

~

The secondary functions of the RCS include:

I a. Moderating the neutron energy level to the thermal state, to
increase the probability of fission;

b. Improving the neutron economy by acting as a reflector:

c. Carrying the soluble r:Gution poison, boric acid;

d. Providing a secor.d barrier against fission product release to
the environment: and

e. Removing the heat generated in the fuel due to fission
. product decay following a unit shutdown. ;

The reactor coolant is circulated through four loops connected in j
parallel to the reactor vessel, each containing an SG, a reactor J

<

coolant pump (RCP), and appropriate flow and temperature
instrumentation for both control and protection. The reector
vessel contains the clad fuel. The SGs provide the heat sink to
the isolated secondary coolant. The RCPs circulate the coolant
through the reactor vessel and SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure
proper heat transfer and prevent fuel damage. This forcW
circulation of the reactor coolant ensures mixing of ttg Molant
for proper boration and chemistry control.

APPLICABLE Safety analyses contain various assumptions for the design
SAFETY ANALYSES bases accident initial conditions including RCS pressure, RCS

temperature, reactor power level, core parameters and safety i
'system setpoints. The important aspect for this LU' the.

reactor coolant forced flow rate, which is represe ed by the
number of RCS loops in servica. i

All of the accident / safety analyses performed at full rated
thermal power assume that all four RCS loops are in operation as

A
U (continued) i

!
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RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2
B 3.4.4

O BASES

U

| APPLICABLE an initial condition. Some accident / safety analyses have been
- SAFETY ANALYSES performed at zero power conditions assuming only two RCS loops are

(continued) in operation to conservatively bound lower modes of operation.
i The uncontrolled RCCA (Bank) withdrawal from subcritical event isi

included in this category, While all accident / safety analyses
performed at full rated thermal power assume that all the RCS
loops are in operation, selected events examine the effects
resulting from a loss of RCP operation. These include the
complete and partial loss of forced RCS flow, RCP rotor seizure,
and RCP shaft break events. For each of these events, it is

I demonstrcted that all the applicable safety criteria are
satisfied. For the remaining accident / safety analyses, operation
of all four RCS loops during the transient up to the time of ,

reactor trip is assumed thereby ensuring that all the applicable |
acceptance criteria are satisfied. Those transients analyzed ;

beyond the time of reactor trip were examined assuming that a loss {
of offsite power occurs which results in the RCPs coasting down. I

The plant is designed to operate with all RCS loops in operation
to maintain DNBR above the limit value, during all normal
operations and anticipated transients. By ensuring heat transfer
in the nucleate l' oiling region, adequate heat transfer is provided
between the fuel cladding and the reactor coolant.g.
RCS Loops-HODES 1 and 2 satisfy Criterion 2 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

LC0 The purpose of this LC0 is to require ar adequate forced flow rate
for core heat removal. Flow is represe,ited by the number of RCPs
in operation for removal of heat by the SGs. To meet safety
analysis acceptance criteria for DNB, four pumps are required to
be in operation at power. ,

An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of an OPERABLE RCP in operation
providing forced flow for heat transport and an OPERABLE SG in
accordance with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, tne r m tor is critical and thus has the
potential to produce maximum THERMAL POWER. Thus, to ensure that
the assumptions of the accident analyses remain valid, all RCS
loops are required to be OPERABLE and in operation in these MODES
to prevent DNB and core damage.

fO (continued)
G
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RCS Loops-HODES 1 and 2
B 3.4.4

n j

|BASES

APPLICABILITY The decay heat production rate is much lower than the full pow
(continued) er heat rate. As such, the forced circulation flow and heat sink )

requirements are reduced for lower, noncritical MODES as indicated 1

Iby the LCOs for H0 DES 3, 4, and 5.

Operation in other H0 DES is covered by:

LC0 3.4.5 ncS Loops-H0DE 3":
LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-H0DE 4":
LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-HODE 5, Loops Filled";
LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-HODE 5 Loops Not Filled":
LCO 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-High Water Level" (HODE 6); and
LC0 3.9.6, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-Low Water Level" (H0DE 6).
,

ACTIONS A.1

O If the requirements of the LC0 are not met, the Required Action is

Q to reduce power and bring the plant to H0DE 3. This lowers power
level and thus reduces the core heat removal needs and minimizes
the possibility of violating DNB limits.

The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach H0DE 3 from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging safety systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that each RCS loop is
in operation. Verification may include flow rate, temperature, or
pump status monitoring, which help ensure that forced flow is
providing heat removal while maintaining the margin to DNB. The
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering other indications

'

and alarms available to the operator in the control room to
monitor RCS loop performance.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 15.

(q
%
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RCS Loops-H0DE 3
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(
() B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.5 RCS Loops-H0DE 3

BASES

BACKGROUND In H0DE 3, the primary function of the reactor coolant is removal
of decay heat and transfer of this heat, via the steam generator
(SG), to the secondary plant fluid. The secondary function of
the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron
poison, boric acid.

The reactcr coolant is circulated through four RCS loops,
connected in parallel to the reactor vessel. each containing an
SG, a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and appropriate flow, pressure,
level, and temperature instrumentation for control, protection,
and indication. The reactor vessel contains the clad fuel. The
SGs provide the heat sink. The RCPs circulate the water through
the reactor vessel and SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure proper
heat transfer and prevent fuel damage.

In H0DE 3, RCPs are used to provide forced circulation for heat
removal during heatup and cooldown. The MODE 3 decay heat
removal requirements are low enough that a single RCS loop with( )

V one RCP running is sufficier,t to remove core decay heat.
However, two RCS loops are required to be OPERABLE to ensure
redundant capability for decay heat removal.

APPLICABLE Whenever the reactor trip breakers (RTBs) are in the closed
SAFETY ANALYSES position and the control rod drive mechanisms (CRDHs) are

energized, an inadvertent rod withdrawal from suberitical,
resulting in a power excursion, is possible. Such a transient
could be caused by a malfunction of the rod control system. In
addition, the possibility of a power excursion due to the
ejection of an inserted control rod is possible with the breakers
closed or open. Such a transient could be caused by the
mechanical failure of a CRDM housing.

Therefore, in H0DE 3 with the Rod Control System capable of rod
withdrawal, accidental control rod withdrawal from subcritical is
postulated and requires at least two RCS loops to be OPERABLC and
in operation to ensure that the accident analyses limits are met.
For those conditions when

m .

) (continued) |
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RCS Loops-MODE 3
B 3.4.5

BASES

APPLICABLE the Rod Control System is not capable of rod withdrawal, two
SAFETY ANALYSES RCS loops are required to be OPERABLE, but only one RCS loop is

(continued) required to be in operation to be consistent with MODE 3 accident
analyses.-

Failure to provide decay heat removal may result in challenges to
a fission product barrier. The RCS loops are part of the primary
success path that functions or actuates to prevent or mitigate a
Design Basis Accident or transient that either assumes the
f ailure of, or presents a challenge to, the integrity of a
fission product barrier.

RCS Loops-MODE 3 satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(u(2)(ii).

LC0 The purpose of this LC0 is to require that at least two RCS loops
be OPERABLE. In MODE 3 with the Rod Control System capable of
rod withdrawal, two RCS loops must be in operation. Two RCS
loops are required to be in operation in MODE 3 with the Rod
Control System capable of rod withdrawal due to the postulation
of a power excursion because of an inadvertent control rod

rs withdrawal. The required number of RCS loops in operation
ensures that the Safety Limit criteria will be met for all of the'

pos%1ated accidents.

When the Rod Control System is not capable of rod withdrawal
'

only one RCS loop in operation is necessary to ensure removal of
decay heat from the core and homogenous boron concentration
throughout the PCS. An additional RCS loop is required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that redundancy for heat removal is

,

maintained.-

The Note permits all RCPs to be removed from operation for
s 1 bour per 8 hour period. The purpose of the Note is to
perform tests that are required to be performed without flew or
pump noise. One of these tests is validation of the pump
coastdown curve used as input to a number of accident analyses
including a loss of flow accident. This test is generally
performed in MODE 3 during the initial startup testing program,
and as such should only be performed once. If, however, changes.

are made to the RCS that would cause a change to the flow'

characteristics of the RCS. the input values of the coastdown*

curve must be revalidated by conducting the test again.

!

' (continued)

|
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BASES4

LC0 Utilization of the Note is permitted provided the following |

(continued) conditions are met, along with any other conditions imposed by I

test procedures:'
,

'

a. No operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS boron
concentration, thereby maintaining the margin to
criticality. Boron reduction is prohibited because a
uniform concentratico distribution throughout the RCS
cannot be ensured when in natural circulation; and

'

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below
saturation temperature, so that no vapor bubble may form
and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction.

An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of one OPERABLE RCF and one
OPERABLE SG in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube'

Surveillance Program, which has the minimum water level specified
in SR 3.4.5.2. An RCP is OPERABLE if it is capable of being
powered and is able to provide forced flow if required.

,

.
,

(x APPLICABILITY In H0DE 3 this LCO ensures forced circulation of the reactor
( coolant to remove decay heat from the core and to provide proper

boron mixing. The most stringent condition of the LCO, that is,
two RCS loops OPERABLE and two RCS loops in operation, applie: to
MODE 3 with Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal. The
least stringent condition, that is, two RCS loops OPERABLE and
one RCS loop in operation, applies to N0DE 3 with the Rod Control
System not capable of rod withdrawal.

Operation in other H0 DES is covered by:-

LC0 3.4.4, "P.'S Loops-MODES 1 and 2":
'LC0 3.4.6, 'RCS Loops-H0DE 4":;

LCO 3.4.7 "RCS Loops-H0DE 5, Loops Filled":
LC0 3.4.ft, "RCS Loops-HODE 5, Loops Not~ Filled";
LC0 3.9.!i, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LC0 3.9.6, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulatiori-Low Water Level" (M00E 6).
.

.

4

( (continued)
._
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U
ACTIONS L1'

If one required RCS loop is inoperable, redundancy for heat
removal is lost. . The Required Action is restoration of the
required RCS loop to OPERABLE status within the Completion Time ,

of 72 hours. This time allowance is a justified period to be
without the redundant, nonoperating loop because a single loop in
operation has a heat transfer capability greater than that needed
to remove the decay heat produced in the reactor core and because

'

of the low probability of a failure in the remaining loop
occurring during this period.

IL1

If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit must be
'

brought to H00E 4. In H0DE 4, the unit may be placed on the
Residual Heat Removal System. The additional Completion Time of
12 hours is compatible with required operations to achieve
cooldown and depressurization from the existing plant conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

C 1 and C.2.

s
If the required RCS loop is not in operation, and the Rod Control
System is capable of rod withdrawal, the Required Action is
either to restore the required RCS loop to operation or to place .

the Rod Control System in a condition incapable of rod withdrawal |

(e.g., de energize all CRDHs by opening the RTBs or de energizing
the motor generator (MG) sets). When the Rod Control System is
capable of rod withdrawal, it is postulated that a power
excursion could occur in the event of an inadvertent control rod
withdrawal. This mandates having the heat transfer capacity of ,

two RCS loops in operation. If enly one loop is in operation,
the Rod Control System must be in a condition incapable of rod ,

withdrawal. The Completion Time of 1 hour to restore the i

required RCS loop to operation or render the Rod Control System
incapable of rod withdrawal is adequate to perform these
operations in an orderly manner without exposing the unit to risk
for an undue time period. ,

D.1. D.2. and D.3'

If four RCS loops are inoperable or no RCS loop is in operation, ,'

except as during conditions permitted by the Note in the LC0 8

section, place the Rod Control System in a condition incapable of .

rod withdrawal (e.g., all CRDHs must be de energized by opening I<
~

} (continued)4

m..
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RCS Loops-MODE 3
,

| B 3.4.5
1

/3 BASES

V
ACTIONS D.1. D.2 and D.3 (continued)

i

the RTBs or de energizing the MG sets). All operations involving
a reduction of RCS boron concentration must be suspended, and

,

action to restore one of the RCS loops to OPERABLE status and
operation must be initiated. Boron dilution requires forced !

lcirculation for proper mixing, and opening t<e RTBs or
de energizing the MG sets removes the po.esibility of an
inadvertent rod withdrawal. The immediate Completion Time
reflects the importance of maintaining operation for heat
removal. The action to restore must be continued until one loop

;

is restored to OPERABLE status and operation.
,

4

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the required i

loops are in operation. Verification may include flow rate,
4

temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure that
forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency of 12 hours
is sufficient considering other indications and alarms available

p to the operator in the control room to monitor RCS loop
t performance.

4

SR 3.4.5.2

SR 3.4.5.2 requires verification of SG OPERABILITY. SG
OPERABILITY is verified by ensuring that the secondary side
narrow range water level is :: 10% for required RCS loops. If
the SG secondary side narrow range water level is < 10%, the
tubes may become uncovered and the associated loop may not be
capable of providing the heat sink for removal of the decay heat.
The 12 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of other
indications available in the control room to alert the operator
to a loss of SG 1evel. |

SR 3.4.5.3

Verification that the required RCPs are OPERABLE ensures that |

safety analyses limits are ' net. The requirement also ensures |

that an additional RCP can be placed in operation, if needed, to !
'

maintain decay heat renoval and reactor coolant circulation.
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment
and power availability to the required RCPs.

|

REFERENCES None.

|
1
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RCS Loops-MODE 4
8 3.4.6

: B 3.4~ REACTOR C00UINT SYSTEM (RCS)-

. B 3.4.6 J RCS Loops-MODE 4 -
,

' BASES-

BACKGROUND In H00E 4, the primary function of the reactor coolant is the
.

removal of decay heat and the transfer of this heat to either the'

; steam generator (SG) secondary side coolant or the component
; ' cooling water via the residual heat removal (RHR) heat

exchangers.' The secondary function of the reactor coolant is to*'

act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison boric acid.

The reactor coolant is circulated through four RCS loops
; . connected in parallel .to the reactor vessel, each loop containing-
i an SG, a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and appropriate flow,

pressure - level, and temperature instrumentation for control,
i protection, and indication. The RCPs' circulate the coolant

through the reactor vessel and SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure
proper heat transfer and to prevent boric acid stratification.

In MODE 4, either RCPs or RHR loops can be used to provide forcedF

circulation. The intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow
O from at least one RCP or one RHR loop for decay heat removal and

'

,V transport. The flow provided by one RCP loop or RHR loop'is
adequate for decay heat removal.- The other intent of this LC0 is
to require that two paths be available to provide redundancy for
decay heat removel.

.

:.

| ADPLICABLE' In MODE 4, RCS circulation is considered in the
t. SAFETY ANALYSES. determination of the time available for mitigation of the.
;. accidental boron dilution event. The RCS and RHR loops provide

this circulation.'

I .RCS Loops-MODE 4 satisfy Criterion 4 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

$

LCO The purpose of this LC0 is to require that at least two loops be.

b OPERABLE in H00E 4 and that one of these loops be in operation.
The LCO allows the two loops that are required to be OPERABLE to

; consist of any combination of RCS
.

(continued)
,
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LCO loops and RHR loops. Any one loop in operation provides
(continued) enough flow to remove the decay heat from the core with forced

circulation. An additional loop is required to be OPERABLE to
provide redundancy for heat removal.

Note 1 permits all RCPs or RHR pumps to be removed from operation
for s 1 hour per 8 hour period. The purpose of the Nete is to
permit tests that are required to be performed witiout flow or
pump noise The 1 hour time period is adequate to parform the
test, and operating experience has shown that boron
stratification is not a problem during this short period with no
forced flow.

Utilization of Note 1 is permitted provided the following
conditions are met along with any other conditions imposed by
test orocedures:

a. No operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS boron
concentration, therefore maintaining the margin to
criticality. Boron reduction is prohibited because a

,Q uniform concentration distribution throughout the RCS

Q cannot be ensured when in natural circulction; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below
saturation temperature, so that no vapor bubble may form
and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction.

Note 2 requires that the secondacy side water temperature of each
SG be s 50*F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures before
the start of an RCP with any RCS cold leg temperature s 350*F.
This restraint is to prevent a low temperature overpressure event
due to a thermal transient when an RCP is started.

An OPERABLE RCS loop comprises an OPERABLE RCP and an OPERABLE SG
in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube
Surveillance Program, which has the minimum water level
specified in SR 3.4.6.2.

Similarly for the RHR System, an OPERABLE RHR loop comprises an
OPERABLE RHR pump capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE

'

RHR heat exchanger. RCPs and RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are
capable of being powered and are able to provide forced flow if
required.

g
s /'" (continued)

1
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RCS Loops-HODE 4
B 3.4.6

|

Ov BASES

APPLICABILITY In H00E 4, this LC0 ensures forced circulation of the reactor 1

coolant to remove decay heat from the core and to provide proper !'

boron mixing. One loop of either RCS or RHR provides sufficient i
circulation for these purposes. However, two hops consisting of |

any combination of RCS and RHR loops are required to be OPERABLE
'

'to meet single failure considerations.

Operation in other H0 DES is covered by:

LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops-H0 DES 1 and 2":
LC0 3.4.5. "RCS Loops -H00E 3":

!LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-H0DE 5 Loops Filled":
| LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-H0DE 5, Loops Not Filled";

LC0 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-High Water Level" (H0DE 6); and

LC0 3.9.6, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-Low Water Level" (H0DE 6).

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If one required loop is inoperable, redundancy for heat removal
4 is lost. Action must be initiated to restore a second RCS or RHR

loop to OPERABl.E status. The immediate Completion Time reflects
the importance of maintaining the availability of two paths for
heat removal.

; If one required RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation and there
! are no RCS loops OPERABLE, an inoperable RCS or RHR loop must be

restored to OPERABLE status to provide a redundant means for
decay heat removal.

If the parameters that are outside the limits cannot be restored,
the unit must be brought to MODE 5 within 24 hours. Bringing the
unit to HODE 5 is a conservative action with regard to decay heat

,

removal. With only one RHR loop OPERABLE, redundancy for decay
heat removal is lost and, in the event of a loss of the remaining
RHR loop, it would be safer to initiate that loss from H0DE 5-

(s 200*F) rather than H0DE 4 (200 to 350'F). The Completion Time
of 24 hours is a reasonable time, based on operating experience,

; to rea:h MODE 5 from H0DE 4 in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

;

I\ (continued)w-

|
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ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

If no loop is OPERABLE or in operation, except during conditions
permii.ted by Note 1 in the LC0 section all operations involving
a reduction of RCS boron concentration must be suspended and
action to restore one RCS or RHR loop to OPERABLE status and '

operation must be initiated. Boron dilution requires forced
circulation for proper mixing, and the margin to criticality must
not be reduced in this type of operation. The immediate
Completion Times reflect the importance of maintaining operation
for decay heat removal. The action to restore must be continued ,

until one loop is restored to OPERABLE status and operation.
t

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one RCS or RHR
loop is in operation. Verification may include flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure that

/ forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency of 12 hours
\ is sufficient considering other indications and alarms available

to the operator in the control room to monitor RCS and RHR loop
performance.

SR 3.4.6.2

SR 3.4.6.2 requires verification of SG OPERABILITY. SG
OPERABILITY is verified by ensuring that the secondary side
narrow range water level is 210%. If the SG secondary side
narrow range water level is < 10%, the tubes may become uncovered
and the associated loop may not be capable of providing the heat
s'nk necessary for removal of decay heat. The 12 hour Frequency
is considered adequate in view of other indications available in
the control room to alert the operator to the loss of SG level.

SR 3.4.6.3

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that an
additional RCS or RHR pump can be placed in operation, if needed,
to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation.
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment
and power available to the required pump. The Frequency of
7 days is considered reasonable in view of other administrative
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by

-

operat1ng experience.
' (, mf (continued)

1

|
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RCS Loops-HODE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

m() B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.7 RCS Loops-H00E 5, Loops Filled

BASES

BACKGROUND In H00E 5 with the RCS loops filled, the primary function of the
reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat and transfer of this
heat either to the steam generator (SG) secondary side coolant via
natural circulation (Ref.1) or the component cooling water via
the residual het:t removal (RHR) heat exchangers. While the
principal means for decay heat removal is via the RHR System, the
SGs via natural circulation are specified as a backup means'for
redundancy. Even though the SGs cannot produce steam in this
H0DE, they are capable of being a heat sink due to their large
contained volume of secondary water. As long as the SG secondary
side water is at a lower temperature than the reactor coolant,
heat transfer will occur. The rate of heat transfer is directly
proportional to the temperature difference. The secondary
function of the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble
neutron poison, boric acid.

In H00E 5 with RCS loops filled, the reactor coolant is circulated
by means of two RHR loops connected to the RCS, each loop

-)(V containing an RHR heat exchanger, an RHR pump, and appropriate
flow acd temperature instrumentation for control, protection, and
indication. One RHR pump circulates the water through the RCS at
a sufficient rate to prevent boric acid stratification.

The number of loops in operation can vary to suit the operational
needs. The intent of this LC0 is to provide forced flow from at
least one RHR loop for decay heat removal and transport. The flow
provided by one RHR loop is adequate for decay heat removal. The
other intent of this LCO is to require that a second path be
available to provide redundancy for heat removal.

The LC0 provides for redundant paths of decay heat removal
capability. The first path can be an RHR loop that must be
OPERABLE and in operation. The second patt can be another
OPERABLE RHR loop or maintaining two SGs with secondary side water
levels above 10% to provide an alternate method for decay heat
removal via natural circulation.

.

APPLICABLE In H0DE 5, RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the

accidental boron dilution event. The RHR loops provide this
circulation.

,,() (centinued)
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APPLICABLE RCS Loops-H00E S (Loops Filled) satisfy Criterion 4 of
SAFETY ANALYSES 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

(continued)

LC0 The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least one of the RHR
loops be OPERABLE and in operation with an additional RHR loop
OPERABLE or two SGs with secondary side water level a 10%. One
RHR loop provides sufficient forced circulation to perform the
safety functions of the reactor coolant under these conditions.
An additional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE to meet single
failure considerations. However, if the standby RHR loop is not
OPERABLE, an acceptable alternate method is two SGs with their
secondary side water levels a 10%. Should the operating RHR loop
fail, the SGs could be used to remove the decay heat via natural
circulation.

Note 1 permits all RHR pumps to M removed from operation s 1 hour
per 8 hour period. The purpose u the Note is to permit tests
that are required to be performed without flew or pump noise. The

Q 1 hour time period is adequate to perform the test, and operating

C/ experience has shown that boron stratification is not likely
during this short period with no forced flow.

Utilization of Note 1 is permitted provided the following
conditions are met, along with any other conditions imposed by
test procedures:

a. No operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS
boron concentration, therefore maintaining the margin to
criticality. Boron reduction is prohibited because e, uniform
concentration distribution throughout the RCS cannot be
ensured when in natural circulation; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below
saturation temperature, so that no vapor bubble may form and
possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction.

Note 2 allows one RHR loop to be inopercble for a period of up to
2 hours, provided that the other RHR loop is OPERABLE and in'

operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be
performed on the inoperable loop during the only time when such

>|testing is safe and possible.

|

(continued)

|
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LC0 Note 3 requires that the secondary side water temperature of each
(continued) SG be s 50*F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures before

the start of a reactor coolant pump (RCP) with an RCS cold leg
temperature s 350*F. This restriction is to prevent a low
temperature overpressure event due to a thermal transient when an
RCP is started.

Note 4 provides for an orderly transition from MODE 5 to MODE 4
during a planned heatup by permitting removal of RHR loops from
operation when at least one RCS loop is in operation. This Note
provides for the transition to MODE 4 where an RCS loop is
permitted to be in operation and replaces the RCS circulation
function provided by the RHR loops.

RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and
are able to provide flow if required. An OPEMBLE SG can perform
as a heat sink via natural circulation when 19 has an adequate
water level and is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam Generator
Tube Surveillance Program.

A
(j APPLICABILITY In H0DE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LCO requires forced

circulation of the reactor coolant to remove decay heat from the'

core, and to provide proper boron mixing. One loop of RHR provides
sufficient circulation for these purposes. However, one
additional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE, or the secondary
side water level of at least two SGs is required to be 210%.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops-PDES 1 and 2":
LC0 3.4.5, "RCS Loops -MODE 3":
1.00 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-MODE 4";
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled";
LCO 3.9.5, "Residaal Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation'High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LCO 3.9.6, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If one RHR loop is inoperable and the required SGs have secondary .I
side water levels <10%, redundancy for heat removal is lost. Ii

Action must be initiated immediately to restore a second RHR loop |

U (continued) |
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ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

to OPERABLE status or to restore the required SG secondary side
water levels. Either Required Action A.1 or Required Action A.2
will restore redundant heat removal paths. The imediate
Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining the
availability of two paths for heat removal.

B.1 and B.2

If no RHR loop is in ope-ation. except during conditions permitted
by Notes 1 and 4, or if no loop is OPERABLE, all operations

i

involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration must be :;uspended
and action to restore one RHR loop to OPERABLE status and
operation must be initiated. To prevent inadvertent criticality
durir.g a boron dilution, forced circulation from at least one RCP
is required to provide proper mixing and preserve the margin to
criticality in this type of operation. The immediate Completion
Times reflect the importance of maintaining operation for heat
removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1
RE0'JIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the required
loop is in operation. Verification may include flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure that
forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency of 12 hours
is sufficient considering other indications and alarms available
to the operator in the control room to monitor RHR loop
performance.

SR 3.4.7.2

Verifying that at least two SGs are OPERABLE by ensuring their
secondary side narrow range water levels are a 10% ensures an
alternate decay heat removal method via natural circulation in the
event that the second RHR loop is not OPERABLE. If both RHR loops
are OPERABLE, this Surveillance is not needed. The 12 hour
Frequency is considered adequate in view of other indications
available in the control room to alert the operator to the loss of
SG level.

(continued)
-

_
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RCS Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Filled'

"B 3.4.7- |
-

4

.q(_/
BASES j

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.3- j

REQUIREMENTS. )

, Verification that a second RHR pump is OPERABLE ensures that an
additional pump can be placed in operation. if needed.. to maintain ,

decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification4

is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment and power- |
*

available to the RHR pump. If secondary side water level is 210% >
'

in at least two SGs, this Surveillance is not needed. The f
'

| Frequency of 7. days is considered reasonable in view of other.
'

administrative controls available and has been shown to De1

acceptable by operating experience.*

!

*

: REFERENCES 1. NRC Information Notice 95 35, " Degraded Ability of Steam
Generators to Remove Decay Heat by Natural Circulation." ;

i
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RCS Loops-H00E 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

r~N
Q B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.8. RCS Loops-H00E 5. Loops Not Filled

,

BASES
____

.

BACKGROUND In H00E 5 with the RCS loops not filled, the primary function of
the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat ';2nerated in the
fuel, and the transfer of this heat to the component cooling
water via the residual heat removal (RHR) beat exchangers. The
steam generators (SGs) are not available as a heat sink when.the
loops are not filled. . The secondary function of the reactor
coolant is to act as a carrier for the soluble neutron poison.
beric acid.

In H00E 5 with loops not filled, only RHR pumps can be used for
coolant circulation. The number of pumps in operation can vary |'
to suit the operational needs. The intent of this LCO is to
previde forced flow from at least one RHR pump for decay heat
removal and transport and to require that two paths be available ,

ito provide redundancy for heat removal,

APPLICABLE In H00E 5. RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the

accidental bo;'on dilution event. The RHR loops provide this
circulation. The flow provided by one RHR 1c,op is adequate for
heat removal and for boren mixing.

RCS loops in H0DE 5 (loops not filled) satisfy Criterion 4 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LC0 The purpose of this LC0 is to require that at least two RHR loops
be OPERABLE and one of these loops be in operation. An OPERABLE
loop is one that has the capability of transferring heat from the ,

reactor coolant at a controlled rate. Heat cannot be removed via
the RHR System unless forced flow is used. A minimum of one
running RHR pump meets the LC0 requirement for one loop in
operation. An addf tional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE to

.

meet single fail' e considerations.

Note 1 permits all RHR pumps to be removed from operation for
s 1 hour. The circumstances for stopping both RHR pumps are to
be limited to situations when the outage time is short and core :

!'
4

'
(continued)V) |

.
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8-

BASES

LCO outlet temperature is maintained at least 10 F below saturation,

(continued) temperature. The Note prohibits boron dilution or draining
operations when RHR forced flow is stopped.

,

Note 2 allows one RHR loop to be inoperable for a period of !
t

s 2 hours, provided that the other loop is OPERABLE and ini

operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be
performed on the inoperable loop during the only time when these
tests are safe and possible..

An OPERABLE RHR loop is comprised of an OPERABLE RHR pump capable
of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger. RHR

,

pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and are'

able to provide flow if required.

: APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LC0 requires core heat
removal and coolant circulation by the RHR System. The ;

Applicability is modified by a Note stating that entry into MODE
'

5 Loops Not Filled from MODE 5 Loops Filled is not permitted
while LC0 3.4.8 is not met. This Note specifies an exception to

,O LC0 3.0.4 and would prevent draining the RCS, which would
eliminate the possibility of SG heat removal, while the RHR
function was degraded.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2":
LCO 3,4,5, "RCS Loops -MODE 3": ,

!LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops -MODE 4":
LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Filled";
LC0 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LC0 3.9.6 " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

ACTIONS /L1

If only one RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation, redundancy for
RHR is lost. Action must be initiated to restore a second loop
to OPERABLE status. The irenediate Completion Time reflects the
importance of maintaining the availability of two paths for heat
removal, j

ii

(continued)

!
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RCS Loops-HODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

,

U BASES

ACTIONS [L1 and B.2
(continued)

If no required RHR loops are OPERABLE or in operation, except
during conditions permitted by Note 1, all operations involving a
reduction of RCS boron concentration must be suspended and action ,
must be initiated immediately to restore an RHR loop to OPERABLE
status and operation. Boron dilution requires forced circulation
for uniform dilution, and the margin to criticality must not be
reduced in this type of operation. The immediate Completion Time
reflects the importance of maintaining operation for heat
removal. The action to restore must continue until one loop is
restored to OPERABLE status and oneration.

SURVEILLANCE SEL_3.4. B.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one loop is in
I operation. Verification may include flow rate, temperature, or

pump status monitoring, which help ensure that forced flow is
providing heat removal. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient

fn considering other indications and alarms available to the

Q operator in the control room to monitor RHR loop performance.

SR 3.4.8.2

Verification that the required number of pumps are OPERABLE
ensures that ado.tional pumps can be placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power available to the required pumps. The
Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of other
administrative controls available and has been shown to be
acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES None. j
i
1

.

i!

;il n
_s
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u. Pressuriz r '

B 3.4.9 -
t

l
B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

:B 3.4.9 Pressurizer
, ,

-BASES-

BACKGROUND ' The pressurizer provides a point in the RCS where liquid and -

'

. vapor are maintained in equilibrium'under saturated conditions
for pressure control purposes to prevent bulk boiling in the ,

remainder of the RCS. - Key functions include maintaining required
primary system pressure during steady state operation, and a*

limiting the pressure changes caused by reactor coolant thermal
expansion and contraction during normal ~ load transients.

'

The pressure control components addressed by this LC0 include the
pressurizer water level, the required heaters, and their controls
and emergency power supplies. Pressurizer safety valves and ;

pressurizer- power operated relief valves are addressed by ;
4

LC0 3.4.10,' " Pressurizer Safety Valves," and LC0 3.4.11.
'

" Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)." respectively.

The intent of the LCO is to ensure that a steam bubble exists in |
i the pressurizer prior to power operation to minimize the

~

h consequences of potential overpressure transients. The presence.

of a steam bubble is consistent with analytical assumptions.v
Relatively small ~ amounts of noncondensible gases can inhibit the

,

condensation heat transfer between'the pressurizer spray and the
steam, and diminish the spray effectiveness for pressure control.

f

Electrical immersion heaters, located in the lower section of the
" 'pressurizer vessel, keep the water in the pressurizer at

saturation temperature and maintain a constant operating
pressure. A minimum required available capacity of pressurizer |

,

L heaters ensures that the '".S pressure can be maintained. The '

capability to maintain and control system pressure is important j

L for maintaining subcooled conditions in the RCS and ensuring the l
capability to remove core decay heat by either forced or natural j
circulation of reactor coolant. Unless adequate heater capacity -

is available, the hot, high pressure condition cannot be - |p
maintained indefinitely and still provide the required subcooling i

margin in the primary system. Inability to control the system '

pressure and maintain subcooling under conditions of natural l
I

.

circulation flow in the primary system could lead to a loss of
single phase natural circulation and decreased
capability to remove core decay heat.

,
,

i

W (continued) |

$J. |
i

|
<

,
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

i BASES

APPLICABLE In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the LCO requirement for a steam bubble
SAFETY ANALYSES is reflected implicitly in the accident analyses. Safety analyses

performed for lower MODES are not limiting. All analyses
performed from a critical reactor condition assume the existence
of a steam bubble and saturated conditions in the pressurizer. In
making this assumption, the analyses neglect the small fraction of
noncondensible gases normally present.

Safety analyses presented in the FSAR (Ref.1) do not take credit
for pressurizer heater operation however, an implicit initial
condition assumption of the safety analyses is that the RCS is
operating at normal pressure.

The maximum pressurizer water level limit, which ensures that a
steam bubble exists in the pressurizer, satisfies Critericn 2 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). Although the heaters are not specifically
used in accident analysis, the need to maintain subcooling in the
long term during loss of offsite power, as indicated in NUREG 0737
(Ref. 2), is the reason for providing an LCO.

LC0 The LCO requirement for the pressurizer to be OPERABLE with a
water volume s 1662 cubic feet, which is equivalent to 92%,

iO ensures that a steam bubble exists. Limiting the LCO maximum
operating water level preserves the steam space for pressure
control. The LC0 has been established to ensure the capability to
establish and maintain pressure centrol for steady state operation
and to minimize the consequences of potential overpressure
transients. Requiring the presence of a steam bubble is also
consistent with analytical assumptions.

j

The LC0 requires two groups of OPERABLE pressurizer heaters, eachr

|
with a capacity 2150 kW, capable of being powered from either the
offsite power source or the emergency power supply. The minimum
heater capacity required is sufficient to maintain the RCS near;

i normal operating pressure when accounting for heat losses through
the pressurizer insulation. By maintaining the pressure near the
operating conditions, a wide margin to subcooling can be obtained
in the loops.

APPLICABILITY The need for pressure control is most pertinent when core heat can
cause the greatest effect on RCS temperature, resulting in the
greatest effect on pressurizer level and RCS pressure control.
Thus, applicability has been designated for MODES 1 and 2. The
applicability is also provided for MODE 3. The purpose is to

A
b (continued)

!
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Pressuriz:r
B 3.4.9

BASES
,\

s,

APPLICABILITY prevent solid water RCS operation during heatup and cooldown to
(continued) avoid rapid pressure rises caused by normal operational

perturbation, such as reactor coolant ptsap startup.,

In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, there is need to maintain the availability r

of pressurizer heaters, capable of being powered from an emergency
power supply. In the event of a loss of offsite power, the
initial conditions of these MODES give the greatest demand for
maintaining the RCS in a hot pressurized condition with loop
subcooling for an extended period. For MODE 4, 5, or 6, it is not
necessary to control pressure (by heaters) to ensure loop
subcooling for heat transfer when the Residual Heat Removal (RrlR)
System is in service, and therefore, the LC0 is not applicable.

ACTIONS A.1 A.2. A.3 and A.4

Pressurizer water level control malfunctions or other plant
evolutions may result in a pressurizer water level above the
nominal upper limit, even with the plant at steady state
conditions. Normally the plant will trip in this event since the
upper limit of this LC0 is the same as the Pressurizer Water. ,o

f i Level-High Trip.
v

If the pressurizer water Wel is not within the limit action
must be taken to bring the plant to a H0DE in which the LC0 does
not apply. To achieve this status, within 6 hours the unit must
be brought to H00E 3, with all rods fully inserted and lacapable
of withdrawal. Additionally, the unit must be brought tu H0DE 4
within 12 hours. This takes the unit out of the applicable MODES.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant cond'.tions from full pwer
conditions 11 an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

B.1

If one required group of pressurizer heaters is inoperable,
restoration is required witnin 72 hours. The Completion Time of
72 hours is reasonable considering the anticipation that a demand
for more than one group of heaters would be unlikely in this
period.

!-

bp
C/ (continued) -
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

,

. BASES

A
V

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

If one required group of pressurizer heaters is inoperable and
cannot be restored in the allowed Completion Time of Required
Action B.1, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought
to H0DE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating >

experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.1
.EQUIREMENTSR

This SR requires that during steady state operation, pressurizer
level is maintained below the nominal upper limit to provide a
minimum space for a steam bubble. The Surveillance is performed
by observing the indicated level. The Frequency of 12 hours
corresponds to verifying the parameter each shift. The 12 hour.p) interval has been shown by operating practice to be sufficient to

..V regularly assess level for any deviation and verify that operation
is consistent with the safety analyses assumptions of ensuring
that a steam bubble exists in the pressurizer, Alarms are also
available for early detection of abnormal level indications.

SR 3.4.9.2

The SR is satisfied when the power supplies are demonstrated to be
capable of producing the minimum power and the associated
pressurizer heaters are verified to be at their design rating.
This may La done by testing the power supply output and by
performing an electrical check on heater element continuity and
resistance. This may also be done by energizing the heaters and
measuring circuit current. The Frequency of 18 months is
considered adequate to detect heater degradation and has been
shown by operating experience to be acceptable.

\-

REFERENCES 1. FSAR Chapter 15. !'
2. NUREG 0737, November 1980. |

O(V |'
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10 <

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH (RCS)

V B 3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND The pressurizer safety valves provide, in conjunction with the
Reactor Protection System, overpressure protection for the RCS.
The pressurizer safety valves are totally enclosed pop type,
spring loaded, self actuated valves with backpressure
compensation. The safety valves are designed to prevent the
system pressure from exceeding the system Safety Limit (SL),
2735 psig, which is 110% of the design pressure.

Because the safety valves are totally enclosed and self actuating,
they are considered independent components. The relief capacity
for each valve, 420,000 lb/hr at 2485 psig plus 3t accumulation,
is based on postulated overpressure transient conditions resulting
from a complete loss of steam flow to the turbine. This event
results in the maximum surge rate into the pressurizer, which
specifies the minimum relief capac1ty for the safety valves which
is divided equally between the three valves. The discharge flow
from the pressurizer safety valves is directed to the pressurizer
relief tank. This discharge flow is indicated by an increase in
temperature downstream of the pressurizer safety valves or

O increase in the pressurizer relief tank temperature or level.
O

Overpressure protection is required in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5;
however, in H0DE 4, with one or more RCS cold leg temperatures s
320*F, and H00E 5 and H0DE 6 with the reactor vessel head on,
overpressure protection is provided by operating procedures and by
meeting the requirements of LCO 3.4.12. " Low Temperature
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System."

The upper and lower pressure limits are based on the i it
tolerance requirement (Ref.1) for lifting pressures above
1000 psig. The lift setting is for the ambient conditions at the
nominal operating temperature and pressure associated with
H0 DES 1, 2, and 3. This requires either that the valves be set
hot or trat a correlation between hot and cold settings be
established.

The pressurizer safety valves are part of the primary success path
. and mitigate the eifects of postulated accidents. OPERABILITY of

the safety valves ensures that the RCS pressure will be limited to
110% of design pressure.
The consequences of exceeding the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) pressure limit (Ref.1) could include
damage to RCS components, increased leakage, or a requirement to
perform additional stress analyses prior to resumption of reactor

p operation.

Q (continued)
_
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

(s
APPLICABLE All accident and safety analyses in the FSAR (Ref. 2) that
SAFETY ANALYSES require safety valve actuation assume operation of three

pressurizer safety valves to limit increases in RCS pressure. The
overpressure protect 1on analysis (Ref. 3) is also based on
operation of three safety valves. Accidents that could result in
overpressurization if not properly terminated include:

a. Uncontrolled rod withdrawal from full power;

b. Feedline break:
1

(, . Loss of external electrical load:

d. Loss of normal feedwater: !
|

e. Loss of all AC power to station auxiliaries; and

f. Locked rotor.

Detailed analyses of the above transients are contained in
Reference 2. Safety valve actuation is required to limit the
pressure increase. Compliance with this LC0 is consistent with
the design bases and accident analyses assumptions.

Pressurizer safety valves satisfy Criterion 3 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

1

LC0 The three pressurizer safety valves are set to open at the RCS
design pressure ( 2485 psig), and within the ASME specified
tolerance. to avoid exceeding the maximum design pressure SL. to |

!maintain accident analyses assumptions, and to comply with ASHE
requirements. The upper and lower pressure tolerance limits are
based on the i 1% tolerance requirements (Ref.1) for lifting
pressures above 1000 psig.

The limit protected by this Specification is the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) SL of 110% of design pressure.
Inoperability of one or more valves could result in exceeding the
SL if a transient were to occur. The consequences of exceeding
the ASME pressure limit could include damage to one or more RCS
components, increased leakage, or additional stress analysis being
required prior to resumption of reactor operation.

s' (continued)
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

O
V

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, and portions of H0DE 4 above the LTOP arming ;

tem >erature, OPERABILITY of three valves is required because the
'

com)ined capacity is required to keep reactor coolant pressure
below 110% of its design value during certain accidents. MODE 3 |

'

and portions of H0DE 4 are conservatively included, although the
listed accidents may not require the safety valves for protection. |

The LC0 is not applicable in H0DE 4 when any RCS cold leg
temperatures are s 320*F or in H0DE 5 because LTOP is provided.
Overpressure protection is not required in HODE 6 with reactor
vessel head detensioned.

The Note allows entry into MODES 3 and 4 with the lift settings
outside the LCO limits. This permits testing and examination of
the safety valves at high pressure and temperature near their
normal operating range, but only after the valves have had a
prelimir.ory cold setting. The cold setting gives assurance th6t
the valves are OPERABLE near their design condition. Only one
valve at a time will be removed from service for testing. The |
64 hour exception is based on 18 hour outage time for each of the

'

three valves. The 18 hour period is derived from operating
experience that hot testing can be performed in this time frame.

1n

'

ACTIONS &l

With one pressurizer safety valve inoperable, restoration must
take place within 15 minutes. The Completion Time of 15 minutes
reflects the importance of maintaining the RCS Overpressure
Protection System. An inoperable safety valve
coincident with an RCS overpressure event could challenge the
integrity of the pressure boundary,

l

B.1 and B.2

If the Required Action of A.1 cannot be met within the required
Completion Time or if two or more pressurizer safety valves are
inoperable, the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the
requirement does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant
must be brought to at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4-

with any RCS cold leg temperatures s 320*F within 12 hours. The
i

allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating |

experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power ;!

j|conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
jsystems. With any RCS cold leg temperatures at or below 320*F,

overpressure protection is provided by the LTOP System. The
(V) (continued) !

|

,
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Przssuriz:r Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

'O
ACTIONS- B.1 and B.2 (continued)

: change from N0DE 1, 2 or 3 to H00E 4 reduces the RCS energy (core
power and pressure), lowers' the potential for large pressurizer
insurges, and thereby removes the need for overpressure protection.
by three pressurizer safety valves.

~ SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

SRs are specified in the Inservice Testing Program. Pressurizer
safety valves are to be tested in accordance with the requirements ,

-of Section XI of the ASME Code (Ref. 4), which provides the
'

activities and Frequencies necessary to satisfy the SRs. No
additional requirements are specified.

REFERENCES 1. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

3. WCAP-7769, Rev. 1, June 1972.

4. ASHE. Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

__

i
]

l
;

-
,
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Pressurizer PORVs j'

B 3.4.11
.

B 3.'4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

[ B 3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)
,

,

;
JF BASES.

,

BACKGROUND The pressurizer is equipped with two types of devices for pressure ,

relief: pressurizer safety valves and PORVs. The PORVs are i

nitrogen operated valves that are controlled to open at a specific
i set pressure when the pressurizer pressure increases and close

when the pressurizer pressure decreases. The PORVs may also be l
,

manually operated from the control room.

Block valves, which are normally open, are located between the
' pressurizer and the PORVs. The block valves are used to isolate

the PORVs in case of excessive leakage or a stuck open PORV.
Block valve closure is accomplished manually using controls in the
control room. A stuck open PORV is, in effect, a small break loss
of coolant eccident (LOCA). As such, block valve closure'

terminates the RCS depressurization and coolant inventory loss.

The PORVs and their associated block valves may be used by plant
operators to depressurize the RCS to recover from certain,

transients if normal pressurizer spray is not available.

Q Additionally, the series arrangement of the PORVs and their block '

V' valves permit performance of surveillances on the valves during
power operation.

,

~

The PORVs may also be used "or feed and bleed core cooling in the
case of multiple equipment ailure events that are not within the ,

!design basis, such as a total loss of feedwater.

The PORVs their block valves, and their controls are powered from
.

the vital buses that normally receive power from offsite power
,

|- sources, but are also capable of being powered from emergency
power sources in the event of a loss of offsite power. Two PORVs

:- and their associated block valves are powered from two separate .

!safety trains (Ref. 1).

The plant has two PORVs, each having a relief capacity of
210,000 lb/hr at 2335 psig. The functional design of the PORVs is |
based on maintaining pressure below the Pressurizer :

Pressure-High reactor trip setpoint up to and including the !.

design step load decrease. In addition, the PORVs minimize ;

challenges to the pressurizer safety valves and also may be used |
'

for low temperature overpressure protection (LTOP). See
L LCO 3.4.12. " Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP)

System."
~

(continued)
i

|
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

|

BASES

APPLICABLE Plant operators employ the PORVs to depressurize the RCS in
SAFETY ANALYSES response to certain plant transients if nomal pressurizer spray

is not available. For the Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
event, the safety analysis assumes that manual operator actions j

are required to mitigate the event. A loss of offsite power is i
'assumed to accompany the event, and thus, normal pressurizer spray

is unavailable to reduce RCS pressure. The PORVs are assumed to |

be used for RCS depressurization, which is one of the steps
performed to equalize the primary and secondary pressures in order
to terminate the primary to secondary break flow and the
radioactive releases from the affected steam generator. |

The PORVs are also modeled in safety analyses for events that i

result in increasing RCS pressure for which departure from
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) criteria are critical (ref. 2). By
assuming PORV manual actuation, the primary pressure remains below
the high pressurizer pressure trip setpoint: thus, the DNBR 1

calculation is more conservative. As such, this actuation is not i

required to mitigate these events, and the PORV autonatic
actuation is therefore not an assumed safety function.

Pressurizer PORVs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).
!

.-

LCO The LCO requires the PORVs and their associated block valves to be
OPERABLE for manual operation to mitigate the effects associated i

with an SGTR. |

By maintaining two PORVs and their associated block valves
OPERABLE, the single failure criterion is satisfied. An OPERABLE |

block valve may be either open, or closed and energized with the I
capability to be opened, since the required safety function is ;

accomplished by manual operation. Although typically open to
allow PORV operation, the block valves may be OPERABLE while
closed to isolate the flow path of an inoperable PORV that is
capable of being manually cycled (e.g., as in the case of
excessive PORV leakage). Similarly, isolation of an OPERABLE PORV
does not render the PORV or the block valve inoperable provided
the relief function remains available with manual action.

An OPERABLE PCRV is required to be capable of manually opening and
closing, and not experiencing excessive seat leakata. Excessive
seat leakage, although not associated with a specific acceptance
criteria, exists when conditions dictate closure of the block
valve to limit leakage..

'(continued)
i
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1
LC0 Satisfying the LCO helps minimize challenges to fission product

(continued) barriers, j
i

!

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, the PORY and its block valve are required to !
be OPERABLE to limit the potential f:r a small break LOCA through |

the flow path. The most likely cau3e for a PORV small break LOCA j

is a result of a pressure increase transient that causes the PORV |
to open. Imbalances in tne energy output of the core and heat !

removal by the secondary system can cause the RCS pressure to I
'

increase to the PORV opening setpoint. The most rapid increases
will occur at the higher operating power and pressure conditions ,

of H0 DES I and 2. The PORVs are also required to be OPERABLE in I

H0 DES 1, 2, and 3 for manual actuation to mitigate a steam
generator tube rupture event.

Pressure increases are less prominent in H0DE 3 because the core ;

input energy is reduced. but the RCS pressure is high. Therefore. !

the LC0 is applicable in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3. The LC0 is not i

applicable in H0 DES 4, 5, and 6 with the reactor vessel head in
place when both pressure and core energy are decn.ased and the

(~')N pressure surges become much less significant. LCO 3.4.12 1(
addresses the PORV requirements in these H00ES. i

ACTIONS Note 1 has been added to clarify that all pressurizer PORVs are
treated as separate entities, each with separate Completio1 Times
(i.e., the Completion Time is on a component basis). TM
exception for LC0 3.0.4, Note 2, permits H0DE changes with
inoperable PORVs or block valves as one possible recourse to
remaining in the Applicability of LC0 3.4.12..

/L1

PORVs may be inoperable and capable of being manually cycled |

(e.g., excessive seat leakage). In this condition, either the
PORVs must be restored or the flow path isolated within i hour.
The associated block valve is required to be closed, but power'

rust be maintained to the associated block valves, since removal
of power would render the block valve inoperable. This permits
operation of the plant until the next refueling outage (HODE 6) so
that maintenance can be performed on the PORVs to eliminate the
problem condition.

A
''

(continued)

,
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- ACTIONS' i l (continued) ]
: . . ,

Quick access to the PORV for pressure control can be made when ,

power remains on the closed block valve. The Completion Time of !i

I hour is based on plant operating experience that has shown that !

minor problems can be corrected or closure accomplished in this ;

time period, j

B.1. B.2. and B.3 !

If one PORV is inoperable and not capable of being manually
cycled, it must be either restored, or isolated by
closing the associated block valve and removing the power to the j
associated block valve. The Completion Times of 1 hour are ).

reasonable, based on challenges to the PORVs during this time
period, and provide the operator adequate timc to correct the 1

situation. If the inoperable valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE |4

status, it must be isolated within the specified time. Because j
there is at least one PORV that remains OPERABLE, an additional 1

'

72 hours is provided to restore the inoperable PORV to OPERABLE !c
status. If the PORV cannot be restored within this additional !
time, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 with T.,, <
500T as required by Condition D.'

1
.

C.1 and C,2

If one block valve is inoperable. then it is necessary to either
- restore the block valve to OPERABLE status within the Completion ;

Time of 1 hour or place the associated PORV in manual control. '

The prime importance for the capability to close the block valve
is to isolate a stuck open PORV. Therefore, if the block valve
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. the Required
Action is to place the PORV in manual control to preclude its"

automatic opening for an overpressure event and to avoid the
potential for a stuck open PORV at a time that the block valve is-

inoperable. The Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based on,

the small potential for challenges to the system during this time
period, and provides the operator time to correct the situation.>

Because at least one PORY remains OPERABLE, the operator is
permitted a Completion Time of 72 hours to restore the inoperable

'

block valve to OPERABLE status. The time allowed to restore the*

block valve is based upon the Completion Time for restoring an ,

inoperable PORV in Condition B, since the PORVs may not be capable l
of mitigating an event if the inoperable block valve is not fully
open, If the block valve is restored within the Completion Time
of 72 hours, the power will be restored and the PORY restored to ,

'

' (continued) 'l
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

OPERABLE status. If it cannot be restored within this additional ;

time, the plant must be brought to at least H00E 3 with T,,, < ;

500Y, as required by Condition D.

D.1 and D.2

If the Required Action of Condition A, B, or C is not met, then
the plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at
least H00E 3 with T,, <5007 within 6 hourc. Additional action is
required to be initiated immediately to continue efforts to
restore the inoperable PORVs and block valve to OPERABLE status. ,

This will ensure expedient measures are taken to re establish the ;
operability of the PORV(s) and block valve while maintaining plaat )

conditions above MODE 4 but less than 5007. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. In
H0 DES 4, 5 and 6 (with the reactor vessel head on). automatic i

.O PORV OPERABILITY may be required. See LC0 3.4.12. !

('- E.1. E.2. E,3..and E.4 j

If more than one PORV is inoperable and not capable of being I
manually cycled, it is necessary to either restore at least one !

valve within the Completion Time of I hour or isolate the flow |

path by closing and removing the power to the associated olock
valves. The Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based on the
small potential for challenges to the system during this time and i

provides the operator time to correct the situation. If no PORVs '

are restored within the Completion Time, then the plant must be
brought to a H00E in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve i
this status, the plant must be brought to at least H0DE 3 with T.,,
<500T within 6 hours. Additional action is required to be
initiated immediately to restore the inoperable PORV to OPERABLE
status. This will ensure expedient measures are taken to re-
establish the operability of one PORV while maintaining plant |

conditions above MODE 4 but less than 500T. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to |

*

reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. In
H0 DES 4 5 and 6 (with the reactor vessel head on), automatic PORY
OPERABILITY may be required. See LC0 3.4.12.

p i<

U (continued) |
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ACTIONS F.1. and F.2 (continued)' )

If more than one block valve is inoperable it is r.ecessem to ,

either restore the block valves within the Completion Time of !

I hour, or place the associated PORVs in manual control and ;

restore at least one block valve within 2 hours. The Completion
Times are reasonable, based on the small potential for challenges ,

Ito the system during this time and povide the operator time to
correct the situation.

,

I

G.1 and G.2

If the Required Actions of Condition F are not met, then the plant I
must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To !

achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least H00E 3 |

<500 F within 6 hours. Additional action is required to |
with T.,$iately initiated to restore the inoperable valve (s) to

'

be imme
OPERABLE status. This will ensure expedient measures are taken te4

re establish OPERABLE PORVs and block valves while maintaining
plant conditions above H00E 4 but less than 500 F. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience to
reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in

O an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. In
MODES 4 S and 6 (with the reactor vessel head on), automatic PORV
OPERABILITY may be required. See LC0 3.4.12. l

.-

|

SURVEILLANCE SfL.2.4.11.1 |
REQUIREMENTS i

Block valve cycling verifies that the valve (s) can be opened and
closed, except when the block valve (s) is closed in accordence |

with the Required Actions of Condition B or E. The basis for the !
.

| Frequency of 92 days is the ASME Code. Section Xi (Ref. 3). If ;

the block valve is closed to isolate a PORV that is capable of |,

being manually cycled, the OPERABILITY of the block valve is of |4

.
importance, because opening the block valva is necessary to permit i

j the PORV to be used for nianual control of reactor pressure. If !

the block valve is closed to isolate an inoperable PORV that is |
- incapable of being manually cycled, the maximum Completion Time to :

restore the PORV and open the block valve is 72 hours, which is
well within the allowable limits (25%) to extend the block valve
Frequency of 92 days. Furthermore, these te:;t requirements would ,,

be completed by the reopening of a recently closed block valve
upon restoration of the PORV to OPERABLE status. |'

(continued)
_ -- _ ,
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Note 1 modifies this SR by stating that it is not required to be
met with the block valve closed, in accordcnce with the Required
Action of Condition A. Note 2 modifies this SR to allow entry
into and operation in H0DE 3 prior to performing the SR. This
allows the surveillance to be per formed in any H0DE below H0DE 2.

SR 3.4.1L 2

SR 3.4.11.2 requires a complete cycle of each PORV. Operating a
PORV through one complete cycle ensures that the PORV can be !

manually actuated for mitigation of an SGTR. The Frequency of
18 months is based on a typical refueling cycle and industry ;

accepted practice. The Note modifies this SR to allow entry into ;

and operation in H0DE 3 prior to performing the SR. This allows !

the surveillance to be performed in any MODE below H0DE 2. !

|

i

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977. |
!

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

3. ASHE, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

4. Generic Letter 90 06, " resolution of Generic Issue 70,
' Power 0perated Relief Valve ar.d Block Valve Reliability.'
and generic 1ssue 94, ' Additional Low Temperature

,

Overpressure for Light Water Reactors,' Pursuant to
10CFR50.54(f)." June 25,1990..

2

'

.
I

/
'w)
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U B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEN (RCS) |

B 3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protec. ion (LTOP) System

BASES
__._ --

I'
BACKGRCrJND The LTOP System acts as a backup to the reactor operators to

mitigate RCS pressurization transients at low temperatures so the !
integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) is not j

compromised by violating the pressure and temperature (P/T) limits
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref.1). The reactor vessel is the !

limiting RCPB component for demonstrating such protection. The
PTLR provides the staximum allovable actuation logic setpoints fo"
the power operated relief valves (PORVs) and the maximum RCS
pressure for the existing RCS cold leg temperature during
cooldown, shutdown, and heatup to meet the Reference 1 |

'

requirements during the LTOP H0 DES.

The reactor sessel material is less tough at low temperatures than I

at normal operating temperature. As the vessel neutron exposure
accumulates, the material toughness decreases and becomes less

n resistant to pressure stress at low temperatures (Ref. 2). RCS
y) pressure, therefore, is maintained low at low temperatures and is

increased only as temperature is increased.

The potential for vessel overpressurization is most acute when the'

RCS is water solid, occurring only while shutdown: a pressure
fluctuation can occur more quickly than an operator can react to
relieve the condition. Exceeding the RCS P/T limits by a
significant amount could cause brittle cracking of the reactor
vessel, LCO 3.4.3. "RCS Pressure and Temnerature (P/T) Limits,"
requires administrative control of RCS pressure and temperature
during heatup and cooldown to prevent exceeding the PTLR limits.

This LCO provides RCS overpressure protection by having a minimum
coolant input capability and having adequate pressure relief
capacity. Limiting coolant input espability requires all safety
injection pumps and one charging pump to be incapable of injection
into the RLS and isolating the accumulators. The pressure relief
capacity requires either two redundant RCS relief valves or a
depressurized RC3 and an RCS vent of sufficient' size. One RCS

,

relief v@;< or the open RCS vent is the overpressure protection
dev% that acts to terminate an increasir.g pressure event.

(continued) |
Ag
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' BACKGROUND With minimum coolant input capability, the ability to
. (continued) ' provide core coolant addition is restricted. The LC0 does not

require the makeup control system deactivated or the safety j

injection (SI) actuation circuits blocked. ' Due to the lower
pressures in the LTOP MODES and the expected core decay heat

3
'' levels, the makeup system can provide adequate flow via the makeup i

: control valve. If conditions require the use of more than two
charging pumps for makeup in the event of loss of inventory, then

j pumps can be made available through manual actions.
|

The LTOP System for pressure relief consists of two PORVs with

.

reduced lift settings, or two residual heat removal (RHR) suction
relief valves, or one PORV and one RHR suction relief valve, or a |i

depressurized RCS and an RCS vent of sufficient size. Two PCS |
relief valves are required for redundancy. One RCS relief valve j

has adequate relieving capability to keep from overpressurizing i

the RCS for the required coolant input capability.
,

i

! PORV Reauirements
:

As designed for the LTOP System, each PORV is signaled to open if i

the RCS pressure approaches a limit determined by the LTOP |'

actuation logic. The LTOP System actuation logic monitors both4

L RCS temperature and RCS pressure and determines when the PTLR
limits are approached. The wide range RCS temperature indications
are auctioneered to select the lowest temperature signal.

,

<

The lowest temperature signal is processed through a function
generator that calculates a pressure limit for that temperature.
The calculated pressure limit is then compared with the indicated
RCS pressure from a wide range pressure channel. If the indicated
pressure meets or exceeds the calculated value, a PORV is signaled
to open.

The PTLR presents the setpoints for the LTOP Sys:em. The
setpoints are normally staggered so only one valve typically opens
during a low temperature overpressure transient. Having the
setpoints of both valves within the limits in the PTLR ensures
that the Referencr. I limits will not be exceeded in any analyzed
event..

When a PORV is opened in an increasing pressure transient, the
release of coolant will cause the pressure increase to slow and
reverse. As the PORV releases coolant, the RCS
pressure decreases until a reset pressure is reached and the valve
is signaled to close. The pressure continues to decrease below the I

/ reset pressure as the valve closes.
(continued),(
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LTOP System
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BASES I

O !
BACKGROUND RHR Suction Relief Valve Reauirarsnts

(continued) I
During LTOP H0 DES, the RHR System is operated for decay heat i

removal and low pressure letdown control. Therefore, the RHR I

suction isolation valves are open in the piping from the RCS hot !
legs to the inlets of the RHR pumps. While these valves are open j
and the RHR suction valves are open, the RHR suction relief valves :

are exposed to the RCS and are able to relieve pressure transients
in the RCS. ;

The RHR suction isolation valves must be open to make the RHR
suction relief valves OPERABLE for RCS overpressure mitigation.

; The RHR suction relief valves are spring loaded, bellows type
; water relief valves with pressure tolerances and accumulation

limits established by Section III of the American Society of i

Hechanical Engineers (ASME) Code (Ref. 3) for Class 2 relief I
valves. These valves are tested in accordance with the Inservice |
Testing Program (IST). '

:

,
!

EC1 3ent Reagirements '

i- - Once the RCS is depressurized, a vent exposed to the containment
atmosphere will maintain the RCS at cnntainment ambient pressure
in an RCS overpressure transient, if the relieving requirements of
the transient do not exceed the capabilities of the vent. Thus.
the vent path must be capable of relieving the flow resulting from.

the limiting LTOP mass or heat input transient, and maintaining,

pressure below the P/T limits. The required vent capacity may be'

provided by one or more vent paths- -

4

; APPLICABLE Safety analyses (Ref. 4) demonstrate that the reactor vessel
SAFETY ANALYSES is adequately protected against exceeding the Reference 1 P/T.

limits. In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in H00E 4 with RCS cold leg,

temperature exceeding 320*F the pressurizer safety valves will
prevent RCS pressure from excreding the Reference 1 limits. At
about 320*F and below, overpressure prevention falls to two
OPERABLE RCS relief valves or to a depressurized RCS and a
sufficient sized RCS vent. Each of these means has a limited,

overpressure relief capability.
,

The actual temperature at which the pressure in the P/T limit
curve falls below the pressurizer safety valve setpoint increases
as the reactor vessel material toughness decreases due to neutron
embrittlement. Each time the PTLR curves are revised, the LTOP

(continued)
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CASES I

l
'

i
'

APPLICABLE System must be re evaluated to ensure its functional requirements
SAFETY ANALYSES can still be met using the RCS relief valve method or the

(continued) depressurized and ventad RCS condition.

The PTLR contains the acceptance limits that define the LTOP j
requirements. Any change to the RCS must be evaluated against the .

lanalyses to determine the impact of the change on the LTOP
acceptance limits.

Transients that are capable of overpressurizing the RCS are
categorized as either mass or heat input transients, examples of
which follow: j

Hass Inout Tvoe Transients

a. Inadvertent safety injection; or
1
i

b. Charging / letdown flow mismatch I

|
Heat Inout Tyne Transienti

a. Inadvertent actuation of pressurizer heaters: ;

b. Loss of RHR cooling: or

c. Reactor coolant pump (RCP) startup with temperature asymmetry
within the RCS or between the RCS and steam generators.

The following are required during the LTOP H0 DES to ensure that
taass and heat input transients do not occur, which either of the
LTOP overpressure protection means cannot handle:

a. Rendering all safety injection pumps and one charging pump
incapable of injection

b. Deactivating the accumulator discharge isolation valves in
'

their closed positions: and

c. Precluding start of an RCP if secondary temperature is more
than 50*F above primary temperature in any one loop.
LC0 3.4.6 "RCS Loops-H0DE 4." and LCO 3.4.7. "RCS
Loops-HODE 5. Loops Filled," provide this protection.

/^\
\"J

(continueo)
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APPLICABLE Heat Inout Tvoe Transients (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

'

The analyses demonstrate that either one RCS relief valve or the
depressurized RCS and RCS vent can maintain RCS pressure below i

limits when only two charging pumps are actuated. Thus, the LC0
'

allows only two charging puaps OPERABLE during the LTOP H0 DES.
Since neither one RCS relief valve nor the RCS vent can handle the l

Ipressure transient from accumulator injection, when RCS
temperature is low, the LCO also requires accumulator isolation I-

when accumulator pressure is greater than or equal to the maximum i

RCS pressure for the existing RCS cold leg terbperature allowed in
the PTLR.

The isolated accumulators must have their discharge valves closed q

and the valve power supply breakers fixed in their open positions
Fracture mechanics analyses establish the temperature of LTOP
System Applicability at 350*F.

!

The consequences of a small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA) !

in LTOP H00E 4 conform to 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix K ;
'

(Refs. 5 and 6), requirements by having a maximum of two charging
'

pumps OPERABLE and SI actuation enabled.

i
PORV Performance

'

The fracture mechanics analyses show that the vessel is protected-

when the PORVs are set to open at or below the limit shown in the
PTLR. The setpoints are derived by analyses that model the

,
performance of the LTUP System, assuming the limiting LTOP

; transient. These antlyses consider pressure overshoot and
t undershoot beyond the PORV opening and closing, resulting from

i'

signal processing a:nd valve stroke times. The PORV setpoints at |
or below the derived limit ensures the Reference 1 P/T limits will
be met.

O The PORV setpoints in the PTLR will be updated when the revised
P/T limits conflict with the LTOP analysis limits. The P/T limits

, ,

are periodically modified as the reactor vessel material toughness
,

decreases due to neutron embrittlement caused by neutron i

irradiation. Revised limits are determined using neutron fluence.

i projections and the results of examinations of the reactor vessel
material irradiation surveillance specimens. The Bases for j

4

n. 4

b |
'

J
(continued) i

1
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'

APPLICABLE PORV Performanca (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits," discuss
these examinations.

The failure of one PORV is assumed to represent the worst case,
single active failure,

RHR Suction Relief Valve Performance
,

The RHR suction relief valves do not have variable pressure and
temperature lift setpoints like the PORVs. Analyses must show
that one RHR suction relief valve with a setooint at 450 10%

psig will pass flow greater than that required for the limiting
LTOP transient while maintaining RCS pressure less than the P/T
limit curve. Assuming all relief flow requirements during the
limiting LTOP event, an RHR suction relief valve will maintain RCS

. pressure to within the valve rated lift setpoint, plus an
accumulation s 10% ef the rated lift setpoint.

The RCS P/T limits are decreased to reflect the loss of toughness
F in the reactor vessel materials due to neutron embrittlement, the

RHR suction relief valves must be analyzed to still accommodate
the design basis transients for LTOP.

The RHR suction relief valves are assumed to function as sir,gle
active failure criteria does not apply to CPSES for safety and
relief valves.

RCS Vent Performance

With the RCS depressurized, analyses show a vent size of
2.98 square inches is capable of mitigating the allowed LTOP
transient. The capacity of a vent this size is greater than the
flow of the limiting transient for the LTOP configuration, two
charging pumps OPERABLE, maintaining RCS pressure less than the
maximum pressure on the P/T limit curve. j

.

!
'

The RCS vent size will be re evaluated for compliance each time
the P/T limit curves are revised based on the results of the
vessel material surveillance, ,

I

(continued)
.
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APPLICABLE RCS Vent Performance (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES i

The RCS vent is passive and is not subject to active failure.

The LTOP System satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

)
i

LC0 This LC0 requires that the LTOP System is OPERABLE. Violation of
this LCO could lead to the loss of low temperature overpressure i

Imitigation and violation of the Reference 1 limits as a result of
an operational transient.

To limit the coolant input capability, the LCO requires zero |
safety injection pumps and a maximum of two charging pumps capable
of injecting into the RCS and all accumulator discharge
isolation valves closed and immobilized, when accumulator pressure
is greater than or equal to the maximum RCS pressure for the
existing RCS cold leg temperature allowed in the PTLR.

! ) The elements of the LCO that provide low temperature overpressure
'' mitigation through pressure relief are:-

a. Two RCS relief valves, as follows:

1. Two OPERABLE PORVs; or

A PORV is OPERABLE for LTOP when its block valve is
open, its lift setpoint is set to the limit required by
the PTLR and testing proves its ability to open at this
setpoint, and motive power is available to the two
valves and their control circuits.

2. Two OPERABLE RHR suction relief valves; or

An RHR suction relief valve is OPERABLE for LTOP when
its RHR suction isolation valves are open, its setpoint
is at or between 436.5 psig and 463.5 psig, and testing
has proven its ability to open at this setpoint.

3. One OPERABLE PORV and one OPERABLE RHR suction
relief valve; or ;

|
,

,

- (continued)
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!
LCO b. A depressurized RCS and an RCS ver,t. |

(continued) ;

An RCS vent is OPERABLE when open with an area of :t 2.98 square j

inches. |

;Each of these methods of overpressure prevention is capable of
mitigating the limiting LTOP transient.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in H00E 4. in H0DE 5. and in H0DE 6 when
,

the reactor vessel head is on. The pressurizer safety valves '

provide overpressure protection that meets the Reference 1 .

P/T limits above 320*F. When the reactor vessel head is )
off, overpressurization cannot occLP.

LC0 3.4.3 provides the operational P/T limits for all MODES. )
LCO 3.4.10. " Pressurizer Safety Valves." requires the OPERABILITY :
of the pressurizer safety valves that provide overpressure i
protection during H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, and H0DE 4 above 320*F.'

Low temperature overpressure prevention is most critical during
shutdown when the RCS is water solid, and a mass or heat input
transient can cause a very rapid increase in RCS pressure when
little or no time allows operator action to mitigate the event.

The Applicability is modified by a Note stating that accumulator
isolation is only required when the accumulator pressure is more
than or at the maximum RCS pressure for the existing temperature,
as allowed by the P/T limit curves. This Note permits the
accumulator discharge isolation valve Surveillance to be performed
only under these pressure and temperature conditions.

The Applicability is modified by a Note stating that the LCO is
not applicable above 320*F when at least one reactor coolant pump
is in operation, pressurizer level is s 92%. and the plant heatup
rate is limited to 60*F in any one hour period. These conditions !
are included in the LTOP analysis allowing LTOP to be inoperable '

above 320*F.
'

1

l

i |
O !iV 1 |

(continued) !i
,
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: . BASES

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a note to allow exception to LCO
3.0.4. MODE changes while in various Conditions of this LC0 are;

j acceptable and may have an overall safety benefit as LTOP analysis
is more stringent in lower plant MODES based on temperature

.

considerations.' *

.i

A.1 and B.1
,

With one or more safety injection pumps or three charging pumps ;
capable of injecting into the RCS, RCS overpressurization is
possible.

To imediately initiate action to restore restricted coolant input
,

capability to the RCS reflects the urgency of removing the RCS' :

i from this condition.
:

i- C.1. D.1. 0.2. and 0.3 {

t
'

! An unisolated accumulator requires isolation within I hour. This ,

is only required when the accumulator pressure is at or more than
'

,

the maximum RCS pressure for the existing temperature allowed by' <

the P/T limit curves..

8

If isolation is needed and cannot be accomplished in 1 hour.
Required Action 0.1, Required Action D.2 and Required Action D.3
provide three options, one of which must be performed in the next
12 hours. By increasing the RCS temperature to > 320*F, an

i accumulator pressure of 693 psig cannot exceed the LTOP limits if
the accumulators are felly injected. Depressurizing the
accumulators below the LTOP limit from the PTLR also gives this
protection.

,

The Ceapletien Times are based on operating experience that these
activities etn be accomplished in these time periods and on '

engineering evaluations indicating that an event requiring LTOP is
not likely in the allowed times.

4

L1
,

In H00E 4, with one required RCS relief valve inoperable, the RCS
relief valve must be restored to OPERABLE status within a
Completion Time of 7 days. Two RCS relief valves in any
combination of the PORVS and the RHR suction relief valves are
required to provide low temperature overpressure mitigation while ,

withstanding a single failure of an active component.

(continued)
,
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ACTIONS Ed (continued)

The Completion Time considers the facts that only one of the RCS
.! . relief valves is required to mitigate an overpressure,

transient and that the likelihood of an active failure of the I

remaining valve path during this . time period is very low. i

*
.

I
The consequences of operational events that will overpressurize
the RCS'are more severe at lower temperature (Ref. 7). Thus,-with'

!
one of the two RCS relief valves inoperable in H0DE 5 or in H0DE 6-
with the head on, the Completion Time to restore two valves to-

OPERABLE stctus is 24 hours.'

i
The Completion Time represents a reascnable time to investigate

; . and repair several types of relief valve
failures without exposure to a lengthy period with only one
OPERABLE.RCS relief valve to protect against overpressure events.

: J
'

!

$ U
\ The RCS must be depressurized and a vent must be established

!
>

within 8 hours when:

a. Both required RCS relief valves are inoperable: or

b. A Required A: tion and associated Completion Time of ;

Concition A, B D, E, or F is not met; or |
,

c. The LTOP System is inoperable for any reason other than
Condition A, B, C, D, E, or F. ;

The vent must be sized a 2.98 square inches to ensure that the )
flow capacity is greater than that required for the worst case'

mass input transient reasonable during the applicable. HDDES. This'

;

action is needed to protect the RCPB from a low temperature |'

i overpressure event and a possible brittle failure of the reactor ;
J

vessel.
.

The Completion Time considers the time required to place the plant I
!in this Condition and the relatively low probability of an,

overpressure event during this time period due to increased
operator awareness of achinistrative control requirements. ,;

i:

(continued)
y
u
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SGVEILLANCE SL1.4.12.1. SR 3.4.12.2. and SR 3.4.12.3:
~?QUIREMENTS

1 To minimize the potential for a low temperature overpressure event
by limiting the mass input capability, a maximum of zero safety j

injection pumps and a maximum of two charging pumps are verified j-

capable of injecting into the RCS and the accumulator discharge.

isolation valves are verified closed and locked out. Verification i
that each accumulator is isolated is only required when j
accumulator isolation is required as stated in Note 1 to the |

Applicability. |
'

I

The safety injection pumps and charging pump are rendered i

incapable of injecting into the RCS. for example, through removing'

the power from the pumps by racking the breakers out undere
: administrative control or by isolating the discharge of the pump

by closed isolation valves with power removed from the operators
or by a manual isolation valve secured in the closed position.

,

,

.
Alternate methods of LTOP prevention may be employed to prevent a j

pump start such that a single failure will not result in an |'

1 injection into the RCS, Providing pumps are rendered incapable of i

injecting into the RCS. they may be energized for purposes such as
testing or for filling accumulators.

i

The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient, considering other I
,

indications and alarms available to the operator in the control
,

room, to verify the required status of the equipment.

SR 3.4.12.4

Each required RHR suction relief valve shall be den.onstrated.

OPERABLE by verifying its RHR suction isolation valves are open
;

and by testing it in accordance with the Inservice Testing |
,

Program. This Surveillance is only required to be performed if
the RHR suction relief valve is being used to meet this LCO.

The RHR suction isolation valves are verified to be opened every
72 hours. The Frequency is considered adequate in view of other

administrative controls such as valve status indications available
i to the operator in the control room that verify the RHR suction
: valve remains open.

,

| The A5i4E Code. Section XI (Ref. 8), test per Inservice Testing
Program verifies OPERABILITY by proving proper relief valve!

mechanical motion and by measuring and. if required, adjusting the
lift setpoint.-

L

.' Q \,
v (continued)

,;
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- SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.4.12.5
!

- REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The RCS vent of 22.98 square inches is proven OPERABLE by
*

verifying its open condition either: 1,

,

b 'a. Once every 12 hours for a valve that is not locked. sealed.
, '

: or otherwise secured in the open position.
-

1

s

b. Once every 31 days for other vent paths (e.g. a valve that I'

i is locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position). A- i

removed pressurizer safety valve or open manway also fits ;

this category. :

I
. '

j Any passive vent path arrangement must only ba open to be
i OPERABLE. This Surveillance is required to be performed if the 1

4 vent is being used to satisfy the pressure relief requirements of
the LCO 3.4.12d.

"

58_;) .4.12.6,

:
The PORV block valve must be verified open every 72 hours to
provide the flow path for each required PORY to perform its;

function when actuated. The valve must be remotely verified open
in the main control room. This Surveillance is performed if the

, ,

PORY satisfies the LCO. .4

e
'

! The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor operated valve.
The power to the valve operator is not required removed, and the :4

L' manual operator is not required locked in the inactive position. . !
Thus, the block valve can be closed in the event the PORV develops'

excessive leakage or does not close (sticks open) after relieving
..

[ an overpressure situation.
.

i The 72 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of other
administrative controls available to the operator in the control

i . room, such as valve position indication, that verify that the PORV
block volve remains open,

n
'

, SR 3.4.12.7

Not Used-

e
,

%
b .

i
'

-(continued)
.
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.8
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of a COT is required within 12 hours after decreasing
RCS temperature to s 350*F and every 31 days on each required |
PORY to verify and, as necessary, adjust its lift setpoint. The |
COT will verify the setpoint is within the PTLR allowed maximum j
limits in the PTLR. PORV actuation could depressurize the RCS and - q

is not required. .|
' '

The 12 hour allowance considers the unlikelihood of a low
temperature overpressure event during this time.

A Note has been added indicating that this SR is required to be
performed 12 hours after decreasing RCS cold leg temperature to s

I

350*F. The test must be performed within 12 hours after entering
the LTOP MODES.

SR 3.4.12.9

A Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required PORV

V actuation channel is required every 18 months to adjust the whole
channel so that it responds and the valve opens within the
required range and accuracy to known input.

'

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix G.
I

2. Generic Letter 88 11.

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section III.

4. FSAR, Chapter 15

5. 10 CFR 50, Section 50.46.

16. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.

7. Generic Letter 90 06.*

8. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section XI.

9. FSAR, Chapter 5

-

h
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

i

( B 3.4 REACTOR C00LANi SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

:

BASES

BACKGROUND Components that contain or transport the coolant to or from the
reactor core make up the RCS. Component joints are made by ,

welding, bolting, rolling, or pressure loading, and valves isolate
connecting systems from the RCS.

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can produce i

varying amounts of reactor coolant LEAKAGE. through either normal |

operational wear or mechanical deterioration. The purpose of the 4

RCS Operational LEAKAGE LC0 is to limit system operation in the J
presence of LEAKAGE from these sources to amounts that do net ;

'

compromise safety. This LCO specifies the types and amounts of
LEAKAGE.

1

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 30 (Ref. 1), requires means for )
detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the source of

'

reactor coolant LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45 (Ref. 2) describes
acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection systems.

n

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely depending on
its source, rate, and duration. Therefore, detecting and
monitoring reactor coolant LEAKAGE into the containment area is,

necessary. Quickly separating the identified LEAKAGE from the
unidentified LEAKAGE is necessary to provide quantitative
information to the operators, allowing them to tAe corrective
action should a leak occur that is detrimental + the safety of
the facility and the public.

A limited amount of leakage inside contair:nent is expected from
auxiliary systems that cannot be made 100% leaktight. Leakage
from these systems should be detected, located, and isolated from
the containment atmosphere, if possible, to not interfere with RCS
leakage detection.

This LC0 deals with protection of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary (RCPB) from degradation and the core from inadequate
cooling, in addition to preventing the accident analyses radiation

.

release assumptions from being exceeded. The consequences of
violating this LC0 include the possibility of a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA).

.

I

|

p)i (continued)
,
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B 3.4.13
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BASES

APPLICABLE Except for primary to secondary LEAKAGE the safety analyses
SAFETY ANALYSES do not address operational LEAKAGE. However, other operational

LEAKAGE is related to the safety analyses for LOCA: the amount of
leakage can affect the probability of such an event. The safety
analysis for an event resulting in steam discharge to the
atmosphere assumes a 1 gpm primary to secondary LEAKAGE as the
initial condition.

Primary to secondary LEAKAGE is a factor in the dose releases
outside containment resulting from a steam line break (SLB)
accident. To a lesser extent, other accidents or transients
involve secondary steam release to the atmosphere, such as a steam
generator tube rupture (SGTR). The leakage contaminates the
secondary fluid.

The FSAR (Ref. 3) analysis for SGTR assumes the secondary fluid is
released to the atmosphere via the atmospheric relief valves on
the affected steam generator. This valve is assumed to fail to
close. The release continues until the reactor operators close
the associated block valve. The 1 gpm primary to secondary
LEAKAGE is relatively inconsequential.

| The safety analysis for the SLB accident assumes 1 gpm primary to'

\ secondary LEAKAGE in one generator as an initial condition. The
dose consequences resulting from the SLB accident are well within
the limits defined in 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 6).

The safety analysis for RCS main loop piping for GDC 4 (Ref.1)
assumes 1 gpm unidentified leakage and monitoring per RG 1.45
(Ref. 2) are maintained (Ref. 4 and 5).

The RCS operational LEAKAGE satisfies Criterion 2 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LC0 RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:

a. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

No pressure boundary LEAKAGE is allowed, being indicative
of material deterioration. LEAKAGE of this type is
unacceptable as the leak itself could cause further
deterioration, resulting in higher LEAKAGE. Violation of
this LCO could result in continued degradation of the RCPB.
LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not pressure boundary
LEAKAGE.

O
V (continued)
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1
.

LC0 b. Unidentified LEAKAGE
(continued)

One gallon per minute (gpm) of unidentified LEAKAGE is 1,

allo"'? as a reasonable minimum detectable amount that the !

c% unment air monitoring and containment sump level
monitoring equipment can detect within a reasonable time
period. Violation of this LCO could result in continued
degradation of the RCPB, if the LEN(AGE is from the pressure
boundary.

i

c. Identified LEAKAGE |

1

Up to 10 opm of identified LEAKAGE is considered allowable
because LEAKAGE is from known sources that do not interfere
with detection of unidentified LEAKAGE and is well within the
capability of the RCS MPiup System. Identified LEAKAGE i

includes LEAKAGE to the ;ontainment from specifically known I

and located sources, but does not include pressure boundary I

LEAKAGE or controlled reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal leskoff i

(a normal function not considered LEAKAGE). Identified
LEAKAGE does not include leakage from portions of the

-c Chemical and Volne Control System outside of containment
which can ba isolated from the RCS. Leakage of this nature
should be reviewed for possible impact on tne Primary Coolant
Sources Outside Containment Program. Violation of this LC0
could result in continued degradation of a component or
system.

d. Primary to Secondary LEAKAGE throuah All Steam Generators
LSGS1

Total primary to secondary LEAKAGE amounting to 1 gpm through
all SGs produces acceptable offsite doses in the accident
analysis. Violation of this LCO could meeed the offsite
dose limits for this accident. Primary to secondary LEAKAGE
must be included in the total allowable limit for identified
LEAKAGE.

e Primary to Secondary LEAYAGE throuah Any One SG

The 500 gallons per day limit on one SG is based on the-

assumption that a single crack leaking this amount would
not propagate to a SGTR under the stress conditions of a LOCA
or a main steam line rupture. If leaked through many cracks.
the cracks are very small, and the above assuu,ption is
conservative.

73
'

(continued)
.
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APPLICABILITY In H0 dei 1, 2, 3, and 4 the potential for RCPB LEAKAGE is
greatest when the RCS is pressurized.

In H0 DES 5 and 6. LEAKAGE limits are not required because the
reactor coolant pressure is far lower, resulting in lower stresses
and reduced potentials for LEAKAGE.

LC0 3.4.14, "RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage," measures
leakage through each individual PIV and can impact this LCO. Of
the two PIVs in series in each isolated line, leakage measured
through one PIV does not result in RCS LEAKAGE Wen the other is
leak tight. If both valves leak and result in a loss of mass from
the RCS, the loss must be included in the allowable identified
LEAKAGE.

ACTIONS L.1

Unidentified LEAXAGE, identified LEAKAGE, or primary to secondary
LEAKAGE in excess of the LCO limits must be reduced to within

p limits within 4 hours. This Completion Time allows time to verify
d~ leakage rates and either identify unidentified LEAKAGE or reduce

LEAKAGE to within limits before the reactor must he shut down.
This action 1.s necessary to prevent further deterioration of the
RCPB.

B.1 and B.2

If any pressure boundary LEAKAGE exists, or if unidentified
LEAKAGE, identified LEAKAGE, or primary to secondary LEAXAGE
cannot be reduced to within limits within 4 hours, the reactor
must be brought to lower pressure conditions to reduce the
severity of the LEAKAGE and its potential consequences. It should
be noted that LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not pressure
boundary LEAKAGE. The reactor must be brought to H0DE 3 within
6 hours and H0DE 5 within 36 hours. This action reduces the
LEAXAGE and also reduces the factors that tend to degrade the
pressure boundary.

,

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant 4

systems. In H0DE 5, the pressure stresses ,

acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration is i

much less likely.g j

(continued)
!
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.LL1
REQUIREMENTS ;

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LC0 limits ensures the l

integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure boundary LEAKAGE :
-

would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and can only be
positively identified by inspection. It should be noted that
LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not pressure boundary LEAKAGE.
Unidentified LEtyAGF and identified LEAKAGE are determined by
performance of an RCS wster inventory balance. Primary to ,

',

secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of an RCS water
inventory balance in conjunction with effluent monitoring within
the secondary steam and feedwater systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be met with the reactor at !

steady state operating conditions and near operating pressure. j
Therefore, a Note is added allowing that this SR is not required -

to be performed until 12 hours after establishing steady state
operation near operating pressure. The 12 hour allowance provides
sufficient time to collect and process necessary data after stable
plant conditions are established.

Steady state operation is required to perform a proper inventory
A balance since calculations during maneuvering are not useful For

V RCS operational LEAKAGE determination by water inventory
balance, steady state is defined as stable RCS pressure,
temperature. power level, pressurizer and makeup tank levels, ii

makeup and letdown, and RCP seal injection and return flows. An |
early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or unidentified LEAKAGE
is provided by the automatic systems that monitor the containment
atmosphere radioactivity and the containment sump level. It
should be noted that LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not
pressure boundary LEAKAGE. These leakage detection systems are
specified in LC0 3.4.15, "RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation."

,

The 72 hour frequency is a reasonable interval to trend LEAKAGE
and recognizes the importance of early leakage detection in the
prevention of accidents. When non steady state operation
precludes surveillance performance, the surveillance should be
performed in a reasonable time period commensurate with the

'surveillance performance lengtn, once steady state operation has
been achieved, provided greater than 72 hours have elapsed since
the last performance. Steady state is defined as T,,, changing by'

4

less than 5'F/ hour.

SR 3.4.13.2

This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG OPERABILITY
in an operational H0DE. The requirement to demonstrate SG tube ;

O ;

(continued)
'

.
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

) BASES

.

SURVEllIK E SR 3.4.13.2 (continued)
REQUIREMEhTS

,

'

integrity in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance
Program emphasizes the importance of SG tube integrity, even

'

,

though this Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operating
conditions. This surveillance does not tie directly to any of the
leakage criteria in the LCO or of the CONDITIONS: therefore
failure to meet this surveillance is considered failure to meet
the integrity goals of the LCO and LCO 3.0.3 applies.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, GDC 4 and 30.
,

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973.

3. FSAR, Section 15.

4. FSAR Section 3.

5. NUREG-1061, Volume 3, November 1984.

6. 10 CFR 100.

,

i

|

*

1

|

i

i
4 |

|

:
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

) B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
_ s :

.B 3.4.14 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage f

;

,

BASES :

>

BACKGROUND 10 CFR 50.2,10 CFR 50.55a(c), and GDC 55 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A '

(Refs.1. 2.:and 3), define RCS PIVs as any two normally closed
valves in series within the reactor coolant pressure boundary
(RCPB). which seperate the high pressure RCS from an attached low
pressure system. - During their lives, these valves can produce
varying amounts of reactor coolant leakage through either normal !

operational waar or mechanical deterioration. The RCS PIV Leakage
LCO allows RCS high pressure operation when leakage through these
valves exists in amounts that do not corr. promise safety.

The PIV leakage limit applies to 'each individual valve. Leakage
through both' series PIVs in a line must be included as part of the ,

!identified LEAKAGE. governed by LC0 3.4.13. "RCS Operational
LEAKAGE." This is true during operation only when the loss of RCS
mass through two series valves is determined by a water inventory
balance (SR 3.4.13.1). A known component cf the identified
LEAKAGE before operation begins is the least of the two individual

A leak rates determined for iesking series PIVs during the required
'V surveillance testing: leakage measured through one PIV in a line

is not RCS operational LEAKAGE if the other is leaktight.

Although this specification provides a limit on allowable PIV
leakage rate its main purpose is to prevent overpressure failure
of the low pressure portions of connecting systems. The leakage
limit is an indication that the PIVs between the RCS and the
connecting systems are degraded or degrading. PIV leakage could
lead to overpressure of the low pressure piping or co;ponents.
Failure consequences could be a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
outside of contairnent, an unanalyzed accident, that could degrade
the ability for low pressure injection.

The basis for this LCO is the 1975 NRC " Reactor Safety Study"
(Ref. 4) that identified potential intersystem LOCAs as a
significant contributor to the risk of core melt. A subsequent
study (Ref. 5) evaluated various PIV configurations to determine
the probability of intersystem LOCAs.,

PIVs are provided to isolate the RCS from the following
typically connected systems:

a. Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System:
,

r3 i
'

I(cnntinued)
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I
|

BACKGROUND b. Safety Injection System; and |

(continued) |
c. Chemical and Volume Control System. I

The PIVs are listed in the Technical Requirements Manual (Ref. 6). j

Violation of this LCO could result in continued degradation of a )
PIV, which could lead to overprest,urization of a low pressure i

system and the loss of the integrity of a fission prr. duct barrier.

APPLICABLE Reference 4 identified potential intersystem LOCAs as a
'

SAFETY ANALYSES significant contributor to the risk of core molt. The dominant
accident sequence in the intersystem LOCA category is the failure
of the low pressure portion of the RHR System outside of ,

containment. The accident is the result of a postulated failure !
cf the PIVs, which are part of the RCPB, and the subsequent ,

'

pressurization of the RHR System downstream of the PIVs from the
RCS. Because the low pressure portion of the RHR System is
typically designed for 600 psig, overpressurization failure of the

em. RHR low pressure line would result in a LOCA outside containment

() and subsequent risk of core melt.

Reference 5 evaluated various PIV configurations, leakage testing
of the valves, and operational changes to detennine the effect on
the probability of intersystem LOCAs. This study concluded that
periodic leakage testing of the PIVs can substantially reduce the
probability of an intersystem LOCA.

RCS PIV leakage satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LC0 RCS PIV leakage is identified LEAKAGE into closed systems
connected to the RCS. Isolation valve leakage is usually on the
order of drops per minute. Leakage that increases
significantly suggests that something is operationally wrong
and corrective action must be taken.

The LC0 PIV leakage lait is 0.5 gpm per nominal inch of valve
size with a maximum lir.it of 5 gpm.

Reference 7 permits leakage testing at a lower pressure >|
differential than between the specified maximum RCS pressure and .

the normal pressure of the connected system during RCS operation |'

(the maximum pressure differential) in those types of valves in j,,,

( )'' (continued)
'
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

i

BASES
i

LCO which the higher service pressure will tend to diminish the |

(continued) overall leakage channel opening. In such cases, the observed rate
may be adjusted to the maximum pressure differential by assuming
leakage is directly proportional to the pressure differential to
the one half power.

1

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4, this LC0 applies because the PIV leakage
potential is greatest when the RCS is pressurized. In H0DE 4
valves in the RHR flow path are not required to meet the
requirements of this LC0 when in, or during the transition to or
from, the RHR mode of operation.

In H00ES 5 and 6, leakage limits are not provided because the j

lower reactor coolant pressure results in a reduced potential for |
1eakage and for a LOCA outside the containment. !

4

ACTIONS The Actions are modified by two Notes. Note 1 provides
clarification that each flow path allows separate entry into a;

Condition. This is allowed based upon the functional independence
of the flow path. Note 2 requires an evaluation of affected
systems if a PIV is inoperable. The leakage may have affected
system operability, or isolation of a leaking flow path with an2

alternate valve may have degraded the ability of the
interconnected system to perform its safety function.

|A.1 and A.2*

The flow path must be isolated by two valves. Required Actions A.1 |
and A.2 are modified by a Note that the valves used for isolation !
must meet the same leakage requirements as the PIVs and must be

'

within the RCPB or the high pressure portion of the system. ;

Required Action A.1 requires that the isolation with one valve
must be performed within 4 hours. Four hours provides time to
reduce leakage in excess of the allowable limit and to isolate the
affected system if leakage cannot be redcced. The 4 hour'

Completion Time allows the actions and restricts the operation
with leaking isolation valves.

Required Action A.2 specifies that the double isolation barrier of .I

two valves be restored by closing some other valve qualified for 1!
isolatien or restoring the RCS PIV to within limits. The 72 hour j

(continued)
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I
!

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

Completion Time after exceeding the limit allows for the
restoration of the leaking PIV to OPERABLE status. This time
frame considers the time required to complete the Action and the !

low probability of a second valve failir;g during this time period.

B.1 and B.2 j
!

If leakage cannot be reduced, the system isolated or the other
Required Actions acccmplished, the plant must be brought to a H0DE j

in which the requirement does not apply. To achieve this status, |

the plant must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and H0DE 5
within 36 hours. This Action may reduce the leakage and also ;

reduces the potential for a LOCA outside the containment. The i

allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on operating
experience, to rear.h the required plant conditions from full pcrwer
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

|

t''N

(

The inoperability of the RHR Systca interlock renders the RHR
suction isolation valves capable of inadvertent opening at RCS
pressures in excess of the RHR systems design pressure. If the
RHR System interlock is inoperable, operation may continue as long
as the affected RHR suction penetration is closed by at least one
closed manual or deactivated automatic valve within 4 hours. This
Action accomplishes the purpose of the function.

StlRVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of leakage testing on each RCS PIV or isolation valve
used to satisfy Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2 is
required to verify that leakage is below the specified limit and
to identify each leaking valve. The leakage limit of 0.5 gpm per
inch of nominal valvo diameter up to 5 gpm maximum applies to each'

valve. Leakage testing requires a stable pressure condition
greater than 150 psig. ,

2

For the two PIVs in series, the leakage requirement applies to
each valve individually and not to the combined leakage across
both valves. If the PIVs are not individually leakage tested, one,m

)(O (continued)

d
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

valve may have failed completely and not be detected if the other
valve in series meets the leakage requirement. In this situation, i

the protection provided by redundant valves would be lost. j

Testing is to be performed every 18 months, a typical refueling |
cycle, if the plant does not go into MODE 5 for at least 7 days.
The 18 month Frequency is consister.t with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)
(Ref. 8) as contained in the Inservice Testing Program, is within
frequency allowed by the American Society of Mechaaical Engineers
(ASME) Code, Section XI (Ref. 7), and is based on the need to
perform such surveillances under the conditions that apply during ;

an outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the |

Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. !

;

In addition, testing must be performed once after the check valve
has been opened by flow or exercised to ensure tight reseating. i

PIVs disturbed in the performance of this Surveillance should also |
be tested unless documentation shows that an infinite testing loop |
cannot practically be avoided. Testing must be performed within i

A 24 hours after the check valve has been reseated. Within 24 hours i

) is a reesonable and practical time limit for performing this test |

after opening or reseating a check valve.

The leakage limit is to be met at the RCS pressure associated with
H00ES 1 and 2. This permits leakage testing at high differential ,

pressures with stable conditions not pcssible in the H0 DES with
'

lower pressures.
|

Entry into MODES 3 and 4 is allowed to establish the necessary
differential pressures and stable conditions to allow for
performance of this Surveillance. The Note that allows this ,

!provision is complementary to the Frequency of prior to er:try into
N00E ?. whenever the unit has been in H0DE 5 for 7 days or more, if
leakage testing has not been performed in the previous 9 months.
In addition, this Surveillance is not required to be performed on
the RHR System when the RHR System is aligned to the RCS in the
shutdown cooling mode of operation. PIVs contained in the RHR
shutdown cooling flow path must be leakage rate tested after RHR
is secured and stable unit conditions and the necessary'

differential pressures are established.

Testing is not required for the RHR suction isolation valves more
!frequently than 18 months as these valves are motor-operated with

control roca position indication, inadvertent opening intcrlocks
and system high pressure alarms.o

'

(continued)
-
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SURVEILLANCE 58. 3.4.14.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verifying that the RHR System interlocks are OPERABLE ensures that
RCS pressure will not pressurize the IWR system beyond 125% of its
design pressure of 600 psig. The interlock setpoint that prevents
the valves from being opened is set so the actual RCS prescure
must be < 442 psig to open the valves. This setpoint ensures the
RHR design pressure will not be exceeded and the RHR relief valves
will not lift. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to
perform the Surveillance under conditions that apply during a
plant outage. The 18 month Frequency is also acceptable based on
consideration of the design reliability (and confirming operating
experience) of the equipment.

This SR is not applicable when using the RHR System suction relief
valves for cold overpressure protection in accordance with
SR 3.4.12.7.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.2.
n
( 2. 10 CFR 50.55a(c).

,

!3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. Section V. GDC 55.

4. MASH 1400 (NUREG 75/014). Appendix V, October 1975.

5. NUREG 0677, May 1980. )
|

6. Technical Requirements Manual

7. ASME. Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section XI.

8. 10 CFR 50.55a(g).

1

i

.

|
?
i

'%
,/

%/

,
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B 3.4.15 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

BASES
-

BACKGROUND GDC 30 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1) requires means for
detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the location
of the source of RCS LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45 (Ref. 2)
describes acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection
systems.

Leakage detection systems must have the capability to cetect
significant reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) degradation
as soon after occurrence as practical to minimize the potential
for propagation to a gross failure. Thus, an early indication or
warning signal is necessary to permit proper evaluation of all
unidentified LEAXAGE.

Industry practice has shown that water flow changes of 0.5 to
1.0 gpm can be readily detected in contained volumes by monitoring
changes in water level, in flow rate, or in the operating
frequency of a pump. The containment sump used to collect' ,) unidentified LEAXAGE and air cooler condensate flew rate monitor

-

V are instrumented to alarm for increases of 0.5 to 1.0 gpm in the
normal flow rates. This sensitivity is acceptable for detecting
increases in unidentified LEAXAGE.

The reactor coclant contains radioactivity that, when released to
the containment, can be detected by radiation monitoring 4

instrumentation. Reactor coolant radioactivity levels will be low
during initial reactor startup and for a few weeks thereafter,
until activated corrosion products have been formed and fission
products appear from fuel element cladding contamination or

4cladding defects. Instrument sensitivities of 10 pCi/cc
radioactivity for particulate monitoring and of 10'' C1/cc
radioactivity for gaseous monitoring are practical for these
leakage detection systems. Radioactivity detection systems are
included for monitoring both particulate and gaseous activities
because of their sensitivities and rapid responses to RCS LEAXAGE.

An increase in humiaity of the containment atmosphere would
.

indicate release of water vapor to the containment. Dew point
temperature measurements can thus be used to monitor humidity
levels of the coatainment atmosphere as an j

indicator of potential RCS LEAKAGE. A l'F increase in dew
point is well within the sensitivity range of available

T" instruments.(); (continued)

1

,
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BACKGROUND Since the humidity level is influenced by several factors, a
(continued) quantitative evaluation of an indicated leakage rate by this raeans

may be questionable and should be compared to observed increases
in liquid flow into or from the containment 3urs.p and condensate
flow from air coolers. Humidity level monitoring is considered
most useful as an indirect alarm or indication to alert the
operator to a potential problem. Humidity monitors are not
required by this LCO.

Air temperature and pressure monitoring methods may also be used
to infer unidentified LEAKAGE to the containment. Containment
temperature and pressure fluctuate slightly during plant
operation, but a rise above the normally indicated range of values

L may indicate RCS leakage into the containment. The relevance of
temperature and pressure measurements are affected by containment
free volume and, for temperature, detector location. Alarm
signals from these instruments can be valuable in recognizing
rapid and sizable leakage to the containment. Temperature and

,

i pressure monitors are not required by this LCO.

!

APPLICABLE The asymetric loads produced by postulated breaks are the result |

SAFETY ANALYSES of assumed pressure imbalance, both internal and external to the
RCS. The internal asymetric loads result from a rapid
decompression that causes large transient pressure differentialsI

across the core barrel and fuel assemblies. The external
asymetric loads result from the rapid depressurization of the
annulus regions, such as the annulus between the reactor vessel
and the shield wall, and cause large transient pressure
differentia 1r to act on the vessel. These differential pressure
loads could damage RCS supports, core cooling equipment or core
internals. This concern was first identified as Multiplant Action
(MPA) D 10 and subsequently as Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) 2 >

" Asymmetric LOCA Loads" (Ref. 4).

The resolution of USI 2 for Westinghouse PWRs was the use of
fracture mechanics technology for RCS piping >10 inches diameter. .

'(Ref. 5). This technology became known as leak before break'
' (LBB). Included within the LBB methodology was the requirement to

have leak detection systems capable of detecting a 1.0 spm leak
within four hcurs. This leakage rate is designed to ensure that i
adequate margins exist to detect leaks in a tieely manner during !
normal operating conditions. The use of the LB8 methodology is -

described in refarence 6.

A :

'

(continued)
:-

,

'
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.

APPLICABLE The need to evaluate the severity of an alarm or an indication is -

SAFETY ANALYSES important to the operators, and the ability to compare and verify
(continued) with indications from other systems is necessary. The system

response times and sensitivities are described in the FSAR ,

(Ref. 3). Multiple instrument locations are utilized, if needed,
to ensure that the transport delay time of the leakage from its
source to an instrument location yields an acceptable overall'

;
'

response time.

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely depending on ,

its source, rate, and duration. Thereforc, detecting and
monitoring RCS LEAKAGE into the containment area is necessary.
Quickly separating the identified LEAKAGE from the unidentified
LEAKAGE provides quantitative information to the operators,'

allowing them to take corrective action should a leakage occur
; detrirental to the safety of the Unit and the public.

RCS leakage detection instrumentation satisfies Criterion 1
of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

2

LC0 One method of protecting against large RCS leakage derives from
the ability of instruments to rapidly detect extremely small

t leaks. This LCO requires instruments of diverse monitoring
principles to be OPERABLE to provide a high degree of confidence
that extremely small leaks are detected in time to allow actions4

to place the plant in a safe condition, wnen RCS LEAKAGE indicates
possible RCPB degradation.

i.

The LCO is satisfied when monitors of diverse measurement means
are available. Thus, the containment sump monitor, particulate-

radioactivity mnitor and either a containment air cooler
condensate flow rate monitor or a gaseous radioactivity monitor
provide an acceptable minimum.

'

APPLICABILITY Because of elevated RCS temperature and pressure in H0CES 1, 2. 3,
and 4, RCS leakage detection instrumentation is required to be
OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6, the temperature is to be s 200*F and pressure is
naintained low or at atmspheric pressure. Since the temperatures
and pressures are far lower than those for H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4
the likelihood of leakage and crack propagation are much smaller,'

Therefore, the requirements of this LC0 are not applicable in,m

('] H0 DES 5 and 6.
1(continued)
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ACTIONS Actions are modified by a Note that indicates that the provisions
of LC0 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result, a MODE change is
allowed when the required containment sump monitor, the required
atmospheric particulate monitor, the required atmospheric gaseous
monitor or the required air cooler condensate flw rate monitor
are inoperable. This allewance is provided because other
instrumentation is available to monitor RCS leakage.

A.1 and A.2

With the required containment sunp monitor inoperable, no other
form of sampling can provide the equivalent information; however,
the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor will provide
irdications of changes in leakage. Together with the atmosphere
monitor, the periodic surveillance for RCS water inventory
balance. SR 3.4.13.1. must be performed at an increased frequency
of 24 hours to provide information that is adequate to detect
leakage. A note is added allowing that SR 3.4.13.1 is not
required to be perfonned until 12 hours after establishing steady
state operation (stable RCS pressure, temperature, power level,
pressurizer and makeup tank levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP
seal injection and return flows). The 12 hour allowance provides

pd sufficient time to collect and process necessary data af ter stable
,

plant conditions are established.

Rectoration of the required sump monitor to OPERABLE status within I

a Cotpletion Time cf 30 days is required to regain the function -

after the monitor's failu-e. This time is acceptable, considering I
the Frequency and adequacy of the RCS water inventory balance I

require <1 by Required Action A.1. |

E.1.1. B.J.2 and B.2.

With the particulate containment atmosphere radioactivity
monitoring instrumentation channel inoperable, alternative action
is required. Either grab samples of the containment atmosphere
must be taken and analyzed or water inventory balances, in
accordance with SR 3.4.13.1 must be performed to provide
alternate periodic information.

.

With a sample obtained and analyzed or water inventory balance
performed every 24 hours, tne reactor may be operated for up to
30 days to allow restoration of the required containment
atmosphere radioactivity monitor.

#'
[V3

(continued)'

,

1
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ACTIONS B.1.1. B.1.2. and B.2. (continued)

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that isi

adequate to detect leakage. A note is added allowing that SR
.

3.4.13.1 is not required to be performed until 12 hours after,

establishing steady state operation (stable RCS pressure,
temperature; power level, pressurizer and makeup tank levels,

,

makeup and letdown, and RCP seal injection and return flows). The
4

12 hour allowance provides sufficient time to collect and process
necessary data after stable plant conditions are established. The
30 day Completion Time recognizes at least one other form of
leakage cetection is available.

C.1.1. C.1.2. C.2.1 and C.2.2
,

With the required containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity
monitor and the required containment air cooler condensate flow
rate monitor inoperable, the means of detecting leakage
are the containment sump monitor and the containment atmosphere
particulate radioactive monitor. This Condition does not provide
all the required diverse means of leakage detection. With both

("q gaseous containment atmosphere radioactivity monitoring and,

containment air cooler condensate flow rate monitoring
instrumentation channels inoperable, alternative action is
required. Either grab samples of the containment atmosphere must
be taken and analyzed or water inventory balances, in accordance
with SR 3.4.13.1, must be performed to provide alternate periodic
information.

,

The follow up Required Action is to restore either of the
inoperable required monitors to OPERABLE status within 30 days to
regain the intended leakage detection diversity. The 30 day
Completion Time ensures that the plant will not be operated in a
reduded configuration for a lengthy time period.

A note is added allowing that SR 3.4.13.1 is not required to be
performed until 12 hours after establishing steady state operation
(stable RCS pressure, temperature, power level, pressurizer and
makeup tank levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal injection and
return flows). The 12 hour allowance provides sufficient time to*

collect and process necessary data after stable plant conditions
are established.

4

:[)
U- (continued)

b
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ACTIONS
.

D 1 and [L2 :-

,

(continued) .

|

If a Required Action of Condition A, B or'C cannot be met, the.

plant must be brought to a H0DE in which the requirement does not |
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at '

least H00E 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating- ;

'

experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power
: conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant.
.

systems. q

U
l

With all required monitors inoperable, no automatic means of |

- monitoring leakage are available, and immediate plant shutdown in !

accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required. !

i

O 1
-

g'
. SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.15.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.15.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of the
required containment atmosphere radinactivity monitor. The check
gives reasonable confidence that the channel is operating
properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on instrument
reliability and is reasonable for detecting off normal conditions.

SR 3.4.15.2
,

SR 3.4.15.2 requires the performance of a COT on the required'

containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor. The test ensures
that the monitor can perform its function in tie desired manner.
The test verifies the alarm setpoint and relative accuracy of the

1

instrument string. The Frequency of 92 days considers instrument
reliability, and operating experience has shown that it is proper
for detecting degradation.*

.

, , -
(continued)

g. ,

"
.

'
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrimentation

! B 3.4.15 |

Lo -S .

I

I -SURVEILLANCE' SR 3.4'.15.3. SR 3.4.15.4- and SR 3.4.15.5.

*'

REQUIP.EMENTS ..

1(continued) These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION for-
~

each of the RCS: leakage detection instrumentation channels. The
calibration verifies the. accuracy of the instrument string.'

including the instruments located inside contairment. The
Frequency of 18 months is a typical refueling cycle and considers
channel reliability. Again, operating experiexe has proven that'

this Frequency is acceptable.

i
i i

. REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. Section IV. GDC 30. -|'
.

1

1- 2. Regulatory Guide 1.45. l

.

3. FSAR. Section 5.2.
.

-4. .NUREG 609 " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary

1 Systems." 1981.
,

,

L 5. Generic Letter 84 04. " Safety Evaluation of Westinghouse
Topical Reports Dealing with Elimination of Postulated Pipe )
Breaks in PWR Primary Main Loops." |;.

E
'

6. FSAR. Section 3.68.

.

:
,

,

. . ,

,

j

O_

i

!
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p.
g B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)- |

B 3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity.-

i

BASES
_

BACKGROUND _The maximum dose to the whole body and the thyroid that an-
individual at the' site boundary can receive for 2 hours during an
accident is specified in 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1). The limits on- 1;
specific activity ensure that the doses are held to a small |

fraction of tha 10 CFR 100 limits during analyzed transients and
accidents.

The RCS r.pecific activity LCO limits the allowable concentration
level of radionuclides in the reactor coolant. The LCO limits are
established to minimize the offsite radioactivity dose.

i

consequences in the event of a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) i

accident. i

1

The LCO contains specific activity limits for both DOSE EQUIVALENT
I 131 and gross specific activity. The allowable levels are
intended to limit the 2 hour dose at the site boundary to a small

- - fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits. The limits in
the LC0 are standardized, based on parametric evaluations of, 'v ' offsite radioactivity dose consequences for typical site

'

locations.,

.

)The parametric evaluations showed the potential offsite dose '

'

levels for a SGTR. accident were an appropriately small fraction of |

the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits. Each evaluation assumes a
|bhoad range of site applicable atmospheric dispersion factors in a
|parametric evaluation.
;

._,
1

APPLICABLE The LC0 limits on the specific activity of the reactor
SAFETY ANALYSES coolant ensures that the resulting 2 hour doses at the site

bcundary will not exceed a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose i
i

guideline limits following a SGTR accident. The SGTR safety
analysis (Ref. 2) assumes the specific activity of the reactor
coolant at the LCO limit and an existing reactor coolant steam
generator (SG) tube leakage rate of I gpm. The safety analysis.

assumes the specific activity of the secondary coolant at its
limit of 0.1 pC1/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 from LCO 3.7.18,
" Secondary Specific Activity."

-

-

.. !.p !:V. (continued)
~

.

.
.

|
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|

APPLICABLE The ana;ysis for the SGTR accident establishes the
SAFETY ANALYSES acceptance limits for RCS specific activity. Reference to 3

(continued) this analysis is used to assess changes to the unit that could ,

;

affect RCS specific activity, as they relate to the acceptance
:limits. 1

The analysis is for two cases of reactor coolant specific
activity. One case assumes specific activity at 1.0 pC1/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT I 101 with a concurrent large iodine spike that
increases the I 131 activity in the reactor coolant by a factor of
about 500 immediately after the accident. The second case assumes
the initial reactor coolant iodine activity at 60.0 pC1/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT I 131 due to a pre accident iodine spike caused by an
RCS transient. In both cases, the noble gas activity in the
reactor ccolant assumes la failed fuel, which closely equals the
LCO limit of 100/E C1/gm for gross specific activity.

The analysis also assumes a loss of offsite power at the same time {
as the SGTR event. The SGTR causes a reduction in reactor coolant i
inventory. The reduction initiates a reactor trip from a low
pressurizer pressure signal or an RCS overtemperature N 16
signal.

Cr |
\( The coincident loss of offsite power causes the steam dump valves i

i to close to protect the condenser. The rise in pressure in the |-

rgtured SG discharges radioactively contaminated steam to the '

atmo qhere through the SG atmospheric relief valves and the main
steam safety valves. A failure to close of the atmospheric relief
valve on the affected SG is also assumed. The unaffected SGs
remove core decay heat by venting steam to the atmosphere until

-

the cooldown ends.,

The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of an SGTR
t

accident are within a small fraction of the Reference 1 dose
: guideline limits. Operation with iodine specific activity levels

greater than the LC0 limit is permissible. if the activity levels
*

do not exceed the limits shown in figure 3.4.161, in the
applicable specification, for more than 48 hours. The safety

-

analysis has concurrent and pre accident iodine spiking levels up |

to 60.0 Ci/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131.
-

'
.

The remainder of the above limit permissible iodine levels shown
in Figure 3.4.161 are acceptable because of the low probability ;

of a SGTR accident occurring during the established 48 hour time '

1imit. The occurrence of an SGTR
|

Gh (continued) I

._
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BASES !

APPLICABLE accident at these permissible levels could increase the site
SAFETY ANALYSES boundary dose levels, but still be within 10 CFR 100 dose -

(continued) guideline' limits.

The limits on RCS specific activity are also used for establishing
standardization in radiation shielding and plant personnel

,
-

radiation protection practices.

RCS specific activity satisfies Criterion 2 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

!

.

L LC0 The specific iodine activity is limited to 1.0 C1/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT I 131, and the gross specific activity in the reactor
coolant is limited to the number of yC1/gm equal to 100 divided by
2 (average disintegration energy of the sum of the average beta
and gamma energies of the coolant nuclides). The limit on DOSE.

EQUIVALENT I 131 ensures the 2 hour thyroid dose to an individual
at the site boundary during the Design Basis Accident (DBA) will
be within the allowed thyroid dose guideline. The limit on gross<

--

(' specific activity ensures the 2 hour whole body dose to an j+ individual at the site boundary during the DBA will be a small,

fraction of the allowed whole body dose.
!
'

The SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that the 2 hour site
boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits. Violation of

|
-

the LC0 may result in reactor coolant radioactivity levels that |

could, in the event of an SGTR. lead to site boundary doses that |
exceed the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits. !

l

|
-

, -

!

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1 and 2, and in H00E 3 with RCS average temperature ;

a 500*F, operation within the LC0 limits for DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131
and gross specific activity are necessary to contain the potential
consequences of an SGTR to within the acceptable site boundary
dose values.

For operation in H0DE 3 with RCS average temperature < 500*F. and,

in H0 DES 4 and 5 the offsite release of radioactivity in the
event of a SGTR is unlikely since the saturation pressure of the
reactor coolant is belo,< the lift pressure settings of the main

4

steam safety and relief valves. I ;'

.% / !

(centinued)
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ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

A Note to the ACTIONS excludes the MODE change restriction of LC0
3.0.4. This exception allows entry into the applicable MODE (S)
while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may
eventually require plant shutdown. This exception is acceptable
due to the significant conservatism incorporated into the specific
activity limit, the low probability of en event which is limiting
due to exceeding this limit, and the ability to restore transient
specific activity excursions while the plant remains at, or
proceeds to power operation.

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 greater than the LCO limit, samples
at intervals of 4 hours must be taken to demonstrate that the
limits of Figure 3.4.16 1 are not exceeded. The Completion Time
of 4 hours is required to obtain and analyze a sample. Sampling
is done to continue to provide a trend.

The DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 must be restor ed to within limits within
48 hours. The Completion Time of 48 hours is required, if the,

( / limit violation resulted from normal iodine spiking.
-
!v

lll_
,

With the gross specific activity in excess of the allowed limit,
|

the unit must be placed in a H0DE in which the requirement does {not apply, l

;

The change within 6 hours to MODE 3 and RCS average temperature
< 500*F lowers the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant I
below the setpoints of the main steam safety valves and prevents

,venting the SG to the environment in an SGTR event. Tne allowed
)Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, besed on operating

experience, to reach H0DE 3 below 500*F froa full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

CJ

If a Required Action and the associated Completion Time of
Condition A is not met or if the DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 is in
the unacceptable region of Figure 3.4.161, the reactor must

.

,.

t ) ,

~

U'
(continued) }

.
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V BASES (continued)
,

ACTIONS L1 (continued)

be brought to MODE 3 with RCS average temperature < 500*F
within 6 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating expericnce, to reach H0DE 3 below 500*F from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

!
SURVEldANCE SR 3.4.16.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.16.1 requires performing a gamma isotopic analysis as a
measure of the gross specific activity of the reactor coolant at
least once every 7 days. While basically a quantitative. measure
of radionuclides with half lives longer than 10 minutes.
excluding iodines, this measurement is the sum of the degassed '

gama activities ano the gaseous gamma activities in the sample j
taken. This Surveillance provides an indication of any increase i

in gross specific activity. ;

Trer. ding the results of this Surveillance allows proper remedial
r~ action to be taken before reaching the LCO limit under normal
("x) operating conditions. The Surveillance is applicable in h00ES 1 !'

and 2 and in MODE 3 with T,,, greater than or equal to 500*F. The
7 day Frequency considers the unlikelihood of a gross fuel failure jduring the time.

I

SR 3.4.16.2

This Surveillance is performed in M002 1 only to ensure iodine
remains within limit during normal operation and following fast
power changes when fuel failure is more apt to occur. The 14 day
Frequency is adequate to trend changes in the iodine activity
level, considering gross activity is monitored every 7 days. The
Frequency, between 2 and 6 hours after a power change 2 IST RTP
within a 1 hour period, is established because the iodine levels
peak during this time following fuel failure: samples at other
times would provide inaccurate results.

SR 3.4.16.3

A radiochemical analysis for E determination is required every
184 days (6 months) with the plant operating in H0DE 1 equilibrium
conditions. The E determination directly relates to the LCO and
is required to verify plant operation within the specified gross,,

'

(V)
(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity '
i

B 3.4.10 )
-

(\ BASES -(continued) )
_

,

<-

- SURVEILIANCE - SR 3.4.16.3 (continued)
P.EQUIREMENTS i

i activity LCO limit. The analysis for 2 is a measurement of the ),
'

average energies per disintegration for. isotopes with half lives I

. longer than 10 minutes, excluding iodines. ' The Frequency of- ]
184 days recognizes E does not change rapidly. '

,

|

This SR has been modified by a Note that indicates sampling is ;'

required to be performed within 31 days after a minimum of j
2 effective full power days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation have
elapsed since the reactor was last subcritical for at least
48 hours. This ensures that the radioactive materials are at '

equilibrium so the analysis for E is representative and not skewed
by a crud burst or other similar abnormal event.

|;

|

4

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, 1973.
.

2. FSAR Section 15.6.3. I.

'O
__ iJ

, i

i

l

:
1 1

!

I
i
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Accumulators
B.3.5.1

3.
|() B 3.5 ENERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) !

B 3.5.1 Accumulators

,I

BASES
,

,

!

BACKGROUND The functions of the ECCS accumulators are to supply water to tL.
reactor vessel during the blowdown phase of a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA), to provide inventory to help accomplish the
refill phase that follows thereafter, and to provide Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) makeup for a small. break LOCA.

|

The blowdown phase of a large break LOCA is the initial period of
the transient during which the RCS departs from equilibrium

: conditions, and heat from fission product decay, hot internals,
'

4

and the vessel continues to be transferred to the reactor coolant. |
The blowdown phase of the transient ends when the RCS pressure

i

falls to a value approaching that of the containment atmosphere. '

In the refill phase of a LOCA, which immediately follows the
blowdown phase, reactor coolant inventory has vacated the corem

( ) through steam flashing and ejection out through the break. The
v core is essentially in adiabatic heatup. The balance of

accumulator inventory is then available to help fill voids in the
lower plenum and reactor vessel downcomer so as to establish a

;

recovery level at the bottom of the core and ongoing reflood of
|the core with the addition of safety injection (SI) water,
i

The accumulators are pressure vessels partially filled with I

borated water and pressurized with nitrogen gas. The accumulators
are passive components, since no operator or control actions are
required in order for them to perform their function. Internal
accumulator tank pressure is sufficient to discharge the
acetnulator contents to the RCS. if RCS pressure decreases below
the accumulator pressure.

!

Each accumulator is piped into an RCS cold leg via an accumulator
line and is isolated from the RCS by a motor operated isolation,

valve and two check valves in series. The mtor cperated
isolation valves are interlocked by P 11 with the pressurizer
pressure measurement chanr.els to ensure that the valves will

1

automatically open as RCS pressure increases to above the

(continued)
; ; - - _

v ;,
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| Accumulators
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Q

BACKGROUND permissive circuit P 11 setpoint and the main control board switch
(continued) is in the " auto" position. [Ref. 6] This interlock also prevents

inadvertent closure of the valves during normal operation prior to
an accident. The valves will automatically open, however, as a
result of an SI signal. These features ensure that the valves
meet the requirements of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard 279 1971 (Ref. 1) for
"operatirig bypasses" and that the accumulators will be available
for injection without reliance on operator action.

.

The accumulator size, water volume, and nitrogen cover pressure
are selected so that three of the four accumulators are sufficient !<

to partially cover the core before significant clad melting or
,

zirconium water reaction can occur following a LOCA. The need to
i

ensure that three accumulators are adequate for this function is )
consistent with the LOCA assumption that the entire contents of
one accumulator will be lost via the RCS pipe break during the
blowdown phase of the LOCA.

ADPLICABLE The accumulators are assumed OPERABLE in both the large and
SAFETY ANALYSES small break LOCA anclyses at full power (Ref. 2). These are the j

"

Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that establish the acceptance limits
for the accumulators. Reference to the analyses for these DBAs is
used to assess changes in the accumulators as they relate to the
acceptance limits.

In performing the LOCA calculations, conservative assumptions are
made concerning the availability of ECCS flow. In the early
stages of a LOCA, with or without a loss of offsite power, the
accumulators provide the sole source of makeup water to the RCS.
The assumption of loss of offsite power is equired by regulations
and conservatively imposes a delay wherein the ECCS pumps cannot
deliver flow until the emergency diesel generators start, come to
rated speed, and go through their timed loading sequence. In cold
leg break scenarios, the entire contents of one accumulator are
assumed to be lost through the break.

The limiting large break LOCA is a double ended guillotine break
at the discharge of the reactor coolant pump. During this event,

.

the accumulators discharge to the RCS as soon as RCS pressure '

decreases to below accumulator pres:;ure. j

j
i (continued)
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|

|BASES
v

iAPPLICABLE As a conservative estimate, no credit is taken for ECCS pump jSAFETY ANALYSES flow until an effective delay has elapsed. This delay
j

(continued) accounts for the diesels starting and the pumps being loaded and I

delivering full flow. The delay time is conservatively set with
} an additional 2 seconds to account for SI signal generation.

] During this time, the accumulators are analyzed as providing the
sole source of eargency core cooling. No operator action is
assumed during the blowdown stage of a large break LOCA.

The worst case small break LOCA analyses also assume a time delay
|before pumped flow reaches the core. For the larger range of

small breaks, the rate of blowdown is such that the increase in !
fuel clad temperature is terminated primarily by the accumulators, |

with pumped flow then providing continued cooling. As break size
decreases, the accumulators and centrifugal charging pumps both i
play a part in terminating the rise in clad temperature. As break |
size continues to decrease, the role of the accumulators continues i

to decrease until they are not required and the centrifugal {charging pumps become solely responsible for terminating the
temperature increase.

OQ This LC0 helps to ensure that the following acceptance criteria
i

established for the ECCS by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 3) will be met
following a LOCA:

a. Haximum fuel element cladding temperature is s 2200*F: i

b. Maximum cladding oxidation is s 0.17 times the total
cladding thickness before oxidation:

c. Haximum hydrogen generation from a zirconium water reaction
is s 0.01 times the hypothetical amount that would be
generated if all of the metal in the cladding cylinders
surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding surrounding the !

plenum volume, were to react; and

d. Core is maintained in a coolable geometry.
.

Since the accumulators discharge during the blowdown phase of a
LOCA, they do not contribute to the long term cooling requirements
of 10 CFR 50.46.

For both the large and small break LOCA analyses, a ntminal '

contained accumulator water volume is used. The contained i

(ccntinued)
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.O
APPLICABLE water volume is the same as the deliverable volume for the
SAFETY ANALYSES accumulators, since the accumulators are emptied, once

(continued) discharged. For small breaks, an increase in water volume is a
peak clad temperature penalty. Depending on the NRC-approved
methodology used to analyze large breaks, an increase in water
volume may be either a peak clad temperature penalty or benefit,
depending on downcomer filling and subsequent spill through the
break during the core reflooding portion of the transient. The
analysis makes a conservative assumption with respect to ignoring
or taking credit for line water volume from the accumulator to the
check valve. The safety analysis assumes values of 6119 gallons

'

and 6597 gallons. To allow for a 5% instrument inaccuracy and a
it tank tolerance, control room indicated values of 39% and 61%
are specified and used in surveillance.

The minimum boron concentration setpoint is used in the post LOCA
boron concentration calculation. The calculation is performed to
assure reactor subcriticality in a post LOCA environment. Of
particular interest is the large break LOCA. since no credit is
taken for control rod assembly insertion. A reduction in the
accumulator minimum boron concentration would produce a subsequentO reduction in the available containment sump concentration for post
LOCA shutdown and an increase in the maximum sump pH. The maximum
boron concentration is used in determining the cold leg to hot leg
recirculation injection switchover time and minimum sump pH.

The large and small break LOCA analyses are performed at the
minimum nitrogen cover pressure (603 psia), since sensitivity
analyses have demonstrated that higher nitrogen cover pressure,

i results in a computed peak clad temperature benefit. The maximum
nitrogen cover pressure limit (693 psia) prevents accumulator
relief valve actuation, and ultimately preserves accumulator
integrity.

To allow for instrument inaccuracy. control room indicated values
of 623 psig and 644 psig are specified and used in surveillance.

,

The effects on containment mass and energy releases from the,

accumulators are accounted for in the appropriate analyses
(Refs. 2 and 4).

The accumulators satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

(continued)
,
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V
LCO The LCO establishes the minimum conditions required to ensure that !

'the accumulators are available to accomplish their core cooling
safety function following a LOCA. Four acetnulators are requiredi

to ensure that 100% of the contents of three of the accumulators
will reach the core during a LOCA. This is consistent with the
assumption that the contents of one accumulator spill through the
break. If less than three accumulators are injected during the
blowdown phase of a LOCA, the ECCS acceptance criteria of
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 3) could be violated.

.

For an accumulator to be considered OPERABLE. the isolation valve |
must be fully open, power removed above a nominal RCS pressure of )
1000 psig, and the limits established in the SRs for contained l
volume, |
boron concentration, and nitrogen cover pressure must be met.

!

I

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1 and 2, and in H00E 3 with RCS pressure > 1000 psig, the j
accumulator OPERABILITY requirements are based on full power
operation. Although cooling requirements decrease as power

,

decreases, the accumulators are still required to provide core
'

cooling as long cs elevated RCS pressures and temperatures exist.

This LC0 is only applicable at pressures > 1000 psig. At pressures
s 1000 psig, the rate of RCS blowdown is such that the ECCS pumps4

'

can provide adequate injection to ensure that peak clad temperature
remains below the 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 3) limit of 2200*F.

In H00E 3, with RCS pressure s 1000 psig, and in H00ES 4, 5, and 6,
the accumulator motor operated isolation valves are closed to
isolate the accumulators from the RCS. This allows RCS cooldown
and depressurization without discharging the accumulators into the
RCS or requiring depressurization of the accumulators.

,
ACTIONS /L1

If the boron concentration of one accumulator is not within
limits, it must be returned to within the limits within

.72 hours. In this Condition, the ability to maintain
suberiticality or minimum boron precipitation time may be
reduced. The boron in the accumulators contributes to the

(continued)
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!V
i

ACTIONS /Ll (continued)

assumption that the combined ECCS water in the partially recovered
core during the early reflooding phase of a large break LOCA is j
sufficient to keep that portion of the core subcritical. One j
accumulator below the minimum boron concentration limit, however, i

will have no effect on available ECCS water and an insignificant i

effect on core suberiticality during reflood. Boiling of ECCS
water in the core during reflood concentrates boron ir, the
saturated liquid that remains in the core. In addition, current )
analyses demonstrate that the accumulators do not discharge i

following a large main steam line break. Even if they do
discharge, their impact is minor and not a design limiting event.

,

'

Thus. 72 hours is allowed to return the boron concentration to
within limits.

!L1

If one accumulator is inoperable for a reason other than bcron
concentration, the accumulator must be returned to OPERABLE status
within 1 hour. In this Condition, the reqJired Contents of threen

V) accumulators cannot be assumed to reach the core during a LOCA.( i

'

Due to the severity of the consequences should a LOCA occur in
these conditions, the 1 hour Completion Time to open the valve, !

remove power to the valve, or restcce the proper water volume or i

'

nitrogen cover pressure ensures that prompt action will be taken to
return the inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE status. The
Completion Time minimizes the potential for exposure of the plant )
to a LOCA under these conditions. j

L 1 and C.2

If the accumulator cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the plant mu.st be brought to a MODE in |
which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant j
must be brought to H00E 3 within 6 hours and RCS pressure reduced l

tos 1000 psig within 12 hours. The alloweJ Completion Times are |
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required i
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner !
and without challenging plant systems.

(L1

If more than one accumulator is inoperable, the plant is in a
'O/

IV (continued)
_
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! Accumulators !
! -. B 3.5.1 |
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:
' ACTIONS [L1 (continued) ;

'

condition outside the accident analyses: therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must j

| be entered imediately. !

|.

,

ISURVEILLANCE SP 3.5.1J.

RE0VIREMENTS
'

:

Each accumulator valve should be verified to be fully open every !
'

12 hours. This verification ensures that the accumulators are
;. available for injection and ensures timely discovery if a valve |

should be less than fully open. If an isolation valve is not. fully '

open, the rate of injection to the RCS would be reduced. Althoughg
a motor operated valve position should rct change with power .

removed, a closed valve could result in not meeting accident i

analyses assumptions. This Frequency is considered reasonable in i

view of other administrative controls that ensure a mispositioned i

isolation valve is unlikely.
.

.

,

SR 3.5.1.2 and SR 3.5.1.3p
V ~

Every 12 hours, borated water volume and nitrogen cover pressure
" are verified for each accumulator. This Frequency is sufficient to

ensureadequateinjectionduringaLOCA. Because of the static |

design of the accumulator, a 12 hour Frequency usually allows the |:

operator to identify changes before limits are reached. Operating !'

experience has shown this Frequency to be appropriate for early )
detection and correction of off normal trends,,

i ,

Each accumulator is equipped with two level and two pressure J.

f channels. one channel of each is designated the primary channel '

; and used for this surveillance except when declared inoperable.
The second channel is used to perform channel checks and as backup
to the primary channel. Surveillances are routinely performed on
both channels.

,

SR 3.5.1.4
,

The boron concentration should be verified to be within
required limits for each accumulator every 31 days since the static
design of the accumulators limits the ways in which the
concentration can be changed. The 31 day Frequency is adequate to

. .
identify changes that could occur from mechanisms such as

(continued).
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'L)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

stratification or inleakage. Sampling the affected accumulator
within 6 hours after a it (101 gallon) volume increase will
identify whether inleakage has caused a reduction in boron
concentration to below the required limit. It is not necessary to
verify boron concentration if the added water inventory is from the
refueling water storage tank (RWST), and the RWST has not been
diluted since verifying that its boron concentration satisfies
SR 3.5.4.3. because the water contained in the RWST is nominally
within the accumulator boron concentration requirements. This is

t

consistent with the recommendation of NUREG 1366 (Ref. 5).

S]L 3.5.1.5

Verification overy 31 days that power is removed from each
accumulator. isolation valve operator when the RCS pressure is
> 1000 psig ensures that an active failure could not result in the
undetected closure of an accumulator motor operated isolation
valve. if this were to occur, only two accumulators would be
available for injection given a single failure coincident with a, ( ,) LOCA. Since power is removed under administrative control, the
31 day Frequency will provide adequate assurance that power is j
removed.

This SR allows power to be supplied to the motor operated isolation !
valves when RCS pressure is 51000 psig, i

:

Should closure of a valve occur in spite of the interlock, the SI I
signal provided to the valves would open a closed valve in the )
event of a LOCA. |

|

REFERENCES 1. IEEE Standard 279 1971.

2. FSAR, Chapter 6.
.

3, 10 CFR 50.46. |

4. FSAR, Chapter 15.

5. NUREG 1366, February 1990.

( '') 6. FSAR. Section 7.6.4LJ
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ECC5-Operating
'

B 3.5.2
ip
,

v 8 3.5 EMERGENCY COR2 COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) >

-. !B 3.5.2 ECCS-Operating -

BASES
'

_ .

!

BACKGROUND The function of the ECCS is to provide core cooling and nelative (reactivity to ensure that the reactor core is protected after any ;
of the following accidents:

i

a. Loss of coolant accident (LOCA), coolant leakage greater
than the capability of the normal charging system: !

b. Rod ejection accident:
i
!c. Loss of secondary coolant accident, including uncontrolled
j

steam release or loss of feedwater: and
|

d. Steam generator tube rupture (SGTR). '

i

The addition of negative reactivity is designed primarily for tne !
loss of secondary coolant accident where primary cooldown could
add enough positive reactivity to achieve criticality and return
to significant power.

There are three phases of ECCS operation: injection, cold leg
recirculation, and hot leg recirculation. In the injection phase,

,

'

water is taken from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) and
injected into the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) through the cold
legs. When sufficient water is removed from the RWST to ensure
that enough boron has been added to maintain the reactor !

suberitical and the containment sumps have enough water to supply !

tha required net positive suction head to the ECCS pumps, suction
is switched to the containment sump for cold leg recirculation.
After several hours, the ECCS flow is shifted to the hot leg
recirculation phase to provide a backflush, which would reduce the
boiling in the top of the cerc and any resulting boron
precipitation.,

The ECCS consists of three separate subsystems: centrifugal
charging (high head), safety injection (SI) (intermediate head),
and residual heat removal (RHR)-(low head). Each subsystem
consists of two redundant,100% capacity trains. The ECCS

. accumulators and the RWST are also part of the ECCS, but
.

(continued)
.
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D
i

BACKGROUND are not considered part of an ECCS flow path as described '

(continued) by this LCO.

The ECCS flow paths consist of piping, valves, heat exchangers,
and pumps such that water from the RWST can be injected into the
RCS following the accidents described in this LCO. The major
components of each subsystem are the centrifugal charging pumps.
the RHR pumps, heat exchangers, and the SI pumps. Each of the
three subsystems consists of two 100% capacity trains that are
interconnected and redundant cuch that either train is capable of

,

supplying 100% of the flow required to mitigate the accident
consequences. This interconnecting and redundant subsystem designs

provides the operators with the ability to utilize components from
opposite trains to achieve the required 100% flow to the core.

,-

During the injection phase of LOCA recovery, a suction header
supplies water from the RWST to the ECCS pumps. Separate piping
supplies each subsystem and each t:ain within the subsystem. The>

discharge from the centrifugal charging pumps combines in a common
header and then divides again into four supply lines, each of
which feeds the injection line to one RCS cold leg. The discharge

( from the SI and RHR pumps divides and feeds an injection line to
each of the RCS cold legs. Throttle valves are set to balance the
flow to the RCS. This balance ensures sufficient flow to the core
to meet the dnalysis assumptions following a LOCA in one of the
RCS cold legs. The throttle valves also protect the SI pumps and
centrifugal charging pumps from exceeding runout flow rates.

For LOCAs that are too small to depressurize the RCS below the
shutoff head of the SI pumps, the centrifugal charging pumps
supply water until the RCS pressure decreases below the SI pump
shutoff head. During this period, the steam generators are used
to provide part of the core cooling function.

During the recirculation phase of LOCA recovery. RHR pump suction
is transferred to the containment sump. The RHR pumps then supply
the other ECCS pumps. Initially, recirculation is through the
same paths as the injection phase. Subsequently, recirculation.

alternates injection between the hot and cold legs.

The centrifugal charging subsystem of the ECCS also
functions to supply borated water to the reactor core following
increased heat removal events, such as a main steam line break

- (MSLB).0 The limiting design conditions occur when the negative
.

- (continued) '
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d

,

BACKGROUND moderator temperature coefficient is highly negative, such as at
.

!

| (continued) the end of each cycle. ;

During low temperature conditions in the RCS, limitations are
; placed on the maximum number of ECCS pumps that may be OPERABLE.

Refer to the Bases for LC0 3.4.12. " Low Temperature Overpressure j
Protection (LTOP) System," for the basis of these requirements,

a

The ECCS subsystems are actuated upon receipt of an SI signal. {
The actuation of safeguard loads is accomplished in a programmed -

time sequence. If offsite power is available, the safeguard loads '

start after a one second sequencer delay in the programmed time
sequence. If offsite power is not available, the Engineereu,

Safety Feature (ESF) buses shed normal operating loads end are
connected to the emergency diesel generators (EDGs). Safeguard
loads are then actuated in the programmed time sequence. The time

i

delay associated with diesel starting, sequenced loading, and pump
starting determines the time required before pumped flow is
available to the core following a LOCA.

Each ECCS pump is provided with normally open miniflow lines for ;
pump protection. The RHR miniflow isolation valves close on flow

J
to the RCS and have a time delay to prevent them from closing )

~

until the RHR pumps are up to speed and capable of delivering
fluid to the RCS. The SI pump miniflow isolation valves are closed

;

manually from the control room prior to transfer from injection to i

recirculation. The Charging Pump miniflow isolation valves close
on receipt of a safety injection signal and alternato miniflow
isolation valves open.

The active ECCS components, along with the passive accumulators,

and the RWST covered in LCO 3.5.1, "Accurw.ilators," and LCO 3.5.4,
" Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST)," provide the cooling water
necessary to meet GDC 35 (Ref.1).

APPLICABLE The LC0 helps to ensure that the following acceptance,

SAFETY ANALYSES criteria for the ECCS. established by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2), will
be met following a LOCA:-

a. tiaximum fuel element cladding temperature is s 2200*F:

'
b. Maximum cladding oxidation is s 0.17 times the total.O

'b- cladding thickness before oxidation:
(continued) II

,
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APPLICABLE c. Maximum hydrogen generation from a zirconium water
SAFETY ANALYSES reaction is s 0.01 times the hypothetical amount |
(Continued) generated if all of the metal in the cladding cylinders

surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding surrounding the
plenum volume, were to react:

,

d. Core is maintained in a coolable geometry; and '

;

e. Adequate long term core cooling capability is maintained.

The LC0 also limits the potential for a post trip return to power i
following an MSLB event and ensures that containment temperature !

limits are met. '

Each ECCS subsystem is taken credit for in a large break LOCA
,

event
at full power (Refs. 3 and 4). This event establishes the ;

| requirement for runout flow for the ECCS pumps, as well as the
i maximum response time for their actuation. The centrifugal !

I charging pumps and SI pumps are credited in a small break LOCA |

1 event. This event establishes the flow and discharge head at the '

design point for the centrifugal charging pumps. The SGTR andO MSLB events also credit the centrifugal charging pumps. The
OPERABILITY requirements for the ECCS are based on the following,

LOCA analysis assumptions:

a. A large break LOCA event, with loss of offsite power and a
single failure disabling one RHR pump (both EDG trains are
assumed to operate due to requirements for modeling full

; active containment heat removal system operation); and
,

b. A small break LOCA event, with a loss of offsite power and a
single failure disabling one ECCS train.

During the blowdown stage of a LOCA, the RCS depressurizes as
,

primary coolent is ejected through the break into the containment
!

The nuclear reaction is terminated either by moderator voiding l
during large breaks or control rod insertion for small breaks. !

Following depressurization, emergency cooling water is injected i
into the cold legs, flows into the downcomer, fills the lower

|plenum, and refloods the core,

i'
The effects on containment mass and energy releases are
accounted for in appropriate analyses (Refs. 3 and 4). The j,

O |

(continued)
)-
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APPLICABLE LC0 ensures that an ECCF train will deliver sufficient water to
SAFETY ANALYSES water and boron during a small LOCA to maintain core stch boiloff

(continued) rates soon enough to minimize the consequences of the core being
uncovered following a large LOCA. It also ensures that the
centrifugal charging and SI pumps will deliver sufficient
subcriticality. For smaller LOCAs, the centrifugal charging pump
delivers sufficient fluid to maintain RCS inventory. For a small
break LOCA, the steam generators continue to serve as the heat
sink, providing part of the required core cooling.

The ECCS trains satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LC0 in MODES 1, 2. and 3, two independent (and redundant) ECCS trains
are required to ensure that sufficient ECCS flow is available,
assuming a single failure affecting either train. Additionally.
individual components within the ECCS trains may be called upon to
mitigate the consequences of other transients and accidents.

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, an ECCS train consists of a centrifugal
p charging subsystem, an SI subsystem, and an RHR subsystem. Each

(~ train includes the piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an
OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the RWST upon an
SI signal and initiating semi-automatic switchover of suction to
the containment sump.

'

During an event requiring ECCS actuation, a flow path is required
to provide an abundant supply of water from the RWST to the RCS
via the ECCS pumps and their respective supp1y headers to each of

,

the four cold leg injection nozzles. In the long term, this flow
path may be switched to take its supply from the containment sump
and to supply its flow to the RCS hot and cold legs.

The flow path for each train must maintain its designed
independence to ensure that no single failure can disable both
ECCS trains.

As indicated in hote 1, the SI flow paths may be isolated for 2
hours in MODE 3. under controlled conditions, to perform pressure
isolation valve testing per SR 3.4.14.1. The flow path is readily
restorable from the control room and a single active failure (Ref.
7) is not assumed coincident with this testing. Therefore the ECCS
trains are considered Operable during this isolation.

(3
V ,

(continued)
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:

LCO As indicated in Note 2, operation in H00E 3 with ECCS pumps made !
j (continued) incapable of injecting, pursuant to LCO 3.4.12. " Low Temperature

'

Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," is necessary for plants'

with an LTOP arming temperature at or near the MODE 3 boundary ;
temperature of 350*F. The note allows tt.is condition up to 375 F

,

to ensure conditions are above the LTOP arming temperature. ;
-

LC0 3.4.12 requires that certain pumps be rendered incapable of
,

injecting at and below the LTOP arming temperature. When this ,

temperature is at or near the MODE 3 boundary temperature, time is :<

]
needed to restore the incoerable pumps to OPERABLE status.

1 !
-

|
!

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, the ECCS OPERABILITY requirements for the
,

'

limiting Design Basis Accident, a large break LOCA, arc based on
full power operation. Although reduced power would not require ,

the same level of performance, the accident analysis does not ''

provide for reduced cooling requirements in the lower H0 DES. The i
centrifugal charging pump performance is based on a small break i
LOCA, which establishes the pump perforn.ance curve and has less

j g dependence on power. The SI pump performance requirements are

Q based on a small break LOCA. MODE 2 and H00E 3 requirements are j:

i bounded by the MODE 1 analysis.

This LC0 is only applicable in H0DE 3 and above. Below H0DE 3.-

the SI signal setpoint is manually bypassed by operator control,
and system functional requirements are relaxed as described in
LC0 3.5.3, "ECCS-Shutdown."

,

In H0 DES 5 and 6, plant conditions are such that the probability
of an event requiring ECCS injection is extremely low. Core
cooling requirements in H00E 5 are addressed by LC0 3.4.7. "RCS !

Loops-H0DE 5, Loops Filled," and LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-H00E 5 |
Loops Not Filled." H0DE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed
by LCO 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant !
Circulation-High Water Level," and LC0 3.9.6 " Residual !! eat |

Pemoval (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level." !

.

.O (cont 9Ned)
F
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;

ACTIONS U '

;

With one or more trains inoperable and at least 100% of the ECCS
flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train available, the

'
inoperable components must be returned to OPERABLE status within

{
72 hours. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on an NRC j

; reliebility evaluation (Ref. 5) and is a reasonable time for
repair of many ECCS components.

An ECCS train is inoperable if it is not capable of delivering
design flow to the RCS. Individual components are inoperable if
they are not capable of performing their design function or
supporting systems are not available, j

i

The LC0 requires the OPED/BILITY of a number of independent i

subsystems. Due to the redundancy of trains and the diversity of
subsystems, the inoperability of one component in a train does not
render the ECCS incapable of performing its function. Neither l

does !

tha inoperability of two different components, each in a different !
train, necessarily result in a loss of function for the ECCS. TheO intent of this Condition is to maintain a combination of equipmantO such that 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE
ECCS train remains available. This allows increased flexibility
in plant operations under circumstances when components in
opmsite trains are inoperable.

An event accompanied by a loss of offsite power and the failure of
an EDG can disable one ECCS train until power is restored. A
reliability analysis (Ref. 5) has shown that the impact of having,

one full ECCS train inoperable is sufficiently small to justify
continued cperation for 72 hours.

Reference 6 describes situations in which one component, such as
an RHR crossover valve, can disable both ECCS trains. With one or
more component (s) inoperable such that 100% of the flow equivalent
to a single OPERABLE ECCS train is not available, the facility is
in a condition outside the accident analysis. Therefore.
LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered.

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable trains cannot be returned to OPERABLE status
i

within the associated Completion Time, the plant must be broughtO
O

(conti1Jed) i
_
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: . . !
ACTIONS' IL1 and B.2 (continued)'

'

' to a' MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and '

MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are,

'

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required -
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner

s

and without challenging plant systems..
;

>

|
.

-

.

sSURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.1 ~.

RE.QUIREMEMTS '

Verification of proper valve position ensures that the flow path'. '

from the ECCS pumps to the RCS is maintained. Misalignment of
*, these valves could render both ECCS trains inoperable. Securing

,

these valves in position by removal of power by a control board ,

switch in the correct position ensures that they cannot change,

position as a result of an active failure or be inadvertently
~

misa11gned. These valves are of the type, described in
References 6 and 7, that can disable the function of both ECCS"O <

-

trains and invalidate the accident analyses. A 12 hour Frequency
is considered reasonable in view of etber administrative controls

*

y that will emure a mispositioned valve is unlikely. As noted in
^

LCO Note 1, both Safety Injection punp flow paths may each be
isolated for two hears in h00E 3 by closure of one or more of

,' these valves to perform pressure isolation valve testing.

SR 3.5.22,

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and
automatic valves in the ECCS flow paths provides assurance that

'
the proper flow paths will exist for ECCS aperation. This SR does
not sppl) to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise securedg

in position, since these were verified to te in the corroct
position prior to locking, sealing, or securir,g. A valve that

'

receives an actuation signal is allowed to be in a non accident
position provided the valve will autentically reposition withinw
the proper stroke time. This Surveillance does not require any
testing or velve manipulation. Rather, it invcives verification
that those valves capable of being mispositiowd are in the {
correct position. The 31 day F.equency is acpropriate baccuse the,

. valves are operated under administrative control, and an improper j

n

)
(continued)

11
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Q

_ SURVE1LLANCE .2 3.'5.2.2 (continued) ;
'

REQUIREMENTS
.

This frequency-
;'

valve position would only affect a single train.
; has been shown'to be acceptable through operating experience.

:

SR 3.5.2.3
i
'Venting of the ECCS pump casing and accessib'.? discharge piping

high points prior to eiltering MODE 3 and following any maintenance
or operations activity which drains portions of the system, ,

ensures the system is full of water and will parform properly ;.

;'

(i.e., allows injecting the full ECCS capacity into the RCS on,

;- demand).
. .

The CCP design and attached piping configuration allow the CCP to |

vsnt the accumulated gases via the attached suction and discharge'

piping. Continuous venting of the suction piping to the Volume
Control tank (VCT) and manual venting of the discharge pfping high
points satisfies the pump casing venting requirements for th.
CCPs. -

%) .i

sR 3.5. 2d

Periodic surveillance testing of ECCS pumps to detect gross
degradation caused by impeller structural damage or other 4

hydraulic component problems is required by Section XI of the ASME
Code. This type of testing may be accomplished by measuring the '

pump developed head at only one point of the pump characteristic
curve. The following ECCS ptaps are required to develop the :
indicated differential pressure on recirculation flow:

1) Centrifugal charging pump 2 2370 psid, ,

2) Safety injection pu.np 1 1440 psid, and '

3) RHR pump > 170 psid.
This verifies both that the measured performance is within an

, acceptable tolerance of the origin 61 pump baseline performance and
"

.that the performance at the test fica is greater than or equal to,

the performance assumed in the plant safety analysis. SRs are I

specified in the Inservice Testing Program, which encompasses i

Section XI of the ASME Code. Section XI of the ASME Code and the ~

'
Technical Requirements Manual provides the activities and
Frequencies necessary to satisfy the requirements.

~

O-
(continued)

i !
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.5.2.6
,

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) These Surveill mces demonstrate that each automatic ECCS valve
- actuites to the required position on an actual or simulated E!

signal and that each ECCS pump starts on receipt cf an actaa! or
simulated SI signal. This Surveillance is not required for valves
that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the required
position under administrative controls. The 18 month Frequency is
based on the need to perform these Surveillances under the
conditions thct apply during a plant outage and the potential for
unplanned plant transients if the Surveillances were perforred
with the reactor at power. The 18 month Frequency is also
acceptable based on consideration of the design reliability (and
confirming operating experience) of the equipment. The actuation
logic is tested as part of ESF Actuation System testing, and
equipment perfccmance is monitored as part of the Inservice
Testing Program.

SR 3.5.2.7

~
The correct alignment of throttle valves in the ECCS flow path on
an SI signal is necessary for proper ECCS performance. These
manual throttle valves are positioned folloeng flow balancing and |have mechanical locks to ensure that the proper positioning for '

restricted flow to a ruptured cold leg is maintained and that the
other cold legs receive at least the required minimum flow. The 1

18 month Frequency is based on the same reasons as those suted in
SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.5.2.6.

|

SR 3.5.2.8

Periodic inspections of the containment sump suction inlet ensure
that it is unrestricted and stays in proper operating condition.;

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
i

Sa veillance under the conditions that apply during a plant '

outage, on the need to have access to the location, and because of ;

the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were I

performed with the reactor at power. This Frequency has been
found to be sufficient to detect abnormal degradation and is j
confirmed by operating experience. i';

n |4
f(continued)

-
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REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, GDC 35,-

2. 10 CFR 50.46, !

I 3. ISAR. Sections 6.3 and 7.6.

4. . FSAR, Chapter 15. " Accident Analysis."

5. NRC Memorandum to V.'Stello. Jr., from R.L. Baer. $
"Recomended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS Lemponents." !

December 1. 1975.
|

6. IE Information Notice No. 87 01. ;

7. BTP EICSB 18. Application of the Single Failure Criteria to f
Manually Controlled Electrically Operated Valves.
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ECCS-Shutdown
B 3.5.3

V B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.3 ECCS-Shutdown

BASES

-

3ACKGROUND The Background section for Bases 3.5.2, "ECCS-Operating," is
applicable to these Bas:s, with the following modifications.

In H0DE 4, the required ECCS train consists of two separate
subsystents: centrifugal charging (high head) and residual heat
removal (RHR) (low head).

The ECCS flow paths consist of piping, valvas, heat exchangers,
and pumps such that water from the refuelireg water storage tank
(RWST) can be injected into the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
following the accidents described in Bases 3.5.2.

(~) APPLICABLE The Applicable Safety Analyses section of Sases 3.5.2 also
(j SAFETY ANALYSES :pplies to this Bases section.

Due to the stwble conditions associated with operation in H0DE 4
and the reduced probability of occurrence of a Design Pasis
Accident (DBA), tlne ECCS operational requirements are reduced. It
is understcod in these reductions that certain automatic safety
injection (SI) actuation is not available. In this H0DE,
sufficient time exists for manual actuation of the required ECCS
to mitigate the consequences of a DaA.

Only one train of ECCS is required for H0DE 4. Tnis requirement
dictates that single failures are not considered during this NODE
of operation. The ECCS trains satisfy Criterion 3 of
10 err 50.36(c)(2)(11).

_ _

LCO in ?!0DE 4, one of the two independent (and redundant) ECCS trains
is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that suffkient ECOS flow is
available to the core following a DBA

In H0DE 4, an ECCS trafii consists of a centrifugal charging
. ,-s subsystem ano an RHR subsystem. Each train includes the piping,

e :
'

''

(continued)
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V
LCO instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable

(continued) of taking suction from the RWST and transferring suction to the
contaire c sump.

During an event requiring ECCS actuation, a flow path is required
to provide an abundant supply of water from the RWST to the RCS
via the ECCS pumps and their respective supply headers to each of
the four cold leg injection nozzles. In the long term, this flow
path may be switened to tcke its supply from the containment sump
and to deliver its flow to the RCS hot and cold legs.

This LC0 is modified by a Note that allows an RHR train to be
considered OPERABLE during alignment and operation for decay heat
removal, if capable of being manually realigned (remote or local)
to the ECCS mode of operation and not otherwise inoperable. This
allows operation in the RHR mode during MODE 4.

._

b LCb 3 5.cov

In H0DE 4 with RCS temperature below 350*F, one OPERABLE ECCS
train is acceptable without single failure consideration, on the
basis of the stable reactivity of the reactor and the limited core
cooling requirements.

In W0ES 5 and 6, plant conditions are such that the probability
of an event requiring ECCS injection is extremely low, Core
cooling requirements in H0DE 5 are addressed by LC0 3.4.7, "RCS
Loops-HODE 5. Loops Filled." and LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-H0DE 5
Loops Not Filled." H0DE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed
by LC0 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-High Water Level," and LCO 3.9.6, " Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level."

ACTIONS A.1

With no ECCS RHR subsystem OPEi!ABLE, the plant is not prepared to,

respond to a loss of coolant accident or to continue a cooldown
using the RiiR pumps and heat exchangers. The Completion Time of

,
i

immediately to initiate actions that would restore at least one i

V
(continued)
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|v !

ACTIONS U (continued)
|

ECCS RHR subsystem to OPERABLE status ensures that prompt action
,

is taken to restore the required cooling capacity. Normally, in *

H0DE 4. reactor decay heat is removed from the RCS by an RHR loop.
1

i

If no RHR loop is OPERABLE for this function, reactor decay heat i

must be removed by some alternate method, such as use of the steam |
generators. The alternate means of heat removal must continue
until the inoperable RHR loop components can be restored to
operation so that decay heat removal is continuous.

With both RHR pumps and heat exchangers inoperable, it would be
unwise to require the plant to go to H0DE 5, where the only

..|available heat removal system is the RHR. Therefore, the-

appropriate action is to initiate measures to restore one ECCS RHR >

subsystem and to continue the actions until the sutsystem is '

restored to OPERABLE status.
,

IL1

With no ECCS high head subsystem OPERABLE, due to theO inoperability of the centrifugal charging pump or flow path from !

the RWST, the plant is not prepared to provide high pressure
response to Design Basis Events requiring SI. The I hourt

Completion Time to restore at least one ECCS high head subsystem
to OPERABLE status ensures that prompt action is taken to provide4

the required cooling capacity or to initiate actions to place the
plant in H00E 5, where an ECCS train is not required.

U
.

When the Required Actions of Condition B cannot be completed
within the required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should
be initiated. Twenty four hours is a reasonable time, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 5 in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems or operators.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

The applicable Surveillance descriptions from Bases 3.5.2 apply.

REFERENCES The applicable references from Bases 3.S.2 apply.

i '-
,
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i

~D 5 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS).d
B 3.5.4, Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) !

:

e

-

i

BACKGRCUND The RWST supplies borated water to the Chemical and Volume Control
System (CVCS) during abnormal operating conditions, to the j

refueling pool daring refueling,' and to the ECCS and the ;

. Containment Spray System during accident conditions.
,

The RWST supplies both trains of the ECCS and the Containment
Spray System through a common suction line to each system's supply-

.'

header during the injection phase of a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) rece',ary. A motor operated isolation valve is provided in -

each header to isolate the RWST from the ECCS once the system has :
been transferred to the recirculation mode. The recirculation I

mode is entered when purrp suction is transferred to the
,

containment sump following receipt of the RWST-Low Low signal.-

Use of a single RWST to supply both trains of the ECCS and '

Containment Spray System is acceptable since the RWST is a passive
p component, and passive failures are not required to be assumed to

occur coincidentally with Design Basis Events.

The switchover from normal operation to the injection phase of
ECCS operation requires changing centrifugal charging pump suction
from the CVCS volume control tank (VCT) to the RWST through the

,

use of isolation valves. Each set of isolation valves is
interlocked so that the VCT isolation valves will not begin to
close until the RWST isolation valves are fully open. Since the
VCT is under pressure, the preferred pump suction will be from the
VCT until the tank is isolated. This will result in a delay in

. obtaining the RW3T borated water. The effects of this delay are-
discussed in the Applicable Safety Analyses section of these
Bases.

During normal operation in H00ES 1, 2 and 3 the safety injection
(SI) and residual heat removal (RHR) pumps are aligned to take

. suction from the RWST.

The ECCS and Containment Spray System pumps .are provided with
recirculation-lines that ensure each pump can maintain minimum ,

flow requirements when operating at or near shutoff head
conditions. !

(continued)
*

,
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BACKGROUND When the suction for the ECCS and Containment Spray System
(continued) pumps is transferred to the containment sump, the RWST flow paths

must be isolated to prevent a release of the containment sump
contents to the RWST, which could result in a release of
contaminants to the atmosphere and the eventual loss of suction
head for the ECCS pumps.,

This LCO encures that:

a. Tne RWST contains sufficient borated water to support the
ECCS during the injection phase:

b. Sufficient water volume exists in the containment sump to
support continued operation of the ECCS and Containment
Spray System pumps at the time of transfer to the
recirculation mde of cooling: and

c. The reactor remains subcritical following a LOCA,

Insufficient water in the RWST could result in insufficient
cooling capacity when the transfer to the recirculation tode jf3(g occurs. Improper boron concentrations could result in a reduction i

of SOM or excessive boric acid precipitation in the core following |

the LOCA, as well a:, excessive caustic stress corrosion of
mechanical components and systems inside the containment.

:

1

APPLICABLE During accident conditions, the RWST provides a source of
SAFETY ANALYSES borated water to the ECCS and Containment Spray System pumps. As

such, it provides containment cooling and depressurization, core
,

cooling, and replacement inventory and is a source of negative I
reactivity for reactor shutdown (Ref.1). The design basis |

transients and applicable safety analyses concerning each of these ;

systems are discussed in the Applicable Safety Analyses section of
B 3.5.2, "ECCS-0perating": B 3.5.3, "ECCS-Shutdown"; and
B 3.6.6, " Containment Spray Systems." These analyses are used to
assess changes to the RWST in order to evaluate their effects in

i

relation to the acceptance limits in the analyses. !

The RWST must also meet volume, boron concentration, and
temperature requirements for non LOCA events. The volume is not |

,

an explicit assumption in non LOCA events since the ]

(M '

(continued)
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1

APPLICABLE required volme is a small fraction of the available volume.
SAFETY ANALYSES The deliverable volume limit is set by the LOCA and

,

(cnntinued) containment analyses. For the RWST, the deliverable volume is '

'

different from the total volume contained since, due to the design
of the tank, more water can be containe;i than can be delivered.
The rainimum boron concentration is an explicit assumption in the -)
main steam line break (HSLB) analysis to ensure the required J

shutdown capability. The minimum boron concentration limit is an
important asseption in ensuring the required shutdcwn capability.
The maximum boron concentration is an explicit assumption in the !

!inadvertent ECCS actuation analysis, although it is typically a
non limiting event and the results are very insensitive to boron ;

'

concentrations. Although it only has a mirear effect, the maximum
temperature is used in the feed 11ne break and small break LOCA ;

'

analyses: the minimum temperature is an assumption in both the
HSLB and inadvertent ECCS actuation analyses, although the )
inadvertent ECCS actuation event is typically non limiting. ;

;

The HSLB analysis has considered a delay associated with the -

interlock between the VCT and RWST isolation valves, and the
'

results show that the departure from nuc1cate boiling design basis

offsite power available, or 37 seconds without offsite power /O is met. The delay has been established as 27 seconds, with
V .

This response time includes 2 seconds for electronics delay, a !

15 second stroke time for the RWST valves, and a 10 second stroke !
time for the VCT valves. |

For a large break LOCA analysis, the minimum water volume limit of
428,237 gallons and the lower boron concentration limit of 2400

ppm are used to compute the post LOCA sump boron concentration
necessary to assure subcriticality. The large break LOCA is the
limiting case since the safety analysis assumes that all control |

rods are out of the core. The :1mits on contained water volume
and boron concentration of the RWST also ensure a minimum
equilibrium sump pH of 8.25 for the solution recirculated within
containment after a LOCA. This pH level minimizes the evolution

'

of iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride stress corrosion on
mechanical systems and components.

The upper limit on boron concentration of 2600 ppm is used to
determine the maximum allowable time to switch to hot leg g,
recirculation following a LOCA. The purpose of switching
from cold leg to hot leg injection is to avoid boron j
precipitation in the core following the accident. j

'

(continued)

Y
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)

APPLICABLE In the ECCS analysis, the containment spray temperature is assumed
SAFETY ANALYSES to be equal to the RWST lower temperature limit of 40*F. If

(continued) the' lower temperature limit is violated. the containment spray |

further reduces containment presture, which decreases the rate at I

t which steam can be vented out the break and increases peak clad
temperature. The upper temperature limit of 120*F is used in the
small break LOCA analysis and containment analysis. Exceeding
this temperature will result in a higher peak clad tenperature,

; because there is less heat transfer from the core to the injected
water for the small break LOCA and higher containment pressures

i due to reduced containment spray cooling capacity. For the
containment response following an MSLB, the lower limit on boron .<

concentration and the upper limit on RWST water temperature are I
used to maximize the total energy release to containment.

,

The RWST satisfies Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

J

| LCO The RWST ensures that an adequate supply of borated water is
available to cool and depressurize the containment in the event of

<g a Design Basis Accident (DBA), to cool and cover the core in the ;

event of a LOCA, to maintain the reactor subcritical following a |

DBA, and to ensure adequate level in the containment sump to |

support ECCS and Containment Spray Systen pump operation in the j
recirculation mode. l

To be considered OPERABLE the RWST must meet the water volume,
boron concentration, and temperature limits established in the
SRs. !

; ;

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. RWST OPERABILITY requirements are
dictated by ECCS and Containnent Spray System OPERABILITY
requirements. Since both the ECCS and the Contair.nent Spray
System must be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, 3. and 4, the RWST must
also be OPERABLE to support their operation. Core cooling

,

requirenents in H0DE 5 are addressed by LCO 3.4.7. "RCS
Loops-H0DE 5. Loops Filled.' and LCO 3.4.8, 'RCS Loops-H0DE 5,
Loops Not Filled." H0DE 6 core cooling requirements are addresstd ,

by LC0 3.9.5, ' Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
iCirculation-High Water Level," and LC0 3.9.6. ' Residual Heat

; Removal (P.HR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level."

(continued)-

i
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!

ACTIONS M !
~

WithRWSTboronconcentrationorboral:edwaterter.peraturenot
within limits, they must be returned to within limits within j
8 hours. Under these conditions neither the ECCS nor the i
Containment Spray System can perform its design function.

'

Therefore, prompt action must be taken to restore the tank to
OPERABLE condition. The 8 hour limit to restore the RWST
temperature or boron concentration to within limits was developed j
considering the time required to change either the boron |

- concentration or temperature and the fact that the contents of the |

tank are still available for injection. |

IL1

With the RWST inoperable for reasons other than Condition A (e.g., !
water volume), it must be restored to OPERABLE status within i,

1 hour. |

In this Condition, neither the ECCS nor the Containment Spray !
'

'A System can perform its design function. Therefore, prompt action i

, (j must be taken to restore the tank to OPERA 3LE status or to place
the plant in a MODE in which the RWST is not required. The short

ba ed hso i s t s ffec u n trains.

C.1 and C.2 ;

If the RWST cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
wh1ch the LCO does not apply. To achieve this tatus, the plant
must be brought to at least H00E 3 within 6 hours and to H00E 5 ,

within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner ar.d
without challenging plant systems.

.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.4.1
REQUIREMENTS- |

The RWST borated water temperature should be verified every
,

24 hours to be within' the limits assumed in the accident analyses
band. This Frequency is sufficient to identify a temperature-

,

(continued) ,

j'.

i
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SURVEILLANCE 'SR'3.5.4.1L(continued)
; REQUIREMENTS

.
. .

;

change that would approach either limit and has been chown to be
acceptable through operating experience.

The SR 1s modified by a Note that eliminates the requirement to 1
. perfons this Surveillance when ambient air temperatures are within '

4 - the operating limits of the RWST. - With ambient air temperatur;s
.,

within the band,' the RWST temperature should not exceed the' i
. limits.

"
,

SR . 3.5.4.2
,

' The RWST w'ter volume should be verified c/ery 7 days to be above 's

the requf red minimum leve: in order to ensure that a sufficient
,

initial supply is available for injection and to support continued
ECCS and Containment Spray System pump operation on recirculation.
Since th! RWST volume is normally stable and the centained volume
require /. is protected by an alarm, a 7 day Frequency is

' q appropr| ate and has'been shown to be acceptable through operating
V experience.i

Control Board indication is used in the surveillances of the-

required indicated RWST water volume of 95% which includes St.
,

measurement uncertainty.

SR 3.5.4.3

The boron concentration of the RWST should be verified every
7 days to be within the required limits. This SR ensures that the
reactor will remain subcritical following a LOCA. Further, it

; assures that the resulting sump pH will be maintained in an
accoptable range so that boron precipitation in the core will not
occur and the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on
mechanical systems and components will be minimized. Since the

; '; RWST volume is normally stable, a 7 day sampling Frequency to
'

verify boron concentration is appropriate and has been shown to be.,

acceptable through operating experience.

-
i

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6 and Chapter 15. I
. j

p~ ' i, -
_

,
-
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Seal Injection Flow
B 3.5.5

yz
| . .

O B 3.5 EHERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

.B 3.5.5 Seal. Injection Flow

BASES
. - _ ,,,

BACTEROUND The function of the seal injection throttle valves during an
accident is similar to the function of the ECCS throttle valves in
that each restricts flow from the centrifugal charging pump header
to the Reactor Coolant System (RCS).

The restriction on reactor coolant p' - (RCP) seal injection flow
limits the amount of ECCS flow that would be diverted from the
injection path following an accident. This limit is based on
safety anelysis assumptions that are required because RCP seal
injection flow is not isolated during SI.

.. .

APPLICABLE All ECCS subsystems are taken credit for in the large
,q SAFETY ANAL'iSES break loss of coolant accident (LOCA) at full power (Ref.1). The
! / LOCA analysis establishes the minimum flow for the ECCS pumps.

The centrifugal charging pumps are also credited in the small
break LOCA analysis. This analysis establishes the flow and
discharge head at the design point for the centrifugal charging
pumps. The steam generator tube rupture and main steam line break
event analyses also credit the centrifugal charging pumps.
Reference to these analyses is made in assessing changes to the
Seal I1je; tion System for evaluation of their effects in relation
to the acceptance limits in these analyses. i

The ECCS flow balance assumes RCP seal injection is limited to 40
gpm with FCV 121 full open and centrifugal charging pump heeder at
133 psig or greater than the Reactor Coolant Systeni pressure
(i.e. the pressurizer).

This LCO en::ures that seal injection flow of s 40 gpm, with RCS
pressure 2 2215 psig and 5 2255 psig and charging flow control

_
valve full open, will be sufficient for RCP seal integrity but
limited so that the ECCS trains will be capable of delivering
sufficient water to match boiloff rates soon enough to minimize
uncoverir.g of the core following a large LOCA. It also ensures
that the centrifugal chargir.g pumps will deliver sufficient water :

for a small LOCA and sufficient boron to maintain the core ;
; 4 <

\>~ (continued) I

.
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1

l

APPLICABLE suberitical. For smaller LOCAs, the charging pumps alone deliver |
SAFETY ANALYSES sufficient fluid to overcome the loss and maintain RCS inventory. |

(continued) j

Seal injection flow satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). j

l

LCO The intent of the LCO limit on seal injection flow is to make sure |

that flow through the RCP seal water injection line is low enough
to ensure that sufficient centrifugal charging pump injection flow )
is directed to the RCS via the injection points (Ref. 1), i

The LC0 is not strictly a flow limit, but rather a flow limit |

lbased on a flow line resistance. In order to establish the proper
flow line resistance, a differential pressure and flow must be
known. The flow line resistance is determined by assuming that
the differential pressure between the RCS pressure and the ;

centrifugal charging pump discharge pressure is greater than or I

| equal to 145 psid above the RCS pressure. The valve settings
(- established at the prescribed differential pressure result in a
( conservative valve position. The additional modifier of this LCO,

the charging flow control valve being full open, is required since
the valve is designed to fail open for the accident condition.
With the differential pressure greater than or equal to 145 psid
above the RCS pressure and control valve position as specified by
the LCO, a f?ow restriction is established. It is this flow

restriction that is used in the accident analyses.

; The limit on seal injection flow, combined with the differential
'

pressure limit and an open wide condition of the charging flow
control valve, must be met to render the ECCS OPERABLE. If these
conditions are not met, the ECCS flow will not be as assumed in
the accident analyses.

*
._ _

'

APPLICABILITY In N0 DES 1, 2 and 3. the seal injection flow limit is dictated by
ECCS flow requirements, which are specified for H0 DES 1. 2, 3
and 4. The seal injection flow limit is not applicable for MODE 4 ,

and lower, however, because high seal injection flow is less
critical as a result of the lower initial RCS pressure and decay i
heat removal requirements in these H00ES. Therefcre, RCP seal j

(continued)
- .__
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;-

APPLICABILITY injection flow must be limited in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure ;

(continued). adequate ECCS performance. j

4

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With the seal injection flow exceeding its limit, the amount of
charging flow available to the RCS may be reduced. Under this'

Condition. action must be taken to restore the flow to below its
limit. Required Action A.I. ensures that within 4 hours the

,

remaining available ECCS charging flow (without assuming an I>

additional single failure) is 2100% of the assume post LOCA
charging flow. Required Action A.2 then allows the operator 72
hours from the time the flow is known to be above the limit but !

still allowing 100% of the assumed post LOCA ECCS charging flow, j

to correctly position the manual valves and thus be in compliance ,

with the accident analysis. The Completion Time minimizes the j,

potential exposure of the plant to a LOCA with insufficient j

e injection flow and provides a reasonable time to restore seal i
,

injection flow within limits. This time is consistent with the i
.

Completion Time for one train cf ECCS. |
1

B.1 and B.2
|,

When the Required Actions cannot be completed within the required |
Completion Time, a controlled shutdown must be initiated. The |

Completion Time of 6 hours for reaching MODE 3 from MODE 1 is a !
reasonable time.for a controlled shutdown, based on operating i;

experience and normal cooldown rates, and does not challenge plant <

safety systems or operators, Continuing the plant shutdown begun )
i in Required Action B.1, an additional 6 hours is a reasonable j

time, based on operating experience and normal cooldown rates, to i

reach MODE 4, where this LCO is no longer applicable, i

jo

l_

.

-SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.5.1 I
REQUIREMENTS I

The surveillance ensures the seal injection flow is less than 40
gpm with charging header pressure greater than or equal to 145 -|,

'

psig (130 psig + 15 psig for instrument uncertainty) above RCSc
'

pressurc, ,

(continued) 1;
. _ _. _

~
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ibm BASES

I
. SURVEILLMCE SR 3.5.5.1 (continued)' |

REQUIREMENTS
Verification every 31 days that the manual seal injection throttle ,

valves are ad]usted to give a flow within the limit ensures that !

proper manual seal injection throttle valve position, and hence,
proper seal injection flow, is maintained. The Frequency of=
31 days is based on engineering judgment and is consistent with ;

'other ECCS valve Surveillance Frequencies. The Frequency has
proven to be acceptable through operating experience.

As noted, the Surveillance is not required to be perfo'rmed'until
4 hours after the RCS pressure has stabilized within a i 20 psig
range of normal operating pressure. The RCS pressure requirement-

'is specified since this configuration will produce the required
pressure conditions necessary to assure that the manual valves are
set correctly. The exception is limited to 4 hours to ensure that
the Surveillance is timely.

|

REFERENCES- 1. FSAR, Chapter 6 and Chapter 15.
,

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

1.

:

a

1.
i: i

'

'
e

:
e

r

O: ;
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B'3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
t'3 i

M B 3.6.1 Containment |
~

i
~ BASES' i

i

I

BACKGROUND The containment consists of the concrete reactor building, its !
steel, liner. and the penetrations through this structure. The i

structure is designed to contdin radioactive material that may be i

released from the reactor core following a design basis Loss of
Coolant Accident. Additionally, this structure provides
shielding from the fission products that may be present in the
containment atmosphere following accident conditions.

,

The contairrnent is a reinforced concrete structure with a
cylindrical wall, a flat foundation mat with a reactor cavity pit4

projection, and a hemispherical dome roof. The inside surface of
the containment is lined with a carbon steel liner to ensure a,

high degree of leak tightness during operating and accident
conditions.

The concrete reactor building is required for structural.

integrity of the containment under Design Basis Accident (DBA)
' o conditions. The steel liner and its penetrations establish the

leakage limiting boundary of the containment. Maintaining the |,

containment OPERABLE limits the leakage of fission product i

radioactivity from the containment to the environment. |
SR 3.6.1.1 leakage rate requirc:nents comply with 10 CFR 50
Appendix-J (Ref.1), as modified by approved exemptions.

The isolation devices for the penetrations in the containment
boundary are a'part of the containment leak tight barrier. To
maintain this leak tight barrier:,

a. All penetrations required to be closed during accident
conditions are either: 1

1. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic
.

containment isolation system. or !
,

2. closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or i.

|de activated automatic valves secured in their closed

!)
; positions, except as provided in LC0 3.6.3

" Containment Isolation Valves"
'

.

Wg (continued)

#
>
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BASES

|
BACXGROUND b. Each air lock is OPERABLE, except as provided in LC0 3.6.2, i

. (continued) "Contairnent Air Locks": !

',

c. All equipment hatches are closed; and
,

d. The sealing mechanism associated with a penetration (e.g.
welds, bellows, or 0 rings) is OPERABLE..;

;

APPLICABLE The safety design basis for the containwat is that the
SAFETY ANALYSES contairnent must withstand the pressures and temperatures of the

limiting DBA without exceeding the design leakage rate.
'

The DBAs that result in a challenge to containment OPERABILITY
j from high pressures and temperatures are a loss of coolant >

' accident (LOCA), a steam line break and a rod ejection accident
,

! (REA) (Ref. 2). In addition, release of significant fission '

! product radioactivity uithin containment can occur from a LOCA or
REA. In the DBA analyses, it is assumed that the contairmant is

,

fS OPERABLE such that, for these DBAs involving release of fission
,Q product radioactivity, release to the environment is controlled

by the rate of containment leakage. The containment was designed '

with an allowable leakage rate of 0.1% of containment air weight
per day (Ref. 3). This leakage rate, used to evaluate offsite
doses resulting from accidents, is defined in 10 CFR 50

.

'

Appendix J (Ref.1), as L.: the maximum allowable containment i,

leakage rate at the calculated peak containment internal pressure
(P ) resulting from the limiting DBA. The allowable leakage rate
represer,ted by L, forms the basis for the acceptance criteria
imposed on all containment leakage rate testing. L, is assumed ;

to be 0.1% of contairnent air weight per day in the safety'

analysis at P, = 48.3 psig (Ref. 3).

Satisfactory leakage rate test results are a requirement for the
establishment of contairnent OPERABILITY.

'

The containment satisfies Criterion 3 of
.

10CFRE0.36(c)(2)(11).

|

(continued)

e|
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i. Containment
! B 3.6.1 |

i

BASES

LCO Containment ' OPERABILITY is maintained by limiting leakage to s
1.0 L., except prior to the first startup after performing a
required Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program leakage test.
At this time, the applicable leakage limits must be met. ,

Compliance with this LCO will ensure a containment configuration,i

including equipment hatches, that is structurally sound and that
will limit leakage to those leakage rates assumed in the safety
analysis.,

! Individual leakage rates specified for the containment air lock
: (LC0 3.6.2) and centainment purge, hydrogen purge, and

| containment pressure relief valves with resilient seals
(LCO 3.6.3) are not specifically part of the acceptance criteria :

of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. Therefore, leakage rates exceeding
,

these individual limits only result in the containment being<

inoperable when the leakage results in exceeding the overall
*acceptance criteria of 1.0 L,.

,
.

4 APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1. 2. 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material into containment. In MODES 5 and 6, the'

' probability and consequences of these events are reduced due to
the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
Therefore, containment is not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5.

to prevent leakage of radioactive material from containment. The
requirements for containment during MODE 6 are addresse.d in

,

LCO 3.9.4, " Containment Penetrations."

|

ACTIONS /L1

In the event containment is inoperable, containment must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. The 1 hour Completion
Time provides a period of time to correct the problem
conenensurate with the importance of maintaining containment

,

during N0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. This time period also ensures that
the probability of an accident (requiring containment
OPERABILITY) occurring during periods when contairnent is
inoperable is minimal.

(continued)
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1 |
~~

ACTIONS B.1'and B.2 j

(continued)
If containment cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
required Completion Time the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant !
must be brought to at least H0DE 3 within 6. hours and to MODE 5 |
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, i
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant j

conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and i
without challenging plant systems. ;

i

!$

'
,

:. !
i ' SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.1

REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining the containment OPERABLE requires compliance with the
visual examinations and leakage rate test requirements of the

i Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program Failure to
' meet air lock and purge valve with resilient seal leakage limits
specified in LCO 3.6.2 and LCO 3.6.3 does not invalidate the-

acceptability of these overall leakage determinations unless
their contribution to overall Type A. B, and C leakage causes
that to exceed limits. SR Frequencies are as required by the

; - Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. Thus, SR 3.0.2 (which
allows Frequency extensions) does not apply. These periodic ;

testing requirements verify that the containment leakage rate '

does not exceed the leakage rate assumed in the safety analysis.

Leakage rate testing is performed in accordance with the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. Testing with water as
an alternative is allowed for specific system configurations.
Credit may be taken for a 30 day water seal that will be
maintained to prevent containment atmosphere leakage through the
penetration to the environment. The following is a list of the
containment isolation valves that meet this system configuratior.-

and the Maximum Allowed Leakage Rate (MALR) required to maintain,

the water seal for 30 days.
1

,

e,r
.

''
-

(continued)
t

,

:
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B 3.6.1 !
&

!
;A BASES

V
:

. .1

SURVEli. LANCE SR' 3.6.1.1-(continued) |
REQUIREMENTS'- i

Valve No. - MALR (cc/hr) i

:

1-8809A 77 i
l1 88098 -77 - '

2 8809A 75
2 88098 73 t

1 8840 2577 .J
2 8840 2382 i

iCT 142. 4734 '

CT 145 4734
HV 4776 4734 i

'

HV 4777 4734 ),

a

,l
I
i

REFERENCES . 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J.
J ..

; 2. FSAR, Chapter 15. |
t

3. FSAR, Section 6.2..

;

1

4. Regulatory Guide 1.163 (September 1995).-

.

'
.1

1

!

1
;

)*

!
'

;

i
;

!.
'

1

l,?

i
. , .

- <
.

,

M, ' )i
-

.
.

,
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Contairnent Air Locks
B 3.6.2 ;

; 8 3.6 CO W AINMEE SYSTEMS I

$ B 3.6.2 Containment Air Locks

BASES )
~~

!
BACKGROUND Containment air locks form part of the contairnent pressure |

boundary and provide'a means for personnel access during all I

H0 DES of operation. I

The personnel air lock is nominally a right circular cylinder. j
approximately 9 ft in diameter, with a door at each end. The 1

emergency air lock is approximately 5 ft 9 in inside diameter j
' with a 2 ft 6 in door at each end. On both air locks, doors are

interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening. During periods when
containment is not required to be OPERABLE the door interlock '

mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of an air lock to
remain open for extended periods. Each air lock door has been

i

designed and tested to certify its ability to withstand a i

pressure in excess of the maximum expected pressure following a j
Design Basis Accident (DBA) in containment. As such, closure of

'

a single door supports containment OPERABILITY. Each of the
doors contains double gasketed seals and local leakage rate

I

testing capability to ensure pressure integrity. Each personnel )
air lock is provided with limit switches on both doors that
provide control room indication of door position.

The containment air locks form part of the containment pressure
boundary. As such, air lock integrity and leak tightness is
essential for maintaining the containment leakage rate within
limit in the event of a DBA. Not maintaining air lock integrity
or leak tightness may result in a leakage rate in excess of that'

assumed in the safety analyses.

APPLICABLE The DBAs that resuRs in a release of radioactive material within
SAFETY ANALYSES ' containment are a loss of coolant accident and a rod ejection

dccident (Ref. 2). In the analysis of each of these accidents,
it is assumed that containment is OPERABLE such that release of
fission products to the environment is controlled by the rate of,

containment leakage. The containment was designed with an
allowoble leakage rate of 0.1% of containment air weight per day ,

(Ref. 2). This leakage rate is defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix J |
(Ref.1), as the maximum allowable containment leakage rate at

g the calculated peak containment internal pressure following a

't f (continued)

d,
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES-

%./ '
APPLICABLE design basis LOCA. This allowable leakage rate forms the basis i

S/fETY ANALYSES for the acceptance criteria imposed on the SRs associated with
(continued) the air locks.

,

The containment air locks satisfy Criterion 3 of
.

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).
;

._

LC0 Each containment air lock forms part of the containment pressure
boundary. As part of the containment pressure boundary, the air
lock safety function is related to control of the containment- ,

leakage rate resulting from a DBA. Thus, each air lock's '

structural integrity and_ leak tightness are essential to the ;

successful mitigation of such an event.

Each air lock is required to be OPERABLE. For the air lock to be
'

considered OPERABLE, the air lock interlock mechanism must be
OPERABLE the air lock must be in compliance with the Type B air
lock leakage test, and both air lock doors must ce OPERABLE. The
interlock allows only one air lock door of an air lock to be
opened at one time. This provision ensures that a gross breach

'of containment does not exist when containment is required to be*

: .
OPERABLE. Closure of a single door in each air lock ist

; sufficient to provide a leak tight barrier following postulated
events. Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air
lock is not being used for normal entry into or exit from
containment.

,

~

,

1

APPLICABILITY In h00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of.

radioactive material to containment. In H0 DES 5 and 6, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
Therefore, the containment air locks are not required in H0DE 5
to prevent leakage of radioactive material from containment. The-

requirements for the containment air locks during MODE 6 are
,

addressed in LC0 3.9.4 " Containment Penetrations."

.

'

(continued). !
.

; ,
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES |
n j

0 |
ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note that allows entry and exit to i

perform repairs on the affected air lock component. If the outer )
door is inoperable, then it may be easily accessed for most !
repairs. It is preferred that the air lock be accessed from |

inside primary containment by entering through the other OPERABLE I
air lock. However, if this is not practicable, or if repairs on ;

either door must be performed from the barrel side of the door >

then it is permissible to enter the air lock through the OPERABLE
door, which means there is a short time during which the
containment boundary is not intact (during access through the
OPERABLE door). The ability to open the OPERABLE door, even if
it means the containment boundary is temporarily not intact, is
acceptable due to the low probability of an event that could
pressurize the containment during the short time in which the |
OPERABLE door is expected to be open. After each entry and exit, i

the OPERABLE door must be immediately closed. If J ARA
conditions permit, entry and exit should be via an 0/ERABLE air
lock.

!

A second Note has been added to provide clarification that, for
this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each air lock.

,e This is acceptable, since the Required Actions for each Condition(]j 1

provide appropriate compensatcry actions for each inoperable air i

lock. Complying with the Required Actions may allow for
continued operation, and a subsequent inoperable air lock is ,

governed by subsequent Condition entry and application of
associated Required Actions.

In the event the air lock leakage results in exceeding the
overall containment leakage rate, Note 3 directs entry into the
applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.6.1,
" Containment."

A.1. A.2. and A.3

With one air lock door in one or more containment air locks
inoperable, the OPERABLE door must be verified closed (Required
Action A.1) in each affected containment air lock. This ensures
that a leak tight containment barrier is maintained by the use of
an OPERABLE air lock door. This action must be completed within
1 hour This specified time period is consistent with the
ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1, which requires containment be restored to
OPERABLE status within 1 hour.

(continued)

'O i
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2 1

BASES
7,

k
ACTIONS A.1. A.2. and ]L3 (continued) I

;

In addition, the affected air lock penetration must be isolated ,

by locking closed the OPERABLE air lock door within the 24 hour i

Completion Time. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable for !
!locking the OPERABLE air lock door, considering the OPERABLE door

of the affected air lock is being maintained closed.

Required Action A.3 verifies that an air lock with an inoperable
door has beers isolated by the' use of a locked and closed OPERABLE
air lock door. This ensures that an acceptable containment ,

leakage boundary is maintained. The Completion Time of once per |
31 days is based on engineering judgment and is considered
adequate in view of the low likelihood of a locked door being
mispositioned and other administrative controls. Required
Action A.3 is modified by a Note that applies to air lock doors
located in high radiation areas and allows these doors to be |

verified locked closed by use of administrative means. Allowing
verification by administrative means is considered acceptable,
since access to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore,
the probability of misalignment of the door, once it has been
verified to be in the proper position, is small. jp)i

'
The Required Actions have been modified by two Notes. Note 1
ensures that only the Required Actions and associated Completion
Times of Condition C are required if both doors in the same air
lock are inoperable. With both doors in the same air lock
inoperable, an OPERABLE door is not available to be closed.
Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are the appropriate remedial
actions. The exception of Note 1 does not affect tracking the
Completion Time from the initial entry into Condition A: only the
requirement to comply with the Required Actions. Note 2 allows
use of the air lock for entry and exit for 7 days under
administrative controls if both air locks have an inoperable
door. This 7 aay restriction begins when the second air lock is
discovered inoperable. Containment entry may be required on a
periodic basis to perform Technical Specifications (TS)
Surveillances and Required Actions, as well as other activities
on equipment inside containment that are required by TS or
activities on equipment that support TS required equipment. This
Note is not intended to preclude performing other activities
(i.e., non TS required activities) if the containment is entered, ;

using the inoperable air lock, to perform an allowed activity

(continued),
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Containment Air Locks I

B 3.6.2

BASES

V -

ACTIONS A.1 A.2. and A.3 (continued)

listed above. This allowance is acceptable due to the low !
probability of an event that could pressu-1ze the containment i

1during the short time that the OPERABLE door is expected to be
open.

I

Required Action A.3 is modified by a Note that applies to air
lock doors located in high radiation areas and allows these doors
to be verified locked closed by use of administrative means.
Allowing verification by administrative means is considered I

acceptable, since access to these areas is typically restricted. i

Therefore, the probability of misalignment of the door, once it |
has been verified to be in the proper position, is small. '

B.I. B.2. and 8.3
|

With an air lock interlock mechanism inoperable in one or more i

air locks, the Required Actions are! associated Completion Times !

are consistent with those specified in Condition A.

c The Required Actions have been mdified by two Notes. Note 1
ensures that only the Required Actions and associated Completion
Times of Condition C are required if both doors in the same air ,

lock are inoperable. With both doors in the same air lock I

inoperable, an OPERABLE door is not available to be closed. i
p.equired Actions C.1 and C.2 are the appropriate remedial I

'actions. Note 2 allows entry into and exit from containment
under the control of a dedicated individual stationed at the air
lock to ensure that only one door is opened at a time (i.e., the
individual performs the function of the interlock).

Required Actica B.3 is nodified by a Note that applies to air
lock doors located in high radiation areas and allows these doors
to be verified locked closed by use of administrative means.
Allowing verification by administrative means is considered
acceptable, since access to these areas is typically restricted.
Therefore, the probability of misalignment of the door, once it
has been verified to be in the proper oosition, is small.,

C.1. C.2. and 1 3

With one or more air locks inoperable for reasons other than
those described in Condition A or B Required Action C.1 requires

n
( ) j'~'

(continued)
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Containment Air Locks |
B 3.6.2

1 I

'p BASES
~ ~

|G
1

. ACTIONS CJ,., C.2. and C.3 (continued) l

i
^ action to be initiated immediately to evaluate previous combined I

leakage rates using currenc air lock test results. An evaluation l-

% is acceptable, since it is overly conservative to imediately
i declare the containment inoperable if both doars in an air lock

have failed a seal test or if the overall air lock leakage is not ;
l- within limits. In many instances (e.g., only one seal per door |

has failed). containment remains OPERABLE, yet only 1 hour (per !

LCO 3.6.1) would be provided to restore the air lock door to |
'

OPERABLE status prior to requiring a plant shutdown. In j
addition, even with both doors failing the seal test, the overall !

containment leakage rate can still be within limits.

Required Action C.2 requires that one door in the affected
containment air lock must be verified to be closed within the

* 1 hour Completion Time. This specified time period is consistent
with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1, which requires that containment be
restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour.

Additionally, the affected air lock (s) must be restored tog
OPERABLE status within the 24 hour Comple~ on Time. The j;Q specified time period is considered reasonable for restoring an i

iinoperable air lock to OPERABLE status, assuming that at least
one door is maintained closed in each affected air lock.

D.1 and D.2

If the inoperable containment air lock cannot be restored to
OPEPABLE status within the required Completion Time, the plant

' must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To !
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least H0DE 3 !
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, !
to reach the required plant conditions from fu11' power conditions !
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

!
.

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.1
REQ'JIREMENTS |

Maintaining containment air locks OPERABLE requires compliance ;;

with the leakage rate test requirements of the Containment !

'

D (continued)
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

i

C'; BASES
v

St;RVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Leakage Rate Testing Program. This SR reflects the leakage rate
testing requirements with regard to air lock leakage (Type B |

1eakage tests). The acceptance criteria were established during ;

initial air lock and containment OPERABILITY testing. The
periodic testing requirements verify that the air lock leakage
does not exceed the allowed fraction of the overall containment i

leakage rate. The Frequency is required by the Containment )
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

,

1

The SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 states that an
inoperable air lock door does not invalidate the previous
successful performance of the everall air lock leakage test. j

This is considered reasonable since either air lock door is I

capable of providing a fission product barrier in the event of a !
DBA. Note 2 has been added to this SR requiring the results to |

'be evaluated against the acceptance criteria which is applicable
to SR 3.6.1.1. This ensures that air lock leakage is properly
accounted for in determining the combined Type B and C |

] containment leakage rate,

t)
SR 3.6.2.2

The air lock interlock is designed to prevent simultaneous
opening of both doors in a single air lock. Since both the inner
and outer doors of an air lock are designed to withstand the
maximum expected post accident containment pressure. closure of
either door will support containment OPERABILITY. Thus, the door
interlock feature supports containment OPERABILITY while the air
lock is being used for personnel transit in and out of the
containment. Periodic testing of this interlock demonstrates
that the interlock will function as designed and that
simultaneous opening of the inner and outer doors will rot
inadvertently occur. Due to the reliable nature of this
interlock, and given that the interlock mechanism is not
normally challenged when the containment air lock dorr is used
for entry and exit (procedures require strict adherence to single

.

door opening), this test is only required to be performed every
24 months. The 24 month Frequency is based on reducing the
potential for loss of containment OPERABILITY when the
Surveillance is performed with the reactor at power. Operating

,

experience has shown these components usually pass the i

Surveillance when performed. The 24 month Frequency is based on ,1

V |
(continued)
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Centainment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

(~'N, BASES

U'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

engineering judgement and is considered adequate Containment Air
Locks given that the interlock is not challenged during use of
the airlock.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix J.

2. FSAR Section 3.8. 6.2. and 15.

<

1

|

|

l
!

.

|,

, ~m.,/

(_/
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

|

! j) B 3.6 CONTAINHEf6 SYSTEMS

B 3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The containment isolation valves form part of the containment
pressure boundary and provide a means for fluid penetration flow
paths not serving accident consequence limicing systems to be
provided with two isolation barriers that are closed on a
containment isolation signal. These isolation devices are either
passive or active (automatic). Manual valves, de activated
automatic valves secured in their closed position (including
check valves with flow through the valve secured), blind flanges,
and closed systems are considered passive devices. Check valves,
or other automatic valves de:igned to close with or without
operator action following an accident, are considered active
devices. Except in special cases described in the FSAR [Ref. 2],
two barriers in series are provided for each penetration flow

'
path so that no single credible failure or malfunction of an
active componcnt can result in a loss of isolation or leakage
that exceeds limits assumed in the safety analyses. One of these
barriers may be a closed system. These barriers (A listing ofo

( ) containment isolation valves is provided in Technical
d Requiremer.ts Manual Table 2.1.1.) make up the Containment

Isoiation System.

Automatic isolation signals are produced during accident
conditions. Containment Phase "A" isolation occurs upon receipt
of a safety injection signal. The Phase "A" isolation signal
isolates nonessential process lines in order to minimize leakage
of f1ssion product radioactivity. Containment Phase "B"
isolation occurs upon receipt of a containment pressure High-3
signal and isolates the remaining process lines, except systems
required for accident mitigation. In addition to the Phase "A"
isolation signal listed above, the Containment Purge, Hydrogen
Purge and Containment Pressure Relief isolation valves receive a
Containment Ventilation Isolation signal on a containment high
radiation condition. This radiation signal is not credited in
the accident analysis and is not fully safety grade. As a
result, the containment isolation valves (and blind flanges) help
ensure that the containment atmosphere will be isolated from thc.

environment in the e/ent of a reledse of fission product
radioactivity to the containment atmosphere as a result of a
Design Basis Accident (DBA). j

1

; ('; (continued)
w) -

n
'
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

..

!
V BASES

BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY requirements for containment isolation valves |
(continued) help ensure that containment is isolated within the time limits )

'

assumed in the safety analyses. Therefore, the OPERABILITY
requirewints provide assurance that the containment function
assumed in the safety analyses will be maintained.

Containment Purae System (48 inch ource valves) |

The Containment Purge System operates to supply outside air into
the containment for ventilation and cooling or heating needed for ;

prolonged containment access following a shutdown and during
refueling. The system may also be used to reduce the
concentration of noble gases within containment prior to and
during personnel access. The supply and exhaust lines each
contain two isolation valves. Because of their large size,
the 48 inch Containment Purge valves are not qualified for i

automatic closure from their open position under DBA conditions.
Therefore, the 48 inch Containment Purge supply and exnaust
isolation valves are normally maintained closed in H0 DES 1, 2, 3
and 4 to ensure the containment boundary is maintcined.

Hydroaen Purae System (12 inch ourae valves)

The Hydrogen Purge System is a supplementary system for the
electric hydrogen recombiners and operated for hydrogen dilution
in the containment following a LOCA once pressure is below 5
psig. Because the 12 inch Containment Hydrogen Purge supply and
exhaust valves are not qualified for automatic closure from their |

open position under initial DBA conditions, they are normally
'

maintained closed in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure the
containment boundary is maintained, ;

Containment Pressure Relief (18 inch discharae isolation valves) 1

The Containment Pressure Relief valves are operated to equalize
containment internal and external pressures.

The penetration has a effective diameter of three inches provided |
by the instaliation of a debris screen cover inside containment. i

*

Since the 18 inch Containment Pressure Relief valves are designed
to meet the requirements for automatic containment purge
isolation valves [Ref. 3, 7 and 8] and have an effective opening
of only 3 inches, these valves may be opened as needed in
HDDES 1, 2, 3, end 4.

~

s

). (continued) ,
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Containment Isolation Valves

| B 3.6.3
.

<

q l

Ik) BASES

|
l

!

APPLICABLE The containment isolation valve LC0 was derived from the |
SAFETY ANALYSES assumptions related to minimizing the loss of reactor coolant i

inventory and establishing the containment boundary during major
accidents. As part of the containment boundary, containment
isolation valve OPERABILITY supports leak tightness of the
containment. Therefore, the safety analyses of any event |

requiring isolation of containment is applicable to this LCO. l

The DBAs that result in a release of radioactive material
within containment are a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and a |

rod ejection accident (Ref. 1). In the analyses for each of !
these accidents, it is assumed that containment isolation valves I

are either closed or function to close within the required
isolation time following event initiation. This ensures that
potential paths to the environnent through containment isolation
valves (including the Containment Purge, Hydrogen Purge, and ,

Containment Pressure Relief valves) are minimized. The safety |
analyses assume that the 48 inch Containment Pvge and 12 inch

|
Hydrogen Purge valves are closed at event initiation. ;

1

A For valves that do not normally provide a direct activity release(,) path from containment, the DBA analysis assumes that, at the time
of the accident, isolation of the containment is complete and
leakage terminated except for the design leakage rate, L.. The
containment pressure relief isolation total response time of 5
seconds includes signal delay and containment isolatinn valve
stroke times.

The LOCA and REA offsite dose analysis assumes leakage from the
containenent at a maximum leak rate of 0.10 percent of the ;

containment volume per day for the first 24 hours, and, for LOCA, i

at 0.05 percent of the containment volume per day for the
durstion of the accident. The Containment Pressure Relief
penetration is the only flow path explicitly addressed in the
dose analysis, since it provides a direct activity release path
from the containment to the environment. It is assumed to
isolate within 5 seconds from when the monitored parameter
(Pressurizer Pressure) exceeds its setpoint.

The single failure criterion required to be imposed in the*

conduct of plant safety analyses was considered in the original
design of the 18 inch Contairgrent Pressure Relief valves. Two
valves in series provide assurance that the exhaust line can be
isolated even if a single failure occurred. The inboard and
outboard isolation valves are provided with separated diverse
power sources and pneumatically operated spring closed and fail

C0HANCHE PEAX ITS BASES B 3.6 16 May 15, 1997
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

3 BASES

(Q .
-

APPLICABLE closed on the loss of power or air. A debris screen is provided
SAFETY ANALYSES inside containment on the inlet. This arrangement was designed

1 (continued) to preclude common mode failures from disabling both valves on a
purge line.

I The 48 inch Containment Purge and 12 inch Hydrogen Purge valves
may be unable to close in the'environmer.t following a LOCA.
Therefore, each of the Containment Purge and Hydrogen Purge
valves is required to remain sealed closed during H00ES 1, 2, 3
and 4. The Containment Purge and Hydrogen Purge system valve
design precludes a single faili.re from compromising the
containment boundary as long as the system is operated in ,

accordance with the subject LCO.

The containment isolation valves satisfy Criterien 3 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

,

;

,

LCO Containment isolation valves form a part of the containment
boundary. The containment isolation valves' safety function isi

related to minimizing the loss of reactor coolant inventory andq
Q establishing the containment boundary during a DBA.

The automatic power operated isolation valves are required to
have isolation times within limits and to actuate on an automatic

.

isolation signal. The 48 inch Containment Purge and 12 inch'

Hydrogen Perge valves must be maintained sealed closed. The
valves covered by this LC0 are listed along with their associated
stroke times in the Technical Requirements Manual (Ref. 6).

The normally closed containment isolation valves are considered
OPERABLE when manual valves are closed, automatic valves are
de activated and secured in their closed position, blind flanges
are in place, and closed systems are intact.

Containment Purge, Hydrogen Purge, and Containment Pressure
Relief valves with resilient seals must meet additional leakage
rate requirements. The other containment isolation valve leakage
rates are addressed by LCO 3.6.1, " Containment," as Type C
testing.-

LCO 3.6.3 provides assurance that the applicable containment
isolation valves will perform their designed safety functions to

,

t

4

D (continued)
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Containment' Isolation Valves
j - B 3.6.3

:
_

i LC0 ainimize the loss of reactor coolant inventory and establish the 4

(continued) containment boundary during accidents, j

LC0 3.6.3 is modified by a Note stating that the Main Steam ,

Safety Valves, Main Steam Isolation Valves. Feedwater Isolation +

Valves and Associated Bypass Valves, and Steam Generator
Atmospheric Relief Valves are not addressed in this LCO. These
containment penetration flow paths credit the steam generators
and piping inside containment as a passive containment isolation -

barrier (i.e., closed system). These containment isolation
valves are addressed by LC0 3.7.1 " Main Steam Safety Valves
(HSSVs)". LC0 3.7.2 " Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)", LC0
3.7.3 "Feedwater Isolation Vahes (FIVs) and Associated Bypass )

'

Valves", and LCG 3.7.4 " Steam Generator Atmospheric Relief Valves
; (ARVs)" which provide the appropriate Required Actions in the
; event these valves are inoperable. ;
a

e

|
|

APPLICABILITY In H00ES 1. 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of.

radioactive material to containment. In H00ES 5 and 6, the
! p probability and consequences of these events are reduced due to

the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
Therefore, the containment isolation valves are not required to
be OPERABLE in H00E 5. The requirements for containment
isolation valves during H00E 6 are addressed in LC0 3.9.4-

; " Containment Penetrations."

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note allowing penetration flow
1

paths, except for 48 inch Containment Purge and 12 inch Hydrogen i

Purge valve penetration flow paths, to be unisolated !
intermittently under administrative controls. These !
administrative controls consist of stationing a dedicated
operator at the valve contruls, who is in continuous I
comunication with the control room. In this way, the |
penetration can be rapidly isolated when a need for containment ;
isolation is indicated. Due to the size of the containment purge
line penetration and the fact that those penetrations exhaust-

,

directly from the containment atmosphere to the environment, the
penetration flow path containing these valves may not be opened
under administrativo controls. A single valve in purge,

i,i4

I'

(continued)
,

i
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V
ACTIONS penetration flow path may be opened to effect repairs to an

(continued) inoperable valve, as allowed by SR 3.6.3.1.

A second Note nas been added to provide clarification that, for
this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each
penetration flow path. This is acceptable, since the Required
Actions for each Condition provide appropriate compensatory
actions for each inoperable containment isolation valve.
Complying with the Required Actions may allow for continued
operation, and subsequent inoperable containment isolation valves
are governed by subsequent Condition entry and application of
associated Required Actions.

The ACTIONS are further modified by a third Note, which ensures
appropriate remedial actions are taken, if necessary, if the
affected systems are rendered inoperable by an inoperable
containment isolation valve or by the LCO Required Actions due to
an inoperable containment isolation valve.

In the event the containment isolation valve leakage results in
exceeding the overall containment leakage rate acceptance
criteria, Note 4 directs entry into the applicable Conditions and

q Required Actions of LC0 3.6.1.

A.1 and A.2

In the event one containment isolation valve in one or more
penetration flow paths is inoperable except for Containment
Purge, Hydrogen Purge and Containment Pressure Relief isolation
valve leakage not within limit, the affected penetration flow
path must be isolated. The method of isolation must include the
use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely
affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers that
meet this criterion are a closed and de activated automatic
valve, a closed manual valve (this includes power operated valves
with power removed), a blind flange, and a check valve with flow
through the valve secured. For a penetration flow path isolated
in accordance with Required Action A.1, the device used to
isolate the penetration should be the closest available one to
containment. Required Action A.1 must be completed within
4 hours. The 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable, considering
the time required to isolate the penetration and the relative
importance of supporting containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1,
2, 3, and 4.

i

for affected penetration flow paths that cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the 4 hour Completion Time and that have
been isolated in accordance with Required Action A.1, the

(continued)
*
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ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

affected penetration flow paths must be verified to be isolated
on a periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure that !

containment penetrations required to be isolated following an ',
'

: accident and no longer capable of being automatically isolated
will be in the isolation position should an event occur. This
Required Action does not require any testing or device

,

manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that those
isolation

- !

devices outside containment and capable of being mispositioned |
are in the corrcet position. The Completion Time of "once per I;

31 days for isolation devices outside containment" is appropriate !
considering the fact that the devices are operated under I

administrative controls and the probability of their misalignment !

is low. For the isolation devices inside containment, the time )
: period specified as " prior to entering MODE 4 from H00E 5 if not i

'performed within the previous 92 days" is based on engineering
judgment and is considered reasonable in view of the.

inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other administrative'

, - controls that will ensure that isolation device misalignment is
an unlikely possibility.

Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that this
Condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths with
two containment isolation valves and those special cases with one
containment isolation valve as described on the FSAR [Ref. 2].
For penetration flow paths with only one containment isolation
valve and a closed system, Condition C provides the appropriate

,

actions.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
isolation devices located in high radiation areas and allows
these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative
means. Allowing verification by administrative means is
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is typically
restricted. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these
devices once they have been verified to be in the proper
position, is

-
,

A second Hote has been added to Required Action A.2 to provide
clarification that the action to periodically verify the affected
penetration flow path is isolated may be verified by

* administrative means for iso 16 tion devices that are locked, 1

sealed, or otherwise secured. This is acceptable since these

(continued)
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;

ACTIONS- L 1 and A.2 (continued) !

were v'erified to be in the correct position prior to locking, !
sealing,~or securing.

]
|

Ekl )
'

' With two containment isolation valves in one or more penctration
i,

flow paths inoperable. the affected penetration flow path'must be ;

isolated within 1 hour. The method of isolation must include the i

use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely |
'affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers that.

meet this criterion are a closed and de activated automatic
valve, a closed manual valve (this includes power operated valves
with power removed), and a blind flange. The 1 hour Completion ;

Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1. In the event :
the affected penetration is isolated in accordance with Required I

Action B.1, the affected penetration must be verified to be :
1solated on a periodic basis per Required Action A.2, which !

remains in effect. This periodic verification is necessary to i

assure leak tightness of containment and that penetrations ,

g requiring isolation following an accident are isolated. The |

j Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying each affected !
penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate considering the i

fact that the valves are operated under administrative control
and the probability of their misalignment is low.

;

|Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition is
only applicable to penetration flow paths with two containment
isolation valves. Condition A of this LC0 addresses the
condition of one containment isolation valve inoperable in this-

,

type of penetration flow path. i

C.) and C.2
'

With one or more penetration flow paths with one containment
isolation valve inoperable, the inoperable valve flow path must
be restored to OPERABLE status or the affected penetration flow
path must be isolated. The mthed of isolation must include the |
use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely |
affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers that I

*

meet this criterion are a closed and de activated automatic i

valve, a closed manual valve (this includes power operated valves
with power removed), and a blind flange. A check valve may not ka
be used to isolate the affected penetration flow path. Required !
Action C.1 must be completed within the 72 hour i

O
(continued)

jj-
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ACTIONS C. 1 and C.2-(cor.tinued) )
i
l

'

Completion Time. The specified time period is reasonable i
considering the relative stability of the closed sy:, tem (hence. I

'reliability) to act as a penetration isolation boundary and the
relative importance of maintaining contairnent integrity during
HODES 1. 2, 3, and 4. In the event the affected penetration flow
path is isolated in accordance with Required Action C.1, the.

affected penetration flow path must De verified to be isolated on ;

a periodic basis. This periodic verification is necessary to
assure leak tightness of contafraent and that containment

:
'

penetrations requiring isolation following an accident are*

.

isolated. The Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying j
that each affected penetration flow path is isolated is

,

appropriate because the valves are operated under administrative '

controls and the probability of their misalignment is low. !

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that this Condition |

1s only applicable to those penetration flow paths with only one
containment isolation valve and a closed system. The closed .

system meets the requirements of Reference 3. This Note is j
1necessary since this Condition is written to specifically address

3 those penetration flow paths in a closed system. Required
Action C.2 is modified by a Note that applies to valves and blind

- flanges located in high radiation areas and allowf. these devices
to be verified closed by use of administrative means. A11cwing
verification by administrative means is considered acceptable,

,

since access to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, i

the probability of misalignment of these valves, once they have
been verified to be in the proper position. is small.

]
IA second Note has been added to Required Action C.2 to provide

clarification that the action to periodically verify the affected
penetration flow path is isolated may be performed by |
administrative means for isolation devices that are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured. This is acceptable since these I

were verified to be in the correct position prior to locking,
sealing, or securing.

j

!

D.1. D.2. and W l

'

In the event one or more Containment Purge, Hydrogen Pi>rge, or
Containment Pressure Relief isolation valves in one or more i

penetration flow paths are not within leakage limits, leakage
nast be reduced to within limits, or the affected penetration
flow path must be isolated. The method of isolation must be by

,

the use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be '

;O
V (continued) '

_
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ACTIONS D.I. 0.2 and D.3 (continued) I

adversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation j
barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and de activated '

automatic valve, closed manual valve (this includes power |

operated valves with power removed), or blind flange. A |
Containment Purge, Hydrogen Purge. or Containment Pressure Relief |
1 solation valve with resilient seals utilized to satisfy Required
Action D.1 must have been demonstrated to meet the leakage
requirements of SR 3.6.3.7. The specified Completion Time is i4

reasonable, considering that one valve remains closed so that a !
gross breach of containment does not exist. a

In accordance with Required Action 0.2, this penetration flow 1

patn must be verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. The !

periodic verification is necessary to ensure that containment
penetrations required to be isolated following an accident, which4

,

are r.c longer capable of being automatically isolated, will be in '

the isolation position should an event occur. This Required
Action does not require any testing or valve manipulation.
Rather, it involves verification that those isolation devices
outside containment capable of being mispositioned are in the i

A correct position. For the isolation devices inside containment, j

() the time period specified as " prior to entering MODE 4 from
H0DE 5 if not performed within the previous 92 days" is based on ,

engineering judgment and is considered reasonable in view of the |
inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other administrative |
controls that will ensure that isolation device misalignment is !

an unlikely possibility.

For the Contairment Purge. Hydrogen Purge, or Containment ;

Pressure Relief isolation valve with resilient seal that is |

1solated in accordance with Required Action E.1, SR 3.6.3.7 must
be performed at least once every 92 days. This assures that
degradation of the resilient seal is detected and confirms that )
the leakage rate of the containment purge valve does not increase i

during the time the penetration is isolated. The normal j
Frequency for SR 3.6.3.7, 184 days. is cased on an NRC ;

initiative. Multi Plant Action No. B 20 (Ref. 4). Since more j

reliance is placed on a single velve while in this Condition, it 1

is prudent to perform the SR more often. Therefore, a Frequency
of once per 92 days was chosen and has been shown to be
acceptable based on operating experience.

A second Note has been added to Required Action C.2 to provide
clarification that the action to periodically verify the affected
penetration flow path is isolated may be performed by
administrative means for isolation devices that are locked. :

,\ . ,

(O (continued) I

~~

!
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ACTIONS D.1. D.2 and DJ (continued)

sealed, or okherwise securad. This is acceptable.since these L

were verified to be in the correct position prior to locking.
sealing, or securing.

E.1 and L2

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not
met, the plant must be brought to a HDDE in which the LCO does.
not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to
at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours and to MDCE 5 within 36 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable. based on operating
experience.' to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.1
'

REQUIREMENTS . .

- Each 48 inch Containment Purge end 12 inch Hydrogen Purge valve
is required to be verified sealed closed at 31 day intervals.
This Surveillance is designed to ensure that a gross breach of
containment is nnt caused by an inadvertent or spurious opening
of a Containment Purge or Hydrogen Purce valve. These valves are
not designed to be opt.ned in H0 DES 1 to 4. Therefore, these
valves are required to be in the sealed closed position during
N0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. A Containment Purge or Mydrogen Purge
valve that is sealed closed must have motive power to the valve

. operator removed. This can be accomplished by de energizing the
j. source of electric power or by removing the air supply to the
I? valve operator. In this application, the term " sealed" has no

connotation of leak tightness. The Frequency is a result of an
NRC initiative, Multi Plant Action No. B 24 (Ref. 5), related to
containment purge valve use during plant operations. In the

I event Containment Purge or Hydrogen Purge valve leakage requires
entry into Condition D, the Surveillance permits opening one
purge valve in a penetration flow path to perform repairs,

*
i

SR 3.6.3.2 (Not Used)
>

!L
-g

(continued)'

. - .
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SURVEILLN4CE SR 3.6.3.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR requires verification that each contairnent isolation
manual valve and blind flange located outside containment and not'

locked, sealed, or otherwise secured and required to be closed
during accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to ensure
that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside
of the containment boundary is within design limits. This SR
does not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it ,

involves verification that those contaircent isolation valves
outside containment and capable of being mispositioned are in
the correct position. Since verification of valve position for
containment isolation valves outside containment is relati.'ely

}
easy, the 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment and ,

was chosen to provide added assurance of the correct positions.
The SR specifies that containment isolation valves that are open
under administrative controls are not required to meet the SR
during the time the valves are open.

The Note applies to valves and blind flanges located -in high
radiation areas and allows these devices to be verified closed by I

use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative mecns is considered acceptable, since access to(o) these areas is typically restricted during MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4

'd for ALARA rearons. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of
these containment isolation valves, once they have been verified
to be in the proper position, is small.

SR 3.6.3.4

I This SR requires verification that each containment isolation
manual valve and blind flange located inside containment and not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured and required to be closed
during accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to ensure
that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside
of the containment boundary is within design limits. For
containment isolation vahes inside containment, the Frequency of
* prior to entering N00E 4 from H00E 5 if not performed within the

.

previous 92 days" is appropriate since these containment!

I isolation valves are operated under administrative controls and
the probability of their misalignment is low. The SR specifies
that containment isolation valves that are open under-

.

administrative controls are not required to meet the SR during!
the time they are open.

The firs.t Note allows valves and blind flanges located in nigh
| radision areas to be verified closed by use of administrative

,,

(continued)
__ _
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.4 |
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) n o ns. Allowing verification by administrative means is !
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is typically
restricted during MODES i, 2, 3. and 4. for /d. ARA reasons.
Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these containment i

isolation valves, once they have been verified to be in their
proper position, is small.

A second Note modifies the requirement to verify the blind flange
on the fuel transfer canal. The refueling cavity area in
containment is flooded only during plant shutdown for refueling.
The flange is caly renoved to support refueling operations and
replaced after drainage of the canal when no more fuel transfers
between the fuel handling building and the containment will
occur. Once replaced, the flange is r.ot removed again until the
next refueling. Since the removal of this flange is limited to ;

refueling operations, and access to it is restricted during H0 DES !

1, 2, 3, and 4, the probability of it being mispositioned between
refuelings is small. Therefore, it is reasonable that it is only
required to be verified closed after each drainage of the canal. !

i

SR 3.6.3.5
'

p)(' Verifying that the isolation time of each automatic power
operated containment isolation valve that is not locked sealed or
otherwise secured is within limits is required to demonstrate
OPERABILITY. An autor.atic power operated containment isolation
valve is a containment isolation valve which is required to be
closed by an automatic (i.e., other than operator manual)
actuatic'1 signal and is powered by other than manual actuation
(e.g., by an air or motor operator). The isolation time test
ensures the valve will isolate in a time period less than or
equal to that assumed in the FSAR [Ref. 2). The isolation time
and Frequency of this SR are in accordance with the Technical
Requirements Manual and the Inservice Testing Program.

$8 3.6.3.6 (Not Used)

SiL_3.,LLZ

For Cont 61nment Purge, Hydrogen Purge, and Containment Pressure
Relief valves with resilient seals, cdditionil leakage rate
testing beyond the test requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J is
required to ensure OPERABILITY. Operating experience has
demonstrated that this type of ceal has the potential to degrade
in a shorter time period than do other seal types. Based on this

l' \
'

(continued)
._ _ -
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.7
REQUIREMEMS

(continued) observation and the importance of maintaining this penetration
leak tight (due to the direct path between containment and the
environment), a Frequency of 184 days was established as part of
the NRC resolution of Hulti-Plant Action No. B 20. " Containment
Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration" (Ref. 4).

Additionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days after
opening the valve. The 92 day Frequency was chosen recognizing
that cycling the valve could introduce additional seal
degradation (heyond that occurring to a valve that has not been
opened). Thus, decreasing the 1nterval (from 184 days) is a
prudent measure after a valve has been opened.

The containment purge, hydrogen purge, and containment pressure
relief valves are tested in accordance with the Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program. Leakage rate acceptance criteria
applies as follows:

1) The inboard and outboard isolation valves with
resilient material seals in each locked closed 48

(3 inch contairrnent purge and 12 inch hydrogen purge
V supply and exhaust penetration measured leakage rate

,

is < 0.05 L, when pressurized to P..

2) Each 18 inch containment pressure relief discharge
isolation valve with resilient material seals
measured leakage rate is < 0.06 L, when pressurized
to P,.

The Note is a clarification that leakage rate testing is not
required for containment purge valves with resilient seals when
their penetration flow path is isolated by a leak tested blank
flange.

SR 3.6.3J

! Automatic contairanent isolation valves close on a containment
1 isolation signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material from
f containmer.t following a DBA. This SR ensures that each automatic
j containment isolation valve will actuate to its isolation*

l position on a containment isolation signal. This surveillance is
not required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in the required position under administrative controls. I
Operating experience has shown that these components usually pass
this Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

q
N. i '

(continued) j

-.
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SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.6.3.8 (continued)
I

REQUIREMENTS
.

. . .

Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a
reliability standpoint. ,

|
!

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 15.

2. FSAR, Section 6.2. ]
3. Standard Review Plan 6.2.4.

4. 'Hulti Plant Action HPA B020. " Containment Leakage Due to
Seal Deterioration."

~5. Multi Plant Action HPA B024, " Venting and Purging )
Containments While at Full Power and Effect of LOCA."

!

6. Technical Requirements Manual I

7. NUREG 0737. II E.4.

8. BTP CSB 6 4"

1

l

i
*

|
.i

i

i

!
'

,

r f:

1

'I
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B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

n
( l B 3.6.4 Containment Pressure
v

BASES
-

BACKGROUND The containment pressure is limited during normal operation to ,

preserve the initial conditions assumed in the accident analyses |

for a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) or steam line break (SLB). |

These limits also prevent the containment pressure from exceeding |

the containment design negative pressure differential with ;

respect to the outside atmosphere in the event of inadvertent ),

actuation of the Containment Spray System, i

Containment pressure is a process variable that is monitored and
.

|controlled. The containment pressure limits are derived from the
input cor,ditions used in the containment functional analyses and i

'the containment structure external pressure analysis. Should
operation occur outside these limits coincident with a Design 1

Basis Accident (DBA), post accident containment pressures could
exceed calculated values. i

APPLICABLE Containment internal pressure is an initial condition used I
SAFETY ANALYSES in the DBA analyses to establish the maximum peak containment i

/7 internal pressure. The limiting DBAs considered. relative to
() containment pressure, are the LOCA and SLB. which are analyzed

using computer pressure transients. The worst case LOCA+

,

generates larger mass and energy release than the worst case SLB. j
Thus, the LCCA event bounds the SLB event from the containment !

peak pressure standpoint (Ref. 1).

The initial pressure condition used in the containment analysis
,

was 16.2 psia (1.5 psig ). This resulted in a maximum peak i

pressure from a LOCA of 5 48.3 psig. The containment analysis
(Ref.1) shows that the maximum peak calculated containment
pressure. P . results from the limiting LOCA. The maximuma

containment pressure resulting from the worst case LOCA. 5
48.3 psig, does not exceed the containment design pressure.
50 psig.

The containment was also designed for an internal pressure load
equivalent to 5 psig. The inadvertent actuation of the
Containment Spray System was analyzed to determine the resulting

^

reduction in containment pressure. The initial pressure
condition used in this analysis was 0.5 psig. This resulted in
a minimum pressure inside containment of 5 3.79 psig, which is
less than the design load.

For certain aspects of transient accident analyses, maximizing
- the calculated containment pressure is not conservative. In

'

(continued)
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i Containment Pressure
B 3.6.4; 7

BASES ;

. .

i
!APPLICABLE- particular, the cooling effectiveness of the Emergency Core

SAFETY ANALYSES Cooling System during the core reflood phase of a LOCA analysis
(continued) increases with increasing containment backpressure. Therefore,

,

for the reflood phase, the containment backpressure is calculated i
'

in a manner designed to conservatively minimize, rather than i

. O, pe K ef )

Containment pressure satisfies Criterion 2 of;

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii),
,

1

LCO Maintaining containment pressure at less than or equal to the LC0
upper pressure limit ensures that, in the event of a DBA. the

' resultant peak containment accident pressure will remain below
the containment design pressure. Maintaining containment

.

!

pressure at greater than or equal to the LC0 lower pressure limit
ensures that the containment will not exceed the design negative
differential pressure following the inadvertent actuation of the
Containment Spray System. An instrument uncertainty of 10.2 psi-

is conservatively included in the pressure limits (-0.3 to +1,3
psig) to allow the use of installed instrumentation for pressure

O'

measurements. 1

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. Since maintaining
containment pressure within limits is essential to ensure initial
conditions assumed in the occident analyses are maintained, the
LC0 is applicable in H0 DES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

,

In H0 DES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these
' events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature

limitations of these MODES. Therefore, maintaining containment
pressure within the limits of the LC0 is not required in MODE 5,

or 6.

..
;

ACTIONS U

When containment pressure is not within the limits of the LCO, it
must be restored to within these limits within 8 hours. The
Required Action is necessary to return operation to within the
bounds of the containment analysis. The 8 hour Completion Time
is reasonable to return pressure to normal.

|
'

.

(continued) :'
f
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Containment Pressure
B 3.6.4

BASES

)
ACTIONS B.1 and B.2

(continued)
If containment pressure cannet be restored to within
limits within the required Completion Time, the plant must
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying that containment pressure is within limits
ensures that unit operation remains 4:1 thin the limits
assumed in the containment analysis. The 12 hour
Frequency of this SR was developed based on operating
experience related to trending of containment pressure
variations during the applicable MODES. Furthermore, the
12 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of other

O indications available in the control room, including
alarms, to alert the operator to an abnormal containment
pressure condition.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 6,2.

2. 10 CFR 50 Appendix K.

.

,

!

O \.
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B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS'-/Uy
B 3.6.. Containment Air Temperature

!

BASES
-._._

[ BACKGROUND: -The containment structure serves to contain radioactive i

material that may be released from the reactor core following |

a Design Basis Accident (DBA). The containment average air i

~

temperature is limited during normal operation to preserve the
initial conditions assumed in the accident analyses for a loss !

of coolant accident (LOCA) or steam line break (SLB). {
l

The containment average air temperature limit is derived from j

the input conditions used in the containment functional
analyses and the containment structure external pressure
analyses. This LCO ensures that initial conditions assumed in |

the analysis of containment response to a DBA are not violated j.

during unit operations. The total amount of energy to be j

removed from conta1 ament by the Containment Spray and Cooling i
'

systems during post accident conditions is dependent upon the I

energy released to the containment due to the event, as well
as the initial containment temperature and pressure. The
higher the initial temperature, the more energy that must be !

_ ' removed, resulting in higher peak contaiment pressure and i
temperature. Exceeding containment design pressure may result i

in leakage greater than that assumed in the accident analysis.
Operation with containment temperature in excess of the LC0
limit violates an initial condition assumed in the accident
analysis. j

l

|
-

.

APPLICABLE Containment average air temperature is an initial
SAFETY ANALYSES condition used in the DBA analyses that establishes the |

,

containment environmental qualification operating envelope for
both pressure and temperature. The limit for containme'it
average air temperature ensures that operation is maintained
within the assumptions used in the DBA analyses for

.

containment (Ref. 1). I

The limiting DBAs considered relative to containment
OPERABILITY are the LOCA and SLB. The DBA LOCA and SLB are !

-

analyzed using computer codes designed to predict the !

resultant containment pressure and temperature transients. |

No two DBAs are assumed to occur simultaneously or SAFETY |;

consecutively. A spectrum of DBAs were analyzed assuming
the worst single active failure.

'

(continued)

I
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'Contairment Air Temperature
B 3.6.5

BASES

,

i
APPLICABLE The limiting DBA for the maximum peak containment air
SAFETY ANALYSES temperature is an SLB. The initial centainment average

|.
(continued) air temperature assumed in the design basis analyses (Ref.1)

1s 120*F. |
1

The spectrum of DBA cases are used to establish the
environmental qualification operating envelope for
containment. The performance of required safety related '

equipment. including the containment structure itself. is
4
'

evaluated against this operating envelope to ensure the ,

equipment can perform its safety function. !

The temperature limit is also used in the Containment external*

pressure analyses to ensure that the minimum pressure limit is
maintained following an inadvertent actuation of the ;-

Containment Spray System (Ref.1).
3

The containment pressure transient is sensitive to the initial !
air mass in containment and, therefore, to the initial
containment air temperature. The limiting DBA for i

establishing the maximum peak containment internal pressure is#

a LOCA. The temperature limit is used in this analysis to
ensure that in the
event of an accident the maximum containment internal pressure
will not be exceeded.

~

Containment average air temperature satisfies Criterion 2 of
,

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). l,

.

LC0 During a DBA. with an initial containment average air
; temperature less than or equal to the LCO temperature limit,

the resultant peak accident temperature is maintained below
the containment design temperature. As a result, the ability
of containment to perform its design function is ensured.

,
A

4

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2. 3. and 4. a DBA could cause a release of
i

radioactive material to containment. In H0 DES 5 and 6. the l~

probability and consequences of these events are reduced due !.

to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES. ;

Therefore. maintaining containment average air temperature :

within the limit is not required in H0DE 5 or 6. i

.

O |
(continued) j

!|
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Containment Air Temperature ;

B 3.6.5 j

|
<

BASES

,

;1 ACTIONS Aul

When containment average air temperature is not within the
limit of the LCO. it must be restored to within limit within
8 hours. This Required Action is necessary to return ,

: '

operation to within the bounds of the containment analysi-4

!The 8 hour Completion Time is acceptable considering the
sensitivity of the analysis to variations in this parameter
and provides sufficient time to correct minor problems.

E,J and B.2-

If the cortainment average air temperature cannot be restored
to within its limit within the required Completion Time, the

,

plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not -
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to ,

at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to N0DE 5 within 36 hours. <

:

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on .

:

operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power and;tions in on orderly manner and without -

challenging plant systems.
.

!

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying that containment average air temperature is within
the LCO 11ait en ares that containment operation remains
within the limit assumed for the containment analyses. In
order to determire the contairnent average air temperature, an-

adjusted average is calculated using two temperature
'

measurements, on fixed or portable instruments. The
temperature measurements are taken at the folicwing locations:
a) the containment dome, at or above Elevation 1000' 6*: b)
the containmer.t floor, at or above Elevation 860' 0". At
least one of the temperatures must be taken at or above

.

Elevation 1000' 6". The locations within the contairment were
'

selected to provide a representative sample of the overall
contairment atmosphere. The 24 hur Frequency of this SR is
considered acceptable based on h,erved slow rates of 1

temperature increase within containment as a result of
, ,

environmental heat sources (due to the large volume of
containment). Furthermore, the 24 hour Frequency is
considered adequate in view of other indications available in >

the control room including alarms, to alert the operator to
an abnormal containment temperature condition.

,

. T
(continued)

.
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Containment Air Temperature
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!
s.

V)
;

REFFRENCES 1. FSAR, Section 6.2.

2. 10 CFR 50.49.

- \
>
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Containment Spray System |

B 3.6.6 )

V(N. B 3.6 CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS |
.

B 3.6.6 Containment Spray System )'

I

BASES ;
'

BACKGROUND The Containment Spray system provides containment atm sphere
cooling to limit post accident pressure and temperature in
containment to less than the design value.s. Reduction of'

containment pressure and the iodine removal capability of the
spray reduces the release of fission product radioactivity from
containment to the environment, in the event of a Design Basis ,

Accident (DBA), to within limits. The Containment Spray *

. system is designed to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50, ,

Appendix A GDC 38, " Containment Heat Removal," GOC 39, '

" Inspection of Containment Heat Removal Systems." GDC 40,
,

" Testing of Containment Heat Removal Systems," GDC 41, ,

'

" Containment Atmosphere Clecnup," GDC 42, " Inspection of.
.

Containment Atmosphere Cleanup Systems," and GDC 43, " Testing.

of Containment Atmosphere Cleanup Systems" (Ref.1).

The Containment Spray System is an Engineered Safety Feature )
.

(ESF) system. It is designed to ensure that the heat removal
|O capability required during the post accident period can be
'v attained. The Containment Spray System provides a method to

limit and maintain post accident conditions to less than the
containment design values.

The Containment Spray System consists of two separate trains of
equal capacity, each capable of meeting the design bases. Each
train includes two containment spray pumps, spray headers,
nozzles, valves, and piping. Each train is powered from a
separate ESF bus. The refueling water storage tank (RWST)
supplies borated water to the Containment Spray System during
the injection phase of operation. In the recirculation mode of
operation, containment spray pump suction is transferred
manually from the RWST to the containment sumps.

The Centainment Spray System provides a spray of cold borated
water mixed with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) from the spray
additive tank into the upper regions of cor:tainment to reduce
the containment pressure and temperature and to reduce fission.

products from the. containment atmosphere during a DBA. The
RWST solution temperature is an important factor in determining
the heat removal capability of the Containment Spray System
during the injection phase. In the recirculation mode of
operation, heat is removed from the containment sump water by

/7 (continued)V i

<
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Containment Spray i

B 3.6.6 |
iO)t i

V BASES .

BACKGROUND the residual heat removal and containment spray heat
(continued) exchangers. Each train of the Containment Spray System

provides adequate spray ecverage to meet the system design ,

requirements for containment heat removal.

The Spray Additive System injects an NaOH solution into the
spray. The resulting alkaline pH of the spray enhances the J

ability of the spray to scavenge fission products from the
containment atmosphere. The Na0H added in the spray also .

!

ensures an alkaline pH for the solution recirculated in the
containment sump. The alkaline pH of the containment sump
water minimizes the evolution of iodine and minimizes the
occurrence of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on i

mechanical systems and components exposed to the fluid. |
i

The Containment Spray System is actuated either automatically |

by a containment High 3 pressure signal or manually. An "S" I

signal automatically starts the four containment spray pumps. j

If containment pressure continues to increase, a "P" signal
(Containment Pressure Hi 3) opens the containment spray pump
discharge valves and begins the injection phase. A manual

[7 actuation of the Containment Spray System requires the operator
() to actuate two separate switches on the main control board to .

ibegin the same sequence. The injection phase continues until '

an RWST level empty alarm is received. The empty level alarm
for the RWST signals the ooerator to manually align the system
to the recirculation mode. The Containment Spray System in the
recirculation mode maintains an equilibrium temperature between
the containment atmosphere and the recirculated sump water.
Operation of the Containment Spray System in the recirculation
mode is controlled by the operator in accordance with the
emergancy operating procedures.

APPLICABLE The Containment Spray System limits the temperature and
SAFETY ANALYSES pressure that could be experienced following a DBA. The

limiting DBAs considered are the loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) and the steam line break (SLB). The LOCA and SLB are
analyzed using computer codes designed to predict the resultant
containment pressure and temperature transients. No DBAs are
assumed to occur simultaneously or consecutively. The
postulated DBAs are analyzed with regard to containment ESF

!

O (continued)
'

LJ l
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'Containment Spray
B 3.6.6-

BASES 1p q

APPLICABLE systems, assuming the worst case single active failures for ,
'

SAFE 1Y ANALYSES the respective DBAs. [Ref. 3]
(continued) |

1 The analysis and evaluation show that under the worst case :

scenario, the highest peak containment pressure is s 48.3 psig l'

'

(experienced during a LOCA). The analysis shows that the peak
containment temperature is s 345*F (experienced during an SLB)..

-
Both results meet the intent of the design basis, (See the

- Bases for LCO 3.6.4, " Containment Pressure." and LCO 3.6.5 for
a detailed discussion.) The bounding analyses and evaluations
assume a unit specific power level of 100% for the LOCA and 70t
for the SLB, or.e containment spray train actuates, and initial ,

(pre accident) containment conditions of 120*F and 1.5 psig.
The analyses also assume a response tirne delayed initiation to ;

provide conservative peak calculated containment pressure and
,

:
'

temperature responses.

For certain asoects of transient accident analyses, maximizing ;

the calculated containment pressure is rot conservative. In J

particular, the effet.tiveness of the Emergency Core Cooling i

System during the core reflood phase of a LOCA analysis |

increases with increasing containment backpressure. For these |
calculations, the containment backpressure is celculated in a '

h raanner designed to conservatively minimize, rather than j
v maximize, the calculated transient containment pressures in ;

accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix K (Ref. 2).
.

The effect of an inadvertent containment spr:y actuation has
been analyzed, An inadvertent spray actuation results in a
3.79 psig containment pressure and is associated with the

sudden cooling effect in the interior of the leak tight ;

containment. Additional discussion is provided in the Bases |
for LC0 3.6.4. i

The modeled Containment Spray System actuation from the
containment analysis is based on a response time associated

,

with exceeding the containment ''P" signal (High 3) pressure
setpoint to achieving full flow through the containment spray 1

nozzles.

The Containment Spray System total response time includes j
'diesel generator (DG) startup (for loss of offsite power),,

sequenced loading of equipment, containment spray pump startup,
and spray line filling (Pef. 4). ,

I

The Containment Spray System satisfies Criterion 3 of i

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). j

l

O H
(continued) ;

'

|
l
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Containment Spray
B 3.6.6

BA<ES,m
]

~

LCO During a DBA, a minimum of one containment spray train is
required to maintain the containment peak pressure and
temperature below the design limits (Refs. 3). The
containment spray train is also required to remove iodine from
the containment atmosphere and maintain concentrations below
those assumed in the safety analysis, To ensure that these
requirements are met, two containment spray trains must be
OPERABLE. Therefore, in the event of an accident, at least one
train operates. assuming the worst case single active failure
occurs.

Each Centainment Spray System train includes two spray pumps,
spray headers, nozzles, valves, piping, instruments, and
controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking
suction from the RWST upon an ESF actuation signal Upon
actuation of the RWST empty alarm, the suction flow path must
be capable of being manually transferred to the containment
sump.

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
9 radioactive material to containment and an increase in[V containment pressure and temperature requiring the operation of

the contr.inment spray trains.

! In H0 DES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. Thus, the Containment Spray System

|
1s not required to be OPERASLE in H00ES 5 and 6.

1

ACTIONS &l

With one containment spray train inoperable, the inoperable
containment spray train must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 72 hours. In this Condition, the remaining GPEPR LE
spray train is adequate to perform the iodine removal and
containment cooling functions. The 72 hour Completion Time

i takes into account the redundant heat removal capability
! afforded by the Containment Spray System, reasonable time for

repairs, and low probability of a DBA occurring during this
period.

O
V (continued) -
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Containment Spray
B 3.6.6

BASES,

,

()
ACTIONS B.1 and B.2

(continued)
If the imperable containment spray train (.annot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the
plant must be trought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at
least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 Athin 84 hours. The
allowed Completion Time of 6 nours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems. The extended interval to reach MODE 5 ellows
additional time for attempting restoration of the containment
spray train and is reasonable when considering the driving
force for a release of radiobctive material from the Reactor
Coolant System is reduced in MODE 3.

C.l

With two containment spray trains inoperable, the unit is in a
condition outside the accident analysis. Therefore LC0 3.0.3
must be entered immediately.

O
V

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and
automatic valves in the containment spray flow path provides
assurance that the proper flow psths will exist for Containment
Spray System operation. This SR does not apply to valves that
are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since
these were verified to be in the correct position prior to
locking, sealing, or securing. This SR does not require any '

testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it involves
verification that those valves outside containment (only check
valves are inside containment) and capable of potentially being
mispositioned are in the correct position.

SR 3.6.6.2

Not Used

SR 3.6dj

Not Used

O
'

(continued)'
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SURVEILLANCE SE 3.6.6.4
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verify 1M each containment spray pump's developed head at the
flow test point is greater than or equal to the required
developed head (specified in the Technical Requirements Manual)
ensures that spray prmp performance has not degraded during the
cycle. Flow and differential pressure are normal tests of
centrifugal pump performance required by Section XI of the ASME
Code (Ref. 5). Since the containment spray pumps cannot be
tested with flow through the spray headers, they are tested on
recirculation flow via a test header. This test confirms one
point on the pump design curve and is indicative of overall
performance. Such inservice tests confirm component
OPERABILITY, trend performance, and detect incipient failures
by abnormal performance. The Frequency of the SR is in
accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

SR 3.6.6.5 and SR 3. 6.6Ji4

These SRs require verification that each automatic containment
spray valve actuates to its correct position and that each

/3 containment spray pump starts upon receipt of an actual or
V simulated actuation of a containment "S" (High 1) and "P"

(High 3) pressure s19r.cls. This Surveillance is not required
for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the
required position under administrative controls. Operating
egerience has shown that these components usually pass the
Surveillances wheri performed at the 1B month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a
reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.6.7

Not used

5,R 3.6.6.8

With the containment spray inlet valves closed and the spray
header drained of any solution, low pressure air or smoke can
be blown through test connections. This SR ensures that each'

spray nozzle is unobstructed and provides assurance that spray
coverage of the containment during an accident is not degraded.
Due to the passive design of the nozzle, a test at 10 year
intervals is considered adequate to detee.t obstruction of the
nozzles.

/G
U (continued)
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REFERENCES 1, 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 38, GDC 39, GDC 40,
GDC 41 GDC 42, and GDC 43.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.

3. FSAR Section 6.2.1.

4. FSAR, Section 6.2.2.5 ASHE, Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section XI.

6. Technical Requirements Manual.
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h_ B 3.6 ' CONTAINMENT' SYSTEMS j'

B 3.6.7.-Spray Additive System

BASES
.

. w as

.

BACKGROUND'. The Spray Additive System is a subsy. item of the Containment
Spray System that assists in reducing the iodine fission

~

product inventory in the containment atmosphere resulting from'

a Design Basis Accident (DBA).
.

:

Rad 1oiodine in its various forms is the fission product of
primary concern in the evaluation of a DBA. It is absorbed by.'

the spray from the containment atmosphere. To enhance the
lodine absorption capacity of the spray, the spray solution is
adjusted to an alkaline pH that promotes iodine hydrolysis, in ,

>

which iodine is converted to nonvolatile forms. Because of i

its stability when exposed to radiation and elevated
,

temperatuae, sodium hydroxide (Na0H) is the preferred spray [
additive. The NaOH added to the spray also ensures a pH value
of hatween B.25 and 10.5 of the solution recirculated from
the containment sump. This pH band minimizes the ovolution of
iodine as well as the occurrence of chloride and caustic
stress corrosion on mechanical systems and components.

The Spray Adoitive System consists of one spray additive tank |
that is shared by the two trains of spray additive equipment.
Each train of equipment provides a flow path from the spray *

additive tank to two containment spray pumps and consists of ;
,

an eductor for each containment spray pump, valves ' ;

instrumentation, and connecting piping. Each eductor draws ;
Ithe NaOH spray solution from the comon tank using a portion-

of the borated water discharged by the containment spray pump
as the motive flow. The eductor mixes the NaOH solution and

'

the borated water and discharges the mixture into the spray
pump suction line.

,
_

APPLICABLE The Spray Additive System is essential to the removal of
3AFETY AflALYSES airborne iodine within containment following a DBA.

'

.

Following the assumed release of radioactive materials into -

containment, the containment is assumed to leak at its design
value volume following the accident. The analysis assumes
that 56.3% of the containment free volume is covered by the
spray (Ref. 1). ,

i

'

(continued)
.

i
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B 3,6,7

BASES

X . _ _ _

APPLICABLE The DBA response time assumed for the Spray Additive System-

SAFETY ANALYSES is the same as for the Containment Spray System and is'

(continued) discussed in the Bases for LCO 3.6.6, " Containment Spray
^

System."
4

The DBA analyses assume that one train of the Containment
Spray System / Spray Additive System is inoperable and that
the entire spray additive tank volume is added to the
remaining Containment Spray System flow path.

4

The Spray Additive System satisfies Criterion 3 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

,

i essa

LC0 The Spray Additive System is necessary to reduce the release
of radioactive material to the envirorJnent in the event of a
DBA. To be considered OPERABLE, the volume and concentration
of the spray additive solution must be sufficient to provide
NaOH injection into the spray flow to raise the average long
term containment sump solution pH to a level conducive top iodine removal, namely, to between 8.25 and 10.5. This pHV range maximi 7.es the effectiveness of the iodine removal
mechanism without introducing conditions that may induce
caustic stress corrosion cracking of mechanical system*

components. In addition it is essential that valves in the,

Spray Additive System flow paths are properly positioned,
that automatic valves are capable of r.ctivating to their
correct positions, and that the eductors are capable of
adding the NaOH solution to the CSS flow.

t

t

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment requiring the operation
of the Spray Additive System. The Spray Additive System
assists in reducing the iodine fission product inventory

' thus reducing potential releases to the environment.
.

In H0 DES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations in these H00ES. Thus, the Spray Additive System

'

is not required to be OPERABLE in H0DE 5 or 6.
l

,

'
FO (continued) !
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Y )
ACTIONS L1"

If the Spray Additive System is inoperable, it must be
restored to OPERABLE within 77. hours. The pH adjustment of
the Containment Spray System flow for corrosion protection
and iodine removal enhancement is reduced in this condition.
The Containment Spray System would still be available and
would remove some iodine from the containment atmosphere in
the event of a DBA. The 72 hour Completion Time t.akes into
account the redundant flow path capabilities and the low
probability of the worst case DBA occurring during this
period.

B.1 and B.2

If the Spray Additive System cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
brought to a H0DE in which the LC0 does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 84 hours. The
allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on

!operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant

T systems. The extended interval to reach MODE 5 allows
:J 48 hours for restoration of the Spray Additive System ink

H0DE 3 and 36 hours to reach MODE S. This is reasonable when
considering the reduced pressure and temperature conditions
in H0DE 3 for the release of iadioactive material from the
Reactor Coolant System.

-em .4

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment of Spray Additive System
manual, power operated, and automatic valves in the spray
additive flow path provides assurance that the system is able
to provide additive to the Containment Spray System in the
event of a DBA. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise securtd in position, since these
valves were verified to be in the correct position prior to
locking, sealing, or securing. This SR does not require any
testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it involves
verification that those valves outside containment and
capable of potentially being mispositioned are in the correct
position.

,7
i !

V (continued)
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SURVEIU.ANCE SR 3.6.7.2

i: REQUIRf.NEN15
(continued) To provide effective iodine removal, the containment spray ;

must be an alkaline solution. Since the RWST contents are |

normally acidic, the volume of the spray additive tank ;

must provide a sufficient volume of spray additive to |
adjust pH for all water injected. This SR is performed to 1

verify the availability of sufficient Na0H solution in the
Spray Additive System. The required volume may be
surveilled using an indicated level band of 91% to 94% for' '

. the Spray Additive Tank which corresponds to an analytical
limit band of 4900 gallons to 5314 gallons, respectively,"

and includes a 3.36% nessurement uncertainty. The 184 day
Frequency was devnloped based on the low probability of an
undetected change in tank volume occurring during the SR i

interval (the tank is isolated during normal unit ,

c arations) . Tank level is also indicated and alarmed in ;

tie control room, so that there is high confidence that a ;

substantial change in level would be detected.

SR 3.6.7.3

This SR provides verification of the NaOH concentration in
p) - the sprey additive tank and is sufficient to ensure that1

eb the spray solution being injected into containment is at
the correct oH level. The 184 day Frequency is sufficient
to ensure that t.he concentration level of NaOH in the

.

spray additive tank remains within the established limits.
This is based on the low likelihood of an uncontrolled
change in concentration (the tank is normally isolated) !

'

and the probability that any substantial varience in tank l

volume will be detected.
,

SR 3.6.7.4 j

This SR provides verification that each automatic valve in;
,

the Spray Additive System flow path actuates to its 1

correct position. This Surveillance is not required for'

valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
the required position under administrative controls. The
18 month Frequency is based on the need to perforts thisi ,

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient
if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at
power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at '

the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was i
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint. .

.b< ''u (continued)

,
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Spray Additive System'' '

B 3.6.7 :

i

BASES

rN
tg ,

L SURVEILLANCE $ 3.6.7.5
: REQUIREMENTS

-(continued) To ensure correct operation of the Spray Additive System.- |
flow through the Spray Additive System Muctors is ;

verified once every 5 years. . Flow of between 50 and 100
gpa through the eductor test loops (supplied from the

.

RWST) simulates flow from the Chemical Additive Tank. The
flow rate through the eductors is not critical because the >

,. 'entire Chemical Additive Tank contents is. injected prior'

to isolation. 'Due to the passive nature of the spray
additive flow controls, the 5 year Frequency is sufficient

. to identify component degradation that may affect flow. 1

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.5. I
[.:

- i
-

I

;

O
I

,

:

t
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Hydrogen Recombiners !

S 3.6.8

q B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS ,

1
\ i

B 3.6.8 Hydsagen Recombiners J
V

BASES
. _ .

BACKGROUND The function of the hydrogen recombiners is to eliminate the j
!potential breach of containment due to a hydrogen oxygen

reaction.

Per 10 CFR 50.44, " Standards for Combustible Gas Control
Systems in Light Water Cooled Reactors" (Ref.1), and GDC 41.
" Containment Atmosphere Cleanup" (Ref. 2), hydrogen
recombiners are required to reduce the hydrogen concentration
in the containment following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
or steam line break (SLB). The recombiners accomplish this by
recombining hydrogen and oxygen to form water vapor. The
vapor remains in containment, thus eliminating any discharge
to the environment. The hydrogen recombiners are manually
initiated since flammable limits would not be reached until
several days after a Design Basis Accident (DBA).

Two 100% capacity independent hydrogen recombiner systems are
provided. Each consists of controls, a power supply and a

(_) recombiner. Recombination is accomplished by heating a .

U hydrogen air mixture above 1150*F. The resulting water vapor
and discharge gases are cooled prior to discharge from the
recombiner. A single recombiner is capable of maintaining the
hydrogen concentration in containment below the 4.0 volume
percent (v/o) flamability limit. Two recombiners are
provided to meet the requirement for redundancy and
independence. Each recombiner is powered from a separate
Engineered Safety Features bus, and is provided with a
separate power panel and control panel.

APPLICABLE The hydrogen recombiners provide for the capability of
SAFETY ANALYSES controlling the bulk hydrogen concentration in containment to

less than the lower flammable concentration of 4.0 v/o
follow 1ng a DBA. This control would prevent a containment j

wide hydrogen burn, thus ensuring the pressure and temperature j
assumed in the analyses are not exceeded. The limiting DBA )
relative to hydrogen generation is a LOCA. 4

Hydrogen may accumulate in containment following a LOCA as |

a result of:

a. A metal steam reaction between the zirconium fuel rod
cladding and the reactcr coolant: I

|.,

) (continued) ;)
_ i
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Hydrogen Recombiners !
B 3.6.8

i

BASES.

APPLICABLE b. Radiolytic decomposition of water in the Reactor,
SAFETY ANALYSES Coclant Syster (RCS) and the containment sump;
(continued) j

c. Hydrogen in the RCS at the time of the LOCA (i.e..,

hydrogen dissolved in the reactor coolant and hydrogen
gas in the pressurizer vapor space): or

d. Corrosion of metals exposed to conthinment spray and
1 Emergency Core Cooling System solutions,

To evaluate the potential for hydrogen accumulation ini
containment following a LOCA, the hydrogen generation as a
function of time.following the initiation of the accident is
calculated. Conservative assumptions recommended by
Reference 3 are used to maximize the i. mount of hydrogen;

calculated. i'

Based on tha conservative assumptions used to calculate the .4

hydrogen concentration versus time after a LOCA, the hydrogen i
*

concentration in the primary containment would reach 3.5 v/o
about 8 days after the LOCA and 4.0 v/o about 3 days later if"

no recombiner was functioning (Ref. 5). Initiating the ,

hydrogen recombinerc when the primary containment hydrogen |,-

( concentration reaches 3.5 v/o will maintain the hydrogen i:

\ concentration in the primary containment belcN flammability |
limits. '

The hydrogen recombiners are designed such that, with the
conservatively calculated hydrogen generation rates discussed
above, a single recombiner is capable of limiting the peak
hydrogen concentration in containment to less than 4.0 v/o
(Ref. 4). The Hydrogen Purge System is similarly designed
such that one of two redundant trains is an adequate backup to
the redundant hydrogen recombiners.

The hydrogen recombiners satisfy Criterion 3 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

:

,

LC0 Two hydrogen recombiners must be OPERABLE. This ensures.

operation of at least one hydrogen recombiner in the event of :

a worst case single active failure.
" '

. Operation with at least one hydrogen recombiner ensures trat
*

the post LOCA hydrogen concentration can be prevented from
. exceeding the flamability limit. j'.A'

(continued) '|
.
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Hydrogen Recombiners .1

B 3.6.8 |

BASES ;. po ;
1

APPLICABILITY .In H0 DES 1 and 2, two hydrogen recombiners are required to
control the hydrogen concentration within containment below
its flannability limit of.4.0 v/o following a LOCA, assuming a '
worrt case single failure.

~

In H0 DES 3 and 4. both the hydrogen production rate and the
total hydrogen produced after a LOCA would be less than that
calculated for the DBA LOCA. Also, because of the limited ;

time in these MODES. the probability of an accident requiring
the hydrogen recombiners is low. Therefore, the hydrogen ,

recombiners are not required in MODE 3 or 4.>

In H00ES 5 and 6, the probability acc consequences of a LOCA
.

are low due to the pressure and temperature limitations in
these MODES. Therefore, hydrogen recombiners are not required

'

in these MODES.

l.

ACTIONS U
With one containment hydrogen recombiner inoperable the

[ inoperable recombiner must be restored to OPERABLE status |

within 30 days. In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE )'

hydrogen recombiner is adequate to perform the hydrogen . |

control function. However, the overall reliability is reduced |
because a single failure in the OPERABLE recombiner could i

result in reduced hydrogen control capability. The 30 day ;

Completion Time is based on the availability of the other j

hydrogen recombiner. the small probability of a LOCA or SLB j
occurring (that would generate an amount of hydrogen that

'

exceeds the flamability limit), and the amount of time
available after a LOCA or SLB (should one occur) for operator i

action to prevent hydrogen accumulation from exceeding the |
flamability limit. !

Required Action A.1 has been nodified by a Note that states 4

Ithe provisions of LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result.
a H00E change is allowed when one recombiner is inoperable, j
This allowance is based on the availability of the other ;

hydrogen recombiner, the small probability of a LOCA or SLB.

occurring (that would generate an amount of hydrogen that
eiceeds the flamability limit). and the amount of time

<
available after a LOCA or SLB (should one occur) for operator ;!

action to prevent hydrogen accumulation from exceeding the |
flammability limit. !

IO i

(continued) i

|
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Hydrogen Recombiners s

- B 3.6.8 |
|

i

>s. '

' BASES,

h
ACTIONS B.1 and B12

(continued) |
|

With two ~ hydrogen recombir.er's iroperable. the ' ability to j'

perform the hydrogen control function via alternate
capabilities must be verified by administrative means within
I hour. The alternate hydrogen control capabilities are i

,
~

provided by the containment Hydrogen Purge System. The I hour !
Completion Time allows a reasonable period of time to verify ;

that a loss of hydrogen control function does not exist. In !

addition the alternate hydrogen control system capability !
'

L must be verified once per 12 hours thereafter to ensure its !

continued availability. Both the initial verification and all
4

subsequent verifications may be performed as an administrative
check by examining logs or other information to determine the '
availability of the alternate hydrogen control system. It 3

.

does not mean to perform the Surve111ances needed to j
,

demonstrate OPERABILITY of the alternate hydrogen control |,

system. If the ability to perform the hydrogen control j

function is maintained, continued operation is per:aitted with ;
two hydrogen recombiners inoperable for up to 7 days. Sur. !

<-

i days is a reasonable time to allow two hydrogen recediners to
be inoperable because the hydrogen control function is
maintained and because of the low probability of the
occurrence of a LOCA that would generate hydrogen in the '

*

amounts capable of exceeding the flammability limit. !'

U
.

If the inoperable hydrogen recombiner(s) cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the plant
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plaat must be brought to at least

,

H00E 3 within 6 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is 4

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach H00E 3
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challer.ging plant systems.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.8.1
REQJIREMEKISo .

Performance of a system ft;nctional test for each hydrogen
recombiner ensures the recombiners are operational and can
attain and sustain the temperature necessary for hydrogen
recombination. In particular, this SR verifies that the
minimum heater sheath temperature increases to a 700*F in
s 90 minutes. After reaching 700*F, the power is increased to

'A
U (continued) '
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Hydrogen Recombiners
B 3.6.8

(~T BASES.

q ,i ---

SURVEILLANdE- SR 3.6.8.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

maximum power for approximately 2 minutes ar.d power is
verified to be 2 60 kW.

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.8.2

This SR ensures there are no physical problems that could
affect recombint.c operation. Since the recombiners are

,

mechanically pass've, they are not subject to mechanical
failure. 'The omy credible failure involves loss of power.
blockage of the internal flow, missile impact. etc.

A visual inspection is sufficient to determine abnormal
conditions that could cause such failures. The 18 month
Frequency fcr this SR was developed considering the incidence
of hydrogen recombiners failing the SR in the past is low.

em

.

This SR, which is performed following the functional test of
SR 3.6.8.1, requires performance of a resistance to ground
test for each heater phase to ensure that there are no
detectable grounds in any heater phase. This is accomplished
by verifying that the resistance to ground for any heater
phase is 2 10,000 ohms.

The 18 month Frequency for this Surveillance was developed
considering the incidence of hydrogen recou.biners failing the
SR in the past is low.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.44.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 41,

3. Regulatory Guide 1.7, Revision 2.

4. FSAR Section 6.2.5. ,

,

,_
5. FSAR Section 6.2.5A. |

L) |- _-
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HSSVs
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B 3.7.1

4

'

r

gm - B 3.7. PLAhT SYSTERS
\ |

B 3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (HSSVs) j

i

BASES I
,

a

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the MSSVs is to provide overpressure i

protection for the secondary system. The MSSVs also provide
protection against overpressurizing the reactor coolant pressure '

boundary (RCPB) by providing a heat sink for the removal of
energy from the Reactor Coolant System (r.CS) f f the preferred i

heat sink, provided by the Condenser and Circulating Water |

System, is not available.

Five HSSVs are located on each main steam line, outside
containment, upstream of the main steam isolation valves, as |
described in the FSAR (Ref.1). The HSSV capacity criteria is '

130% of rated steam flow at 110% of the steam generator design
pressure. This meets the requirements of the ASME CtWe,
Section III (Ref. 2), The MSSV design includes staggered
setpoints, according to Table 3.7.12 in the accompanying LCO, so
that only the needed valves will actuate. Staggered setpoints

/ ,) reduce the potential for valve chattering that is due to steam
,

'l pressure insufficient to fully open all valves following a
turbine reactor trip.

Operation with one or more inoperable HSSVs is allowable if the
reactor power is appropriately reduced. This action ensures that
if an event were to occur, the operable MSSVs would continue to
provide adequate overpressure protection.

._ _

APPLICABLE The design basis for the MSSVs comes from Reference 2
SAFETY ANALYSES and its purpcse t to limit the secondary system pressure to

s 110% of design pressure when passing 100% of design steam flow.
This design basis is sufficient to cope with any anticipated
operational occurrence (A00) or accident considered in the Design
Basis Accident (DBA) and transient arialysis.

4

The events that most significantly challenge the relieving
capacity of the HSSVs, and thus RCS pressure, are those
characterized as decreased heat removal events, which are
presented in the FSAR Section 15.2 (Ref. 3). Of these, the full
power turbine trip without steam dump is the limiting A00. This

b (continued) '
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MSSVs
i !B 3.7.1

BASES
,

,

APPLICABLE event also terminates normal feedwater flow to the steam
SAFETY ANALYSES generators.

(continued)
The transient response for turbine trip without a direct reactor

'trip presents no hazard to the integrity of the RCS
or the Hain Steam System. If a minimum reactivity feedback
is assumed, the reactor is tripped on high pressurizer
pressure. In this case, the pressurizer safety valves open, and
RCS pressure remains below 110% of the design value. The MSSVs
also open to limit the secondary steam pressure.

If maximum reactivity feedback is assumed, the reactor is tripped
on overtemperature N 16 or steam generator water level low low.
The departure from nucleate boiling ratio increases throughout
the transient, and never drops below its initial value.
Pressurizer relief valves and HSSVs are activated and prevent
overpressurization in the primary and secondary systems. The
HSSVs are assumed to have one active failure mode. The active
failure mode is an inadvertent opening and failure to reclose
once opened. Failure to open upon demand is not assumed (Ref.
3).

O The MSSVs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).
v

LC0 The accident analysis requires four HSSVs per steam generator to
provide over pressure protecticn for design basis transients
occurring at 102% RTP. An MSSV will be considered inoperable if
it fails to open when the process pressure is within the lift set
pressure tolerance. The LCO requires that five MSSVs be OPERABLE
in compliance with Reference 2, even though this is not a
requirement of the DBA analysis. This is because operation with
less than the full number of HSSVs requires limitations on
allowable 111ERMAL POWER (to meet ASHE Code requirements). These
limitations are according to Table 3.7.11 in the accompanying
LCO, and Required Action A.2.

The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to open
within the setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generator over
pressure, and reseat when pressure has been reduced. The

t OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is determined by periodic surveillance
testing in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

|

I D/

1 )v' (continued)
- .
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h5SVs .

S 3.7.1
l

BASES j,

1n -. ._._

iV
LCO - The lift settings, according to Table 3.7.12 in the accompanying j

(continued) LCO, corresponJ to ambient conditions of the valve at nominal '

operating temperature and pressure. {

This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform ,

their designed safety functions to mitigate the consequences of I

accidents that could result in a challenge to the RCPB. j

|
,

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1 above 40% RTP, the number of MSSVs per steam generator |

required to be OPERABLE must be according to Table 3.7.1-1 in the
accompanying LCO. Below 40% RTP in H00ES 1, 2, and 3, only two
MSSVs per steam generator are required to be OPERABLE.

In MODES 4 and 5. there are no credible transients requiring the
MSSVs. The steam ger,erators are not normally used for heat j

renoval in H0 DES 5 and 6, and thus cannot be overpressurized;
there is no requirement for the MSSVs to be OPEPABLE in these ,

H00ES.

O)%.

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate
Condition entry is allowed for each HSSV.

,

8.1

With one or more MSSys inoperable, reduce power so that the
available MSSV relieving capacity meets the requirements for the
applicable THERHAL POWER as specified in Table 3.7.11.

Operation with less than all five KSSVs OPERABLE for each steam
generator is permissible, if THERHAL POWER is proportionally
limited to the relief capacity of the remaining MSSVs. This is
accomplished by restricting THERHAL POWER so that the energy
transfer to the most limiting steam generator is not greater than
the available relief capacity in that steam generator. For
example, if one MSSV is inoperable in one steam generator, the
relief capacity of that steam generator is reduced by
approximately 20%. To of fset this reduction in relief capacity,
energy transfer to that steam generatcr r. rust be similarly reduced
by at least 20%.. This is accomplished by reducing THERH4L POWER

(']/ by at least 20%, which conservatively limits the energy transfer
tw

(continued)
.
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- MSSVs

1- B 3.7.1,q
<
4

BASES
'

,

O ~

.

ACTIONS L1 (continued)- l

. to all steam generators to.approximately 80% of total capacity,-

consistent with the relief capacity of the most limiting steam 1

generator.

- For each steam generator, at a specified pressure, the fractional )4

relief capacity (FRC) of each MSSV is conservatively approximated )jas follows:'

:

i

FRC = b I

|B
'

4

~

where:
,

the relief capacity of the MSSV; and ;A' =

;-

the total relief capacity of all the MSSVs of the jB =4

j steam generator.- !

;'
The FRC is the relief capacity necessary to address operation
with reduced THERNAL POWER.

The reduced DIERMAL POWER levels in the LCO prevent operation at~

power levels greater than the relief capacity of the remaining
NSSVs. The reduced THERMAL POWER is determined as follows:

.

+ N x FRC )] x 100%RP = 'l - % x FRC + N x FRC +
-

3 33 2 2

where:

Reduced THERMAL POWER for the most limiting steamRP =

i generator expressed as a percent of RTP:

No Mr. . .. , N represent the status of the MSSV 1, 2. ... . S. j
3

respectively,*-

0 if the MSSV is OPERABLE. |=

1 if the MSSV is inoperable: !- -

FRC .... FRCs = the relief capacity of the MSSV 1. 2.FRCp 2

.... S. respectively, as defined above. |

!

The adequacy of the power reductions have been verified on a
plant specific basit ,;; .

|-.d i

(continued) ;

< ..
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HSSVs

B 3.7.1 )

BASES

(\
( )

ACTIONS /L2
"

,

(continued) !

Under same plant conditions when operating at a reduced power
level, the RCS heatup following a turbine trip event could result I

I

in a core power increase which may not be attenuated without over
pressurizing the main steam system. To preclude this condition, i

an additional rec;uirement is imposed, to reduce the power range
.Ineutron flux high reactor trip setpoint to a power level
Iconsistent with the number of operable safety valves. the

adequacy of the reduced setpoints has been verified on a plant
specific basis. The completion time of 72 hours is reasonable
based on plant operating experience.-

B.1 and B.2

If the HS$ys cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the '

associated Comoletion Time, or if one or more steam generators
have less than two HSSVs OPERABLE, the unit must be placed in a
H0DE in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status,
the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. and in
H00E 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required

f) unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
V and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR .3.7 L1
, REQUIREHENTS

This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the HSSVs by the verification
of each HSSV lift setpoint in accordance with the Inservice
Testing Program. The ASHE Code Section XI (Ref. 5), requires
that safety and relief valve tests be pe.*fonned in accordance
with ANSI /ASME OH 1 1987 (Ref. 6). According to Reference G,

the following tests are required:

a. Visual examination:

b. Seat tightness determination:

c. Setpoint pressure determination (lift setting):

d. Compliance with owner's seat tightness criteria: and i

n

~

m

(continued)

,
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MSSVs i

B 3.7.1
.

BASES

O .

,
'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

'
,

- e. Verification of the balancing device integrity on balanced
valves.

The ANSI /ASME Standard requires that all velves be tested every |
5 years, and a minimum of 20% of the valves be tested every +

24 months. The ASME Code specifies the activities and'

frequencies necessary to satisfy the requirements. Table 3.7.12
allows a i 3% setpoint tolerar.ce for OPERABILITY: however, the
valves are reset to it during the Surveillance to allow for

'

drift.-

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into and
operation in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. The MSSVs may be
either bench tested or tested in situ at hot conditions using an
assist device to simulate lift pressure. If the MSSVs are not
tested at hot conditions, the lift setting pressure shall be
corrected to ambient conditions of the valve at operating
temperature and pressure.

|

-

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 10.3.1.
4

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Article NC 7000, Class 2 Components.

3. FSAR, Chapter 15.e

4. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.
>

5. ANSI /ASME OH 1 1987..

J

$

.

!1

,

r~s
!

. .

;
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MSIVs
! B 3.7.2

{ B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.2 Hain Steam Isolation Valves (HSIVs)

BASES
. . . .

BACKGROUND The HSIVs isolate steam flow from t'ie secondary side of the steam
generators following a high energy line break (HELB). MSIV
closure terminates flow from the unaffected (intact) steam
generators.

One HSIV is located in each main steam line outside, but close
to. containment. The HSIVs are located downstream from the main
steam safety valves (HSSVs), the steam generator atmospheric
relief valves (ARVs) and auxiliary feedwater (A.FW) pump turbine
steam supply, to prevent HSSV ARV and AFW isolation from the
steam generators by MSIV closure. Closing the HSIVs isolates
each steam generator from the others, and isolates the turbine.

,

Steam Dump System, and other auxiliary steam supplies from the-

steam generators.

The HSIVs close on a main steam isolation signal generated by

('l either low steam r line pressure, high containment pressure or
V high steam line pressure rate. Each MSIV has an electrical two

train module to ensure that the valves can be closed even if one
train fails. The valves also fail closed on loss of hydraulic
fluid.

Each MSIV has an HSIV bypass valve which is locked closed during
power operations. During startup, hot standby and hot shutdown,
one HSIV bypass valve may be opened provided the other three
bypass valves are locked closed and their associated HSIVs are
closed. The HSIVs may be actuated manually as a group or,

individually if required-

A description of the HSIVs is found in the FSAR. Section 10.3
(Ref. 1).

.

APPLIC*BLE The basis for the HSIV operability is derived from their
SAFETY ANALYSES assumed operation in the accident analyses of the breaks in the

I
-

secondary system (principally steam line break). The design of
the secondary system precludes the uncontrolled blowdown of more'

than one steam generator, assuming a single active component
failure (e.g., the failure of one KSIV to close on demand). .

t
'%/ ,

(continued)

1
-
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MSIVs !

B 3.7.2
:

BASES

APPLICABLE In addition, the MSIVs are credited in the analyses of the steam'

SAFETY ANALYSES generator tube rupture accidents.
(continued)

In the safety analyses, several different SLB events are compared |

against different event acceptance limits. A double ended
'

guillotine 118 at hot zero power is the limiting case with ;

Jrespect to core response. The double ended guillotine SLB outside .
containment is limiting for offsite dose consequences, A spectrum !*

of non mechanistic break upstream of the MSIVs in the steam
tunnels from at power conditions are limiting with respect to .

environmental qualification in the steam tunnels, although a j
break in this short section of piping has a very low probability '

! and is postulated for environmental qualification purposes only. 1

A large SLB at higher power levels is limiting with respect to j

containment temperature used for equipment qualification. In the |
analysis of feedwater line break and steam generator tube rupture
accidents, the MSIVs are credited for steam generator. isolation.
A significant failure considered for all cases is the failure of ,

a MSIV to.close. |'

4

The MSIVs remain open during power
'
,

operation and their safety function is to close on demand. These
valves are assumed to operate under the following situations:

a. An HELB (SLB or FLB) inside containment. In order to
!maximize the mass and energy release into containment, the

analysis assumes that the HSIV in the affected steam )
generator fails to close. For this scenario, steam is i

discharged into containment from all steam generators
until the remaining MSIVs close. After MSIV closure. |

!
steam is discharged into containment only from the
affected steam generator and from the residual steam in
the main steam header downstream of the closed MSIVs in

! the unaffected loops. Closure of the MSIVs isolates the
break from the unaffected steam generators,

b. A break outside of containment and upstream from the
HSIVs is not

'

postulated due to the break exclusion design of the
piping. [ NOTE: Although a break in this area is not*

assumed for accident analyses, a non mechanistic pipe-

crack is postulated for equipment qualification.]

c. A break downstream of the MSIVs is not a containment 4

pressurization concern The uncontrolled blowdown of more
4

.

than one steam generator must De prevented to limit the

(continued)
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MSIVs

B 3.7.2 -

BASES ,

i

O APPLICABLE-
I

potential for uncontrolled RCS c oldown and positive
SAFETY ANALYSES reactivity addition. Closure of the HSIVs isolates the

(continued) break and limits the blowdown to a single steam generator. ;

d. Following a steam generator tube rupture closure of the
MSIVs isolates the ruptured steam generator from the ;

intact steam generators to minimize radiological releases.
In addition to minimizing radiological releases, this
enables the operator to maintain the pressure of the steam |'
generator with the ruptured tube at the MSSV setpoints, a
necessary step toward isolating the flow through the
rupture,

e. The MSIVs are also utilized during other events such as a !

feedwater line break and LOCA (for containment isolation). <

These events are less limiting so far as MSIV OPERABILITY
is concerned.

.

The MSIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).
,

This LC0 requires that four MSIVs in the steam lines be OPERABLE.

O LCO
The HSIVs are considered OPERABLE when the 1:;olation times are
within limits, and they close on an isolation actuation signal.

This LC0 provides assurance that the HSIVs will perform their
design safety function to mitigate the consequences of accidents |

that could result in offsite exposures comparable to the
'

10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1) limits or the NRC staff approved licensing ;

basis.

!.

APPLICABILITY The HSIVs must be OPERABLE in MODE 1. and in MODES 2 and 3. ,

except when closed and de activated when there is significant ,

'

mass and energy in the RCS and stesa generators. When the MSIVs
are closed, they are already performing the safety function.

.

In MODE 4. normally most of the MSIVs are closed, and the steam
generator energy is low,

i
In MODE 5 or 6. the steam generators do not contain much
energy because their temperature is below the boiling point of
water: therefore, the MSIVs are not required for isolation of

(continued) i
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MSIVs |
'

.- - B 3.7.24 '

,

t .

,

BASES
.

7 ;__

1 .

' " "
. ,

potential high energy secondary system pipe breaks in theseAPPLICABILITY. '

(continued)| 'HODES.

. _ . -

/r.TIONS A,1
,

With'one HSIV inoperable in NODE 1, action must be taken to
restore OPEPELE status within 72 hours. Some repairs to the
HSIV can be made with the unit hot. The 72 hour Completion Time
is reasonable, considering the low probability of an accident

*

- occurring during this time period that would require a closure of
the HSIVs.

,

The 72 hour Completion Timo is consistent with that normally
allowed for containment isolation valves that isolate a closed
system penetrating containment. This time is reassnable due to l

the relative stability of the closed system which provides an ;
,

additional passive means for containment isolation.'

i

ill
,

$ '[] If the HSIV cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 72
D hours, the unit must be plactd in a H0DE in which the LCO does ;

not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in j
J H00E 2 within 6 hours and Condition C would be entered. The

'

Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach H00E 2 and to close tae HSIVs in an orderly manner and I

Jwithout challenging unit systems.

f.1. C 2. D.1 and 0.2

Condition D is modified by a Note indicating that, when two or
more HSIVs are inoperable, separate Condition entry is allowed I

for each HSIV.

Since the HSIVs are required to be OPEPELE in H0 DES 2 and 3 the I

inoperable HSIVs may either be restored to OPERABLE status or
closed. When closed, the HSIVs are already in the position
required by the assumptions in the safety analysis.*

The 72 hour Completion Th of Required Action C.1 is '

consistent with ti.at allowed in Condition A, for one HISV
inoperable. For two or more HSIVs inoperable, a more restrictive ;

Completion Time of 8 hours is imposed t,y Required Action D.1, !.I!./A
~

f

(continued)
.
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HSIVs i

B 3.7.2

BASE 5 |

q
_ b/ ,

ACTIONS C.1. C.2. D.1 and 0.2 (continued) 1

|

For inoperable HSIVs that cannot be restored to CPERABLE status |
within the specified Completion Time, but are closed, the
inoperable MSIVs must be verified on a periodic basis to be
closed. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions in the j

safety analysis remain valid. The 31 day Completion Time is |
reasonable, based or, engineering judgment, in view of MSIV status i

'

indications available in the control room, and other
administrative controls, to ensure that these valves are in the
closed position.

)
I

L1 and L2
!

If the MSIVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status or are not j
'

closed within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be i

placed in a H00E in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve I
.

this status, the unit must be placed at least in MODE 3 within
6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the <

required unit conditions from H0DE 2 conditions in an orderly |'

manner and without challenging unit systems.
|

V
|

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.2d
REQUIREHENTS

This SR verifies that PSIV closure time is s 5 seconds.
The hand switch may be used as the actuation signal to perform |

this surveillance. The MSIV closure time is assumed in the
accident and containment analyses. This Surveillance is normily
performed upon returning the unit to operation following a
refueling outage. As the MSIVs are not full stroke tested at
power, they are exempt from the ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 5),
requirements during operation in MODE 1 cr 2.

|

The Frequency is in accordance with the Inservice Testing (IST)
Program. Operating experience has shown that these coTponents
usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the frequency'

specified by the IST program. Therefore, the Frequency is
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.
This test is allowed to be conducted in H0DE 3 with the unit at
operating temperature anJ pressure, as discussed in Reference 5
exercising requirements. This SR is modified by a Note that

|' 1(3 allows entry into and operation in H0DE 3 prior to performing the
V i

(continued)
.
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.HSIVs
~

B 3.7.2' '
'

<

: .

i

!N.

LSURVEILLANCE. SR 3.7.2.1 (continued)
' REQUIREMENTS

SR. This allows a ' delay of testing until MODE 3. to establish
conditions corcistent with those under which the acceptance

. criterion was generated. ]
.|i

' SIL 3. 7.2.2 !

$ This surveillance verifies each MSIV closure on.an actual or'

simulated actuation signal. The frequency is 18 months.
.

REFERENCES. 1. FSAR.'Section 10.3. J

l 2. FSAR,'Section 6.2.'
>

,

.).

3. FSAR Chapter 15.
'

4. 10 CFR 100.11. ;

e' 5. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI. !

.(v
*

,

i
)

:

i

!
i

'

*
,

1

1

,1

;

|

|
-

,
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FIVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3'

,m.,

|
'

iB 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS, <

-B 3,7.3 Feedwater Isolation Valves'(FIVs)
; and Associated Bypass' Valves j

.

BASES

i

BACKGROUND The safety grade FIVs isolate main feedwater (MFW) flow to the ' .).

secondary side of the steam generators following a high_ energy |
,

line break (HELB). Each FIV has a FIV Bypass Vcive (FIBV) and a :]
Feedwater Preheater Bypass Valve (FPBV) which are its associated '

bypass valves. The associated function of the feedwater Control
valves (FCVs) and their associated bypass vaives (FCBVs) is to
provide backup isolation of MFW flow to the secondary side of the
steam generators following an HELB. Because an earthquake is not

iasstated to occur coincident with a spontaneous break of safety
related secondary piping. loss of the non safety grade FCVs is
not assumed [Ref. 3] If the single active failure postulated for ,

a secondary pipe break is the failure of a safety grade FIV to |

p close, then credit is taken for closing the non safety grade FCV I

( or tripping the feedwater pump in that line.[Ref. 3] Closure of
the FIVs and associated bypass valves or FCVs and associated
bypass valves terminates flow to the steam generators,
terminating the event for feedwater line breaks (FLBs) occurring ;
upstream of the FIVs or FCVs. The consequences of events i

occurring in the main steam lines or in the MFW lines downstream |
from the FIVs will be mitigated by their closure. Closure of the |
FIVs and associated bypass valves, or FCVs and associatcd bypass 1

valves, effectively terminates the addition of feedwater to ar.
affected steam generator, limiting the mass and energy release
for steam line breaks (SLBs) or FLBs inside containment, and
reducing the cooldown effects for SLBs.

The FIVs and associated bypass valves, and the main feedwater
' check valves, isolate the nonsafety related portions from the i

safety related portions of the system. In the event of a
feedwater pipe rupture in the nonsafety portion of the system,.

the check valves will close to terminate the loss of fluid from

(continued) |,

..

.

i

p
u
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FIVs and Associated Bypass Valves

B 3.7.3 |

V BASES
_.

I
BACKGROUND the secondary side. In the event of a secondary side pipe

(continued) rupture inside containment, the FIVS and associated bypass valves |

limit the quantity of high energy fluid that enters containment
through the break, and provide a pressure boundary for the i

controlled addition of auxiliary feedwater (AFW) to the intact ]
loops.

One FIV and an associated bypass valve (FIBV), and one FCV and
its associated bypass valve, are located on each MFW line.
outside but close to containment. The preheater bypass valve'

associated with the FIV is located in a branch (preheater bypass)
lina downstream of the FCV between the feedwater
isolation check valve and FIV. The AFW injection point is in the
preheater bypass line outside but close to containment. The ;

preheater bypass valves and FCVs are located upstream of the AFW
injection point so that AFW may be supplied to the steam
generators following preheater bypass valve or FCV closure. The
FIVs are located in separate piping from the AFW so that AFW may
be supplied to the steam generators following FIV closure. The
piping volume from the FIV and associated bypass valves to the !

73
! ! steam generators must be accounted for in calculating mass and

energy releases, and purged prior to AFW reaching the steam
generator following either an SLB or FWLB.

The FIVs and associated bypass valves, and FCVs and associated
bypass valves, clrue on receipt of a safety injection signal.
T,y-Low coincident with reactor trip (P 4) or steam generator
water level-high high signal. They may also be actuated
manually as a group or individually. Each FIV and associated
bypass valves and each FCV and associated bypass valve is a two
train valve (i.e., both Train A and Train B controls are
independently provided to perform the close function. Therefore,
single active failure of the FIV and associated bypass valves is
not assumed; hwever, the FCVs and associated bypass valves are
provided as a backup in the unlikely event a mechanical failure
prevented the priraary isolation valves from fully closing.

.

A description of the FIVs and associated bypass valves and the
FCVs and associated bypass valves is found in the FSAR, Chapters
6, 7, 10 and 15 Ref. 1).

(continued)

n :
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FIVs and Associated Bypass Valves ,

B 3.7.3 j

Od -BASES

|

jAPPLICABLE The design basis of the FIVs is established
.

-|SAFE 1Y ANALYSES by the analyses for the large SLB. . It is also influenced by the
Iaccident analysis for the large FLB. Closure of the FIVs cnd

associated bypass valves may also be relied on to terminate an
SLB for core response analysis and excess feedwater event upon
the receipt of a steam generator water level-high high signal. j

Failure of an FIV or the associated bypass valves j

to close following an SLB or FLB can result in additional mass
'

and energy being delivered to the steam generators. contributing
.

to cooldown. This failure also results in additional mass and
energy releases following an SLB or FLB event. The FCVs and
feedwater pump trips are credited in the safety analyses as back-
ups in the event of such failures.

The FIVs and and associated bypass valves satisfy Criterion 3 of i

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

LCO This LCO ensures that the FIVs and their associated bypass valves !
will isolate HP.4 flow to the steam generators, following an FLB ';

or main steam line break.

This LC0 requires that four FIVs and associated bypass valves be 1'

OPERABLE. The FIVs and the associated bypass valves are
considered OPERABLE when isolation times are within limits and
they close on an isolation actuation signal.

Failure to meet the LC0 requirements can result in additional
mass and energy being released to containment following an SLB or
FLB inside containment. Because a feedwater isolation signal on
high steam generator level is relied on to terminate an excess
feedwater flow event, failure to meet the LCO may result in the-

introduction of water into the main steam lines.<

.

)

(continued)

,I
'
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[
FIVs and Associated B: pass Valves

'

i
B 3.7.3

i

BASES
-

APPLICABILITY The FIVs and the associated bypass valves must be OPERABLE
whenever there.is significant mass and energy in the Reactor
Coolant System and steam generators. This ensures that, in the
event of an HELB, a single failure cannot result in the blowdown |
of more than one steam generator. In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the FIVs
and the associated bypass valves are required to be OPERABLE to
limit the amount of available fluid that could be added to
containment in the case of a secondary system pipe break inside
containment. When the valves are closed and de-activated or
isolated by a closed manual valve, they are already performing ,

their safety function. In H00ES 4, 5, and 6. steam generator
energy is low. Therefore,
the FIVs and the associated bypass valves aret

normally closed since HFW is not required.
|

'

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate
Condition entry is allowed for each valve. 1

- L1 and A.2

With one FIV in one or more flow paths inoperable, action must be
taken to verify by administrative means that the back up j

1isolation function is available within 4 hours and to restore the
affected valves to OPERABLE status, or to close or isolate
inoperable affected valves within 72 hours. If the back up
function is not available, tne affected inoperable valves must be
closed in 8 hours. When these valves are closed or isolated,
they are performing their required safety function.

IThe 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy
afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves and the . low probability
of an event occurring during this time period that would require
isolation of the HFW flow paths. The 72 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, based on operating experience.

With a FIV inoperable and FCVs and associated bypass valves
unavailable in the same flow path, there may be no redundant
system to operate automatically and perform the required safety
function. Under these conditions, affected valves in each flow
path must be restored to OPERABLE status, or the affected flow *

path isolated within B hours.
(continued)

i
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FIVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3

,

PASES

'

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)
,

i
!Inoperable FIVs that are closed or isolated must be verified on a

periodic basis that they are closad or isolated. This is ;

necessary to ensure that the assumptions in the safety analysis *

remain valid. The 31 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on
engineering judgnent, in view of valve status indications !

i' available in the control room, hnd other administrative contrels,
to ensure that these valves are closed or isolated. |

J

B.1 and B.2

!' With one associated bypass valve in one or more flow paths
inoperable, action must be taken to verify by administrative
means that the back up isolation function is available within 4
hours and restore the affected valves to OPEUAE status, or to
close or isolate inoperable affected valves within 72 hours. |

;
" When these valves are closed or isolated, they are performing |

their required safety function. |

|
The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy-

\ afforded by the FCV and associated bypass valve and the low
probability of an event occurring during this time period that
would require isolation of the MFW flow paths. If the back up i

function is not available, the inoperable affected valves must be !
l

closed in 8 hours. The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable,
based on operating experience.'

|'

With a FIV bypass valve inoperable and the FCV and associated j'

'

bypass valves unavailable in the sarne flow path, there may be no
redundant system to operata automatically and psrform the ;

.
'

required safety function. Under these conditions, affected
valves in each flow path must be restored to OPEM3LE status, or ,,

1the affected flow path isolated within 8 hours.

|Inoperable associated bypass valves that are closed or isolated
" ' must be verified on a periodic basis that they are closed or

isolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions in*

the safety analysis remain valid. The 7 day Completion Time is
reasonable, based on engineering judginent, in view of valve
status indications available in the control room, and other
administrative controls, to ensure that these valves are closed ;'

or isolated.

[d-
(continued) I

_ |
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FIVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3

.g-(y BASES-

'

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

If the FIVs and the associated bypass valve (s) cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status, or closed, or isolated within the associated
Canpletion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE 1r which the
LCD does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be
placed in at least H00E 3 within 6 hours, and in H00E 4 within
12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions frcm

,

full power conditions in an orderly manner and withouti

challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the closure time of each FIV and associated ;

i bypass valves is s 5 seconds. The FIV closure times are assumed
in the accident and containment analyses. This Surveillance is
normally performed upon returning the unit to operation following

O a refueling outage. These valves should not be tested at power
(.) since even a part stroke exercise increases the risk of a valve

closure with the unit generating power. This is consistent with*

RG 1.22. (Ref. 4)

The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with the Inservice
Testing Program. The IST Frequency for valve closure is based on
the refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
IST Frequency.

SR 3.7.3.2

This SR verifies that the closure time of each FCV and acsociated
bypass valve which is being used to complete a required action is
s 5 seconds. Packing adjustments on the FCV will not invalidate
this SR because if the valve responds to normal control comands

- its closure time will not be affected. This Surveillance is
normally performed upon returning the unit to operation following
a refueling outage. These valves should not be tested at power

,

since even a part stroke exercise increases the risk of a valve
closure with the unit generating power.

(continued)

Q
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FIVs and Associated Bypass Valves ,
'

B 3.7.3'

BASES'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.3.2 (continued) !

REQUIREMENTS
The 18 month Frequency for valve closure is based on the
refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that these !

components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
,

-

18 month Frequency.

SR 3.7.3.3

This SR verifies that each FIV and associated bypass valve closes
on an actual or simulated actuation sigr,al. This Surveillance is
normally performed upon returning the unit to operation following
a refueling outage. These valves should not be tested at power
since even a part stroke exercise increases the risk of a valve l

closure with the unit generating power.

1he 18 month Frequency for valve closure is based on the
refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
18 month Frequency.

O'
.

SR 3.7.3.4 ;

i

This SR verifies that each FCV and bypass valve which is being
used to complete a required action closes on an actual or j

simulated actuation signal. This Surveillance is normally ;
'

performed upon returning the unit to operation following a
refueling outage. These valves should not be tested at power :

since even a part stroke exercisc increases the risk of a valve
closure with the unit generating power.

|The 18 month Frequency for valve closure is based on tne
refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that thess ;

components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
18 month Frequency.

'

.

(continued)
p

'
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|

FIVs and Associated Bypass Valves
~ B 3.7.3 j

,

, - . .
'

( BASES
|._

. REFERENCES- 1. FSAR, Chapters 6. 7, 10 and 15.
.

4

2. ASME, Boiler.and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI. j

3. NUREG 0138, " Staff. Discussion of Fifteen Technical. Issues i

Listed in Attachment to November 3.1076 Hemorandum from |
:

Director NRR to NRR Staff," November 1976. :'

1

4. RG 1.22, " Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation
Functions. (2/17/72). i
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ARVs

B 3.7.4

[; ) 'B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS i

v-
'

~ B 3.7.4 Steam Generator Atmospheric Relief Valves (ARVs) ,

BASES !
-

i

.

The ARVs provide a method for cooling the unit to residual heatBACKGROUND
removal (RHR). entry conditions should the preferred heat sink via
the Steam Dump System to the condenser not be available, as j

discussed in the FSAR, Section 10.3 (Ref.1). This is done in !

conjunction with the Auxiliary Feedwater System providing cooling j

water from the condensate storage tank (CST). The ARVs may also
be required to meet the design cooldown rate during a normal ;

'

cooldown when steam pressure drops too low for maintenance of a
vacuum in the condenser to permit use of the Steam Dump System.

One ARV line for each of the four steam generators is provided. ;

Each ARV line consists of one ARV and an associated block valve. |
4

The ARVs are provided with upstream block valves to permit their;

being 'ested at power and to provide an alternate means-af .

1 solation. The ARVs are equipped with pneumatic controllers to
permit control of the cooldown rate.

The ARVs are provided with pressurized air accumulators that, on
a loss of pressure in the normal instrument air supply,
tutomatically supply air to operate the ARVs. With 80 psig

Ip' essure, the air accumulators have sufficient capacity to,

operate the ARVs for the time required for Steam Generator Tube
Rupture mitigation. In addition, handwheels are provided for
locci manual operation should the accumulator pressure fall to
the pofnt where it can no longer control the ARVs.

A description of the ARVs is found in Reference 1. The are
OPERABLE with only a DC power source available, however, the ,

,

automatic controls for the ARVs do not perform a safety function.

. .

(continued) |

__ i|'
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ARVs

B 3.7.4
BASES

'

'O
V

APPLICABLE The design basis of the ARVs is established by the
SAFETY ANALYSES capability to cool the unit to RHR entry conditions. The design

rate of 50*F per hour is applicable for two steam generators,
each with one ARV. The unit can be cooled to RHR entry
conditions with only one steam generator and one ARV, utilizing
the cooling water supply available in the CST.'

In the safety analysis presented in References 1 and 2, the ARVs
are assumed to be used by the operator to cool down the unit to
RHR entry conditions for events ac:ompanied by a loss of offsite
power. Prior to operator actions to cool down the unit, the main
steam safety valves (MSSVs) are assumed to operate automatically
to relieve steam and maintain the steam generator pressure below
the design value. For the recovery from a steam generator tube
rupture (SGTR) event, the operator is also required to perform a
limited cooldown to establish adequate subcooling as a necessary
step to terminate the primary to secondary break flow into the
ruptured steam generator. The time required to terminate the
primary to secondary break flow for an SGTR is more critical than
the time required to cool down to RHR conditions for this event
and also for other accidents. Thus, the SGTR is the limiting
event for the ARVs. Four ARVs are required to be OPERABLE to^,

satisfy the SGTR accident analysis requirements based on
consideration of single failure assumptions regarding the failure
of one or two ARVs to open on demand.

|-

The ARVs are equipped with block valves in the event an ARV !

spurioasly opens or fails to close during an STGR event. 1'

The ARVs and block valves satisfy Criterion 3 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). <

|
1.

LC0 Four ARV liner, are required to be OPERABLE. One ARV line is
required from each of four steam generators to en Wra that at
least one ARV line is available to conduct a timely unit cooldown
following an SGTR in which one steam generator becomes
unavailable, accompanied by a single, active failure of other ARV.

lines on unaffected steam generator (s). The block valves must be
OPERABLE to isolate a failed open ARV line. A closed block valve
renders its ARV line inoperable as it cannot be operated remotely
from the control r u.a.

(cen*inued)
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ARVs

B 3.7.4
BASES

,

LCO Failure to meet the LCO can result in the inability to cool the
(continued) unit to RHR entry conditions following an event in which tte !

condenser is unavailable for use with the Steam Dump System. j

An ARV is considered OPERABLE when it is capable of providing )
'

controlled relief of the main steam flow and capable of fully
opening and closing on demand using associated remote manual
control.

!

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3. the ARVs are required to be OPERABLE. 1

I
In MODE 4, 5 or 6 an SGTR is not a credible event.

I

|

ACTIONS U

With one required ARV line inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7 day Completion Time

A allows for the redundant capability afforded by the remaining j

(> OPERABLE ARV lines, a nonsafety grade backup in the Steam Dump J
System, and HSSVs. Required Action A.1 is rodified by a Note j
indicating that LC0 3.0.4 does not apply. ,)

u
With two ARV lines inoperable, action must be taken to restore
all but one ARV line to OPERABLE status. Since the block valve
can be closed to isolate an ARV, some repairs may be possible
with the unit at power. The 72 hour Completion Time is
reasonable to repair inoperable ARV lines, based on
the availability of the Steam Dump System and HSSVs, and the low
probability of an event occurring during this period that would
require the ARV lines.

U
,

.

With three or more ARV lines inoperable, action must be taken to
restore all but one ARV line to OPERABLE status. Since the block
valve can be closed to isolate an ARV, some repairs may be |

possible with the unit at power. The 24 hour Completion Time is ,

!reasonable to repair inoperable ARV lines, based on the

- (continued) |
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,,

ACTIONS L 1 (continued) |

availability of the Steam Dump System and MSSVs, and the low
probability of an event occurring during this period that would ,

require the ARV lines. |
1
'

D.1 and 0.2

If the ARV lines cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a HODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. and in MODE 4
within 18 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1
. REQUIREMENTS

n To perform a controlled cooldown of the RCS. the ARVs must be
(j able to be opened either remotely and throttled through their

full range. This SR ensures that the ARVs are tested through a
full control cycle at least once per fuel cycle. Performance of
inservice testing or use of an A9V during a unit cooldown may
satisfy this requirement. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass the Surve111ence when porformed at
the Inservice Testing Program Frequency. 11a Frequency is
acceptable f.om a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.7.4.2
i

The function of the block valve is to isolate a failed open ARV.
Cycling the block valve both closed and open demonstrates its
capability to perform this function. Performance of inservice
testing or use of the block valve during unit cooldown may
satisfy this requirement at least once per fuel cycle. Operating i

experience has shown that these components usually pass the !
Surveillance when performed at the Inservice Testing Program )
Frequency. The Frequency is acceptable from a reliability i

standpoint.

(continued) ii

,q ---
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REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Sections 3.98. 5A, 9.3 and 10.3. -,

!
!'2. FSAR, Chapter 15.
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AFW System

B 3.7.5

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
,

,

( ) B 3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System !
v

BASES
~

,

!

BACKGROUND The AFW System automatically supplies feedwater to the steam
generators to remove decay heat from the Reactor Coolant System
upon the loss of normal feedwater supply. The motor-driven AFW
pumps take suction through a common suction line and the turbine-
driven pump takes suction through a separate and independent i

suction line from the condensate storage tank (CST) (LCO 3.7.6)
and pump to the steam generator secondary side via separate and
independent connections to the main feedwater (MFW) piping
outside containment. The steam generators function as a heat
sink for core decay heat. The heat load is dissipated by
releasing steam to the atmosphere from the steam generators via
the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) (LC0 3.7.1) or atmospheric
relief valves (LC0 3.7.4). If the main condenser is available,
steam may be released via the steam dump valves and recirculated
to the CST.

The AFW System consists of two motor driven AFW pumps and one
steam turbine driven pump configured into three trains. Each
motor driven pump provides 100% of AFW flow capacity. and the i

('-} turbine driven pump provides 200% of the required capacity to the
steam generators, as assumed in the accident analysis. The pumps
are equipped with miniflow recirculation lines to prevent pump ,

operation against a closed system. The miniflow line for the |
motor driven pump automatically isolate on a flow signal. The !

miniflow line for the turbine driven pump does not isolate and
remains open during pump operation. Each motor driven AFW pump
is powered from an independent Class 1E power supply and feeds

Itwo steam generators although each pump has the capability to be
locally realigned to feed other steam generators. The steam
turbine driven AFW pump receises steam from two main steam lines
upstream of the main steam isolation valves. Each of the steam i

feed lines will supply 100% of the requirements of the turbine
driven AFW pump. The AFW System is capable of supplying feedwater
to tne steam generators during normal unit startup, shutdown, and
hot standby conditions. Each steam feed line is provided with a
check valve that prevents loss of steam supply to the turbine

'

driven pump should a piping failure affect the secondary side of
the steam generator for that supply line. (

(continued)

p
.

L,
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B 3.7.5

BASES

'[

BACKGROUND The turbine driven AFW pump supplies a common header capable of
(continued) femiing all steam generators with normally open, DC powered, air

operated control valves. One pump at full flow is sufficient to
remove decay heat and cool the unit to residual heat removal

- (RHR) entry
conditions. Thus, the requirement for diversity in motive
power sources for the AFW System is met.

The AFW System is designed to supply sufficient water to the
'

steam generator (s) to remove decay heat with steam generator
pressure at the lowest set pressure of the MSSVs plus
accumulation. Subsequently, the AFW System supplies sufficient
water to cool the unit to RHR entry conditions, with steam
released through the ARVs.

The AFW System actuates automatically on steam generator water
level-low low by the ESFAS (LC0 3.3.2). The system also
actuates on loss of offsite power, safety injection, and trip of
all MFW pumps. During normal plant operations, the AFW system,.

under manual control, is used to maintain SG water level. '

The AFW System is discussed in the FSAR, Section 10.4.9 (Ref.1).

APPLICABLE The AFW System mitigates the consequences of any event with
SAFETY ANALYSES loss of normal feedwater.

The design basis of the AFW System is to supply water to the
steam generator to remove decay heat and other residual heat by
delivering at least the minimum required flow rate to the steam
generators at pressures corresponding to the lowest steam
generator safety valve set pressure plus 3% accumulation.

In addition, the AFW System must supply enough makeup water to j
2replace steam generator secondary inventory lost as the unit

cools to H00E 4 conditions. Sufficient AFW flow must also be
available to account for flow losses such as pump recirculation
and MFW line breaks.

-

The limiting Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) and transients for the
AFW System are as follows:

a. Feedwater Line Break (FLB); and j

i
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B 3.7.5
I

. BASES-
'

'

||}
APPLICABLE- b. Loss of MFW. ;

SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)- In addition, the minimum available AFW flow and system ;

characteristics are serious considerations in the analysis of a j
small break loss of coolant ' accident (LOCA). |

'

The AFW System design is such that it.can perform its function
- following a FLB, combined with a loss of offsite power following
turbine trip, and a single active failure of one AFW pump. . Flow <

to the faulted steam generator is restricted to limit the mass .|
and energy release into contaiment. One nmer drbian AFW pump |
and the turbine driven pump would deliver to the MFW header at j

the maximum flow of 1380 gpm limited by flow resu wcers
installed in the AFW lines, until the faulted loop was.
identified, and flow terminated by the operator usinil either the<

motor operated isolation valve or flow control valve in each I

supply line. Each flow control valve has an air accmulator with {-

sufficient capacity to close the valve and maintain it closed for :

up to 30 minutes. Sufficient flow would be delivered to at least !
,.

two intact steam generators by one of the redundant motor driven j'

pumps or by one of the motor driven pumps and the turbine driven i

AFW pump.g)a
I'- ' The ESFAS automatically actuates the AFW turbine driven pump when |

required to ensure an adequate feedwater supply to the steam !
1generators during loss of power. DC powered, air operated valves

are provided for each AFW line to control the AFW flow to each
steam generator. These valves fail open on loss of air; air
accumulators are provided to close them if required. If 1

instrument air is unavailable, the flow may be controlled by
'

local manual operation of the flow control valves. !

Both steam supply lines are required to be OPEPABLE to mitigate
secondary side pipe failures since one of the two might be lost
due to the direct effects of the failure.

The AFW System satisfies the requirements of Criterion 3 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). ;

4

(continued) '|

0) 'v
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O
~

LCO 1his LCO provides assurance that the AFW System will perform its
' design safety function to mitigate the consequences of_ accidents
that could result in over pressurization of the reactor coolant- ,

pressure boundary. Three independent AFW oumps in three W) ,

diverse trains'are required to be OPERAP'E to ensure the
'

availability of decay heat removal ca.cobility for all events
accompanied by a loss of offsite pcwer and a single failure.
This is accomplished by powering two of the pumps from
independent emergency i m es. The third AFW pump is powered by a
different means, a steam driven turbine supplied with steam from :

a source that is not isolated by closure of the MSIVs.

The AFW System is configured into three trains. The AFW System ;

1s considered OPERABLE when the components and flow paths. ,

required to provide redundant AFW flow to the steam generators
'

are OPEPA LE. This requires that the two motor driven AFW pumps
be OPERABLE in two diverse paths, each supplying AFW to separate i

steam generators. The turbine driven And p>ep is required to be
'

OPERABLE with redundant steam supplies from each of two main
steam lines upstream of the MSIVs. and shall be capable of
supplying AFW to any of the steam generators. The piping,
valves, instrumentation, and controls in the required flow paths

' also are required to be OPERABLE. ;

1-

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2, and 3. the AFM System is required to be OPEPE LE'

in the event that it is called upon to function when the FW is'

lost. In addition, the AFM System is required to supply enough
,

; - makeup water to replace the steam generator secondary inventorv
lost as the unit cools to N0DE 4 conditions.

In MODE 4, the AFW System may be used for heat removal via the
steam generators. See the BASES for 3.4.7.

In H00E 5 or 6. the steam generators are not normally used for
heat removal, and the AFW System is not required.4

,

(continued) {
. .

J
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I^(# )ACTIONS ed

If one of the two steam supplies to the turbine driven AFW train I
!is inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status

within 7 days. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on !

the following reasons: |
,

a. The redundant OPERABLE steam supply to the turbine driven
AN pump- |

!

b. The availability of redundant OPERABLE motor driven AFW ,

pumps: and |

c. The low probability of an event occurring that requires
the inoperable steam supply to the turbine driven AFW '

pump.
1

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of ;

Conditions to be inoperable during any continuous failure to meet (
this LCO. i

1

f The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitation time allowed in .

'

k this specified Condition after discovery of failure to meet the
LCO. Tnis limit is considered reasonable for situations in which
Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The /20 connector
between 7 days and 10 days dictates that both Completion Times
apply simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met.

!L1

With one of the required AN trains (pump or flow path)
inoperable in HODE 1, 2, or 3 for reasons other than Condition A,
action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 72 hours.
This Con'lition includes the loss of two steam supply lines to the
turbine driven AFW pump. The 72 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, based on redundant capabilities afforded by the AFW
System, time needed for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this time period.

.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of
Conditions to be inoperable during any continuous failure to meet
this LCO.

(continued)
,

L)
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ACTIONS !L1 (continued)''

The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitation time allowed in ,

.his specified Condition after discovery of failure to meet the
LCO. This limit 1:; considered reasonable for situations in which
Conditions A and B are entered concurrently, The A@ connector
between 72 hours and 10 days dictates that both Completion Times
apply simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met.

4C 1 and C.2
i

When Required Action A.1 or B.1 cannot be completed within tne i
required Completion Time, or if two AFW trains are inoperable in j
H0DE 1, 2, or 3, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the

'

LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be ,

placed in at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within l

18 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating ;

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

4:V In MODE 4 with two AFW trains inoperable, operation is allowed to
continue because only one motor driven pump AFW train is required
in accordance with the Note that modifies the LCO. Although not
required, the unit may continue to cool down and initiate RHR.

'

[L1

If all three AFW trains are inoperable in H0DE 1, 2, or 3, the
unit is in a seriously degraded condition with no safety related
mecns for conducting a cooldown, and only limited means for
conducting a cooldown with nonsafety related equipment. In such
a condition, the unit should not be perturbed by any action,
including a power change, that might result in a trip. The
seriousness of this condition requires that action be started
immediately to restore one AFW train to OPERABLE status.

Required Action D.1 is modified by a Note indicating that all'

required MODE changes or power reductions are suspended until one
AFW train is restored to OPERABLE status. In this case, ,

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable because it could force the unit into
'

a less safe condition. 1

(continued)
p
V

,
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1).i:

-SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.7M
' REQUIP.EMENTS 1

4

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and
automatic valves in the AW System water and steam supply flow
paths provides assurance that the proper flow paths will exist
for AFW operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since they are
verified to be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, i

or sectring. This SR also does not apply to valves that.cannot .
be inadvertently misa11gned, such as check valves. This
Surveillance does not require any testing or valve manipulation: j

rather, it involves verification that those valves capable of ;

being mispositioned are in the correct position, q

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment. is |
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions. |

This SR is modified by a note indicating that tne SR is not |
required until plant and system conditions are appropriate. This j

deferral is required because the flow control valvas may be in |

any specific position while the system is normally operating and i

are not left full open until the system is placed in standby.

SR 3.7.5.2

Verifying that each AFW pump's developed head at the flow test
point is greater than or equal to the required developed head |

ensures that AFW pump performance has not degraded during the
cycle. Flow and differential head are normal tests of'

centrifugal pump performance required by Section XI of the ASME j

Code (Ref 2). The motor driven pumps should develop a
differential pressure of 21372 psid at a flow of 2 430 gpm. The
turbine driven ptap should develop a differential pressure of 2
1450 psid at a flow of a 860 gpm. Because it is undesirable to
introduce cold AFW into the steam generators while they are
operating, this tetting is performed on recirculation flow. This
test confirms one point on the pump design curve and is
indicative of everall performance. Such inservice tests confirm
component OPERABILITY, trend performance, and detect incipient'

failures by indicating abnormal performance. Performance of
inservice testing discussed in the ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 2)
(only required at 3 month intervals) satisfies this requirement ;

(continued)
h<

\_.) i i
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'
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.2 (continued)
REQUIREHENTS

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR should be
deferred until suitable test conditions are established. This
deferral is required because there is insufficient steam pressure
to perform the test.

SR 3.7.5.3

This SR verifies that AFW can be delivered to the appropriate
steam generator in the event of any accident or transient that
generates an ESF/e, by demonstrating that each automatic valve in
the flow path actuates to its correct position on an actual or
simulated actuation signal. This Surveillance is not required for
valves that are locked. sealed, or otherwise secured in the
required position under administrative controls. The 18 month
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under
the conditions that apply during a unit outage and the potential
for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed
with the reactor at power. The 18 month Frequency is acceptable
based on operating experience and the design reliability of the
equipment.

.

O SR 3.7.5.4

This SR verifies that the AFW pumps will start in the event of
any accident or transient that generates an ESFAS by
denonstrating that each AFM pump starts automatically on an
actual or simulated actuation signal in H0 DES 1, 2. and 3. In
H0DE 4. the required pump is already operating and the autostart
function is not required. The 18 month Frequency is based on the
need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a unit outage and the potential for an unplanned transient
if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

This SR is modified by a Note that indicates that the SR be
deferred until suitable test conditions are established. This
deferral is required because there is insufficient steam pressure
to perfor52 tha test.

.

) (continued)

l
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REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Sections 7.3 and 10.4.9. ;

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section XI. |
!
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B 3.7.6 j

. B 3.7' PLANf SYSTEMS i

B 3,7.6 Condensate Storage Tank (CST)

BASES i

BACKGROUND The CST provides a safety grade source of water to the steam i
generators for removing decay and sensible heat from the Reactor !

'

Coolant System (RCS). The CST provides a passive flow of water, l
by gravity, to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System (LCO 3.7.5). !

The steam produced is released to the atmosphere by the main
steam safety valves or the atmospheric relief valves. The AFW
pumps operate with miniflow recirculation to the CST as required. ;

|

When the main steam isolation valves are open the preferred j
.

means of heat removal is to discharge steam to the condenser by
the nonsafety grade path of the steam dump valves. The condensed
steam is returned to the CST by the condensate transfer pump. 3

This has the advantage of conserving condensate while minimizing |

releases to the environment.

Because the CST is a principal component in removing residual'
heat from the RCS, it is designed to withstand earthquakes and
other natural phenomena, including missiles that might be
generated by natural phenomena. The CST is designed to Seismic
Category I to ensure availability of the feedwater supply.
Feedwater is also available from alternate sources. The safety- i

related back up supply is provided by manual switchover of AFW j
pump suctions to the Station Service Water System. Isolation of
the condensate makeup / reject line from the CST is also required
for operability.

$ A cescription of the CST is found in the FSAR, (Refs.1, 3 & 5).

APPLICABLE The CST provides cooling water to remove decay heat and to cool !
SAFETY ANALYSES down the unit following all events in the accident analysis as !

discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 3). For anticipated
operational occurrences and accidents that do not affect the<

OPERABILITY of the steam generators, the bounding analysis
,,

assumption is 4 hours at H0DE 3 steaming through the MSSVs, |
followMi by a coolder to residual heat removal (RHR) entry j

conditions at the des 1gn cooldown rate of 50*F/ hour (Refs. 4 and ;.

5). ~ This assumption does not include reactor coolant pump heat. j

I
(continued)

_

|

|
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APPLICABLE The CST satisfies Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

LCO To satisfy accident analysis assumptions, the CST must contain
sufficient cooling water to remove decay heat following a reactor
trip from 102% RTP, and then to cool down the RCS to RHR entry
conditions, assuming a coincident loss of offsite power and the
most adverse single active failure. In doing this, it must
retain sufficient water to ensure adequate net positive suction
head for the AFW pumps during cooldown.

The CST level of 53% is as indicated on the main control board
and is based on a required volume of 249,100 gallons (includes
allowances for un usable volume and instrument uncertainties).
This volume is sufficient to hold the unit in H00E 3 for 4 hours,
followed by a cooldown to RHR entry conditions at 50*F/ hour for 5
hours. This basis is established in Reference 5 and exceeds the
volume required by the accident analysis.

- (O The OPERABILITY of the CST is determined by maintaining the
V tank level at or above the minimum required level. >

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, the CST is required to be OPERABLE.

In H0DE 4, 5 or 6 the CST is not required because the AFW System
is not required.

ACTIONS LLandJL2

If the CST level is not within limits, the OPERABILITY of the
backup supply should be verified by administrative means within
4 hours and once every 12 hours thereafter. OPERABILITY of the
backup feedwater supply must include verification that the flow
paths from the backup water supply to the AFW pumps are OPERABLE,
and that the SSWS is Operable. In addition, each motor operated g
valve between the SSWS and each Operable AFW pump must be
OPERABLE. The CST must be restored to OPERABLE status within
7 days, because the backup supply is not conderisate grade water.

() (continued)

!
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ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

The 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to verify the OPERABILITY of the backup water supply.
The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on an OPERABLE
backup water supply being available, and the low probability of
an event occurring during this time period requiring the CST.

ILl and B.2

If the CST cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the ;

associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a H00E in |

which the LCD does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit 1

must be placed in at least H00E 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4. i

within 18 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, I
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit |
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and |

'

without challenging unit systems.

fD SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1
d REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the CST contains the required volume of |
'cooling water. (The required CST volume surveillance of 53%

level is based on the use of control board indications which
include a 3.5% measurement uncertainty. The 12 hour Frequency is
based on operating experience and the need for operator awareness
of unit evolutions that may affect the CST inventory between
checks. Also, the 12 hour Frequency is considered adequate in |

Iview of other indications in the control room, including alarms,
to alert the operator to abnormal deviations in the CST level. |

.

l

REFERENCES 1. FSAR Sections 3.98, 7.3, and 9.2.6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 6

3. FSAR, Chapter 15.

'
4. BTP RSB 51. Design Requirements of the Residual Heat

Removal System

5. FSAR Appendix SA ||
{}v
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B 3,7.7 Cotponent Cooling Water (CCW) System

BASES
_ _ _ _ _ ,,

BACKGROUND The CCW System provides a heat sink for the removal of process
and operating heat from safety related components during a Design
Basis Accident (DBA) or transient. During normal operation, the
CCW System also provides this function for various nonessential
components, as well as the spent fuel storage pool. The CGI
System serves as a barrier to the release of radioactive
byproducts between potentially radioactive systems and the
Service Water System, and thus to the environment.

The CCW System is arranged as two independent, full capacity
cooling loops (safeguards loops), and has isolatable nonsafety
related components. A common non safeguards loop is provided for
non essential cooling loads as well as spent fuel pool cooling.
Each safeguards loop train includes a full capacity pump, heat
exchanger, piping, valves, and instrumentation. Each safety
related train is powered from a separate bus. An open surge tank

V) in the system provides protective functions to ensure that
|

sufficient net positive suction head is available. The pump in
each train is automatically started on receipt of a safety
injection signal, and the non safeguards loop is isolated on
receipt of a Containment Spray Actuation Signal.

Additional information on the design and operation of the system,
along with a list of the components served, is presented in the
FSAR, Section 9.2.2 (Ref. 1). The principal safety related
function of the CCW System is the removal of decay heat from the
retttor via the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System. This may be
during a normal or post accident cooldown and shutdown.

APPLICABLE The design basis of the CCW System is for one CCW train to
SAFETY ANALYSES remove the post loss of coolant accident (LOCA) beat load from

the containment sump during the recirculation phase, with a
maximum CCW temperature of 135T (Ref. 2). The Emergency Core

'

Cooling System (ECCS) LOCA and containment OPERABILITY LOCA each
model the maximum and minimum performance of the CCW System,
respectively. This prevents the containment sump fluid from

(continued)
,

| +

L)
.

"
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APPLICABLE increasing in temperature during the recirculation phase
SAFETY A?MLYSES following a LOCA, and provides a gradual reduction in the

(continued) temperature of this fluid as it is supplied to the Reactor
Coolant Sy, tem (RCS) by the ECCS pumps.

The CCW System is designed to perform its function with a single
failure of any active component, usuming a loss of offsite
power.

The normal temperature of the CCW is less than 108'F, and, during ;

unit cooldown to MODE 5 (Tm < 200*F), a maximum temperature of l

122*F is maintained.

The CCW System also functions to cool the unit from RHR entry
conditions (T,,< 350*F), to MODE 5 (T , < 200"F), during normal
and post accident operations. The time required to cool from
350"F to 200*F is a function of the number of CCW and RHR trains
operating. One CCW train is sufficient to recove decay heat
during subsequent operations with T. ,< 200*F. This assumes a
maximum service water temperature of 102*F occurring
simultaneously with the maximum RHR heat loads on the system.

) The CCW System satisfies Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii),
a

LC0 The CCW trains are independent of each other to the degree that
each has separate controls and power supplies and the operation
of one does not depend on the other. In the event of a DBA, one
CCW train is required to provide the minimum heat removal
capability assumed in the safety analysis for the systems to
which it supplies cooling water. To ensure this requirement is
met, two trains of CCW must be OPERABLE. At least one CCW train
will operate assuming the worst case single active failure occurs
coincident with a loss of offsite power.

A CCW train is considered OPERABLE when;

a. The pump and associated portion of the surge tank are
OPERABLE: and

b. The associated piping, valves, heat exchanger. and
instrumentation and controls required to perform the
safety related function are OPC.RABLE.

i
:

!f) (continued)
v |

,,_,
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..

LCO The isolation of CCW from other components or systems not
(continued) required for safety may render those components or systems

inoperable but does not affect the OPERABILITY of the CCW
System.

. _

f

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CCW System is a normally operating
system, which must be prepared to perform its post accident .

safety functions, primarily RCS heat removal, which is achieved
by cooling the RHR heat exchanger. ;

In H0DE 5 or 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the CCW System
are determined by the systems it supports.

-

ACTIONS /L.1

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that the
applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.4.6, "RCS
Loops-HODE 4 " be entered if an inoperable CCW train results in
an inoperable RHR loop. This is an exception to LC0 3.0.6 and
ensures the proper actions are taken for these components. ;

If one CCW train is inoperable, action must be taken to restore
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this Condition, the
remaining OPERABLE CCW train is adequate to perform the heat
removal function. The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable,
based on the redundant capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE
train, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this
period.

EL) and B.2

If the CCW train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a H0DE in
which the LC0 does not apply. lo achieve this status, the unit
must be placed in at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours and in H00E 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,'

based on operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and ,

without challenging unit systems.
'

?<

(continued)

b Ia o
?
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V
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.1
REQUIRENENTS

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the isolation of
the CCW flow to individual components may render those components
inoperable but does not affect the OPERABILITY of the CCW System.

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and
automatic valves in the CCW flow path provides assurance that the
proper flow paths exist for CCW operation. This SR does not
apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, since these valves are verified to be in the correct
position prior to locking, sealirg, or securing. This SR also
does not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misa11gned,
such as check valves. This Surveillance does not require any
testing or valve manipulation: rather, it involves verification
that those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position.

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.

>n
j5R 3.7.7.2

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCW valves on
an actual or simulated actuation signal. The CCW System is a
normally operating system that cannot be fully actuated as part
of routine testing during normal operation. This Surveillance is
not required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in the required position under administrative controls.
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to parform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit outage
and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience
has shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance
when performed at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.7.7.3

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCW pumps on j
an actual or simulated actuation signal. The CCW System is a
normally operating system that cannot be fully actuated
es part of routine testing during normal operation. The 18 month

p c

(-) (continued)

i
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Q: SLEVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7J (continued) -)
REQUIREMENTS- :

Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under i

the conditions that apply during a unit outage and the potential ;

for an unplanned transient if the Surveillence were performed |4

'

with the reactor at power. Operating experience h n shown that
; these components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at

the'18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable4

from a reliability standpoint.
,

,

i

i REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Sections 3.98, 7.3, and 9.2.2.
'

r

2. FSAR, Section 6.2.'

!
_

O
i
!

|

!

1

.

( l'

i
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' B 3,7.8 Station Service Water System (SSWS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The SSWS provides a heat sink for the removal of process and
operating heat from safety related components during a Cesign
Basis Accident (DBA) or transient. During normal operation, and
a normal shutdown, the SSWS also provides this function for
various safety related and nonsafety related components. The
safety related function is covered by this LCO.

The SSWS consists of two separate,100* capacity, safety related,
cooling water trains. Each train consists of two 100% capac1t,y
pumps, piping, valving, and instrumentation. The pumps and
valves are remote ar.d manually aligned to be operable in the
unlikely event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The pumps
aligned to the critical loops are automatically started upon
receipt of a safety injection signal. The SSWS also is the
backup water supply to the Auxiliary Feedwater System.

/m

( ) Cross connections are provided between trains and between units
such that any pump can supply any other pump's required flow.'"

Train isolation by two normally closed valves in series or one
locked closed valve is provided to satisfy GDC 44. Unit
isolation by one locked closed valve is provided to satisfy
GDC 5.

In the event of a total Loss of Station Service Water (LOSSW)
event in one unit at Comanche Peak, backup cooling capability is
available via a cross connect between the two units (References 1
and 4). An OPERABLE pump is manually realigned and flow balanced
to provide cooling to essential heat loads to one or both units
as required. The OPERABILITY of the unit cross connect along
with a Station Service Water pump in the shutdown unit er.sures
the availability of sufficient redundant cooling capacity for the
operating unit. The limiting Condition of Operation will ensure
a significant risk reduction as indicateo by the analyses of a'

loss of Station Service Water System event. De surveillance
requirements ensure the short and long-term OPERABILITY of the
Station Service Water System and cross conaect between the two
units. :

( ') (continued) !^

|a
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BASES

. (~)
BACKGROUND The Station Service Water System cross connect between the two

(Ccntinued) units consists of appropriate piping and crosr-connect valves
connecting the discharge of the Station Service Water pumps of ;

the two units. By aligning the cross connect flow paths, 1

additional redundant cooling capacity from one unit is available |
to the Station Service Water System of the other unit.

Additional information about the design and operation of the
SSWS. along with a list of the components served, is presented in
the FSAR, Section 9.2.1 (Ref. 1). The principal safety related
function of the SSWS is the removal of decay heat from the
reactor via the CCW System.

APPLICABLE The design basis of the SSWS is for one SSWS train, in
SAFETY ANALYSES conjunction with the CCW System and a 100% capacity contair. ment

cooling system, to remove core decay heat following a design
basis LOCA as discussed in the FSAR, Section 6.2 (Ref. 2). This
prevents the containment sump fluid from increasing in
temperature during the recirculation phase following a LOCA and
provides for a gradual reduction in the temperature of this fluid !

(q')
The SSWS is designed to perform its function with a

as it is supplied to the Reactor Coolant System by the ECCS 1

pumps. ;

single failure of any active component, assuming the loss of I

offsite power.

The SSWS, in conjunction with the CCW System, also cools the
unit from residual heat removal (RHR), as discussed in the ,

FSAR, Section 5.4.7, (Ref. 3) entry conditions to M0DE 5 during I
normal and post accident operations. The time required for this |
evolution is a function of the number of CCW and RHR System i

trains that are operating. One SSWS train is sufficient to j
remove decay heat during subsequent operations in MODES 5 and 6.

'

This assumes a maximum SSWS temperature of 102*F occurring
simultaneously with taximum heat loads on the system. l

The SSWS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

-

-.

LC0 Two SSWS trains are required to be OPERABLE to provide the g
required redundancy to ensure that the system functions to remove
post accident heat lords, assuming that the worst case single 1

active failure occurs coincident with the loss of offsite power.
~h(V (continued)
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LCO An SSWS train is considered OPERABLE during H90ES 1, 2, 3, and 4

(Continued) when:

a. The pump is OPERABLE: and

b. The associated piping, valves, and
instrumentation and controls required to perform the
safety related function are OPERABLE.

A SSW Pump on the opposite unit is OPERABLE as back up in the
event of a LOSSW if it is capable of providing required flow
rates An emergency diesel generator power source is not required
beccuse loss of offsite power is not assumed coincident with a
LOSSW event.

A cross connect valve is OPERABLE if it can be cycled or is
locked open. A valve that cannot be demonstrated OPERABLE by
cycling is considered inoperable until the valve is surveilled in '

the locked open position. However, at least one cross connect
valve between units is required to be maintained closed in
accordance with GDC 5 unless required for flushino 'r due to
total loss of Station Service Water pumps for eithe, unit.

(.)
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 the SSWS is a normally operating system

that is required tc support the OPERABILITY of the equipment '

serviced by the SSWS and required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

?.n MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the SSWS are
determined by the systems it supports.

ACTIONS /L1

If one SSWS train is inoperable, action must be taken to restore
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this Condition, the
remaining OPERABLE SSWS train is adequate to perform the heat
removal function. However, the overall reliability is reduced
because a single failure in the OPERABLE SSWS train could result
in loss of SSWS function. Required Action A.1 is modified by two
Notes. The first Note indicates that the applicable Conditions
and Required Actions of LCO 3.B.1, "AC Sources-Operating,"
stould be entered if an inoperable SSWS train results in an

n
b (continued)

.
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h 1

k/ ACTIONS Aul (continued)

inoperable emergency diesel generator. The second Note indicates ,

that the appilcable Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.4.6. 1

'

"RCS Loops-H00E 4," should be entered if an inoperable SSWSg
train results in an inoperable decay heat removal train. This is
an exception to LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the proper actions are
taken for these components. The 72 hour Completion Time is based
on the redundant capabilities afforded by the OPERMLE train, and
the low probability of a OBA occurring during this time period.

1

E !

If no SSW pump on the opposite unit or its associated cross- !
connects are operable, the overall reliability is degraded since i

a back up in the event of a Loss of Station Service Water System
(LOSSWS) event. The 7 day completion time is based on the low !

probability of a LOSSWS during this time period.

C.1 and C.2

If the SSWS train or an SSW Pump on the opposite unit and its
associated cross-connects cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 1

Q] within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in
/

a H0DE in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status.
3

the unit must be placed in at least H00E 3 within 6 hours and in*

MODE 5 within 36 hours.
.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonabic, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power ,

4

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit !

systems.

'

_

1

; SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.JL1 j
'' REQUIREMENTS

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the isolation of
the SSWS components or systems may render those components j
inoperab'ie, but does not affect the OPERABILITY of the SSWS. |

-

1

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and
automatic valves in the SSWS flow path provides assurance that
the proper flow paths exist for SSWS operation. This SR does not
apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in

(continued)

|
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.8.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

position, since they are verified to be in the correct position
prior to being locked, sealed, or secured. This SR does not
require any testing or valve manipulation; rather, it involves
verification that those valves capable of being mispositioned are
in the correct position. This SR does not apply to valves that
cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check vahes.

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
c.onsistent with the procedural controls geverning valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.

SR 3.7.8.2

This SR verifies proper position er manual operation of the
cross connect valves between units. The 92 day frequency is
based on the frequency in ASME XI (Ref. 7) for testing of
Caugory A and B valves and is consistent with Generic Letter 91-
13 (Ref. 4).

SR 3.7.8.3

O
C/ This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the SSWS pumps on

an actual or simulated actuation signal. The SSWS is a normally
operating system that cannot be fully actuated as part of normal
testing during normal operation. The 18 month Frequency is based
on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions
that apply during a unit outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 9.2.1.

2. FSAR. Section 6.2.

3. FSAR. Section 5.4.7.

(continued),9,

(j !-
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,a
'> REFERENCES 4. Generic Letter 91-13. " Request for Information related to

(continued) the Resolution of Generic Issue 130. Essential Service
Water System Failures G Multi-unit Sites, Pursuant to 10
CFR 5.54(f) . "

5. General Desica Criteria 5 and 44.

6. TXX 92410. " License Amendment Request 92-002, Combined
Unit 1 and 2 Technical Specifications * dated August 31,
1992.

7. ASME XI.

!
-

|

i
l
1

e

G;

1

i

1

.

,a !

k >) !
i
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) B 3.7.9 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

. BASES

BACKGROUND The UHS for both CPSES units (1 & 2) is the Safe Shutdown
Impoundment. The SSI is formed by a cove of Squaw Creek Reservoir
(SCR) and is retained by a seismic Category I dam (SSI Dam). The
normal SCR/SSI elevation is 2770 feet mean sea level. An
equalization channel between the SSI and SCR has an invert
elevation of 769' 6" to ensure the required SSI volume is
retained should the main SCR dam fail. The SSI provides a heat
sink for processing and operating heat from safety related
components during a transient or accident, as well as during
normal operation. This is done by utilizing the Station Service
Water System (SSWS) and the Component Cooling Water (CCW) System.

The SSI has been defined as that water source, including
necessary retaining structures (e.g. a pond with its dam), and
the intake channel entering, but not including, the service water
system intake structure as discussed in the FSAR, Section 2.4 and
9.2.5 (Ref. 1). The two principal functions of the SSI are the
dissipation of residual heat after reactor shutdown, and

O dissipation of residual heat after an accident.
v

The basic performance requirements are that a 30 day supply of
water be available, and that the design basis temperatures of
safety related equipment not be exceeded. The CPSES thermal-
hydraulic analysis of the SSI assumed no cake up water was added
for a period of 39 days. The analysis shows that the peak SSI
temperature would occur approximately a week following a design
basis event.

Additional information on the design and operation of the
system, along with a list of components served, can be found in
Reference 1.

APPLICABLE The SSI is the sink for heat removed from the reactor core
SAFETY ANALYSES following all accidents and anticipated operational occurrences

in which the unit is cooled down and placed on residual heat
removal (RHR) operation. Its maximum post accident heat load
occurs approximately 20 minutes after a design basis loss of

.
'

(continued)
O
\ j- |

>
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(3 i

$ 4

L '' APPLICABLE coolant accident (LOCA). Near this time, the unit switches from
S/IETY ANALYSES injection to recirculation and the containment cooling systems )
(continued) and RHR are required to remove the core decay heat. |

The operating limits are based on conservative heat transfer i

analyses for the worst case LOCA. Reference 1 provides the
details of the assumptions used in the analysis, which include
worst expected meteorological conditions, conservative
uncertainties when calculating decay heat, and worst case single
failure (e.g., failure of the main cooling reservoir dam). The i

thermal hydraulic analysis assumes an initial elevation of 770 )
feet mean sea level which drops to 769' 6" coincident with the i

Design Basis Event. The SSI is designed in accordance with
'

Regulatory Guide 1.27 (Ref. 2), which requires a 30 day supply of
cooling water in the SSI.

The SSI satisfies Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

O LCO The SSI is required to be OPERABLE and is considered OPERABLE if ;

f ), it contains a sufficient volume of water at or below the maximum ;'w
temperature that would allow the SSWS to operate for at least
30 days following the design basis LOCA without the loss of net i

'

positive suction head (NPSH), and without exceeding the maximum
design temperature of the equipment served by the SSWS. To meet
this condition, the SSI temperature should not exceed 102*F and i

the level should *t fall below 770 ft mean sea level during |

normal unit operation. |

APPLICABILITY In MCOES 1. 2, 3, and 4, the SSI is required to support the :

OPERABILITY of the equipment serviced by the SSI and required to
,

be OPERABLE in these MODES. |

In H0DE 5 or 6, the OPERABILI1Y requirements of the SSI are
Idetermined by the systems it supports.

(continued)o)!v
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- ACTIONS AJ

If the level drops below that required, action must be taken to
lrestore the SSI to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The assumption

,

of the loss of the main reservoir and the analysis for 39 days
with no make up are conservatism in the evaluation of water i

volume that provide a design margin exceeding the margin of
safety in RG 1.27. The SSI has sufficient volume below the
required level to meet RG 1.27 requirements for 30 days of
cooling volume. In the unlikely event the SCR/SSI elevation drops
below normal elevations, make up to SCR and/or rain fall are
likely to restore levels to normal.

The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable based on the low
probability of an accident occurring during the 7 days that the
level is low, the capability of the SSI to mitigate Design Basis
Accidents at lower levels, and the time required to reasonably ,

complete the Required Action.

B.1 and B.2

If the level cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
,A associated Completion Time, or if the SSI is inoperable for
( reasons other than Condition A. the unit must be placed in a H0DE

in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the <

'

unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in
H0DE 5 within 36 hours. !

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit |
systems.

4

i

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.9.1
REQUIREMENTS .

This SR verifies that adequate long term (30 day) cooling can be '

maintained. The specified level also ensures that sufficient
NPSH is available to operate the SSWS pumps. The 24 hour ;

*

Frequency is based on operating experience related to trending of |
the parameter variations during the applicable MODES. This SR I

,

verifies that the SSI water level is a 770 ft mean sea level.

(continued)q
NJ

|

!
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p
-- SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.9 2

' REQUIREMENTS

(continued)' This SR verifies that the'SSWS is available to cool the CCW
System to at-least its maximum design temperature with the
maximum accident or normal design heat loads for.30 days ;

following a Design Basis' Accident. The 24 hour Frequency is I

based on operating experience related to trending of tie !
.

parameter variations during the applicable MODES. This SR
verifies that the average water temperature of the SSI is
s 102*F.

i

.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 9.2.5. ;

i

2. Regulatory Guide 1.27.j
.

.

,

;

6
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' ' ' B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Filtration / Pressurization System (CREFS)
1

BASES

BACKGROUND The CREFS provides a protected environment from which operators
can control the unit following an uncontrolled release of
radioactivity.

The CREFS consists of two independent, redundant trains that
pressurize, recirculate and filter the control room air. Each
train contains two filtration units: an emergency pressurization i

unit and an emergency filtration unit. Each filtration unit
consists of a prefilter, high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)
filters, an activated charcoal adsorber section for removal of
gaseous activity (principally iodines), and a fan. Ductwork, !

valves or dampers, and instrumentation also form part of the i

system, as well as demisters to remove water droplets from the
air stream. A second bank of HEPA filters follows the adsorber ,

section to collect carbon fines and provide backup in case of |

/D failure of the main HEPA filter bank. In addition, the emergency |

V pressurization units contain a demister and a heater to maintain j

the humidity of the incoming air below 70%.
I

The CREFS is an emergency system wholly contained within the
Control Room Air Conditioning System, parts of which operate
during normal unit operations. Upon receipt of the actuating
signal (s), normal air supply fans to the control room are
isolated, and the stream of ventilation air is provided by the
emergency pressurization units and then recirculated through the
emergency filtration units. The demisters and heaters in the
emergency pressurization units remove any large particles in the
air, and any entrained water droplets present, to prevent
excessive loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers.
Coptl.%ous operation of each train's emergency pressurization i

unit for at least 10 hours per month, with the heaters on,
reduces moisture buildup on the HEPA filters and adsorbers. Both
the demister and heater are important to the effectiveness of the'

charcoal adsorbers.

IActuation of the CREFS by a Safety Injection, Loss of Offsite
Power or Intake Vent High Radiation signal places the system in

(continued)

(n)
,
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4

- BACKGROUND the emergency recirculation mode. Actuation of the system to the ,

',

(continued) emergency recirculation mode of operation, closes the
unfiltered outside air supply path and the system exhaust

,

dampers, stops normal supply and exhaust fans, and aligns the ;
1

system for recirculation of the control room air through the ,

redundant trains of HEPA and the charcoal filters. The emergency |

recirculation mode also initiates pressurization and filtered |

ventilation of the air supply to the control room.

Outside air is filtered, and added to the air being recirculated .

*

from the control room. Pressurization of the control room
prevents infiltration of unfiltered air from the surrounding
areas of the plant.

The air entering the control room is continuously monitored by ,

radiation detectors. One detector output above the setpoint will :
cause actuation of the emergency recirculation mode.

A single train will pressurize the control room to about
0.125 inches water gauge. The CREFS operation in maintaining the
control room habitable is discussed in the FSAR. Sections t

2.2, 6.4, 6.5, 7.3, and 9.4 (Ref. 1).

Redundant supply and recirculation trains provide the required
filtration should an excessive pressure drop develop across the
other filter train. The CREFS is designed in accordance with

3 Seismic Category I requirements.

The CREFS is designed to maintain the control room environment
for 30 days of continuous occupancy after a Design Basis Accident !

(DBA) without exceeding a 5 rem whole body dose or its equivalent
to any part of the body,

|

APPLICABLE The CREFS components are arranged in redundant, safety related
SAFETY ANALYSES ventilation trains. The location of components and ducting

within the control room envelope ensures an adequate supply of
filtered air to all areas requiring access. The CREFS provides
airborne radiological protection for the control room operators,
as demonstrated by the control room accident dose analyses for
the most limiting design basis loss of coolant accident, fission
product release presented in the FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2).

(continued)
,

,

''
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( APPLICABLE The analysis of toxic gas releases demonstrates that the toxicity
SAFETY ANALYSES limits are not exceeded in the control room following a toxic'"

(continued) chemical release, as presented in Referenu 1. Isolation of the
control room is not automatic for a toxic chemical release event.

The worst case single active failure of a componer.t of the CREFS,
assuming a loss of offsite power, does not impair the ability of
the system to perform its design function.

The CREFS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO Two independent and redundant CREFS trains are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available assuming a
single failure disables the other train. Total system failure i

could result in exceeding a dose of 5 rem to the control room
operator in the event of a large radioactive release.

The CREFS is considered OPERABLE when the individual components
necessary to limit operator exposure are OPERABLE in both trains. ;

A CREFS train is OPERABLE when both filtration units (i.e., the
emergency pressurization unit (EPU) and emergency filtration unit |

(EFU)) are OPERABLE. A filtration unit is OPERABLE when the]U
'

associated:
1

a. Fan is OPERABLE:

b. HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers are not excessively
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their filtration
functions: and

c. Heater (EPU only), demister (EPU only), ductwork, valves,
and dampers are OPERABLE, and air circulation can be
maintained.

In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained,
including the integrity of the walls, ficars, ceilings, ductwork,
and access doors,

__

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, and during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies CREFS must be OPERABLE to control operator exposure
during and following a DBA.

(continued)(3
L) i
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APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 or 6 the CREFS is required to cope with the release Iv] .(continued) from the rupture of an outside waste gas tank.

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies the CREFS must be-

OPERABLE to cope with the release from a fuel handling accident.
4

|

ACTIONS L1

When one CREFS train is inoperable, action must be taken to
'

restore OPERABLE status withia 7 days. In this Condition, the
remaining OPERABLE CREFS train is adequate to perform the control
room protection function. However, the overall reliability is ;

reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE CREFS train |

could result in loss of CREFS function. The 7 day Completion j

Time is based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during i
'

this time period, and ability of the remaining train to provide
.

the required capability. |
|

|

B.1 and B.2

O In H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the inoperable CREFS train cannot be |,

.( restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time. '

i. the unit must be placed in a H00E that minimizes accident risk.
To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least
H00E 3 w' thin 6 hours, and in H0DE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating

,

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power'

conditions in an orderly manner end without challenging unit
systems.

1

a

C.1. C.2.1. and C.2.2

' Ir H0DE 5 o- 6, or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies,
if the inoperable CREFS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Completion Time, action must be taken
to immediately place the OPERABLE CREFS train in the emergency
mode, This action ensures that the remaining train is OPERABLE,-

that no failures preventing automatic actuation will occur, and
that any active failure would be readily detected.

(continued)

O
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~' ; ACTIONS C.1. C.2.1_ and C.2.2 (centinued)
(G

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to imediately suspend
activities that could result in a release of radioactivity that
might require isolation of the centrol room. This places the ;

unit in a condition that minimizes risk. This does not preclude '

the movement of fuel to a safe position.

DA

If the Control Room Pressure is not capable of being maintained
greater than or equal to 0.125 inches water gauge, action must be
taken to restore capability to pressurize the control room within
24 hours. The 24 hour completion time is reasonable based on the
low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and
the availability of CREFs to filter the air and provide pressure (
inside the control room. The 24 hours also allows reasonable
time to facilitate repairs.

!

E.1 and E l

em When in H00E 1, 2. 3, or 4, if the Control Room pressure cannot() be restored to greater than or equal to 0.125 inches water gauge j
within the required Completion Time, the unit must be placed In a '

N00E that minimizes accident risk. To achieve this status, the ]
unit must be placed in at least H0DE 3 within 6 hours, and MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit .

Iconditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems.

1

F.1. F.2 and 1 3

When in MODE 5 or 6. or during movement of irradiated fuel ,

assemblies, or during CORE ALTERATIONS if the Control Rom |
pressure cannot be restored to greater than or equal to 0.125 ;

inches water gauge within the required Completion Time, the unit
must be placed in a condition that minimizes accident risk. To
achieve this status, any OPERABLE CREFS train should be placed in
operation and CORE ALTERATION and movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies must be suspended immediately.

(continued),q
V
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1

(9 ACTIONS. G.1 and L 2
NJ (continued)

In MODE 5 or 6, or during movement of irrsdiated fuel assemblies,
with two CREFS trains inoperable, action must be taken
imediately to suspend activities that could result in a release
of radioactivity that might enter the control room. This places
the unit in a condition that minimizes accident risk. This does

,

. not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.

U
,

I

If both CREFS trains are inoperable in H0DE 1, 2, 3. or 4, the !
'

CREFS may not be capable of performing the intended function and'

the unit is in a condition outside the accident analyses.
Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately i.

|
. .-

,

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1<

REQUIREMENTS
'

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that ;
'

they function properly. As the environment and normal i

operating conditions on this system are not too severe, each
; - train once every month provides an adequate check of this system. :

.
Monthly heater operations dry out any moisture accumulated in the i
charcoal from humidity in the ambient air. Filtration ;

units with heaters must be operated for a 10 continuous hours |
with the heaters energized. filtration units without heaters
need only be operated for 215 minutes to demonstrate the

F function of the system. The 31 day Frequency is based on the ,

!reliability of the equipment and the two train redundancy
availability.

| SR 3.7.10.2

'

This SR verifies that the required CREFS testing is performed in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP).
The CREFS filter tests are in accordance with Regulatory :

Guide 1.52 (Ref. 3). The VFTP includes testing the performance I

of the HEPA filter, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum flow
rate, and the physical properties of the activated charcoal. ,

'

,

|Specific test Frequencies and additional information 'are
discussed in detail in the VFTP. |

(continued)
'p _ _

!))V
1
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:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.3
i

:
-

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR verifies that each CREFS train starts and operates on an i

actual or simulated actuation signal. The Frequency of 18 months ,

is specified in Regulatory Guide 1.52 (P.ef. 3). Each actuation :

signal must be verified (overlapping testing is acceptable).

SR 3.7.10.4
i

This SR verifies the integrity of the control roem enclosure, and . ;
.

the assumed inleakage rates of the potentially contaminated air. !
;

The control room positive pressure, with respect to potentially '
'

- contaminated adjacent areas, is periodically tested to verify ,

proper functioning of the CREFS, During the emergency
recirculation mode of operation, thc CREFS is designed to

'

pressurite the control room 2 0.125 inches water gauge positivee

] pressure with respect to adjacent areas in order to prevent ,

unfiltered inleakage. The CREFS is designed to maintain this'
,

positive pressure with one train at a makeup flow rate of 800'

cfm. The Frequency of 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG 0800 (Ref. 4). i

.

I

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Sections 2.2, 6,4, 6.5, 7.3, and 9.4.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15,-

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52. Rev. 2.

4. NUREG 0800, Section ti 1, Rev. 2, July 1981.

4 - _

3

i

1

1

4

'

-

; 1

O
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B 3,7.11 Control Room Air Conditioning System (CRACS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The CRACS provides temperature control for the control room
1during normal and emergency operation.

The CRACS consists of two redundant trains th;t provide cooling
and heating of recirculated control room air. Each CRACS train
includes two heating and cooling units. Instrumentation, and !

controls to provide for control room temperature control. Each
cooling unit provides 50% of the maximum heat removal capability I

for its respective Train. The CRACS is a subsystem providing air
temperature control for the control room.

The CRACS is an emergency system, parts of which may also operate
during normal unit operations. A single train will provide the
required temperature control to maintain the control room between
70'F and 80*F. Each CPSES Unit has two CRACS trains for a total
of four cooling units available to cool the common control room.
The CRACS operation in maintaining the control room temperature
is discussed in the FSAR, Sections 6.4 (Ref.1) and 9.4.1

,,

(L;) (Ref.2).

APPLICABLE The design basis of the CRACS is to maintain the
SAFETY ANALYSES control room temperature for 30 days of continuous occupancy.

The CRACS components are arranged in redundant, safety related
trains. During normal and emergency operation, the CRACS
maintains the temperature between 70*F and 80*F. A single active
failure of a component of the CRACS, with a loss of offsite
power, does not impair the ability of the system to perform its
design function. Redundant detectors and controls are provided
for control room temperature control. The CRACS is designed in
accordance with Seismic Category I

requirements. The CRACS is capable of removing sensible
, and latent heat loads from the control room, which include

consideration of equipment heat loads and personnel occupancy
requirements, to ensure equipment OPERABILITY.

The CRACS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

/'l (continued)
LJ
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'O
LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the CRACS are required to ,

be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, assuming a j

single failure disabling the other train. Total system failure ;
could result in the equipment operating temperature exceeding |
limits in the event of an accident. |

The CRACE is considered to be OPERABLE when the individual
components necessary to maintain the control room temperature are
OPERABLE in both trains. These components include the heating
and cooling coils and associated temperature control
instrumentation. In addition, the CRACS must be operable to the
extent that air circulation can be maintained.

' APPLICABILITY In H00ES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.- and during movement of irradiated i

fuel assemblies, the CRACS must be OPERABLE to ensure that the ]
control room temperature will not exceed equipment operational '

requirements
,

ACTIONS U

With one CRACS train inoperable, action must be taken to restore-

OPERABLE status witnin 30 days. In this Condition, the remaininJ
OPERABLE CRACS train is adequate to maintain the control room ,-

'

temperature within limits. However, the overall reliability is
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE CRACS train
could result in loss of CRACS function. The 30 day Completion
Time is based on the low probability of an event challenging the
remaining units and the consideration that the remaining train
can provide the required protection. |

B.1 and B.2

In H0DE 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the inoperable CRACS train cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, j

the unit must be placed in a H0DE that minimizes the risk. To i-

achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 i

within 6 hours, and in H00E 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, |.

to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions !

', in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

(continued)
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(D
V ACTIONS C.I. C,2.1. and C.2.2

(continued) ;

In H0DE 5 or 6. and during movement of irradiated fuel, if the |
'

inoperable CRACS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE CRACS train
must be placed in operation imediately. This action ensures
that the remaining train is OPERABLE, that no failures preventing
automatic actuation will occur, and that active failures will be

Ireadily detected,

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately suspend
activities that present a potential for releasing radioactivity
that might require isolation of the control room. This places
the unit in a condition that minimizes accident risk. This does
not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.

D.1 and D 2 ,

I
In MODE 5 or 6, cr during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, !

with two CRACS train inoperable and at least 100% of the required
heat removal capability equivalent to a single OPERABLE train
available, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status in 30 l

~ .Q days. In this condition, the remaining OPEP,ABLE air conditioning
;b units in either train are adequate to maintain the control room

temperature within limits. However, the overall reliability is
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE CRACS air4

conditioning units could result in loss of CRACS function. The
30 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of an
event challenging the remaining units and the consideration that
the remainir,g train can provide the required protection.

An alternative to Required Acticn 0.1 is to immediately to
suspend activities that could result ir a release of
radioactivity that might require isolan : of the control room.
This places the unit in a condition that minimizes risk. This
does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.

E.1 and E 2

If both CRACS trains are ' inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. with'

at least 2001 of the required heat removal capability equivalent
to a single OPERABLE train available, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status in 30 days. In this condition, the
remaining OPERABLE air conditioning units in either train are j

!

( (continued)
_
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1

! /
ACTIONS L1 and E.2 (continued) {''

adequate to maintain the control room temperature within limits.
However, the overall reliability is reduced because a single
failure in the OPERABLE CRACS air conditioning units could result
in loss of CRACS function. The 30 day Completion Time is based>

on the low probability of an event challenging the remaining ;

units and the consideration that the remaining train can provide
the required protection.

If both CRACS trains are inoperable in H0DE 1, 2. 3 or 4 the
control room CRACS may not be capable of performing its intended i
function. Therefore, as an alternative to Required Action E.1. j

LC0 3.0.3 may be entered imediately.

'

,

I

SURVEILLANCE SR ?.7.11.1 1

REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the system !
is sufficient to remove the heat load assumed in the safety I

analyses jn the control room. This SR consists of a combination I
'

(N of testing and calculations. The 18 month Frequency is
() appropriate since significant degradation of the CRACS is slow ,

Iand is not expected over this time period.
i

|

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 6.4.

2. FSAR, Section 9.4.1
1

!
.

I

I,,m

(v) i,
;
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(q B 3.7.12V; Primary Plant Ventilation System (PPVS) - ESF Filtration Trains

BASES
n

5

BACKGROUND The Primary Plant Ventilation System (PPVS) serves all the areas
.

housing engineered safety features equipment as well as the
radwaste areas and the fuel handling and storage areas. The PPVS
supply consists of eight non-safety related, primary plant supply
fans (30,000 scfm each) sharing common ductwork and dampers and
two non safety related, ventilation equipment room supply fans.
The PPVS exhaust consists of twelve non ESF filtration units and
fans (15,000 scfm each), four ESF filtratien units and fans
(15,000 scfm each), and two non safety related. ventilation
equipment room exhaust fans. An odd number of exhaust units are
run during normal conditions to provide a slightly negative ,

pressure in the primary plant areas. For excnple, if 5 supply
fans are running to provide . cooling (150,000 sefm),11 (2X5+1)
are running to exhaust 165.000 scfm.

.

The PPVS supply fans provide cooling air during normal operation.
The non ESF exhaust filtration units filter air from each units

O Safeguards building and from the common Auxiliary and Fuel
V buildings curing normal operation. The PPVS exhaust ESF

Filtration units filter air from these areas which contain the
active ECCS components during the recirculation phase of a loss
of coolant accident (LOCA). The ESF filtration units may be used
in normal operation if the capacity of the non-ESF units is
insufficient for a condition (e.g. maximum outdoor design
conditions) or a mode (e.g. containment purge) or if a non ESF
unit is unavailable.

The PPV5 exhaust consists of two electrically independent and
redundant trains sharing common ductwork and plenums. Each trair.
has six non ESF Filtration units and two ESF Filtration units.
Each ESF Filtration unit consists of a heater, a demister, a high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, an activated charcoal
adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity (principally
iodines), and a fan. Ductwork, dampers, and instrumentation also

,

fonn part of the system, as well as demisters functioning to
reduce the relative humidity of the air stream. A second bank of
HEPA filters follows [

(continued)
l'

~
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I

i BACKGROUND the adsorber section to collect carbon fines and provide
(continued) backup in case the main HEPA filter bank fails. The downstream

HEPA filter is not credited in the accident analysis, but serves
to collect charcoal fines, and to back up the upstream HEPA
filter should it develop a leak. The system initiates filtered

!

ventilation of the Safeguards Auxiliary and Fuel buildings
following receipt of a safety injection (SI) signal from either
unit.

The PPVS is a normally operating system, aligned to bypass the
iESF HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. During emergency

operations, the PPVS non ESF fans are stopped and ESF fans are i

!started to begin filtration. Upon receipt of the actuating
signal, the stream of ventilation air discharges tnrough the ESF
filter trains. The demisters remove any entrained water droplets |
present to prevent excessive loading of the HEPA filters and i

charcoal adsorbers, j

The PPVS is discussed in the FSAR, Sections 6.5.1, 9.4.5. 1

and 15.6.5 (Refs.1, 2, and 3, respectively) since it may be used
for normal, as well as post accident, atmospheric cleanup
functions. The primary purpose of the heaters is to maintain the
relative humidity at an acceptable level, consistent with iodine

'

removal efficiencies per Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4).

.

APPLICABLE 'he design basis of the PPVS is established by
SAFETY ANALYSES 9 large break LOCA. The system evaluation assumes a continuous ;

Ia leak from the system recirculating primary reactor coolant
d. side containment post LOCA for 30 days. The system limits the
radioactive release due to ESF equipment leakage such that the
total release, including containment leakage, is within the 10
CFR 100 (Ref. 5) and GDC 19 (Ref. 7) limits. Although not
specifically analyzed, the system is also credited with the ;

mitigation of a passive failure of the ECCS outside containment.
'

such as an SI or RHR pump seal failure, during the recirculation
mode. The analysis of the effects and consequences of a large
break LOCA is presented in Reference 3. The PPVS also actuates
following a small break LOCA, in those cases where the ECCS goes

' into the recirculation mode of long term cooling, to clean up
releases of smaller leaks, such as from valve stem packing.

The PPVS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).
'

4

(continued) f|
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LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the PPVS are required to(V be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, assuming
that a single failure disables the other train coincident with
loss of offsite power. Total system failure could result in the
atmospheric release from the ESF equipment leakage excceding
regulatory limits in the event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA).

PPVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual components
necessary to maintain the ESF filtration are OPERABLE in both
trains.

A PPVS Train is considered OPERABLE when it's individual
components necessary to maintain the ESF filtration are operable
such that the required negative pressure can be maintained in the
Auxiliary and Safeguards buildings. Note: If one of the two ESF
filtration units in a train can maintain the required negative
pressure alone, it would satisfy the operability requirement.

A PPVS ESF Filtration Unit is considered OPERABLE when its
associated:

a. Fan is OPERABLE:

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorbers are not excessively
O) restricting flow, and are capable of performing their(__

4filtration functions: and

c. Heater, demister, doctvark, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE
and air flow can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4. the PPVS is required to be OPERABLE
consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the ECCS.

In HDDE 5 or 6, the PPVS is not required to be OPERABLE since the
ECCS is not requircJ to be OPERABLE.

-

ACTIONS A,1
P

With one PPVS train inoperable, for any reason except failure to
maintain a negative pressure envelope in the Auxiliary,
Safeguards, and Fuel Buildings 20.05 inch water gauge, action
must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During ;

this time, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform

o the PPVS function. |

V (continued) i
;
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'

ACTIONS & J (continued)

Due to the layout of the ESF equipment interior to the Auxiliary
and Safeguard buildings and the design of the. PPVS supply and j

exhaust, failure to maintain the required negative pressure does
not constitute a loss of the safety function and action A.1 would
not apply. As long as air flow is achievable, essentially all
ESF leakage would be filtered and exhausted by the PPV.

.1

The 7 day Completion Time is appropriate because the risk :

contribution is less than that for the ECCS (72 hour Completion
Time), and this system is not a direct support system for the
ECCS. The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability
of a DBA occurring during this time period, and ability of the
remaining train to provide the required capability.

,

Concurrent failure of two PPVS trains would result in the loss of
functional capability: therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be entered
imediately.

,

IL1
|

With one or more ESF Filtration trains unable to maintain a
A negative pressure envelope in the Auxiliary Safeguards, and Fuel
(,) Buildings 20.01 inch water gauge, action must be taken to restore

OPERABLE status within 7 days.

The 7 day Completion Time is appropriate because the risk
contribution is less than that for the ECCS (72 hour Completion
Time), and this system is not a direct support system fer the
ECCS. The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability
of a DBA occurring during this time period and the design of the
buildings included within the negative pressure envelope. The
buildings are desigr.cd such that the rooms with sources of
potential ECCS hakage are below grade or internal to the
structure of these buildings thus providing a buffer zone to
external leakage.

L1

- With one or more ESF Filtration trains unable to maintain a
negative pressure envelope in the Auxiliary, Safegutirds, and Fuel
buildings 20.05 inch water gauge, action must be taken to restore
OPERABLE status within 30 days. During this time the ESF
Filtration trains must maintain 2 0.01 inch water gauge. This
regative pressure will still ensure that unfiltered air does not
escape the pressure envelope.

'7} (continued) ;;
m.
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. h- ACTIONS L1 (continued)

The 30. day Completion Time is appropriate because an adequate
negative pressure crvelope is still maintained.

4

D.1 and D.2

; If the PPVS train or negative pressure envelope cannot be - ,

restored to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion
:

j Time, the unit must be placed in a H0DE in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at
least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in H0DE 5 within 36 hours. The

i allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
- experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit,
.

systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.12.1 ,

REQUIREMENTS
Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that
they function properly. As the environment and normal operating

O conuitions on this system are not severe, testing each train once
U a month provides an adequate check on this system. Monthly Ii

heater operations dry out any moisture that may have accumulated
in the charcoal from humiriity in the ambient air. Systems with

_

heaters must be operated a 10 continuous hours with the heaters!

. energized Nith flow through the HEPA filters and charcoal
I adsorbers. Operation is to be initiated from the Control Room.

The 31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of'

_ equipment and the two train redundancy available.

) SR 3.7.12.2

" This SR verifies that the required PPVS testing is performed in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP).

,

The ECCS PREACS filter tests are in accordance with Reference 4.-

The VFTP includes testing HEPA filter performance, charcoal
.

adsorbers efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical
.

properties of the activated charcoal (general use and following
specific operations). Specific test Frequencies and additional
information are discussed in detail in the VFTP.

(continued)

,
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PPVS

B 3.7.12 l-

BASES

:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.12.3:
'

REQUIREMENTSi
(continued) This SR verifies that each PPVS train starts and operates on an

actual or simulated actuation signal. The 18 month Frequency is i

consistent with that specified .in Reference 4. )
|

SR 3.7.12.4
I

This SR verifies the integrity of.the negative pressure envelope.
The ability of the Auxiliary and Safeguards buildings to maintain
a negative pressure, with respect to potent.ially uncontaminated i

,

adjacent areas, is periodically tested to verify proper
functioning of the PPVS, During the post accident mode of ;

operation, the PPVS is designed to maintain a slight negative
pressure in the Auxiliary. Fuel and Safeguards buildings. with
respect to adjacent areas, to prevent unfiltered LEAKAGE. The i

acceptance criteria of s 0.05 inches water gauge relative to
atmospheric pressure was selected as a reasonable measure of the |

;

integrity of the negative pressure boundary. The Frequency of i

18 months is consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG 0800, i
.

Section 6.5.1 (Ref. 6). |
1

.

This test is conducted with the tests for filter penetration: |

thus, an 18 month Frequency on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
consistent with that specified in Reference 4.s

SR 3.7.12.5

Not used.
'

!<

SR 3.7.12.6
i :

Verification of the tripping of each non ESF fan on an SI signal'

is necessary to ensure that the system functions properly. I
'

:

|

t REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 6.5.1.
, ,

'

2. FSAR. Section 9.4.3 and 9.4.5
,

3. FSAR, Chapter 15.
.

4. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 2).
-

,

(continued)
' !,\
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PPVS

B 3.7.12 I

BASES |
:
I

ies
' #) REFERENCES 5. 10 CFR 100.11. |(

' (centinued) i

6. NUREG 0800. Section 6.5.1. Rev. 2 July 1981.

7. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 19.
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FBACS.
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3.7.13 : ;
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. 3.7' PLANT SYSTU4S :-

3.7.13' ' FUEL DUILDING AIR CLEANUP SYSTEM (FBACS).- I
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3.7.15

i

B 3,7 PLANT SYSTEMSn

(U) I

B 3.7.15 Fuel Storage Aren Water Level |
1

BASES ;
__

l

BACXGROUND The einimum water level in a fuel storage area meets the i

assumptions of iodine decontamination factors following a fuel
handling accident. The specified water level shields and
minimizes the general area dose when the storage racks are filled
to their maximum capacity. The water also provides shielding |

I

during the movement of spent fuel.

The minimum water depth for design for fuel handling ensures that i
a nominal 23 feet of wter is maintained above the top of a :

damaged fuel assembly laying atop the fuel storage racks and that
10 feet of water shielding is maintained above fuel assemblies
being moved.

A general description of the fuel storage pcol design is given in
the FSAR, Section 0.1.2 (Ref.1). The in containment fuel
storage area is described in FSAR Section 9.1.2 (Ref.1). A
cescription of the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System is

(] given in the FSAR Section 9.1.3 (Ref. 2). The assumptions of
L' the feel handling accident are given in the FSAR, Section 15.7.4

(Ref. 3). |

_

i

APPLICABLE The min!mm water level in a fuel storage area meets
SAFETY ANALYSES the pool oecontamination factor of 100 assumptions of the fuel i

!handlireg accident described in Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4).
The resultant 2 hour thyroid dose per person at the exclusiori l
area boundary is well within the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 5) limits j

[ Reference 6 and 7].

According to Reference 4 there should be a nominal 23 ft of I

water between the top of the damaged fuel bundle and the fuel
pool surface during a fuel handling accident. With 23 ft of i
water, the assumptions of Reference 4 can be used directly. In

,

practice, this LC0 preserves this assumption for the bulk of the
fuel in the storage racks. In the case of a single bundle I
dropped and lying hcrizontally on tcp of the spent fuel racks,
however, there may be < 23 ft of water above the top of the fuel i

|

/~N (continued)
b _

,

.!;
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level ;

B 3.7.15 i

I
.

BASES

(m
(

APPLICABLE bundle and the surface, indicated by the width of the bundle. To I'

SAFETY ANALYSES offset this small nonconservatism, the analysis assumes that all |
(continued; fuel rods fail, although analysis shows that only the first few

rows fail from a hypothetical maximum drop. The fuel storage pool |
water level satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

'

1

)

LC0 The fuel storage area water level is required to be 2 23 ft over
the top of the storage racks. The specified water level
preserves the assumptions of the fuel handling accident analysis
(Ref. 3). As such, it is the minimum required for fuel storage
and movement within the spent fuel storage areas.'

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the spent fuel storage areas, since the potential for a release -

of fission products exists.

(G) ACTIONS M

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that
LC0 3.0.3 does not apply. -

When the initial conditions for prevention of an accident cannot j

be met, steps should be taken to preclude the accident from 1

Ioccurring. When the spent fuel storage areas water level is
lower than the required level, the movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the spent fuel storage areas is immediately
suspended to a safe position. This action effectively precludes
the ocrurrence of a fuel handling accident. This does not
preclude movement of a fuel assembly to a safe position.

If movino irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 oc 6, i

LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving irradiated !

fuel assemblies while in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. the fuel movement ;

1s independent of reactor operations. Therefore, inability to |

suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient |

reason to require a reactor chutdown.
.

O (continued) :
V !

!
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level :'

B 3.7.15

' '

BASES.
.. 1

;

i.

SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.7.15.1 .*'
'

REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies sufficient fuel storage pool water is available'

;

in the event of a fuel handling accident. The water level in the'H-

fuel storage pooi must be checked periodically. The 7 day.

Frequency is appropriate because the voline in the pool is i
'

normally stable. ~ Water level changes are' controlled by plant
procedures and are' acceptable based on operating experience.

,

<

During refueling operations, the level in the fuel storage pool
'is checked daily in accordance with SR 3.9.7.1 or SR 3.9.8.1 as"

applicable.
'

;

,

: REFERENCES ~ 1. FSAR Section 9.1.2. )
2. FSAR, Section 9.1.3. !c

!

3. FSAR Section 15.7. !

4. Regulatory Guide 1.25, Rev. O.

|
. 5. 10 CFR 100.11. !

l

6. WCAP 7518 L. Radiological consequences of a Fuel Handling
Accident, June 1970.,

7. NUREG 0800, Section 15.7.4.

4
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!
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.7.17

,

B 3 7 PLANT SYSTEMS-

7'
; <

~\ ' .B 3,7.17 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage-

y

-BASES
.-

BACKGROUND In the High Density Rack (HDR) [(Refs.1 and 2)] design, the two
shared spent fuel storage pools are administrative 1y divided into

..

three separate and distinct regions which, for the purpose of'

criticality considerations, are considered as separate pools..

Low Density Racks (LDR), with 556 storage positions, are designed
to accommodate new fuel with a maximum enrichment of 5.0 wtt

- U 235, or spent fuel regardless of the discharge fuel burnup.
High Density Racks, with 1470 storage positions, is designed to
accommodate fuel of various initial enrichments which have
accumulated minimum burnups within the acceptable domains of one
out of four or two out of four storage according to^

Figure 3.7.171, in the accompanying LCO. Fael assemblies not
meeting the criteria of Figure 3.7.17 1 shall be stored in

,

accordance with paragraph 4.3.1.1 in Section 4.3, Fuel Storage.
-

The water in the spent fuel storage pool normally containsp
A-}

soluble boron, which results in large subcriticality marginsi

under actual cperating conditions. However, the NRC guidelines,
based upon the accident condition in which all soluble poison is
assumed to have been lost, specify that the limitirig k,y of 0,95
be evaluated in the absence of soluble boron. Hence, the design
of both regions is based on the use of unborated water, which
maintains each region in a suberitical condition during normal
operation with the regions fully loaded. The double contingency
principle discussed in ANSI N 16.1-1975 and the April 1978 NRC
letter (Ref. 3) allows credit for soluble boron under other
abnormal or accident conditions, since only a single accident
need be considered at one time. For example, the most severe
accident scenario is associated with the movement of fuel from

,

LDR or one out of four HDR storage, and accidental misloading of J

a fuel assembly in one out of one HDR storage. This could {
potentially increase the criticality of HDR storage. To mitigate !

these postulated criticality related accidents, boron is !
.

dissolved in the pool water. Safe operation of the HDR with no |
movement of assemblies may therefore be achieved oy controlling j
the location of each assembly in accordance with the accompanying
LCO. ,

t

; i
. -

'(N (continued) I

Q ); }
1<

*
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.7.17 |

BASES
,

2

APPLICABLE The hypothetical accidents can only take place during or as
SAFETY ANALYSES a result of the movement of an assembly (Ref. 4). For these |*

accident occurrences, the presence of soluble boron in the spent I

fuel storage pool prevents criticality in both regions. By
closely controlling the movement of each assembly and by checking4 ,

the location of each assembly after movement, the time period for |

potential accidents may be limited to a small fraction of the )
total operating time. During the remaining time period with no |

'

potential for accidents, the operation may be under the autpices
'

of the accompanying LCO. ]

The configuration of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool
satisfies Criterion 2 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

I

J

. LC0 The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblies within the
spent fuel pool, in accordance with Figure 3.7.17-1, in the
accompanying LCO, ensures the k,,r of the spent fuel storage pool
will always remain < 0.95, assuming the pool to be flooded with
unborated water. Fuel assemblies not meeting the criteria of
Figure 3.7.17 1 shall be stored in accordance with,

Specification 4.3.1.1 in Section 4.3.

.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in high
density racks of the fuel storage pool.

);

i

ACTIONS Al !

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that
!LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.

When the configuration of fuel assemblies stored in high density
racks of the spent fuel storage pool is not in accordance with'

Figure 3.7.171, or paragraph 4.3.1.1, the 1:amediate action is to '

'

initiate action to make the necessary fuel assembly movement (s)
to bring the configuration into compliance with Figure 3.7.17-1 1

or Specification 4.3.1.1.
'

,

(continued)

O
,

|
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage .
B 3.7.17'.

BASES

,m

( >)N- ACTIONS U (continued)

If unable to move irradiated fuel assemblies while in H0DE 5
or 6. LCO 3.0.3 would not be applicable. If unable to move
irradiated fuel assemblies while in H0DE 1. 2, 3, or 4, the
acticn is independent of reactor operation. Therefore, inability
to move fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason to require a
reactor shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.17.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SP. verifies by administrative means that the initial
enrichment and burnup of the fuel assembly is in accordance with
Figure 3.7.171 in the accompanying LCO. For fuel assemblies in
the unacceptable range of Figure 3.7.171, performance of this SR
will ensure compliance with Specification 4.3.1.1.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR Section 9.1.
,r)
(_) 2. License Amendment Request 94 22 Spent Fuel Storage

Capacity Increase Docket NO.S 50 445 and 50 446 CPSES.

3. Double contingency principle of ANSI N16.11975, as
specified in the April 14, 1978 NRC letter (Section 1.2) and
implied in the proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.13
(Section 1.4, Appendix A).

4. FSAR, Section 15.7

.

!

,/~
(j

j'
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.18

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
e

B 3.7.18 Secondary Specific Activity

BASES

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam generator
tube outleakage from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). Under
steady state conditions, the activity is primarily 1odines with
relatively short half lives and, thus, indicates current
conditions. During transients, I 131 spikes have been observed
as well as increased releases of some noble gases. Other fission
product isotopes, as well as activated corrosion products in
lesser amounts, may also be found in the secondary coolant.

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power
operation minimizes releases to the environment because of normal
operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and accidents.

This limit is lower than the activity value that might be
expected from a 1 gpm tube leak (LC0 3.4.13. "RCS Operational
LEAKAGE") of primary coolant at the limit of 1.0 yC1/gm

( ; (LC0 3.4.16. "RCS Specific Activity"). The steam line failure is
El assumed to result in the release of the noble gas and iodine

activity contained in the steam generator inventory, the
feedwater, and the reactor coolant LEAKAGE. Most of the iodine
isotopes have short half lives (i.e., < 20 hours). I 131, with
a half life of 8.04 days, concentrates faster than it decays, but
does not reach equilibrium because of blowdown and other losses.

APPLICABLE The accident analysis of the main steam line break (HSLB),
SAFETY ANALYSES as discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2) assumes the initial

secondary coolant specific activity to have a radioactive isotope
concentration of 0.10 yC1/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131. This
assumption is used in the analysis for determining the
radiological consequences of the postulated accident. The
accident analysis, based on this and other assumptions, shows
that the radiological consequences of an HSLB do not exceed a'

small fraction of the unit EAB limits (Ref.1) for whole body and
thyroid dose rates,

h (continued) .

LJ t
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3,7.18

BASESg
V

APPLICABLE With the loss of offsite power, the remaining steam generators
SAFETY ANALYSES are available for core decay heat dissipation by venting steam to
(continued) the atmosphere through the MSSVs and steam generator atmospheric

relief valves (ARVs). The Auxiliary Feedwater System supplies
the necessary makeup to the steam generators. Venting continues
until the reactor coolant temperature and pressure have decreased
sufficiently for the Residual Heat Removal System to complete the
cooldown.

In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this
accident. the activity released from the steam generator
connected to the failed steam line is assumed to be released
directly to the environment. The unaffected steam generators are
assumed to discharge steam and any entrained activity through the !
HSSVs and ARVs during the event. Since no credit is taken in the |
analysis for activity plateout or retention, the resultant i

radiological consequences represent a conservative estimate of i

the potential integrated dose due to the postulated steam line !
l

failure,

Secondary specific activity limits satisfy Criterion 2 of |
O 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). I

ig

LC0 As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific
activity of the secondary coolant is required to be s 0.10 pC1/gm
DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 to limit the radiological consequences of a
Design Basis Accident (DBA) to a small fraction of the required
limit (Ref 1).

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant ensures
that when secondary specific activity limits are exceeded,
appropriate actions are taken in a timely manner to place the
unit in an operational MODE that would minimize the radiological
consequences of a DBA.

,

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the limits on secondary specific
activity apply due to the potential for secondary steam releases
to the atmosphere.

~'T

(Q (continued)

.!
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.18

BASESp
b

APPLICABILITY In MODES 5 and 6. the steam generators are not being used for
(continued) heat removal. Both the RCS and steam generators are

depressurized, and primary to secondary LEAXAGE is minimal.
Therefore, monitoring of secondary specific activity is not
required.

--

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

DOSE E00lVALENT 1 131 exceeding the allowable value in the
secondary coolant, is an indication of a problem in the PCS and
contributes to increased post accident doses. If the secondary

>

specific activity cannot be restored to witnin limits within the
associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable.
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.18J
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the secondary specific activity is within
the limits of the accident analysis. A gamma isotopic analysis
of the secondary coolant, which determines DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131,
confirms the validity of the safety analysis assumptions as to
the source terms in port accident releases. It also serves to
identify and trend any unusual isotopic concentrations that might
indicate changes in reactor coolant activity or LEAXAGE. The
31 day Frequency is based on the detection of increasing trends
of the level of DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131. and allows for appropriate
action to be taken to maintain levels below the LCO limit.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15. j
1

1
= s

u)
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Safety Chilled Wat:r System
'B 3.7.19
t
'

B 3.7 PL#IT SYSTEMS

'l B 3.7.19 Safety Chilled Water SystemY
BASES

.

BACKGROUND The Safety Chilled Water Syctem provides essential chilled water
to the emergency fan coil units (EFCUs) during normal and
accident conditions. EFCOs are provided in motor driven ESF pump ,

'

rooms'(i.e.. Centrifugal Charging Pump rooms. Safety Injection
Pump rooms. Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump rooms. Containment _ -

Spray Pump rooms, and the motor driven Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW)
Pump rooms), in the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Pump rooms, in the
Component Cooling Water (CCW) Pump rooms, and in the Class 1E
electrical switchgear rooms. The system is designed to provide i

chilled water to maintain the ambient air temperature within the
design limits of the essential equipment served by the system.

The safety related equipment and respective EFCUs are of the same
safety train as the associated chilled water train. Thus, a

,

power failure or other single failure to one cooling system train
will not prevent the cooling of redundant equipraent in the other
train.

The Safety Chilled Water System for each unit consists of two>

v 50parate and completely redundant safety trains. Each train ,

:onsists of one packaged centrifugal chiller, one centrifugal
chilled water recirculation pump, interconnecting piping, valves,d

controls and instrumentation. There are no automatic valves in
the system. Additionally, the two trains share a common chilled
water surge (expansion) tank, partitioned in the middle into two
separate compartments to provide complete separation of the two
trains, that function to ensure sufficient net positive suction
head is available.

In addition to manual start capability, automatic start of the
Safety Chill Water System is provided on a Safety Injection (SI)
signal or a station blackout.

The Safety Chilled Water System is seismic Category I and remains
operational during and after a safe shutdown earthquake. The
associated instrumentation is described in greater detail in FSAR'

Sections, 7.3 and 9.4, References 1 and 2 respectively.

|

(continued)

(q .

J
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Safety Chilled Water System

B 3.7.19
'

BASES

,r
APPLICABLE The design basis of the Safety Chilled Water System is
SAFETY ANALYSES to support EFCUs that maintain air temperatures as required in

selected rooms containing safety related equipment during normal
operation and during and after a design basis accident (with or,

without a loss of offsite power) or a blackout (loss of offsite
power LOOP).

The Safety Chilled Water System is designed to perform its '

function in response to an SI signal with a single failure of any i

active component, assuming the loss of offsite power. One train
of the Safety Chilled Water System provides 100% of the required
cooling for the associated train of EFCUs.

I

The Safety Chilled Water System satisfies criterion 4 of .

10CFP.50.36(c)(2)(11).
,

t

LC0 Two Safety Chilled Water System trains are required OPERABLE to
provide the required redundancy to ensure that the system
functions to remove heat from the EFCUs during and after an
accident assuming the worst case single failure occurs coincident
with the loss of offsite power. >

A Safety Chilled Water System train is considered OPERABLE when
the associated chiller, chilled water pump, surge tank, piping,
valves, and instrumentation required to perform the safety-

i related function are OPERABLE.
.

The isolation of Safety Chilled Water from the EFCUs may render
those units inoperable but does not affect the OPERABILITY of the
Safety Chilled Water System

APPLICABILITY
In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 the Safety Chilled Water System is a
normally operating system, which must be prepared to provide a
safety related cooling function consistent with the OPERABILITY

- requirements of the essential equipment it supports.

In MODE 5 or 6 the OPERABILITY requirements of the Safety
!Chilled Water System are determined by the systems it supports.

(continued)

t
e i
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Safety Chilled Water System

B 3.7.19 |

BASES

O
ACTIONS L_1

|' If one Safety Chilled Water System train is inoperable, action
must be taken to restore the train to OPERABLE status within 72
hours. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE. Safety Chilled
Water System train is adequate to perform the heist removal ,

function for its associated essential equipment.

However, the overall reliability is reduced because a single
failure in the OPERABLE-Safety Chilled Water System train could 3

result in loss of the Safety Chilled Water System function. The ;

72 hour Completion Time is based on the redundant capabilities !
'

afforded by the OPERABLE train, and the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this time. )

< ,

!Ll M _fL2

If the Safety Chilled Water System train cannot be restored to ]4

OPERABLE status within the associated Completion Time, the unit j#

must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To
'

achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 !
,

within 6 hours and H0DE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed jq
Q Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, <

to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.19.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual valves servicing
isafety related equipment provides assurance that the proper flow

paths exist for Safety Chilled Water System operation. This SR !
does not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise j

secured in position, since they are verified to be in the correct
position prior to being locked, sealed, or secured. This SR does ;

not require any testing or valve manipulation: rather, it |

involves verification that those valves capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position. This SR does not

.

apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as
check valves.

>

! :'
The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgement, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve !

operation,' and ensures correct valve positions, g
1

.- -

(continued)
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- Safety Chilled Water System^ -
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B 3.7.19u'
'

BASES
-

,
' '

(p . .
.. .

_

a ,, (
,

. SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.19.2- 1
,.

'.
.

. '

-W ,

REQUIREMENTS'
'

| --(continued)' This' SR veriffes proper operation of the Safety ChilleJ. Water
System fans and plaps on an actual.or simulated actuation' signal.

1,. Operating experience has shown that these components' usual 1y. pass.
the surveillance when performed at'the.18 month Frequency.

~ Therefore, the 18' month frequency is acceptable |from a;

) reliability standpoint.
.

i

REFERENCES. 1.- FSAR,' Section 7.3.
,

2. FSAR Section 9.4.
,.

-
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UPS HVAC

B 3.7.20

B 3.7 PLNIT SYSTEMS

( ) B 3.7.20 UPS HVAC System Opereting [Without LAR 96 004]

SASES
.

BACKGROUND The UPS HVAC System provides temperature control for the safety
'. related UPS & Distribution rooms during all normal and accident

conditions.

The UPS HVAC System consists of two electrically independent and
redundant A/C trains either of which can support all four safety
related UPS & Distribution rooms. Each train consists of an air
conditioning unit. Ductwork, dampers, and instrumentation also
rum part of the system.

1

The UPS HVAC System is a normally operating system. A single A/C
train will provide the required temperature control to maintain
the UPS & Distribution rooms between 40*F and 104*F during normal
plant conditions. Upon receipt of an actuating signal, a standby
train would start.

The UPS HVAC System is also an emergency system. A single A/C
Train will provide the required temperature control to maintain
the UPS rooms below 122*F during emergency plant conditions.

,

(v)
The UPS HVAC System operation in maintaining the UPS inverter room
temperatures is discussed in the FSAR. Section 9.4C.8 (Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE The design basis of the UPS HVAC System is to maintain the
SAFETY ANALYSES UPS & Distribution room temperatures.

The UPS A/C Train components are arranged in redundant, safety
related trains. During emergency operation, the UPS HVAC System
maintains the temperature below 122*F. A single active failure
of a component of the UPS HVAC, with a loss of offsite power,
does not impair the ability of the system to perform its design
function. Redundant controls are provided for UPS room
temperature control. The UPS HVAC is designed in accordance with
Seismic Category I requirements. The UPS HVAC is capable of
removing sensible and latent heat loads from the UPS inverter
rooms. which include consideration of equipment heat load i

requirements to ensure equipment OPERABILITY.

The UPS HVAC satisfies Criterio'. 4 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).
q
V (continued)

I
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UPS HVAC

B 3.7.20 !
1

BASES

V(D LCO A UPS HVAC System train is considered OPERABLE when its
associated:

a. Air Conditioner and fans are OPERABLE.-and

~b. Ductwork and dampers are OPERABLE, and air circulation
can be maintained.

.

|
|

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1. 2, 3. or 4. the UPS HVAC System is required to be
OPERABLE to ensure the UPS & Distribution room temperatures will
not exceed equipment operational requirements.

.I

ACTIONS AJ,

With one UPS HVAC System train inoperable, restore the inoperable
'train to OPERABLE status within 7 days.

O During this period, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to
perform the UPS HVAC System function. The 7 day Completion Time ,

'

is based on the risk from an event occurring requiring the
inoperable UPS HVAC Train.

B.1. and B.2 ;

In MODE 1. 2, 3. or 4. if the required support to meet the LC0 or
to meet Required Actions in Condition A cannot be established. :

the unit must be placed in a H0DE that minimizes the risk. -To
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3
within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, i

to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions |

in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. |

|

'|.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.20.1
REQUIREMENTS |

Verifying each UPS A/C train operates for a 1 hour ensures that .i
they are OPERABLE and that all associated controls are ;'

3'

O'-
functioning properly.

(continued)
_
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UPS HVAC

B 3.7.20
4

BASES
J

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.20.2'
,

,
~ REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR verifies that the each UPS A/C train starts and operates
on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The 18 month '

- frequency is consistent with the typical refueling cycle.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.
Therefore, the frequency is acceptable from a reliability

- standpoint.

REFERENCES- 1. FSAR, Section 9.4C.8.

!

:

i

|
;
I

1

I

|''O
,
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UPS HVAC

B 3.7.20P

B 3.7 Pl>NT SYSTEMS
,r m
( ) B 3.~ ,JP UPS HVAC System Operating [With LAR 96 004]

BASES
1.fE4- as.a

BACKGROUND The UPS HVAC System provides temperatore control for the safety
related UPS & Distribution rooms during all normal and accident
conditions.

The UPS HVAC System consists of:

a. A dedicated JFS Rc,om Fan Coil Unit (FCU) in each
safety related UPN & Distribution Room. and

b. Two electrically independent and redundant A/C trains
either of which can support all four safety related
UPS & Distribution rooms. Each train consists of an
air conditioning unit. Ductwork, dampers, and
instrumentation also form part of the system.

The DPS HVAC System is a normally operating system. Each FCU
normally provides the required tstre ature control to maintain
its respective room below 104 F 6.rdag normal plant conditi-:.e

V) A single A/C train will also provide the required tempera *.c;c(
control to maintain the UPS & Distribution rooms between 40"F ud
104*F during normal plant conditions. Upon receipt of an
actuating signal, a standby train would start.

The UPS HVF System is also an emergency system. Each r;g v; p
provide the required temperature control to maintain its
respective room below 122 F during emergency conditions. A
single A/C Train will also provide the required temperature
control to maintain the UPS rooms below 122*F during erser@ncy
plant conditions.

In the event an FCU is inoperable and the respective A/C Train is
also inoperable,100 t cooling can be provided by the opposite
train's A/C Train.

In the event an FCU for one or more rooms is inoperable and
.

neither A/C Train is operable. the fans associated with the A/C-

Trains can circulate air from rooms serviced by tha og rable
FCUs. This is acceptable as long as temperatures are maintained
within design limits. The UPS HVAC System operation in .

maintaining the UPS inverter room temperatures is discussed in '

the FSAR, Section 9.4C.8 (Ref. 1). )7
/ (continued) -

NJ {
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UPS HVAC-
'

t B 3.7.20P

BASES .

'A
APPLICABLE The design basis of the UPS HVAC System is to maintain the
SAFETY ANALYSES UPS & Distiibution room temperatures. j

1

! The UPS Room FCus are dedicated to the UPS Unit and Train they |

support. The UPS A/C Train components are arranged in redundant, I

safety related trains. During emergency operation, the UPS HVAC |
,

System maintains the temperature below 122*F. A single active
failure of a component of the UPS HVAC, with a loss of offsitt !

power, does not impair the ability of the system to perform its I

design function. Redundant controls are provided for UPS room
temperature control. The UPS HVAC is designed in accordance with
Seismic Category I requirements. The UPS HVAC is capable of
removing sensible and latent heat loads from the UPS inverter ,

.

rooms, which include consideration of equipment heat load |
.

requirements to ensure equipment OPERABILITY.1

!

The UPS HVAC satisfies Criterion 4 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).
,

LCO A UPS HVAC System train is ansidered OPERABLE when its
associated:

?

- a. UPS Fan Coil Unit is OPERABLE or

b. 1) Air Conditioner and fans are OPERABLE, and
i

2) Ductwork and dampers are OPERABLE and air circulation
can be main'.ained. <

-

'
.

a

4

,

APPLICABILITY In H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4, the UPS HVAC System is required to be
OPERABLE to ensure the UPS & Distribution room temperatures will
not exceed equipment operational requirements.

'

ACTIONS A Land A.2

With one UPS HVAC System train (i.e. FCU and A/C Train of the
same electrical train) inoperable, action must be taken
immediately to verify the A/C Train of the opposite electrical
train is operable and to restore OPERABLE status within 30 days.

OV (continued) |-
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UPS HVAC l

B 3.7.20P l
;

~ BASES

'O
ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

, ,

,

During this period, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to
perform the UPS HVAC System function.' 'The 30 day Completion Time

.

is based on the risk from an event occurring requiring the !

ineperable UPS HVAC Train, and the remaining UPS A/C Train 'I'

providing the required protection. |
,

i

B.1. B.2 and BJ*

|

With one or more FCus and both UPS A/C trains inoperable, action j
!must be taken immediately to verify air circulation is being

maintained and that the temperatures are being maintained within i

equipment design limits. The maximum temperature limit for these j'

rooms is provided in the TRM. The 12 hour completion time for
reverification of temperatures is considered reasonable based on
slow rates of changes du"ing steady state conditions. The 72 ,

hour Completion Time is based on the risk from an event occurring |
requiring the inoperable UPS HVAC Train, and the remaining UPS

'

Room FCUs and A/C Train fans providing the required protection.

C.1. C.2 and C.3

In H0DE 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the required support to meet the LC0 or
to meet Required Actions in Condition A or B cannot be restored
within the required Completion Time (1 hour), the unit must be
placed in a H00E that minimizes the risk. To achieve this |

status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within |

6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion !
'

Times are reasonable, based on operatina experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly |

manner and without challenging unit systems.

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.20P.1
REQUIREMEl#S

,

'
verifying each require FCU operates for 2 1 continuous hour

,

ensures that they are operable.

SR 3.7.20P.2

Verifying each UPS A/C train operates for a 1 hour ensures that
.

they are OPERABLE and that all associated controls are
'

,

,O. functioning properly.
(continued) |
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UPS HVAC

B 3.7.20P j

<

BASES 1

|A I'V.
SUP.VEILLANCE- .SR 3.7.20P.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR verifies that the each UPS A/C train start and operatess
>

on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The.18 ronth
frequency is consistent with' the typical refueling cycle.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.,

l

i

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 9.4C.8.'

,
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AC Sourecs-Operating
5 3.8.1

|
'

J

o
( j B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS j
v

!

B 3.8,1 AC Sources-Operating ;

BASES
|

l
BACKGRCUND The unit Class 1E AC Electrical Power Distribution System AC

. sources consist of the offsite power sources (preferred power
source, and alternate), and the onsite standby emergency power
sources (Train A and Train B diesel generators (DGs)). As |

required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GL'C 17 (Ref.1). the design of
the AC electrical power system provides independence and
redundancy to ensure an available source of power to the
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems.

The onsite Class 1E AC Distribution System is divided into ;

redundant load groups (trains) so that the loss of any one group i

does not prevent the mir,imum safety functions from being !

performed. Each train has conrections to two offsite power |
sources and a single DG, i

Offsite power is supplied to the plant switchyards from the
transmission network by five 345 KV and two 13S KV transmission

A lines. From the switchyards, two electrically and physically ;

V separated circuits provide AC power, through step down startup
transformers, to the 6.9 kV ESF buses. A detailed description
of the offsite power network and the circuits to the Class 1E ESF
buses is found in the FSAR Chapter 8 (Ref. 2).

An offsite circuit consists of all breakers, transformers,
switches, interrupting devices, cabling, and controls required to
transmit power from the offsite transmission network to the
onsite Class 1E ESF buses.

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a :

predetermined sequence in order to prevent overloading the
transformer supplying offsite power to the onsite Class 1E
Distribution System. Within 2 minutos after the initiating
signal is received, all aunmatic and permanently connected loads
needed to recover the uni * ,r maintain it in a safe condition are
returned to service via the load sequencer.

The ons'.te standby oower source for each 6.9 kV ESF bus is a'

dedicated DG. DGs 1EGl.1EG2. 2EG1 and 2EG2 are dedicated to ESF
buses 1EA1.1EA2, 2EA1 and 2EA2 respectively. A DG starts
uutcmatically on a safety in,iection (SI) signal.

4

~T (continued) !
(V |
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AC Scurces-Operating*
,

B 3.8.1
!

1

BASES'
,

)

BACKGROUND On an ESF bus undervoltage signal, the DG
- (continued) start signal is delayed 1 second to allow alternate source

breaker closure. If the alternate source is not available the :
2ESF undervoltage signal automatically starts the DG, (refer to

LC0 3.3.5, " Loss of Power (LOP) Diesel Generator (DG) Start
Instrumentation"). After the DG has started it will ,

automatically tie to its respective bus after offsite power is
'

tripped as a consequence of ESF bus undervoltage or degraded |
voltage independent of or coincident with an SI signal. The DGs
will also start and operate in the standby mode without tying to
the ESF bus on an SI signal alone. Following the trip of offsite '

power, an undervoltage signal strips nonpermanent loads from the
ESF bus. When the DG is tied to the ESF bus, loads are then
sequentially connected to its respective ESF bus by the automatic i

load sequencer. The sequencing logic controls the permissive and !

starting sigvis to motor breakers to prevent overloading the DG
by automatic load application. j

In the event of a loss of preferred power, the ESF electrical i

loads are automatically connected to the available alternate {
power source. If the alternate source is not available, then the

'

ESF electrical loads are connected to tha DGs in sufficient time !

to provide for safe reactor shutdown and to mitigate the
O, consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) such as a loss of

coolant accident (LOCA). ,

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a
predetermined sequence in order to prevent overloading the DG in
the process. Within 2 minutes after the initiating signal is ,

received, all loads needed to recover the unit or maintain it in !

a safe condition arc returned to service. |
1

Ratings for Train A and Train B DGs satisfy the requirements of |

Regulatory Guide 1.9: Ref. (3) and IEEE 387 (Ref. 13). The |
'

continuous service rating of each DG is 7000 kW with 10% overload
permissible for up to 2 hours in any 24 ho'T period. The ESF
loads that are powered from the 6.9 kV ES: buses are listed in
Reference 2.

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of DBA and transient analyses in the
SAFETY ANALYSES FSAR. Chapter 6 (Ref. 4) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 5), assume ESF !

systems are OPERABLE. The AC electrical power sources are
designed to pro' tide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy,
and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to 4

(continued)

iI
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

.

-

i

.

APPLICABLE ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System (RCS), and
SAFETY ANALYSES containment design limits are not exceeded. These limits are i

(continued) discussed in more detail in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power !
'Distribution Limits: Section 3.4. Reactor Coolant System

(RCS):end Section 3.6, Containment Systems.
1;

The OPERABILITY of the AC electrical power sources-is consistent ;

with the initial assumptions of the Accident analyses and is
based upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This results in
maintaining at least one train of the onsite or offsite AC4

sources OPERABLE during Accident conditions in the event of:
,

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC'

.

power; and
.

b. A worst case single failure. )

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).
;

) |
1

.

LCO Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission network 1
and the onsite Class 1E Electrical Power System and separate and j
Independent DGs for each train ensure availability of tre

.' required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition after an anticipated operational occurrence*

i (A00) or a postulated DBA.

Qualified offsite circuits are those that are described in the
*

FSAR and are part of the licensing basis for the unit.
|

In addition, one automatic load sequencer per train must be
OPERABLE. |

4

Each offsite circuit must be capable of maintaining rated
frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during an,

accident, while connected to the ESF buses.
3

Offsite circuit #1 is fed from the 138 kV switchyard and offsite
circuit # 2 is fed from the 345 kV switchyard. Circuit #1 is the
preferred source for Unit 2 and alternate source for Unit 1.
Circuit # 2 is tre preferred source for Unit 1 and alternate-

source for Unit 2. Each offsite circuit can supply 6.9 kV Train
A and Train B ESF busses for both Unit 1 and Unit 2.'

Each DG must be capable of startiN. accelerating to rated speed |
|
;

(continued)

'|
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AC Sources-Operating .

'
B 3.8.1

.A BASES

V
'LCO and voltage, and connecting to its respective ESF bus on receipt

(continued) of bus undervoltage signal. This will be accomplished within .

10 seconds. Each DG must also be capable of accepting required '

loads within the assumed locding sequence intervals, and continue
to operate until offsite power can be restored to the ESF buses.
These capabilities are required to be met from a variety of
initial conditiens such as DG in standby with the engine hot
and DG in standby with the engine at ambient conditions. ,

Additional DG capabilities must be demonstrated to meet required
Surveillance, e.g., capability of the DG to revert to standby
status on an ESF signal while operating in parallel test mode. ;

Proper sequencing of loads, including tripping of nonessential
loads, is a required function for DG OPERABILITY.

The AC sources must be separate and independent (to the extent
possible). For the DGs, separation and independence are complete. |

For the offsite AC sources, separation and independence are to
the extent practical. A circuit may be connected to more than
one ESF bus, with transfer capability to the other circuit ,

OPERABLE, and not violate separation criteria. A circuit that is
not connected to an ESF bus, is required to have an operable

O' transfer mechanism to that bus to support operability of that
circui .

1

Each circuit of offsite source can feed both trains. Preferred |

source breakers are normally closed and alternate source breakers |

are normally open. Each bus has automatic capability to transfer
to the alternate source on loss of preferred circuit.

:

1
4

'

APPLICf.BILITY The AC sources and sequencers are required to be OPERABLE in
,

H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that: |
.

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
: boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of A00s or

abnormal transients: and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided and containment-

OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the'

event of a postulated DBA. The AC power requirements for
H0 DES 5 and 6 are covered in LC0 3.8.2 "AC
Sources - Shutdown. "

, ,

4

,

(continued)
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!AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1 |

|

BASES ,

V

ACTIONS /L1

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with one offsite
circuit inoperable, it 1:: necessary to verify the OPERABILITY of

Ithe remaining required offsite circuit on a more frequent basis.
Since the Required Action only specifies " perform." a failure of ;

'

SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not result in a Required
Action not met. However, if a second required circuit fails
SR 3.8.1.1, the second offsite circuit is inoperable, and
Condition C for two offsite circuits inoperable, is entered.

IL2

Required A.ction A.2, which only apphes if the train cannot be
powered frore an offsite source, is intended to provide assurance
that an event coincident with a single failure of the associated,

DG will not result in a complete loss of safety function of
critical reuundant required features. These features are powered
from the redundant AC electrical power train. This includes the
motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Single train systems, ;

: such as the steam driven (turbine driven) auxiliary feedwater
'

pump, are r.ot included.p
The Completion Time for Required Action A.2 is intended to allow j

the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered 1

inoperabilities. This Completion Time also allows for an j
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the allowed ,

l

a. The train has no offsite power supplying it loads; and

Ib. A required feature on the other train is inoperable.

If at any time during the existence of Condition A (one offsite
circuit inoperable) with a train with no offsite power available,
and a redundant required feature subsequently becomes inoperable,
this Completion Time begins to be tracked.

Discovering no offsite power to one train of the onsite Class 1E )
Electrical Power Distribution System coincident with one or more ;

inoperable required support or supported features, or both, that
are associated with the other train that has offsite power,-

results in starting the Completion Times for the Required Action.
.

!

O (continued)
U

'
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ACTIONS U (continued)

.

Twenty four hours is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing tine for restoration before subjecting the unit to
transients associatea with shutdown.

The remaining CPERABLE offsite circuit and DG3 are adequate tc
'

supply electrical power to Train A and Train B of the onsite
' Class 1E Distribution System. The 24 hour Completion Time takes
into account the component OPERABILITY of the redundant
counterpart to the inoperable required feature. Additionally,
the 24 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for,

repairs, and the' low probability of a DBA occurring during this
period.

O
I According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may

continue in Condition A for a period that should not exceed !

72 hours. With one offsite circuit inoperable, the reliability
of the offsite system 1s degraded, and the potential for a loss
of offsite power is increased, with attendant potential for aq challenge to the unit safety systems. In this Condition,
however, the remaining OPERABLE offsite circuit and DGs are'

adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class IE
Distribution System.'

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for
repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this
period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.3 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
AC power sources to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is entered
while, for instance, a DG is inoperable and that DG is
subsequently returned OPERABLE. the LCO may already have been not
met for up to 72 hours. This could lead to a total of 144 hours,
since initial failure to meet the LCO, to restore the offsite

- circuit. At this time, a DG could again become inoperable, the
circuit restored OPERABLE, and an additional 72 hours (for a
totel of 9 days) allowed prior to complete restoration of the
LCO. The 6 day Completion Time provides a limit on the time

(continued)
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ACTIONS U (continued)

allowed in a specified condition after discovery of failure to j
meet the LCO. This limit is considered reasonable for situations
in which Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The "A!Q" ,

Iconnector between the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times means
that both Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more !

'

restrictive Completion Time must be met.

|As in Required Action A.2, the Completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the allowed
outage time " clock." This will result in establishing the " time
zero" at the time that the LC0 was initially not met instead of i

at the time Condition A was entered.
,

IL1

To ensure o highly reliable power source remains with an |

inoperable DG, it is necessary to verify the availability of
the offsite circuits on a more frequent basis. Since the
Required Action only specifies " perform," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1
acceptance criteria does not result in a Required Action being
not met. Ibwever, if a circuit fails to pass SR 3.8.1.1.1t is

n inoperable. Upco offsite circuit inoperability, additional
() Conditions and Required Actions aust then be entered.

,

M

Required Action B.2 is intended to provide assur;nce that a loss
of offsite power, during the period that a DG is inoperable, does
mt result in a complete loss of safety function of critical
systems. These features are designed with redundant safety
related trains. This includes the motor driven auxiliery
feedwater pumps and the TDAFW pump which must be avail 6ble for
mitigation of a Feedwater line break. Single train systems, other
than the turbine driven au.siliary feedwater pump, are not
tncluded. Redundant required feature failures ccnsist of
inoperable features associated with a train, redundant to the
Train thct har an inoperable DG. The Completion Time for Required
Action B.2 is intended to allow the operctor time to evaluate and
repair any discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also
allows for an exception to the normal " time zero" for begir.ning'

the allowed outage time " clock." In this Required Action, the
Completion Time only begins on discovery that both:

a. An inoperable DG exists; and

3
J

(continued)''

!
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i ACTIONS |L2 (continued) ,

, . b. A required feature on the othe train (Train A or Train B)
.

is inoptrable.i

If at any time during the existence of this Condition (one !)G''

Inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes inoperable,
this Completion Time would begin to be tracked.'

Discovering one DG inoperable coincident with one or more
inoperable required support or supported features, or both, that -
are associated with the OPERABLE DG, results in starting the

i Coroletion Tirae for the Required Action. Four hours from the
discovery of these events existing concurrently is Acceptable4

because it minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration*

before tubjecting the unit to transients associated with
shutdown.

In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits;

are adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class 1E
Distribution System. .Thus, on a component basis, single failure
protection for the required feature's function may have been

,

lost; however, fuaction has not been lost. The 4 hour Completion
Tine takes into account the OPERABILI1Y of the redundant'

.-

.
counterpart to the inoperable required feature. Additionally,
the 4 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for

,

repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this;

period.
.

L

B.3.1 and B.3.2-
.

'

Required Action B.3,1 provides en allowance to avoid unnecessary
testing of the OPERABLE DG. If it can be determined that the

,

cause of the inoperable DG does not exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR
3.8.1.2 does not have to be performed. If the cause of
inoperability exists on the other DG, the other DG woulo be
declared inoperable upo i discovery and Condition E of LC0 3.8.1 .

would be entered. Once the failure is repaired, the common cause'

failure no longer exists, and Required Action B.3.1 is satisfied.
If the cause of the initial inoperable DG cannot be confirmad not*

to exist on the remaining DG, perforcance of SR 3.8.1.2 suffices'

to provide assurance of continued OPERABILITY of that DG.

In the event the inoperable D3 is restored to OPERABLE status
prior to completing either B.3.1 or B.3.2, the applicable plant .

procedures will continue to evaluate the comon cause'

.

U l
(continued) '

4
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AFTIONS B.3.1 and B.3.2 (continued)

possibility. This continued evaluation, however, is no longer
under the 24 hour constraint imposed while in Condition B.

According to Generic Letter 84 15 (Ref. 7), 24 hours is ;

reasonable to confirm tFat the OPERABLE DG is not affected by the '

same problem as the inoperable DG.

During performance of surveillance activities as a requirement
for ACTION statements, the air roll test shall not be performed.

E,_4

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may j

continue in Condition B for a period that should not exceed !

72 hours. !

In Condition B, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits
are adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class IE ,

Distribution System. The 72 hour Completion Time tak.es into |
account the capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources, <

a reasonable time for repairs. and the low probability of a DBA !

7-~N occurring during this period. l
,

\ J 1

"'

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.4 establishes a
limit on the maxim;m time allowed for any combination of "equired
AC power sources to be inoperable durin'; any single contiguous ;

occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition B is entered
while, for instance, an offsite circuit is inoperable and that
circuit is subsequently restored OPERABl.E the LC0 may already |

have been not met for up to 72 hours. This could lead to a total !

of 144 hours, since initial failure to meet the LCO, to restore
the DG. At this time, an offsite circuit could again beccme |
inoperable, the DG restored OPERABLE, and an additional 72 bours 1

(for a total of 9 days) allowed prior to complete restoration of |
the LCO. The 6 day Completion Time provides a liniit on time |
allowed in a specified condition after discovery of failure to
meet the LCO. This limit is considered reas w able fer situations I
in which Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The "MQ"
connector between the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times means
that both Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more
restrictive Completion Time r.iust be met.'

As in Required Action B.2. the Completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the allowed k,
time " clock." This will result in establishing the " time zero' i
at the time that the LCO was initially not met instead of at the
time Condition B was entered.

(continued)
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(continued)
Required Action C.1. which applies when two cifsite circuits are
inoperable, is intended to provide assurance that an event with a
coincident single failure will not result in a complete loss of

,

redundant required safety functions. The Completion Time for
this failure of redundant required festures is reduced to
12 hours from that allowed for one train without offsite power j
(Required Action A.2). The rationale for tha reduction to !

12 hours is that Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6) allows a !

Completion Time of 24 hours for two required offsite circuiL, |

inoperable, based upon the assumption that two complete safety |

trains are OPERABLE. When a concurrent redundant required
feature failure exists, this assumption is not the case, and a
shorter Completion Time of 12 hours is appropriate. These
features are powered from redundant AC safety trains. This ;-

includes the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Single |

train features, such as the turbine driven auxiliary pump, are
not included. i

The Completion Time for Required Action C 1 is intended to allow
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered ;

Iinoperabilities. This Completion Ti.ae also allows for an
/ ) exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the allowed
V outage time " clock." In this Required Action the Completion Time

only begins on discovery that both:

a. All required offsite circuits cre inoperable; and

b. A required feature is inoperable.

If at any time during the existence of Condition C (two offsite
circuits inoperable) a required fetture becomes inoperable, this
Completion Time begins to be tracked.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may
continue in Condition C for a period that should not exceed
24 hours. This level of degradation means that the offsite
electrical power system does not have the capability to effect a
safe shutdown and to mitigate the effects of an accident:
however, the onsite AC sources have not been degraded. This
level of degradation generally corresponds to a total loss of the
immediately accessible offsite power sources.

Because of the normally high availability of the offsite sources,
this level of degradation may appear to be wre severe than other
combinaticns of two AC sources inoperable that involve one or

g) .et
!,'# (continued)
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

more DGs inoperable. However, two factors tend to decrease the
severity of this level of degradation:

a. The configuration of the redundant AC electrical power
system that remains available is not susceptible to a
single bus or switching failure: and

b. The time required to detect and restore an unavailable
offsite power source is generally much less than that
required to detect and restore an unavailable onsite AC
source.

With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable, sufficient
onsite AC sources are available to maintain the
unit in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a DBA or
transient In fact, a simultaneous loss of offsite AC sources, a
LOCA, and a worst case single failure were postulated as a part
of the design basis in the safety analysis. Thus, the 24 hour
Completion Timo provides a period of time to effect restoration
of one of the offsite circuits commensurate with the importance
of maintaining an AC electrical power system capable of meeting

n its design criteria.
L) According to Reference 6, with the available offsite AC sources,

two less than required by the LCO, operation may continue for
24 hours. If two offsite sources are restored within 24 hours,
unrestricted operation may continue. If only one offsite source
is restored within 24 hours, power operation continues ir,
accordance with Condition A.

D.1 and D.2

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System ACTIONS would not
be entered even if all AC sources to it were inoperable.
Therefore, the Required Actions of Condition D are modified by a
Note to indicate that when Condition D is entered with no AC
source to any train (for CPSES this requires both offsite
sources and DG inoperable) the Conditions and Required Actions
for LC0 3.8.9, * Distribution Systems-Operating," must be
immediately entered. This allows Condition D to provide
requirements for the loss of one offsite circuit and one DG,'

without regard to whether a train is inoperable. LC0 3.8.9
provides the appropriate restrictions for a inoperable train.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may
continue in Condition D for a period that should not exceed
12 hours. -

,_

( ) t" (continued) 4

-
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ACTIONS ILLand.L2 (continued)

In Condition D. individual redundancy is lost in both the offsite
electrica! powcr system and the onsite AC electrical power
system. Since power system redundancy is provided by two diverse
sources of power, however, the reliability of the power systems
in this Condition may appear higher than that in Condition C
(loss of both required offsite circuits). This difference in
reliability is offset by the susceptibility of this power system
configuration to a single bus or switching failure. The 12 hour
Completion Time takes into account the caparity and capability of
the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the
low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

EJ.

With Train A and Train B DGs inoperable, there are no remaining
standby AC sources. Thus, with an assumed loss of offsite
electrical power, insufficient standby AC sources are available
to power the minimum required ESF functions. Since the offsite
electrical power system is the only source of AC power for this

/G level of degradation, the rid associated with continued
j operation for a very short time could be less than that

associated with an immediate controlled shutdown (the immediate
shutdown could cause grid instability, which could result in a
total loss of AC power). Since any inadvertent generator trip
could also result in a total ioss of offsite AC power, however,
the time allowed for continued operation is severely restricted.
The intent here is to avoid the risk associated with an immediate
controlled shutdown and to minimize the risk associated with this
level of degradation.

According to Reference 6, with both DGs inoperable, operation may
continue for a period that should not exceed 2 hours.

E1

The SI sequencer (s) is an essential support system to both the
offsite circuit and the DG associated with a given ESF bus.
Furthermore, the sequencer is on the primary success path for
most major AC electrically powered safety systems powered from
the associated ESF bus. Therefore, loss of an ESF bus sequencer
affects every major ESF system in the train. The 12 hour
Completion Time provides a period of time to correct the problem
comensurate with the importance of maintaining sequencer

n
() (continued)
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OPERABILITY. This time period also ensures that the probability
of an accident (requiring sequencer OPERABILITY) occurring during
periods when the sequencer is inoperable is minimal.

G.1 and G.2

If the inoperable AC electric power sources cannot be restored ts
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit
must be brought to a H0DE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to H00E 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

[L1

Condition H corresponds to a level of degradation in which all
redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been lost. At
this severely degraded level, any further losses in the AC 4

<

(] electrical power system will cause a loss of function. )
v Therefore, no additional time is justified for continued 1

operation. The unit is required by LCO 3.0.3 to commence a !

controlled shutdown.

L1

The Blackout sequencers is an essential support system to both |
the offsite circuit and the DG associated with a given ESF bus.
They are required to provide the system response to a loss of or ,

'

degraded ESF bus voltage signal. Therefore. the loss of the
Blackout sequencer causes the associated DG to become inoperable
immediately.

SURVEILLANCE The AC sources are designed to permit inspection and
REQUIREMENTS testing of all important areas and features, especially those

that have a standby function, in accordance with 10 CFR 50,,

Appendix A, GDC 18 (Ref. 8). Periodic component tests are
'

supplemented by extensive functional tests during refueling
outages (under simulated accident conditions). The SR for r

dec.onstrating the OFERASILITY of the DGs are in accordance with '
'

the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). Regulatory j |

i

( \

t ) (continued)
,

- ,

1
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SURVEILLANCE Guide 1.108L(Ref.9),andRegulatoryGuide1.137(Ref.10),~as.
REQUIREMENTS addressed in the FSAR.
(Continued)

Where the SR discussed herein specify voltage and frequency
tolerances, the following is applicable.

The minimum steady state' output voltage of 6480 V allows for
voltage drops to motors and other equipment down to.the 120 V-

level to ensure that the loads will not experience voltage less
than the minimum rated voltage. The maximla steady state output
voltage of 7150 V ensures that, under lightly loaded conditions.
motors and other equipment down to the 120 V level will not
experience voltages more than the maximua rated voltage. The'
specified minimum and maximum frequencies of the DG are 58.8 Hz
and 61.2 Hz. respectively. These values are equal to i 2% of the
60 Hz nominal- frequency and are derived from the recomendations
given in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.1.1

This SR ensures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC
electrical power supply to the onsite distribution network and

O availability of offsite AC electrical power. The breaker
alignment verifies that each breaker is in its correct positionv
to ensure that distribution buses and loads are connected to
their preferred power source. and that appropriate independence
of offsite circuits is maintained. The 7 day Frequency is
adequate since breaker position is not likely to change without
the operator being aware of it and because its status is
displayed in the control room.

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7

These SR help to ensure the availability of the standby
electrical power supply to mitigate DBAs and transients and to
maintain the unit in a safe shutdown condition.

To minimize the wear on moving parts that do not get lubricated
when the engine is not running, these SR are modified by a Note
(Note 2 for SR 3.8.1.2) to indicate that all DG starts for these
Surve111ances may be preceded by an engine prelube period. In.

addition, for SR 3.8.1.2. following prelube, a warmup period is
allowed prior to loading.

.

I'

(continued)

!
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8-1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 (continued).

REQUIREMENTS-
i

.
_

For. the purposes of SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 testing, the DGs >

are started from standby conditions. Standby conditions for a DG
mean that the diesel engine coolant and oil are being
continuously circulated and temperature is being maintained ,

consistent with manufacturer reconnendations.

The DG shall start using one of the following signals: 1) Hanual.
2) Simulated or actual safegaards bus undervoltage, 3) Safety
Injection simulated or actual signal in conjunction with a
simulated or actual loss of offsite power signal, or 4) a Safety
Injection simulated or actual signal by itself. ,

,

For SR 3.8.1.2, in order to reduce stress and wear on diesel
engines, the manufacturer recorsnends a modified start in which
the starting speed of DGs is limited, warmup is limited to this
lower speed, and the DGs are gradually accelerated to synchronous ,

speed prior to loading. These start procedures are the intent of :
Note 3. J

SR 3.8.1.7 requires that. at a 184 day Frequency, the DG starts ,

from standby conditions, accelerates to 441 RPM, and achieves

O required voltage ar.d frequency within 10 seconds. The 10 second
v start requirement supports the assumptions of the design basis

LOCA analysis in the FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 5).

The 10 second start requirement is not applicable to SR 3.8.1.2
(see Note 3) when a modified start procedure as described above

.

is used. If a modified start is not used, the 10 second start

requirement of SR 3.8.1.7 applies.'

Since SR 3.8.1.7 requires a 10 second start, it is more
restrictive than SR 3.8.1.2 and it may be performed in lieu of
SR 3.8.1.2. This is the intent of Note 1 of SR 3.3.1.2. ;

The 31 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.2, is consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and Generic Letter 94 01 (Ref.14).
The 184 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.7 is a reduction in cold
testing consistent with Generic Letter 84-15 (Ref. 7). These
Frequencies provide adequate assurance of DG OPERABILITY while
minimizing degradation resulting from testing.

.

4

(
l;

n. (continued)-

,
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.3 .;

REQdIREMENTS j

(continued) This Surveillance verifies that the DGs.are capable of ;

synchroniz1ng with the offsite electrical system and accepting |
loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the maximum i

'

expected accideni loeds. A minimum run time of 60 minutes is -
required to stabilize engine temperatures, while minimizing the ]
time that the DG is ' connected to the offsite r.ource. !

Although no power factor requirements are established by this SR,
the DG is normally operated at a power factor between 0.8 lagging-
and 1.0. The 0.8 value is the design rating of the machine, '

while the 1.0 is an operational limitation to ensure circulating I

currents are minimized. The load band is provided to avoid
routine overloading of the DG. Routine overloading may result in
more frequent teardown inspections in accordance with vendor q

recommendations in order to maintain DG OPERABILITY.

The 31 day Frequency for this Surveillance is consistent with j

Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and Generic Letter 94 01 (Ref.14). 1

1

This SR is modified by four Notes. Note 1 indicates that diesel
engine runs for this Surveillance may include gradual loading, as
recommended by the manufacturer, so that mechanical stress and

A) wear on the diesel engine are minimized. Note 2 states that !(
momentary transients, beccuse of changing bus loads, do not '|

' ' ' '

invalidate this test. Note 3 indicates that this Surveillance
should be conducted on only one DG at a time in order to avoid-

common cause failures that might result from offsite circuit or i
igrid perturbations. Note 4 stipulates a prerequisite requirement

for performance of this SR. A successful DG start must precede |
this test to credit' satisfactory performance.

SR 3.0.1.4

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in the
day tank is at or above the required level. The level is
expressed as an equivclent volume in gallons. and is seiected to
ensure adequcte fuel oil for a minimum of I hour of DG operation
at full load plus 10%.

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient i
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are ;'

'

provided and facility operators would be aware of any large uses
of fuel oil during this period.

(continued) ,

e
h'
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SURVEIt. LANCE SR 3.8.1.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation.
There are numerous bacteria that can grow in fuel oil and cause
fouling, but all must have a water envircrrnent in order to
survive. Removal of water from the fuel oil day tanks once every
31 days eliminates the necessary envirorcent for bacterial
survival. This is the mst effective means of controlling
;icrobiological fouling. In addition, it eliminates the
potential for water entrainment in the fuel oil during DG
opc ation. Water may come from any of several sources, including
cow ation, ground water, rain water, contaminated fuel oil,
arai breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent checking for
and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling and provides
data regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel oil system.
The Surveillance Frequencies are established by Regulatory
Guide 1.137 (Ref., 10). This SR is for preventative maintenance.
The presence of water does not necessarily represent failt:re of <

this SR, provided the accumulated water is removed during the |

performance of this Surveillance.

SR 3.8.1.6 I

|

This Surveillance demonstrates that each required fuel oil i

i

[3 transfer pump operates and transfers fuel oil from its associated
L' storage tank to its associated day tank. This is required to |

support continuous operation of standby power scurces. This i

Surveillance provides assurance that the fuel oil transfer pump ,

is OPERABLE, tha fuel oil piping system is intact, the fuel j
delivery piping is not obstructed, and the controls and control
systems for automatic fuel transfer systems are OPERABLE.

The frequency of 92 days is adequate to verify proper automatic
operation of the fuel transfer pumps to maintain the required
volume of fuel oil in the day tankt. This frequency has been
proven acceptable through operating experience.

SIL 2 AL1

See SR 3.8.1.2.

SIL.L8.1.8 |

Transfer of each 6.9 kV ESF bts pcwer supply from the normal
offsite circuit to the alternate offsite circuit denonstrates the

'

('S (continued)
C) |
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. SURVEILLANCE. SR 3.8.1.8 (continued) 1

RE(?JIREMENTS - :j'

OPERABILITY of the alternate circuit distribution network to. |

power the shutdcwn loads. The 18 month Frequency of the j

Surveillance is based on engineering judgment, taking into
,

?i

consideration the unit conditions required to perform the j
c . Surveillance; and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel ;

: cycle lengths. Operating experience has shown that these !

I' components usually pass the SR when performed at the 18 month- ;

Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be ;

iacceptable from a reliability standpoint.
,

-|i '

This SR is modified by a Note. The note does not allow the
surveillance to normally be performed in MODES 1 or.2. IMs note j

,
'

. does not prohibit the application of LCO 3.0.5 or the performance |,

[ of this SR to restore equipment operability. |

|| SR 3.8.1.9

|~ Each DG is provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent ;

damage to the engine. Recovery from the transient caused by the i

c loss of a large load could cause diesel engine overspeed, which, ;

if excessive, might result in a trip of the' engine. This '

; yO. Surveillance demonstrates the DG load response characteristics4:

!- and capability to reject the largest single load without i

exceeding predetermined voltage and frequency and while
maintaining a specified margin to the overspeed trip. The single, s

largest motor load on the bus'at any given time is the Component
Cooling Water pump load which has a name plate rating of 783 KW.
This Surveillance may be accomplished by:

a. Tripping the DG output breaker with the DG carrying greater
than or equal to its associated single largest post-
accident load while paralleled to offsite power, or while
solely supplying the bus; or

i

b. Tripping its associated single largest post accident load
with the DG solely supplying the bus.

As required by lEEE 308 (Ref.12), the load rejection test is 1

acceptable if the increase in diesel speed does not exceed 75% of- |g
the difference'between synchronous speed and the overspeed trip ''

'setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed, whichever is lower.

The time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified'in this SR
are derived from Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) reconmiendations
for response during load sequence intervals. The 3 seconds*

i

(continutd)

j. 3
!' s 3
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Bases

E M VEILLANCE $R 3.8.1.9 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

specified is equal to 6(,* of a typical 5 second load sequence
interval associated with sequencing of the largest load. The
voltage and frequency specified are consistent with the design

,

range of the equipment powered by the DG, SR 3.6.1.9.a
corresponds to the maximura frequency excursion, while
SR 3.8.1.9.b is a steady state voltage value to which the system
must recover following lead rejection. The 18 month Frequency is
consistent with the recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.1108
(Ref. 9).

This SR is modified by a Note. The note does not allow the
surveillance to normally be performed in H0 DES 1 or 2. This note
does not prohibit the application of LCO 3.0.5 or the performance
of this SR to restore equipment operability.

Examples of unplanned events may include:

1) Unexpected operational events which cause the equipment
to perform the function specified by this surveillance for
which adequate documentation of the required performance is
available; and

n
f i 2) Post corrective maintenance testing that requires
'' l performance of this surveillance in order to restore the

component to OPERABLE. provided the maintenance was
required, or performed in conjunction with maintenance
required to maintain OPERABILITY or reliability.

SR 3.8.1.10

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to reject a full
load without overspeed tripping or exceeding the predetermined
voltage limits. The DG full load rejection may occur because of
a system fault or inadvertent breaker tripping. This
Surveillance ensures proper engine generator load response under
the simulated test conditions. This test simulates the loss of
the total connected load that the DG experiences following a full
load rejection and verifies that the DG does not trip upon loss
of the load. These acceptance criteria provide for DG damage .

protection. While the DG is not expected to experience this |-

transient during an event and continues to be available. this .

'

response ensures that the DG is not degraded for future
application. including reconnection to the bus if the trip
initiator can be corrected or isolated.

"' (continued)
(V;
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.10 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the recomendation of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9) and is intended to be consistent
with expected fuel cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by a Note. The note does not allow the
surveillance to normally be performed in MODES 1 or 2. This note
does not prohibit the application of LC0 3.0.5 or the performance
of this SR to restore equipment operability.

SR 3.8.1.11

As r? quired by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph .

2.a.(1), this Surveillance demonstrates the as designed operation l

of the standby power sources during loss of the offsite source. |
1This test verifies all safety functions encountered from the loss

of offsite power, including shedding of the nonessential loads |

and energization of the emergency buses and respective loads from I

!the DG. It further demonstrates the capability of the DG to
automatically achieve the required voltage and frequency within |
the specified time. |

,3,

The DG autostart time of 10 seconds is derived from requirements I
'

of the accident analysis to respond to a design basis large break
LOCA. The Surveillance should be continued for a minimum of
5 minutes in order to demonstrate that all starting transients
have decayed and stability is achieved.

The requirement to verify the connection and power supply of
permanent and autoconnected loads is intended to satisfactorily
show the relationship of these loads to the DG loading logic. In
certain circumstances, many of these loads cannot actually be
connected or loaded without undue hardship or potential for
undesired operation. For instance, Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS) injection valves are not desired to be stroked
open, or high pressure injection systems are not capable of being
operated at full flow, or residual heat removal (RHR) systems
performing a decay heat removal function are not desired to be
realigned to the ECCS mode of operation. In lieu of actual
demonstration of connection and loading of loads, testing
that adequately shows the capability of the DG systems to perform
these functions is acceptable. This testing may include any
series of sequential, overlapping or total steps so that the
entire connection and loading sequence is verified.

["'; (continued)
v
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O
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.11 (continued)

The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(1), takes into
consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance. and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel ,

cycle lengths. |

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For the
purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from standby
conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil continuously
circulated and temperature maintained consistent with'

manufacturer recommendations does not allow the surveillance to
; normally be performed in MODES 1. 2. 3 or 4. This note does not
i prohibit the application of LC0 3.0.5 or the performance of this
i SR to restore equipment operability.

!SR 3.8.1.12
'

1

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG automatically starts
and achieves the required voltage and frequency within the ;

specified time (10 seconds) from the safety injection signal and i

operates for 2 5 minutes. The 5 minute period provides
sufficient time to demonstrate stability.

The Frequency of 18 months takes into consideration unit
conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is
intended to be consistent with the expected fuel cycle lengths.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually pass
the SR when performed at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore,
the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For the'

purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from standby
. conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil continuously
circulated and temperature maintained consistent with
manufacturer recommendations does not allow the surveillance to
normally be performed in MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4. This note does not
prohibit the application of LC0 3.0.5 or the performance of this
SR to restore equipment operability.

(continued)
,

'I
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.13
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This Surveillance demonstrates that DG noncritical protective
functions (e.g., high jacket water temperature) are bypassed on a
loss of voltage signal concurrent with an SI actuation test
signal, and critical protective functions (engine overspeed and
generator differential current) trip the DG to avert substantial ,

damage to the DG unit. The noncritical trips are bypassed during
'

DBAs and provide an alarm on an abnormal engine condition. This
alarm provides the operator with sufficient time to react
appropriately. The DG availability to mitigate the DBA is more
critical than protecting the engine against minor problems that
are not immediately detrimental to emergency operation of the DG.

The 18 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment, taking
into consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed at the 18 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

The SR is modified by a Note. The note does not allow the
surveillance to normally be performed in H0 DES 1 or 2. This note

p does not prohibit the application of LC0 3.0.5 or the performance
d of this SR to restore equipment operability.

SR 3.8.1.14

Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(3), requires
demonstration once per 18 months that the DGs can start and run
continuously at full load capability for an interval of
not less than 24 hours, a 2 hours of which is at a load
equivalent to 110% of the continuous duty rating and the
remainder of the time at a load equivalent to the continuous duty :

rating of the DG. The DG starts for this Surveillance can be i

performed either from standby or hot conditions. The provisions l
for prelubricating and warmup, discussed in SR 3.8.1.2, and for ;
gradual loading, discussed in SR 3.8.1.3, are applicable to this !

SR.

The load band is provided to avoid routine overloading of the DG..

Routine overloading may result in more frequent tear down
inspections in accordance with vendor recomendations in order to
maintain DG OPERABILITY. |

!

p (continued) |

G |

;
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.14 (continued) ,

REQUIREMENTS
The generator voltage and frequency shall be 6900 690 volts and !

601 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds after the start signal; the steady
state generator voltage and frequency shall be maintained within
these limits during this test.

The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(3), takes into
consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel 1

cycle lengths. |

This Surveillance is modified by two Notes. Note 1 states that
momentary transients due to changing bus loads do not invalidate
this test. Note 2 does not allow the surveillance to normally be |
performed in MODES 1 or 2. This note does not prohibit the j

application of LC0 3.0.5 or the performance of this SR to restore ,

equipment operability. j
!

lSR 3.8.1.15

This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can restart'

from a hot condition, such as subsequent to shutdown from normal

(' Surve111ances, and achieve the required voltage and frequency )
i

x within 10 seconds. The 10 second time is derived from the
requirements ci the accident analysis to respond to a design
basis large break LOCA. The 18 month Frequency is consistent
with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9),
paragraph 2.a.(5).

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 ensures that the test is |

performed with the diesel sufficiently hot. The load band is
provided to avoid routine overloading of the DG. Routine
overloads may result in more frequent tear down inspections in
accordance with vendor recommendations in order to maintain DG
OPERABILITY. The requirement that the diesel has operated for at
least 2 hours at full load conditions prior to performance of
this Surveillance is based on manufacturer recommendations for
achieving hot conditions. Homentary transients due to changing
bus loads do not invalidate this test. Note 2 allows all DG
starts to be preceded by an engine prelube period to minimize
wear and tear on tb9 diesel during testing.

.

|
'

|

(continued)O
QN |

s
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.16
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9) paragraph 2.a.(6),
this Surveillance ensures that the manual synchronization and
automatic load transfer from the DG to the offsite source can be ;

made and the DG can be returned to ready to load status when j
offsite power is restored. It also ensures that the autostart |

logic is reset to allow the DG to reload if a subsequent loss of'

offsite power occurs. The DG is considered to be in ready to load
status when the DG is at rated speed and voltage, the output
breaker is open and can receive an autoclose signal on bus
undervoltage. and the load sequence timers are reset.

The Frequency of 18 months ': ansistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ret. 9), paragraph 2.a.(6), and takes
into consideration unit conditions required to perform the ;

Surveillance.

This SR is modified by a Note. The note does not allow the
surveillance to normally be performed in MODES 1 or 2. This note
does not prohibit the application of LC0 3.0.5 or the performance
of this SR to restore equipment operability.

I

SR 3.8.1.17

Demonstration of the test mode override ensures that the DG
availability under accident conditions will not be compromised as
the result of testing and the DG will automatically reset to
ready to load operation if a LOCA actuation signal is received
during operation in the test mode. Ready to load operation is
defined as the DG running at rated speed and voltage with the DG .

output breaker open. These provisions for automatic switchover |

are required by IEEE 308 (Ref.13), paragraph 6.2.6(2). ;

The requirement to automatically energize the emergency loads
with offsite power is essentially identical to that of
SR 3.8.1.12. The intent in the requirement associated with
SR 3.8.1,17.b is to show that the emergency loading was not
affected by the DG operation in test mode. In lieu of actual l

!demonstration of connection and loading of loads, testing that
adequately shows the capability of the emergency loads to perform
these functions is acceptable.-

This testing may include any series of sequential, overlapping,
or total steps so that the entire connection and loading sequence
is verified.

!|
!(continued)()/ ];\

a
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.1Z (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(8). takes into
consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by a Note. The note does not allow the
surveillance to normally be performed in MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4.
This note does not prohibit the application of LC0 3.0.5 or the
performance of this SR to restore equipment operability.

SR 3.8.1.18

Under accident and loss of offsite power conditions leads are
sequentially connected to the bus by the automatic load
sequencer. The sequencing logic controls the permissive and
starting signals to motor breakers to prevent overloading of the
DGs due to high motor starting currents. The 10% load sequence
time interval tolerance ensures that sufficient time exists for
the DG to restore frequency and voltage prior to applying the
next load and that safety analysis assumptions regarding ESFm

) equipment time delays are not violated. Reference 2 provides a(V ,

sumary of the automatic loading of ESF buses. !

The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the recomendations I

of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(2), takes into
consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by a Note. The note does not allow the
surveillance to normally be performed in H0 DES 1, 2, 3 or 4.
This note does not prohibit the application of LCO 3.0.5 or the
performance of this SR to restore equipment operability. j

SR 3.d.1.19

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite power,
the DGs are required to supply the necessary power to ESF systems
so that the fuel. RCS, and containment design limits are not
exceeded.

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG operation, as discussed in
the Bases for SR 3.8.1.11, during a loss of offsite power

("'T (continued)
LJ

ii
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.19 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

actuation test signal in conjunction with an SI actuation signal. I
Ir. lieu of actual demonstration of connection and loading of
loads, tcsting that adequately shows the capability of the DG
system to perform these functions is acceptable. This testing
may include any series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps
so that the entire connection and loading sequence is verified.

The Frequency of 18 ruths takes into consideration unit
conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is intended i
to be consistent 9115 an expected fuel cycle length of 18 months, i

:

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reasca for Note 1 is to |

minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For the I

purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from standby |
conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil i

continuously circulated and temperature niaintained consistent |
with manufacturer recomendations for DGs. ;

i

This SR is modified by a Note. The note does not allow the |
surveillance to normally be performed in H0 DES 1. 2, 3 or 4. !
This note does not prohibit the application of LC0 3.0.5 or the )
performance of this SR to restore equipment operability.

'

,3, '

(v) SR 3.8.1.20 |'

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG starting independence
has not been compromised. Also, this Surveillance demonstrates
that each engine can achieve proper speed within the specified
time wnen the DGs are started simultaneously.

The 10 year Frequency is consistent with the recomendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9).

This SR is modified by a Note. The reasca for the Note is to
minimize wear on the DG during testing. For the purpose of this
testing, the DGs must be started from standby conditions, that
is, with the engine coolant and oil continuously circulated and
temperature maintained consistent with manufacturer
recomendations.

SR 3.8.1.21 and SR 3.8.1.22

These SRs ensure the proper functioning of the safety injection
and blackout sequencers.

(] (continued)
.

,

V' }
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| AC Sourc;s-Shutdown
B 3.8.2

B 3,8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3,8.2. AC Sources-Shutdown

BASESe

BACKGROUND- A description of the AC sources is provided in the Bases for
~

,-

LCO 3.8.1,' "AC Sources-Operating."

APPLICABLE
_

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources during H0 DES 5
.

SAFETY ANALYSES and 6 ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit statt,s.
and

c. Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling

O accident.
\) In general, when the unit is shut down, the Technical

Specifications requirements ensure that the unit has the
capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents.
However, assuming a single failure and concurrent loss of all
offsite or all onsite power is not required. The rationale for
this is based on the fact that many Design Basis Accidents
(DBAs) that are analyzed in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 have no
specific analyses in N0 DES 5 and 6. Worst case bounding events
are deemed not credible in N0 DES 5 and 6 because the energy
contained within the reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant
temperature and pressure, and the corresponding stresses result
in the probabilities of occurrence being significantly reduced
or eliminated,- and in minimal consequences. These deviations
from DBA analysis assumptions and design requirements during
shutdan conditions are allowed by the LCO for required systems.

During H00ES 1, 2, 3. and 4, various deviations from the
,

!

l

(continued) jg.
tj -
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v

APPLICABLE analysis assumptions and design requirements are allowed
SAFETY N4ALYSES within the Required Actions. This allowance is in

(continued) recognition that certain testing and maintenance activities
must be conducted provided an acceptable level of risk is
n]t exceeded. During H0 DES 5 and 6, performance of a
significant number of required testing and maintenance
activities is also required. In HODES 5 and 6. the activities
are generally planred and administratively controlled.
Relaxations from H0DE 1. 2, 3. and 4 LCO requirements are
acceptable during shutdown modes based on:

a. The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is a risk
prudent goal as well as a utility economic consideration.

b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for certain
conditions. These may include administrative controls, ,

reliance on systems that do not necessarily meet typical !

design requirements applied to systems credited in'

operating HDDE analyses, or both.

c. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated with
multiple activitics that cnuld affect multiple systems,

p ,

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical. the ability to |

perform required functions (even if not meeting H00E 1, 2, !<

i3, and 4 OPERABILITY requirements) with systems assumed to
function during an event.

In the event of an accident during shutdown, this LC0 ensures !

the ccpability to support systems necessary to avoid immediate
difficulty, assuming either a loss of all offsite power or a
loss of all onsite diesel generator (DG) power.

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

._. .

LCO One offsite circuit capable of supplying the onsite Class 1E
power distribution subsystem (s) of LC0 3.8.10. " Distribution
Systems-Shutdown," ensures that all required loads are powered
from offsite power. An OPERABLE DG, associated with the
distribution system train required to be OPERABLE by LC0 3.8.10
ensures a diverse power source is available to provide
electrical power support, assuming a loss of the offsite
circuit. Together OPERABILITY of the required offsite circuit
and DG ensures the availability of sufficient AC sources to
operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate theA

consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel
/7 hardling accidents).
() (continued)

_
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LCO ,

(continued) The qualified offsite circuit must be capable of maintaining |
rated frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during
an accident, while ccnnected to the Engineered Safety Feature |

'

(ESF) bus. Qualified offsite circuits are those that are
described in the FSAR and are part of the licensing basis for
the unit.

Offsite circuit #1 is fed from the 138 kV switchyard and offsite
circuit # 2 is fed from the 345 kV switchyard. Circuit #1 is i

the preferred source for Unit 2 and alternate source for Unit 1. ;

Circuit # 2 is the preferred source for Unit 1 and alternate I

source for Unit 2. Each offsite circuit can supply 6.9 kV Train )

A and Train B ESF busses for both Unit 1 and Unit 2.

The DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to rated speed I

(441 RPM) and voltage, and connecting to its respective ESF bus ;

on receipt of a bus undervoltage signal. This sequence must be
accomplished within 10 seconds. The DG must be capable of ;

accepting the required loads manually, and continue to coerate '

until offsite power can be restored to the ESF buses. These
caoabilities are required to be met from a variety of initial ,

conditions such as DG in standby with the engine hot and DG in lg
l standby with the engine at ambient conditions.

The DG must be supporting the train of AC electrical
distribution required to be OPERABLE per LC0 3.8.10. The ;

offsite circuit must also support the train of AC electrical i

cistribution required to be OPERABLE per LC0 3.8.10. In
addition, when the second train of AC electrical power
distribution is needed to support redundant required systems,
equipment and components, an offsite circuit must also support ,

the second AC electrical power distribution train to the extent !

necessary to power redundant required systems equipment and
components.

It is acceptable for trains to be cross tied during shutdown
conditions, allowing a single offsite power circuit to supply
all required trains. i

APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 provide !
assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the core:

O
C (continued) ;I

1
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APPLICABILITY b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are
(continued) available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that f
can lead to core damage during shutdown are available; and !

d. Instrumentation and control. capability is available for |

monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown
condition or refueling condition.

The AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4 are covered
.

in LCO 3.8.1. :

1
i

!
!

ACTIONS L1
1

An offsite circuit would be considered inoperable if it were not )
available to one required ESF train. The one train with offsite j
power available may be capable of supporting sufficient required
features to allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel i

movement. By the allowance of the option to declare required !

features inoperable, with no offsite power available. !

h appropriate restrictions will be implemented in accordance with i

the affected required features LCO's ACTIONS.

A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. B.1. B.2. B.3. and B 4

With the offsite circuit not available to all required trains,'

the option would still exist to declare all required features
,

inoperable. Since this option may involve undesired
administrative efforts, the allowance for sufficiently
conservative actions is made. With the required DG inoperable.
the minimum required diversity of AC power sources is not-

available. It is, therefore, required to suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS, movement of irradlated fuel assemblies, and
operations involving positive reactivity additions. The
Required Action to suspend positive reactivity additions does
not preclude actions to maintain or increase reactor vessel
inventory provided the required SDH is maintained.

.

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of
actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These
actions minimize the probability or the occurrence of postulated (,

events. It is further. required to immediately initiate action j
4

3

p
(continued)
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ACTIONS- A.2.1. A.2.2. A'.2 1 A.2.4. B.1.'B.2. B.3 and B.4 (continued)

to restore the required AC sources and to continue this action i
'

until restoration is accomplished in order to provide the
necessary AC power to the unit safety systems.

;
; . ..

!The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
,

required times for actions requiring prompt attention. -The !-

be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the -]restoration of the required AC electrical power sources should
'

time during which the unit safety systems may be without
sufficient power.3

I Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6. the Distribution System's ACTIONS would 1

not be entered even if all AC sources to it are inoperable, |i'

[ resulting in de energization. Therefore, the Required Actions ]
cf Condition A are modified by a Note to indicate that when i

Condition A is entered with no AC power to the required ESF bus,:
tha ACTIONS for LCO 3.8.10 must be imediately entered. Thiso

Note allows Condition A to provide requirements for the loss of-

the offsite circuit, whether or not a train is de energized.
LC0 3.8.10 would provide the appropriate restrictions' for the

; situation involving a de energized train.

SURVEILUWCE SR 3.8.2.1*

: REQUIREMENTS
SR 3.8.2.1 requires the SR t om LCO 3.8.1 that are necessary for'

ensuring the OPERABILITY of the AC sources in other than
,

i MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4. Table 3.8.21 discusses the applicability
3

of the 3.8.1 surveillances. '
-

TABLE 3.8.2 1 SCOPE of SR 3.8.L.1 I
|

*

2 SR., APPLICABLE EEBEDBli .

i;
'

3.G 1.1 Yes Yes
i' 3.8.1.2 Yes Yes

4

3.8.1.3 Yes No Requires DG in synch with !

grid. !

3.8.1.4 Yes Yes4

3.8.1.5 Yes Yes
3.8.1.6 Yes Yes

,

3. 8.1. 7- Yes Yes '

3.8.1.8 No - No Requires two offsite sources
,

3.8.1.9 Yes No Load reject test puts DG at |

risk.

O I

(continued) !
!

_ . . _ . _ -
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: AC Sources-Shutdown )
' S 3.8.2~

'

( ~ BASES

,.
188tE 3.8.2 1 (continued)-

.

SIL APPLICABLE PERFORM

3.8.1.10 Yes No Load reject test puts DG at ;

'risk. .

3.8.1.11 Yes No Do not want to load shed
i' (except c.2) OPERABLE bus.
' 3.8.1.11 c.2 No No Requires OPERABLE sequencer.

3.8,1.12 Yes No Requires SI signal.
3.8.1.13 Yes No Requires SI signal.*

3.8.1.14- Yes No Requires operation of
OPERABLE DG with grid. !

i:

; 3.3.1.15 Yes No Requires operation of
OPEPABLE DG with gcid.

3.8.1.16 Yes No Requires operation of
OPERABLE DG with grid.-

3.8.1.17 No No Requires SI signal. ,

d 3.3.1.18 No No Requires OPERABLE sequencer.
3.8.1.19 No No Requires SI signal.' ,

3.8.1.20 No No Requires two OPERABLE DGs. '

!
.

3.8.1.21 No No. Requires OPEPABLE sequencer. i

"p 3.8.1.22 No No Requires OPERABLE sequencer. 1

\_J
This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is te
preclude regt: iring the OPERABLE DG from being paralleled with the.

offsite power network or otherwise rendered inoperable during
performance of SR, and to preclude de energizing a required 6.9
KV ESF bus cr disconnecting a required offsite circuit during
performance of SR. With limited AC sources available, a single

,

event could compromise both the required circuit and the DG. It"

is the intent that these SR must still be capable of being met,
but actual perforuance is not required. Refer to the
corresponding Bases for LCO 3.8.1 for a discussion of each SR.

_ _ _ . _ _ .

REFERE1]CES None.

ro - .-________a - - - - - -

w

.

!
,,
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Diesel Fuel 011 Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

{}
~

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS'
4

8 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
.

BASES
, :. ,

- BACKGROUND Each diesel generator (DG) is provided with a storage tank having
a fuel oil capacity sufficient to operate that diesel for a , ,

'

period of 7 days while the DG is supplying maximum post loss of
coolant accident load demand discussed in the FSAR,
Section 9.85.4.1 (Ref.1). The maximum load demand is calculated-

using the assumption that a minimum of any two DGs.is available.
. This onsite fuel oil capacity is sufficient to operate the DGs

for longer than the time to replenish the onsite supply from-

outside sources.
,

,
.. .

1

Fuel oil is transferred from storage tank to day tank by either
i of two transfer ptaps associated with each storage tank. ;

Redunuancy of pumps and piping precludes the failure of one pump, |

or the ruptere of any pipe, valve or tank to result in the loss ,

of more than one DG, All outside tanks, pumps, and piping are ,

'

.

located underground.

For proper operation of the standby DGs, it is necessary to
ensure the proper quality of the fuel oil. Regulatory

'

Guids 1.137 (Ref. 2) addresses the recomended fuel oil practices
as supplemented by ANSI N195 (Ref. 3). The ruel oil properties.'

governed by these SR are the water and sediment content, the
kinematic viscosity, specific gravity (or API gravity) and
impurity level .

.

The DG lubrication cystem is designed to provide sufficient
i lubrication to permit proper operation of its associated DG under
" all leading conditions. The system is required to circulate the

lube oil to the diesel engine working surfaces and to remove
excess heat generated by friction during operation. Each engine
oil sump contains an inventory capable of supporting a minimum of
7 days of operation.

Each DG has an air start system with adequate capacity for five ,

successive start attempts on the DG without recharging the air'

start receiver (s).-

!

:

.N,m (continued)
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IDiesel Fuel Oil, Lube 011. and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

(] BASES ,

v i

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and ;

SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 4), and in the |.

FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 5), assume Engineered Safety Feature (ESF)
systems are OPERABLE. The DGs are designed to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the
availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that fuel,
Reactor Coolant System and containment design limits are not

.

'

exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases
for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits: Section 3.4 Reactor

.

Coolant System (RCS): and Section 3.6, Containment Systems.

Since diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and the air start subsystem
support the operation of the standby AC power sources, they

'satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

1

l

LC0 Stored diesel fuel oil is required to have sufficient supply for
7 days of full load operation. It is also required to meet I

specific standards for quality. Additionally, sufficient
lubricating oil supply must be available to ensure the capability
to operate at full load for 7 days. This requirement, in
conjunction with sn ability to obtain replacement supplies withing) 7 days, supports the availability of DGs required to shut down i

;U the reactor and to maintain it in a safe condition for an
anticipated operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA with .

loss of offsite power. DG day tank fuel requirements, as well as |
'

transfer capability from the storage tank to the day tank, are
addressed in LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," and LC0 3.8.2.
"AC Sources-Shutdown."

The starting air system is required to have a minimum capacity
for five successive DG start attempts without recharging the air
start receivers.

_
_

APPLICABILITY The AC sources (LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2) are required to ensure
the availability of the required power to shut down the reactor
and mairitain it in a safe shutdown condition after an A00 or a
postulated DBA. Since stored diesel fuel oil, lube 011, and the
starting air subsystem supports LC0 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2, stored |

der.el fel oil, lube oil, and starting dir are required to be i
eutnin liuts when the associated DG is required to be OPERABLE. |

|
'

,

i<

i'
4

O (continued)
.
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I Diesel Fuel 011. Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3' '

'

BASES

ACTIONS The ACTIONS Table is modified by a Note indicating that separate
o~

Condition entry is allowed for each DG.~ This is acceptable,.4

since the Required Actions for each condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for cach inoperable DG subsystem. Complying-

with the Required Actions for one inoperable DG subsystem may:

allow for continued operation, and subsequent inoperable DG ,

subsystem (s) are governed by separate Condition entry and
_

aoplication of associated Required Actions.

L1'

In this Condition, the 7 day fuel cil supply for a DG is not
available. However, the Condition is restricted to fuel oil
level reductions that maintain at least a 6 day supply. These j
circumstances tray be caused by events. such as full load
operation required after an inadvertent start while at minimum

; required level, or feed and bleed operations, which may be
necessitated by increasing particulate levels or any number of'

othar oil quality degradations. This restriction allows
sufficiert time for obtaining the requisite replacement volume

: and performing the analyses required prior to addition of fuel
,

oil to the tank. A period of 48 hours is considered sufficient
, . f<

.i
.

to complete restoration of the required level prior to declaring
the CG inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the'

remaining capacity (> 6 days), the fact that procedures will be
initiated to obtain replenishment. and the low probability of an
event during this brief period. The amount of fuel oil required i
during Modes 5 & 6 is less because fewer loads are required to

'

maintain the plant during shutdown conditions.
.

IL1

With lube oil inventory less than a level one inch below the low
run level on the lobe oil dipstick, sufficient lubricating oil to
support 7 days of continuous DG operation at full load conditions
may not be available. However, the Condition is restricted to
lube oil volume reductic.ns that maintain at least a level one
inch above the bottom of the lube oil dipstick, This level is !

above where vortexing occurs. This restriction allows sufficient I
time to obtain the requisite replacement volume. A period of
40 hours is considered sufficient to conplete restoration of the''

4

required volume prior to declaring the DG inoperable. This
period is acceptable based on the remaining capacity, the low
rate of usage. the fact that procedures will be initiated to

,

obtain replenishment, and the low probability of an event during
ithis brief period.

i,

% (continued)'
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Diesel Fuel 011 Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

,l BASES
'

O' -

ACTIONS L1
(continued)

This Condition is entered as a result of a failure to meet the
acceptance criterion of SR 3.8.3.3. Nonnally, trending of
particulate levels allows sufficient time to correct high
particulate levels prior to reaching the limit of acceptability.
Pocr rample procedures (bottom sampling), contaminated sampling
equipm?nt. and errors in laboratory analysis can produce failures
that do not follow a trend. Since the presence of particulates-

does not mean failure of the fuel oil to burn properly in the
diesel engine, and particulate concentration is unlikely to
change significantly between Surveillance Frequency intervals,
and proper engine performance has been recently demonstrated
(within 31 days), it is prudent to allow a brief pericd prior to
declaring the associated DG inoperable. The 7 day Completion
Time allows for further evaluation. resampling and re-analysis of
the DG fuel oil.

D.l

With the new fuel oil properties defined in the Bases for
SR 3.8.3.3 not within the required limits, a period of 30 days is

_ p) allowed for restoring the stored fuel oil properties. This( period provides sufficient time to test the stored fuel oil to |''

detenaine that the new fuel oil, when mixed with previously i

stored fuel oil, remains acceptable, or to restore the stored
fuel oil properties. This restoration may involve feeo and bleed
procedures, filtering, or combinations of these procedures. Even
if a DG start and load was required during this time interval and ,

!the fuel oil properties were outside limits, there is a high
likelihood that the DG would still be capable of performing its
intended function.

L1

With starting air receiver pressure < 210 psig, sufficient
capacity for five successive DG start attempts does rot exist.
However, ar. long as the receiver pressure is > 172 psig, there
is adequate capacity for at least one start attempt, and the DG
can be ccnsidered OPERABLE while the air receiver pressure is
restored to the required limit. A period of 48 hours is-

considered sufficient to complete
restoration to the required pressure prior te 'claring the DG
inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the remaining air i
start capacity, the fact that most DG starts are accomplished on

'

the first attempt, and the low probability of an event during
this brief period.

(is) (continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air ;

8 3.8.3

V

ACTIONS E.1
'

(continued)
With a Required Action and associated Completion Time not met, or
one or more DG's fuel oil, lube oil, or starting air subsystem |
not within limits for reasons other than addressed by
Conditions A through D. the associated DG may be incapable of
performing its intended function and must be immediately declared
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR provides verification that there is an adequate inventory
of fuel oil in the storage tanks to support each DG's operation
for 7 days at full load. The 7 day period is sufficient time to
place the unit in a safe shutdown condition and to bring in
repleniste.ent fuel from an offsite location.

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are

(% provided and unit operators would be aware of any large uses of
l,j fuel oil during this period.

SR 3.8.3.2 I

Thu Surveillance ensures that sufficient lube oil inventory is
available to support at least 7 days of full load operation for
each DG. The 1" below low run level requirement is based on the i

DG manufacturer consumption values for the run time of the DG. |
Implicit in this SR is the requirement to verify the capability
to transfer the lube oil from its storage location to the DG,
when the DG lube oil sump does not hold adequate inventory for |
7 days of full load operation without the level reaching the !
manufacturer recommended minimum level.

1

A 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient lube
oil supply is onsite, since DG starts and run time are closely i

'

monitored by the unit staff.

SR 3.8.3.3 |'

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether new
fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been
contaminated with substances that would have an immediate, i
detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion. If results from
these tests are within acceptable limits, the fuel oil may be j,

,.

, .,

V (continued)
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Diecel fuel 011. Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

/~'N BASES

.L)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3J (continued)
REQUIREMEES

added to the storage tanks without concern for contaminating the
entire volume of fuel oil in the storage tanks. The tests,
limits, and applicable ASTH Standards are as follows:

a. Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM D4057-1981
(Ref. 6):

b. Verify in accordance with the tests specified in ASTH
D9751981 (Ref. 6) that the sample has an absolute specific
gravity at 60/60*F of 2 0.8348 and s 0.8984, or an API
gravity of within 0.3 degrees at 60*F. or an API gravity 2
26" and s 38*, a kinematic viscosity at 40*C of 2 1.9

centistokes and s 4.1 centistokes (alternately. Saybolt
viscosity, SUS at 100*F of 2 32.6, but 5 40.1), and a flash
point of a 125'F: and

c. Verify that the new fuel oil has a clear end bright
appearance with proper color when tested in accordance with
ASTM D41761982 (Ref. 6).

n failure to meet any of the above limits is cause for rejecting

(") the new fuel oil, but does not represent a failure to meet the
LC0 concern since the fuel oil is not added to the storage tanks.

Within 31 days following the initial new fuel oil sample the
fuel oil is analyzed to establish that the other properties
specified in Table 1 of ASTH 09751981 (Ref 7) are met for new
fuel oil when tested in accordance with ASTM 0975 1981 (Ref. 6),
except that the analysis for sulfur may be performed in
accordance with ASTM D1552 1979 (Ref. 6) or ASTM D2622 1982
(Ref. 6) . The 31 day period is acceptable because the fuel oil
properties of interest, even if they were not within stated
limits, wculd not have an immediate effect on DG operation. This
Surveillance ensures the availability of high quality fuel oil
for the DGs.

Fuel oil degradation during long term storage shows up as an
increase in particulate, due mostly to oxidation. The presence
of particulate does not mean the fuel oil will not burn properly
in a diesel engine. The particulate can cause fouling of filters
and fuel oil injection equipment, however, which can cause engine
failure.

i
Particulate concentrations should be determined in accordance j
with ASTH D2276 1978 Hethod A (Ref. 6). This method involves a +

gravimetric determination of total particulate concentration in
/ )
V (continued)
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Diecal Fuel 011. Lube Oil, and StSrting Air
B 3.8.3

,~T BASES

'a'
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

the fuel oil and has a limit of 10 mg/1. It is acceptable to
obtain a field sample for subsequent laboratory testing in lieu
of field testing. For those designs in whien the total stored
fuel oil volume is contained in two or more interconnected tanks,
each tank must be considered and tested separately.

The Frequency of this test takes into consideration fuel oil
degradation trends that indicate that particulate concentration
is unlikely to change significantly between Frequency intervals.

SR 3.8.3.4

This Surveillance ensures that, withcut the aid of the refill
compressor, sufficient air start capacity for each DG is
available. The receiver design requirements provide for a
minimum of five engine start cycles without recharging.
The pressure specified in this SR is intended to reflect the
lowest value at which the five starts can be accomplished,

The 31 day Frequency takes into account the capacity, capability.n

('v)
redundancy, and diversity of the AC sources and other indications
available in the control room, including alarms, to alert the !

operator to below normal air start pressure.
1

SIL_3.JL33

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation.
There are numerous bacteria that can grow in fuel oil and cause
fouling, but all must have a water environment in order to
survive. Removal of water from the fuel storage tanks once cvery
31 days eliminates the necesssry environment for bacterial
survival This is the mast effective means of controlling
microbiological fouling. In addition, it elimirates the
potential for water entrainment in the fuel oil during DG
operation. Water may come from any of several sources, including
condensation, ground water, rain water, and contaminated fuel
oil, and from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent
checking for and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling
and provides data regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel
oil system. The Surveillance Frequencies are established by
Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). This SR is for preventive
maintenance. The presence of water does not necessarily
represent failure of this SR, provided the accumulated water is
removed during performance of the Surveillance.

73
D (continued)

_
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Diestl Fuel Oil, Lube 011', and Starting ' Air*

'

'

~ B 3.8.3
r.

;

D ' BASES

L).
! REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 9.5.4.1. |

;

j: . 2. Regulatory Guide 1.137.

; 3. ANSI N195 1976, Appendix B. .

' 4. - FSAR, Chapter 6.
,

i 5. FSAR, Chapter 15.
.!<

6. - ASTH Standards: .D4057 1981: D975-1981: D4176 1982:;
D1552 1979: D2622 1982: D2276, Method A..

7. ASTM Standards, D975, Table 1. |.
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DC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.4 '

,

( B 3.8 ELECTRICAL PCMER SYSTEMS

- B 3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating ,

BASES
.m

- BACKGROUND The station DC electrical power system provides control power to
selected equipment. It also provides both motive and control
power to selected safety related equipment and preferred AC vital<

bus power (via inverters). As required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix' A.
.

GDC 17 (Ref.1), the DC electrical power system is designed to"

have sufficient independence, redundancy,- and testability to.

perform its safety functions, assuming a single failure. The DC:
electrical power system also conforms to the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.6 (Ref. 2) and IEEE 308 (Ref. 3).

The 125 VDC electrical power system consists of two independent
and redundant safety related Class IE DC electrical power

,

subsystems (Train A and Train B). Each subsystem consists of two
125 VDC batteries, the associated battery chargers for each +

battery, and all;the associated control equipment and
interconnecting cabling. ;

,

f] There are two 100% capacity battery chargers per battery.
- V Normally one charger is operating and the other is kept as spare.

During normal operation, the 125 VDC load is powered from the-

battery chargers with the batteries floating on the system. In4

case of loss of normal power to the battery charger, the DC load
is automatically powered from the station bstteries.

The Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystems provide
the control power for its associated Class 1E AC power loads fed -

from 6.9 kV switchgear, and 480 V load centers. The DC
electrical power subsystems also provide DC electrical power to
the inverters, which in turn power the AC vital buses.'

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail
in Bases for LCO 3.8.9, " Distribution System-Operating," and
LCO 3.8.10. " Distribution Systems-Shutdown."

'

4

Each battery has adequate capacity to carry the required load
, ,

continuously for at least 4 hours as discussed in the FSAR,
Chapter 8 (Ref. 4).

Each 125 VDC battery is separately housed in a ventilated room
.

'

apart from its charger and distribution centers. Each subsystem I

is located in an area separated physically and electrically from
the other subsystem to ensure that a single failure in one

V (continued)

[.-
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DC Sources-0oerating
B 3.8.4

BASES

' BACKGROUND subsystem does not cause a failure in a redundant subsystem.'

(continued) There is no sharing between redundant Class 1E subsystems, such'

as batteries, battery chargers, or distribution panels.

The batteries for Train A and Train B DC electrical power
subsystems are sized to produce required capacity at 80% of
nameplate rating, corresponding to warranted capacity at end of
life cycles and the 100% design demand. Battery size is based on'

battery end of life capacity at 80% of nameplate rating. The
selected battery capacity is in excess of required capacity. The
voltage limit is 2.13 V per cell, which corresponds to a total,

minimum voltage output of 128 V per battery discussed in the
FSAR.-Chapter 8 (Ref. 4). The criteria for sizing large lead
storage batteries are defined in IEEE 485 (Ref. 5).

Each Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystem has ample
power output capacity for the steady state operation of connected
loads required during normal operation, while at the same time
maintaining its battery bank fully charged. Each battery charger
also has sufficient capacity to restore the battery from the
design minimum charge to its fully charged state within 24 hours,

while supplying norraal steady state loads discussed in the FSAR,
Chapter 8 (Ref. 4).(q/

,

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 6), and in the

FSAP., Chapter 15 (Ref 7), assume that Engineered Safety Feature
(ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DC
electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC4

electrical power for the DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and
control and switching during all H0 DES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC sources is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting
the design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining the DC
sources OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed less of all offsite AC power or all onsite AC
,

power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11). .

n

.

: (continued)

.
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DC Sources-Operating |
'

B 3.8.4

h BASES
. J

4

.LCO The DC electrical power subsystems. each subsystem consisting of
two batteries, a battery charger for each battery and the
corresponding control equipment and interconnecting cabling
supplying power to the associated bus within the train are -|

required to be OPERABLE to ensure the'ava11 ability of the i

required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe i

condition after an anticipated operational occurrence (A00) or a i

postulated DBA. Loss of any train DC electrical power subsystuti )
does not prevent the minimum safety function from being performed ;

(Ref. 4). :
.

i>

An OPERABLE DC electrical power subsystem requires all required
batteries and respective chargers to be operating and connected
to the associated DC bus (es). (Reference Table B 3.8.4 1).

!

,

; !

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE in
H00ES 1. 2. 3. and 4 to ensure safe unit operation and to ensure
that:

I

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
( boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of A00s or ,

, ( abnormal transients: and i

,

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
integrity and other vital functions are maintained in the
event of 3 postulated DBA.

The DC electrical power requirements for H00ES 5 and 6 are
,

addressed in the Bases for LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources- Shutdown." l,

i.

ACTIONS L1

Condition A represents one train with a loss of ability to
respond to an event, and a loss of ability to remain erergized
during normal operation. It is, therefore, imperative that the
operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, minimizing
the potential for complete loss of DC power to the affected
train. The 2 hour limit is consistent with the allowed time for-

.

an inoperable DC distribution system train,
ij

. If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is
inoperable (e.g., inoperable battery, inoperable battery ;

charger (s), or inoperable battery charger and associated
inoperable battery), the other DC electrical power subsystem has

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating

B 3.8.4
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ACTIONS /L1 (continued)

the ccpacity to support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an
accident condition. Since a subsequent worst case single failure
would, however, result in the complete loss of the other 125 VDC
electrical power subsystem with attendant loss of ESF functions,
continued pcwer operation should not exceed 2 hours. Tne 2 hour
Completion Time is based on Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3) and
reflects a reasonable time to assess unit status as a function of
the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem and, if the DC
electrical power subsystem is not restored to OPERABLE status, to
prepare to effect an orderly and safe unit shutdown.

ILLand B.2

If the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem canrot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time,
the unit must be brought to a H0DE in which the LC0 does not
apoly. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at ;

!

least H00E 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonabla, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant i.~() systems. The Completion Time to bring the unit to MODE 5 is ;

consistant with the time required in Regulatory Guide 1.93 |-

(Ref. 8).

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1
REQUIREHERTS

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge helps to
ensure the effectiveness of the charging system and the ability
of the batteries to perform their intended functior.. Float
charge is the condition in which the charger is supplying the
connected loads and continuous char 0e required to overcome the
internal losses of a battery and maintain the battery in a fully j,
charged state. The voltage requirements are based on the nominal j

design voltage of the battery (voltage per cell 2 2.13V) and are ;

consistent with the initial state of charge conditions assumed in 1

the battery sizing calculations. The 31 day Frequency is 4

consistent with manufacturer recommendations and IEEE 450 !-

(Ref. 9).

SR 3.8.4.2 {

IiVisual inspection to detect corrosion of the battery cells and
connections, or measurement of the resistance of each intercell,

p
U (continued)

<|

1
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4 2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

interrack, intertier, and terminal connecticn, provides an
indication of physical d6 mage or abnormal deterioration that
could potentially degrade battery performance. The Surveillance*

Frequency for these inspections, which can detect conditions that
can cause power losses due to resistance heating, is 92 days.
This Frequency is considered acceptable based on operating
experience related to detecting corrosion trends.

SR 3.8.4.3

Visual inspection of the bettery cells, cell plates, and battery
racks provides an indication of physical damage or abnormal
deterioration that could potentially degrade battery perfoncance.
Visible corrosion discovered during the performance of the
surveillance is acceptable provided that the battery terminal
resistance is less than 150 x 104 ohms. Visible carrosion
discovered between surveillances does not invalidate the current
surveillance.

SR 3.8.4.4 and SR 3.8.4.5
,es

(') Visual inspection and resistance measurements of intercell,
interrack, intertier, and terminal connections provide an
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration that
could indicate degraded battery condition. The anticorrosion
material is used to help ensure good electrical connections and
to reduce terminal deterioration. The visual inspection for
corrosion is not intended to require removal of and inspection
under each terminal connection. The removal cf visible corrosion
is a preventive maintenance SR. The presence of visible
corrosien does not necessarily represent a failure cf tnis SR
provided visible corrosion is removed during performance of
SR 3.8.4.4.

SR 3.8.4.6

This SR requires that each battery charger be capable of
supplying 300 amps and 130 V for 2 8 hours. These requirements
are based on the design capacity of the chargers (Ref. 4).
According to Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref.10), the battery charger
supply is required to bs based on the largest combined demands of
the various steady state loads and the charging capacity to
restore the battery from the design minimum charge state to the
fully charged state irrespective of the status of the unit

'

during these demand occurrences. The minimum required amperes
and duration ensures that these requirements can be satisfied.

p
(/ (continued) |
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SURVEILLANCE. SR 3.8.4.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

'The Surveillance Frequency is acceptable, given the unit
. conditions required to perform the test and the other
administrative controls existing to ensure adequate charger
performance during these 18 month intervals. In addition, this
Frequency is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle
lengths.

,

This Surveillance is required to be performed during H0 DES 5
and 6 since it would require the DC electrical power subsystem toe
be inoperable during performance of, the test. i

SR 3.8.4.7
,

A battery service test is a special test of battery capability,
as found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) '

of the DC electrical power system. The discharge rate and test ,

length should correspond to the design duty cycle requirements as |4

specified in Reference 4. ;

The Surveillance Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref.10) and Regulatory

\ Guide 1.129 (Ref.11), which state that the battery service test
should be performed during refueling operations or at some other
outage, with intervals between tests, not to exceed 18 months.

4

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the performance
of a modified performance discharge test in lieu of a service
test-.

The modified performance discharge test is a simulated duty cycle
consisting of just two rates: the one minute rate published for
the battery or the largest current load of the duty cycle,

- followed by the test rate employed for the i
'

performance test, both of which envelope the duty cycle of the
service test. Since the ampere hours removed by a rated one
minute discharge represents a very small portion of the battery

~

capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for the
performance test without compromising the results of the

} performance discharge test. The battery terminal voltage for the
.

modified performance discharge test should remain above the
minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the battery'

(continued)p) i.Q
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3 1.4.7 (continued) j

REQUIREMENTS . . .
.

. .

,

service test for the duration of time equal to that of the
service test.

IA modified performance discharge test is a test of the battery '

capacity and its-ability to provide a high rate, short duration .

'

load (usually the highest rate of the duty cycle). This will
often confirm the battery's ability to meet the critical period ;

of the load duty cycle in addition to determining its percentage i

of rated capacity. Initial conditions for the modified
performance discharge test should be identical to those specified j

:for a service test and the test discharge rate must envelope the- !

duty cycle of the service test if the modified performance ;
'

' discharge test is performed in lieu of a service test.

The SR is modified by a Note. This Note does not allow the ,

surveillance to normally be performed in H0 DES 1. 2. 3 or 4. 1
This note does not prohibit the application of LCO 3.0.5 or the i

performance of this SR to restore equipment operability. j
i

SR 3.8.4.8 j

A battery performance discharge test is a test of constant
current capacity of a battery, normally done in the as found i

!condition, after having been in service, to detect any change in
the capacity determined by the acceptance test. The test is
intended to determine overall battery degradation due to age and
usage.

A battery modified performance discharge test is described in the
Bases for SR 3.8.4.7. Either the battery performance discharge
test or the modified performance discharge test is acceptable for
satisfying SR 3.8.4.8: however, only the modified performance
discharge test may be used to satisfy SR 3.8.4.8
while satisfying the requirements of SR 3.8.4.7 at the same time.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance are consistent with
IEEE 450 (Ref. 9) and IEEE 485 (Ref. 5). These references |.

recommend that the battery be replaced if its capacity is below !

80% of the manufacturer's rating. A capacity of 80% shows that-

the battery rate of deterioration is increasing, even if there is
ample capacity to meet the load requirements.

4

The Surveillance Frequency for this test is normally 60 months. ,

If the battery shows degradation, or if the battery has reached

(continued)

;
.
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u
SURVEILLANCE. SR 3.8.4.8-(continued)
REQUIREMENTS-

185% of its expected life the Surveillance Frequency is reduced to
18 months. However, if the battery shows no degradation but
har reached 85% of its expected life, the Surveillance Frequency
is only reduced to 24 months for. batteries that retain capacity 2
100% of the manufacturer's rating. Degradation is indicated. . j

according to IEEE 450'(Ref. 9), when the battery capacity drops ;
,

by more than 10% relative to its average capacity on the previous. 1

performance test or when it is a 10% below the manufacturer's . 3

rating.. This frequency is consistent with the recommendations in .

IEEE 450 (Ref. 9). |

This SR is modified by a Note. This Note does not allow the !

surveillance to normally be performed in MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4. .

iThis note does not prohibit the application of LCO 3.0.5 or the
performance of this SR to restore equipment operability.

:

i

'

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 17.

.
2. Regulatory Guide 1.6, March 10, 1971.

3. IEEE 308 1974.
'

4. FSAR, Chapter 8.

5. IEEE 485 1978.

6. 'FSAR, Chapter 6.

7. FSAR, Chapter 15.

8. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

9. IEEE 450 1980.

10. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.

11. Regulatory Guide 1.129, February 1978. |
.

(continued)-
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Table B 3.8.4 1 4 1

DC SOURCES (Page 1 of 1) j

__

TRAIN A TRAIN B

125 V DC Bus 125 V DC Bus 125 V DC Bus 125 V DC Bus , 4

IED1(2ED1) 1ED3(2ED3) 1ED2(2ED2) 1ED4(2ED4): u- i

Energized From Energized From Energized From ' Energized From~. I
Batteryi Battery Battery:. Battery |

BTIED1(BT2ED1) BTIED3(BT2ED3) BTIED2(BT2ED2) BTIED4(BT2ED4)

and and and and

. Battery Charger Battery Charger Battery Charger Battery Charger i

|
BC1E01 1 BC1ED3 1 BCIED2 1 BC1ED4-1

(BC2ED1 1) '(BC2ED3 1) (BC2ED2 1) (BC2ED4 1)

or or or or
BC1ED1-2 BC1ED3 2 BC1ED2-2 BC1ED4 2

(BC2ED1 2). (BC2ED3 2) (BC2ED2 2) (BC2ED4 2)

1

!

|

|

](
l
;

i

4

1

O
-i
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B 3.8.5

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMSm

( )
" B 3.B.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for
LC0 3.8.4. "DC Sources-Operating."

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chapter 15

(Ref. 2), assume that Engineered Safety Feature systems are
OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system provides normal and
emergency DC electrical power for the diesel generators,
emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during all H0 DES
of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements
for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources during
/' 3 H00ES 5 and 6 and during movement of irrsdiated fuel assemblies
( ) ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
conditicn for extended periods:

I
b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is

available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate events i

postulated during shutdown such as a fuel handling accident. |

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO One DC electrical power subsystem consisting of two batteries, at
least one full capacity battery charger per
battery, and the corresponding control equipment and
interconnecting cabling within the train, are required to be*

OPERABLE to support one train of the distribution
systems required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10. " Distribution
Systems- Shutdown." This ensures the availability of sufficient I|
DC electrical power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner
and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events during
shutdown (e.g.. fuel handling accidents). |,,

< .

C/ (continued)
|

1
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B 3.8.5
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|.)

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
H0 DES 5 and 6, provide assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory
makeup are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in
the core:

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
are available;

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are available:
and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown
condition or refueling condition.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
covered in LCO 3.8.4.

|

.-

[)J ACTIONS A,1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4
%.

By allowing the option to declare required features inoperable
with the associated DC power source /s) inoperable, appropriate
restrictions will be implemented in accordance with the affected
required features LC0 ACTIONS. In m my instances, this option
may involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the
allowance for sufficiently conser',ative actions is made (i.e., to
suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies,
and operations involving positive reactivity additions). The
Required Action to suspend positive reactivity additions does not
preclude actions to enintain or increase reactor vessel
inventory, provided the required SDH. is maintained.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of
actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These
actions minimize probability of the occurrence of postulated
events. It is further required to imediately initiate action
to restore the required DC electrical power subsystems and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order
to provide the necessary DC electrical pcwer to the unit safety
systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The

n
(continued)
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y .

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued)

restoration of the required DC electrical power subsystems should ;

be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the time ,

during which the unit safety system; may be without sufficient
,

power.

|
4

i

i. SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1
) REQUIREMENTS |

4 SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surve111ances required by i

SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.8. Therefore, see the corresponding i
'

Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of each SR. ;-

;

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to i

!
=

preclude requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being discharged
below their capability to provide the required power supply or
otherwise rendered inoperable during the performance of SR. It

; is the intent th.it these SR must still be capable of being met,
but actual performance is not required.

,

;O
REFERf',CES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

l

| 2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

; -
. _ _

.

:

i
;

i
!

||
.

T
,
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6 1

8 3,8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
,

.

O B 3.8.6' Battery Cell Parametersv ]
BASES |

e

BACKGROUND This LCO delineates the limits on electrolyte temperature, level,
float voltage, and specific gravity for the DC power source .

! batteries. A discussion of these batteries and their OPERABILITY '

; requirements is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, "DC
Sources--Operatino,* and LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources-Shutdown." '

;'

,

; APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chapter 15 :

(Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE. *

The DC electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC
c electrical power for the diesel generators, emergency >

auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES of*

operation.
,

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the ;

initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon >

meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining
. at least one train of DC sources OPERABLE during accident
; conditions, in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite AC
power; and

,

b. A worst case single failure.

Battery cell parameters satisfy the Criterion 3 of
10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO Battery cell parameters must remain within acceptable limits to
ensure availability of the required DC power to shut down the

t reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated
operational occurrence or a postulated DBA. Electrolyte limits
are conservatively established, allowing continued DC electrical
system function even with Category A and B limits not met.

.

APPLICABILITY The battery cell parameters are required solely for the support
of the' associated OC electrical power subsystems. Ther' fore,
battery electrolyte is only required when the DC power pJrce is
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability discussion
in Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and LC0 3.8.5.

(continued) i
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B 3.8.6

BASES
'

ACTIONS A.1. A.2 and A.2

With one or more cells in one or more batteries not within limits
(i.e., Category A limits not met. Category B limits not met, or
Category A and B limits not met) but within the Category C limits
specified in Table 3.8.61 in the accompanying LCO, the battery .

is degraded but there is still sufficient capacity to perform the !

intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not i
'required to be considered inoperable solely as a lesult of

Category A or B limits not met and operation is permitted for a
limited period.

|

The pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage are required
to be verified to meet the Category C limits within 1 hour
(Required Action A.1). This check will provide a quick
indication of the status of the remainder of the battery cells.
One hour provides time to inspect the electrolyte level and to
confirm the float voltage of the pilot cells. One hour is
considered a reasonable amount of time to perform the required
verification.

V Verification that the Category C limits are met (Required
Action A.2) provides assurance that during the time needed to ;

restore the parameters to the Category A and B limits, the i
battery is still capable of performing its intended function. A )

period of 24 hours is allowed to complete the initial |
verification because specific gravity measurements must be ,

obtained for each connected cell. Taking into consideration both I

the time required to perform the required verification and the
'

assurance that the battery cell parameters are not severely
degraded, this time is considered reasonable. The verification ,

is repeated at 7 day intervals until the parameters are restored i

to Category A or B limits. This periodic verification is
consistent with the normal Frequency of pilot cell Surveillances.

Continued operation is Mly permitted for 31 days before battery i

cell parameters must be restored to within Category A and B |

limits. With the consideration that, while battery capacity is I

degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended-

function and to allow time to fully restore the battery cell
parameters te normal limits, this time is acceptable prior to
declaring the 4.'attery inoperable,

e

(continued) !n
Y !|
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ACTIONS |L1
(continued) j

With one or more batteries with one or more battery cell
parameters outside the Category C limit for any connected cell, i

sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected load I

requirement is not assured and the corresponding DC electrical
power subsystem must be declared inoperable. Additionally, other j

potentially extreme conditions, such as not completing the |

Required Actions of Condition A within the required Completion '

Time or average electrolyte temperature of representative cells
falling below 70*F, are also cause for imediately declaring the
associated DC electrical power subsystem inoperable.'

l

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1 |

REQUIREMENTS |

This SR verifies that Category A battery cell parameters are I

consistent with IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), which recommends regular j

battery inspections (at least one per month) including voltage,
.lspecific gravity, and electrolytt temperature of pilot cells.g

# SR 3.8.6.2
1

The quarterly inspection of specific gravity and voltage is
consistent with IEEE 450 (Ref. 3). In addition, within 7 days of
a battery discharge < 110 V or a battery overcharge > 150 V, the
battery must be demonstrated to meet Category B limits. |
Transients, such as motor starting transients, which may i,

momentarily cause battery voltage to drop to s 110 V. do not !

constitute a battery discharge provided the battery terminal j
voltage and float current return to pre transient values. This ;

inspection is also consistent with IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), which !
reccamends special inspections follnwing a severe discharge or i

overcharge, to ensure that no significant degradation of the i
battery occurs as a consequence of such discharge or overcharge. !

SR 3.8.6.3
l

This Surveillance verification that the average temperature of l
-

representative cells is > 70*F, is consistent with a |
recommendation of IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), that states that the '

temperature of electrolytes in representative cells should be ;

determined on a quarterly basis. Lower than normal ]!!
;

(continued)p
.g -.
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

temperatures act to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. This SR )

ensures that the operating temperatures remain within an ,

acceptable operating range. This limit is based on manuf6cturer |

recommendations.

Table 3.8.61

This table delineates the limits on electrolyte level, float
voltage, and specific gravity for three different categories. .

The meaning of each category is discussed below. |

Category A defines the normal parameter limit for each designated
pilot cell in each battery. The cells selected as pilot cells !
are those whose temperature, voltage, and electrolyte specific
gravity approximate the state of charge of the entire battery. ;

The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level are based I
on manufacturer recommendations and are consistent with the

iguidance in iEEE 450 (Ref. 3). with the extra V inch allowancen
() above the high water level indication for operating margin to

account for t aperatures and charge effects. In addition to this ;"

allowance, footnote a to Table 3.8.61 permits the electrolyte i

level to be above the specified maximum level during equalizing
charge, provided it is not overflowing. These limits easure that i

the plates suffer no physical damage, and that adequate electron |

transfer capability is maintained in the event of transient |
conditions. IEEE 450 (Ref. 3) recommends that
electrolyte level readings should be made only after the battery ',
has been at float charge for at least 72 hours. The Category A l

limit specified for float voltage is 2 2.13 V per cell. This !

value is based on the recommendations of IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), which
states that prolonged operation of cells < 2.13 V can reduce the j
life expectancy of ceils. Float voltage is corrected for average ,

electrolyte temperature. |
1

The Category A limit specified for specific gravity for each j

pilot cell is a 1.200 (0.015 below the manufacturer fully charged i

nominal specific gravity or a battery charging current that had ;

stabilized at a low value). This value is characteristic of a i

charged cell with adeouate capacity. According to IEEE 450 ,

(Ref. 3), the specific gravity readings are based on a !'

temperature of 77*F 25"C). 4

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE Table 3.8.61 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The specific gravity readings are corrected for actual
electrolyte temperature and level. For each 3*F (1.67'C) above
77'F (25*C). 1 point (0.001) is added to the reading: 1 point is
subtracted for each 3*F below 77'F. The specific gravity of the
electrolyte in a cell increases with a loss of water due to
electrolysis or evaporation.

Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each connected
cell. The term " connected cell" excludes any battery cell that
maybejumperedout.

The Cattgory.B limits specified for electrolyte level and float
voltage are the same as those specified for Category A and have )
been discussed above. The Category B limit specified for |
s)ecific gravity for each connected cell is a 1.195 (0.020 below |

t1e manufacturer fully charged, nominal specific gravity) with ;

the average of all connected cells > 1.205 (0.010 below the I
manufacturer fully charged, nominal specific gravity). These ]
values are based on manufacturer's recommendations. The minimum i

.q specific gravity value required for each cell ensures that the("j effects of a highly charged or newly installed cell will not mask
overall degradation of the battery.
Category C defines the limits for each connected cell. These
values, although reduced, provide assurance that sufficient
capacity exists to perform the intended function and maintain a
margin of safety. When any battery paramet.* is outside the
Category C limits, the assurance of suffic e.t capacity described
above no longer exists, and the battery must be declared
inoperable.

The Category C limits specified for electrolyte level (above the
top of the plates and not overflowing) ensure that the plates
suffer no physical damage and maintain adequate electron transfer
capability. The Category C limits for float voltage is based on
IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), which states that a cell voltage of 2.07 V or
below, under float conditions and not caused by elevated
temperature of the cell, indicates internal cell problems and may
require cell replacement.'

,

The Category C limit of average specific gravity 21.195 is based
on manufacturer recommendations (0.020 below the manufacturer
recommended fully charged, nominal specific i

(continued)
_ n}\v
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SURVEILLANCE Table 3.8.61 (continued) |

REQUIREMENTS
gravity). In addition to that limit, it is required that the

t
specific gravity for each connected cell must be no less than !

'

0.020 below the average of all connected cells. This limit
ensures that the effect of a highly charged or new cell does not
mask cverall degradation of the battery.

The footnotes to Table 3.8.61 are applicable to Category A. B, i

and C specific gravity. Footnote (b) to Table 3.8.6 1 requires I

the above mentioned correction for electrolyte level and j

temperature, with the excetion that level correction is not j

required when battery charging current is < 2 amps on float
charge. This current provides. in general, an indication of i

Ioverall battery condition.

Socause of specific gravity gradients that are produced during j
the recharging process, delays of several days may occur while
waiting for the specific gravity to stabilize. A stabilized
charger current is an acceptable alternative to specific gravity
measurement for determining the state of charge. This phenomenon j

|o) is discussed in IEEE 450 (Ref. 3). Footnote (c) to Tabie 3.8.6 1 '

'v' allows the float charge currcnt to be used as an alternate to
specific gravity for up to 7 days following a battery recht.rge. I

Within 7 days, each connected cell's specific gravity must be
measured to confirm the state of charge. Following a minor i

battery recharge (such as equalizing charge
'

that does not follow a deep discharge) specific gravity gradients
are not significant, and confirming measurements may be made in
less than 7 days.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

3. IEEE 450 1980.
.

..

i

,3,

(j i
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'
, B 3.8,7 - 4

;
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. j.0 8 3,8 LELECTRICAL POWER SYIlENS
,

,

'

h ;8 3.8.7 Inverters-. Operating .

;
'

4
. y

'

.c

p ,.,r,. . . . . . . ..;

'i

i fBACKGROUND The inverters are the' preferred source of power for 'the ACivital- ;

|- buses because of the' stability and reliability they achieve. The
function of the inverter is to provide AC electrical power to.the.

;- vital . buses. The inverters are powered from the 125 V DC' system. '

The station battery provides an uninterruptible power soarce fcr- |
i

the instrumentation and centrols for the Reactor Protective-c
*x System (RPS) and the Engineored Safety Feature Actuation System

| (ESFAS). . Specific details on inverters and their operating .

[ characteristics are found in the FSAR, Chapter 8 (Ref.1).

t
4

: |
'

' APPLICABLE- The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR. Chapter 6 (Ref. 2) and Chapter 15- ' )

(Ref. 3), assume Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE. '
>

The inverttrs are designed to provide the required capacity,
, 7 capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the

Ip. availability of necessary power to the RPS and ESFAS
instristentation and controls so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant'

;; System, and containment design limits are not exceeded. These<
'

limits are discussed in more detail in tha BLses for Section 3.?,., Iu
i Power Distribution Limits; Section 3.4, Rea:: tor Coolant System j
: (RCS): and Section 3.6. Containment Systems.

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the initial- |
~

'

|
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based cn meetire the

|
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining required AC u

p vital buses GPERABLE during accident ccuditions in the event of. 7
|

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC electrical power or 611 I-

oasite AC electrical power; and ;

!

A' b. A worst case single failure..

Invertersareapahtnfthedistributionsystemand,assuch. |
,

satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2Mii)-. j
,,

,

(continued) -

;
.
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i' Inverters -Operating i

1 B 3.8.7' !.

|(
'

,

BASES. .]

!
_.

LCO The inverters ensure the availability of AC electrical power for
~

the systems instrumentation required to shut down the reactor and'

.
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational i

occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA.
1

Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ensures that the ]:
redundancy incorporated into the design of the RPS and ESFAS l'

instrumentation and controls is maintained. The eight inverters ( |
four per train) ensure an uninterruptible supply of AC electrical )

'

power to the AC vital buses even if the 6.9 kV safety buses are
de energized. There is also an " installed spare" inverter for i

,

; each train. The spare inverter may be manually aligned to |
,

substitute for any of the four inverters in that train, j

Operable inverters require the associated vital bus to be powered I
by the inverter with output voltage within tolerances, and power |
input to the inverter from a 125 VDC system. (Ref. Table B !*

i3.8.7 1)..

B

iThis LCO 1.s modified by a Note that allows two inverters to be
disconnected from a comon battery for s 24 hours, if the vital !

'( bus (es) are powered from a Class IE transfonmer during the period
and all other inverters are operable. This allows an equalizing

,

charge to be placed on one battery. If the inverters were not
disconnected, the resulting voltage condition might damage the

'

,
,

inverters. These provisions minimize the loss of equipment that
would occur in the event of a loss of offsite power. The 24 hour-

time period for the allowance minimizes the time during which a
loss of offsite power could result in the loss of equipment

,

energized from the affected AC vital bus while taking into
,

,

consideration the time required to perform an equalizing charge'

on the battery bank.'

The intent of this Note is to limit the number of inverters tnat
may be disconnected. Only those inverters associated with the

i
single battery undergoing an equalizing charge may be
disconnected. All other inverters must be aligned to their'

associated batteries, regardless of the number of inverters or
unit design.

?

(continued)
.

'

.
.

.
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Inverters-Operating 1
8 3.8.7 )

h |,

V-

18ASES j4

_ APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1. 2, 3, and 4
to ensure that:

!

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure j
-

boundary hmits are not exceeded as a result of A00s or i

abnoraal transients: ard
,

.
b. Adequate core cooling is provided, r.nd containment

OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the'

event of a pottulated DBA.

! Inverter requirements for H0 DES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases |
for LCO 3.8.B, " Inverters-Shutdown." l'

<

i )
ACTIONS M j

;
:-

.q With a required inverter inoperable, its associated AC vital bus !

(g becomes inoperable until it is re energized by an operable i'

inverter. ;'

For this reason a Note has been included in Condition A requiring !

the entry into the Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.8.9, I

" Distribution Systems-Operating." This ensures that the vital |m
1bus is re energized within 2 hours.

Required Action A.1 allows 24 hours to fix the irsperable
inverter and return it to service. The 24 hour limit is based
upon engineering judgment, taking into consideration the time

,

required to repair an inverter and the additional risk to which
the unit is exposed because of the inverter inoperability. This
has to be balanced against the risk of an immediate shutdown,
along witii the potential challenges to safety systems such a
shutdown might entail. When the AC vital bus is powered from its
Class IE transformer, it is relying upon non regulating

iinterruptible AC electrical power sources (offsite and onsite).
The uninterruptible inverter source to the AC vital buses is the'

preferred source for powering instrumentation trip setpoint
devices,

|

.

|
'

(continued)
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Inverters-Operating ,

i

B 3.8.7
p
\, -|~

-- .__

ACTIONS E!.1 and B2
(continued)

If the inoperable devices or components cannot be restored to ;

OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit
'

rrest be brought to a H00E in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least H00E 3
within 6 hou s and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly man.1er and without challenging plant systems.

_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.Ll
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are functioning
properly with all requirad circuit breakers closed and AC vital
buses energized from the inverter. The verification of proper
voltage output ensures that the require power is readily
available for the instrumantation of the RPS and ESFAS connected

em to the AC vital buses. Tne 7 day Frequency tr. ken into account
( ) the redundant c pability of the inverters and other indications

available in the control room that alert tne operator to inverter"

maifunctions.

--

__

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 8.

2. FSAR, Chapter 6,

I
3. FSAR, Chapter 15.

i
. ,_ _ ---

.

'
,

V i.

|'
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Inverters -Operating
B 3.8.7

Q,)
BASES,

Table B 3.8.71 (page 1 of 1)
INVERTERS

TRAIN A* TRAIN B*

118 V AC Vital Bus 118 V AC Vital Bus 118 V AC Vital Bus 118 V AC Vital Bus
1PCl(2PC1) 1PC3(2PC3) IPC2(2PC2) 1PC4(2PC4)

Energized from Energized from Energized From Energized From
Inverter Inverter Inverter Inverter

IV1PCl(IV2PC1) IV1PC3(IV2PC3) IV1PC2(IV2PC2) IV1PC4(IV2PC4)
or or or or

I'!1EC1/3(IV2EC1/3)t IV1EC1/3(IV2EC1/3)2 IVIEC2/4(IV2ECPJ4): IV1EC2/4(IV2EC2/4):
connected to connected to conne:ted to connected to
125 V DC Bus 125 V DC Bus 125 V DC Bus 125 V DC Bus

1EDi(2ED1) 1ED3(2ED3) 1ED2(2ED2) 1ED4(2ED4)

118 V AC Vital Bus IIS V AC Vital Bus 118 V AC Vital Bus 118 V AC Vital Gus
IEC1(2EC1) 1EC5(2EC5) 1EC2(2EC2) 1EC6(2EC6)

Energized From Energized from Energized Frov. Energized From

/'~'s Inverter Inverter Inverter Inverter
(_) IVIECl(IV2EC1) IV1EC3(IV2EC3) IV1EC2(IV2EC2) IVIEC4(IV2EC4)'

or or or or
IVIEC1/3(IV2EC1/3)2 IVIEC1/3(IV2EC1/3)8 IV1EC2/4(IV2EC2/4)' IV1EC2/4(IV2EC2/4)2

connected to connected to coniected to connected to
125 V DC Bus 125 V DC Bus 125 V DC Bus 125 V DC Bus

1ED1(2ED1) 1ED3(2ED3) 1ED2(2ED2) 1ED4(2ED4)

* A spare inverter is provided for each train. The spare inverter may be manually
aligned to substitute for any one of the four inverters in its train.

'3 IVIEC1/3(IV2EC1/3) is the installed spare inverter for Train A.

2 IVIEC2/4(IV2EC2/4') is the installed spare inverter for Train B.

('T
L.)
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Inverters-Shutdown
=B 3.8.8

7p
$ LB'3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS q

B. 3.8.8 - Inverters -Shutdown

EASES- i,

BACKGROUND . A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for-
LCO 3.8.7, " Inverters-Operating."

.

. APPLICABLE' The initial ~ conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and ,

,

SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chapter 16
- (Def. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature system:; are OPERAELE.'

The DC to AC inverters are designed to provide the required
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the
availability of.necessary power to the Reactor Protective System and' ;

Engineered Safety Features Actuation System instrumentation and-
'

controls so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System. and containment
1- design limits are not exceeded. i

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the initial
*

"

,q assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements for the
,;ig. supported systems' OPERABILITY.

|

;

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each AC vital bus during |

H00ES 5 and 6| ensures that:t

i a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
; condition for extended periods:
I

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available ;

for monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and '

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events postulated'

during shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident.

The inverters were previously identified as part of the distribution
system and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

(continued)
,

|\
-

t.
.
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~ Inverters-Shutdos;n
B 3.8.8

(O 'j BASES'

LCO One train of inverters needed to power two 118 volt AC instrument
busses (channel oriented) and two 118 volt AC instrument busses
(non channel oriented) shall connect their respective DC busses
and shall be OPERABLE to support one train of the distribution
systems required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10. The inverters

,

ensure the availability of electrical power for the
instrumentation for systems required to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence or a postulated DBA. The battery powered inverters
provide uninterruptible supply of AC electrical power to the AC

- vital buses even if the 6.9 kV safety buses are de energized.
OPERABILITY of the invert.rs requires that the AC vital bus be.

powered by the inverter. This ensures the availability of
sufficient inverter power sources to operate the unit in a safe

i manner and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events
during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents).

i APPLICABILITY The inverters required to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 5 and 6 provide
assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are
'v available for the irradiated fuel in the core:

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are
available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can
lead to core damage during shutdown are available: and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for'

monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown
condition or refueling condition.

4

~

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered in
LCO 3.8.7.

..

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. R3. and A.2.4.

By the allowance of the option to ceclare required features
inoperable with the associated inverter (s) inoperable,.

appropriate restrictions will be implemented in accordance with !

the affected required features LCOs' Required Actions. In many ,

|p
V (continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown
B 3.8.8

OQ BASES |

;

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1 A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued)
,

'

instances, this option may involve undesired administrative
efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative !
actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive
reactivity additions). The Required Action to suspend positive
reactivity additions does not preclude actions to maintain or
increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the required SDM is
maintained.4

,

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of
actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These

: actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of postulated
events. It is further required to immediately initiate action to
restore the required inverters and to continue this action until
restoration is accomplished in order to provide the necessary
inverter power to the unit safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the l
7
.- required times for actions requiring progt attention. The |
I restoration of the required inverters should be completed as j

'h quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the unit safety
v systems may be without power or powered from a constant voltage

source transformer.

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1
; REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are functioning
properly with all required circuit breakers closed and AC vital i

'

buses energized from the inverter. The verification of proper
voltage output ensures that the required power is readily<

available for the instrumentation connected to the AC vital
buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant
capability of the inverters and other indications available in
the control room that alert the operator to inverter
malfunctions.

'

i

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.
i+

2. FSAR Chapter 15.

p - ; !

k
i

'I
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9

( ) B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

BASES

BACKGR0 LWD The onsite Class 1E AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems are divided by train into two redundant and
independent AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution subsystems.

The AC electrical power subsystem for each train consists of a
primary Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) 6.9 kV bus and secondary
load centers and 480 and 120 V buses. Each 6.9 kV ESF bus has
two separate and independent offsite source cf power as well as a
dedicated onsite diesel generator (DG) source. Each 6.9 kV ESF
bus is normally connected to a preferred offsite source. After a
loss of the preferred offsite power source to a G.9 kV ESF bus, ae

slow transfer to the alternate offsite source is accomplished,
if the alternate offsite sources are unavailable, the onsite
emergency DG supplies power to the 6.9 kV ESF bus. Control power
for the 6.9 kV breakers is supplied from the Class 1E batteries.
Additional description of this system may be found in the Bases

3 for LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," and the Bases for
(V

'

LCO 3.8.4. "DC Sources -Operating."

The secondary AC electrical power distribution system for each
train includes the safety related load centers shown in )
Table B 3.8.91.

The 120 VAC vital buses are arranged in two load groups per train |
and are normally powered from the inverters. The alternate power i

supply for the vital buses are Class 1E transformers pcwered from |
the same train as the associated inverter, and its use is I

governed by LCO 3.8.7, " Inverters-Operating."
!

There are two independent 125 VDC electrical power distribution I
subsystems (one for each train). l

!

The list cf all required distribution buses is presented in I
Table B 3.8.9 1. |

!
.

i,
.

(continued)

n[ -- --I
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__
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B 3.8.9

m
k) BASES

_

' APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref.1), and in the,

FSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The
AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power distribution systems
are designed to provide sufficient capacity, capability,
redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of
necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuol, Reactor Coolant i

System, and containment design limits are not exceeded. These i
limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for Section 3.2,
Power Distribution Limits: Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System
(RCS): and Section 3.6 Containment Systems.

The OPERABILIT( of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems is consistent with the initial assumptions
of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the design
basis of the unit. This includes maintaining power distribution
systems OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC
electrical power; and ;

b. A worst case single failure.p

The distribution systems satisfy Criter!on 3 of '

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11),

LCO The required power distribution subsystems listed in
Table B 3.8.91 ensure the availability of AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power for the systems required to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated,

operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA. The AC, DC,
and AC vital bus electrical power distribution subsystems are'

required to be OPERABLE.

Maintaining the Trair. A and Train B AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensures that
the redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is not.

defeated. Therefore, a single failure within any system or
within the electrical power distribution subsystems will not
prevent safe shutdown of the reactor.

,

/~ (continued)
Y)T
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Distribution Systems-Operating |

B 3.8.9 .|
1

OV BASES-

l
'

'LCO OPERABLE AC electrical power distribution subsystems require'

(continued) the associated buses, and load centers, to be energized to their
.

- proper voltages. OPERABLE DC electrical power distribution
subsystems require the associated buses to be energized to their: 4

proper voltage from either the associated battery or charger. I

OPERABLE vital bus electrical power distribution subsystems |

require the associated buses to be energized to their proper
voltage from the associated inverter via inverted DC voltage.,

'

,

:

APPLICABILITY The electrical power distribution subsystems are required to be
OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that-

|

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure |

| boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of A00s or ]
abnormal transients: and

j b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and contairm:ent j

OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the jq
,Q event of a postulated DBA. j

; Electrical power distribution subsystem requirements for H0 DES 5
and 6 are covered in the Bases for LC0 3.8.10. " Distribution
Systems - Shutdown. "

t

;

ACTIONS L1
With one or more required AC electrical power subsystems.

inoperable and the loss of function has not yet occurred, the'

remaining portions of the AC electrical power distribution
subsystems are capable of supporting the minimum safety functions
necessary to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe

j shutdown condition assuming no single failure. The overall
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in the'

remaining portions of the power distribution subsystems could
result in the minimum required ESF functions not being supported.'

i Therefore, the required AC buses, and load centers, must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours.

' '
Condition A worst scenario is one train without AC power (i.e.,
no offsite power to the train and the associated DG inoperable). -

(continued)

i.
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Distribution Systems Operating
B 3.8.9

e BASES

ACTIONS /L1 (continued)

In this Condition, the unit is more vulnerable to a complete loss
of AC power. It is, therefore, imperative that the unit
operator's attention be focused on minimizing the potential for .

loss of power to the remaining train by stabilizing the unit, and |
on restoring power to the affected train. The 8 hour time limit
before requiring a unit shutdown in this Condition is acceptable
because of: :

a. The potential for decreased safety if the unit operator's
attention is diverted from the evaluations and a'nions
necessary to restore power to the affected train, to the
actions associated with taking the unit to shutdown within

ithis time limit: and

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single
failure of a redundant component in the train with AC power.

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single |
contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A |

O is entered while, for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and
O subsequently restored OPERABLE, the LC0 may already have been not i

met for up to 2 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, i

since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the AC distribution
system. At this time, a DC circuit could again become
inoperable, and AC distribution restored OPERABLE. This could
continue-indefinitely.

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal " time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." This will
result in establishing the " time zero" at the time
the LC0 was initially not met, instead of the time Condition A
was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an acceptable
limitation on this potential to fail to meet the LC0
indefinitely.

1

EL1

With one or more AC vital bus subsystems inoperable and the loss
of function has not yet occurred, the remaining OPERABLE AC vital
buses are capable of suppcrting the minimum safety functions
necessary to shut down the unit and maintain it in the safe
shutdown condition. Overall reliability is reduced, however, '

since an additional single failure could result in the minimum
.

required ESF functions not being supported. Therefore, the
n
d (continued)

,
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B 3.8.9

BASES

.)
ACTIONS [L1 (continued)

.

required AC vital bus subsystems must be restored to OPERABLE
status within 2 hours by powering the bus from the associated
inverter via inverted DC.

Condition B represents one or more AC vital bus subsystems
without non interruptible inverted DC power. In this situation,
the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of
all non interruptible power. It is, therefore, imperative that
the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit,
minimizing the potential for loss of non-interruptible power to
the remaining vital buses and restoring non interruptible power
to the affected vital bus subsystems.

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times
allowed for the vast majority of components that are without
adequate vital AC power. Taking exception to LC0 3.0.2 for
components without adequate vital AC power, that would have the
Required Action Completion Times shorter than 2 hours if declared
inoperable, is acceptable because of:

a. The potential for decreased safety by requiring a change in
unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown) and not allowingo

V stable operations to continue;

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry into
numerous Applicable Conditions and Required Actions for
componen*.s without adequate vital AC power and not
providing sufficient time for the operators to perform the
necessary evaluations and actions for restoring power to the
affected train: and

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single
failure of a redundant component.

The 2 hour Completion Time takes into account the importance to
safety of restoring the AC vital bus to OPERABLE status, the
redundant capability afforded by the other OPERABLE vital buses,
and the low probability of a DBA occurring duMng this period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1 establishes a
limit on the meximum allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single
contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition B
is entered while, for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and

'

,

subsequently returned OPERABLE, the LC0 may already have been not
met for up to 4 hours. This could lead to a total of 6 hours, ;

since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the vital bus i

I()
s i

(continued)"

_
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Q) j

ACTIONS IL1 (continued) I

distribution system. At this time, an AC train could again
become inoperable, and vital bus distribution restored OPERABLE. |
This could continue indefinitely,

i

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal " time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." This will
result in establishing the " time zero" at the time the LCO was ,

initially not met, instead of the time Condition B was cntered. l
'

The 16 hour Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this
potential to fail to meet the LCO indefinitely.

L1
|

With one or more DC electrical power distribution subsystems
inoperable and the loss of function has not yet occurred, the ;

Iremaining portions of the DC electrical power distribution
subsystems are capable of supporting the minimum safety functions |
necessary to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe '

shutdown condition, assuming no single failure. The overall
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in the i

'

remaining portions of the DC electrical power distribution,~s

(V) subsystems could result in the minimum required ESF functions not
being supported. Therefore, the required DC buses must be
restored to OPEP.ABLE status within 2 hours by powering the bus
from the associated battery or charger.

Condition C represents one or more electrical power distribution
subsystems without adequate DC power; potentially both with the
battery significantly degraded and the associated charger
nonfunctioning for the affected bus (es). In this situation, the-

unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all
DC power. It is, therefore, imperative tnat the operator's
attention focus on stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential
for loss of power to the remaining bus (es) and restoring power to
the affected bus (es). j

:

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times,

allowed for the vast majority of components that would be without
power. Taking exception to LC0 3.0.2 for components without
adequ,ste DC power, which would have Required Action Completion
Times shorter than 2 hours, is acceptable because of:

a. The potential for decreased safety by requiring a change in j
unit conditions (i.e.. requiring a shutdown) while allowing I

stable operations to continue:
'

(

(~} |

U' (continued) l
i
<

|
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!

)

ACTIONS L 1 (continued)

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry into
numerous applicable Conditions and Required Actions for'

i

compenents without DC power and not providing sufficient time |
'

1

for the operators to perform the necessary evaluations and 1

actions for restoring power to the affected train; and j

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a si'1gle i

failure of a redundant component. |

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with !

Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3). |
The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems tc be inoperable during any single
contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition C

| 1s entered while, for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and
,

subsequently returned OPERABLE, the LC0 may already have been not j

met for up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, !
'

since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the DC distribution |
!

f)- system. At this time, an AC train could again become inoperable.
U and DC distribution restored OPERABLE. This could continue

indefinitely.

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal " time ;

zero" for beginning the allowed outace time " clock." This will !
result in establishing the " time zero" at the time the LCO was !
initially not met instead of the time Condition C was entered. |

The 16 hour Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this
poter.tial to fail to meet the LC0 indefinitely.

D.1 and .(L2

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored to !
'

OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit
must be brought to a H0DE in which the LC0 does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least H0DE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience. ';.

to reach the required unit conditions frot full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

,

I

|q
kJ (continued)
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ACTIONS ]L1
(continued)

Condition E corresponds to inoperable distribution subsystems .

that result in a loss of safety function, adequate core cooling, I

containment OPERABILITY and other vital functions for DBA
mitigation would be compromised, and immediate plant shutdown in
accordance with LC0 3.0.3 is required.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.9.1
.|REQUIREPENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the required AC. DC, and AC vital |

bus electrical power distribution systems are functioning
properly, with the correct circuit breaker alignment. The 1

correct breaker alignment ensures the appropriate separation and ,

independence of the electrical divitions is maintained, and the
appropriate voltage is available to each required bus. The
verification of proper voltage availability on the buses ensures

.

|

that the required voltage is readily available for motive as well i

as control functions for critical system loads connected to these !

buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant<-!g capability of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical powerj distribution subsystems, and other indications available in the'~

control room that al(rt the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15,

3. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

9

,m

)
v
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Table B 3.8.91 (page 1 of 1)
AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution Systems'-

TYPE VOLTAGE TRAIN A* TRAIN B*

AC safety 6900 V ESF Bus IEA1 ESF Bus 1EA2
buses (2EA1) (2EA2)

480 V Load Centers Load Centers
- 1EB1,1EB3 1EB2, 1EB4

(2EB1,2EB3) (2EB2,2EB4)

DC buses 125 V Bus 1ED1 Bus 1ED2
(2ED1) (2ED2)

Bus IED3 Bus 1ED4
(2ED3) (2ED4)

AC vital 118 V Buses IEC1,1ECS Buses IEC2,1EC6
buses (2EC1,2EC5) (2EC2,2EC6)

Buses IPC1,1PC3 Buses 1PC2,1PC4
(2PC1,2PC3) (2PC2,2PC4)

_ _ _

* Each train of the AC and DC electrical power distribution systems is a
subsystem,

i

1,

|

l

I

i

i

01
\_/ |
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
B 3.8.10

~ m
) B 3.8. ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B-3.8.10 ' ' Distribution Systems -Shutdown

:

BASES

-BACKGROUND A description of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power i

distribution systems is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.9,
" Distribution Systems-Operating."

i

. APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and'

. SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chapter 15 ,

(Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are i

OPERABLE. The AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power i
distribution systems are designed to provide sufficient capacity, i

capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the i<

availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, |
Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits are not
exceeded.

1

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power .. |

f~N distribution system is consistent with the initial assumptions of ,

d the accident analyses and the requirements for the supported !
systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITV of the minimum AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution subsystems during H0 DES 5 and 6'

ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is ,

available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and |
4

c. Adequate power is provided to mitigate events postulated
during shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems satisfy
Criterion 3 of 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(11).

. .

!

*

(continued)

V ,

l,
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'

B 3.8.10

BASES

LCO Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and components are
required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending on the specific plant !

!condition. Implicit in those requirements is the required
OPERABILITY.of necessary support required features. This LCO
explicitly requires energization of the portions of one train of i

the electrical distribution system as necessary to support
OPERABILITY of one train of required systems, equipment, and>

components-all specifically addressed in each LC0 and implicitly
required via the definition of OPERABILITY.

Maintaining these portions of the distribution systam energized
ensures the availability of sufficient power to operate the unit
in a safe manner to mitigate the consequences of postulated
events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents). |
The AC electrical power distribution subsystems are supported by I
one train of DC electrical power sources as required by LCO
3.8.2, "AC Sources Shutdown."

The required DC electrical power distribution subsystem is j,

supported by one train of DC electrical power system as required i,

/ by LC0 3.8.5, "DC Sources Shutdown." When the second DC |
'electrical power distribution train (subsystem) is needed to

support redundant required systems, equipment and components, the
second Train may be energized from any available source.

!

The required AC vital bus electrical power distribution subsystem ;
is supported by one train cf inverters as required LC0 3.8.8, |

" Inverters Shutdown." When the second (subsystem) of AC vital l-

bus electrical power distribution is needed to support redundant !
required systems, equipment and components, the second train may 1

be energized from any available source,

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems required
to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, provide assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel in the core:

,

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are |

available: |

l

D (continued) |

0 t
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown |
B 3.8.10 '

.

n

G BASES

APPLICABILITY c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can
(continued) lead to core damage during shutdown are available: and j

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition
and refueling condition.

The AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems requirements for MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4 are covered in
LC0 3.8.9.

|

|

!

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2 3. A.2.4. and A.2.5
1

By allowing the option to declare required features associated !

with an inoperable distribution subsystem inoperable, appropriate ]'restrictions are implemented in accordance with the affected
distribution subsystem LCO's Required Actions. In many |
instances, this option may involve undesired administrative !
efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative j

actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of jO, irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive l

reactivity additions). j

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of I
actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These
actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of postulated i

events. It is further required to immediately initiate action to i
restore the required AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems and to continue this action until restoration is
accomplished in order to provide the necessary power to the unit
safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required
Actions, a required residual heat removal (RHR) subsystem may be !

inoperable. In this case, Required Actions A.2.1 through A.2.4
do not adegaately address the concerns relating to coolant
circulation and heat removal. Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the RHR
ACTIONS would not be entered. Therefore, Required Action A.2.5
is provided to direct declaring RHR inoperable, which results in ;

taking the appropriate RHR actions.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the k
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The j
restoration of the required distribution subsystems should be

(continued)'

s
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
.

B 3.8.10

0 S<S

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5 (continued)

completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the time
the unit safety systems may be without power.

!

|

SL4VEILLANCE SR 3.8.10.1
REC'JIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the AC. DC, and AC vital bus i

electrical power distribution subsystems are functioning '

properly, with all the buses energized. The verification of
proper voltage availability on the buses ensures that the j

1required power is readily available for motive as well as
I

control functions for critical system loads connected to these
buses. The 7 day frequency takes into account the capability of
the electrical power distribution subsystems, and other
indications available in the control room that alert the ,

operator to subsystem malfunctions, j

O
REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6. *

2. FSAR. Chapter 15.

!

|

i

|
.

.

i

,

;

!
.. 4
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Bo".1 Concentration
B 3.9.1

m B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

('')
B 3.9.1 Boron Concentration

BASES

. BACKGROUND The limit on the boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS), the refueling canal, and the refueling cavity
during refueling ensures that the reactor remains suberitical
during H0DE 6. Refueling boron concentration is the soluble
boron concentration in the coolant in each of these volumes
having direct access to the reactor core during refueling.

The soluble boron concentration offsets the core reactivity and
is measured by chemical analysis of a representative sample of
the coolant in each of the volumes. The refueling boron
concentration limit is specified in the COLR. Plant procedures
ensure the specified boron concentration in order to maintain an
overall core reactivity of k n s 0.95 during fuel handling. with
control rods and fuel assemblies assumed to be in the most
adverse configuration (least negative reactivity) allowed by
plant procedures.

[] GDC 26 of 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, requires that two independent
V reactivity control systems of different design principles be

provided (Ref. 1). One of these systems must be capable of
holding the reactor core subcritical under cold conditions. The
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) is the main system
capable of maintaining the reactor suberitical in cold conditions
by maintaining the boron concentration.

The reactor is brought to shutdown conditions before beginning
operations to open the reactor vessel for refueling. After the
RCS is cooled and depressurized and the vessel head is unbolted.
the head is slowly removed to form the refueling cavity. The
refueling canal and the refueling cavity are then flooded with
borated water from the refueling water storage tank through the
open reactor vessel by gravity feeding or by the use of the
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System r"mps.

.

'

The pumping action of the RHR System in the RCS and the natural
circulation due to thermal driving heads in the reactor vessel
and refueling cavity mix the added concentrated boric acid with
the water in the refueling canal. The RHR System is in operation

,

_/ *g#

,N ) (continued) :

_
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i

BACKGROUND during refueling (see LC0 3.9.5, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and 4

(continued) Coolant Circulation-High Water Level," and LC0 3.9.6, " Residual |
Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level") to

-

provide forced circulation in the RCS and assist in maintaining
the boron concentrations in the RCS. the refueling canal, and the
refueling cavity above the COLR limit. ;

|

l

APPLICABLE During refueling operations the reactivity condition of the
SAFETY ANALYSES core is consistent with the initial conditions assumed for the l

boron dilution accident in the accident analysis and is
conservative for H0DE 6. The boron concentration limit specified
in the COLR is based on the core reactivity at the beginning of
each fuel cycle (the end of refueling) and includes an
uncertainty allowance.

The required boron concentration and the plant refueling )

procedures that verify the correct fuel loading plan (including |,

full core mapping) ensure that the k,n of the core will,,,

i'') remain 0.95 during the refueling operation. Hence, at least a 5%,

k/k margin of safety is established during refueling.

During refueling, the water volume in the spent fuel pool, the
transfer canal, the refueling canal, the refueling cavity, and
the reactor vessel form a single mass. As a result, the soluble
boron concentration is relatively the same in each of these
volumes. <

The limiting Doron dilution accident analyzed occurs in H0DE 5
(Ref. 2). Baron dilution accidents are precluded in HODE 6 by
isolating mtential dilution flow paths. See LC0 3.9.7,
"Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves."

The RCS boron concentration satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR !

50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO The LCO requires that a minimum boron concentration be maintained
in the filled portions of the RCS while in H0DE 6. Additionally,
when the RCS is flooded and open to tre refueling canal and the

V (continued)
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- |

LC0 refueling cavity the same minimum boron concentration is required

(continued) to be maintained in the filled porticns of the refueling canal
and refueling cavity. b boron concentration limit specified in
the COLR ensurds that a core k,,, of s 0.95 is maintained during
fuel handling operations.

Violation of the LC0 could lead to an ins.tvertent criticality
during MODE 6.

l

APPLICABILliY This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in the
reactor vessel will remain subcritical. The required boron |

'

concentration ensures a k,rr s 0.95. Above MODE 6, LC0 3.1.1,
' SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDH) " LCO 3.1.5, " Shutdown Bank Insertion
Limits," and LCO 3.1.6, " Control Bank Insertion Limits," ensure ,

that an adequate amount of negative reactivity is available to |

shut down the reactor and maintain it subcritical.

The applicability is modified by a Note stating that transition !

from H00E 5 to MODE 6 is not permitted. This Note specifies an |

]'m
f

'

exception to LCO 3.0.4 and prohibits the transition when boron
concentration limits are not met. This note assures that core
reactivity is maintained within limits during fuel handling
operations.

ACTIONS A l and A.2

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions
(including actions to reduce boron concentration) is contingent
upon maintaining the unit in compliance with the LCO. If the
boron concentration of any coolant volume in the RCS, and when
connected, the refueling canal or the refueling cavity, is less
than its limit, all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or

4

positive reactivity additions must be suspended immediately.
,

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity additions
shall not preclude moving a component to a safe position.

-

O
V (continued)

..
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.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

When determining compliance with actions, addition of borated
water with a concentration greater than or equal to the minimum
required RW5T concentration shall not be considered a positive
reactivity change. (Ref. 3)

8J

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity additions, boration to restore the
concentratior, must t,t initiated imediately.

is determining the ;equired combination of boration flow rate and
concentration, no unique Design Basis Event must be satisfied.
The only requirement is to restore the boron concentration to its
required value as soon as possible. In order to raise the boron
concentration as soon as possible, the operator should begin
boration with the best source available for unit conditions.

[ j Once actions have been initiated, they must be continued until
V the boron concentration is restored. The restoration time I

depends on the amount of boron that must be injected to reach the'

required concentration. j'

i

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.fLLA
REQUIREMENTS 1

This SR enures that the coolant boron concentration in the i
filled portions of the RCS, and when connected, (i.e., having |

direct access to the reactor vessel), all the filled portions of |
the refueling canal and the refueling cavity, are within the COLR |

limits. The boron concentration of the coolar,t in each volume is j

determined periodically by chemical analysis.

A minimum Frequency of once every 72 nours is a reasonable amount j
,

of time to verify the boron concentration of representative
samples. The frequency is based on operating experience, which j

has shown 72 hours to be adequate. |
)

!
'

i
|1!g)

(J (continued) f
'i !-

I
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4

REFERENCES. 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix' A ' GDC 26.

! '2. FSAR, Chapter. 15.
t. .

3. NRC letter dated November 22, 1993-
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Unborated Water S'ource Isolation Valves'
B 3.9.2 ;-

i.

I

.(OM
..

" - B 3.9. REFUELING OPERATIONS

B'3.9.2 Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
i

i

BASES
!
J

i

BACKGROUND During H0DE 6 operations, all isolation valves for reactor makeup
- water sources containing unborated water that are connected to i

the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) must be closed to prevent
unplanned boron dilution of the reactor coolant. The isolation |

valves (either CS 8455 or CS 8560. CS 8439. FCV 1118. CS 8441 and ;

CS 8453) must be secured in the closed position.
|

'

The Chemical and Volume Control _ System is capable of supplying :

borated and unborated water to the RCS through various flow
,

paths.- Since a positive reactivity addition made by reducing the ,

boron concentration is inappropriate during MODE 6. isolation of l

all unborated water sources prevents an unplanned boron dilution. !:

:'

T "N/Q APPLICABLE The possibility of an int.dvertent boron dilution event j
SAFETY ANALYSES (Ref.1) occurring during MODE 6 refueling operations is

precluded by adherence to this LCO, which requires that potential
dilution sources be isolated. Closing the required valves during
refueling operations prevents the flow of unborated water to the
filled portion of the RCS. The valves are used to isolate

i unborated water sources. These valves have the potential to
,

indirectly allow dilution of the RCS boron concentration in !

MODE 6. By isolating unborated water sources, a safety analysis
for an uncontrolled boron dilution accident in accordance with
the Standard Review Plan (Ref. 2) is not required for H0DE 6.

'

:

The RCS boron concentration satisfies Criterion 2 of ,

10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii). -

-

,

. .
,

LCO This LCO requires that flow paths to the RCS from unborated water
sources be isolated to prevent unplanned boron dilution during
H0DE 6 and thus avoid a reduction in SDN. j|-

I
t

,

'

(continued)(
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Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves !

B 3.9.2 3 - ,

. ,

[ .1

| D/ IBASES. |
'

8

!
!

; APPLICABILITY In 'HODE 6, this LCO is applicable to prevent an inadvertent boron
dilution event by ensuring isolation of all sources of unborated'

; water to the RCS,

5
For all other H00ES, the boron dilution accident was analyzed and ,

_

!
C was found to be capable of being mitigated.

I

.
-

.

The ACTIONS table has been modified by a Note that allows |
'

ACTIONS

.

separate Condition entry for each unborat.ed water source |
'

| 1 solation valve.

:
4 -

A.1 and A.2

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions
is contingent upon maintaining the unit in compliance with this2

LCO. With any valve used to isolate unborated water sources not
.

secured in the closed position, all operations involving CORE ,

O. ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions rust be suspended
imediately. The Completion Time of "immediately" for

; performance of Required Action A.1 shall not preclude completion
of movement of a component to a safe position.

Condition A has been modified by a Note to require that Required<

Action A.4 be completed whenever Condition A is entered.

- AJ

Preventing inadvertent dilution of the reactor coolant boron
,

concentration is dependent on maintaining the unborated water |

isolation valves secured closed. Securing the valves in the
closed position, under administrative controls, ensures that the ,

velves are not inadvertently opened. The Completion Time of j

"immediately" requires an operator to initiate actions to close |
s .

'

an open valve' and secure the isolation valve in the closed'

.
position imediately. Once actions are initiated, they must be

: continued until the valves are secured in the closed position.

i

|
'N (continued)

b i'!
t
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| ' Unborated Water Source Isolation Valws
| B 3.$.2
! |

LQk_/- BASES ,

._._.

ACTIONS AJL;

-(continued)
; Due to the potential of having diluted the boron concentration of

'the reactor coolant, .SR 3.9.1.1 (verification of boron
,

ccacentratiord must be performed whenever Condition A is entered.'

to denionstrate that the required boron concentration exists. The.

Ccepletion Tim of 4 hours is sufficient to obtain and analyze a-!-
reactor coolant sample for boron concentration.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.2.1 -

REQUIREMENTS.

These valves are to be secured closed to isolate possible
dilution paths. Secured closed includes mechanical stops or
removal of air or electrical power. The likelihood of a'

significant reduction in the boron concentration during MODE 6
operations is remote due to the large mass of borated water in ,

the refueling cavity and the fact that all unborated water
sources are isolated, precluding a dilution. The boron

.

- concentration is checked every 72 hours during MODE 6 under
SR 3.9.1.1. This Surveillance demonstrates that the valves are

4 closed through a system walkdown. The 31 day Frequency is based
on engivering judgment and is considered reasonable in view of
other administrative controls that will ensure that the valve
opening is an unlikely pessibility.'

~

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 15.

2. NUREG 0800. Section 15.4.6.
.

-

s

.

4

i

,

t ,

I
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Nuclear Instrumentation
. . .

B 3.9.3
. .

7) B 3.9 NEFUELING' OPERATIONS .

'

Aj
B'3.9.3 ' Nuclear Instrumentation

.

:

C.7.5
% - - - _ . -

_

BACKGROUND The source. range neutron flux monitors are used during refueling 4

.
'

: operations to monitor the core reactivity condition. .The
installed source range neutron' flux monitors are part of the

.

Nuclear Instrunentation System (NIS). These detectors are-

. located external to the reactor vessel and detect neutrors !

,

leaking from the core."

d

The ihsta'lled source range neutron flux monitors are BF3 <

detectors operating in the proportional region 'of the gas filled'

: . detector characteristic curve. The detectors monitor the neutron
flux in counts per second. The instrument range covers six ;

~,.

decades of neutron flux-(1E+6 cps). The detectors also provide
continuous visual indication in the control room. J The NIS is
designed _in accordance with the criteria presented in
Reference 1. i

..sv
IQ) . - . _

APPLICABLE- Two OPERABLE source range neutron flux monitors are required |
SAFETY ANALYSES to provide a signal to alert the operator to unexpected c'1anges '

in core reactivity such as with a boron dilution accident
(Ref. 2) or an improperly loaded fuel assembly.

The source range neutron flux monitors satisfy Criterion 3 of 10.

CFR 50.36(c)(2)(11). )
!

LCG This LCO requires that two source range neutron flux monitors be ;

OPERABLE to ensure that redundant monitoring capability is i

available to detect changes in core reactivity. To be OPERAB'.E..

each monitor must provido visual indication in the control room.
'

.

t i

APPLICABILITY 7.n iME 6,. the source range neutron flux monitors must be
OPERAd.E to determine changes in core reactivity. There are no '

.

]dq ;

(continued)
__
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Nuclear Instrunentation
B 3.9.3

BASES
O
V

APPLICABILITY other direct means available to check core reactivity levels. In
(continued) other MODES, the cource range m>nitors are governed by LC0 3.3.1,

LCO 3.3.3, and LCO 3.3.4.

ACTIONS A.1 and A J,,

With only one source range neutron flux monitor OPERABLE,
redundancy has been lost. Since these instruments are the only
direct means of monitoring core reactivity conditions. CORE :

ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity additions must be suspended
immediately. Performance of Required Action A.1 snall not
preclude completien of movement of a component to a safe
position. Addition to the RCS of borated water with a
concentration greater thaa or equal to the minimum required RWST
concentration shall not be considered to be e positive reactivity
change (Ref 3).

: ill

O With no source range neutron flux monitor OPERABLE, action to ;

V restore a monitor to OPERABLE status shall be initiated
'

immediately. Once initiated, action shall be continued until a
source range neutron flux monitor is restored to OPERABLE status.

fL2

With no source range neutron flux monitor OPERABLE, there are no i

direct means of detecting changes in core reactivity. However,
since CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity additions are not
to be made, the core reactivity condition is stabilized until tha
source range neutron flux monitors are OPERABLE. This stabilized
condition is determined by pcrforming SR 3.9.1.1 to ensure that
the required boron concentration exists.

The Completion Time of once per 12 hours is sufficient to obtain
end analyze a reactor coolant sample for boron
concentration and ensures that unplanned changes in boron-

concentration would be identified. The 12 hour Frequency is
reasonable, considering the 1cw p.obability of a change in core
reactivity during this time period,

(p) (continued)
_
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|Nuclear Instrumentation
E 3.9.3

BASES

(s)
,.

%/

SURVEILLANCE SR C.9.3.1'

REQUIREMENTS
SR 3.9.3.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK, which is a
comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a similar
parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption that i

the two indication channels should be consistent with core
Iconditior.s. Changes in fuel loading and core geometry can result

in significant tiifferences between source rar.ge channels, but
each charnel should be consistent with its local conditions.

The Frequency of 12 hours is consistent with the CHANNEL CHECK
Frequency specified similarly for the saae instruments in
LC0 3.3.1.

SR 3.9.3.2

SR 3.9.3.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
18 months. This SR is modified by a Note stating that nettron
detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The CHANNEL
CALIBRATION for the source range neutron flux monitors consists
of obtaining the detector plateau or preamp discriminator curves,(); evaluating those curves, and compering the curves to the(. ,

manufacturer's data. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need !

to perfonn this Surveillance under the conditions that apply |
during a plant outage. Operating experience has shown these !

2components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
18 month Frequency.

!

. _ .
!
4

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 13, GDC 26. GDC 28, and GDC 29.

2. FSAR, Secticn [15.2.4]. !
t

3. NRC letter (W. Reckley to N. Carns) dated November 22, 1993
" Wolf Creek Generating Station Positive Reactivity
Addition: Technical Specification Bases Changes"

|
-

__

g
L)

L
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS,c)

(Vl B 3.9.4 Containment Penetrations

BASES !
_ _

BACKGROUND During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
within containment, a release of fission product radioactivity |
within containment will rte restricted from escaping to the I

environment when the LCO requirements are met. In H0 DES 1. 2, 3,
and 4, this is accomplished by maintaining containment OPERABLE
as described in LCO 3.6.1, * Containment." In MODE 6, the i
potential for containment pressurization as a result of an ;

et.cident is not itkely: therefore, requirements to isolate the
containment from the outside atmosphere can be less stringent.
The LC0 requirements are referred to as ' containment closure"
rather than " containment OPERABILITY." Containment closure means
that all potential escape paths are closed or capable of being
closed. Since there is no potential for containment
pressurization, the 10CFR50. Appendix J 1eakage criteria and
tests are not required.

The contair. ment serves to contain fission product radioactivity |
O that may be released from the reactor core following an accident,
O such that offsite radiation exposures are maintained well within

the requirements of 10 CFR 100. Additionally, the containment
provides radiation shielding from the fission products that may
be present in the containment atmosphere following accident
conditions.

The containment equipment hatch, which is part of the containment
pressure boundary, provides a means for moving large equipment
and components into and out of containment. During CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment, the equipment hatch must be held in place by at
least four bolts. Good engineering practice dictates that the
bolts required by this LC0 be approximately equally spaced.

The containment air locks, which are also part of the contairar,ent
pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel access during
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 unit cperation in accordance with LC0 3.6.2,
* Containment Air Locks." Each air lock has a door at both ends.
The doors are normally interlocked to prevent simultaneous
opening when contairut.ent OPERABILITY is required. During periods
of unit shutdown when containment closure is not requirod, the
door interlock mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of

,r

V
(continued)
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

BASESq
U

BACKGROUND an air lock to remain open for extended periods when frequent
(Continued) containment entry is necessary. During CORE ALTERATIONS or

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment,
containment closure is required: therefore, the door interlock
mechanism may remain disabled. However, one personnel air lock
door must be capable of being closed, and one emergency air lock
door must be closed.

The requirements for containment perntration closure ensure that I

a release of fission product radioactivity within containment |
|will be restricted from escaping to the environment. The closure

restrictions are sufficient to restrict fission product
radioactivity release frcm containment due to a fuel handling i

accident during refueling.

The containment ventilation isolatioc: +vstem includes three ;

subsystems. The Containment Purge System includes a 48 inch !
supply penetrstion and a 48 inch exhaust penetration. The !
Containment Pressure Relief System includes an 18 inch exhaust
penetration. The Hydrogen Purge System include.s an 12 inch
supply penetration and an 12 inch exhaust penetration. During

O H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the two velves in each of the Containment
d Purge System and Hydrogen Purge System supply and exhaust

'

penetrations are secured in the closed position. The two valves
in the Containment Pressure Relief System penetration can be
opened continuously, but are closed automatically by the ;

Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). None of the
subsystems are subject to a Specification in H00E 5.

In H0DE 6, large air exchangers are necessary to conduct
refueling operations. The normal 48 inch Containment Purge
System is used for this purpose, and all four valves are closed
by the Contaireent Radiation Mcnitor in accordance with
LCO 3.3.6, "Centainment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation.'

The Contai,went Pressure Relief System remain operational in
H00E 6, and both valves are also closed by the Containment
Ventilation Isolation. Instrumentation.

,

The Hydrogen Purge System is not normally used in H00E 6.
However, all six twelve inch valves are also closed by the
Containment Ventilation Isolation Instrumentation.
The other containment penetrations that provide direct access

(continued)
--. .-
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

BASES7

BACKGROUND from containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere must be
(continued) isolated on at least one side unless open under administrative

controls. Isolation may be achieved by a closed automatic,

-

isolation valve or manual isolation valve, or by a blind flange
or equivalent. Equivalent isolation methods must be approved and
may include use of a material that can provide a temporary.
atmospheric pressure, ventilation barrier for the other
containment penetrations during fuel movements.

APPLICABLE During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
SAFETY ANALYSES assemblies within containment, the most severe radiological

contequences result from a fuel handling accident. The fuel
handling accident is a postulated event that invcives damage to
irradiated fuel (Ref.1 ). Fuel handling accidents, analyzed in
Reference 2, include dropping a single irradiated fuel assently
in either the containment or fuel building with no credit for
isolation or filtration. The requireinents of LC0 3.9.7,
" Refueling Cavity Water Level," and the minimum decay time of
100 hours prior to CORE ALTERATIONS ensure that the release of

Q fission product radioactivity, subsequent to a fuel handling
C/ accident, results in doses that are well within the guideline

values specified in 10 CFR 100. Standard Review Plan,
Section 15.7.4, Rev.1 (Ref. 2 ), defir.es "well within"
13 CFR 100 to te 25% or less of the 10 CFR 100 values.
Containment penetration closure is not required to meet the
acceptance limits for offsite radiation expe:>ure of 25% of
10 CFR 100 values (Ref 3).

Containment penetrations satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(11).

LCO This LC0 limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident in,

containment by limiting the potential escape paths for fission'

product radioactivity released within containment. The LC0
requires any penetration providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be closed
except for the OPERAELE containment ventilation penetrations and
the personnel air locks. For the OPERABLE containment $

ventilation penetrations. this LC0 ensures that these .

1

(continued) 3

i:_. _ _ _ .
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4 |

l

h BASES |

;O !
I

LCO penetrations are isolable by the Containment Ventilation
(continued) Isolation System. Tho OPERABILITY requirements for this LCO-

L ensure that the automatic ventilation isolation valve closure
function specified in the FSAR can be achieved and, therefore, !;

meet the assumptions used in the safety analysis to ensure that j
releases through the valves are terminated, such that i

radiological doses are within the acceptance limit. !

I
s

Both containment personnel air lock doors may be open during . !

1 moven;ent of irradiated fuel or CORE ALTERATION, provided an air |
lock door is capable of being closed and the water level in the ;;

j refueling pool is maintained as required. Administrative l
Icontrols ensure that 1) appropriate personnel are aware of the

open status of the cor.tainment during movement of irradiated fuel
or CORE ALTERATIONS. 2) specified individuals are designated and !

readily available to close the air lock following an evacuation
that would occur in the event of a fuel handling accident and 3)
any obstructions (e.g. cables and hoses) that would prevent rapid

i closure of an open air lock can be quickly removed.
!

The LC0 is nodified by a note allowing penetration flow paths
:

% with direct access from containment atmosphere to be unisolated 1
.-

under administrative controls. Administrative controls ensure*

; that 1) appropriate personnel are aware of the open status of the
penetration flow path during core alterations or movement of;

irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, and 2) specified<

! individuals are designated and readily available to isolate the
flowpath in the event of a fuel handling accident.'

_

APPLICABILITY The containment penetration requirements are applicable during
I - CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within

containment because this is when there is a potential for a fuel
i nandling accident. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, containment

penetration requirements are addressed by LC0 3.6.1. In MODES 5
and 6, when ' ORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuelC

assemblies within containment are not being cundu:ted, the^

potential for a fuel handling accident does not exist.'
-

Therefore, under these conditions no requirements are placed on
containment pcnetration status.

,

i

LO I:(continued) t

'

.

4
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Containment Penetrations i

B 3.9.4

BASES |.

q j
1

; i

ACTIONS A.1 aci & d
|

If the contaiteent equipment hatch, air locks, or. any containment
penetration that provides direct access from the containment |
atmosphere to the otitside atmosphere is not in the required I

status, including the containment ventilation isolation syrteta
not capable of automatic actuation when the isolation valves are

|open, the unit must be placed in a condition where the isolation
function is not needed. This is accomplished by immediately I

suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel |
'

assemblics within containment. Performance of these actions
shall not preclude completion of movement of a component to a
safe position.

1
- - . .

SURVEILLMCE SR 3.9.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillence demonstrates that each of the containment
ipenetrations required to be in its closed position is in that

position. The Surveillance on the open isolation valves willp) demonstrate that the required valves are not blocked from( closing. Also the Surveillance will demonstrate that each valve |

operator has motive power, which will ensure that each required
valve is capable of being closed by an CPERABLE automatic
coatainment ventilation isolation signal. The SR specifies that
contain:ent penetrations that are open under administrative
controls are not required tc meet the SR during the time that the
penetrations are open.

The Surveiliance 1s perfor.ned every 7 days during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies witnin
containment. The Survetllance interval is selected to be
connensurate with the normal duration of time to complete fuel
handling operations. A surveillance before the stcrt of
refueling operations will provide two or three surveillance
verifications during the applicable period for this LCO. As
such, this Surveillance ensures that a postulated fael handling
accident that releases fission product radioactivity within the
containment will not result in a release of fission product
radioactivity to the environment.

3

i
!

h
(n) (continued)
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Containment Penetrations ,

B 3.9.4
, ,

4

: ' BASES

" ' SURVEll LMCE SR 3.9.4.2
REQUIREMENTS.

(continued) This Surveillance demonstrates that each required containment
ventilation valve actuates to its isolation position on manual ~
initiction or on an actual or ' simulated high radiation signal.'

The 18 month Frequency maintains consistency with other similar
'p instrumentation and valve testing requirements. In LC0 3.3.6.

tht' Containment Ventilation Isolation instrumentation requires a
CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours and-a C0T every 92 days to ensure

.

the channel OPERABILITY during refueling operations. Every
18 months a CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed. These

'

Surve111ances performed during MODE 6 will ensure that the valves
are capable of closing after a postulated fuel handling accident

.
to limit a release of fission product radioactivity from the ,

"s containment. |>

f
.

rf

i.

J

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 15.7.4.

:f%d 2. NUREG-0800, Section 15.7.4. Rev. 1. July 1981.
1

- 3. NUREG 0797, Section 15.4.8. Supplement 22. January 1990. |
l
l

.
, - _

t

L
.

1

i

$.

i

|
'

r

14:

Jr
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d
!

- l
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R}R and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
' B 3.9.5

-
.

4
'

-B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

: 'B 3.9.5 . Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-High Water
" -Level

.

BASES
- _m _

-

<

BACKGROUND, The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 6 is to remove decay' heat
and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), as
required by GDC 34, to provide mixing of borated coolant and to

'

prevent boron stratification (Ref.1). Heat is removed from the :

RCS by circulating reactor coolant through the RHR heat'

'

exchanger (s). where.the heat is transferred to the Component
Cooling Water System. The coolant is then returned to the RCS via :

the RCS cold leg (s). Operation of the RHR System for normal
cooldown or decay heat removal is manually accomplished from the
control room. The heat removal rate is adjusted by contra 111ng
the flow of reactor coolant through the RHR heat exchanger (s) and
the bypass. Nixing of the reactor coolant is maintained by this
continuous circulation of reactor coolant through the RHR System. '

3'(j1-\
'

APPLICABLE If the reactor coolant tenperature is not maintained below'

! SAFETY ANALYSE 3 200*F. boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This could
lead to a loss of coola'it in the reactor vessel. Additionally,
boiling of the reartor coolant could lead to boron plating out on
components near the c ?as of the boiling activity. The loss of
reactor coolant an *e subsequent plate out of boron would

,

eventually challengs ;he integrity of the fuel cladding, which is
a fission product barfier. One train of the RHR System is
required to be operational in MODE 6, with the water level
2 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange, to prevent
this challenge. The LC0 does permit de energizing the RHR pump-
for snort durations 'under the condition that the boron
concentration is not diluted. This conditional de energizing of
the RHR pump does not result in a challenge to the fission
product barrier.

.

-The RHR System in H00E 6 satisfies criterion 4 of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii) .

(continued) i
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
D 3.9.5

BASES
;

V)'/

LC0 Only one RHR loop is required for decay heat removal in MODE 6,
,

with the water level 2 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel
flange. Only one RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE, because |

the volume of water above the reactor vessel flange provides
backup decay heat removal capability. At least one RHR loop must
be OPERABLE and in operation to provide: ;

a. Removal of decay heat:
|

b. Hixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility of
criticality; and

c. Irdication of reactor coolant temperature.

An OPERABLE RHR loop includes an RHR pump, a' heat exchanger,
valves, piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABl.E
flow path and to determine the low end temperature. The flow
path starts in one of the RCS hot legs and is returned to the RCS
cold legs.

The LCO is modified by a Note that allows the required operating
r RHR loop to be removed from service for up to I hour per 8 hour

(3) period, provided no operations are permitted that would cause a
reduction of the RCS boron concentration. Bcron concentration
reduction is prohibited because uniform concentration
distribution cannot be ensured without forced circulation. This
permits operations such as core mapping or alterations in the
vicinity of the reactor vessel hot leg nozzles and RCS to RHR
isolation valve testing. During this 1 hour period, decay heat
is removed by natural convection to the large mast of water in
the refueling cavity.

APPLICABILITY One RHR loop must be OPERABLE and in operation in MODE 6, with
the water level > 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel
flange, to provide decay heat removal. The 23 ft water level was
selected because it corresponds to the 23 ft
requirement established for fuel movement in LC0 3.9.7,-

" Refueling Cavity Water Level." Requirements for the RHR isystem
in other H0 DES are covered by LCOs in Section 3.4, Reactor

't

,

'
(continued)

.___ _

\
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.5 l

|
1

BASES

(O
V

APPLICABILITY Coolant System (RCS), and Section 3.5, Emergency
(continued) Core Cooling Systems (ECCS). RHR loop requirements in i-

H0DE 6 with the water level < 23 ft are located in i

LC0 3.9.6, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant |

Circulation-Lew Water Level."
|

|-

ACTIONS RHR loop requirements are met by having one RHR loop OPERABLE and
in operation, except as permitted in the Note to the LCO.

/L1

If RHR loop requirements are not met, there will be no forced
circulation to provide mixing to establish uniform bornn
concentrations. Reduced boron concentrations cannot occur by the
addition of water with a lower boron concentration than that
contained in the RCS because all of unborated water sources are
isolated.

,

O U
h If RHR loop requirements are not met, actions shall bc taken

immediately to suspend loading of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the core. With no forced circulation cooling, decay heat removal
from the core occurs by natural convection to the heat sink
provided by the water above the core. A minimum refueling water
level of 23 ft above the reactor vessel flange provides an
adequate available heat sink. Suspending any operation that
would increase decay heat load, such as loading a fuel assembly,
is a prudent action under tnis condition. Performance of Required
Action A2 shall not preclude completion of movement of a
component to a safe condition.

M

If RHR loop requiri.mnts are not met, actions shall br initiated
and continued in order to satisfy RHR loop requirements. With
the unit in HOPE 6 and the refueling water level 2 23 ft above
the top of the reactor vessel flange, corrective actions shall be
initiated immediately.

:s

V (cor.tinued) !
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RHR and Coolant Circulation- High Water Level

B 3.9.5
p

'

: ,

' O
BASES-!

ACTIONS- L_4
(continued)'4

: If RHR loop requirements are not met _ all containmer,t
penetrations pro'/iding direct access from the containment

~

stmosphere to the outside atmosphere must be closed within
i' 4 hours. With the RHR loop requirements nct met, the potential

exists for the coolant to boil and release radioactive gas to the'

containment atmosphere. .C1osing containment penetrations that4

i
are open to the outside atmosphere ensures dose limits are no+

: # exceeded, i

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the low ]

probability of the coolant boiling in that time. |
.

: )
.

'

~ SURVEILLANCE' .SR 3.9.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that the RHR loop is in operation
and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is determined by
the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient decay heat removal ;

capability and to prevent thermal and boron stratification in the<

i core. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient, considering the
flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm indications available Ii

'

to the operator in the control room for monitoring the RHR
System.

,,

s-
i.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 5.4,7.

.

!

4

10 1
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RiiR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

( B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS |

B 3.9.6 Residual Hect Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
i

I

BASES

BACVGROUND The purpose of the RHR System in H0DE 6 is to remove decay heat
'

and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), as
required by GDC 34, to provide mixing of borated coolant, and to i

prevent boron stratification (Ref.1). Heat is removed from the
RCS by circulating reactor coolant through the RHR heat
exchangers where the heat is transferred to the Component Cooling
Water System. The coolant is then returned to the RCS via the
RCS cold leg (s). Operation of the RHR System for normal cooldown
decay heat removal is manually accomplished frca the control !

room. The heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the flow |

of reactor coolant through the RHR heat exchanger (s) and the
bypass lines. Mixing of the reactor coolant is maintained by
this continuous circulation of ;eactor coolant through the RHR |
System.

1

O
b

_

APPLICABLE If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below
SAFETY ANALYSES 200*F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This could

lead to a loss of coolant in the reactor vessel. Additionally,
boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to boron plating out on
components near the areas of the boiling activity. The lors of
reactor coolant and the subsequent plate out of boron will ,

eventually challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding, which is <

a fission product barrier. Two trains of the RHR System are
required to be OPERABLE, and one train in operation, in order to
prevent this challenge.

The RHR System in H00E 6 satisfies criterion 4 of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(11).

LC0 In H00E 6, with the water level < 23 ft above the top of the
,

reactor vessel flange, both RHR loops must be OPERABLE.

Additionally, one loop of RHR must be in operation in order
to provide:

C
\ (continued) .

#:
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Wat:r Level
B 3.9.6

O
'''''

-

LCOL a. . Removal of decay heat:
(continued)

b. ' Mixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility of
criticality: and

c. Indication of' reactor coolant temperature.

' An OPERABLE RHR loop consists of an RHR pump, a heat exchanger,
valves, piping, instruments and controls to ensure an OPERABLE :

'

flow path and to determine the low end temperature. The flow
'

path starts in one of the RCS hot legs and is returned to the RCS
cold legs. Both RHR pumps may be aligned to the RWST to support
filling the refueling cavity or for performance of required
testing.;

APPLICABILITY Two RHR loops are required to be OPERABLE, and one RHR loop must
be in operation in H0DE 6, with the water level < 23 ft above the
top of the reactor vessel flange, to provide decay heat removal.

O Requirements for the RHR System in other H0 DES are covered by ,

V LCOs in Section 3.4 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and ;

Section 3.5, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS). RHR loop i

requirements in MODE 6 with the water level a 23 ft are located |
Iin LCO 3.9.5, '* Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

' Circulation-High Water Level."

l

|
ACTIONS 6 1 and A.2 .

''
If less than the required number of RHR loops are OPEPABLE,
action shall be immediately initiated and continued until the RHR
loop is restored to OPERABLE status and to operation or until
a 23 ft of water level is established above the reactor vessel

'

Jflange. When the water level is a 23 ft above the reactor vessel
3

flange, the Applicability changes to that of LC0 3.9.5, and only
one RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE and in operation. An-

.

imediate Completion Time is necessary fo an operator to
initiate corrective actions.

L Ii

'

..

(continued)
.-
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level l

B 3.9.6
I

jBASES
7

b
ACTIONS IL1

(contirued)
If no RHR loop is in operation, there will be no forced
circulation to provide mixing to establish uniform boron j
concentrations. Reduced borcn concentrations cannot occur by the :

addition of wator with a lower boron concentration than that I
contained in tne RCS, because all of the unborated water sources
are isolated, j

IL2

If no RHR loop is in operation, actions shall be initiated
immediately, and continued, to restore one RHR loop to operation. |
Since the unit is in Conditions A and B concurrently, the
restoration of two OPERABLE RHR loops and one operating RHR loop
should be accomplished expeditiously. |

1

IL3 I

If no RHR loop is in operation, all containment penetrations
providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the

.r3 outside atmosphere must be closed within 4 hours. With the RHR l

() loop requirements not met, the potential exists for the coolant ;

to boil and release radioactive gas to the containment
atmosphere, Closing containment penetrations that are open to
the outside atmosphere ensures that dose limits are not exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the low
probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1
REQUIREHENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that one RHR loop is in operation
and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is determined by
the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient decay neat removal
capability and to prevent thermal and boran stratification in the
core. In addition, durIng operation of the RHR loop with the
water level in the vicinity of the reactor vessel nozzles, the
RHR pump suction requirements must be met. The Frequency of
12 hours is sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump ,

control, and alarm indications available to the operator for
'

monitoring the RHR System in the control room.
|g~s

t /
'' . (continued}-

,
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

BASESm

SURVEILLANCE SfL 3.9.6.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that an
additional RHR pump can be placed in operation, if needed, to
maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation.
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment
and power available to the required pump. The Frequency of
7 days is considered reasonable in view of other administrative
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by
operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 5.4.7.

--m .---

.

tm,

U

.

,r~r
'

,
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Refueling Cavity Water Level ,

B 3.9.7
i

C' B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
O) '

B 3.9.7 Refueling Cavity Water Level

BASES j

,l

BACKGROUND The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, within containment
irequires a minimum water level of 23 ft above the top of the

reactor vessel flange. During refueling, this maintains .

sufficient water level in the containment. Sufficient water is I

necessary to retain fodine fission product activity in the water
in the event of a fuel handling accident (Refs I and 2).
Sufficient iodine activity would be retained to limit offsite
doses from the accident to < 25% of 10 CFR 100 limits, as provided 4

by the guidance of Reference 3 and acceptance in Reference 6. |

.

APPLICABLE During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the water
SAFETY ANALYSES level in the refueling cavity is an initial condition design

parameter in the analysis of a fuel handling accident in
containment, as postulated by Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref.1). A
minimum water level of 23 ft (Regulatory Position C.I.c of Ref.1)

. p) allows a decontamination factor of 100 (Regulatory Position C.1.g(
" of Ref.1) to be used in the accident analysis for iodine. This

relates to the assumption that 99% of the total iodine released
from the pellet to cladding gap of all the dropped fuel assembly-

rods is retained by the refueling cavity water. The fuel pellet
to cladding gap is assumed to contain 10% of the total fuel rod
iodine inventory (Ref. 1).

The fuel handling accident analysis is described in Reference 2.
With a minimum water level of 23 ft and a minimum decay time of
100 hours prior to fuel handling, the analysis and test programs
demonstrate that the iodine release due to a postulated fuel
handling accident is adequately captured by the water and offsite
doses are maintained within allowable limits (Refs. 4, 5 and 6).

Refueling cavity water level satisfies Criterion 2 of
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(11)..

.

%- g

i ) (continued)
G |
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Refueling Cavity Water Level i
8 3.9./

!

BASES
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V

LC0 A minimum refueling cavity water level of 23 ft above the reactor ;

vessel flange is required to ensure that the radiological '

,

consequences of a postulated fuel handling accident inside ;

-
containment are within acceptable limits, as provided by the !
guidance of Reference 3.

I

APPLICABILITY LC0 3.9.7 is applicable when moving irradiated fuel assemblies ;

!within containment. The LC0 minimizes the possibility of a fuel
handling accident in containment that is beyond the assumptions of
the safety analysis. If irradiated fuel assemblies are not
present in containment, there can be no significant radioactivity
release as a result of a postulated fuel handling accident.
Requirements for fuel handling accidents in the spent fuel pool
are covered by LC0 3.7.15. " Fuel Storage Pool Water Level."

ACTIONS LLL

G With a water level of < 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel
( ,) flange, all operations involving movement of irradiated fuel

assemblies within the containment shall be suspended immediately
to ensure that a fuel handling accident cannot occur,

!

The suspension of fuel movement shall not preclude completion of |
movement of a component to a safe position.

|

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.7.1 i

REQUIREMENTS |
'Verification of a minimum water level of 23 ft above the top of

the reactor vessel flange ensures that the design basis for the l
Ianalysis of the postulated fuel handling accident during refueling

operations is met. Water at the required level above the top of
the reactor vessel flange limits the consequences of da:iaged fuel
rods that are postulated to result from a fuel handling accident
inside containment (Ref. 2).

t

.

V)
/"

(continued)
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Refueling Cavity Water Level i
B 3.9.7 |

|

BASES (continued)~ ;

'

. SURVEILLANCE 58_ L9.7.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS .

,

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment and is
iconsidered adequate in view of the large volume of water and the.;

normal procedural controls of valve positions, which make
-significant unplanned level changes unlikely.-

;

--

REFERENCES' 1.. Regulatory Guide 1.25, March 23, 1972.
;

2. FSAR, Section 15.7.4

3. NVREG 0800, Section 15.7.4.

#

4. - 10 CFR 100.10. ;

l

5. Malinowski, D. D. , Bell, M. J. , Duhn, E. , and Locante, J. ,
WCAP 828, Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling
Accident, December 1971. i

|OV 6. NUREG 0797 Section 15.4.8, Supplement 22 January 1990 .i

)

|
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